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Intimate in Character
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Reopening of Entire Code Seen by h+1- *dep't

RELEASESJN FIRST 1934JUARTER 1^ AHEAD

Open Forum on Code Slated at Monogram Convention

THE STICKS
. . . they calls 'em

By JACK ALICOATE

/^EN. HAYS and his Board of Directors
^^ could well give a thought to the idea

of a law for the industry statute books
making it a cinema commercial crime for

a key man in any important motion picture

producing or distributing outfit not to

spend at least one week out of every three
ir.cnthc ir. "the sticks." Here is the very
backbone of the industry. Here is Amer-
ica. Here are to be found the reactions
that make or break pictures. Still. Many
industry executives see no further than the
Palisades of the Hudson.

Y Y
THERE is little difference in the make-up
' of the little exhibitor in the little town
and the so-called super-showmen of the
cities. All come from the same mold. Our
many years of contact with exhibitors has
taught us that they are seldom calm and
placid. They are either in the heights of

optimism or the depths of despair. It is

good, then, after a couple of years of fret-

ting and uncertainty, to see practically ev-
ery showman in every town again enthusi-
astic. Business is better all along the line

and is likely to continue so.

T T

IT is our observation that the most suc-

cessful little fellows are the ones who
have completely forgotten the past and
have geared themselves to the new order
of things. Depression days are history.

The house that gets the patronage is

colorful and cheerful from overhauling.
Fresh, bright marquee lights bid welcome.
Newly painted lobbies attract. New car-
pets, drapes and seats make 'em want to

come back. Pictures bring patrons. Com-
fort, convenience and cleanliness holds 'em.

Y Y Y
\A/E find nine out of ten little exhibitors

primarily interested in one thing. A
steady supply of good pictures at a price
he can afford to pay, and, intelligent co-
operation from the home offices on how to

merchandise them. Most small town the-
ater owners care little for industry politics
trade associations. Hollywood and even the
code. And, we have yet to find one not
conversant with industry goings on by
reading, at least, one trade paper.

John C. Flinn on Hand for

Discussion—Nizer to Be
Banquet Toastmaster

An open forum on the code pre-
sided over by John C. Flinn, execu-
tive secretary of the Code Author-
ity, is on the program of Monogram
annual sales convention to be held
this week at the Ambassador Hotel,

Atlantic City. At the annual ban-
quet on Saturday, Louis Nizer will

be toastmaster.
Two special cars will take the

Monogram conventioneers to Atlan-
(Continued on Page 6)

GRAND RAPIDS HOUSES

MAY JOIN PRICE HIKE

Grand Rapids, Mich. — Following
Detroit's lead, local exhibitors favor
boosting admission prices, but group
action will depend on attitude of

first-runs, says Allan Johnson, Al-
lied director. The Detroit plan would
have to be modified to meet condi-

tions here, and the move would
probably eliminate all 10-cent

houses.

DuWorld Distributing
Universal Importations

DuWorld has signed for Ameri-
can distribution rights to "Romance
in Budapest" and "Hollywood, City
of Dreams," two Universal-produced
foreign dialogue pictures and is ne-

gotiating to distribute all Universal
foreign language films in the U. S.

"U" Film for Music Hall

Universal's "Glamour," with Constance
Cummings and Paul Lukas, has been
booked to play the Radio City Music
Hall. It goes in about April 19.

NO DOWN PAYMENT

ONPHOTOPHONEPLAN

Under a revised sales policy an-

nounced Saturday by E. O. Heyl,
manager of the Photophone Division

of RCA Victor Co., the down pay-
ment on Photophone sound equip-

ment is not required in the case of

select credit risks. The company
will accept a certified check as pay-
ment in advance of a specified num-
ber of weeks according to the de-

ferred payment plan selected. The
exhibitor will then have an oppor-
tunity to recoup his cash outlay be-

fore another payment becomes due,

(Continued on Page 6)

20th Century-A. H. Woods
Join for B'way Production

First move in the recently an-
nounced plan of 20th Century to

engage in stage production to test

material for the screen will be a

tieup with A. H. Woods for the

presentation in New York next Au-
gust of "The Red Cat," comedy-
drama by Rudolph Lothar and Hans
Adler. The play already has been
staged abroad.

Changes in CodeAuthority Seen
As ResultofReviewBoardMove
Gulf States Convention

Set for Big Attendance
New Orleans—With indications

if a big attendance, swelled in part

by delegates passing through en
route to the M. P. T. 0. A. conclave

{Continued on Page 6)

"Very optimistic" over possibili-

ties of the National Recovery Re-
view Board recommending "com-
plete reopening" of the code, officials

and members of the I. T. 0. A. plan

to return to Washington today or

tomorrow to resume testifying be-

(Continued on Page 6)

182 Features, Including 40
Foreign, Released in

First 3 Months
Features released here in the first

quarter of 1934 totalled 182, an in-
crease of 13 per cent over the first

three months of 1933, when 161
were released. Of the 182, 142 were
American pictures and 40 were for-
eigns, compared with 127 Ameri-
can and 34 foreigns in the corre-
sponding three months of last year.

MONO. SIGNING NAMES

FOR 1934-35 LINEUP

Ten stars and feature players
will be signed by Monogram for ap-
pearances in six films to be made
during the coming season, Trem
Carr, production head, stated to
The Film Daily on Saturday. Deals
for stars, embryo stars and leading
talent now with major companies
will be arranged so that the play-
ers will be permitted to appear in

Monogram pictures while awaiting
(Continued on Page 6)

7,000 Houses Estimated
Now on Dual Bill Policy
Number of houses playing double

features throughout the country
has increased to approximately
7,000, or more than 55 per cent of
the theaters in the U. S., as com-
pared with 5,000 a year ago, accord-
ing to Edward Golden, Monogram
sales manager. The biggest users

(Continued on Page 6)

Tri-State Convention On
Memphis—Semi-annual convention of

the M.P.T.O. of Arkansas, Mississippi

and Tennessee got under way yesterday

with the preliminary session devoted

chiefly to screening new pictures at

local theaters. Business conferences will

be held today, followed by a banquet
tonight. Ed Kuykendall, national presi-

dent, and Dave Palfreyman of the Hays
office are among the scheduled speak-

ers. M. A. Lightman, president of the

Tri-State unit, is presiding.

_
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK

(QUOTATIONS .1 I '

"

High

Columbia Picts. vtc. 26 7
g

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 15 3
4

East. Kodak 863^

Fox Fm. "A" 15''2

Locw's, Inc 32'8

do pfd 90

MARKET
SATURDAY)

Net
Chg.

Paramount ctfs 5'/4

Pathe Exch 3</4

do "A" 183/4

RKO 3'/2

Warner Bros 7'/8

do pfd 22'/2

NEW YORK CURB

Technicolor 8

Trans-Lux 2

Low

26 Vz

15V2
85y2
15

311/2

90

43/4

31/a

18

31/4

65/8

22'A

Close

+

26%
153i

863/4

151/2

32

90

5'/4 +
3V4 +

185/g +
31/4 +
71/8 +
22'A + 2

MARKET
7% 8

2 2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 . 93jj 9 9% + %
Loew 6s 41ww 98i/

2 98'/8
98l/

8 — %
Paramount 6s 47 ctfs 48y2 48i/

2 48y2 + 1/2

Par. 5'/2s50 477/8 47% 47% + Vi

Pathe 7s37 90% 90y2 90'/2 — V4

Warner's 6s39 ... 58y4 55% 58 + 2

N. Y PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix SVa 4% 5% + %

Charles A. Rogers Moves
Charles A. Rogers, Inc., insurance

agents, are now located at 1540

Broadway, having combined its of-

fices with Stebbins, Leterman &
Gates, Inc.

OPPORTUNITY
For salesman with car to cover territory

between Albany and Buffalo for New
York Distributor—Applications held con-

fidential. Reply to Box No. 974.

THE FILM DAILY

1650 Broadway New York, N. Y.

•The Broadway Parade •
Picture

Wild Cargo

Riptide

Melody in Spring

Countess of Monte Cristo.

Distributor Theater

RKO Radio Music Hall

. M-G-M Capitol

Paramount Paramount

Universal Roxy

The Lost Patrol RKO Radio Rialto

Catherine the Great (2nd week) United Artists Rivoli

Ever Since Eve Fox Mayfair

Jimmy the Gent (2nd week) Warner Bros Strand

It Happened One Night* Columbia Center

Bottoms Up'1 Fox Palace

Alice in Wonderland* Paramount Little Carnegie

Ariane (4th week) Blue Ribbon Photo 55th St. Playhouse

Forgotten Men (9th week) Jewel Prods Criterion

TWO-A-DAY RUN
House of Rothschild (3rd week) United Artists Astor

* FOREIGN DIALOGUE PICTURES —
Broken Shoes Amkino Cameo
Chalutzim Acme

FUTURE OPENINGS
Gambling Lady (Apr. 3) Warner Bros.. . Strand

Lazy River (Apr. 3) M-G-M Mayfair

Looking for Trouble (Apr. 3) United Artists Rivoli

Constant Nymph (Apr. 6) Fox Roxy

You're Telling Me (Apr. 6) Paramount Paramount

Shame of a Nation (April 6) DuWorld Cameo
Beggars in Ermine (Apr. 10) Monogram Mayfair

Viva Villa (Apr. 10) M-G-M Criterion

She Made Her Bed (Apr. 14) ) Paramount Rialto

Glamour (April 19) Universal Music Hall

As the Earth Turns! Warner Bros Strand

Tarzan and His Mate** M-G-M Capitol

This Man Is Mine§ RKO Radio Music Hall

: Subsequent run.
** Follows Riptide.
+ Follows Gambling Lady.

§ Follows Wild Cargo,

t Follows Broken Shoes.

Code Authority Is Not Set

On Date of Review Hearing
Date for the Code Authority to

testify at the Washington hearing

to be reconvened by the National

Recovery Review Board will not ba

set until after Harold S. Bareford,

chairman of its ninth meeting, con-

fers with Lowell Mason, the board's

general counsel, today. Reports

published elsewhere to the effect

that Code Authority members will

go to Washington today were er-

roneous, it was pointed out Satur-
day.

New Chesterfield Lineup
To Include 3 Specials

Chesterfield is contemplating three
'(Li Is in addition to its regular

output of nine pictures for its 1934-

35 schedule.

Vicki Haum to Wrile Sten Story
toast Bureau of TUB FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Vicki Baum has been
signed by Samuel Goldwyn to write
an original story for Anna Sten fol-

lowing "Resurrection," which has
just gone in work with Rouben
Mamoulian directing. Fredric March
is appearing with Miss Sten in the
present vehicle.

Hungarian Studio Spurt;
Adolph Osso Active Thera

Budapest — Official Hungarian
edict that cash may not be taken

out of the country, and the success

of Alexander Korda, a native Hun-
garian, in British film production,

has spurred motion picture produc-

tion in Hungary. Backed by Adolph

Osso, French film producer, who
had money in Hungarian banks and

wished to put it to use, Paul Fejos

has already produced three films in

Hungary, and there is unusual ac-

tivity in Hungarian studios.

I. T. O. A. Refusal Delays
Wage Arbitration Board
Refusal of the [. T. O. A. to par-

ticipate in wage scale conferences

based on booth costs is understood
to be an important factor in delay-

ing Sol A. Rosenblatt, division ad-

ministrator, from appointing an
arbitration board to work out a

wage plan. Members of the unit are

insistent that operator costs must
be figured on an individual projec-

tionist basis. Rosenblatt announced
his intention of appointing an arbi-

tration committee two weeks ago,

following a. Code Authority meeting
in New York.

.oming andG oi ng

J. H. SEIDELMAN. foreign manager for Co-
lumbia, returns from Europe tomorrow on the
Berengaria. He is accompanied by his wife.

FRED ASTAIRE is due back from England next

month to start work at the RKO studios in

"The Gay Divorce."

BETTY BOYD arrives in New York tomorrow
from California on the Santa Rosa.

MR. and MRS. ROBERT H. COCHRANE sailed

Saturday on the Queen of Bermuda for a sojourn

in Bermuda.

MARCUS BENN has returned to Philadelphia

after coming back from Bermuda on the same
boat with Al Lichtman.

HERBERT T. SILVERBERG, film attorney in

Buffalo, was in New York over the week-end
en route to Atlantic City to recuperate from

a recent appendix removal.

New Accessories Issued

On Penner Re-releases
In re-issuing the series of Vita-

phone shorts starring Joe Penner,
popular radio comedian, Warners
has made available a set of new
advertising paper on these shorts.

The Penner series includes four two-
reel subjects and three of single

reel length, and will be released at

the rate of one a week starting

April 14 with a two-reeler, "Gang-
way." Penner's sensational rise in

popularity over the radio during the

past several months induced War-
ners to revive the shorts.

THE INDUSTRY'S

DATE BOOK

Today: Tri-State exhibitor convention. Hotel

Chisca, Memphis.

April 3: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio

meeting, Statler Hotel, Cleveland. 1 P.M.

April 4: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
meeting, Dcshler Wallick Hotel, Columbus.

1 P.M.

April 3-4: Gulf States Theater Owners Ass'n

convention, Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans.

Apr. 4-7: Monogram Pictures convention. Am-
bassador Hotel. Atlantic City.

April 4-7: Monogram annual sales convention,

Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic City, N. J.

April 7: Federation of M. P. Industry meet
ing, Atlantic City, N. J.

April 9: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio

meeting, Netherland-Plaza Hotel, Cincin-

nati. 1 P.M.

Apr 10-12: M.P.T.O.A. annual convention.

Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.

April 13: Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays an-

nual state meeting. Hotel Claypool, In-

dianapolis.

April 14: Universal Club's Easter Ball, Hotel

Lismore, New York.

April 14: Motion Picture Club 1934 Reunion

Cocktail Party and Dinner Dance.

April 19-25: International Congress on Educa-

tional and Instructional Cinematograph/

Rome, Italy.

April 21: A.M. P. A. Annual Naked Tru!h Din-

ner. Hotel Astor, New York.

April 23-26: Spring convention of Society o)

Motion Picture Engineers, Chalfonte-Haddori

Hall Hotel, Atlantic City.

June 4-9: I A.TS.E. and M.P.O. convention

Louisville, Ky.

June 16-July 2: International Motion Picturt

Week. Vienna.

June 18-23: American Federation of Musician:

convention, Cleveland.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato

graphy, Venice, Italy.



GOING TO

HOLLYWOOD ?

A CORDIAL WELCOME TO ALL MEMBERS OF

M.P.T.O.A. WHO ARE PLANNING TO ATTEND THE

CONVENTION IN LOS ANGELES.

WONT YOU PLEASE DROP IN ON ME AT PARA-

MOUNT STUDIOS DURING YOUR VISIT? WE CAN

RENEW OLD FRIENDSHIPS AND EXCHANGE IDEAS.

I SHOULD LIKE VERY MUCH TO PERSONALLY

THANK YOU FOR YOUR VERY KIND CO-OPERATION

AND SUPPORT.

Charles R. Rogers
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TIMELY TOPICS
Short Comedy Severest Test

For Comic, Says Ernest Truex

THE severest test for a come-
dian is the short screen com-

edy. In a picture running1 from
15 to 20 minutes, it is not possi-
ble to take time to 'build up'; the
audienec must decide almost the
first moment he appears on the

screen that the comedian is

funny, or the cause is lost. One
of the most logical reasons for

the necessity of the comedian
clicking in the first few feet of

a two-reel comedy is that the
two-reeler invariably has a se-

ries name which immediately
brands it a "comedy." The
psychological effect of this is

that the audience, seeing "com-
edy" flashed on the screen, is

immediately looking for some-
thing to laugh at. That word
has set a mood for them, and
if the laugh doesn't come right

off, their anticipation is replaced
by disappointment; since the
short comedy only runs a few
minutes, it is not likely that the
audience's favor will be won
back. —Ernest Truex

New Incorporations

NEW YORK
Nathan Zatkin, Inc., Manhattan. Theatrical

and motion pictures. C. N. Caldwell, Jr., David
H. Jackman and Raymond J. Gorman.

Endicott Circuit, Inc., Brooklyn. All branches
ot the theatrical business. Samuel Berger,

James J. Low and Murray P. dctrad.
Junction Cities Amusements, Inc., Manhattan.

Motion pictures and other amusements. Jeanette
Polotnick, Eva M. Chadnow and Julia Bregger.
Ned Wayburn Radio Broadcasting School,

Inc., Manhattan. Instructions in radio broad-
casting. Syd Comparte, Charles Seelenfreund
and Nathan Pollock.

Lancaster Theater Corp., Lancaster. Theatri-
cal, motion pictures and vaudeville. Joseph
Warda, Esther Goescke and Benjamin Finegold.

Charles V. Yates, Inc., Manhattan. Theatri-
cal enterprises. Harry Eisenberg, Leah Tannen-
baum and Joseph Allentuck.

Langdon Productions, Inc., Manhattan. The-
atrical enterprises. Louis L. Garrell, Jack J.

Garrell and Nettie Chesteroff.
Casino Varieties, Inc., Manhattan. Vaudeville

and motion pictures. Willard Zucker, Pauline
Levy and Mary Schneider.

Du World Pictures, Inc., Manhattan. Motion
pictures. Max Singer, Harold J. Sherman and
Anne Kahn.

Amity Amusement Corp., Manhattan. Vaude-
ville and motion pictures. Frank Mandel, Rose
Mehderian and Anna Sinanian.

Nicholson £> Brown, Inc., Manhattan. Theatri-
cal, motion pictures and vaudeville. John
Nicholson. Ned Brown and Leo F. Reardon.

Super Sixteen, Inc.. Manhattan. Motion pic-

ture apparatus. Daniel E. O'Keefe, Joseph J.

Shannon and Oscar Payor.

Yonkers-Camco, Inc., Manhattan. Theatrical
business. Sol Waldman, Hannah Dinnin and
Bernard Waldman.

Inter Continent Film Corp., Manhattan. Luis

Rojas de la Torre, M. David Strong and Nathan
Herbsman.

DELAWARE
Columbia Pictures of Brazil, Inc., 10,000

shares. Prentice-Hall, Inc., of Delaware, repre-

sentative.

United Artists Corp. De Colombia. 1,000
shares. Corporation Trust Co., representative.

United Artists Continental Corp., 200 shares,

Corporation Trust Co., representative.

• • • CAN YOU name the Original Motion Picture
companies in the old silent days? J. V. Scholefield, Jr.,
the Chicago lad who has one of the most extensive libraries of
old film extant names the following almost complete
list from his own collection alphabetically Aywon,
Ambrosio, Apollo, Atlas, American, Ajax, Apex Broncho,
Biograph, Bison Cines-Kleine, Claradon, Champion, Cahill,
Columbia, Copenhagen, Capitol Domino, Defender
Edison, Eclipse, Emerald, Essanay, Eclair Film D'Art

Gaumont, Gnome, Great Northern Hepwix
Italiana, Imp Kleine, Kalem, Kay-Bee, Kineto Lubin,
LaSalle, Lux, Lions' Head, Lumiere Mutual, Mustang,
Majestic, Melies, Masterpiece Nestor, National
Opal Powers, Paragon, Pharos, Pathe Freres
Reliance, Revier . Selig, Superba, Solax, Sunny South
Films Thanhouser, Triangle Urbanora, Universal-
Imp, Unicorne-Supreme, Urban-Eclipse Vitagraph
World Pictures, Willemsen, Warick Trading Co., Wrench
Xerxes and last, Yankee Films. ..... some of the Ole-
timers can fill in the missing names but this list is

nearly complete
T T T

• • • A PIPE smoker registers a complaint
against pipe smoking in theaters while admitting that
nothing can beat a pipe for a nice enjoyable smoke outdoors

it is hardly the toy to play with in a packed theater,
he claims where those alongside only get the strong
whiffs and not the pleasure of the actual pulling on the briar

seems that theater owners ought to ' put a stop to

this form of indoor torture in their places of alleged Amuse-
ment cigs and cigars ought to give any smoker enough
leeway to satisfy him

T T T
• • • FOLLOWING the lead of Warners in making "As
the Earth Turns" a film of Life as it Really Is

and not a hoked up product of a dozen Hollywood minds
a group of independent folks have turned the trick again

in an impressive drama of native life on the Isle of
Kauai in Hawaii the story of an American played by
Hardie Albright who takes charge of a sugar plantation

goes native with an island girl then marries a
society girl in the States, and brings her to live with him on
the plantation

T T T
• 9 • WHAT THE Warner pix did for the New England
Scene showing the struggle of a young couple wedded
to the soil so this Hawaiian feature treats the Tropical
Scene discarding the bunk and the hoosh about the
romantic, luring tropics and showing just what it does
to a society deb married and living there and to the
American husband who returns to his native love it is

gripping, powerful, tense carries a terrific punch
the Punch of Reality makes you feel that you are right
there a part of it all with the screen players

saw it several days ago and the Atmosphere of that
pix still grips us can't give the title, as it is being
changed made by Seven Seas Corp headed by
William Fiske, third story by James Bodrero who prac-
tically lived the life of his sugar plantation superintendent

directed by Lois Weber and a grand job she
did oh, yes Mona Maris plays the native girl

she is superb J. D. Trop is representing the
producers here

T T T
• • • WHEN HE starts Friday at the Paramount
"Roxy" will have with him more than a score of his famous
Gang including Jan Peerce, Viola Philo, Beatrice Bel-

kin, Harold Van Duzee, Henrietta Shumann, Marie Grimaldi,

the Roxy Quartette and Vocal Ensemble

« « « » » »

EXPLOITETTES
A Pip Phone Stunt
Plugs liVve Got Your Number"
£HALK one up for Charlie

Curran for his honey he
worked in conjunction with the
showing of "I've Got Your
Number" at the Fisher in De-
troit. Here's the stunt: Charlie
Curran contacted the phone
company to install a six-trunk
line switchboard in the lobby of
the theater. A beautiful blonde
was assigned to handle the calls.
A two-line bold face reader ad
was run on the front pages of
all Detroit newspapers for one
week reading, "Phone Cherry
1212—and see what happens!—"
In advance of the showing the
girl answering the call would
spiel: "I've Got Your Number
. . . And I've got the best kind
of good news for you! . . . Start-
ing next Friday at the Fisher
theater we will show that fast-
moving phoney comedy, 'I've

Got Your Number,' starring
Joan Blondell, Pat O'Brien,
Glenda Farrell, Allen Jenkins
and Eugene Pallette ... Be
sure to come over and plug in
on this picture at the Fisher
starting Friday . . . Good bye."
For the current run the spiel
was altered to suit. After a
couple of days the story broke
in the papers and it had all the
combined advantages of direct
word-of-mouth, lobby display
and newspaper publicity.—Fisher, Detroit

* * *

Newspaper Backing
for "Bunkless" Campaign
DUPLICATING the successful

campaign used to put over
Warner Bros.' "As the Earth
Turns" at its recent Dallas pre-
miere, Leon Schlesinger, War-
ner zone manager in the Phila-
delphia territory, got all the lo-

cal newspapers to back the pic-

ture as the first "bunkless" pic-

ture to come out of Hollywood.
As a result of his efforts, reams
of newspaper publicity, and pho-
tographs were used in all the
local papers for a solid week be-
fore the picture's premiere.

—Warner Bros.

Wallace Beery

Leon Janney
Harry Green

Dorothy Revier

Charles B. Paine Arthur Hirsch

Joseph W. Girard
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The 1934 Film Year Book Is Now Being

Distributed To AH Film Daily Subscribers

Here are fifteen of the many important subjects

covered in this amazing book

1—1933 Releases with credits.

2—13,905 Titles of pictures released since 1915.

3—Full texts of NRA Codes of Fair Competition.

4—Birthdays and Birthplaces of motion picture people.

5—Complete list of theaters.

6—Financial data on leading companies.

7—Court Decisions of 1933.

8—Personnel of companies and organizations.

9—Comprehensive exploitation section.

10—Equipment Buying Guide.

11—Complete Foreign Section.

12—List of Theater Circuits.

13—Original Titles of Books and Plays.

14—Work of Players, Directors, Writers, Cameramen.

15—Names and addresses of Producers, Distributors, etc.

and

1001 OTHER ITEMS OF
USEFUL INFORMATION /

THE FILM DAILY SERVICE

INCLUDES:
Film Daily six days each week.

Film Daily Short Subject Quarterlies.

The 1934 FILM YEAR BOOK.
All Special Editions.

for

Only Ten Dollars per year.

Sign the coupon today and get

in line with those who know.

THE FILM DAILY,

1650 Broadway,

New York City:

Gentlemen:

Please enter my subscription to THE FILM DAILY.

I enclose check for $10.00. Foreign $15.00.

Name

Address

City State
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NDEP'TS SEE CODE

REOPENED IN FULL

(Continued from Page 1)

are this board. They expect that

tie hearing will be completed by
Wednesday. According to a spokes-

lan for the unit Saturday its offi-

ials anticipate modifications of the

)de and i-emoval of "quite a few"
lembers of the Code Authority.

harles (Chick) Lewis of the asso-

iation is assisting Lowell B. Ma-
jn, general counsel for the Review

. in lining up witnesses.

rulf States Convention

Set for Big Attendance
(Continued from Page 1)

t the coast, the new Gulf States

heater Owners' Ass'n opens its

rst convention tomorrow morning

the Hotel Roosevelt. Acting

[ayor A. Miles Pratt, president of

le St. Charles Theater Corp., will

Uend the welcome. Ed Kuykendall

ill head the M. P. T. 0. A. group

ttenaing, and among other speak-

•s will be David Palfreyman of the

Office and D. C. Hickson of

rpi.

"Shame of a Nation" for Cameo

"Shame of a Nation," formerly

nown as "Drums of Doom," a dub-

ed foreign picture which DuWorld
3 distributing, is slated to open

kpril 6 at the Cameo.

The Key" Renamed "Isle of Fury"

tost Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—The title of Warner's

The Key" recently completed, has

een changed to "Isle of Fury," an-

icunces the company's Burbank
tudios. The cast of "Isle of Fury"

s headed by William Powell, Edna
lest and Colin Clive.

Roxy Opening Half Hour Earlier

The Roxy will open its doors to-

lay at 10:30 A. M., a half hour

arlier than usual.

New Spanish Film at Variedades

"Hollywood, City of Dreams," a

Spanish dialogue picture produced

iy Universal which DuWorld Is

iistributing, opened Saturday at the

[eatre Variedades.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER

A Spring Frolic with local talent and

tieups is always a good draw.

The Rules of Advertising in a Nutshell

The following terse catechism of modern advertising was set forth by Frank J. Ryan,
assistant to the president of the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co., in an address
before the Advertising School of the Cleveland Advertising Club, and needs no comment:

7 CARDINAL SINS OF ADVERTISING
1—Exaggeration; 2—Braggadocio; 3—Controversy; 4—Bulldozing; 5—Verbosity; 6

—

Banality; 7—Confusion.

1—Truthfulness;
manship; 6— Unity;

7 CARDINAL VIRTUES OF ADVERTISING
2—Character; 3—Reader interest; 4—Constructiveness; 5—Show-
7—Persuasiveness.

10 COMMANDMENTS OF ADVERTISING
1—Know the product or service you advertise, and its use.

2—Know your market, and the people who constitute it.

3—Plan your advertising program from beginning to end before you begin writing copy.

4— Design your advertising to attract attention, so it will be read.

5—Write your advertising in the interest of the reader.

6—Make every advertisement easy to read, easy to understand and easy to believe.

7—Remember that readers have as much intelligence and judgment as writers.

8—Realize you serve best the mutual interest of seller and buyer when your adver-

tising makes the buyer more competent.

9—Realize you serve best the special interest of the seller for whom you are adver-
tising, when you serve best the entire industry in which he is engaged.

10—Understand that every advertisement must sell by inducing the reader to action.

New Photophone Plan
Drops Down Payment

(Continued from Page 1)

it the end of the specified number
jf weeks.
The new policy also includes fur-

bishing of emergency service with-

jut charge, except tor transporta-
tion, during the period the regular
.service is rencered. An increase in

number of loudspeakers for several

models also has been made without
.harge.

Sol Rosenblatt to Offer

Changes in Vaude Clauses
Division Administrator Sol A.

Rosenblatt will offer his recommen-
dations on proposed changes for the

vaudeville and presentation sections

of the code at the Code Authority
session Friday. The committee
which conducted a hearing several

months ago in behalf of the Code
Authority is understood to have ad-

vised making certain revisions.

Dual Mono. Showing in A. C.

Atlantic City — Monogram will

have a double premiere here when
its convention begins this week.
"Broken Dreams" opened Saturday
at the Steel Pier, while "Beggars
in Ermine" starts tomorrow at the

Strand.

M-G-M Release Schedule

M-G-M's revised released sched-

ule for the next five weeks will be
"Men in White," April 6; "Laugh-
ing Boy," April 13; "Tarzan and
His Mate," April 20; "Sadie Mc-
Kee," May 4. There will be no re-

lease for the week of April 27.

Mono. Signing Names
For 1934-35 Lineup

(Continued from Page 1)

assignments from the studios to

which they are responsible, he said,

'in turn we will cooperate with
jther companies with the stars we
aevelop. Ray Walker, who was very
successful in our films last year, is

now with Paramount in a film with
oylvia Sidney."

Carr stated that the production
budget has been increased so that
che making of four specials will be
possible. The films will be more
elaborate and have more star names
than any features heretofore made
by Monogram. Westerns, starring
John Wayne will also be of higher
quality with added production costs

already set.

Stanley Suit Put Off

Wilmington, Del. — Trial of the
suit of the Stanley Company of

America against ERPI, Western
Electric and A. T. & T., in which
a preliminary injunction is outstand-
ing and which was scheduled to start
in the U. S. District Court here to-

day, has been postponed by agree-
ment of counsel until Wednesday.

A. E. Lichtman Heads New Firm

Richmond — A. E. Lichtman of

Washington, D. C, is listed as pres-

ident of the Booker T. Theater Corp.,

just chartered here. E. J. Haley
and W. E. Cumberland are the

other incorporators.

Ira J. Cass Dies

Boston—Ira J. Cass, veteran the-

ater man, died here last week.

Mentone Releasing Special

"The World in Revolt," by Emil
Lengyel, is now being made ready
for April release by Mentone Pic-
tures, E. M. Glucksman, president,

stated yesterday. An extensive ad-
vertising and exploitation campaign
is now being arranged by Joe Lee,
Harry Goldberg and A. S. Ritten-

berg. Musical settings are by Mil-

ton Schwartzwald and Gregory Sy-
one.

Mark Hanna Aiding Waxman
Mark Hanna, formerly sales man-

ager for Paramount in India and
China, has been appointed assistant

to A. P. Waxman, chairman of the
N. V. A. annual campaign. Hanna
was recently European representa-
tive for Douglas Fairbanks.

OPEN FORUM ON CODE

AT MONOGRAM MEET
(Continued from Page 1)

tic City tomorrow. Those leaving
from New York with President W.
Ray Johnston include Trem Carr,
Lou Ostrow, Jack Jossey, Arthur
Bromberg, Herman Rifkin, Howard
Stubbins, Floyd St. John, Jess Shef-
field, Harry Thomas, Eddie Golden,
Jack Berkowitz, Bernie Mills and
Jim Alexander. Ed Finney and John
Harrington are already at the re-

sort.

Program of the convention follow:

Wednesday: 10:30 A. M. to 1 P. M.
Open meeting. Welcome by Mayor of At-
lantic City. Official meeting called to order

by W. Kay Johnston.
Short addresses by Trem Carr. Al Blofson.

Ed Finney, Lou Ostrow. Irving Maudel. Jack
Berkowitz, Harry Thomas, Arthur Bromberg,
Vat Lefton, Floyd St. John. Eddie Golden,
Claude Ezell, Oscar Hanson.

1 to 2:30 P. M.—Luncheon.
2:30 P. M.—Closed meeting. Annual

meeting of stockholders. President's annual
report. Election of directors. Appointment
of budgeting and other committees. Deter-
lination of various business issues to be

taken up at subsequent meetings.
8:30 P. M.—Meeting of board of directors.

Election of officers and executive committee.
Thursday: 10:30 A. M. to 1 P. M —

Meeting of franchise holders, New York and
coast executives. Discussion of 1934-35 pro-

gram.
1 to 2:30 P. M.—Luncheon.
2:30 to 5:30 P. M.—Meeting of franchise

holders, production ad sales executives. Dis-

cuss, m of new program, budgeting of new
program, reports of committees. 11 P. At.,

screening "City Limits."

Friday: 10:.in to 1 and 2:30 to 5:30 P. M.
Address on executive policy by W. Ray

Johnston ; on production plans by Trem Carr

and Lou Ostrow ; on sales by Edward Gol-

den ; on idvertising policy by Ed Finney

;

discussion of sales drive ; discussion of sales

quotas.
Saturday: 10:30 A. M.—Unfinished busi-

ness.

1 to 2:30 P. M.—Luncheon.
2:30—

D

:scussion of group insurance by
Herbert Ebenstein. Open forum discussion

of nint ion picture industry code by John C.

Flinn.
8 P. M.-Annual Banquet at Ambassador

Until. Louis Xizer, toastmaster.

7,000 Houses Estimated
Now on Dual Bill Policy

(Continued from Page 1)

of duals are the interests which
are opposing them, oddly enough,
observed Golden on Saturday. Ar-
guing that the policy boosts busi-

ness, he pointed out that Loew's
Sheridan, which is playing duals

one half the week, has substantially

improved business through the plan.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"Joel McCrea is credited with 26

bathing suits. The only one apt to

get damp in his new pool is a pair of

dark blue trunks."—RKO.
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Denver — Walter Weins, Para-
mount exchange manager, is spend-
ing his vacation in Florida.

Birmingham — The Central Park
theater has closed but will probably
be reopened by Steve Fundenberg.

Buffalo—Great Lakes theater has
inaugurated a policy of new pro-
grams on Friday while Shea's Hip-
podrome has shifted to Saturday-
openings.

Harvard, 111.—Charles House has
sold the Harvard to A. Schoen.

Nashville, 111. — T. Dickson has
taken over the management of the
Nashville from E. R. Hisey.

Ziegler, 111. — W. C. Baker has
sold the Empire to Homer Hulsey.

Warren, Mo. — The Warren has
reopened under the management of
Thomas J. Watson.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
—

By RALPH WILK ~

//

HOLLYWOOD

J)
ICHARD BARTHELMESS, sent

to bed by the doctor last week
due to an abscessed ear, is expected
back Wednesday at First National
to resume his role in "The Old
Doll's House."

T T T

Cliff Reid, who handled "Lost Pa-
trol" for RKO, has been assigned
to produce "Afterward," which will

probably feature ZaSu Pitts.

Seven of the beauties brought out
here by Earl Carroll for Para-
mount's screen version of "Murder
at the Vanities" are remaining in

Hollywood. They are Ruth Hilliard,
Wanda Perry, Anya Taranda, Beryl
Wallace, Ernestine Anderson, Con-
stance Jordan and Dorothy Dawes.

Michael Curtiz will direct Leslie
Howard in "British Agent," which
starts April 9 at First National.

"The Woman God Forgave" has
been selected as the title for "Lizzie
Skerrit," the Frances Marion drama
Charles R. Rogers will produce for
Paramount.

T T
Albert Rogell is directing "The

Hell Cat," Columbia picture in

which Ann Sothern and Robert
Armstrong appear as a new roman-
tic team. Minnie Gombell also is

in it. Story is an original by Adele
Buftington and Fred Niblo, Jr., with
added dialogue by Joel Sayre.

i. A

CAST ASSIGNMENTS
COLUMBIA — Andre de Segurola for "One

Night of Love"; Vincent Sherman, Bradley Page,
Kane Richmond, Clifford Jones and Lucien Prival

for "Crime of Helen Stanley"; Minnie Gombell
for "Hell Cat,"
PARAMOUNT—Warren Hymer for "It Ain't

No Sin"; Morgan Wallace for "Many Happy Re-
turns."

WARNER-F. N.—Halliwell Hobbes for "Ma-
dame DuBarry"; Jesse Scott replaces Farina in

same cast.

M-G-M—Herbert Marshall for "The Green
Hat" starring Constance Bennett.

RKO—Ned Sparks for "Down to the Last

Yacht."

"Sweethearts" Pre-Release
Warner's "20 Million Sweet-

hearts" is being made available foi

special pre - release engagements
the week of April 28, announces the
company. The picture, which fea
tures an all-star cast headed by
Dick Powell, Pat O'Brien, Gingei
Rogers, Allen Jenkins, the Four
Mills Brothers and Ted Fio Rite
and Orchestra, will be generally
distributed May 26. A Broadway
showing is planned shortly.

Casino Postpones Cabaret
Cabaret project in connection with

the Casino theater which opens to-

day with two-a-day vaudeville has
been temporarily shelved. Original
plan was to open both theater and
cabaret simultaneously with the
cafe underneath the playhouse to

feature bargain prices in cocktails
and dancing during intermissions
wth hostesses provided.

British DuBarry Picture
London—"The DuBarry" will be

placed in work this month by Brit-
ish International Pictures. A "Du-
Barry" picture also is being made
in Hollywood by Warner Bros.
Another B. I. P. in work is "The

Return of Bulldog Drummond."

Boston Research Council to Meet
Boston — The newly-organized

Boston Council of the Motion Pic-
ture Research Council will hold its

first annual conference and lunch-
eon at the Somerset Hotel on April
14 under the sponsorship of the
New England committee, of which
Stephen Cabot is chairman.

Gets "Fighting Priest" for N. O.
"The Fighting Priest," featuring

Father C. E. Coughlin, has been
acquired by Amity for the New
Orleans territory.

1 Exhibitors are going to have a

* Roman holiday with th'is one!

* Just throw open the doors before
'

I
they batter them down to; see it!

.

I JOHN BARRYMORE m "20th

Century,", with Carole Lombard,

I
Walter Connolly,' Roscoe Karns.

,

| Screen play by Ben Hecht and

* Charles MacArthur. A Howard

» Hawks production.

| The strangely powerful drama of

, a woman who'Ioved two men who

,; loved her— and had to choose!.

J I ELISSA. LANDI in "Sisters Under

*" ! The Skin," with Frank Morgan

, I and Joseph Schildkraut. Directed

I by David Burton. g
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Entire net proceeds to be shared

equally between MOTION
PICTURE CHARITY FUND and

FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND

BE HAPPY with A.M. P. A.-APRIL 21st

at Hotel Astor Grand Ballroom—Tickets $5.00 per person
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SeveralHundredComplaintsAlready in C.A.Hands

REVIEWJOARD HEARINGSJOSTPONED j[ TODAY

200 Attend the Tri- State Convention in Memphis

New Orleans
... in the Springtime

=By JACK ALICOATE^^

KJEW Orleans is still New Orleans. Next

I ^ to Memphis it is the worst show town
in these United States. Not one legiti-

mate attraction in the city. Not even a

vaudeville act on the boards. And that's

something for a city of close to a half-

million at this time of the year. Pictures

throughout the Southland, however, are

more than holding their own. Mostly be-

cause after years of blind-man's-buff the

cotton, rice and sugar crops are again

bringing better than starvation prices. The
energetic, efficient and at most times

silent E. V. Richards, amusement king-pin

of this Southern Metropolis, is doing a

great job in pulling the former Saenger
flotilla out of receivership and into the

black. New Orleans food is the greatest

in the country. Lunch at Antoines and
dinner at Galitoires and you'll say so too.

Red eye has again made the town a hot

spot. Schnapps 15c a throw. Six per cent

beer a jit a schooner. Cocktails two for

two-bits. These are the good old days,

in New Orleans.
•

PREPARATIONS under way for the First

Annual Convention of the Gulf States

Theater Owners here at the Roosevelt Ho-
tel on April 3 and 4. Date has been
changed to permit stop-over for those en

route to the big Los Angeles Exhib Pow
Wow. Ed Kuykendall will be on hand for

the banquet. Dave Palfreyman from the

Hays outfit. Local exhib dignitary showed
us tentative entertainment program before

releasing it to newspapers. Last two fea-

tures were speech by our old partner in

crime, "Red" Kann, to be immediately fol-

lowed by street dancing with music. Af-

ter all, Mister, fun is fun.

•

\A/E caught M-G-M's "Louisiana" at its

™ ™ opening night in Louisiana, at

Loew's. It is melo plus, but good enter-

tainment. The natives ate it up. To us

it again demonstrated the fact that no

clement can take the place of the ex-

perienced stage trouper in ruling the

screen. Ted Healy, Irene Franklin, Maude
Eburne, Raymond Hatton and Joe Caw-
horn all have minor parts, but, Louisiana

'ouldn't be half-a-picture without them.

Lightman and Other Offi-

cers Are Re-elected

—

Local Boards Set Up
By Staff Correspondent

Memphis—Officers and board of
directors of the M.P.T.O. of Arkan-
sas, Tennessee and Mississippi were
re-elected at yesterday's semi-an-
nual meeting. Two hundred attend-
ed the open meeting at which M.
A. Lightman was re-elected presi-
dent; Mrs. Alma Walton, secretary-
treasurer; O. W. McCutchen and W.
F. Ruffin, regional vice presidents;
and H. M. Wharton, S. M.- Nutt,

(Continued on Page 5)

RKO RADIO STARTING

9 FEATURES IN APRIL

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Nine features will go

nto production at the RKO studios
his month, which, with two already
in work, will make 11 films before
the cameras in April. The two pic-

tures shooting are "Of Human
(Continued on Page 5)

Naming of 15 Secretaries

Expected at Friday Meet
Approximately 15 out of 31 sec-

retaries to serve for joint local

grievance and zoning boards will be
appointed by the Code Authority at

(Continued on Page 5)

"Rothschild" Smashes Boston

Boston— In the face of a torrential
downpour, "House of Rothschild" broke
all roadshow records on its opening at
the Majestic before a brilliant audience
of Boston's best. Harry D. Buckley,
vice-president of United Artists, and
Monroe Greenthal, director of exploita-
tion, were here for the opening, with
Al Selig handling publicity. Advance
sale is big and the picture will run
two-a-day indefinitely.

UNIVERSAL GUTTING

ITS CAPITALIZATION

Capitalization of Universal will be
reduced by nearly $4,000,000
through a proposed change in par
value of the common stock to $1 a
share, according to notice filed with
the New York Stock Exchange. The
250,000 shares of common stock of
no par value are now carried in the
capital setup at $4,173,950. Under
the new plan this would be reduced
to $250,000.

Sees Savings Effected
In Composite Cutting

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Major producers

would make a substantial saving if

they used the composite system of
cutting, according to Arthur A.
Brooks, veteran film editor, who
cut "Tabu" and recently worked on

(Continued on Page S)

Forms for Filing Complaints
Being Mailed Today by C. A.

Paramount is Reducing
Short Subject Program

Apprehensive over workings of
the code clause covering tieing in

of shorts with features, Paramount
will reduce its short subject pro-
gram for 1934-35 as compared with
its current schedule which pro-
vides 104 single reels and 24 two-
reelers, in addition to newsreel

(Continued on Page 6)

Several hundred complaints
against industry practices have al-

ready been filed with the Code Au-
thority, which today mails out
copies of three forms to be used in

filing complaints with local grie-
vance boards. As soon as the boards
begin full functions Executive Sec-
retary John C. Flinn will turn the
complaints over to them for dis-

position and they will be acted upon
{Continued on Page 6)

Minn. Governor to Testify
for Exhibs at Wash'n

Hearings Today
By WILLIAM SILBERBERG

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — Yesterday after-
noon's scheduled hearings on the mo-
tion picture code before the Nation-
al Recovery Review Board were
postponed until today at 10 a. m.
after it was learned that governor
Olsen of Minnesota is to testify be-
fore the board in the morning in
behalf of independent exhibitors.

Harold Bareford, Warner gen-
eral counsel and alternate for H.
M. Warner on the Code Authority,
held a late conference with Lowell

(Continued on Page 6)

VANSCHMUSHEADMAN

AT THE MUSIC HALL

W. G. VanSchmus, formerly of
the Rockefeller office, is now man-
aging director of the Radio City
Music Hall. Although no official

announcement has been made, Van-
Schmus has been given executive
charge of administration, operation

(Continued on Page 6)

Ask Distribs for Names
Of Code Beneficiaries

Aiding the Code Authority in ap-
plying its financing assessments,
iistributors will be asked to sup-
ply names of exhibitors who accept
10 per cent cancellation and other-

code privileges. The code provides
that although certain industry ele-

{Continued on Page 6)

"Patrol" Sets Rialto Record

RKO's "The Lost Patrol," which
opened Friday night at the Rialto,

grossed the biggest week-end business
in the history of the house, receipts
for the two and a half days exceeding
the average week. Men predominate
in the audience by about 90 to 1. Pic-
ture holds over.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 5 5 5

Columbia Picts. vfc. 29% 273/4 29'/2 + 2%
Con. Fm. Ind 45/8 43/8 4% + 3/8

Con. Fm. Ind. ptd. 15% 15% 15V2 — Va

East. Kodak 88 871/2 88 + 1

V

4

Fox Fm. "A" 151/2 15 15'/2

Loew's, Inc 32% 327/8 327/8 + %
do pfd 92% 92 92% + 2%
Paramount ctfs. . . . 5% 5% 5% -f-

3/8

Pathe Exch 33/8 31/4 3l/4

do "A" 193/8 18% 193/8 + 3/4

RKO 33/8 33/8 3% + %
Univ. Pict. pfd 32 32 32

Warner Bros 73/8 7 73/8 -f 1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. vte. 29 28% 29 +2
Technicolor 9 8% 9 +1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen Th. Eq. 6s40... 9% 9% 93/8

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 87/8 8% 8% — Va

Loew 6s 41ww 98 98 98 — %
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 49l/4 49y4 49V4 -f Va

Par. By. 5%s51.... 33% 33% 33% + %
Par. 5V2 s50 ctfs.... 49 48V4 49 + 1%
Pathe 7s37 91 90% 91 + %
Warner's 6s39 587/8 573-4 58% 4- 7/8

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 53 8 5 5^ + Va

Paramount Meeting Put Off

A meeting of Paramount Publix
creditors scheduled for today to

continue examination of officials haf
been put off until April 17.

"Riptide" Tops "Smiling"

Week-end receipts of "Riptide",
latest Norma Shearer vehicle, at the
Capitol exceeded the gross of "Smilin'
Through" for the like period, accord-
ing to Major Edward Bowes. The show-
ing is considered exceptional inasmuch
as Good Friday was included in the
three days for "Riptide."

Changes of Policy Made
By Loew in Cleveland

Cleveland—Under a new policy
.-chedule received by H. M. Addison,
Loew district manager, effective Fri-
day the Park and Granada go to
first-run double features the last
half of the week, with second-run
single feature immediately following
the State the first-half. Alhambra
goes dual with three changes weekly
at reduced prices of 15 cents for
matinee and 20 cents at night. Gran-
ada also cuts prices from 35 to 25
cents.

Court Reserves Decision
on Quittner Pauper Appeal
The Court of Appeals yesterday

reserved decision on a motion to ap-
peal as a pauper filed in behalf of
Edward Quittner and, Middletown
Combined Buildings Co. in connec-
tion with their anti-trust suit

against Paramount, which was dis-

missed in the U. S. District Court
last Spring. It was indicated that
the Quittner motion might be grant-

(1 but the Middletown Building
would be refused.
Arthur Butler Graham represent-

ed the plaintiffs, Bruce Bromley ap-
peared for Paramount and Gabriel
L. Hess was counsel for the Hays
association.

I.T.O.A. Non-Assenters
Decline Posts on Boards

Several members of the I. T. O.
A. who were named for local boards
have declined to serve owing to the
fact they have not signed the code,

according to a statement by the New
York exhibitor unit yesterday. Ex-
planation was made that refusal to

s:'gn assents was due to the failure

of Division Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt to keep alleged prom-
ises in connection with code provi-

sions.

President Harry Brandt, Attorney
Milton C. Wiseman and Charles
(Chick) Lewis are included in a

group of I. T. O. A. members who
vent to Washington today to again
estify before the National Recov-
ery Review Board.

New Paramount Musical
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount is making

plans to produce "College Rhythm,"
a comedy and musical extravaganza
with an elaborate cast including
I.anny Ross, Richard Arlen, Jack
Oakie, Paul Gerrits and Lyda Ro-
berti. The story is an original by
George Marion, Jr. Walter deLeon
and John McDermott are develop-
ing the screen play.

Hammett Original for Reliance

Dashiell Hammett, noted detec-

tive story writer, has been signed
by Edward Small of Reliance Pic-

tures to write an original for one
of the company's foi-thcoming
United Artists releases.

Pick Cincinnati Secretary

Cincinnati—Alice Juergens, secre-

tary of the Film Board of Trade,
i- slated for secretarial position of

local zoning and grievance boards.

Kiern, Schwartz to Stay
On New Orleans Boards

New Orleans — Independent-Al-
lied protests, charging that Bert
Kiern, owner of the Happy Hour,
appointed as an unaffiliated exhibi-
tor to the grievance board, was af-
filiated with United Theaters, and
that Herbert Schwartz, grievance
board impartial member, as presi-
dent of Maison Blanche, had inter-

ests in radio station WSMB with
Saenger Theaters, will not affect

these appointments, Film Daily
learned recently. It is said the Code
Authority will take action only when
favoritism is proved.

"Samson-Delilah" Special
Is Planned by Paramount

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A "Samson and Deli-

lah," with Miriam Hopkins and
Henry Wilcoxon in the name roles,

and Cecil B. DeMille as the direc-
tor, will be Paramount's "big pic-

ture" product for next season. It

is to be filmed on scale comparable
to "The Ten Commandments," "The
King of Kings," "The Sign of the
Cross," and "Cleopatra", DeMille's
current assignment.
The announcement indicates that

Paramount annually will make a De
Mille historical or biblical spectacle,

and furthermore is taken as proof
of the actuality of national business
recovery which warrants the return
to film production schedules of extra-
budget pictures.

Chesterfield Completing
Current Lineup by May 15

IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With seven features

already completed and "City Park"
an original by Carl Brown sched-
uled to go into production Thurs-
day, Chesterfield will complete its

1933-34 schedule of nine pictures by
May 15. "Green Eyes," an adapta-
tion by Charles Belden of a story by
Harriette Ashbrook, will be the
ninth production.

Cleveland Boards Meet
Cleveland—First joint meeting of

the local grievance and clearance
boards was held yesterday at the
Statler Hotel. J. E. Fontaine was
elected temporary chairman, and
Georgia Moffett proposed for secre-

tary. A committee composed of

Frank Drew, John Kalafat and
Jerome Friedlander was named to

select office space and report at the
next meeting scheduled for Sunday.

Adolph H. Mayers Burial Today

Funeral seiwices for Adolph H.
Mayers, father of Bert Mayers of

Fitelson & Mayers, attorneys, and
Archie Mayers of DuWorld Pic-

tures, will be held at 2 o'clock this

afternoon in Riverside Memorial
Chapel, Amsterdam Ave. and 76th
St.

"Riptide" and "Bunnies" Hold

Atlantic City — With as many
phone calls received on "Funny Lit-

tle Bunnies" as on the feature, "Rip-
tide," the Apollo holds over its bill

for a second week.

.oming and G oing

GLORIA SWANSON, recently signed by M-G-
M, is on her way to New York from th;
coast to appear in person at the Paramounl
Theater.

PORTER EMERSON BROWNE is eastbounc
from the coast en route to London.

LEW BROWN, associate producer at Fox
has arrived in New York to test new screen
material and probably also to produce a stage
musical.

HARRY COHN is expected to leave Holly-

wood tomorrow for New York.

JED HARRIS sails today on the Champlain
for London.

LOU DIAMOND returned to New York yes-
terday from the Coast.

GEORGE S. KAUFMAN has returned to New
York from Hollywood.

WILLIAM FRASER of the Harold Lloyd Corp.|

has arrived in New York from the Coast.

ROY MACK leaves today for the coast.

CHARLES BEAHAN has arrived from Holly-

j

wood and is stopping at The Hotel Warwick.

Budget of $1,500,000

Scheduled by Monogram
Monogram production budget for,

1934-35 will total $1,500,000, it is]

understood.

Roy Mack to Direct 2 on Coast

Roy Mack of the Brooklyn Vita
phone studio directorial staff leave
today on the Twentieth Century fo
Hollywood, where he will direct tw
two-reel Technicolor musical shorts!
for Vitaphone. One of these num- B

bers will be released as part of the
current season's "Broadway Brevi-
ties" series, with the other to be the
first of the six Technicolor shorts
for next season's release. Mack re-

turns to the Brooklyn Vitaphone
plant in about three weeks.

J. Robert Rubin's Sister Dies

Jane Rubin, sister of J. Robert
Rubin, died in the Doctor's Hospital,

New York, over the week-end. Rubin
has gone to Syracuse, where funeral
services will be held today.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

1 have referred

to it frequently

for the past six-

"'/'.] teen years. 1

hi2

1

could hardly con-

i<l&
sider my office

i_l=*»'
: completely fur-

nished without it.

In my opinion,

the 1934 Film

Daily Year Book

is one of the

"Ten Best Pro-

ductions of the

Year."

Samuel Goldwyn

1,000 Pages — Fire to

Film Daily Subscribers.
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SCREEN PLAY CHARGED
WITH EMOTIONAL FIRE!

with

f&qn Arthur- Donald Cook- Allen Jenkins
>$JP£x Directed by Roy WitHam NezII
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TIMELY TOPICS
The French System
)f Film Production

TTHERE are 22 theaters in

Paris playing American talk-

ing pictures. All of these the-
aters are usually well patronized.
This is the situation despite a
nationalism in France unknown
in this country save on the
stage with George M. Cohan.
The explanation lies in the pat-
ent superiority of American
films. What are the reasons for
this wide variance in quality;
or, more pointedly, why are
French pictures so thoroughly
bad ? Two reasons bulk large.

The first is censorship. Holly-
wood scenario writers who com-
plain ceaselessly and bitterly

of censorship here, and insist it

drains their work of reality,

should do a script in Paris.

There government, with its daily
cabinet change, exercises a

watchdog authority over the
films that is unmatched in tbe
civilized world outside of Hitler

Germany. Pictures like "I'm a
Fugitive from a Chain Gang,"
"Gabriel Over the White House,"
or "Big House" (certainly no
documents of radicalism) would
be unthinkable, although French
audiences applaud such pictures

from other countries. Then
there is the French "system" of

production. The entire industry
resembles our own Poverty Row.
Almost all films are financed on
a shoestring. A not inconsid-

erable number of major pictures

are "angeled" by individuals of

wealth with a non-commercial
interest in the feminine star.

Almost all the stars themselves
are free-lancing. Likewise the

writers and directors.

—Boris Jngster

MONC the

Huffman Disqualified

Denver — At the organization

meeting of the grievance and zon-

ing boards, to be held at 2 P. M.
today, a non-affiliated exhibitor

member will be selected to replace

Harry Huffman, disqualified be-

cause he did not sign the code. A
secretary also will probably be de-

cided upon, and a budget determined.

FACTS8R
ABOUT w2R2^ 1 ^

FILMS ffef
Luxemburg has no quotas or

tingents for foreign films, nor an

of censorship, and is af present

the most prosperous countries

world.
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PHIL M DALY
• • • LOOKS AS if the English authors, past and pres-
ent will dominate production at M-G-M for the coming
months eight plays and novels from British writers are in
different stages of preparation at the Lion stude

T T T
• • • FIRST COMES the Dickens classic, "David Copper-
field" with Elizabeth Allan, English actress, cast as young
David's mother Robert Louis Stevenson's "Treasure Island"
will have Wallace Beery playing Long John Silver and Jackie
Cooper in the role of Jim Hawkins in course of prepara-
tion are Rudyard Kipling's "Kim" and "Captains Courageous,"
with Ramon Novarro being considered for the former
"The Prisoner of Zenda," the Anthony Hope classic, will be
made as a musical with Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy,
baritone add to these James M. Barrie's "What Every
Woman Knows" with Helen Hayes W. Somerset Maug-
ham's "The Painted Veil" (which may be Garbo's next)
and Arnold Bennett's "Sacred and Profane Love" (The Book of
Carlotta) and it would seem as if the British writers
are making a big dent in the Hollywood Scene

T T T
• • • IN LONDON—Cab Calloway is still the hit of the
London show world Universal's best British to date is

"Night Club Queen," starring Mary Clare, who starred in "Ca-
valcade" when it played the Drury Lane here as a stage hit

Dave Bader helped toi adapt it for the screen, as it was
a stage play originally Paddy Carstairs is due to direct

a picture at Sound City shortly Joe Rock will soon return
to London from Russia Mae West's appeal, via a trailer

made in Hollywood, for support of the Cinema Benevolent Fund,
was a sensation in this town

T T T
• • • A FILM rehearsal ball completely walled in by
mirrors is being considered at the RKO Radio studio it

is the idea of Louis Brock, associate producer, as a measure
of economy he claims it would cut down rehearsal periods

by several days familiarize players with sequences as a

whole and give them a firmer grasp on their roles

the glass-inclosed hall would also be of great help to the di-

rector in determining who should carry the spotlight in various
sequences and shots

T T T
• • • AT THE Cheese Club luncheon today at Leone's

it will be an all-star British Day program Wayne
Pierson has arranged a lineup of Consul-General Gerald Camp-
bell, Charles Laughton, Philip Merivale of "Mary Queen of

Scots" Raymond Massey of "The Shining Hour" and A.
E. Mathews

T T T
• ""• #"" BY WAY of proving that theatrical folks are not
superstitious a raft of them have volunteered to take part

in the entertainment for the Front Page Ball spon-

sored by the New Yoi'k Newspaper Women's Club to be
held at the Astor Hotel on Friday the 13th, no less one
of the bright spots of the show will be a "celebrity" bar
presided over by such honorary bartenders as Tony Sarg, Milt

Gross, O. Soglow, Frank Sullivan, Alexander Woollcott, Hey-
wood Broun, Dexter Fellowes, Walter Trumbull and many
others

T T T
• • • A VERY impressive list of speakers has been lined

up for the Testimonial Dinner and Dance to be tendered

George Cohan and Sam Harris next Sunday eve at the Astor
Hotel under auspices of the Jewish Theatrical Guild

the dais will include among others Otis Skinner, J.

B. Kennedy, Major Edward Bowes, Walter Huston, David Sar-

noff, M. H. Aylesworth, Frank Buck, et al

EXPLOITETTES
Fine Toledo Campaign
On "Gallant Lady"

W/ALLY CALDWELL, man-
ager of Loew's Valentine

theater, Toledo, for the open-
ing of "Gallant Lady," a 20th
Century production starring
Ann Harding, went to town
with the powerful exploitation
campaign he ushered in for the
premiere. Days before the
opening all local newspapers
gave splendid cooperation with
numerous feature stories and
special art work to Ann Hard-
ing and Otto Kruger, the leads
in the picture. In addition to
the "News-Bee," "Blade," "Sen-
tinel" and "Times" devoting
generous space to the engage-
ment, Wally lined up the To-
ledo "Union Leader" the "Amer-
ican Legion" and "Moose" mag-
azines, a Hungarian daily and
the "Ameryka Echo," a Polish
daily. Each of the above pa-
pers plugged the engagement
with the result that on the open-
ing day the picture did a turn-
away business. On the fashion
angle, Wally arranged effective

displays with many of the lead-

ing merchants in the city. The
Lion Department Store used an
entired window in which one-
sheets, tinted stills of Harding
and mounted scene stills were
the dominating factors. Cards
in the window also mentioned
the opening of "Gallant Lady"
at the Valentine. Besides the
Lion tieup, 100 one-sheets were
placed with as many other mer-
chants for displays in their

windows. Sixteen special win-
dows, containing posters with
mounted stills, were secured in

the downtown section. One-
sheet posters with scene stills

mounted along the sides, were
displayed in the lobby of both
the Secor and Fort Meigs Ho-
tels. Another attractive win-
dow was put over with the

Home Furniture Company which
used stills and a three-sheet dis-

play giving the picture proper
billing. Three and six-sheet

stands wei'e placed in vacant
stores about the city. The
front of the theater was deco-

rated with cut-outs and stills.

— United Artists

« « « » » »
Sam Katz
Maurice Kann

Heath Cobb
Duncan Renaldo
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ATTENDANCE OF 200

AT TRI-STATE CONFAB
(Continued from Page 1)

Cecil Cupt, W. L. Manders, L. F.
Haven, W. P. Florence, W. El El-
kins, Raymond Goodman, J. A.
West, Roy Pearce, 0. C. Hauber, E.
L. Drake, C. E. Vogel and Howard
Waugh, directors.

A committee on arrangements
consisting of Page Baker, Jack Mar-
shall, R. X. Williams, Mrs. Alma
Walton and Tom Young was ap-
pointed. Local grievance and clear-

ance boards were set up with Mrs.
Alma Walton as secretary. Head-
quarters will be selected by a com-
mittee made up of M. A. Lightman,
J. J. Rogers and W. E. Sipe.

Among the speakers were Ed
Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A. president,

who spoke on "Our National Or-
ganization," and Dave Palfreyman
of the Hays Organization. A staff

round-table talk followed the day's

session, with a banquet at night
closing the convention. Cliff Davis,
vice mayor of Memphis, was the
chief banquet speaker. The nomina-
tion of Alma Walton as secretary
of the two boards was opposed by
Howard Waugh, Warner theater

zone manager, on the ground that

she is secretary of the Tri-State

association.
The grievance board will meet

the first and third Mondays in the

month while the zoning-clearance
beard me&ts on the second and
fourth Mondays.

Move to Counteract Catholic Film Campaign
Cincinnati—Distributing companies and exhibitors here are quietly campaigning

to counteract the rumble ot disapproval thundering through the Roman Catholic
Church, in its recent edict against so-called "immoral" films, by giving a free sam-
ple of their wares. Jesuit fathers of St. Xavier College faculty were given a private
showing ot "Cradle Song." Easter Monday all nuns in religious orders were shown
this film at a tree performance. Paramount swept into the ranks of clubwomen wi;h
a private showing of "Death Takes a Holiday." Clergy and haads of reform organiza-
tions were also invited.

Sermons preached! in Catholic churches here were not all derogatory. Judge Dennis
Ryan, head of the Diocesan Holy Name Society, and Father George Geer of Holy Name
Church specially commended Fox in a sermon from the altar.

RKO Radio Starting
9 Features in April

(Continued from Page 1)

Bondage" and "Cockeyed Cavaliers".
Seven slated to go into production
before April 9 are "Sour Grapes,"
"Great American Harem," "Vergie
Williams," "Family Man," "Murder
on the Blackboard," "Down to Their
_iast Yacht" and "Green Mansions."
Others to be started before May 1

are "Arabella" and "A Hat, a Coat
and a Glove."

Newsreeler for A. C. Pier Maybe
Atlantic City—Buck Taylor, Phil-

adelphia theatrical man, who goes
back to Million Dollar Pier for sec-

ond year this season, was down in

the resort for Easter holidays and
announced he was considering a
newsreeler for the pier instead of

the former straight film house in

Hippodrome. It is also rumored
that a concern is looking for a lo-

cation for a newsreeler near new
Union Terminal, now under con-
struction.

Naming of 15 Secretaries

Expected at Friday Meet
(Continued from Page 1)

its meeting Friday. The committee
on nominations meets tomorrow and
s expected to reach an agreement
on board memberships for New
York and Philadelphia, the last of

the boards to be set up. Its re-

port will be submitted to the Code
Authority Friday. Expectations are
.hat the three-advisory-committee
plan will be adopted for the New
York territory.

Cleveland Houses Spruce Up
Cleveland — Loew's Stillman and

Park are undergoing renovations
that is putting many to work. The
Knickerbocker, owned by Associated
Theaters, is also being redecorated
throughout.

Johnny Green Joins WABC
Johnny Green, composer of vari-

ous hits and formerly with Para-
mount, has been named musical ad-

viser to the WABC program de-

partment.

ANOTHER PRICE WAR

LOOMS IN ST. LOUIS

St. Louis—Opening of the Shu-
bert-Rialto Theater by Warners
with "Wonder Bar" at a scale of 25
cents to 6 P.M. for adults and 40
cents at night, with a dime for kids
at all times, has stirred rumblings
of a new price war. The scale is

little above that charged by smaller
neighborhood houses for sluff pic-

cures. Independent exhibitors held
a meeting last week, after which
Fred Wehrenberg, president of the
M. P. T. 0., sent a vigorous protest
against the Shubert-Rialto scale to

Joseph Bernhard, general manager
jf Warner theaters, and to Grad
Sears, sales executive of Warner
Jros. Some independent neighbor-
hood houses are talking about going
.o 10 cents for adults.

See Savings Effected

In Composite Cutting
(Continued from Page 1)

"Smoky" and "Lawless Valley." The
composite system provides for the

sound track being printed on each
individual scene and results in a

saving of three cents a foot. It

eliminates the printing of all sep-

arate sound tracks. One major com-
pany has been using the system
since th<; inception of talking pic-

tures. Brooks is considering offers

to work in New York and London.

"AN INSTITUTION AS GREAT AS THE INDUSTRY IT SERVES

f \ ^* M p R 1 N T I
ONCE A CRAFT
NQW AN EXACT

SCIENCE

n G

THANKS TO OU GINEERS AND CHEMISTS
"Certified Prints" are always the finest expression of the sound and action in your

negative because they're made by science on the world's most modern machinery

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES, INC.

NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD
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REVIEW BOARD HEARING

POSTPONED TO TODAY
I Continued from Page 1)

Mason, Board counsel, with a view
So getting- data for guidance of the
Code Authority at the hearing. J.

Robert Rubin aid not come to Wash-
ngton yesterday as expected owing
;o the death of his sister.

Today's sessions are expected to

nelucie testimony of independent
abor union groups from New York
md Minneapolis, and probably fur-
:her testimony from independent
xhibitors.

V^anSchmus Head Man
At the Music Hall

(Continued from Page 1)

md booking of the huge auditorium.
Early in tha fall he was assigned
ay Rockefeller executives to super-
vise all business matters at the Mu-
sic Hall although it is reported that
this is his first activity in the
amusement industry.

Paramount is Reducing
Short Subject Program

\Loutinucd from Page 1)

issues. The program will be defi-

nitely set next month at the Coast
with Lou Diamond, home office

short subject executive, attending.
The company's program for next

season will include the Paramount
Pictorial, Headliners series, a series

resembling the present Screen
Souvenirs, and Max Fleischer car-

toons, including one series in color.

Ask Distribs for Names
Of Code Beneficiaries
(Continued from Page 1

)

ments have not unqualifiedly assent-

?d to the code, nevertheless they can

he assessed for its operation costs

in event they in any way participate

in its benefits, including filing com-

plaints with local boards.

Warners Buy Two Stories

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"I'll Sell Anything,"

original by Albert J. Cohen and
Robert T. Shannon, and "Border

Town," novel by Carroll Graham,
co-author of "Queer People," have

been acquired by Warners.

Talley to Manage New Fla. House

Tallahassee, Fla.— A. P. Talley

will manage the new State, being

erected for Sparks Enterprises on

College Ave. adjoining the site of

the house destroyed by fire. House

will seat 1,200.

Lets Kids Run House

St. Louis—A weekly Boys Night, when
school children and Boy Scouts will man
the theater from stem to stern with

the exception of the projection booth,

is being inaugurated by Norville Pack-

wood, manager of the Grand-Florissant

Theater.

NEWS OF THE DAY
Erie, Pa.—Mort Shea has com-

pleted arrangements for the instal-
lation of a large RCA Victor High
Fidelity system in his theater, and
plans a big advertising and opening
ballyhoo splurge to capitalize on it

locally.

Jamestown, N. Y.—Irvin S. Kay,
manager of the Winter Garden, is

out of the hospital after a sinus
siege.

Harrisburg, Pa. The Majestic,

long dark, has been taken over by
the Wilmer & Vincent circuit and is

being renovated and equipped with
a large size RCA Victor High Fidel-
ity sound system for reopening as a
first-run house. C. F. Hopkins, city

manager of the circuit, will be in

charge.

Boston—The Tremont theater has
reopened with Francis P. Lydon as
manager for the roadshowing ol

"Narcotic," handled here by Hub
Film Exchange.

Monogram Product Gets
Record Cleve. Bookings

Cleveland—Every Monogram pic-
ture released this season has run a
full week at a downtown first-run
house, and the pictures have play-
ed every first-run house in the city
with the sole exception of Loew's
State. The bookings include 20 fea-
tures so far. This, according to J.

3. Jossey, Monogram franchise hold-
er, is the first time that any inde-
pendent product has had such a

record in Cleveland.

Buffalo Boards Set Meeting Days
Buffalo — At an informal get-

together last week of the local

grievance and zoning - clearance
boards it was decided to have the
grievance board meet the first and
third Mondays of each month, while
the zoning board will meet the sec-

ond and fourth Mondays. Extra
meetings will be held when neces-
sary. Both boards will use the of-

fices of the M. P. T. 0. association
and will have the same secretary.

First Division Branch in N. O.

New Orleans—First Division will

open a branch here shortly. The
company is now seeking office space
and Lyall Shiell, former film sales-

man and exchange manager, will be
in charge.

Gamby Held Over on Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Maria Gambarelli

(Gamby), who came west to appear
at Grauman's Chinese during the
run of "Queen Christina," has been
asked by Sid Grauman to stay over
for the prologue of the next pic-

ture, "House of Rothschild." Gam-
by also has been invited to three

studios to take screen tests.

Quits Phoenix Amusement Co.

Lexington, Ky.—Annabelle Ward
has resigned as managing director

of Phoenix Amusement Co., being
succeeded by Charles Behlen, form-
erly with RKO.

Modernizing Pittsburgh House
Pittsburgh—M. A. Samuels, who

took over the New Atlas here, is

reseating and modernizing the

house with RCA Victor High Fidel-

ity sound.

St. Louis Notes
St. Louis—Milton Harris, former-

ly of the Fox Theater, has gone to

Cleveland to handle publicity for
Loew's.
Harry Swann, manager of the Hi-

Pointe theater, has moved to the
fishington in Granite City, with

Bill Mahoney replacing him at the
Hi-Pointe.
Fox Theater is now holding at-

tractions as long as receipts war-
rant. "David Harum" ran 15 days
and "George White's Scandals" is

the current bill.

Oscar Lehr, owner of the Peer-
less, is ill at home.

Several theaters have made a deal

with Station KWK to advertise
their pictures for a period of five

weeks.
M. P. T. 0. has gone on record as

vigorously opposed to a city sales

tax.

The Legion Gayety Theater open-
ed Sunday with a 10-20-30 stock

jompany operated by Legionnaires
throughout.
Fred Wehrenberg, Mrs. Ella Lau,

W. A. Collins, J. B. Lueken, Bob
Cluster and Theodore Coleman are

among exhibs from this territory

who plan to attend the M. P. T. O.

A. convention in Hollywood.

Wehrenberg Licks Holy Week
St. Louis — Fred Wehrenberg,

owner of the Cinderella, Melba,
Michigan and Virginia, exploded the

Holy Week bad business myth in

a way that was a surprise even to

himself. He revived a Mae West
film, "Night After Night," in all

four houses for three days, with

"Big Broadcast" and "Horsefeath-
ers" as the accompanying picture in

two houses each. On Good Friday
"The Sign of the Cross" was shown.

Vaude for Cincy Grand

Cincinnati — "Happy" Meininger,
former manager of the Capitol, will

inaugurate first-run films with
vaudeville at the RKO Grand Opera
House. Herman Boch, Grand man-
ager, goes to the Capitol.

William Dodds to Wed
Cincinnati — William Dodds, as-

sistant manager of the RKO Alb e,

will become a benedict in June.

MANY COMPLAINTS

ALREADY RECEIVED

(Continued from Page 1)

in the order received at code head-
quarters.

Flinn's letter accompanying the
complaint forms in part reads as
follows:

"To what extent and in what number com-
plaints will be filed with your board for
determination, the Code Authority has no
accurate information. Since the Code be-
came effective a number of complaints have
been sent to the Executive Secretary. When
the character of any complaint has come
within the provisions of the Code for de-
termination by a local Grievance Board, the
complainant has been notified to that effect
in every instance and requested to be patient
until the local Grievance Board in com-
plainant's territory has been appointed and
then take his complaint to the board ill

the proper manner and form. Each com-
plaint received from your territory for de-
termination will be sent to your local secre-
tary as soon as he (she) is appointed, which
should be very soon.

"The local secretary will be instructed to

list the complaints for determination by your
hoard in the order, by dates, in which they
were filed with the Code Authority.

"When your board starts to function all

complaints shall be filed directly with your
secretary and the practice of sending com-
plaints to the Code Authority will be dis
cou raged.

"The Code Authority is forwarding to

your secretary, when appointed, a certified

list of distributors and exhibitors situated in

your territory who executed prior to March
10, 1934. unqualified assents to the Code
(Article VI, Part 2, Section 8) and who arc

privileged to file complaints. Only the names
on this certified list are so privileged. There
fore, reference to the list for verification

signature should be the first procedure when
a complaint is received by the secretary

of your board.

"To simplify the procedure of filing com-
plaints, the Code Authority has prepared
forms, of which copies are attached here
with, to be used exclusively as the propel

forms for filing complaints. There are three

such forms, each of which may be explained
in a few words:

"No 1 (White)—Upon this form should

be filed exclusively any complaint for ont

of the four reasons contained in Article VI.
Part 2, Section 1, Paragraphs (a) or (b)

or (c) or (d).

"No. 2 (Blue)—Upon this form should be

filed exclusively any complaint under pn.

visions of Article VI, Part 2', Section 4

The local board does not make a determina
tion of complaints filed under this section;

it cither dismisses the complaint or certifie-

the complaint for determination by the Codi
Authority.

"No. 3 (Pink)—Upon this form should I

filed exclusively any complaint under provi-

sions of the Code outside of Article VI, Pari

2. and referred to in the two foregoing para

graphs.

"The Code Authority cannot emphasize

too strongly the importance of regular, legal

procedure by the local Grievance Board*.

Every earnest effort should be made to reach

unanimous agreements on determinations, :

referred to in the manual. Unanimous de-

terminations are nearly always just determin

ations and will tend to discourage appeals with

the Code Authority from determinations of

local l>oards. While the Code provides liberal

machinery for appeals, nevertheless, there is

a loss of time and travelling expense to be

incurred on the part of appellants whose ap-

peals will be heard by the Code Authority

sitting in New York City."

Censor Bill Looms in Missouri

St. Louis—A state censorship measure

is to be presented at the next session

of the Missouri General Assembly by thi

Civic Union, according to present plans.

Leaders of the movement also have

been trying to interest members of the

St. Louis board of aldermen in their

plans.
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Richard Barthelmess in

"A MODERN HERO"
with Jean Muir

Warner Bros. 71 mins.

RAMBLING DRAMA OF MIXED MO-
TIVATIONS COVERS A LOT OF GROUND
TO NO PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

This shapes up as a rather ineffectual

story of one man's life that ends in a

helpless and hopeless frustration of prac-

tically everything he attempted to do. All

his dreams and hopes are crashed, no par-

ticular purpose is served, and certainly it

does not make for the type of entertain-

ment that holds. Richard Barthelmess is

seen as a circus performer with his mother

assisting in his act. He has an affair with

Jean Muir, a young country girl. Later

he learns that a baby is about to be

born, but she refuses to marry him, choos-

ing a country boy for her husband. His

boundless ambition drives him forward to

great material success, and he has an af-

fair with a titled woman, and marries the

daughter of his business partner. All his

affairs of the heart are disastrous. His

boy, whom he persuades Jean Muir to al-

low him to send to college, is killed. Then

in the Wall Street crash his fortune is

wiped out. Shorn of everything, he re-

turns to his mother, and they decide to

start life all over again in Europe.

Cast: Richard Barthelmess, Jean Muir,

Dorothy Burgess, Marjorie Rambeau, Flor-

ence Eldridge, Theodore Newton, William

Janney, Verree Teasdale, Maidel Turner,

J. M. Kerrigan, Hobart Cavanaugh, Arthur

Hohl.

Director, G. W. Pabst; Author, Louis

Bromfield; Adaptors, Gene Markey, Kath-

ryn Scola; Editor, Jim Gibbons; Camera-

man,W. Rees.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

"LAZY RIVER"
with Jean Parker and Robert Young

M-G-M 75 mins.

COMEDY MELODRAMA IN POPULAR

HOKUM VEIN BEST SUITED FOR THE

FAMILY HOUSES.

In the locale of Louisiana's bayou dis-

trict, this is one of those "turn to the

right" dramas that used to be so popular

in the old opera house days, and are still

popular with much of the family trade.

Robert Young, Ted Healy and Nat Pendle-

ton, ex-convicts, go out to the bayou to

blackmail Maude Eburne, supposed to be

a rich dealer in shrimps. Instead they

find her with an overhanging mortgage

and a charming daughter, Jean Parker, to

whom Robert immediately takes a shine.

So instead of carrying out their crooked

plans, the lads set to work to lift the

mortgage and free Maude from the clutch-

es of a villain, C. Henry Gordon, who also

is engaged in smuggling Chinese. Then

for a culmination of the romance be-

tween Robert and Jean. Action is worked

up in good old pop style and there is a

good bit of humor scattered around.

Cast: Jean Parker, Robert Young, Ted

Healy, C. Henry Gordon, Nat Pendleton,

Ruth Channing, Maude Eburne, Raymond

Hatton, Irene Franklin, Joseph Cawthorne,

Erville Alderson, George Lewis.

Director, George B. Seitz; Author, Lea

David Freedman; Adaptor, Lucien Hubbard;

Cameraman, Gregg Toland; Editor; Wil-

liam LeVanway.

Direction, Good Photography, A-l.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
QEORGE STEVENS, who directed

"Strictly Fresh Yeggs," co-

starring Tom Kennedy and Will

Stanton, is directing Kennedy and
Stanton in "Cracked Shots," an-
other RKO comedy. "Strictly Fresh
Yeggs" registered many laughs
when previewed at the Fox Ritz.

V T T

Our Passing Show: Constance
Bennett, Dr. Giannini, Gilbert Rol-
and, David O. Selznick, James Flood,

Sam Marx, Dore Schary, John Zanft,
Frank Partos Jerome Sackheim,
Bert Marx at the preview of "Viva
Villa."

T T T
Edwin L. Marin is directing "Af-

fairs of a Gentleman," which Ed-
mund Grainger is supervising for
Universal. Marin directed "Bombay
Mail" and several other Universal
pictures.

T T T
Simile—As hard to please a star

looking for a story.

T T T
Ethel Merman has been signed

for an important role in "Treasure
Hunt," Eddie Cantor's next comedy.

FOREIGN FILMS
"CHALUTZIM" ("Palestine Pioneer"),

in Hebrew, Arabic and Polish; produced

by Zenith; directed by Alexander Ford;

with A. Meskin, M. Florfeld, R. Klatzin,

Bar-Adon, L. Hurwitz, et al. At the Acme
Theater.

Produced in Palestine, the first talker

to be made there, this is an interesting

record of the rebuilding of the Jewish

homeland. There is a good deal of human
interest in the story, while the acting and

photography stand out.

"DIE TOCHTER DES REGIMENTS"
("The Daughter of the Regiment"), in

German; produced by Ondra-Lamac; di-

rected by Karl Lamac; with Anny Ondra,

Otto Wallburg, Adele Sandrock, Werner
Fuetterer, Willy Stettner, Albert Heine.

At the 79th St. Theater.

Amusing military comedy with musical

trimmings. Has enough laughs, mountain

adventure, song-and-dance and romantic

touches to make it generally satisfying for

German audiences.

She recently finished work in "We're
Not Dressing," at Paramount.

Warner Baxter and Claire Trevor
will play the title roles in Fox's
"Maximilian and Carlotta." John
Blystone is slated to direct.

T r
Franchot Tone has been assigned

opposite Jean Harlow in "One Hun-
dred Per Cent Pure," which Sam
Wood will direct for M-G-M. Lionel
Barrymore also is in it.

T T T
New contracts have been given by

M-G-M to Mae Clarke and Leo Car-
roll, players, and W. S. Van Dyke,
director.

CAST ASSIGNMENTS
PARAMOUNT—ZaSu Pitts for "Mrs. Wiggs

of the Cabbage Patch," with Pauline Lord.

W. C. Fields and Charlotte Henry, under di-

rection of Norman Taurog; Mary Boland fir

"Here Comes the Groom," with Jack Hiley.

METRO—Lewis Stone, Ed~und Breese Nig''
Bruce and Cora Sue Collins for "Treasure
Island."

FOX—Inez Norton and Henry O'Neill for

"Now I'll Tell."

WARNER—Leo White, newly placed under
long-term contract, for "Madame Du Barry."

COLUMBIA—Ed Gargan, Snow Flake and
Gigi Parrish for "Twentieth Century"; Rose-
mary Glosz and Mariska 1 Aldrich, operatic

artistes, for "One Night of Love."

SERIAL
Clyde Beatty in

"The Lost Jungle"

(Mascot Serial)

with the Hagenbeck-Wallace
Animals

Mascot 27 mins.

Although the plot of this serial is

awkwardly assembled, the frequent

scenes where Beatty is in a cage
with lions and tigers have a tense
excitement even for adults but more
especially for kids. First episode
shows Beatty as a circus animal
trainer. He incurs the enmity of
Sharkey, another trainer, when he
socks him for beating a tiger. It
is decided that Beatty shall go to
the jungles and bring back animals
for a new act. A trans-oceanic
dirigible, on which he is making the
first leg of his trip, breaks in two
and lands Beatty on an island with
a lion springing at him as the first
episode closes.

Second episode, in two reels run-
ning 18 minutes, shows Beatty scar-
ing off the lion and proceeding with
a circus press agent to a stockade.
Sharkey also has landed on the is-
land, and there is a discovery of
treasure unearthed by an English-
man who is dying.

Final Shots on "Frankie"
Two cameramen have been sent

by All-Star Productions to the mid-
dle west to make some shots of the
Mississippi River as the final foot-
age for "Frankie and Johnnie,"
made at the Biograph Studios in
the Bronx. Victor Young and his
orchestra have been recording the
background and interlude music for
the picture.

if you put your ears to the gf

YOU'LL HEAR THE THUNDERING ACCLAIM

HOLLYWOOD IS ACCORDING THE

GREATEST COMEDY SMASH IN YEARSI
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c ENTU RY
CAROLE LOMBARD
, From the notable New York stage success' by

Ben Hecht—Charles MacArthur—Charles B. MilhollanrJ

A HOWARD HAWKS PRODUCTION

A COLUMBIA PICTURE
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Hap/^ <Uys are here ^/

Cheers for

Norma Shearer,
Robert Montgomery
in "Riptide," with

Herbert Marshall,

Mrs. Patrick Camp-
bell. Written and
directed by Edmund
Goulding. Presented

bylrvingG.Thalberg.

SMASH go the

records from Coast-to-

Coast. Here's the first

three days' business by
telegraph, as we merrily

go to press:

NEW YORK
Sets three days' record for past year and a half!

PHILADELPHIA
Biggest mid-week opening in 3 years!

BALTIMORE
S. R. O. signs for Shearer fans!

BOSTON
Biggest first three days in two years!

COLUMBUS
Beats everything except "Tugboat Annie"
record-holder!

RICHMOND
Bents everything except "Tugboat Annie."

ROCHESTER
Terrific business for Shearer's greatest!

WASHINGTON
Within reach (if house record! And going

strong!

SYRACUSE
Sensational reception! S. R. O. here!

MEMPHIS
Beat "Tugboat Annie "

EVANSVILLE
Bejt opening on the books!

DES MOINES
Biggest house has had except'Tugboat Annie"

NEW ORLEANS
Beats "Tugboat Annie" and "Dinner at 8."

NASHVILLE
Beats "Tugboat Annie" and "Dancing Lady."
Sensational

!

And the telegrams pour in from Akron, Canton,
Cleveland, Providence, Springfield, Houston, Kansas
(
"icy, Indianapolis, St. Louis, Omaha, Louisville. ..and

around the map it's "Riptide Wrecks Records!"

EXTENDED PLAYING
TIME? NATURALLY!
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Recovery Review Board Concludes Code Hearings

SUIT AGAINST ElECTRICTlS REPORTEFSETTLED

Harry Cohn Laughs at Rumors of Columbia Sale

Cut-Outs
. . from a train window

—By JACK ALICOATE-^^
C.L PASO, TEXAS ... As we look over
"- into MEXICO we can't help thinking
of WALLACE beery in M-G-M's "Viva
Villa" ... A NATURAL sure . . . Don't
be SURPRISED if the LITTLE 3,600 seater

in Radio City houses a BIG continental

musical next fall . . . Nothing is more
restful and SATISFYING to the average
picture fan than a good scenic, PROPERLY
scored . . . This industry should NOT allow

any city, state or federal agency to TAM-
PER with its newsreels. Providing, OF
COURSE, they meet the conventional de-

mands of DECENCY. The constitution

guarantees FREEDOM to the press. News-
reels are as much the PRESS as any news-
paper ... A small-town EDITOR tells us

that while he EDITORIALIZED against half

dressed movie STILLS his readers continue

to CLAMOR for them.
•

TEAR more than anything ELSE is hold-

* ing this industry back . . . Thoreau
wrote: "Nothing is so much to be feared

as fear. The sin that God hates is fear.

He thinks atheism innocent in compari-

son" . . . HOWARD dietz is a natural

SHOWMAN . . . Except that it IS there,

we cannot think of a SINGLE reason why
all production should be CENTERED in

Hollywood ... If Delaware passes that law

keeping all screen actors who have been

divorced from the screen the age LIMIT
for screen stars in Hollywood will be

automatically lowered to sixteen . . . The
BEST film sales executive is NOT the

one who can get the most for a given

picture but the one exhibitors want to

continue doing business with because of

SQUARE shooting. •

MORE tax agitation is started because

of the PRINTING of star salaries and

box-office figures than ALL other causes

combined . . . Why is it that ED wynn, a

great comedian, is a FLOPISSIMO in pic-

tures . . . The CATHOLIC church is be-

coming vitally interested in the screen for

EDUCATIONAL purposes . . . It's hard to

beat that Russian school for screen

ARTISTRY . . . PETE smith is doing a

SWELL jcb with that NUTS reel of his . . .

a PIONEER in films is one who can RE-

MEMBER when a property room consisted

of a plug hat, a sword, three books, and

a telephone stand.

Reported Deal with DuPont
Just Applesauce, Says
Head of Company

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Rumors published in

certain quarters about a pending
deal whereby DuPont interests
would acquire control of Columbia
are laughed at by Harry Cohn, pres-
ident of the company. The reports
are "silly and ridiculous" he told
Film Daily yesterday, adding that
if any such deal were on, the story
would come from him as major
stockholder.
Cohn and Edmund Goulding leave

by plane tomorrow for New York.

SCHENCKSAYS 75%

WANT PLAIN STORIES

Seventy-five percent of the pub-
lic doesn't want stories with sophis-
ticated treatments, declared Presi-
dent Joseph M. Schenck of United
Artists yesterday. More sympathe-
tic characters in yarns are needed

(Continued on Page 11)

John Arnold Is Re-elected
Head of Cinematographers
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—American Society of
Cinematographers has re - elected
John Arnold, president; Victor Mil-
ner, first vice-president; John Boyle,
second vice-president: Thelma Dyar,

(Continued on Page 11)

$404,562 Columbia Net

Net profit of $404,562.93, equal

to $2.25 a share on the common
stock, is reported by Columbia for

the six months ended Dec. 30. For

the full year preceding this period

the company's net was equal to

$4.10 a share on the common.

MONOGRAM MEETING

IS UNDER WAY TODAY

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Atlantic City — Monogram has

established temporary headquarters
in this seaside hamlet prior to open-
ing its annual sales convention at
the Ambassador. Nearly 75 officials

of the company and exchangemen
have assembled for the session,

which will conclude Saturday eve-
ning with a banquet.

Highlight of the program will be
(Continued on Page 12)

Paramount May Release
4 Hecht-MacArthur Films
Paramount is expected to dis-

tribute four features which Ben
Hecht and Charles MacArthur will
nroduce at Eastern Service Studio.
The writers, who are now in the
country working on story material,
have formed a new company. Pro-
duction begins within 30 days.

Hearings on Code Concluded;
Labor Issues Up Next Week

Actor Is Granted Tax Cut
For Entertainment Outlay

Overruling the Federal Board of
Tax Appeals, the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals has granted a tax
deduction of $1,687.10 to Sidney
Blackmer for expenses incurred in
entertaining critics, managers and
others with a view to strengthening

(Continued on Page 11)

By WILLIAM SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington—The Appearance and
Testimony of Governor Floyd Olsen
of Minnesota in behalf of what he
termed independent exhibitors and
opposition to the motion picture
code as it allegedly affects their in-

terests, highlighted the final day's
hearings before the National Re-

(Continued on Page 12)

Amicable Adjustment Made
in Suit Against AT&T

Group, is Report
By N. M. MacLEOD

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Wilmington, Del.—What promised
to be the biggest litigation in the
film industry, the suit of Stanley
Co. of America, Duovac Radio
Corp. and General Talking Pictures
against American Telephone &
Telegraph, Western Electric and
Electrical Research Products, charg-
ing violation of the anti-trust laws,
and scheduled for hearing in U. S.
District Court here starting today,
has been settled or is being settled,

Continued on Page 11)

FIRST GULF UNIT MEET

IS ATTENDED BY 10

By WILLIAM SPECHT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

New Orleans—First convention
of the new Gulf States Theater
Owners Ass'n opened yesterday with
105 attending. Principal speaker at
the afternoon session was Ed Kuy-
kendall, M. P. T. O. A. president,

who discussed the code, theater op-
erations and the value of a nation-
al organization, although present- of-

ficers of the Gulf unit, however, are
oppose to affiliation. Kuykendall

(Continued on Page 12)

Famous Players Circuit

Reports $104,884 Profit
Toronto—Net profit of $104,884

is reported by Famous Players
Canadian Corp. for 1933, compared
with $21,984 the year before. The
circuit is affiliated with Paramount
Publix.

Easter Business Ahead
Broadway film house managers yes-

terday reported that the current Easter

week business is the best in several

years. Much of the attendance is be-
ing drawn from out-of-town visitors.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High Low Close

Am. Seat 5 5 5

Columbia Picts. vie. 30> 3 29 1
* 30

Con. Fm. Ind 4V4 41/4 VA —
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 15'i 15' 2 )5V4

East. Kodak 89 87' 2 89

Fox Fm. "A". .
155 3 151/4 15V2

Loew's, Inc 32'a 32 323 4 —
Paramount c:fs. 5% 53 3

55 3

Pathe Exch 3'/2 3'/4 3' 4

do "A" 19% 19i/
2 193 4

RKO 3' 2 3% 3'/2 +
Warner Bros 7'/4 7 7' 4 —

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Technicolor 8' 2 8 8

Trans-Lux 2 2 2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 9V2 9V 2
9' 2 +

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 8' 3 8?g 8Ti +
Loew 6s 41ww .... 983 4 98' 2 983 4 4

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 50 50 50 -
Par. By. 5</2 s51 . . . 34'/2 33% 34' 2 -

Par. By. 5'/2 s51 ctfs. 33 33 33 4-

Par. 5'/2s50 ctfs. 50 49'/2 493/4 +
Warner's 6s39 59 583 4 59 +

N Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 5' 2 5' 4 5V2

Net
Ch,.

Va

1/4

%
%
%

l'/2

V*

Hampton and Porter

Opening Coast Office

David B. Hampton and Verne

Porter, literary agents, will estab-

lish a Hollywood office this summer.

Hampton and Porter will not rep-

resent authors who write exclusive-

ly for motion pictures.

POSITION WANTED
13 years' Banking experience (Audit-

ing Department'. Salary secondary.

Box No. 917 c-o Film Daily

1650 Broadway New York. N Y.

Comedians Discuss Studio Audiences—Mostly for 'em

At a round-table discussion yesterday at the Algonquin, attended by Jimmy
Durante, Groucho and Chico Marx, Jack Benny and Jack Pearl on whether
studio audiences at radio broadcasts should be banned, Jimmy Durante alone

came out unequivocally for prohibiting studio audiences. While the others

agreed that free shows were affecting attendance at theaters, they said they

favored studio audiences. Durante said that a radio comic was playing pri-

marily to an unseen audience and should rise or fall on the opinion of that audi-

ence. He said he had found that the public resents the practice of ether

comedians of playing to the visible audience. If there were no free radio

shows there would be increased attendance at theaters and greater employ-

ment of actors he asserted.

Out of 500 replies received by the Marx Brothers' radio sponsors to a poll

on whether studio audiences should be banned, 300 were for and 200 against

studio audiences, according to Chico Marx.

900 AMPA TICKETS

ALREADY GRABBED UP

More than 900 tickets, out of the
maximum capacity of 1,250, for the
Ampa Naked Truth Dinner, Dance
and Entertainment to be held April
21 at the Astor Hotel have already
been sold, it was stated yesterday
by John C. Flinn, Ampa president,

at a meeting of advertising heads,
purchasing agents and sales execu-

tives in the Motion Picture Club.
Definite ways and means were dis-

cussed to make the Dinner a big

success, with a goal of $10,000 set

for splitting between the Film Daily
Relief Fund and the Motion Pic-

ture Charity Fund. Louis Nizer
spoke for the Charity Fund, declar-

ng that the profits would have to

come from the Journal, and con-

structive suggestions were offered

by Howard Dietz, Bob Gillham, Hal
Home and others. Sub-committees
were named and are already at work
toward making the Journal reap

the profit wanted by the operating

committee.
Paul Benjamin, chairman of the

Naked Truth Dinner, announced
yesterday that Martin Starr, man-
aging director of the International

Beauty Pageant, had been appointed
publicity director of the Dinner.

Starr, who is about to leave for

Hollywood, will carry on the work
until time for him to depart for

the west.

Jay Emanuel is Named
Code Authority Alternate
Ed Kuykendall has selected Jay

Emanuel, former M. P. T. O. A.

official, as his alternate on the Code
Authority. The M. P. T. O. A.

president is en route to the coast

and will not attend the New York
meeting of the Authority on Friday.

Monarch Circuit Staying

In Eastern Territory
Monarch Theaters will confine its

activities to the territory East of

Indianapolis, it was stated by Mil-

ton Feld yesterday. Circuit now
has five houses located as follows:

Indianapolis, two; Akron, one;

Youngstown, one; Steubenville, one.

Other deals for theaters in Ohio

and Indiana are understood to be

pending.

20 WARNER FILMS

AWAITING RELEASE

Warners have 20 features com-
pleted and awaiting release. It is

the greatest number of advance
films available for immediate dis-

tribution in the history of the com-
pany, and it is said that the invest-
ment in these completed pictures
represents approximately $5,000,-
000. Groups include:
"The Circus Clown," starring Joe

E. Brown; 'Doctor Monica," star-

ring Kay Francis; William Powell
in "The Key"; "The Personality
Kid"; "A Very Honorable Guy," star-

ring Joe E. Brown; "As The Earth
Turns", with Jean Muir; "Return
of the Terror"; "Without Honor,"
with James Cagney and Joan Blon-
dell; "Smarty", with Cagney and
Warren William; "Registered
Nurse", with Bebe Daniels; "Up-
perworld", with Warren William;
"Friends of Mr. Sweeney"; "The
Merry Frinks"; "Fog Over Frisco";

"The Fortune Teller", starring En-
rico Caruso, Jr.; "Merry Wives of

Reno"; "Twenty Million Sweet-
'earts"; "A Woman in Her Thir-

ties," with Aline McMahon; "Harold
Teen", featuring Hal LeRoy, and
"A Modern Hero", starring Rich-

ard Barthelmess.
In the list are eight all-star films.

In addition to the completed pic-

tures, six are in work.
Plans for the Warner-First Na-

tional new season program, which
will provide 30 features under each
trademark, will be completed at

studio conferences to be held fol-

lowing departure today of Jack
Warner, A. W. Smith, Jr., and
Gradwell L. Sears from New York
for the Coast where they will also

attend the M.P.T.O.A. convention.

The Vitaphone schedule for 1934-35

will offer the same number of shorts

as for the current year.

Theater Confabs in Abeyance

Further meetings between Famous
Theaters executives and circuit

partners will be held up until Sam
Dembow completes a visit to the

Coast, during which he will attend

the M. P. T. 0. A. convention. He
leaves New York today. Next the-

ater meeting is expected to take

place at Boston.

.oming andGoing

W. RAY JOHNSTON and his party ot Mono-
gram conventioneers left New York yesterday
tor Atlantic City.

ETHEL MERMAN has returned east after a

vacation in Hollywood, where she was signed

by Samuel Goldwyn for Eddie Cantor's new film

tentatively titled "The Treasure Hunt."

BEBE DANIELS and BEN LYON hive left

for Chicago to fill personal appearance en-

g gements which also include Detroit.

D. A. DORAN arrives in New York Friday

from the coast.

HOWARD S. CULLMAN leaves this morning
tor Albany to deliver an address on "Unem-
ployment Insurance" before the State Legis-

lature.

ALAN SCOTT, RKO writer, h:s left New
York for the coast.

JACK L. WARNER, GRAD SEARS and ANDY
SMITH leave New York today for the coast.

SAM DEMBOW leaves New York today for

Hollywood.

MILTON FELD has returned to New York
from Indianapolis and other points in the

Middle West.

KATHARINE HEPBURN arrived from abroad

yesterday on the Paris.

DOROTHY MACKAILL has come east from
the coast for a stage production.

ALICE FAYE arrives in New York this

week for a vacation after appearing in sev-

eral Fox pictures in Hollywood.

KATHARINE BROWN, RKO story editor, is

scheduled to leave for Hollywood this week.

HARRY H. THOMAS, president of First

Division Exchanges, left yesterday for Atlan-

tic City to attend the Monogram convention.

$484,013 in Para. Claims
Being Considered Friday
Claims aggregating $484,013 will

be considered at a meeting of Para-
mount Publix creditors Friday at

the office of Henry K. Davis, ref-

eree in bankruptcy.
Stanley C. Warrick of the Beaux

Art theater, Palm Beach, seeks

$366,764 for back and future rent

under a lease and also $30,000 al-

leged due on a contract for his ser-

vices. Deals were made with South-

ern Enterprises and are claimed to

have been guaranteed by Para-

mount.
Another claim filed by Anderson

Theatrical Enterprises asks $85,-

249 for back and future rent in con-

nection with its Riveria theater at

Anderson, Ind. Lease was made
with the Indiana & Ohio Theatrical

Corp., Paramount subsidiary.

THE INDUSTRY'S

DATE BOOK

Today: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio

meeting, Deshler Wallick Hotel, Columbus.

1 P.M.

Today: Gulf States Theater Owners Ass'n

convennon, Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans.

Apr. 4-7: Monogram Pictures convention, Am-
bassador Hotel. Atlantic City.

April 4-7: Monogram annual sales convention,

Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic City, N. J.

April 7: Federation of M. P. Industry meet-

ing, Atlantic City, N. J.

April 9: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio

meeting. N»therland-Plaza Hotel, Cincin-

nati. 1 P.M.
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Has British Film Art
Anything to Teach Us?
TF British film arts have any-

thing to teach Hollywood,

Hollywood is surely capahle of

learning new lessons. I do not

think that it is a matter for

regret that well-made British

pictures in their definite appeal

to British patriotism with au-

thentic British intonations in

the dialogue and authentic

British manners in the acting,

should find a wider vogue

throughout the empire or that

an occasional British film should

sweep American audiences. My
own conviction is that whether

in Cape Colony or Oregon, good

British pictures can have no

other effect than to make larger

and more appreciative audi-

ences for the hest American
productions. America will hold

its first place, but it should

remember that this place of

honor may be the post of dan-
ger. Excellence is not achieved
in isolation. A clash of inter-

national competition brings cre-

ating criticism. Hollywood
draws to itself the best of the
nation and turns it into the
best in the world. It is and
shall continue to be the center

of the artistic orbit, and it will

inspire the best. Finally and
unhesitatingly, the abler our
rivals, the better Hollywood
likes it! Healthy British riv-

alry for the American box-of-

fice will result in more appre-
ciative audiences all over the

world for the best American
pictures. —Dr. A, H. Giannini.

Acquires 3 F. & M. Features

Cleveland—Morris Segal, president
of Majestic Pictures Corporation of

Ohio has acquired three Fanchon
Royer features for territorial dis-

tribution. They are "The Fighting
Lady," with Peggy Shannon; "Our
Neighbors' Wives," with Dorothy
Mackaill and Tom Moore, and "Hol-
lywood Hoodlums."

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER

Check cooling plants now for sum-
mer.

PHIL M DALY
• • • A NATIONAL New Talent Contest is being planned
by Warners in conjunction with a broadcasting network

the contest to parallel the story in the forthcoming fea-
ture, "20 Million Sweethearts". .,. . . an inside yarn of a broad-
casting studio the contest will work like this
local auditions will be held in the broadcasting company's
studios over the country with the winners competing in

the Division Finals to be held in the seven Warner-First
Nash selling districts these seven division winners will

compete in the grand finals to be staged in the company's key
studio then the Winner will be awarded a radio contract
by the cooperating network seems rather complicated to us

but the general idea seems to be to get some publicity
for Warners pix and if the plan was too simple the de-
sired publicity would not be forthcoming

• • • AT THE banquet windup of the Monogram Con-
vention in Atlantic City on Saturday nite the Gang will
sing oompty verses of a jingle rhyme written by George
Harvey and a pal especially for this occasion called

"Mighty Men of Monogram" to be sung to the tune of
"Giddiap Napoleon"

T T T
• • • THERE'S A verse for practically everybody asso-
ciated with Monogram here's one on Sam Flax
"You western fellers that came here to see the show
Take my tip and steer clear of Sam Flax If he starts a
crap game, then that's your cue to blow Or he'll add your
bankroll to his income tax."

• • • THE MONTH of May will be set aside as usual
by First Division Exchanges to honor prexy Harry

Thomas the slogan is "Say It With Dates"
and in exchange for the dates Harry will endeavor to give the
boys more peaches than prunes of course prunes just will
creep into the best programs but as long as this here biz
is what it is ..... . prunes will continue to appear in the very
finest crop but with the Chesterfield and Invincible lineup

it's a cinch that the exhib, patronizing Harry's exchanges
are in for their share of peaches

• • • TO OUR list of the Original Motion Picture Com-
panies Max Cohen adds the following . . B & C
(British Continental) Barker Films Cricks Mar-
tin Helious Kriterion Milanno Mono-
pole Republic United Kinema Color any
more? send in your bids surprising how many old
silent companies there were

• • • SIT TIGHT, folks! we are about to spring
upon you a perfect example of erudite British critical com-
ment from S. R. Nelson crit for "The Era," the
Lunnon theatrical weekly brought forth after viewing
Cab Calloway on the stage of the Palladium theater this
is what Mister Nelson said of his hi-de-highness of ho-de-ho

"He is a coagulation of alpha particles bombarding the
central nucleus of the audience with an increasing stream of
scat." and the Professor continues his learned appraisal
of Cab thus "He is a triptych in rhythm; he cannot make
the slightest movement when the band is playing which is not
a contrapuntal line enhancing the whole musical structure"

and Cab Calloway is still wondering whether to thank
the guy sue him for libel or hire someone to knock
his block off

« « « » » »

EXPLOITETTES
Full Campaign on
"Cat and the Fiddle"

TJTGHLIGHT of the campaign
put over by John HcManus,

manager of Loew's Midland
Theater, Kansas City, Mo., for

"The Cat and the Fiddle," was
his arrangement with three lo-

cal radio stations to broadcast
the special fifteen-minute rec-

ord from the production. An-
nouncements were made over
the air as to theater and play-
date. The leader of the Hotel
Muehlebach grill orchestra fea-

tured "The Night Was Made
For Love" during a dinner pro-

gram. One week in advance
of the premiere a special screen-
ing was held for newspaper
critics, radio announcers, or-

chestra leaders and local mus-
ical celebrities. A full window
display was obtained in Woolf's
Department Store, including a

3-sheet size poster of Jeanette
MacDonald and a number of

mounted fashion stills. The
Crown Drug Company, with
forty-nine stores in the city, had
ten window displays, in the best

locations.

—Loeu/s Midland,
Kansas City, Mo.

* * *

Souvenir Programs
Help "Eskimo"
COUVENIR programs used

during its Astor theater
(New York) showing were dis-

tributed throughout Palm Beach,
Fla., by Manager Jack Fitz-

water, when "Eskimo" was
scheduled to be shown at the
Paramount theater there. One
thousand programs were given
away to hotels, doctors' offices,

the public library, restaurants
and barber shops. Eleven spe-

cial 22x28 display cards were
placed in leading hotels, restau-
rants and drug stores, as well
as on the Main Street news-
stand and the ferryboat from
West Palm Beach. Five hun-
dred special door knob hangers
were distributed from house to

house and on automobile han-
dles. —Jack Fitzwater,

Paramount, Palm Beach

Harold B. Franklin Carmel Myers
Al Lichtman
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IIHAILED AS

THE LAST WORD IN

MUSICAL SHOWS, AND
PROBABLY THE BIGGEST

AND STRONGEST MUSICAL

PRODUCTION TO DATE"
Motion Picture Daily

k.
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WARNER BAXTER
MADGE EVANS • SHIRLEY TEMPLE

JOHN BOLES • JAMES DUNN
AUNT JEMIMA • SYLVIA FROOS

ARTHUR BYRON RALPH MORGAN

NICK FORAN • NIGEL BRUCE

MITCHELL & DURANT

SKINS MILLER

and STEPIN FETCHIT

Produced by WINFIELD SHEEHAN
Associate Producer and Collaborator

on Story and Dialogue, LEW BROWN

Director: Hamilton MadFaddoii* Lyrics Low Brown*

Music; Low irown and joy dornoy. Dances staged

by Sammy Loo, Dialogue: Rolptt Spotico* Story

idea suggested by Will Rogers and Philip Klein*
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Even though the continent was

" swept by an avalanche of critical

I
raves, plus broken records and

I many holdovers—we can safely

say that CLARK GABLE and

I CLAUDETTE COLBERT in Frank

I Capra's "It Happened One Night,"

, is just a sample of what you can

* expect from Columbia!

I The greatest comedy hit of the de- I

|
cade now brought to the screen

|

> with a million-dollar cast! JOHN
BARRYMORE in "20th Century," .

* with Carole Lombard, Walter •

i Connolly, Roscoc Karns. Screen
|

j
play by Ben Hecht and Charles

J

j
MacArthur. A Howard Hawks *

/ production. ,

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

T

— --

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD musical

HEODOR SPARKUHL, who did

Butte

the camera work on "Too Much
Harmony" and several other Para-
mount pictures, will photograph
"Caravan," which will mark Eric
CharelPs directorial debut in this
country. Charell, who directed "Con-
gress Dances," will direct "Cara-
van" for Fox. He and Sparkuhl
were boyhood friends in Germany.

An important star has a little

habit of throwing stones at lamppost
lights. The other night he was in
dulling in his favorite sport on Lot
Feliz boulevard when he was taken
into custody by a detective. His
name was kept out of print.

Valerie Varise, blonde fan danc-
er, is the latest newcomer to the
screen. She is under the manage-
ment of James V. Barlotti.

Gene Laymon is producing "Pen-
alty of Silence." The cast includes
Earl Douglas, William Desmond,
Ruth Hiatt, Philo McCullough and
Franklyn Farnum. Al Herman is

directing, with Ernest Miller at the
camera.

Dvvight Taylor is writing the
screen play and dialogue for "Bar-
bary Coast," which will be made by
Sam Goldwyn, with Anna Sten as

the star.

Dave Gould, who was in charge
of the dance numbers for "Fly-
ing Down to Rio," is staging the
numbers for "Cock-Eyed Cavaliers",
which Lou Brock is producing for

RKO, with Wheeler and Woolsey
as the stars and Mark Sandrich di-

recting. Gould will also handle the
dances for "Down to Their Last
Yacht."

Francis Edwards
writing the screen
logue for "A Hat,
Glove," which will

RKO.

Faragoh is

play and dia-

a Coat and a

be made by

Edward Ludwitf, who directed

"Friends of Mr. Sweeney," will di-

rect "The Man Who Reclaimed His
Head," which Henry Henigson will

supervise for Universal.

Gus Meins is directing "Stung
Again," a Hal Roach comedy. The
cast includes Douglas Wakefield,
Billy Nelson, Jeanette Loff, Eddie
Foy, Jr., and James Burtis.

Jimmy Durante's next for M-G-M
will be "Student Tour," a semi-

in which Charles
worth will also appear.

T T T

Warner Baxter is to be starred,
in another "Cisco Kid" type of story
if Julian Johnson, Fox story head,
can find one in response to a call he
has sent out.

Rather than halt production on B.
P. Schulberg's "Half-Way Decent"
at Paramount, Director Alexander
Hall, laboring under the handicap of
a severe case of laryngitis, is issu-
ing directions in writing to the play-
ers in the cast.

Dwight Taylor has nearly com-
pleted the continuity and dialogue
for "Barbary Coast," next Samuel
Goldwyn picture, and indications
are that it will go in work sooner
than expected. Gary Cooper has
the chief male role. William Well-
man will direct.

T T T

Lilian Harvey's next Fox picture
will be "365 Nights in Hollywood,"
being adapted by William Consel-
man from James Starr's book.
James Tinling will direct.

T -T T

Louise Latimer, Broadway in-

genue signed by Universal, has had
her name changed by the company
to Louise Lorimer. She will appear
in "I Give My Love."

T T T

Bette Davis has been assigned by
Warners to "Housewife," original by
Robert Lord and Lillie Hayward, to
be directed by Alfred E. Green.

T T

Fox is sending a camera crew and
art director to Panama this week
to make scenes for Spencer Tracy's
"Marie Galante," which Henry King
will direct.

Maxine Doyle, who is under a
long-term contract to Warner Bros,
and had an important role in "Isle

of Fury," her first for the screen,

will be occupied for the next four
weeks as the ingenue lead of "Take
A Chance," which Olsen and John-
son are presenting in Los Angeles
at the Mayan Theater.

T T V

Title of "The Key" has been
changed by Warners to "Isle of

Fury."

T T T

CAST ASSIGNMENTS
FOX: Walter Armitage for "Now I'll Tell."

WARNER: Johnny Arthur and Phil Regan
tor "Dames."

RKO: Stetti Duna tor "Sour Grapes"; Snu'3

Pollard, Robert Greig, Jack Norton, Baron A.

Friend, Kcwpie Morgan and Henry Sedley tor

"Cockeyed Cavaliers."

COLUMBIA: John Wray, Ward Bond and
Dutch Hendrain tor "Most Precious Thing in

Life."

UNIVERSAL PROGRAM

WINDS UP IN AUGUST
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— Universal will end
its current production season in

August. Eight films are to be fin-

ished before the quota of 36 for
1933-34 is completed. Five fea-
tures have been completed within
the past two days. They are "The
Black Cat," "Uncertain Lady,"
"Half a Sinner," formerly "Alias
the Deacon," "The Devil's Pay Day,"
formerly "The Humbug," and "Em-
barrassing Moments" formerly "The
Practical Joker."
Margaret Sullavan's second star-

ring film, "Little Man, What Now,"
will be completed April 19. "Af-
fairs of a Gentleman" is also in
work. The remaining films to be
made are "The Human Side," "I
Give My Love," "Angel," "Fanny,"
"Loves of a Sailor" and "The Left
Bank."

Bud's Injury Delays Release
Due to serious injuries suffered

on location by Ben Corbett, the
Ben of the "Bud 'n Ben" westerns
being released by Astor Pictures, it

has been necessary to set back the
release date of "Potluck Pards"
from April 15 to May 15. Harry
Myers of "Connecticut Yankee" and
recently seen in "Ridin' Gents,"
third of the "Bud 'n Ben" series,

will replace Corbett.

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

$ 2.50 up, Single
$3.00 up. Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every-

thing to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-
iness or pleasure.

Every room has private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for

rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality"

Vine at Hollywood Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD
Q



Marjory L Adams
Of the BOSTON GLOBE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTES

writes

"The 1934 FILM YEAR BOOK jS

invaluable to anyone connected with the

film industry and I can't see how anyone,

newspaper critic like myself, producer,

director, theater owner or publicity man

can possibly get on without it. As for

myself I don't think I could write a decent

picture column without it, considering

how far away I am from Hollywood and

New York. It really brings the entire

industry right to my office.

= The=-

1934 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
is now being distributed to all Film Daily Subscribers

THE FILM DAILY
1650 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

6425 HOLLYWOOD BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA



Features Reviewed in Film Daily, Sept. 1 to April 3

Title Revietced
Above The Clouds-COL. 12-19-33

Ace of Aces-RKO 11-11-33
Advice To The Lovelorn-
UA 12-14-33

After Tonight-RKO 10-26-33

Aggie Appleby, Maker of

Men-RKO 10-19-33
Alice in Wonderland-PAR

12-11-33

AH of Me-PAR 2-3-34

An Hour with Chekhov-AM
9-6-33

Ann Vickers-RKO 9-29-33

Ariane BLU 3-8-34

As Hussbands Go-F 1-27-34

As the Devil Commands-COL
9-1-33

As the Earth Turns-WA .2-15-34

Avenger, The-MOP 10-4-33

A Woman's Man-MOP. 1-19-34

Beauty for Sale-MGM .. .9-13-33

Bedside-FN 3-6-34

Before Dawn-RKO 10-17-33

Before Morning-GRB ... 10-19-33

Beggars in Ermine-MOP. 2-14-34

Beloved-U 1-27-34

Berkeley Square-F 9-15-33

Big Chance. The-GRB . .8-30-33

Big Executive-PAR 10-19-33

Big Race-SHO . 2-14-34
Big Shakedown-FN 2-9-34

Big Time or Bust-TOW. 1-10-34

B'ind Adventure-RKO. .10-31-33

Blonde Bombshell-MGM, See
Bombshell 10-11-33

Rlood Money-UA 11-11-33

Bolero-PAR 2-17-34

Bomben Auf Monte Carlo
XX.. 9-28-33

Bombay Mail-U 1 -6-34

Bowery, The-UA 10-7-33

Bottoms Up-F 3-23 34

Broadway Thru a Keyhole
UA. .11-2-33

Broadway to Hollywood-MGM
9-2-33

Broken Dreams-MOP. .. 1 1-8-33

Broken Shoes-AM 3-31-34

Bureau of Missing Persons-FN
9-2-33

By Candlelight-U 1-6-34

Carolina-F 2-3-34

Catherine the Great-UA .
.2-2-34

Chance at Heaven-RKO . 12-23-33

Carnival Lady-GOP 11-29-33

Cascarrabias-PAR 10 31-33

Cat and the Fiddle-MGM .2-14-34

Charlie Chan's Greatest
Case-F 10-7-33

Charming Deceiver-MAJ. 12-9-33

Chief, The-MGM 12-2-33

Christopher Bean-MGM . 1 1-22-33

City Limits-MOP 3-28-34

College Coach-WA 11-10-33

Come on Marines-PAR. . 3-24-34

Coming Out Party-F 3-17-34

Convention City-FN 12-14-33

Counsellor at Law-U. 11-28-33

Countess of Monte Cristo

U. 3-31-34

Cradle Song-PAR 11-18-33

Crainquebille-TAP .. .3-28-34
Crime Doctor-RKO 3-14-34

Criminal At Large-HEL. 12-20-33

Crosby Case-U 3-23-34

Cross Country Cruise-U. 1-10-34

Crown of Thorns-XX .. 3-30-34

Curtain at Eight-MAJ 2-1-34

Dance. Girl, Dance
TNV. .10-26-33

Dancing Lady-MGM 12-2-33

Dark Hazard-FN 2-23-34

Das Schicksal der Renate
Langen-XX 11-6-33

Dw of Reckoning-MGM. 11-4-33

Death Takes a Holiday-PAR.
2-23-34

Deluge. The-RKO 10-7-33

Der Gluecksylinder-XX. .3 13-34

Der Hellseher-XX 9-13-33

Der Frechdachs-UFA 1-9 34

Der Meisterdetektiv-XX. .2-14-34

Der Sohn der Weissen Berge
XX-10-28-33

Der Traumende Mund-XX 2-6-34

Design for Livine-PAR . 1 1-17-33

Devil's Matc-MOP 9-23 31

Devil Tiger-F 2-8-34

Die Blonde Christl-XX . 22P-34
Die Galavorstellung—XX

12-11-33
Die Mutter Der Komoagnie

XX. .3-13-34

Dream of Mv Peoplc-PA 2-2834
Drums of Doom-MAF. . 10 4-33

Duck Soup-PAR 11-17-33

East of First Avenue—COL
11-28-33

Easy Millions FR 9-6-33

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
ALD—Allied Picture!

AM—Amkino
AST—Astor Pictures
AU— Capt. Harold Auten
AUS—Harold Austin
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BLU—Blue Ribbon Photoplays
BO—John W. Boyle
B RO—Broadway-Hollywood
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CHA—Chadwick
CH E—Chesterheld
CIN — Cinexport Distributing

Corp.
COL—Columbia
DU—DuWorld
EXP—Exploitation Pictures
F—Fox
FD— First Division

FR—Freuler Film Associates
FN—First National
FX—The Film Exchange

GB—Gaumont-British
GFF—General Foreign Films
GEN— General Films
GRB—Arthur Greenblatt
GOP—Goldsmith Productions
HEL— Helber Pictures
IDE—Ideal
IMP— Imperial Dist.
INV—Invincible Pictures

JAFA—Jafa

JEW—Jewish Talking Pictures
KIN—Kinematrade
KRE—Sherman S. Krellberg
MAF—Mayflower
MAJ—Majestic Pictures
MAR—Marcy
MAY—Mayfair Pictures
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
PA—Palestine-American Film Co.
PA R— Paramount
PIN—Pinnacle

PRI—Principal Dist. Corp.
PRO—Progressive Pictures
PRX—Protex Dist. Corp.
RIC—Edward T. Ricci
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
ROY—Fanchon Royer

SCA—Scandinavian Pictures
SCO—Lester F. Scott
SHO—Showmen's Pictures
STE—William Steiner
TAP—John S. Tapernoux
TOW—Tower Prods.
TRU—True Life Photoplays

U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa

WA—Warner Bros.
WEL—Carveth Wells
WIN—Windsor Pictures
WOK—Worldkino
XX—No distributor set

Title Reviewed

Easy to Love-WA 1-13-34

Eat 'Em Alive-AUS 11-4-33

Eight Girls in a Boat-PAR
B

1-13-34

Ein Gewisser Herr Gran-XX.
2-24-34

Lines Prinzen Junge Liebe
XX.. 3-28-34

Eisenstein in Mexico
PRI. .11-2-33

El Principe Gondolero-PAR
9-13-33

El Prisionero 13-CIN .. .3-30-34

Emperor Jones-UA 9-16-33

Enemies of Progress-XX . 1-16-34

Enlighten Thy Daughter-
EXP 12-27-33

Eskimo-MGM 11-16-33

Es Wird Schon Wieder
Besser-UFA 1-24-34

Ever in My Heart-WA. 10-13-33

Ever Since Eve-F 3-27-34

Fantomas-DU 3-13-34

Fashions of 1934-FN 1-9-34

Female-FN 11-4-33

Fiddhn' Buckaroo-U. .. 12-20-33

Figaro e la Sua Gran
Giornata-XX 10-30-33

Fighting Code-COL 1-10-34

Film Parade-GEN 12-20-33

Flaming Gold-RKO 1-18-34

Flying Down To Rio-RKO
12-20-33

Fog-COL 1-6-34

Footlight Parade-WA 9-30-33

Found Alive-IDE 11-8-33

4 Frightened People-PAR 1-27-34

F. P. 1-F 9-16-33

Fraoulein-Falsch Verbuden-
XX.. 1-16-34

Frau Lehmann's Toechter
XX-10-28 33

From Headquarters-FN. 11-16-33

Frontier Marshal-F 1-31-34

Fugitive Lovers-MGM .. .1-3-34

fugitive, The-MOP 9-13-33

Fury of the Jungle-COL. 2-8-34

Gallant Lady-UA 12-7-33

Galoping Romeo-MOP. . 11-2-33

Gambling Lady-WA 3-7-34

George White's Scandals
F.. 3-17-34

Ghoul. The-GB 11-25-33

Girl Without a Room-PAR
12-7-33

Going Hollywood-MGM. 12-22-33

Golden Harvest-PAR 11-8-33

Goodbye Again-FN 9-2-33

Goodbye Love-^RKO .... 3-13-34

Good Companions, The-F
10-10 33

Good Dame-PAR 3-17-34

Gow-FX 12-2-33

Gun Justice-U 2-14-34

Harold Teen-WA 3-7-34

Havana Widows-FN 11-25-33

Headline Shooter-RKO . 10-21-33

Heat Lightning-WA 3-7-34

He-AST ...12-28-33
He Couldn't Take It—MOP

12-13-33

Her First Mate-U 9-2-33

Her Forgotten Past
MAY. .10-31-33

Her Splendid Folly
PRO. .10-28 33

Her Secret-IDE 12-19-33

Her Sweetheart-MGM, See:
Christopher Bean 11-22-33

Her Unborn Child-WIN . 10-10 33

Title Reviewed
Hell and High Water-PAR

12-16-33
Hi. Nellie-WA 2-1-34
Hips, Hips, Hooray-RKO

1-24-34
Hired Wife-PIN 2-1-34
His Double Life-PAR. 12-16-33
Hold That Girl-F 3-24-34
Hold the Press-COL... 12-1-33
Hoopla-F 12-2-33
House of Rothschild-UA. .3-8-34
House on 56th Street-WA

12-2-33

I Am Suzanne-F 1-19-34

Ich Glaub Nie Mehr An
Eine Frau-BAV 10-13-33

If I Were Free-RKO 12-8-33

I Loved a Woman-FN . .9-21-33

I'm No Angel-PAR 10-14-33
I've Got Your Number-WA

2-3-34
Important Witness-TOW. .9-6-33

Invisible Man-U 11-18-33
In the Money-INV 1-6-34

It Happened One Night-COL,
2-23-34

I Was a Spy-F 1-13-34

Jimmy And Sally-F 12-16-33
Jimmy the Gent-WA 3-26-34
Journal of a Crime-FN. .2-24-34

Keep 'Em Rolling-RXO . .3-1-24

Kennel Murder Case
WA. .10-28-33

King For a Night-U 12-9-33
King of Wild Horses

COL. .3-21-34
La Cancion Del Dia-XX .8-28-33

Ladies Must Love-U ... 11-16-33

Lady Killer-WA 12-28-33
La Ciudad de Carton-F.2-28 -34

La Cruz Y La Espada-F 2-6-34
La Fusee-TAP 3-15-34
La Melodia Prohibida-F. 10-10-33
La Sombra de Pancho Villa

COL.. 1-9-34

Last Trail-F 12-1-33
Laughter Through Tears

WOK. .11-16-33
La Frochard et les Deux

Orphelines-XX 2-8-34
La Vuida Romantica-F. . .9-6-33

Lazy River MGM 4-3-34

Le Noche del Pecado-COL
12-29-33

Le Sang D'un Poete
RIC 11-13-33

Le Serment-PRX 3-15-34
Let's Fall in Love-COL. 1-20-34
Life in the Raw-F 10-19-33
Litt'e Woman-RKO 11-16-33

Live and Laugh-JEW 12-8-33
Lone Cowboy-PAR 1-27-34
Looking for Trouble-UA .2-21-34
L'Opera De Quat Sous-WA

12-11-33
Lost Patrol-RKO 2-9-34

Lo Tu Y Ella-F 12-11-33
Love. Honor and Oh. Babyl

U-10-28-33
Love Past Thirty-FR 2-14-34
Lucgen Auf Rue?en-XX . 1-5-34
Lucky Texan-MOP 1-6-34

Mad Game-F 11-11-33
Madame Spy-F 2-10-34

Man of Two Worlds-RKO
1-13-34

Man Who Dared-F 9-9-33

Man of Sentiment
CHE. .11-16-33

Mandalay-FN 2-15-34
Man's Castle-COL 12-28-33

Title Reviewed
Marriage on Approval-FR

12-27-33
Massacre-FN 1-18-34
Master of Men-COL 11-28-33
Meanest Gal in Town-RKO,

2-17-34

Meet the Baron-MGM. . 10-28-33
Melodia Prohibida-XX .. .3-28-34
Melody in Spring-PAR. 3-31-34
Men in White-MGM . .3-28-34
Maz-Zelle NitoucHe

PRO. .11-18-33

Midnight-U 3-7-34
Midshipman Jack-RKO . 1 1-1 7-33
Mirages de Paris-AU. . 12-29-33
Milady-GFF 9-13-33
Miss Fane's Baby is

Stolen-PAR 1-20-34
Modern Hero, A-WA ... .4-3-34
Moth. The-MAR 3-9-34
Moulin Rouge-UA 1-10-34
Mr. Broadway-BRO 9-15-33
Mr. Skitch-F 12-23-33
My Lips Betray-F 11-4-33
Myrt and Marge-U 1-16-34
Mystery Liner-MOP .. 2-28-34
Mystery of Mr. X-MGM . 2-24-34
My Weakness-F 9-22-33
My Woman-COL 10-17-33

Nana-UA 2-2-34
Neighbors' Wives-ROY ..9-20-33
Night Flight-MGM 10-4-33
Ninth Guest. The-COL ..3-3-34
No Funny Business-PRI . 3-10-34
No Dejes la Puerta Abierta

F. .11-13-33
No Greater Glory-COL. .3-14-34
No More Women-PAR .3-3-34

Olsen's Big Moment-F. .. 1-9-34
One Man's Journey-RKO .9-1-33

One Sunday Afternoon-PAR
9-2-33

One Year Later-ALD .. 1 1-16-33
Once to Every Woman

COL 3-24-34
Only Yesterday-U 11-10-33
Orient Express-F 2-28-34

Palooka-UA 2-1-34
Passion of Joan of Arc-KRE

9-9-33

Patriots, The-AM 9-25-33
Penthouse-MGM 9-9-33
Pettersson & Bendel-SC A. 2-24-34
Police Car 17-COL 11-6-33

Private Life of Henry VIII-UA
9-21-33

Prizefighter and the Lady
MGM. .114-33

Public Stenographer
MAR. .1-10-34

Quartorze Juillet-PRX . 10-21-33
Queen Christina-MGM . .12-28-33
Quick, Koenig Der Klowns-
UFA 12-11-33

Quitter, The-CHE 3-14-3*

Rafter Romance-RKO . . . .1-9-34

Rainbow Over Broadway-
CHE 12-27-33

Rainbow Ranch-MOP. .. 10-18-33

Rangers' Code-MOP ... .9-20-33
Riders of Destiny-MOP. 11-29-33
Riding Thru-STE 2-24-34
Right to Romance

RKO. .11-22-33
Riptide-MGM 3-31-34
Road to Ruin-TRU 2-21-34
Roman Scandals-UA 12-14-33
Russia Today-WEL 10-21-33
Rustlers' Roundup-U ...9-16-33
Rusty Rides Alone-COL. 10-10-33

Title Reviewed
Sagebrush Trail-MOP ..12-8-33
Sagebrush Trail-MOP. . 12-27-33
Sagrario-XX 1-24-34
Saison in Kairo-UFA. .12-29-33
Saturday's Millions-U ... 10-14-33
Search for Beauty-PAR. 2-10-34
Secret Sinners-MAY ..12-13-33
Secret of the Blue Room-U

9-13-33
Sensation Hunters-MOP. . 1-3-34
Shadows of Sing Sing-COL,

. .
2-14-34

Shanghai Madness-F 9-23-33
Ship of Wanted Men-SHO

9-9-33
Should Ladies Behave?-MGM

12-6-33
Show-Off-MGM 3-17-34
Silent Men-COL ..11-8-33
Simple Tailor, The-AM . .2-24-34
Sin of Nora Moran-MAJ
-. . „ 12-14-33
Sitting Pretty-PAR 11-22-33
Six of a King-PAR 1-24-34
Sixteen Fathoms Deep-

MOP 1-19-34

Skyway-MOP 10-18-33
Smoky-F 12-23-33
Solitaire Man-MGM ....9-23-33
Son of a Sailor-FN 12-1-33
Son of Kong-RKO 12-30-33
S. O. S. Iceberg-U. ..11-28-33
Sons of the Desert-MGM. 1-6-34
Speed Wings-COL 3-27-34
Spitfire-RKO 2-23-34
Stage Mother-MGM 9-30-33
Straightaway-COL 1-16 34
Strawberry Roan-U ...12-6-33
Strich Durch Die Rechnung-

UFA .3 6-34

Su Ultima Cancion-CIN. 3-30-34
Sunset Pass-PAR 10-28-33
Sweden, Land of the Vikings

BO.. 1-6-34
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi

MOP. . 10-26-33

Szpieg-MA J 3-6-34
Take a Chance-PAR. .. 1 1-25-33
Tausend Fuer Eine Nacht-
XX 2-14-34

Texas Tornado-FD ....2-28-34
This Man is Mine-RKO ... 3-8-34
This Side of Heaven-MGM

1-31-34

Three Thieves-AM 10-31-33
Thrill Hunter-COL 10-4-33
Throne of the Gods-IMP

12-22-33

Thunder Over Mexico-PRI
9-20-33

Thundering Hcrd-PAR. . 3-31-34
Tillie and Gus-PAR. ... 11-1 133
Toda Una Vida-PAR 10-28-33
Tod Uber Shanghai-MO. 12-19-33
Too Much Harmony-PAR

9-23-33

Torch Singer-PAR 10-7-33
To the Last Man-PAR. 10-26-33
Trail Drive-U 1-3-34
t'lnn I Dziewczvna-XX. 10-10 33
Under Secret Orders-PRO

12-6-33

Vi Som Gar Koksvagen
SCA. .10-10-33

Volga. Volga-KIN ...12-19-33
Walls of Gold-F 10-21-33
Waltz Time-GB 9-29-33
Wandering Jew, The

JAFA. .10-21-33
War of the Range-FR. . 1 1-22-33
Way to Love-PAR 11-11-33

Wenn Die Liebe Mode Macht
XX. .10-30-33

West of the Divide—MOP
1-13-34

What's Your Racket?-MAY
3-6-34

Wheels of Destiny-U 3-28-34

White Face-HEL 11-22-33

White Woman-PAR 11-18-33

Wie Sag Ich's Meinnem
Mann?-XX 1-24-34

Wild Boys of the Road
FN.. 9-22-33

Wild Cargo-RKO 3-24-34

Wine. Women and Song-
CHA 12-16-33

Wom?n Unafraid-GOP. .3-27-34

Women in His Life-MGM
12-9-33

Wonder Bar-FN 2-17-34

World Changes-FN 10-28-33

Worst Woman in Paris?
F. .11-25-33

You Can't Buy Everything
M-G-M. 2-1-34
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BIG ELECTRICS SUIT

IS REPORTED SETTLED

(Continued from Page 1)

amicably, it was learned unofficially

yesterday.
Lawyers for both sides appeared

in District Court here and asked

that the trial be continued until

sometime in the fall. It was then
learned that settlement is in prog-

ress, although none of the local

counsel would confirm the report.

The three plaintiffs had charged
the three defendants with having
controlled 90 per cent of the talking

picture industry and therefore, they

say, have violated the Clayton Anti-

Trust act. The trial was to have
gone deep into the fundamentals of

the industry. Each side has the

cream of the patent bar to defend

what it claimed to be its rights.

The suits resolved about contracts

enforced by the three defendants.

At a hearing for a preliminary in-

junction last year, Samuel E. Darby,

Jr., of New York, one of the at-

torneys for the plaintiffs, told how
exhibitors had to pay high prices

for apparatus parts supplied by
Electrical Research Products.

John Arnold Is Re-elected

Head of Cinematographers
(Continued from Page 1)

third vice-president; George Sneider-

man, treasurer; Frank B. Good, sec-

retary. For three-year terms on

the board of governors the society

named Ray June, Daniel B. Clark,

Vernon Walker, Arthur Edeson,

George Folsey, Frank B. Good. Ar-

nold, Dyar, Al Gilks, Sneiderman,

James Van Trees, Fred Jackman,
Charles Lang and Victor Milner

hold over on the board of governors.

Denmark to Manufacture Film

Copenhagen — First factory in

Denmark for the manufacture of

photographic film is being launched

here by the newly formed Fema
Film & Emulsion factory.

"Rothschild" Set for Month More

George Arliss in "House of Roths-

child," United Artists release, goes

into the fourth week of its roadshow
run at the Astor today, with in-

dications that it will continue for

at least another four weeks.
"Catherine the Great," which was

scheduled to be succeeded by "Look-

ing for Trouble" yesterday at the

Rivoli, is being held over until next

Wednesday.

"Rothschild" from Pulpit

"House of Rothschild." U.A. release

now playing at the Astor, will be the

subject of sermons for two prominent

Hebrew congregations next Sunday in

Temple Rodeph Sholom and the Free

Synagogue. These addresses, to b'

delivered by Rabbi James Waterman
Wise and Rabbi Newman, respectively,

are to be the forerunners of numerous

others.

All Wampas Stars in Paramount Picture
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Entire group of 13 Wampas Baby Stars have been signed by

B. P. Schulberg for his Paramount production, "Kiss and Make-Up." The
group includes Jacqueline Wells, Katherine Williams, Gigi Parrish, Lu Ann
Meredith, Lucille Lund, Ann Hovey, Hazel Hayes, Jean Gale, Dorothy Drake,

Helene Cohan, Jean Carmen, Betty Brysen and Judith Arlen. Cast of the

picture is headed by Cary Grant, Carole Lombard, Helen Mack and Edward
Everett Horton, with Harlan Thompson directing.

Sack Enterprises Expand,
Move Into "U" Exchange
San Antonio—Following removal

of the local Universal branch, which
has been absorbed by the consolidat-
ing of the company's Texas activ-

ities in its Dallas exchange under
the management of Edward S.

Olsmith, Sack Amusement Enter-
prises has moved into the former
Universal exchange building, where
it will have facilities for handling
the increasng business of this in-

dependent organization headed by
Alfred N. Sack.
As an anniversary month special

in May, Sack will start a roadshow
tour of "Children of Loneliness,"
with Richard C. Kahn, author and
director, appearing in conjunction.
Sack also is now . roadshowing
"Drums o'Voodoo."

Kinematrade Gets Spanish Films

"Two Women and One Don Juan"
and "The Enemy," Spanish dialogue
features, will be distributed in the
United States by Kinematrade. The
deal was consummated yesterday be-

tween Roman Rebush of Kinema-
trade and Casimiro Gonzalez, gen-
eral manager of Reliable Film Ex-
port Co. "Two Women and One
Don Juan" was produced in Spain.
"The Enemy" was made in Mexico.
Kinematrade contemplates the
preparation of English versions of

both films.

Walter Abel a Father

A son has been born to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Abel. The 'father re-

cently appeared with Miriam Hop-
kins in "Affairs of Anatol," which
played various de luxe houses.

RKO Buys Stage Play

"Ringstrasse," stage play, has
been bought by RKO as a possible

vehicle to co-star Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers. Alan Scott is now
on his way to Hollywood to adapt
the script.

Moreno Shares in Wife's Estate

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Antonio Moreno will

share in the estate of his late wife,

Daisy Canfield Moreno, heiress to

$1,000,000 oil properties, as the re-

sult of release from contest by
Charles O. Canfield, brother of Mrs.

Moreno.

"Wonder Bar" Holds in Brooklyn

Warner's "Wonder Bar" will be
held over for a second week at the

Brooklyn Strand.

German Houses Now Open
Show Increase Over 1933
Berlin—Number of German movies

in daily operation at the beginning

of this year totalled 2,384 with a

seating capacity of 1,225,423, rep-

resenting 48 per cent of all Ger-

man houses and 63 per cent of
total .seating capacity, compared
with 43 per cent and 58 per cent,

respectively, a year previous, ac-

cording to the Moving Picture The-
ater Director to be issued shortly.

Wired houses in Germany now total

about 4,300, against 3,457 a yeai
ago.

RKO Signs Revue Producer
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Frederick Hollander
noted for his work on the famou
Continental Revue show appearing
at his Tingle Tangle Theater ii

Hollywood, has been signed by RKO
and it is probable that this revue
may be made the subject of sev-

eral Radio shorts. Hollander, who
wrote the material and songs and
staged the show, was given a three-

way ticket to write, direct and com-
pose songs for1 RKO short sub-
jects.

SGHENGK SAYS 75^

WANT PLAIN STORIES

(Continued from Page 1)

to arouse and maintain audience in-
terest in pictures, said Schenck,
who returned to New York from
the Coast a few days ago.

Bizarre characters fail to hold
patron interest, Schenck asserted,
and only attract attention when
they are still in the novelty stage.
Stories with strong emotional ap-
peal will always click with picture
theater patrons, he emphasized.

Schenck sees a box-office future
for costume pictures in which the
characters, despite their background,
act like twentieth century people.
Comedy is essential to pictures of
this class, he declared.

The United Artists prexy plans
a trip to Europe in May or June to
coincide with Darryl Zanuck's re-
turn from his planned African
hunting expedition. Outlining his
company's program for next season,
Schenck said it will comprise 12
from 20th Century, four from Sam-
uel Goldwyn, two from Reliance and
two or three from Alexander Korda
and British & Dominion Films.

Actor is Granted Tax Cut
For Entertainment Outlay

(Continued from Page 1)

his position as an actor and making
it more easy to obtain engagements.
The court opinion was written by
Judge Martin T. Manton, with
Judges Learned Hand and Augus-
tus Hand concurring.

<*>
£T _ 15°°

I OR 1 PERSONS

Above the Stli

Floor $6.00

and up

Enjoy the comforts of a

parlor and bedroom suite. . . .

• All rooms equipped with

combination tub and shower

bath, and running ice water.

Ideal location — adjacent to

shopping, business and the-

atre districts.

SWIMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

^
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REVIEW BOARD ENDS

HEARINGS ON CODE
(Continued from Page 1)

covery Review Board, which 'today
will collect a final summation of

evidence, informally, and hear a

labor dispute next week involving

independent unions.
Governor Olsen said he was asked

to appear before the bosrd of the
independents and because he felt

that movies were affected "in the

public interest." He cited as his

chief objections to trade practices

within the industry, first, block
booking; second, the time interval

between first runs and subsequent
run houses, and third, the fixing of

minimum admission prices with
which he said he was in complete
accord but which if carried on
by the Code Authority, which he
claimed was dominated by the ma-
jors, would result ultimately in

charging the same admission prices

in outlying houses as in downtown
theaters.

During the questioning of Al Steffes, Al-

lied leader, on the subject of block booking,

John !•'. Sinclair, a Board member, asked

Steffes what he would substitute for it. This

led up to several other leading questions

and opinions of Board members, one of whom,
\Y. O. Thompson, ventured the assertion

that (latent rights were involved in the

problem, which he stated was one of ' the

problems the Board was powerless to act

upon. Prior to this the subject of divorcing

production from exhibition arose, and drew
the same response from the Board member.

This same problem arose during the ques-

tioning of Alfred Weiss, independent pro-

ducer, who charged that pictures could not

be leased by exhibitors unless they were
recorded under Western Electric patents and
could not be distributed unless recorded

under the same system. This, too, brought

a statement from Board member, Thomp-
son, that a question of patent rights could

not be handled by the Board.
Weiss was followed by Robert Robins, in-

dent manufacturer of sound equipment,

wh,, testified that, through ERPI'S agree-

ments with major producers, the former were
able to dictate the policies of every phase

of the industry. He claimed that the Code
Authority was dominated by A. T. & T. as

a result of this interlocking. He advocated

that movies be included under senate bill

S-2910, the communications bill now pending

in Congress, setting up a federal communica-

tions commission.
Following adjournment of the morning ses-

sion. Counsel Lowell Mason announced that

after conferences Monday night with Harold

Barefoi-'l. representing the Code Authority.

he was filing the Code Authority's brief.

which contains legal opinions on master con-

tract* and all points involved before the

Board This will no doubt preclude the

necessity of (ode Authority members appear-

rsonally before the Board.

The first witness of the day was Murry

Harston, representing an independent opera

tor's union in New York, who attacked th'

ovisions relating to two men in a

h oth versus "booth cost." His testimony

to a swift conclusion when

Chairman Clarence Darrow asked that his

testimon; hi withheld until notice to appear

dso been given the other side, namely

the \ F of ... Wm. Elliott of I.A.T.S.E.

will appear before the Board at special labor

hearings called for next .Monday to hear

that i h

40-Cenr Legit Competition

Exhibitors in 13 key cities are ap-

p-ehensive over competition b-ing af-

forded by 40-cent-top legitimate road-

shows being sponsored by Wee &
Leventhal. Broadway producers. Each

show is featuring a Broadway name.

The producing firm plans to add more

houses to its circuit.

Canton, O.—The State, formerly
the Lyceum, has reopened under
the management of H. H. Reinhart,
with Joe Gossett as house manager.
Policy is double feature first-runs

first half of the week and second
run duals the last half, for a dime
at all times.

Canonsburg, Pa.—E. T. and Fred
A. Beedle have arranged for the
immediate installation of Photo-
phone High Fidelity sound equip-
ment in the Alhambra.

Cleveland—Arthur Young, univer-
sal feature booker, has had the week
of May 6-12 designated in his honor
as "Art Young Week," with exhib-
itors asked to help put it over.

Sandusky, O.—J. J. Scholer has
been appointed manager of War-
ner's Ohio theater. He succeeds
"Dinty" Moore, transferred to St.

Louis.

York, Pa.—John W. Richley has
contracted for installation of High
Fidelity sound equipment in New
York.

Canton, O. — Strand, Botzum
house, will go dark soon for ex-

tensive improvements according to

Joe Calla manager.

Denver—Mary Ellen Mulock, wife

of! C. A. Mulock, exhibitor at Rocky
Ford, Colo., died last week.

Denver—Nat Wolfe, with Capitol

Film Exchange, is returning to New
York.

Youngstown—Ike Hartzell, veter-

an local showman who has been out

of the business for many years, has

taken over the Hippodrome, closed

for a long period, and will shortly

reopen it with a combination bur-

lesque-picture policy.

Buffalo—Edward K. O'Shea, A.
C. Hayman, Sydney Samson, Albert
Becker and Jules H. Michael, a
committee of the Buffalo tent of the
National Variety Club, is looking
over sites with a view to selecting
a headquarters for the organization.

Cleveland—Saul Resnick, Univer-
sal branch manager, states that the
Allen theater will play five straight
Universal pictures, starting with
"The Poor Rich" last week, and fol-

lowed by "Love Birds," "Countess
of Monte Cristo," "The Crosby
Case" and "Let's Be Ritzy."

Louisville — Aristo, managed by
Joe Bohn, has closed.

Pikesville, Ky.—Weddington The-
ater has reopened.

Baton Rouge, La.—Joe Barcelona,
who recently installed Photophone
High Fidelity sound in his Tivoli,

opened his theater free to the pub-
lic for two days from 10:00 A. M.
until 2:00 P. M. as an exploitation
stunt to demonstrate the superiority

of the new equipment.

Canton, O.—Windsor, old neigh-

borhood house is now operating in

receivership.

Buffalo— Orrin Abbey of Silver

Creek, until recently connected with
the Geitner theater there, died last

week.

East Liverpool, O.—George Ellis.

city manager of the State and
American, is recovering at his home
from an operation.

Denver — Carson Harris has re-

signed as publicity director and is

editing a group of four neighbor-

hood papers.

Monogram Convention
Gets Under Way Today

(Continued from Page 1)

outlining of production plans for

1934-35 by President W. Ray John-

ston and'Trem Carr, in charge of

studio activities. Policies will be

discussed in connection with the

company's program of 20 features

for the new season.

Ed Finney has arranged enough
ballyhoo to make Atlantic City

conscious of the presence of the

Monogrammers.
Over 50 Executives of Mono-

gram arrived yesterday headed by

Johnston and Carr. The open-

ing session today will be ad-

dressed by Mayor Harry Bacharach.

Territorial heads will make short

addresses on local conditions, Can-

talking of production, and Johnston

presiding.

Saenger Reorganization
Delayed by Financing

New Orleans—Reorganization of

the Saenger Circuit is being delay-

ed due to financing and bonds. Re-

ported plans contemplate a circuit

similar to the one before Publix ac-

quired and merged it with Wilby

and Sparks. E. V. Richards is in-

terested ami Karl Hoblitzelle prob-

ably would be affiliated in Texas

spots where Saenger has interests.

Name New Orleans Secretary

New Orleans — Mona O'Rourke

has been named secretary of the lo-

cal grievance and zoning boards at

a salary of $35 a week. Offices will

be in the Canal Bank building.

FIRST GULF UNIT MEET

IS ATTENDED BY 1 05

{Continued from Pane 1)

cited the M. P. T. O. A. record in

defeating such measures as the Siro-

vich and Patman bills. Speaking

of radio competition, he said that

stars on the radio might benefit

houses, but when radio hired halls

for free shows, protest was neces-

sary, and suggested that exhibitors

make known their feelings in book-

ing stars who hurt them by radio

work.

Kuykendall also attacked score

charges, salacious advertising and
sensational star publicity. Regard-

ing the code, he said certain NRA
changes are necessary.

D. C. Hickson of Erpi spoke on

the development and progress of

talking pictures.

It was voted to make a census of

members' property, wealth and vot-

ing power for legislative purposes.

On suggestion of E. J. Myrick a

tax will be made on all members of

$1.25 for trailers to turn public sen-

timent against a state admission

tax.

By-laws were adopted and the

same officers were re-elected, as fol-

lows:

H. S. McLeod, St. Charles The-

ater, New Orleans, president; A.

A. Higginbotham, Baton Rouge,

La., first vice-president; J. A. Bar-

celona, Baton Rouge, La., second

vice-president; Charles Lauve, third

vice-president; P. A. Sliman, Laurel,

New Orleans, secretary-treasurer;

J.,, D. Duffy, assistant secretary-

treasurer.

Board of directors: Rodney

Toups, Joseph Alsina, Ed Frankel.

The banquet was held last night

and a Film Fair today will conclude

the convention.

"Fantomas" for Castle, Chicago

"Fantomas: Killer of Paris" and
"Bride of Samoa," DuWorld re-

leases, shown here at the Cameo,
opens shortly at the Castle Theater,

Chicago.

Miles Gibbons Laid Up
Miles Gibbons of the Paramount

editorial department is laid up with

pneumonia at Mt. Vernon Hospital.

They Found Out
Commenting yesterday on the results

of the poll conducted by his radio

sponsors on whether studio audiences

should be banned, Groucho Marx said:

"Out of 500 replies. 400 were tor

studio audiences and 100 against the

Marx Brothers."
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Allied Asks Review Board to Urge Code Changes

MONOGRAM RENTALS EXCEEDED 4 MILLlWjN 1933

Mayer, De Mille Join List of M. P. T. O. A. Speakers

Hollywood
. . . destiny village

^^By JACK ALICOATE^^

LJOLLYWOOD never changes. Only the

faces in it. The little suburb that

became Internationally famous because of

pictures is still New Rochelle, with palm
trees. We have made 29 visits to Los
Angeles during the past 15 years and al-

ways we meet up with the same people.

Except that each time they have different

names. The Comer, pulling strings to get
there and bowing to the one above. The
One-on-Top, self contained and arrogant

and unmindful of the inevitable fall that

must come. The Goer, slipping and play-

ing politics to hang on, and the Has Been,

the panhandler of jobs he is incompetent
to fill, because of the industry march of

progress. How few realize the human turn-

over in this man's town in a year. Holly-

wood! City of pets, puffs, politics and
publicity. Mostly of heartaches and buried

dreams. Over ten thousand extras each

working less than one day out of 14. Not
more than a handful of new talent reach-

ing the heights within a year. Here in

Hollywood are hidden more stories of real

life, drama, comedy, tragedy, and adven-

ture, than will reach the screens in a gen-

eration. However, the show must go on.

Hollywood is the proving ground.

T - T T
IT seems that grievances have been piling

' up in Hollywood for the past 15 years

at the rate of 207 a day. This, mathe-
matically figured to exactitude, amounts
to 2,675,001 complaints or thereabouts up
till 11 o'clock this morning. Perhaps it's

because we have a kind face. At any rate

during our first day we were elected to

hear in person at least 10 per cent of all

Hollywood grievances since the town wore
rompers. Three cheers for the good old

NRA. For the present we have placed a

sign on the door "No Grievances Allowed."

Later on perhaps we will open a complaint

department and hold grievance auditions

every afternoon from 4 to 6. Those hav-

ing the best complaints will be recom-

mended for a booking on the grievance big

time. The thing has us balmy.

T T T
KIO more visitors at the studios. This

' ^ should have been done years ago. Ev-

eryone that cne meets is interested in some
{Continued on Page 2)

Long List of Notables is

Slated for Annual
Banquet

Louis B. Mayer, vice-president
and production chief for M-G-M,
will lead the discussion on "What's
the Matter with Exhibition, from
the Point of View of a Producer,"
while Cecil B. De Mille, producer
for Paramount, will talk on "How
Pictures Are Put Together" at next
Wednesday's forenoon session of

the M. P. T. 0. A. convention at the
{Continued on Page 6)

NEW SETUTOTPATHE

IS EXPECTEDTHISYEAR
In anticipation that a reorgani-

zation plan for Pathe can be worked
out this year, a registration appli-

cation under the Securities Act of

1933 is now in course of preparation
for filing with the Federal Trade
Commission, it is revealed by Stu-
art W. Webb, president, in his an-

(Continued on Page 6)

Mrs. Belmonf at Ampa Dinner
Mrs. August Belmont, recently elected

president of the Motion Picture Re-
search Council, will be a speaker at the
A.M. P. A. annual Dinner on April 21
in the Hotel Astor.

Gay Street Fair Closes

Gulf States Convention
New Orleans — The most impor-

tant get-together ever held here be-

tween exchanges and theaters took

place yesterday when film row half-

holidayed to entertain exhibitors in
(Continued on Page 5)

FILM BOARDS ACTION

NOT YETJSCUSSED
No discussion has taken place yet

with regard to ultimate disposition
of the Film Boards of Trade, it was
stated yesterday by C. C. Pettijohn
in answer to a query about reports
that the boards will be terminated
after the full code machinery is

functioning.
The Hays office is waiting to see

how many of the grievance and zon-
(Continued on Page 2)

"Wonder Bar" Held Over
In 85 Per Cent of Dates

Opening in 225 situations for spe-
cial Easter Week engagements,
"Wonder Bar" has been set to hold
over in 85 per cent of the spots, the
Warner home office reports. Among
centers where the picture went over
biggest are Memphis, Milwaukee,
New Orleans, San Antonio, Wash-
ington, Hartford, Portland, Altoona,
Albany, Springfield, Buffalo, Roch-
ester and Cleveland. The run will

extend for at least two weeks in

all of these cities.

Want Code Changes Suggested
In Board's Report to President

Gaumont-British Lineup
Being Delivered in Full

Gaumont-British will fulfill its

program of a total of 36 feature

productions for the current season,

says an announcement from Arthur
A. Lee of Gaumont-British Picture

Corp. of America. The company has

23 productions either completed,

presently in production, or in prep-
(Continued on Page 5)

Bv WILLIAM SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington—Claiming that the
code by the omission of certain defi-

nitions of policv. in effect sanctions

them, Abram F. Myers, Allied coun-
sel, yesterday pleaded with the Na-
tional Recovery Review Board to

exercise powers granted to it under
an executive order and recommend
changes in the code in its report to

(Continued on Page 5)

Payment of Dividends is

Being Recommended
by Johnston

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Atlantic City — Combined film

rentals of the 37 exchanges aff iated
with Monogram were in excess of

$4,000,000 during the 1933 fiscal

year, said President W. Ray John-
ston in his annual report submitted
to stockholders on first day of the
Monogram convention at the Ambas-
sador Hotel here yesterday. He
also stated gross billings of com-
pany exceeded those of the previous

(Continued on Page 2)

PARAMT CONVENTION

JUNE 18-20 ON COAST

Paramount has set June 18-20 as

the dates of its annual sales con-
vention, which will be held at the
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles,
George J. Schaefer, vice-president

and general manager, announced
yesterday. The meeting will be at-

tended by the district, branch and
sales managers of the United States
and Canada, and home office and stu-

dio executives. Paramount's 1934-
(Continued on Page 6)

Majestic Franchiseholders

Meet Monday to Set Plans
All Majestic franchiseholders

will meet here Monday to discuss

future production plans of the com-
pany, it was said yesterday by E.

H. Goldstein, vice-,president. Fol-
(Continued on Page 2)

Cleaners Come Under Code
Cleaners in movie and legitimate the-

aters come under the codes of these

two amusement branches, Sol A. Rosen-

blatt, Division Administrator, stated

yesterday in a telegram to Nathan

Straus, Jr., state NRA compliance

head. Rosenblatt's ruling establishes

for the first time the status of main-

tenance men in theaters employed by

outside contractors, it was said by

Mrs. Anna Rosenberg, assistant to Na-

than Straus.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 5 5 5

Columbia Picts. vtc. 30% 297/8 29?/8 — Va

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 16'/4 155/g 16 + Vl

East. Kodak 89% 89 89

Fox Fm. "A" 16'/4 15'/4 '5% + Va

Loew's, Inc 3314 32>/8 32%
Paramount ctfs. ... 5% 5Vi 5% + Va

Pathe Exch 3'/2 3 1/4 3 3
/a + Va

do "AM 203/8 19% 20 + Va

RKO 3</2 31/2 31/2

Univ. Pict. pfd.... 34% 32 34% + 2%
Warner Bros 7% 7% 7'/2 + Va

do pfd 22% 221/z 221/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Trans-Lux 2 2 2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40'. 9% 9'/2 9'/2

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 91/4 9 9+1/4
Loew 6s 41ww 99 98% 99 + Va

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 49V4 49 49 1/4 — %
Par. By. 5y2 s51 . ... 35% 34% 35% -4- 1%
Par. By. 5'/2 s51 ctfs. 33 33 33

Par. 5'/2s50 ctfs.... 50 50 50 + Va
Warner's 6s39 60% 59% 60% + 1 ¥4

N Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para. Publix 5% 5% 5yi

"Merry Widow" Starts Next Week
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—"The Merry Widow"
will go into production next week,

according to announcement from M-
G-M. Maurice Chevalier and Jean-

ette MacDonald will be co-starred

in this sound version of Franz
Lehar's operetta under direction of

Ernst Lubitsch. Irving Thalberg is

producing it.

Immortalized

A biography of "The Big Bad Wolf"

is being prepared by the United Artists

publicity department. It will be sent

out with all requests for star-biogra-

phies.

Holiywooc
. destiny village

(Continued from Payc 1)

degree in the screen. During our travels

here and there we have run across many
kind and goodly folks who have been
"back stage" and seen pictures in the mak-
ing. Invariably they tell us the same thing.

Their opinion of pictures would be higher

if they had not seen them made. The
colorful Louis Mayer and his Producers

Organization will do well to make this rule

hard, fast and permanent.

Majestic Franchiseholders

Meet Monday to Set Plans
(Continued from Page 1)

lowing the meeting Herman Gluck-
man, Majestic president, will leave
for the coast to establish Majestic's
own producing unit there, Goldstein
said.
The franchiseholders will dis-

cuss the number of pictures to be
made for 1934-35 and the number to

be completed under the 1933-34
schedule. Financing is already ar-

ranged, Goldstein said.

Franchiseholders who will at-

tend the meeting include Jack Ber-
kowitz, Thos. A. Brannon, William
D. Shapiro, Morris Segal, Robert
Clemmons, J. S. Berkowitz, Charles
Trampe, Joseph Silverman, Max
Wintroub, Joseph S. Skirboll, Gene
Marcus, Maurice Conn, B. N. Judell,

S. P. Halpern and Abe Kaufman.

Meyer Davis to Supply
Music for Ampa Dinner

Meyer Davis, noted orchestra
maestro who has become identified

with the film industry through the

production of musical shorts in as-

sociation with Van Beuren for

RKO release, will sup,ply the music
and wield the baton himself for the

A. M. P. A. Naked Truth Dinner,
Dance and Entertainment to be

held April 21 at the Hotel Astor,

it was announced yesterday by Paul
Benjamin, chairman of the affair.

John C. Flinn, Bob Gillham and
Howard Dietz conferred yesterday

on a campaign that will take in vir-

tually every important advertising

agency, fan magazine, newspaper
and other organizations which do

business with the motion picture

industry. Proceeds of the Dinner

are to be divided between the Film
Daily Relief Fund and Motion Pic-

ture Charity Fund.

Lanny Ross for Ampa
Lanny Ross, radio star who has

just made a feature for Paramount,
is scheduled to head the list of

honor guests at today's A. M. P. A.

luncheon in the Motion Picture

Club. Others on the program will

be The Three Jesters, Florence

Lewis, and Irene Kuhn, "World-Tel-
egram" writer. This will be the last

open meeting before the Naked
Truth Dinner to be held the night

of April 21 at the Hotel Astor.

MONOGRAM RENTALS

EXCEED 4 MILLION

{Continued from Page 1)

12 months by $577.21. Net earnings
for the twelve-month period ended
Feb. 28 shows a net profit more
than double the previous year, John-
son stated. He said at a later con-
vention meeting he will recommend
placing stock on a dividend basis.

Johnston announced that 15 Mon-
ogram managers and district man-
agers have been placed on various
local code boards throughout coun-
try. Foreign offices exclusively han-
aling Monogram product have been
opened in London, Paris, Prague,
Buenos Aires and Australia during
past year, he said.

Monogram's fourth annual Atlan-
tic City meeting opened with an ad-
dress by Mayor Bacharach. Talks
were made by Trem Carr, produc-
tion chief; Barney Rosenthal; Ed-
die Golden, general sales manager;
Sam Flax, Harry Berkson; Ed Fin-
ney, director of advertising and .pub-

licity; Jim Alexander, Bob Withers,
Irvirg Mandel, Nat Lefton, Jack
Jossey, Harry H. Thomas, Arthur
Bromber°\ Howard Stubbins, Nor-
ton Ritchey, Floyd St. John, Her-
man Rifkin, Bill Underwood, J. T.
Sheffield and others.

Film Boards Action
Not Yet Discussed

(Continued from Page 1)

ing and clearance boards desire to

take over the trained services and
efficient equipment of the Film
Board secretaries to handle the office

work of the new code boards, said

Pettijohn, and until this has been
decided there is no occasion for dis-

cussing any action with respect to

the Film Boards.

4 Majors at Roxy in April

Release of four major companies
will play the Roxy this month. To-
morrow's opening is "Constant
Nymph," Fox release, followed by
RKO's "Sing and Like It," Univer-

sal's "I'll Tell the World" and War-
ner's "Journal of a Crime."
A new musical short in color,

"The Sweetest Story Ever Told,"

has been added to the bill opening
tomorrow.

Special Trailer on "Sweethearts"

A special trailer is being supplied

by Warners for advance exploitation

of "20 Million Sweethearts." The
trailer will be on an elaborate scale,

similar to the ones on "Gold Dig-
gers" and "Footlight Parade," and
will be supplementary to the regu-
lar trailer. Picture will be nation-

ally released May 26, with special

pre-release bookings for the week
of April 28.

Fifth Week for "Ariane"

"Ariane," with Elizabeth Bergner,
is being held for a fifth week at the

55th St. Playhouse.

.oming andG oing

DOROTHY STICKNEY. Broadway stage actres;

nbo signed a long term contract with Para-
mount earlier this year, returns from Holly-
wood today tor a vacation after finishing

her first screen role in "Murder at the Van-
ities."

ARMAND DENIS, director of "Wild Cargo,"
returned from Denver yesterday.

LEILA ROOSEVELT will return to New York
April 18 from her automobile tour of the

world.

RICHARD A. ROWLAND, who has joined RKO
as talent and material scout in the east, is

expected from the coast April 15.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK, Warner exploitation

man, has returned from St. Louis and Mem-
phis.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS has returned to Lon-
don from Spain and plans to come to the U.

S. this summer.

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK, Ihe travel p.cture

producer, and L. B. JONES and WALTER H.

HINE, Eastman Kodak executives, arrive from
abroad today on the Europa.

KATHARINE BROWN, eastern story editor

for RKO, leaves today for the coast studios to

confer with B. B. Kahane and Pandio Berman
on material for future productions.

ISAAC WEINBERG, president of the Motion
Picture Theater Owners of Virginia, and MRS.
WEINBERG are in New York for a few days

before sailing on a West Indies cruise.

CHARLES LAUGHTON returns from London
late this month to start work at M-G-M in

"Barretts of Wimpole Street," followed by

"Marie Antoinette" for the same company.

GLORIA SWANSON arrives in New York

this morning from the coast.

French Film Preview

A special showing of the French
feature, "L'Ange Gardien," has been

arranged for 2:30 P.M. today aboard

the S.S. Paris by John S. Taper-

noux.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

IVPi

The Film Daily

Year Book for

1934 is occupying

the most promi-

nent place on

my desk where

frequent refer-

ence to it is

made It is a

very fine edition.

Clayton P. Sheehan

1,000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.

Fight La. Operator Bill

New Orleans — The operator li-

cense bill scheduled to be presented

in the next session of the Louisiana

legislature will be fought by the

Gulf States Theater Owners' Ass'n.
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A Little
from "Lots"= By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
ROBERT Z. LEONARD will direct

"The Green Hat" for M-G-M.
Constance Bennett and Herbert
Marshall will have leading roles in
this Irving Thalberg production.

T T T

Claire Trevor and James Dunn
will be teamed again by Fox in

"Always Honest," by E. E. Para-
more, being adapted by Philip
Klein, Shirley Temple, Preston Fos-
ter and Charles Coleman also are
in it, with Harry Lachman directing.

T T T

Betty Furness has been signed to

a long-term contract by M-G-M.
She has appeared in a number of

pictures for RKO, including "Mid-
shipman Jack" and "The Great
Jasper."

T Y

Herbert Mundin and wife will

take a vacation in Australia after

he finishes work in Fox's "Call It

Luck."

Dallas Boards Meet
-At a meeting of the local

lane- and zoning boards, Karl
e of Intei-state was elected

of the grievance board.

Scott, owner of the Vai
er, chairman of the zoning

eting, called by L. A. Bick-

el of M-G-M and member of the

grievance board, voted to recom-
mend Don Douglas for acting sec-

retary.

Easter Pickup in New Orleans
New Orleans -- "Palooka" broke

the Good Friday jinx here and had
the crowd standing in the St.

Charles after 5 o'clock on that day.

The standees continued right over

the week end on what looks like

the biggest week for that house

since "Emperor Jones." Easter busi-

ness in all houses was heavy.

Marie Haynes Dead
Marie Haynes, character actress

and sister of Hattie French, stage

and screen player now living in

Hollywood, died this week at* the

Actors' Fund Home in Amityville.

"I Believed in You" at Mayfair

Fox's "I Believed in You" opens

at the Mayfair with a 6 P.M. pre-

view Monday.

"Unknown Blonde" for Globe

Majestic's "Unknown Blonde" will

open April 16 at the Globe The-

ater at regular Broadway first-run

prices.

"Wild Cargo" Holds at M. H.

Frank Buck's "Wild Cargo" will be

held over a second week at the Radio

City Music Hall starting today. The
entire Easter stage presentation will

also be held over.

« « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES » »

"THE POOR RICH"
with Edward Everett Horton, Edna May

Oliver, Leila Hyams, Grant Mitchell,

Thelma Todd

Universal 76 mins.

FARCE WITH PLENTY OF LAUGHS
THAT SHOULD GO BEST IN THE
NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSES.

Made solely for laughing purposes and

based on a plot that will find many old

friends wherever it goes, this yarn never-

theless contains so much of that simple

down-to-earth comedy that it ought to

get over to good satisfaction in the fam-
ily houses. Action revolves around a

dewn-and-out family which seeks to re-

coup its finances by a marriage with some
foreign nobility. But the nobility happen:
to be in the same financial predicament
and is aiming to do the same thing. The
rest is easy to imagine, and after they
have found each other out the two fam-
ilies go into business together, selling fried

chicken, and all works out hunky dory.

Edward Everett Horton and Edna May
Oliver do swell work as the chief comedy
purveyors.

Cast: Edward Everett Horton, Edna May
Oliver, Andy Devine, Leila Hyams, Grant
Mitchell, Thelma Todd, Una O'Connor, E,

E Give, John Miljan, Sidney Bracey, Jack
Clifford, Henry Armetta, Ward Bond.

Director, Edward Sedgwick; Authors
-nd Adaptors, Ebba Havez, Dale Van
Every; Cameraman, John Mescall; Record-
ing Engineer, Gilbert Kurland; Editor, Rob-
ert Carlisle.

Direction, Lively. Photography, Good.

"20 MILLION SWEETHEARTS"
with Dick Powell, Pat O'Brien, Ginger
Rogers, Four Mills Brothers, Allen Jenkins,

Ted Fiorito and Band
First National 89 mins.

GRAND ENTERTAINMENT FOR ANY-
BODY. DEFTLY CONSTRUCTED COM-
BINATION ROMANCE-SATIRE OF RA-
DIO BUSINESS.
A bit long, but good all the way, this

is easily the best picture thus far in a

radio broadcasting background. Its chief

merits are, in addition to a swell name
cast that delivers by working hard, a good

story idea, snappy adaptation, a neat batch

of Harry Warren and Al Dubin music and

lyrics, plenty of comedy that comes nat-

ural and is put over for the full count,

especially by Joe Cawthorn, a few keen

jabs of satire, and an equally unforced ro-

mance that meets the appeal, while Ray

Enright's direction makes the whole thing

click without a lapse. There are dancing

ensembles, and the song numbers are

judiciously distributed. For story angle,

Pat O'Brien, a high-pressure and loud-

mouth talent scout, discovers Dick Powell

in a western beer garden and brings him

to New York, where, after a false start.

Dick makes the grade through the aid of

Ginger Rogers, a radio singer who fakes

illness during her program so as to let

Dick pinch hit.

Cast: Dick Powell, Pat O'Brien, Ginger

Rogers, Allen Jenkins, Joe Cawthorn. Grant

Mitchell, Joan Wheeler, Henry O'Neill.

Johnny Arthur, Ted Fiorito and Band, Four

Mills Brothers, Grace Hayle.

Director, Ray Enright, Authors, Paul

Finder Moss, Jerry Wald; Adaptors, War-

ren Duff, Harry Sauber; Music and Lyrics

Harry Warren, Al Dubin; Cameraman, Sid

Hickox; Editor, Clarence Kolster.

Direction, Al Photography, Fine.

Harry Thomas Month Set
In keeping with First Division's

annual custom, "Harry Thomas
Month" will be held in May, with
14 exchanges competing for a bonus
to be awarded to the office bringing
in the most dates during that month.
In addition to Monogram, Chestei--
field and Invincible product, "For-
gotten Men" and "Road to Ruin"
are among the company's current
best bookings. "Young Eagles," se-
rial glorifying the Boy Scouts, will
be released shortly.

New M-G-M "Broadway Melody"
West Const Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—M-G-M plans a pro-
duction to be called "Broadway Mel-
ody of 1934." Nacio Herb Brown
and Arthur Freed, who wrote "Sing-
in' in the Rain" and all the other
popular numbers of the original
"Broadway Melody," have been com-
missioned to do the score of the
new picture. The story is now be-
ing prepared by Allan Rivkin and
P. J. Wolfson.

Usher Case Under Advisement
Question of whether R.K.O. has

discriminated against members of

Local 118, ushers' union, is under
advisement by the NRA Regional
Labor Board, it was said yesterday
by Ben Golden, secretary. Golden
said also that Loew had made sev-

eral reinstatements following: recom-
mendation of the Regional Board.

Amity Gets Fox Feature
Negotiations between John M

Crinnion of Amity Pictures and Fox
for national distribution of "The
Crooked Circle" have been conclud

ed through Fitelson and Mayers, at

torneys for Amity, which will re-

lease the feature nationally through
its 28 exchanges. The film was di-

rected by William Sistrom and fea-

tures ZaSu Pitts. James Gleason

and Ben Lyon. Prints and acces-

sories are now being transferred to

Amity exchanges.

Warners Buy Two Stories

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Window Panes," or-

iginal by Harry Sauber, and "Story

of a Country Boy," by Dawn Powell

have been bouprht by Warners.
Sauber will collaborate with Brian

Marlow on the adaptation of his

story.

"Hell on Earth" Booked

Aeolian's "Hell on Earth" has
been booked to play the Century.
Buffalo, and Buckley's Leland, Al-

bany. Both will be on a road-show
basis.

Para. Siprns Broadway Player

Fred McMurray. curren+lv dome1

a specialty in "Roberta," Broadway
musical, has been signed bv Para-
mount. He will not report at the

coast until August.
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NAKED TRUTHISMS
By MARTIN STARR

Publicity Director for AMPA Naked
Truth Dinner

^T the luncheon-confab the other
day, one lad in particular who

leans toward a strict observance of
the Passover holidays, was almost
heartbroken when he had to pass up
the free feed to the guests. It was
the first one AMPA tossed in a long
time, and he just had to sit there
a victim of the calendar. . .

A lot of the lads have already
decided to take the good, old Tuck
oat of the moth balls for the occa-
sion. They figure the five smackers
for the ditcut will take on bigger
social proportions when the stepper
is dressed in the bib and tuck. Fash-
ion editors are being besieged as to
whether a white or black vest is

proper.

Not mentioning names, but some
of the unmarried boys have launch-
ed their own beauty contests with
their girl friends as contestants.
They're going through their little
address books carefully, and the
loveliest shall be requested to toddle
down with them to the Astor on
April 21st. Handsome is as hand-
some does!

There'll be some lively "stepping"
on I he part of many AMPA finale-
hoppers. They're practicing up on
their ball-room acrobatics, fearing
the stiff competition of the sales
lads who are noted for shaking a
mighty mean toe. Three of the
press-boys reported to ivork with\
soft dancing shoes under their arms.
BeUvccn assignments, they're going

\

to do some nifty practicing in the
smoking room.

It looks as if some of the lads are
prepared to do plenty of heavy rest-
ng after the affair, if the manner
in which reservations are being
mace for cabins upstairs in the Ho-
tel Astor means anything. What a
night that'll be!

The lads who go down to the city

rooms with motion picture copy are
certainly polishing up on their Ches-
ierfieldiau manners. Already the

broad "a" is being flung around
with reckless abandon. Emily Post's

famous edition will be sidetracked
completely by the one which the

"zeher duckey" contingent will

knock off on the night of April 21.

Harold Freedman Called to Fla.

Harold Freedman, owner of the
Terrace theater, Yonkers, left by
p'ane yesterday for Miami Beach,
on a call that his father had been
injured in an auto accident.

Plans 12 Cartoons in Color

Exhibitors Pictures Corp. will pro-
duce a series of twelve cartoons in

natural color, according to M. Kleiner-
man, president. The first one of this

series, tentatively titled "The Bull

Fight," will be released April 10.
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the President. No one from the
Code Authority was present at the
final session, although a letter from
Harold Bareford, as chairman of
the ninth Code Authority, outlining
that body's view of the problems
concerned, was introduced into the

evidence. It amplified its position

of the right of the seller to choose
the outlet best adapted for the

showing of its product and denied

any price discrimination between
single and circuit theaters.

The first rebuttal witness of the day was
A. Burt Carlisle, independent labor represen-

tative of Minneapolis, who claimed that the

code was unfair to unaffiliated unions. His
group offered an amendment to the labor pro-

visions of the code which he claimed would
allow the unaffiliated as well as A. F. of L.

unions to set a minimum wage.

He was followed by Harry Brandt, I. T.

O. A. president, who asked that the entire

code be reopened and a deputy administra-

tor other than Sol A. Rosenblatt be assigned

to it. He wondered why the code authority

did not show up in person and attacked the

selection of John Flinn as its executive sec-

retary, citing his former connection with

Paramount. Pathe. He also attacked Bare-

ford's Code Authority letter.

From this he went to the labor provisions

of the code allegedly favoring the A. F. of L.

and made charges against Local 306 of New
York. He was followed in summation testi-

mony by Myers, whose testimony brought

the hearings to a close.

Myers claimed that the Code Authority

has "quasi-judicial" powers which he said

were unlike other codes he had seen a'

NRA. He claimed that regardless of the

suspension of the anti-trust laws under NRA.
the code sanctioned practices deemed unfair

in court decisions such as the Youngclau

ca»e relating to Film Boards of Trade. H;

said Allied members were willing to arbi-

trate by rules of arbitration but that th"

rules set up in the code unbalanced the

Boards.

He attacked the definition of code authority

members and claimed that under it there were

seven sellers to three buyers on that body

and that as a result of the definition; United

Artists and Columbia representatives were

being selected on the regional boards.

Following Myers' testimony, which conclud-

ed the hearings, Lowell Mason, Review Board

Counsel, said a two-page report of the fed-

eral trade commission on the code, was be-

ing introduced into the evidence. It wa<=

also announced that William Elliott, I. A. 1.

S E head, would offer A. F. of L s side of

the labor question informally next Monday

to Chairman Clarence Darrow.

MOKGthe

Legit Code Up Again Tuesday

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Hearings on the

legitimate theater code will be re-

sumed here Tuesday.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Three sound films were made in

Finland in 1933, but an increase is

expected in 1934.

• • • A PAGE from the diary of Eddie Carrier
reporting a day's work for the M-G-M Traveling Motion Picture
Studio which he is taking with his crew across the country

this happened recently when the Traveling
Studio first invaded Mississippi at the city of Jackson

T T T
• • • OFFICIALS of the State turned out en masse to
formally welcome the Train to the land of cotton arrived
at Jackson at 1.00 o'clock escort of motorcycle police led
the Studio to the State Capitol grounds where official state
reception ceremonies were held here Governor Mike Con-
ner, and members of his staff headed by Lieut. Governor Den-
nis Murphree received the studio and welcomed it to the State

participating in the reception ceremonies were the heads
of various state departments and a group of state senators and
representatives the Studio later proceeded to the City
Hall where Mayor Walter Scott and his City Commissioners
welcomed the outfit a visit to the office of the Jackson
"Clarion-Ledger" followed this newspaper sponsoring the
Traveling Studio and its search for new screen personalities

then a parade through the downtown area after
which the Studio was opened for inspection of enormous crowds
in front of the Majestic theater Manager Seal said the
Studio brought hundreds of visitors from outlying points
throughout the rest of the day an endless stream of people
inspected the studio on wheels then in the evening a screen
show from the rear of the Studio showing coming M-G-M
pictures and filming of the screen and voice tests taken
at the theater ballyhooed over the studio's loudspeaker
system studio departed for the garage at 9 o'clock

T T T
• • • AND THAT will give you 1 just a slight idea
of a day's work for the crew of the Studio Train up at

sunrise practically off to a new town sometimes
two in one day and this has been going on steadily since

January a year ago! when the Studio started its tour of

America at Boston and still plenty of territory to cover
but when they finish every center large and small

in the Youessay will have been actually visited by the Studio
received by thousands of important officials inspected

by millions of men, women and children really a Colossal

Ballyhoo the like of which has never been known in the
entire history of the biz Hail, Leo the Lion! and
he doesn't even roar about his Stunt just lets the record
speak for itself

T T T
• • • BACK FROM his direction of "Wild Cargo"
Armand Denis stopped off at St. Louis from the Coast
visited the local zoo and said "howdy" to the huge rhino
captured by Frank Buck during filming of the pix the
rhino unquestionably remembered Denis but at his next
stop at the Sececa Park Zoo in Rochester 10

monkeys collected by the director didn't give him a tumble
even though he conversed in monk lingo with 'em

which seems to show that a rhino has more intelligence in some
respects than our ancient ancestors

T T
• • • A WIRE from Frank Bruner Mary Pickford's

representative stating that Mary is slaying 'em at the

Michigan theater in Detroit in her personal on opening
day the biggest mob in the history of the house tlr-

theater manager expects to chalk up a new attendance record

for the week with Mary's appearance in "The Church Mouse"
The manager of the Crescent theater in Sanish, North

Dakota, sends his subscription for the Film Daily in re-

sponse to a subscription letter dated April 21, 1931, no less

boy, our subscription arguments sure must carry a Last-

ing Impression!

« « « » » »

20TH CENT'Y TAKING

THREE-MONTH RECESS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twentieth Century

will stop all studio activities dur-
ing May, June and July. Produc-
tion will be resumed the first of

August with "Half Angel" and "The
Great Barnum" as the first two in
the new line-up of 12 pictures. "The
Firebrand" is completed. "The Last
Gentleman" and "Bulldog Drum-
mond Strikes Back" will be finished
by May 1, following which Daryl
Zanuck and Joe Schenck will leave
for Europe for a vacation and to
arrange for the exchange of stars
and directors between Hollywood
and London. George Arliss will also
-tave for Europe about May 1.

Gay Street Fair Closes

Gulf States Convention
(Continued from Page 1)

a street fair as the closing event of
the G. S. T. 0. A. convention.
Streets were decorated with ex-
change booths. Merriment was gen-
eral, with clerks to executives in
street dancing until late,

the first such event and m
lish a precedent. The moi
S. T. O. A. session listene

E. S. Tucker, Better Filn
president, who said her g vp op-
posed censorship. New 0-

dependent circuit subsequc; ;ases

agreed to establish Friday ;
nights with Mrs. Tucker preview-
ing product two weeks ahead and
endorsing it. G. S. T. 0. A. agreed
to take in all exhibitors for benefit

of the industry.
Ed Kuykendall, in a radio talk

over WSMB, explained problems of

the industry to the public.

Gaumont-British Lineup
Being Delivered in Full

(Continued from Page 1)

aration, states Lee, that have not
as yet been released in America.
The next release is to be "Orders
Is Orders," co-starring James Glea-

son and Charlotte Greenwood. This
will be followed by "Channel Cross-
ing," with Constance Cummings and
Matheson Lang, and "Dick Turpin,"
starring Victor McLaglen.

Mike Simmons Spencer Tracy
Estelle Bradley
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RESERVATIONS PILE IN
Roosevelt felicitates m. p. t. o. a . MAYer, pe MILLE

FOR MPTOA MEETING

A partial list of reservations for

the M. P. T. O. A. convention, com-
piled yesterday by headquarters of
the organization, follows:

RESERVATIONS
Mr. & Mr>. G. P. Aarons, Mr. & Mrs.

Win. L. Ainsworth, Fred Baehlcr. Mr. ;

Mrs. Ross J. Baldwin, Mr. & Mrs. Wm. Ben-
ton, Mr. & Mrs. L. Berman, Buzz B
E. K. Bright. S. B. Callahan, Mr. & Mrs
P. <;. Cameron, J. J. Cohen. Mr. & Mrs.
M. !•'.. Comcrford and Daughter, Mr & .Mi-

lt. ('. Cluster, Barney Dubinsky, Irwin l)u

Win. Dubinsky, Sam Dembow. Jr.

Mr. Frank H. Durkee and 2 guests, Mr. &
Mr-. Oscar Fishel, Amie Flock, J. F. Falls.

\V. I'. (Jaryn, Aaron Goldberg, Mr. & Mrs
E. lohn Greer, Ned B. Grossman, Mr. &
Mr,; A. J. Halle, Mr. & Mrs. J. C. Hunter.

Arch Hurley, Mr. & Mrs. Harry II

Mr. & Mrs. Phil R. Isley, Abe Johnson. Mr.

S Mrs. Vinril Jackson, Mack Jackson, Mr. &
Mrs. A. Johnson and 2 children. Edward
(',. Kadane, Mr. & Mrs. Maurice Kami. \V.

A. Kerns. Gerald Kops. Mr. & Mrs. Ed
Kuykendall, Miss Kuykendall and sonny. O

I im, T. H. Lam. Bernard Lassack. E<1

ward (i. Levy, Mr. & Mrs. A. E. Lichtman,
\1 A f.ightman, J. E. Loth, Mr. & Mrs.

Sidnev Lust, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. McGuin-
nc;s & Son. Mr. O. E. McCutcheon and partv

of four. Mr. & Mrs. C. A. MacDonald. J. E.

Massie. Fred S. Meyer, Mr. & Mrs. Jule

Michael, Jack Miller. Mr. & Mrs. \V. P. Mor-

an, Mi-s Helen O'Toole.
David Palfrevman, Mr. & Mrs. J. J

Patridge, Mr. & Mrs. Lewen Pizor, Peter

Perokas, Mr. & Mrs. S. H. Kich. Mr. &
Mrs. Harry Roth and Sister. If. B. Robb.

Miss Marie Schroedcr. Gradwell Sears. J. E
Simpson, Mr., T. II. Slothower. Andrew
Smith. Mr. & Mrs. R. Sobelson. Mr. Nathai
Stiefel & Mr. L. Zions. Mr. & Mrs. Ton}
Sudekum, Stanley II. Swift. Max Tabic'-

man, George Jackson and Party, J. A. Yer
chot, Mr. & Mrs. Walter Vincent.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASH INCTON

March 27, 1954

Gentlemen

:

I am delighted to greet the Annuel
Cor.ventlor: of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America at Los Angeles. ¥our
loyal support of the Administration has been
demonstrated by the assistance which you have
freely given to ell of the Recovery Agencies
in affording to them the facilities of your
theatres and in your loyal support of the
P. R. A. and of the Motion Picture Industry-
Code.

It is my sincere hope that your
Convention will be a greet success and that
the cooperation of your Association will be
continued in the future as it has in the past.

Very sincerely yours,

<*<^><!^t//£^A^
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America,
c/o Mr. id Kuykendall,
Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles, ^ilifornia.

Reading from left to right: Dale Fuller, Etienne Girardot, Ralph Forbes, Roscoe Karns, Carole

Lombard. John Barrymore, Howard Hawks, Walter Connolly, Charles Levison, James P. Burtis

John Barrymore i,

"20* CENTURY
with CAROLE LOMBARD
Walter Connolly — Roscoe > Earns
A HOWARD HAWKS PRODUCTION

From the notable New York Stage Sueceu by Ben Hechl - Chorion MacArthur - Chariot B. MUhoUand

A COLUMBIA PICTURE
9 yVevct itiiii \o much f«n — neve*, wotkea with mote

Acluililfttl people — m /" .' lutpp'ut studio .

— John p>axxi*m.ote

m

New Setup of Pathe
Is Expected This Year

(Continued from Page 1)

nual report. Present capitalization
of the company is complicated
to a degree that limits the com-
pany's ability to finance its con-
templated future expansion pro-
gram, says Webb, and it is further
desirable to simplify the capital
structure and in some way adjust
the accumulated dividends on the 8
per cent preferred and Class A
preference stock.

Pathe's principal assets include
49 per cent of the capital stock of
the DuPont Film Manufacturing
Corp., and the laboratory at Bound
Brook. N. J., which has again become
a productive asset with a promising;
outlook. The company also holds
$1. (39(5,550 in 6 per cent notes of
PKO, and Webb says a substantial
recovery on this investment ap-
pears probable. In addition the bal-

ance sheet cash and investments of

about $686,000.

Profit for 1933 was $570,996.61
after all expenses except interest

charges, and $386,629.02 after in-

tprest. Funded debt outstanding at

the end of the year was $2,065,500

atrainst an original issue of $6,000.-

000 in 1927.

"As Earth Turns" Opens Wed.
Broadway opening of Warner's

"As the Earth Turns" is set for

Wednesday night at the Strand.

M.P.T.O.A. SPEAKERS
(Continued from Page 1)

Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
The revised tentative program also
lists Walter Vincent to speak Wed-
nesday morning on "What's the
Matter with Production, from the
Point of View of an Exhibitor";
Mrs. Thomas G. Winter on "The
Public's Attitude Toward Motion
Pictures," and Joseph I. Breen on
"Self Regulation in Advertising Mo-
tion Pictures.

M. A. Lightman, past president
of the national organization, in-
stead of Walter Vincent as previ-
ously scheduled, will make the re-
sponse on the behalf of the M. P.
T. O. A. to the address of welcome
by Mayor Frank L. Shaw of Los
Angeles at the opening of the ses-
sions Tuesday morning.

W. L. Ainsworth of the Garrick
theater, Fond du Lac, Wis., will
speak on "What the Code Means to
the Country Town Exhibitor," and
Morgan A. Walsh of Redwood-Mid-
land Theaters, San Francisco, will
discuss "What the Code Means to
the Metropolitan Exhibitor."

Among the notables invited to
speak at the banquet on Thursday
evening are Senator Hiram S. John-
son, Senator William G. McAdoo,
Hon. Frank C. Walker, Gen. Hugh
S. Johnson, Will H. Hays, Will
Rogers, Sol A. Rosenblatt, Dr. A. H.
Giannini, Marie Dressier, Mayor
Angelo Rossi of San Francisco, Ed.
Kuykendall and others.

Studio activities already set in-

clude a visit to the Warner studio
Tuesday afternoon, a studio party
at Universal City on Tuesday eve-
ning, and a trip through the Fox
and RKO studios on Wednesday af-
ternoon.

Paramount Convention
June 18-20 On Coast
(Continued from Page 1)

35 sales policy and product line-up
will be announced and discussed at
this time.

Preceding the general convention
in Los Angeles, the Paramount dis-

trict managers will gather at the
Edgewater Beach Hotel in Chicago
on April 21-22 to review the past

year and discuss sales policies for

the coming year.

In addition to home office execu-

tives George J. Schaefer, Neil Ag-
new, J. J. Unger, Stanley Waite and
G. B. J. Frawley. the Chicago meet-
ing will be attended by district man-
agers M. S. Kusell, New York; -P.

A. Bloch, Philadelphia; J. E. Fon-
taine, Cleveland; William Erbb.

Boston; Oscar Morgan, Atlanta;

Jack Dugger, Dallas; Charles Rea-
gan, Chicago; R. C. LiBeau, Kan-
sas City; Hugh Braly, Denver; M.

H. Lewis, Los Angeles; Ben Blotcky,

Minneapolis, and M. A. Milligan,

Toronto.
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Monotony is Ollt of the show where £c/t/cat/ona/*s short subjects add spice and

variety to the program. Here there*s always something new, something different.

Just one months releases bring you... the return of Blister Kcaton...the screen

debut of those popular "nut" comics, the Three Ritz Brothers..."Pagliacd"

the biggest thing in screen grand opera. ..an amazing microscopic picture, "Born
To Dic/f

showing the actual beginning of life... a beautiful Romantic Journey

in natural colors- --and the always sure-fire cartoon laughs of Tcrry-ToOIIS.

Variety - - - entertainment value - . - box - office power . . . showmanship . . . always.
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George Raft in "THE TRUMPET BLOWS" with Adolphe Menjou /jj|^

Frances Drake ... A Paramount Picture . . . Directed by Stephen Roberts ^iffiy.?-.
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1 8Houses Added to Active List in Pittsburgh Area

ALLIED STATES ASS'N FNEW PRODUCTION DEAL

Remaking of Foreign Films by Hollywood on Increase

Radio Village
... we calls it

=-^5y JACK ALICOATE^=
THE great theaters of Radio City are
* landmarks of National importance.

Their product, for the most part, comes
from the RKO workshop in Hollywood.
"Radio Village" we calls it. Here is a

studio that is probably as fine, technically,
ta any in the world. Under the able man-
agement of Ben Kahane, it is smooth run-
ning, efficient and thoroughly businesslike.

Plans for 1934-35 are practically set. A
string of 40 features and such stars as
Ann Harding, Katharine Hepburn, Irene
Dunne, Richard Dix, Francis Lederer and
Fred Astaire will form RKO's platform for
the coming campaign. We took lunch with
head-man Kahane and his young, deter-
mined and competent studio maestro, Pan-
dro Berman. Later a trip through the lot

and for a few moments we were back in

Longacre Square. In less than a mashie
shot we renewed acquaintances with Lee
Marcus, Lou Brock, Kenneth Macgowan,
Glenn Allvine and Eddy Eckels. All prod-
uct of the big town that went West and
made good.

THIS RKO lot is commencing to have tra-

dition, too. We remember it as just

another factory back in the good old days
of FBO. Now, or at least for the past two
years, it has carved its name deeply into

the marble walls of industry achievement.
Pandro Berman, producing executive, is a

native of the lot. He was born and bred
there, so to speak. He now tactfully rules

the village in which he started, straight

from scratch. Hollywood still present;
golden opportunities for those big enough
to meet its exacting requirements. Hark
to the story of the well-liked Lee Marcus.
He is now director of the RKO short sub-
ject department. Lee was at one time
president of Pathe, a then major outfit.

When Pathe stopped producing, Marcus
was out. Surveying the field he deliberate-

ly turned his back on distribution and
Started out to learn production. Up from
the bottom, once again, he came, always
glad to listen to those who have been
through the production mill. Bulldog de-

(Continued on Page 2)

Universal Leads in Number
of Adaptations from

Abroad
Adaptation of foreign pictures

using the original story and with
the screen treatment as a guide is

developing considerable proportions
here. Fox is now remaking tht
French film "Wooden Crosses," un-
der the title "The World Moves
On," and Universal is considering
remaking "Czibi," a Hungarian pro-
duction.

Universal leads in the number of
(Continued on Page 6)

ACTIVITY AT BI06RAPH

ABOVE EXPECTATIONS

Production at the Biograph stu-
dios is at a higher peak today than
was contemplated for the studio's
first six months of existence, H. J.

Yates stated to Film Daily yester-
day. "Producers have been quick
to see the value of Eastern produc-

(Continued on Page 6)

6 Per Cent Dividend
Declared by Monogram

Atlantic City—Monogram has de-
clared a 6 per cent cash dividend,
payable May 1, President W. Ray
Johnston stated yesterday at the
company's annual sales convention
in the Hotel Ambassador.

John F. Dillon Dies

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAVA'
Hollywood—John Francis Dillon,

director, died yesterday of heart

trouble. He began his film career

as an actor back in the Lubin,

Kalem and Keystone days, later turn-

ing into a director, and for a time

was one of the principal directors

at First National. He was 47 years

old.

BUSINESS REPORTED UP

IN LOW SCALE HOUSES

Atlantic City—With opinion vir-
tually unanimous that box-office
business has increased between 10
and 15 per cent in every territory,
Monogram exchangemen yesterday
reported that the pickup is particu-

(Continued on Page 6i

Ohio I. T. O. Fights
Footage Tax Measure

Columbus—At a meeting of the
legislative committee of the Inde-
pendent Theater Owners of Ohio,
unanimous opposition was voted
against Senate Bill 56 seeking to
repeal the present state admission
tax and place the burden upon dis-
tributors in the way of a 5-cent
footage tax on all film submitted
for censorship.

Increased Theater Activity
Reported in Many Sections

New 600-Seat Theater
For Brandts on B'way

A 600-seat theater is to be built
at 1985 Broadway, in the West 67th
St. block, for lease to Brandt The-
aters Corp. for a period of 15 years.
Rental will be based on a percentage
of the receipts. O'Gara & Co. nego-
tiated the deal.

Improvement in general industrial
conditions, particularly in the Pitts-
burgh steel mill area and the Okla-
homa oil fields, gave impetus to
theater activity in several sections
of the country last month, it is re-
vealed by the reports of the Film
Boards of Trade.

In the Pittsburgh territory, 18
(.Continued on Page 8)

Plunkett and Weisfeldt to

Supply 26 Features for
Exhib Organizations

Allied will receive financial aid

under a production deal now being

worked out with Joe Plunkett and
Max Weisfeldt who will produce 26

features as their part in the plan.

President Sidney E. Samuelson of

the exhibitor organization has held

a series of conferences to line up in-

dependent exchanges to handle the
(Continued on Page 6)

FITZPATRICK SHORTS

GOING IN FOR COLOR
FitzPatrick travelogues for 1934-

35 will be in Technicolor, James A.
FitzPatrick stated to Film Daily
yesterday on his return from a six-

month tour of Northern Africa,
Spain and the Holy Land. He will

make eight subjects for the new
M-G-M shorts line-up. During his
recent tour he made film sufficient

for four releases which will cover
The Garden of Allah, the Sahara
Desert, Algeria and Athens.
"With the culmination of this trip

(Continued on Page 8)

30 Shorts Planned
By United Newsreel

Atlantic City—Now season pro-
gram of United Newsreel, with
which Frank Selzer and Pat Garyn
are identified, will offer 30 short

(Continued on Page 8)

Full Blast Again
Cleveland — All downtown theaters,

movie and legitimate, are open this

week for the first time in over two
years. During this period, either the
Ohio or Hanna had occasional shows,
but never both at the same time. The
Hanna opened with a dramatic stock
company, "Men in Whits" being the
first offering. "House of Rothschild"
is playing at the Ohio as a roadshow.
And all downtown movie houses are
running full time.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Nel

High Low Close Chg
Am. Seat 5 5 5

Columbia Picts. vtc. 30'/2 29% 30

V
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Con. Fm. Ind 4% 4 1/4 4 1/4

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 16'4 16 16 1/4 + '/<

East. Kodak 88 88 88 — 1

East. Kodak pfd....l35V4 135% 135% + 3%
Fox Fm. "A" 16 15% 16 + %
Loew's, Inc 34 32'/4 33% + 1

do pfd 931/2 931/2 93 V2 + 1

Mctro-Goldwyn. pfd. 24% 24% 24% + 5/,

Paramount 5% 5% 5% ....

Pathc Exch 3% 3 1/4 3%
do "A" 20% 193/4 19% + 'A
RKO 3% 33/8 3% ....
Warner Bros 7% 73/8 7% + '//

do pfd 23% 23% 23% + %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Pets. vtc. 30 30 30 |- 1

Technicolor 8 8 8

Trans-Lux 2% 2% 2%+ VI

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 10% 9% 10% + 1

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctts. 10 8% 9% + %
Keith A-0 6s46 . . . 643/4 64% 643/4 + %
Loew 6s 41ww .... 99 9834 99
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 4934 48'/, 49% + "-

Par. By. 5%s51 ... 363/4 34 1/4 363/4 + 7/g
Par. By. 5%s51 ctfs. 34 34 34+1
Par. 5! 7 s50 ctfs. 50 49% 50
Pathe 7s37 92% 92 1/4 92

V

4
Warner's 6s39 . ... 61% 60% 61 3/

8 4- 5/r

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para. Publix 5^4 53 8 5^4 + \'.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Apr. 4-7: Monogram Pictures convention, Am-
bassador Hotel. Atlantic City.

April 4-7: Monogram annual sales convention.

Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic City, N. J.

April 7: Federation of M. P. Industry meet-
ing, Atlantic City, N. J.

April 9: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
meeting, Netherland-Plaza Hotel, Cincin-

nati. 1 P.M.

RKO Forms Radio-Screen Stock Company
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—RKO has formed a stock company of 13 stars and players to be known
as a radio-screen stock group. Their work will be a regular feature of the "Holly-
wood on the Air" program which is broadcast over an NBC network every Monday
evening, in addition to permanent work at the Radio studios. Buster Collier has been
selected as director of the stock company. Included in the roster are Chick Chand-
ler, Tom Brown, Thelma White, David Horsley, Dorothy Granger, Dot Farley, Nat
James, Carol Tevis, Dorothy Slote, Jean Carmen and Kathleen Williams. Material
for the stock company will be prepared by J.B.L. Lawrence, program director.

Radio Village
... we calls it

(Continued from Page 1)

termination placed him where he is. His
Hollywood rating is already high.

T T T

"THE RKO lot is a bee-hive of activity.

' "Strictly Dynamite" with Durante and
Velez, "Where Sinners Meet" and "Sting-
aree" with Dix and Dunne are about ready.

"Human Bondage" and the new Wheeler
and Woolsey opera, "Cockeyed Cavaliers,"

will be off the fire in April. Prexy Kahane
infos us that eight new productions will be
in work by April 10. The RKO studio is

not the largest in Hollywood, but one never
leaves the lot without feeling that the

gang of new blood there is going places.

New Non-Theatrical Catalogue
Chicago—Tenth edition of "1,000

and One," catalogue of non-theatri-
cal films for 1934-35, has just been
issued by "The Educational Screen."
It contains a classified list of sub-
jects, with data on length, distribu-
tor, etc. Booklet sells for 75 cents,
except to "Educational Screen" sub-
scribers, who get it for 25 cents.

O. J. Hazen in Supply Firm
Salt Lake City—O. J. Hazen, for-

mer manager here for National
Theater Supply, has obtained an in-

terest in the Service Theater Sup-
ply Co., opened here by Gordon
Thornberg.

Columbia Foreign Deals
In All Except Germany

With the exception of Germany,
from which it has withdrawn, Co-
lumbia now has distribution ar-
rangements in every European coun-
try, said Joseph H. Seidelman, in

charge of foreign distribution, yes-
terday, following his return to New
York after three months abroad.
New deals just completed give Co-
lumbia distribution in Holland and
Switzerland, he stated. Except in

France, where business is dull, con-
ditions are good, said Seidelman.

Making Negro War Film

"The Unknown Soldier Speaks,"
dealing with the work of Negro
troops in the World War, is being
made by Lincoln Film Corp., with
Robert Rossen supplying dialogue
and continuity. The picture will in-

clude some war scenes made by the
U. S. Signal Corps and not prev-
iously shown, it is stated.

Warners Buy "Colliers" Story
West Coast Bureau .of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Warners have bought
screen rights to "Miss Pacific Fleet",
Frederick Hazlitt Brennan story,

which recently appeared in "Col-
liers."

96 Radio Plugs on "Harold Teen"
A total of 96 national radio plugs

have been set to date on Warner's
production of "Harold Teen," the
company states. The broadcasts of

the song hits from the picture will

include renditions of the tunes by
radio's most popular entertainers
over coast-to-coast hookups.

Film Stock Values Up
Market value of the leading

amusement stocks on the New York
Stock Exchange increased by $4,-

678,422 last month, compared with
a rise of $1,222,799 the previous
month and a drop of $6,394,390 a

year ago.

Buck Jones for New 'U' Serial

West Coast Bureau of TUP. FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Universal has signed

contracts with Buck Jones to star

in its first serial for 1934-35, titled

"Red Rider."

DuWorld Gets "Beast of Borneo"

DuWorld has acquired distribu-

tion rights to "Beast of Borneo,"
produced in Borneo and Hollywood
by Far Eastern Productions, Inc..

and will present it in key cities

prior to state-righting.

E. C. Hopkins With Ritchey

E. C. Hopkins has joined the of-

fice personnel of Ritchey Export
Co., which distributes the Mono-
gram product in foreign countries.

Jerome Cohen Opening Coast Office

Jerome J. Cohen, insurance brok-
er, has left for Los Angeles to es-

tablish a coast office.

Terry Turner Quits Casino

Terry Turner has resigned as
press agent for the Casino Theater
and Harry Sobol has succeeded him.

Douglas MacLean on Vacation
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood -— Douglas MacLean,

associate producer on Emanuel
Cohen's production staff at Para-
mount, and Mrs. MacLean left Hol-
lywood yesterday on a two-week va-
cation trip to Honolulu. MacLean's
next picture on his return will be
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,"
with Pauline Lord, W. C. Fields
and ZaSu Pitts.

.ommg andG oi ng I

PERCY PHILLIPSON, president of Genera
Register Corp., leaves today on the Berengan
for London for a three-week business tnj
and a visit to the company's factory.

FRANK BUCK left yesterday for Chicago
where he will make personal appearances u
connection with the showing of "Wild Cargo.'

ALICE FAYE, who has been appearing r
Fox pictures, arrived in New York last nighl
from the coast.

J. H. HOFFBERG sailed yesterday on th-
President Roosevelt for an extended busine-^
trip in Europe. He will make his head-
quarters in Madrid and Paris.

HARVEY DAY, representing Terry-Toons, left

last night for the coast, where he will attend
the M.P.T.O.A. convention.

Ready Reference Directory
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Where To Buy It

• Engravers •
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• Foreign
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Al Feinman Joins M-G-M
Al Feinman has joined M-G-M to

handle publicity, exploitation and
advertising of short subjects under
Howard Dietz.

in every detail, pertaining to

production, distribution and
exhibition

—

1934
YEAR BOOK

of
MOTION PICTURES

Distributed FREE to Sub-
scribers of Film Daily

1650 Broadway N. Y. City
Hollywood Office

6425 Hollywood Blvd., Calif.
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NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

'RIOTOUS BUSINESS' reported by Variety for

world premiere of Warners' 'Harold Teen,

teamed with Joe Penner at Philly's Earle Theatre

OFFICIAL RELEASE DATE shows Wonder Bar'

topping all Warner musicals in flood of Easter

week-end records. Here's how femme fife-and-

drummers drew throngs to Mike Shea's brilliant

Buffalo premiere at the Hippodrome Theatre.

LOEW AND RKO added to hundreds of new

bookers of Vitaphone's 7 Joe Penner comedies, set

for weekly re-release to trade starting April 1 4. (Right)

OFF TO ORIENT goes Director

Robert Florey for authentic atmos-

COMPLETION this week of Edw. G. Robinson's phere shots for Warners' coming 'IN PERSON' ENGAGEMENTS with key runs of '20 Million

'Dark Tower'with Astor and Cortez, adds another big 'Oil for the Lamps of China,' the Sweethearts' planned for Dick Powell on completion of 'Dames',

star show to Warners' strongest summer release list. country's current best-seller leader. his next in the series of gala specials scheduled by Warner Bros.

*A Warner Bros. Picture °A First National Picture Vitagraph, Inc
.
Distributors
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Springfield, Mass. — James H.
Skiffington, for 11 years with Fox
interests, has been named manager
of the Jefferson, owned by Winches-
ter Amusement Co., of which Louis
Cohn and Harry Cohen are heads.
He succeeds Billings R. Booth, who
will become manager of a Georgia
group of four houses with headquar-
ters at Athens, Ga.

Manchester, Conn. — The Circle,

owned by Warner, has been closed
for the summer.

Kansas City, Mo.—A constitution

and by-laws were adopted this week
by the Variety Club, which now has
a membership of 74.

Salt Lake City —- Manager Jack
Rue of the Universal office is in

from a trek throughout the Idaho
territory and reports that conditions

are greatly improved throughout
this section.

Salt Lake City—Manager R. C.

Hill of the Columbia exchange is

still leading the U. S. during the

eleventh month of the Columbia
sales drive.

Cleveland—G. W. Erdmann, sec

retary of the Cleveland Motion Pic-

ture Exhibitors Assn., substituted

for M. B. Horwitz at the hearing
in Washington before the Nationa!
Recovery Review Board.

Buffalo—Harry Seed, manager of

the Warner branch, and A. Charles
Hayman, managing director of the
Lafayette theater, have returnee!

from vacations in the South.

Chicago—Harry Turrell, who wa;
transferred from the Capitol to the
Avalon some time ago, has beer

returned to the Capitol. He was the

first manager of the house and is

back on his old job.

Buffalo—-Three out of five first-

runs current here this week are
Warner-First National features.

These are "Hi, Nellie" at the Great
Lakes, "Wonder Bar" at the Hip-
podrome, and "Jimmy The Gent"
at the Century.

SUNSHIN€
IN

THE

DAY'S

NEWS

Big Easter business reported in nu-
merous situations.
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PHIL H DALY
• • • IT STARTED as a more or less revolutionary ex-
periment in the field of motion picture technique a studio
try-out of an Idea, as it were and the try-out proved so
successful that its sponsors are going to book the film as a regu-
lar release we refer to a one-reel picture of "Pagliacci"
with Henry Hull in the famous role of Canio produced
and directed by William C. DeMille

• • • THE EXPERIMENT embraces a combination of

the arts of music and the drama well known operatic
singers furnish the vocalization talented actors of the
legitimate stage supply the pantomimic action what you
call a Perfect Wedding of the best in opera and drama
the singer contributes his or her golden voice and is not seen

the actor portrays the role with his entire attention on
Visual Expression thus le-creating the Lost Art of the
silent picture where pantomime was all-important
as it should be in a motion picture that's why they called

it MOTION
Y

• • • IT MAY be that Mister De Mille and his collabora-
tor John Erskine who wrote the English libretto

have created a technique that will take both Opera and Talkies
out of their hybrid classifications the first stole Drama
and added it to the Voice and thus messed up two distinct Arts

the second stole Voice and added it to Pantomime and
thus messed up the New Art of the Motion Picture by the
simple process of having one set of actors sing the roles unseen
and the other players enact the roles in pantomime before the
camera presto! the Opera and the Motion Picture
are united in their Pure Forms no longer Mongrels of

dubious mixed breed so maybe these two experimenting
gentlemen have discovered Something!

Y T

• • • IN ANY event .. "Pagliacci" is one of those
Real Innovations that you cannot afford to miss it is

superbly produced and acted and sung .... just two scenes
from the famous opera presented in 12 minutes . . Henry
Hull's acting is a screen treat watching him, you realize

how ALL screen players are terribly handicapped trying to

play to the mike with their Voice and to the lens with their

Acting and what real actors can do before the camera
when they can concentrate on their pantomimic action

and what a gawdsend it must be to the opera singers not to

be forced to pretend thev are actors!

T
• • • SO THE picture public will have the final say

if they go for this New Technique Audio Produc-
tions will sponsor the outstanding operas in feature length

William DeMille will produce and direct them
and E. W. Hammons will be tickled senseless to present them
through his Educational organization at last music lovers
everywhere will have the opportunity to hear and see the operas
heretofore confined to limited stage production in one or two
metropolitan centers and to see them acted PROPERLY
for the first time in history by skillful actors of the stage

. truly, a most worthy and commendable Achievement
T T

• • • ON THE "Hall of Fame" program Sunday eve
John Barrymore and Carole Lombard will broadcast a scene
from Columbia's "Twentieth Century" over NBC The
United Press officials saw a preview of "I'll Tell the World"

Universal pix which opens Apr. 20 at the Roxy
they unanimously praised its authenticity and character delinea-
tion of newspaper people which to our knowledge is the
first time News Experts have thus commended a newspaper
film yarn Audiences at the Strand during the run of "As
the Earth Turns" will be given ballots to vote their ap-
proval or otherwise of films without hoke such as this pix.

« « « » » »

NAKED TRUTHISMS
By MARTIN STARR

Publicity Director for A.Ml'A Naked
Truth Dinner

"CINALLY, yesterday's two Santy
Clauses allowed us to mention

their names, which will give you an
idea to what extent some people are
going to make AMPA's party a
party! Mr. Jules E. Brulatour and
the Eastman Kodak Co. will shell
out plenty pesos for the hire of
those celebrated Meyer Davis musik-
makers, with Davis being on tap all

throughout the long and transcend-
ent night. . .

A moot question was finally set-

tled by the dinner arrangers. Lovers
of bird food will have a choice of
either chicken or turkey. Those or-

diering turkey will find it gently
sprayed with gravy. Others, who
don't look so good in gravy polka-
dots, will just stick to roast chicken.
What culinary strategy!

Folks entering the grand ball-

room of the Astor on April 21 should
not be taken aghast by the length
of the speakers' platform. While
some hotels boast of the longest
thisa and the largest thata, the As-
tor has always taken pride in being
able to construct the biggest ros-

trum. It stretches from 44th to

45th Street. But at no time have
all the dais sitters become speakers.'

Affairs usually end before sun-up.

Right now, with the industry
convention-minded, there might be\

some constructive purpose in exe-;

cutives settirig aside a few of the

larger committee rooms. Between
dances they might be able to rush
their lads upstairs for some of those

quick pep talks. It ivill help to

cut down on convention expenses.

And besides there's many a good
sales point that could be driven

home on a night like that.

AMPA, star maker of the indus-

try, always had a habit of corral-

ling shy celebrities out of their

hide-a-ways. That Christmas din-

ner found them at every table. On
April 21 there'll be enough "names"
mingling with the guests to make
many a city editor wonder how they

escaped his reporters and hocus-focus

boys. The stars are ever apprecia-

tive of those indispensable, compre-
hensible lads of the space-grabbing

platoon. . .
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ALLIED STATES ASS'N

IN PRODUCTION DEAL
(Continued from Page !

I

product to be made under the ar-
rangement. Members of Allied will

e to play the pictures, the aver-
age negative cost of which will be
approximately $80,000.

Business Reported Up
In Lower Scale Houses

{Continued from Page 1 i

larly in evidence in houses charg-

ing 10, 15 and 20 cents, as com-
pared with theaters with higher ad-
mission scales. They stated that
double feature policies are grow-
ing in all territories in which they
now exist and indications are that

new dual zones will soon open up.

Ft. Worth Palace Raises Scale

Fort Worth—Admission prices at

the Palace, first-run, have been in-

creased to same as those of the

other first-run Interstate houses
here. Palace prices now are 25 anG

35 cents matinee and 50 cents at

night, with pictures running a week
The Worth, with two pictures week-

ly and stage shows four days a

week has a top of 60 cents, while

the Hollywood, with one picture a

week, has top of 50 cents.

No Ensembles in "Sweethearts"

Warner's new musical, "20 Mil-

lion Sweethearts," is without danc-

ing ensembles, though it has sev-

eral song numbers. In review of

the picture yesterday it was stated,

through typographical error, that

it contained some ensembles.

Lew Brown to Hunt New Faces

Lew Brown, associate producer

who handled Fox's "Stand Up and

Cheer" and is now in New York for

a six-week stay, has set up head-

quarters at the Fox home office,

where he will conduct a search for

new screen faces.

'Harum' Makes Indianapolis History

Indianapolis - - "David Harum"
will return to the Apollo after a

four-week run. It was the best at-

traction in this city in the past three

years, and the only picture to re-

turn after lour weeks' run in local

ory.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
How cbout department store tie-up

-
,

on fur storage? Good for space and
block ticket sales.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
Bv RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
T7IGHT pictures are in the course

of production at Fox Movietone
City with five more ready to be
placed before the cameras as soon
as the eight go into the cutting
rooms. "The World Moves On,"
"Merry Andrew," "Now I'll Tell,"
by Mrs. Arnold Rothstein, "Call It

Luck," "Change of Heart," "Spring-
time for Henry," "Too Many Wo-
men" and "Wild Gold" are all near-
ing completion.

B. F. Zeidman, who will produce
"The Loves of a Sailor," has as-
signed Kurt Neumann to handle the
megaphone. "The Loves of a Sailor"
will co-star Chester Morris and Slim
Summerville. It was written by
Dore Schary and Lewis Foster.

First National has ' changed the
title of the new Aline MacMahon
starring picture from "A Woman in

Her Thirties" to "Side Streets."AAA
Dick Powell, who is now working

in "Dames" with Ruby Keeler and
Joan Blondell, is planning a Euro-
pean vacation after making one
more picture for Warners. He will

spend six weeks abroad and upon
his return will make a personal ap-
pearance tour for four weeks.
Powell expects to stop over in New
York, before sailing, to make an
appearance in conjunction with the
Broadway opening of "20 Million

Sweethearts."AAA
Universal discovered a new screen

prospect right within its own gates.

She's Marcia Remy, secretary tc

David Werner, Universal casting di-

ector. Miss Remy makes her screen
debut in "Affairs of a Gentleman,"
starring Paul Lukas. And it isn't

so strange that she is playing the
part of a secretary in the picture.AAA
Warner Oland returns to the

screen as Charlie Chan once more
when he appears in "Charlie's

Chan's Courage" for Fox. Screen
play is by Seton I. Miller. Louis
King will direct.AAA

Monroe Owsley, G. P. Huntley
Jr., Anders von Haden, Torben
Meyer and Russ Powell are addi-

tions to the cast of Universal's "Lit-

tle Man, What Now?" Frank Borz-
age is directing it. Lew Borzage,
his brother and assistant, has re-

turned to the set after being laid

up for a while due to a damaged
eye and a broken wrist received in

an auto accident which proved
fatal tc his father.

Charles Lang, who won the

Academy's 193.3 photography award
on "Farewell to Arms," will photo-

graph Paramount's "She Loves Me

Not" with Bing Crosby, Miriam
Hopkins, Kitty Carlisle and Ger-
trude Michael. Elliott Nugent is

directing. AAA
Dick Hemingway, Brown Uinvers-

ity football star in 1928-1929, and
an amateur boxing champion, was
signed by Columbia Pictures this
week on a long-term contract. His
screen name will be Dick Heming,
under which he made his first mo-
tion picture at Mack Sennett
Studios last summer.AAA

Genevieve Tobin has just been
loaned again by First National, this
t.me for the leading feminine role
m "Kiss and Make Up."AAA
Susan Fleming has been engaged

for a role in Fox's "Call It Luck,'
in which Herbert Mundin and "Pat"
faterson have leading parts. Frank
Moran, one-time prominent heavy-
.v-eignt boxer, will appear in "Change
of Heart," the Gaynor-Farrell pic-
ture. AAA

Catherine Doucet has been signed
by Columbia for "The Party's Over.'
Jtsther Muir is an addition to the
cast.

A ' A A

"The Debutante," an original by
Ralph Spence, has been optioned by
Paramount for development as a
Charlie Ruggles-Mary Boland com-
edy—third of a series of such pic-
tures to be made regularly. "Mama
Loves Papa" was the first, and
"Melody in Spring" the second.
Julien Josephson is developing the
screen play. The title will be
changed. AAA

Hale Hamilton has been signed
by Charles R. Rogers for "Private
Scandal" for Paramount release,
with cast also including ZaSu Pitts,
Phillips Holmes, Mary Brian, Ned
Sparks and Lew Cody. Ralph Mur-
phy is directing. Other Paramount
assignments this week included
Kenneth Thomson and John Arthur
for "Many Happy Returns," with
Burns and Allen, and Vince Barnett
for "She Loves Me Not."AAA
The first "Miss Television" in

America, Jilda Keeling, former Zieg-
feld Follies dancer is in Para-
mount's "Cleopatra," featuring
Claudette Colbei't, Warren William
and Henry Wilcoxon. Adjudged a

perfect type for television, Miss
Keeling won first honors in New
York in 1930 over a list of more
than 300 Broadway beauties.AAA
Helen Hayes, now starring on

Broadway in The Theater Guild's
"Mary of Scotland," plans to leave
for the M-G-M studios about June 1

to start work in "What Every Wo-
man Knows."

FOREIGN FILM REMAKES

ON THE INCREASE HERE
(Continued from Page 1)

foreign adaptations with the "Coun-
tess of Monte Cristo," "Madame
Spy," and "Secrets of the Blue
Room." Paramount's "Eight Girls
in a Boat," and Fox's "Delicious"
were both remakes.

Activity at Biograph
Exceeds Expectation
(.Continued from Page 1)

ion" said Yates. "We now have
the Van Beuren shorts; one and
possibly three features to be made
by Classics Pictures, and I have no
doubt but that RKO will make two
features at Biograph before the
end of the year. I also believe that
plans for enlarging the present stu-
dius in the Bronx will be made for
the early part of 1935.."

Pauline Miliam injured

St. Louis—Pauline Miliam, dancer
who has appeared in pictures, is in
St. Luke's Hospital in a serious
condition as the result of injuries
last week when an auto in which
she was riding with Rosco Ates col-
lided with another car near Kansas
City. Miss Miliam was en route to
Detroit to appear in the Ates vau-
deville act.

Suit Against Maloy Upheld

Chicago—In an opinion by Judge
O'Connor, the Appellate Court has
reversed a Superior Court action
dismissing a bill for temporary in-

junction, receivership and account-
ing brought by six members of Lo-
cal 110, operators' union, against
Tom Maloy, business manager, and
other officers. Judge O'Connor
ordered a hearing of the petition
on its merits.

Lowry Back in St. Louis

St. Louis—Ed Lowry, master of
ceremonies who established a rec-
ord here, returns April 27 for two
weeks at the Ambassador.

Beatrice Lillie for RKO Short

Beatrice Lillie is en route from
London to Hollywood under contract
to RKO for a short subject.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"Reginald Owen ate 40 kippers, 30
omelets and 30 kidneys in two d -ys

while making a breakfast comedy se-

quence."
—Radio Pictures.
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"FINISHING SCHOOL"
with Frances Dee, Billie Burke,

Ginger Rogers, Bruce Cabot

RKO 73 mins.

ENJOYABLE ROMANCE OF MODERN
YOUTH WITH MANY LAUGHS AND
SNAPPY TEMPO.

Very satisfactory entertainment envelop-

ing a sweet romance, suspenseful situa-

tions, delightfully fresh dialogue and com-

edy of the better sort. The story con-

cerns Frances Dee, who, as the daughter

of rich parents, is sent by her society-mad

mother, Billie Burke, to an exclusive fin-

ishing school. There Frances meets a

roommate, Ginger Rogers, who makes the

best of life and takes the bitter with the

sweet. At a week-end party in New York,

Frances is saved from the advances of a

drunken admirer by Bruce Cabot, an in-

terne who is working his professional way

by acting as a waiter. They fall in love

and spend one romantic evening together.

Frances' infatuation for Bruce is discovered

by her mother and also the school super-

intendent. They resort to every method
to separate the pair, but all ends well. All

parts are well handled and Ginger Rogers is

st her best.

Cast: Frances Dee, Billie Burke, Gingei

Rogers, Bruce Cabot, John Halliday, Beular-

Bondi, Sara Haden, Marjorie Lytell, Adalyn

Doyle, Dawn O'Day.

Directors, Wanda Tuchock, George Nich-
ol Is. Jr., Author, David Hempstead; Adap-
tors, Wanda Tuchock, Laird Doyle; Editor,

Arthur Schmidt; Cameraman, J. Roy Hunt;
Recording Engineer, John L. Cass.

Direction, Fine. Photography, Excellent.

"GUILTY PARENTS"
Syndicate 66 mins.

CRUDE FILM OF MISGUIDED YOUTH
TELLS SORDID STORY WITHOUT ANY
ENTERTAINMENT VALUE.

Evidently planned as a production to

sell on the sensational sex angle, but there

is nothing in the plot to justify even that.

Or if there was, the censorship handicap

has forced them to do some cutting sc

that what remains is a very flat, crude

recital of a girl's adventures in the big

bad city. Nothing of any consequence

happens from the standpoint of sexiness

or sensationalism. It is poorly acted, di-

rected and produced. The story material

is amateurish. The press book promises

a lot of the lurid atmosphere, but the pic-

ture fails to deliver. Jean Lacy has the

role of a girl in a small town who is too

intimate with her schoolboy sweetheart.

They decide to run away to New York

where the child can be born and they can

be married without any disgrace. The
young lad is killed in a holdup of a gar-

age to get funds for their trip, and the

garage man is also killed. So this furnishes

the reason for the girl being dogged b

police wherever she goes. A series cf ex-

periences in cheap rooming houses, dance

halls, etc., till she finally kills a man for

taking advantage of her innocent young

girl friend. Tried for murder, she jumps
to her death as the jury is about to free

her.

Cast: Jean Lacy, Glen Boles, Donald

Keith, John St. Polis, Lyntcn Brent, Rob-

ert Frazer, Gertrude Aster, Isabel Lamal,

Alisa Aristi, Leon Holmes.

Director, Jack Townley; Author, same;

Editor, Ethel Davey; Cameraman, Robert

Doran.

Direction, Poor. Photography, Fair.

I OR 1 PERSONS

Above the Sth

Floor $6.00

and up

Enjoy the comforts of a

parlor and bedroom suite. . . .

All rooms equipped with

combination tub and shower

bath, and running ice water.

Ideal location — adjacent to

shopping, business and the-

atre districts.

SWIMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

FOREIGN FILMS

"TANNENBERG," in German; produced

by H. P. Film; directed by Heinz Paul;

with Karl Koerner, Henry Pless, Sigurd

Lohde, Victor de Kowa, Hans Stuewe,

Kaethe Haack, Hertha von Walther, Erika

Dannhoff, Franziska Kinz, Rudolf Klicks.

At the Yorkville Theater.

Excellent war film depicting incidents

in East Prussia during the 1914 period.

Acting is very good and the nature of the

picture makes it easily understandable

even to those not knowing the Ge man
language.

"Pagliacci"

with Henry Hull
Educational 12 mins.

Excellent

Something entirely new in pres-
entation of opera on the screen. Sev-
eral scenes are presented from the
famous opera, with leading opera
singers lending their voices unseen,
while well known stage players
enact the roles. No attempt is made
to create the impression that the
players are also singing. It is ex-
pertly done. The effect is very
striking and natural. It is prac-
tically a return to the silent tech-

nique, with the splendid cast able
to devote their entire ability to pan-
tomimic action without worrying
about their voices and the mike.
Henry Hull does a superb perform-
ance. The production is equal to

the very best features in quality and
treatment. Director Willam De-
Mille handled it with telling effect.

John Erskine supplied the English
libr.etto, and Clara Beranger a very
colorful and close knit scenario.

Audio Productions sponsored the
innovation. Cast includes Dan
Gridley, Rose Tentone, Ralph Mag-
elssen, James Montgomery, Frank
Chapman. It is easily the finest

screen production of an operatic
score. With the radcal innovation
in one set of actors supplying the
action and opera singers the splen-

did vocalization, here is a class nov-
elty that will create unbounded dis-

cussion and comment from many
sources. Music lovers will go for

it in a big way.

"The Big Bad Wolf"

(Silly Symphony)
United Artists 9 mins.

Fine

This subject is sure to please, es-

pecially audiences which enjoyed
"The Three Little Pigs." The cast
: ncludes the Big, Bad Wolf, Little

Red Riding Hood and the Three Lit-

tle Pigs. The fable tells how the
two foolish little pigs advise Red
Riding Hood to take a short cut
through the forest to her grand-
mother's home and accompany her.

When the Big Bad Wolf accosts
them in the forest the two pigs
scurry home to tell the pig who built
his house of bricks what had hap-
pened. He hastens to grandmother's
home and saves the day by routing
the wolf.

"Recommend the picture without

reservation!"—Akron Times-Press.

The screen's greatest emotional

triumph, Frank Borzage's "NO

GREATER GLORY", based on

Ferenc Molnar's world famous

Get your box-office ready for the J

Spring clean-up! JOHN BARRY-
JJ

MORE in "20th Century", with

Carole Lombard.Walter Connolly, I

Roscoc Karris. A Howard- Hawks
|

production from the
;
sensational :•

sta{:e smash by Ben Hecht, Charles f

Ma: Arthur, and Charles Bj|

MiJhoIland.

' The powerful story of a love too

3 \ great for one woman! Presenting,,!

J
;

| in her greatest role, ELISSA LANDI i

J
l>

i in "Sisters Under The Skin", with* § ,

'

I
Frank Morgan.Joseph Schildkraut. ., j

V. Directed by David Burton. jA
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18 HOUSES REOPENED

IN PITTSBURGH AREA

(.Continued from Page 1)

houses either reopened or went to

full-time operation, in addition to

which two new houses were opened,
the Princess, operated by T. R.

Shanahan, in Sonora, Pa., and the
Grand, operated by C. R. Blatt, in

Somerset Pa. Only five closings
took place in the territory during
the month. On the eastern front of

Pennsylvania, the Philadelphia Film
Boai'd reports six reopenings against
five closings.

Opening of five houses, and no
closings, is shown in the report of

the Washington, D. C, Film Board.
Through the Oklahoma territory,

in addition to four reopenings, five

new houses are reported, as follows:
Inca, Okmulgee; Cozy, Afton; Ace.
Tecumseh; Palace, Claremore, and
a theater in Fairfax opening May 1

Three Pictures Completed
At Universal This Week

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Half a Sinner," first

of a trio of pictures completed this

week at Universal City, went to the
cutting room yesterday. Berton
Churchill, whoi handled the featured
role, starred in the original Broad-
way production of the John Hymer-
Leroy Clemens play "Alias the

Deacon," on which "Half a Sinner"
is based.

Joel McCrea has the male juve-

nile lead in "Half a Sinner," with
Sally Blane playing opposite him.
Others included in the cast are
Mickey Rooney, Russell Hopton.
Theresa Maxwell Conover, Alexan-
dra Carlisle, Spencer Charters and
Gay Seabrook. Kurt Neumann di-

rected from a script by Earle Snell

and Clarence Marks.

The second picture finished was
"Embarrassing Moments," starring
Chester Morris, with Marian Nixon,
Walter Woolf, Huntley Gordon, Alan
Mowbray, John Wray, Henry
Armetta and others.

Third production was "The Devil's

Pay Day," based on Max Marcin's
play, "The Humbug," with Nils

Asther, Gloria Stuart, Alan Dine-
hart, Paul Kelly, Robert Greig.

John Wray and others.

Regular Loew Preferred Dividend

Regular quarterly dividend of

$ 1.62K5 on the preferred stock has
been declared by Loew's, Inc., pay-
able May 15 to stock of Record
A | til 28.

Deadlocked on Boards
Still tailing to agree on personnels

ot the New York and Philadelphia
boards, the Code Authority's committee
on nominations adjourned yesterday
afternoon until today when another
meeting will be held just prior to the
Code Authority session.

Monogram Convention Chatter
By ARTHUR W. EDDY

^TLANTIC CITY—The Ambassa-
dor's wine list has been Mono-

gramized. It offers such specialties

as the Johnston highball (it will

knock your hat off) and the Trem
Side-Carr (You'll be completely de-
railed).

Latest addition to the Monogram
personnel is Joe Orchestra. He's
an accordionist whom Eddie Golden
chartered to make music during the
expedition and he plays like a com-
bination of Joe Cook's famous
Hawaiians and the Marx Brothers.

Madeleine S. White dared Floyd
St. John to take a dip in the At-
lantic, but they compromised on
wading around in its frigid waters
for half an hour.

Ray Johnston engaged a "secret
suite" for his own solitude and an-
other one as a playroom for the
Monogram boys and girls. Bat the
first-nnentioned suite became ex-

officio in short time when the gang
moved in, putting the playroom into

discard.

Four more franchise holders are
adopting the Monogram name for
their exchanges. They are Herman
Rifkin of Boston, Jack Merkowitz
of Buffalo and Albany and Sam and
Jake Flax of Washington.

Byron Mills, son of Bernic Mills

of Buffalo, is conventioning as a
preliminary to breaking into the

picture business.

Al Thomas of Philly provided the

Monogrammers with courtesy cards

admitting them to all the boardwalk
theaters.

A. C. atmosphere is full of Mono-
gram. The Steel Pier electric sign

reads "Welcome Men of Monogram"
to the extent of 40 feet. Twenty-
four sheets are advertising current

runs of "Beggars in Ermine" at the

Strand and "Broken Dreams" at the

Steel Pier. Window cards with
photos of Ray Johnston and Trem
Ciirf are being prominently dis-

played in virtually every store

along the boardwalk.

The entire delegation posed for

pictures on the boardwalk while Ed
Finney made a reel of his own via

the sixteen millimeter system.

Memories of the codifying days
of '33 in Washington ivas revived

by Eddie Golden when he addressed
tin opining session.

Club No. 1 is at the Larchmont
home of Ray Johnston, Nat Lefton
operates Club No. 2 in Cleveland,
Herman Rifkin fathers No. 3 at
Boston and Russ Bell sponsors No.
4 not too far from Broadway.

Arthur Bromberg gave Trem
Carr what he described as a South-
ern welcome. Trem though the foot-
ball season ivas on.

Bill Underwood, address Dallas,
checked into the convention ahead
of his partner, Claude Ezell.

Carioca champs up to the present
time are Nellie Witting and Howard
Stubbins, who are headlining at the
Club Monogram.

Winifred Godde and Madeleine
White comprise the high-powered
secretarial battery for Monogram.

It was a foregone conclusion that

W. Ray Johnston would be re-elect-

ed president of Monogram. Other
officers elected are Trem Carr, vice-

president; J. P. Friedhoff, treas-
urer; M. S. White, secretary. The
executive committee consists of
Johnston, Irving Mandel, Herman
R fk.n, i rem Carr, Norton Ritchey.
New board of directors comprises
Johnston, Carr, Robert Withers.
Mand'el, Rifkin, J. S. Josscy, Floyd
St. John, Samuel Seplowin, Richey
and Arthur C. Bromberg.

Franchise holders yesterday put
their official okay on the program
of 20 features and eight westerns
starring John Wayne. Tentative
program appropriation is 15 pei

cent more than the sum decided at

the Cleveland convention three
months ago, and this does not in

elude two or four specials for which
special appropriation will be made.

A surprise anniversary dinner
was given to Ray Johnston at the
Hotel Ambassador last night.

Talent For Actors Benefit Show
Among those who will appear at

the American Federation of Actors'
benefit show at the New Amster-
dam on Sunday, April 29, are Bert
Lahr, Bugs Baer, Victor Moore,
Danny Healey, Julius Tannen, Ted
Husing, Pat Rooney, Joe (Laurie,

Jr., Fred Keating. Johnny Boyle,

George Olsen and his band, Eddie
Garr, Bob Hope. Chaz Chase, Val
Romanoff and Princess Rita.

The Ambassador management has Iack Holt Release April 10

converted the grill room and a spe- Columbia's "The Whirlpool,"

cial room leading off the grill into
|

starring Jack Holt will be released

"Monogram Club No. 5." Monogram nationally on April 10.

FITZPATR1GK SHORTS

GOING IN FOR COLOR
(.Continued from Page 1)

I have realized a life-long ambi-
tion," said FitzPatrick. "I have vis-

ited and photographed every coun-
try on earth that has a port of
call. There is no doubt that talk-
ing pictures will bring about a
closer relationship of nations than
any diplomatic service or represen-
tation known to man."

V(

30 Shorts Planned
By United Newsreel
(Continued from Pane II

subjects. Thirteen single reels are
planned for the "Broadway Gos-
sip" series and seven more for the
"Amemican Explorers" group. Sel-

zer was here yesterday contacting
exchangemen attending the Mono-
gram convention.

Would Force Stagehand Arbitration

With the stage unions expressing
unshaken opposition to the legiti-

mate theater managers' proposal
that differences be submitted to ar-

bitration, it is expected that follow-

ing the Legitimate Theater Code
Authority meeting on April 10 in

Washington the managers will ask
Division Administrator Sol A. Ro-
senblatt that an executive order be

obtained from President Roosevelt
making arbitration mandatory.

Crosby Extends Radio Contract

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM P.I" H

Hollywood — Bing Crosby has
changed his mind about taking a
summer vacation from broadcast-
ing and has signed a seven-week
extension to his present radio con-

tract, keeping him on the air until

the last week in May. He will con-

tinue to combine his radio work with
films, and is now appearing with
Miriam Hopkins and Kitty Carlisle

in Paramount's "She Loves Me Not."

Trop Distributing "Mating Time"

J. D. Trop has acquired the dis-

tribution rights to "Mating Time,"
recently completed in Hollywood by
Salient Pictures. Cast includes

Arthur Tracy (Street Singer,) Ben
Alexander and Jeanette Loff. The
picture was directed by Leo Birin-

ski. While not a musical, it fea-

tures two new songs enitled "Song
of You" and "The King Was Doing
the Rhumba."

Para. Writers Total 63

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Lynn Starling. Julien

Josephson and Chandler Sprague have
been added to Paramount's st-ft of

screen writers, bringing the totil to

63. the highest peak in the studio's

record. Starling is working on th'

.-d?ptation ot "Fifty-Two Weeks for

Florette," Sprague on a story for Carole

Lombard and Josephson on a Charlie

Ruggles-Mary Boland comedy.

\
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New York and Philadelphia Boards Are Named

CARTOONS AND MUSICALOOLD POPULARITY LEAD

140 Theaters Signed in Detroit Price Boosting Plan

Harry Cohn
. who is Columbia Pictures

3y JACK ALICOATE-

AN UNUSUAL executive is Harry Cohn,
'* producer, opportunist, showman, bon
vivant and president of Columbia Pictures.

In fact, Mr. Cohn IS Columbia pictures.

Extremely loquacious and a finished film

diplomat, he is the only president of a

major producing and distributing outfit that

has his index finger on detail from title

to fade-out. He is the personification of

Hollywood and the champ dispenser of

Blarney West of San Bardoo. We were
fortunate to catch him alone, and in a

reminiscent mood, for lunch. His career is

as colorful and interesting as his person-

ality. He is the Horatio Alger of the

cinema.

LJ E broke into show business via vaude-
' ' ville. Five or six shows a day as the

singing half of the act of Edwards £> Ruby.

Next he ventured into song publishing,

followed by a film apprenticeship with

Universal in a minor role. Later, on his

own, he produced song reels and the "Hall

Room" boys with Flanagan & Edwards, both

of which were floppo. He first hit gold

with "More to Be Pitied Than Scorned,"

starring Alice Lake. The production was
started on a bankroll cf five grand and
he had at least eight investing partners in

the venture. For those days the picture,

grossed tremendous money and it marked
the start of C. B. C. Pictures, the partners

being Harry and Jack Cohn and Joe Brandt.

To their friendly enemies the outfit soon

become known as the Corned Beef & Cab-
bage company.

t t r

INDER the brilliant and watchful guid-

^ ance of Harry Cohn over the past

few years the success of Columbia Pic-

tures has become one cf the major

achievements of the industry. Some of the

finest pictures of the past five seasons

have come from the Columbia lot. He
confides that he believes he has an out-

standing hit in the Barrymore-Lombard

picture, "20th Century," just completed,

and that he has high hopes for "Captain

Hates the Sea," which Lewis Milestone

{Continued on Page 2)

Only 15 Houses Have Not
Agreed to Higher

Admissions
Detroit—A total of 140 houses

have now signed the price boost

agreement here, says H. M. Richey,

general manager of Allied Theaters

of Michigan. This leaves only 15

theaters that have not signified ad-

herence, with 12 of these verbally

confirming the agreement pending
settlement with circuits in

_
their

neighborhood. Active cooperation of

the exchanges in enforcing the book-
ing clauses may be sought, it was
hinted at Allied offices.

FOX SALES MEETING

IS SET ^OR MAY 3

1

Fox's annual sales convention will

take place May 31 and June 1 and
2 in New York, John D. Clark, in

charge of sales, said yesterday. A
single meeting will be held instead

of a series of sessions. In addition

to home office executives, branch
managers, salesmen and bookers will

attend. Fifty-five features will

comprise the company's new season

program.

First Division to Finance

For Own Release Schedule
First Division intends to finance

the production of pictures for its

own release in 1934-35, it was stated
{Continued on Page 20)

Austria Enacts Censorship
Vienna—With censorship as its primary

object, the Austrian government yester-
day issued a decree, effective imme-
diately, requiring a special permit from
the Ministry of Education tor each
film exhibited here.

18 OF 20 TITLES

SET BY MONOGRAM
Atlantic City—Titles of 18 of the

20 features scheduled by Monogram
for next season, in addition to eight
western releases, were announced at

yesterday's session of the sales con-
vention, which winds up tonight with
a banquet at the Hotel Ambassador.
Final okay on a budget of $2,500,-

000 for the 20 pictures also was an-
nounced. This is an increase of

$250,000 over 1933-34. The new
program outlined includes:

'"Keadhead," by Vera Brown; "Girl of
My Dreams," a college story; "The Big
Top," circus story; "We're in the Army

{Continued on Page 20)

Drops Del. Censor Bill

For 10-Cent Footage Tax
Dover, Del.—The bill to create a

state censor board, also making it

unlawful to show any picture in

which a divorced player appears,

has been dropped by Representative
Hopkins, who says he is willing to

accept in its place Representative
Elliott's bill calling for a tax of 10

cents on each 100 feet of film with-

out establishing a censor.

Three Advisory Groups Named
For Metropolitan Zone Boards
Grievance and zoning and clear-

ance boards for the New York and
Philadelphia territories were named
at yesterday's meeting of the Code
Authority, with three advisory com-
mittees appointed to the New York
main zoning board. This main board

yonsists of:

Grievance—Milt Kusell, Paramount ; Harry
Thomas, First Division; John O'Connor,
R.K.O.; J. Louis Geller and George F.

Thompson. Attorneys. Clearance and Zoning
—Robert Wolff, R.K.O.; Leo Abrams, Uni-
versal; David Loew. Loew's; Harry Shift-

man; Edward Rugoff; Lawrence Bologinino;

Judge Alfred E. Steers.

The committees of the Code Authority ap-

pointed as Advisory Committees to the New
{Continued on Page 20)

Exhibitor Views on Shorts
Gleaned in National

Questionnaire
By ARTHUR W. EDDY

Associate Editor, THE FILM DAILY
r^ARTOONS find greater audience

appreciation than any othei-

short subject, although musicals of-

fer them hot competition for second
place, it is indicated by a survey
made by The Film Daily, contact-
ing exhibitors, both circuit and in-

dependent, throughout the country.
The checkup reflects the experience
of operators of several thousands
of theaters, ranging from small
houses to big de luxers.

Opinion as to whether single reels

or doubles best fit into programs is

sharply divided, while many exhibi-
{Continued on page 18)

PARAMOUNT STUDIO

WORKERS AT PEAK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A new high record in

employment at the Paramount stu-

dios was reached yesterday with 2,-

230 persons on the regular payroll
in addition to more than 500 extras
working in current pictures. Prev-

{Continued on Page 20)

Jules White is Made Head
Of Columbia Shorts Dept.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jules White, the di-

rector, has been appointed head of
the short subject department at Co-
lumbia.

Rowland Connrmed
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Affiliation of Richard A

Rowland with RKO as associate producr
was confirmed yesterday by B. B.

Kahane, president of RKO Radio
Studios. First report of a Rowland-
RKO deal was published in FILM DAILY
on March 15. Before starting his first

production assignment, Rowland will

spend several months in New York to

line up material.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close
N:t
Ch 3 .

Am. Seat 5 5

Columbia Picts. vtc. 31 29^
Con. Fm. Ind 43^ 41/4

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 16'/4 16

East. Kodak 88 Vi 87 1/4

East. Kodak pfd. .136 136

5

305 8 +
43 8

4-

16 —
88 1/2 +
136 +
153 8

—
333 8

—
5>/2 —
31/4 —
19'

2
—

33 3 —
38 +
7' 2

—
24 +

Vl

Fox Fm. "A". . I53/4 153 8

Loew's, Inc 34'/8 333 8

Paramount ctfs 5% 5Vi

Pathe Exch 3 1/4 3'/4

do "A" 19/2 19

RKO 31/2 31

4

Univ. Pict. pfd 38 3b

Warner Bros 7% 73 8

do ptd 24 24

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor 8 8 8

Trans-Lux 2l/4 2'g 2''4 + vg

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 . 103 4 9' 8 10 1/4 — Vi

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 9' 2 9/2 9 ] 2— V*

Keith A-0 6s46 67 67 67 + 2V4
Loew 6s 41 ww. ... 99 99 99

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 50 49>/4 49'/4 —
Par. By. 5>/2 s51 . . .

363 4 363 4 363 4

Par. 5Vis50 ctfs 50 50 50

Pathe 7s37 93 93 93 +
Warner's 6s39 623 8 60*4 6ZI/4 +

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 5*8 51/2 5% —

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Monogram Pictures convention. Am-
bassador Hotel. Atlantic City.

Today: Monogram annual sales convention.

Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic City, N. J.

Today: Federation of M. P, Industry meet-
ing, Atlantic City. N. J.

April 9: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio

meeting. Netherland-Plaza Hotel, Cincin-

nati. 1 P.M.

All-Color for Powers Program in 1934-35
COR the 1934-35 season Celebrity Productions will make at least 19 cartoons, all in

color. Thirteen of these will be a r.econd series of Powers ComiColor Cartoon;
and six will be a first series of a new line of "Thrill" cartoons, the title of which
will be announced later. The new "Powers ComiColor" series will all be adaptations
of world-famous fairy tales and universally known folklore fantasies, with symphonic
musical backgrounds. The subject matter for the six "Thrill" cartoons is now being
especially prepared and no announcement of its nature will be made until at least
two subjects have been completed. For 1934-35 all of Celebrity's product will be
released on the independent market.

H arry Cohn
who is Columbia Pictures

(Continued from Page 1 i

will soon put in work. It is hard to look

elsewhere than the team of Cohn-Capra,

his ace director, for the commercial pro-

duction championship. Harry Cohn. Born

showman. The boy who came from no-

where and made good entirely upon his

own.

St. Louis Theater Plan
Taken Under Advisement
St. Louis—Federal Judge Davis

yesterday took under advisement
whether he will permit two inter-

vening- petitions in the original re-

ceivership involving the Ambassa-
dor, Grand Central and Missouri
theaters. The bondholders protec-

tive committee sponsoring the Sny-
der-Koplar reorganization plan will

file briefs in support of their oppo-
sition to the petitions in the next
several days. Warner Bros, are
backing the fight of the prospective
intervenors. Pending the court's

ruling on these petitions the reor-

ganization plans have not yet come
before Judge Davis for action.

New Head for Amkino
Miss A. Kuznetzova, president of

Amkino, said yesterday that M.
Gordiev, who has just arrived in

New York from Moscow, will suc-

ceed her Monday as the directing

head of Amkino activities in this

country. Miss Kuznetzova will re-

main in New York for several

months to acquaint Gordiev with

the workings of the Amkino office

before returning to Moscow. Gor-

diev has been associated with mo-
tion picture production in Moscow.

Hear Para. Landlords' Claims

Claims aggregating $484,013 filed

by two theater landlords against

Paramount Publix were considered

at a creditors' meeting yesterday at

the office of Referee Henry K. Davis.

Definite decision was postponed on

claims for $366,704 and $30,000

from Stanley C. Warrick of Palm
Beach. In connection with the claim

of Anderson Theatrcal Enterprises.

Anderson, Ind., it was indicated

that the trustees intend to contest

the move and testimony will be

taken soon in Louisville. The
meeting adjourned until May 11.

New Contract for Monckton Hoffe

N, of THE FILM D

Hollywood — M-G-M has signed

Monckton Hoffe, British playwright.

to a new long-term contract.

Rosenblatt Not in Favor
Of Reopening Vaude Code
Division Administrator Sol A.

Rosenblatt will not at the present
time recommend to the President
any revision of the vaudeville labor
provisions of the motion picture
code, he indicated yesterday in a
report to the Code Authority. Ef-
fecting of any changes in the code
would necessarily involve reopening
of the entire code.

Rosenblatt's report was made fol-

lowing his study of information ob-
tained by a Code Authority com-
mittee which is understood to have
recommended modification of a num-
ber of the vaudeville clauses.

Coming and Going

ERICH POMMER, Fox associate produce
cbrcod, arrives in New York on Tuesday aboar
the He de France. He will visit Hollywood.

JCHN MITCHELL, coast representative fo

Tower magazines, arrives in New York earl

next week.

BURTON HOLMES sails from New York t<

night on the Eurcpa for the other side.

ARCH SELWYN sailed yesterday on th.

Eerengaria for Europe.

LIONEL BRAHAM, English actor, sailed fo

London yesteiday on the American Banker.

HOWARD S. CULLMAN of the Roxy his re-

turned from Albany, where he spoke bctcn
the State Legislature.

JCHN D. CLARK left New York yesterday

tor a vacation in Florida.

RENEE CARROLL has gone to Atlantic Cit)

for a brief vacation.

NATE BLUMBERG left yesterday for Toronto

Poli Circuit Elects
Board of directors of Poli-New

England circuit yesterday elected
the following officers: president,
Nicholas M. Schenck; vice-presi-
dents, David Bernstein and A. C.
Blumenthal; treasurer, S. Z. Poli;
secretary Leopold Friedman. Ses-
sion took place at the Loew office.

New York. No plans are at pres-
ent contemplated for taking over
the circuit, it was stated at Loew's.

Expect "Roxy" Announcement
Although Samuel L. "Roxy"

Rothafel had "nothing to say" yes-
terday with regard to his return as
managing director of the Roxy, in-

formation has reached the Film
Daily to the effect that the im-
presario will officially announce his

return to the Seventh Ave. theater
within the next week. "Roxy" and
his gang are the feature of the

Paramount stage show this week.

Bert Gillette Joins Van Beuren

Bert Gillette, formerly a director

of animation for Walt Disney, has
joined the Van Beuren Corp. as

head of the animated cartoon de-
partment.

Tom Howard Comedy Starts Tues.

A new Tom Howard comedy, the

fourth in the comedian's starring

series of six for Educational Pic-

tures, goes into production Tuesday
at the Astoria Studios. Al Christie

will produce and direct the comedy
which has not yet been titled.

George Shelton, who always appears
as Howard's foil, will again play

that role.

Czech Talker Shown
First public presentation of a

Czechoslovakian dialogue feature

took place this week at the Rex
theater in East 67th St. The pic-

ture has English titles.

Another by "Rothschild" Author

George Hembert Westley, authoi
of the play on which 20th Century!
"Rothschild" is based, has writtei

another, "The Belle of Baltimore,'

which is now being read in Holly
wood. Westley, a quiet elderly mar
who writes gag's for the "Bostoi
Transcript," originally sold "Roths,

child" to Warners as an Arliss

vehicle. When Arliss left thai

company and joined 20th Cen-

tury, the script was sold to the

latter, with Nunally Johnson as

signed to do the adaptation, anc

the orginal author was forgotter

until he was dug up by Al Selig

while in Boston to handle the open
ing campaign for the picture.

Villa's Daughter at Premiere

Celia Villa, daughter of Panchc
Villa, arrives in New York on Mon-
day to appear at the Criterion in

connection with the opening of M-
G-M's "Viva Villa." She is 19 years

old and M-G-M believes she has

screen possibilities.

"Hollywood Party" Premiere

Atlanta — M-G-M's "Hollywood
Party" will have its world premiere

April 20 at the Grand. The film

was directed by Harry Rapf and

Howard Dietz.

Walter Winchell Gavin Gordon
Neal Hart

Mary Pickford

Yola D'Avril

Victor Schcrtzinger
Fred Levy, Jr.
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horts
By DON CARLE GILLETTE
Managing Editor of The Film Daily

Outlook for the Featurettes
Shrouded in Uncertainty by
the Motion Picture Code and
the Persistence of Double
Features.

:-.!:

I
T IS AN AXIOM among the insiders of finance that, when the

crowd at large is extremely bearish, it's no time to sell short.

For the mob is wrong 99 per cent of the time, and the small hand-

ful of real wiseacres with the courage to do the opposite of what the

crowd is doing—the men who act on reason and judgment instead of

fear and emotion—are the ones who clean up every time.

npfl

AT THIS particular time nearly everybody is bearish on shorts.

Not since Charlie Chaplin abandoned two-reelers for the feature

field has there been so much general gloom among short subject pro-

ducers over the prospects for their output.

And the two main butts of the blame are: (1) the motion picture

code with its restrictions on tying in shorts with features, and (2) the

unbudging practice of double-featuring.

I
N SO far as the code is concerned, its effect on the number of short

subjects sold would be nil if the shorts held the control lever in

the matter of supply and demand.
No code is going to change the amusement habits and tastes of the

public, and any short that has to be "forced" with a feature cannot

be the kind of entertainment that draws people to theaters or the kind

of product that makes money for either the producer or the distributor.

Consequently, why bother with such unprofitable material in the

first place?

•

AS FOR double-feature competition, there is only one way to com-

bat it, and that is the very simple and very obvious expedient of

making shorts that have more box-office appeal and therefore are more
desirable bookings for the exhibitor than a second feature.

There is still too much routine product being turned out by the

makers of shorts.

There are too many series and too few that stand out.

A season of concentration on a smaller number, making them with

greater care and selling them to the

exhibitor in a manner that will help

him in turn to sell them to the pub-

lic for better results, would be one

of the best things that could hap-

pen to the short subject field.

iHE past several months have seen some fine stabs at better two-

reel comedies.

Warren Doane, Arvid Gillstrom, Al Christie, Phil Ryan, Larry
Darmour and others have delivered subjects that merited plenty of

praise.

At the same time there have been too many inane affairs, outmoded
in idea, handled without the least ingenuity, apparently thrown to-

gether solely to fulfill schedules; pictures that never should have been
made at all.

These occasional clucks are enough to make both exhibitors and the

public sour on short comedies in general.

•

A BREAKAWAY from certain studio formula; would probably in-

ject some of the needed freshness.

It isn't as though shorts in general were unpopular, but merely that

the public is being given too many of the kind that it doesn't like well

enough.

Study the current most popular types: (1) animated cartoons, be-

cause of their brightness, originality and liveliness; (2) travel pictures,

with their background of reality, combining human interest with ad-

venture; (3) musicals, because music is a perennial basic entertain-

ment commodity.

"'HEN there is a howling subject knocking around under the title of

"Life's Last Laughs," a compilation of genuinely rich humor pho-

ALT DISNEY is proving the

point week in and week out.w
What theater wouldn't rather

play a "Three Little Pigs" or a

Mickey Mouse" than a second

feature?

How many producers of shorts

pend as much time and care and
money on their subjects, per foot.

as Disney spends on his cartoons?

Among those who can answer

Yes" is Hal Roach; and his Lau-

rel and Hardy comedies top the

field in their class because they are

painstakingly constructed by crafts-

men, instead of being just a hodge-

podge of stale and unrelated slap-

tick.

Too Long on Shorts
TT HAS been said so many times that there must be something in it

into seriously and systematically.At any rate, it's worth lookin
What?
The charge that short subject producers are consistently oversup-

plying the market in quantity.

Let's do a little hypothetical figuring.

Take as the average situation a city having five first-run houses,
each changing bill weekly and each using four shorts exclusive of
newsreel on every program.

This, which is giving them pretty much the maximum in the face

of so many houses playing double features and those that use only
two or three shorts aside from the newsreel, would require a total of

1,040 shorts a year.

Average output of short subjects for the past five years has been
approximately 1,600 annually, or fully 50 per cent more than the

market requires.

Suppose the money spent on that unnecessary 560 shorts was
devoted to improving the quality of the necessary 1,040 and in exploit-

ing them for all they are worth.
Wouldn't the chances of realizing something from the investment

be much better?

So, it's worth trying, then.

But there's not much danger that it will be tried.

More likely, a year from today the "double feature evil" will still

be getting the blame, or carrying the alibi, for the short subject

predicament.

T
tographed from tombstones.

Caught accidentally in a projection room recentlv and accorded a

review in Film Daily, queries immediately began to pour in asking
where the short could be obtained—proving that pictures of genuine
merit not only are in demand but are eagerly sought.

But the owner of the hilarious short couldn't be located; he prob-
ably lost himself trying to sell his series to short subject department
heads who admitted the shorts were great but Avho said they had a full

schedule.

Naturally, they couldn't throw
out a dud series in order to make
room for something sure-fire.

Which also brings to mind that

Tom Terriss came back from abroad
a few months ago with some of the

niftiest travel romance material

ever seen on the screen, and he
couldn't* get a release for the same
"full-up" reason.

'O IT
•

that new deal ofSO 11 seems mat a

some kind is what the short

subject department needs.

And among the substitutes for
some of the slapstick stuff, it is sug-

gested that a little more attention be
paid to "magazine" material.

Magazine reels appear to have
among the best possibilities, espe-

cially if they utilize color, serve
more as a follow-up to the news-
reels in the same way that published
periodicals follow the newspapers,
and carry some regular human in-

terest humor by using clips from
the film files of previous decades.
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Cartoons Cop the Spotlight
Increasing Resources and
Talent Make Animated Com-
edies the Most Popular of

Short Subjects.

By EDWIN T. FOURCHER
/ mi Beuren Animating Stuff

N"OTHING has aroused greater

interest in the short subject

leld than the animated car-

toon comedies. These ingenious

creations have passed three defi-

nite stages, each time adding to

their extensive work, as well as

their popularity.

\\ hen cartoons first appeared
the} were received as a novelty.

Many efforts were made during
this period to simplify the proc-

ess, but short cuts impaired the

quality and so were discarded. Because of its intricacy, the cartoon's

future was thought to be limited, but complications were offset by in-

creasing resources and talent. Novelty itself held public interest, until

sound was introduced, presenting an entirely new style of picture.

Sound was like a gold mine for gags. There was humor in dialogue,

funny sound effects and synchronized music, which emphasized and
greatly enhanced the animation. The projectors were speeded up dur-

ing this period which required many more drawings to slow the action

to normal. The opinion about this time, although it involved more
work and expense, was generally accepted that better results could be
obtained l>\ putting the character action on celluloid, and the back-

ground on paper, instead of the reverse system. This was the stage of

"'The Barnyard Orchestras," comic operas, and musicals.

Color was the third stage, which added tremendously to the cartoon's

appeal and opened an entirely new field of ideas. Once more added
expense and additional work confronted the producers, but again they

•ja\e the public a superior product and finer entertainment. Color has
been accepted and is being general ly used.

A most important and ever-present change in the gradual improve-
ment in animation and drawing. The animators have made great

-hides toward the betterment of this art. and have achieved something
which seemed humanly impossible. The cartoon characters actually

live and act. with personality.

Considering t lie progress of the films in the past four or five years,

il i~ nol much lo expect that we shall soon see third dimension instead

n| the Hal pictures we have now. This will again open a new field of

ideas and gags. With the colorful, interesting and novel subject we
have now. what the animated cartoons will he able to do under third

ilimeii~i.ui is a very interesting subject for speculation.

Entertainment Value of Car-

toons Entitles Them to Rank
as Feature Attractions in

Billing.

•

By P. A. POWERS
/'resident. Celebrity Productions

T

THE LITTLE KING: We got code protection now, fellers. Listen to this: "No cartoon

producer shall adapt a cartoon character of another in such a manner that the use of the

adapted character shall constitute an ippropriation by him of the goodwill of the creator.'

HE success of the "Conn
Color Cartoons" series on
the independent market has

proved three things:

First, that good product need

not beg for a market—it will be
immediately found and promptly
hooked 1>\ a gratifying majority

of theaters of all sizes and classes

Second, that cartoons—especi-

ally color cartoons—are headline

attractions and are. therefore,

"'features*" in point of actual box-
office value.

Third, that cartoons are in a class by themselves and should he

marketed separately for the mutual advantage of the exhihilor and
the producer.

Footage doesn't make "features"-—the length of a picture doesn't

make it an "attraction"—the high point of entertainment on an\ hill

is the real "'feature" of the program, regardless of its length. Picture

for picture—week in and week out—the cartoon is consistently the

high point of entertainment on the vast majority of programs. They
are commercial life savers that prevent audience disgust with programs
over-stuffed with weak ''features." and there is no doubt that the car-

toon, in many cases, has rescued the box-office from desertion.

That showmen recognize the high importance of the cartoon is proved
by two fads. First, the growing tendency lo show two cartoons on the

program, and second, the tendency of distributors to "tie" features to

the cartoon, instead of cartoons to the "feature" as heretofore.

Observing these fads, and considering the possible effect of the code
on short subject sales through major organizations during the coming
season. Celebrity Productions plans lo release its entire output of color

cartoons for 193 1-35 on the independent market.

Through independent distribution, the "ComiColor" series and an

additional series of six special color cartoons will be offered for

appraisal as "feature attractions," free of any entanglements, to go out

and sell seals for exhibitors on their entertainment merits.

Animators Must Go Through Long Training
4LTHOUGH main comic-strip newspaper artists have joined the

ranks of sponsors for animated cartoons, few if any are con-

cerned with the actual drawings of the releases. Original

sketches of the characters to be used are generally supplied by the

artist to the animators, who in turn re-create them for the screen.

Jew "strip-cartoon" artists become good animators. It is an art in

itself. The foremost animators of our presenl screen cartoon-, worked

their way up from tracers, lo lillers-in. to in-betweens and to assistant

animators.

Black and White Cartoons May Pass Entirely

THE demand for color in animated cartoons has reached such

proportions that black-and-white cartoon releases will be a thing

of the past within (he next two years. Sales resistance to the

latter type of cartoon was severely felt last year by producers and

distributors. Il is known thai two of the most popular cartoon re-

leases will take on color for the new season. Although the produc-

tion cost of making color cartoons has nearly doubled the cost of the

black-and-white type, film rentals for the short subjects have not

increased in proportion. The black-and-white cartoon can be made
by an organized compan} for about $12,500. Added cost necessitated

by color not only includes expense at the production studio but in-

creased print cost. Previous to sound, animated cartoons cost about

> 1,500 each to make.
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HERE HE IS, MEN!
The star every showman in the country

has been clamoring to play! We don't have

to sell you . . .You know he's the ace rage of

radio today! As usual WarnerBros. scooped

all others in introducing this new star

months ago—and the draw of hisVitaphone

Shorts has grown to panic proportions

in recent test engagements. Therefore . . .

In response to unanimous exhibitor

demand Warner Bros, will reissue

•



Four 2-Reelers—Three
l-Reelers.

To Be Released Week-
After-Week Starting

April 14th.

Apr.l4-^/*)_J0E PENNER in "GANGWAY"

Apr. 21 / Reei-M PENNER m "MAKING GOOD"

Apr. 28-(2 Reels -JOE PENNER in "YOU NASTY MAN"
{Formerly "Here Prince")

May 5-tf ^/i-JOEPENNERin "SERVICE STRIPES' 7

May 12-(2Reeis)-]Ql PENNER in "WHERE MEN ARE

MEN"

Mayl9-(/ /^/)-J0E PENNER in "A STUTTERING

ROMANCE"

May26-f^^)-J0E PENNER in "TOREADOR"

Ask any exhibitor who's played

Penner . . . He'll tell you the only

way to bill him is equally with

or above the feature!

Special new paper ready soon

at your exchange!
Vitagropb, Inc.. Distributors
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Newsreels In A Cloud
By DON HANCOCK
Film Daily Editorial Staff

SECOND in importance on every screen is the newsreel. It stands

out as the short subject for which exhibitor and theatergoer

demand is greatest. Feature pictures come first, then the current

events. What follows is of much lesser importance. These facts were
definitely established in a recent survey carried on by the writer in

behalf of Film Daily. However, in not one instance did an exhibitor

specify which newsreel was the leader in popularity. Why? The
answer is the lack of real, downright competition of which this

department of our industry once boasted.

During the past few weeks we have talked with the men who develop
and compile the five domestic newsreels. None will admit that the

public is not '"newsreel-conscious." We have perused reams of pub-

licity secured by newspaper tie-ups. We have been shown thousands

of lines of display advertising. Yet. all have admitted that the ordi-

nary theatergoer doesn't care a whoop what newsreel is included on

the program, just so long as one is on the bill. Each says his reel

is the best. At least two claim to be the pioneer newsreel. Three

claim to have inaugurated the "off-stage" voice. But not one is

doing anything to elevate any one newsreel to such heights that it

will stand head and shoulders above all competitors.

Only a few years ago. hot-news stories were covered regardless of

expense. A trans-oceanic airplane grounded in Newfoundland was
equally as important to the newsreels as it was to the daily papers,

and was covered with as much eagerness and enterprise. Today with

the added cost of sound and the resulting lesser profits, newsreels

"let them slide" when it means an expenditure of a few thousand

dollars. They can't afford it. And they never will afford it nor will

they again sponsor adventurous expeditions until something is done

to stimulate a competition of which the public, and the exhibitor, is

actively aware.

The present generation can well remember when every newsreel

was referred to by the ordinary layman as a "Pathe News." A similar

state of affairs exists today in the cartoon branch of the movies. Much
to the chagrin of many animated cartoon producers, their product

ofttimes loses its identity when, regardless of what cartoon has been

shown on the bill, the chances are that the spectator, in describing

the program will say, "Then there was a Mickey Mouse cartoon, too."

II t he cartoon makers can, through competition and talent, bring about

this condition, so too can the newsreels revive the day when one series

of current events was so far above its competitors that all other news-

reels will he beclouded by the theatergoers' reference to any and every

newsreel as the ". . . News."

The investment in the newsreel branch of our industry is tremendous.

Decline in competition rapidly
relegating them to lower level of

importance and public interest.

It runs well into the millions. The manpower is great and of high
quality. The machinery is stout and well oiled with systematic handling.
Some editorial and technical staffs work unbelievably long hours, as
in the case of Universal, Hearst Metrotone and Fox Movietone reels
where the home-office staffs work for 24 hours at a stretch on two occa-
sions each week. Millions of feet of negative are projected each month
for the selection of current events. Hardly a spot on the globe is not
within the reach of a staff newsreel comeraman. The United States and
Canada are blanketed with staff and free-lance news-gatherers. Hundreds
of portable sound-recorders, sound trucks and expensive camera equip-
ments are in use. The work of news-gathering is interestingly arduous
from the news desk to the intrepid cameraman who ofttimes risk their
lives in the activity of their chosen vocation. The amount of actual
labor and talent put into making our newsreels is incredible and yet

for all of that, the newsreel is the least productive in actual profits of
any short subject series on the market.

The newsreel can sway a nation. It can present, to far greater
advantage than the newspaper, the important issues in any campaign
whether it be political or social. It can be. and has been, of inestima-

ble assistance in the apprehension of criminals. It has waged cam-
paigns against crime and racketeering. It did more to implant the

NRA in the hearts and minds of the people than any other agency.

And yet it remains the least productive.

Competition among newsreels seems to be an inside secret. Some-
thing that the editorial offices smugly claim but something that fails to

be evident in practice or profit.

Greater individuality in all newsreels brought about through the

solicitation of ideas from outside sources, is one solution to the present

state of competitive dormancy. A departure from the cut and dried

display advertisements to a broader field of advertising with specific

messages in each ad. A general building up of the character of each

release. A more intelligent handling of the camera and a break-away

from the accepted system of editing and narrating. All of these might

be considered as constructive criticism.

Time was when all newsreel cameramen worked as do newspaper
reporters. "In a clique" but friendly enemies. Professional sociabil-

ity ended when the cameras started to grind. Not so with today's happy
family of five newsreels and an army of cameramen.

After surveying the field from a non-biased viewpoint, one might

readily come to the conclusion that, unless a large dose of the stimu-

lant known as "competition" is soon administered to all concerned, it

will unquestionably become the survival of the fittest.

ALLYN BUTTERFIELD
Universal

COURTLAND SMITH
Pathe

TRUMAN TALLEY
Fox Movietone

E. B. HATRICK
Hearst Metrotone

EMANUEL COHEN
Paramount



AT HOTEL ANCHOVY
FOR ONE OF THE BIGGEST
LAUGH HITS IN YEARS!

As a high spot in Educational's

record-smashing season of BIG NAME
comedies, E. W. Hammons now presents . . .
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Publicity Pep for Shorts
By JACK HARROW ER
Film Daily Editorial Staff

There is an abundance of

showman aids in pepping
up the public on the shorts.

Typical M-G-M one-sheet boosting a

Laurel and Hardy subject

THE exploitation and advertising of the

shorts is being given ever increasing con-

sideration by wide awake -how men. 'I his

is due in large pari to the use of outstanding

"names*" featured on the radio, and whose ether

fans are always eager to see their favorites on

the screen. Then again there are certain out-

standing series of shorts which have been steadily

building a following, and to overlook playing

these up in his advertising and marquee as well

as other publicity mediums, would be passing up

a sure tiling that no live exhibitor is doing in

these days of keen competition.

A perfect example of the strong support ex-

hibitors are securing from shorts producers on

publicity is that of the M-G-M campaign in back

of the Our Gang comedies. Listed among the

national tieups which have been arranged to fur-

ther the interest of these comedies are Our Gang
sweat shirts, blouses, neckwear, paper masks,

clothes hangers, jig-saw puzzles, cut-out Kolor-

Toon figures and coloring books.

These items are directly tied up with the Our
Gang comedies and are merchandised in com-

munities where the shorts are shown. In many
instances the tie-up is made simultaneously with

the presentation of the comedy. The result of

these extensive exploitation tie-ups has resulted in greater recognition

of this product among exhibitors in all sections.

Recently Paramount launched two special Short Subject Weeks dur-

ing which the sales force concentrated on getting maximum playing

time for shorts. In addition to this exhibitor steam-up. Paramount's
advertising department went directly to the public with high power,

specialized campaigns on the shorts. A special eight-page press book
is now being prepared on ''Popeye the Sailor" and '"Betty Boop,"
giving ad slugs, poster material, trailer information and special sug-

gestions for merchant tie-ups and theater exploitation.

The advertising department of Paramount's partnership theaters in

the Nortlnvesl have issued a special manual on '"Popeye the Sailor"

in which the feature angle of the short is specifically stressed under

the slogan: '"Make Popeye a Feature of your Program instead of Just

Another Short Subject!'" The manuals, which outline amusement and
cooperative ad-, advance trailers, lobby displays, etc., were distributed

to all theater- under Paramount
Theater Service Corp. jurisdiction.

A fine example of alerl show-

manship was that displayed b) the

management of Loew's State thea-

ter in Los Vngeles. They took ad-

vantage of the return of Buster

Keaton in two-reel comedies under

the Educational banner to put out a

big ballyhoo campaign. Keaton's

"The Gold Ghost" was booked into

a show offering a double feature.

liiii in-icad of the ordinarj "double

Feature" hilling, the management
publicized a "Bin Three-I nit Holi-

day Show." The newspaper ad

layouts devoted the same amount of

Hal Roach

Window display by R. H. Macy

-pace to the Educational featuretle as was de-

\oled to either of the full length features.

Not only was this plan carried out in the dis-

play ads, but the State publicity department, ap-

preciating the keen interest in Buster's return to

the type of picture that made him famous, planted

many feature stories about this in all the Los
Angeles dailies. The trend of all these publicity

yarns was that, after an absence of a year. Kea-

ton would now be seen in the kind of picture that

made him one of the world's foremost comics.

A large array of promotional tie-ups are avail-

able on Otto Soglow- "Little King" cartoons, pro-

duced by the Van Beuren Corp.. for RKO Radio
release. In merchandising channels, liquor glasses

and accessories, humor books, milady's compact,

greeting cards and other media enhanced by clever

cartooning afford exhibitors a wealth of tie-ups in

window displays and advertising columns. "Little

King" glasses recently secured full window lie-up

displays for RKO's New York theaters in Mat \
".-

and Bloomingdale's department stores.

Department and drug store window and cos-

metic displays are afforded through Soglow's
creation of the '"Little King at the Kevhole" com-
pacts. Bookstore and department store displays

are offered through the '"Little King" volume pub-

lished by Farrar and Rhinehart. Stationery store

displays are offered in greeting cards of the "Little King" published

by Simon and Schuster.

The RKO Radio shorts also benefit through e\ten-i\e promotion over

the radio of the Van Beuren Musicals made bv Meyer Davis. His or-

chestra broadcasts are exceedingly popular, and tie-up directly with

the musicals, as one of bis orchestras plays in each short subject.

To help the exhibitors in taking advantage of the big star names
featured in Vitaphone's shorts, Warners increased the quality of adver-

tising accessories on current program. Among the selling accessories

available are the following: For the two and three reel subjects the

exhibitor is serviced with special colored one-sheets on each short: a

set of four 11 x 14 lobby cards on each: a release sheet containing

exploitation and publicity material on each number; and* half column
star head mats, suitable for use in newspaper ads and programs.

For the one-reel attractions. \ itaphone has made available a stock

one-sheet for each series; with name, title cross snipes on each short;

two black and white 8 x 10 stills for

cacli number: a release sheet and
half column star head mats, the

same as for the two-reelers.

A very extensive advertising

campaign is being put out by Co-

lumbia on their cartoon series of

"Scrappy."

Last, and b) no means least—the

advertising and exploitation cam-

paigns on Halt Disney's Mickey

Mouse and Sill) Symphonies. But

these are so voluminous that an

entire article would have to be de-

voted to cover them.
& Co. tieing up "Little King
Van Beuren cartoons

glasses with the RKO
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— DIRECTORS —
HOLLYWOOD

Boasberg. Al—RKO Radio
Chase, Charley—Hal Roach
Cummingi, Jack—M-G-M
Duffy. Jeff— Larry Darmour
Edwards, Harry
Holmes, Ben—RKO Radio
French, Lloyd—Hal Roach
Home, James W.—Warren Doane
Gotfler, Archie—Columbia
Goulding, Alf.

Lamonf, Charles— Educational
Meins, Gus— Hal Roach
Parrott, James—Hal Roach
Ripley, Arthur—RKO Radio
Stevens, George—RKO Radio
White, Sam— RKO Radio
White, Jules—Columbia

NEW YORK CITY

Christie, Al— Educational
Cozine, Ray
Gilbert, Earl—Gem
Grinde. Nick—Meyer Davis
Henabery, Joseph—Vitaphone
Hayes, Max
Mack, Roy—Vitaphone
Schwarzwald, Milton—Mentone
Shores, Lynn
Staub, Ralph—Vitaphone
Waler, Fred
Watson, William— Educational

Short Subject

. . .PERSONALITIES. . .

— WRITERS

HOLLYWOOD
Baker, Benny— Hal Roach
Barclay, Don—Hal Roach
Barty, Billy—Larry Darmour
Beard, Matthew— Hal Roach
Beckett, Scott—Hal Roach
Chandler, Chick—RKO Radio
Chase, Charley—Hal Roach
Coghlan, Junior— Educational
Clark & McCullough—RKO Radio
Foy, Eddie, Jr.—Hal Roach
Etting, Ruth—RKO Radio
Farley, Dot—RKO Radio
Grainger, Dorothy—RKO Radio
Hardy, Oliver—Hal Roach
Keaton, Buster—Educational
Kelly, Patsy— Hal Roach
Kennedy, Edgar—RKO Radio
Kennedy, Tom—RKO Radio
Lake. Florence—RKO Radio

— PLAYERS —
Laurel, Stan—Hal Roach
McFarland, Spanky—Hal Roach
Nelson, Billy—Hal Roach
Rconey, Mickey—Larry Darmour
Robinson, James—Larry Darmour
Rickert, Shirley Jean—Larry Dar-
mour

Stevens, Marvin—Larry Darmour
Sutton, Grady—RKO Radio
Temple, Shirley—Educational
Todd, Thelma— Hal Roach
Tevis, Carol—RKO Radio
Wakefield, Douglas—Hal Roach

NEW YORK CITY
Blue, Ben—Vitaphone
Barton, James—Mentone
Claire, Bernice—Vitaphone
Collins, Monty— Meyer Davis
Courtney, Inez—Vitaphone

Dr. Rockwell—Mentone
Howard. Shemp—Vitaphone
Howard, Tom—Educational
LeRoy, Hal—Vitaphone
Lahr, Bert—Meyer Davis
Niesen, Gertrude

—

Vitaphone
Penner, Joe—Vitaphone

Patricola, Tom—Vitaphone; Educa-
tional

Reed, Janet—Vitaphone
Ritz Brothers— Educational
Roberts, Eddie— Educational
Robinson, Bill—Vitaphone
Roth, Lillian— Educational
Shelton, George— Educational
Spaeth, Dr. Sigmund—Vitaphone
Truex, Ernest—Educational
Van, Vera—Vitaphone
Waters, Ethel—Meyer Davis; Vita-

phone

HOLLYWOOD
Adamson, Ewart— Educational
Boasberg, Al—RKO Radio
Butler, Frank— Hal Roach
Cluett, Jack—Columbia
Fields, Joe—RKO Radio
Grey, Johnnie—RKO Radio
Guiol, Fred—RKO Radio
Levering, Josef—Larry Darmour
Miller, Dave—M-G-M
Pagano, Ernest—Educational
Parsons, Harriett—Columbia
Ripley, Arthur—RKO Radio
Tobey, Robert—Columbia
Smith. Pete—M-G-M
Townley, Jack—RKO Radio
White, Jules—Columbia

NEW YORK CITY
Granet, Bert— Meyer Davis
Henley, Jack—Vitaphone
Herman, Justin—Vitaphone
Hershey, Burnett— Meyer Davis
Jarrett, Arthur. Sr.— Educational
Kusell, Buddy— Meyer Davis
Lambert, Glen—Vitaphone
MacDonald, Ballard—Mentone
Moran, Eddie—Vitaphone
Otvos, Dorian—Vitaphone
Singer, Dolph—Vitaphone
Taylor, Matt—Meyer Davis
Wald, Jerry—Meyer Davis
Watson, William—Educational
Woods, Sy—Vitaphone

• • .PRODUCERS OF SHORT SUBJECTS. • •

HOLLYWOOD
• Addresses are Hollywood or Los Angeles

unless otherwise specified)

Allen, E. H.— Educational Studios, 7250 Santa
Monica Blvd.

Allen. I. A.—Talisman Studios, 4516 Sunset
Blvd.

Berke, William—Culver City.

Beverly Hills Productions— 1963 S. Vermont Ave.

Burr, C. C.— Educational Studios, 7250 Santa
Monica Blvd.

Clifton. Elmer

—

Republic Studios.

Cummings, Jack—M-G-M Studios, Culver City.

Darmour, Larry, Productions—5823 Santa Mon-
ica Blvd.

Disney, Walt—2719 Hyperion St.

Doane, Warren.

Foy, Bryan—Culver City.

Fairbanks, Jerry, and Manny Nathan—Universal
Studios, Universal City.

Gilliam & Reed—4376 Sunset Drive.

Gillstrom, Arvid—General Service Studios, 6625
Romaine St.

Ginsberg, Henry—Hal Roach Studios, Culver
City.

Grey, Romer—3680 Beverly Blvd.

Hal-Lyons, Inc.—4376 Sunset Blvd.

Harman-lsing—5653 Hollywood Drive.

Lewyn, Lewis—Prudential Studios, 5360 Mel-
rose Ave.

Hutchinson, Charles.

Iwerks, U. B.—9713 Santa Monica Blvd.

Lantz, Walter—Universal Studios, Universal City.

Lesser, Sol—Taft Bldg.

MacPherson & Berne— 1040 N. Las Palmas Ave.

M2Scot Pictures—4376 Sunset Drive.

Myers, Zion—Columbia Studios, 1438 N. Gow-
er St.

Mintz, Charles B.—700 Santa Monica Blvd.

Rcpf, Harry—M-G-M Studios, Culver City.

Roach, Hal—Hal Roach Studios, Culver City.

Ryan, Phil—RKO Pathe Studios, Culver City.
Schlesinger, Leon—58.42 Sunset Blvd.
Wafilms, Inc.—7000 Santa Monica Blvd.
Woodard. Howard & Stacy— Educational Stu-

dios, 7250 Santa Monica Blvd.

NEW YORK CITY
Audio Productions, Inc.—250 W. 57th St.
Bray Pictures Corp.—729 Seventh Ave.
Christie, Al—35-11 35th Ave., Long Island City.
Film Exchange, Inc.—729 Seventh Ave.
FitzPatrick Pictures, Inc.—729 Seventh Ave.
Fleischer Studios, Inc.—1600 Broadway.
Ideal Pictures, Inc.—729 Seventh Ave.
Magna Pictures—18 E. 48th St.

Hayes, Max, Production—1560 Broadway.
Mentone Productions, Inc.— 152 W. 42nd St.

Gem Productions—723 Seventh Ave.
Moser, Frank, and Paul Terry—203 W. 146th St.
Paramount Pictures— 1501 Broadway.
Visugraphic Pictures, Inc—729 Seventh Ave.
Vitaphone Corp.—1400 Locust St., Brooklyn,

N. Y.

SHORTS SERIES—PRODUCERS and DISTRIBUTORS.
Producer or

Series: Supervisor: Distributor:
Adventures o( N:ws:eel Cameraman Fox Movietone Fox
Aesop's Fables Cartoons Van Beuren RKO Radio
Amos 'n' Andy Cartoons Van Beuren RKO Radio

Baby Burlesks Jack Hays Educational (Fox,

Battle for Life E. H. Allen Educational (Fox)

Betty Boop Cartoons Max Fleisher Paramount
Big V Comedies Vitaphone Warner Bros.

Broadway Comedies Columbia Columbia
Bimbo Cartoons Max Fleisher Paramount
Broadway Melodies Vitaphone Warner Bros.

Blondes & Redheads Comedies Louis Brock RKO Radio
Blue, Ben, Comedies Vitaphone Warner Bros.

Chase, Charley, Comedies Hal Roach M-G-M
Clark & McCullough Comedies Louis Brock RKO Radio
Clyde. Andy. Comedies E. H. Allen Educational (Fox)

Color Cartoons Audio Productions Not set

ComiColor Cartoons Animated Pictures Celebrity Pictures

Coronet Comedies E.H.Allen Educational (Fox)
Chaplin, Charley, Comedies Reissues RKO Radio
Cubby the Bear Cartoons Van Beuren RKO Radio
Curiosities Walter Futter Columbia
Culbertson Bridge Experiences Louis Brock RKO Radio
Etting. Ruth Vitrphone; RKO Warner Bros. ; RKO
FitzPatrick Traveltalks FitzPatrick Pictures M-G-M
Frolics of Youth E. H. Allen Educational (Fox)
Goofy Movies M-G-M
Goofytone News Gem Picture Prods Gem & Universal
Headline Series Louis Brock RKO Radio
Hollywood on Parade Lewis Lewyn Paramount
Howard. Shemp Vitaphone Warner Bros.

Howard. Tom. Comedies Al Christie Educational (Fox)
Human Side of the News Master Art Master Art
Keatcn, Buster, Comedies EH. Allen Educational (Fox)
Kelly, Patsy, Comedies

. . Hal Roach M-G-M
Kennedy, Edgar, Comedies Louis Brock RKO Radio
Koko Cartoons Max Fleisher Paramount
Krazy Kat Cartoons

.
Charles B. Minlz Columbia

Lahr. Bert, Comedies Meyer Davis-Van Beuren RKO Radio
Langdon. Harry, Comedies . . . E. A. Gillstrom Paramount

Producer or
Series: Supervisor:
Melody Masters Vitaphone
Mentone Musicals Mentone Pictures
Mermaid Comedies E. H. Allen

Laurel & Hardy Comedies . ...Hal Roach
Little King Cartoons Van Beuren. .

LeRoy. Hal. Comedies ...Vitaphone... .

Living Book of Knowledge . Film Exchang;
Looney Tunes Cartoons Harman-lsing
Magic Carpet of Movietone Fox Movietone
March of the Years Columbia

M-G-M
RKO Radio
Warner Bros.

Film Exchange
Warner Bros.

Fox
Columbia

Distributor:
Warner Bros.

Universal

Educational (Fox)
Merrie Melodies Cartoons . . Harman-lsing Warner Bros.

Mickey McGuire Comedies Louis Brock RKO Radio
Mickey Mouse Cartoons Walt Disney United Artists
Minute Mysteries Columbia Columbia
Moran and Mack Comedies E. H. Allen Educational (Fox)
Movie Tintypes Fox Fox
Musical Moods Audio Productions Not set
Musical World Journeys Vitaphone Warner Bros.

Musicomedies Louis Brock RKO Radio
Natural Science Audio Productions Not set

Oddities M-G-M M-G-M
Organlogues Master Art Master Art
Orphan Oddities Film Exchange Film Exchange
Oswald Cartoons Universal Universal
Our Gang Hal Roach M-G-M
Outdoor Talking Pictures Robert C. Bruce
Pallefte-Catlett Comedies Phil L. Ryan Paramount
Pepper Pot Comedies Vitaphone Warner Bros.

Pet Superstitions Jack Nelson Master Art
Popeye the Sailor Cartoons Max Fleisher Paramount
Port O' Call Imperial Monogram
Rambling Reporter Bray Pictures Columbia
Rice, Grantland, Sportlights Grantland Rice Paramount
Scrappv Cartoons Columbia Columbia
Screen Classics Imported Kinematrado, Inc.

Screen Snapshots Columbia Columbia
Screen Songs Cartoons Max Fleisher Paramount
Screen Souvenirs Paramount Paramount
Silly Symphonies Cartoons Walt Disney United Artists

Strange as It Seems Nathan-Fairbanks Universal

Terrytoons Frank Moser-Paul Terry Educational (Fox)

Todd, Thelma Hal Roach M-G-M
Torchy Comedies C. C. Burr Educational (Fox)

Treasure Chest EH. Allen Educational (Fox)

Travelaughs Walter Futter Columbia
Truex, Ernest, Comedian Al Christie Educational (Fox)

Vagabond Adventure Series Van Beuren RKO Radio

Van Beuren Musicals Meyer Davis-Van Beuren RKO Radio

Vanity Comedies Al Christie Educational

Vaudeville on Parade Mentone Productions Universal

Willie Whopper Cartoons Animated Pictures M-G-M
Wizard of Oz Ted Esbaugh

World of Sports Columbia Columbia



"It says a

lot in three

inches .
."

A SHORT AD
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's Shorts

have had their best year. Quality

is the reason! These Hal Roach
Comedies outshine all others:

Laurel-Hardy; "Our Gang";
Thelma Todd-Patsy Kelly; Char-
ley Chase; Hal Roach Musical
Comedies and All-Stars.

One of the new sensations in Short

Subjects is M-G-M's Goofy Movies,

with Pete Smith's laugh-talk. His Sport

Champions and Oddities are going

great also. Fitzpatrick Travel Talks and
and Willie Whopper Cartoons (some
in color) complete this advertisement.

Short

—

but sweet!
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* REVIEWS of the NEW SHORT SUBJECTS *
"Wrong Direction"

(Edgar Kennedy Comedy)
Radio 21 mins.

Laugh Riot

This one should wow 'em in any
showman's theater. The comedian
plays the part of an assistant di-

rector who is called in to finish the
picture when the director is taken
ill. But wifey (Florence Lake), ma-
in-law and brother-in-law bust in to

the studio and between them they

manage to cause about two score of

retakes and drive Kennedy almost

insane. The finish is a near-riot as

brother-in-law gums up the final

"take" by falling off the bridge

above right into the set. Directed

by Alf Goulding. Produced by Lou
Brock. Story by Joseph A. Fields.

"The Old Maid's Mistake"

(Headliner Comedy)

Radio 20 mins.
Has the Gags

One of the best gagging comedies

of the year. Walter Catlett plays

the part of the manager of a vaude
house dying on its feet. Three old

ladies want to give a show for the

combined women's clubs of the city,

so he puts on a sample show for

their benefit. He presents a half

dozen acts, and stands in the or-

chestra directing the show and try-

ing to sell the three old maids at

the same time. The payoff comes
when the ladies say the show is

okay, and he learns that the entire

membership of the women's clubs

is "just us three." Al Boasberg di-

rected and wrote the skit, which is

filled with his wisecracks and some
very funny spoofing and kidding.

Has a sparkle to it that should

please. Produced by Lou Brock.

"Adventures of the Newsreei

Cameraman"
(Outdoing the Daredevils)

Fox 10 mins.
Thrills

Some unusual scenes of daring
and nerve by stunt men and others.
Highlight is the climactic shot in

which a human fly, climbing a sky-
scraper, slips and falls to his death.
Workers cleaning church steeples
and the Statue of Liberty, a chap
climbing to the top of the pyramid
that peaks a Wall Street sky-

scraper, and other risky feats are

included in the collection.

"Laughing with Medbury Among
the Nordics"

Columbia 9 mins.
Amusing

More of that very amusing com-
ment by John P. Medbury accom-
panying travelogue material and
thus giving it added entertainment
value. This particular journey starts

with airplane views of Bavaria and
the site of Oberamergau's famous
Passion Play presentation. Then
the scene shifts to Holland, where
among the canals and windmills
Medbury finds a pretty fertile field

for his wisecracks.

"All On Deck"

with

Gertrude Niessen and Del Campo
Paramount 8 mins.

Good Musical

A clever musical with Gertrude
Niessen copping the spotlight ren-
dering two song numbers. Locale
is a pirate ship fashioned after the
Pirate's Den, a Village night club,
where the entertainers do their
stuff. Three Singing Sailors open
with a snappy number, followed by
Del Campo, then a comedian, with
Miss Niessen finishing off the group.
Audience reaction at the Rialto was
highly favorable.

"Madeira"

(Vagabond Adventure)

Radio 9 mins.
Delightful

A very delightful travel picture,

with a fine narration. Takes the

audience to the Bay of Funchal, the

principal port of the Island of Ma-
deira. This delightful old world

spot is covered from every one of

its quaint aspects, showing the life

of the natives, the cog railway up
a mountain 4,000 feet, the mode of

travel of the natives in Carros, a

vehicle mounted on runners and
drawn by bullocks, and finally, the

ancient wine cellars where is stored

the vintages famous throughout the

world. A real novelty because of

the unusual views of this little

known island that are presented
with perfect photography and a fine

sense of showmanship.

"Scrappy's Auto Show"
(Scrappy Cartoon)

Columbia 7 mins.
Fair

After taking a look at an auto
show, Scrappy and his pal construct

a home-made machine and take it

to the showrooms, where it per-

forms various antics and cops the

plaudits. Nothing much to it in the

way of cleverness, but makes fair

entertainment of its kind.

"Marine Marvels"

(Grantland Rice Sportlights)

Paramount 7 mins.
Interesting

Another of the Rice Sportlights
in which various phases of water-
sports are interestingly depicted.
Opening scene is a group being
towed by a motor boat. Many of
the scenes were taken under-water,
revealing the floral growths. Log
lolling episodes are followed by
Helene Madison, swimming cham-
pion, giving a demonstration of the
"water waltz." The windup con-
sists of interesting scenes of both
high and fancy diving with Des
Jardin, national champ, demon-
strating various spins and twisters.
Well liked.

"The Undieworld"

with June Brewster

Radio 21 mins.
Original Comedy

A highly original comedy yarn
with lots of surprise twists. Big
Boy Williams plays the role of a
gangster who is smitten with two
girls he sees in an adjoining apart-
ment. With the help of Grady Sut-

ton as a violinist he gets acquainted
with the girls, he posing as the ac-
complished musician and making his
hired pal act the part of the notori-
ous gangster. The fun gets hilari-

ous when they all visit a real tough
joint and the big shot gangster run-
ning it drafts the violinist into his

services, believing he is a bad killer.

This one has plenty in the way of
clever comedy situations and gets
away from the routine material. Di-
rected by George Stevens. Produced
by Lou Brock. Story by Jack Town-
ley and Jean Yarbrough.

Guy Shy in

"I Scream"

with Shemp Howard and Lionel
Stander

Vitaphone 20 mins.

Weak Slapstick

Just one of those thrown together
comedies, too poorly handled to get
more than an occasional weak laugh.

Gus Shy, a uniformed ice cream
peddler, is hooked by an insurance
company and assigned to go into

a tough neighborhood and promote
friendship between a couple of

tough factions whose activities are
costing the company a lot of dough
in death benefits. Shy gets himself
mistaken for a tough racketeer, and
so on.

E. M. Newman in

"Jerusalem, the Holy City"

(E. M. Newman Musical World
Journey)

Vitaphone 10 mins.
Fine

Besides being entertaining from
a travelogue viewpoint, this sub-
ject contains an impressive current
of interest that makes it unusual
in its class. Intelligent running talk

and appropriate musical score are

aids to the fine photography and
the very engrossing scenes, chiefly

of a religious nature.

Funny Bunny dance ensemble staged at Radio City Music Hall in conjunction with current

showing of the Silly Symphony. "Funny Little Bunnies." The backdrop is a reproduction

ot the 40x60 enlargement put out on this short.

"The Brave Tin Soldier"

(ComiColor Cartoon)

Celebrity 7 mins.
Clever

The third in the P. A. Powers
series of colored cartoons and it

rates as good if not better than the

two which preceded it. Here is the
famous nursery classic of the tin

soldier and the toymaker who sent
the poor soldier out into the world
with one leg missing. Then the
cartoon takes up the romantic ad-
ventures of the tin soldier with the
dancing doll. It is well executed
technically and filled with fine com-
edy touches, and something you sel-

dom get in cartoons—a touch of

pathos over the plight of the one-
legged soldier trying to be roman-
tic with his lady love. A fine musi-
cal score, with the theme of "The
Wooden Soldiers."
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Names, Music and Youth,

Educational 34-35 Policy

By E. W. HAMMONS
President, Educational Pictures

"DIG name personalities, music, and
youth. These will be the foun-

dation on which Educational will

build its short subjects program for

1934-35. We feel that our experi-

ment in moving part of our comedy
production to New York has been

even more successful than we had
hoped for. By writing, casting and
shooting comedies here, we have
been enabled to present far more
star names of unquestioned box-

office strength than we could have
done otherwise . . . more big names,
in fact, than we have ever seen be-

fore on one season's group of com-
edies. Such names as Ernest Truex,

Helen Morgan, Milton Berle, Bob
Hope, Stoopnagle and Budd and The
Three Ritz Brothers are important
in anybody's theater. Since our
work with such famous stage and
radio stars this season has been so
satisfactory, and since these and
others have been available to us only
for work in the East, we shall, of
course, continue a large part of our
activity here. Ernest Truex has al-

ready signed to make a number of
pictures for us, and several other
important stars will be announced
soon.

The musical comedy, and the
"comedy with music," have found
such an eager market this season,
that it is our intention to increase
the number of such subjects on our
new schedule. By "comedy with
music," I mean the picture with com-
plete and logical comedy story, into

which new music has been woven
without disrupting the comedy story.

Prominent display given to short subjects by

Rsdio City Music Hall in its newspaper ads.

Another example of giving space

to shorts in newspaper ads.

PARAMOUNTJROGRAM

THREE-FOURTHS READY

Out of 101 one-reelers and 24 two-

reelers scheduled by Paramount for

the 1933-34 season, 72 one-reelers

and 20 two-reelers, or about three-

fourths of the program, have been

completed. This leaves only four

two-reelers and 29 one-reelers to go.

71 Short Subjects

On Imperial Lineup
Imperial's 1934 short subject

lineup includes a total of 71 sub-

jects, divided into seven series, as

follows

:

13 one-reel Edgar Guest Poetic

Gems, 13 one-reel Spicy Silhouettes,

13 Travelogues in color, 8 three-reel

westerns featuring Wally Wales, 12

two-reel action melodramas, 6 two-
reel kiddie reviews and 6 one-reel

novelties.

In other words, the music is fitted

to the comedy, rather than the com-
edy being written around the songs.
Such a picture was "Going Span-
ish," featuring Bob Hope and Leah
Ray. .

There will be not less than 12
Musical Comedies on Educational's
two-reel output for 1934-35, and the
popularity of the musical number
will have just as big an influence
on our single-reel line-up. It is my
firm conviction that, more and more,
the music of the average theater
program will be presented through
the short subject.

Youth will be evident not only in

the Frolics of Youth, where the

whole story revolves around the an-
tics of the younger set, but will add

its influence throughout the whole
program. Youth and beauty will

have a prominent place in all our
comedy casts.

Comedy Treatment Must Change With Public Mood
By AL MERTZ

Short Subject Sales Manager, RKO Radio Pictures

/"vURS is a business ot constantly changing paces and that is why the making of a

comedy requires such care and skill. As public mood changes, so must comedy
treatment be altered from time to time so there be no stagnation and that a con-
sistent flow of good product be maintained.

Too often has it been said that the value of shorts to a program cannot be
estimated. That is not true. But many times the proper shorts are not set in With
the feature, which, as a result, makes for an uninteresting program.

There is no reason for that kind of booking—shorts constitute 50 per cent of
the show and an exhibitor should make it his business to see that his program is

balanced, and also, to take advantage of "marquee names" in shorts and "scoops" in

the News Weeklies.
If this procedure is followed, and the exhibitor gets every advantage out of his

short subject program by getting behind it in earnest, I feel sure that better business
will result therefrom.

Sees Code Benefiting

Independent Shorts
Restrictions of the code on the

forcing of shorts with features by
major companies will prove of con-
siderable benefit to independent short
subject producers, in the opinion of
John M. Crinnion, president of Amity
Pictures. By virtue of his individual
effort, the independent producer can
build character and individualism
into his shorts, making both quality
and novelty possible, says Crinnion.

In the last six months Ainity has
released 11 shorts, ranging from
one-reel subjects to four-reelers, and
headed by the musical featurette,
"Puss in Boots."

Miniature Press Sheets

On Walt Disney Subjects
As an additional aid in helping

showmen sell their Walt Disney
"Mickey Mouse" and "Silly Sym-
phony" programs to the public on a
scale similar to a feature, the United
Artists publicity department is now
making available separate miniature
press sheets on each of the Disney
short subjects.

Besides containing many exploita-
tion suggestions, which have been
tried and proven in tie-ups in New
York City, each press sheet consists
of an assortment of one and two
column ad and publicity cuts, lobby
material and an attractive array of
publicity material suitable for local

newspapers.
Among the other accessories of-

fered in the Disney press sheets are
sets of 8 x 10 stills, a stock one
sheet, a special trailer and a colored
40 x 60 display.

Powers Output on Schedule
The total of 19 cartoons from

Celebrity Productions, this season
have been produced or are in pro-
duction in accordance with schedules.
Twelve of these are on the M-G-M
program, -and six are being released
on the independent market.
Of the Powers ComiColor series

of six cartoon fairy tales in color,

three have been released and three
are in work for release at six-week
intervals.

Seven "Willie Whopper" cartoons
in black and white have already
been delivered to M-G-M by Cele-
brity, and six more subjects are in
various stages of production for
current season release.

NOVELTY AND HUMOR

CALLED '34 KEYNOTES

The keynote of short subjects for
the coming year will be novelty and
humor, according to Abe Montague,
Columbia sales manager. "Even
the cartoons will depend more on
humor than on animation," says
Montague. "During the last few
years we have developed the me-
chanical possibilities of cartoons so
fully that animation alone no longer
entertains. Personalities will con-
tinue to be important but only when
they are given adequate and proper
material. Names without novelty
and comedy mean little. And the
novelty must exist in the material
as well as in the treatment."

16 Shorts for 1934-35

Scheduled by Film Exch.
A third series of the "Living

Book of Knowledge," consisting of
eight novelty animal and travel sub-
jects, will be included in the 1934-
35 program of the Film Exchange,
according to H. Pergament. Among
other subjects will be "Gow," four-
reeler with feature version; "Peace,"
three-reeler; "Orphan Oddities," in-

cluding "Strange Wedding Sign,"
"Believe It or Don't," "Jack and
Jill," "Otto Gray and His Cowboys"
and two other subjects.

One-sheet for exploitation of two-reel

Ernest Truex comedy.
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Cartoons Have Kept Faith With Public

By PAUL TERRY
Producer of Educaticnal's Terry-Toons

THE reason the animated cartoon has endured through two decades of motion picture

production is that the producers of this type of entertainment have "kept faith

with the public.'' What I mean by "keeping faith with the public" is that the ani-

mated cartoon at its inception set out to provide clean, wholesome fun, suitable for

the youngest minds, and it has never deviated from this plan.

In a course which followed the path of least resistance, there would be many
situations which sacrificed wholesomeness for laughs. In this medium the opportuni-

ties for "crossing the borderline" are leg on, but it would be fatal to animated car-

trons to yield to this kind of temptation. Producers of animated cartoons must never

—and need never—jeopardize the good wiil of parents. And, actually, I don't believe

that in these many years a child has ever been cautioned against an animated cartoon

by his mother.

The absolutely universal appeal of the animated cartoon proves conclusively that

entertainment can be kept clean and still be entertainment; that, as a matter of

(act, the bulk of the population does not want vulgarity or suggestiveness in its

motion picture entertainment.

The high degree of creativeness in animated cartoons may be attributed to some
extent to the fact that in steering clear of the obvious "low comedy" which often
suggests itself, we have had to branch out in the development of humor. This, of

course, is not easy, but its originality and freshness are the very life of the animated
cartoon.

M-G-M IS DELIVERING

FULL LINEUP BY JULY

With 52 of its 91 shorts for the
1933-34 season already completed,
M-G-M expects to deliver the re-

mainder on schedule before the mid-
dle of July.

The; Hal Roach studios have com-
pleted 26 two-reelers, including four
Laurel-Hardy, five Charley Chase,
five Todd-Kelly, three Our Gang,
five All-Star and four Musical
Comedies. Sixteen are still to come
from Roach.
Of the shorts produced direct by

M-G-M, four series consist of one-
reelers, only the Musical Revues be-

ing of 20-minute duration. Of six

of the latter scheduled, three have
been finished. The four one-reel se-

mclude the FitzPatrick Travel-
talks, seven completed, five to go;

Willie Whopper cartoons, six ready,
seven more to be filmed; M-G-M

ties, seven of 12 already re-

leased; and Goofy Movies, three of

the scheduled six completed.

Several New Series Listed

On Kinematrade Lineup
Coming releases of shorts by

Kinematrade, Inc., will include "Ye
Olde Time Illustrated Song Series"
of 13 single reels; "News from the
Dailies," 13 one-reelers; "Head
Hunters in the Amazon," two-reel-
ers ; "A Summer Trip in Dalsland,"
one-reeler, and other subjects. Ar-
rangements have been made for a
quantity of material from Switzer-
land, England, France and Czecho-
slovakia, according to Roman Re-
bush.

Kinematrade at present is releas-

ing "Eine Johann Strauss Fantasie,"
"Main Stem," "Soviets on Parade,"
"Zitari" and a travel group of 12
one-reelers called "Screen Classics."
Though not optimistic over the

outlook for shorts, Rebush says pub-
lic reaction to good travel shorts
continues favorable.

Moray Contacting Field

For New Ideas on Shorts
In the course of his present ten-

week tour of Warner-First National
exchanges, Norman H. Moray, ex-

ecutive in charge of shorts and trail-

ers, will hold conferences with mem-
bers of the field sales force and
with exhibitors to find out what type
of shorts are most in demand. Moray
is now on the coast and will also

visit Canada before returning to

New York about May 1. Vitaphone's
L934-35 lineup will be determined
largely upon the results of his tour.

Spec al threc-shest
tising Amos

bulletin used for adver-
n' Andy cartoon.

Penner Subjects in Demand
Following announcement that it

would re-release its series of shorts
starring Joe Penner, who has
achieved wide popularity over the
radio in recent months, Vitaphone
reports a flood of requests for book-
ings on these subjects. Before defi-

nitely deciding to re-issue the
shorts, several t ryout bookings were
made in New York with highly fav-
orable results. The Penner eom-
edii were given equal billing with
the feat mes, and RKO houses even
prepared a special trailer on them.

A new line of advertising acces-

is troing- with the subjc

RKO Dropping Slapstick

In New Season's Comedies

Three-color one-sheet poster supplied

on the Buster Keaton comedies.

EDUCATIONAL LINEUP

75 PER CENT FINISHED

Production has been completed on

more than 75 per cent of Educa-
tional's 1933-34 program, with 78

one and two-reelers of the 103 sub-

jects in the line-up finished. With
each production unit, both in New
York and Los Angeles, working
about a month ahead of the release

schedule, the entire program will be

finished in June.

On the coast, two more Andy-

Clyde starring comedies are yet to

be made, to complete the series of

eight. The first of the remaining
two, tentatively titled "Hello Pros-

perity," has just finished camera
work this week and is now being
edited. The fifth Frolics of Youth
is also under way, leaving one more
to be made, while the second comedy
starring Buster Keaton will be pro-

duced for the Star Comedy Special

series. Stacy and H. L. Woodard
are working on the Battle For Life

subject to follow "Born to Die,"

which has just been released.

In New York Al Christie is pre-
paring for production the third Star
Comedy Special to star Ernest
Truex, and will follow this in pro-
duction with the fifth Tom Howard
Comedy for the season and then a
Musical Comedy, the fourth in this
series. With "Joe's Lunch Wagon"
in the Terry-Toons series completed,
and "Just a Clown" nearing comple-
tion, Producers Moser and Terry are
preparing to start on "The King's
Daughter," the nineteenth in this
erie of 26.

By LEE MARCUS
Associate Producer in charge of RKO Radio

(Comedy Production Unitl

ANY producers of comedy subjects

who are satisfied with their out-
put, no matter how excellent that
output is, are dead producers, walk-
ing about unburied! Having been
engaged in distribution for 12 years
I feel competent to state that the
RKO two-reel output produced last

season by Louis Brock was equal
and in many instances superior to

the best efforts of other studios.

Two films were recognized by
"Liberty Magazine."

Another, "So This Is Harris,"
written by Ben Holmes, produced
by Mr. Brock and directed by Mark
Sanorich, won the Academy award
as the best subject of its kind in

1933. Still another, "A Preferred
List," was second in the balloting.

With all that, however, continued
progress calls for improvement. We
must continually strive for better
entertainment and greater box office

drawing power. To that goal, our
unit will make a definite yet subtle
change in policy. This change will

mark the beginning of a new trend,
characterized by less of the so-called

slapstick and by more situation,

story and plot. We will have fewer,
if any, time worn gags, pie tossing
and parabolic tumbles. And we
will have more logical, human hu-
mor, augmented by casts of better
actors.

Pure slapstick comedy appeals to

probably not more than 30 per cent
of an audience. We plan to reach
the remaining 70 per cent with bet-

ter stories, greater production
values. That is a sound business
and entertainment measure.

As for musicals, no change is con-
templated other than better casts

and quality.

^^ A MUSICAL COMEDY s^w2

^ BOB HOPE
;

* '
f.

LEAH RAY

Poster in colors on Musical Comedy

featuring Bob Hope.
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VITAPHONE COMPLETES

W° OF ITS PROGRAM

With production activities paced
at the highest peak in its history,

the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio has
completed 90 per cent of its shorts

for the 1933-34 season. Only 13

Vitaphone subjects remain to be

filmed to complete the company's
scheduled line-up of 130 shorts.

The 130 releases on the Vitaphone
release schedule are divided into

seven series, as follows: 32 "Broad-
way Brevities" musical comedies,

including 29 two-reelers and three

of three-reel length; 20 two-reel

"Big V" comedies; 13 one-reel

"Melody Masters" shorts starring

nationally famous orchestras; 13

one-reel "Musical World Journeys"
by E. M. Newman, world famous
lecturer, author and traveler; 26

one-reel "Pepper Pot" novelty num-
bers; 13 one-reel "Merrie Melodies"
song cartoons and 13 one-reel

"Looney Tunes" laugh cartoons, the

latter two series produced by Leon
Schlesinger at the Warner Bros.

West Coast studios for release

through Vitaphone.

The "Broadway Brevities" series

include a series of six Technicolor
musicals produced at the Warner-
First National Burbank studios.

The shorts to be completed on the
Vitaphone line-up include nine sin-

gle reel cartoons and four two-reel
"Broadway Brevities" musicals.

5 F. N. Releases Set
Release dates on five First Na-

tional pictures have been set, as

follows: "20 Million Sweethearts,"
May 26; "Fog Over Frisco," June
2; "Side Streets" and "Circus
Clown," June 30; "Return of the

Terror," July 7.

Two Warner pictures, "Harold
Teen" and Registered Nurse," are
being nationally released today.

2 More "Wild Cargo" Holdovers

In addition to playing a second
week at the Radio City Music Hall,

RKO's "Wild Cargo" is being held
over at Keith's, Washington, and
the Golden Gate, San Francisco.

Fox Upheld on Title

An injunction to restrain Fox
from using the title, "Bottoms Up"
on one of its films has been denied
by Judge Philip McCook in Supreme
Court, County of New York. The
injunction was asked for by John
Hickey.

Wind Up "Mickey" Season

Philadelphia — The Junior Cinema
Guild and the Junior League of Phila-

delphia will present today, at the Penn
Athletic Club, the last "Mickey Mouse
Day" of the current season. Walt Dis-

ney's famous Silly Symphony, "Lullaby
Land," will be featured on the program,

and as an extra added attraction one
of the recently re-issued Charlie Chaplin
comedies will be shown.

UGH'"'*:

• • A POWERFUL champion of Eastern production is

Herbert J. Yates who delivers a series of terrific blows
to the Fairy Tale generally believed in to the effect that
Hollywood is the only place where American pictures can be
properly made in quantity production Mister Yates was
interviewed by Irene Kuhn staff writer of the "World
Telegram" and here are some of the telling points he
made

T
• • • HE STARTS out by saying that we have made a
great error in concentrating production in one spot he
recalls the earthquake there last year a few miles away

Hollywood is definitely in the Earthquake Zone
the next disturbance might plump itself right in the heart of
the studio district and zingo! the entire indus-
try would be crippled in a few minutes through a cataclysm
of nature and where could we turn for picture produc-
tion? the biz would be absolutely licked RUINED

and it MIGHT happen
V V

• • • FOR THIS reason it is vitally important
that every company should make some of its product in the
East From the financial viewpoint, the banks would be
interested in Eastern production investment production
here would give the financial man a chance to observe at first

hand what is going on how his money is being spent
not squandered, as was so often the case in Hollywood
blind investing is over, too, as far as the public is

concerned there are 12,000,000 people in the metropoli-
tan territory from them millions could be raised for

New York production they could see their dough at

work and that confidence and sense of security would
bring the necessary capital to build big studios here in the East.

T
• • • ANOTHER TELLING point Herbert J. makes is

that 80 per cent of the talent in Hollywood is combed
from the New York stage there are thousands of bit

players on the New York stage who could be developed as

attractive screen players they would answer the public's

insistent cry for new faces but these bit players can't

get to Hollywood on speculation they would take nomi-
nal salaries to work in Eastern production for they
would still have opportunity to do their stage work

T Y Y
• • • WITH THIS expanding eastern production func-

tioning instead of a handful of stars dominating the

industry as at present, and dictating terms we could

have at least 50 potential stars to draw from for far

less dough than the ten snippy stars a healthy condition

everybody benefiting and the system of Auto-
cratic Stars smashed forever

T T
• • • SO THIS doughty fighter of a thousand Film Bat-
tles asserts "Eastern production is here to stay as far

as my group is concerned It is my prediction that by
fall, production in the East will be so heavy that there will not

be enough studios available to supply the demand."
that's Great! and we're betting that H. J. will go the

distance and finish a winner hell, he always does

he's the most Consistent Fighter and Winner
in Film History anything that boy tackles is earmarked
with Gold meaning Success if there's one thing

we love to Boost it's Eastern Production for it means
so much to everyone engaged in the biz in the East so,

thanks, Mr. Yates and to you, Irene Kuhn, for one of

the best newspaper interviews accorded a big film exec that it

has ever been our privilege to steal but you won't mind
it's in a Good Cause

T
• • • THEY ARE all set over at the Empey Club with

the license for that spiffy bar and Peggy McGee on the

switchboard is kept busy answering queries about it some
of yesterday's luncheoners included Harry D. Buckley, Harry
Shiftman, Ed Schnitzer, Joe Brandt, Lou Blumenthal, Dave
Loew, Mort Spring

COLUMBIA'S SCHEDULE

TWO-THIRDS FINISHED

Columbia's 1933-34 short program
is now more than two-thirds com-
pleted. The complete program com-
prises 104 single reelers and 26 two-
reelers, and the 1934-35 schedule
will be approximately the same in
number.

The single series consist of "March
of Years," "Minute Mysteries,"
"Krazy Kat," "Scrappy," "World
of Sport," and "Laughing with Med-
bury." The two-reelers are "Mickey
McGuire," "Broadway Comedies"
and "Musicals."

Among the latest two-reel features
released this month, or shortly to be
seen, are "Stable Mates," featuring
George Sidney and Charlie Murray;
"Mickey's Rescue" and "Mickey's
Medicine Man," and "Love Detec-
tives," with Frank Albertson and
Betty Grable.

Among the single reelers which
are now ready for release are "Bow-
ery Daze" of "Krazy Kat" series
and "The Toy Shop," "Scrappy"
cartoon.

300 Radio Stations in Tieup
On Warner's 'Sweethearts'
One of the most extensive radio

iplugs ever accorded a motion pic-
ture has been set by Warners as
part of the big national exploita-
tion campaign for "20 Million
Sweethearts." To date, over 300
radio stations in key cities over the
country have been contacted to
broadcast the electrical transcrip-
tion program, which features the
tune hits from this picture, as well
as strong selling dialogue on same.

These radio plugs are in addition
to the company's plan for a nation-
wide New Talent Contest, for which
they are dickering with a major
broadcasting network.

Tom Cochrane Promoted in Far East

John W. Hicks, Paramount for-
eign department executive, has pro-
moted Tom Cochrane to division
sales manager in charge of the
Orient. His territory embraces
Japan, Korea, Manchuria, China
and the Philippines. Cochrane was
formerly "managing director for
Japan.

Continues in Gulf Ass'n Post

New Orleans—John D. Duffy will

be reappointed assistant secretary-
treasurer of the Gulf States Theater

4 Reopen in Detroit
Detroit — Easter week brought four

theater reopenings here. R. F. Burnes
opened the DeSoto in Highland Park;
Arthur D. Baehr reopened the Ritr, for-

merly the Art; Arthur damage and
Charles Rothstein inaugurated a bur-
lesque and film policy at the Gayety,

and Louis Chapoton and Nick Pappas
opened the Empress. The Temple, Bay
City, also opened with films under man-
agement of F. A. Thomas, formerly of

the Priscilla, Toledo.
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CARTOONS, MUSICALS

LEAD IN POPULARITY

\tinned from Page 1)

poinl out the need of subjects
;h lengths. Every reply to the
tionnaire sent out in the poll in-

dicate I that all theaters are ]>luy:-

King and otherwise advertising
shorts which feature "names." All
others, with the exception of estab-
lished cartoon series, are virtually

from the standpoint of bally-

hoo, the survey shows.
There is also a distinct division

of feeling about the desirability of
three-reel subjects. Much of the
adversion to this-length subject is

due to double feature bill require-
ments.

Southern audiences have a yen for

good musicals, reports Ed Kuyken-
dall, president of the M. P. T. 0. A.
and theater operator at Columbus,
Miss. Three-reelers he rejects as
"awkward."
An advocate of single reels from

the North is Joe Seider of Pruden-
tial Theaters, who stresses their

value in making,' up double feature
bills. Sam Dembow of Famous
Theaters Corp. doesn't give a hoot
whether shorts are one or two reels

in footage as long as they furnish
good entertainment.
Commenting on three reel sub-

. M. A. Lightman, former presi-

dent of the M. P. T. 0. A. and head
of Malco Theaters, headquartering
in Memphis, observes: "I think
three-reel subjects should be held

to a minimum. There are occasions
where they fit in very nicely but
not often. If the subject matter
and the manner in which it is pre-
sented is interesting enough, an ex-

tra reel will be most welcome. How-
ever, too often it makes the program
too long because most de luxe the-

aters want at least a newsreel and
reel short even if they had a
-reeler."

tinuing the discussion of three-

Vincent of Wilmer
& Vin "I know of no better

adjunct to a feature length comedy
than a strong, thre drama with

a good cast, lighting,

ion and recording. That is

the only type of three-reel subject
that I think can be made to hold

interest for that number of reels."

"With the tendency to reduce the

length of feature pictures, many of

them running between 60 and 70

minutes, three-reel subjects can be

used antage," says Wal-
m of Balaban & Katz.

"This includes almost any type of

three n the market today."
I of two-reel dramatic sub-

to be played with comedy fea-

tures is pointed out by Jay Emanuel
Philadelphia who comments that

"there seems to be an overabundance

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

J'OSF.F BERNE, nov under con-

tract to direct features for I ni-

versal. directed "Dawn to Dawn."
a powerfully dramatic three-reel

subject. He was also the co-pro-

ducer ill the picture.

Shirley Temple, child actress,

i,~ one of the best bets the screen
has and is a graduate of the short

Subject field. She \sa- -tarred ill

several of Jack Hays' "Baby Bur-
lesques." She is cmr of the hits of

"Stand I ji and Cheer" and Winfield
Sheehan is enthusiastic over her
future. She is under contract and
has been loaned to Paramount to

work in "Halfway Decent."

Larry Darmour, producer of the

"Mickey McGuire" comedies, was
a newsreel cameraman on Henry
Ford's peace ship.

Norman Tamo?, Stephen Roberts,
Archie Mayo and Francis J. Martin
got their early directorial training

working on Educational comedies.
Tailing, Roberts and Martin arc
\\ i t

!

i Paramount and Mayo with
\\ arner Bros.

* * *

Jules \^ liite is directing shorts

for Columbia, while further north

on Gower Street. Jules* brother.

Sam. is a short subject director for

RKO.

I : o '!<< ii :
, . iln : : ting I :ir Para-

mount, is a graduate of the Hal
Roach fold. His brother, Ray, re-

cently returned from New York,
where lie directed several comedies.

Elmer Clifton, now producing

shorl subjects, directed for David
\\ .iik Griffith and was a member of

Griffith's staff at the Mamaroneck
tudios, in the East.

barren Doane. producing com-
edies for Universal, taught school

in Minnesota before joining Hal
Hoach. Robert C. Bruce, noted for

his seen its. attended school in the

Gopher state.

Gloria Swanson and Hebe Daniels
(iist Hashed across the screen in

comedy shorts. Hebe played oppo-
site Harold Lloyd in several of the

funster's early flickers.

Luis Zingoni, acknowledged one
of the greatest card tricksters and
sleight-of-hand artists in the world,

is soon to record his famous act as

a short subject for M-G-M. This will

mark the first time Zingoni has ever

allowed any of his 210 tricks to be

photographed and explained to the

public. Pete Smith will render his

customary witty explanatory re-

marks. Every trick will be humor-
ously explained in detail. Jack

Cummings is supervising the pic-

ture.

Samuel Baerwitz is producing
"\\ bat Price Jazz," an M-G-M short

with Ted Fio Rito and his orches-

tra. Shirley Ross, Joan Gale,

Tbelnia \\ bite, George Irving and
Nelson MacDowell also are in the

cast.
* * *

Four-year-old Scott Beckett has

been awarded a five year contract

as a full-fledged member of Hal
Roach's ''Our Gang." He is said

to possess the whimsical appeal of

Dickie Moore and the alertness of

Jackie Cooper.

I".. H. Allen, veteran producer of

Educational comedies, was one of

Thomas II. Ince's executives in "the

good old days."

Warners Regain Balto. House
Baltimore—After being under Loew

control, the Stanley yesterday reverted

to Warner management. The V.ilencn

at the same time becomes a first-run

again.

of cartoons and travel subjects." He
joins the boosters for three-reelers,
"even four-reelers."

Replying to the question as to

whether or not he could use three-
reelers, Sidney Lust of Washington
says : "Yes, to take the place of a
double feature. Otherwise, no."

From the standpoint of William
Benton of Saratoga, N. Y., one-reel-

erve his purpose the best and
he observes: "We like good two-

it the feature is frequently
too long to get them in with the
newsreel."
One circuit operator who thor-

oughly gives shorts a ballyhoo push
is Robert Wilby of Atlanta, who re-

ports "a distinct selling effort is

made both on the screens, in the
lobby and in our newspaper adver-

tising. If shorts are worth run-

ning, they are worth advertising

and sound shorts are so far superior

to the old silent shorts that they
have won a definite place on any
program."

The double feature policy taboos
three-reelers as far as Nathan Ya-
mins of Fall River, member of the

Code Authority, is concerned.

Other prominent exhibitors who
participated in the survey included:

Lee A. Ochs, New York; Lewen
Pizor, Philadelphia; Fred S. Meyer,
Milwaukee; Edward Fay, Provi-

dence; M. B. Comerford, Scranton

;

Fred Wehrenberg, St. Louis; Glenn
W. Dickinson, Lawrence, Kans., A.

Julian Brylawski, Washington, and
|

F. J. McWilliams, Milwaukee.

6 SUBJECTS WIND UP

RKO RADIO PROGRAM

RKO Radio's comedy production
for 1933-34 is completed with the
exception of a group of six two-
reelers.

In the cutting rooms, preparatory
to preview, are two Headliners, one
starring Walter Catlett and a
melange of internationally celebrated
vaudeville acts, and the other pre-
senting Ed Lowry, called the world's
champion master of ceremonies as
a result of holding down one job in

one theater for four years. Al Boas-
berg wrote and directed both of

\

them. The first is titled "Old Maid's I

Mistake." and the second is tenta-
tively called "They're Off."

Also coming up is a newly-dis-
covered comedy team, Tom Kennedy,
film veteran and former Keystone
Cop, and Will Stanton, whose name
England says in the same bated
breath with that of Charlie Chaplin.
Stanton is considered one of the
greatest pantomimists of all time. .

A title for their film has not yet \

been decided on. George Stevens,
who directed most of the "Blondes
and Redheads" series and some of
the Edgar Kennedy "Average Man"
fun fests, was at the megaphone.
Three more shorts by these two
comics will complete the program
for 1933-34.

Out of a total of 115 subjects
originally announced by RKO, 99
will be delivered. The 16 eliminated
consist of 11 of the 13 Amos 'n'

Andy one-reelers and five of the 13
Van Beuren musicals.

Another Disney Cartoon
Getting Many Air Plugs

Leading radio orchestras have
again resorted to Walt Disney's
Silly Symphonies for music for the
big spots on their programs. With
the release of "The Grasshopper
and the Ants," both the Ben Bernie
program over WEAF on April 10

at 9:00 P. M. and the Jack Frost
program over the same network on
April 16 at 9:30 P. M. will feature
songs from this latest United Art-
ists release. Music from "The
Grasshopper and the Ants" also

was rendered on the Ray Perkins
program yesterday.

Nizer Cancels Atlantic City Trip

Attorney Louis Nizer has noti-

fied W. Ray Johnston, Monogram
president, that he will be unable
to act as toastmaster at the com-
pany's annual sales convention ban-
quet tonight at the Hotel Ambass-
ador, Atlantic City. Pressure of

work keeps him in New York.

First Shows in Seven Years

Craigsville, Va.— R. A. Glover has

reopened the theaters in Monterey and

Fordwick for one night a week after

being dark seven years.
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« « « FEATURE REVIEWS » » »

W. C. Fields in

"YOU'RE TELLING ME"
Paramount 67 mins.
A LAUGH-FEST WITH W. C. FIELDS

AT HIS BEST IN SMALL-TOWN-FAMILY
STORY.
W. C. Fields opens his bag of tricks in

this one and deals out the gags in quick
succession. It results in one continuous
laugh, spiced with a bit of romance and
a sprinkling of suspense. The story is

about Fields, the head of a family that
lives on the wrong side of the railroad

tracks. His daughter, Joan Marsh, is in

love with Buster Crabbe, son of wealthy
parents. Joan's mother is snubbed by the
society matron until Adrienne Ames, as

a visiting Princess, insists on being the
guest at Field's home. Unknown to his

family or the townsfolk, Fields has made
the acquaintance of the Princess on a

train from New York. She decides to

make the snobs welcome the match, and
does it with a vengeance.

^

Cast: W. C. Fields, Joan Marsh, Larry

"Buster" Crabbe, Adrienne Ames, Louise
Carter, Kathleen Howard, James B. "Pep"
Kenton, Robert McKenzie, George Irving,

Jerry Stewart, Del Henderson, Nora Cecil,

George McQuarrie, John M. Sullivan, Al-

fred Delcambre, Tammany Young, Frederic

Sullivan, William Robyns.

Director, Erie Kenton; Authors, Walter
DeLeon, Paul M. Jones; Dialoguer, J. P.

McEvoy; Editor, Otho Lovering; Camera-
man, Alfred Gilks; Recording Engineer,

Earl Hayman.
Direction, Good. Photography, Okay.

r

p, HOLLYWOOD VG)

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

$2.50 up, Single
$3.00 up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every-
thing to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-
iness or pleasure.

Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at
reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality'

Vine at Hollywood Blvd
HOLLYWOOD

"THE CONSTANT NYMPH"
Fox 84 mins.

BRITISH FILM SLOW PACED BUT
WILL HAVE APPEAL BECAUSE OF
NOVEL'S POPULARITY.
The great popularity of the British novel

cf Margaret Kennedy will bring many peo-

ple to the box-office, no doubt, and so it

should be exploited on this angle. The
British production is very slow, and goes

into a tremendous amount of detail and

incidental business that hardly adds to

the entertainment values of the offering.

The cast throughout is very capable, and

Victoria Hopper catches the spirit of Tes-

sa, the Constant Nymph, while Brian

Aherne as Lewis Dodd, the composer, is

splendid. The film follows the novel quite

faithfully, and director Basil Dean has

given it a very painstaking production.

The fortunes cf the Sanger family are fol-

lowed, with emphasis on the school life

of the girls, and especially Tessa and her

romantic interest in Lewis Dodd. Then
into his marriage with her older cousin,

and the girl's shock at the news, resulting

in a physical weakening that eventually

results in her death. The last quarter

cf the picture is the most impressive with

the composer going away with the Constant

Nymph.
Cast: Brian Aherne, Victoria Hopper,

Peggy Blythe, Jane Baxter, Jane Cornell,

Beryl Laverick, Lyn Harding, Mary Clare,

Leonora Corbett, Fritz Schultz, Tony Ne-
Lungo, Jim Gerald, Athole Stewart.

Director, Basil Dean; Author, Margaret

Kennedy; Adaptor, Dorothy Farnum; Dia-

logues, Margaret Kennedy, Basil Dean;

Recording Engineer, W. Salter; Editor,

Frederick Y. Smith; Cameraman, M. Green-

baum.
Direction, Good. Photography, Excellent.

"TWO ALONE"
with Jean Parker, Tom Brown, ZaSu Pitts

RKO 75 mins.

RATHER DEPRESSING DRAMA IN

FARM SETTING ABOUT A PAIR OF
MISTREATED LOVEBIRDS.
When produced on the stage under the

title of "Wild Birds," this opus received

a fair amount of commendation from the

artistically-inclined critics, presumably be-

cause of its "stark" drama. But as screen

entertainment its appeal and enjoyment are

quite limited. The story shows the cruel

treatment accorded an orphaned farm girl,

Jean Parker, by a mean old couple for

whom she works. A runaway lad, Tom
Brown, comes to the farm and the two

youngsters immediately fall in love, where-

upon the old woman treats the girl even

worse than before and makes every effort

to keep the lovers apart. After much heavy

melodramatics, the young ones get married.

Comedy relief is practically nil, with ZaSu

Pitts appearing just briefly, and, for mass

audiences, the whole thing seems a rather

thick concoction with no very strong point

in view. Arty audiences may like it better.

Cast: Jean Parker, Tom Brown, ZaSu

Pitts, Arthur Byron, Beulah Bondi, Nydia

Westman, Willard Robertson, Charley

Grapewin, Emerson Treacy, Paul Nicholson.

Director, Elliott Nugent; Author, Dan

Totheroh; Adaptors, Josephine Lcvett and

Joseph Moncure March; Cameraman, Lu-

cien Andriot; Recording Engineer, John L.

Cass; Editor, Arthur Roberts.

Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

New
NED WAYBURN
Stars
^Poliy (Teddy) Walters

and Florence Rice
daughter cf Grantland Rice

Playing in She Loves Him Not—
46th St. Theatre—NOW.

-^Gertrude Niesen
(Radio Star) recently featured at

—

Radio City Music Hall.

^-Paticia Ellis

(New Movie Star)—with George
Arliss and Joe E. Brown.

^Caperron and Biddle

NOW OCCUPYING THE
"SPOTLIGHTS" OF 1934

-&Hal Leroy (Leroy Schotte, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio) Stage and Screen

Star At Ned Wayburn School

Summer of 1928 and 1929.'

-^-Leonard SiMman
Author, Stager and Actor — Dil-

lingham and Elsie Janis Revue,

New Faces—Fulton Theatre NOW.

-^-Grace Bradley

New Movie Star-

to Paramount.

-Under contract

^-Medrana and Donna

-^Helen Cohan daughter of George M. Cohan
Just selected as a 1934 Wampas Movie Star

SPRING CLASSES NOW FORMING
Every type of Modern Stage Dancing,

and instruction in Radio Broadcasting,

Singing, Voice Culture, Dramatic Art.

CHILDREN'S SPRING TERM—Saturday Dancing Classes ... 13 weeks. Starts

this Saturday April 7th. (Girls and Boys—ages 3 to 16)

CHILDREN'S ONCE-WEEKLY, ONE HOUR After School Dancing Classes.

Start Monday April 2nd. (Girls and Boys—ages 8 to 16)

CHILDREN'S KINDERGARTEN Dancing Classes (Ages 3 to 7) Beginning

this Thursday April 5th (at 2:30 and 3:00 p.m.)

ADULT GIRLS' and WOMEN'S DANCING CLASSES (ages 16 to 60) Morn-
ing, Afternoon or Evening Classes (Mondays to Fridays) Once, Twice
or Five Times Weekly.

PRIVATE LESSON COURSES FOR BOYS (over 16 and MEN. (ANY TIME)

LADIES' REDUCING CLASSES 10:30 a.m., 3:30 and 7:30 p.m.

BALL ROOM DANCING—Legitimate Instruction—for Ladies and Gentlemen
and Children. Private Lessons or Exclusive Classes.

NOTE: We do NOT have a 'GIGOLO" or "GIGOLETTE" SERVICE.

* New booklet, "YOUR CAREER" just issued. Send for free copy.

-KNED WAYBURNS ANNUAL DANCE FROLIC and RADIO REVELS will be

presented SATURDAY, JUNE 16th. Matinee and Evening Performances.

Tickets now on sale.

* 1934 TEACHERS' CONVENTION and NORMAL COURSE—Two weeks, be-

ginning Monday, June 18th.

SPECIAL SUMMER TERMS. Home Study Courses. Dancer's Supplies.

"KYou are invited to visit our beautiful new studios and see all that is going

on. You can have a FREE tryout in Dancing, FREE Radio audition, FREE

Dramatic test. Studios are open between 9:30 a.m. and 9:30 p.m., Mon-

days to Fridays. 9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Saturdays.

NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF DANCING
AND RADIO BROADCASTING SCHOOL

Studio N44, 625 MADISON AVE,

Telephone Wlckersham 2-4300

Between 58th and 59th Street, NEW YORK
Cable Address: YAWDEN

***************************
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BOARDS ARE NAMED

FOR fU., PHILLY

(.Continued from Page 1)

York -\I;un Zoning Board consist of:

mmittee—Joe Lee,
1 Eddie ScJjriitzer, Columbia; Don Jay-
cox, U-.TTiui; Harry Hecht, Passaic; Adolph
J. Rettig, East Orange; Leon Ru-
Bayonne.

Bronx, Staten Island and
Strcimer, United A

Jrck Bellman, Hollywood; Nate Blumberg,
K.K.U.; 11. Sussman, Pleasantville; Jack
Steinman, Bronx; William Yoost.

Brooklyn, Ouecns and Long Island—Wil-
liam Scully, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; Herman
Gluckman, Capital Film Ex.; George Skouras;

Joe Seider, Patchogue; A. II. Schwartz;
Sam Rinzler.

Boards for the Philadelphia territory are:

Grievance—F. L. McNamee, R.K.O.; M.
S. Landow, Universal; M. E. Comerford;
Lewen l'izor. Clearance—Percy Bloch, Para-

mount ; Harry Weincr, Columbia; Leonard
Schlesinger, Warner Tlica. ; Lou Linker.

N. J.; Charles Segal; Milton

Rogasner.
Replacements were made as follows: Joseph

Schure of RKO succeeds Charles \\
:

. Koer-

n the Albany clearance board; Noble

Willard replaces H. E. Huffman on the

clearance board. Huffman bad not

assented to the code while Eoerner has been

i I from the Buffalo territory.

A resolution effectuating the plan to have
enforcement of code provisions handled by-

local grievance boards was adopted. Orig-

inally complaints of violations were tiled with

local NRA compliance boards, out of touch

with the industry.

Major L. E. Thompson was approved as

permanent alternate for M. II. Aylcsworth.
in addition

Division Administrator

Sol A. Rosenblatt. Harold S. Bareford. who
presid- R. Kent. George J. Schaefer,

Jaj Emanuel, alternate for Ed Kuykcndall;

Charles L. O'Reilly, Nathan Yamins. I

Golden, alternate for W. Ray Johnston and
ue. alternate for Jack Cohn.

I Secretary John C. Flinn is

lathering data from theaters in connection

w jth the I request for reduced

working hours but maintained wage scales.

Paramount Studio

Workers at Peak
(Continued from Peine 11

ious to the adoption of the NRA
Code, employment dropped to 1,650.

A new high in the number of ar-

tists under contract has also been
reached. The list includes 70 stars

and feature players, 24 directors

and 59 writers.

\c« Shamrock Pictures Setup
Detroit—Shamrock Pictui

local producing unit, is being
ganized at a meeting scheduled for

Monday. Production schedule for

1934 is being completed and will in-

six features and 52 shorts.

according to B. C. Fassio, president

of Shamrock.

\c« Soviet Film Arrives

"Thundt "." a new So
picture based on the Moscow
play of the same name that was
hailed as the season's finest drama,
has just been received by Amkino.

Continue Extra Shows
With scits selling four weeks in ad-

vance. United Artists will continue to give

four showings of "The House ot Roths-
child " on Saturday and three on Sun-
day at the Astor Theater. The 20fh
Century picture holds an unbroken
record of not having played to an

empty seat since the world premiere
four weeks ago.

36 Featured Players on Warner-First National List
rt Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— Exclusive ot their 18 stars, including Aline MacMahon and Jean Muir,
the latest additions to that list, the affiliated Warner and First National studios
have 36 featured players under contract, nuny of whom have been signed within the
past tew weeks. The list comprises Mary Astor, Patricia Ellis, Lyle Talbot, George
Brent, Philip Faversham, Genevieve Tobin, Helen Lowell, Hal LeRoy, Arthur Ayles-
worth. Pat O'Brien, Glenda Farrell. Hugh Herbert, Margaret Lindsay, Robert Barrat.
Hobart Cavanaugh, Phillip Reed, Donald Wood, Harry Tyler, Verree Teasdale, Claire
Dodd, Ruth Donnelly, Gordon Westcotf, Dorothy Tree. Philip Regan, Mary Russell. Ann
Dvorak. Guy Kibbee. Allen Jenkins. Henry O'Neill, Frank McHugh, Enrico Caruso, Jr.,

John Eldredge, Virginia Pine. Terry La Franconi, Renee Whitney and Joan Wheeler.
Warner-First National also have 18 directors, 32 writers and six supervisors under

contract.

30 Dept. Stores in Tieup
On "The Big Bad Wolf"
Tieups in 30 key cities have been

arranged between United Artists
and leading stores on "The Big Bad
Wolf," Disney cartoon sequel to

"The Three Little Pigs." Window
space, advertising and departmental
displays are set with the following
stores during the run of the short
in their towns:

J. N. Adam & Co., Buffalo; L. S.

Ayres & Co., Indianapolis; Block &
Kuhl Co., Peoria; Boston Store,

Milwaukee; J. L. Brandeis & Sons,
Omaha; Brown Thomson, Inc., Hart-
ford; The Dayton Co., Minneapolis;
Fowler, Dick & Walker, Bingham-
ton; Hahne & Co., Newark; Hochs-
child, Kohn & Co., Baltimore, J. L.

Hudson Co., Detroit; Jordan-March
Co., Boston; Lansburgh & Bro.,

Washington; B. Lowenstein & Bros.,

Memphis; Mandel Bros., Chicago;
The Outlet Co., Providence; Rike-

Kulmer Co., Dayton; Rollman &
Sons Co., Cincinnati; Scruggs-Van-
dervoort-Barney, St. Louis; Albert
Steiger Co., Springfield, Mass.;
Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadel-

phia; Wm. Taylor & Sons Co.,

Cleveland; Union Co., Inc., Colum-
bus; Utica Clothing Co., Des Moines;
John Taylor Dry Goods Co., Kan-
sas City; A. Polsky Co., Akron;
Halliburton-Abbott Co., Tulsa; Fo-

ley Drv Goods Co., Houston and A.

Harris"& Co., Dallas.

Delay Action on Blue Eagle

Pending submission of further

evidence that the Manhattan Play-
house circuit is not complying with

the film Code, the National Com-
pliance Board in Washington has
deferred action on the recommen-
dation of the Regional Labor Board
that the circuit lose its blue eagle.

Delaj in decision followed appear-
before the board of attorneys

for Manhattan Playhouses.

Unless the National Compliance
Board acts by Tuesday, Miss Anna

tant to Nathan
i , -tate NRA compliance di-

ctor, will go to Washington to

da en a decision, she told Film
DAILY yesterday.

Mrs. Kva Wallis Buried

Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Funeral services

were held Thursday in the Little

Church of the Flowers, Glendale.

for Mrs. Eva Wallis. She was the

mother of Hal Wallis. production

executive; Minnie Wallis, agent, and

Julia Wallis, actress.

,

Bennett, Colman, Cooper
In 20th Century Broadcast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Constance Bennett,

Ronald Colman, Jackie Cooper and
Alfred Newman's 20th Century stu-

dio orchestra have been added to

the monster radio program, of

which George Arliss will be the

principal star, that will be broad-
cast from WEAF and 59 other sta-

tions throughout the country on
Saturday evening, April 14, to cele-

brate the first birthday anniversary
of 20th Century. This program,
marking the first appearance of

Arliss over the air-waves, will last

a full hour, beginning at 7 p. m.
Eastern Standard Time.

Part of the program will be

broadcast from Hollywood, and part

of it from New York. Arliss will

contribute his scene from New
York, as he will then be in the east

on his way to England for a vaca-

tion.

Detroit Boards Name Secretary

Detroit—At the first meeting of

grievance and zoning - clearance

boards this week, E. S. Kinney of

Allied Theaters of Michigan was
nominated secretary. Organization
work will be continued at the sec-

ond meeting on Monday.

Ritz Brothers Comedy at Roxy

"Hotel Anchovy," the Educational-

Coronet comedy starring the Three
Ritz Brothers, has been booked to

play the Roxy, week of April 27.

The Ritz boys are currently appear-

ing in person on the opening pro-

gram of the new Casino Varieties.

Opens N. O. Art Shop

New Orleans — L. P. Bienvenu
and Mr. J. Ferrer, Jr., have opened
the B. and F. Art Shop in Film
Row to provide special art work
lobby displays for houses here since

American Display has abandoned
its production department. L. C.

McCoy of American is reported to

have relinquished his interest in

Lhe firm.

Wm. Geehan Made Manager

Fon du Lac, Wis.—William Gee-

han, formerly with Fox in Green

Bay, has been named manager of

Warner's Retlaw theater here, suc-

ceeding "Bunny" Sommers, who has
been transferred to the circuit's

Strand theater in Oshkosh.

18 OF 20 TITLES

SET BY MONOGRAM
(Continued from Page 1)

Now," title selected for the play, "Ten
Minute Eggs," by Tay Garnett in collabora-
tion with N. Brewster Morse; "The Fashion
Parade," which will be tied up with a con-
test in 200 newspapers; "Sinners in Sing
Sing," based on "Sing Sins Nights," by
Harry Stephen Keeler, selected by the Crime
Club as a prize winning novel; "Plunder",
original by Albeit .1. -Merserow and Elynore
Dalkhart, based on receivership racketeering;
"Dancing Feet," original by Tristram Tup-
per, who will also do "Country Club";
"Honeymoon Limited." by Yida Hurst, pub-
lished by Grossett & Dunlap; "ice Carnival,"
ice hockey story by George Waggner; "Hotel
Register." by Tristram Tupper; Harry Sau-
ber's kid story, "Tomorrow's Youth" ; "Wo-
man against Woman." by Frederick and
Fanny Hatton; Albert Payson Terhune's "Thp
Mystery Man." for which Bela Lugosi is

being sought; "A Successful Failure, from
the story, "Your Uncle William," by Michael
Kane and due to soon appear in the "Sat-
urday Evening Post": "The Healer," Robert
Herrick novel, and "Million Dollar Baby," a
Joseph Santley production written by Sant-
ley.

In addition to these 18, there will be two
big specials.

John Wayne has been signed by Lone Star
Productions to be featured in the eight ac-

tion pictures.

Lionel Atwill has been signed for three
specials and arrangements are being made
for several other star names for other pic-

tures on the schedule.

All productions for the new season will

be made at the Monogram studios under
Trem Carr, and the higher budget is ex-

pected to mean the addition of 200 more
to the payroll and will permit the increased
employment specified in the code.

First Division to Finance
For Own Release Schedule

(Continued from Page 11

to Film Daily yesterday by Charles
Rosenzweig. sales manager. This
move to obtain better product is

part of an expansion plan whereby
First Division expects to establish

its own exchanges everywhere
throughout the country where they
are not now located, Rosenzweig
said. —
National Labor Board

Hears Usher Dispute
:l gton Bureau of TUP. FILM DAU.Y
Washington—A theater labor dis-

pute involving nine ushers formerly
emploved by Elkhart Amusement
Co., Elkhart, Ind., headed by Al
Manta. was taken under advisement
yesterday by the National Labor
Board after hearing testimony from
the employers and employees in-

volved. The case was forwarded by
the Indianapolis regional board,
which had ruled that the discharged
employees be reinstated, that pick-

eting of the theater should cease and
that wages of 25 cents an hour as

prescribed in the code apply in-

stead of the former scale of 35 cents
an hour. Dr. L. C. Marshall, vice-

chairman of the board, advocated
mediation rather than bringing the
case to a formal hearing.

Sennett to Map Program
Mack Sennett is expected to arrive

in New York in June from the Coast
to make production phns for the 1934-
35 season. His company had no
production deal during the current

season.
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B. S. Moss to Build Circuit of Intimate Houses^

HOLLYWOOD HAS STAGIALL SET FOR If.Tl A.

Release Schedule for Fox Films is Set Up to July 27

Los Angeles
. . . holds the spotlight

=By JACK ALICOATE^^
LJOLLYWOOD, Sunday Night.— With
' ' trains, boats and airplanes all headed

Hollywood way with heavily laden cargoes

of exhibitors of assorted shapes, sizes and

cinematic importance, it looks to this ob-

server, who has been out here peeking

through Hollywood keyholes for the past

ten days, that the coming national conven-

tion of the theater owners of America,

scheduled to ring up at the good old Am-
bassador Hotel in the morning here in the

City of the Angels, shapes up as not only

the biggest but just about the best of a

long list of exhibitors' gatherings. We
say this, too, not without a certain degree

of historical authenticity, for we have

missed but few exhib powows of impor-

tance since the first one in Boston and the

memorable second on a Mississippi River

steamboat out in St. Louis some 15 years

ago. t t

FOR the sightseer, this fair city of Los

Angeles offers considerably more than

the ordinary Eastern or Middle Western

metropolis. It is colorful, alluring and its

points of interest are varied. The business

program of the convention is comprehensive

and intelligently planned from the stand-

point of entertainment. The picture folk

are outdoing themselves. Lunches, dinners,

dances, teas and shows seem to be planned

for every hour of the day. Here, then, is a

convention that promises to be a three-

ring circus. One cannot close even one

eye without missing something.

T T T

EXHIBITORS when homeward bound

should have a considerably more ap-

preciative idea of the problems of the

producers for at no time has the produc-

ing situation been so sensitive and at no

time have production costs played a more

important part in the economic life of the

theater owners. We are intrigued with

two prominent spots on the program.

"What's the Matter with Exhibition" by

a prominent producer and "What's the

Matter with Production" by a likewise

prominent exhibitor. As far as we are

concerned, we would like to see Sam

Goldwyn answer for both sides provided

we could have the picture rights.

17 Pictures Scheduled for

Release in Next Few
Months

Fox Film's releasing schedule to
July 27 includes 17 features, eight
of which have been completed, while
the others are either before the
cameras or in various stages of

preparation. The completed pictures
and release dates are: "Murder in

Trinidad," with Nigel Bruce, Heath-
(Continued on Page 2)

ANOTHER UNIT SET UP

FOR ENFORCING CODE
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Another agency to

handle enforcement of the motion
picture and other codes is being set

up by the NRA with the appoint-
ment of A. G. McKnight, Duluth at-

torney, to head a new litigation di-

vision. McKnight, who is expected
{Continued on Page 2)

New Independent Circuit

Being Lined Up in Ohio
Glouster, 0.—John Crawford, op-

erator of the Opera House here and
a well-known exhibitor in these

parts, has acquired the Majestic in

Corning and is after other houses
in a plan to form a new indepen-
dent circuit throughout Ohio. He
may also invade nearby states.

Will Rogers as Toastmaster
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Will Rogers is expected
to accept the vitation to act as toast-

master at the M. P. T. O. A. conven-
tion banquet Thursday night. If he
doesn't, the committee has another
"name" up its sleeve.

CENSORSHIP TEST

BEING MADE IN VA.

Richmond—A test of the Virginia
censorship law is expected as a re-

sult of the rejection of "Road to

Ruin," which was turned down in

full after several examinations and
deletions. The case is the first of

its kind to be appealed from the de-

cision of the censorship division and
taken to the city circuit court for

ruling by Judge Julien Gunn. If

the appeal is successful, it is likely

that similar appeals will be made
in the case of two or three shorts

that were denied licenses.

Trying Price Differential

On Classified Attractions
Shelby, 0. — A price differential

has been established at the Castam-
ba for what the management will

hereafter advertise as Class "A"
and Class "B" films. The former
will have a 30-cent top and the lat-

ter 20 cents.

Production Center Ready
For Set-to With

Exhibitors
by RALPH WILK

West Coast Manager, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Thoroughly exhibi-

tion-conscious for perhaps the first
time in. its history, the industry's
production center today is readying
itself to play host to the M. P. T.
0. A., which opens its annual con-
vention at the Hotel Ambassador
tomorrow. Viewed from every angle,
the convention promises to be one
of the most important gatherings
ever held by the national exhibitor
association. Very likely the most
important.
Head-and-shoulders above its con-

temporary subjects in importance is
{Continued on Page 34)

Group of Small Artistic Houses
Is Being Erected by B. S. Moss
Gloria Swanson Signed
For Goldwyn Production
Gloria Swanson has been signed

by Samuel Goldwyn to co-star with
Gary Cooper in "Barbary Coast" be-

fore she makes "Three Weeks" for

M-G-M. Miss Swanson, now in New
York, returns to the coast in time
to start work June 1 in the United
Artists release. William Wellman
will direct.

Construction is to start immedi-

ately on the first theater in a circuit

of intimate sound theaters planned

by B. S. Moss to mark his return

to activity in the amusement field,

the theatrical pioneer announced
yesterday. Plans for the initial

house, to be located at Broadway
and 207th St. and calling for an in-

vestment of £500,000, have been
(Contir, d on Page 2)

STUDIOS PICK BATTERY

FOR EXHIBITOR PARLEY
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Louis B. Mayer, Win-

field Sheehan, Hal Roach, Harold
Lloyd, Sam Briskin, Al Kaufman,
E. H. Allen, Jack L. Warner and
B. B. Kahane have been picked to
represent the producers at the
round table session with M. P. T.
0. A. members on producer-exhibi-
tor problems at the convention
which starts tomorrow.

Sunday Shows are Voted
By Two Towns in Kansas
Kansas City—Two towns in Kan-

sas have voted in favor of Sunday
shows. They are Emporia and Clay
Center.

Put On Show for M.P.T.O.A.
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—A special musical and
dancing extravaganza entitled "A Night
in Hollywood" will be staged at a ban-
quet Wednesday at M-G-M for dele-
gates to the M. P. T. 0. A. conven-
tion. Featured in the show will be
choruses from forthcoming musical pic-
tures, special songs dedicated to the
visiting exhibitors and selected acts
from ten studios cooperating in the ar-
rangements.

\
^V
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FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Nigeria, with 20 million inhabitants,

has no theater wired for sound films.

B. S. MOSS TO BUILD FOX RELEASE LIST

INTIMATE HOUSES

( Continued from Page 1)

filed by Eugene De Rosa, architect
for Moss.

Contending that the art of mo-
tion picture exhibition has not kept
pace with the art of production of

sound pictures, Moss says this new
theater, and others planned for the
near future, will be dedicated to the
same artistic perfection in the pro-
jection of voice and music that has
been achieved in radio by modern
acoustic science applied to the art
of broadcasting.

Plots located in the metropolitan
area at strategic points have al-

ready been assembled for the other
theaters in the new Moss enter-
prise. They will be sound picture
houses and not merely movie thea-
ters converted to the presentation
of talkies, he says.

In announcing his new project,

Moss said that it was based on
the premise that the presentatior
of sound as an accompaniment of

pictures is an art in itself. This fact
is concealed from the movie-going
public today because there is noth-
ing with which to contrast the ar-
tistic inadequacies of present exhi-
bition, he contends. Through his

new theaters, Moss expects to es-

tablish standards of sound presen-
tation which will bring to sound pic-

tures vastly increased appreciation
and improved patronage.

Another Unit Set Up
For Enforcing Code
(Continued from Page 1)

to be named assistant to the Attor-
ney-General, will head a staff of 25
Department of Justice lawyers. The
division will function upon failure

of code authorities and regional and
national compliance boards to handle
compliance cases.

Majestic Meeting Under Way
Meeting of Majestic franchise-

holders to determine the future pro-
duction plans of the company start
today and will probably continue
throughout the week. Matters to

be decided include the type, cost and
number of pictures to be produced.

"Nell Gwynn" Completed
London—British & Dominions has

completed production on "Nell
Gwynn," starring Anna Neagle, for
United Artists release. Plans are
under way for the world premiere
here, with a print also being ship-

ped immediately to New York.

"One Nijrht" at Globe for Run
Columbia's "It Happened One

Night" will open a subsequent in-

definite run at the Globe next Mon-
day.

"Three Pigs" Returning to Roxy
Walt Disney's "Three Little Pigs"

is returning to the Roxy for another
showing starting next Friday.

IS SET TO JULY 27

(Continued from Page 1)

er Angel and Victor Jory, released
this week; "All Men Are Enemies,"
with Hugh Williams, Helen Twelve-
crees and Herbert Mundin, April 20;
"Heart Song," formerly "The Only
Girl," a Fox-Gaumont-British-Ufa
picture, with Lilian Harvey and
Charles Boyer, April 27; "9 Million
Women," formerly "Too Many Wo-
men," with Warner Baxter, Rose-
mary Ames, Rochelle Hudson and
Herbert Mundin, May 4; "Stand Up
and Cheer," with Warner Baxter
Madge Evans, Shirley Temple, Jim-
my Dunn, Sylvia Froos, John Boles.
Ralph Morgan and Aunt Jemima,
May 4; "Wild Gold," with John
Boles, Claire Trevor and Harry
Green, May 11; "Change of Heart,"
with Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell.

James Dunn, Ginger Rogers and
Shirley Temple, May 18; "Spring-
time for Henry," with Otto Kruger,
Nancy Carroll, Nigel Bruce, Heath-
er Angel and Herbert Mundin,
May 25.

Nearing completion or being pre-
pared are: "Call It Luck," with
Herbert Mundin and Pat Patter-
son, set for June 1 release; "Now
I'll Tell," with Spencer Tracy,
Alice Faye, Helen Twelvetrees and
Barbara Weeks, June 8; "Wanted,"
with Hugh Williams, Claire Trevor
and Harry Green, June 18; "Always
Honest," with James Dunn, Claire
Trevor and Shirley Temple, June
22; "She Learned About Sailors,"

with Alice Faye, June 29; "Charlie
Chan's Courage," with Warner
Oland, July 6; "Grand Canary,"
with Warner Baxter, July 13; "She
Was a Lady," July 20; "Merry An-
drew," with Will Rogers and Peggy'
Wood, July 27.

Somma Wins Seat in Council

Richmond —• Charles A. Somma,
prominent theatrical man in these
parts, has been elected to a seat in

the Common Council.

Rotating Censorship Heads

Richmond—Under a newly adopt-

ed plan of rotating directors of the
state division of censorship, Edwin
S. Reid will succeed Richard C. L.

Moncure for a period of two years.

Congressman Visit Music Hall
Radio City Music Hall was host

on Friday night to 275 members of

Congress and their families. The
solons were part of the Legislative

Forum invited to come up from
Washington for the 402nd Cities

Service radio concert as guests of

RCA.

Fox Playhouse Bonds Listed

Fox Metropolitan Playhouse 6%
per cent convertible gold notes of

1932, and the certificate of deposit

for the notes, have been admitted

to dealing on the New York Pi-oduce

Exchange.

,oming and Gomg

RICHARD A. ROWLAND arrived from the

coast yesterday.

BOB GILLHAM left for the coast yesterday.

ETHEL MERMAN sails for Havana today.

JOHN C. FLINN has returned to New York

from Atlantic City.

RAMON NOVARRO sailed from New York

aboard the Northern Prince on Saturday for

Buenos Aires on the first leg of his concert

tour.

TREM CARR, Monogram production head, is

in New York prior to returning to the coast.

JOS. SIMMONS, president of Tower Produc-

tions, is in New York from Hollywood.

AL FRIEDLANDER returned today from a

tour of First Division exchanges in the South.

CLAUDE EZELL arrived in New York yester-

day from Atlantic City and will return to Dal-

las within a few days.

ORRY-KELLY, First National studio stylist who
was scheduled to attend "Wonder Bar's" pre-

miere a few weeks ago, has made arrangements

to come to New York in May.

W. RAY JOHNSTON and HARRY THOMAS
headed the Monogram convention contingent

which returned to New York yesterday from

Atlantic City.

Max Cohen Gets Selwyn Theater

Max Cohen signed a long term
lease Saturday for the Selwyn on

42nd St. He will equip the house

with Western Electric wide-range

sound. Picture policy has not been

decided, although he will probably

run double feature bills.

A SPRING TONIC FOR

YOUR BOX OFFICE

For Direct Booking
INDEPENDENT FILM DIST., INC.

1909 So. Vermont Ave. Los Angeles

E. BRUCE JOHNSON
221 Golden Gate Ave. San Francisco

Released by
INTER-AMERICAS FILM CORP.

50 East 42nd St. New York,
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Program of the M.P.T.O.A. Convention
^ Tentative Schedule of Events for the 14th Annual Con- _

vention at the Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles, April 9-12

MONDAY, APRIL 9
10:00 A. M.:

Registration of members, delegates and guests. Registra-
tion and Information Office on Mezzanine, the Ambassador
Hotel. No convention sessions or affairs this date, to afford
arriving exhibitors an opportunity to register, get acquainted
and see the city. Important that all exhibitors and guests
register, receive the Official Convention Badge, which identi-

fies those attending the Convention for admission to the stu-

dios on studio trips, admits bearer to local theaters, convention
sessions, luncheons, parties and all convention affairs.

4:00 P. M.:
Annual meeting of the Board of Directors for the election

of officers and other business. This is an executive session

for directors and officers only.

TUESDAY, APRIL 10

9:00 A. M.:
Busses leave Ambassador Hotel for sightseeing to beaches

for delegates' families and guests.

10:30 A. M.:
Invocation of Convention by Rev. Gustav A. Brieglieb.

Convention called to order by B. N. Berinstein, Chairman
of Convention Committee and President of the Independent
Theater Owners of California. Opening address by B. N.
Berinstein (who will introduce Pres. E. L. Kuykenclall to pre-

side, then introduce the Mayor or other City Official who
will give the address of welcome).

Address of Welcome by Mayor Shaw of Los Angeles, with
response by M. A. Lightman, and Address of Welcome by Col.

Carl Huntington representing Governor Rolph, with response

by Lightman.
Annual Report of the President—E. L. Kuykendall, Presi-

dent.

Annual Report of the Secretary—Fred S. Meyer, Secretary.

Report of the Convention Committee—B. N. Berinstein,

Chairman.
Announcement of Standing Committees for the Convention,

where and when they will meet during the Convention. These
will include:

Committees on

:

(1) Public Relations and Community Affairs—Chair-

man: Fred Wehrenberg, St. Louis.

(2) Resolutions—Chairman: Edward G. Levy, New
Haven.

(3) Grievances—Chairman: Lewen Pizor, Philadelphia.

(4) NRA Code—Trade Practices—Chairman: Fred S.

Meyer, Milwaukee.

(5) NRA Code—Labor Provisions—Chairman: Jack

Miller, Chicago.

(6) Legislation and Taxes—Chairman : M. A. Lightman,

Memphis.
(7) Credentials and Rules—Chairman : M. E. Comer-

ford, Scranton.

"Modern Theater Construction," by George Shutz.

12 :30 P. M.

:

Adjourn business session until 10:30 A. M. Wednesday.

Luncheon.
Afternoon

1:00 P. M.:
Trip to Warner Bros, studios. Luncheon will be served.

Evening
7:30 P. M.:

. r _.
Busses will leave for Universal City for informal Dinner-

Dance.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11

Forenoon
10:30 A. M.:

Session called to order by Pres. Kuykenclall.

"The Theater's Liability to Its Patrons"—by Edward G.
Levy, New Haven, Conn.

"On Meeting the Exhibitor Half Way"—by Carl Laemmle.
"What's the Matter with Exhibition, from the Point of View

of a Producer"—by Louis B. Mayer, Vice-President in Charge
of Production, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Corp.

"What's the Matter with Production, from the Point of

View of an Exhibitor"—by Walter Vincent, Wilmer & Vincent
Circuit, and Treasurer of the M. P. T. O. A.
"Why Motion Pictures Are Improving"—Mrs. Thomas G.

Winter, Past President, General Federation of Women's Clubs.

"How Pictures Are Put Together"—by Cecil B. de Mille.

"Self-Regulation in Advertising Motion Pictures"—by Jo-

seph I. Breen, Association of Motion Picture Producers.
Open Forum on Motion Pictures—Production, Distribution

and Exhibition.
1:00 P.M.:
Adjourn until 10:30 A. M. Thursday.
Luncheon.

Afternoon
2:30 P. M.:

Trips through the Fox and RKO studios. Busses will leave

on schedule.
Evening

Dinner and Floor Show at M-G-M.

THURSDAY, APRIL 12

Forenoon
10:30 A. M.:

Session called to order by Pres. Kuykendall.

"What the Code Means to the Country Town Exhibitor"

—

by W. L. Ainsworth, Garrick Theater, Fond du Lac, Wisconsin.

"What the Code Means to the Metropolitan Exhibitor"—by
Morgan A. Walsh, Redwood-Midland Theaters, San Francisco,

California.

Open Forum on Code Matters Relating to Trade Practices-

Ed Kuykendall presiding. Cut rate competition, zoning and

clearance, premiums, overbuying, rejection privileges, double

features, etc., etc., will be discussed from the floor.

Open Forum on Labor Matters—Jack Miller presiding. Two
operators in the booth, minimum wage scales, maximum hours

and conditions of employment, racketeering and intimidation

by labor organizers, etc., etc., will be discussed.
' Report of Resolutions Committee.

Reports of other Convention Committees.

Installation of Officers for the Coming Year.

Business Sessions adjourn sine die.

Afternoon
2:00 P. M.:

Final trips to studios. Choice of either Paramount or

Columbia. Luncheon will be served at both studios.

Evening
7:30 P. M.:

Convention Banquet at the Ambassador Hotel.

The following have been invited to speak at the banquet:

Senator Hiram S. Johnson, Senator William G. McAdoo,

Hon. Frank C. Walker, Gen. Hugh S. Johnson, Will H. Hays,

Will Rogers, Sol A. Rosenblatt, Dr. A. H. Giannmi, Marie

Dressier, Mayor Angelo Rossi (San Francisco), Ed Kuyken-

dall.
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TIMELY TOPICS
Public Intelligence
Underrated, Says Hays
jDUBLIC intelligence has been

underrated by those who
have so little faith in the basic
honesty of the public mind that
they would prohibit crime plots
on the screen and presumably
detective stories in fiction.

It has been underrated by
those within our own creative
ranks who have been wont to

rest their artistic laurels upon
double meaning in dialogue and
the suggestive in action.

It has been underrated by
such as argue that the charac-
ter of public entertainment
should be reduced to a standard
that could not emotionally af-

fect the most youthful and un-
stable mind.

Public opinion will forgive
the errors due to the fallibility

of human judgment in applying
the principles of self-regulation
to the production of every mo-
tion picture that flows from our
studios. It is easier—much eas-
ier—to determine public reac-

tion to a scene, sequence or sit-

uation after than before the
fact. It is clear that what may
appear innocuous in the pre-
viewing room may prove offen-

sive or worse, when tested in

the light of wide public re-

sponse. But public opinion will

not forgive the insult to public
intelligence inherent in the de-

liberately tawdry, suggestive or

banal. There can be no real ex-

cuse for the vulgarities that
have sometimes marked other-
wise splendidly fine film produc-
tions, except the inability of

those responsible to comprehend
true public taste.

The screen must supply adven-
ture, romance, laughter and the

thrill of beauty to its audience.

The goal of the industry this

year, as next year, must be
continuously to raise the pro-

portion of really fine, inspiring,

imaginative and thrilling pic-

ture entertainment and contin-

uously to lower the acts of com-
mission or the rate of error by
which the industry draws upon
itself destructive as well as con-

structive criticism.—Will H. Hays

SUNSHIN€
\\±l/j IN

THE

DAYS

NEWS

Monogram Pictures declares a divi-

dend of 6 per cent as a result ot good
1933 earnings.
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• • • WELL, WELL the exhib lads are here in

Hollywood attending the Convention they are right

in the midst of the producers' domain who sez that
Producers and Exhibs can never get together?

• • • A LOT of the boys have brot along the missus and
the kids a family party in fact, several of the
mamas insisted on making it a family party they
weren't taking any chances on allowing poppa to wonder foot-
loose and fancy free in Hollywood mebbe they're right.

• • • ONE OF the discussions on the Wednesday pro-
gram will be "What's the Matter with Exhibition, from
the Point of View of a Producer" by a producer
and the same day an exhib will make a speech on
"What's the Matter with Production, from the Point of View
of an Exhibitor" well, as long as the exhibs have to

listen to what is wrong with THEIR end it seems only
fair that all the studio officials should be compelled to attend
the session and hear what the exhibs think about the
shortcomings of Production they might learn somethin'.

• • • BY WAY of New Entertainment for the public
consider the spiffy new Home Bar it looks like

a very ornate radio cabinet opens up and there you have
the finest layout for any kind of drinks ice, shakers and
everythin' the host with his family or guests flocks

'round and mixes the drinks then he turns on the radio
dials complete entertainment right in the home
and they tell us that there is arrangement made in this con-
traption to take care of Television as soon as it arrives

if this Home Bar and Amusement Center becomes popular
mebbe the picture theaters will have a Real Problem

on their hands

T T T
• • • OVER AT Majestic Pictures Boone Mancall
tells us that since the Year Book came out every officer

and executive dep't head has been flooded with all kinds

of ads including circulars of everythin' from toothpicks

to autos and the other morning they received sample
cigs from Philip Morris just another use of The Film
Daily Annual Bible of the Biz by organizations outside

the Film Circle

• • • RIGHT SOON Billy Rose, the Broadway impre-
sario, will take over the Manhattan theater and call it Billy

Rose's Music Hall the show will have 8 vaude acts

dinner included and plenty of free gadgets and
games also 35 minutes of newsreels and shorts . .

all for one simoleon not a bad bi, for anybody's dough.

• • • DOWN IN Lakewood, N. J Harry Essex
is exploiting "The House of Rothschild" and he sends
his boss at United Artists Monroe Greenthal
the following "The Human Side of the News
The dump hotel I am stayin' in here charges 50 cents extra

every time a bath is taken and there's NO 'bath' column
on the expense accounts!" and Monroe wired back
"A guy really working on Rothschild should be so busy he
wouldn't have time to take a bath." so-o-o

EXPLOITETTES
Window Displays
Sell "Nana"
pOR the opening of "Nana,"

Russell Bovim, manager of
Loew's Ohio theater, put over ^
series of effective window dis-

play tie-ups which resulted in

exceptional business. Starting
well in advance with all local

newspapers playing up the en-
gagement, Bovim lined up his

local merchants with the result
that more than 15 of the city's

leading stores carried attractive
displays plugging the opening
of "Nana" at the Ohio. Among
the merchants whose windows
displayed selling material on the
picture were: Allen's shoes,
Lazarus department store, My-
krantz drugs, Younger 's news-
stand, Martha Washington can-
dy, Littleton's candy and a
number of other shops.—Loeiv's Ohio, Columbus

« « « » » »

Varied Tie-Ups
for "Eskimo"
"COR the McVicker's Theater,

Chicago, showing of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer's "Eskimo," the

Balaban & Katz publicity de-

partment, handling the pic-

ture, arranged tie-ups with the

Remington typewriter people,

Western Union, the Norge Re-

frigerators, department stores

and radio stations. Book count-

ers were secured in Marshall
Field's, the Boston Store, Man-
del's and Kroch's displaying the

book by Peter Freuchen on

which the film is based. The
old Byrd ship, New York, which
was exhibited at the Century of

Progress last summer, is tied

up near Chicago and they were
approached for a loan of some
of the material, such as furs

and sleds. They readily con-

sented and these articles went
into the composing of a lobby

display. Three broadcasts, for

fifteen minutes each, were ar-

ranged over station WENR.
Ten thousand book-marks were
placed in the Library reading

rooms as well as the book de-

livery and receiving desks and
both the Main and the Lincoln

Park branch of the Public

Library.—McVicker's, Chicago

Thomas Meighan
William G. Stuber
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Sidelights on the M.P.T.O.A. Convention
By RALPH WILK, West Coast Manager of THE FILM DAILY

LOS ANGELES—They just can't get Ed Kuykendall clown.

Meaning that he goes from one convention to another
and always emerges battle-scarred but smiling in the Southern
manner.

Lev, Pizor heads the Philadelphia contingent which is al-

ways capable of stirring up excitement at any exhibitor's
convention.

Those two Warner Bros.-First National twin sales dynamos,
Grad Sears and Andy Smith, beat the main convention mob
to L. A. by several clays.

A. E. Lichtman, Washington circuit operator who has
checked in at the Ambassador, is the kind guy who recently
offered a pass to a respectable tradepaper man. And the
tradepaper man didn't catch on at the time and thanked him
profusely.

Mike Comerford is maintaining his 100 per cent record by
attending this convention. He always goes, no matter where
they take place.

M. A. Lightman has returned to his job of operating a
circuit after having retired as president of the M. P. T. O. A.
And the books show it's a swell job he's doing.

Milwaukee's exponent of style is present in the person of

Fred S. Meyer, who sometimes refers to a certain trade paper
as "the morning headache."

The Wild Bull of the Chicago Pampas, i.e., Jack Miller,

is a sure-fire bet to produce oratorical firewoiks during the

sessions. And he can talk labor troubles backward and
forward.

No doubt some of the uninformed conventioneers will mis-

take Walter Vincent for a member of the screen starry fir-

manent. He looks more like a star than most of the genuine
ones.

The last time Dave Palfreyman went conventioning in a
big, serious way he ended up in bed—sick. Here's hoping
for better luck this time.

If anybody isn't converted to the advantages of big circuit

decentralization, Sam Dembow will put them straight. He's a

firy apostle of such moves.

Pat Garyn, who sells 'em but doesn't play 'em, is a veteran

of many an M. P. T. 0. A. convention. This time he's repre-

senting United Newsreels, his new connection.

George Bromley, secretary of the I. T. O. A. of Southern
California, did not fancy footballing for the University of

Minnesota in the clays of mass play. He was a linesman.

Capt. Jake Conn, who recently operated theaters in Provi-
dence, is now confining his activities to organizing a chain of
hotels in California and promoting gold mines in the north-
ern part of the state.

Ben Berinstein, president of the Southern California ex-
hibitor unit, is a familiar figure at national conventions.

Conventioneers are wondering whether J. J. McGuinness,
Boston exhib leader, is a relative of James Kelvin McGuin-
ness, M-G-M scenarist.

Many of the conventioneers remember the Minneapolis con-
vention in 1921 when Jimmy Walker made a fiery speech as
counsel for the exhibitor group.

Among early arrivals were David Palfreyman of the Hays
forces and Sol E. Gordon of Texas.

Milwaukee will make a strong bid for the 1933 convention,

but beer is no longer a novelty to exhibitors.

The last national convention in Los Angeles was back in

1926.

Six local exchanges are aiding convention officials by lend-

ing some of their secretaries to work on the registration of

the delegates.

Charles R. Rogers and Jack L. Warner are among pro-

ducers who were exhibitors in the early days of the industry.

Prexy Ben Berinstein of the Southern California unit will

celebrate the convention by reopening the Warner Wilshire
Theater, one of the biggest houses in the city. He recently

leased the theater and will rename it the Wiltern.

Norman Moray, Vitaphone sales executive, is hobnobbing
around with the exhibitors.

Mike O'Toole, veteran convention warhorse, will not be able

to attend this one.

The Ambassador Hotel will house most of the delegates.

Fred Wehrenberg of St. Louis gets a great kick out of con-

claves and has missed very few national gatherings.

Immediately after the convention, Ben Berinstein will take

a boat for the North. He has been working night and day
on plans for the big affair, and smilingly declares that any-

one trying to reach him on the trip will be subject to bodily

injury.



"Hello Hal-Leo speaking-
Tell the boys at the M.PT.OA.
Convention that Hal Roach
Comedies have enjoyed their

biggest year of all time. TheyVe

got to be good to do that!"

LEO MARCHES ON! I
fllMli^i

LAUREL-HARDY • Thelma TODD - Patsy KELLY • OUR GANG
CHARLEY CHASE • ALL STAR COMEDIES • MUSICAL COMEDIES
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« SHORT SHOTS from EASTERN STUDIOS »
By CHAS. ALICOATE

A/fORE stars pass through tha

portals of the Brooklyn Vita-
phone studio than any other short
subject studio in the East. Stage,
radio and screen send their great
before the cameras at the Brooklyn
plant where one hundred and thirty
shorts are produced in one season.

Such nationally famous radio
artists as Ruth Etting, George Jes-
sel, Gypsy Nina, Jean Sargent, Vera
Van, Gertrude Niesen, The Radio
Ramblers, Borrah Minnevitch, The
Four Eton Boys, The Easy Aces,
Dr. Sigmund Spaeth, Patsy Flick,
laae Froman, Janet Reade and many
nthe ex have appeared this season in

\ 'itaphone productions.

The list of stage stars is even
longer. Many of them are current-
ly starring in Broadway produc-
tions. They include Dorothy Stone,

Bernice Claire, J. Harold Murray,
Bill Robinson, Jeanne Aubert, Hal
LeRoy, Ethel Waters, Lulu McCon-
nell, Queenie Smith, Norma Terris,

Dr. Rockwell, Tom Patricola, Block
and Sully, Molly Picon, Inez Court-
ney, Jack Haley, Mr. and Mrs. Jes-

sie Crawford, Lita Grey Chaplin
and many others. Singers, dancers,
comedians, specialty artists of stage
prominence have been added to the
Vitaphone roster by Sam Sax, pro-
duction chief of the Brooklyn Vita-
phone plant.

A LARGE representation of promi-
nent radio favorites is found on

the roster of "names" in the current
RKO Radio Pictures shorts pro-
gram. Amos V Andy, topliners of
the air, are starred in a duo of Van
Beuren produced animated cartoons,
wherein the actual voices of tie
famous delineators of colored folks
fun are synchronized with cartoon
action from the same studios that
produce the Cubby Bear, Aesop's
Fables and the Soglow "Little King"
series.

"Strange Case of Hennesy :

" ; Bert
Lahr, Jimmie Wellington and James
Melton in "Hizzoner" ; Bert Lahr,
and Janet Reade in "Henry the

Ache"; and Bert Lahr and Florence
Auer in "No More West"; Lillian

Miles, the Girl Friends in "The
Knife of the Party."

In addition to the above, Vita-
phone has invaded the metropolitan
night clubs and broacasting studios
tn sign the best, known orchestra
leaders for appearances in its "Mel-
ody Masters" series, which features
until,, mil)/ known musical aggrega-
tions. Among those who are to be

seen in the 1933-34 season's releases
nee Dave Apollon, Claude Hopkins,
Rubinojf. Eddit Duchin. Jack Denny,
Mills Blue Rhythm Bawl, Isha/m
Jones, Phil Spitahn/, Vincent Lopez.

Abe Lyman, B. A. Rolfc and others.

The Van Beuren Musicals pro-

duced with Meyer Davis, famous
orchestra and radio maestro, brings

an important array of artsists fea-

tured over both the NBC and CBS
systems from coast to coast as fol-

lows: Ethel Waters in "Bubbling
Over"; Donald Novis, Meyer Davis
and Irene Taylor in "Everybody
Likes Music"; Arthur Tracy, Baby
Rose Marie and Sisters of the Skillet

in "Sea Sore"; Jean Sargent, Cliff

Edwards and Jack Fulton in

Then from the west coast end,

Ted Fio Rito is featured in "Air
Tonic," a Headliner comedy and
Duke Ellington and his music men
are scheduled for an early release

of the same series.

And there is the group of four
Ruth Etting two-reelers, "Knee
Deep in Music," "California Weath-
er,' "A Torch Tango" and "Derby
Decade."

AJINE Educational subjects are be-

ing released by Fox this month.
"Hotel Anchovy," starring The
Three Ritz Brothers; "Joe's Lunch

Many of the Hollywood great
have obtained their start at the

Brooklyn plant. The most recent
example of this is seen in the phe-
nomenal rise of Hal LeRoy, a for-
mer stage personality, who after a

season of appearances in Vitaphone
shorts was called to Hollywood by
the Warner Bros, for a role in

"Wonder Bar," and the lead in

"Harold Teen."

Among the many other Hollywood
players who received their screen
start at the Brooklyn studio are
Juan Blondell, Madge Km, is, Peggy
Shannon, Lyle Talbot, Jack Haley,

Vivienne Osborn, Mayo Mcthot,
Ruth Donnelly, Verree Teasdale,

Donald Caul: and Kalheeine Alex-

ander.

•The Broadway Parade •
Picture Distributor Theater

You're Telling Me Paramount Paramount

Riptide (2nd week) M-G-M Capitol

Wild Cargo (2nd week) RKO Radio Music Hall

Constant Nymph Fox Roxy

Lazy River M-G-M Mayfair

Gambling Lady Warner Bros Strand

Lost Patrol (2nd week) RKO Radio Rialto

Catherine the Great (3rd week)* United Artists Rivoli

Good Dame" Paramount Palace

Prizefighter and the Lady" M-G-M Little Carnegie

Ariane (5th week) Blue Ribbon Photo 55th St. Playhouse

Spitfire"* RKO Radio Center

TWO-A-DAY RUN
House of Rothschild (4th week) United Artists Astor

FOREIGN DIALOGUE PICTURES
Broken Shoes (2nd week) Amkino Cameo

Chalutzim (2nd week) Acme

You

FUTURE OPENINGS
(April 101 Fox Mayfair

I Believed

Viva Villa (April 10) ...M-G-M Criterion

As the Earth Turns ( April 11) Warner Bros Strand

Looking for Trouble (April ID United Artists Rivoli

This Man Is Mine (April 12) RKO Radio Music Hall

Sing and Like It (April 13) RKO Radio Roxy

Tarzan and His Mate (Apr. 13) M-G-M Capitol

Trumpet Blows (April 13) Paramount Paramount

Shame of a Nation (April 14) DuWorld Cameo

She Made Her Bed (April 14) Paramount Rialto

Unknown Blonde (April 16) Majestic Globe

After Astor two-a-day
1 Subsequent run.

Wagon," Terry-Toon, and "Pag-
liacci," presenting Henry Hull in

the role of Canio in excerpts from
the famous opera, have just been
released. "No Sleep on the Deep,"
Mermaid comedy with an all-star

cast including Betty Compson, Don
Alvarado, Dorothy Sebastian and
Robert Warwick, and "The Lost
Race," the fifth in the Romantic
Journey .series, will be released
April 13. "Hello, Prosperity," an
Andy Clyde comedy, is set for re-

lease April 20, as well as "Just a
Clown," Terry-Toon. "Bridge Wreck-
ers," Tom Howard comedy, and
"Bosom Friends," the eighth in the

Treasure Chest series, complete the

releases for April.

Of the foregoing group of sub-

jects, the Mermaid, Romantic Jour-
ney and Andy Clyde shorts were
made on the coast.

T T

yVTARNER'S recent announcement
of the re-release of the Vita-

phone series starring Joe Penner,

who has lately become one of the

outstanding comics of the air,

quickly aroused the interest of ex-

hibitors and the requests for book-
ings have been coming in thick and
fast.

These shorts, which include four

two-reel subjects and three one-reel

lengths, will be nationally distributed

as follows: "Gangway" (2 reels),

April 14; "Making Good" (1 reel)

,

April 21; "You Nasty Man" (2

reels), April 28; "Service Strips" (1

reel), May 5; "Where Men Are
Men" (2 reels). May 12; "A Stut-

tering Romance" (1 reel), May 19;

and "Toreador" (2 reels), May 26.

In a series of test runs last week
in metropolitan houses, the Joe Pen-
ner shorts were given equal billing

with the feature, with the RKO
theaters building them up with a
specially prepared trailer two weeks
in advance of the playdates. These
test engagements also proved that

the comic's draw is universal, pull-

ing in children and adults alike.

t

WICTOR YOUNG, who last week
completed the musical arrange-

ments and scoring of "Frankie and
Johnnie," produced by All Star Pro-

ductions under the direction of Ches-

ter Erskin at the Biograph Studios,

will lead his famous radio and mo-
vie orchestra over the new series of

Chevrolet Sunday evening programs
which began last night.

Young's latest composition. "Give

Me A Heart To Sing To," which he

wrote in collaboration with Ned
Washington, and Maxson F. Judell,

is sung in the "Frankie and Johnnie'

picture by Helen Morgan.





i HOW WONDER BAR" TOP

PED ALL PREVIOOS WARNER MUSICALS IN FIRST

NATIONAL RELEASE DATES LAST WEEK! . . . .

WONDER BAR" BUSI-

NESS IN KEY HOUSES

BEAT "GOLD DIGGERS"
FIGURES BY 14.2

TOPPED "42nd STREET"

GROSSES BY 18.3

SWAMPED "FOOTLIGHT

PARADE BY 31.3



1

AS THESE SHOWMEN TELL

YOU HOW THEY BLASTED THE BITTEREST OPPOSITION

OF THE SEASON IN 8 GREAT SHOW CENTERS! . . .
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Directed by Lloyd Bacon. Numbers created

and directed by Busby Berkeley. A First

National Picture. Vitagraph, Inc., distributors.
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD TOTS";
By RALPH WILK

(^.EORGE BRE/NT'S first picture

since his return to the Warner
Burbank studios will be the male

lead in "Housewife." Bette Davis

has been assigned to play one of

the two feminine leads in this fea-

ture, which goes into production as

soon as casting is completed.

Warner Baxter's new starring pic-

ture for Fox is henceforth to be

known as "9 Million Women," the

amended title of what was previ-

ously "Too Many Women." The
supporting cast in this story by

Vera Caspary includes Rosemary
Ames, Rochelle Hudson, Mona Bar-

rie, Herbert Mundin and Henrietta

Crosman.
T T T

In an effort to expedite the shoot-

ing of Leslie Howard's picture so the

star could finish "Of Human Bond-

age" and go to the hospital and have

his tonsils removed, Director John

Cromwell evolved and put into ef-

fect a unique scheme which saved

time and money on the picture. He
had four scenes to be shot—small

scenes, taken in a corner of a room,

beside a window, outside a door-

way leading into a house, inside a

London station, and a box at a the-

ater. The scenes required only a

small space, so he converted a re-

volving stage that had been used

in a musical picture and had the

sets erected on this moving plat-

form. It enabled him to shoot the

scenes without having to move the

lights or readjust the cameras for

the entire sequence, and without

the necessity of setting up for each

scene.

T T T

"Native adventure pictures can

never be made in Hollywood stu-

dios due to the obvious possibility

of getting large numbers of any

Wesley Barry in Comeback

Wesley Barry, the freckled-faced lad

who was discovered by Marshall Neilan

14 years ago and developed into one
of the screen's favorite silent stars, is

returning to pictures. His come-back
will be an important role in Ann Hard-
ing's new starring vehicle, "The L'te

of Vergie Winters," with John Boles in

the leading male role. Wesley, now
grown up, has been away from th?

screen for a long time and has been

devoting his time to personal appear-

ances and stage work. This production

is being directed by Al Santell. Pandro

S. Berman is producing it for RKO Ra-

dio. The story is adapted from the

short story by Louis Bromfield.

Nicholls Made Full-Fledged Solo Director
George Nicholls, Jr., who with Wanda Tuchock directed RKO's "Finishing School,"

has been given his first "solo" assignment. He will direct John Barrymore in "A
Hat, a Coat and a Glove" tor Radio Pictures. Nicholls was formerly assistant to

John Cromwell. Another promotion at She RKO studios advances George Stevens,
director of comedy shorts to the direction ot the comedy feature, "The Great American
Harem, " which Lou Brock will produce.

native race or duplicating their ac-

tual living conditions," according to

W. S. Van Dyke, M-G-M director.

"No matter how carefully extras

are made up, or backgrounds and

properties reproduced to match any

tribe in a distant locality, they are

still only a sham and the veteran

moviegoer is rarely deceived," says

Van Dvke. AAA
John Barrymore, accompanied by

his wife, the former Dolores Cos-

tello, and their two children are

setting sail aboard the Barrymore

yacht for a month's vacation cruise

to British Columbia. Barrymore

said he plans to do some fishing and

hunting down there.

T T T

Fay Wray, who was recently seen

as leading lady in the Columbia

production of "Once to Every Wo-

men," has been engaged to play op-

posite Jack Holt in the company's

new picture, "Black Moon," which

has gone into work this week under

the direction of W. Roy Neill. Thi?

is a picturization of Clements Rip-

ley's "Haiti Moon," which appeared

serially in the "Cosmpolitan Maga-

zine." Wells Root did the screen

treatment.

T T T

Although the photographic part

of "Embarrassing Moments" is

completed at Universal City, there

is still considerable recording to be

done while the picture is in the cut-

ting room. This recording involves

Walter Woolf, well known musica 1

comedy and Broadway stage star.

Woolf sings two songs in the pro-

duction, written by Eddie Ward and

George Waggner. The titles are

"What a Fool Am I" and "I Won't

Think About Tomorrow." Chester

Morris is starred with Marion Nix-

on featured in this William An-

thony McGuire story under the di-

rection of Edward Laemmle.

"Hello, Prosperity," the new Ed-

ucational-Andy Clyde comedy, is in

the process of cutting and editing

at the Educational studios. The pic-

ture has been set for release on

April 20.

T T T

Preparations are being made to

put "I Give My Love" into work at

Universal City this week. Already

Paul Lukas has been assigned to

play opposite Wynne Gibson in the

lead, and Louise Lorimer, Carl

Laemmle, Jr.'s, latest find, will also

have an important role in this Vicki

Baum story adapted by Doris An-

derson. B. F. Zeidman is producing

the picture.

T T T

Hazel Forbes, blonde heiress, will

make her screen debut at RKO Ra-

dio. She has been signed by Lou

Brock, producer, for a role in "Down

to the Last Yacht," musical extrav-

aganza. Miss Forbes joins a cast

that includes Sidney Fox, Sidney

Blackmer. Mary Boland, Ned Sparks.

Polly Moran and others. Paul Sloane

is directing this production.

Gloria Stuart has been signed for

the leading feminine role in War-

ner's. "Hey, Sailor," replacing

Margaret Lindsay, who is not fully

recovered from a recent appendix

operation. Others in the cast of

"Hey, Sailor" include James Cag-

ney, Pat O'Brien, Dorothy Tree and

Frank McHugh.

Cast of Paramount's "Many Hap-

py Returns" includes five old-time

headliners—Mary MacLaren, Stan-

ley Taylor, Billy Engle, Jay Belasco

and George Ovey.

Johnny Weismuller is giving Nat

Pendleton plenty of credit for some

of the tricks Johnny uses in the

animal scenes in "Tarzan and His

Mate." Nat and Johnny spent many
mornings in the wrestling ring

where Nat is right at home, having

once been a wrestling champion of

some listing.

Reginald Mason and Tom McGuire
have been given parts in "Call It

Luck," the Fox comedy featuring
Herbert Mundin and "Pat" Pater-

son. James Tinling is directing.

Stewart Erwin will possibly be
chosen as pitcher for the M-G-M
actors' baseball team this season.

Erwin is ambidextrous. He pitches

with either hand, bats harder with
his right but not so accurately and
is an excellent two-handed eater.

Madge Evans and C. Henry Gor-
don, who a few years ago played

in stock together, were recently re-

united as co-players on the screen.

Helen Flint has been signed for

an important part in Fox's "Merry
Andrew" with Will Rogers and Peg-

gy Wood. Adrian Rosley, Gregory
Gaye and Richard Tucker have been

engaged for the same production.

Although the song, "The Man on
the Flying Trapeze," has been used

in at least two pictures and sung
by more than a score of actors out

here, Lupe Velez has the snappiest

version of all. Many a time she

delayed the shooting of "Laughing
Boy" with her original rendition of

the number.

The fan mail of Henry Bassetti,

head chef of the Ambassador Ho-
tel, is growing to huge proportions.

Since Henry appeared in a couple

of shorts, fans have been writing

him from all over the United States

for copies of his recipes.

Contrary to the general belief,

Greta Garbo uses less make-up than

any star in pictures. Only a slight

tinge of greasepaint covered by

light powder is her entire facial

make-up.

Roger Imhof Writes Book
Roger Imhof, Fox character actor,

has completed his book, "A History ot

Variety-Vaudeville," relating the story

of vaudeville including the chronology

of all "g'gs." Imhof is currently

working in "Merry Andrew."
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From the world-famous novel by

FERENC MOLNAR
Screen play by

JO SWERLING

FRANK BORZAGE
Production

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

THIS PICTURE PARALLELS ALL

IN DRAMATIC PUNCH AND

"IT WILL SEND THE CUSTOMERS AWAY SAT-

ISFIED AND TALKING IT UP TO THEIR NEIGH-
BORS. A GREAT PICTURE FOR EXTRACTING
FEMININE TEARS." —Box Office

"IT WILL PLEASE EVERYONE WHO SEES IT."

—Hollywood Spectator

"A PICTURE THAT WILL GIVE REVIEWERS A
CHANCE TO USE A FEW OF THE BETTER ADJEC-
TIVES. THE EXHIBITORS CAN EXPECT SOME-
THING UNUSUAL AND DIFFERENT."

—Hollywood Reporter

"THE PICTURE WILL GARNER CRITICAL RAVES.

FILM WILL HOLD AN AUDIENCE AND WILL

BRING LUMPS INTO THROATS AND HANDKER-
CHIEFS TO EYES." —Daily Variety

"BIDS WELL TO HOLD THE ATTENTION OF ALL

AGES. STRONG, EMOTIONAL, HUMAN INTER-

EST APPEAL." —Film Daily

"THIS PICTURE IS LIKELY TO PROVE AS GOOD
AS THE SHOWMAN MAKES IT."

—Motion Picture Herald



TKADc PAPcRS
OF THE DAILY PRESS

QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT'

POWER I"

—

Motion Picture Herald

"NO GREATER GLORY IS AN ABOVE THE
AVERAGE PICTURE/' —Billboard

"NOT SINCE 'ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN
FRONT' HAS SO POWERFUL A PICTURE BEEN

REVIEWED. THIS WILL TAKE ITS PLACE AMONG
THE FINER FILM ACCOMPLISHMENTS. IT

SHOULD DO PROSPERITY BUSINESS . . . THIS

PRODUCTION WILL GET TERRIFIC WORD-OF-
MOUTH EXPLOITATION."— Motion Picture Daily

"ADULT SPECTATORS WILL BE ENTERTAINED
BY NO GREATER GLORY." —Screen Book

"BEAUTY . . . PATHOS . . . HUMOR . . . YOU'LL

LOVE IT!" —Silver Screen

"SUPERLATIVE ACTING JOB . . . GEORGE
BREAKSTON'S PERFORMANCE A GEM/-^Photoplay

"THE MOST COURAGEOUS PICTURE OF THE
SEASON ... A MASTERPIECE." —Screenland

"WILL LINGER LONG IN YOUR MEMORY."
—Modern Screen

"AAA . . . GOOD ENTERTAINMENT."
—Hollywood Magazine
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Organized Interest in Motion Pictures
By LeROY E. BOWMAN

Member of Executive Committee of National Board

cf Review and a Director of the Child Study Association

Board and our friends feel that mo-
an instrument for the benefit of all

WE OF the Nationa
tion pictures are

people and that therefore those motion pictures which are to
be seen by the vast mass of people must be of a kind that will
lie pleasing to the vast mass of people. For that reason there
is raised in the minds of some of us the question of whether
we can get universal perfection in any short period of time.
We wonder if there isn't such a thing for motion pictures,
as, let's say, the popular fiction level of intelligence and we
wonder if that isn't unite the general level. And so involved
in our first distinguishing feature of democratic common sense
is this further question— is it not wise to have different kinds
of pictures and to build up for special types of pictures audi-
ences that will make them profitable? In other words the
whole question of democracy raises also the question of selec-

tion.

The second feature, however, of this question of democratic
common sense is this, that it takes time to arrive at a con-
clusion about a matter which may be somewhat new to us
and it also takes a mulling around to arrive at a common
sense decision; that is, it requires a lot of talking with and an
understanding of people whose points of view are different

from our own. And hence it is that the National Board has
felt that the emphasis ought to be put on good pictures, but
that we ought not to fall into the fallacies that I think some
people, good people with excellent intentions, have fallen into

• nice in a while. Might I list what seem to me three of these

fallacies? They are fallacies that I do not believe the Board
has in its 25 years of existence subscribed to, nor do I think

that it will subscribe to them in the next 25 years of its

existence. The three fallacies that I would list are these:

First, the fallacy that the motion picture industry can of

itself raise itself, as it were by its own bootstraps. It seems
to me that it is utterly impossible that an industry as an
agency should be an educational force by and of itself. It

seems' to me that it is utterly impossible for any industry as

such even to be a leader of social pressures and it is only as

pressures are brought to bear on the making of films that

we are ever going to get anything that comes up in any

measure to social ideals.

Second, there is a fallacy that some people fall into (I am
sure no member of the National Board would agree to it)

namely, that there is a semblance of social force brought to

bear on motion pictures in what is called censorship. That is,

that when there is the form of official pressure brought to

bear on films there is something of social pressure. Might I

suggest, however, that social pressure comes only, in any ade-

nuate sense at all. when the object of pressure is in the lime-

light and under the scrutiny that comes with the attention of

publi ity? And may I say that so far as I have been able to

see censorship there has been an effort, and in the case of

New York State according to the rather excellent booklet,

"What Shocked the Censors," quite a decided effort, to isolate

the censors from the force of public pressure. There was

broughl to hear, therefore, i n the movies which arc influenced

by that censorship, not the pressure of public opinion but only

that rather limited, may I say very often unintelligent, pres-

sure that is brought by a politician's body on political ap-

pointees.

There is a third fallacy that some of you may not agree to

but that I would like to list. And in saying some of these

things you will quite realize, I am sure, that I am trying to

present to you some things that you may disagree with and to

make your thinking and your discussion later more interest-

ing. The third fallacy consists in the resolution type of ver-

balizing that certain like-minded people gathered together in

organizations sometimes called civic work, where without

any too great effort or time spent upon it people judge movies
according to a moralistic standard that is very easy to come
by. The thing that I am apt to criticize very severely is the

effort of people who are so willing to express themselves,

without having taken great pains to study the subject and to

see it from all angles and without being willing to devote

considerable time and energy to the program that they them-

selves adopt. It seems perfectly obvious to some of us who
have watched this sort of thing in various cities for some time

past that it is going to take the concerted efforts of all of us

over quite a number of years before we are going to get out

of the movies anything like what we want. And so I would

like to urge a great deal of very industrious effort on the

part of anybody who wants to take a part in this work.

I would like to say then, that we feel after the experience

that lies behind us now, that our general policy has been quite

validated by everything that we have seen. And four things

I want to remind you of. Perhaps no meeting of ours ought

to begin without some reference to them :

1. Our feeling that emphasis should be placed on the good
films, and that we can get toward better films by seeing to it

that the good films are patronized. And in this connection
the use in newspapers of the Photoplay Guide to Selected

Pictures, as based on the review work of the National Board,

is very important.

2. The experience that many of us watch in various cities

where special films for children have been presented for years
past in a very successful fashion. This is something that
does work when it is properly organized and sufficiently sup-
ported. It is part of our philosophy. I take it, that if the

general run of films does not fit the needs of children it is

one of our chief purposes to see that we have films that do.

3. We feel that there is much still to be achieved in the way
of building a better vision of what films may be. I am in-

clined to believe, myself, that there is a great deal of ability

in the American people. There is a great deal of aesthetic

capacity in them. But I think we are very much limited by the

patterns to which we have become accustomed. As a matter

of fact I doubt if psychologically it is possible to get ahead

very far if all we have in stimulation and example and pattern

presented to us is one type. So it would seem that one of the

most essential ways of getting at this whole problem is that of

educating the public by showing to the leaders of the com-

munity those exceptional films, those dramatic and educational

examples of the cinema which can enlarge the vision and show

what can be clone with the medium as a creative force. It is

only as we know and appreciate what can be done that we will

come to demand.
4. It seems to me as a person interested in the education of

children particularly that the greatest hope lies in the en-

couragement of films for purposes of visual edu ation. It

would seem that there will come into the production of films

new ideas, new attitudes, the patterns of presenting facts as

they are, a world as it appears to us, if we can have an edu-

cator's point of view worked into the films. And as children

grow up seeing films that show reality, they will look at them

as pictures of what is rather than merely as a passing show,

something ephemeral that one is to be amused by for a few

minutes and forget. It seems to me that as this point of view

is bred into children we are going to build a populace that is

critical and demanding. So I say that we look forward with

a great deal of hope and we feel that our 25th year opens

with great promise.



MGM
HAS
THE
ITS!

Whistle it! Hum it! Shout it! The Spring Song that sends

a thrill of happiness throughout the industry! Happy Days

are Here Again—Thanks to— (phase dance on ..')
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FIRST COMES

<W

NORMA SHEARER, ROBERT MONTGOMERY in

"RIPTIDE" with Herbert Marshall, Mrs. Patrick

Campbell. Written and Directed by EDMUND
GOULDING. Presented by IRVING. G. THALBERG!



! Even STRANGERS

They don't make bouquets

large enough to convey Leo's

appreciation to Miss Shearer,

to Messrs. Montgomery and
Marshall ... to Director
Goulding and to producer
Irving G. Thalberg.

MAY KISS Their Records Goodbye!

§ HERE'S JUST THE
MERRY BEGINNING!

(Have YOU arranged for Extra

^BW Playing Time?)
NEW YORK
Beating everything in sight Held over 2nd
week!

PHILADELPHIA
Biggest mid-week opening in 3 years!

BALTIMORE
S. R. O. signs for Shearer fans!

BOSTON
Biggest first three days in two years!

COLUMBUS
Beats everything except "Tugboat Annie"
record-holder!

RICHMOND
Beats everything except "Tugboat Annie."

ROCHESTER
Terrific business for Shearer's greatest!

WASHINGTON
Within reach of house record! And going

strong!

SYRACUSE
Sensational reception! S. R. O. here!

MEMPHIS
Beat "Tugboat Annie."

EVANSVILLE
Best opening on the books!

DES MOINES
Biggest house has had except"Tugboat Annie"

NEW ORLEANS
Beats "Tugboat Annie" and "Dinner at 8."

NASHVILLE
Beats "Tugboat Annie" and "Dancing Lady."

Sensational!

And the telegrams pour in from Akron, Canton,
Cleveland, Providence, Springfield, Houston, Kansas
City, Indianapolis, St. Louis, Omaha, Louisville. ..and

all around the map it's "Riptide Wrecks Records!"

IT'S IN THE AIR!
M-G-M has the hits!

(Please continue—

)
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EVERYTHING
NEW BUT HIS

LOVE CALL!
When you hear that unique

cry of Johnny Weissmuller in

"TARZAN AND HIS MATE"
it's a signal to prepare for the

Big Showmanship Special of

the Year!

IT'S IN THE
AIR! M-G-M
HAS THE
HITS

!

(Let's go on—) /
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WE'RE TIPPING YOU OFF!
It's one of the first photographs to come from the

MK3-M Studio on"OPERATOR 13." We print it

here because we want you to get acquainted with

the next picture from MARION DAVIES. You're

going to hear plenty about it, A thrilling love

story of Civil War Days. Of course that's GARY
COOPER with Marion! Take a tip!

IT'S IN THE AIR!

M'Q-M has
the hits!

— and you know
what's the

IGGEST PICTURE
IN 10 YEARSI
(You can guess without

\

turning over the page—

/



Opens its $2
World Premiere
Engagement at

Criterion Theatre,

N. Y., April 10th.

Twice Daily.

WALLACE BEERY
"VIVA VILLA!"

Produced by David O. Selznick.

Directed by Jack Conway.
Screen play by Ben Hecht.

Suggested by the book by\

Edgcumb Pinchon and

O. B. Stade



Features Reviewed in Film Daily, Sept. 1 to April 7
Title Reviewed
Above The Clouds-COL. 12-19-33
Ace of Aces-RKO 11-11-33
Advice To The Lovelorn-
UA 12-14-33

After Tonight-RKO 10-26-33

Aggie Appleby, Maker of

Men-RKO 10-19-33
Alice in Wonderland-PAR

12-11-33
All of Me-PAR 2-3-34

An Hour with Chekhov-AM
9-6-33

Ann Vickers-RKO 9-29-33
Ariane-BLU 3-8-34

As Hussbands Go-F 1-27-34

As the Devil Commands-COL
9-1-33

As the Earth Turns-WA. 2-1 5-34

Avenger, The-MOP 10-4-33

A Woman's Man-MOP. 1-19-34

Beauty for Sale-MGM .. .9-13-33

Bedside-FN 3-6-34

Before Dawn-RKO 10-17-33
Before Morning-GRB ... 10-19-33
Beggars in Ermine-MOP. 2-14-34

Beloved-U 1-27-34
Berkeley Square-F 9-15-33
Big Chance, The-GRB. .8-30-33

Big Executive-PAR 10-19-33
Big Race-SHO 2-14-34
Big Shakedown-FN 2-9-34

Big Time or Bust-TOW. 1-10-34

Blind Adventure-RKO. .10-31-33
Blonde Bombshell-MGM, See
Bombshell 10-11-33

Blood Money-UA 11-11-33
Bolero-PAR 2-17-34
Bomben Auf Monte Carlo

XX.. 9-28-33
Bombay Mail-U 1-6-34

Bowery, The-UA 10-7-33

Bottoms Up-F 3-23-34

Broadway Thru a Keyhole
UA.. 11-2-33

Broadway to Hollywood-MGM
9-2-33

Broken Dreams-MOP. .. 11-8-33

Broken Shoes-AM 3-31-34

Bureau of Missing Persons-FN
9-2-33

By Candlelight-U 1-6-34

Carolina-F 2-3-34

Catherine the Great-UA. .2-2-34

Chance at Heaven-RKO. 12-23-33
Carnival Lady-GOP 11-29-33
Cascarrabias-PAR 10-31-33

Cat and the Fiddle-MGM. 2-14-34
Charlie Chan's Greatest
Case-F 10-7-33

Charming Deceiver-MAJ. 12-9-33

Chief, The-MGM 12-2-33
Christopher Bean-MGM . 11-22-33

City Limits-MOP 3-28-34

College Coach-WA 11-10-33

Come on Marines-PAR. .3-24-34
Coming Out Party-F 3-17-34
Constant Nymph-F .. .4-7-34

Convention City-FN 12-14-33
Counsellor at Law-U. 11-28-33
Countess of Monte Cristo

U. .3-31-34

Cradle Song-PAR 11-18-33
Crainquebille-TAP 3-28-34
Crime Doctor-RKO 3-14-34
Criminal At Large-HEL. 12-20-33
Crosby Case-U 3-23-34
Cross Country Cruise-U. 1-10-34
Crown of Thorns-XX. .3-30-34
Curtain at Eight-MAJ 2-1-34
Dance, Girl, Dance

INV. .10-26-33

Dancing Lady-MGM 12-2-33
Dark Hazard-FN 2-23-34
Das Schicksal der Renate
Langen-XX 11-6-33

Day of Reckoning-MGM. 11-4-33
Death Takes a Holiday-PAR.

2-23-34
Deluge. The-RKO 10-7-33
Der Gluecksylinder-XX. .3-13-34

Der Hellseher-XX 9-13-33

Der Frechdachs-UFA 1-9-34

Der Meisterdetektiv-XX. .2-14-34
Der Sohn der Weissen Berge

X X-l 0-28-33
Der Traumende Mund-XX 2-6-34
Design for Living-PAR. 11-17-33
Devil's Mate-MOP 9-23-33
Devil Tiger-F 2-8-34
Die Blonde Christl-XX . .2-28-34
Die Galavorstellung—XX

12-11-33
Die Mutter Der Kompagnie

XX. .3-13-34
Dream of My People-PA 2-28-34
Drums of Doom-MAF. . 10-4-33
Duck Soud-PAR 11-17-33

East of First Avenue—COL
11-28-33

Easy Millions-FR 9-6-33

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
ALD—Allied Pictures GB—Gaumont-British PRI—Principal Dist. Corp.
AM—Amkino GFF—General Foreign Films PRO—Progressive Pictures
AST—Astor Pictures GEN—General Films PRX—Protex Dist. Corp.
AU—Capt. Harold Auten GRB—Arthur Greenblatt RIC—Edward T. Ricci
AUS—Harold Austin GOP—Goldsmith Productions RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
BAV—Bavaria Film A-G HEL— Helber Pictures ROY—Fanchon Royer
BLU—Blue Ribbon Photoplays IDE—Ideal SCA—Scandinavian Pictures
BO—John W. Boyle IMP—Imperial Dist. SCO—Lester F. Scott

BRO—Broadway-Hoilywood INV—Invincible Pictures SHO—Showmen's Pictures
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange JAFA—Jafa STE—William Steiner

CHA—Chadwick JEW—Jewish Talking Pictures SYN—Syndicate Exchange
CHE—Chesterfield KIN—Kinematrade TAP—John S. Tapernoux
CIN — Cinexport Distributing KRE—Sherman S. Krellberg TOW—Tower Prods.

Corp. MAF—Mayflower TRU—True Life Photoplays
COL—Columbia MAJ—Majestic Pictures U—Universal

DU—DuWorld MAR—Marcy UA—United Artists

EXP—Exploitation Pictures MAY—Mayfair Pictures UFA—Ufa
F—Fox MGM—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer WA—Warner Bros.

FD—First Division MOP—Monogram Pictures WEL—Carveth Wells
FR—Freuler Film Associates PA—Palestine-American Film Co. WIN—Windsor Pictures

FN—First National PA R—Paramount WOK—Worldkino
FX—The Film Exchange PIN—Pinnacle XX—No distributor set

Title Reviewed
Easy to Love-WA 1-1 3-34

Eat 'Em Alive-AUS 11-4-33

Eight Girls in a Boat-PAR
1-13-34

Ein Gewisser Herr Gran-XX,
2-24-34

Eines Prinzen Junge Liebe
XX.. 3-28-34

Eisenstein in Mexico
PRI.. 11-2-33

El Principe Gondolero-PAR
9-13-33

El Prisionero 13-CIN .. .3-30-34

Emperor Jones-UA 9-16-33

Enemies of Progress-XX. 1-16-34

Enlighten Thy Daughter-
EXP 12-27-33

Eskimo-MGM 11-16-33

Es Wird Schon Wieder
Besser-UFA 1-24-34

Ever in My Heart-WA. 10-13-33

Ever Since Eve-F 3-27-34

Fantomas-DU 3-13-34

Fashions of 1934-FN 1-9-34

Female-FN 11-4-33

Fiddhn' Buckaroo-U. .. 12-20-33
Figaro e la Sua Gran
Giornata-XX 10-30-33

Fighting Code-COL 1-10-34

Film Parade-GEN 12-20-33
Finishing School-RKO. . .4-6-34

Flaming Gold-RKO 1-18-34

Flying Down To Rio-RKO
12-20-33

Fog-COL 1-6-34

Footlight Parade-WA 9-30-33

Found Alive-IDE 11-8-33

4 Frightened People-PAR 1-27-34

F. P. 1-F 9-16-33
Fraoulein-Falsch Verbuden-

XX.. 1-16-34

Frau Lehmann's Toechter
XX-1 0-28-33

From Headquarters-FN. 11-1 6-33

Frontier Marshal-F 1-31-34

Fugitive Lovers-MGM . . .1-3-34

Fugitive, The-MOP 9-13-33

Fury of the Jungle-COL. 2-8-34

Gallant Lady-UA 12-7-33

Galloping Romeo-MOP. . 11-2-33

Gambling Lady-WA 3-7-34

George White's Scandals
F.. 3-17-34

Ghoul The-GB 11-25-33

Girl Without a Room-PAR
12-7-33

Going Hollywood-MGM. 12-22-33
Golden Harvest-PAR 11-8-33

Goodbye Again-FN 9-2-33

Goodbye Love—RKO 3-13-34

Good Companions, The-F
10-10-33

Good Dame-PAR 3-17-34

Gow-FX 12-2-33

Guilty Parents-SYN 4-6-34

Gun Justice-U 2-14-34
Harold Teen-WA 3-7-34

Havana Widows-FN 11-25-33

Headline Shooter-RKO . 10-21-33

Heat Lightning-WA 3-7-34

He-AST 12-28-33

He Couldn't Take It—MOP
12-13-33

Her First Mate-U 9-2-33

Her Forgotten Past
MAY. .10-31-33

Her Splendid Folly
PRO. .10-28-33

Her Secret-IDE 12-19-33

Her Sweetheart-MGM, See:
Christopher Bean 11-22-33

Her Unborn Child-WIN . 10-10-33

Title Revie'.ved
Hell and High Water-PAR

12-16-33
Hi, Nellie-WA 2-1-34
Hips, Hips, Hooray-RKO

1-24-34
Hired Wife-PIN 2-1-34
His Double Life-PAR. 12-16-33
Hold That Girl-F 3-24-34
Hold the Press-COL... 12-1-33
Hoopla-F 12-2-33
House of Rothschild-UA. .3-8-34
House on 56th Street-WA

12-2-33

I Am Suzanne-F 1-19-34
Ich Glaub Nie Mehr An
Eine Frau-BAV 10-13-33

If I Were Free-RKO 12-8-33

1 Loved a Woman-FN . .9-21-33

I'm No Angel-PAR 10-14-33
I've Got Your Number-WA

2-3-34
Important Witness-TOW. .9-6-33

Invisible Man-U 11-18-33
In the Money-INV 1-6-34

It Happened One Night-COL,
2-23-34

I Was a Spy-F 1-13-34

Jimmy And Sally-F 12-16-33
Jimmy the Gent-WA. .. .3-26-34
Journal of a Crime-FN . .2-24-34

Keep 'Em Rolling-RKO . .3-1-34
Kennel Murder Case

WA. .10-28-33
King For a Night-U 12-9-33
King of Wild Horses

COL. .3-21-34

La Cancion Del Dia-XX. 8-28-33

Ladies Must Love-U. .. 11-16-33

Lady Killer-WA 12-28-33
La Ciudad de Carton-F.2-28 34

La Cruz Y La Espada-F 2-6-34

La Fusee-TAP 3-15-34

La Melodia Prohibida-F. 10-10-33
La Sombra de Pancho Villa

COL.. 1-9-34

Last Trail-F 12-1-33
Laughter Through Tears

WOK. .11-16-33

La Frochard et les Deux
Orphelines-XX 2-8-34

La Vuida Romantica-F. . .9-6-33

Lazy River-MGM 4-3-34

Le Noche del Pecado-COL
12-29-33

Le Sang D'un Poete
RIC 11-13-33

Le Serment-PRX 3-15-34
Let's Fall in Love-COL. 1-20-34
Life in the Raw-F 10-19-33

Little Woman-RKO 11-16-33
Live and Laugh-JEW 12-8-33
Lone Cowboy-PAR 1-27-34
Looking for Trouble-UA. 2-21-34
L'Opera De Quat Sous-WA

12-11-33

Lost Patrol-RKO 2-9-34

Lo Tu Y Ella-F 12-11-33
Love, Honor and Oh. Baby!

U-10-28-33

Love Past Thirty-FR. .. .2-14-34
Luegen Auf Ruegen-XX . 1-5-34

Lucky Texan-MOP 1-6-34

Mad Game-F 11-11-33

Madame Spy-F 2-10-34

Man of Two Worlds-RKO
1-13-34

Man Who Dared-F 9-9-33

Man of Sentiment
CHE. .11-16-33

Mandalay-FN 2-1 5-34

Man's Castle-COL 12-28-33

Title Reviewed
Marriage on Approval-FR

12-27-33
Massacre-FN 1-18-34
Master of Men-COL 11-28-33
Meanest Gal in Town-RKO,

2-17-34
Meet the Baron-MGM. . 10-28-33
Melodia Prohibida-XX . . . 3-28-34
Melody in Spring-PAR. 3-31-34
Men in White-MGM

. .. .3-28-34
Maz-Zelle Nitouche

PRO. .11-18-33
Midnight-U 3-7-34

Midshipman Jack-RKO. 11-17-33
Mirages de Paris-AU. . 12-29-33
Milady-GFF 9-13-33
Miss Fane's Baby is

Stolen-PAR 1-20-34
Modern Hero, A-WA 4-3-34
Moth. The-MAR 3-9-34
Moulin Rouge-UA 1-10-34
Mr. Broadway-BRO ....9-15-33
Mr. Skitch-F 12-23-33
My Lips Betray-F 11-4-33
Myrt and Marge-U 1-16-34
Mystery Liner-MOP .. 2-28-34
Mystery of Mr. X-MGM .2-24-34
My Weakness-F 9-22-33
My Woman-COL 10-17-33

Nana-UA 2-2-34
Neighbors' Wives-ROY ..9-20-33
Night Flight-MGM 10-4-33
Ninth Guest. The-COL ..3-3-34
No Funny Business-PRI . 3-10-34
No Dejes la Puerta Abierta

F. .11-13-33
No Greater Glory-COL. .3-14-34
No More Women-PAR .3-3-34
Olsen's Big Moment-F. .. 1-9-34
One Man's Journey-RKO. 9-1-33
One Sunday Afternoon-PAR

9-2-33
One Year Later-ALD .. 11-16-33
Once to Every Woman

COL .3-24-34

Only Ye«terday-U 11-10-33
Orient Express-F 2-28-34
Pa!ooka-UA 2-1-34
Passion of Joan of Arc-KRE

9-9-33
Patriots, The-AM 9-25-33
Penthouse-MGM 9-9-33
Pettersson & Bendel-SC A. 2-24-34
Police Car 17-COL 11-6-33
Poor Rich, The-U ...4-5-34
Private Life of Henry VIII-UA

9-21-33
Prizefighter and the Lady

MGM. .114-33
Public Stenographer

MAR. .1-10-34
Quartorze Juillet-PRX. 10-21-33
Queen Christina-MGM. . 12-28-33
Quick, Koenig Der Klowns-
UFA 12-11-33

Quitter, The-CHE 3-14-3*
Rafter Romance-RKO 1-9-34
Rainbow Over Broadway-
CHE 12-27-33

Rainbow Ranch-MOP. .. 10-18-33
Rangers' Code-MOP ..9-20-33
Riders of Destiny-M OP. 11-29-33
Riding Thru-STE 2-24-34
Right to Romance

RKO. .11-22-33
Riptide-MGM 3-31-34
Road to Ruin-TRU 2-21-34
Roman Scandals-UA 12-14-33
Russia Today-WEL 10-21-33
Rustlers' Roundup-U ...9-16-33
Rustv Rides Alone-COL. 10-10-33
Sagebrush Trail-MOP ..12-8-33

Title Reviewed
Sagebrush Trail-MOP. . 12-27-33
Sagrario-XX 1-24-34
Saison in Kairo-UFA. .12-29-33
Saturday's Millions-U. .. 10-14-33
Search for Beauty-PA R. 2-10-34
Secret Sinners-MAY ..12-13-33
Secret of the Blue Room-U

9-13-33
Sensation Hunters-MOP. . 1-3-34
Shadows of Sing Sing-COL,

2-14-34
Shanghai Madness-F 9-23-33
Ship of Wanted Men-SHO

9-9-33
Should Ladies Behave ?-MGM

Show-Off-MGM 3-17-34
Silent Men-COL 11-8-33
Simple Tailor, The-AM . .2-24-34
Sin of Nora Moran-MAJ
„. .

12-14-33
Sitting Pretty-PAR 11-22-33
Six of a King-PAR 1-24-34
Sixteen Fathoms Deep-

MOP 1-19-34
Skyway-MOP 10-18-33
Smoky-F 12-23-33
Solitaire Man-MGM 9-23-33
Son of a Sailor-FN 12-1-33
Son of Kong-RKO 12-30-33
S. O. S. Iceberg-U... 11-28-33
Sons of the Desert-MGM. 1-6-34
Speed Wings-COL 3-27-34
Spitfire-RKO 2-23-34
Stage Mother-MGM 9-30-33
Straightaway-COL 1-16 34
Strawberry Roan-U . . . 12-6-33
Strich Durch Die Rechnnng-

UFA .36-34
Su Ultima Cancion-CIN. 3-30-34
Sunset Pass-PAR 10-28-33
Sweden, Land of the Vikings

BO.. 1-6-34
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi

MOP. .10-26-33
Szpieg-MAJ 3-6-34
Take a Chance-PAR. .. 1 1-25-33
Tannenberg-XX 4-6-34
Tausend Fuer Eine Nacht-
XX 2-14-34

Texas Tornado-FD ....2-28-34
This Man is Mine-RKO. . .3-8-34
This Side of Heaven-MGM

1-31-34
Three Thieves-AM 10-31-33
Thrill Hunter-COL 10-4-33
Throne of the Gods-IMP

12-22-33
Thunder Over Mexico-PRI

9-20-33
Thundering Herd-PAR. . 3-31-34
Tillie and Gus-PAR. . . . 11-11-33
Toda Una Vida-PAR 10-28-33
Tod Uber Shanghai-MO. 12-19-33
Too Much Harmony-PAR

9-23-33
Torch Singer-PAR 10-7-33
To the Last Man-PAR. 10-26-33
Trail Drive-U 1-3-34
Two Alone—RKO 4-7-34
20 Million Sweethearts-FN

4-5-34
Ulan I Dziewczvna-XX. 10-10-33
Under Secret Orders-PRO

12-6-33
Vi Som Gar Koksvagen

SCA.. 10-10-33
Volga. Volga-KIN ...12-19-33
Walls of Gold-F 10-21-33
Waltz Time-GB 9-29-33
Wandering Jew, The

JAFA.. 10-21-33
War of the Range-FR. . 11-22-33
Way to Love-PAR 11-11-33
Wenn Die Liebe Mode Macht

XX. .10-30-33
West of the Divide—MOP

1-13-34
What's Your Racket?-MAY

3-6-34
Wheels of Destiny-U 3-28-34
White Face-HEL 11-22-33
White Woman-PAR 11-18-33
Wie Sag Ich's Meinnem
Mann?-XX 1-24-34

Wild Boys of the Road
FN. .9-22-33

Wild Cargo-RKO 3-24-34
Wine. Women and Song-
CHA 12-16-33

Woman Unafraid-GOP. .3-27-34
Women in His Life-MGM

12-9-33
Wonder Bar-FN 2-17-34
World Changes-FN 10-28-33
Worst Woman in Paris?

F.. 11-25-33
You Can't Buy Everything

M-G-M.2-1-34
You're Telling Me-PAR

4-7-34
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FOR M.P.T.O.A. MEET
(.Continued from Pane 1)

the motion picture code, affecting
every phase of the industry. This
is certain to dominate all sessions.
Its various provisions will be ex-
plained by President Ed Kuyken-
dall, who figured importantly in its

drafting at Washington last fall;
Jack Miller, Fred S. Meyer, Fred
Wehrenberg, 'Ben Berinstein, and
other leaders. Scores of questions
as to its meanings have been pre-
pared and will be submitted during
the open forum on Wednesday after-
noon. As a member of the Code
Authority, Kuykendall will be equip-
ped to inform the convention as to
progress being made towards put-
ting the gigantic code machinery
into operation.

Anything by way of subjects is

likely to crop up during the open
forum. That perennial topic of ex-
hibitor conventions—divorce of the-
ater holdings by major producing-
distributing companies, is sure to
appear. A number of exhibitors
have already indicated that they
wish to speak loud and long on this
matter.

Percentage policies of major dis-
tributors is another much-discussed
subject which will find expression
at the forum. Intense interest of
theatermen in this matter has been
repeatedly proven during the past
year, in particular, by exhibitor
unit moves to force lower percen-
tages.

The latest entrant in the com-
petitor field, free shows given in
radio broadcasting studios, will find

a definite spot in the proceedings.
Ways and means of reducing this
competition will be discussed. The
Code Authority has already moved
in an effort to put a stop to the
practice and is now awaiting a re-

port from the Code Authority of

the Radio Industry, following a re-

cent joint conference at Washing-
ton with the Legitimate Theater
and Radio Code Authorities.

Elimination of score and service
charges, industry issues which had
their inception coincidental with the

advent of sound pictures, are other
topics which will smash their way
into convention conversation. Over-

WORDS and WISDOM
'TNANE censorship is one reason

ai writer goes back to New York
as useless as the male udder."

—

GENE FOWLER.

"Whether you are willing to ad-
mit it yet or not, the play is the
thing even in the movies."—WIL-
LIAM ANTHONY McGUIRE.

BIG,
NEWS pak
AS SEEN BY 1

THE PRESS

AGENT \ m
"Ethel Merman

sewed on all her

lingerie."

has

clothes

her signatura

including her
|

"It is now an established presup-
position in all camps of theoretical
cinema, and in at least a few pro-
duction areas, that the director pos-
sibly should be consulted about the
script which is handed to him for
shooting."—DALTON TRUMBO.

"If we cannot have both art and
dividends, then let us disregard the
art and go after the dividends."

—

WELFORD BEATON.

"A big proportion of bad screen
stories are bad because they are
thin, and they are thin, not because
they have too little in them, but be-
cause they have too much."—WIL-
BUR DANIEL STEELE.

"The most encouraging feature
of the screen's achievements during
the year was the fact that on the
whole the artistic progress made by
the industry was based upon the
appeal to the better taste of the
American public."—WILL H. HAYS.

"Any blanket indictment of 'pic-

tures' as opposed to the other art
forms is so much broccoli."—AR-
THUR HORNBLOW, JR.

"The main question, it seems to
•me, is whether the motion picture
is to remain, for the most part, an
entertainment, necessary and desir-
able as its employment as enter-
tainment is, or whether it is to grow
and become used like literature it-

self ' for the broadening of man's
knowledge, for the intellectual and
emotional responses it can awaken,
and as one of the tools that records
the history of the race, as are the
other arts." — WILTON A. BAR-
RETT, National Board of Review.

"You take out of the moving pic-

ture or out of any other cultural
unit whatever you are prepared to
take."— GRETTA PALMER, New
York World-Telegram.

"I would like to see Congress pass
a law prohibiting people from lit-

tering up Congressmen's and Sena-
tors' offices with letters, telegrams
and petitions unless they have at
least read through one time a copy
of the proposed legislation which
they petition for or against."—C. C.

PETTIJCHN.

"Life-saving doesn't pav financial-

ly."—BUSTER CRABBE.

seating and overbuying, plus the
right to buy must be figured on to
claim speaking time. Treatment of
the latter subject in the motion pic-

ture code was omitted at the Wash-
ington code conferences last autumn
as nobody could agree as to a defi-

nition of the subject. Perhaps the
M. P. T. 0. A. convention will pro-
duce one that will satisfy at least

a substantial minority of exhibitors
present. Morality in pictures and
advertising will come in for their

share of discussion and, of course,

double features.

As the Big Show is about to be-

gin, there are no symptoms in evi-

dence of possible clashes of politi-

cal factions as in by-gone conven-
tions, especially in the pre-Allied

period. A safe bet is that the con-

vention will generally proceed along
orderly, constructive lines, with no
"pineapple" tossing of any conse-

quence.
Apart from the regular sessions,

the conventioneers will have an op-
portunity to examine the mechanics
of motion picture studios. Product
which they will eventually play in

their theaters will be seen in the
process of manufacturing. They
will have a chance to get something
of an idea of the problems which

confront the producers and the pro-
ducers, in turn, will have a chance
to get a slant at exhibition prob-
lems.

Today's program is merely a pre-
liminary to the Big Bout. The
schedule calls for registration of
members, delegates and guests and
affords a general opportunity for
the visitors to acclimate themselves
to the production atmosphere. The
highlight of the day's program is

a meeting of the board of directors
at which officers will be elected for
the ensuing year.
The convention gavel will formal-

ly sound out tomorrow morning at

10:30 o'clock. Then the free-for-all

gets under way.

RKO Players in Air Program
Ralph Bellamy, Kay Johnson and

Vivian Tobin featured players in

support of Irene Dunne in the RKO
drama, "This Man Is Mine," cur-
rently being released, are to be
heard enacting a number of scenes
from the film during this eve-
ning's "Hollywood-on-the-Air" pro-
gram, over WEAF. This week's
progi'am will also feature Walter
Catlett, Chick Chandler, Thelma
White and Jimmy Fidler.
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ALLIED AND I.T.O.A.

OBJECTING TO BOARDS

Objections to makeup of the New
York local boards, including three
advisory committees, are expected
to be registered at meetings of the
I. T. 0. A. board of directors and
Allied Theaters of New Jersey to-
morrow in New York. Members of
both exhibitor associations have
generally refrained from assenting
to the code.

S.M.P.E. to Consider

Reel Standardization

Whether or not the S. M. P. E.
will take issue with the Academy of
M. P. Arts and Sciences over the
length of reels will be determined at

the latter's annual convention at the
Hotel Chalfonte-Haddon Hall, At-
lantic City, April 23-26, when the
subject will play an important part
in the proceedings. The Academy
has recommended that the presenr
reel of 1,000 feet be extended to

1,700 feet. The exchange practices
committee of the S. M. P. E., headed
by Trevor Faulkner, feels that 1,000

feet reels should be maintained at

the present time while the society's

committee on projection practices,

of which Harry Rubin is chairman,
is understood ready to recommend
that if any changes in length are
effected, the reel ought to be in-

creased to 2,000 feet.

New S. O. S. Amplifier

A new line of Streamline Model
Amplifiers, embodying a wide fidel-

ity circuit, has been announced by
Sales on Sound Corp. Rigid inter-

nal construction, liberal overload

and safety margins and elimination

of all outside matching transform-
ers and feeding amplifiers are fea-

tures of the new series.

Dunbar for Denver Secretary

Denver — Code boards at then-

first joint meeting, decided on a ten-

tative budget and unanimously rec-

ommended Duke Dunbar for secre-

tary. The first meeting of the

zoning and clearance boards to hear

complaints will be on April 17. The
grievance board will meet the fol-

lowing day.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
Plan a park fete for orphans on May

Day (May 1) with co-sponsorship of

local newspaper and promoted prizes,

refreshments, etc.
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PLAY IT AGAIN!.. Thousands

of 'Dancing Dollars' waiting to be taken in for a

second sight of that tantalizing, mesmerizing music

show that's turned dance mad America into a nation

of Brazilian Nuts. THAT "CARIOCA" PICTURE

PLAY IT AGAIN ! advertise it bigger
THAN EVER. CASH IN ON AMERICA'S
GREATEST MUSIC SENSATION!
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FLYING DOWN
TO RIO"

RKO RADIO PICTURE

Everybody's saying "Let's

Do The Carioca! It's not a
fox trot or a polka ..." —

j

and the AIR is burning up
each night with its inflam-

mable rhythm as hundreds
of Radio orchestras sweep
down the skyways with

"The Carioca" I

In the big hotels, the smart ball rooms, the
i

night clubs and the cocktail rooms it's "The
Carioca"! In homes the young ones are teach-

ing the old ones to do "The Carioca" . . . dance

schools are advertising that they teach "The
Carioca"— it's the sensation of the year, this

"Carioca"!

w;ith

DOLORES DEL RIO
GENE RAYMOND • RAUL ROULIEN
GINGER ROGERS • FRED ASTAIRE
MUSIC BY VINCENT YOUMANS
LYRICS BY EDWARD ELISCU AND GUS KAHN
DIRECTED BY THORNTON FREELAND
MERIAN C. COOPER. EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

"THE CARIOCA" WAS INTRODUCED

TO AMERICA IN "FLYING DOWN TO RIO"

THE GREATEST MUSICAL . PRODUC-
TION ITHE SCREEN*HAS EVER HAD!



SPITFI R
KATHARINE HEPBURN more than justifies

the Academy award as the screen's finest

actress. Playing thruout the country to excep-
tional business, in many cities equalling "Little

Women" figures . . . top money everywhere and
box-office reviews in every paper.

WILD CARGO
FRANK BUCK is back alive and so is business!

Held over in Radio City, San Francisco and
Washington and turning the whole country into

one big howling holiday this week. The circus

comes but once a year. . .get the money,
showmen

!

LOSTPATROL
FOUR STAR review in N.Y. Daily News... rave

reviews in all papers. Wrecking records at

Arthur Mayer's Rialto Theatre where it is Broad-
way's sensation of the hour and continuing in-

definitely. Opened Friday (4/6) Albee, Brooklyn
and cops called out at noon to handle crowds.

THREE BIG ONES RIGHT
NOW FROM RKO-RADIO!
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Hopewell, Va. — Management of

the Beacon has remodeled and re-

opened the former Harris under the

name of the Broadway as a white
and colored house.

Cambridge, Md.—J. Bryan Dash-
iell is reopening the Grand Opera
House. He also operates the Cam-
bridge theater.

THE
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N-E-W-S O-F T-H-E D-A-Y
Meriden, Conn.— Poli's theater,

unit of the Poli Circuit, managed
by William F. Barry, has closed for

the summer.

Richmond, Va.—Frank Taylor is

now assistant manager at Loew's
theater. He was formerly at Loew's
Fox, Washington. Francis Deering,
former assistant at the local house,
has been made manager of Loew's,
Memphis.

Baltimore — Walter M. Morris,
manager of the Metropolitan, Wash-
ington, has been transferred to the
management of the Stanley here,

just taken back by Warners from
Loew. Morris replaces Everett
Steinbuck, who goes on relief. The
Stanley is now under the supervi-
sion of John J. Payette, Warner cir-

cuit zone manager.

Detroit — Bon Misch, booker for
Butterfield circuit, is in the Battle

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
meeting, Netherland-Plaza Hotel, Cincin-
nati. 1 P.M.

May 31 -June 2: Fox Film annual sales con-
vention, New York.

Apr. 10-12: M.P.T.O.A. annual convention,
Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.

April 13: Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays an-
nual state meeting, Hotel Claypool, In-
dianapolis.

April 14: Universal Club's Easter Ball, Hotel
Lismore, New York.

April 14: Motion Picture Club 1934 Reunion,
Cocktail Party and Dinner Dance.

April 19-25: International Congress on Educa-
tional and Instructional Cinematography.
Rome, Italy.

April 21: A.M. P.A. Annual Naked Truth Din-
ner, Hotel Astor, New York.

April 21-22: Meeting of Paramount district

managers, Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

April 23-26: Spring convention of Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, Chalfonte-Haddon
Hall Hotel, Atlantic City.

June 4-9: I.A.T.S.E. and M.P.O. convention
Louisville, Ky.

June 16-July 2: International Motion Picture
Week, Vienna.

June 18-20: Paramount annual s->les conven-
tion, Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.

June 18-23: American Federation of Musicians
convention, Cleveland.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
graphy, Venice, Italy.

Seek State Law Against Marathons
Milwaukee—The Milwaukee Woman's Club has gone on record urging an

ordinance prohibiting marathons in Milwaukee county. A city ordinance has

no control over a walkathon being held in West A 1 1 is. The club also favors

a state law forbidding marathons.

Creek Sanitarium for several weeks'
convalescence.

Detroit — The Vendome theater,
which has been closed for two years,
is being refinished for reopening
early in May. It is being taken
over by Robert Cleary, manager of
the Granada theater.

Boston—Tim O'Toole, manager of
the local Columbia Exchange, is

cruising the Spanish Main on the
Morro Castle. With neither know-
ing the other's vacation plans, Mary
Trainor,. biller at the exchange, left

on the same trip.

Boston—Edwin Mitchell Barnes,
orchestra leader and violinist who
has been employed in various thea-
ters here nearly 20 years, died a
few days ago.

Buffalo—The Great Lakes The-
ater has switched to a policy of
stage shows and first run pictures.

Spring Green, Wis.—The Wiscon-
sin theater has been renamed the
Rex and is being operated by P.
Keslin.

Milwaukee—Meeting with success
at several of its other neighborhood
houses, Saxe Amusement Manage-
ment is featuring continuous daily
matinees at its Uptown theater here.
The house is managed by Louis Or-
love.

El Reno, Okla.—Loomis and En-
loe, local exhibitors, are reopening
the Criterion with Photophone High
Fidelity sound equipment on May I.

Laurel, Miss.— A. H. Yeomans,
president of the Mississippi Thea-
ters circuit, has arranged for the
installation of RCA Victor High
Fidelity sound in the New theater.

Johnstown, Pa.—The Ritz, which
was taken over by the Massachu-
setts Life Insurance Co. of Spring-
field, has been equipped with Photo-
phone High Fidelity sound appara-
tus. The house is now managed
by J. F. Fontaine.

Newark, N. J.—Two local thea-
ters, the Congress and the Treat,
recently modernized their sound by

replacing their old equipments with
Photophone High Fidelity systems.

Stevens Point, Wis. — Wisconsin
Amusement Enterprises, operators
of the Fox theater, have reopened
their Lyric for Saturday and Sun-
day shows.

Antigo, Wis.—H. E. Hanson has
installed Western Electric wide
range sound system in his Palace
theater. The house has also been
renovated.

Elroy, Wis.—The Juneau theater
has been renamed the Star and is

now being operated by J. Eskin.

Youngstown — About $300 was
taken from an unlocked safe in the
newly opened Hippodrome by two
robbers who entered the theater of-

fice by jimmying a door near the
theater entrance.

Canton, O.— Burns O. Sullivan,
well-known Ohio theater executive,
will continue with the whitetops
again this season having been con-
tracted with Gorman Bros. Circus
as general superintendent.

Monongahela, Pa. — John and
George Anton have returned to the
exhibition field in a complete reor-
ganization of theaters here. The
Anton Brothers have acquired the
Anton, for several years operated
by Weible and Grey. The Bentley,
lately operated by B. H. Buchheit,
is again in the charge of Bill Gray.

Lisbon, O.—The Grand has been
reopened with straight films by
Mannie Glick, marking his return
to the exhibition field.

Milwaukee—In addition to Fred
S. Meyer and W. L. Ainsworth,
president and secretary, respective-
ly, of the M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin
and Upper Michigan, Inc., delegates-
at-large from this section to the
M. P. T. O. A. convention in Los
Angeles include B. K. Fischer, R. J.

Baldwin, Bernhard Lassack, C. W.
Trampe and A. C. Guttenberg.

^m#m.
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Nobody ever called Alexander Smith Carpet palooka

floor-covering. This high-quality, moderate-priced thea-

ter carpet can "take it on the chin" and come up for

more . . . year after year. That is why it's used by the

majority of the country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET



W. RAY JOHNSTON
PRESIDENT

TREM CARR
VICE- PRESIDENT
IN CHARGE OF PRODUCTION

MONOGRAM
EXCHANGEMEN & EXECUTIVES

in convention at Atlantic City

Greet and wish Success to the

P T A
in convention in Hollywood

and are sorry they cannot be

with the MPTOA men in person.

•

MONOGRAM KEPT ALL
ITS 1933-34 PROMISES

//

THE SWEETHEART OF SIGMA CHI
//

"THE AVENGER"

"BEGGARS IN ERMINE"

"BROKEN DREAMS

'CITY LIMITS
II A II

II

MANHATTAN LOVE SONG" "WOMAN'S MAN

MONTE CARLO NIGHTS" "THE LOUDSPEAKER

MONEY MEANS NOTHINC

//

//

"

,

.//

jj MONOGRAM IS PREPARED TO DELIVER AGAIN!

I
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The 1934 Film Year Book Is Now Being

Distributed To All Film Daily Subscribers

Here are fifteen of the many important subjects

covered in this amazing book

1—1933 Releases with credits.

2—13,905 Titles of pictures released since 1915.

3—Full texts of NRA Codes of Fair Competition.

4—Birthdays and Birthplaces of motion picture people.

5—Complete list of theaters.

6—Financial data on leading companies.

7—Court Decisions of 1933.

8—Personnel of companies and organizations.

9—Comprehensive exploitation section.

10—Equipment Buying Guide.

11—Complete Foreign Section.

12—List of Theater Circuits.

13—Original Titles of Books and Plays.

14—Work of Players, Directors, Writers, Cameramen.

15—Names and addresses of Producers, Distributors, etc.

and

1001 OTHER ITEMS OF #
USEFUL INFORMATION £

THE FILM DAILY SERVICE

INCLUDES:
Film Daily six days each week.

Film Daily Short Subject Quarterlies.

The 1934 FILM YEAR BOOK.

All Special Editions.

for

Only Ten Dollars per year.

Sign the coupon today and get

in line with those who know.

THE FILM DAILY,

1650 Broadway,

New York City:

Gentlemen:

Please enter my subscription to THE FILM DAII

I enclose check for $10.00. Foreign 5

Name

Address

City State



Remove Your
INHIBITIONS! »»

(medical term for good behavior)

OPERATING
ROOM

and get going to that
A.M.P.A. party!

This shindig is going to be the gayest industry affair since those good old

Astor Hotel Parties! (Remember?) Tickets are only $5 per person, including

Dinner, Dancing and allied sports. The date is Saturday night, April 21st,

in the Grand Ballroom of the Hotel Astor. And the entire net proceeds

are to be shared equally between the Motion Picture Charity Fund and

the Film Daily Relief Fund. Tickets obtainable from Paul Benjamin,

National Screen, 630-9th Ave. Bry. 9-9800. Tell the cock-eyed world it's a date.



Welcome M. P. T. O. A
<£-

WANDA TUCHOCK
Writer and Director

in Collaboration

"Finishing School"
for RKO Radio

Telegram from Hank Goldenberg,

Manager Fox Theater, San Francisco

JOE LEO

LOS ANGELES THEATER
LOS ANGELES

MATINEE 1520.60 NIGHT 1488.40 DAY 3009.00 STOP
THE FIGURES TELL THE STORY WINE WOMEN AND SONG
APPEARS TO BE CREATING SENSATION AS INDICATED
BY COMMENTS AUDIENCE REACTION HUNDREDS OF
PHONE CALLS AND INQUIRIES AT BOX OFFICE REGARDS

HANK

The above telegram proves the public makes box-office pictures. Fox
Theater, San Francisco, turned away thousands, Sunday, April 1st.

"WINE, WOMEN AND SONG"
Only Picture Starring

LILYAN 1 ASHMAN
with Lew Cody

and an All-Star Cast Directed by Herbert Brenon

The Box-Office Sensation of the Day

CHADWICK PRODUCTIONS, INC. Hollywood, cal

U16 PHAETON

The U 16 Phaeton is equipped with a soft, melted mattress seat

... 12 auto springs . . . soft boxing which prevents cracking

at the corners ... full 2-inch upholstered back. Its parts are

steel units interlocking without the use of bolts, nuts or screws.

THE CHAIR OF TOMORROW
FOR THE THEATRE OFTODAY
A product of modern engineering skill, the FLOATING
COMFORT of U16 brings the easy relaxation of the automo-

bile to the theatre. Designed by automotive body builders,

each chair is an individual unit of interchangeable parts.

WRITE TODAY FOR FULL INFORMA-
TION TO BE SENT TO YOUR THEATRE

INTERNATIONAL TEAT CCCPCCAI!ON
A subsidiary Union City Body Co.

PARAMOUNT BUILDING, NEW \ORK, N. Y.

/. George Feinberg, Vice-President in charge of sales



THE

REINKE REOPENING

2 K. C. THEATERS

Kansas City—M. K. Reinke, who
at one time operated 50 Universal
circuit houses from this city, will

defy superstition and reopen the old

Pantages on Friday the thirteenth
with a policy of first-run pictures
and stage show. The Twelfth St.

burlesque house next door will be
opened on Saturday as a subsequent
run under the name of the Down-
town theater.

Barney Joft'ee, former manager of
the Uptown, will manage both the-
aters, which have been newly reno-
vated and are under ten-year lease.

Eighty-five will be employed in the
operation. Admission prices will be
10 and 25 cents, with weekly change.

Magazine Readers

Favor Movie Stories
A wide demand for fiction stories

with motion picture background ex-
ists among magazines of national
circulation, according to Verne Por-
ter, literary agent. He says the
reason for the demand is that ed-
itors, impressed with the industry's
recovery, the way fan magazine
circulation held up during the de-
pression and the fact that screen
names are front page news, believe

that circulation gains are possible

by playing up movies and movie
names in stories.

Ruling on Cleaners Due Today
The Policy Board at Washington,

which handles disputes between
Codes, is expected to rule today on
an appeal by the American Build-
ing Maintenance Co. from the deci-

sion made this week by Division
Administrator Sol Rosenblatt that
cleaners employed by independent
contractors in motion picture and
legitimate theaters come under the
film and legitimate theater codes
and cannot be worked more than
40 hours weekly, it was stated to

The Film Daily on Saturday by L.

R. Shapiro of the American Main-
tenance Co. Enforcement of the
Rosenblatt ruling has been held up
pending a decision, Shapiro said.

Archie Mayers Back on Job

Archie Mayers of DuWorld is

back at his desk today after bcinK
out all last week due to the death
of his father.

Asks Control of Electrics

Speculating from angle of theatrical
'elevision, industry executives on Sat-
day displayed considerable interest in

commendation of Walter M. W.
Spl recently appointed to the In-

t Commerce Commission, to the
Houi imerce Committee that a new
comm. n be created to exercise strict

controi vire communication systems.
He advc:, d a thorough study of A. T.

& T. as well as other big companies
and their subsidiaries.

MOVIES and CHILDREN
Talk by Gretta Palmer, Editor of Women's Page in New York World-Telegram,

before National Board of Review Conference.

"VTOU remember, perhaps, an
-*- interest that swept the

country last year which was
technocracy. At that time we
heard a great deal about tech-

nological unemployment which
was applied mostly to indus-

tries. Well I think there has

been a good deal of technologi-

cal unemployment in the home,
especially technological unem-
ployment for mothers as com-
pared with the mothers of pre-

ceding generations. For in-

stance, our grandmothers and
great grandmothers had really

so much to do with their house-
keeping, their baking and their
making of candles—with all of
those duties that the scientists
have relieved us of—that they
didn't have much time to worry
about how their children were
growing up. They also had
more children and so they
weren't permitted to devote the
search-light of their entire in-

terest on the intelligence of two
or three small children. Well
now-a-days mothers have more
leisure to consider the influ-

ences that are affecting their
children. They also have stud-
ied psychology and have, I am
afraid, taken alarm by discov-
ering from the psychiatrists all

the dreadful mistakes that they
might make about which their
grandmothers were lucky
enough to know nothing.

This has inclined to make parents
today a little bit panicky. It has
given them a certain timidity about
the influences which might be wreck-
ing their children's lives. I believe
that human nature is a good deal
more robust than many mothers give
it credit for. But it is none the less

alarming to them to feel that after
all some little mistake the„v may
make in subjecting their child to a
certain book or moving picture to-

day may warp his life when he is

thirty-five. I believe that a great
deal of the alarmist attitude toward
the motion pictures that has come up
in the last year or two may be traced
to this parental panic and that it is

on the whole quite unjustified. The
psychiatrists are pretty well agreed
now that a child's life pattern for
good or evil is fairly well deter-

mined by the time that he is five
or six years old. Some even put
it earlier. If it is an unfortunate
life pattern it can be corrected later
but if it is a fortunate one and if

cne child has chosen a normal,
wnolesome goal, then you may trust
mm pretty well to go round the
world witnout your guidance and to
pick up from the things that he
contacts only tnat material which
is going to feed him in the way
ne ought to be fed. in other words,
you can take him to a moving pic-

ture, no matter how bad a one, and
trust him to absorb from that pic-
ture notmng that is at variance
witn the lue pattern that he has
already selected for himself. There-
xore l think that the idea of pro-
tecting the young is largely a mis-
take; that the parents' attitude
should be rather ot arming the child

so that when he goes out in the
world he can courageously face any
influence no matter how bad with-
out being damaged by the contact
After all, parents who attempt to

shelter their children may get away
with it for a very little while, but
you can't live your child's life for
nim and you cannot keep him be-
tween cushions for his whole life.

Some day he is going to have to
run up against destructive influ-

ence if not in the moving picture,

then in books or in human contacts
or in some way. This question of

the destructive influences of litera-

ture, offers a rather interesting
parallel to the alarmist attitude oi

the day toward moving pictures in

some circles. I believe that most
men here when they were seven or
eight years old either with their

parents' consent or without it read
the Deadeye Dick stories and the
most lurid and bloodthirsty volumes
which they could possibly get hold
of, volumes which no well-thinking
librarians would ever have allowed
to get into their hands, and I sup-
pose that for a while their thoughts
were filled with the most lurid and
completely unsocial points of view.
They glorified the gunman and they
thought that Jesse James was just

the kind of man they would like to

be when they grew up. But I think
they recovered from it; that even-
tually they righted themselves and
passed through that phase. In the
same way the boy of today who
goes to see a gunman picture may
get the idea that a gangster is a
pretty fine fellow to be and his

sister may look upon the siren as
her ideal. While children are pass-
ing through these phases they may
be very trying to have around the
house. But on the other hand, chil-

dren are trying when they are
teething too, and would be extreme-
ly trying if they went on teething
for fifty years. But I think you

SUNDAY SHOWS GET BY

INPENNSYLVANIASPOT

Monessen, Pa.—After presenting
regular shows on Easter Sunday
and playing to capacity without in-

terruption from the police, mana-
gers of the Star and Manos theaters
plan to continue the Sabbath per-
formances.
The Ministerial Ass'n held a meet-

ing last week on the Sunday show
matter, but gave no intimation of

its plans.

Speakers for Boston Council Meet
Boston—Among the speakers at

the conference luncheon at the Som-
erset Hotel on Saturday to mark
the start of a membership drive in

New England by the Motion Picture
Research Council will be Mrs. Au-
gust Belmont, president of the
Council; Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell,
honorary president; Stephen P. Ca-
bot, chairman of the Council's New
England committee; William H.
Short, director of the Council, and
Henry James Forman, author of

can trust them to recover their

equilibrium and to get rid of these

extremely trying points of view
when they have passed through
that period of adolescence, with
which these are always associated

and seem to have been long before

the movies were a primary influence

in adolescent life.

I said that you take out of the

moving picture or out of any other

cultural unit whatever you are pre-

pared to take, but of course you

jem't take it unless it is there. And so

that brings me to the other phase

of the subject. While I think it is

quite safe to forget about censor-

ship and to expose your children to

any pictures or any play or any book

that they may get their hands on,

on the other hand it is obviously

desirable that they should have a

chance to reach the best in every

field so that they may draw from
that the best food for whatever life

pattern they have selected. But I

think that the most important thing

to say to parents today is not to tell

them necessarily to have faith in the

moving picture. Work toward mak-
ing the moving picture better, of

course, but even if they have no faith

at all in the moving picture to have

faith in their own children to take

from the picture those things which

they are prepared to receive and
which will make them grow up into

well-rounded and healthy normal

human beings.

Roach Making "Lysistrata"

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Lysistrata," the Aristo-

phanes comedy which created a furore

when produced on the stage a few years

ago, will be filmed by Hal Roach with

an all-star cast. Production is expected
to get under way by mid-summer.
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Review Board 'Closing Books' on Code Tomorrow

KUYKENDALL RE-ELECTEDJ. P. T. 0. A. PRESIDEN

1

Rothafe! and Lubin Set to Head New Regime at Roxy

M.P.T.O.A.
. . takes Hollywood by storm

By JACK ALICOATE^^^

Hollywood, Monday Night
IT WON'T be long now, for by the time
' you read this, Mayor Frank Shaw of this

Los Angeles town will have presented big

Ed Kuykendall with a gardenia key to the

city, the band will have played "California,

Here I Come," the studios with all of

their charms will have opened their gates
to the visiting firemen, and Alicoate will

have had a chance to get caught up with
his sleep during the introductory speeches.

In other words, this Motion Picture The-
aters Owners of America convention offi-

cially starts doing things at 10 this morn-
ing.

T T T

KIOTHING much happened Monday.
' ^ Many of the boys arrived early, spent

a few moments resting the charms of Cali-

fornia wine, and were off to see the sights.

In the afternoon the board of directors

had their usual meeting and as usual

elected Ed Kuykendall president. The
convention proper will be held in the Am-
bassador, and it's six, two and even that

Mike Comerford will have the house count-

ed 30 seconds after the bell rings. There
is much on tap for today, starting with an

address of welcome by Carlos Huntington,

representing the Governor, a response by

good ole Memphis M. A. Lightman, and the

reading of a series of reports as long as

the Capitol Theater line on Gable day.

T T r
IN THE afternoon the gang will frolic at

' Warner Brothers' studio for luncheon

and high jinks, and in the evening those

Laemmle boys, Senior and Junior, will en-

tertain with dinner and a big dance. West
Coast Theaters have planned a luncheon

and a golf tournament at Lakeside Golf

Club for Friday, if anyone can stand up

by that time. One thing is certain. This

gang will not want for either entertain-

ment or food while here, for every out-

fit in town has "Welcome" on the door

mat and every studio pantry door is wide

open. As Mae West told us to pass the

word along today, "Boys, you're the only

men in my life I have never tried to

wrong. Have a good time in Hollywood.

It ain't no sin."

House is to be Closed for

Sprucing Up Before It

Starts New Policy
Negotiations are practically set

between Hayden, Stone & Co., bank-
ers, and a committee of bondhold-
ers to take over the Roxy Theater
with Samuel L. "Roxy" Rothafel as

managing director and Herbert Lu-
bin in charge of administration, The
Film Daily learns. Finances will

be supplied through a new first

mortgage which has already been
arranged. A second mortgage will

{Continued on Page 8)

SUN. PERFORMANCES

GAINING IN ALABAMA
Birmingham— Sunday shows are

gaining in a number of small min-
ing and agricultural communities in

Alabama, although elections have
not been held and the legality of

Sunday shows is doubted. The the-

\ters are opening without being mo-
lested, a survey reveals.

Right Idea, Anyway
Omaha, Nebr.—Although there is no

theater in West Lincoln, Nebr., the
town has voted in favor of Sunday
movies by a plurality of 33. The same
proposal won at Fairbury, but lost in

Stromsburg.

Easter Week in Cleveland

Called Biggest Since 1929
Cleveland—Easter Week business

here was the biggest since 1929, a

checkup indicates. With all down-
town houses open for the first time

(Continued on Page 7)

ROSENBLATT OKAYS

TWO GODE RULINGS

Two resolutions adopted by the

Code Authority on March 29, one

ruling that the 10 per cent cancel-

lation clause applies to contracts

made before Dec. 7 for pictures re-

leased after that date, and the other

putting a ban on so-called "bank
nights" and "race nights," have

(Continued on Page 8)

Jules Michaels is Nam*
Chairman of MPTOA

Grievance Board
By RALPH WILK

West Coast Manager, FILM DAIL 1

Hollywood— Ed Kuykendt ''

was re-elected president of t

M.P.T.O.A. at the annual meet-
ing of the board of directors
held yesterday afternoon pre-
ceding the convention. Fir
forecast of his re-election ap-
peared exclusively in The Fil
Daily of Feb. 21.

Other officers re-elected were
(Continued on Page 7)

Balaban & Katz Acquire
Sixth Theater in Loop

Chicago—The Apollo, for many
years a Shubert legit theater, has

been taken over by Balaban & Katz
and will be converted into a picture

house. This makes six Loop houses

under B. & K. control, two of them
playing stage attractions. The Gar-
rick, recently taken over by B. &
K., is undergoing extensive altera-

tion inside and out and is expected

to open about May 1.

Union Notified by Review Board
Code Hearings End in 48 Hours
Baxter, Gaynor, Rogers
Being Starred in Fox Film
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Warner Baxter, Ja-

net Gaynor and Will Rogers will be

co-starred by Fox in "One More
Spring," which Winfield Sheehan
will produce on his return from a

European trip in July. Henry King
is slated to direct. Screen play is

by Edwin Burke.

By WILLIAM SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington—Following failure of

William C. Elliott, president of the

I.A.T.S.E., to appear at yesterday's

labor hearings on the code before

the National Recovery Review

Board, it is understood the Board

sent him a telegram stating that af-

(Continued on Page 7)

HAYS, 0. 0. MclNTYRE

AT MPTOAJANQUE
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI1 ?
Hollywood — Will H. Hays

scheduled to arrive tomorrow to a
dress the M. P. T. O. A. conve
tion banquet at the Hotel Amba
sador on Thursday. O. O. Mclntyr
dean of the syndicated columnist-
also will attend.

Hector Turnbull Services
Will Be Held Tomorrow
New Hope, Pa.—Funeral service

for Hector Turnbull, who died sue.

denly on Sunday at his home her' j
.

will be held tomorrow in the Thomr
son Memorial Presbyterian Church
with burial in the churchyard. Turr
bull was formerly a production exe

cutive with his brother-in-law, Jess
L. Lasky. He also had been a news
paperman, author and scenarist.

Portable Circuits Click

Chicago — C. T. Dusenberre of St.

Louis recently inaugurated a second
circuit of small picture shows in and
around that city, using DeVry portable

sound-on-film equipment, and has been
so successful he is considering organ-

ising another circuit.
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TOM TERR I SS
Announces

His New Production

WITH SOUND
of

CHARLES DICKENS'

MYSTERY OF EDWIN
DROOD"

As Produced by Him

IN 1913

District Attorney Probing
Charges Against Local 306
Investigation of charges made by

Nathaniel Doragoff, member of Lo-
cal 306, that Harry Sherman, presi-

dent of the local, misappropriated
$269,000 paid into the union by per-

mit men, is being conducted by Mau-
rice Wahl of the N. Y. District At-
torney's office, The Film Daily
learns. A statement from Harry
Sherman branded the Doragoff
charges as lies and brought the as-

sertion that Doragoff had tried to

extort $10,000 from Sherman as the
price of his silence.

At a hearing last Friday in Wash-
ington before the Senate Committee
studying the Wagner Labor Bill

Doragoff and four other members of

Local 306 alleged that in the year
from Feb. 1, 1933, to Jan. 31, 1934,
the union had disbursed $415,303
for "rehabilitation." A total of

$900,000 was spent during the year
and not properly accounted for, they
asserted.

-—&.

Mississippi Exhibitors
Map New Fight on Tax

Jackson, Miss.—A new battle

against the state's 10 per cent
amusement tax is being mapped by
exhibitors. Funds are to be raised

to conduct a legal investigation of

the constitutionality of the law and
an appeal will be made to the pub-
lic to support the fight.

Amusement tax collections for
March totaled $21,334, against $4,-

705 in March, 1933.

Two Chicago Holdups
Chicago—Recent theater holdups

here included McVickers where a ban-
dit got $51 and smashed the cash-
ier's window is anger because the
amount was so small, and the Pic-
cadilly, visited for the fourth time
:n two years by holdup men, who
found the cashier, Alice Gallagher,
on the alert. She handed over $100
but concealed an additional $1,000.

Reception for John C. Mitchell

A reception for John C. Mitchell,
western representative for "New
Movie Magazine," will be given at
5 o'clock this afternoon at the Mo-
tion Picture Club by Tower Mag-
azines. Guests will be chiefly mem-
bers of advertising: and publicity

departments of film companies.

Two Carole Lombard Stories
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY.
Hollywood—"The Nortorious So-

phie Lang" has been set bv Para-
mount as Carole Lombard's next
Herbert Marshall will play oppo-
site, with William Cameron Menzio-
directing, "Deep Night." by Philin
MacDonald, also has been bought
for Miss Lombard.

DAILY

Prohibit Code Secretaries

From Holding Other Jobs
A resolution limiting employment

of code authority secretaries to their

local boards was passed by the Code
Authority was announced yesterday
by Executive Secretary John C.

Flinn of the C. A. The resolution

states in part that "no local code
authority board secretary shall be

engaged directly or indirectly by any
Film Board of Trade or by any other
local exhibitor association or or-

ganization."

Menjou. Landi in Para. Film
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Adolphe Menjou and

Flissa Landi have been signed by
Charles R. Rogers for the leads in

"I Love an Actress." Paramount re-
lease. Ralph Murphy will direct.

Monogram to Start Work
On Remaining 4 of Lineup
Trem Carr, Monogram studio

head, leaves New York today for

he coast, where production on the
four pictures remaining to complete
Monogram's 1933-34 schedule will

start on his arrival. "Happy Land-
'ng," and "Shock" will go into work
immediately after he reaches Hoi
lywood, Carr said. "Jame Eyre" and
"King Kelly" will follow these two
pictures before the cameras, and at

the same time production will be-

gin on "School Days," first of the
two Monogram "exploitation spe-

cials" for 1934-35. Gus Edwards
will be brought west to stage the
musical numbers for this picture.

Majestic Confabs Start
Conferences of Majestic fran-

chise holders on future production
-plans of the company got under way
yesterday at the Majestic home of-

fice. Among those present were
Herman Gluckman, president; E. H.
Goldstein vice-president; Nat Ju-
dell of Chicago, Bernard Mills of

Albany, Sam Berkowitz of Buffalo
Tony Lucchese of Philadelphia and
Tom Brandon of Atlanta. All fran-
chise holders are expected to be
here by today.

Universal Sales Gain
Universal sales in the period

since May 8, 1933, were about $1,-

300,000 ahead of the previous selling

season, according to a statement is-

sued by Carl Laemmle.

M-G-M Studio Publicity Shifts
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Ralph Wheelwright

has been appointed assistant to
Howard Strickling:, west coast di-

rector of publicity for M-G-M
Other changes in Strickling-'s de-
partment place Barrett Kiesling in

charge of unit men, with Paul Snell
and Andy Hervey as assistants. Joe-

Sherman has been transferred to
the writing staff. Laurence Barbier
resigned last week as fashion edi-

tor.

Warner Film Retitled

"Smarty" is the new title of the
Warner picture formerly known as
"Hit Me Again," with Joan Blon-
dell, WaiTen William and Edward
Everett Horton.

Lee Cameron Managing Criterion

Lee Cameron, formerly assistant
manager of the Astor, has been pro-
moted to manager of the Criterion.
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oming and Gomg

WILL H. HAYS is on his way to the coast.

GEORGE ARL1SS and MRS. ARLISS arrived

in New York yesterday from the coast and
will spend a few days in New York before

proceeding to England for their annual vaca-

tion.

ALAN DINEHART and his wife, MOZELIE
BRITTONNE, leave New York in a few days

on their return to the coast.

FRANK BRUNER is now in Philadelphia pre-

paring for Mary Pickford's personal appearance
at the Earle Theater.

HELEN VINSON has returned to the coasl

from New York to start work in RKO's "Life

of Vergie Winters."

WALTER PIDGEON is scheduled to leave

Hollywood this month for England to appeir

in pictures under the London Films banner.

JOE RIVKIN of the Leo Morrison office has

returned east after several weeks in Hollywood.

M. DAVID STRONG, general manager of

Inter-Americas Film Corp., sailed Sunday on

the Morro Castle for Havana to arrange dis-

tribution for Spanish language pictures.

JOE JACOBS, manager of Max Schmeling,

and HANS POMMER, foreign stage director,

arrive today on the lie de France.

JO SWERLING, Columbia's ace scenarist ar-

rives in New York today from Hollywood for

a brief stay. He is accompanied by his wife
and children.

LOU OSTROW, Monogram production chief,

returns to the coast tomorrow.

EDWARD FINNEY, Monogram publicity head,

returns to New York tomorrow from Atlantic

City, where he has been resting a few days

from his convention efforts.

MORRIS J. KANDEL returned from Europe
yesterday.

EDDIE CANTOR is expected to arrive in

Hollywood May 1.

MRS. ANNA ROSENBERG, assistant to Nathan
Straus, Jr., left yesterday for Washington.

DOROTHY MACKAILL arrived in New York

yesterday from the coast.

Fairbanks Picture Titled

London —- "The Private Life of

Don Juan" is the title of the motion
picture which Douglas Fairbanks.
Sr., is now making for London
Films, to be released by United
Artists. Alexander Korda is super-
vising it.

SILK—TRANSPARENT

VALANCE

RENTAL
also

FLAGS and BANNERS

PENNANT STREAMERS

MORRIS LIRERMAN
729 BROADWAY
NEW YORK



Barbarous Smiling
—because the New York critics say
"Gambling Lady is colorful, authen-

tic" . . . "one of the best pictures

Barbara Stanwyck has made" . . .

"my idea of good entertainment"
... "a lively and entertaining page
from the chronicles of present-day
Americana."

Chicago's Smiling
—because "Gambling Lady topped
the loop at the Chicago." — (Var-
iety, Apr. 3)

Boston^s Smiling
—because "Stanwyck is proving a

magnet as she always has here.

Looks as if . . . she will shape vel-

vety gross at the Paramount
— ( Variety)

Baltimore 9^ Smiling
—because "thefemmes are cottoning

to Gambling Lady for nice gross at

the Century."

The 1934

With Joel M'Crea, Pat O'Brien, Claire

Dodd, C. Aubrey Smith, Phillip

Reed, Directed by Archie Mayo.'

.Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

GAMBLING EADY
is another 114 WARNER RROS. hit!
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EXPLOITETTES
Corking Ballyhoo
Sells "Missing Persons"

"HUREAU of Missing Persons"
zoomed off to a swell start

and a fine run at the Metropoli-
tan theater, Houston, Texas,
thanks to the first rate exploita-
tion campaign with which E. E.
Collins, manager, introduced
this exploitation gem. For
seven days in advance of the
Metropolitan theater opening
all the houses of the Interstate
Circuit in Houston used two
three-sheet stretchers in their
lobbies, the three-sheets being
art combinations of stills, catch-
lines and cast names. The lobby
of the Metropolitan theater had
in addition one lobby stretcher
about 2 feet in depth and 26
feet in length suspended over
the main exit doors, spotlighted,

bearing the title and cast names.
Four three-sheet wall frames
consisting of art in panels in

which were displayed stills and
selling copy, as well as other
panels similar in nature but dif-

ferent in sizes, were used in

strategic points in the house.
For a week in advance local

street cars carried theater cards,

and in 75 various downtown
shops and windows were spotted
cards beautifully illuminated in

Neon frames. Stations KPRC
and KTRH were tied in for a
series of daily spot announce-
ments, for a week in advance,
heralding the picture.—Metropolitan, Houston, Tex.

Mayor of Baltimore Helps
Exploit "Footlight Parade"

TOR the first time in the his-

tory of theater business in

this city, the Mayor of Balti-

more actively participated in an
exploitation stunt for a picture.

The stunt was in conjunction
with the opening of "Footlight
Parade." The Mayor released
1000 inflated balloons right from
the City Hall steps. Each bal-

loon carried a piece of copy ad-
vertising "Footlight Parade." To
one hundred of the balloons
were attached a ticket to the
Warner musical hit. Four beau-
tiful girls dressed in chorus cos-

tume assisted the Mayor in re-

leasing the balloons. William
Sexton, general manager of

Loew's Baltimore theaters,

Steinbuck, manager of the Stan-
ley and Herbert Morgan, pub-
licity man, get credit for this

next piece of work.

Blumonrhal Loses Appeal

Wa<h. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A. C. Blumenthal yes-

terday was denied a review of his suit

before the U. S. Supreme Court to ob-

tain a share of $300,000 which Albert

M. Greenfield received as part of a

stock option agreement on Fox Filr

stock several years ago.

• • • IT LOOKED like a publicity stunt had all

the earmarks of a clever gag to crash the newspapers
but as a matter of fact it was pulled by outsiders trying
to cash in and caused E. B. Coleman, the M-G-M represen-
tative handling the matter all sorts of grief it

happened like this

Y
• • • DOWN IN El Paso, Texas they discovered
Celia Villa the daughter of Pancho Villa, the famous
Mexican bandit and Coleman signed her up for personal
appearances in connection with "Viva Villa" all ready to

break a Natural, if there ever was one then some
Mex got hold of her and induced her to sign a phoney contract

dated prior to the M-G-M contract they got a cockeyed
idea that she was going to be starred in Hollywood at a big
salary and were trying to cut in when they found 1

she only had a contract for three months for personal appear-
ances they released the girl who had been held prac-

tically a prisoner so Celia will be at the opening of "Viva
Villa" tonite at the Criterion and if you think all this is

a Gag consult the El Paso police dep't who will tell you
it was on the level we ourself wouldn't take Billy Fergu-
son's word for it till we read the account in the El Paso
papers | i

T
• • • NEW USE for the Motion Picture Club!

to give receptions and parties to Celebs connected with the film

biz credit Bert Adler with the bright idea he ar-

ranged a reception this afternoon at 5 for John C. Mitchell

Western editor of "New Movie" the Tower mag
so a raft of Mister Mitchell's friends will be on hand to

greet him in an Ideal Spot the Empey Club
and why can't a lot of other similar affairs be held here?

and give our Own Club a break

T T
• • • OVER THE Eastern weekend Warner's "Won-
der Bar" proved a wonder to the home office exceeding

their most rosy expectations as it opened in 225 situations

playing in many spots against big opposish in

many Eastern spots the pix set new house records with

holdover engagements in 89 per cent of these engagements

Y
• • • BECAUSE OF the enthusiastic reception given the

radio broadcast, "Footlight Echoes" the Roxy will repeat

tonite again putting the program on the air from the

stage artists will include Al and Lee Reiser, Veronica

Wiggins, George Shackley and his Footlight Echoes orch, and

Lewis Reid Ernest Truex will head a stock company in

White Plains during the summer ....

• • • FIRST NITE audience at Radio City Music Hall

on Thursday, April 19, for opening of Fox's "Stand Up and

Cheer" will include Gov. A. Harry Moore of New Jer-

sey and his official staff to honor a Jersey native son

Nick Foran who makes his debut in this pix Helen

Chandler will be interviewed by Radie Harris over WOR on

Friday nite in connection with her First Nash pix, "Old Doll's

House"
T

• • • LOOMING UP as a successor to "Fatty" Arbuckle

is Dan Sowers the 325-pound Kentucky Colonel

who holds the mike each Tuesday eve over WMCA with

yarns and an original line of gags overseas during the

War they referred to Dan as "the largest body of troops in the

A.E.F." the lad is known to literally millions for the

past five years he has been a member of the American Com-
mission of the American Legion, traveling everywhere as an

after-dinner speaker

« « « » » »

TIMELY TOPICS

No Motion Picture Is

Perfect, Says Leisen
'"THERE is no such thing as a

perfect motion picture

—

thank God, and there shouldn't
be one. A perfect movie would
be all technique. What the
spectators want is entertain-
ment. Even the most artistic

achievements of the screen
aren't perfect. In fact, that is

the reason they're outstanding
cinemas. Attempt to make per-
fect motion pictures, and you
attain what disciples of tech-
nique through the centuries
have accomplished in the vari-
ous arts—namely something
that wins plaudits from the pro-
fession but fails to appeal to
the layman. Shelley and Keats
were far less concerned with
technique than were Chaucer
and Browning, yet their poems
touch the heart. Schubert and
Schumann, masters of romantic
melody, made many technical
mistakes, as compared to the
perfection of Bach and Handel,
whose laborious fugues and
oratorios are appreciated only
by the profession. Motion pic-

tures like Murnau's "Sunrise"
and Jannings' "The Last Laugh"
were marvels of technical per-
fection which entertained their
hundreds but failed to capture
their millions.

—Mitchell Leisen

Cleve. Variety Membership Full

Cleveland—Membership list of the
local Variety Club has been closed

as a result of the quota being filled,

says President J. E. Fontaine.
George Roberts and I. J. Schmertz
were "kings" at yesterday's lunch-
eon, with Sally Rand as guest.

Max Cohen Wins Providence Suit

Providence — Max Cohen, New
York theatrical man, was awarded
only nominal damages by Judge
Alexander L. Churchill in Superior
Court here, but was denied specific

performance of an agreement to

lease the Metropolitan Theater in

this city in his suit against Delphina
Realty Co.

George Arliss

Joe Moskowitz
Nick Stuart



AN INSTITUTION AS GREAT AS THE INDUSTRY IT SERVES

CS
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TT is not by chance that Consolidated is recognized

* as the world's most important producer of film

prints. The quality of "Certified Prints" has steadily

built up this prestige over a period of twenty-one

years. As the art of motion picture production de-

veloped, and finer prints were needed, Consolidated

established film printing on a scientific basis to keep

pace.

Out of our research laboratories have come original

technical processes that unfailingly reproduce every

action and sound in the original negative. We have

designed and built our own machines that have

changed film printing from a haphazard art to an

exact science.

And Consolidated continues to pioneer. At Consoli-

dated Park new and better methods of manufacture

are ceaselessly being sought to improve the quality

of "Certified Prints."

SAFEGUARD YOUR INVESTMENT
Cut-price prints mean cut-price quality— inferior materials carelessly

processed on obsolete equipment— poor screen results.

It doesn't pay to jeopardize your entire invest-

ment for the few pennies saved on cut-price

prints. Make sure of good results. Send your pro-

ductions to the screen on "Certified

Prints." They're made by science to

provide the finest possible expression of the sound

and action in your negative. Twenty-one years' ex-

perience and a loyal devotion to the highest ideals

of service are always evident in

every frame of "Certified Prints."

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES, INC.
IZI«»%'AYI»T»ra
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I NO GREATER
PRAISE

has ever been lavished on

a picture as that accorded I

£ 1

i GREATER i

GLORY
•

A deluge of critical

raves from every town

I the picture has played! i

"One of the fines! films of ib kind ever

screened." —Hartjord Daily Cnurant \

"Beyond the usual trend of film enter-

tainment. One of the important dramas

' of the yttr."— Springfield Daily News

"A lovely and moving picture ... an
||

I
event sufficiently rare." »

—Springfield Union %

"The kind of a picture that should be

encouraged in Hollywood."
—Springfield Daily Republican *

| "NO GREATER GLORY is all that its I

makers say it is. There are scenes which >

will linger long in the memory. Enough

to recommend the picture without rescr- a

vation." —Akron Times Press

. "A motion picture rare and precious. It

has the beauty and power of honesty,

I
humanity and humility." . I

—Akron Beacon Journal »

"An achievement which deserves a place

in cinematic history with 'The Birth ofA
Nation', 'All Quiet on the Western

* Front' and those other productions which

1 have achieved a lasting place."

—Washington Herald

"You will thrill and laugh and weep as

much as you did at 'What Price Glory'

or 'All Quiet on the Western Front'.

One of the most dramatic movies ever

filmed." — Washington Daily News .

, The screen's greatest emotional

masterpiece,"NO GREATER

[ J
GLORY". A Trunk Borzage

J

i jtrotlitctiou bused on Fereuc j ,

• j Moluar's world famous novel. » i

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
FWO week-end marriages spliced

Alberta Vaughn, a 1926 Wampas
baby, and Joseph Egli, assistant
casting director at Paramount, who
nad the ceremony performed in

Yuma, while Martha Sleeper and
Hardie Albright took the leap in

Riverside.

T T T
Barbara Cannan Shelton, promi-

nent in theatrical circles, and Paul
Edmonds, long active in amusements
in Chicago, have formed an agency,
with offices in the Pantages build-
ing. They will represent talent for
the stage, screen and radio.

T T T
Sarah Y. Mason and Victor Heer

man, whose screen play of "Little
Women" won the Academy of M. P.

Arts and Sciences award, have com-
pleted the screenplay of "Age of
Innocence," for RKO.

T T T
Our Passing Show: Julius Tan-

nen finding it difficult to find the
entrance to the Paramount studic
restaurant; Allen Rivkin, Sidney
Buchman, Dave Garber, Bud Eilers.

Ralph Davis playing tennis, with
Arthur Lubin and Abram Robert
Simon interested spectators.

T T T
Jules Schermer, former trade

paper reporter, has joined the Nat
Goldstone agency as an associate.

T T T
Joan Bennett's initial public ap-

pearance since th.e arrival of her
month old daughter, Melinda, will

not be on the screen, strangely
enough, but on the air. She will

appear on the Shell Hour program
over the National Broadcasting
hookup April 16.

T T T
James Dunn has engaged Ralph G.

Farnum as his exclusive agent and
business manager. Dunn is undei
contract to Fox and has two more
years to go under that agreement.

T T T
Twenty-four of the Albertina

Rasch girls are now dancing in

"DuBarry," at Warner Bros. Mme.
Rasch has originated a spectacular
dancing scene in which they per-
form.

T T T
Following his work for "Gypsy

Melody," at Fox, Werner Richard
Heyman, famous European com-
poser, is scheduled to write the
music for a new operetta in New
York. His "Prince of Monaco" is

the sensation of Paris this season.

"Buffalo Bill" will be the second
subject in the "Famous Americans"
series being made by Hal-Lyons.
Alex Hall will direct, with Henry
Kruse in charge of the camera
work.

T T T
Robert H. Planck, ace cameraman,

is in charge of photography on "Our
Daily Bread," which is being direct-
ed by King Vidor. Planck photo-

graphed "Manhattan Love Song,"
•"Frontier Marshall" and numerous
other pictures.

T
T T T

Jerry Fletcher, Valerie Stevens,
Ferdinand Munier, Leo Chalzell,
Irene Franklin and Bert Pisano will
be the principals in "The Stooge,"
written by Claude Binyon and Joe
Mankiewiecz, well known scenarists,
ine comedy will have its premiere
at the Threshold theaters, jLJeverly
Wills, April 11.

T T T
Milton Krasner, wno did the

camera work on "Private Scandal"
ana several other Charles R. Kogers
productions for Paramount, will soon
oe assigned another Rogers picture.

Y T T
Here and There: B. P. Schulberg.

Eduie Mannix, Harry Rapf, Sylvia
txciney, Hunt Stromberg, Chas. R.
Kogers, Leon Schlesinger, Larry
Wemgarten, Robert Presnell, Gary
Cooper, Richard Wallace, Arthur
L,anaau, King Vidor, Edward Arnold,
jonn Siahl, Ivan Kahn at the open-
ing of "Biography," starring Alice
Brady.

T T T
Bela Lobiov, who directed the

Viennese musicians in "Reunion in
Vienna," has been engaged by M-
G-M to handle musical details in
"The Merry Widow." This picturi-
zation of Franz Lehar's operetta,
with Maurice Chevalier and Jeanette
Mac-Donald co-starred under Ernst
L,ubitsch's direction, went into pro-
auction this week.

T V T
Dwight Taylor and Leonard Pras-

kms are at work on the screen play
of "Barbary Coast," in which Sam-
uel Goldwyn will present Gloria
fewanson.

r T T
Joan Gale, a Gale Quadruplets

member, now under contract to M-
G-M, has been assigned to the
musical short, "What Price Jazz,"
featuring Ted Fio Rito and being di-

rected by Sam Baerwitz.

Muriel Evans and Irene Hervey,
two promising feature players at
M-G-M were assigned last week to
the new trick card short featuring
Luis Zingone, world famous card
trickster and sleight-of-hand artist.

CAST ASSIGNMENTS
PARAMOUNT—Genevieve Tobin, Toby Wing,

Mona Maris and Rafael Storm for "Kiss and
Make-Up"; Judith Allen replacing Gertrude
Michael in "She Loves Me Not."
RKO— Erin O'Brien Moore, Leonard Corey

and Irene Hervey for "Sour Grapes"; Creight-
ton Chaney, Helen Vinson, Bette Furness, Ben
Alexander, Donald Crisp and Edwin Stanley
for "Life of Vergie Winters"; Noah Beery
and Franklyn Pangborn for "Cockeyed Cava-
liers."

FOX—Ned Sparks for "Marie Galanfe";
Betty Bryson for "Grand Canary."
WARNER-F. N.—Ann Dvorak for "House-

wife"; Claire McDowell to replace Mary Mc-
Laren and Berton Churchill in place of Hobart
Cavanaugh for "Dames".
UNIVERSAL—Andy Devine to replace Slim

Summerville in "Loves of a Sailor"; Russ
Brown for the same cast.

COLUMBIA—Rollo Lloyd and Stanley Bly-
stone for "The Party's Over."

• REVIEWS *
"I BELIEVE IN YOU"

with Rosemary Ames, Victor Jory and

John Boles

Fcx 68 mins.

DRAMA COMBINING SOCIAL AND RO-
MANTIC THEMES HAS GOOD IDEA
THAT WILL INTEREST CLASS AUDI-
ENCES MOST.

Although there is a substantial idea bo-

hind this story, it is chiefly of a nature

2ppealing to the more serious audiences.

The theme is primarily of the social or-

der, dealing with the efforts of Rosemary
Ames to prove that a group of struggling

Greenwich Villagers could make good at

writing, art, dancing, etc., if some good
angel financed them. So, after serving a

term in jail with Victor Jory, a labor

radical whom she loves, for hitting a rich

pla'boy, Jchn Boles, who ridiculed her fake

a.ty" crowd, Rosemary becomes friends

with Bcles and he supplies the money to

test her theory. The outcome is that the

supposed geniuses all fail to make good,

while Jory disappoints her even more by

transferring his attentions to another girl.

8ut Rosemary herself becomes a successful

writer, with Boles turning cut to be hir

real friend. The sto;y also has some
comedy touches, though it seems that more
could have been done with the whole idsa.

Miss Ames is a newcomer who shows

premise.

Cast: Rosemary Ames, Victor Jory, j hi

Boles, Gertrude Michael, George Meeker,
Leslie Fentcn, Joyzelle, Jed Prouty, Mor-
gan Wallace, Luis Alberni.

Director, Irving Cummings; Screenplay by

William Conselman from idea by William

Anthony McGuire; Cameraman, Barney Mc-
Gill; Recording Engineer, George Chapman;
Editor, Al De Gaetano.

Direction, Good Photography, Gcod.

"TRENCK", in German; produced by

Phoebus Tonfilm; directed by Heinz Paul,

with Hans Stuewe, Dorothea Wieck, Olga

Tschechowa, Theodor Loos, Anton Point-

ner, Paul Horbiger, Grete Schubert. At
the 79th St. Theater.

Worthy historical and romantic drama
with excellent cast and strong on produc-

tion values. Presence of Dorothea Wieck
in the cast gives if seme measure of in-

terest for American audiences.

"LA SOMBRA DE PANCHO VILLA",
in Spanish; produced by Modern Film; di-

rected by Moguel Contreras Torres; with

Miguel Contreras Torres, Luis G. Bar-

reiro, Manuel Tamez, Carmen Guerrero, et

al. At the Teatro Variedades.

Poor story and acting make this just a

fair concoction dealing with the exploits

of the Mexican bandit. Will appeal al-

most exclusively to Spanish audiences.

"HOLLYWOOD, CIUDAD DE ENSUENO"
'"Hollywood, City of Illusion"), in Span-

ish; produced by Super-Joya-Hispano-Uni-

versal; directed by George Crane; with

Jose Bohr, Lia Tora, Donald Reed and

Nancy Drexel. At the Teatro Variedades.

Fairly entertaining Hollywood romantic

comedy, with good cast, but rather slight

story and comedy.

Birmingham Bans "8 Girls"

Birmingham—"Eight Girls in a

Boat" was banned here when it

opened at the Temple, Wilby house.
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RE-ELECT KUYKENDALL

M.P.T.O.AJRESIDENT

{Continued from Page 1)

M. E. Comerford, first vice-

president; A. Julian Brylaw-

ski, fifth vice-president; Fred

S. Meyer, secretary; Walter

Vincent, treasurer; Fred Weh-

renberg, chairman of the board

of directors, and Edward G.

Levy, counsel.

Newly elected officers include

W. S. Butter-field, second vice-

president; M. A. Lightman,
third vice-president; Ben Ber-
instein, fourth vice-president.

Berinstein is a member of the
M.P.T.O.A. although the Inde-
pendent Theater Owners of

California, of which he is pres-

ident, is not affiliated with the
national exhibitor organiza-
tion.

Kuykendall appointed Jules
Michaels of Buffalo chairman of the
Grievance Committee in place of
Lewen Pizor, who was too ill to
make the trip to Los Angeles.

Although the other five zones of
the country will not name represen-
tatives to the executive board until

Thursday, representatives of the
New York and New England zone
yesterday afternoon announced that
they had chosen Michaels to repre-
sent the zone on the board.

The executive board adopted a
resolution praising Michael J.

O'Toole's work on behalf of exhibi-
tors and regretting his inability to

attend the convention.
"Certain sources have spread

propaganda that we have made this

trip simply to play around with the
producers," said Fred Meyer. "The
M.P.T.O.A. is working for the good
of the industry and if by mingling
with local people we can get bet-

ter pictures, entertainment free from
filth, and more and cleaner pictures

for the whole family, we will ac-

cept the accusation."
Louis B. Mayer, head of the As-

sociation of Motion Picture Pro-
ducers, will make the speech of

welcome at the dinner-dance to be
given tomorrow night by the joint

THE#&»lDAILY
Censorship Attacked by Cornell Professor

Atlantic City—Unfair censorship of movies was scored by Prof. A. M. Drummond
of Cornell at the 25th annual convention of the Eastern Public Speaking Conference,

at the Ambassador Hotel here. "It is remarkable that some of the movies are as

good as they are, with limitations imposed upon them in way of widespread censor-

ship and other things," he said. "The producers are trying to turn out something

of both educational and entertainment value, but are hampered by silly ideas on the

part of people not even connected with the industry and who don't know what it is

all about. He predicted thel picture industry would in time take hold of itself and

afford a better opportunity for a higher grade theater."

The present day public is more interested in "names" than plays, and consequently

playwrights are not sufficiently stimulated to write better stuff, he added.

REVIEW BOARD TO END

FILM CODE HEARINGS

{Continued from Page 1)

ter 48 hours the Board would "close

its books" on the film code.

Samuel Birnbaum, representing
New York union operators filed a

brief with the Board in which he
is understood to have answered com-
plaints against the code by an un-
affiliated union in New York which
claimed the code discriminated
against its members.

Easter Week in Cleveland
Called Biggest Since 1929

{Continued from Page 1)

in years, "Wonder Bar" topped the

"Cock-Eyed World" opening at the
Hipnodrome. "Riptide" packed them
at Loew's State and "Rothschild"
did much better than recent road
shows at the Ohio. "Wonder Bar"
and "Rothschild" are holding over.

Sign First Space Buyers
For Ampa Dinner Journal
Among first space buyers for "The

Journal" to be put out in connection
with the A.M.P.A. Naked Truth
Dinner on April 21 at the Hotel
Astor, are Consolidated Film Indus-
tries, Sally Rand, Western Union,
Prospect Press, Apeda Studios, Har-
old Eldridge, Wilbur Eagan, Hene-
gan & Co., Dave Snapper, Moe
Kriedel, Lewis Geroskfz, Rugoff &
Becker, Max Cohen, Mark Block
and others.

The Tribesmen, musical aggrega-
tion, yesterday was signed to pro-
vide music at the big affair.

First Diyision Yarn Denied
Rumor published yesterday (not ir

FILM DAILY) that First Division might
drop its Monogram franchise was brand-
ed erroneous by President W. Ray John-
ston of Monogram and President Harry
Thomas of First Division on their re-

turn from Atlantic City. First Divi-

sion owns the New York City, Southern
New Jersey, Southern Pennsylvania and
Delaware Franchise on Monogram and
it is a permanent franchise which
connot be broken except by mutual con-
sent. Neither company has any thought
of such a dissolution, Johnston and
Thomas said.

House Extends Running- Time
Montgomery, Ala. — The Para-

'' mount has added two hours more
time to the running time by open-

|

ing at 11 a.m.

group of producers for exhibitors
Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey
Charlie Murray, Dick Powell, George
Sidney, Jeanette MacDonald, Al-
bertina Rasch Girls, Busby Berke-
ley Girls, Walter Catlett, George
Burns and Gracie Allen, Dorothy
Dell, Joe Morrison and others wil 1

be among the entertainers, with
Pete Smith acting as master of

ceremonies. Irving Kahal, composer
at the Warner Bros, studios, has
written a special song of welcome
for the occasion. Ernst Lubitsch
may direct a scene as part of the
entertainment.

NEW GOLDWYN LINEUP

GOES IN WORK MAY 1

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Sam Goldwyn will

start work May 1 on the first film

in his new season line-up. It is

"Resurrection," co-starring Anna
Sten and Fredric March. The new
Eddie Cantor picture will also go in-

to production on that day. Tem-
porary title is "The Treasure Hunt,"
with Arthur Sheekman and Nat
Perrin now at work on the script.

Ethel Merman will have the femi-

nine lead, with Ann Sothern fea-

tured. Gloria Swanson will arrive

in Hollywood June 1 to start work
immediately on Goldwyn's third fea-

ture "Barbary Coast," with William
Wellman directing. Remaining two
films on the Goldwyn schedule are

"The Wizard of Oz" and another

Anna Sten feature.

Releases Up to June 4

Are Set by Universal
Release dates up to June 4 have

been set by Universal. Following

"Glamour," nationally released yes-

terday, the schedule includes: "I'll

Tell the World," April 16; "Uncer-
tain Lady," April 23; "The Black

Cat," April 30; "Half a Sinner," May
7; "Embarrassing Moments," May
14; "Little Man, What Now?", May
21; "Devil's Pay Day," June 4.

APPROVAL OF BUDGET

IS EXPECTED TODAY
Approval of the Code Authority

budget plan, which was sent to Di-
vision Administrator Sol A. Rosen-
blatt on Saturday, is expected to-

morrow or the next day. The plan
covers, in pro rated figures, every
local board from New York to Hol-
lywood and was formed in accord-
ance with Article 2, Section 10 of
the Code. Total cost is set at $360,-
000. In The Film Daily of March
10 it was stated the budget would
be under $400,000. Assessments
against producers, exhibitors and
distributors who sign assents are
specified. It also outlines the plan
of forcing collections. The next
meeting of the Code Authority will
be held Friday with Charles L.
O'Reilly as chairman.

Salt Lake City Notes
Salt Lake City—Mayor Louis

Marcus, head of Marcus Theater
Enterprises, is back from California

fully recovered from his operation.

"It Happened One Night" is play-

ing to capacity in its third week
here. It was transferred from the

Ornheum to the Stadium.
The Isis put in a triple-feature

bill this week.
Stanley Robbins, operator of the

Egyptian, Ogden, is on a trip to

California.

T. J. Sheffield of Sheffield-Mono-

gram exchanges is coming here af-

ter the Los Angeles convention, ac-

cording to office manager Nina
Scott.
Don Conley, Montana sales repre-

sentative for U. A., is improving in

the Park Hospital, Livingston,

Mont., following his recent accident.

Larkin to Publicize Vidor Film
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Exploitation of King

Vidor's "Our Daily Bread" will be
handled by the Mark Larkin adver-

tising and publicity agency.

Another "One Night" Record
Birmingham—Columbia's "It Hap-

pened One Night" enters its fourth
week at the Galax, where it was
moved after two weeks at the Em-
pire. It is the only picture that
has had four weeks' run here in

the last two or three years.

New House for Richmond, Ky.
Richmond, Ky.—W. Schwartz of

Louisville has broken ground here
for a new movie. Richmond houses
are controlled now by John Elliot
making Schwartz's the first opposi-
tion.

Factor to Appear in Film
Chicago—John Factor, who fig-

ured in a sensational kidnaping, is

Hollywood-bound to take part in a
picture which will portray his ex-
periences.

Chi. Operators Ball April 25
Chicago — The motion picture

operators will hold their ball on
April 25 at the Trianon ballroom.
Thomas Maloy and Thomas Rey-
nolds are in charge of the affair.

Will Rogers in Coast Stage Role
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Will Rogers is to

play the George M. Cohan role in

the west coast production of Eugene
O'Neill's "Ah, Wilderness," open-
ing at the Hollywood Theater about
May 1.

Columbo Vehicle Set
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Russ Columbo will be
starred by Universal in "Tonight's
the Night," by John Meehan, Jr.

Cincy Boards' Low Budget-

Cincinnati — Zoning and grievance
boards budget demands gave rise here

to some smiles and quirks. Against
Chicago's deposition for $1,000 a month,
Cleveland's $950, Cincinnati put in the
modest stipulation of $305 to cover ex-
penses of secretary and office necessi-

ties. Alice Juergens' app^infment as

secretary has been confirmed at a

salary of $150 per month.
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ROTHAFEL AND LUBIN

IN NEW SETUP AT ROXY

(Continued from Page 1)

aho be issued, although details have
not as yet been worked out. Final
papers will be signed by May 1. The
theater will be closed for complete
renovation and reopened late in July
or early in August. Product ar-

rangements have not been made, but
it is learned that negotiations are
now under way for the exclusive
first-run of all 20th Century prod-
uct in addition to features from Fox
and Universal. The term of How-
ard S. Cullman, receiver for the
Roxy, expires in June. "Roxy" and
his gang are now the stage attrac-

tion at the New York Paramount
with the Brooklyn Paramount to

follow starting Friday.

Price Councils to Aid Consumers
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Formation of 112

consumers' councils throughout the
country to aid in adjustment of

local price complaints will take place
shortly, according to Frank C.

Walker, director of the National
Emergency Council.

Maxie Rosenbloom for Films

New Orleans—Maxie Rosenbloom.
light heavyweight champion visit-

ing here, told the press he would re-

tire next year to enter films.

Censor for Lafayette, La.

Lafayette, La. — Under city or-

dinance a censor board has been set

up which will have final say on all

films to be presented here.

Armand Denis at Cheese Club

Armand Denis, director of "Wild
Cargo" and "Goona Goona," will be
guest of honor at the Cheese Club
today. He will talk on "Unknown
Tales of the Far East." The lunch-
eon will be held at Leone's, with
Harry Hcrshfield presiding.

Six Weeks for "Ariane"

Setting a two-year record at the
5 5 1 h St. Playhouse, "Ariane," with
Elizabeth Bergner, will be held for

a sixth week. It will be followed by
"The End of the World."

Getting Data for Camera
West (nasi Bur.. THE FILM !' 11/.)'

Hollywood — To correlate ideas of

those who are familiar with silent

camera requirements, and to set up
specifications which must be met by
any silent camera which may be later

developed for adoption by the industry

for general use, the Silent Camera
Subcommittee of the Academy Research
Council has sent out an extensive ques-
tionnaire to more than 1,000 camera-
men and technicians. Sixty-five ques-
tions are asked in the blanks. Virgil

Miller is chairman of the subcommit-
tee.

NEWS OF THE DAY
Chicago— H. K. Archibald, for-

merly manager of the B. & K.
United Artists theater, is now man-
ager of the Essaness Keystone, hav-
ing taken the place of M. Connors,
resigned.

Chicago—Alvin Poppel, manager
of the Essaness Buckingham The-
ater, is recuperating at the Chica-
go Memorial Hospital from an in-

fected arm.

Kansas City — George Stephens,
assistant manager of the Royal, is

now a benedict. He married Helen
Houghton in Independence last

week.

Omaha—Tri-State Theaters Corp..

has taken over the Rivoli, Hastings,
according to District Manager Evert
Cummings. Eddie Forrester, form-
erly Publix manager at Grand
Island, will manage the house.

Omaha—Joseph Scott of St. Louis
is now manager of the Fox ex-
change here, succeeding Thomas
Burke, transferred to Minneapolis

Omaha—Charles Schlaifer, pub-
licity director of Tri-State Theaters,
has been granted a six-week leave
of absence to recuperate his health.

He will spend the time in Califor-

nia.

Columbus—A son was born last

week to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Schrie-

ber.

Winchester, Ky.—Sam Lee is re-

modeling a former store site and
will open it as a movie.

Columbus — Will Kerr and A 1

Sugarman of RCA and RKO, re-

spectively, will be hosts to the
Variety Club on April 22.

New Orleans — Gar Moore re-

places H. Wolf as Orpheum press
agent.

Can't Appeal Chi. Censor Ruling
Chicago — In denying a writ of

mandamus sought by Master Art
Products Co. agairTst Mayor Kelly
and Commissioner Allman, in an
effort to permit the showing of

"Elvsia," nudist film. Judge David
in Superior Court said that it would
be a waste of time for him to inter-

fere with the ban of the film cen-
sors, upheld by the mayor, even
though the Judge personally con-
sidered the picture suitable for

showing. The Appellate Court has
held that a judge cannot interfere

with a ruling of the film censors.

Birmingham—The Temple, which
opened three weeks ago under the
Wilby management is due to be
closed following this week's bill.

Cleveland—Morris Segal, presi-
dent of Majestic Pictures Corp. of
Ohio, has bought "The Morning
After" with Sally Eilers and Ben
Lyon, for distribution in this ter-
ritory.

Cleveland—S. A. Stein has been
appointed manager of the Royal, an
Associated Theaters house, to suc-
ceed Al DeShetler, deceased.

Meriden, Conn. — Richard Halli-
well, who recently sold out his in-

terest in the New Garden, Water-
bury, has been appointed manager
of the Palace here, a unit of the
Poli circuit. He succeeds Albert F.
Winstrom.

Waterbury, Conn. — Alhambra
Movie Corp., operating the Alham-
bra, North Main Street, has filed

organization papers listing the fol-

lowing officers: Rocco Longo, presi-

dent; Nicholas Mascoli, vice-presi-
dent, and Rocco Rossie, secretary-
treasurer.

New Haven — Modern Theater
Equipment Corp. has been formed
here with authorized capital of $20,-

000, of which $1,000 is paid in. In-

corporators are Wallace J. Katz, and
Anna H. Katz and Paula Rothen-
berg, both of New York City.
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I OR 1 PERSONS%
Above the 8th

Floor $6.00

and up

Enjoy the comforts of «

parlor and bedroom suite. . . .

All rooms equipped with

combination tub and shower

bath, and running ice water.

Ideal location — adjacent to

shopping, business and the-

atre districts.

SWIMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

ROSENBLATT OKAYS

TWO CODE RULINGS
(Continued from Page 1)

been approved by Division Adminis-
trator Sol A. Rosenblatt. Notices
to this effect are being sent to
Grievance Boards today by John C.
Flinn, executive secretary of the
Code Authority.

Service Employes Call Strike
Members of Local 118, service

union, employed at the Tivoli The-
ater, Brooklyn, and the Grand Op-
era House, Manhattan, were to have
met last night at union headquar-
ters for the purpose of voting a
strike against the two houses. Rea-
son for the strike is that the Tivoli
management, which also controls the
Grand Opera House, allegedly fail-

ed to reinstate a member of Local
118 after such action had been rec-
ommended by the Regional Labor
Board.

Henger Puts on Business Drive
Oklahoma City—A 10-week drive

for more business is being conduct-
ed by George Y. Henger, operating
manager of Standard Theaters. Em-
ployes will receive bonuses for the
best showings.

Chinese Making Jungle Films
Shanghai — Luen Hua Film Co.,

one of the largest film producers in

China, has made arrangements to
film four or five jungle pictures in

British Malaya.

Try All-Shorts Bills

New Orleans — The Capitol and
the Prytania, United subsequent
run houses here, experimented
April 7 with an all short bill.
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Record Reopenings in the Northwest Territory

ALLIED CODE PROPAGANDA SCORED AT MPTOA MEET

M.P.T.O.A. Claims Credit for 10% Cancellation Clause

MPTOA Show
. . . rings up in Hollywood

By JACK ALICOATE-

Convention Hall, Los Angeles

IT'S 10:30 in the morning and overture
' time. Delegates drift in by twos and

threes. Buses carrying wives just leaving

for seashore and sightseeing. Convention

hall has comfortable seats, excellent acous-

tics and fine ventilation. That's good

news. Ed Kuykendall looks Palm-Beachy

in his starched clothes. Almost as many
newspaper men and women here as dele-

gates. Ben Berinstein talking to six dele-

gates at once. As usual, convention is a

tornado of trade papers, plug sheets and

throw-aways. Fred Meyer plugging Mil-

waukee as next convention town. Outside

a typical California day, warm, inviting and

inspiring. Most delegates would rather

play than listen to speeches. So would we.

T T T

A MIDDLE-WEST exhib just poked us

*» in the ribs and said he was glad he

did not bring his wife. We know of go-

ings on last night. What a spot for Ed

Sullivan. That strained feeling of just

meeting is manifest. Tomorrow they will

be hanging on each other's necks. Bang!

There goes the gavel. They ring up and

the first act is on. Ben Berinstein in-

troduces Rev. Gustav Brieglieb, who de-

livers invocation. He then introduces Ed

Kuykendall, who introduces Mayor Frank

Shaw, after which he introduces Col. Carlos

Huntington, representing Gov. Rolph. Talk,

talk, talk.

Kuykendall is introducing M. A. Light-

man, after which he introduces that old

war-horse, Mike Comerford, who in turn

again introduces Kuykendall. These intro-

ductions have us goofy. Any minute we
expect them to introduce the doorman and

head waiter. Mayor Shaw says that no

factor has contributed so much to the

growth of Los Angeles as pictures, and

Col. Huntington opines that when pictures

don't prosper, California suffers. You're

telling us!

T T T

l/UYKENDALL prefaces his report by

'^premising those in attendance the most
constructive gathering ever held. He is

(.Continued on Page 2)

Meyer Says Majority of

Reforms Were Adopted
at Chicago Meet

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The M. P. T. 0. A.

through its code committee takes
full credit for the 10 per cent
elimination clause, it was stated by
Fred S. Meyer, secretary of the
organization, in his annual report
lead at the opening session of the
convention yesterday.

"In fact, a great majority of re-
(Continued on Page 12)

LEVY SEES MUSICALS

AS BEST '34-35 BETS

Musicals will be the "sure" hits

of the new season if they are based
on "meaty" stories, Jules Levy,
RKO general sales manager, stated
to Film Daily yesterday following
a coast-to-coast survey of present
exhibitor conditions.

"Last year's musicals were of
(Continued on Page 8)

3 Bid for Next Convention

West Coast Bui:, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Three cities are making

strong bids for the 1935 M.P.T.O.A
convention. They are New Orleans,
Milwaukee and St. Louis.

ROSENBLATT REPORT

PUT OFF TO JULY 7

A further extension of time to
July 7 has been granted Division
Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt to

file his report on the salary and
trade practice investigation of the
motion picture industry, it is an-
nounced from NRA headquarters in

(Continued on Page 11)

Okla. City Exhibs Protest
CWA Theaters in Parks
Oklahoma City—Protests against

construction of amphitheaters in

city parks, now under way as CWA
projects, and plans of the Chamber

(Continued on Page 8)

Juvenile Admission Bill

Seen Assured of Passage
Albany—Passage is regarded as

assured for the bill introduced this
week in the Senate by Thomas F.
Burchill to amend the general muni-
cipal law by providing for admis-
sion of children to movie houses un-
der local ordinance when there is an
attendant to supervise the children
and the theater maintains a uni-
formed fireman or other person to
act as such. The measure, which
was referred to the cities committee,
would take effect immediately. At
present children under 16 must be
accompanied by an adult.

31 Houses in Northwest Area
Added to Active List in Month

Kuykendall and Meyer in
Annual Reports Flay

Allied's Stand
By RALPH WILK

West Coast Manager, FILM DAILY

Hollywood—A st "ong attack
against Allied States Ass'n put
spark into the opening session
of the M.P.T.O.A. annual con-
vention at the Ambassador yes-
terday. Both Ed Kuykendall,
president, and Fred S. Meyer,
secretary, hurled bombs at the
rival association in their an-
nual addresses.

Kuykendall, without publicly
(Continued on Page 12)

QUESTIONNAIREISSUED

ON 10% CUT IN HOURS

Circuit operators and theater
owner organizations throughout the
country today will receive a ques-
tionnaire from the Code Authority

(Continued on Page 11)

It Comes to This

Cincinnati — Retaliating against the
State Theater, Phil Chakeras house,
which gave "merchant coupons" en-
titling holders to admission for a dime,
A. Macci of the Wayne Theater put
on two "guest" nights a week free
to the public. This is one of the price
war cases expected to reach the local

grievance board as soon as it starts
functioning.

I

Minneapolis—Theater reopenings

in the Northwest territory the past

month set something of a record for
this time of the year, accurding to
the monthly report of the Film
Board of Trade. One new house was

I

opened and 30 others resumed busi- I

ness. Closings numbered only four, !

in addition to the Fox, Warroad,
!

Minn., which was burned recently
(Continued on Page 8)

"Viva Villa"

From the exhibitor point of interest,

the most important things about this

M-G-M production, which had its two-
a-day premiere last night at the Cri-
terion, are that it is packed with red-
meat entertainment, and it is sur-
rounded by so much showmanship, some
already in work and more of it poten-
tial, that big money is written all over
it. Historical fact, legend and glamor-
-•is fiction are well blended in the Ben
riecht script. Whatever liberties have
been taken are amply justified by the
entertainment results. Wallace Beery
makes a sympathetic, frequently amus-
ing and at all times arresting char-
acter of Villa. Leo Carrillo, Henry B
Walthall, Stuart Erwin, Fay Wray and
others provide fine support. Jack Con-
way has directed the action with fit-

ting dash, and the camera work of

James Wong Howe and Charles G.
Clarke is beautiful. A musical score
by Herbert Stothart also hetps mat-
ters. Chalk it up as another winner
for Producer David O. Selznick.

GILUETTE.
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an interesting talker. Too bad more show-

men don t put more showmanship in their

speeches. Report of Secretary Fred Meyer
next. Then report of Ben Berinstein. Then
committees headed by Mike Comerford

and a list as long as your arm. Reports,

reports, reports.

I wish I could report to my foursome

at the Lakeside Golf Club right now. Boys

getting a little restless and they sign off

bir for the day to allow the students to

matriculate in three-day production cur-

riculum. Classes were held at the Warner
Brothers studio with old Doc Jack Warner
as the schoolmaster during the afternoon,

and at Universal with those twin professors

Laemmle at night. Every exhibitor came
through with a passing grade. In fact, a

couple passed with such high honors they

passed right out of the picture. Wednesday
the bovs resume their education at Movie-

tone City college and RKO university in

the afternoon, with a post-graduate course

at M-G-M at night. It was a great idea,

having this convention here in Los Angeles.

At least a hundred reservations have been
made in nearby sanitariums for the day

the convention closes.

$UNSHIN€
v^vML'// IN

THE

DAY'S

NEWS

More theaters reopening in many

sections of the country.

Jessel, Skelly, Tamara
Added to M. P. Club Show
George Jessel, Hal Skelly and

Tamara have been added to the list

of stars who have promised to take
'lart in the festivities at the "Buf-
fet Supper of the Stars" at the 1934
Reunion of the Motion Picture Club
th :

s Saturday at the Club's head-
quarters. The cplebration will start

st -1 P. M. at the Club's new bar,
with dinner following at 7:30 P. M.,
then an entertainment put on by a

host of stage and screen stars, and
the "Buffet Supper of the Stars" at

midnight.

Ann Sothern in Cantor Film
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Ann Sothern has

been signed by Samuel Goldwyn for
a featured role in Eddie Cantor's
next musical production as yet un-
titled. Arthur Sheekman and Nai
Perrin are now preparing the screen-
play. Cantor is expected in Holb*
wood about May 1 and filming wil'

start soon after that date.

Hirliman Takes Over Trailer Posl

Charles J. Hirliman has taker
over active management of Spec ; a

Screen Service following thp resig
! nation last week of Sid Blumen
stock, former manager. Hi'-iimar
will retain the office and technica 1

i staffs.

Preparing 3 Books for Screen

By arrangements with Covic'
Friede, publishers. Mo Wax anr'

Ronald Bank are preparing screen
adaptations of ( hree novels, "Leave
the Salt Earth." "The Strange Case
of Peter the Lett," and "Lady Buy
er."

Seek Ruling en Westerns
In Cancellation Clause

Following nunferous disputes be-
tween Columbia and exhibitors who
maintain that they are entitled to

a 10 percent cancellation under the
Code if they refuse to take Colum-
bia's four westerns but contract for
the 45 other pictures sold by the
company, an interpretation of the
Code clause on cancellations will be
sought as soon as the grievance
boards begin functioning, the Film
Daily learns.
The clause on cancellations states

that "all pictures offered" must be
contracted for and Columbia is tak-
ing the position that it is selling 49
pictures and not 45. The exhibitors
naintain that westerns were not
meant to be included in the pictures
offered them and that they are still

entitled to cancellations if they re-

fuse to buv them.

.ommg and Gomg

Majestic Conferences
Expected to End Today

Expectation that meeting of Ma-
jestic franchise holders to decide the
future production plans of the com-
pany would be concluded today, was
voiced yesterday by E. H. Goldstein,

Majestic vice-president.
With the exception of six far west-

arn franchise holders, whom Gold-
stein said had wired agreement to

abide by the majority decision, all

franchise holders were present at

yesterday's session at the Park Cen-
tral.

The latest arrivals include Mor-
ris Segal of Cincinnati, Lee Gold-
berg of Louisville, Max Weintraub
of Omaha, Joseph S. Skirball of

Pittsburgh, Ben Judell of Chicago,
and William Sax of Detroit.

Mike Shea Made Honorary Prexy

Buffalo—Michael Shea, 75, dean
of active American showmen, was
elected honorary president of the
Variety Club of Buffalo at its first

luncheon meeting in the Hotel Lafa-
yette, which probably will become
club headquarters. Dave Miller i-

president of the club. Robert Boas-
berg, secretary to Mayor Zimmer-
man and formerly in the film field

presented the club a key to the city.

Acts from the Buffalo and Great
Lakes theater supplied entertain-

ment. More than 125 attended.

SIDNEY LANFIELD. 20th Century director,

arrives in New York on Friday from the coast
and sails Saturday for England to direct Lily

Damita and Jack Buchanan in "Sons O'Guns"
for United Artists release.

MOE STREIMER has sailed for Bermuda.

EDDIE BONNS of Universal will return Tues-
day from a midwest tour.

ROBERT HARRIS, eastern production manager
for Universal, left fcr the coast yesterday by
airplane.

ERICH POMMER has arrived from Europe.

JACK CONNOLLY of Pathe News will re-
turn from Chicago tomorrow.

SPENCER TRACY arrives in New York on
Saturday from .the coast and will appear in the
20th Century birthday broadcast that night
over the WEAF network.

A. E. THOMAS is back from Bermuda with
a r.ew play finished, and may adapt "Cora
Potts," current novel, as a stage production
by the Arch Selwyn-H. B. Franklin combina-
tion.

SHEILA BARRETT, impersonator of screen
and stage stars, has returned from Florida and
taken up residence at the St. Moritz.

ARCHIE MAYO, First National director, is

en route from the coast to New York for a
vacation. He may go to Europe.

HELEN CHANDLER, who has just finished
work in "The Old Doll's House" for First
National, has returned to New York to re-
hearse for a stage production.

JULES LEVY, general sales manager for RKO,
is back from the coast.

O'Toole Replaces Dervin
On Boston Clearance Bd.
Boston—Timothy O'Toole of Co-

lumbia has been named to replace
John J. Dervin of United Artists on-
the local Clearance and Zoning,
board.

Lilyan Tashman Left §31,000
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Lilyan Tashman, who

died last month in New York, left

an estate of about $31,000, mostly
cash and bonds, according to a pe-
tition for letters of administration
filed by her husband, Edmund. Lowe.
Miss Tashman left no will. .

Spokane Censors Okay "Nana"
Spokane — Local censor board's

objections to "Nana" have been
overcome and the Sam Goldwyn pro-
duction opens at the Granada on
April 29.

Warners Sign Stage Actress

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood -— Josephine Hutchin-

son. Broadway actress who has been
on tour with the Eva Le Gallienne
Civic Repertory Theater Company
has signed a Warner contract.

"End of World" Opens Saturday

Opening of "The End of the

World," French production visualiz-

ing a cosmic destruction, is set for

Saturday at the 55th St. Playhouse.

SILK—TRANSPARENT

VALANCE

RENTAL
also

FLAGS and BANNERS

PENNANT STREAMERS

MORRIS LIBERMAN
729 BROADWAY
NEW YORK



S BIG AS THE LOVE OF ALL THE WORLD!

A man and a woman . . . whose ecstatic

love gave them the courage to fight against

men, against time, against life itself... and

to weave the exquisite pattern of their

strange fate's design.

Told with such BIGNESS and SWEEP . .

.

and so true and fine . . . that it lifts three

players to stardom.



AS BIG AS THE CAPACITY OF YOUR HOUS I

*^p

> For ideal love has always been the key

to greatest grosses ... it gets them all.

Here you have it at its tenderest ... its

most passionate ... its most enduring.

Every woman will want every man to see

it . . . and that means business from matinee

to midnight!

3* f*
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LIAMS
HELEN TWELVETREES

MONA BARRIE
HERBERT MUNDIN
UNA O'CONNOR
HALLIWELL HOBBES
HENRY STEPHENSON

Produced by AL ROCKETT

From the novel by RICHARD ALDINGTON

Directed by GEORGE FITZMAURICE
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Looking On At The Hollywood MPTOA Convention



SHOWMAN WHi

WITH WARNER!

Jimmy Starr in Los Angeles

Herald- Express, March 24-.

A First National Picture.

Vita'graph, Inc. , Distributors
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Directed by RAY ENRIGHT
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RECORD REOPENINGS

IN NORTHWEST AREA
i ( ,m tinned from Pane I )

and is being; rebuilt next month.
The new house is the Star, an

800-seater being operated by Rus-
sell Joss in Jameston, N. D. The
reopenings follow:

Minnesota: Bayport, Bayport;
Isle, Isle; Century, formerly Prin-
cess, Janesville; Keewatin, formerly
Capitol, Keewatin; Lakeville, Lake-
ville; Legion, Lancaster; Opera
House, Raymond, Roxy, Red Lake
Falls; New Dream, Redwood Falls;
Rialto, St. Paul; York, Walnut
Grove.

N. Dakota: Royal, Bowbells;
Opera House, Drake; Mars, Hazen;
Electric. Langdon; Empress, Leeds;
Opera House, Leith ; Allona, Max-
bass; Star, Milton; Tolley, Tolley;
Grand, Wilton; Palace, Wildrose.

S. Dakota: Rainbow, Colman;
Palace, Doland; Star, Hurley;
Strand, Isabel; Viking, Lemmon.

Wisconsin: Community, Ham-
mond; Auriitorium, St. Croix Falls.

Iowa: Harris, Harris.

"Cheaters" for Mayfair
"Cheaters," first of the M. H

Hoffman-Liberty 1934-35 product,
opens April 30 at the Mayfair. Re-
lease for subsequent runs will be
made the latter part of May.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
2

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

$2.SO up, Single
S3.00 up. Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every-
thing to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-
iness or pleasure.

Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality

Vine at Hollywood Blvd
HOLLYWOOD

The Kingdom of Cinema
- (Rene Clair in "Experimental Cinema")

. . . What is a good film? A
theater-manager recently stated, "A
good film is a film that makes
money"; the condemnation of the
present day cinema is contained in

hat answer. With the exception of

a few visionaries all those who live

on the cinema think as this theater-
manager. Money-making is not an
enterprise in which one can be
jhoosey about the means he employs:
nil means are admissible for those
who seek commercial success, even
f that success is to come through
h? mistreatment of the public.

But, it will be asked, cannot this

public exercise its controlling
rights? Will it cheerfully accept
.he merchandise that is foisted on
it? If so, everybody is happy, all

discussion is futile.

Not yet. Cinema action is not
heatsr action, and the State pointed
out this difference by establishing

i film censorship that it does not
yet dare apply to the stage. To
ustify this arbitrary measure, the
Uate mentions the vast influence of

he cinema on the broadest masses.
But if the cinema so powerfully in-

.uences its millions of spectators,

an we accept that this power be
given into the hands of a few finan-

ial groups who thus have the right
to stupefy the public mind if their

nonetary profits justify their doing
so? The public is a child, always
ready to accept that which enter-

ains him: at times an excellent
achievement at others an assininity.

Since nothing has ever been done to

waken and develop the critical

sense of this great docile mass, how
can it be expected to defend itself

against the degenerating enjoy-

ment meted out to it by so many
factory - manufactured productions
that follow the basest of patterns?
When we hear it said: "What else

do you want us to do? We give the

public what they want. . . .", we
feel that this excuse condemns the

part played by those very people

who hide behind it. We do not seek

'he reign of a moralizing or intel-

lectual cinema, but we do demand
hat the cinema be worthy of the

responsibilities incurred by its great

power. Why is there not a censor-

ship against stupidity, just as there

are defensive measures against the

sale of absinthe and narcotics? Does
(he mind of a people have less im-
portance than the health of its body?

The question that ?omes up here
does not concern only the cinema.
Radio, television, and all new forms
of expression that technique may
give us, will find themselves facing
the same problems. Will these enor-
mous forces be left at the disposal
of whosoever has enough capital to

grab them up? The freedom given
in such instances to private initia-

tive is a caricature of freedom: it

results in imposing the dictatorship
of a few restricted financial or in-

dustrial groups over a domain which

is not solely material. Possibly the
economic and political system which
rules us at present does not permit
envisaging any other solutions: in

that case, it means that the system
no longer corresponds to the needs
of our time and will have to be
changed.

In the name of financial principles
and for fear of taking a loss in cap-
ital, the businessmen at the cinema's
helm are turning down the enor-
mous wealth which they could gain
from utilizing youthful intelligences
if they only extended their confidence
to them. We care little, no doubt
whether or not the industrialists over-
look a chance of making further prof-
its, but, since these profits are the
only reason for their interest in the
industry, this neglect appears to us
as the sign of a very pronounced
incompetence. They should not, af-

ter all, forget that it was through
new methods, brought in by new
men—Mack Sennett, Ince, Griffith,

Chaplin and a few others,—that the
American cinema, between 1913 and
1917, succeeded in gaining over the
entire world market the supremacy
it was so long to maintain.

Today, the system installed by the
businessmen and their orderlies has
made it just about impossible for
any genius or budding talent to come
to the fore. The system represents
he most perfect organization of de-
fense against all unknown forces
which might revive the declining
cinema.

Can the present regime be modi-
fied? Is there any hope for seeing
he cinema regain its youthful in-

spiration, the fertile genius which
Ired its heroic age? This is not im-
possible. The world crisis is bear-
ing down hard on the great con-
cerns. Perhaps tomorrow they will

no longer have credit sufficient to

permit exercising their monopoly on
a product which demands such vast
investments. If so, standardized
ro^uction, divide up between a few
rusts, will have to give way to the
ndependent enterprise of numerous
groups. Even today, co-operative
iroduction has seen the light in sev-
eral countries. With this method,
the film is produced by the combined
efforts of the artisans whose differ-

3nt talents are useful to the collab-
oration; in these undertakings, the
supervisors and other headmen of
the industrial cinema no longer
have the right to exercise their
tyrannical say. These films can
therefore be conceived and executed
with more freedom than those pro-.
duced under the blind discipline of
the great companies. All these new
films will not be good films, it is ob-
vious; no system can by itself cre-
ate talent. But men of talent will,

'hrough this means, find a chance
o show themselves, and to show to
he cinema itself achievements wor-
thy of it and of its vast audience.

LEVY SEES MUSICALS

AS BEST '34-35 BETS
(Continued from Page 1)

such quality and brought in such
satisfactory grosses that exhibitors
in all parts of the country are ask-
ing for a greater number on the new
schedules," said Levy.

Increased advertising appropria-
tions and greater exploitation cam-
paigns are also advocated by Levy,
who cited the campaigns behind
RKO's "The Lost Patrol" as being
of great value to the box-office wher-
ever the feature has been shown.

Negotiations for several large
booking deals are under way and
will be closed within the week, Levy
stated.

While on the coast Levy consulted
with the studio executives. He re-

turned via the Panama Canal stop-
ping off at Cuba and Panama to

visit the local RKO distributing
agents.

Okla. City Exhibs Protest

CWA Theaters in Parks
(Continued from Page 1)

of Commerce to sponsor civic opera
this summer has been filed by the

Theater Owners of Oklahoma. M.
Loewenstein, president of the exhibi-

tor group, says the opera project is

confiscatory and not within the prov-

ince of a chamber of commerce. He
says it will practically force the-

aters to close during the summer.

Chesterfield Starts Eighth

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—George R. Batcheller

has started production at Universal

Studios on "City Park," the eighth

picture of Chesterfield's program of

nine. It replaces "Public Opinion."

Sally Blane, Henry B. Walthall,

Hale Hamilton, Matty Kemp,
Johnny Harron, Edmund Breese,

Gwen Lee, Wilson Benge and Lafe
McKee are in the cast. Story is

by Karl Brown and is being directed

by Richard Thorpe.

Mountan Acquires Jungle Film

Showmens Pictures, of which
David J. Mountan is president, has

acquired world distribution rights

to Harry Schenck's jungle film

"Beyond Bengal," produced in the

Malayan jungle. Negotiations are

row under way for the initial Broad-

way showing.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER

Hold weekly department staff meet-
ings.
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EXPLOITETTES
Radio Stunt

Used for "Catherine"

OHN McMANUS, manager of

Loew's Midland Theater,

Kansas City, for "Catherine the

Great" put over an outstand-

ing radio stunt when he tied-

up with the John Taylor Dry

Goods Company for the opening
of this United Artists release.

On the opening day a one-half

hour program over radio station

KMBC was secured by arrange-
ments with the dry goods com-
pany in which their program,
known as the Taylor Strolling

Players, presented the most in-

teresting dramatic highlights

from the picture, "Catherine
the Great." All the roles in

this playlet were portrayed by
local children between the ages
of nine and twelve. The stunt

was given a splendid break in

all local newspapers and re-

ceived great comment from all

radio editors the following day.—Loew s Midland, Kansas City

New Films at Rivoli, Strand

"Looking for Trouble," 20th Cen-
tury production starring Spencer
Tracy and Jack Oakie, and released

by United Artists, opens this morn
ing at the Rivoli. The picture was
reviewed in The Film Daily of

Feb. 21. Warner's "As the Earth
Turns" opens tonight at the Strand.
Review appeared in the Feb. 15

issue of Film Daily.

Acquire 5 N. D. Houses
Underwood, N. D.—Paul Evans

and Mrs. Rose Evans, postmaster
here, have acquired five theaters

from Howard Evanson. Houses are

located in Underwood, Turtle Lake
Goodrich, Carson and Washburn, al'

in this state.

Carolinas Meet in December

Charlotte — Charles W. Picquet.
president of the M.P.T.O. of the

Carolinas, announces that Charlotte
has been again selected as the place

for holding the annual mid-winter
convention of that organization ir

December.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

There are 258 silent theaters left in

Great Britain, compared with 4,414
wired for sound.

a&nDAILY

IMOMCthe

PHIL M.DALY

• • • DEFYING THE jinx of Friday the 13th
United Artists will release 20th Century's "Looking- for Trou-
ble" on that date to exhibs in over 50 cities in fact

they feel so confident about this pix starring Spencer Tracy and
Jack Oakie that they went out of their way to select this

supposedly ominous date s-o-o we shall see what
happens

T T T
• • • IN RECEIPT of a letter of congratulation from
General Electric X. F. Sutton, prexy of Sound Pictures of
Cleveland is highly elated and rightly so for the

G. E. people go overboard in praising production of an indus-
trial pix for them it was made at the West Coast Service
studio on 5.7th Street directed by Monte Brice with
an all-New York cast consisting of Walter O'Keefe, Hugh
O'Connell, Doris Hill, Leo Donnelly, Dave Herblin, Charles
Lawrence and others

T T T
• • • ALTHOUGH MORE than 50 regular gents turned
out for the Cheese Club luncheon yesterday the rest of the
gang who didn't appear are plenty sorry by this time
with all the commotion that is goin' around over that
Intimate Chatter by Armand Denis director of "Wild
Cargo" and "Goona Goona" no longer can he call his talk
"Untold Tales of the Far East" because the adventurer
told 'em and told plenty it was no meeting for a
loidy but for film and cheese men a Riot Denis
held the lads spellbound right up to the question and
answer period and then the Panic was on ... . ya can im-
agine the type and quality of the questions with Harry
Hershfield, Hal Home, Ben Atwell and other curious gents ask-
ing very pointedly and brazenly nobody left till 3 p. m.

when Denis finished excerpts from a very confidential

Japanese booklet printed in English copies of which
stopped work in three film offices we visited later

® • • ON THE occasion of his son's impending marriage
tomorrow Lee Ochs sent out a one-sheet to his film friends

in which Lee went poetic and showmanly sentimental
the gal's name is Marion Kellerby Buddy Cantor,

film radio commentator, is not the Buddy Cantor recently ap-
pointed musical director of a forthcoming Broadway produc-
tion both guys have asked us to straighten out the mat-
ter lcoks like collusion to us

• • e WHAT LOOKS like good novelty material for the
exhibs to tie in with that line of Movie Moods games ...
one on "Wild Cargo" is a game of catching the man-eating
tiger another is hooked up with Laurel & Hardy
an animated game for old and young new slants on the
puzzle games

T T T
e • • BIG LIST of celebs will be on hand at the gala
benefit for the Associated British Charities Sunday eve at
the Metropolitan Opera House the honorable mentions to

appear will include Walter Huston, Morton Downey, Mills

Brothers, Ruth Etting, Rudy Vallee, Willie and Eugene Howard,
Lyda Roberti, Bob Hope, Everett Marshall, Philip Merivale, A.
E. Matthews, Vincent Lopez, Eddie Dowling, Fay Templeton,
Isham Jones and orch, Chester Hale Girls, and dance ensembles
from the Roxy and Paramount Major Bowes will be
master of the revels Initial dramatic show and dance of
the Warner Club Players and Glee Club takes place tonite in

the home office building the amateur thespians will pre-

sent two playlets

« « « » » »

TIMELYJOPICS
Big Roster of
M-G-M Writing Talent

JSyTO LESS than a score of

famous novelists, almost
that many established play-
wrights, and many of the rank-
ing scenarists of the business
are on the payroll of the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Execu-
tives state that, in their belief,
this is one of the most brilliant
writing groups ever brought to-
gether in the film colony.
Among playwrights and novel-
ists now devoting their time ex-
clusively to M-G-M pictures are^
Zoe Akins, Vicki Baum, who
wrote "Grand Hotel"; S. N.
Behrman, Lenore Coffee, John
Colton, John Emerson and An-
ita Loos, Monckton Hoffe,
Phillip Barry, John Meehan,
Arthur Richman, Zelda Sears,
Robert E. Sherwood, Bella and
Sam Spewack, Donald Ogden
Stewart, Edgar Allen Woolf,
and James Cain, author of "The
Postman Always Rings Twice,"
and other novels. Scenarists
whose names are internationally
known, and who have written
some of the biggest successes
in the history of the screen, in-

clude Frances Marion, Howard
Estabrook, C. Gardner Sullivan,
John Farrow, Harvey Gates,
Leon Gordon, Charles Grayson,
Eve Green, Robert Hopkins,
Josephine Lovett, John L.

Mahin, Herman Mankiewicz,
Sam Mintz, James K. McGuin-
ness, Samson Raphaelson. How-
ard E. Rogers, Richard Schayer,
George Seitz, Harvey Thew,
Ernest Vajda, Carey Wilson and
others including Pete Smith,
whose drolleries as writer and
monologist have amused mil-
lions.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Gene Gross Making Change
Boston—Gene Gross has resigned

as branch manager of Franklin
Productions, which distributes Ma-
jestic films here. The rumor that
he will become associated witr
Harry Goldman, independent ex-
change owner, may soon be con-
firmed.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"King Vidor has ordered 40 varieties

of seeds and plants to start the largest

summer garden in the west for use in

'Our Daily Bread'."—UNITED ARTISTS.
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8 HOUSES REOPENED

IN GINGY TERRITORY
Cincinnati—Eight theaters in this

territory were reopened last month,
the Film Board of Trade report
shows. Houses included the Peo-
ple's, formerly Paramount, Betsy
Layne, Ky.; Palace, Evarts, Ky.;
Louellen, Louellen, Ky. ; Gem, Mt.
Olivet, Ky. ; Dream, Mason, 0.; Me-
morial, Mt. Vernon, 0.; Stanley,
Sciotoville, 0., and Elverton, Elver-
ton, W. Va. There were three clos-

ings, the Kentucky, Dry Ridge, Ky.;
Strand, Middletown, 0., and Lyric,
Mt. Vernon, 0.

22 Vita. Shorts in Cutting Room
A total of 22 shorts are at pres-

ent in the Vitaphone cutting- room
being prepared for release. Twelve
are two-reelers, including six Broad-
way Brevities musicals and six Big
V comedies, while ten are one-
reelers, including six Pepper Pot
novelties, three Melody Masters
band numbers and one E. M. New-
man Musical World Journey. The
Vitaphone program is 90 per cent
completed.

Canton, O.—Denying reports that
the Windsor theater is now operat-
ing' under a receiver, Manager J.

Francis Stein states that the house
remains under the same manage-
ment.

Greenville, S. C—Goodnough &
Tolbert are making- plans to open
a new theater in West Greenville,
according to reports.

Charlotte, N. C. — F. A. Rhors
from Kansas City has become man-
ager of the United Artist exchange.
G. P. Jacobs, formerly with U. A.
here, has been transferred to Dal-
las. F. C. Dyer, formerly of Wash-
ington, will be the new office man-
ager of the exchange.

Charlotte, N. C—R. H. Master-
man is now booker for Universal.
He was for sometime booker for
United Artists.

The Crossroads of the World for

the Smart Set of the Stage, Screen

Denver—Equipment of the Folly
theater, now closed, will be sold a1

public auction to satisfy a judgment
secured by R. G. Edinger, who holds
the mortgage. Folly Amusement
Co. and Clifford G. Conrad are the
defendants.

Denver — E. C. Rohr, Erpi en-
gineer, has been transferred here
from Dallas. F. D. Norton of the
sales staff of the local Erpi office

has been loaned to the Dallas office

for a time.

Boston—Mike Kavanaugh is as-

sociated with Al Selig in the road-
showing of "The House of Roths-
child" by United Artists at the
Majestic.

Boston—At a reception to Robert
M. Sternberg, district manager of
the Mullen & Pinanski theaters ir

the Hub, local circuit managers and
film officials heard a discussion o:."

future policies. Boston's first twin
houses, the Modern and the Beacon
will again play day and date
Vaudeville will be resumed at the
Scollay Square. The Paramoun
and the Fenway will continue with
first-runs. Charles Frank will con-
duct his orchestra at the Scollay.

Pittsfield, N. H.—Harold David
son, division engineer for Genera
Talking Pictures with offices in Bos-
ton, recently equipped W. H. Tray-
er's Liberty Theater with DeForest
Superwide Range Sound.

Protest Spot News at Embassy
Numerous protests have been

made to Pathe against servicing the
Embassy Pathe Newsreel Theater
on Broadway with spot news which
the theater had been playing up as a

chief feature of its show. The pro-
testants said that by supplying the

newsreel theater w.th spot new?
other houses were getting a second-
run reel. For the past two weeks
the Embassy has received no spot
news, though Edward May assistant
manager, says this is due to a lack
of news events of interest.

Lowered scale at the Embassy,
put into effect this week, permits
admission for 15 cents up to 6 p.

m., instead of up to 2 p. m.

Polish Activity Increases

Warsaw—Film production in Po-
land is slowly increasing, with 12
pictures turned out last year against
10 in 1932, and prospects of another
increase in 1934. Approximately
300 films were imported last year.

Sets Record at Boston Met
Boston—Warner's "Wonder Bar,"

after a record opening on Friday
at the Metropolitan, has set a new
record for receipts at that house
during the first four days' run.

REVISE M.P.T.O.A.

STANDING COM'TEES
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Revised standing com-
mittees for the M.P.T.O.A. conven-
tion were announced yesterday by
President Ed Kuykendall, as fol-

lows:

RESOLUTIONS — Edward G.
Levy, chairman; 0. C. Lam, Ed Fav,
Harry Hicks, E. O. Kadane, A. C.
Guttenberg, Walter Griffiths.

CREDENTIALS—M. E. Comer-
ford, chairman; J. J. McGuinness,
Charles E. Williams, Benjamin
Pitts, A. F. Baker.

GRIEVANCE — Jules Michaels,
chairman; Nat Williams, Sidney
Lust, H. W. Harvey, C. W. Trampe.
NRA CODE TRADE PRAC-

TICES—Fred S. Meyer, chairman;
E. M. Clark, Morgan Walsh, William
Benton, Walter Immerman, R. L.
Walker, A. E. Lichtman.

NRA CODE LABOR PROVI-
SIONS — Jack Miller, chairman;
Walter Vincent, Oscar Lehr, Love
B. Harrell, A. D. Kvoll, L. S. Har-
mon.

PUBLIC RELATIONS — Fred
Wehrenberg, chairman; Nat Wil-
iams, W. L. Ainsworth, Sidney Lust,
W. P. Moran, W. S. Butterfield.

LEGISLATION AND TAXES—
A. A. Lightman, M. E. Comerford,
i. B. Wilby, B. K. Fisher, J. E.
-.oth, Max Tabackman, W. H. Lol-
ier.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Apr 10-12: M.P.T.O.A. annual convention,
Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.

April 13: Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays an-
nual state meeting. Hotel Claypool, In-
dianapolis.

April 14: Universal Club's Easter Ball, Hotel
Lismore, New York.

April 14: Motion Picture Club 1934 Reunion,
Cocktail Party and Dinner Dance.

April 19-25: International Congress on Educa-
tional and Instructional Cinematography.
Rome, Italy.

April 21 : A.M. P. A. Annual Naked Trulh Din-
ner, Hotel Astor, New York.

\pril 21-22: Meeting of Paramount district

managers, Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

April 23-26: Spring convention of Society of

Motion Picture Engineers, Chalfonte-Haddon
Hall Hotel, Atlantic City.

April 25: Chicago Motion Picture Operators
Ball, Trianon Ballroom, Chicago.

annual sales con-

and M.P.O. convention.

Motion Picture

May 3I-June 2: fox Film
vention, New York.

June 4-9: I.A.T.S.E.

Louisville, Ky.

June 16-July 2: International

Week, Vienna.

June 18-20: Paramount annual sales conven-
tion, Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.

June 18-23: American Federation of Musicians

convention, Cleveland.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
graphy, Venice, Italy.
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1934-35
First in the field to announce

a complete program of Eight

Liberty Specials for 1934-35.

NOW COMPLETED

"CHEATERS"
starring

BILL BOYD
DOROTHY MACKAILL

JUNE COLLYER

"WHEN STRANGERS MEET"
starring

RICHARD CROMWELL
ARLINE JUDGE

"TAKE THE STAND"
.starring

JACK LARUE
THELMA TODD
GAIL PATRICK

RUSSELL HOPTON

"NO RANSOM"
starring

PHILLIPS HOLMES
LEILA HYAMS
JACK LARUE

ROBERT McWADE

IN PRODUCTION

"STRANGE HONEYMOON"
starring

MARIAN NIXON
NEIL HAMILTON

IN PREPARATION

"TWO HEADS ON A PILLOW"

"SCHOOL FOR GIRLS"

"WITHOUT CHILDREN"

•

LIBERTY PICTURES CORP.
M. H. HOFFMAN, Pres.

BUDD ROGERS, Gen. Sales Mgr.

1776 Broadway COI. 5-1784

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
QEORGE STEVENS, who has di-

rected many short comedies on
the RKO Radio lot, has been given
a boost by being assigned the di-

rection of the feature comedy, "The
Great American Harem," which
Lou Brock will produce. Pert Kel-
ton and Skeets Gallagher have im-
portant roles in this production.

T T T
Geneva Mitchell, original "Pogo"

girl of the Ziegfeld Frolics, has
been signed to a long-term contract
by Columbia. Although Miss Mit-
chell has been in Hollywood and
working in pictures for the past
five years, she has never before at-
tached her signature to a term
agreement. The player is known for
her portrayal of chorus girl roles.

T T T
ZaSu Pitts and Slim Summer-

ville are to be re-united in an RKO
Radio Pictures film, according to
an announcement by Pandro S.

Berman, executive producer of the
RKO Radio Studios. Berman recent-
ly returned from a vacation trip to
Europe, and it was there that he
purchased the continental play suc-
cess, "Afterwards," written by Wal-
ter Hackett. This he did with the
view in mind of signing the prom-
inent screen comedians for the prin-
cipal roles.

T T T

Raquel Torres and Stephen Ames
are to be married within the next
two weeks, according to present
plans.

T T T
Chandler Sprague is developing

the screen play of "Deep Night,"

Philip MacDonald story purchased
by Paramount for Carole Lombard.

T T
Stepin Fetchit's contract has been

renewed by Fox.
Y Y Y

John Ford will direct Will Rogers
in "Judge Priest," the Irvin S. Cobb
story, which Sol M. Wurtzel will put
in production May 26. Dudley
Nichols wrote the screen story.

T T T
Mary Russell, one of the young-

ladies who has been appearing at
the Warner First National studios
in musical pictures as a member of
the Busby Berkeley choruses, has
been promoted from the ranks of
juniors under contract to the stu-
dios to the position of a featured
player. Her work as a principal i<

expected to be in "British Agent,"
which will star Leslie Howard.

T T
Andy Clyde will have an important

supporting cast in his next starring
comedy for Educational, tentatively
titled "Hello Prosperity!" It will
include Ethel Sykes and Jack Shut-
ta, who recently returned to Los An
geles from a season in musical co^
edy on Broadway, and Josef Swick-
ard, one of filmland's real veterans
Alfonse Corelli has composed a com
plete original musical score, includ-
ing a song number called "Helli
Prosperity!" Charles Lamont will

direct from an original story by
Ernest Pagano and Ewart Adam-
son.

r T T
Henry Hathaway will direct "Is

That So?" for Paramount. Jack
Oakie and William Frawley will be
co-starred.

Johnson Viewed in Favor
Of Wagner's Labor Bill

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A letter from Gen-

eral Johnson to Senator Wagner,
who says it amounts to an endorse-
ment of the Wagner bill to outlaw
company unions, has been made pub-
lic by the Senator. Johnson said
in part that, in his opinion, the gov-
ernment should not favor any par-
ticular form of labor organization.
A company's activities, he declared,
should stop with initiating a com-
pany union, and it should neither
finance, sponsor or direct the men
on what to do.

The Wagner bill would, among
other things, set up a new national
labor board to replace the group
now headed by the Senator. It

would include seven members, two
from employers, two from employes
and three from the general public.

The board would be authorized to

call witnesses, examine records and
conduct a full investigation into

complaints of unfair trade prac-
tices. If a violation were . found,
he board would be empowered to

issue a restraining order enforceable
through the Federal courts.

30 Features, 5 Westerns
Completed by Universal

Thirty features, out of its sched-
ule of 36 features for 1933-34, have
been completed thus far by Univer-
sal. The company also has finish-

ed five Ken Maynard westerns.
Features remaining to be completed
are "The Human Side," "Love Life
of a Sailor," "I Give My Love,"
"Imitation of Life," "Zest" and "A
Trip to Mars." In its short subject

group, 52 shorts and four serials

have been finished.

3 Reopenings in Denver Field

Denver — Three houses in this

territory have reopened in the past
week, against one closing. The
openings are the Olathe, Olathe,
Colo., by W. A. Smith; Rio, Red-
cliff, Colo., by John A. Greve and
the Isis, Broadwater, Neb., by A.
W. Wilkinson. The Auditorium,
Hayden, Colo., has closed.

Reissuing World Wide Features

Exhibitors Pictures Corp., headed
by M. Kleinerman, has acquired ten
features produced by Sono Art-
World Wide and will reissue them
in the state right field.

COLOR IN NEWSREELS

UNDER CONSIDERATION

At least two newsreels are nego-
tiating with color-process compa-
nies for color release prints, the
Film Daily learns. Estimates have
been submitted, but as yet the addi-
tional cost of color has not been
brought down to a figure that will
make the change feasible from an
economic standpoint. It is also
learned that distributing executives
have been asked by the newsreel
heads to consider an advance in the
rental price of newsreels should they
include color. The change would
also necessitate additional camera
apparatus and a more expensive
type of negative.

Questionnaire Issued
On 10% Cut in Hours

{Continued from Page 1)

requesting information regarding
the ability of the industry to meet
the President's request to reduce the
weekly hours of wage earners by 10
per cent without reduction of week-
ly pay. Two hundred letters have
been sent out during the week by
John C. Flinn, secretary of the Code
Authority.
The communication asks for a

local survey of all territories re-

garding the number of persons em-
ployed in theaters exclusive of ar-
tists, compared with the figures of

1929; a comparison of the present
wage scale to that of five years ago,

and total weekly payrolls compared
with the 1929 figures.

A special committee comprising
H. S. Bareford, George Schaefer
and Charles L. O'Reilly has been
appointed to investigate and handle
the report for the Code Authority.
Similar questionnaires are being
sent to distributors by. the Hays or-

ganization and to producers through
the Hollywood Code Authority
branch.

Rosenblatt Report
Put Off to July 7

(Continued from Page 1)

Washington. The new delay is cue
to the "arduous nature of the task
coupled with the illness of a mem-
ber of the planning and research di-

vision who had been supervising the

work."

"Riptide" Splashes in Boston

Boston — Not only has Loew's
State held "Riptide" for a second
week, something rarely done, but the
second-run Loew's Orpheum is now
playing the film, an occurrence that
has not taken place for years.

Holding for Third Week
M-G-M's "Riptide," with Norma

Shearer and Robert Montgomery, will

be held a third week at the Capitol.

RKO's "Lost Patrol" also is slated for

its third stanza at the Rialto.
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ALLIED PROPAGANDA
(Continued from Page 1 )

naming the target of his at-

tack, charged that it capitalized

on the code and took much
money from small exhibitors

without giving anything in re-

turn. He said the organization

was led by professional organ-

izers who depend solely on the

misfortunes of the small ex-

hibitors for their existence.

Percentages Attacked
Delving into industry problems,

Kuykendall said that unfair per-

centages are ruining some exhib-

itors. He cited instances where
theater owners were forced to give

up 50 per cent of the gross.

He branded score charges as an
unfair trade practice and a "racket."

Sol A. Rosenblatt was lauded by
Kuykendall, who expressed full

faith in the Division Administrator.

A warning was- sounded by the

M. P. T. 0. A. president against

little indecencies which he said are

creeping into otherwise clean pic-

tures and doing much damage. He
said suggestive advertising also is

causing a lot of harm.

Agreement on Radio Shows

Kuykendall indicated that an
agreement had been reached between
his organization and the Radio Code
Authority which will treat with

radio personalities giving free per-

formances of broadcasts.

A complete separation of selling

shorts and features was urged by

the exhibitor organization head.

He advocated that small-town ex-

hibitors take sides in their local

politics and not sit on the fence;

that they should be close to their

state and national legislators, be

friendly with their newspaper
editors, and impress them that the

film industry is not rolling in

wealth.
Kuykendall pointed out the worth-

while possibilities of working with

the Photoplay Council of the Na-
tional Teachers Ass'n.

He predicted eventual complete

divorce of production and exhibi-

tion, declaring that theaters can't

be operated by a master mind from
New York and citing cases of the-

aters that had been in the red under
circuit control but were now making
money as independents.

Sidelights from the MPTOA Front
By RALPH WILK

KEN MAYNARD cabled the convention from abroad and
the message was read at the opening session yesterday.

Wires also were read from Sidney R. Kent, W. Ray Johnston,
Jack L. Warner, Bebe Daniels, Felix F. Feist, Ned E. Depinet,
the Screen Writers Guild and other.

J. Fred Cubberley, veteran Minneapolis exhibitor who is

spending the winter in California, is attending the convention.

Pat Garyn was the target of practical jokers on the special
train which reached here Monday. They playfully tried to
mislay Pat's pajamas.

Prexy Ed Kuykendall, among the many bits of good advice
he handed out in his annual address, urged the exhibitors
to read the trade papers regularly as that is the only way to

keep abreast of the times and make the most out of a theater.

Those standing committees appointed in advance didn't stand
very long. They underwent a wholesale revamping yesterday,
results of which you will find elsewhere in this issue.

Mike Comerford, in introducing Ed Kuykendall, assured the
gathering that the M.P.T.O.A. president is working for the

protection and welfare of the industry as a whole. Kuyken-
dall proved that recently when he gave up several southern
theaters in order to have more time for his M.P.T.O.A. work.

Martin Barrett, field man for Van Beuren Corp., is here

taking in the M.P.T.O.A. convention. He joined the special

train at El Paso, and at the conclusion of the confab will make
some business calls along the Pacific Coast.

They're still talking about that 44-page "M.P.T.O.A. Conven-
tion Special" issue of THE FILM DAILY, dated Monday and
received here shortly after 9 o'clock that same morning. Copies

had circulated all over Hollywood before noon.

Hal LeRoy in Billy Rose Revue

Hal LeRoy has been signed for

the Billy Rose Revue at the Casino

de Paree. He opens Saturday.

The exhibitor contingent seemed to get quite a kick when
they heard themselves referred to in the prexy's annual address

as "the shock absorbers of the industry." Several battered

theater men were heard to pipe up, "I wonder how he meant
that?"

M. A. Lightman found that he wasn't exactly a "forgotten

man."

Lots of film players and other studio workers are getting

their first look at a real exhibitor in person.

S. Charles Einfeld, Gradwell Sears and Norman H. Moray of

the Warner home offices were noted mingling happily among
the visitors.

Evers to Tinker to Chance
"In Love With Life" is announced

by Chesterfield as the definite title

of the "Reunion," which replaced "To-
gether Again," which in turn was the

working title of "Matinee Women."

A. J. Moeller flew in from little old New York town.

Ann Stevens Potter of Blytheville, Ark., was voted the most

beautiful visitor at the convention.

Walter W. Kofeldt, now a Kansas City exhibitor, was ad-

judged the beau brummel of the conclave. Kofeldt was for-

merly an exchange man in San Francisco.

mptoa claims credi1

on cancellations;

(Continued from Page 1)

forms now embodied in the codi

were first adopted by the M.P.T.O.A
in the executive session at Chicago
At that time the country was tok
that theaters did not come under thi

provisions of the National Indus
trial Recovery Act. The M. P. T
0. A. has not at any time used
by subterfuge or otherwise, the codt

as a membership campaign or foi

the collection of any funds, as ir

the case of Allied propaganda, wher
they told exhibitors not to sign th<

code—I am referring to the blanket
code—and that the theater owners
could not and would not be involved
in a code in any way, shape or form.
In the face of this glaring exam-
ple of mbadvice, the M. P. T. 0. A
was imbued solely with the spirit

of rendering a consistent service

to the industry and to our Govern-
ment."

Denies Subsidy Charges

Answering charges of subsidy,
Meyer pointed out that in his own
state of Wisconsin, out of 21 mem-
bers on the board of directors, affil-

iated or so called producer cir-

cuits have a representation of two,
entitling them, irrespective of num-
ber of theaters they operate, to one
vote each, and that the national or-

ganization functions along the same
identical line.

"Personally if I thought that such
a move would bring about closer re-

lations, a better understanding of
one another's problems and more
harmony then I would advocate to
this convention that in our regional
state units we also take into our
ranks branch managers because
matters of legislation, trade prac
tices and local problems are iden
tical."

In 27 of 32 Zones

Meyer praised former President
M. A. Lightman and President Ed
Kuykendall and stated that at the
present time the M. P. T. O. A. em-
braces local trade associations of
theaters in 27 out of 32 distribu-
tion zones. He declared that at
its convention in Washington two
years ago, the M. P. T. 0. A. was
severely criticized because of the
banquet which was attended by con-
gressmen and senators from prac-
tically every state in the union.

"It must be evident that our argu-
ment and our presentation of facts
merited recognition because of our
eventual success in getting exemp-
tion on tax admissions of 40 cents
or less," said Meyer.

ti

1

Theater Employes Walk Out
The ten employes of the Tivoli The-

ater, Brooklyn, who went out on strike

yesterday will not return until the
theater agrees to a closed shop, higher
wages and an increase in the number
of cleaners employed, it was said yes-
terday by Charles C. Levey, secretary
of Local 118, service union.
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onvention
gets down to business

=By JACK ALICOATE

Convention Hall, Los Angeles, Wednesday

Tb'N-FIFTY A. M. and Schoolmaster Ed

' Kuykendall calling classes to order. An-

other grand day. You can't beat California

in the springtime. What ho! for a load of

that Santa Monica Beach right now. Busy

Ben Berinstein announces more new en-

tertainment, with all on the ragged edge

now. Ed Kuykendall is reading a wire on

codes and cooperation from Sol Rosenblatt,

and the hall is filling with late comers who
had too much home work last evening.

The convention is now down to serious

business, with Barrister Ed Levy of New
Haven first speaking on the theater's

liability to its patrons. An important sub-

ject ably presented. Lawrence Cobb, Cali-

fornia lawyer is now talking on the con-

stant peril of industry taxation, with prac-

tical constructive thoughts on exhibitor-

legislator cooperation. Subjects like these

make the trip to Hollywood decidedly

worth while.

T T T

THE Hall is rapidly filling, for there are

important film folk on the program.

The gang like the address of Mrs. Thomas

Winter, who gets the first big hand when

she finishes. Never saw so many new
faces at an exhibitor gathering. Louis B.

Mayer is coming down the aisle, getting

3 hearty welcome. Joe Breen of the Hays

outfit talks briefly on the industry move-

ment toward clean advertising, and all

listen intently to his able presentation.

You cannot flaunt indecency in the eyes

of the American public 3nd get away with

it. Louis Mayer is introduced and the

gathering now filling the auditorium is tense

with anticipation. Finished, polished, dra-

matic Louis Mayer. His topic is produc-

tion, but he talks on tolerance. A grand

speech, for he is a born orator. Never

before have we heard a producer address

an audience of exhibitors more intelli-

gently. Everybody has two businesses in

this world, his own and motion pictures

Jules Michaels, Buffalo war horse, want:

to talk from the floor, and Prexy Kuyken-

dall rules him out of order, for they are

behind schedule, with lunch waiting at two
(Continued on Page I)

Better Conditions Are
Reflected in the

Grain Belt

Reopening of 15 theaters, against
only one closing, in the Des Moines
and Omaha territories last month,
as shown in the current reports of

the Film Boards of Trade, reflects

improved conditions in those reg-

ions. Twelve of the openings were
in Iowa, as follows:

Park, Arnolds Park; Rialto, Bur-
lington; Ritz, Centerville; Lyric,

{Continued on Page S)

RAIRD IS DEVELOPING

THEATER TELEVISION

London—A method of television

suitable for theaters is being devel-

oped by Baird Television, it was re-

pealed in the course of a demon-
stration of a home set at the Gau-
.nont-British Theater. In showing
.he apparatus des.gned for the

(Continued on Page 4)

East and West Sales Meet
Is Planned by Col. in May
Columbia sales convention is un-

derstood to be set for late in May
and will be held in two sections,

one in Atlantic City and the other

in Los Angeles.

What, No Free Lunch?
"Queen Christina" and "Six of a

Kind," both features released only

about two months ago, were offered

this week at an uptown house as a

dual bill, garnished with a Bing Cros-
by short, a cartoon comedy, another
short and newsreel—all at a dime
admission for adults!

20 HOUSES BEING BUILT

BY CIRCUIT IN ENGLAND
London—Construction of 20 addi-

:ional cinemas this year is announc-
ed by Oscar Deutsch, whose Odeon
circuit already numbers 25 first-

jlass houses. Deutsch says he also

nas 24 more sites lined up in his

expansion move. Most of these cin-

emas will be in rapic.ly developing
residential districts.

Must Notify John C. Flinn
When Asking Cancellations
Under instructions sent by Exe-

cutive Secretary John C. Flinn of

he Code Authority yesterday to

exchanges, they must notify him
when exhibitors make application

for the privileges of the 10 per cent

cancellation clause provided by the

code. Cancellation privileges are

granted only by a distributor when
the exhib.tor has fully complied
with the code.

Only 1 0% Gain in First Quarter
Credited Mostly to Low Prices

Amer. Group Franchised
To Make Films in Russia

American Group Inc., first motion
picture company to produce films in

Russia under a franchise from Sov-

iet monopolies, has been organized

jy its counsel, Fitelson & Mayers.
The roster of the company's office

iiolders is entirely American. Mem-
bers of the group are William Os-

(Continued on Page 8)

Due principally to continued low
admission iprices, increased operat-
ing costs under the code and bad
weather breaks, recovery in the film

industry for the first quarter of this

year probably did not amount to

more than 10 per cent, it is stated

in the periodical motion picture the-

ater survey issued yesterday by
Standard Statistics, Inc. Attend-
ance volume has not increased

(Continued on Page 2)

M-G-M Exec. Denies Block
Booking Forces Playing

of Unclean Films
By RALPH WILK

West Coast Manager, FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Claims of exhi-

bitors that they must play un-
clean pictures because of block

booking is dishonest, said Louis
B. Mayer with much emphasis
at the morning session of the
M. P. T. O. A. convention yes-

terday. He pointed out that ex-

hibitors were happy to play all

pictures that did smashing
business regardless of any
questionable material.

"Double and triple bills over a
(Continued on Page 9)

CODE AUfinOPENING

OFFICE ONTHE COAST
A Coast office will be immediately

opened by the Code Authority with
object of handling code application
to various branches of production
activity. Pat Casey, chairman of
the producers' labor committee, and
Mrs. Mabel E. Kinney, chairman of
the standing committee on extras
and also a member of the state la-

(Continued on Page 9)-

15 Secretaries Appointed
For Code Board Positions
With announcement yesterday of

appointment of 15 local board sec-

retaries, nearly half of the total

to be named are set. The rest will

be selected by tomorrow, when the
(Continued on Page 4)

New House for Houston
Fort Worth— I. B. Adelman, operator

of the Tivoli, neighborhood house, will

erect a $100,000 suburban theater in

the 4400 block, South Main Street,

Houston. Construction will start within
a month, according to Adelman.
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SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER

Do not sign papers unless you know
contents.

Convention!
. . . gets down to business

1 l ontinued from Page 1)

studios. "To hell with entertainment, we
came here with some grievances and let's

air them," says Michaels. Perhaps we will

have fireworks, after all, for what is a

convention without at least one good fight?

^^ECIL DeMILLE, convincing, colorful,

^^ master salesman, is being called upon

Topic: "How Pictures are put Together."

He says he has been trying to find that

out for 20 years, and then proceeds to

tell them all about picture making from

inception to preview. A liberal education

in the fine art of practical production. If

every exhib present doesn't book "Cleo-

patra," the coming DeMille product, it

will not be the fault of Mr. DeMille. It's

1 o'clock and the buses are waiting. Win-
nie Sheehan at Movietone City and Ben

Kahane and Pandro Berman at RKO are

hosts for luncheon and the afternoon. At
night Maestro Mayer and his M-G-M gang

give an informal banquet and show, with a

million-dollar cast. Well, at least some
day we will be able to sleep again. The
gang responsible for this gathering have

done a swell job. The business program

so far has been constructive and splen-

didly worth while. As far as entertainment

is concerned, it's a cinch to go down in

history as the greatest convention the ex-

hibitors ever drank.

Naked Truth Dinner Limit
May Be Raised to 1,500

As a result of demand for tick-

ets, the limitation of 1,250 reserva-
tions originally announced for

Ampa's Naked Truth Dinner on
April 21 at the Hotel Astor will

very likely be raised to 1,500. In

reports of committees yesterday it

was stated that nearly 100 pages of

advertising already had been sold

for the Journal to be put out in

connection with the dinner, the pro-
ceeds of which will be turned over
to relief work.

Today's Ampa gathering at the
Motion Picture Club will be a closed

meeting for members, with various
subcommittees making reports on
progress to date.

Ritz Brothers to Make
6 More for Educational

Educational has taken up its op-
tion on the Ritz Brothers, stage
headliners, for six more comedies.
The deal was handled by Joe Rivkin
of the Leo Morrison office.

Shamrock Pictures Elects

Detroit—At a special meeting of

shareholders of Shamrock Pictures
Corp. the following were elected of-

ficers and directors: B. C. Fassio,

president; Walter E. Rodda, vice-

president; Paul A. Hartwig, secre-

tary; Standish T. Cox, treasurer.

With, reorganization completed, pro-
duction plans for the new season
were definitely set. Some well-

known stage players have been
signed and the lineup will be an-
nounced in a few weeks.

LOW PRICES DELAY

UPTURN FOR MOVIES
(Continued from Page 1)

enough to offset higher costs, says
the survey, and failure of most the
aters to advance box-office scales
from the low scales of the depres-
sion bottom precludes any substan-
tial upturn in earning power.
The federal amusement tax is

said to be a factor in preventing
many exhibitors from raising prices.
Film quality, however, has been

better in- every one of the past six
months as compared with the same
months the year previous, the sur-
vey states.

Though exchange rates on foreign
currency have helped some, it is

pointed out, further advantages
from this direction are not likely.

With the dull season for theaters
approaching, it is concluded that no
large scale recovery can be made
before next fall.

U.S. Attorneys Empowered
To Act Against Violators

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — United States at-

torneys in every federal district
now have the .power to institute
equity and criminal proceedings
against NRA code violators with-
out first consulting headquarters at
Washington, Attorney General Cum-
mings revealed yesterday.
This is in line with the new NRA

policy of expediting enforcement of
codes without delay and presages
test cases that may be brought in

many industries in an effort to ex
act stricter code compliance thar
heretofore.

Keith-Albee Reports
Net Loss of $642,293

Net loss of $642,293.07 is reported
by Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp. for
the year ended Dec. 31. During the
year the corporation's investment in

Orpheum Circuit, which went into
bankruptcy, was written down to a
nominal value, and total assets now
stand at $28,100,351, against $45,-

839,296 a year ago.

Frank Lovejoy Elected
Eastman Kodak President
Rochester, N. Y.—Frank W. Love-

joy has been elected president of

Eastman Kodak, succeeding William
G. Stuber, who becomes chairman
of the board of directors. Lovejoy
has been senior vice-president. Stu-
ber, who was 70 years old on Mon-
day, asked to be relieved of the pres-
idential duties.

"Sweethearts" Flash Premiere
Warner's "20 Million Sweethearts'"

will be given a flash Broadway pre-

miere on April 25 at the Strand fol-

lowing "Upperworld." Local news-
paper ad campaign will be started

a week in advance, with store tieups

and other exploitation already ar-

ranged. An array of celebs will be
lined up for the opening.

.oming and G oi ng

EDDIE CANTOR will leave New York for

Hollywood next Monday to start work about
June 1 on his annual screen musical for

Samuel Goldwyn. He will be accompanied by
Mrs. Cantor, two of their daughters and Fred

Kohlmar of the Goldwyn production staff.

MARY PICKFORD leaves today for Philadel-

phia, where she opens tomorrow at the Earle

Theater on her personal appearance tour.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK of Warner Bros, left

last night with AL JOLSON for Baltimore,
where the star will appear at the epening
of "Wonder Bar" in the Stanley Theater, that
city.

LOU OSTROW leaves for the coast today
by plane.

ED FINNEY returns today from Atlantic City.

MARC LACHMAN has arrived in New York
after writing for Universal. He plans to

open a publicity office.

ERICH POMMER plans to leave New York
today for the coast.

BERNARD GOTTLIEB of M-G-M leaves New
York late this week on his return to Mexico.

GILBERT MILLER sailed for England last

night on the Aquitania, which also took out
Francine Larrimore, stage star, and Sidney
Kingsley and Alec Waugh, authors.

LUCILLE COLLINS is coming east from
Hollywood for the opening of "Unknown
Blonde.'

1

in which she appears, at the Globe.

MR. and MRS. CON CONRAD left The
Hotel Warwick yesterday for Hollywood.

EILEEN PERCY and DOROTHY MACKAILL,
in from the coast, have put up at the Ritz

Tower.

SOPHIE TUCKER sails April 25 for London.

I. A. ALLEN is in New York from the coast.

JUNE KNIGHT, following her two-week ap-
pearance at the Casino starting Sunday, leaves

for the coast to begin work in a new Universal

picture. She is stopping at the Riti Tower.

AL FRIEDLANDER left yesterday for a tour

of First Division up-state offices.

IRVIN SHAPIRO of DuWorld will return from
Ohio next week.

Nathan Marcus Joins G-B
Nathan Marcus, formerly with

Columbia, has been appointed by

Arthur Lee as Gaumont-British

representative in Albany and Buf-
falo.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

This is the finest

book your organ-

ization has ever

gotten out, and

no one in the

motion picture

business can af-

ford to be with-

out it. Not only
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motion picture

industry, but also
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James R. Grainger
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Exchanges, Inc.
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In New York today
ffiere is one thrilling

topic ofconversation!

Off to a

Brilliant

Start!

World Premiere

$2 Presentation

at the

Criterion Theatre
on Broadway!
Motion picture

history is in

the making!

Viva Villa! Starring Wallace Beery. A Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer Picture. Produced by David-

O. Selznick. Directed by Jack Conway. Screen

Play by Ben Hecht. Suggested by the book by

Edgcumb Pinchon and O. B. Stade.

LEO MARCHES ON!
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ADVERSE MEASURES

DISCUSSED BY ITOA

Measures adverse to exhibitors

;mk1 pending in the New York board
of aldermen were discussed at a

meeting of the I. T. 0. A. yester-

day. They include the new Baum
ordinance which would raise the-

ater licenses from a $500 top to $2,-

000. The bill proposes to fix a

minimum of $300 per house, as com-
pared with a $100 minimum at

p resent.

Attacks were also aimed at the

Curley bill, which would require a

man in the booth for each piece of

apparatus and in effect requires two
operators in a booth, according to

1. T. O. A. officials. Another meas-
ure assailed is one seeking to in-

crease licenses for signs.

In the absence of President Harry
Brandt, who is ill. Leo Justin pre-
sided. Milton C. Weisman, counsel,

reported on the recent Washington
National Recovery Review board
hearing and Thornton Kelley, one
of the witnesses, also told of the

proceedings.

Basil Dean is Planning
Stage-Screen Combination
London—A combination of stage

and sci-een activities, whereby plays
will first be presented on the stage
in the West End and later made
into films with the same casts, is

planned for next season by Basil

Dean of Associated Talking Pic-

tures.

June Knight Booked for Casino

With George Jessel and the De-
Marcos holding over, the new show
opening at the Casino on Monday
will include June Knight and the
Frank & Milt Britton band. The
Casino plans to augment its regular
show Sunday night with several of

the incoming acts as a special at-

traction to the public.

"Richelieu" Next for Arliss

"Richelieu" has been definitely set
as the next George Arliss vehicle
for 20th Century. Work will start

on his return from England in the
fall.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Out of 679 pictures shown in Buch-
arest last year, 368 were American,
against 191 German and 110 French.

• • • ONE OF the most comprehensive campaigns to en-
list the juvenile vote has been launched by M-G-M
to plug "Tarzan and His Mate" scheduled for release April 20
.."..,. .a series of four bulletins were mailed to exhibs announc-
ing the launching of the Tarzan Safety Club with Johnny
Weissmuller sponsoring the club as the first charter member

and giving showmen all the necessary details to start

organizing a branch of the club in their town
g

T
• • • IN THE midst of a cycle of animal pix
and with the kids naturally falling for the animal lure
here is an idea with the Success Tag already on it for
there are many civic organizations that will be only too happy
to cooperate in implanting the Safety thought in the ju-

venile mind there is a pip three-sheet being prepared
showing in one-half Johnny Weissmuller backing away to Safety
from the jungle with all the wild animals advancing on him

the other half of the poster shows an average young-
ster backing carefully out of heavy street traffic with the
auto headlights metamorphosed into the heads of the savage
beasts Johnny is getting away from safely it is dramatized
to catch the kids' fancy and Safety is thus made an allur-

ing subject by converting it into a Game calling for skill and
ingenuity that, if you ask us is the Punch of Psy-
chology in Publicity

T T T
• • • A BIG broadside is now being mailed to the the-

aters showing how to tie up the Safety campaign right in

their own town with a dozen manufacturers already sellinir

"Tarzan" products more on the way here is a Kid
Klub idea that will catch on wherever kids have heard of Tarzan

and Johnnv Weissmuller
T T T

• • • THINGS ARE moving lively with the Empey Club
Tuesday afternoon they had a sort of unofficial advance

opening of that spiffy Bar just installed with a step in-

stead of a rail to rest your dogs on the occasion being
the reception in honor of John C. Mitchell Western editor

of "New Movie", the Tower publication the publicity and
advertising staffs of the various film companies were there to

the tune of about 80 and the cocktails were g-r-a-n-d

Empey likker is going to become the talk of the town
Bert Adler was host he did a fine thing for the industry

by showing them WHERE to hold their cocktail parties

in our OWN Club and why not? Atmosphere
Class Service Everythin' .

T T T
• • • WE ARE still checking up on that yarn that

Louis K. Sidney vacationing in Florida with Colonel Schiller

caught a 59-pound tarpon these Emgeem execs just can't

talk SMALL figures Tom Howard, returning from Florida

to make a new comedy for Educational stopped at the

Fountain of Youth at St. Augustine and decided to try it

out now Tom sez "Even if the fountain worked,
drinking that water is too heavy a price to pay for Youth"
... that gives you a slight idea of Florida water

T T
• • • IF YOU are around the Lombardy Hotel and get
thirsty you will find the cocktail room an enjoyable spot

it is getting quite a play from the Broadway celebs .

There will be four Educational comedies on Broadway with
tomorrow's opening of "The Big Show," the Tom Howard pix,

at the Roxy The Empey Club hung out the S.R.O. sign

yesterday in the dining room and was Tom Wiley proud!

among those present were Phil Reisman, Gabe Hess, Mar-
tin Quigley, Gus Edwards, A. J. Barbano, Eugene Picker, Bill

Ferguson. Ed Schnitzer, Harry Shiffman, J. A. Koerpel. J. H.
Vergeslich

« « « » » »

B. I. P. PRODUCING

40 TO 50 THIS YEAR

London—Output of British Inter-
national Pictures this year will be
between 40 and 50 pictures, it is

announced. This, together with 30
to 40 planned by Gaumont British-
Gainsborough and plans of other
units will provide more than enough
product to meet the increase in the
British quota, which went to 17
per cent last week.

"

Television for Theaters
Being Developed by Baird

(Continued from Page 1)

home, an additional lens was used
to enlarge the image so that about
100 persons were able to look on at
once. The transmitted program in-

cluded part of a sound film.

15 Secretaries Appointed
For Code Board Positions

(Continued from Page 1)

Code Authority holds another ses-

sion at 2 p. m. Appointees announc-
ed yesterday are:

Buffalo, Jane Holloran; Charlotte,
Mrs. Walter Griffith; Los Angeles,
Minnie A. Kopple; Denver, Duke
W. Dunbar; Kansas City, Grace
Gannon; Portland, Ore., Ruth Doyle;
New Haven, Harry P. Landers; Cin-
cinnati, Alice Juergens; Chicago,
Emma Abplanalp; Atlanta, Love B.

Harrell; Memphis, Mrs. Alma Wal-
ton; Cleveland, Mrs. Georgia Mof-
fett; Milwaukee, Ben Koenig; Min-
neapolis, Mrs. Mabel Deitz; San
Francisco, Rowena Foley.

All local boards have now held
meetings, with the exception of New
Orleans. Boston is holding another
session this week to nominate a sec-

retary. All 31 offices will be oper-
ating within two weeks.

African Expedition Returns

London—A London Films unit has
just returned from a five-month ex-
pedition in the African jungles
where a large quantity of footage
was shot for a story dealing with
"Commissioner Sanders of the

River," created by Edgar Wallace.
Zoltan Korda is director of the pic-

ture, with Alexander Korda super-

vising.

Frank Borzage Virginia Cherrill
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Everybody's playing the new game—
The whole industry's wild about

INSTEAD OF
Play it yourself and double your profits!

THE RULES:
Book "Riptide" Give it the biggest promotion

you ever gave a picture. Then DOUBLE
YOUR NORMAL PLAYING TIME!!

FOR EXAMPLE:

ses

rat

taci

ylei

"INSTEAD OF
one week, I ran

it 3 WEEKS!"

6 DAYS INSTEAD OF 3, Lewiston, Me.

5 DAYS INSTEAD OF 3, Marlboro, Mass.

7 DAYS INSTEAD OF 3, Pittsfield, Mass.

7 DAYS INSTEAD OF 4, Brockton, Mass.

6 DAYS INSTEAD OF 3, Bangor, Me.

4 DAYS INSTEAD OF 2, Montgomery, Ala.

"INSTEAD OF
3 days, I played

it a week!"

HELD OVER 3rd WEEK, NEW YORK
HELD OVER 2nd WEEK, LOS ANGELES

(possibility of a yd week)

HELD OVER 2nd WEEK, Portland, Ore.

6 DAYS INSTEAD OF 3, Ft. Worth, Tex.

7 DAYS INSTEAD 3, Wichita Falls

4 DAYS INSTEAD OF 2, Ft. Smith, Ark.

7 DAYS INSTEAD OF 4, Akron, Ohio

7 DAYS INSTEAD OF 4, Canton, Ohio

HELD OVER 2nd WEEK, St. Louis, Mo.

HELD OVER 2nd WEEK, Toledo, Ohio

HELD OVER 2nd WEEK, Detroit, Mich.

2 EXTRA DAYS, Findley, Ohio

HELD OVER 2nd WEEK, Seattle, Wash.

HELD OVER 2nd WEEK, Atlantic City

HELD OVER 2nd WEEK, Philadelphia

7 DAYS INSTEAD OF 4, Sioux City, Iowa

7 DAYS INSTEAD OF 4, Waterloo, Iowa

7 DAYS INSTEAD OF 4, Spokane, Wash.

7 DAYS INSTEAD OF 4, Cedar Rapids

7 DAYS INSTEAD OF 4, Pueblo, Colo.

3 DAYS
4 DAYS
3 DAYS
3 DAYS
4 DAYS
3 DAYS
4 DAYS
3 DAYS
2 DAYS
5 DAYS
3 DAYS
4 DAYS
4 DAYS
3 DAYS
3 DAYS
3 DAYS
4 DAYS
3 DAYS
3 DAYS
3 DAYS
4 DAYS
5 DAYS

INSTEAD OF 2

INSTEAD OF 3

INSTEAD OF 1

INSTEAD OF 2

INSTEAD OF 3

INSTEAD OF 2

INSTEAD OF 3

INSTEAD OF 2

INSTEAD OF 1

INSTEAD OF 4

INSTEAD OF 2

INSTEAD OF 3

INSTEAD OF 3

INSTEAD OF 2

INSTEAD OF 2

INSTEAD OF 2

INSTEAD OF 3

INSTEAD OF 2

INSTEAD OF 2

INSTEAD OF 2

INSTEAD OF 3

INSTEAD OF 4

, Brunswick, Ga.

, Macon, Ga.

, Del Rio, Tex.

, Barre, Vt.

, Keene, N. H.

, Southbridge, Mass.

, Maynard, Mass.

, Burlington, Vt.

, Harwichport, Miss.

, Taunton, Mass.

, Ipswich, Mass.

, Northamptom, Mass.

, North Adams, Mass.

, Milford, Mass.

, Mt. Pleasant, R. I.

, Centredale, R. I.

, Rutland, Vt.

, Rochester, N. H.

, Great Barrington, Mass.

, Augusta, Me.

, Pittsburg, Ks.

, Joplin, Mo.

INSTEAD OF"
3 CHEERS MAKE IT

300 FOR M-G-M's
RIPTIDE

NORMA SHEARER, ROBERT MONTGOMERY in "RIPTIDE"
with Herbert Marshall, Mrs. Patrick Campbell, Written and Directed
by EDMUND GOULDING. Presented by IRVING G. THALBERG.
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LIABILITY TO PATRONS

DISCUSSED BY LEVY
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Opinion that the-

aters are not liable when patrons
are injured through explosion of
bombs during strikes was expressed
by Attorney Edward G. Levy, of
New Haven, general counsel of the
M. P. T. 0. A., in a discussion of
"The Theater's Liability to its Pa-
tron" at the M. P. T. 6. A. conven-
tion yesterday.

Following is the text of Levy's
address:

"The theater as well as race
tracks, circuses and allied amuse-
ments have been held to be private
enterprises since the owners derive
no authority from the State to
carry on their businesses. As a re-

sult of this declaration of law, as
it now exists by a unanimity of case
decisions, the amusement owner is

able to regulate bis amusement as
he wishes subject only to two re-
strictions:

1, Whatever legislation may be passed by
municipality, stale or Federal government,
within the exercise of 'the police power' wher-
ever Ihe amusement is held to be 'affected

with a public interest.'

2. The injunctions expressed in the Civil
K t vr 1 1 < - Act of the several states by virtue
of which discrimination may not be made
against patrons because of race, color or
erred and also prohibiting discriminations
which do not apply to all alike.

"If it be a violation of the first

class of restrictions the offense is

a criminal one; if of the second class

of restrictions the offense is a crim-
inal one and in addition subjects

the theater owner to a civil suit.

"It is now well settled law by
a vast majority of the cases that
a theater ticket is a license that may
be revoked at any time by the party
issuing it either before or after the

ticket bolder has entered the theater
and either before or after tbe ticket

holder bas taken his seat. Tbe
Proprietor may ask tbe seat bold-

er to leave tbe theater for any rea-
son at all or for no reason at all

subject only to the injunctions of
the Civil Rights Act. Upon being
asked to leave and his refusal so

to do, the ticket bolder is a tres-

passer and reasonable force may be
used to eject him forcibly. His
only remedy is in contract and all

that he can recover is the price of

the ticket and the expenses inci-

dental to his coming to the theater.

"The general rule with almost no
dissent appears to be that the own-
er of a theater is required to use

Catholic Crusade Gains

New Orleans—About 1.800 Catholics

from Louisiana. Mississippi and Texas,

in convention here, voted to stay away
from pictures listed as indecent in

their publication. "Queen's Work "

They also will send protests to pro-

ducers, directors and stars appearing

in such pictures. The industry's pro-

duction code will be used in judging

filmv One delegate. C Paul Baker

of Loyola University here, disagreed

with most of the resolution. He said

films had no evil effect on him and

that he would go to Mae West pic-

tures whenever possible.

League of Nations Endorses Shorts for Kids

Geneva— Mickey Mouse cartoons and pictures based on the life of the ant or the
bee. instead ot love and underworld stories, are recommended tor children by the
League of Nations Committee on Child Welfare. Animated comedies, films of harm-
less fantasy, comics generally and authentic pictures of nature are among those
tavored. according to views expressed yesterday. The committee is endeavoring to

bring about a treaty to encourage producers to make more films for children.

Claims Sound Repair Cost
Reduced to $1.20 Weekly
Wilmington, Del.—Repair and re-

placement charges made by Elec-
trical Research Products have been
reduced from an average weekly
theater "top" of $12.65 in 1928 to

$1.20, according to a brief filed by
John E. Otterson, president of the

company, in connection with the

Stanley Co. suit charging A. T. &
T. and several subsidiaries with
monopoly. The figure of $1.20 is

based on charges made during the

first six months of 1932, it is stated.

Other charges since inception of

sound are given as follows: 1927,

$3.02; 1929, $9.45; 1930, $7.59; 1931,

$3.29. Erpi has a perpetual in-

vestment aggregating $250,000 in

repair and replacement parts, says
the brief, these being distributed

from 41 locations.

Making Hindu Film in Trinidad

Don Beddoe, director, and Jules
Bucher, cameraman, sail today on
the Domingo of the Furness Line
to join Harry Dunham in Trinidad,

where the trio will film the life of

a colony of Hindus who are said to

retain the customs of India in all

their native purity. The trio ex-

pect to make a five-reeler, to which
a sound track will be added on their

return here.

O'Toole Urges Aid Now
For Recovery Movement

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—"The aid we now

give the national recovery move-
ment will mean millions in theater
profits with the return of prosper-
ity," M. J. O'Toole declared in sub-
mitting a report as part-term secre-
tary of the M. P. T. O. A. at the
closing session of its annual con-
vention here yesterday.
"The situation is in your hands,"

observed O'Toole, who recently re-

signed his exhibitor organization
post to join the M. E. Comerford
circuit. "Every exhibitor must pay
as much attention now to the re-
building of the industry as he would
to the building of a theater for him-
self," said the speaker.

Switch Helen Hayes Vehicles
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In a switch of plans,

Hugh Walpole's "Vanessa" will be
the first Helen Hayes vehicle when
she returns to the M-G-M studios
about June 1. Lenore Coffee and Ar-
thur Richman are adapting it, with
William K. Howard slated to direct

and Walter Wanger as production
supervisor. "What Every Woman
Knows," which was to have been
the next film for Miss Hayes, will

be made later in the year.

reasonable care to keep his prem-
ises, appliances and amusement de-

vices in a reasonably safe condition

for persons attending the theater.

This applies to the following: fall-

ing rails of balconies, tripping over

an umbrella placed in an aisle by
a patron, tripping over carpets,

slipping in toilet rooms, etc.

"There is of recent origin a rule

of law which holds the owner of

the theater responsible in damages
for injuries arising from that which
he might reasonably have anticipated.

It is interesting in this connection

to consider the problem of the ex-

plosion of bombs in theaters where-
by patrons are injured. As yet

there has been almost no case law
developed on this point. We have
here before us a very nice point as

to whether or not the explosion of

bombs (since this occurs during
strikes) would or would not be
something: the theater owner should

have anticipated. If the Court so

holds, which seems unlikely at this

stage of legal development, the the-

ater owner would be held respons-

ible. If the Court did not so hold,

it is hard to conceive how an in-

jured patron could recover since it

could not reasonably be said that a

failure to guard against or locate

bombs was a failure to exercise

reasonable care to keep and to put

tbe premises in a reasonably safe

condition.

"Another important problem is

occasioned by the Court's stating

that the owner or lessor of a the-

ater is responsible for damage done
to patrons of the theater even
though such damage arises out of

the negligence of an independent
contractor or lessee. Let us take
for example the case that arose in

Connecticut: a patron was injured

by the falling of the seat on which
he was sitting; it was proved that

there was negligence in repairing

the seat; in the lease there was a

covenant on the part of the owner
of the theater to keep the place

in repair. Two things were cer-

tain:

1. That the patron has a cause of action

either against the lessor or the lessee.

2. That if he recovers against the les'ee.

the lessee would have a cause of action

against the lessor.

Some states allow the patron to

sue the lessor directly claiming that

this avoids circuity of action; other

states claim that the natron must
sue the lessee of the theater since

here is no privity of contract be-,

tween the patron and the lessor. It

is therefore incumbent unon the

lessee of a theater to see that there

is in the lease a covenant on the

part of the lessor to repair since

otherwise there is a serious ques-

tion whether he would be able to

sue the lessor for money paid out

by the lessee to the patron."

15 HOUSES REOPEN

IN MIDWEST AREAS
{Continued from Page 1)

Cumberland; Columbia, Davenport;
U-No-Us, Lehigh; Plaza, Manley;
Princess, Reinbeck; Waterloo, Wa-
terloo; Wellman, Wellman; Iowa,
Dow City; Kimballton, Kimballton.
The three reopened Nebraska

houses were the Stuart, Stuart; Ne-
braskan, West Point; Wynot, Wy-
not.

Amer. Group Franchised
To Make Films in Russia

{Continued from Page 1)

good Field, Jr., and L. K. Bigelow
of Natick, Mass., both formerly with
FitzPatrick and the University Film
Foundation; J. Withrow Jr. of Co-
lumbus, son of Prof. J. Withrow of

Ohio State University, and Arthur
Menken, formerly of Pathe News.
Henry Shapiro has been engaged to

act as executive director in the Sov-
iet Union. Shapiro previously con-

ducted American tours in Russia.
Contracts have been executed with

the monoplies of the Soviet Union
which will permit the photographing
and production of films in Russia.
First of a series of shorts and fea-

tures has already been produced and
a considerable quantity of film has
reached this country. A second
shipment will arrive next week. By
May 1 a new production unit will

leave for Russia to continue pro-

duction. Distribution arrangements
are not yet set.

Milwaukee Operators Elect

Milwaukee — Glenn C. Kalkhoff
has been reelected president and O.

E. Olson has been returned as busi-

ness manager of the Motion Picture
Projectionists' Union, Local No. 164.

Other officers named are John
Black, vice-president; George Witt-
mann, treasurer; Allen Neundorf,
recording secretary, and Otto
Trampe, George Harris, Alfred Bau-
mann and George Arnowitz, execu-
tive board members. Kalkhoff and
Olson will represent the local at the

international convention in Louis-

ville and the state convention at

Racine.

Warners Reopen Milwaukee House

Milwaukee — Warner Bros, have
reopened their Kosciuzsko theater,

neighborhood house. Eugene Arn-
stein, manager of the circuit's Ri-

viera, is also managing tbe Kos-
ciuzsko.

Higher License Proposed

Under a proposal sponsored by Alder-

man Morton Baum, Fusionist. motion

picture theaters in New York City may
be taxed on a raising scale for license

fees. The present scale calls for a

maximum of $150 per theater. Under

the Baum provision, theaters will be

taxed from $300 for 600 seaters or

less to $2,000 for houses seating over

3,500. The new bill would give the

city about $650,000 in revenue from

movie theaters.
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MAYER URGES OUSTING

CHEAP FILM MAKERS
{Continued from Page 1)

period of years will ruin this indus-

try," said Mayer, "you will give

patrons ptomaine poisoning through
an overdose of pictures."

He said he would rather the $25,-

000 picture producer be put out of

the way than let him ruin the busi-

ness. He dared exhibitors to criti-

cise his company or its executives,

stating they were working hard and
doing their best. He declared that

17 years ago he predicted percent-

ages, franchises and the death of

vaudeville and nickelodeons. He
pleaded for tolerance between ex-

hibitors and producers.

"Everybody has two businesses in

the world—his own and motion pic-

tures," he said.

Mayer warned exhibitors that they
were not farsighted in trying fol-

low rentals, because low rentals did

not allow for improvement in pro-

duction. He said exhibitors could

do much in discovering star ma-
terial and building new stars. He
urged exhibitor committees be

named to meet with producers dur-

ing the convention to learn pro-

ducers' problems.

"Hollywood is a desert when you
are looking for brains because they

are under contract," said Cecil B.

deMille in speaking on "How Pic-

tures Are Put Together."

President Ed Kuykendall of the

M.P.T.O.A. declared publication of

box-office reports should be elimi-

nated as reports do not deceive

small-town exhibitors and furnish

legislators and reformers with fuel

with which to attack the industry.

"The motion picture is a social

power and, as such, a responsibility,"

said Mrs. Thomas G. Winter. "Re-
ports furnished by club women in

Hollywood are published in 200

newspapers and posted in libraries

and schools. The greater mass of

people have better judgement than
that young so-called intelligentsia

who have influenced some pictures."

Speaking of divergences of opinion

she said that she liked "Reunion in

Vienna" but that her husband pre-

ferred Mae West. Jules Michaels
praised the work being done by
Mrs. Winter.
"You cannot continue to flaun'

indencency in the eyes of the pub
lie and get away with it," said

Joseph I. Breen speaking generally.

He asserted many attacks on the

industry are provoked by unclean
advertising and urged his hearers t^

use advertising by companies' homp
offices as it is clean and the work
of leading advertising men.

Silent and Talkie Dualed

Kansas City—Trying something new
the Southtown Theater this week put
on a twin bill including a silent, "Beau
Geste," and a talker, "Lady Killer."

Sidelights from the MPTOA Front

By RALPH WILK

A GRAND welcome was accorded the exhibitor contingent
at the Warner-First National studios, the first film pro-

duction plant to be visited by the delegates. Sixty Busby
Berkeley girls met the visitors at the gates with gold and
silver coaches from the "Madame DuBarry" set, and the the-

ater men later witnessed some shooting of Dolores Del Rio
in this picture.

Paul Muni, Kay Francis, Hugh Herbert, Dick Powell, Ruby
Keeler, Dolores Del Rio, Allen Jenkins, Guy Kibbee, Jean Muir,
Ricardo Cortez and George Brent were among the Warner play-

ers deluged by exhibitors seeking autographs.

Jack Warner welcomed the visitors to the lot.

"Twenty Million Sweethearts," new Warner musical picture
without a dance ensemble in it, was screened for the guests.

Glenn Harper, Corona, Calif., exhibitor, who has been in-

active in national organization work since 1926, was present
to help his friend, President Ben Berinstein of the Southern
California unit, to entertain the visitors.

In his speech of welcome, Jack Warner stated that his im-
provised studio stage theater was the only theater in California

not showing a triple bill. This brought plenty of laughs.

Benjamin Warner, father of Jack, and Jack's son helped to

entertain the delegates.

Fred Wehrenberg takes his morning walk regardless of wea-
ther conditions. It's an old St. Louis custom.

Morgan Walsh, prexy of the Northern California exhib
outfit, qualifies as one of the Busy Men of the meetings.

O. C. Lam is reminiscing on the codifying days of Washing-
ton, vividly recalling the aches and pains which accompanied
them.

Louis B. Mayer declined to discuss "What's Wrong with
Exhibition." "I've been out of it too long," he said, "and I

couldn't give the subject fair treatment." Mayer operated a
theater 27 years ago and later sold pictures in New England.
He admitted that he was at one time a good exchange man-
ager.

Assemblyman Lawrence Cobb of California urged both ex-

hibitors and producers to form a closer contact with state law-

makers so that their problems may be better understood.

Cecil B. DeMille's biggest bathroom set yet—and that is

something—will be seen in "Cleopatra." Some 400 feet long.

Jules Michaels, of Buffalo, representing Western New York
delegates, led applause at the conclusion of Louis B. Mayer's
speech. "A very fair conception of the problems confronting

both bodies," he commented.

A message from Sol Rosenblatt was read, pleading for a
fair trial for the NRA.

LAWS OF CENSORSHIP

SENSELESS—DeMILLE
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Laws of censorship

notj only are unreasonable, but they
are not founded on common sense,
declared Cecil B. DeMille in ad-
dressing yesterday's session of the
M.P.T.O.A. convention.
"Every time you get a picture,"

said the producer, "you get the
heart-blood of many people."
He was given a thunderous ova-

tion.

Code Authority Opening
Office on West Coast
{Continued from Page 1)

bor board, have been named a com-
mittee to handle the matter. This
office, working under the supervision
of the Code Authority, will super-
vise relations involving studio la-
bor, standing committee on extras,
agency committee, free lance play-
ers and other phases of the situa-
tion.

More Para. Claims to Be Heard
Concentrating on claims remain-

ing to be settled, a series of Para,-
mount Publix creditor meetings
have been planned for the next few
weeks. One takes place at 10 A. M.
today. The session on the Fox West
Coast claims has been adjourned
from tomorrow to April 27. Two
other meetings, however, are sched-
uled for Friday, one at 11 A. M.
and another at 3:03 o'clock. Still

another meeting is planned for
April 16.

Majestic Announcing Plans Today
Majestic Pictures will make an-

nouncement today of its future pro-
duction plans, E. H. Goldstein said
yesterday. Franchise-holders who
have been meeting at the Park Cen-
tral since Monday had not definitely
agreed on a program up to a late
hour last night, Goldstein said.

10 Small Para. Claims Settled

Nearly 10 claims against Para-
mount Publix, all involving amounts
of less than $2,000 each, were set-

tled at a hearing before Referee
Henry K. Davis yesterday.

Dave Chasen for Joe Cook Film

Dave Chasen, Joe Cook's faithful
stooge, leaves Sunday for the coast
to appear with Cook in the picture
to be made by Fox. Chasen's busi-
ness is handled by the Leo Morrison
office.

Sandrich's Tenth Option
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Mark Sandrich, who is

directing the new Wheeler-Woolsey
film, "Cockeyed Cavaliers," becomes
the oldest director in point of service

on the RKO lot as a result of the
studio taking up his tenth option this

week. Sandrich began as a director

of shorts.
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« « « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES « « «
Wallace Beery in

"VIVA VILLA"
with Leo Carrillo, Fay Wray, Stuart Erwin,

Henry B. Walthall, Joseph Schildkraut,

George E. Stone

M-G-M 115 mins.

A MONEY PICTURE WITH WALLACE
BEERY SCORING IN COLORFUL AND
REALISTIC MELODRAMA.

Mixing fact with fiction, brutality with

softness, grimness with humor, and thrills

of military conquest with touches of catch-

as-catch-can lovemaking, all caught in a

grand sweep of the cameras that keeps

the action galloping for almost two hours,

this saga about Villa makes entertainment

plus. It is not a picture for young or weak
hearts, but outright he-man stuff. Wallace

Beery, as Villa, the bandit with a great

love for his country and his oppressed

brother peons for whom he fights and

kills without regard for rules of warfare,

gives a dominant and memorable perform-

ance. Leo Carrillo, his aide, whose trigger

finger is always itching to be in action,

also stands out. And there is a grand

performance by Henry B. Walthall as Ma-
dero, the betrayed ruler to whom Villa

was loyal and whom he later set out to

avenge in ruthless fashion. Joseph Schild-

kraut also is good as the traitorous general.

Cast: Wallace Beery, Leo Carrillo, Fay

Wray, Donald Cook, Stuart Erwin, George

E. Stone, Joseph Schildkraut, Katherine De
Mille, Phillip Cooper, Frank Puglia, Henry

B. Walthall, David Durand, Francis X. Bush-

man, Jr., Adrian Rosley, Henry Armetta

Pedro Regas, George Regas.

Director, Jack Conway; Authors, suggest-

ed by book by Edgcumb Pinchon and 0. B.

Stade; Adaptor, Ben Hecht; Cameramen,
James Wong Howe, Charles G Clarke;

Musical Score, Herbert Stothart; Editor,

Robert J. Kern.

Direction, Aces. Photography, Superb.

Buck Jones in

"FIGHTING RANGERS"

Columbia 60 mins.

FAIR WESTERN STORY OF VENGE-

ANCE AND CLEANUP OF AN OUTLAW
BAND.

Slow-moving and not very suspenseful,

a good cast dominated by Buck Jones, pic-

turesque setting, some humor and a lively

romance are compensatory graces. Jones,

a ranger, is assigned to bring in the Cou-

gar, who has been robbing the stages.

Jones's brother is killed by the Cougar.

Jones then has a poster made up depicting

himself as an outlaw with a price on his

head and goes across the border to get

the Cougar. The saloon where the Cou-

gar's band headquarters is run by the

father of a girl whom Jones' helped and

who proceeds to show her fondness for

ihim. This antagonizes one of the Cou-

gar's lieutenants and then there is a fist

fight to settle the row. Jones tricks the

Cougar into venturing across to make a

raid. The Cougar escapes this trap and

flees across the border where Jones finall,

kills him.

Cast: Buck Jones, Dorothy Revier, Frank

^ice, Bradley Page, Ward Bend, Mozelle

Brittone, Paddy O'Flynn, Art Smith, Frank

La Rue and Jone Wallace.

Direction, George B. Seitz; Cameraman,

Sid Wagner, Recording Engineer, George

Cooper; Film Editor, Leon Barsha.

Direction, Fair Photography, Good

"SMARTY"
with Joan Blondell, Warren William

Warners 64 mins.

RAMBLING TALE OF MARRIED LIFE

AND DIVORCE FAILS TO DEVELOP

FARCE POSSIBILITIES.

A distinctly farce idea, the business and

dialogue were written away from the com-

edy elements, and the director evidently

was misled, also, into thinking he had a

more or less serious work on his hands.

The results is that the actors are any-

thing but at their ease in trying to read

a serious note into situations that should

have been very farcical and funny. The

story rambles in and out of situations thai

are not any too closely knit together, and

the result is a very neutral offering. Joar

Blondell has the role of a very willfu'

and exasperating wife of Warren William.

She is having a little romance with Ed-

ward Everett Horton, a lawyer. At a

bridge party hubby slaps his wife's face

when she provokes him unbearably. Then

;he divorce, and the lawyer friend marries

"ier. Then business of turning the tables

with an almost identical situation. The

'ickle girl then plays for her ex-hubby,

nd the climax leaves you believing she wil

2t him back. Miss Blondell is forced t

jlay the part of a very disagreeable giri

hat won't add to her popularity.

Cast: Joan Blondell, Warren William,

:dward Everett Horton, Frank McHugh.

Claire Dodd, Joan Wheeler, Virginia Sale,

eonard Carey.

Director, Robert Florey; Author, F. Hugh

-Ic.bert; Adaptors, F. H. Herbert, Carl

! ickscn; Editor, Jack Kill ifer ; Cameraman

Secrge Barnes.

Direction, Fair Photography, Very Good

"BLACK SHIRTS"
Dist. Not Ser 120 mins.

MUSSOLINI'S OWN STORY OF RISE

AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF FASCISM,

INTERESTINGLY, SYMPATHETICALLY

AND DRAMATICALLY UNFOLDED.

This picture may be fascist propaganda,

but it is also a dramatic and very inter-

esting exposition of the events which led

up to fascism, the rise and ascent to power

of the blackshirts and the Mussolinian ac-

complishments. The story proper traces

the fortunes of a peasant family from 1912

through 1932 and is well-constructed to

carry the larger tale of the development

of the fascist state. Mussolini wrote, su-

pervised and makes a special appearance

at the end of the picture. With a force-

ful narrator to unfold the story, which is

new in Italian, and considering the ex-

ploitation possibilities, this film seems a

^ood box-office possibility. Appeal points

n many directions. The picture now runs

almost two hours. Cast is excellent as to

iypes. Story starts before the war. Po-

etical controversy over Italy's entrance into

the war and the first appearance of Mus-

olini's newspaper is shown. Then are

uccessively depicted the war, fascism and

Mussolini's forecast of greater glory for

Italy.

Produced by Luce; Directed by Forzanc;

Story by Mussolini and Forzano.

Direction, Good Photography, Fine.

7^
oo

I OR 2 PERSONS

Above the 8th

Floor $6.00

and up

Enjoy the comforts of i

parlor and bedroom suite. . . .

All rooms equipped with

combination tub and shower

bath, and running ice water.

Ideal location — adjacent to

shopping, business and the-

atre districts.

SWIMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

NEWS OF THE DAY
Baton Rouge, La.—Star Heiman

of Nashville, Tenn., will open the

Grand here. He has closed a con-

tract with Goodrow Attractions.

Syracuse, N. Y.—The Paramount
theater here will not be affected in

the Publix reorganization. Andy
Roy is managing director of the

house. It is likely, however, that

RKO and Loew will come to an
agreement on policy and picture

classification. Stage shows prob-

ably will be resumed at Keith's.

Tallulah, Ala.—Caspar Bruno, St.

Joseph theater operator, will open
a house here in competition with the

Bailey circuit.

Kansas City—Variety Club head-

quarters in the Muehlebach Hotel

are going to be pretty swell. About
$750 will be spent on furnishing and
equipping them, and they will be

formally opened April 23. Members
can use them beginning tomorrow.

Birmingham— The Trianon oper-

ated by Wilby has been leased by
Peggie Hale, Inc., and will be con-

verted into a store.

Denver—The fame of the State

theater as an entertainment center

seems to be spreading. Manager
Buzz Briggs received an order from
Pueblo, accompanied by a cashier's

check for $1, for four tickets to be

mailed in a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. Briggs is considering

boosting the price of admission at

the State. He thinks that if out-of-

town patrons are willing to pay a 5-

cent premium on tickets, local the-

atergoers ought to be willing also

to pay 25 cents, instead of the 10,

15 and 20-cent price that now pre-

vails at his house.

Buffalo—First Division exchange

will move its headquarters today

from the second floor of the Film

Building to the offices previously oc-

cupied by RKO on the main floor.
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD "LOTS
//.

By RALPH WILK

]y[OLLY O'DAY will return to the
screen in Ann Harding's new

starring vehicle, "The Life of Ver-
gie Winters." She was signed by
RKO Radio this week for a role in
the Sidney Bromfield story which
is being directed by Al Santell.

T T T

Richard Dix, who is finishing up
his RKO contract, plans to sail in
about two weeks for a trip around
the world.

Erik Charell's first American pro-
duction, heretofore known as "By
Royal Command," will henceforth
be titled "Caravan." For this film
starring Charles Boyer, Jean Parker
has been borrowed from M-G-M. C.
Aubrey Smith is another addition
to the cast. The picture is to be
made in English and French ver-
sions simultaneously. Samson Ra-
phaelson wrote the English screen
play, an adaptation of Melchior
Lengyel's story.

Plans are going ahead rapidly at
the M-G-M studios for "Student
Tour." Jimmy Durante and Charles
Butterworth will have leading parts
in this story of a round-the-world
educational tour. Charles Riesner
will direct and the production will

be under the executive guidance of
Monta Bell.

T T T

Robert Young has been borrowed
by Fox from M-G-M for the leading
role opposite Helen Twelvetrees in
the screen version of "She Was a
Lady," an adaptation of the novel
by Elizabeth Cobb, daughter of Ir-
vin S. Cobb.

T T T

Production has started at the M-
G-M studios on "The Thin Man,"
screen rendition of Dashiell Ham-
mett's current best seller on detec-
tive story lists. William Powell,
Myrna Loy and Maureen O'Sullivan
have the chief roles in this new pic-

ture, the cast of which includes
Minna Gombell, Edward Ellis, Isa-
bel Jewell, Nat Pendleton and Por-
ter Hall. W. S. VanDyke is direct-
ing.

T T T

Fox has signed Jay Gorney and
Don Hartman, composers, to write
origina musical numbers for forth-
coming Fox films. Gorney worked
on the music for "Stand Up and
Cheer!" and is currently working,
in collaboration with Hartman, on
"Red Heads," to be produced by
Jesse L. Lasky.

T T

"The Fire Patrol" is the tempor-
rary title of Columbia's next action

drama starring Tim McCoy, the
seventh of the present series. The
star will again be teamed with D.
Ross Lederman, who has directed
McCoy in many of his tea Lures for
the company. The team has just
completed "Hell Bent for Love."
Production on "The Fire Patrol" will

start this week.

Several players were added this
week by Universal to the cast of
the Vicki Baum story, "I Give My
Love." This picture will co-star
Paul Lukas with Wynne Gibson.
Eric Linden and John Darrow were
yesterday's additions to the cast,

which already includes Carl Laem-
mle, Jr.'s, lates Broadway acquisi-
tion, Louise Lorimer. The sculptor.
Salvatore Scarpitti, who has just
finished a bust of Mussolini which
he will exhibit in this country, is

also part of the cast. For the pic-
ture, "I Give My Love" he is de
signing a statue called "Ambition''
which plays an important part in

the script. It was written by Doris
Anderson.

T T T

Paul Muni's next Warner vehicle

will probably be "Border Town."
T T T

Chester Morris will have to past-
pone his personal appearance torn-

after all. After finishing "Embar-
rassing Moments," he was looking
forward to a month of appearances
in New York, Boston, Philadelph.a
and other large eastern cities as a
fill-in before the start of "Loves
of a Sailor-." However, Kurt Neu-
mann has just been assigned to di-
rect "Loves of a Sailor," and Frank
Craven has been signed for the pic-
ture. Russ Brown, another Carl
Laemmle, Jr., discovery, will als^
be given an important role. "Loves
of a Sailor" is based on a story
by Dore Schary and Lewis Foste .

It will go into production on April
17.

Cosmopolitan has signed Otto
Kruger for one M-G-M picture. The
latter company has placed Ta'bot
Jennings, writer, under contract.

Universal has changed the title

of Max Marcin's picture to "Dan-
gerous to Women." It was formerly
known as "The Humbug" and "The
Devil to Pay."

Donald Woods has been borrowed
from Warners by Fox for the juve-
nile lead in "Charlie Chan Carries
On."

it

MONOGRAM is Proud to Present

SCHOOL DAYS 11

AN ORIGINAL STORY BY GUS EDWARDS,
HASED ON HIS 1VORLD FAMOUS SONG

OF THE SAME NAME

ONE OF MONOGRAM'S SHOWMANSHIP
SPECIALS FOR 1934-5

"THIS YEAR IT'S MONOGRAM !

"



"WE'RE NOT DRESSING" with BING CROSBY
Carole Lombard • George Burns & Gracie Allen • Ethel Merman & Leon Errol

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE Directed by Norman Taurog .-^^-.
C'^iimmMnl

4v\ft/ni
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JohnstonReplies toMayer onSmall-CostProducers

M.P.T.M. CONVENTIOO EXTENDED TWO DAYS

Code Seen Providing Permanent Trade Machinery

California
. . . does weH by the boys= By JACK ALICOATE^^-^

Convention Hall,

Los Angeles, Thursday

|K|EVER in the colorful history of pic-^ tures has there been a bigger load

sf convention than this exhibitor gather-

ing now drawing to a close in this Los

Angeles city of sunshine, satisfaction and

andwiches. We say "drawing to a close,"

or they were scheduled to ring down
hursday night, but are now carrying on

hrough Friday and Saturday. Over the

eek-end Hollywood will take a bromo-

eltzer and try to get back to work. Ex-

hibitors, wiser, happier and tired, will

catter to the four winds, and Alicoate

ill get a little sleep. It has been a big

how, too big, for everyone is tired out

nd punch drunk.

T T T

K|0 exhibitor convention we have at-

' ^ tended can touch this one from the

standpoint of the quality and efficiency of

its business sessions, and in addition, if

any should ask you, from both the quan-

tity and quality of entertainment. Busi-

ness sessions have been thorough, delegates

have been both enthusiastic and atten-

tive and the program each day carried

through with clock-like precision. It is

a pity that every exhibitor in America

could not have listened to the great var-

iety of constructive addresses for, in un-

abridged printed form there could be no

better text book of modern motion pic-

ture thought.

t T

IT is certain that no exhibitor will leave

Hollywood without better industry un-

derstanding and at least a slight working

knowledge of practical production. Ex-

hibitors came to see, have had the free

run of all studios, and if they missed any-

thing it was their own fault. In addi-

tion there were addresses by Professor

Louis Mayer and Professor Cecil DeMille,

and we know of none more capable. The

code obviously came in for plenty of dis-

cussion. Only through such a gathering

can opinions be crystallized and at no

time or place since those memorable

Washington days have we heard the code
(Continued on Page 2)

Prompt Utilization of Pro-
visions Urged by
Morgan Walsh

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Addressing yesterday

morning's session of the M. P. T.

0. A. convention, Morgan Walsh,
president of the Independent Thea-
ter Owners of Northern California,
urged prompt use of the code so
that the industry can demonstrate
its capability of self-regulation in

order that when the NRA no longer
(Continued on Page 4)

MAJORSliLEllRIEF

WITH REVIEW BOARD

A formal brief, replying to

charges made by independent exhibi-

tors recently in testifying at hear-
ings held by the National Recovery
Review Board, has been filed by

(Continued on Page 6)

Simon Libros Re-elected

Poster Ass'n President
St. Louis—Simon Libros was re-

elected president of the National
Protective Poster Ass'n at its meet-
ing here. Trade problems were dis-

cussed, including a plan of the as-

sociation to print its own posters,

stills and other accessories, but no
official statement of what transpired
at the confab was issued.

Movies Preferred

Boston

—

In a house-to-house ques-
tionnaire directed by Mayor Mansfield
among 1,000 South End homes to as-
certain preferences in recreation, 498
gave first vote to movies, against 356
tor magazines, 339 for cards, 338 for
newspapers, 323 for vaudeville, 269 for

legit, 227 for concerts and 56 for wood-
carving.

WARNER-F.N. STUDIOS

PREPARING 12 MORE
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — In addition to four

features currently before the cam-
eras, the Warner-Firpt National
studios are preparing 12 pictures
for early shooting. The four in

work are: "Hey, Sailor," with James
Cagney, Pat O'Brien, Gloria Stuart
and Frank McHugh; "Madame Du-
Barry," with Dolores Del Rio, Os-
good Perkins, Victor Jory, Reginald

(Continued on Page 6)

Larry Darmour to Handle
Production for Majestic

With Larry Darmour in charge
of production and Harold Hopper as
studio manager, Majestic Pictures
plans to complete the seven pictures
remaining on its 1933-34 schedule
and to make 12 pictures for 1934-
35 release at an average cost of not
less than $100,000 per film, it was
stated to Film Daily yesterday by

(Continued on Page 7)

Low-Cost Producers Defended
By Johnston in Reply to Mayer

Spurt in Loew Shares

Apparently in anticipation of a good
first-half earnings report due in the

next fortnight, Loew shares yesterday

went to a new high for the year, clos-

ing at 35ys. Turnover was 49,800,

largest of any stock on the board for

the day. The Loew issue also had
been showing strength for some days

previous.

"The independent producer mak-
ing pictures for $25,000 to $50,000
has as much right to be in business
as the manufacturers of modest
priced cars such as Ford or Chev-
rolet," stated W. Ray Johnston,
vice president of the Motion Pic-

ture Federation, at a special meet-
ing of the executive board yester-

(Continued on Page 4)

Production Criticized, La-
bor Demands Attacked

at Thurs. Session
By RALPH WILK

West Coast Manager, FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Due to inability to

dispose of the flood of business in

the time originally scheduled, the
M. P. T. O. A. convention, which
was to have wound up last night,
will continue through Saturday af-

ternoon. Some pointed talks on pro-
duction, labor and other subjects
highlighted yesterday's session.

In a speech replete with clever
sarcasm, Walter Vincent attacked

(Continued on Page 7)

HARRY BRANDT ADDS

FIVE MORETHEATERS
Acquisition of five more theaters

was announced yesterday by Harry
Brandt. Houses are the Dewey,
Lakeland and Werba in Brooklyn,
and the St. Marks and Times
Square in New York.

2 Million in RKO Claims
Settled Since Receivership
Claims against RKO amounting

to over $2,000,000 have been either
settled or drqpped since the fiilng

of the receiver's report in Novem-
ber," the Film Daily learns. The
total amount of claims included in

the report was $23,285,143.95 ex-
cluding the claim of Rockefeller Cen-

(Continued on Page 6)

Banana Ruling

Oklahoma City

—

A banana peel must
lie in the aisle of a theater long
enough to give the management a

reasonable time to find it before its

presence there becomes evidence of
negligence, according to a district court
ruling in a case tried here. Ray Cox
sued Warners, operators of the Liberty,

for $3,000 damages due to an injury

when he slipped on a banana peel in the
theater. He was given a verdict for

$500.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg

Am. Seat 5% 5Vl 5% — Vl

Columbia Picts. vtc. 29% 29 29% + 5
/p

Con. Fm. Ind 4i/
2 4'/2 4V2 + Vt

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 16% 16i/4 16 1/4 + Vt

East. Kodak 92 90'/4 92 + 1

V

4

Fox Fm. "A" 16 15'/2 15% + Va

Loew's, Inc 35% 34 35 Vg + 1 Va

do pfd 96% 96 96 + l/j

Metro-Goldwyn, pfd. Z5/4 25 25'/4 + %
Paramount ctfs. ... 5% 5% 5%+ %
Pathe Exch 3% 3 3'/4 + %
do "A" Z03/4 19% 201/4 + %
RKO 3% 3% 3% + %
Univ. Pict. pfd 46% 45% 46 — %
Warner Bros 7% 7% 7% + %
do pfd 25 243/4 25 + Va

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. vtc. 28 27 1/4 27

V

4 — 23/4

Technicolor 9l/4 8% 9 1/4 + %
Trans-Lux 2% 23/8 2% + %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 . 10% 10 1/4 10% — %
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 93/8 9 9 — Vs

Keith A-0 6s46 ... 697/g 68 69% + 2%
Loew 6s 41ww 100 99% 100 + %
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 53 1/4 51% 53 + 1 Va

Par. By. 5>/2 s51 ... . 39 38 383/4 + %
Par. By. 5%s51 ctfs. 37 363 4 37 + 1 Va

Par. 5%s50 ctfs. . 53 51% 53 + 1%
Pathe 7s37 95% 95% 95% + 1 %
Warner's 6s39 .... 60% 59% 60% + %

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para. Publix 5% 5% 5% + Va

No M-G-M Prod. Abroad
London—Although M-G-M will not

enter into any alliance with British

producers, it is known that the com-
pany is not averse to picking up twa

or three British productions that are

suitable for the American market
Arthur Loew, vice-president of M-G-M
has made no new production arrange-

ments while here or on the continent

The studios at Barcelona, Paris and
Rome will continue to be used as syn-

chronization studios only. No new
productions will be made.
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California
. . . does weH by the boys

(Continued from Page 1)

so intelligently and constructively ana-

lyzed.

T T T

PRESIDENT Ed Kuykendall has been fair,

* colorful and impartial while presiding,

and Master of Arrangements Ben Berin-

stein is ready to drop from being at it

night and day. From the standpoint of

entertainment, no convention ever has nor

ever will top this one. Every studio threw

a party, each trying to beat the other and

each bigger than the last. The combined

banquet and show at M-G-M was a spec-

tacle that could be made possible in no

other industry and in no other spot in

the world but Hollywood. The cream of

the artists of the world took part, with a

new headliner every minute. A hundred

million in talent and never working with

more enthusiasm.

T T T

A ND a word about coverage and the

'** trade press. They are a sleepy gang

now, but they did a great job. Art Ungar

and Variety, Billy Wilkerson and his Re-

porter, Red Kann and Motion Picture

Daily, and Ralph Wilk of this sheet. This

industry is fortunate in having the finest

trade press in America. It will likely

be a long time before Hollywood forgets

these theater owners, and, as we see it

after days of merry-go-rounding, the ex-

hibitors will never forget this convention

or the spot where it was held, Hollywood.

British Actor for Reliance Film

Robert Donat, London film star,

arrives in New York next Friday on
the Berengaria from England en
route to Hollywood to play the title

role in "Count of Monte Carlo,"
which Reliance Pictures, the Harry
M. Goetz and Edward Small com-
pany, will produce for United Art-
ists release. His engagement for
the role is the first move in the in-

terchange policy announced recently
by Joseph M. Schenck. Sidney Lan-
field, 2th Century director, has gone
to London to direct "Sons O'Guns."

I. A. Allen Brings Coogan Film

I. A. Allen, producer of the new
series of Jackie Coogan featurettes.

has arrived in New York by plane
with the first print of the series.

Allen is headquartering at DuWorld
Pictures.

Goldwyn Signs Stage Player

Samuel Goldwyn has signed
George Murphy, currently appear-
ing in "Roberta," to play the ju-

venile lead in "Treasure Hunt,"
starring Eddie Cantor. Picture goes
into work about June 1.

More Dates for Gloria Swanson
Following her appearance at the

New York Paramount the week of

April 20, Gloria Swanson will make
personals at the Brooklyn Para-

mount, the Michigan in Detroit and
the Chicago in Chicago. In June
she returns to the coast to start

work in Samuel Goldwyn's "Bar-

bary Coast."

NEW YORK BOARDS MAP

ORGANIZATION PLANS

Organization moves were insti-

tuted by the New York zoning and
grievance boards at meetings held
yesterday in the direction of select-

ing headquarters and naming a joint

secretary. The grievance commit-
tee named J. Louis Geller and Harry
Thomas a committee to handle both
matters. It meets again Tuesday
with Milton Kussell ,presiding as
chairman.
At a session of the zoning board

Harry Shiffman, Leo Abrams and
David Loew were appointed a com-
mittee to nominate a secretary.
Robert Wolff, Edward Rugoff and
J. Louis Geller, who is acting on
this board for Lawrence Bolognino,
were named a committee to select

headquarters. The board meets
again Tuesday for luncheon at the
M. P. Club with Wolff as chair-
man.

Movie Costume Ball April 27

The Film & Photo League will
hold a Motion Picture Costume
Ball on April 27 at Webster Hall.
Sponsors are James Cagney, Sidney
Howard, George Gershwin, John
Wexley, Elmer Rice, George S.

Kaufman, Burgess Meredith. A
nickelodeon show, sound recording,
exhibits of photos by Margaret
Bourke White, Ralph Steiner, Bere-
nice Abbott and prizes for costumes
to be judged by stars from the
stage and screen will be some of the
features.

Warners Buy "Big Hearted Herb"
"Big Hearted Herbert," current

Broadway stage success produced
by Eddie Dowling, has been bough c

by Warner Bros. Casting will be
started at once.

More Wide Ranges for Skouras

Skouras circuit has signed con-

tracts for Western Electric Wide
Range sound equipment in seven
more houses, it is announced by C.

W. Bunn, general sales manager
of Electrical Research Products.

Theaters are: Academy of Music,

New York; Park Plaza, Bronx;
State and Fulton, Jersey City; Riv-

oli, Hempstead; Sunnyside, Wood-
side, and the Astoria Grand, As-
toria.

Bud Gray Joins Columbia

Vernon (Bud) Gray has been en-

gaged by George Brown, Columbia
director of publicity and advertis-

ing to head its radio department.

Vivian Moses an Harold D. Emer-
son are leaving the company's pub-

licity department.

French Film Preview

A preview of "Kiki," French fea-

ture, and "Images d'Auvergne" and
"Terre Soumise," shorts, will be

held aboard the He de France at

Pier 57 tonight under auspices of

John S. Tapernoux.

Ready Reference Directory
With Addresses and Phone Number] of

Recognized Industry Concerns

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

Engravers

CALL—

PHOTO ENGRAVING
(Day and Night Service)

250 W. 54th St., N. Y.

Tel. COIumbus 5-6741

Equipment

USED EQUIPMENT
BOUGHT AND SOLD

LARGEST CLEARING HOUSE IN SHOW
BUSINESS

S. O. S. CORP.
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Tel. CHickering 4-1717

Foreign
J

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS—IMPORTERS

Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY

LONDON PARIS IERLIN

Hotels
i

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK
TURKISH BATHS

Printing
1

PRINTING

Service — Quality — Price

Modern—Economical—Accurate
BARNES PRINTING CO., Inc.

229 W. 28th Street, New York
Telephone, PEnnsylvania 6-4740

Reference Books •
I

COMPLETE
in every detail, pertaining to
production, distribution and
exhibition

—

1934
YEAR BOOK

of
MOTION PICTURES

Distributed FREE to Sub-
scribers of Film Daily

1650 Broadway N. Y. City

Hollywood Office
6425 Hollywood Blvd., Calit.



NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

WORLD PREMIERE of '20 Million Sweethearts' set for

April 25th at N. Y. Strand as Warners move new musical's

pre-release date one month ahead at trade's request.

WARNER STUDIO GREETS M.P.T.O.A. with

gala festivities. Tour of Burbank film plant gives

visiting showmen advance views of Del Rio's Du

Barry' and Berkeley's spectacular 'Dames' scenes.

BUY-OF-THE-WEEK is Warner acquisition of legit's comedy

standout, 'Big-Hearted Herbert,' now in its fourth Broadway month.

3

'WONDER CAR' PARADE features giant St. Louis send-off for

'Wonder Bar' at new Rialto, while Portland, Chicago and Kansas

City records clinch evidence that latest Warner musical .is best yet.

FAIR AND WARNERS' is Josephine Hutchinson,

famed star of Eva LeGallienne's Repertory Theatre,

added this week to company's mounting new-

talent aggregation on long-term contract.

GEORGE BRENT AWARDED major role in

'Housewife' scheduled for early production on

Warner lot with Bette Davis, Ann Dvorak as dual

femme leads under Alfred E. Green's direction.

*A Warner Bros Picture °A First Notional Picture Vilagraph, Inc. Distributors
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JOHNSTON ANSWERS

MAYER STATEMENT

(Continued from Page 1)

day after a discussion of the Louis
B. Mayer address appearing in The
Film Daily. Speaking on behalf
of the producer and distributor

members of that association, John-
ston further stated that the inde-
pendent film man with a $25,000 in-

vestment has as much at stake as
the million dollar major operator,
and that his product helps exhibitors
to carry the burden forced upon
them by major producers whose
product they are compelled to play
very often at a substantial loss.

Johnston continued:
"Mr. Mayer, a former independent pro-

ducer, leads off with the statement that the
exhibitors' claim that they must play un-
clean pictures because of block booking i.

dishonest! 1 predict that block booking wib
be done away with before the end of the
current season.

"Regarding double and triple bills over ;

period of years ruining this industry, I have
been told that the first double bill was played
in a house owned by Louis B. Mayer in Bos-
ton and the industry seems to be in almost
as healthy a condition as it was 20 years
ago when this practice started. By a check-
up; just concluded there are 13 triple featun
houses in the United States. Mr. Mayei
also claims that it will give patrons ptomaine
poisoning through an overdose of pictures!
May I add that ptomaine poisoning is just a
easily acquired through an overdose of very
bad pictures, which seems to have been the

cause of poor business this year rather thai
the cost of pictures. He further states tha
he would rather a $25,000 picture produce^
be put out of business than to let him ruii
the business. Let him look over the financia
reports of the Independent producers and dis
tributors and he will find that they owe ver\
little money, that they have no bond issue
outstanding and that a very small amoun
of stock, if any, has been sold and depre
ciated in the hands of the public, and he wil

also find that the bookings from the the

aters on independent product show a 25 pei

cent increase during the last two year.,

which should speak for itself.

"While it may be possible that the majo
producers have been working hard and doin;

their best, yet their best apparently is no
good enough, judging from the box-office

receipts on a considerable part of the prod
uct during the past year.

"He further states that 'everybody has twi
businesses—his own and motion pictures.'

believe that the records of the recent govern
ment investigation show that during the pa
two years the average executive has concen
trated entirely on 'his own' and not o

'motion pictures,' as is proved by the trc

mendous salaries, executive bonuses, etc., re

vealcd in the recent government investiga

tion and which are paid for by Mr. Ex
hibitor himself.

"I am heartily in accord with the state

ment issued by President Ed Kuykendall i-

pening address: 'Ours is not only the

right but the solemn duty to regulate trade

pracrces and we've got to start at the top.

There is no such thing as 'The King can di

no wrong.' The little fellow who may have
only $2,500 invested has as much at stake a

the million dollar first-run structure, Wiethe"
independently operated or producer-controlled.

"The same thing applies to the independent
producer and the independent distributor.

There is a definite place in the sun foi

anyone who can create, and the independen'
producers have proved very definitely to th-

Canadian Grosses Up 20%
Toronto—Theater grosses throughout

the Dominion arc generally reported to

be 20 per cent higher than a year

ago. Famous Players Canadian is under-
stood to be showing a substantial im-
provement in business.

Sidelights from the MPTOA Front
By RALPH WILK

CARL LAEMMLE, Carl Laemmle, Jr. and Jimmy Grainger headed the
greeting committee when the convention delegates visited the Uni-

versal studios. A group of stars and leading players also were among the
welcoming group, with John LeRoy Johnson officiating as master of
ceremonies.

Pete Smith, Dick Powell, Ben Bernie, Charlie Murray and Ned Sparks-
acted as masters of ceremonies at the big dinner-dance and entertainment
given in honor of the exhibitors at the M-G-M studios. Louis B. Mayer
welcomed the visitors. In his response, Ed Kuykendall declared that this
would go down as the greatest exhibitor convention ever held. Each major
studio furnished talent. Joe Cunningham registered heavily with his
witty speech.

Walter Vincent described California as a land of sunshine and sand-
wiches.

The cycle of bus pictures is proving confusing to travelers, Vincent also
said. The lobby of a Pennsylvania theater was made to look so much like

a bus terminal that a half-wit demanded that the cashier sell him a ticket

to Altoona.

When Exhib Bromley was asked to sit in on a certain forum, he declined
on the ground that he was agin 'em, which should qualify him as a pun-dit.

If a bomb, stench or otherwise, is tossed into a theater, the exhibitor

is held liable for the consequences, says\ Ed Levy, general counsel.

Louis B. Mayer, rock-ribbed Republican, takes great delight in ribbing
Mike Comerford, Democratic leader in Pennsylvania. Mayer smilingly
said the veteran exhibitor had not visited him at the studio.

The beer drinkers cheered the selection of Milwaukee as the place of the

1935 convention.

Dave Palfreyman has tossed his diet to the convention winds—when he
finds time to eat.

Sid Grauman did plenty of hand-shaking as a member of the conven-
tion committee on entertainment.

Indie circuit operator problems were informally discussed by Frank
H. Durkee of the Durkee Enterprises, Baltimore.

Sam Dembow conveyed box-office angles to the Paramount studio bunch
between convention sessions.

Bill Benton, ambassador from the Saratoga racetrack sector, has been
evincing much interest in the way the production wheels go 'round.

Doing S. R. O. Business
With Home-Made Sound

Columbus — With a home-made
sound equipment developed by Theo-
dore Lindenberg, head of the Lilly

Ames Co., a uniform and regalia

house, the Grandview Theater, sec-

ond-run house six miles from the
center of town, has been doing S. R.
O. business almost continuously for
some time. Lindenberg, working on
theories of his own about sound, is

said to have constructed an appara-
tus capable of reproducing tones
with unusual reality.

satisfaction of the exhibitors of America that
they can create product which has definite
exploitation value and which helps them
carry the burden forced upon them by the
major producers whose product they are com-
pelled to play, very often at a substant al

loss and to make up the difference through
the profits made by playing independent pic-

tures.
"Mr. Mayer does not need to worry about

the average independent producer being put
out of business. They are all amply financed
and doing very nicely."

Foreclosure Sale Looms
For St. Louis Properties

St. Louis—Due to the remote

chances of reconciling the differ-

ences of opposing parties interested

in the Ambassador, Grand Central

and Missouri theaters so as to en-

able a reorganization plan, a court

order to sell the properties under
foreclosure is believed likely. In

addition to the Snyder-Koplar-Fan-
chon & Marco contingent, and the

Lawton Byrne Brunei' Insurance
Agency which brought the original

receivership suit, parties seeking to

intervene include Warners and Mrs.
F. Geller. Judge Davis has given
them time to file briefs.

Warner Bros, late yesterday filed

three suits in Federal Court here
against St. Louis Amusement Co.

for $111,919 representing funds al-

leged to have been advanced to the

local circuit for operating expenses
between 1930 and 1934, less interest.

SEES CODE PROVIDING 3

PERMANENT MAGH'RY

(Continued from Page 1)

exists the industry will have ma-
chinery left for self-regulation of a
proven method, eliminating possi-
bility of going back to slow, tedious
relief which was formerly sought
through the Federal Trade Commis-
sion and the Department of Justice
under the Sherman Anti-Trust Law
and the Clayton Act.
He warned that if the Code Au-

thority in New York hampers free
and open operation of local clear-

ance, zoning and grievance boards
with restricted procedure and too
much red tape, most of the value
of these boards will be lost. He
said the underlying principle of de-

termining composition of these
boards, by putting on them repre-
sentatives of retail and wholesale
branches of the industry, is a sound
step. It enables boards local in

color and character to squarely meet
and adjust on a constructive pro-
gressive basis.

"Many conflicting injurious poli-

cies have crept into the business
over a period of years and have
become most flagrant in recent years
during repression," said Walsh.
"These pus-bags of malicious, un-
fair trade practices will not be elim-

inated unless exhibitors will cour-
ageously and honestly, without
seeking special privileges, come
forward with a complete confidence
in these boards, placing their com-
plaints before them for adjudica-

tion." The code should enable
exhibitors to get many things they
have been hollering about for 25
year,s, Walsh added.

Weinstock Gives Up Boston House

Boston—Ownership of the Park
theater has changed from the Wein-
stock combine to the Max Michaels
Operating Co., of which Max Mich-
aels, formerly manager of the Gay-
ety theater, is treasurer. Edward
Weinstock is resigning as director

of the Park to re-enter the broker-

age business in New York and
Boston.

Boston Bans Nudist Film

Boston — Showing of "Elysia,"

nudist film, has been definitely ban-

ned here by Herbert McNary, city

censor, according to Harry Gold-

man, who is handling distribution

rights in this territory.

Blumenthal Mansion Burns
Larchmont—A. C. Blumenthal's

mansion, one of the showplaces of

Westchester County, was destroyed

by fire early yesterday.

Reopens After 4 Years

Shelby, O.—The opera house, dark

since 1930, opens Sunday by W. R.

Malone and Francis Bushman, of Akron
who will inaugurate a straight picture

policy.
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3 NEW HOUSES IN

MICHIGAN TERRITORY

Detroit—Opening of three new
theaters and the reopening of two
others in this territory is shown Gn
the current report of the Film Board
of Trade. New houses are the Gib-

son, Greenville, operated by Charles

H. Gibson and L. M. Quinet; Port
Austin, Port Austin, operated by
Mack Norton, and the Gennessee,

Saginaw, being opened April 15 by

J. X. LaDue.
The reopened theaters are the

Lakeside, Muskegon, and the Visger,

this city.

Closing last month were the Art,

this city, and the Temple, Union-

ville.

K. C. Pantages Reopens Today

Kansas City—Reopening of the

former Pantages theater, renamed
the Tower, will take place today.

M. W. Reinke and Barney Joffee

will be associated in the operation.

The house, which has been dark

three years, will be the only inde-

pendent first-run downtown.

Upturn in Northern Missouri

Kansas City—Some theaters are

being reopened in northern Missouri,

and some exhibitors in that terri-

tory are adding more changes, ac-

cording to Harry Taylor, Columbia
exchange manager, who has just

completed a trip through the terri-

tory. Further improvement is con-

tingent upon the crop situation.

Revivals Continue at Carnegie

In a continuation of the revival

policy at the Little Carnegie Play-

house, "Grand Hotel" will be pre-

sented over the week-end, followed

by "I Am. a Fugitive" on Wednes-
day and "Emperor Jones" on April

21.

"Scandals" Holds in K. C.

Kansas City — "George White's

Scandals," Fox release, is being held

a second week at the Uptown.

Swedish Film in Brooklyn

"Vi Som Gar Koksvagen" ("Ser-

vants' Entrance"), Swedish film,

will be presented at the Brooklyn

Academy of Music for a week start-

ing Sunday.

SUNSHIN€
\\\}-U/ IN

THE

DAY'S

NEWS

M-G-M's "Riptide" is being held for

a third week on Broadway at the Cap-
itol.

NEWS OF THE DAY
Sandusky, 0.—J. J. Scholer has

been named manager of the War-
ner's Ohio theater, succeeding
"Dinty" Moore, transferred to St.

Louis.

Alliance, O.—The Rex, formerly
the Ideal, dark ,several months for
improvements, reopens tomorrow
under the direction of W. J. Cuth-
bert.

Urbana, O. — Remodeled and re-

decorated, Urbana's theater, the
Clifford built by the late Billy S.

Clifford has been reopened.

Wheeling, W. Va.—The Temple
has gone dark.

Wellsville, O. — Liberty Amuse-
ment Co. has acquired the new
Grand from W. W. Clark.

Groveton, N. H. — The Opera
House has been opened by L. J.

Barnett.

Buffalo—Stanley Meyers, who re-

cently left Brooklyn Paramount
after a long tenure, has been spend-
ing a few days in Buffalo, where he
formerly was master of ceremonies
at the old Lafayette. He will make
a few talkie shorts and then move
into the Manhattan theater with his

own orchestra.

Buffalo — George A. Mason and
John E. Carr, former managers oi

Shea's Hippodrome and Great Lakes
respectively, have changed places

due to the shift of stage shows tc

the Great Lakes. Ralph Schwar2
and his orchestra are back at the

Great Lakes.

Milwaukee—Joseph Jakopac, for

the past three years assistant man-
ager of Warner's Venetian theatei

in Racine, has been named house
manager of the Warner, local first

run house. He is succeeded in Racine
by Harvey Kny, formerly at the
Warner here.

Four Novels Acquired

Famous Authors Pictures Corp.
has acquired four novels for film-

ing. They are: "Unforbidden Sin,"

by Roy Vickers; "A Life for Sale,"

by Sydney Horler; "Burned Evi-
dence," by Mrs. Woodrow Wilson,
and "Jazz Beau," by Beth Brown.
Production will be at the RKO Pathe
studios in Culver City. Jacques
Kopfstein is president of the com-
pany.

Sign Mae West's Photographer

Chicago — Alexander Schupack,
who has been personal photographer
for Mae West, returns to the coast
next month under a three-month
contract to do additional work for

Paramount. He recently came back
from Hollywood after making more
than a hundred new stills of Miss
West.

Three Holdovers in St. Louis

St. Louis — Three pictures held

over in local houses this week. They
are: "Riptide" at Loew's State,

"Wonder Bar" at the Shubert Ri-

alto, and "George White's Scandals"
at the Fox.

Drama Winner Announced April 23

The Dramatists' Guild will an-

nounce the winner of the Roi Cooper
Megrue prize at a dinner to be given

April 23 in New York. The enter-

tainment part of the affair, which
will be informal, will be provided

by Marc Connelly, George Kaufman,
Moss Hart, Morrie Ryskind and Rus-
sell Crouse.

New Policy at Scollay Square
Boston—Vaudeville is being added

to double features at the Scollay

Square, M. & P. house managed by
Al Fowler. House has adopted the

slogan "A Theater for the Masses."

Plans Series of Golf Shorts

A series of 13 single-reelers star-

ring Bill Brown, golf professional,

is planned by Grace Pictures.

Scenes will be made in Bermuda
and Havana as well as this coun-

try, with work starting next week.
George Orth will direct, with Wal-
ter Babcock as his assistant.

Ask Hearing on Service Scale

Request for a hearing to consider

an upward revision of the film code
minimum wage provisions affecting

service employes is made in a tele-

gram sent yesterday to Division Ad-
ministrator Sol A. Rosenblatt by
Chas. C. Levey, secretary of Local
118, service union.

"Sweethearts" Fictionized

A special newspaper fictionization

based on Warner's "20 Million
Sweethearts" is being made avail-

able in mat form through the com-
pany's merchandising plan on the
feature. The serialization runs for
six days.

New M-G-M Mgr. in Montevideo

J. Goltz has been appointed man-
ager of M-G-M's recently opened
exchange at Montevideo, Uruguay.

Metro, Melbourne, Opening Set

Melbourne—M-G-M's new Metro
Theater will open April 26 with
"Queen Christina."

"One Night" Big at Globe

"It Happened One Night," play-
ing subsequent run on Broadway,
has broken all box-office records of

the past six months at the Globe.

Run will continue, delaying the
opening of "Unknown Blonde" until

April 23.

MEXICO TO PRODUCE

15 IN COMING YEAR

Mexican producers will turn out
15 features during the year ahead,
Bernard J. Gottlieb, M-G-M man-
aging director for Mexico, told The
Film Daily yesterday in New York.
Production is centered in Mexico
City.

A 3,000-seat house has been com-
pleted in Mexico City and three
more, seating 4,200, 2,500 and 3,500,
are now under construction there,

stated Gottlieb.

American distributors operating
in Mexico are being severely op-
pressed by heavy taxes and adverse
legislation, said the managing di-

rector. The tax on grosses has been
raised from 10 to 13 per cent, he
stated, as the levy on incomes has
been jumped from a top of 6 per
:ent to 10 per cent. Pictures with
action, heavy sentiment and cos-

tumes are clicking the best with
Mexican audiences, declared Gott-
lieb, who reported virtually all Mex-
ican theaters are playing double
features.

Chicago House Held Up
Chicago—Just as a public wed-

ding was about to be performed on
the stage of the Roseland State,
two gunmen entered and made off

with $75, taken from the cashier.

"Modern Hero" Next at Strand

"A Modern Hero," Warner picture
starring Richard Barthelmess, opens
April 18 at the Strand.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

April 13: Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays an-
nual state meeting, Hotel Claypool, In-

dianapolis.

April 14: Universal Club's Easter Ball, Hotel
Lismore, New York.

April 14: Motion Picture Club 1934 Reunion,
Cocktail Party and Dinner Dance.

April 19-25: International Congress on Educa-
tional and Instructional Cinematography.
Rome, Italy.

April 21: A.M. P.A. Annual Naked Trulh Din-
ner, Hotel Astor, New York.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"Ann Harding's ash blonde hair will

be seen in a number of variations in

'Life of Vergie Winters,' her next pic-

ture."—RKO
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MAJORS FILE BRIEF

WITH REVIEW BOARD

(Continued from Page 1)

seven major distributors with the

Review Board, it was learned yes-

terday.
At Washington Lowell Mason,

general counsel of the board, told

The Film Daily that it will not be

accepted as evidence, however, but
instead will be accepted only as a

demurrer. No reason for this ac-

tion was given.

2 Million in RKO Claims
Settled Since Receivership

(Continued from Page 1)

ter, Inc., which is of an undeter-

mined amount. Thomas D. Thacher,
who was appointed Special Master
by the U. S. District Court on Nov.
16, has several important claims un-
der consideration. The claim of

Walter Reade is expected to be de-

cided by Thacher next week.
Next report to be file with Judge

Bondy by Irving Trust Co., receiver

for RKO, is due about May 15. At
that time a balance sheet showing
RKO's financial standing for the

year 1933 will be included in addi-

tion to a statement of operations up
to the present time. Previous to

the filing of the report, applications
for allowances and fees will be
filed with the court by Irving Trust
and William J. Donovan, counsel for

the receiver.

.oming andGoing

LOUIS CALHERN, who has been on vaca-
tion in New York, leaves today on the Santc
Rosa tor Hollywood to resume screen work.

EDNA MAY OLIVER, on completing her

role in RKO's "Murder on the Blackboard,'

will take a two months' vacation abroad.

DICK POWELL, now working in First Na-
tional's "Dames," plans to finish up and com:
east in time for the opening of "20 Million

Sweethearts" at the Strand late this month
He also intends to take a vacation in Europe

SPENCER TRACY, Fox star, arrives in New
York tomorrow from the coast for a vacation

ALICE FAYE returns to the coast from New
York this week-end.

COUNT ALFREDO CARPENGA of Seven Seas

Corp. arrives in New York this week from

the coast on his way to Italy. He returnr

to Hollywood in about six weeks with hi-,

partner, William Fiske III, now in New York.

POLA NEGRI and WELDON HEYBURN have

gone to Chicago to start some personal ap-

pearances.

DAVE RUBINOFF leaves April 19 for the

coast.

HAROLD HOPPER leaves today for the coast

by plane to assemble a studio staff for Ma-
jestic's producing company.

ARTHUR LOEW will return from Europe

May 10 on the Conte di Savoia.

CLAUDE EZELL left New York last night on

his return to Dallas.

NAT LEFTON is en route to Cleveland from
New York.

BERNARD J. GOTTLIEB leaves New York
Wednesday for Mexico City.

BILL PERLBERG, Columbia casting director,

is in New York from the Coast.
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• • • A LUSTY film youngster will celebrate his first

birthday tomorrow referring to 20th Century Pictures
Darryl Zanuck claims the chee-ild as his own and

is right damned proud of the brat who wouldn't be?
the kid has made good in a very impressive way being a
rather precocious infant having done things that the older
lads in his film set couldn't very well have improved (look
over the Releases for proof)

T T T
• • • SO A birthday party is being splashed in his honor

broadcast over WEAF and 59 other NBC stations Satur-
day eve program .starts from the New York end
then switches to Hollywood with Rupert Hughes acting as
master of the revels . . those participating will include George
Arliss, Fredric March, Constance Bennett, Tess Gardell, David
Percy, Vivienne Segal, Jack Oakie, Tullio Carminati, Ronald
Colman

T T T
• • • LOST AND FOUND item Carl Clancy, the
much sought producer of those very funny shorts, "Life's Last
Laughs" (tid-bits from tottering tombstones) has
disclosed himself to an anxious world at last the modest
lad was just around the corner all the time up at Audio
Productions he being a producer licensee of that company

Billy Rose wants it to be broadcast through the hamlet
that he can use 50 beau-ti-fool hostesses for his new Music Hall

no previous experience necessary hostessing is easy
to learn if you're an attractive gal and reasonably inclined

so Mister Rose will meet you on the stage of the Casino
de Paree today at 4 P.M. if you're intrigued by the idea.

T T T
• • • THE ANNUAL Spring Soiree of the Universal
Club will be held Saturday nite at the Hotel Lismore
Meyer Davis' St. Regis hotel orch will weave the dance patterns

entertainment by well known artists festivities

start at 8:30 with an informal dinner it's the first affair

under new administration of prexy Eugene F. Cox Her-
man Stern has charge of arrangements

T T
• • • OUT IN St. James, Longisle Jack Livingston
has taken over the St. James theater for summer stock
starting after Decoration Day he will show four plays

Jack leased the house from John N. Brennan asso-

ciated with him is a prominent citizen and newspaper publisher
Larry Deutzman whose newspapers are read all

around this section

T T
• • • STARTING today as guest conductor for two weeks

B. A. Rolfe at the New York Paramount N. Y. Uni-
versity seniors answered their annual questionnaire with these
preferences Henry Hull, stage actor . . . . Katharine Cor-
nell, stage actress Lionel Barrymore, film actor

Katharine Hepburn, film actress Ben Bernie, radio per-

former Eugene O'Neil, playwright

T T T
• • • LAST CALL for your bid to the AMPA Naked
Truth Dinner-Dance no tickets will be sold at the gate

so if you're planning to give your legitimate femme part-

ner the time of her life better send in your dough
for there will be an eleventh-hour rush for tickets and ya
might get bogged for there is a positive limit of 1500

the Committee has concocted a dazzling program for your

delectation and hotel rooms can be hired by those with

program ideas of their own who cares?
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WARNER-F. N. STUDIOS

PREPARING 12 MORE
(Continued from Page 1)

Owen, Verree Teasdale, Helen Low-
ell and others; "Dames," musical
with Joan Blondell, Ruby Keeler,
Dick Powell, Guy Kibbee, ZaSu
Pitts and Leila Bennett, and "House-
wife" with George Brent, Bette Da-
vis and Ann Dvorak.
The 12 in preparation include

"Anthony Adverse," Hervey Allen's
best-seller; "Beware of Imitations,"
with Ricardo Cortez, Bette Davis
and Patricia Ellis; "British Agent,"
to star Leslie Howard with John
Eldredge featured; "Firebird," to

star Kay Francis; "A Lost Lady,"
from the Willa Cather story; "Oil

for the Lamps of China," the Alice

Tisdale Hobart novel; "Road-
House," featuring George Brent in

the story by Arthur Somers Roche;
"Self-Portrait," with Warren Wil-
liam; "Shanghai Orchid," by Gene
Markey and Kathryn Scola; "A Tale
of Two Cities," starring Leslie

Howard in the novel by Charles
Dickens; "Window Panes," original

by Harry Sauber in collaboration

with Brian Marlow, and "Border
Town," recently published novel by
Carroll Graham, in which Paul
Muni will probably be starred.

Kinematrade Gets Spanish Film

Kinematrade has made arrange-

ments with Arthur Sanchez, general

manager of Trans-Oceanic Film Ex-
port, for distribution throughout the

United States of the Spanish-lan-

spanish film, "Amor Que Vuelve,"

starring Don Alvarado and Renee
Torres. World rights are owned by
Trans-Oceanic. Kinematrade also

plans an English version of the pic-

ture.

John Himmelein Critically 111

Sandusky, O. — Former mayor
John A. Himmelein, widely known
Ohio theatrical executive, is crit-

ically ill at his home here from
pneumonia.

New Para. Montreal Manager

Montreal—Emanuel Brown, for-

merly with Empire, is now local

branch manager for Paramount. He
uccseded Edward English, resigned.

« « « » » »
Arthur Hurley Malcolm Stuart Boylan

Charles H. Christie Tully Marshall
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MPTOA CONVENTION

EXTENDED TWO DAYS
A LITTLE from "LOTS

By RALPH WILK -

//

(Continued from Page 11

cycles and epidemics of pictures. He
kidded about producers visiting the

hinterland for suggestions, and said

Hollywood has a china wall sur-

rounded by cellophane. He denied

that exhibitors refused to pay high

enough rentals and said he knew
real cause and inception of theater

overbuilding.
"Who told the producer he had to

make 52 pictures a year?" he asked.

"Every producer makes too many
pictures. The reason they make so

many pictures is that they are afraid

other producers will sell you more
pictures than they will. I want a

community of interest between pro-

ducer and exhibitor."

Following the morning session,

Ed Kuykendall stated that exhibi-

tors feel producers never intended

to satisfy the wishes of exhibitors

but rather the whims of directors

and studio pets. He doubted that

producers would ever get back into

exhibition.

Jack Miller Raps Labor
"We never thought Washington

would condone and legalize what
labor leaders have done to exhibi-

tors during the past 15 years with
their bombs and other forms of

violence," said Jack Miller. He de-

clared exhibitors lost 90 per cent

of what they sought in Washing-
ton on labor matters. He urged
small town exhibitors not to be mis-
led by labor agents into believing

they have to pay same scales as big

city exhibitors. He attacked the

American Federation of Labor and
said exhibitors should be organized
against unjust labor demands and
have paid representatives in Wash-
ington and New York to fight ad-

verse labor legislation.

Small-Town Exhibitor

W. L. Ainsworth attacked big

city exhibitors who invade small

towns with efforts to take business
away from them. However, he feels

small town exhibitors should be con-

cerned more with their local com-
petition and that the code will rem-
edy opposition he has from big city

operators.
Secretary Fred Meyer intimated

the executive board will meet with
a committee of producers following
the convention to agree on elimina-

tion of filth from pictures and to

discuss exhibitor relations with pro-
ducers.

Community Relations
In his report on community pub-

HOLLYWOOD
TEO CARRILLO, following his

characterizations in "Viva Villa!"

and in Clark Gable's new film, "Man-
hattan Melodrama," has been signed
to a long-term contract by M-G-M.
Otto Kruger also has renewed his

contract with Metro. His next part
will be in the forthcoming picturiza-

tion of "Treasure Island."

Gordon Wiles, Fox art director

who won last year's Academy award
for "Transatlantic," has been made

assistant to Julian Johnson, story
editor.

T T T
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has ob-

tained motion picture rights to the
play "Her Excellency's Tobacco
Shop" by Laszlo Bus-Fekete, the
Hungarian dramatist.

T T T
Alice Moore, 18-year-old daughter

of Alice Joyce and Owen Moore,
makes her film debut in "The Great
American Harem," a Halperin
Brothers production for RKO re-

lease.

lie relations, Chairman Fred Weh-
renberg stated exhibitors want
more family type pictures that will

have box-office appeal. "If the pro-

ducer makes family type pictures

good enough, New York audiences

will ajpprove and enjoy them as

much as will Main Street if he puts

as much energy and thought back
of them as he does behind the

sophisticated type," he said. "Vul-
garity never yet built box-office in

this business and never will." He
pointed out that the industry,

through Better Films councils, has
at its command over 2,000,000 work-
ers ready to sell its pictures and
that all that is asked is cooperation
and the right kind of pictures to

sell. He cited the work of the St.

Louis Better Films council which
concentrates on family night, going
so far as to broadcast over radio
asking entire family to attend the-

aters showing approved family type
pictures. He said Friday night in

St. Louis was one of the poorest
business nights in week before the
Council was organized and now it

has become one of best nights. Last
year 2,583 family night programs
were given.

Kuykendall declared that the ex-

hibitors have no grievance against
the labor provisions of the NRA,
but rather the interpretation is the
rub in most of the codes.

Airing Women Film Execs
The first of a series of eight broad-

casts dealing with women occupying im-
portant executive posts in the film in-

dustry will be given April 18 as part

of the Women's Radio Review program
over the NBC system. Broadcasts are

being arranged by the Hays association,

with Helen Havener in charge for th3

organization. Mrs. Claudine MacDonald
supervises the series for the review.

St. Louis Circuit Shifts Managers
St. Louis—In a shuffle of man-

agers of various St. Louis Amuse-
ment Co. houses, Sid Johnson of the
Congress has moved into the Shen-
andoah, while Jimmy Irving of the
Shenandoah is now piloting the
Mikado. Johnny Hoehn, assistant
manager of the Grenada, has been
advanced to the managership of the
important Union theater, succeeding
Henry Cole, now in charge of the
Shaw. Ernie Fox of the Shaw has
,swung over to the Congress.

Darmour Will Handle
Majestic Production

(Continued from Page 1)

Herman Gluckman, president, fol-

lowing a three-day conference of

franchise holders.

"Diary of a Bad Woman," based
on the story by Laurence Hazard,
the first picture to be produced, is

expected to be ready for release July
1. Majestic plans to have several

units in operation at all times and
to definitely deliver one picture a

month, Gluckman said. "Diary of

a Bad Woman" will be followed in

production by "Wild Geese," based
on the Martha Ostenso novel.

Initial picture for 1934-35 re-

lease will be "The Scarlet Letter,"

an adaptation of the Nathaniel
Hawthorne classic, with Bob Vig-
nola directing. Adequate financing

has been arranged, Gluckman de-

clared.

Name players and well-known di-

rectors will be brought in, Gluck-
man said. The Universal studio

will again be the seat of operations.

The franchise setup remains intact.

"This anouncement should set at

rest all rumors and reports that
Majestic might discontinue," Gluck-
man said. "On the contrary Ma-
jestic is now in a position where it

hopes to deliver product that will

prove an asset to the industry."

Jungle Film for 10 Key Cities

"Beyond Bengal," the Harry
Schenck jungle film taken over by
D. J. Mountan of Showmens Pic-

tures, will open shortly as a road-
show in 10 key cities. Howard S.

Hummell has joined Mountan to

handle sales on the picture, with
Larry Jacobs as director of adver-

tising and exploitation.

Finish Fourth Tom Howard Comedy
A New Tom Howard starring

comedy, the comic's fourth for Edu-
cational this season, has been com-
pleted at the Astoria Studios under
the direction of Al Christie. George
Shelton is featured with Howard,
while Bud Williamson appears in an
important role. The story, as yet
untitled, was written by William
Watson and Art Jarrett.

Acquires Hawaiian Feature

J. D. Trop has closed with Wil-
liam Fiske, III, president of Seven
Seas Corp. for world distribution
rights to "White Heat," produced on
the Island of Kauai in Hawaii. Lois
Weber directed it, and cast includes
Virginia Cherrill, Hardie Albright,
Mona Maris, David Newell.

Cjyt444iibia

I The prize box-office plum of the

f year! America's premier actor in

* America's premier comedy! JOHN
1 BARRYMORE in "20th Century",

| with Carole Lombard.Walter Con-

nolly, Roscoe Karns. A Howard

1 Hawks production from the

J
Broadway smash by Ben Hecht,

I
Charles MacArthur, and Charles B.

' Milholland. .- /_,___,

"Beyond the usual trend of film

entertainment! One of the impor-

tant dramas of the year!"—Spring-

field (Mass.) Daily News. The

screen's mightiest emotional ; tri-

umph, "NO GREATER GLORY",

a Frank- Borzage production based

on Ferenc Molnar's world famous

The glamor-of LANDI, the brilli-

ance Of Morgan, the romance of

Schildkraut— all in this great pic-
|

ture! ELISSA LANDI in "Sisters
|

Under The Skin", with Frank Mor-
^

gan, Joseph Schildkraut. Directed
*

by David Burton.
*
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CIRCUS
is in town!

Beyond your wildest dreams as a showman
is Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's amazing pro-

duction of "TARZAN and his MATE!"
Two years in the making, it is without

question the biggest thrill-show in the

entire history of show business. START
TO PROMOTE IT TODAY! ARRANGE
FOR EXTRA PLAYING TIME!

Biggest Sensation

Since "Big Parade"!

NOW PLAYING
CRITERION THEATRE
$2 Twice Daily Engagement LEO MARCHES ON!



Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Whole IndustrySuffers from Sinsof Few,SaysHays

M.P.T.0A VOTES TO ASK 15% CANCELLATIONS

Agency Committee is Appointed by Code Authority

An Interview
... we didn't expect

=By JACK ALICOATE-^^-

KIOW we know how it must feel to buy
' ~ the Brooklyn Bridge, for, three thou-

sand miles from our Broadway stamping

ground, we have been taken in. It all

happened during our visit to Universal, and,

is our face red? Have you ever heard of

an interview in reverse English? Well that's

what just happened to us. This young
Laemmle person, whom, not so many years

ago, we used to bring as presents building

blocks and cut-outs, asked us so many
leading, compelling and intelligent ques-

tions during the time we were supposed

to be interviewing him, that we soon be-

came, in reality, the interviewee. What
company is making the greatest strides on

the continent? What effect is the code
having on the little theater owner? How
many theater seats are there in metropoli-

tan New York? Is there room for another

Universal horror picture? They came at

us as fast as divots at a Film Golf tourna-

ment. Pop, you made a mistake by not

making him a lawyer.

KIO lot in Hollywood has more tradition

* ^ or carries with it more sentiment than

Universal City. It has that happy combi-
nation of romance and atmosphere of the

past, coupled under the up-and-at-'em rule

of Carl Laemmle, Jr., with business man-
agement as modern as today's newspaper.

What has been accomplished by this young-

est of producing executives since he took

over the reins of Universal City is now an

open book. His record of money pictures

is well above par.

\A/E were fortunate to hit the Universal
™ ' lot at the same time that Jimmy

Grainger, sales manager extraordinary and

champ Pullman jumper of the industry, was
giving the big 00 to what was going on

in Universal production. In addition, at

the luncheon table was Eph Asher. produc-

Ition

prime minister, and close by Frank

Borzage, now making "Little Man What
Now." Universal plans 40 productions for

the coming campaign. Never have we seen

Sheehan, Kahane, Cohen,
Jack Warner, Carr

Among Group
Appointment of an agency com-

mittee of ten members, as provided
by the code, was announced by the

Code Authority following a meeting
yesterday afternoon. Named by the
Authority to the committee are:
Trem Carr of Monogram, Eman-

uel Cohen of Paramount, Jack War-
ner, B. B. Kahane of RKO and W.

{Continued on Page 2)

ROSENBLATTAPPROVES

CODE FINANCING PLAN

Division Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt yesterday informed the
Code Authority that he heartily ap-
proves its financing plan involving
a budget of $360,000 and will rec-

ommend it to the NRA for its ap-
(Continued on Page 2)

Phil Ryan to Make
Series of Features

Phil L. Ryan, scheduled to ar-
rive in New York today from the
coast after completing his produc-
ing contract with Paramount for 12
two-reel comedies, plans next to

make a series of features. He will

be in New York about a month to

negotiate a major release for the
new group.

Adopt New Reviewing Plan

Policy of reviewing pictures by mere-
ly reporting audience reaction, plus a

plot synopsis, has been inaugurated by
"Journal of Commerce" and, if the
plan is deemed successful, will be
later instituted in at least six other
newspapers controlled by Ridder Pub-
lications. The idea so far has clicked

in "Journal of Commerce," Julius

Cohen, dramatic and motion picture

editor, said yesterday.

SEEK PLED6E IN MOVE

AGAINST OVERBUILDING

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—That a pledge should

be obtained from distributors re-

straining their salesmen from induc-
ing outsiders to build theaters in

towns where they are unable to sell

their product was the request made
to the M. P. T. O. A. at yesterday
morning's session of the Unfair

{Continued on Page 3)

Women's Club Federation
Opposes Block Booking

Northampton, Mass.—Definite op-
position to block booking was voiced
by Mrs. Grace M. Poole, president
of the General Federation of Wo-
men's Clubs, at a state conference
here. This is regarded as indicat-

ing the stand to be taken on the
question by the 2,000,000 members,
of women's clubs.

Will Hays Urges Maintaining
Ethics in Films and in Ads

Trendle's Option Extended

George Trendle having so far failed

to take up his option on Paramount
houses in Detroit, his time limit has

been extended from its original ex-
piration date, Monday, to July 16.

Consequently a meeting of Paramount
Publix creditors scheduled for Monday
at the office of Henry K. Davis,

referee, has been put off until the
latter date.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Declaring that busi-

ness common sense points the way
to selection of proper screen en-

tertainment, Will H. Hays addressed

the M. P. T. O. A. banquet on the
profitable necessity of maintaining
ethical values in pictures and ad-
vertising; Stating exhibitors are

(Continued on .Page 2)

Hot Battles Develop at

Session Devoted to

Resolutions
Bv RALPH WILK

West Coast Manager, FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A resolution asking

that the code be revised to allow 15
per cent cancell^SSns, instead of
the 10 per cent now*permitted, was
adopted at yesterday afternoon's
session of the M. P. T. U. A. con-
vention. Edward Levy, general coun-
sel, said the reason a higher per-
centage was not asked was that a
larger figure would give big circuits

(Continued on Page 3)

MAJORS GHARGEINDIES

TESTIMONY IS FALSE

A categorical denial of the tes-

timony submitted against the code
by independents at last week's hear-
ing before the National Recovery
Review Board in Washington is

made by seven major companies in
the 80-page brief filed with the
Board on Thursday and made pub-
lic yesterday. The reply, signed by

{Continued on Page 3)

4 State Film Bills

Killed in Committee
Albany—All four bills relating to-

movies introduced in the Assembly
have been killed in committee. They
included the Breitbart bill requiring
licensing of theaters to show ap-
proved films for children, the two
Neustein measures to repeal the

(Continued on Page 2)

Wm. Fox Wins Patent Appeal
The Appellate Division yesterday re-

versed a decision of the N. Y. State
Supreme Court dismissing a sound
patents infringement suit brought by
American Tri-Ergon Corp. against Max
Goldberg, Associated Cinemas and Leo
Brecher. Representing the William Fox
Company are: David L. Podell, Daniel
G. Rosenblatt and Felix S. Cohen.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat

Columbia Picts. vtc.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak

East. Kodak pfd

Fox Fm. "A"

Loew's, Inc

Metro-Goldwyn. pfd

Paramount ctfs. . . .

Pathe Exch

do "A"
RKO
llniv. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros

High

5'/z

30'/8

41/g

16%
92

135

15%
35

25

5%
3%
20%
3%

46

7%

Low Close

51/4 514 —
291/4 301/a +
41/g 4i/8 —

I6I/4 161/4 .

91 91 —
35 135 —
15% '5%
34% 34% —

25 —
5' 2 -
3% .

201/2 -L

3'/2 .-

46

7% ..

Net
Chg

25

5i'2

3 1-8

20

3%
46

7'/2

+ %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Pets. vtc. 29l/4 29% 29% + 2

Technicolor lO'/i 10 10

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 10% 10% 10%
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 effs. 9%
Keith A-0 6s46 72

Loew 6s -II ww ..IOOI/4

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 53%
Par. By. 5!/2 s51 .

383 4

Par. 5i/
2 s50 ctfs.. . . 53% 53

Pathe 7s37 95 96

Warners 6s39 ... 62%

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 5% 5% 5' 2 —

8% 8% — 'A

72 72 + 21/8

99% IOOI/4 + 1/4

53 531/2 + %
38%
53% Va

96 + %
62 4- IV2

383^

60':

Fewer Shorts for M-G-M
Cut in the M-G-M short subject

quota next season is expected, due to

the code provisions which restrain

forcing of all shorts with features.
The 1934-35 program will be set with-
in 30 days. Hal Roach, major pro-
ducer for the program, arrives in New
York from the Coast about that time.

• • • HOST AT a luncheon at the Empey Club yesterday
was Major L. E. Thompson of RKO Chairman of

this year's N.V.A. Drive he gave the luncheon to the the-
ater owners in the Times Square sector and to the opera-
tors of all the important independent circuits in the metro-
politan zone the Major extended an invite to his guests
to participate with Publix, RKO, Warners, Loew's, Fox West
Coast and Skouras who have already agreed to sponsor
the N.V.A. Drive

T
• • • FOLLOWING TALKS by Harold Rodner, A. P.
Waxman, Harry Brandt, Walter Reade, Jack Springer, Louis
Nizer, Leo Brecher and Sam Rintzler it was unanimously
agreed by the gents assembled that their theater organizations
would put the Drive over in Big Time style among those
present were Charles O'Reilly, Charles Moses, Lee Ochs, Al
Suchman, Lou Blumenthal, Harry Shiffman, Harry Buckley.
Chick Lewis, Jay Emanuel, Sid Samuelson, Mark Hanna, Ben
Sherman, M. Kashin, Stanley Lawton, George Trilling, F. C.

Wood, Jr., E. F. Rogers, B. S. Moss, and Arthur Mayer
the Drive will be held for seven days beginning May 4.

T T
• • • SPLASH DISPLAY for "Viva Villa" on the front
of the Criterion Georgie Brown completes his second year
at Columbia this coming week as Ad and Pub Director
Emgeem's "Riptide" is the sixth pix to hold for three weeks
at the Capitol in the history of the house Exhibs out In-

dianapolis way are rooting for election of Charles R. Metzger,
pop attorney for Associated Theater Owners of Indiana, now
running for Judge of the Juvenile Court of Marion County

Five RKO Radio features are currently showing in Broad-
way houses Forms close Monday for the Souvenir Pro-
gram for AMPA's Naked Truth Dinner at the Astor next Sat-

urday

HARRY STORIN returned to Providence last

night from New York.

AL JOLSON leaves New York today tor the
Coast.

AUSTIN C. KEOUGH returns to New York
Monday from Florida.

RICHARD A. ROWLAND has arrived in New
York from the Coast.

NAT WOLF, Warner Theaters division man-
ager in Ohio, has returned to Cleveland after
a New York visit.

LEE INSLEY of the Arcade, Salisbury, Md.,
was a visitor at the Warner home offices yes-
terday.

PHIL L. RYAN is due in New York today
from the coast.

HOWARD J. GREEN arrived in New York
yesterday in time to attend the first show-
ing of his new RKO picture, "Sing and Like
It," at the Roxy.

MONTY BANKS, director, sailed for Eng-
land yesterday on the Majestic.

SIDNEY LANFIELD. 20th Century director,

sails today for London.

DAVID KIRKLAND, after two years in

Mexico experimenting with Spanish film pro-
duction, has returned to the U. S. to seek New
York capital for the making of Spanish talk-

ers in Florida.

JACK JOSSEY and NAT LEFTON, Monogram
franchise holders, returned to Cleveland yes-
terday.

Whole Industry Suffers

From Sins of Few—Hays
(Continued from Paijc 1)

the final link between production
and an audience of over 50,000,000
enthusiasts a week, he pleaded with
exhibitors to assume full responsi-
bility of their task.
"Every time a producer or exhibitor stum-

bles, he trips the whole procession." I lavs

continued. "Each of us in performance of

ln^ part has an individual responsib lit y to

ill the rest. A single fall from the standard
if production, exhibition or advertising may
set echoes rolling from coast to coast. The
,'eiieral public is friendly to motion pictures

and will support us and keep faith with us

if we keep faith with the public. Those
evaluating present conditions sometimes fail

to remember stars of the stage were avail-

idle only to small audiences at high prices

ind that pictures have given the masses a

chance to see the finest actors in theater;

of great seating capacity and luxury, at a

cost a poor man can afford. The industry is

unique in that as soon as any picture i-

completed it is subject to a nationwide refer-

endum. From Broadway to Main Street

voters cast the ballots at the box-office. By
support of the public a picture stands or

falls. Here is one case where average
citizens are vested interests who have finan-

cial control."
Producers and distributors should be in

terdependent. said Dr. A. II. Giannini JacI

Warner pleaded for single bills.

Agency Committee
Appointed by C. A.

(Continued from Pane 1)

R. Sheehan of Fox. Division Ad-
ministrator Sol A. Rosenblatt ap-

pointed the following to the com-
mittee: actor?—Acolphe Menjou;
alternate, Berton Churchill; writers

—Wells Root; alternate, Ernest
Pascal; directors—Frank Lloyd;
alternate, William K. Howard;
agents-—George Frank; alternate,

M. C. Levee; technicians—J. M.
Nicholaus of M-G-M; alternate, Max
Parker of Fox.

4 State Film Bills

Killed in Committee
(Continued iron: Page P

present censorship provisions and
transferring the administration of

the tax provisions to the stat" comn
troller, and the Brownell bill to re-

peal the censorship provisions and
transfer the tax provisions to the

state tax department.

Rosenblatt Approves
Code Financing Plan
(Conti)iued from I'mie 1)

proval. Under the plan, which will

be made public next week, assess-

ments are based on population of

a town in which theaters are lo-

cated, run and seating capacity of

houses.
Bills assessing the S.000 exhibitors who a~-

-cntt-d to the code and distributors will go
into the mails within a few days.

Kosenblatt also indicated hi-- approval 01

the plan to have compliance taken over In

local grievance boards, with the exception o;

vaudeville, presentations, lalior and produc-
ion matters, Production enforcement i-'

handled by a new Coast board. A special
V'Td will be established in New York tc

take charge of vaudeville and presentation
provisions' enforcement and labor boards will

<• established in key cities throughout tin

:ountry to adjust disputes.

Additional local board secretaries were an-
nounced as follows: Des Moines, Dallas E.

Day; Detroit, E. C. Kinney.
Next Code Authority meeting takes place

F"--'day at 2 p. m.. with W. C. Michel pre-
-1 ling.

Walter Petrie

Elizabeth North

Claire Windsor

Bert Adler

Lee Tracy

Will Demand Cancellation

Of Objectionable Films
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Flat demand will be

made upon distributors in authority
to cancel pictures under contract

that are not considered in good
taste, it was brought out at the

M.P.T.O.A. convention banquet.

National Screen Dividend
A dividend of 40 cents a share

has been declared by National
Screen Service, payable May 1 to

stockholders of record April 20.

This payment will not necessarily

constitute a basis for future pay-
ments, directors of the company
stated.

Warners Buy "Perfect Weekend"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"The Perfect Week-

end," by Frederic Hazlit Brennan,
has been bought by Warners.

Start New House in Florida

Clewiston, Fla.—Work has been
started on a 500-seat theater to be
known as the Dixie Crystal.
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Los Angeles
TN introducing Dr. A. H. Giannini
at the banquet, Toastmaster Will

Rogers referred to him as a banker
who can say something besides
'No."

Referring to overseating, Rogers
said, maybe we should plow under
every third row and maybe plow
under eVery third exhibitor.

A. Alperstein, operating the Mel-
•ose Theater, Los Angeles, was prob-
ably the only former producer now
an exhibitor attending the banquet.

Ed Kuykendall referred to his
own early days as a distributor of
seven-minute pictures and said he
borrowed kegs from nearby saloons
for seats.

When Rogers asked that exhibi-
tors who are making money rise and
take a bow, Vince Barnett, the rib-
ber, jumped to his feet and de-
scribed himself as an exhibitor who
is making lots of money.

"Will H. Hays offered a toast tc

President Roosevelt.

Jack L. Warner quoted an ex-
hibitor who said, "I'll give you 100
per cent if you don't send a checker."
He also introduced a few San Fran-
cisco exhibitors who were fellow
showmen with him 24 years ago.
In introducing Busby Berkeley.
Warner credited him with revolu-
tionizing talking pictures.

Rogers and Fred Stone sang a

dude cowboy song. Rogers said his

old stable in Claremore, Okla., had
been converted into a theater. He
also said he could not duplicate
"State Fair" because Blue Boy had
died.

« « « FEATURE REVIEWS » » »

"SING AND LIKE IT"

with ZaSu Pitts, Edward Everett Horton

RKO Radio 71 mins.

HILARIOUS LAUGH SPECIAL WILL
GOAL THE CUSTOMERS WITH SWELL:
STORY AND CAST.
A very original plot filled with absurdly

comic situations that are side-splitting and

will get the laughs from any kind of audi-

ence. Here is the business of gangland

muscling in on the theater to the tune of !

hilariousness in practically every scene.

Nat Pendleton, the gangster, hears ZaSu
Pitts sing a "mother" song. Sentimental,

|

he decides to back her for Broadway fame
although she is just a quiet little home
gal. He forces Edward Everett Horton as

a Broadway producer to star ZaSu in his

new show. The rehearsals of the show
will bring tears of laughter to anyone's

eyes, with the gangster's henchmen all

taking a hand in artistic achievement. Then
the opening night, with Ned Sparks and

the rest of the gang holding concealed

guns on the main critic, Richard Carle, and

making him declare loudly the show and

ZaSu are "stupendous." Can't miss wher-

ever the customers enjoy howls and gen-

eral all-round merriment. Nice work by

all hands, from author right through to

the finished product.

Cast: ZaSu Pitts, Pert Keltcn, Edward
Everett Horton, Nat Pendleton, Ned
Sparks, John M. Qualen, Richard Carle,

Stanley Fields.

Director, William A. Seiter; Author,

Aben Kandel ; Adaptors, Laird Doyle, Mar-
ion Dix; Editor, George Crone; Recording
Engineer, John L. Cass; Cameraman, Nick
Musuraca.

Direction, Very Gcod. Photography, Good.

Fred Wehrenberg, Sol Gordon of
Beaumont, Tex., and Ed Rowley took
bows.

Secretary Fred Meyer opened the
banquet, and Walter Vincent also

spoke.

0. 0. Mclntyre was given a tre-

mendous ovation.

Jack Haley as master of cere-

monies, W. C. Fields, Gordon and
Revel, Burns and Allen, Coslow and
Johnson, and Joe Morrison headed
Paramount talent that entertained
visitors at the studio. Ed Kuyken-
dall worked as a stooge in Fields'

Act. Mae West, ill at home, spoke
to visitors over the telephone, her
voice amplified by loud speakers.
The visitors saw Cecil B. De Mille

shoot scenes for "Cleopatra." Al
Kaufman welcomed delegates to the
studio.

Exhibitors completed the after-

noon at the Columbia Studio. In the

morning Fox West Coast enter-

tained the visitoi-s at a golf tourna-

ment. Business sessions were re-

sumed in the afternoon.

MPTOA Votes to Ask
Cancellations of 15%
(Continued from Page 1)

a chance to buy far more pictures
than they need and yet avoid the ac-

cusation of overbuying.
A warm fight developed on the

resolution opposing New York home
office executives interfering with
operation of local boards far more
familiar with local conditions than
the eastern executives. Morgan
Walsh led the attack against the
measure, declaring he feels local

men will be fair and patriotic in

their duty and should be allowed to

demonstrate. Levy said he had
proof of interference by New York
with local boards and that he be-
lieves the Code Authority will stop
such practices. Resolutions was
adopted in principle, but referred
back to the resolutions committee
for rewording.

Walter Vincent launched a bitter attack
against the resolution opposing secret deals
between distributors and first-run exhibitors
which gives exhibitors unreasonable protec-
tion in time and area. "If de luxe houses
were injured, picture business would be
killed," he said. Jack Miller joined in the
fight against the measure, saying the code
covered the matter. Kesolution was tabled.

Hottest fight developed over a resolution
providing that theater employes have a
minimum hourly wage which was in effect

Aug. 23, 1933 and not work more maximum
hours than on that date. Fred Wehrenberg
and Vincent fought the resolution and it

was referred to a committee consisting of
Wnlsh, Wehrenberg and Vincent for revi-

sion. Miller, chairman of the labor com
mittee, explained that labor agents should not

George Raft in

"THE TRUMPET BLOWS"
with Adolphe Menjou and Frances Drake

Paramount 72 mins.

GOOD AVERAGE ENTERTAINMENT IN

ROMANTIC VEIN AGAINST A MEXICAN
BULLFIGHTING BACKGROUND.

Between the good work of George Raft,

Adolphe Menjou and Frances Drake, plus

a fairly colorful background, a generous

amount of action, and a story that holds

interest at a nice gait even if it doesn't

strike any strong punches, this is a gen-

erally entertaining production with special

appeal and satisfaction for the Raft and

Menjou fans. After a period of schooling

in the U. S., George returns to Mexico to

rejoin his elder brother and guardian, Adol-

phe, who is living in disguise as a respected

ranch owner though in reality he is a no-

torious bandit supposed to have been killed.

George wants to become a famous bull-

fighter, but Adolphe is opposed because

he thinks the kid is not equal to it. Adol-

phe also has arranged a marriage for George,

who however takes a yen to his brother's

own girl, Miss Drake. So a conflict de-

velops, culminating in George running away
to become a bullfighter and Adolphe risk-

ing capture to attend the kid's big show,

then a reconciliation and a clinch for

George and Frances. Katherine De Mille,

in the bit assigned her, shows stuff worthy

of further opportunities.

Cast: George Raft, Adolphe Menjou,

Frances Drake, Sidney Toler, Edward El-

lis, Nydia Westman, Douglas Wood, Lillian

Elliott, Katherine De Mille, Francis McDon-
ald, Morgan Wallace, Gertrude Norman.

Director, Stephen Robert; Authors, Porte.

Emerson Browne, J. Parker Read, Jr.:

Adaptors, Bartlett Cormack, Wallace Smith.
Cameraman, Harry Fischbeck; Recording

Engineer, Harold Lewis; Editor, Ellsworth

Hoagland.

Direction, Good Photography, Good.

be allowed to use the code as a club and tha'.

the code does not provide compulsory in
creases in pay. "Don't get into arbitration
with labor," he said. "We have been 1 eked
in every arbitration case in the country."
A resolution was adopted insisting on im-

mediate abolition of score charges and that a
clause be incorporated in the code against
the charges if producers do not eliminate
them. Walsh succeeded in killing a resolu-

tion which stated the association is not op-

posed to fair percentages. He said distribu-

tors might take unfair advantage of such a
resolution. A resolution that passed asked
that fire underwriter's revamp downward
insurance rates for theaters, claiming that
present rates are based on those made years
ago on old obsolete structures.

Other resolutions included support of clean
advertising, pledging members of the as-

sociation not to play sex hygiene films, and
opposition to free radio shows in halls. One
resolution empowers the executive committee
to meet with producers immediately following

the convention and at intervals during the
year to discuss clean pictures and other
problems. A resolution opposing the Senate
bill which would make the TJ. S. participate

in the Berne copyright convention and force

a seat tax on theaters playing foreign music
was discussed, but action deferred until today.

After some question, a resolution endorsing
the N.V.A. drive was adopted.

The committee on public relations asked
for pictures with less dialogue. Another reso-.

lution adopted urges revision of clauses in

the code on non-theatrical competition, claim-

ing the clauses are ambiguous. The com-
mittee on unfair trade practices heard com-
plaints against big city theater operators
invading tributary towns with advertising mat-
ter. Several members urged action for a
clause in the uniform contract providing for

a 15 -cent minimum admission.

Fred Meyer Collapses

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Due to overwork, Secre-

tary Fred S. Meyer of the M. P. T. 0.
•A. collapsed yesterday and is under
doctor's care.

Majors Charge Falsity
In Testimony of Indies

(Continued from Page 1)

Fox, M-G-M, Paramount, RKO, Uni-
versal, United Artists and Warners,
deals in detail with two matters,
(1) analysis of the code, with con-
clusion that majority of the clauses
are for the benefit of independent
producers, distributors and exhibi-
tors, and (2) the complaining wit-
nesses, most of whom are accused
of reciting personal business griev-
ances.

Pointing out that there are now 13,571
independent theaters in the U. S., against
1,954 affiliated a decrease of 16 per cent in
affiliated and an increase of Sy2 per cent
in independents, the brief challenges the
statement of Harry Brandt, who testified
that it was impossible for the independent
operator to exist and that he was being
crushed out of business, by listing 16 the-
aters acquired by the Brandt interests in
the metropolitan area in the last few years,
and continuing to expand. Lou Blumenthal,
another who testified to oppression by the
majors, is cited as acquiring nine theaters.
Other instances are listed- to show that in-
dependents, who testified they could not stay
in business under conditions imposed on them
by the majors, have continued in business
for periods from eight to 28 years. In con-
trast, the brief says, some of the majors
who are supposed to control the field, have
gone into receivership.

Use of slogans such as "The Big 8" to
create prejudicial atmosphere also is charged.
Out of approximately 270 sections in the
code, the complaining witnesses referred to

only eight and most of the references to
these eight were inaccurate, the brief claim-,
citing instances. The fact that the code
machinery has not yet begun to operate was
not revealed to the Board, says the brief,

adding that the sole question before the Board
is whether the code promotes or permits
monopolies. The brief contends that no
monopoly is possible under operation of the
code. The fact that 7,737 theaters evidenced
their approval of the code by signing it, with
many hundreds of others assenting to the

code by requesting benefits thereunder, where-
as the dissenting group represents only a
small number, is held by the brief as re-

pudiating claims of unfairness in the code
makeup.

Seek Pledge in Move
Against Overbuilding
(Continued from Page 1)

Trade Practice Committee by Judge
Roy Walker of Texas. He also

stated he believed the Supreme
Court will back up the government
on code provisions.

Fred Meyer asserted 15 cent the-

aters are enjoying the greatest wave
of prosperity in history of the busi-

ness and that one cause of depres-

sion in exhibiting has been over-

seating of deluxe houses. He urged
exhibitors to help in getting audi-
ences away from being price con-

scious.

Morgan Walsh, who presided, de-

clared salvation of the independent
producer would be the return of

single bills. He pointed out that

independent producers can make
good pictures and that majors have
also made some quickies. He said

dollar-grabbing circuits have killed

off chances of putting through zon-

ing and clearance provisions of the

code.



For Three Years

THE LEADER

EASTMAN Super-sensitive "Pan" led

the way into the amazing field of ultra-

speed motion picture photography. That

was three years ago. At no time since then

has this Eastman film faltered in its leader-

ship. Producers and cameramen today find

that it is as closely linked as ever with the

outstanding box-office triumphs... with the

finest and foremost in cinematography.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)
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Exhibitor Apathy Blamed for Decline of Newsreel

MPTOA TOASK CODE AUTHORITY FOR DUALBILL BAN

Warner- First National Set Release Dates on 16 Films

Critics Forum
. . . of 1934 gets under way

= By JACK ALICOATE =
THE second Film Daily Critics'

Forum is being called to order.

The first started as a zephyr and
ended a roaring tornado. Critics

and motion picture writers from
the most representative of news-
papers and magazines will now
take the cinema rostrum in round
table symposium that the industry,

their feflow workers and the world

at large may have their personal

views on controversial as well as

constructive film matters. Few re-

plies were expected from the first

forum. Hundreds came in. No class

of men and women is quite so alive

to the pulse of the public nor bet-

ter qualified to criticize. Here are

the questions. They are no secret.

Try them on your own piano if you
will. They go out today to impor-

tant scribes and newspaper folk

everywhere. You will have their

replies as soon as we do.

1. Which is most important—star value

or story value?

2. How would you rate the morals of the

screen today with those of the stage and

current literature, as well as with everyday

life?

3. What percentage of motion picture

publicity do you use? What type do you

find most useful?

4. Rate, in order, the type of short sub-

ject perferred in your city:

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. What effects do you foresee on mo-

tion pictures when television becomes

practical entertainment?

6. In your opinion what brings patronage

to the box-office (Mark in order of im-

portance, 1-2-3-4): Admission price . . .

Quantity of entertainment (Double Fea-

(Continued on Page 2)

Schedule of Showings Is

Laid Out for Three
Months to July 7

Warner-First National, with 20
pictures completed and awaiting re-

lease, have set national release dates
on 16 pictures from now to July 7.

In addition to "As the Earth Turns,"
released Saturday, the schedule in-

cludes:
"A Modern Hero," starring Rich-

(Continucd on Page 6)

ZANUGK TO SHOOT AT

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With a view to shap-

ng his future iproductions for a more
world-wide market, Darryl F. Za-
nuck, 20th Century producer, who
leaves for Europe with his family
on May 7, will confer with exchange

(Continued on Page 6)

Approval of Code Budgets
Is Vested in Gen. Johnson

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—An executive order

providing for apiproval by General
Hugh S. Johnson of all budgets and
assessments of code authorities for

financing the administration of codes

was signed Saturday night by Presi-

dent Roosevelt. Failure to pay as-

sessments would be a violation of

the Recovery Act.

$150,000 Roxy Improvements
A revolving stage and other modern

improvements back-stage are included
in the plans for re-vamping the Roxy,
before the return as managing director

of Samuel L. "Roxy" Rothafel, the
FILM DAILY learns. Improvements to

the house will involve an expenditure
of over $150,000.

MAYER'S INDIE ATTACK

GALLED UNFAIR TACTIC

W. Ray Johnston, Monogram [pres-

ident and a member of the Code
Authority, tomorrow will ask the
Board of Directors of the Federa-
tion of the M. P. Industry to re-

quest the Code Authority to act on
the attack on producers of low-costs
films delivered at the M. P. T. O. A.
convention at Los Angeles last Mon-
day. Johnston will declare that

Mayer's speech violates Article Five,

(Continued on Page 2)

Indie Exchanges Get Break
In Reopening of Theaters
Improved business conditions, re-

flected in the steadily mounting
number of theater reopenings, is

proving a boon to independent ex-

changes, according to views ex-

pressed by exchangemen visiting

New York this week. Many of the
reopened theaters are small neigh-
borhood houses which are serviced
chiefly by independent exchanges.

Decline of Newsreel is Blamed
On the Apathy of Exhibitors

Survey Shows Juveniles

Favor Meritorious Films
Worthwhile .pictures make the

greatest impression on children, ac-

cording to .a survey made by the

National Board of Review, which
draws the conclusion that "there is

little cause for parents to consider
(Continued on Page 2)

Replying to charges that news-
reels are displaying a lack of en-
terprise and individuality, Fred
Quimby, short subject sales manager
for M-G-M, declares that newsreel
makers are just as enthusiastic
about their job as in the pre-sound
period, but that exhibitors are fail-

ing to plug them adequately to
(Continued on Page 6)

Double Features Arouse
Heated Discussion at

Exhibitor Meeting
By RALPH WILK

West Coast Manager, FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In its closing session

on Saturday the M.P.T.O.A. went on
record as absolutely opposed to

double features and empowered its

officers to urge the Code Authority
to put a dual bill ban in the code.

President Ed Kuykendall said the
association was not interested in

putting anyone out of business, but
sought only fewer and better pic-

tures.

Jack Miller, after saying some
harsh things about independent pro-

(Continued on Page 8)

PLUNKETT MAY HANDLE

KAO UNDERNEW SETUP

Joseph Plunkett, former head of

RKO Theaters, is reported being
considered as operating head of the

Ceith-Albee-Orpheum theaters, which
will soon be divorced from the RKO
circuit, The Film Daily learns.

Mike Meehan, heavy preferred stock

(Continued on Page J)

RKO Sales Convention

June 18-20 in Chicago
RKO will hold its annual sales

convention June 18, 19 and 20 at the

Drake Hotel, Chicago, it was an-

nounced Saturday.

Sales Head in NVA Drive

Major L. E. Thompson, chairman of

this year's N. V. A. Drive, today will

be luncheon host at the Motion Picture

Club to sales managers of eight major
companies to outline a plan tor broad-

ening this year's drive, the week of May
4. Those invited include George Schaefer,

J. R. Grainger, Al Lichtman, Abe Mon-
tague, Felix Feist, Albert Warner, John

D. Clark and Jules Levy, along with

A. P. Waxman, vice-chairman of the

Drive.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg
Columbia Picts. vtc. 29y2 29'/2 29'/2 — 5/s

Con. Fm. Ind 4'/8 4'/8 4'/8

Con. Fm. Ind. ptd. 16 16 16 — '/4

Erst. Kodak 92 92 92 +1
Fox Fm. "A" 15% 1

5
'/2 15%

Loew's, Inc 347/8 34y4 345/8 + '/4

do ptd 97 97 97 +1
P^mount ctts. ... 5% 5Vi 5y8 + Vs

Paine Exch 3% 3'/8 3% + Ve

do "A" 221/2 201/2 22 |- 1 Vi

RKO 33/4 35/a
3S/

8 + Vs

Warner Bros 7% 7% 7% + y4
do ptd 29 25 29 +4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor 10% 10y8 10% + %
Trans-Lux 2'/2 2% 2% — Vi

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 . . 10y4 10>/4 10'/4

do ctfs 8'/g 8% 8%
Loew 6s 41ww 102 100'/4 102 + 1%
Paramount 6s 47 ctts. 54 53 '/g 54 + Vi

Par. 5V2s50 ctfs. . . 54 53 Vi 53%
Pathc 7s37 971/a 96 97 '/8 + 1 Vt

Warner's 6s39 64'/i 64% 64'/2 + 2>/2

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 5!i 5' 2 5Vi

Charles Chaplin Paul Sloane

Fiti D'Orsay

SBtlDAILY
Allied to Develop New Leaders

Allied will concentrate its efforts on the development ot leaders to supplement

its present chieftains, President Sidney E. Samuelson said Saturday in New York. He
denied recent reports that the exhibitor association has decided not to name two more

regional vice-presidents in addition to the tour already selected. Allied board meeting

has been put off until eaily May.

Critics Forum
. . . of 1934 gets under way

(Continued from Page 1)

tures) . . . Type of picture . . . Star . . .

7. What's right—or wrong—with Holly-

wood? (Go as far as you like.)

8. How can theaters, in general, improve

their service to their patrons?

9. What are your pet motion picture

Likes: Dislikes:

10. SQUAWK DEPARTMENT:

The industry of the screen is romantic,

colorful and ever-changing. We all have

a pet theory or a pet squawk regarding it.

What is yours?

Survey Shows Juveniles

Favor Meritorious Films
{Continued from Pane 11

the motion picture a problem." At
several group meetings of average
boys and girls between the ages of

8 and 15. from the metropolitan and
suburban areas, "Little Women" re-

ceived the most votes from both the

boys and the girls. Next in favor

with the bovs were "Massacre," "Son
of a Sailor" and "Cavalcade." Other
favorites were:

"All Quiet on the Western Front,"
"Bring 'Em Back Alive," "Penrod
and Sam." "Lone Cowboy," "Death
Takes a Holiday," "Six of a Kind."
"Carolina," "Beau Geste," "David
Harum," "Ben Hur." "Wings,"
"Alice in Wonderland," "This Day
and Age," "Palooka," "S.O.S. Ice-

berg," "Trader Horn." "Disraeli,"

"Rex, King of Wild Horses," "Man
Who Played God," "Last Laugh"
and "Flying Down to Rio."

The girls' runner-un was "Flying
Down to Rio," then "Footlight Pa-

rade," "Alice in Wonderland," "42nd
Street." "Cavalcade," "Man of Two
Worlds." "The Champ," "When a

Feller Needs a Friend." "World
Changes." "Disraeli," "Smilin'

Through." "Carolina." "Berkeley
Square." "Cat and Fiddle," "Massa-
cre." "Huckleberry Finn." "Going
Hollywood," "Six of a Kind." "Skip-

ny," "I Am Suzanne," "Smoky" and
Zane1 Grey stories.

New House for Sairinaw
Saeinaw, Mich.—A new theater.

fhe Genesee, is being built here by
George LeDuc, former up-state the-
afor operator. The hons» will seat

250. Opening is scheduled about

May 1.

Mel Washburn Back
New Orleans—Following a four-

week vacation. Mel Washburn is

back on the job as film reviewer

for the "Item-Tribune."

Mayer's Indie Attack
Called Unfair Tactics
(Continued from Page 1)

dealing with unfair trade practices,

of the code.

The part involved reads as fol-

lows: "The defamation of competi-
tors by falsely imputing to them
dishonorable conduct, inability to

perform contracts, questionable cred-

it standing or by other false repre-
sentation or by the false disparage-
ment of the grade or quality of
their motion pictures or theaters,

shall be deemed to be an unfair trade
practice."

Plunkett Mav Handle
KAO Under New Setup

(Continued from Parte \)

holder of K-A-O, is said to be the
present power behind all changes
and appointments for the re-organ-
ization of the K-A-0 group. At
last week's meeting of the K-A-0
board of directors. Herman Zoh-
bel, treasurer, and William Mallard,
secretary, were dropped as officers of

the company. Frank Alstock, said to

be a Meehan man, has been ap-
pointed assistant to J. R. McDon-
ough, head of all RKO operations
under Merlin H. Avlesworth.

Dickering for Sono Art Rights
Negotiations are pending for ac-

quisition by Exhibitors' Pictures
Corp., which recently purchased ten

features produced by Sono Art in a

bankruptcy sale, of the contract for
exclusive distribution rights to Sono
Art Pictures now held by World
Wide Pictures.

Mooney Doing Original for Warners
Martin Mooney, playwright and

publicist, has been sent to Washing-
ton by Warners to map out an orig-

inal story with an administration
background.

200 Yiddish Film Playdates
There are 150 theaters and 50

organizations in the United States
that will book Yiddish films, a sur-
vey made by Jos. Burstyn, president
of Worldkino, shows.

Long Run for Barn Dances
Milwaukee — H. J. Quartemont.

former local theater manager, is

clicking at local neighborhood houses
with his barn dance company. The
troupe has played the Plaza theatev

here every Saturday night for the

nast 20 weeks.

Principal Gets Two Releases

Principal Exchange has acquired

distribution rights from J. D. Trop
to "Mating Time," produced by Sa-

lient Pictures, and "White Heat," a

Seven Seas production.

Monday, April 16, 193'

.oming and G oins

EDDIE CANTOR leaves New York today foi|

the coast to prepare for his next Samuel Gold-

wyn picture.

writer, left Saturday foilMARTIN MOONEY,
Washington.

HOWARD LINDSAY, author of "She Loves!
Me Not," and WILLIAM HARRIGAN, member!
of the London company of the play, sailed tori
England with the troupe on Saturday.

JOE JACOBS, manager of Max Schmeling. sail-

ed Saturday on the He dc France, which also

I

took out Sidney Lanfield and family London-

1

bound.

CHARLES MILLHOLLAND, playwright and|
scenarist, has gone to Charleston, where he
will remain until April 17.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS, having finished

"Old Dolls House" for First National, leaves

Hollywood this week for a three-month vaca

tion in Europe.

74% of Assents to Code
From Indep't Exhibitors

Seventy-four per cent of the as-

sents to the code, which total 7,737,

are those of independent exhibitors,

it is stated in the brief filed by
seven major distributors with the

National Recovery Review Board in

denying various allegations made by
independents at the recent Washing-
ton hearings conducted by the board.
Forty-two per cent of all inde-

pendent houses in the country have
assented to the code, says the brief.

Questioning the importance of Al-

lied and the I. T. O. A. in the inde-

pendent exhibitor scheme of things,

the brief declares that even if their

claims were substantiated they
would only represent less than 9 per
cent of the independent houses. Al-
lied claims to represent 1,000 the-

aters and the I. T. O. A. about 350
houses, it is stated. On the other
hand the M. P. T. O. A., with re-

ported representation of 4,600 the-

aters, "earnestly approved the code,"

says the brief.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

You have gotten

as near perfec-

tion in a volume

of this kind as it

is possible to get

and I wish to

congratulate you

upon being re-

sponsible for this

most important

book to the in-

dustry.

E. II '. 1 1 urn mo us

President

Educational Film Corp.

1,000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.
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TIMELYTOPICS
About Playwrights

and Screen Writing

CHORTLY after the birth of

the talkies, Somerset Maug-
ham and I were walking along
Broadway. Every picture house
was packed, with long lines

waiting. They were exciting

days and Maugham was in a
prophetic mood.

"This," said he, "provides the
writer of tomorrow with the

greatest medium of expression
one could hope for. The talking

pictures will take a Shakespear-
ean form; limitless scenes, un-
limited scope. Playwrights will

leap at this chance to do stun-
ning work."

I agreed. There was nothing
else to think of at the time.

We were both wrong.
The first-rate playwrights of

the world have done little leap-
ing and in cases where stagger-
ing sums of money have lured
some of them momentarily to

the films they have done in most
cases their least significant

work. They blame it on "pic-
tures," on "Hollywood," on cen-
sorship, on anything but them-
selves. The answer to them lies

in the fact that superb motion
pictures are continually being
made and that the screen can
match product for product the
output of every other aesthetic
industry in the world.

For what might be leai-ned
from it I scribbled a list at ran-
dom of ten great talking pic-
tures to my mind. Here they
are: "Cavalcade," "All Quiet on
the Western Front," "Street
Scene," "Maedchen in Uniform,"
"Blue Angel," "Henry VIII,"
"Roofs of Paris," "Farewell to
Arms," "Fugitive from a Chain
Gang," "Little Women."

Every one of them is filled

with the excitement and wonder
of life. Every one of them has
carried, its thrill, its beauty, its

laughter or its power to mil-
lions. In themselves they con-
stitute an utter and unanswer-
able argument in behalf of the
film as a worthwhile form to
go after. Five of them were
based on novels; two are
originals; two are based on
plays; one may be termed
biographical in its source.
Neither of the originals is by a
playwright. The list, made up
without any intention to stress
a point, accidentally stresses a
strong one. The dramatist is

letting us down ! Mr. Maugham's
prophecy has not come true.
(Even he has made no inter-
esting contributions to the form
which he hailed.)

—Arthur Hornbloiv, Jr.

RtMSFSF
111 M. »ALY

• • • HOW A big advertising agency in this hamlet
works the Audition Racket you get your appointment
for an audition probably you have a partner so
you both scramble in at the appointed time all coked up
with the hope that you are going to go over Big Time with your
li'l radio act and land a juicy spot on one of the agency's
sponsored programs everybody is very nice and helpful
....... you go into the studio get set before the mike

the man behind the window gives you the signal
you do your stuff as he watches the one and only gent
who is listening in. ..... . apparently but don't kid
yourself in an adjoining room behind a locked
door a group of lads with pencil and pads are taking
your ENTIRE act down verbatim as it comes over a
loudspeaker months later you may see a free adaptation
of your material on some big commercial house but
whatin'ell can ya do about it?

T T T
• • • ONE OF the niftiest commercial tie-ups of this or
any other season has been engineered by Gordon White
of Educational to blurb the child star, Shirley Temple

through Sidney Lightstone, an exploitashe expert in

the commercial field Gordon has tied his company in

with the manufacturers of the famous Cinderella dress line for
tots and little misses this manufacturer is set for an
all-summer campaign involving expenditure of . thousands of

dollars to put over nationally a "Hollywood 2-in-l dress"
sponsored by Shirley Temple a combination romper sun
suit and dress two special colored posters have been
prepared showing Shirley wearing both rompers and dress

to be sent to thousands of U. S. dealers with
special window displays also mats for two-column news-
paper ads a regular pressbook is sent to dealers show-
ing just how to use window displays, build up ads, make cutouts
from posters, etc finally, 12,000 stills of the child star

have been mailed to dealers on each new pix of Shirley

the manufacturers will send out material right through the
series campaign started with a bang when Macy's gave
it a big window display Educational and their kid star

mentioned heavy on all printed matter what you call a

sweet tie-up

T T T
• • • UNDER THE aegis of the Hays office

eight femmes in the home offices will get a break in broadcasts
over WEAF starting on Wednesday, April 18

and one every Wednesday through to June 7

they will talk on subjects of interest to the femme fans
April 18, Helen Hughes of Universal April 25, Julia

Kelly, sec to Will Hays May 2, Mollie Grill, of Fox
May 9, Tessie Michaels, United Artists May 17, Gwen
Heller, Warners May 24, Sarah Lyons, Paramount
May 31, Lillian Messenger, RKO June 7, Florence Brown-
ing of M-G-M

T T T
• • • IN HONOR of Hazel Flynn of the Radio City pub
dep't Catherine McNelis, publisher of Tower Magazines,
gave a soiree at her Fifth Ave. Hotel suite last Friday after-

noon only the Publicity Girls of the biz were invited!

that's sort of reversing the usual order the
men folks were only allowed in later to escort the guests
home but they fed 'em cocktails as a solace so

everybody had a gran-d-d time
T T T

• • • BIG SURPRISE! that Naked Truth News-
reel to be shown exclusively at the AMPA Party on Saturday
nite at the Hotel Astor who it spoofs in the indus-tree

and how! One cute Ballyhoo those three

midges dolled up as the Three Little Pigs strolling

through our town a plug for the Roxy theater's oomply
showing of pix

« « « » » »

EXPLOITETTES
Big Campaign
Scores for "Nana"
TN lining up his exploitation

campaign for the opening of
"Nana" at Loew's Valentine
theater here, Manager Wally
Caldwell didn't overlook a bet
and scored with telling effect

at his box-office. After popping
the lion's share of publicity in all

local newspapers with plenty of
advance stories and art work,
Wally went after his merchant
tie-ups.

The Lion department store
used two window displays on a
fashion tie-up and displayed
the 40x60 enlargements and
cut-outs of Sten. Similar tie-

ups on fashions were arranged
with the La Salle & Koch, Lam-
son's and Stein's stores, each
store devoting generous window
space to the picture. Special
"Nana Sundae" streamers were
placed on all Liggett Drug
Store windows and Woolworth's
and the Kresge stores used dis-

plays on the sheet music. In

addition to the above tie-ups, 48
other leading florists and jew-
elry merchants displayed stills

of Anna Sten and announced
the opening of "Nana" at

Loew's Valentine theater.

A radio tie-up was arranged
with the Crazy Crystal Water
Co. for 15-minute broadcasts
over Station WSPD. This stunt

gave the picture a great plug
and also offered, over the air,

free give-aways of Anna Sten
stills. Special framed boards con-

taining scene stills were placed

in the lobbies of the Fort Meigs
and Secor Hotels here.

—Loew's Valentine, Toledo

Campaign Started

30 Days in Advance

"DECAUSE of the magnitude
of the pi^oduction, Ted Gam-

ble of the Broadway theater in

Portland, Ore., started work
plugging "Wonder Bar" in

newspaper ads 30 days in ad-

vance of the opening. Shortly

after the ads began to run he
followed up with extensive pa-

pering with 50 24-sheets, with
a date strip announcing an in-

definite run. About a week be-

fore the premiere a star iden-

tification contest in the "News-
Telegram" received over 1,000

entries. The Broadway, for the

first time in two years built a

lobby for a picture. Broadcast-
ing started three weeks before

the opening and for the last

two days before the premiere
there were broadcasts over four

stations practically every hour
of the day, while opening day
ads were full page spreads in

the two principal Portland pa-

pers.—Broadway, Portland, Ore.
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD "LOTS
//.

HOLLYWOOD

r)ORIS KENYON will play oppo-

site Walter Connolly in Colum-
>ia's "Whom the Gods Destroy," the
Ufred Payson Terhune story which
rValter Lang will direct. Sidney
Buchman and Fred Niblo are the
.daptors. ;

Mary Boland and Polly Moran are
>eing teamed by RKO in "Down to

["heir Last Yacht," along with a

ast headed by Sidney Blackmer,
Sidney Fox, Ned Sparks, Sterling

lolloway, Irene Franklin, Gigi, Par-
ish, Tom Kennedy, Hazel Forbes,
Ylarjorie Gateson and others.

Addition of Fritzi Ridgeway,
larle Foxe, Jean Hart and Owen
jorine to the cast of Universal's
Little Man, What Now" brings the

otal players in that picture up to

13.

Jose Mojica and Tito Coral, both
nternationally known tenors, are
ippearing in Fox's Spanish produc-
ion, "Cossacks." Mojica wrote the
>ongs for the production, in which

Ruben Finds Britishers Adopting Hollywood Methods
English producers are at last feeling Hollywood's influence, according to word

received from J. Walter Ruben, RKO director, who was loaned to Associated Talking
Pictures ot London to direct Anna May Wong in "Java Head.'' In seeking locations,

Ruben was surprised to find out that housewives, merchants and others have an almost
uniformly fixed price in the event their property is sought to. be used by any film

company as a background. "This was just the touch I needed to make me feel at

home, 1
' writes Ruben. The director expects to be away for at least two more months,

after which he will resume work for RKO.

Rosita Moreno, Mona Maris and An-
dre de Segurola also will be seen.

T T T

Robert Barrat will appear in War-
ner's "Du Barry."

T T T

Helen Eby-Rock, Arthur Rankin
and Ward Bond are additions to Co-
lumbia's "Crime of Helen Stanley."

Universal has assigned Lois Janu-
ary to "Loves of a Sailor" and Sam
Hardy and Tad Alexander to "I Give
My Love."

T T

John Eldredge and Philip Reed
are latest recruits in First Nation-
al's "British Agent," scheduled to

start this week.

T T T

RKO casting assignments include
Shirley Grey for Richard Dix's

"Family Man"; Jackie Searle, Tom
Herbert and Barbara Fritchie for

;'Murder on the Blackboard," and
Walter Catlett for another Head-
liner Comedy.

Columbia has cast Mona Barrie
and Nydia Westman for "One Night
of Love"; Patricia Jane Darwell and
Samuel S. Hinds for "Most Precious
Thing in Life," and James P. Burtis
and Henry Kolker for "Hell Cat."

Patricia Caron was the third play-

er to be added to Columbia's con-
tract roster last week. The other

two were Geneva Mitchell and Rich-
ard Hemming.

Supporting cast in "Hello, Prosper-
ity," Educational-Andy Clyde com-
edy, includes Ethel Sykes, Jack
Shutta, Josef Swickard, Broderick
O'Farrell, Bobby Barber, Phyllis

THE NINTH GUEST
He shouldn't have come, but now that he's here he'll make

the best of it. That's the way a first-time patron feels in a

theatre with shabby floor-covering. Guard against dissatis-

fied patrons by installing Alexander Smith Carpet . . . high-

quality, moderate-priced, long-wearing. Alexander Smith

Premier and Crestwood Carpets are used by the majority of

the country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET

Tri-Ergon Decision in Month
The Circuit Court of Appeals at

Philadelphia is expected to hand
down a decision within one month
on the appeal taken by the Publix

and Wilmer & Vincent interests

from a decision of Judge Albert

Johnston of the U. S. District Court,

Scranton, upholding the American
Tri-Ergon flywheel patents. The
case was argued in Philadelphia dur-

ing the past week and decision was
reserved.

Showing "Sweethearts" on Liners

As part of the national exploita-

tion tieup between Warners and
Philco Radio in conjunction with
"20 Million Sweethearts," arrange-
ments have been made for a special

screening of the picture to be held
on board two liners chartered by
Philco for a special week's "radio
cruise" to the West Indies. One is

the Queen of Bermuda, sailing May
14, and the other the Morro Castle,
sailing May 25.

Start H. G. Wells Story

London—H. G. Wells' "The Hun-
dred Years to Come" has been
placed before the cameras at the
Whitehall studio,s under supervision
of Alexander Korda, head of Lon-
don Films. It will be released by
United Artists.

Reliance Signs Rowland V. Lee
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Rowland V. Lee has

been signed to direct "Count of

Monte Cristo," Reliance production
for U. A. release.

Crane, Charles K. French, William
McCall, Nick Cogley Max Asher,
Vera Steadman, Neals Burns and a
flock of youngsters, headed by Dan-
iel Boone and Gloria Ann White,
stars of Educational's Baby Burlesk
series. Charles Lamont directed
from an original story by Ewart
Adamson and Ernest Pagano.

Screen rights to "The Case of the
Howling Dog," the mystery thriller

by Erie Stanley Gardner recently
published in "Liberty Magazine,"
have been bought by Warner Bros.
Ben Markson i,s now at work on
the adaptation.

CHEATERS
DHL BOYD

DOROTHY MACK4ILL
JIM COLIYEK

The "Los Angeles Examiner" says:
" 'CHEATERS' has all the qualities of

any picture coming from the best of the

so-called major producers. It is a beau-
tifully mounted production with an in-

triguing story about a group of crooks.

A bit different from the big outdoor stuff

Bill Boyd usually does, it gives him the
role of a polo-playing confidence man.
Very good performances by Bill, June
Collyer, Dorothy Mackaill, William Collier,
Sr., and Alan Mowbray."
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SET 16 RELEASE DATES

(Continued from Page 1)

ard Barthelmess, April 21; "Upper-

world," with Warren William, Gin-

ger Rogers and Mary Astor, April

28; "A Very Honorable Guy," star-

ring Jeo E. Brown, May 5; "Merry
Wives of Reno," with Margaret
Lindsay, Glenda Farrell and Don-
ald Woods, May 12; "The Merry
Frinks," starring Aline MacMahon,
May 26; "Smarty," with Joan Blon-
dell, Warren William, Edward Ever-
ett Horton and Claire Dodd, May 19;
"20 Million Sweethearts," with Dick
Powell, Ginger Rogers, Pat O'Brien
and the Four Mills Brothers, May
26; "Fog Over Frisco," with Donald
Woods, Lyle Talbot, Bette Davis and
Margaret Lindsay, June 2; "Isle of
Fury," with William Powell, Edna
Best and Colin Clive, June 9; "He
Was Her Man," with Joan Blondell,
James Cagney, Victor Jory and
Frank Craven, June 16; "Doctor
Monica," with Kay Francis, Jean
Muir and Verree Teasdale, June 23;
and "Side Streets," starring Aline
MacMahon, June 30; "Friends of
Mr. Sweeney," with Charlie Rug-
gles, Ann Dvorak, Dorothy Tree and
Dorothy Burgess, and "Return of
the Terror," with Mary Astor, Lyle
Talbot, John Halliday, July 7.

• The Broadway Parade #
Picture Distributor Theater
Looking for Trouble United Artists Rivoli
As the Earth Turns Warner Bros ... Strand
Sing and Like It RKO Radio Roxy
The Trumpet Blows Paramount Paramount
This Man Is Mine RKO Radio Music Hall
I Believed in You Fox Mayfair
Riptide (3rd week) M-G-M Capitol
Lost Patrol (3rd week) RKO Radio Rialto
Wild Cargo" RKO Radio Palace
George White's Scandals* Fox Center
Grand Hotel** M-G-M Little Carnegie
Shame of a Nationf DuWorld Cameo

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
House of Rothschild
Viva Villa!

(5th week) United Artists Astor
M-G-M Criterion

FOREIGN DIALOGUE PICTURES
Chalutzim (3rd week) Acme
End of the World Capt. Harold Auten 55th St. Playhouse

4 FUTURE OPENINGS
I Believed in You (April 18) * Fox Center
A Modern Hero (April 18) Warner Bros Strand
Stand Up and Cheer (April 19) Fox Music Hall
I'll Tell the World (April 201 Universal Roxy
Tarzan and His Mate (April 20) M-G-M Capitol
Wharf Angel (April 20) Paramount Paramount
She Made Her Bed (April 20) Paramount Rialto
Unknown Blonde (April 23) Majestic Globe
20 Million Sweethearts (April 251 Warner Bros Strand
Glamour (April 26) Universal Music Hall
I Like It That Wayf Universal Mayfair

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

$2.SO up, Single
$3.00 up. Double

Special weekly and monthly ratet

The Plaza is near every-
thingto see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-
iness or pleasure.

Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at
reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Ch,n. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

Th« "Doorway of Hoipitality"

Vine at Hollywood Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

Sidney, Neb.—Two armed thugs
slugged and bound Ewart Boyd
manager of the Fox theater, and
escaped with $375 in cash late at
night.

the Capitol since the house was
taken over by Saxe Amusement
Management.

Denver—E. W. Ward, owner and
manager of the Silco theater, Sil-

ver City, N. M., was elected mayoi
at the last election. This makes
two theater men who are mayors
of their respective towns in the
Denver territory. The other is Ev-
erett Cole, mayor of Alamosa, Colo.

Jamestown, N. D.—A group oT

business men under the firm name
of James River Valley Theaters re-
cently opened the Star, 500-seater
with Russell Joss as manager. It

will be in opposition to the Opera
House, run by Hans Peterson.

Boston—Max Michaels, formerly
manager of the Gayety, has suc-
ceeded Edward Weinstock as man-
ager of the Park. Michaels is pres-
ident and treasurer of Max Michaels
Operating Co., which has taken con-
trol of the house.

Boston—Manager Tim O'Toole of
Columbia, recently appointed as i

replacement to the local clearance
and zoning board, has returned from
a West Indies cruise.

Caspar, Wyo.—E. J. Schulte, vice-

president of the Rocky Mountain
Theater Owners' Ass'n and owner
of three theaters here, is being
urged to run for the Republican
nomination for governor.

Sheridan, Wyo.—Fred Bezold, Fox
manager, is still seriously ill of

heart trouble. He has had two re-
lapses in the five weeks he has been
in the hospital.

Madison, Wis. — Mac Bridwell is

again holding down the organ at

Detroit—The Vendome, West Side
house, is being outfitted for reopen-
ing early in May by Joseph Kessler.

House has been closed about tw<
years.

Detroit—Hugh Gooding has suc-

ceeded R. V. Hammell as cashier of

National Theater Supply's local of-

fice. Hammell goes to the Boston
office. C. Fred Boyd, former ex-

change manager for Pathe at Al-

bany and theater circuit operator in

Memphis, has also joined National
as city salesman, with Clarence Wil-
liamson moving up as office man-
ager.

Detroit—William Slocum, veteran
theater owner, has reopened the

Library theater with A. B. Chereton
as manager.
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EXHIB APATHY BLAMED

FOR NEWSREEL PLIGHT
(Continued from Page 1)

their patrons. A year ago 90 per
cent of theaters on the M-G-M list

were using one-sheets to exploit
their newsreel, said Quimby. But
nowadays virtually none are follow-
ing this policy, he asserted.

This co-operation from theaters
is greatly needed, especially in view
of the increased overhead sound has
imposed upon newsreels, Quimby
pointed out. Newsreel costs are now
approximately 400 per cent higher
with sound than in the silent days,
he estimated.
Quimby deplored the apathy of

exhibitors to exploit shorts, includ-
ing those with names in their casts.

Zanuck to Shoot at

Wider World Market
(Continued from Page 1)

managers in all important centers

abroad, he announces. Zanuck will

be gone at least two months, visiting

London, Paris. Rome, Vienna, Cairo,

Capetown and other foreign capitals.

In each place he intends to discuss

material with distributing execu-
tives. While in Africa, Zanuck plans
to join a big game hunting expedi-
tion. He is now winding up the

20th Century activities at the United
Artists studios and will resume work
in September.

Soviet Film Head Due Here in May
M. Usievitch, head of the Soviet

film trust who was expected to ar-

rive here last month to arrange for
purchase of American sound equip-
ment and to make reciprocal deals

for exhibition of U. S. films in Rus-
sia, has not yet left Moscow, but
will definitely be here next month,
according to information receive -

'

yesterday by Miss A. Kuznetzova
of the Amkino office.

THE INDUSTRY'S

DATE BOOK

April 19-25: International Congress on Educa-
tional and Instructional Cinematography.
Rome, Italy.

^pril 21: A.M. P. A. Annual Naked Tru'h Din-

ner, Hotel Astor. New York.

April 21-22: Meeting of Paramount district

managers, Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

April 23-26: Spring convention of Society of

Motion Picture Engineers, Chalfonte-H.iddon

Hall Hotel, Atlantic City.

April 25: Chicago Motion Picture Operators

Ball, Trianon Ballroom, Chicago.

April 27: Motion Picture Costume Bill under
auspices of Film & Photo League, Webster
Hall, New York.

annual sales con-

and M.P.O. convention.

May 31 -June 2: fox Film

vention. New York.

June 4-9: I.ATS E.

Louisville, Ky.

lune 1 6- July 2: International Motion Picture

Week, Vienna.

June 18-20: Paramount annual sales conven-

tion, Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
graphy, Venice, Italy.
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BAN ON DUAL BILLS FEATURE and SHORTS REVIEWS
IS VOTED BY MPTOA

(Continued from Page 1)

ducers and distributors, stated that

when his Chicago exhibitors changed
from double to single bills their busi-

ness increased from 7 to 19 per cent.

He said Chicago now has only one
idle theater. Walter Vincent de-

clared exhibitors should inform dis-

tributors they will drop double bills

if distributors will not sell to 5 and
10 cent theaters.

M. A. Lightman pointed out that

major distributors should eliminate
their cheaters and quickies. He said

they plan to make more pictures to

cover the 15 per cent cancellation

sought by exhibitors. He declared
exhibitors want fewer but better pic-

tures.

Morgan Walsh said the code in its

local zoning and clearance boards
has machinery with which to regu-
late admission fees and protection

for various theaters.

"An effective zoning plan in each
territory will kill double bills, pre-

miums, chiseling and other evils,"

Walsh asserted.

"I never run double bills. You
have a quicker turnover on single

bills. The public doesn't want dou-
ble bills. We should sense what
public wants," said Aaron Gold-
berg, pioneer San Francisco exhibi-

tor, who operates several small
theaters.

"People are returning to theaters
and we should not nauseate them
wilh double bills," Kuykendall as-

serted.

J. J. McGuinness said New Eng-
land wants double bills, but that
admission fees are being maintained
in his territory, pointing out that
deluxe houses there charge 75 cents,

other first runs 50 cents, second
runs 40 cents.

Miller said that Chicago exhib-
itors pay for and shelve many bad
pictures and find it a good policy.

Edward G. Levy said that with
elimination of double bills deluxe
houses might be asked by opposition
to eliminate stage shows. Jules
Michaels asserted that small exhib-
itors cannot cover up a bad picture
with a stage show.
Ben Berinstein stated that in Los

Angeles 43 theaters are playing
triple bills and that major compa-
nies are going to make more pic-

tures, because they cannot get
enough revenue under double bill

system and will make some quickies,

too. Sidney Lust urged deluxe

Oppose 1,700-Foot Reel
Opposition by the S. M. P. E. to th?

proposed 1,700-foot reel length stand-
ardization proposed by the Academy of

M. P. Arts is indicated by th; former.
The Exchange Practice Committee of

the Society has made an elaborate study
of the proposal and as a result will rec-

ommend to the Society at its convention
in Atlantic City, April 23-26, that th^
present 1,000-foot standard is best
adapted for present exchange practices.

"TARZAN AND HIS MATE"
with johnny Weissmuller, Maureen

O'Sullivan, Neil Hamilton

M-G-M 105 mins.

A KNOCKOUT FOR THRILL FANS
COMBINING ADVENTURE, COMEDY
SEX ANGLE AND EXCITING SITUA-
TIONS.

For the confirmed thrill fans this will

more than fill the bill, but for general con-

sumption it is overstocked with killings

and gore. Action never lets up for a mo-
ment. Thrill tops thrill, hand-to-hand

fights between natives are staged with ex-

ceptional reality, and Weissmuller's strug-

gles with wild beasts are hair-raising. It

is a continuation of M-G-M's last "Tar-

zan" film, but this time two adventurers

set out to gather a fortune in elephant

tusks against the wishes of Tarzan and

against the advice of Maureen O'Sullivan,

his mate, who has chosen to live with the

ape-man in the jungle rather than return

to civilization. The sex angle is neatly

handled in an underwater swimming scene.

Trapeze scenes in the jungle have been

well handled, hair-raising falls are realistic

and comedy contributed by the jungle

monkeys adds lightness at the proper time.

Cast: Johnny Weissmuller, Maureen
O'Sullivan, Neil Hamilton, Paul Cavanagh,

Forrester Harvey, Nathan Curry.

Director, Cedric Gibbons; Author, Edgar

Rice Burroughs; Adaptors, Howard Em-
mett Rogers, Leon Gordon; Editor. Tom
Held; Cameramen, Charles Clarke, Clyde

de Vinna.

Direction, Aces. Photography, Excellent.

theaters to increase their admis-
sions so that small theaters would
not have to run double bills in com-
petition.

The resolution on labor was re-

ferred to the executive committee.
New members of executive comm't-
tee are: Lust, C. E. Williams, L. E.
Thompson, Fred Meyer. Committee-
men holding over are: Kuykendall,
Meyer, Vincent, Wehrenberg, 0. C.

Lam, Levy.
The organization went on record

against the Cutting copyright bill.

The grievance committee urged that
gangster pictures be eliminated and
that expenses for maintaining code
boards be held down. Berinstein
pointed out that expenses were be-

ing watched and that too low sala-

ries would result in inexperienced
help being hired.

Fred Meyer, who was stricken as

a result of overwork, underwent a
major operation Friday night.

Para. Rent Claims Delayed

Three rent claims, aggregating
$56,000, scheduled to be passed upon
at a meeting of Paramount Publix
creditors today, have been defer-
red to April 23 for consideration.

Thev are as follows: St. Louis Prop
erties, $33,000; Citizens' National
Trust & Savings Bank, Los Angeles.
$10,000 and $13,000.

"Even as You and I"

Howard Milton 6 Mins.

"No Greater Glory" Release

Columbia's "No Greater Glory"
will be nationally released April

20.

Fair Novelty

This is about a very little girl who
starts the day by playing with a
bottle of black polish much to the
dismay of her mother. The baby is

scrubbed and made pretty for com-
pany. During tea the tot gets into

more trouble by toppling off a chair
while trying to reach a high shelf in

a clothes closet. Finally the girl is

put to bed and sung to sleep by
mother. Faces of adults in the film

are not shown, the camera shooting
down at the little girl throughout.

"Twin Screws"

M-G-M 19 mins.

Fair Comedy
This Hal Roach comedy, one of

the All-Star series, revolves around
some sailors on shore leave in a

French port. Wandering into a na-
tive resort, they get into competi-
tion with an Apache team, with
knife-throwing, chasing and other
; ough stuff resulting.

M-G-M COMPLETES

82% OF PROGRAM

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Thirty-three features

out of 46 sold on the M-G-M pro-

gram for the current season have
now been completed. In work now
are: "Sadie McKee," "100 Per Cent
Pure," "Operator 13," "Treasure
Island," "Merry Widow," "Barrets

of Wimpole Street" and "Thin
Man." Soon to start are: "Biogra-

phy of a Bachelor," "West Point

of the Air," "Green Hat," "The
Coach" and "Student Tour."

VJ

Ban Placed on Marathons
Janesville, Wis.—Janesville is the

latest Wisconsin city to adopt an
ordinance banning dance marathons,

walkathons or any other contest of

physical endurance. A similar or-

dinance is scheduled to be acted on

by the city council in Green Bay
this week.
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NINE CODE ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE! PICKED

No New Action Expected by Code Authority on Duals

t x p o s i n g
. . the morals of Hollywood
= By JACK ALICOATE =

THIS thing has got to stop. The morals

of Hollywood we are talking about. If

a firm hand is not put in the saddle and

the situation immediately placed under con-

trol, the industry will have the blackest of

a black eye, the theaters of the country

may be forced to close and Will Hays will

have to go back to work. Besides the moral

factor involved is one also of business

ethics. How can this art of the screen

preach truth in advertising and publicity

and have the goings on night and day that

we have seen here in Hollywood right with

our own eyes. The world expects scandal

orgies and wild life from this town. So do

the newspapers and magazines of the coun-

try. It is not only a breach of business

ethics to double-cross expectant America

this way, but what about the visiting jour-

nalist who spends several weeks in training

for his visit here, comes to see, and sees

what?

T T

DEING not unmindful of the fact that we
*"' have children and a reputation to up-

hold, we made up our mind that the first

few days of our stay here would be in ab-

solute social seclusion. Hollywood might

get us before we left, but we would put

up a fight for a while, anyway. The second

night with dark glasses we ventured forth

incognito on Hollywood Boulevard. Surely

neither our morals nor health could be in-

jured by just looking on. After walking

what seemed to be miles, we finally met up

with a man who directed us to the only

drug store open after 9 o'clock. A whirl

at the jitney punch board, a bottle of

acidophilus milk, and we staggered home.
Of course. What a chump. Nothing ever

happens in the open. It's all behind closed

doors.

A ND now in quick succession and in

** kaleidoscopic fashion came fashionable

cocktail parties at the homes of two out-

standing female stars, 30 people at each

and all drinking punch. Imagine me telling

the boys at the Motion Picture Club that

I drank punch in Hollywood. Bridge at the

home of one of our great screen favorites.

(Continued on Page 2)

Difficulties Seen in Way
of Considering MPTOA

Anti-Dual Role
The Code Authority is not ex-

pected to adopt the M.P.T.O.A.

recommendation that a ban be im-

posed on double feature bills. This

was indicated yesterday through a

checkup of members of the code's

administrative body. Consensus of
opinion was that nothing would be
gained by reopening the subject,
which caused many hours of debate

(Continued on Page 6)

M. P. GOUNCILTO BACK

BLOCK BOOKING BILL

Motion Picture Research Council
is considering sponsorship of legis-
lation at the next session of Con-
gress to prohibit block-booking, the
Film Daily learns. The Council.

(Continued on Page 5)

Four Theaters in Ohio
Reopening After Year

Cleveland—On the strength of a
general business improvement, and
in anticipation of increased atten-
dance, the following theaters in this
territory, closed for more than a
year, are reopening: Opera House,

(Continued on Page 5)

48 "Riptide" Holdovers

M-G-M's "Riptide," with Norma
Shearer, Robert Montgomery and Her-
bert Marshall, has been held over in

48 first-runs to date. On Broadway,
the picture is doing three weeks at
the Capitol.

PRODUCERS AND EXHIBS

PLEDGE AGAINST DUALS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—At a conference be-
tween the executive committee of
the M.P.T.O.A. and members of the
Association of Motion Picture Pro-
ducers, an understanding was
reached pledging exhibitors and
producers to discourage wherever
possible showing of double features.
A practical working machinery for
a board of direct contact between
exhibitors and producers is expected

(Continued on Page 4)

Theater Guild Producer
Signed by Radio Pictures
Philip Moeller, for years head of

the Theater Guild production activi-
ties, has been signed to a three-
year contract by RKO Radio Pic-
tures. The deal calls for his ser-
vices at the studios in summer only,
and he will continue his Guild con-
nection. Moeller goes west about
May 15.

Trendle Stays on Financial End,
Patterson Assumes Operation

Service Union Moves
For General Walkout

The executive board of Local 118,
service union, met last night to con-
sider voting a general strike in the-
aters throughout the city, it was
stated yesterday to Film Daily by
Chas. C. Levey, secretary. Levey
said that the strike would probably

(Continued on Page 4)

Willard C. Patterson, formerly
supervisor of operation for 123
Warner houses in Philadelphia and
also labor contact man for that
company, has been engaged by
George W. Trendle of Detroit to
take over the entire charge of op-
eration of the United Detroit The-
aters, a Paramount subsidiary.
About a dozen houses are in the

(Continued on Page 4)

Kent, Kuykendall, Schenck
Proposed to Supervise

Code Compliance
Personnel of nine permanent com-

mittees recommended to operate var-
ious pieces of code machinery was
announced by the Code Authority
yesterday. Important among the
committees is the one designed to

supervise code compliance which
comprises Sidney R. Kent, chair-
man; Ed Kuykendall and Nicholas
M. Schenck.

Other committees are

:

Finance—Nathan Yamins, chair-
(Continued on Page 6)

DILL TO SPONSOR BILL

FOR ELECTRICS PROBE
Senator Dill, chairman of the

Senate Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, will shortly sponsor a reso-
lution before that body asking an
investigation of the American Tele-
phone & Telegraph Co. to delve into
the alleged monopoly built up in the
motion picture industry by the A. T.

(Continued on Page 5)

S.M.P.E. Broadcasting
Talk by Sol Rosenblatt

Sol A. Rosenblatt's talk at the
semi-anual banquet of the S.M.P.E.
in Atlantic City on April 25 will go
on the air over WEAF, it was an-
nounced yesterday. More than 50

(Continued on Page 4)

Ampa Dinner Going on Air

The A.M. P.A. Naked Truth Dinner
at the Hotel Astor next Saturday night
will go on the air over WABC as a

special broadcast to the Byrd expedition.
General Foods, sponsor of the program,
will also make a donation to the fund
being raised by Ampa for relief work.
Projection and other equipment for the
affair is being donated by Electrical

Research Products. Due to the length

of the program, festivities will start

promptly at 8 P. M., with doors opening
at 7:30. Adolph Zukor yesterday said

he would attend the Dinner. E. W.
Hammons also has a reservation.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 5% 5 3
/s 5% + V's

Columbia Picts. vtc. 29i/
2 285/8 285/g — %

Con. Fm. Ind 4'/8 4>/8
4i/

8

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 16 15% 15%— V"

East. Kodak 93 91 >/
8 92'/2 + Vi

East. Kodak pfd. 136 136 136 + 1

Fox Fm. "A" I6V2 15% 15%
Loew's, Inc 34'/2 33'/8 33%— %
Metro-Goldwyn, pfd. 25% 25% 25% + %
Paramount ctfs 55/a 5'/8 5>/4 — %
Pathe Exch 3% 3'/3 3!/8 — '/4

do "A" 21% 20 21 — 1

RKO 3% 3!/2 3',2 — >/8

Univ. Pict. pfd 46 44 44 — 2

Warner Bros 8 7% 7' 4 — '/3

tin pfd 30 28'/2 2Sy2 — y2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor 10% 9% 10 — %
Trans-Lux 2% 2% 2%

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 10% 10 10 — %
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 9% 8% 9 + %
Keith A-0 6s46 ... 71% 71 71%— %
Loew 6s 41ww 101 '/2 101 101 — 1

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 54V4 53 53 — 1

Par. By. 5'/2 s51 .38 38 38 — %
Par. 5%s50 ctfs.... 54% 53 1/4 53 '/4 — %
Pathe 7s37 97 97 97 — Vs

Warner's 6s39 66 63 % 64% — %
N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 5% 5% 5
' y — %

THE INDUSTRY'S

DATE BOOK

Today: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey

meeting, New York headquarters. 2:30

P. M.

April 19-25: International Congress on Educa-

tional and Instructional Cinematography
Rome, Italy.

April 21: A.M. P. A. Annual Naked Truth Din-

ner, Hotel Astor. New York.

exposing
. . the morals of Hollywood

(.Continued from Payc 1)

He is not stingy, but has a highball quota

for his guests of one a night and my ration

came far too early. A swanky dinner at

the home of that bon vivant and man
about town, Billy Wilkerson, owner of the

Vendome, the smart eating place for din-

ner guests. He had bankers and brokers

and Oh! such beautiful women. At 11

o'clock, Wilkerson had his shoes off, the

guests had all departed and Alicoate, as

usual, was walking home alone and after

winning the first prize at the charade game,

too. Winnie Sheehan in his magnificent

home gives an ultra swell party for over

a hundred. Big orchestra, class and every-

thing. And what? Nothing but swank and

propriety. Henry King gives a big party,

and what? Nothing but perfect propriety?

The snooty but occasionally wild rendezvous

out here is the Colony Club. Lou Wert-
heimer, the boss, and I have a snack each

morning at about 1:30 and we have been

doing this for two weeks now in the hopes

of catching somebody in the industry drunk,

bur—
T T T

/"^ ET this one. It is the pay-off. Beau

^^Brummel Sam Dembow of Publix and

points west gets me in a corner and, after

having the Chinese waiter shield us with a

Japanese screen whispers with raised eye-

brows that on Sunday afternoon we are to

have cocktails with Mae West. Mae West,
oh boy! Here it comes. Alicoate is too world-

ly wise to be stymied with this morals sham
forever. Comes Sunday and rain. What a

day for it. The hour draws near and we
are aflutter. Perhaps we had better go in

one by one to avoid suspicion. Mae West
herself. Buckle up and remember you are

an Alicoate. We arrive. Believe it or not,

tea and crumpets. A violin virtuoso to

entertain. Tea and crumpets with Mae
West in her apartment. She is charming,

soft spoken, gracious, polite every minute.

We play guessing games and that new
Hollywood craze, cut-out puzzles. Holly-

wood. Oh, well, when I get back to New
York I am going to take an afternoon off

and take that excursion boat up to Playland

and have a hell of a time.

Paramount Changes Date
For District Meeting

Paramount has changed the date
for its district managers' meeting
at the Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chi-
cago, from April 21-22 to April 28-

29. This meeting is to precede the
general annual sales convention at
the Ambassador Hotel, Los An-
geles, June 18-20.

Harry Skirball Leaves Educational
Cleveland — As a result of the

new policy whereby Fox assumes
all sales on Educational product,
Harry R. Skirball, for 13 years
manager of the local Educational
exchange, and for the past year
Educational district representative,
is no longer connected with the or-
ganization.

Cincy Boards Take Offices

Cincinnati — Offices of the local

grievance and zoning - clearance
boards have been opened in the Pal-

ace Theater Building.

Named to Map Policies

Covering Trade Practices
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Dr. LeveretW S.

Lyon, vice-president of the Brook-
ings Institution, has been appointed
to formulate an administration pol-
icy on trade practices at NRA. His
appointment was simultaneous with
the effective aate of the Attorney
General's order to all district at-
torneys giving them authority to

proceed against code violators with-
out consulting Washington.

Would Make Test Previews
For Fan Audiences Only

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Barring of critics

and film company employes from
test previews of pictures is being
urged by Laird Doyle, Warner-First
National author-scenarist, who con-
tends that only an all-fan audience
can provide the accurate reaction
sought by producers through the
medium of these test showings.

Critics who cover pictures at such
previews also are frequently influ-

enced in the wrong direction by the
response of the auaience composed
largely of studio employes, says
Doyle.

Karl Dane Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Karl Dane, a leading

comedian in the ,silent days and one
of the hit actors in "The Big Pa-
rade," was found dead Sunday in

his room here. He had shot himseli
due to despondency because he could
not obtain film work in recent years.

N. J. Allied Meetings

Next week's meeting of Allied

Theater Owners of New Jersey will

be held on Monday at the Stacey
theater, Trenton. The session con-
venes at 12:30 P. M. The associa-
tion also holds a meeting at 2
o'clock this afternoon in its New
York headquarters.

Memphis Orpheum Changes

Memphis — When the Orpheum
goes back to straight films on Fri-

day, L. R. Pierce, manager, gives

up his post and will be succeeded
by Robert Templer of the C. G. S.

Circuit, Chicago. Pierce will go to

Hot Springs for a short vacation.

At Loew's State, Francis Deering
has succeeded Bernard M. Thomas
as manager. Thomas resigned tc

enter business in Nashville.

Daughter to Merian Coopers

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The Merian C. Coop-

ers are the parents of a girl born
Sunday in Honolulu, according to

world received here. The mother
is Dorothy Jordan.

Bamberger Talks to Philly Women
Leon J. Bamberger, head of spe-

cial sales promotion for Radio Pic-

tures, spoke to a group of Phila-

delphia clubwomen and educators at

a luncheon in that city yesterday.

.oming andGomg

EDMUND GOULDING, DAVID O. SEL2NICK
ind ADELA ROGERS HYLAND are among the
.veek's expected arrivals in New York from
the coast.

NORMA TALMADE is on her way to New
York from Mexico where she obtained a

Jivorce on Saturday.

HOWARD S. HUMMELL, sales manager for

Showmens Pictures, leaves tomorrow tor Chi-
j

cago to close for indefinite runs on "Beyond
Bengal," which also has been booked for sev-
eral key cities.

GRADWELL L. SEARS, A. W. SMITH and
S. CHARLES EINFELD return to New York late

this week from the Coast.

SAM E. MORRIS, who is now in London, re-

turns to New York the middle of next month.

ELMER HARRIS left Hollywood on Sunday tor

Prince Edward Island, Gulf of St. Lawrence,
for material for "The Inner Silence," new
creen play he is writing as a Sylvia Sidney
/ehicle for Paramount.

SAM COSLOW, who has been turning out
tunes in collaboration with Arthur Johnson at

the Paramount studios, arrives in New York
this week en route to Europe for a vacation.

Loew-Poli Operation
Starts Later in Year

Operation of the Poli-New Eng-
land circuit, located principally in

Connecticut, will not be taken over

by Loew's until late this year.
Meanwhile Louis M. Sagal is ex-

pected to continue as general man-
ager for S. Z. Poli.

N. O. Boards Open Offices

New Orleans—Offices of the griev-

ance and zoning-clearance boards
are being opened at 1211 Maison
Blanche Building by Mona
O'Rourke, secretary. Hearing of

complaints is expected to start

about Friday. John Duffv, assistant

secretary of the Gulf States The-
ater Owners Ass'n, replaces Miss
O'Rourke at the St. Charles as

treasurer, with Buddy Ferrer as as-

sistant manager.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

The Film Daily

Year Book which

I have just re-

ceived and which

I believe to be

is the finest year

book you have

yet published.

Darryl F. Zanuck
I ' ice-P resident

Twentieth Century
Pictures, Inc.

1.000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.
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P.T.O.A. SEES GREAT SHOWS
WORK ON WARNER LOT

PROFITS AND LASSES are well handled by

Treasurer Walter Vincent, shown in custody

of pair of Berkeley queens on leave from

jl Director. Ray Enright's lavish 'Dames' set. (Below)
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DROVES OF DELEGATES devote first convention afternoon to backstage glimpses of production progress

on Warners' nine-show line-up, which is scheduled for shipment to exchanges by the end of this month.

sas

mm
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LEADING THE GRAND MARCH, Du Barry' principals

Dolores Del Rio and Victor Jory head the royal escort

of Warner Bros stars and producers which showed

Burbank's sights to the hundreds of visiting showmen.

CANDID CAMERA catches President Ed Kuykendall and

head pointer-outer Hugh Herbert, as latter shows how

he made big boudoir scene for 'Merry Wives of Reno.'*

*A Warner Bros. Picture

TRADE LEADERS including Prexy Kuykendall, Secretary

Meyer, former leader Lightman, Chairman Berenstein, Acker-

man, Mitchell, Michael, et al., in custody of chief host J. L.

Warner on four of big production sets on Burbank lot.

SUNNY SMILES from sunny south's Georgia and Texas

delegations reflect convention's delight at preview of

Warners' new idea in musicals, '20 Million Sweethearts.'

°A First National Picture Vitagraph, Inc, Distributors
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PATTERSON TO HANDLE

DETROIT PARA, HOUSES
{Continued from Page 1)

circuit. It is understood that the
appointment by Trendle was made
on the recommendation of George
Schaefer, general manager of Para-
mount, and S. A. Lynch, chairman
of the advisory committee. Jack
Frost, formerly of Fox West Coast,
has been engaged to assist Patter-
son and is now in Detroit. Trendle
will continue to handle the financial

end and also general corporate
transactions.

Patterson was formerly associated
with Lynch in the operation of the
Southern Enterprises and other
southern operations. Operations in

Detroit will hereafter be followed
closely by the trustees advisory
committee. Patterson will leave for
Detroit about May 1.

S.M.P.E. Broadcasting
Talk by Sol Rosenblatt

(Continued from Page 1)

papers, in addition to committee re-

ports, are scheduled for presentation
at the four-day program starting

next Monday. Subjects deal with
sound, projection, non-theatrical and
amateur films, studios and appara-
tus, laboratory and photographic
problems, etc. Demonstrations will

include RCA Victor's new sound
system for noiseless recording, 16

mm. films in color, high speed pho-
tography and others. The exhibit- of

apparatus also promises to be ex-

tensive, the committee in charge
states.

A special meeting of Atlantic

City exhibitors, managers and pro-

jectionists will be held on the open-
ing day. Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, presi-

dent, will preside.

Service Union Moves
For General Walkout
(Continued from Page 1)

be voted, and that he then pro-

posed to give the circuits 48 hours

to accept a closed shop. He said

he thought the union now had suf-

ficient strength to enforce its de-

mand. He disclosed also that he
had wired the service union Inter-

national in Chicago to sanction the

strike.

Errol for Vitaphone Shorts

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Leon Errol has been

signed to star in two two-reel

Technicolor musicals for Vitaphone,

to be made at the Burbank studios.

Either Roy Mack or Ralph Staub
will direct.

A Plug for Shorts

A front page two-column story boost-

ing shorts appeared in the "Humboldt
Standard" of Eureka, Cal., following the

recent preview of Vitaphone product in

that city. The showing was staged

under the direction of George M. Mann,
president of Redwood Theaters, by ar-

rangement with Warners. Mann advo-

cated better shorts to combat double

features.
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• • • AND NOW our pal Mickey Mouse has gone hu-
manitarian in his own Mickey Mouse mag getting
the children throughout the Youessay to drink four glasses of
milk daily in the interests of their own health the
dairy farmers and the National Dairies with whom the
tieup is made

T T T
• • • THE MAG is edited by Hal Home and is re-
plete with interesting material and gags, of course
which tickle the kids one shows Mickey on a weighing
machine with a glass of milk in his hand "Oh, boy, I'm
drinking milk on a big scale!" exclaims Mickey or
another Mickey is on his knees balancing a bottle of milk
on his nose while the other cartoon characters say in unison

"That's a well balanced food" oh, well we
have seen grownups laff uproariously at such absurdities on the
screen. and kids love absurdities

• • • BUT THERE is no doubt that this li'l mag is bring-
ing home to thousands of children everywhere the ad-
vantages of the milk diet leading stars of the various
studios are cooperating with Mickey on his Milk Message
as well as national celebs who have posed drinking milk

to help the good work along this little mag has
caught on 720,000 monthly going to 1,200,000 with
the June issue each issue is being designed to hit a par-
ticular field of child activity one recent number was dedi-

cated to the Boy Scouts with Dan Beard, national Scout
Commissioner, plugging over the value of milk in an interview

what a sweet tie-up this is! and it can go on in-

definitely

T T T
• • • THE LAD isn't doing so tuff for himself at all

referring to Joe Penner now averaging 16 grand
every week! he gets a pile from his radio sponsors
and collects the balance from his personals at the theaters
where he works only on a 50-per-cent of receipts basis . that
is the deal he has on the Loew Metropolitan time Marty
Sampter, his manager, has been trying for years to get Joe
over with scant results now look!

• • «AT TODAY'S Cheese Club luncheon guests of

honor will be Arthur Murray, dance impresario and Joe
Swerling, scenario writer Joe will talk on newspapermen
as scenario writers J. Maxwell Joice, film and legit press-

agey may go back to Chi for the Summer on the World's
Fair his late assignment Maxwell is now in our town
doing some industrial research

• • • FOR THE showing of "I'll Tell the World" at the
Roxy starting Friday the U. P. is tieing in with a

teletype machine located in the outer lobby . bulletins will

come over the service from 11 a.m. till midnight for ten days
starting today Al Sherman has been appointed publicity

man for Mascot still continuing his work as crit of the

Telly
T

• • »AN ADDRESS was given by Leon Bamberger of

Radio yesterday to the Philadelphia M. P. Forum looking

toward greater support of women's clubs for worthwhile pix

At the Empey Club yesterday the dining room dis-

closed a lot of representative film men including H. J.

Yates, John D. Clark, Jules Levy, Jack Shapiro, Ralph Poucher,

Ben Goetz, Jim Ryan, Joseph Plunkett, Felix Feist

« « « » » »
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PRODUCERS AND EXHIBS

PLEDGE AGAINST DUALS

(Continued from Page 1)

to follow the conference. The com
mittee representing exhibitors wil
report public reaction to types am
kind of pictures to productior
chiefs. Producers invited the fullest
criticism of their product and ex
hibitors agreed to supply this. Ex-
hibitors planned to secure audience
reaction in all parts of country,
analyze them and submit the sum-
mary to producers.

Producers pledged an all-indus-
try effort to keep the screen free
from offensiveness. It was agreed
public wants quality rather than
quantity. Louis B. Mayer, Irving
G. Thalberg, Sam Briskin, E. J.

Mannix, Winfield R. Sheehan, Al
Kaufman, Fred Beetson, Joseph I

Breen and B. B. Kahane represent'
ed the producers.

The exhibitors' committee will

confer with independent producers
today.

British Equipment Firm
Plans Branch in New York
W. Vinton, England's foremost

manufacturer of motion picture ap-
paratus, such as cameras, labora-
tory equipment and sound equip-
ment for studio and location work,
arrives in New York on April 20
aboard the Berengaria to attend the
S. M. P. E. convention in Atlantic
City. While here, Vinton will ne-
gotiate with Irving Browning and
Saul Haber for a New York agency
for his product.

Raymond Gallagher Charles Brabin

New York Boards Meet Today

Matters of selecting headquarters
and naming a joint secretary will

be taken up at meetings of the New
York local grievance and zoning
boards today. The latter board will

hold its session at the M. P. Club
at noon and will pause long enough
to be photographed. The other

board meets at the Code Authority
office.

Local boards yet to meet to name
secretaries and arrange other de-

tails incidental to starting of opera-

tions include those located in: Bos-

ton, Philadelphia and Indianapolis.
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NIIDILL to sponsor bill

FOR ELECTRICS PROBE

(Continued from Page 1)

& T., he has informed Robert Rob-
ins, executive secretary of the Amer-
ican Society for the Protection of

the Motion Picture Theater in a
letter. Robins has been urging the
probe and has filed a brief with the
I.C.C. setting forth the alleged

dienel manner in which A. T. & T. domin-
uritrj

fre

gree

thai

rvinj

E.

U
ph J

ates the film industry.

Robins has advised that A. T. & T.

be confined to the telephone busi-
ness and not permitted "to extend
its monopoly into a private field

where there is no public benefac-
tion but only harm from its opera-
tion." All patents held by A. T.
& T. would be thrown into the
public domain under the Robins
plan.

)lt

nti;

Publix Claims Up Today
Claims of Publix Enterprises

trustees aggregating $110,000 will

be considered at a meeting of
creditors of the corporation at 2 p.
m. today in the office of Referee
Henry K. Davis. The trustees, Irv-
ing Trust Co., seek $35,000 for their
own services and $75,000 for attor-

neys employed by them in handling
the bankruptcy.

George Gullette Reports Upturn in East
Theaters in the eastern part of the U. S. and Canada are having an upturn in busi-

ness, with many houses reopening and going for improvements in equipment, says
George S. Gullette, associate producer and general sales manager of Gem Produc-
tions, on his return from a trip through these territories.

Steiner Gets Second Tyler Film

Wm. Steiner has received a print
of "Tracy Rides," the second Tyler
feature produced by Reliable Pic-
tures Corp. Steiner expects to take
offices at 723 Seventh Ave next
mionth.

Winners in Sales Meet
New Orleans—The entire Vita-

graph force here gets two weeks'
salary bonus for leading in the
southern division sales and collec-
tion contest. Luke S. Connor is

manager.

Carolina Golf Benefit

Charlotte—Led by H. H. Everett,
president of the Jesters' Club and
head of the Monogram exchange
here, a golf tournament will be held
May 14 at the Carolina Golf Course,
with proceeds going to the needy
film folk of this state.

Nancy Sheridan for Films

Chicago — Nancy Sheridan, ap-
pearing here in "The Shining Hour,"
will go to Hollywood directly after
the show closes.

Appealing Tri-Ergon Ruling

Leo Brecher, Max Goldberg and
Associated Cinemas within a few
days will file an appeal with the
Court of Appeals from the decision
of the Appellate Division reversing
action of the New York State Su-
preme Court in dismissing the sound
patents suit brought against them
by American Tri-Ergon Corp., head-
ed by William Fox. It is expected
that the hearing will not take place
until October as the court recesses
during the summer months.

Joseph McKnight Joins RKO
Cincinnati—Joseph A. McKnight

formerly salesman for Pathe, First
National and Paramount has joined
the local RKO sales staff. The ap-
pointment was made by Jules Levy
general sales manager.

Charlie Ruggles in Auto Crash
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Charlie Ruggles is

recovering from injuries received in

an auto collision yesterday. An-
other car skidded into his.

M. P. COUNCIL TO BACK

BLOCK BOOKING BILL

(.Continued from Page 1)

according to its prospectus in the
solicitation of funds, "is now taking
lay and legal counsel of those who
have studied this question, and is

collecting information from all parts
of the country so that it may de-
velop a comprehensive practical
program of action to end block-
booking."

Four Theaters in Ohio
Reopening After Year

(Continued from Page 1)

Shelby; Rex, Alliance; Virginia,
North Baltimore, and the Penn
Square, Cleveland. H. L. Malone
of Akron has leased the latter

house.

Federation Meets Tomorrow
A meeting of the Federation of

Independent Producers and Distrib-

utors will be held tomorrow after-

noon in the First Division offices.

Harry H. Thomas will preside.

Tone Down Front Displays

Cleveland — Flambuoyant posters
and large flapping signs in front of

theaters are henceforth taboo by
order of Service Director Eirick.

"AN INSTITUTION AS GREAT AS THE INDUSTRY IT SERVES

Flawless materials and scientific production on modern equipment,designed and built

by Consolidated, make "Certified Prints" the finest possible expression of the sound

and action in your master negative.

Consolidated film Industries, inc.i
NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD
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NO NEW ACTION LIKELY

BY C, A. ON DUAL BILLS

(Continued from Pat/c 1)

during the Washington code-draft-
ing conferences last Fall.

According to members of the Au-
thority, any move toward prohibit-
ing the policy would necessarily in-

volve the holding of more hearings
on this provision and finally obtain-
ing the Presidential approval of
whatever course was adopted. The
ban was proposed by the exhibitoi
association on Saturday, the closing
day of its Los Angeles convention.

24 Butterfield Houses
Now Booking Vaudeville
Detroit—Vaudeville units in com-

bination with films are being booked
into 24 houses of the Butterfield cir-

cuit, dominating every important
city in lower Michigan outside of
Detroit. The units will play one to

four-day stands, depending on size

of town, and follow at intervals of
10 to 12 days. Flesh as a permanent
policy may follow this introduction.

Reorganizing Swedish Company
Stockholm — Aktiebolaget Svensk

Filmindustri, principal operator of
theaters and producer of films in

Sweden, has undergone a reorgani-
zation with a view to liquidating
losses and effecting a more satisfac-

tory agreement with Fastighets Ak-
tiebolaget Hufvudstaden, which
owns a large number of the theaters
operated by the film company. Both
of these concerns were controlled

formerly by the Kreuger interests.

Aktiebolaget Svensk Filmindustri
controls and operates over 100 the-

aters in Sweden, acts as distributor

for two important European film

companies, and is a producer of

Swedish pictures.

John Maxwell Heads K.R.S.

London—John Maxwell is the new
president of the K.R.S. , succeeding
Sam Eckman, who has held the

office in the renters' association for

three years.

Start Minneapolis Newsreeler

Minneapolis —- Having obtained <

building permit despite opposition
from Al Steffes and Theodore Hays
Art Johnson will immediately star*

erecting his newsreel theater at 727
Hennepin Ave.

Cincy Variety Club Shindig

Cincinnati— A dinner-dance will

be held by the local Variety Club
on Thursday at the Nethcrland
Plaza Hotel.

Superstition Works
Newport. Ky.— Fire on Frid^v th"

13th, destroyed the 2.500-sc-'t Hippo-
drome, wilh a loss of $100,000, covered
by insurance. The house belonged ti

the Frankel Amusement Co. and was
managed by Charles Mervis. A new
theater is to be built immediately on
the site.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
J^OY DEL RUTH is the latest di-

rector to join the ranks of plane
owners. A licensed pilot, the 20th
Century director r-ecently purchased
a five-passenger plane from a pri-
vate owner and thus automatically
becomes a member of the "Air
Club" headed by Clarence Brown
and Frank Borzage, M-G-M and
Universal directors, respectively.
Del Ruth's first long flight in his
"ship" will be to New York, some
time this month.

T T
Ralph Staub is preparing to di-

rect two Technicolor musical shorts

at Warner Bros, coast studio. Staub,
who has directed and photographed
more than 250 short pictures, has
been making Technicolor subjects
at the Warner Bros, eastern studio
the past year. Although he has
presided at the camera appearances
of more stars than any other indi-
vidual in motion pictures, he has
never made a film longer than two
reels.

™ T T
Porter Hall has arrived from

New York and is making his home
at the Hollywood Plaza while here
for a part in M-G-M's production of
"The Thin Man."

Local Decision on Duals
Urged by Harry Thomas
The dropping or running of dou-

ble-features is the exhibitors' own
problem and should be handled bv
individual situations, Harry H.
Thomas stated to Film Daily yes-

terday. "It has become the general
idea that only independents will be
hurt by the dropping of double-fea-
ture bills if that should ever come
to pass. That is a wrong concep-
tion of the matter, as when one con-
siders the business done yearly by
major distributors through the sale

to subsequent-run houses that dou-
ble-feature with major product as
well as independent, it is easy to
surmise that the effect would be
more far reaching than is generally
considered," said Thomas.

Showing Arty Films in Chicago
Chicago—Association of Arts and

Industries will hold a "Cinema Art
Soiree" April 26 in the ballroom of
the Drake Hotel at which eight
films, privately owned in the east,

will be shown. Among the subjects
are Ferdinand Legere's "Ballet
Mechanique"; "The Fall of the
House of Usher," "The Afternoon
of a Faun," "Oramunde," a syn-
thetically photographed tone poem,
and "The Night Blooming Cereus,"
a study of a flower's growth photo-
graphed with a time telescope cam-
era.

No Change in Film Rights Sale
Indications are that the Drama-

tists' Guild committee appointed to

consider revision of the regulations
affecting the sale of film rights to

plays will not recommend any
changes. According to Louise Sill-

cox, executive secretary of the
Guild, no acceptable suggestion has
been received by the committee, nor
has it developed any plan of its

own. The committee is composed of
Edward C/hilds Carnenter. Morrie
Ryskind. Howard Lindsay, Owen
Davis and Marc Connelly.

RKO is again releasing a com-
plete one-reeler showing the thrills,

spills and hazards of the recent
Grand National Sweenstakes at Ain-
tree, England, from start to finish.

U. S. Films Hold Top Spot
On South African Market
Improved economic conditions in

South Africa last year resulted in
higher imports of films, with Amer-
ican product continuing to hold
top spot despite talk of British film
inroads, according to a report to the
U. S. Commerce Department from
Trade Commissioner E. B. Lawson,
Johannesburg.

Impose Tax on Carnival

Jacksonville — Court proceedings
brought by the State of Florida on
relation of W. F. Marlowe, taxpay-
er, have resulted in a peremptory
writ of mandamus lequiring the
county tax collector to collect li-

cense taxes on concessions operating
at the Duval County Fair and Ex-
position, which has been playing a
week's stand here. Concessions are
held by Royal American Shows, who
have escaped tax by appearing un-
der the title of a fair.

Filing Clearance Complaint

Kansas City — A complaint for
presentation to the grievance board
is being prepared against the clear-
ance now given downtown theaters.
Many exhibitors feel present clear-
ance is not reasonable in view of

current prices and double billings

downtown.

George Armstrong Dead
Delaware, O.—George Armstrong,

one-time manager of the Cleveland
office of National Theater Supply
died here last week.

Lyons & Lyons Creditors to Meet

First meeting of creditors of

Lyons & Lyons, agency which was
adjudicated bankrupt this week, will

be held April 23 at 10:30 A. M. in

the offices of Irwing Kurtz, referee.

Chicago Rejects "Broken Shoes"

Chicago — "Broken Shoes," Am-
kino film which played two weeks
at the Cameo, New York, has been
rejected by the Chicago censors.
Another effort will be made to have
it approved.

9 COMMITTEES NAMED

FOR CODEMACHINEM
(Continued from Pa<ie 1)

man; Sidney R. Kent ' and H. M
Warner.

Legal—Austin C. Keough, chair
man; J. Robert Rubin and Willarc
McKay.

Production — W. Ray Johnston
chairman; J. Robert Rubin and H
S. Bareford.
Unfair competition (from outside

the industry) — Ed Kuykendall.
chairman; Charles L. O'Reilly anc
George Skouras.
Labor—Charles L. O'Reilly, chair-

man; Willard Patterson and Major
L. E. Thompson.

Vaudeville— Charles Moskowitz,
chairman; Sam Dembow, and Major
L. E. Thompson.

Administration of local griev-
ance boards—R. H. Cochrane, chair-
man; Nathan Yamins and H. S.
Bareford.

Administration of local zoning
boards—George J. Schaefer, chair-
man; Charles L. O'Reilly and M.
H. Aylesworth.
The Code Authority is expected

to act on the recommendations at
its meeting Friday.
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Going Over Code Budget Again
The Code Authority's plan for

financing the code operation will

again be scrutinized by its commit-
tee on finance at a meeting Thurs-
day, preliminary to submitting the
matter to the NRA Administration
at Washington for approval. Un-
der a new Presidential order all

budgets and assessments must be
okayed by Gen. Hugh S. Johnson.

First assessments to be made will

cover the initial six months of the
code year, beginning Jan. 1. Mini-
mum amount to be paid by exhibi-
tors is $12 annually. Bills will go
out as soon as the NRA approves
the financing system.

Hitler Film at Majestic, Chi.

Chicago—E. Cummings has Jeased
the Majestic for a few weeks to

show "Hitler's Reign of Humor."

Kansas Bars Prizes

Topcka. Kans.—Cash giveaways, by
drawing lucky numbers, would be viola-

tion of the state lottery laws, accord-

ing to an opinion by Roy Boynton,

attorney general. Though Colorado and
Nebraska permit- the giveaway practice,

Kansas won't, said Boynton.

"Beyond Bengal" Preview on Ship

D. J. Mountan, president of Show-
mens Pictures, has arranged for the
preview of Harry Schenck's "Be-
yond Bengal" on board the Queen
of Bermuda of the Furness Ber-
muda Lines next Monday at 8:30

p. m. Supper will be served follow-
ing the screening. The event will

be broadcast.
Schcnck is to make personal ap-

pearances with the showing of the
picture.
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"THE LINE-UP"
with William Gargan and Marian Nixon

Columbia 75 mins.

FAIR CROOK DRAMA WITH GOOD
:ast WILL GO BEST IN THE NEIGH-

BORHOOD HOUSES.

Weak on plot but capably acted by a

H good cast, this picture is best-suited for

neighborhood houses. Marian Nixon loses

her job and comes under police scrutiny

when a gang of fur thieves using a female

decoy switch the checks at the cloakroom

where Marian works and steal a $10,000

fur coat. William Gargan and his partner,

brusque blowhard, are the detectives

turned loose on the case. The partner is

all for jailing Marian, but Gargan releases

her, begins visiting her and they become

engaged. To acquire a trousseau, Marian,

all unknowingly, gets a job in the fur store

run by the fur thief ring. When Gargan's

partner suddenly drops in on the store

Marian is sent on a phony errand with the

$10,000 stolen coat which had just been

returned. She takes the coat home and

there Gargan's partner is waiting for her

and jails her. The balance of the film is

devoted to Gargan's successful effort to

clear Marian and the roundup of the crooks.

Cast: William Gargan, Marian Nixon,

Paul Hurst, John Miljan, Harold Huber,

Greta Meyer, Jos. Crehan, Ncel Francis,

Francis McDonald and Charles Brcwne.

Director, Howard Higgin; Author, George

Waggner; Cameraman, Benny Kline; Film

Editor, Jack Rawlins.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.
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FOREIGN FILMS

"HEIDESCHULMEISTER UWE KARSTEN"
("The Country Schoolmaster"), in German;

produced by Ufa; directed by Carl Heinz

Wolff; with Olga Tschechowa, Hans

Schlenck, Marianne Hoppe, Heinrich Heilin-

ger, Brigitte Horney, Guenther Ballier. At

the 79th St. Theater.

Enjoyable rural drama designed to aid in

the Nazi back-to-the-farm movement.

Story has a pleasing romantic angle, while

the lanscape scenes are very good.

"INGE UND DIE MILLIONEN," in Ger-

man; produced by Ufa; directed by Erich

Engel; with Brigitte Helm, Willy Eich-

berger, Otto Wallburg, Paul Wegener,
Lissy Arna, et al. At the Yorkville The-

ater.

Fairly entertaining drama about a crook-

ed banker and his secretary whose love

affair with another employe is obstructed

by the entanglements in which her boss

involves her.

Ambassadors of Beauty

New Orleans — American films lead

the world in fine display of beauty
and hairdressing. Vernon of Vernon
Laboratories told the American Cos-
meticians' Ass'n in convention here re-

cently. "American movies are the lesd-

ing models of the world in beauty
culture—in hair culture," he declared.

-

"I LIKE IT THAT WAY"
with Roger Pryor and Gloria Stuart

Universal 68 mins.

FAIR DRAMA-ROMANCE IN SHOW
BIZ BACKGROUND BEST SUITED TO
NEIGHBORHOOD AND POPULAR SCALE

HOUSES.

Lacking any big punch ingredients to give

it a good box-office draft, this production

will find its chances limited to the less

discriminating clientele. The yarn revolves

around Roger Pryor, a fast-talking insur-

ance salesman, who likes to play around

with showgirls, principally Gloria Stuart

and Shirley Grey, but objects to his own
sister, Marian Marsh, going into the the-

atrical business. Marian does it on the

sly, however, getting into the place where

Gloria works, and being rescued by the

latter from a tight fix. Roger has fallen

in love with Gloria but believes she is

just a playgirl. The usual mixup, misun-

derstanding, etc., develop, and in the end

he does a happy fadeout with Gloria. The
cast does a good job. Musical numbers

are fairly pleasing.

Cast: Roger Pryor, Gloria Stuart, Shir-

ley Grey, Onslow Stevens, Marian Marsh,

Eddie Wilson, Merna Kennedy, Lucille

Gleason, Mickey Rconey, Noel Madison,

Gloria Shea, Clarence Wilson, John Dar-

row.

Director, Harry Lachman; Author, Harry

Sauber; Adaptors, Chandler Sprague, Jos-

eph Santley; Cameraman, Charles Stumar;

Recording Engineer, Gilbert Kurland; Mu-
sic, Scheck, Ccnrad, Mitchell and Gottler;

Editor, Milton Carruth.

Direction, Okay Photography, Good.

SHORTS
"Sweetest Story Ever Told"

Principal 10 mins.
Nice Sentiment

In charming backgrounds of Span-
ish missions and pastoral country-
side, photographed in Magnacolor,
this subject includes illustrated ver-

sions of two songs, "Juanita," with
descriptive action by a pair of Span-
.sh lovers, and "Sweetest Story Ever
Told," a woman's reverie illustrated

in flashback. Musical and vocal ac-

companiments are excellent, and the

subject as a whole is quite enjoy-

able. It's labeled an O'Connor-Pet-
tibone production.

"Peacock Throne"

(Port O'Call Series)

Wm. Pizor 10 mins.
Interesting

Interesting travel subject showing
some of the splendors of India with
its castles and mosques, and espe-

cially the site of the famous Peacock
Throne. Many unusual views are

presented of native customs, and the

squalor and primitive customs of the

natives contrasting with the archi-

tectural wonders. A nice descriptive

narrative makes this a very inter-

esting subject.

"MANHATTAN LOVE SONG"
with Robert Armstrong, Dixie Lee

Monogram 72 mins.

NAIVE YARN OF PARK AVENUE GIRL

ROMANCING WITH HER CHAUFFEUR
DOES NOT IMPRESS.

This is a very Hollywoodish tale that

sounds as if it was written by some writers

who are totally unfamiliar with conditions

as they exist in the Manhattan written

about. Plot, treatment, direction and act-

ing are all of a par and the result is a

film that sounds improbable and some-
times impossible. Robert Armstrong is the

chauffeur who returns home to find his

society boss, Dixie Lee, and her sister,

are peniless, due to some fast work of

their family banker. He takes charge of

3f fairs, trying to keep the girls with a roof

ever their heads and food to eat, for all

they have left is their Park Avenue pent-

house on which the rent has been paid

for some months. So the chauffeur and

the maid contrive to keep things going.

The two society sisters learn what it is rd

work for a living, while Robert scouts

around keeping the larder supplied. It

all winds up with the maid marrying the

son of a rich dame from Nevada, the sis-

ter getting her rich boy friend, and the

chauffeur and the heroine deciding to

hook up.

Cast: Robert Armstrong, Dixie Lee,

Franklyn Pangbom, Nydia Westman, Helen

Flint, Harold Waldridge, Cecile Cunning-

ham, Herman Bing, Harrison Green, Edward

Dean.

Director, Leonard Fields; Author, Cornell

Woolrich; Adaptors, Leonard Fields, David

Silverstein.

Direction, Weak. Photography, Okay.

"THE END OF THE WORLD"

(In French, with English introduction)

Capt. Auten 54 mins.

INTERESTING SPECTACULAR FAN-

TASY BASED ON SCIENTIFIC SUPPOSI-

TION HAS THRILLS FOR AUDIENCES
GENERALLY.

With a short introductory talk in Eng-

lish by Dr. Clyde Fisher of the American

Museum of Natural History, this French

production is easily understandable to gen-

eral audiences and contains enough fasci-

nation to hold the interest of more than

class audiences. On the theory that, since

the earth had a begining it must also have

an end, the noted French astronomer, Ca-
.iiille Flammarion, conceived the possibility

of this end coming about as a result of a

collision with a big comet. The probable

results of such a collision are melodra-

matically illustrated in the cosmic disorder

as well as in the havoc it plays with the

humans on the earth. And it all winds up
with the intimation that a new and hap-

pier earth will be born. The technical

work and photography assume a major im-

portance in depicting the story, and from

these standpoints alone there is much of

interest in the picture.

Cast: Victor Francen, Collette Darfeul,

Sylvia Grenade, J. Brindeau, Georges Col-

lin, Abel Gance.

Director, Dr. V. Ivanoff; Author, Camille

Flammarion; Dialoguer, Jean Boyer; Amer-
ican Adaptation, H S Kraft; Cameramen,
J Kruger, P. Roudakoff; Art Director, D.

Perrier; Recording Engineer, R Bandouin;

Editor, F. Salabert.

Direction, Good Photography, Fine.
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Above the 8th

Floor $6.00

and up

Enjoy the comforts of *

parlor and bedroom suite. . . .

All rooms equipped with

combination tub and shower

bath, and running ice water.

Ideal location — adjacent to

shopping, business and the-

atre districts.

SWIMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS
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Intimate in Character
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M.P.T.O. Encourage Indep't Producers

CODE BUDGET TAXES THEATER

14 of Paramount^ 1934-35 Films Already Under Way
Paramount
. . . on production parade

— By JACK ALICOATE =
NO OUTFIT on the Coast will make

MORE pictures for 1934-1935 than

Paramount . . . Studio now finishing up

last EIGHT for this year . . . Entire SIXTY
for coming year practically set . . . SYS-

TEM . . . Everywhere one goes, SYSTEM,
precision, efficiency . . . SIXTY writers

working under one roof ... 21 directors

... 72 players under CONTRACT . . .

SYSTEM . . . AL kaufman, in charge dur-

ing the absence of MANNY cohen, has

work for entire studio charted for every

MINUTE of the time as precisely as course

of ocean liner . . . NEW administration

building under way . . . Too bad gardens

must give way to NEW order of things but

biz is BIZ . . . Paramount POLICE dudiest

in Hollywood . . . That does NOT mean

they are NOT tough . . . High noon studio

traffic reminds one of 42nd street & Fifth

Avenue.

WE LOOKED in on WESLEY ruggles

doing the GREAT MAGOO ... One

can usually SMELL a hit coming and this

one looks like the McCOY . . . "Murder in

the Vanities" about ready and MUCH ex-

pected of it ... We TOSSED a kiss tc

that GREAT show-woman MAE west now

shooting "It Ain't No Sin." Noontime eati

in Paramount Studio Cafe with AL kauf

man . . . BEN bernie RIBBING mr. BING

crosby . . . Burns & GRACIE alien . .

The charming CAROLE lombard . . . BILL

fields and ERNST lubitsch, two irrepres

sibles ... sky rider BOGY rogers . .

EARL carroll looking toward Broadway . .

TEN MILLION in talent eating ONE dol

lar lunches.

A LOT REFLECTING the MODERN
spirit . . . Production PERSONNEL

filled with splendid ENTHUSIASM . . .

MANNY cohen is doing a GREAT job and

the rejuvenated spirit of that GRAND lit-

tle fighter ADOLPH zukor and his PARA-

MOUNT is manifest everywhere ... We
HEAR he plans to spend MOST of the

summer here.. . . NO studio over the

YEARS can boast of more bull's-eye hits

.^^%ramounf is BACK; make no mistake

about THAT.

35 Pictures Currently in

Various Stages at

Coast Studios
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Paramount's studio

reports a total of 35 features in

various stages of production, with
14 of them belonging to the new
season's program. Seven produc-
tions are in actual work before the

cameras, five being for this season
and two for next year. Twenty are

{Continued on Page 9)

9

PREPARING TO START
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Nine RKO produc-

tions are now in preparation for

early shooting. Four features are

in the cutting rooms and six are in

work. Those being prepared are
(Continued on Page 9)

More Percentage Deals Seen

Major distributors will seek to make
more film deals on a percentage basis
during the new selling season, accord-
ing to Sidney E. Samuelson, president
of Allied, yesterday. He said current
shortage of first-class product would
aid them.

E

Frank Phelps, formerly assistant
zone manager for Warner's Ohio
Theaters, succeeds Willard Patter-
son in the New York office as la-

bor contact and supervisor of east-

ern houses. Patterson has joined
George W. Trendle to operate Para-
mount's Detroit houses. Phelps has

(.Continued on Page 3)

Wra. Goldman and U. A.
In Phiily Theater Deal

Philadelphia—Under a deal asso-

ciating him with United Artists,

William Goldman is understood ne-

gotiating to take over Keith's, 2,-

200-seat downtown house. Goldman
(Continued on Page 9)

Bryan Foy Exchanges
Are Increased to 21

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Addition of three new

exchanges, making a total of 21, is

announced by Bryan Foy Produc-
tions. New offices are in Salt Lake
City, Des Moines and Atlanta, under
management of Allen Gorrell, Ralph
Branton and L. W. Merritt, respec-
tively. The exchanges handle all

(Continued on Page 3)

$181,562 is Assessed on
7,890 Houses Under

the Code
Total of 7,800 theaters which

have assented to the code will pay
iSl

i
562 of the estimated annual

cost of $360,000 of operating its

machinery, while the balance, $178,-
638, will be borne by producers and
distributors. This was indicated
yesterday by the assessment plan
announced by the Code Authority,
following its approval by the NRA
Administration at Washington.

Assessment blanks were mailed
(Continued on Page 6)

ATE

Play Dates for Any Good Film
Urged by Exhih Organization

Allied Eastern Meeting
Is Being Held Next Week
First of a series of meetings of

Allied regional committees will take

place Tuescay and Wednesday at

the Park Central Hotel, when an
Eastern conference of leaders of the

exhibitor association will be held,

President Sidney, K Samuelscn an-

nounced yesterday, following- a ses-

sion of Allied Theaters of- New Jer-
(Continucd on Page 3)

Wc.t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—The M.P.T.O.A. ex-

ecutive committee and a committee
representing the Independent Pro-
ducers Association were in complete
accord that encouragement for any
good picture should be given by way
of play dates regardless of who
produced it. While the M.P.T.O.A.
would not recede from its opposition

to double bills, it felt independent
producers should be encouraged- in

{Continued on Page 6)

All officers and directors of Fox
Film were re-elected at yesterday's
annual meeting of stockholders. The
directors are: Sidney R. Kent, W.
C. Michel, John D. Clark, Harley
L. Clarke, H. Donald Campbell, Rich-
ard F. Hoyt, Hon. Daniel O. Hast-
ings, Arthur W. Loasby, Ernest W.
Niver, Herman G. Place, Seton Por-
ter and Sydney Towell.
Following the stockholders meet-

(Continued on Page 3)

Fighting Penna. Censors
;y incizing

Philadelphia—A new angle of at-

tack upon Pennsylvania censor

board actions was decided upon by
the M. P. T. O. of Eastern Penn-
sylvania yesterday when it endorsed

move of the state Civil Liberties

committee to publicize eliminations.

The association voted to write' to
(Continued on Page 9)

K. C. First-Runs at Par

Kansas City—Opening of the Tower
this week by Barney Joffee gives Kansas

City seven first-runs, the largest num-
ber since 1929. The Tower, formerly

the Pantages, has vaudeville. It did

turnaway business on the opening day.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK

High

Am. Seat 5^8

Columbia Picts. vtc. 29'/8

Con. Fm. Ind 4'/4

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 15%
East. Kodak 92l/4

Fox Fm. "A" 16 7
/8

Loew's, Inc 34V'4

do pfd 97

Metro-Goldwyn. pfd. 25%
Paramount cffs. . 5 3

<s

Pathe Exch 3y4
do "A" 21%
RKO 31/2

Univ. Pict. pfd 45V4
Warner Bros 7%

NEW YORK CURB

Technicolor 10

Trans-Lux Z'/i

NEW YORK BOND

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 lO'/i

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 9

Keith A-0 6s45 71

Loew 6s 41 ww 101 1

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 53 Vi

Par. By. 5l 2 s51 38

Par. 5V2 s50 ctfs. 53 Jj

Pothe 7s37 97

Wainrr's 6s39 64%

MARKET
Net

Low Close Chg
5i8 5%

29i/
8 291/s + l/2

4 4—'/8
15% 15%
911/4 91% — 5

/i

16 I6V2 + 3/.

333/s 341/4 + l/
2

97 97

25% 25%
5i/8 5%
3 31/4 + 1

21 21% + 5/t

3% 3% — lA
45 45+1
71/2 73/4

MARKET

9% 10

23 s 2 1/2 + W
MARKET

97/8 10 Vl + Vi

8% 9

71 71 — VL

01 101

531/4 53% 4. !/,

38 38

521/2 53 Va — '/a

97 97

63l/4 641/2 + 3,

Silent Western Revival

Atlantic City—A season of revivals

of silent westerns is being considered
by Tom Endicott. owner of th; Dude
Ranch setup on the Boardwalk here.

He has acquired a screen and is now
negotiating for product. Orchestra
will accompany the pictures, with danc-
ing and cowboy entertainme-nt on tha

side. In addition he plans to star as

many western film heroes as poss.bl?

through the summer.

"Scarlet Empress"
I Hollywood Preview)

"bcarlet Empress,'' Paramount entry in the costume picture sweepstakes, is a winner.
It is one of the most lavish. trUy stupend< us productions made since the advent of
talking pictures. Direction by Josef von Sternberg is very praiseworthy and he has
used high tilling backgrounds to advantage. The picture has its lighter moments that
relieve Ihe sombreness of the production. Marlene Dietrich is regally beautiful in the
title role. Sam Jaffe ot the Theater Guild appears as the insane Grand Duke Peter.
Louise Dresser plays Empress Elizabeth and John Lodge is Count Alexei. Scenario
is by Manuel Komroff, a graduate ot THE FILM DAILY. Orchids should be tossed to
Bert Glennon tor photography and to the art directors who are not billed. Musical
score adds much to the entertainment values. Picture rises to a stirring climax with
horsemen riding wildly through the palace to cheer the new Empress Catherine.

RALPH WILK.

Myers Answers Majors
On Review Testimony

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Abram F. Myers.

Allied chairman and counsel, has
filed a statement with Chairman
Clarence Darrow of the National
Recovery Review Board taking ex-
ception to the charges of major
companies that the recent testimony
by independents before the Board
was not entirely on the up and up.
Myers said he had not yet seen a
copy of the brief filed by the pro-
ducers, but had read trade paper
summaries of it. He disputes vari-

ous contentions made in the brief.

New 1,200-Seat House
Being Built at Coney

Herman Wingarten, Brooklyn real-

tor, has filed plans for a 1-200-seat
house to be erected at Surf Ave. and
West 32nd St., Coney Island. Con-
struction is to start by Sept. 1. C.

A. Sandbloom is the architect.

Array of Stars Lined Up
For Naked Truth Dinner
Among star talent already lined

up by Sam and Arthur Lyons for
the A.M.P.A. Naked Truth Dinner
at the Hotel Astor on Saturday eve-
ning are George Jessel, Jack Ben-
ny, Jimmy Savo, Gloria Swanson,
Morton Downey, Nita Naldi, Three
Ritz Brothers, Mae Murray, Irene
Rich, Frances Williams, Phil Baker,
Helen Ford, Emil Boreo, Mary Liv-
ingstone, Jans and Whalen Dor-
othy Mackaill, Jack Campbell, H.
Savoy and others.

General Foods has bought the
broadcasting privileges for the pro-
gram under arrangements put
through by Ken Hallam of RKO.

Fox Branch Changes
Paul S. Wilson, formerly special

representative in Memphis for Fox,
has been named manager of the
company's Atlanta branch. George
W. Fuller, who has been in charge
of the latter exchange, assumes the
managership in Kansas City.

Edward English has been named
manager for Fox in Montreal and
Marry J. Bailey has assumed a sim-
ilar post at Toronto.

Cut-Rates to Gobs Unfair

Theaters which issue free or cut-

rate tickets to members of the U.
S. Navy are violating the unfair

c: ^petition clauses of the code, the

Code Authority yesterday advised

Howard S. Cullman of the Roxy.

Record Number Attend
Gov't Film Showings

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Films supplied by

the Bureau of Mines were shown
on 17,683 occasions and seen by
1,455,330 persons in the first three
months of this year, according to
M. F. Leopold, suprevising engineer
of the motion picture production
section of the Bureau. This is the
largest circulation for the Bureau's
films in any three-month period,
says Leopold. He adds that, owing
to the interest schools are taking
in visual education, these figures
will be largely increased within the
year.

Town Hall Club Forum
Holds Movie Discussion

Careful selection of pictures by
parents and the backing of better
type films by influential groups
were urged by C. C. Pettijohn,
speaking at the Tue.sday Luncheon
Forum of the Town Hall Club yes-
terday, as methods of encouraging
higher grade pictures. Pettijohn
spoke extemporaneously following a
talk by Henry James Forman on
"What the Movies Are Doing to
Our Children," in which Forman
quoted data from his book, "Our
Movie Made Children," one of the
Payne Foundation series. Petti-
john also came to the defense of
block booking as an industry neces-
sity and voiced the opinion that
eventually there should be separate
theaters for children and adults.

Service Union Threatens
Strike by Next Saturday
Following refusal yesterday of

circuit representatives to negotiate
with Chas. C. Levey, secretary of
Local 118, service union, until he
makes clear whom he represents,
Levey said that a strike of service
employes would be called in all New
York theaters by Saturday. The
theater executives who met yester-
day on this issue included Major
L. E. Thompson, Charles O'Reilly,
Harry Brandt, C. C. Moskowitz,
Jack Bannon, Louis Frisch, Sam
Rinzler, Willard Patterson, F. N.
Phelps and George Skouras.

Lockhart in New Nature Short

Gene Lockhart, appearing cur-
rently on the Broadway stage in

"Ah, Wilderness," has just com-
pleted another nature short for

Pathe Pictures.

Cotuwlnti

7 I We'd advise you to date this one |

I
| right now! ELISSA LANDI in

|

I j "Sisters Under The Skin", with .

I Fiank Morganjoseph Schildkraut

1 . Directed by David Hurton. .
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PHELPS IS PROMOTED

BY WARNER CIRCUIT

(Continued from Page 1)

been with Warner for four years.
Prior to that he was western divi-

sion manager for RKO and at one
time was general representative for
the Shuberts.

Bryan Foy Exchanges
Are Increased to 21

(.Continued from Page 1)

product of the Foy studios in addi-
tion to other pictures. The ex-
change group was started prior to

making "Elysia" and "Sterilization,"

Foy's most recent releases.

Payment to Para. Trustees

Henry K. Davis, referee, has au-
thorized payment of $18,266.56 to

Root, Clark, Buckner & Ballentine.

counsel for Paramount Publix trus-

tees for their disbursements in this

capacity. Meeting of the com-
pany's creditors scheduled for yes-
terday to continue examination of

officials was put off until May 1.

Davis yesterday took under ad-

visement claims by Publix Enter-
prises trustees for amounts aggre-
gating $110,000 for their own ser-

vices and those of their attorneys.

New York Boards Lease Quarters

The New York grievance and zon-

ing boards, at separate meetings
yesterday, decided to establish head-
quarters at 1560 Broadway, where
space is being leased on the 10th

floor. The former meeting took

place at the Code Autority office,

while the latter was held at the M.
P. Club. John C. Flinn, executive
secretary of the Code Authority,

addressed both gatherings, explain-

ing the duties of the local board
members. The zoning committee
meets again today, the grievance
group next week.

"Scrappy" Footwear Tie-up
Columbia has granted an exclu-

sive license to American Felt Slip-

per Co. of New York to manufac-
ture a line of "Scrappy" footwear
which will consist of bedroom slip-

pers, beach sandals, athletic shoes,

and dress oxfords.

Charlie Brennan Resigns
Hartford — Charlie Brennan, re-

signed as manager of the Poli, has
been replaced by Harry "Watts.

Loew executives recommended the

Watts appointment.

Warners Win Title Suit

Warner's exclusive right to the use

of the title "Gold Diggers" for a

motion picture was upheld in a ruling

yesterday by Judge Augustus N. Hand
of the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals.

The action was against Majestic Pic-

tures and Capitol Film Exchange as a

result of the release of "Gold Diggers

of Paris." The decision, reversing that

of the District Court, is said to be the
first of its kind. Morris Ebenstein of

Warner's legal department acted for the
company.

M©m
—

«

PHIL M. DALY
• • • THERE IS a very definite hum to activities under
way at the Fox studios and has been for some time
and this healthy and happy condition is reflected throughout the
home offices over on Tenth Avenue for this company is in
the midst of the greatest activity in production experienced
since the reorganization

• • • SO IT becomes a matter of more than routine busi-
ness that the annual meeting yesterday resulted in the
re-election of the group of officials who brought the or-
ganization from a $7,000,000 deficit to a $1,400,000 profit in the
39-week period ending Dec. 30, 1933 to those who read
beneath the .surface it means that this same group of
execs who have pulled the company through the dark days
are beginning to hit their stride so that from now on the
tip-off is "Watch Fox!" they'll be worth watching

for here is a seasoned bunch of officials who are so inured
to Tough Sledding that now that they are in the clear

with the runway stretching smooth ahead are in a
fair way to set the pace for the entire industry and get
the jump on the rest of the gang if they don't watch out.

• • • IT IS a circumstance that will redound to the ever-
lasting credit of the Fox management . . .,. that throughout all

this rehabilitation the important personnel remained prac-
tically intact politics is out the business, of various
groups working at cross purposes no longer exists so the
same gang that has gone through the fire together are all set

to put the organization over for the greatest period of prosper-
ity in its history that is the Spirit of this Fox outfit

they have a quiet air of confidence and assurance that is un-
mistakable to a casual intruder like ourself

• • • AND AMONG the directorial staff this esprit

de corps runs high 12 directors who have already made a
total of 175 pictures for the company are scheduled to

raise the figure to 186 in the next few weeks when pro-

ductions now filming or preparing are completed John
Blystone, whose record of 61 features ranks him as the pioneer
director of the company, finishes his 62nd this week
John Ford is nearing the conclusion of his 36th David
Butler is well along with his 18th while James Tinling
lists his current pix as his 13th

• • • A CHAT with Charles E. McCarthy directing the
advertising and publicity forces convinces that Optimism
runs high . . .,. he points to the recent successes and many
fine offerings on the way practically an unlimited supply
of fine product then he touched on his various associates

and the splendid work they are doing in this Grand March back
to the head of the column Sidney Kent, the Wizard ......

(a title he has easily earned—on the record) W. C. Michel,

in charge of home office organization and general administrative

work Sydney Towell, treasurer, and Board member
John Clark, general manager of distribution Winfield

Sheehan, in charge of production and Bill Kupper and
Eddie Grainger, western and eastern divisional managers re-

spectively

T T T
• • • YES, SIR there is that Certain Atmosphere
over at the Fox home offices that tells its story unerringly

to the trained observer and it therefore becomes a matter
for felicitation on the part of the entire industry the Fox
outfit is definitely on the way the splendid product com-
ing along is something for exhibs to get excited about

« « « » » »

RE-ELECT FOX SLATE

AT ANNUAL MEETING
(Continued from Page 1)

ing the directors re-elected the fol-

lowing officers

:

Sidney R. Kent, president; Wil-
liam C. Michel, executive vice presi-

dent; Winfield Sheehan, vice presi-

dent in charge of production; Syd-
ney Towell, treasurer; Felix A. Jen-
kins, secretary; John P. Edmondson
and J. H. Lang, assistant secretar-
ies; W. S. Bell and R. B. Simon-
son, assistant treasurers.

Allied Eastern Meeting
Is Being Held Next Week

(Continued from Page 1)

sey. Expansion plans will be dis-

cussed.
Attendance at the sessions will

include, in addition to Samuelson:
Walter Littlefield and Eddie An-
sin, both of Boston; Abe Stone of

Albany, William Smalley of Coop-
erstown, N. Y.; Robert Goldblatt of

Tarrytown; E. F. Tarbell of Al-
bany. Herman Blum and Arthur
Price will represent the Allied
Maryland unit. Total attendance
is expected to be about 20. Little-

field, Eastern regional vice presi-

dent, wijl preside.

Dallas to Fete Frank Buck
Dallas—When Frank Buck reaches

his home town here this week to

appear with his "Wild Cargo" at

the Melba he will be accorded a

gala reception, including two pa-

rades, flash premiere, dinners to

Buck by the Kiwanis and Rotary
clubs, and other events. Herb Mac-
Intyre, RKO district manager, is

cooperating with the theater in

staging the big celebration. He also

is arranging for the formation of

a Frank Buck Boys Club.

Not Reopening Vaude Clauses

Owing to the fact that reopening
of the code to act on recommenda-
tions of the Code Authority's vaude-
ville committee will necessitate re-

opening of all clauses, Division Ad-
ministrator Sol A. Rosenblatt is "un-
willing at this time to recommend
to the President" that such steps

be taken, the Code Authority an-

nounced yesterday.

Col. Fred Levy Glen Allvine

Louis N. Cohen
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tional best-seller . . . lifted to glorious

heig iliant acting of its
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M.P.T.O.A. FAVORS

INDIE PRODUCTION
(.Continued fiom Page 1 )

making product and that inde-
pendents have a definite place in the
industry because of the necessity for
new and independent ideas in pro-
duction. Independents were com-
mended for their efforts and M. P.
T. 0. A. again went on record as
endorsing production of fewer pic-
tures, feeling that this is the only
way quality product can prevail.
Trem Carr, I. E. Chadwick and J.

Boyce Smith represented the inde-
pendents.

DAILY Wednesday, April 18, 1934

Grotto-Paramount Contest
Atlantic City—The Grotto na-

tional convention to meet here last
week in July, will carry out a
"brains and beauty" contest in 150
cities through a tieup with Para-
mount Studios, winner to get a film
contract.

New House for Beacon
Beacon, N. Y. — Louis Baracca,

who operates the Apollo here, has
arranged for the installation of
RCA Victor High Fidelity sound in

a new theater which he will open
soon in the middle of the town.

Paramount Gets Ogden House
Ogden, Utah — Paramount-Publix

has leased the Lyceum theater.
owned by S. B. Steck of Los An-
geles. Steck will devote his time
to his coast houses.

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

S 2.50 up. Single
$3.00 up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every-

thingto see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-
iness or pleasure.

Every room has private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Cbas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality"

Vine at Hollywood Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

Allocation cif Assessment by the code Auth ority

Against Theaters Which H ave Executed the

Assen t to the Motion Pict ure Code
POPULATION
To 25,000

NUMBER THEATERS
Theaters with seating
capacity under 500 —
basic rate

2,337

AMOUNT

512 a yr. $28,644

Theaters with seating
capacity over 500 —
basic rate

1,791
18 a yr. 32,292

25,000-100,000 1st run—676
Subsequent run—448

24
18

a yr.

a yr.

16.224
8,064

100,000-300,000 1st run—266
Subsequent run—553

36
24

a yr.

a yr.

9.576
13.272

300,000-500,000 1st run—74
Subsequent run—283

42
30

a yr.

a yr.

3.10S

8,490

500,000-700,000 1st run—75
Subsequent run—153

48
36

a yr.

a yr.

3.600
5,503

700,000-1,000,000 1st run—88
Subsequent run— 134

72
42

a yr.

a yr.

6,33^
5,628

1,000,000-plus 1st run—120
2nd run—178
Subsequent run—571

96
48
36

a yr.

a yr.

a yr.

5

11.520
8,544

20,555

181,362

Extend Time for Posting
Code's Labor Provisions

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Employers who have

not yet received application forms
for official copies of labor provi-

sions of the Codes under which they
opeiate for posting in their estab-

lishments will have until May 15

to apply for the posters, it was
announced by the NRA.
Under a recent order, all employ-

ers are required to post in con-

spicuous places throughout their

plants or buildings official NRA pla-

cards quoting the labor provision?

of the Code applicable to the es-

tablishment. The posters are dis-

tributed through Code Authorities.

Marcy to Handle Astor Pictures

Marcy Pictures Corp. signed yes-

terday to distribute Astor Pictures

product in Greater New York and
Northern New Jersey. The deal in-

cludes twelve three-reel Bud N'
Ben westerns, three of which have

been released, and "Killers of the

Chaparral" and other shorts. "Rain
bow Riders," the fourth Bud N' Ber
western will be released April 25.

"Merry Widow" in French

Wc t (oust Bureau of THE FILM D m '

Hollywood — Ernst Lubitsch is

making a French version of "The
Merry Widow," simultaneously with

his direction of the English produc-

tion. Marcel Vallee and Fifi D'Orsay
are included in the cast of the

French edition.

Marion Davies on Air

Marion Davies will be interviewed

this afternoon by Louella Parson
on a nation-wide hookup, received

lrcally over station WABC at 1:15

p.m.

"We're Not Dressing" for Rivoli

Paramount's "We're Not Dress-

ing," with Bing Crosby, Carole

Lombard, Burns and Allen, Ethel

Merman and Leon Errol, opens

April 25 at the Rivoli.

Zanuck to Counsel Soviets
During Darryl Zanuck's tour of

Europe this summer he will spend
considerable time in Russia where
he will outline a five-year campaign
for the production of motion pic-

tures in Soviet-Russia, the Film
Daily learns. Zanuck will not take
any part in the actual production of

films.

Sales Course Offered Via Films

Cleveland—Sound Pictures, Inc.,

in collaboration with the LaSalle
Extension University of Chicago,
has produced a complete four-day
sales training course for the Spe-
cialty Appliance Sales Department
of the General Electric Co. The
course consists of sixteen 20-minute
sound slidefilms, which are now be-

ing used throughout the entire na-
tion-wide GE dealer organizations.

Results have been so; good that two
other divisions of the General Elec-

tric, the merchandise department
of Bridgeport, Conn., and the com-
mercial refrigeration department at

Cleveland, are releasing similar

sound slidenlm training courses,

prepared by Sound Pictures.

Holding Code Meeting in Butte

Salt Lake City—A meeting to ac-

quaint Idaho and Montana exhibi-

tors with code and other matters
will be held soon by the Inter-

mountain Theaters Ass'n in Butte
according to C. E. Huish, president.

Double features, price cutting and
questionable methods of stimulating

business are among problems to

nome up before the Salt Lake code

board.

I. M. Racer Back in Business

I. M. Racer, former theater opera-

tor, is returning to show business

and reopening the Major, at Broad-

way and Canal St., with Photophnn^
High Fidelity sound equipment. The
house, dark for two years, will be

under the managment of Julius

Celler, secretary-treasurer of the F
R. C. Theater Corp.

THEATERS' CODE TAX

$12 T0J36 A YEAR

(Continued from Patjc 1)

out yesterday by the Code Author-I
ity. They request payment by check,

I

postal or express order to the Codel
Authority. Notices are to be re-|

turned with remittances and receipts!

will be returned.

Writers Sue Samuel Goldwyn
Robert Sherwood and George S.

Kaufman have filed suits in Su-
preme Court against Samuel Gold-
wyn for $12,500 each in connection
with an original story they were
engaged to write for Eddie Cantor.
They claim an advance of $25,000
each was to have been made against
royalties, but that only half was
paid. Goldwyn contends that the

writers refused to complete the
script.

"Tarzan" Rhino on Tour

Mary, rhino which appears in

"Tarzan" for M-G-M, arrives in

New York tomorrow to begin a tour

of the larger cities. Bill Ferguson,

M-G-M exploitation head, is in

charge of the "personal appear-

ances."

GEORGE CUKOR and HOWARD ESTABROOK
are east-bound with DAVID O. SELZNICK on

their way to London to select the English

cast for M-G-M's "David Coppertield."

JACK DALY, casting director and Hollywood

representative for Bud Pollard Productions, is

in New York to interview talent.

HENRY KING, Fox director, and a unit in-

cluding Samuel Hoffenstein, Sonya Levien, Jack

Otterson, John Seitz and others, sailed this

week from the coast for Panama to shoot

scenes for "Marie Galante."

HOWARD J. GREEN and wife are scheduled

to sail from New York on Saturday for Cali-

fornia.

JOHN NOLAN of Fox has arrived at the

Coast from New York, and returns in three

weeks.

WILLIAM SUSSMAN, assistant to E. C.

Granger, has returned to New York from

Philadelphia.

E. C. GRAINGER has arrived at the Fox

heme office following a tour of key city

branches.

HARRY BUXBAUM has returned to New
York from a West Indies cruise.

NEDDA HARRIGAN leaves New York Friday

for the coast to join her husband, Walter

Connolly.

EDMUND GOULDING has arrived in New York

from the coast.

JOHN D. CLARK returns to New York April

23 from Florida.

IAN WOLFE, signed by M-G-M tor "Bar-

retts of Wimpolc Street," in which he ap-

peared on the stage, leaves soon for the coast.

LORETTA YOUNG, 20th Century star, arrives

in New York today from Hollywood tor a vaca-

tion.

DAVID B HAMPTON, literary agent, leaves

for the coast May 15 to establish a Hollywood

office. He will go via the southern mute

stopping off to visit his authors on the way.
J

RAY LONG is en route to New York from

the coast.

r
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rootage Doesn't make a

"Feature"—Reels Don't make
an "Attraction"— Single reel

Cartoon Subjects can be

—

and are— "Feature Attrac-

tions" of great value if they

have the stories and are pro-

perly produced
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How Many Persons Know This Title

and Story?

The Answer is:—"MILLIONS"
Put this Title on the Marquise—Use the Colored
Lobby Displays—And
Let the Age-Old Magic
of the Fairy Tale Do
the Rest.

100 PERCENT.
Fine for Juveniles—Splendid En-
tertainment for Adults—Great for all

showings—Day and Night

—

COMING
"PUSS IN BOOTS"

'THE QUEEN OF HEARTS'
"ALADDIN"

CURRENT
RELEASES

Jack and the Beanstalk"
The Little Red Hen"

RELEASED INTERNATIONALLY BY

CELEBRITY PRODUCTIONS mc 723 Seventh Avenue, New York
Cable Address: "CELEBRITY"
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14 OF 1934-35 LINEUP

UNDER WAY AT PAR
(Continued from Page 1)

i i preparation and eight are being
1 dited.

:1 In actual production currently
Ape: "The Old Fashioned Way,"
Thank Your Stars," "It Ain't No

flin," "Many Happy Returns," all

'or this season's program, and
Cleopatra" and "She Loves Me

^»fot" for next season's distribution.

i

X

m lighting Penna. Censors
By Publicizing Deletions

(Continued from Page 1)

! ie Governor on the matter. An
Ijddress on censorship was deliver-

fl by John V. Stanger, secretary of

rie Civil Liberties group. He re-

uested "The Exhibitor" to con-

|nue publication of eliminations

nd pledged the support of his or-

janization in the fight for eventual
bolition of censorship.
' Daylight saving and the possibili-

}es of Sunday openings as they tie

;p with the coming Fall elections

fere discussed. The association

sked local exhibitors to cooperate
(i its suit against Electrical Re-
barch Productions alleging exces-

jve charges. It ipledged its aid to

peal poster rental companies in its

attle to obtain paper and acces-

ories.

David Barrist spoke on high film

entals. It was stated that all of

he 100 exhibitors present have as-

ented to the code. W. Ray John-
ton, Nathan Yamins and Charles

O'Reilly were praised for their

f'ork on the Code Authority.

Dave Thomas Buys 9 Stories

Dave Thomas has purchased film

ights to nine stories by George
Soyle for production in the near fu-
ure. The stories are: "Convention
jxirl," "Men Must Have Women,"
'On Margin," "Madame Secretary,"
'Love, Honor and ?," "Alimony
Jod," "Wonder Worker," "Diamond
iorseshoe," "Flesh Parade." Two
jf these have been published in

>ook form, with the remainder also

o appear in book form.

Bob Golden on Richmond Paper
^ Richmond, Va. — Robert Emmet
Golden, newspaperman and theatri-
:al writer and critic, is now on the
staff of the "Richmond Times-
Dispatch." He was at one time an
issociate editor on "The Billboard."

"Georgia" Short at Roxy
"Georgia," second of a series of

shorts dealing with the states, will
be on the new bill starting Friday
it the Roxy.

Louisville Long Runs

Louisville — After playing three
straight weeks at the Brown, "It Hap-
pened One Night" is being brought
back for a run. "David Harum," which
packed them in at the Strand for three
weeks during Lent, has returned tor a

fourth week. "Sunny Side Up" and
"Sonny Boy" are the only previous pic-
tures to play tour weeks here.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
WfARNER BAXTER, whose op-

tion has been taken up ahead
of time by Fox, started work this

week in "Grand Canary," with
Madge Evans, Marjorie Rambeau,
Zita Johann, Juliette Compton and
H. B. Warner. Irving Cummings is

directing.

T

Warren William is set for the role

of Philo Vance in Warner's next S.

S. Van Dine mystery, "Dragon
Murder Case."

t T

In announcing the M.P.T.O.A.
convention committees the name of

L. S. Harmon was included in the

Code-Labor Committee. Instead of

Equity Authorized to Drop Code

Council of Actors' Equity yester-

day empowered President Frank
Gillmore to withdraw from the Legi-

timate Theater Code Authority at

any time he thinks best for the in-

terests of the association. Action

follows Gen. Johnson's statement to

the legit Code Authority that arbi-

tration of disputes was mandatory, a

condition opposed by Equity.

I "Harmon" it should have been just

!
good old kosher "Hamm." It i,s L.

S. Hamm of San Francisco, counsel
of the Independent Theater Own-
ers of Northern California.

T T T
Sally Blane has changed her first

name to Sallie,

T t
Pev Marley will handle cameras

on "Count of Monte Cristo" for Re-
liance.

T T T
Harry Green's new contract with

Fox calls for his services as actor
and writer in two pictures.

t T
S. K. Lauren has been signed by

Columbia to write an original for

Carole Lombard.

NEW RKO PICTURES

PREPARING TO START
(Continued from Page 1)

"Arabella," "The Great American
Harem," "Green Mansions," "A Hat,
A Coat, A Glove," "The Age of
Innocence," "The Fountain," "Af-
terwards," "The Life Story of Joa-
quin Murietta" and "The Gay Di-
vorce." Cutting and editing are
"Strictly Dynamite," "Where Sin-
ners Meet," "Stingaree" and "Of
Human Bondage." In work are
"Cockeyed Cavaliers," "Down to

Their Last Yacht," "Family Man,"
"Murder on the Blackboard," "Sour
Grapes" and "The Life of Vergie
Winters."

Fox Reviving Muni Film
Fox i,s re-issuing "Seven Faces,"

starring Paul Muni, in the New
York territory. Harry Buxbaum, in

charge of the territory, revived
"The Valiant," another Muni pic-

ture some months ago.

$114,926 Trans-Lux Profit

Net profit of $114,926 for 1933

is reported by Trans-Lux Daylight
Picture Screen Corp. and subsidia-

ries. This compares with profit of

$93,175 the year before.

Monogram Exploitation Special

"The New World" or "Strato-
sphere," by Tristram Tupper, will

be made by Monogram as an exploi-

tation special for 1934-35.

Fox Midland Offices Enlarged

Kansas City—Fox Midland The-
aters has leased additional office

space in the Balcony building of the

Country Club Plaza district.

Preparing Frank Merriwell Yarns

Mo Wax and Ronald Bank are

preparing movie scripts of the
Frank Merriwell stories. The deal

was arranged with the author
through the Elisabeth Marbury
agency.

Great Lakes Closing Temporarily

Buffalo — Great Lakes theater
closes tomorrow for a couple of

weeks to straighten out lease dif-

ficulties.

Wm. Goldman and U. A.
In Philly Theater Deal

(Continued from Page 1)

recently resigned as general man-
ager in charge of Stanley-Warner
houses in this territory. United
Artists currently operate the Al-
dine with Warner Bros. When this

contract expires in August it is ex-
pected that the Joseph M. Schenck
company will not renew it owing
to its interest in Keith's.

"Wonder Bar" Big in Frisco

San Francisco—Warner's "Won-
der Bar" at the Warfield equaled
the house's average week gross in

the first three days of run.

Coyle Theater Enlarged
Charleroi, Pa.—R. S. Coyle's the-

ater here is now called the New
Coyle, with seating capacity in-

creased to 999.

MEETA£2^£~TRIO.
YOU'LL THANK US FOR,

-tLuL- INTRODUCTION
WHEN THEY PACK
YOU It THEATRE FOR.

VJL knockout releases.

RO&ER.T
emmet

French Musical for 55th St.

"Adieu Les Beaux Jours," French
musical romance, with Brigitte

Helm and Jean Gabin, opens Satur-
day at the 55th St. Playhouse. Pic-

ture has English titles.

Would Stop Sunday Midnight Shows

Staunton, Va.—An ordinance to

prevent Sunday midnight openings
is being considered by the city coun-
cil.

FRANK MERRIWELL
FLASH a^d. CAPTAIN

(the talking horse) (king of dogs)

' _ • IN A /Eaitl OF
12-3 REEL NORTHWEST FEATURETTES

/TV jfijJ^^X Superior Talking Picture*, inc.

\M^ 729 StViHIH AVE. NYC.
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LOVE THY NEIGHBOR!"
That was Bing's theme song when Carole moved in to his neighborhood

... so they all fall in love . . . Gracie and George ...
Ethel and Leon— even the bear went for Bing in a big way!

"WE'RE NOT DRESSING" with BING CROSBY
Carole Lombard • George Burns & Gracie Allen • Ethel Merman & Leon Errol

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE . . . Directed by Norman Taurog
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No Action by Radio Authority on Free Studio Shows

80 HOUSK REOPEN AFTFBEING DARKjOR YEARS

Isaac Lambert, E. M. Goldberg Named to K-A-O Board
CA Man and Banker Fill

Vacancies Left by
Mallard, Zohbel

Isaac Lambert of RCA Victor and
E. M. Goldberg of Goldman-Sachs
have been elected to the K-A-0
board of directors to succeed Wil-
liam Mallard, secretary and general
pounsel, and Herman Zohbel, treas-
urer, respectively. Although Mike
Meehan, heavy preferred stockhold-
er, is now in control of the K-A-0
houses in the RKO circuit, it is

learned by The Film Daily that
the theaters will continue to be
operated and booked under RKO
management.

VAUDE ACTORS' UNION

ADOPTS EQUITY PLAN

American Federation of Actors,
the vaudeville actors' union, pro-

poses to license theatrical agents
and to fix the rates of commission
charged its members in the same
way that the Actors' Equity Ass'n
now performs this function in the
legitimate field, it was stated to

Film Daily yesterday by Ralph
Whitehead, executive secretary of
the A. F. A.

>everly Jones to Make
Alaskan Expedition Film
Beverly Jones, director just placed

Bunder a personal management con-

j tract by the Leo Morrison office,

(leaves Tuesday for the coast to pre-
{Continued on Page 3)

No Hearing for Majors
Major distributors have the impres-

sion that they will not be called

to Washington to testify at a reopen-

ing of the hearing recently held by

the National Recovery Review Beard.

According to opinions expressed yester-

day, they feel that the brief submitted

by seven major companies, answering

charges made by various independent

exhibitors at the hearing, will suffice

to present their side of the case.

Service Union to Concentrate Against Loew
Instead of calling a general strike of service employes in all New York theaters,

the service union will first concentrate its strike activities against the Loew circuit
with walkouts scheduled for Saturday morning in several houses in each of the five
boroughs, it was stated to FILM DAILY yesterday by Chas. C. Levey, secretary of
Local 118, service union. In some of the boroughs Loew theaters will be picketed,
but service union members will be instructed to remain at work to help bear the
financial toll of the strike, Levey said. He declared that the strike would eventually
spread to the 61 Loew theaters in the city.

CASINO WILL JOIN

B'WAY FIRST-RUNS

Another first-run will be added to

the Broadway list in a week or two
when the Casino, now on a two-a-
day vaudeville policy, changes " to

continuous pictures and vaudeville.
House is understood to have been
offered first-run product by several

of the major companies.

Brandt Would Debate
With Rosenblatt or C. A.
President Harry Brandt of the

I. T. 0. A. yesterday hurled a chal-

lenge to Division Administrator Sol

A. Rosenblatt or any member of

the Code Authority to debate with
him the effects of the code on the

independent exhibitor. He issued

the challenge at a meeting of his

exhibitor organization.
Complaint was made at the meet-

{Contiuued on Page 3)

15 OF NEW FOX LINEUP

TO BE READY BY JULY
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Fox plans to have
completed 15 features for 1934-35
release by July 1. Before the sales

convention, which takes place May
31-June 2 in New York, the cur-
rent season schedule will be finished.

Winfield R. Sheehan, production
head, leaves in July for Europe. His
itinerary will include Italy, Sicily,

Hungary and Austria.

Theaters and Churches
In Same Line, Says Cleric
Kansas City — "Ministrations of

the church and the theater are dif-

ferent expressions of the same
thing," said Dr. Burris Jenkins,
noted preacher, author, editor and
head of the famous Community
church here, in a talk before the
local Variety Club this week. "Both

(.Continued on Page 3)

Radio Authority Not Acting
Against Free Shows in Studios

Two Newly-Built Houses
Being Opened in Kansas
Kansas City — Opening of two

new houses in Kansas will take
place shortly. One is the $50,000
Ritz in McPherson, owned by Jack
Johnson and the Robb & Rowley
circuit of Dallas, and set to open
May 15. The other is the Riegel

in Wilsey being opened April 27 by
Frank Riegel. Both have RCA High
Fidelity sound.

The Radio Code Authority is un-
derstood not planning to comply
with request of the Code Authori-
ties of the Motion Picture and Legi-
timate theater industries that free

shows in broadcasting studios be
discontinued on the grounds they
are unfair competition to regular
theaters. All three Authorities re-

cently conferred at Washington on
the issue and radio group took the

matter under advisement. Up to

{Continued on Page 3)

Upturn Momentum Seen
in Reopenings After
Long Inactivity

Reflecting momentum gained by
the recovery movement, more than

80 U. S. houses that had been dark

anywhere from one to four years

have reopened in the past month, it

is shown in a .summary of theater

openings as reported through the

Film Boards of Trade and direct by
Film Daily correspondents. Champ
of the sleepers to come back to life

was the Opera House in Shelby, O.,
{Continued on Page 3)

LABOR VIOLATIONS

GO TO NAT! BOARD
Code cases involving enforcement

of Section 7A of the National Re-
covery Act cannot be turned over
to the Compliance Boards for action
but must be referred to the Na-
tional Labor Board, under a ruling
just promulgated at local NRA
headquarters.

First Reversal is Made
By British Censor Board
London—For the first time since

it was organized, the British Board
of Film Censorship yesterday re-

versed itself by passing "Left Over
Ladies" and "Morals for Women,"
both American made films. The fea-
tures were originally submitted to

the board in 1931 and were turned
down on the grounds of "unsuitable

{Continued on Page 3)

21 Clubs Endorse Film

San Francisco — Warner's "As the
Earth Turns" has been endorsed by 21

local women's clubs, according to a

letter from Charlotte Dixon, chairman
of the motion picture section of the

club federation, to Charles Muehlman,
Warner branch manager.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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High Low Close Chg
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RKO 3% 3%
Warner Bros. 7%
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British Filmer on B'way
Westminister Cinema, a new theater

at 153 West 49th St., opens tomorrow
tor the showing of British pictures ex-
clusively. The house will have a con-
tinuous run policy with reserved seats
in the evening. Two Gaumont-Bntish
p ctures comprise the opening program.
They are "The Prince cf Wales" and
"Just Smith."

Charge Penna. Censors
Are the Most Prolific

Philadelphia — "The Pennsylvania
board of censors is making from
300 to 400 per cent more elimina-
tions in pictures than are being
made in the several other states,"
according to the resolution adopted
by the M. P. T. O. of Eastern Penn-
sylvania pledging its support to the
Civil Liberties committee in its

move to publish eliminations.
"The morals of this state are no

better than found in the other states
where censorship now exists and
where less eliminations are being
made," says the resolution.

Warners Sign Bobby Connolly

Bobby Connolly, one of Broad-
way's leading dance directors, who
also has done some film work, has
been signed to a five-year contract
by Warners through the Leo Morri-
son office. Connolly leaves tomor-
row for the coast.

"La Maternelle" Preview

A special showing of "La Mater-
nelle," hailed as the best French
picture of 1933, will be held aboard
the S. S. Champlain under the aus-
pices of the French Line tomorrow
at 9 p.m.

Publix Minnesota Deal Seen

Minneapolis—Recent appointment
of William Hamm, Jr., St. Paul and
C. B. Stiff of Sioux Falls, S. D., as
ancillary receivers for Minnesota
Amusement Co. theaters in the Da-
kotas and Wisconsin is interpreted

as a prelude to placing the Publix
northwest circuit under Paramount's
new theater setup. Hamm also is

receiver for the company in Minne-
sota.

Woollcott in 12 Shorts

A series of 12 single-reelers
starring Alexander Woollcott has
been started under supervision of

George Goman. First picture, "Mr.
W's Little Game," opens at the
Rivoli April 21 on the bill with
"We're Not Dressing." Lynn
Shores directed the short, the cast
of which includes Leo Carroll and
Marian Martin.

Universal Moves April 28

Universal moves from its present
headquarters to the RCA building
on April 28. Occupying four floors,

the company will install its execu-
tive offices on the 12th floor and its

distribution department on the 11th

floor. Other two floors involved in

the lease are the ninth and 10th.

New Studio and SpotliRht Lamp
Cleveland—A new bi-post base

construction motion picture studio

and spotlight lamp has been put out

by the Incandescent Lamp Depart-
ment of General Electric. It is a

2,000-watt, 115-volt bulb, with a life

of 200 hours.

Amity Acquires "Before Morning"
John M. Crinnion of Amity Pic-

tures has acquired distribution

rights to "Before Morning," star-

ring Leo Carrillo.

Columbia Stock Company
To Have About 25 Players
Columbia's stock company, now

being organized, will carry about
25 players. Bill Perlberg, casting
director, who is now in New York
from the Coast, is interviewing play-
ers at the company's home office.

Forming the nucleus of the com-
pany will be the following contract
players: Walter Connolly, Ann
Sothern, Richard Cromwell, Donald
Cook, Raymond Walburn, Richard
Heming and Billie Seward.

Stuart Webb to Be Quizzed

Justice Frankenthaler yesterday
granted Embassy Pictures the right
of examination before trial of Stuart
Webb, president of Pathe, in an ac-
tion pending in the New York Su-
preme Court for an injunction to

prevent interference by Pathe with
Embassy's distribution of the Har-
old Lloyd re-issues. Application for
the examination was made by Fitel-

son & Mayers, attorneys for Em-
bassy. Examination will take place
April 24 with Jack London of the
Fitelson & Mayers offices appearing
for the plaintiffs. Lewis R. Innerar-
ity is attorney for Pathe.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: International Congress on Educa-
tional and Instructional Cinematography
Rome, Italy.

April 21: A.M.P.A. Annual Naked Truth Din-
ner, Hotel Astor, New York.

April 23: Allied Theater Owners of New Jer-
sey meeting, Stacey Theater, Trenton,
12:30 P. M.

April 23-26: Spring convention of Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, Chalfonte-Haddon
Hall Hotel, Atlantic City.

last

Educational Comedy Titled

The new Educational-Tom How-
ard comedy, on which shooting was
completed last week at the Astoria
Studios, has been definitely titled

"A Good Scout." It was directed by
Al Christie from an original script

by William Watson and Art Jar-
rett, the comedy stars Tom How-
ard, with George Shelton and Bud
Williamson featured.

Third Week for 'Wonder Bar"

Louisville — Warner's "Wonder
Bar" has been held over for a third
week at the Mary Anderson.
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RADIO CODE AUTHORITY

NOT ACTING ON SHOWS
(Continued from Page 1)

last night the Radio Code Authority
had not communicated its reply to

the Film and Theater Authorities
and it was reported that the matter
will be allowed to expire, as far as
the radio interests are concerned.

«;:
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Beverly Jones to Make
Alaskan Expedition Film

(.Continued from Page 1)

pare a unit sailing May 10 from
Seattle for Alaskan islands to make
an expedition picture for Father
Bernard Hubbard, who already has
done some film work in that region.

Nick Cavaliere, who photographed
"Wild Cargo" and "Bring 'Em Back
Alive," is going along as camera-
man.

K. C. Board Takes Quarters

Kansas City—Local grievance and
clearance and zoning committees

have taken headquarters in the

Davidson building, near Film Row.
Grace Gannon is secretary of the

two committees.

First Reversal is Made
By British Censor Board

(Continued from Page 1)

theme." After re-titling and cut-

ting, the pictures were again sub-

mitted in 1932 and 1933, and again

refused a license. During the visit

here last month of H. William Fitel-

son, New York attorney, arrange-

ments were made to again submit
the films to the board, which yes-

terday passed them as acceptable.

The features were previously under
contract to Gaumont-British and it

is expected that the company will

again act as distributor.

"Firebrand" Title Changed
We t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Title of "The Fire-

brand," being produced by 20th Cen-
tury for United Artists release, has
been changed to "The Affairs of

Cellini."

New Dietz Song Issued

"Jungle Fever," new song by
Howard Dietz and Walter Donald-
son, and sung by the Mills brothers

in "Operator 13," has been issued in

sheet music form by Robbins Music
Corp.

Para. Theater Managers Switch

New Haven, Conn.—Walter B.

Lloyd, manager of the Paramount
here, and Louis Schaefer, manager
of the Allyn, Hartford, have ex-

changed jobs.

Morris Joseph's 20th Year
New Haven— In honor of his 20th

year with Universal, Morris Joseph, local

manager for the company, has been

felicitated by the M.P.T.O. of Con-
necticut through the medium of a

resolution.

—

,
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PHIL M. DALY
• • • IT WILL no doubt go down in the records
as the biggest gala affair the industry has ever held
referring of course to the AMPA Naked Truth Dinner-Dance-
Entertainment at the Astor hotel this Saturday eve
with 1,000 tickets already sold and a souvenir program
loaded with juicy ad pages

• • • WE CAN recall no social affair in the history of

the biz where so many men worked so strenuously and
loyally to assure the success of the event we can
name a dozen Ampaites who are wobbling around dizzily

having worked all kinds of hours night after night
doing their particular job but they are all grinning hap-
pily for they realize the shindig is in the bag with
plenty to spare

T T T
• • • DINNER will be served at 8 o'clock the In-

stallation of the new AMPA officers at 9 Broadcast to
Admiral Byrd from the stage instead of the studio at 10

just a few choice speeches at 11 then the Naked Truth
Newsreel the Show at 11:30 running for an hour
with some beaucoup Talent then dancing till dawn

• • • WHAT A stunt that was! selling the General
Food Products the AMPA broadcast for their big Admiral
Byrd program and mebbe that won't put AMPA in the
publicity spotlight Ken Hallam of RKO Radio gets the
credit for this one also thanks on behalf of the Committee
to Columbia Broadcasting and to Sam and Arthur Lyons
for lining up the classy Show

• • • FROM THE Dave Hampton-Verne Porter literary
chambers we learn that Tom Mix is writing his auto-
biography Elissa Landi is completing her third novel

Leo Carrillo is writing a story with a Mexican back-
ground in collaboration with Don Eddy and Radio Pictures
is dickering for Frederick Arnold Rummer's novel, "Beau La-
fitte"

t t y
• • • SOME EARLY pix of the silent era will be a
feature of the Motion Picture Costume Ball to be given
by the Film and Photo League at Webster Hall on Friday,
Apr. 27 it will be an old-fashioned "Nickelodeon" show
as far as the flickers are concerned Hiram Rubin will act

as Nickelodeon proprietor with Alice Humboldt supplying
the musical score Alice was the pianist in the Nickelodeon
on Fourteenth Street about 24 years ago

• • • THEY HAVE engaged Clark Robinson as art di-

rector for the new Billy Rose Music Hall .,'... Robinson is at

work on redesigning of the interior of the building Jerome
Kessler, secretary of Mascot, is engaged to Helen Spitzer
The Roxy will have 16 additional Gae Foster dancers in the
show starting Friday, bringing the number to 40 the
largest group of dancers ever to appear at this house
Sophie Tucker gives a luncheon to the press Tuesday at Sardi's

before sailing for Europe The Song Writers' Protective
Association will give a benefit for the Authors' League Fund at

the Casino de Paree on Tuesday nite, May 22 the pro-

ceeds for needy American dramatists and authors The
United Artists' publicity staff are getting loads of. comments
on that arty pressbook on "The House of Rothschild" a
happy combination of Class and Practical Showmanship

« « « » » »

80 THEATERS REOPEN

AFTER LONGJSARKNESS

(Continued from Page 1)

closed since 1930. About a dozen

houses have resumed after three

years of idleness, while more than

30 had been dark two years. Re-

mainder were closed a year.

Theaters and Churches
In Same Line, Says Cleric

(Continued from Page 1)

my and your business is the instruc-

tion and amusement of the mass of

people," he declared. "Our task is

to provide a few moments of re-

newing forgetfulness in times of

strain and conflict."

Dr. Jenkins, who is one of the
strongest clerical champions of Sun-
day shows, has accepted the Variety
Club's invitation to become its Pro-
testant chaplain.

Brandt Would Debate
With Rosenblatt or C. A.

(Continued from Page 1)

ing regarding the poor condition of

prints sent to subsequent run
houses. There was discussion of a

plan to combine all the relief funds

in New York.

Chick Evens Gets Cantor Watch

St. Louis—For his good showing
on Eddie Cantor pictures, Manager
Harold W. (Chick) Evens of Loew's
State has received a watch inscribed

to him by Cantor.

Dorothy Walters Dies

Dorothy Walters, stage and screen

actress, died this week of bronchial

pneumonia at her home here. She
had been playing on Broadway in.

"Big-Hearted Herbert."

Discuss Secretarial Candidates

Proposals for secretary to serve

both New York boards were dis-

cussed at a meeting of the zoning

committee yesterday at which Rob-
ert Wolff of RKO presided. Next
meeting is scheduled for Thursday
of next week.

May Robson Constance Talmadgs

George O'Brien Herbert Wilcox

Lina Basquette



VIVA VILLA PACKS EM IN!
RIPTIDE... 3rd BIG WEEK CAPITOL

New York Echoes with Cries of "Viva ViKlaP'
Given its world premiere at the Cri-
terion Theatre on Tuesday, April 10
..."Viva Villa I" has already thun-

dered to a place among immortals of
the screen. Critics bespattered their

pages with "vivas!" and rave reviews.
For instance: "Truly magnificent I"

—Wm. Boehnel, World-Telegram,...
"Mexico's 'Birth of A Nation!'"-
Rose Pelswick, Journal..."Thrilling
as a bugle call!"— Regina Crewe,
American . . . "Fast, furious, compel-
ling!"- Mordaunt Hall, Times . . .

"Hearty, exciting!" Dick Watts, Trib.
M-G-M's "Viva Villa!" stars Wal-

lace Beery in cast of 10,000 at the Cri-
terion, B'way & 44th St. Twice Daily,
2:50-8:50. 3 times Sun & Hols., 2:50-
5:50-8:50. (Extra Midnite Show Sat.)
Mats. 50c to $1. Eves. 50c to $2.

JOAN CRAWFORD'S "SADIE McKEE"-Holly-
wood buzzes with happy advance cheers (or
"Sadie McKee." Fascinating Joan Crawford
and Franchot Tone are the leads in this Vina
Delmar serial from Liberty Magazine.

I JUST REMEMBERED
I'M GOIWC "TO THE
HOLLYWOOD PARTY

"HOLLYWOOD PARTY"-The pay-off of the
merry season! You'll see it very soon I

THE ORIGINAL TARZAN-Glorious ro-

mance, primitive and unashamed ... as

Tarzan's mating cry booms through
the jungle! The eager young lovers
who defy the terrors of a green wil-

derness, are Maureen O'Sullivan and
Johnny Weissmuller, stars of "Tarzan
and His Mate,"

VIVA METRO

Giant Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Hits March on Broadway!
36 hour weeks! Millions ... with new leisure ... race

to the theatre for happy hours of entertainment

!

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer snaps into action! "Viva

Villa!" hailed with critical cheers, storms into the

Criterion as a two-a-day attraction. At the Capitol,

Norma Shearer's "Riptide" sweeps into a third

capacity week, winning an honor that has been ac-

corded only six pictures in fifteen years.

Put your ear to the ground 1 More MGM triumphs

are on the march ! Read more about them on this page!

NORMA SHEARER'S "RIPTIDE" -300;000 people stormed
through the doors of the Capitol Theatre to see Norma
Shearer, Robert Montgomery and Herbert Marshall in
"Riptide" in the first two weeks of the engagement. Now,
in the third week, box-office lines are still trailing down
Broadway.

If the Capitol schedule permitted we believe this fine

actress in this truly great emotional drama could run
as long as "Abie's Irish Rose!" Congratulations, Miss
Shearer!

"TARZAN AND HIS MATE"
CAPITOL FRIDAY, APRIL 20
For sheer excitement, you'll find "Tarzan
and FTls Mate" to be your most vivid

movie experience. It leaves you gasping I

Adventures and thrills rain on the screen

in these brand-new exploits of the one

and only Johnny Weissmuller. Among
other high-lights of this Edgar Rice Bur-

roughs jungle thriller, we recommend the

incredible episode at the secret Elephant

Burial Ground; Tarzan's clash with the

ferocious "Lion Tooth Men" and the fight

with the crocodile in the Crystal Love

Pool.

PERSONAL TIP FROM IEO.
THE M-O-M LION: Watch
for Clark Gable, Wm.
Powell and Myrna Loy
in "Manhattan Melo-
drama."

GOLDWYN MAYER!
Advertisement appearing in New York City newspapers



"I put that ad in the

New York newspapers.

Read every happy word

of it and remember that

LEO MARCHES ON !"

EXTRA! Coast Preview "Manhattan Melodrama" brings rave notices:

"Exceptional merit and money promise. Shrewdshowmanship. Powerful

exciting drama," says Coast Variety. "Smash success. Hit picture with

Gable, Powell, Loy. Sure fire! All the elements of a sensational smash

hit. Chalk up another for David Selznick and M-G-M."
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Little
from "Lots"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
Y^ALLACE SMITH has been

signed by Columbia to write
the screen play of his own story,
"The Captain Hates the Sea," which
Lewis, Milestone will direct.

T T »

Patricia Ellis has been lent by
First National to Paramount to play
opposite Jack Haley in "Here Corp.es

the Groom," with Mary Boland, Ann
Sot hern and Neil Hamilton. Edward
Sedgwick will direct.

T T T

Raymond Walburn, New York
stage actor, has been placed under
contract by Columbia.

T T T
Paramount has signed Ralph

Cedar to write some special com-
edy for "Old Fashioned Way," and
David Boehm to adapt "The Big
Broadcast of 1934."

T T T

James Flood is tentatively set
to direct "Limehouse Nights,"
George Raft's next for Paramount
after he returns from his holiday.
Helen Mack will play opposite Raft.AAA
James B. Leong, Chinese author-

producer of "Lotus Blossoms" in si

lent days, is preparing another ori?
inal. "The Cry of Peace," which wil'

go into production shortly.

T T T
Shaw and Lee, vaudeville head-

l'ners, will appear in an M-G-M
short.

T T T
"Miss Pamela Thorndyke," orig

inal by Moss Hart, has been bought
by M-G-M.

T T T
Louise Fazenda is now under

long-term contract with M-G-M.
T T T

John Monk Saunders has been
! igned by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer tc
iidapt his own original scenario, "Ox-
ford Story," to the screen. Saunders
is the author of many screen plays
among them "The Dawn Patrol,"
and "Wings."

T T T
Maury Cohen, producer of Invin-

cible Pictures, has signed Karl
Brown to write an original to fol-

low "Fifteen Wives," scheduled to

go before the cameras shortly.
Brown's story is entitled "Anything
Once." Cohen has changed the title

of his current production from "Re-
union" to "In Love With Life."

Makes Reel on M.P.T.O.A. Visit
We t I nu of THE FILM DAI ' V

Hollywood — Lewis Lewyn, pro-
ducer of "Hollywood on Parade",
has completed a special reel dealing
with the visit of the M.P.T.O.A.
delegates to the various Hollywood
studios.

Universal Buys Runyon Story

Universal has acquired the Da-
mon Runyon storv, "Ransom—$1,-

000,000," published recently in "Col-
lier's."

« « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES » »

Diana Wynyard and Clive Brook in

"WHERE SINNERS MEET"

with Billie Burke

Radio 73 mins.

DELIGHTFUL ROMANCE OF ELOPERS

CLEVERLY WRITTEN, DIRECTED AND
ACTED, WILL PLEASE THE FEMMES.

Being an adaptation of A. A. Milne's

"Dover Road,'' it is a foregone conclusion

that the offering has charm, class and

cleverness. The adaptation was expertly

handled, and the director has caught the

Milne spirit perfectly, and so have the cast.

Diana Wynyard is delightful, also Billie

Burke. Among the men, the honors go to

Clive Brook, Reginald Owen and Alan Mow-
bray, who all turn in expert performances.

Clive Brook has a yen for helping eloping

couples discover whether they are on the

.ight track before it is too late. So at

his home on the Dover Road he lures two

sloping couples into his luxurious mansion

where they can be thrown intimately to-

gether and get a practical taste of married

ife. It turns out that a wife and husband

jre eloping, and thus meet unexpectedly

n the heme of their strange but delight-

ful hest with very amusing complications,

-t is high grade fare that will charm in-

telligent audiences.

Cast: Diana Wynward, Clive Brook, Bil-

ie Burke, Reginald Owen, Alan Mowbray,
Gilbert Emery, Phyllis Barry, Walter Ar-

mitage, Katharine Williams, Robert Adair,

Vernon Steele.

Director, J Walter Ruben; Author, A
A. Milne; Adaptor, H, W. Hannemann;
ifditor, George Hively, Recording Engineer,

Paul F. Wiser; Cameraman, Nick Musuraca.

Direction, Very Good. Photography. Fine

"UNKNOWN BLONDE"

Majestic 65 mins.

POORLY MOTIVATED STORY OF DI-

VORCE RACKET WILL GO BEST IN

FAMILY PROGRAM HOUSES.

A mixture of unbelievable situations,

this picture is best suited for the less

discriminating clientele. A good cast does

not help much for there is not a sym-

pathetic perscn in the lot. Story concerns

Edward Arnold, a lawyer who has been re-

fusing to take collusive divorce cases, but

agrees to act as a co-respondent himself

to make good his wife's extravagance.

Dorothy Revier, the wife, who has been

shown to be unfaithful, walks in and sur-

prises her hubby, gets a divorce and mar-

ries her lover. Arnold then becomes the

big shot divorce lawyer and is consulted

by his wife's second hubby to obtain a

divorce for him. So Arnold frames his

wife and then walks out on her. The

climax is built around Arnold's horrified

discovery that he has framed his own
daughter, he atones by conducting her trial.

Cast: Edward Arnold, Barbara Barcndess

Barry Norton, John Miljan, Dorothy Re-

/ier, Leila Bennett, Walter Catlett, Helen

Jerome Eddy, Claude Gillingwater, Arietta

Duncan, Maidel Turner, Franklin Pangborn,

Esther Muir, Clarence Wilson and Arthui

Hcyt.

Director, Hobart Henley; Authors, Lecn-

lrd Fields, David Silverstein; Cameraman,

Ira Morgan; Recording Engineer, Louis

Myers; Editor, Otis Garrett.

Direction, Weak. Photography, Good.

NEWS of the DAY

Coming and Going

FRED ASTAIRE and wife arrive today from
England on the Bremen. He is under contract
.o Radio Pictures.

ART ROSSON arrives in New York this week
from the coast.

RICHARD ARLEN, on vacation ab.oad, sails

.or home in about two weeks.

MERVYN LE ROY and his bride, the former
Doris Warner, arrive in Hollywood late nexi
.veek from their round-the-world honeymoon

MARTIN BECK returns from Europe today
>ri the Champlain, which also brings in ROB-
iRT HUREL, president of France-Film, Canj-
Ji.an distributor; BEN BLUE, comedian unda.
contract to Warners, with Mrs. Blue, and
HELEN SONNENCHEIM, secretary to Eric Pom-
mer.

AL HALL, Paramount d. rector, is at the War-
wick tor a brief New York visit, returning t_

Hollywood by plane at the end of the week.

ESTHER MUIR and SAM COSLOW were
mong the arrivals at the Warwick yesterday

JERRY COHEN has returned to New YorF

from Los Angeles, where he established

branch office to handle the insurance ant.

,d|ushng business of Jerome J Cohen, Inc.

FRANC DILLON, Hollywood newspaper wo-
man, is visiting New York for two weeks. She

is at the Woodstock.

HERMAN RUBY, story chief at the Brooklyr

Vit^phone studio, has returned from a two

week vacation in Panama and Havana.

BILL PERLBERG remains in New York ab:u
t«o weeks before returning to the Coast.

SOPHIE TUCKER sails Tuesday for Lond;n.

O. V. JOHNSON, business agent of the N:v.

York cameraman's local, has gone to Wash
ington.

HERBERT T. SILVERBERG, film attorney ir,

Duttalo, is spending a tew days in New York
be. ore returning upstate from Atlantic C.ty

vhere he recuperated from an appendix opeia-

tion.

FRANK DILLON, fan magazine writer, i

out on the coast working on assignments.

JUNE KNIGHT leaves Sunday for Un, versa
City.

KtN MAYNARD has cut short his toieign

/.cficn and sailed yesterday on the Olymp.
lor New York.

JCHN C FLINN returns fo New York today

tter transacting code business in Boston.

GINGER ROGERS is en route from the coas;

:o Chicago.

EDDIE McEVOY of RKO leaves tor Washing
ton today.

AL MERTZ of RKO leaves for Cleveland to-

day.

HYMAN J. GLICK, Mascot treasurer, left

/este:day for Buffalo, Chicago and the coast t.

discuss production plans with Nat Levine.

Jacksonville—Leon Sparks, young
Texas baritone who has won a num-
ber of state congests and is the

nephew of E. J. Sparks, is touring

the Sparks circuit in Florida.

Cincinnati—Joan is the name
a baby girl recently arrived at tl

home of J. J. Grady, Fox's B. M.
S

Chicago — Paul Ash, who has

clicked so solidly at the State-Lak«
that he is to remain there inde

nitely, has inaugurated a Mond
night "quest for talent."

Jacksonville—John Thomas, m;

ager of the Palace and Imperii

theaters, married Ruby Corinne

Terry of Atlanta in St. Augustine
last week.

Laurel, Miss. — Al Yoeman will

open his Jean theater here about

May 7.

Rayville, La. — H. H. VanHook,
who operated a theater in Arcadia.

will move his equipment here ai
open shortly.

Carthage, Miss. -- George Chad-

wick will open a 350-seater here

shortly.

Hammond, La.—A. (Slim) Hig-

genbotham, operator of the Colum-

bia here, has re-leased the Rialto.

The house is dark.

Cleveland—L. G. Baldwin has ac-

quired a half interest in the Almira

theater and, assisted by Fred Meier

of "The News," will manage the

house. Baldwin is secretary, treas-

urer and general manager of the

West 105th St. Investment Co.,

which owns; and operates the house.

President is George Folberth.

Cleveland—Disregarding supersti-

tion, Jim Scoville reopened th(

Ezella theater, recently gutted bj

fire, on Friday, the 13th.

Atlantic City — Milton Russell,

former manager of Aldine theater

here, will take over the Mays Land-

ing theater and open it in the near

future. House been dark over i

year.

Salt Lake City—"Dinner at Eight"

is being held over by the Gem for

an extended run.

Buffalo—Nathan Marcus, who for-

merly sold Columbia productions in

the Buffalo and Albany areas, now
is selling British Gaumont films in

these territories.

Fort Lauderdale, Fla.—One hun-

dred additional seats are being

placed in the Queen theater and

other improvements are under way.

A. R. Niniger is manager of this

Sparks' house.
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ShOWBUSINESS' "WHO'S WHO" WILL RESPOND NOBLY AND
GIVE OF THEIR GIFTED TALENTS ON THE NIGHT OF SATURDAY,

APRIL 21st, AT A. M. P. A.'S NAKED TRUTH DINNER, DANCE,

ENTERTAINMENT AT THE HOTEL ASTOR.

A Partial List of Stars Who Are Scheduled

To Appear That Evening Includes

The jesting GEORGE JESSEL
The jocular JACK BENNY
Pantomimically suave JIMMY SAVO
Glamorous, glorious GLORIA SWANSON
That throbbing tenor, MORTON DOWNEY
The trio of buffoonery, 3 RITZ BROTHERS
The beauteous, lovely MAE MURRAY
The exquisite, charming IRENE RICH
That scintillating star, FRANCES WILLIAMS
The comic with the accordion, PHIL BAKER

(And his Beetle and Bottle)

That splendid girl, HELEN FORD
Kussia's hilarious genius, EMIL BOREO
That charming personality, MARY LIVINGSTON
Thai' madcap team of JANS & W H A L E N

The radiant and elegant DOROTHY MACKAILL
The Vagabond Lover, RUDY VALLEE

and others

(9%£)

Sincere thanks are tendered to

ARTHUR LYONS and SAM LYONS
of A. and S. Lyons, Inc., for their efforts in arranging for the appearance of these personali-

ties. . . . AM?A feels grateful, but more so will be those unfortunates who will be helped by

the humanitarian work being done by the

FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND and the

MOTION PICTURE CHARITY FUND
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'/f's A New Spanish Custom"

Ethel Merman & Leon Errol

Grade Allen finds her brother

"WE'RE NOT DRESSING"
with DING CROSBY
Carole Lombard, George Burns & Gracie Allen,

Ethel Merman & Leon Errol • Directed by Norman Taurog

if it's a PARAMOUNT PICTURE it's the best show in town!

!



Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought

The D.lily N ewspeiper
Of M o t i o n Pict ures
Now S ixteen Years Old
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Modified Setup in View for Film Boards of Trade

NDIE PRODUCERS PLANjJARD TO CENSORPJCTURES

Rosenblatt Moves to Avert Service Union Strike

Winnie Sheehan
... of Movietone City

§= By JACK ALICOATE =
^TRIP through enchanting and colorful

Movietone City, the Fox Hills studio

the Fox outfit in Los Angeles, is a trip

kiver to be forgotten. It was Mr. Sheehan

ho had most to do with the conception

id building of this great production cen-

^r. It is Mr. Sheehan who has kept it

jreast of the times. It is Mr. Sheehan
ho takes pardonable pride in showing it

atticularly from the standpoint of techni-

i\ efficiency. It is rather uniformly ac-

ipted that Movietone City is the flagship

f the studio fleet. The showplace of

lollywood production lots. It is gearec

or a tremendous production schedule, yet

s we talked with Mr. Sheehan, he told

s he was planning at least one additional

tege.

T T T

kiOVIETONE CITY houses the major
\y* part of Fox production activity in

.os Angeles. The original Fox Studio at

•unset and Western, however, is still in

peration. Production responsibility is di-

ided mostly between Sol Wurtzel, Al

tockett and Jesse Lasky, with Sheehan
limself as actual producing head of sev-

ral pictures each year. Movietone City

s the home grounds of the inimitable Will

ogers. It is going musical this year in

big way with several big ones now in

he oven. Complete Spanish versions are

n important part of general production ac-

ivities.

ND now to Winnie Sheehan, vice-presi-

dent of Fox and general manager of

roduction. Rules two thousand studio

orkers with an iron hand but not with-

ut grace and understanding. A master

{diplomat trained from the ground up in

New York politics. His home in the Hills

is a showplace and the scene of many dis-

tinguished social gatherings. Believes in

not only personally meeting the little ex-

hib'tors regularly, but in a yearly let's-see-

what's-going-on trip to Europe. Does not

mince words and to him a spade is a spade

Winnie Sheehan, chief-of-production. He
not only knows what to tell 'em to do, but

knows how to do it himself.

Administrator Will Hear
Case in New York
This Afternoon

Sol A. Rosenblatt yesterday

wired Chas. C. Levey, secretary of

Local 118, service union, to meet

him without fail after 3 p. m. today

in the Code Authority offices here

to discuss the threatened strike of

service employes. Rosenblatt acted
after Levey had wired him that Lo-
cal 118, finding its members unable
„o exist under their present wage

(Continued on. Page 8;

ELECT SHINeTnD KLEE

ON UNIVERSAL BOARD

At the annual meeting of stock-

holders of Universal Pictures held
yesterday in Wilmington, Del., J.

Myer Shine and Simon J. Klee were
elected to the board of directors as

representatives for the first pre-

ferred stock. Directors reelected
(.Continued on Page 8)

Robert MacGowan to Make
13 Kid Shorts in Color

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILI
Hollywood—A series of 13 shorts

in Technicolor, using juvenile play-

ers, will be made by Robert Mac-
Gowan for Paramount release, ac-

cording to announcement. Mac-
Gowan formerly made the Our
Gang and Mickey McGuire comedies.

45 U. A. Exploiteers in Field

With an exploitation force compris-
ing 45 men, United Artists has the
largest field force in the history of th^
company. Exploiteers are plugging
"House of Rothschild," "Looking tor
Trouble," "Sorrell and Son" and "Pa-
looka," particularly the George Arliss

picture.

5,000 HOUSES GIVING

"BETTER FILMS" BILLS

Approximately 5,000 theaters
throughout the country are now co-
operating with the Hays organiza-
tion in the regular offering of spe-
cial "better films" programs, as
compared with about 4,000 houses
a year ago. Virtually all of these
theaters are classified as neighbor-
hoods. Houses cooperating in the

(Continued on Page 8)

Warns Against Making
Films Too Goody-Goody

A warning that movies might be-
come too goody-goody as a result
of increasing pressure from better
film,s agitators was sounded by Mrs.
William Dick Sporborg, head of the
East Coast Preview Committee, in
a forum held at the Hotel Astor
with Mrs. August Belmont of the
Motion Picture Research Council
also participating. "We are a so-
phisticated people and cannot have
movies strictly for the sake of

(Continued on Page 8)

Pettijohn to Map New Setup
For Film Boards of Trade

"Patrol" 4 Weeks at Rialto

RKO's "Lost Patrol" is being held

for a fourth week at the Rialto. Busi-'

ness for the first three weeks has

been so good that Arthur L. Mayer,
managing director of the house, has
sailed with the missus for a ten-day
vacation in Bermuda.

As soon as the local boards au
thorized by the code are set up,

Charles C. Pettijohn will recommend
to major distributors a modified

setup for his Film Boards of Trade,
he indicated to The Film Daily
yesterday in an exclusive interview,

(Continued on Page 7)

M.P. Federation Authorizes
Harry Thomas to Name

Committee of 3

Establishment of an arbitration
committee, empowered to regulate
moral standards of independent pic-
tures and advertising and order
whatever eliminations are deemed
necessary, is planned by the Fed-
eration of the M. P. Industry. The
project, originating in a resolution
announced yesterday, authorizes
President Harry Thomas to appoint
the committee's three members.
Without mentioning specific

names, the resolution in part strikes
(Continued on Page 8)

GENT THEATERS CASE

WILL BE HEARD MAY 1

By N. M. MacLEOD
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Wilmington, Del. — Chief Justice
Daniel J. Layton has fixed May 1

for hearing on the petition of U. S.
Senator Daniel O. Hastings, receiver
for General Theaters Equipment,
for authority to enter into a com-
promise agreement with Chase Na-

(Continued on Page 7)

Officers and Directors
Reelected at B & K Meet
Chicago — At the annual stock-

holders meeting this week, all nine
directors of Balaban & Katz were
reelected. The board later reelected
the same officers, as follows: Presi-

(Continued on Page 7)

All Newsreels for Embassy
Embassy Pathe Newsreel Theater

starts using all four newsreels today
instead of showing only the Pathe reel.

F. B. Wood, house manager, said ths
theater would supplement the tour
newsreels by making its own shots of

spot news events, but that probably
this would not be done to any extent
until tall, when the Embassy expects
to show about 15 to 20 minutes of

the big football games shot by its own
crew.

\\
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Cn ,

Am. Seat 5'/8 5V8 5'/8 — '/<

Columbia Picts. vtc. 307/8 30 30% — >/,

Con. Fm. Ind 45/g 4'/2 45/8 + 'A

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . 167/8 16% 16%

E=st. Kodak 93 Vi 92 93 1/4 + '/,

E;st. Kodak pfd. 135 135 135

Fox Fm. "A" 163/4 16>/8 16% ••••

Loew's, Inc 34% 34 34 1/4 — >/.

do pfd 97 97 97

Metro-Goldwyn, pfd. 26 25% 25% — Vl

Paramount ctfs 5% 5Vs 5V4 — '/s

Pathe Exch 3l/4 3'/8 3% — Vt

do "A" 233/4 22% 23 + %
RKO 3 5/s 3% 3% — V:

Univ. Met. pfd 461/4 461/4 46'/4 + 1

K

Warner Bros 73/4 73/8 7% — Ve

do pfd 291/4 29 29 — %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Pets. Vtc. 30 30 30 + %
Technicolor 10 9% 9% + %
Trans-Lux 2Vl 2% 2%

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 . lO'/a 103/8 103/8 — '/8

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 9% 9% 9% + %
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Loew 6s 41ww 101% 101 101% + %
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 53 '/4 53 53 1/4 ...

Par. By. 5%s51 . .. - 38% 38 38

Par. By. 5'/2 s51 ctfs. 36% 36'/2 36% — %
Par. 5%s50 ctfs. . . 53% 53 53% + V;

Prthe 7s37 98 97% 97%— </4

W:rner's 6s39 66% 64'/, 65 — 3/4

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 5y4 5% 5Vg

U' to Film Dickens Story

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood

—
"Great Expectations,'' by

Charles Dickens, will be filmed by Un -

versal as one of the specials on its

1934-35 lineup of 40 features.

Maryland Exhibitors Opposed to Premiums
In a canvas of 75 exhibitors operating in the Baltimore zone, the M.P.T.O. of

Maryland determined that 66 of them favor the abolition of premiums and the ending
ut cut-rate ticket competition. A communication to this effect will be turned over by
Executive Secretary John C. Flinn to the Code Authority when it meets this morning
at 10 o'clock. The matter will probably be referred to its committee on unfair
competition.

Ed Kuykendall, who is still at the Coast, will not attend today's Code Authority
meeting. Jay Emanuel will substitute tor him.

Remaining Secretaries

Expected to Be Set Today
With 19 local board secretaries

already selected, the job of making
appointments for the remaining 12

zones is expected to be finished by
the Code Authority at its session to-

day. Basil Ziegler has been named
secretary for the two boards in

Philadelphia. With two exceptions

.ocal board headquarters have now
been selected in all zones. The lease

on the New York boards' office at

±560 Broadway was signed yester-

day by John C. Flinn, executive sec-

retary of the Code Authority, who
must approve all leases.

Full details of the code's budget,
including a list of salaries to be
paid, will be announced in about
a week.

'20 Million Sweethearts"
In Warner-Philco Tieup

Warners have made a tieup with
Philco Radio Corp. for national ex-

ploitation on "20 Million Sweet-
hearts," musical with a radio stu-

dio background. The deal includes

window displays, previews on a

West Indies cruise for Philco execu-

tives, and cooperation through the

Boake Carter daily radio talk spon-

sored by Philco.

Releasing Mussolini Film

Vincenzo Melocchi and Luigi Di-
Giorgio, representing Luce, Italian

national film, institute, have set up
headquarters at the St. Moritz to

arrange for release of "Black
Shirts," feature dealing with Fas-
cism and personally edited by Mus-
solini. Several of the big distribu-

tors have been considering the pic-

ture.

Luncheon to Robert Donat

Robert Donat, English actor sign-

ed by Reliance for the title role in

"The Count of Monte Cristo" for

United Artists release, will be ten-

dered a luncheon Monday at the

Lombardy. He arrives from Eng-
land today and leaves Tuesday for

the coast.

I.T.O.A. Finance Committee

New finance committee appointed
by the I.T.O.A. comprises the fol-

lowing: Maurice Fleischmann, tem-
porary chairman; A. H. Eisenstadt,

Lou Nelson, Harry Pear, John
Benas and Issac Capsuto.

George Billings Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—George A. Billings,

who played the role of Abram Lin-

coln in "The Dramatic Life of Abra-
ham Lincoln," died here this week.

Al Hall Not Optimistic
On Costume Pictures

With several excellent historical

pictures already released and in

view of the heavy production costs

involved in making films of this

type, there is nothing to encourage
making of costume pictures, Ai
Hall, Paramount director, said in a

New York interview yesterday.
"The edge has been taken orf his-

torical pictures," he observed.
Hall, who recently finished "Lit-

tle Miss Marker," believes that "audi-

ences are more sophisticated than
.he pictures they see, half tnt
cime." He foresees a trend away
from the drawing room type of en-
tertainment and towards stories oi
every-day life, rich with human in-

terest.

State Operator Law Upheld
Buffalo—The state law requiring

licensed operators in cities oi first-

class was upheld by Judge Robert
J. Summers in the case of a 16-year-
old projectionist, who, detectives
said, was in charge of the Marlowe
theater projector but had no license.

Defense counsel set up the defense
that the law was unconstitutional.
The judge said the law came withm
the general police powers of the
state. The boy wa,s found guilty
but sentence was suspended.

Clerics to Rule on Sunday Shows
Monessen, Pa.—Whether Sunday

shows are to continue here will de
pend on the report of the ministerial
association, which has agreed to

attend a performance and decide if

the type of pictures and manner of

presentation are desirable for the
Sabbath. Andrew Askounes, man-
ager of the Manos and Star the-
aters, which have been giving Sun-
day shows in the face of clerical

protests, says he will abide by the
ministers' decision.

Basil Dean to Wed in London
London — Basil Dean, stage and

screen producer, has announced his

engagement to Victoria Hopper, who
played in the British film version of

"Constant Nymph."

Son to Billie Dove
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAU.\

Hollywood—Billie Dove, now Mrs
Robert Kenaston, is the mother of

a boy, born this week in Santa
Monica.

Five-Year Union Jam Settled

Zanesville, O. — A five-year dis-

pute between four local theaters

and the I.A.T.S.E. and musicians'
unions has finally been settled

through the efforts of Arthur H
Bischoff, business agent for the I.

A., and R. F. Cullis, head of th(

musicians.

Ready Reference Directory
With Addresses and Phone Numbers of

Recognized Industry Concerns

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

Engravers

CALL—
"CITY"

PHOTOENGRAVING
(Day and Night Service)

250 W 54th St., N. Y.

Tel. COIumbus 5-6741

Equipment
:>

FOR RENT
SOUND MOVIEOLA

ROBERT MINTZ
729 7th Ave. BRyant 9-3169

FOR SALE
B and H 1000 FT. MAGAZINES
ALSO FOR BIPACK COLOR

Foreign
J

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS—IMPORTERS

Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY

LONDON PARIS IERLIM

• Hotels •

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK
TURKISH BATHS

• Printing •

i

PRINTING

Service — Quality — Price

Modern—Economical—Accurate
BARNES PRINTING CO., Inc.

229 W. 28th Street, New York
Telephone, PEnnsylvania 6-4740

Reference Books

COMPLETE
in every detail, pertaining to

production, distribution and
exhibition—

1934
YEAR BOOK

of
MOTION PICTURES

Distributed FREE to Sub-
scribers of Film Daily

1650 Broadway N. Y. City

Hollywood Office
6425 Hollywood Blvd.. Calif
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THEY'RE

ALL BIRDIES"!

SI
IM3

20 MILLION SWEETHEARTS
With Famous Radio Stars and Dick Powell, Ginger Rogers

MERRY WIVES OF RENO
Same Stars— More Laughs— Than " Convention City

JOE E. BROWN

,

A VERY HONORABLE GUY

/./ no

THE MERRY FRINKS
Warners' Famous Laugh Stars As One Big Nutty Family!

I*L

SMARTY .,» JOAN BLONDELL
William—Edw. Everett Horton—Frank McHugh

&($&$,<:$

fi

W
m atch

centrate

erica's

edies to

e rry m ood

/
*

w

*A Warner Bros. Picture

°A First National Picture

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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SENT THEATERS CASE

1

(Continued from Pag.- 1)

ional Bank of New York. Hear-

ngs had originally been fixed for
reb. 13, but were postponed. The
Jhief Justice will hear the case in

Chancery Court.

The proposed compromise agree-

rient provides among other things

hat the bank will reduce its claim

gainst the corporation from more
han $20,000,000 to $15,310,838.19

nd that the receiver will allow this

laim. It also i,s provided that the

ank will assist in reorganization of

he corporation, advance funds for

xpenses and will give the corpora-

ion a one-year option to purchase

25,000 shares of Fox Film class

stock at $15 a share.

)fficers and Directors
Re-elected at B. & K. Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

lent, Barney Balaban; vice-presi-

ents, Walter Immerman and Sam
L)embow, Jr.; secretary-treasurer,

John Balaban; assistant secretary-
peasurer, Elmer C. Upton. Direc-
prs are Barney Balaban, John Bala-
lan, A. C. Keough, C. A. McCul-
jch, Y. Frank Freeman, George
lehaeffer, W. B. Cokell, E. Paul
'hillips, and Ralph A. Kohn. The
pmpany's statement for 1933
howed a profit of $95,191, against

| loss of $993,638 the year before.

Coming and Going

MR. and MRS. HARRY M. WARNER, MR.
id MRS. SAM SAX and MR. and MRS. SAM
IORRIS return from abroad today on the

erengaria.

ARTHUR L. MAYER, managing director o'

pe Rialto, has sailed with Mrs. Mayer for z

rief vacation in Bermuda.

ALAN DINEHART, following a vacation ir

ew York, is on his way back to the coast.

ROBERT DONAT arrives in New York today
i the Berengaria en route to Hollywood tc

>pear in "Count of Monte Cristo" for Re-
ance-U. A.

NAUNTON WAYNE, actor, sails today or

le Mauretania for England.

HERBERT RAWLINSON has returned to New
ork after closing with the legit show, "Dang-
ous Road," in Baltimore.

CARL E. MILLIKEN returns to New York
om Europe late in May.

SAM DEMBOW returns to New York Sunday
om the Coast.

MARTIN STARR leaves tomorrow for Holly-
ood to talk with Paramount on future plans
f his "Miss Universe of 1930" (Dorothy
'ell) and also to see Billie Burke with i

iew to having her write the preface to the
ook on Ziegfeld which Starr and Eddie Dowling
ill write.

JACQUES DEVAL, French author, arrived in

lew York yesterday on his way to Universal
-ity under contract to write two originals
or Universal's next year's list of pictures.

DAILY

r
mm . „

PHIL M. DALY
• • • LAST CALL for the AMPA Naked Truth Dinner-
Dance at the Astor hotel tomorrow nite if you haven't
sent in your dough for those tickets better do so right now

otherwise you're liable to be left out in the corridor
for no table reservations can be made the day of the party

T T T
• • • THERE WILL be present about 60 celebs of the
entertainment world one of the biggest aggregations of
First Line Talent ever assembled for a social affair added
to the list previously published are Fred Astaire, Lanny Ross,
J. Harold Murray, Harry Hershfield

> T
• • • EVERY GUEST will receive a special Mickey
Mouse souvenir from Kay Kaymen while M-G-M will dis-

tribute to the ladies a tricky "Bottoms Up" souvenir To
the bunch of lads previously announced who are doing great
work in making this AMPA annual a knockout the Com-
mittee wants to publicly thank Martin Sampter Joe Pen-
ner's manager who has done a fine job in lining up talent.

T T T
• • • A NIFTY ballyhoo engineered by the AMPA's
prexy-elect Billy Ferguson for "Tarzan and His
Mate" a special showmanship truck and trailer for Mary,
the Rhino who appears in the pix . Mary weighs 3500
pounds worth $28,000 a dealer tie-up with Stude-
baker this company constructing a special trailer truck
to act as a traveling cage for the ponderous beast which
permits the public to view the Rhino from a gallery built on one
side tbe ballyhoo jammed traffic in front of the Capitol
wben it arrived in town the other day it is scheduled to

cover the territory over a period of several months
T T T

• • • ON THE word of Lou Diamond head of Para-
mount's short subject dep't Max Fleischer's animated,
"Popeye the Sailor," is going so big that it will make Mickey
Mouse and Silly Symphonies as well as Betty Boop look to their

laurels exhibs in various sections are raving over this

cartoon as if it were a smash feature well, mebbe it is.

T T
• • • A BROADCAST without amplifiers or other me-
chanical aids will take place today at noon from the roof
of the 24-story building that houses the American Federation
of Actors a program of songs and talks by members of

the organizashe with powerful voices part of a publicity

campaign for the Federation's benefit at the New Amsterdam'
theater on Sunday nite, April 29 sounds like a gag
but the notice is sent out in all seriousness

T T
• • • A CHANGE in the publicity dep't of Metro
makes Melvin H. Heymann office manager in charge of pub-
licity under Howard Dietz he will be assisted by Milton
Weiss while Milton Beecher is transferred to the Culver
City plant as one of Howard Strickling's assistants Ethel
Merman will be heard on WOR Friday eve talking about her
coming role in "The Treasure Hunt" with Eddie Cantor

"Rothschild" Big in Frisco

San Francisco — Opening night
business for "House of Rothschild,"
20th Century-U. A. release, topped
the previous record at the Geary
Theater. Advance sale is big. The
picture was given an elaborate ad-
vance campaign.

Denver Orpheum Ups Again
Denver—Evening prices at the

Reopens After Two Years

Imperial, Pa.—The Imperial has
been reopened after being dark two
years. The house has been leased
and remodeled by Harry Schmidt
who has been associated with Louie
Michaels at the Liberty, Pittsburgh,
for several years.

Akron House Reopens

Akron, O.—Miles-Royal, East End
Orpheum have been boosted again, house, dark several years, has re-

this time from 50 to 55 cents, in- ' opened with a dual feature film pol-

cluding tax. ' icy.

PLAN MODIFIED SETUP

FOR FILM TRADE BDS,

(Continued from Page 1)

the first official statement on the
future of the Film Boards.
"There is no definite plan at

present," said Pettijohn. "The im-
portant thing just at the moment
is to get the Motion Picture Code
into successful operation and co-

operate with the NRA to bring back
normal business conditions. To that
end, I feel that the Code Authority
should have first call upon the help
of any Film Board of Trade sec-

retary to serve as secretary of the
Grievance and Zoning Boards. These
secretaries are well versed in the
mechanics of the business. They
have character, ability and stand-
ing.

"As soon as the local boards have
been set up, and we know which
of the secretaries have been select-

ed and which have not been, I in-

tend to recommend a modified and
more modest form of field organiza-
tion to handle some matters which
are necessary for the entire busi-

ness and which matters are not
proper subject matters to ask the

ocal Code Authority boards' secre-

taries to take care of.

"If and when such a plan as I

shall recommend is accepted or re-

jected, it will be given to the trade

press."

Admission Scale Raised

East Liverpool, O. — George A.
Delis, district manager for the Con-
stant theaters in the upper Ohio
Valley has raised admission prices

at the American here. Under the
revision top is 20 cents for adults

and 15 cents afternoons. Children's
admission remains at a dime.

DuWorld Releasing Coogan Shorts

DuWorld is arranging national
release for the series of Jackie
Coogan featurettes produced by I.

A. Allen. The first one is titled

"Love in September."

Buffalo Boards Gets Offices

Buffalo — The local film code
boards will move into their quarters
at 505 Pearl Street on April 23.

Jane Holloran is executive secre-

tary.

Harold Lloyd

Sidney Lanfield

Fred Kohler

Roy J. Pomeroy



THE

INDIES PLAN BOARD

TO CENSOR PICTURES
(Continued from Page 1)

back at Louis B. Mayer's attack on
independent producers, delivered at
the M.P.T.O.A. convention at Los
Angeles last week.

It read as follows:
Federation concurs in and agrees with tin

views expressed by persons prominent in so
cia] life and those prominent in theater owner
organizations, to the effect that the type
of motion picture on the screen needs radical
improvement, particularly because of the over-
emphasis on sex, and the use of suggestive
scenes and suggestive dialogue.

In view of the statements made by certaii.

leaders in the Motion Picture Industry, afti'-

iated with the major organizations, to the

effect that they favor the elimination of in

dependent production, the members of Fed
eration cannot subscribe to any set of rule-

or regulations of moral conduct or standard
promulgated by any association or organiza
tion of which such parties are an integral

part.

To the end that pictures may be improver
and the conditions complanied of rectified

the following resolutions are unanimousl;
adopted:
RESOLVED, that members of Federatioi

shall endeavor at all times

—

1. To produce good, clean, human-interes'
motion pictures, or pictures of a manly o

womanly action type, the tendency of whic'

will be to uplift rather than to lower thi

morals of the patrons.

2. To cater to films for the family ai«

neighborhood patronage, to the end that pa

trons shall be glad to bring all the member
(l f their family to the motion picture theater.

3. To elevate the motion picture in th'

eyes of the majority, instead of attemptiiv

to please only the sophisticated few.

FURTHER RESOLVED, that an Arbitra
tion Committee of three members shall 1

designated by the President of this Associa
tion, whose duties shall be to arbitrate ar
disputes that may arise from or throug
complaints against Producers or Distributor
charged with violating moral standard =

•

the production of pictures or in advertisin

ethics; that the decision of such Committe
shall be final; and that any scenes or atl

vertising found to be objectionable by th

Committee shall be eliminated or withdraw!'

Elect Shine and Klee
On Universal Board

(Continued from Page 1 )

were: for the second preferred, R.

H. Cochrane; for the common, Carl

Laemmle, P. D. Cochrane, C. B.

Paine, Helen E. Hughes, James R.

Grainger and Willard F. McKay.
E. F. Walsh and Frank Mastroly
were not reelected. The directors

will meet within the next few days

for election of officers.

Finance Committee Meets Today

The Code Authority's finance com-
mittee will meet this morning just

prior to the session of the parent
body. Meeting had been scheduled
for yesterday.

Buffalo Variety Club Quarters

Buffalo—The local tent of the Na-
tional Variety Club has leased

quarters in the Lafayette hotel, ac-

cording to President David Miller.

Finally Got Her
Denver—Mary Dobbs. who probably

established a record by playing the or-

gan at one house for more than nine
years, has given notice and is quitting.

She has been at the Isis, a Fox house,
for that time, and has worked tor Fox
in Denver over ten years.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
TAMES CRUZE will direct ZaSu
J Pitts and Slim Summerville in
"Afterwards" for RKO Radio Pic-
tures. Story is by Walter Hackett.

T T T
Thomas McMorrow, fiction writer,

has been signed by Fox to write an
original for Will Rogers. He is due
from New York shortly.

t r T
Harry Hervey has been signed by

Paramount to work with Henry
Myers on the development of "Mis-
sissippi," an original screen play of
Mississippi river show boat life, in

which Lanny Ross will be featured.

T T T
Edward Everett Horton has

signed a two-picture agreement with
Paramount, the first to be the B. P.

Schulberg production "Kiss and
Make Up," the second "Ladies
Should Listen," from a play by Al-

fred Savoir and Guy Bolton. Cary
Grant will have the leading role in

each. "Kiss and Make Up" is be-
ing directed by Harlan Thompson
and Jean Negulesco. Leo McCarey
is tentatively set for "Ladies Should
Listen."

T T T
Dick Powell will take a vacation

from radio broadcasting when the
cigarette company for which he is

now working discontinues its hour
during the summer months.

T T
Jed Kiley, newspaperman and a

well known figure on the Paris
Boulevards, will do the screen treat-

ment of "The Criminal Within,"
which Columbia will put into pro-

duction shortly under the supervi-

sion of Sid Rogell.

T T T

"Love the Hard Way" is the title

of the next Columbia short in the

Broadway Series. It is a musical
production with Arthur Jarrett and
Betty Grable in the featured roles.

Other members of the cast include

Red Stanley, Bobby Watson, Marion
Byron, Lois January, Thelma White.

Gene Sheldon and Jay Mills. Archie

Gottler will direct, under the super-
vision of Jules White.

T T T
Elizabeth Young, Paramount

actress, will temporarily return tc
the stage. She is signed for the
Los Angeles Belasco theater run of
"She Loves Me Not," Howard Lind-
say comedy hit which is now being
filmed by Paramount with Bing
Crosby and Miriam Hopkins fea-
tured. The play opens April 23.

T T T
Fox's newest starring team, James

Dunn and Claire Trevor, have start-
ed work in another film, "Always
Honest," which Harry Lachman will
direct from the screen play by Ed-
ward Paramore. The supporting
cast includes Shirley Temple, Pres-
ton Foster, Ray Walker, Dorothy
Libaire and John Bradford.

T T T
The third Chester Morris starring

picture went into production at Uni-
versal City this week under a new
name. In the studio this Dore
Schary and Lewis Foster story had
been referred to as "Loves of a
Sailor." This title was changed to
"Funny Thing Called Love." The
cast is now complete with the selec-
tion of Mae Clarke as leading wo-
man.

CAST ASSIGNMENTS
M-G-M: Una Merkel, Sterling Holloway, Ed-

wardr Everett Horton, George Barbier fr

"Merry Widow"; Chic Sale, Edward Pawley
James Burke, Robert Anderson, Charles Erwin
Tom Mahoney, Frank Dunn and Matt Gil-

man for "Treasure Island"; Ian Wolfe to

"Barretts of Wimpole Street"; Mrs. Patric 1

Campbell for "The Green Hat."
RKO: Dorothy Sebastian for "Life of Vergi

Winters"; Helen Vinson for "Sour Grapes"
Doro'hy Wilson for "Family Man."
UNIVERSAL: Mae Clarke for "Loves of

Sailor."

WARNER: John Halliday for "Housewife"
Maxine Doyle for "Motor O'Mine," Techni
color short; Kay Francis for "British Agent

"

GOLDWYN: Sam Jaffe for "Barbary Coast
PARAMOUNT: Lew Cody for "Think You

Stars"; Jan Duggan for "The Old Fash'on<-^

Way"; Ralf Harolde for "She Loves Me Not"
Dorothy Christie, Doris Lloyd and Mme. Bonit

for "Kiss and Make Up."
COLUMBIA: Dorothy Burgess and Lumsde-

H-re for "Black Moon": Doris Kenyon to

"Whom the Gods Destroy"; Benny Baker fo'

"Hell Cat."
FOX: Loretta Young for "Caravan."

5,000 Houses Giving
"Better Films' Bills
(Continued from Page 1)

move are offering (1) special pro-

grams designed for children, (2)

"family n :ght" programs and (3)

programs endorsed by the Better

Films Councils.

Charged Fraud in Theater Sale

Denver—The Supreme Court has

decided it is fraud to give out an
unusually large number of passes

in order to make it appear as

though the theater were doing a

large business in the hope of in-

ducing someone to buy the house.

Clara Miodel had sued Frances

Micheletti, widow of John B. Mich-

eletti, for damages claimed to have

been suffered over the sale of the

Comet theater. A verdict was
awarded the plaintiff.

Warns Against Making
Films Too Goodv-Goody

(Continued from Pane 1 I

children/' said Mrs. Sporborg. "The
problem of what the child shall see

is the mother's responsibility." Shr
advocated boosting the good films

and ignoring the bad ones.

Closes Distribution Deals

Screen Attractions Corp., headed
by M. Kleinerman, producing a

series of 12 cartoon shorts in natural

color, has signed with Masterpiece
Film Attractions of Philadelphia for

distribution in Eastern Pennsylva-
nia, Southern New Jersey, Mary :

land, Delaware, District of Colum-
bia and Virginia, and with Tom
Branon of Atlanta for Georgia, Al-

abama, Mississippi, North and South
Carolina, Tennessee and Florida.

ONLY 12 PARA, HOUSES*

NOW RUN FROM N. Y,

Theaters operated out of the Par-
amount home office have been re-

1

duced from approximately 1,200 in]

the pre-decentralization days to 12

theaters, which are now handled di-J

rectly by Famous Theaters Corp., aj
checkup yesterday indicated. Fam-
ous Theaters, however, is interested
in hundreds of other houses through
partnership deals.

The 12 theaters now operated out
of New York are located in New
York state, as follows: Newburgh,
two; Poughkeepsie, three; and one
each in Staten Island, Middletown,
Peekskill, Syracuse, Glen Falls, New
York and Brooklyn.

Rosenblatt to Hear
Service Union Case

(Continued from Page 1

)

scale, was preparing to strike Sat-

urday against the Loew Circuit.

Levey said yesterday that his

plans were to picket all the Loew
theaters starting tomorrow morn-
ing. Two meetings of service em-
ployes are set for tonight at Bryant
Hall, where Levey will outline the

strike procedure.

Milliken at Film Congress

With Carl E. Milliken, secretary

of the Hays association, attending,

the International Congress on the

Instructional and Educational Use-
fulness of Motion Pictures opened
a seven-day session in Rome yester-

day. Later Milliken visits Geneva

|

to attend a conference with the In-

ternational Missionary Council re-j

garding the effects of motion pic-l

tures. Later, in Paris, Milliken will
|

work out a plan for furnishing ex-

cerpts from "Moana," "Tabu" andl

"Aloha of the South Seas" for aj

film to be presented to the Interna- „

tional Congress of Anthropological
\

(

and Ethnological Sciences. Before

W

returning to New York late in May, f

he will go to London to confer with

leaders of the recently-established

British Film Institute.

15 Years of Daylight Time Ends

New Castle, Pa.—For the first

time in 15 years, daylight saving

time will not be in vogue here this

summer.

Complete N. V. A. Short

The short subject which is to bi

the basis of this year's N.V.A. Drive

has been completed, it was anounced
yesterday by Major L. E. Thompson,
chairman of the campaign. Stars who
contributed their services include Wal-
ter Huston, Robert Montgomery, Lanny
Ross, Jimmy Durante and Block b
Sully.

The short, running nine minutes, will

be shown for seven days beginning May
4, N.V.A. Week, in all theaters in th?

Paramount. RKO, Loew, Warner, Skour-

as, Fox West Coast and United Artist',

circuits. Some 2500 non-circuit the-

aters from coast to coast have als-

agreed to run this short that week.
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THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRADE
ARKANSAS

Changes in Ownership
PARKIN—Ritz, transferred to John Hicks

by E. P. Morin.

Closings
HARTFORD - Emerson.

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership

BALDWIN PARK -Baldwin, transferred

to Ted Cunningham by Ed. Patterson.
EAGLE ROCK— Eagle Rock, transferred to

Baffa & Boffino by Calvi, Baffa and Boi
fino. LOS ANGELES Georgia, trans-

ferred to E. C. Hayman by Raymond and
Taylor; Larchmont, transferred to Fox West
Coast by Mark Hansen ; York, transferred

to Baffa & Boffino by Calvi, Baffa & Bof-
fino. COLFAX—Colfax, transferred to G.
W. Taylor by V. C. Shattuck. OAKLAND
— R'alto, transferred to Rialto Theater Corp.
by C. A. Welch. Jr.; Ritz (formerly Park),
transferred to C. W. Midgley by A. F.

Mvrson. REEL) LEY—Rex, transferred to

J. W. Hucknall. WALNUT GROVE WV
nut drove, transferred to Gus Heber by
Dudley Logan.

Openings
KREA—Brea, by L. W. Allen. COL-

FAX -Colfax. COMPTON—Compton (new
theater), by Compton Theaters Corp. EL
SEGUNDO—State, by Wortley & Bayn-
ton. LOS AXC.ELES—Colonial, by I.

Barr ; San Carlos, by San Carlos Amusement
Co.; Wiltern (formerly Warner's Western),
by Wiltern Theaters, Lnc. ; SONOMA—
Sebastian (formerly Don). PACIFIC
GROVE—Grove. UPLANDS—Uplands, by

B. G. Meyers. WALNUT GROVE—Wal-
nut Grove. YREKA—Miner (new theater),

by Walter Leverette.

Closings
DOS PALOS—Dos Palos. IRVING-

TON—Irvington. OAKLAND—Plaza ; New
Piedmont. SAN MATEO—Regent. SUI-
SUN—Arlington. UPLANDS—Studio.

COLORADO
Openings

COLORADO SPRINGS Union Print-

ers Home. OLATHE— Olathe, by W. A.

Smith. RED CLIFF—Rio, by John A.
Greve.

Closings
HAYDEX—Auditorium.

IDAHO
Openings

GENESSEE Audian, by L. A. Worthy.
Closings

LEW I STON—Granada.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

CHICAGO—Little Paramount (formerly
Lincoln-Webster, transferred to Lincoln-
Webster Theater Corp. ; Lucile, transferred

to Jack Rose Booking Circu t by A. Bres-
cia ; .Majestic, transferred to Jones, Linick &
Scbaeffer by Monroe-State Theater Corp.
NILES CENTER—Center, transferred to

Marion Quaglia by Leo Binder. PLANO

—

Grand, transferred to F. Anderson by J.

Hoseph. VIRGINIA—Virginia, transferred

to F. M. Mertz by W. J. Mathews.
Openings

ARTHUR—Lamar (formerly Garden), by

W. H. Hoffman. CHICAGO—Rialto (for-

merly Loop End) ; Town Talkies. CANTON
—Garden. LINCOLN—Grand.

Closings
CHICAGO -Fashion. EAST ST. LOUIS

—Amer'can. LeROY—Princess. PALMYRA
Star. RAYMOND—Community.

INDIANAPOLIS
Changes in Ownership

BEECH GROVE—Palace, transefred to

Xicholson & Schumacher. CHURUBUSCO
—Busco, transferred to Roger Scherer by
"harles Sprague. GENEVA—New Star
(formerly Limberlost), transferred to W
G. Letherman. GREENFIELD—State
transferred to C. E. South. INDIAN
\POLIS—Howard, transferred to Earl W
Bell. LOWELL—Ritz, transferred to In
e-state Theater Corp. by Edward Gates
MONTEZUMA—Rex, transferred to C. El
wood Hookey. SELLERSBURG—Empire
transferred to Jacob & Earl Fisher. WAR
REN—Mystic, transferred to Clevenger Bros

Openings
BLOOMINGTON- Indiana. DARLING
n—Sunshne. FORT WAYNE—Family
rENEVA—New Star (formerly Limber
o t). MONTEZUMA Rex. SELLERS
BURG—Empire. WARREN—Mystic.

Closings
GARY—Broadway. ( OOD1.AND—Gra-

vel. INDIANAPOLIS—Washington. LO-
GANSPORT—Paramount.

00
percratf
I OR 7 PERSONS

Above the 8</?

Floor $6.00

and up

Enjoy the comfort9 of i

parlor and bedroom suite. . . .

All rooms equipped with

combination tub and shower

bath, and running ice water.

Ideal location— adjacent to

shopping, business and the-

atre districts.

SWIMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

IOWA
Changes in Ownership

HI RM INGHAM—Community, transferred
to Menelaus & Wilson. DYERSVILLE—
Plaza, transferred to H. V. Lippert by Etta
Gray. ELDON Ritz, transferred to O. B.
Olson by Walter Enyart. GREENE—Crys-
tal, transferred to H. W. Bender by Joe
Mel'ner. HARRIS— Harris, transferred to

W. C. Grady by W. W. Woodsworth. LIV-
ER MORE- Princess, transferred to F. E.
Collins. OAKV1LLE—New. transferred to

E. M. Strawhacker. WELLMAN—Well-
man, transferred to Frank Green by C. Mor-
ganstein. WOODBINE—Woodbine, trans-

ferred to R. N. Young by John Noffsinger.

Openings
ARNOLDS PARK— Park. BURLING-

TON—Rialto. CENTERVILLE — Ritz.

CUMBERLAND—Lyric. DAVENPORT—
Columbia. DOW CITY—Iowa. HARRIS
—Harris. KIMBALLTON — Kimballton.
LEIGH — U-No-Us. MANLY — Plaza.

REINBACK — Princess. WATERLOO—
Waterloo. WELLMAN—Wellman.

KANSAS
Changes in Ownership

BONNER SPRINGS—Iris, transferred to

L. Phillips by J. F. O'Connell. LOGAN—
Mainstreet, transferred to A. Ruff by Lilly

Welty.

Openings
LOGAN— Mainstreet, by A. Ruff.

KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership

COVINGTON—Strand, transferred to Jos-
eph J. Lee by L. B. Wilson. MT. OLIVET
—Gem. transferred to Jett & Browning by
J. of P. OLIVE HILL—Dixie, transferred
to Dearing & Mills by L. E. Johnston.

Openings
BETSY LAYNE—Peoples (formerly Par-

amount). EVARTS—Palace. LOUELLEN
—Louellen. LOUISVILE—Dixie. MT.
OLIVET—Gem. SHEPHARDSVILLE—
Masonx Temple (new theater).

Closings
DRY RIDGE—Kentucky. LOUISVILLE

—National.

MAINE
Change in Ownership

KENNEBLTNK—Acme, transferred to E.

A. Mason by H. Duffy.

MARYLAND
Openings

SOLOMONS—New, by Reynold Evans.

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership

BOSTON—Park, transferred to Max Mi-
chaels by M. WVinstock. WALTHAM—
Waltham, transferred to M. Druker by D.
Brand Estate.

Openings
( II ICOPEE—Victoria (formerly Play-

house), by Frank Milenekowsky. BOSTON
—Tremont.

Closings
BROCKTON—Strand. FALL RIVER—

Plaza.

MICHIGAN
Openings

DETROIT—Visger, by Fred Cochrane.
GREENVILLE Gibson (new theater), by
f'harles H. Gibson and L. M. Quinct. MUS-
KEGON—Lakeside, by Ted Pcmas. PORT
AUSTIN— Port Austin (new theater), by
Mack Norton. SAGINAW—Gennessee (new
theater), by J. N. LaDue.

Closings
1 ) ET R O IT—Art. UNIONV1 LLE—Tem-

ple. BUFFALO—New Buffalo. PONTIAC
X. I. R. A.

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

ADRIAN Adrian (formerly New), traus-

fined to Helen G'lette by McGraw & Ma-
honey. HI WW HIE -Grand, transferred to

W". I.. Crouse by Joe M. I.icari. DASSEL
Lakeland (formerh Grand), transferred to

II. E. Solomon by J. R. Elliott. DELANO
— Delano, transferred to lames Anderson by
R. J. Berneck. HINKLEY—Liberty, trans-

ferred t" Charles Christianson by Blain

O'Malley. HOWARD LAKE—Triangle,
transferred to Great X'orthern Theater Co.
by A. Filby. J ANESVILLE- Century (for-

merly Princess), transferred to R. W. Son-
nen by Arnoldt &• Bartelmehn. MINNEAP-
OLIS— Paradise, transferred to Peoples The-
ater Co. by Berger Amusement Co. ; New
Lake, transferred to John Enquist by New
Lake Theater Co.

Openings
BAYPORT — Bayport. ISLE — Isle.

JAN ESV I LLE—Century (formerly Prin-
cess). KEEWATIN—Kcewatin (formerly
Capitol). LAKEVILLF:—Lakeville. LAN-
CASTER—Legion. RAYMOND — Opera
House. RED LAKE FALLS—Roxy. RED-
WOOD FALLS—New Dream. ST. PAUL
—Rialto. WALNUT GROVE—York.

Closings
AMBOY—Amboy. ERSKIN — Star.

WARROAD—Fox (damaged by fire).

MISSISSIPPI
Openings

SAKD1S—New.

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership

NEWBURG-Lyric, transferred to A. B.
Cottle by Owen Wilson. ST. LOUIS—
Shubert-Rialto, transferred to Warner Bros,

by Schubert Bros. TIPTON—Tipton (for-

merly Princess), transferred to J. T. Gliosen
by T. W. Kline.

Openings
ST. LOUIS— Shubert-Rialto, by Warner

Bros.

MONTANA
Openings

BELT—Palace, by F. Arnst.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

BEATRICE—Rivoli, transferred to Fox
Midland by T. J. Kempes. HASTINGS—
Rivoli, transferred to Town Theaters, Inc.

by Hast'ngs Theater & Realty Co. MADI-
SON'—Capitol, transferred to Tohn Noffsinger
by W. X. Youngclaus. MEADOW GROVE
—Community, transferred to R. McCarroll.
RAVENNA— Pastime, transferred to L. W.
Heal by Ed Forrester. TILDEN—Audi-
torium, transferred to F. N. Young by II.

A. Johnson.

Openings
BROADWATER—Isis, by A. W. Wil-

kinson. STUART—Stuart. WEST POINT
—Ncbraskan. WYNOT—Wynot.

Closings
YALPARISO—Strand.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Opening

GROVETON—Opera House, by L. J.

Barnet.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

EAST ORANGE —Strand, transferred

to Strand Onerating Corn, by FYedericks
Amusement Co. ENGLEWOOD— En He-
wood, transferred to Rosewood Operating Co.
by Walter Rcade. FORDS—Fords, trans-

ferred to Ring it GUick by General P'ctures.

Inc. JERSEY CITY—Orpheum. transferred

to Orpheum Theater. Inc. by Union The-
aters Co. NEWARK— Lewis, transferred

n Sydn"" Bergoffen by C & C Amusement
Corp.; Walnut, transferred to Fishbein &
Feldman by Jack Rosenfeld ; Little, trans-

ferred to Frankslipp Co. by C'nema Co.,

Inc. : Congre-s. transferred to Teiscb Bros,
bv Coneress Theaters, Inc.; Park, (formerly

Weequahic, transferred to Monarch Amu -•

ment Com. by Yale Theater Co. ATLAN-
TIC CITY—Anollo, transferred to Brank-

and Realty &- Leasing Co. TRENTON—
Park, transferred to F. K. M. Plessner.

PHILLTPSBURG— Main, transferred to

Ritz Theater Co.. Lnc. bv George W. Kil-

patrick. PORT NORRIS Nuiov.

'erred to R. II. Wertle bv Louis Dagastine.

Openings
ATT.ANTIC CITY—Apollo, bv Frank'and

Realty an, I Leisiirr Co. IUCHBRIDGE—
Topaz, by Topaz Corp.

Closings
WOODCLTFFE- Broadway. ROSELLE

—Rosyln. WASHINGTON— St. Cloud.
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NEWS of the DAY
« « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES » »

Louisville—The Temple has been
;ased by the Interstate Amusement
!o. of Chicago. It will be remodeled
nd name changed to Temple of
Lrts theater.

Fayetteville, Tenn.—The Capitol.
Ipeiated by Cumberland Amuse-
lent Co. of Tullahoma, has been
quipped with new Photophone High
'idelity ,sound apparatus by R. T.
full, general manager.

Salt Lake City—Jack Marpole has
Dwered prices to a summer scale
,f 20-30 at the Paramount.

Overton, Tex. — J. E. Adams,
iouisiana theater operator, has ar-
anged for the installation of RCA
'ictor High Fidelity sound in his
rem here.

I Louisville — The following com-
panies have been incorporated:
'ikeville Amusement Co., W. J.

Vard, Gladys Ward and Faye W.
iamsey; Fifth Avenue Amusement
)o., A. Gubiner, Anne Schatz and
-eo J. Sandmann.

Indianapolis—Local Variety Club
las secured permanent quarters in
he Claypool Hotel. Preparations
re under way for the first dance
|nd frolic April 28, to be held in
he Indiana theater ballroom.

Cleveland — Jack Greenbaum,
irominent in exhibition and distri-

•ution activities in this territory,

lias acquired "Guilty 'Parents" for
)hio and Kentucky. Associated with
Ureenbaum is Maurice Lebensburg-

Oklahoma City — Jack Whelilan
kas been appointed Fox ad sales
manager, succeeding L. Bateman,
vho resigned.

Indianapolis — George Landis,
nanager of the local Fox exchange,
las returned to the city after a
wo-week West Indies trip.

Cleveland—A branch office of Su-
)erior Motion Picture Supply Co. of
Dittsburgh has been, opened here at

L740 East 23rd St. L. P. Stewart
las been appointed branch manager
>y Arthur F. Morrone, president of

:he company. Ray Cudmore, for-

merly connected with the Oliver

Motion Picture Supply, is in charge
of sales.

Wheeling, W. Va. — The State
:

iamaged by fire, has installed new
RCA equipment and is open again,

lim Velas is operator.

Marietta, O.—Bob Rhodes, for-

ssistant manager of Loew's Can-
ton, is now manager of the Auditor-

um here, operated by the Shea in-

;erests.

New Orleans — Jim Frazier, for-

Imer assistant manager of the Saen-
ger, was here on a visit this week.

Warner Baxter in

"STAND UP AND CHEER"

with Madge Evans, John Boles, Sylvia

Froos, James Dunn, Stepin Fetchit, Shirley

Temple

Fox 80 mins.

ELABORATE REVUE WITH ENOUGH
HIGHSPOTS AND NAMES TO PUT IT

OVER FOR GOOD RETURNS.

Despite a weakness in construction that

has left it with a few air pockets, this

musical jamboree has several highlights

that will suffice to satisfy the patrons and

make them pass the word around. These
highlights include Warner Baxter, Stepin

Fetchit, a penguin or some such bird that

does a hilarious takeoff on Jimmy Durante

with accompanying dialog a la Schnozzola,

and the new infant wonder, Shirley Tem-
ple, who just about steals the show and

leaves the customers hungry for more of

her. As a plot framework, Baxter is ap-

pointed by the President to the new post

of Secretary of Amusements with a view

to making the country laugh itself out of

the depression. A financial clique that is

benefiting from hard times sets out to

lick him, but with urging from Madge
Evans, one of his assistants and sweet-

heart, he finally comes through, and a

kaleidoscope of prosperity parades winds

up the story. Comedy by Fetchit and

Mitchell and Durant is swell, and there

are enjoyable musical numbers led by John

Boles, Sylvia Froos and James Dunn with

little Shirley.

Cast: Warner Baxter, Madge Evans, James
Dunn, Sylvia Froos, John Boles, Shirley

Temple, Ralph Morgan, Jimmy Dallas, Aunt

Jemima, Mitchell & Durant, Nick Foran,

Nigel Bruce, Stepin Fetchit.

Director, Hamilton MacFadden; Authors,

Will Rogers, Philip Klein; Collaborator,

Lew Brown; Lyrics, Lew Brown, Jay Gor-
ney; Dances, Sammy Lee; Cameramen,
Ernest Palmer, L. W. O'Connell; Recording

Engineer, E. F. Grossman.

Direction, Spotty. Photography, Fine.

FOREIGN FILMS
"L'ANGE GARDIEN" ("The Guardian

Angel"), in French; produced by Films
Sonore Tobis; directed by Jean Choux;
music by Armand Bernard; with Andre
Bauge, Polla lllery Paul Azais and Christian

Delyne. Distributed by John S. Tapernoux.
Exceptionally well photographed and

handsomely acted, this charming musical
romance, with English titles added, should
win the plaudits of American audiences
which enjoy the better foreign films. Mu-
sic is excellent and the singing which is

left chiefly to Andre Bauge, baritone of

the Opera Comique, is first-rate. St»ry

is nicely developed and holds interest well

throughout.

"TIBURON," in Spanish, produced by

Industrial Cinematographica; directed by

Ramon Peon; with Luis G. Barreiro, Joaquin

Coss, Adriana Lamar, Julio Villareal, Man-
uel Tames. At the Teatro Variedades.

Comedy with capable cast makes fairly

enjoyable entertainment for Spanish audi-

ences.

"UNCERTAIN LADY"
with Edward Everett Horton and Genevieve

Tobin
1 Universal 65 mins.

AMUSING FARCE COMEDY APPEAL-
ING MAINLY TO CLASS AUDIENCES.
SUAVELY ENACTED PIECE.

Much resembling a smartly-done stage

play, "Uncertain Lady" has been trans-

ferred to the screen in a manner appealing

principally to audiences liking clever far-

cical situations and clever dialogue. Its

various roles are expertly handled and the

direction given the production by Carl

Freund is smooth and knowing. Story

concerns a husband, played by Horton,

who wants his wife, enacted by Miss To-
bin, to divorce him so he may wed a

mercenary, baby-talking lady. The wife

agrees upon condition that he provide her

with another husband. In an attempt to

win back Horton, she brings in an old

friend to make fictitious love to her but

it happens they fall in love with each

ether in the genuine manner. Windup
finds Horton and his sweetie tricked into

a long sea voyage, leaving his wife and

her newly-found sweetheart ashore.

Cast: Edward Everett Horton, Genevieve

Tobin, Renee Gadd, Paul Cavanagh, Mary
Nash, George Meeker, Dorothy Peterson,

Donald Reed, Herbert Corthell, Arthur

Hoyt, Gay Seabrook and James Durkin.

Director, Carl Freund; Authors, George
O'Neill and Doris Anderson; Adaptors,

Daniel Evans and Martin Brown; Editor,

Edward Curtiss; Recording Engineer, Jos-

eph Kurland; Cameraman, Charles Stumar.

Direction, Fine Photography, Good.

"THE WOMAN CONDEMNED"
Marcy Pictures 66 mins.

MURDER MYSTERY DRAMA WILL
FIND BEST RESPONSE IN FAMILY PRO-

GRAM HOUSES.

This is a murder mystery drama which
after maintaining interest fairly well ends
on a climax that leaves the mystery some-
what unexplained. But Claudia Dell, the

girl who is apparently guilty of the mur-
der, succeeds at the windup in making
the real murderer confess and is returned

to her bewildered husband for a happy
ending. Story centers around the mys-
terious withdrawal from broadcasting of

a favorite ether songbird. Radio chain

head, who is in love with her, suspects

a sinister oppression, and has her trailed.

Cops seize Claudia Dell breaking into the

singer's apartment. As a jest a court re-

porter, attracted by Claudia's looks, tells

the judge that she is his fiancee, and that

the apartment she was breaking into was
his. The judge, a practical joker himself

marries them. Then Claudia is found in

the apartment just as the singer is shot

dead. Rest of film is given over to un-

ravelling the mystery.

Cast: Claudia Dell, Lola Lane, Richard

Hemingway, Jason Robards, Mischa Auer,

Douglas Cosgrove, Tom O'Brien.

Director, Mrs. Wallace Reid; Camera-
man, James Diamond; Editor, S. Roy Lubv;

Recording Engineer, Earl Crain.

Direction, Okay. Photography, Fair

"I've never done ah£thirig B like

as well as this role! It's immense! J

A role that comes once in an ac- j

tor's lifetime!"—JOHN BARRY- '

MORE.

High praise indeed from the

I screen's foremost actor and his

j leading lady about their roles in

t Broadway's greatest comedy smash.

It's even greater on the screen!

I JOHN BARRYMORE in "20th

J Century", with Carole Lombard,

J I Walter Connolly, Roscoe Karns.

I'V'j A Howard Hawks production

J;.]
from the stage success by Ben

{
' Hecht, Charles MacArthur and

'j I Chas. B. Milholland. j

i •

•:' v />
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WE'RE NOT DRESSING" with B I N G CROSBY
Carole Lombard • George Burns and Gracie Allen • Ethel Merman and Leon Errol

Directed by Norman Taurog ... if it's a PARAMOUNT PICTURE it's the best show in townl
MUHHiHVH HBHMHHBBVI I
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trike of Service Help is Averted by Rosenblatt

XHIBS NOT PAYING C0¥PTA MAYlOSE FILMS

ongwriters Demand Royalty Payments From Pictures

hare in Receipts Wanted
in Preference to a

Straight Salary
The Songwriters' Protective Asso.
seeking- to negotiate a basic

igreement with Fox and several
;her major studios to provide that
mgwriters under contract to
udios shall receive royalties on
leir songs when published, share
i synchronization rights and other-
lse benefit from their work, it was
;ated to Film Daily yesterday
y Sigmund Romberg, president of
<e S.P.A.
Romberg said Fox has held that

fie writer, having received a stipu-
(Continued on Page 4)

I0RE HOUSES JOIN

MID-STATES CO-OP

Detroit—Mid-States Theaters, ex-
jibitor buying cooperative, has add-
d a large number of houses, bring-
lg its total to 66. New members
lclude the Rex, Cameo, Casino,
rayety, Conant, Cinderella, Roose-

velt, Iris and Liftman's People's in

fetroit; Hazel Park, in Hazel Park;
ord Grand and Midway, Dearborn,
'he Cinderella and Roosevelt be-
)ng to James N. Robertson, usually
he "lone wolf" in local exhibitor
lovements.

50 S.M.P.E. Members
Expected at Convention

Two hundred and fifty members
re expected to attend the S. M. P.

Spring meeting which opens
Monday at the Hotel Chalfonte-
laddon Hall, Atlantic City. De-
'elopments in color photography will

{Continued on Page 2)

Cameo Goes Dual

The Cameo, Times Square house
which played extended runs when under
RKO, has switched to double features,

changing three times weekly.

RKO Considering $500,000 Building Project

Wc t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A 5500,000 building prcgram, call.ng tor a tour-story building with a

two-story tower which will house the National Broadcasting station, is under con-
sideration at the RKO studios. The new structure would house all business depart-
ments ot the studio and the radio station. Various smaller projects have been com-
pleted at the plant in recent weeks.

CODE AUTHORITY OrS
13 MORE SECRETARIES

REVIEW BOARD REPORT

EXPECTED NEXT WEEK

Appointment of secretaries for

local boards was completed by the

Code Authority with one exception;
Indianapolis, at a meeting yester-

day, when 13 more selections were
approved. They are: New York,
Miss F. Abramson and Miss Lillian

(Continued on Page 2)

Code Authorities to Have
Labor, Consumer Advisors
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Labor and consumer

advisors to the administration mem-
bers of all Code Authorities, in

lieu of their direct representation

on the governing bodies, will soon

be a reality under an NRA order

issued March 30 and which became
known yesterday. Either General
Johnson or Sol A. Rosenblatt will

appoint the advisors, who will have
access to all minutes of Code Au-
thority proceedings.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Contrary to expec-

tations, no general report on the
findings of the National Recovery
Review Board or explicit recommen-
dations on changes in the film code
will be made this week to the White
House. Report to the President is

expected next week, however. Mean-
while it is learned that a representa-
tive of Monogram Pictures is to

confer today with Lowell Mason,
counsel for the Board.

International Broadcast
On 'Sweethearts' Premiere

Philadelphia—As a plug for the

world premiere of Warner's "20

Million Sweethearts" which opens
here Tuesday, a showing of the mus-
ical will be held tomorrow night at

Station WCAU for radio stars and
others. After the screening, the

(Continued on Page 4)

Closed Shop for Service Union
If Membership is Substantiated
Through the mediation of Divi-

sion Administrator Sol A. Rosen-
blatt, the threatened strike of Lo-
cal 118, service union, has been
postponed pending a checkup of the

union's claims that it represents the

majority of employes in its field. A
statement from Rosenblatt said that

if the checkup substantiates the
union claims, it will be possible to

negotiate a settlement satisfactory
to all. This settlement is under-
stood to mean a closed shop.

The strike was called off after a

three-hour session in the Code Au-

thority offices attended by Rosen-

blatt, Charles Moscowitz of Loew's,

Major L. E. Thompson of RKO,
Chas. C. Levey, secretary of Local
118. Abner Rubien, the union's at-

torney, and Ben Golden, secretary

of the NRA Regional Labor Board.
It is expected that the checkup to

be jnade under NRA supervision

will be completed in a week.

Failure to Pay Assessment
in 30 Days May Result
in Loss of Product

Exhibitors who fail to pay their
code assessments within 30 days
after receipt of their notices may
be barred from playing American
pictures under a resolution adopted
by the Code Authority and approved
yesterday by Division Administrator
Sol A. Rosenblatt. Distributors will
refuse to serve such accounts, it

was stated at Code Authority head-
quarters yesterday, following a
meeting of the Authority. In addi-
tion, exhibitors who have assented
to the code are liable to a fine of

(Continued on Page 4)

ONLY ONE HOLDING OUT

IN DETROIT PRICE HIKE

Detroit—Only one exhibitor, with
two houses, is holding out against
the price boost here. Downtown
houses, other than first runs, adopt-
ed the plan this week after two
weeks of experiment with a 5-cent
raise by the Family, owned by Ed-
gar E. Kirchner, treasurer of Allied
Theaters. Kirchner reported that

(Continued on Page 2)

Separate Code Ordered
For Service Employes

Reversing Sol. A. Rosenblatt, the
NRA Policy Board in Washington,
which acts on disputes between
codes, has ruled that employes of

building maintenance companies do
not come under the theater code
but are entitled to a code of their

(Continued on Page 2)

Joe Schenck Goes Park Ave.

Joseph M. Schenck, head of United
Artists and 20th Century, has sub-
leased the Park Avenue apartment
formerly occupied by Julian Bactte.

stock broker.
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Diversity

Detroit—George W. Trendle, general

manager ot United Detroit Theaters,

believes in putting variety into his pro-

grams, as witness this dual billing at

the United Artists Theater:
"Looking for Trouble"

and
"Look for the Silver Lining"

NGthe
RMJSF9

PHIL M. DALY
• • • ALL SET for the Biff Blowout of the AMPA!
tonite at the Hotel Astor added starter on the entertain-
ment list The Tribesmen a native Balkan orchestra

for the first time they will present their unique music
to an American audience having come from an engage-
ment at the London Coliseum with this orch is the famous
dance team of Roudis & Renell everything is in readiness
for the grandest gala affair that the film world has experienced
in vears will be seein' you there

T T T
• • • FOR THE sixth successive week-end extra
performances will be given today and Sunday at the Astor

of "The House of Rothschild" four performances
today three on Sunday Largest crowd at the Roxy
for six months to catch opening of Lee Tracy's "I'll Tell
the World" more than 900 in line before the box-office
opened

T T
• • • THE ART Workers Guild of London has paid a
unique tribute to Walt Disney by electing the creator of
Mickey Mouse and Silly Symphony an honorary member
Leroy Phelps, one of Frank Buck's cameramen on "Wild Cargo,"
was guest of honor at a luncheon of the Grosscup-Pinchon Post
of the American Legion Monogram's "Beggars In Ermine"
opens at the Mayfair Monday "Romance In Budapest," a
Universal Hungarian pix distributed here by Du World, opens
Apr. 28 at the 55th St. Playhouse Myer Beck is now
handling publicity at the Rivoli George Jessel, Ethel Mer-
man, Harriet Hoctor and Johnny Green will be on the stage
bill at the Paramount next week

Separate Code Ordered
For Service Employes
(.Continued from Page 1.)

own, and advised that such a code,

be drafted quickly.

This ruling, which was made on
application of L. R. Shapiro, gen-
eral manager of eastern operations
for the American Bldg. Maintenance
Co., was interpreted by him as per-
mitting his company to work their
employes 48 hours weekly. Shapiro
said that when the President's re-

employment agreement was signed
by the Building Maintenance Con-
tractors Ass'n of America a special

dispensation for a 48-hour week
was obtained from Gen Johnson.
Under the theater code employes
are restricted to a 40-hour week.

The Policy Board ruling empha-
sized that employes doing the same
class of work as those employee!

by maintenance companies, but reg-
ularly on the payroll of a theater,

come under the theater code.

250 S.M.P.E. Members
Expected at Convention

(Continued from Page It

figure prominently in the discus-

sions and papers. On Tuesday the

focal point of interest will be pro-

posed changes in the length of reels.

Plans will be made for holding the

regular October meeting at which
the annual election of officers will

take place.

.oming andG oing

Code Authority Okays
13 More Secretaries
(Continued from Pane 1)

Silver; Albany, Benjamin Stosverg;
Boston. Olive Bursiel; St. Louis,
Lila B. Schofield; Dallas, Don
Douglas; Los Angeles, Minnie A.
Kopple; New Orleans, Mona O'-

Rourke; Oklahoma City, Charles P.

Zears; Omaha, Regina Molseed;
Pittsburgh, Emmaline Fineberg;
Salt Lake City, Judge F. C. Loof-
bourow; Seattle, Mrs. R. B. Lynch;
Washington, James B. Fitzgerald.

W. C. Michel, as alternate for

Sidney R. Kent, presided at yester-

day's session. Attending were: R.

H. Cochrane, W. Rav Johnston,
Charles L. O'Reilly. Nathan Yam-
ins, Major L. E. Thompson, H. S.

Bareford, and Jay Emanuel repi-e-

«enting Ed Kuykendall. J. Robert
Rubin, ill, did not attend.

John C. Flinn, executive secre-

tary of the Code Authority, yester-

day sent to distributors notification

that they may immediately allow

cancellation privileges provided by
the code, as per a recent interpre-

tation by the Authority. Next meet-

ing of the Authority takes place

May 4 at 10:30 a. m. with Major
Thompson as chairman. George W.
Coleman has been appointed the im-

partial member of the Boston clear-

ance and zoning board.

CARL LAEMMLE left New York yesterda
for the coast accompanied by his secretary
JACK ROSS. JOE WEIL, who also came eas
with Laemmle, returns by plane tomorrow.

MR. and MRS. GEORGE ARLISS and HOW
ARD H. IMRAY. Eastman Kodak advertisi«|

manager, sail today on the Bremen for Eng
land.

R M. SAVINI has left for a tour of ex-

change centers to call on Astor Pictures fran-

chise holders.

JACK ALICOATE arrives in New York to-

day from Hollywood.

ELMER RICE, playwright, sails with Mrs
Rice today on the Champlain for England
DR. CHARLES E. K. MEES, Eastman Kodak re-

search director, and CLEMENT LAIR. LUCIEN
VACHER and EDOUARD CHAMPION of Kodak-
Pathe Society, Paris, sail on the same ship

MRS. LOWELL THOMAS sails on the Mon-
arch of Bermuda today for Bermuda.

LUCY BEAUMONT, actress, sailed yesterday

on the American Trader for London.

GRAD SEARS, ANDY SMITH and S. CHARLES
EINFELD return to New York today from Hie

coast.

AL DUBIN and HARRY WARREN, songwrit-

ers, have left Hollywood for New York and

will be here for the premiere of First Nj-
tional's "20 Million Sweethearts."

Only One Holding Out
In Detroit Price Hike
(Continued from Page 1)

while there was an initial slight

drop in attendance, grosses actually

increased. As a result the Family,

Columbia, Bijou, Blackstone and Re-

public boosted their scales. H. M.

Richey says 140 houses are now
operating under higher prices, suffi-

cient to make costs. Night prices

start at 6 P. M. All 5-cent matinees

have been eliminated. Minimum
price for kids is a dime. Give-

aways, two-for-ones, etc., are

banned.

Astor Pictures' New Plans

A new series of Tim and Tom
three-reel westerns and six six-reel

stunt melodramas, in addition to in-

creasing the Bud 'n' Ben series to

12 more releases, is the program
contemplated by Astor Pictures for

1934-35. Having sold New York
distribution rights on its product.

Astor will function exclusively as

a national sales and producer repre-

sentative organization.

"No Greater Glory" for Roxy

Columbia's "No Greater Glory"

has been booked by the Roxy for

the week of May 4. Another Colum-
bia picture, "Whirlpool," opens the

new vaudefilm policy at the Casino

on April 27.

Brooklyn Paramount to Close

The Brooklyn Paramount is

understood to be closing in three

weeks' time. House is playing pic-

tures and presentations.

Kinney Quits Mich. Allied

Detroit—Following his appointment
as secretary ot the local grievance and
zoning-clearance boards, E. S. Kinney

has resigned as assistant to H. M.
Richey, general manager of Allied The-
aters of Michigan. Offices of tfie

local boards have been established in

the Francis Palms (State Theater)

Building.
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A Little
from "Lots"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
J^AREN MORLEY and Tom Keene

have been engaged by King
Vidor for the leading voles in "Our
Daily Bread," now in production for
United Artists release.

T T T
"Rear Car," adapted from the

play of the same name bv Edward
E. Rose, is to be filmed by M-G-M.
Charles Butterworth, Una Merkel,
Mary Carlisle, Ted Healy and Rus-
sell Hardie will have leading roles.

Harry Beaumont will direct under
Lucien Hubbard's supervision. Har-
vey Thew and Al Boasberg are pre-
paring the adaptation.

"The Little Big Shot," original
by Harrison Jacobs, has been pur-
chased by Warners.

T T T
Paul Malvern has assigned Harry

Fraser to direct "Randy Rides
Alone," next Lone Star western
starring John Wayne, from an orig-

inal story and screen play by Linds-
ley Parsons, Monogram studio pub-
licity director.

T t
Henry Stephenson and Leo Car-

roll have been added to the cast of
"The Green Hat," soon to go into

production at' M-G-M.
T T T

Josephine Whittell. Caryl Lincoln,
Dagmar Oakland, Helyn Eby-Rock
and Virginia Kami were added to
the cast of RKO Radio Pictures'
Ann Harding: starring' film "The Lrfe
of Vergie Winters" yesterday.

T T T
Columbia has assigned J. Carroll

Naish and Joseph Crehan to "Hell
Cat," and Greta Meyer and Clifford

Jones to "Most Previous Thing in

Life."

Grievance Board Rules
On Overbuying Complaint
Milwaukee—Saxe Amusement has

been upheld by the local grievance
board in its complaint against Ash-
ley Theaters Corp. charging over-
buying. Ashley was ordered to re-

lease Vitagraph from its contract
and that Vitagraph deliver 30 fea-

tures to Saxe for its Capitol, Madi-
son under terms similar to those
with Ashley.

Gene Mooney Opens Dance School
St. Louis—Gene Mooney, former

member of the Rockets at the Mis-
souri Theater, later an instructor

for the Fox dancing school and also

at one time featured at the Roxy
in New York, has opened a dancing
school in Clayton, Mo.

Film Exchange's 23rd Year
The Film Exchange, founded by the

late E. S. Manheimer and now headed
by R. Manheimer, celebrates its 23rd
anniversary May 1. L. Harmel has
become a member of the firm and will

have charge of all foreign dealings. H.
Pergament continues in his same capa-
city.

« « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES »> »

David Manners in

"WHARF ANGEL"

with Victor McLaglen, Dorothy Dell,

Preston Foster, Alison Skipworth

Paramount 63 mins.

FAIR DRAMA-ROMANCE IN WATER-
FRONT LOCALE HANDICAPPED BY

STORY LACKING DEFINITE PUNCH.

With a rather sordid lineup of characters

and a yarn that never gets very much

under the skin, this one comes out as

just moderately satisfying fare. Dorothy

Dell, a denizen of a waterfront dive, turns

good upon meeting Preston Foster, a fugi-

tive with circumstantial evidence tagging

him as a murderer though he claims in-

nocence. It's a case of mutual love, but

Foster decides to beat it in order to avoid

trouble. He is befriended by Victor Mc-
Laglen, a ship stoker who takes him off

to China. On the trip the boys reminisce

about their sweethearts back in port, with-

out knowing that they are talking about

the same girl. On their return Vic learns

about Foster and Dot. In a rage, he turns

the fugitive over to the police, then in

remorse gives the $1,000 reward to a

lawyer to obtain Foster's freedom.

Cast: Victor McLaglen, Dorothy Dell,

Preston Foster, Alison ' Skipworth, David

Landau, John Rogers, Mischa Auer, Frank

Sheridan.

Directors, William Cameron Menzies,

George Somnes; Author, Frederick Schlick;

Adaptors, Samuel Hoffenstein, Frank Partes;

Dialoguer, Stephen Morehouse Avery;

Cameraman, Victor Milner.

Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

Exhibs to Lose Product
If Don't Pay Code Quota

(Continued from Page l)

$500 a day for failure to pay. Fol-

lowing is the resolution:

"RESOLVED: That upon the failure of

any person engaged in the exhibition of

motion pictures to pay to the Code Author-
ity the amount assessed against the theater

or theaters of such persons as hereinabove
provided within thirty (30) days after the

receipt of notice of such assessment and
the amount thereof, unless a Local Grievance
Board shall unanimously recommend that

such thirty (30) day period be extended, such
person shall refrain from exhibiting in the

theater or theaters of such person, any mo-
tion picture to which is attached or made
a part thereof, the insignia (blue eagle) of

the National Recovery Administration and
any exhibition of any motion picture m
iolation of thi- resolution shall be deemed

a violation of the Code of Fair Competition

for the Motion Picture Industry."

Writer's $113,000 Claim Denied

A claim for $113,000, filed by
Vincent Lawrence, writer, against
Paramount Publix, was disallowed
by Referee Henry K. Davis yester-

day when Lawrence failed to appear
at a creditors' meeting.

Preparing 2 Educational Comedies

Stories are being prepared for

two new Educational comedies, a

Musical Comedy and an Ernest
Truex starring comedy, which Al

1 Christie is scheduled to produce at

the Astoria Studios.

Lee Tracy in

"ILL TELL THE WORLD"
with Gloria Stuart

Universal 74 mins.

SNAPPY COMBINATION OF OLD
WORLD ROMANCE AND MODERN
NEWSPAPER METHODS RINGS THE
BELL.

With Lee Tracy as the big shot foreign

correspondent for the United Press grab-

bing off a big monarchist yarn and mix-

ing into a romance with a princess, this

one has the popular ingredients that will

please the femmes as well as the men.

A neat combination of Tracy's he-man

stuff and the sentimental that will hit a

wide audience. Tracy has a little flirta-

tion with an American girl, who turns out

to be the princess of a European kingdom

who is being brought back to establish the

old dynasty. A lot of snappy criss-cross

work with another correspondent who is

trying to get the jump on Tracy for the

news beat. It works up into some ex-

citing sequences as Tracy discovers a plot

on the part of the prime minister to have

the girl assassinated so his opposition

party can take over the government. Tracy

does a swell role with his usual charm,

and Gloria Stuart is very alluring.

Cast: Lee Tracy, Gloria Stuart, Roger

Pryor, Onslow Stevens, Alec Francis, Law-

rence Grant, Herman Bing, Willard Rob-

ertson, Hugh Enfield, Dorothy Grainger,

Leon Wayccff, William Von Brincken, Ed-

win Mordant, Arthur Stone, Edward Mc-

Wade.

Director, Edward Sedgwick; Authors,

Lincoln Quarberg, Frank Weed; Adaptors,

Dale Van Every, Ralph Spence; Editor, Dan-

iel Mandell; Cameraman, Jerome Ash.

Direction, Gcod Photography, Okay.

Songwriters Demand
Royalty Basis Payment

(Continued from Page 1)

lated salary, had no further interest

in what he produced. Another point

of dispute is the S.P.A. demand
that where a composer writes ten
songs and only two are used, the

other eight shall revert to him after

a fixed period.

International Broadcast
On 'Sweethearts' Premiere

(Continued from Page 1)

ether personalities will broadcast
their reactions and sing some num-
bers from the picture, with a short-

wave arrangement sending the pro-

gram abroad.

Universal Elects
Universal board of directors yes-

terday elected officers as follows:

Carl Laemmle, president; R. H.
Cochrane, vice-president; Samuel
Sedran, second vice-president; W.
S. McKay, secretary; Helen E.

Hughes, assistant secretary; Charles
B. Paine, treasure)-; Eugene F.

Walsh, assistant treasurer.

Drive-In Theater to W. & V.

Camden, N. J.—Wilmer & Vin-
cent is understood taking over the
Drive-In theater, which plays to

audiences seated in autos.

First In

First exhib outfit to pay its share

ot the code costs is the White Amuse-
ment Co. of Asheboro, N. C, which
has sent its check tor $9, its assess-

I
ment tor the first six months of oper-

ation. J. F. White signed the check.
1

New Orleans—Bromberg will dis-
tribute "Thunder in Mexico" here.
Film will open at the St. Charles
after a four-week build up.

Manitowoc, Wis. — Protestations
by the merchants' association and
county ministerial association
against two walkathons in progress
in the county has resulted in the
passage by the Manitowoc county
board of an ordinance against walk-
athons and similar endurance con-
tests.

Winneconne, Wis.—R. C. Wheel-
er, Waupaca, has leased the City
Hall here for showing of films every
Wednesday night. He is also ex-
hibiting in Manawa, Tigerton and
Fremont.

Muskegon, Mich. — The Lakeside
Theater has been reopened by Ted
Pernas.

Gloucester, .Mass. — Edward Ka-
louse, formerly of the Strand, will
open and operate the Union Hill, it

is reported.

Groveton, N. H. — The Opera
House has been opened by L. J.

Barnett.

Fall River, Mass.—The Plaza has
been darkened by J. E. O'Conner.

Seven Houses Opening
In San Francisco Area

San Francisco .— Seven theaters
are being added to the active list

in this territory. T. & D. will erect
a new house in Susanville. The
State, Ferndale, is being reopened
by Deane Gregory and Norman
Deane. E. Rosenthal is remodeling
the old theater at Washington and
Ward Sts., San Leandro, for early
opening. The Sebastiani in Sonoma
is reopening with John Mohr as
manager. The Chowchilla in Chow-
chilla opens May 1 under manage-
ment of R. B. Smith. Two other
houses have just reopened, the Rex
in Reedley, and the Ritz, Oakland,
managed by C. W. Midgley.

Mary Pickford Considering Play

New Orleans—Mary Pickford has
been considering a stage play, "To
My Husband," by a local playwright,
William Fulham, for the past two
weeks, it is learned here. It is

a light comedy presented by Le
Petit Theater's workshop last sum-
mer, and is being offered by Brock
Pemberton.
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Flinn Sets 4 Regional Meets With Code Secretaries

FEWER MATERS BEINTSOLD AS BIZJURNS UP

NRA Representatives to Check Service Union Claims

Word Pictures
. . . of Hollywood personalities

*== By JACK ALICOATE =
IN HOLLYWOOD

OUIS B. MAYER. . . .Louie to his friends

~ ....President of Producers Association

.Production chief of MGM....Domi-
lant figure in politics, both Califorrvi and

ational. . . . Has that old ironing board

ready whenever internal producer squab-

les arise. .. .Suave, analytical, masterful

.Possesses that peculiar combination of

fcrcefulness and dominance on one side

and tolerance and understanding on the

other. .. .Deep in charity work of which

most folks hear nothing. ... Master show-

man. . . .The extraordinary success of MGM
product dates from the time he took charge

. .As an organizer he has few equals

. .Termed by many the "Head Man" of

Hollywood.

T T T

DR. A. H. GIANNINL...To call him

anything but DOC would be lese ma-

jeste. . . .Belongs more to Los Angeles than

Hollywood. .. .Banker, friend and most

sought after adviser on monetary matters

by the motion picture, industry .... Prob-

ably the best liked man in pictures al-

though he is a banker. ... Head of the

great Bank of America chain of banks in

California. .. .Human, rough, ready and the

most artistic cusser we know. . . .To him a

man's moral standing is more important

than his balance sheet.... A serious, busy

man who spends as much time talking to

the little fellow as to the big Interna-

tional banker.... A great guy with a great

heart, who, through trials and tribulations,

has never lost his splendid faith in human

nature.

SID GRAUMAN Champ legit showman

extraordinary of Hollywood. ... Made
the prologue nationally popular. .. .Wit,

raconteur, bon vivant. ... Nervous as a

bride at 7 P. M. on opening nights....We
were next to him at the great opening

of "Rothschild" and how he did steam

. . . .makes and loses fortunes. . . . His repu-

tation as practical joker is International

Mind that works like a trigger. .. As

colorful as Hollywood itself ... Friend of

everyone and everyone his friend.

Rosenblatt Men and Labor
Board Jointly to Get
Membership Data

Checkup of the claim of Local 118,
service union, that it represents the
majority of Loew and RKO em-
ployes in its field will be made by
representatives of Division Admin-
istrator Sol A. Rosenblatt and the

Regional Labor Board working to-

gether. They will question all Loew
and RKO employes on their union

(Continued on Page 9)

I.A.T.S.E. CHECKING UP

RESULTS UNDER CODE

A national checkup to determine
effects of the code upon operators
and stage employees is being made
by the I. A. T. S. E., and will be
taken up at its forthcoming Louis-

ville convention. Louis Krouse, as-

sistant president, is handling the

survey from his headquarters in the
(Continued on Page 9)

2 Fox Specials Finished,

Another Pair is Started
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Two big productions.

"The World Moves On," with Made-
leine Carroll and Franchot Tone,
and "Merry Andrew," with Will

(Continued on Page 9)

The Queen's English

British film trade papers lately have
been full of headlines on "redundancy."
After much careful reading of the stories,

it was discovered that they were talking

about what is known over here as

"overseating."

UNIV'L OPERATIONS

BACK IN THE BLACK

First profit Universal has had
since 1931 is reported by the com-
pany for the three months ended
Jan. 27, showing a net of $24,507.60
after all charges including depreci-

ation of $131,699.90. This compares
with loss of $213,211.74 in the same
quarter a year ago. Business in the
current quarter has showed a fur-

ther gain, the company states.

Sharp Decline Shown in

Number of Houses
Changing Hands

A substantial decline in number
of theaters being disposed of cur-
rently as compared with a year ago
is shown in a tabulation of the
monthly reports of the Film Boards
of Trade. In February and March
only 290 houses changed hands,
against 432 in the same months of
1933. Total transfers last year
numbered more than 2,500, with in-

dications that this year's figure will

be only about half of that amount.
The drop in sales is credited chiefly

to the upturn in business, causing
i many theater owners who were on
I
the selling side last year to decide

to hold on.

Branch Managers Named
N. V. A. Drive Chairmen
Branch managers of major dis-

tributors in 32 cities have been
named zone chairmen for the N. V.
A. Drive, which this year will have
its most inclusive coverage as a re-

sult of participation by major com-
panies and independents, combined
with endorsement by the M. P. T.

O. A. The zone chairmen, who will

form committees of other branch
(Continued on Page 11)

Meetings for Code Secretaries
Being Held by Flinn in 4 Spots

Records for "Rothschild"

By playing extra performances on

Saturdays and Sundays, "House of

Rothschild" has set a record for num-
ber of shows as well as intake in its

first six weeks of the roadshow en-

gagement at the Astor. The 20th Cen-
tury production released by U. A.

reached its 100th performance yesterday.

Attendance in the period totaled 116,-

221, of which 1,921 were standees. The
picture is set to continue its run through

the summer.

A series of four meetings with
local board secretaries to outline

code procedure i,s planned by John
C. Flinn, executive secretary of the

Code Authority, during the next 10

days. They will take place in San
Francisco, Kansas City, Chicago and
New York.

Flinn leaves New York today by
plane for the Coast, where he will

attend to matters incident to the

(.Continued on Page 9)

AT A.M.PJ, DINNER

More than 1,000 guests attended
the Naked Truth Dinner given Sat-

urday night by the A.M.P.A. at the

Hotel Astor. John C. Flinn, retir-

ing president, was toastmaster and
introduced as the principal speaker,

Mrs. August Belmont. Among other
notables at the dais were the Mayor
and Mrs. La Guardia, Nathan Bur-
kan, Earle W. Hammons, Louis
Nizer and Mr. and Mrs. Bernard

(Continued on Page 9)

New Independent Studio
Is Under Way in Londoi
London—A new studio for indi

pent production is being put in

shape at Worton, Isleworth, by Ii

terworld Films, Ltd., of which J. "V

Almond and E. R. Gourdeau ai a

directors. The project involves i

expenditure of more than $250,000.

You Say It

Paris—Jacques Natanson has formed

a production company with backing by

Charles Gervais, one of France's greatest

cheese manufacturers.
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# The Broadway Parade •
Picture Distributor Theater
Tarzan and His Mate M-G-M Capitol
I'll Tell the World Universal Roxy
Stand Up and Cheer Fox Music Hall
Wharf Angel Paramount Paramount
Looking for Trouble (2nd week) United Artists Rivoli
The Lost Patrol (4th week) RKO Radio Rialro
I Like It That Way Universal Mayfair
A Modern Hero Warner Bros Strand
Wild Cargo" RKO Radio Center
Emperor Jones** United Artists Little Carnegie
Just Smith Gaumont Westminster
Unknown Blonde Majestic Globe

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
House of Rothschild (6th week) United Artists Astor
Viva Villa! (2nd week) M-G-M Criterion

FOREIGN DIALOGUE PICTURES
Broken Shoes* . .

Adieu Les Beaux
Amkino Acme

Jours Ufa 55th St. Playhouse

FUTURE OPENINGS
Beggars in Ermine (April 24) Monogram Mayfair
20 Million Sweethearts (April 25) Warner Bios Strand
We're Not Dressing (April 25) Paramount Rivoli

She Made Her Bed (April 25) Paramount Rialto

Glamour (April 26) Universal Music Hall

Witching Hour (April 27) Paramount Paramount
The Whirlpool (April 27) Columbia Casino
Manhattan Melodrama (April 27) M-G-M Capitol
Journal of a Crime (April 27) Warner Bros Roxy
Romance in Budapest (April 28) DuWorld 55th St. Playhouse
No Greater Glory ( May 4) Columbia Roxy

Subsequent run.

Revival.

.ommg and G oing

HENRY GINSBERG, general manager of the
Hal Roach studios, is due in New York early
this week.

RAMON NOVARRO has arrived in Buenos
Aires.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, SAM HARRIS and
HARPO MARX have sailed for Bermuda.

JACK KOERPEL, former general manager for
United Artists in Europe, is back in New York.

ABE HELLER, formerly with Mercury Film
Laboratory, leaves today for the coast.

IRVIN SHAPIRO, DuWorld general manager,
has left on a trip to Ohio, Michigan and Illinois

to arrange bookings on "Romance in Budapest,"
Hungarian picture, and other films.

ROBERT ROBINS of the American Society
for the Protection of the Motion Picture The-
ater has returned from Washington.

JOHN C. FLINN leaves today for the coast.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY}

Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 51/4 5', 51/4

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 16?3 1S7 3 167/j — 1,8

East. Kodak 953i 95'/4 951/2 — V4

East. Kodak pfd. 136 135 136 + 1

1AFox Fm. "A" 1634 16i/
2 I6V2

Loew's. Inc 343 4 343'
3 34 '/2 - Va

Paramount ctfs 51/4 5'/8 5's — Va

Pathe Exch 3i'
g 3'/s 3%

do "A" 23!4 223/4 231/4 + 1/2

RKO 31/2 31/2 31/2

Univ. Pict. pfd 45 45 45

Warner Bros 7S a
7i/

2 7'/2 — ' 4

do pfd 31 31 31 + 1/2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 IOV2 1 1

2 IOV'2

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 93 4 9% 9? 4

Loew 6s 41 ww 102 101 % 1013,4 ...

Paramount 6s 47 ctfs. 52

Par. By 5}4s51 37?,

Par. By. 5i/
2 s51 ctfs. 36VJ

Par. 5!/2s50 ctfs. 52

Pathe 7s37 98

Warner's 6s39 67

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 5' 8 5 5 — V4

No Votes on Premiums
Unless Request Is Made

Local grievance boards will not

move to take votes on premium bans

unless formal application for such

a test is filed with them. The code

provides that the policy can be pro-

hibited if 75 per cent of the theaters

vote against it.

Abe Heller Quits Mercury Lab
Abe Heller has resigned from

Mercury Film Laboratory. He is

leaving today with his family fo«-

Hollywood, where he will announce
new plans in the near future.

Kenneth McLaglen Making Three
London—Kenneth McLaglen Pro-

ductions has announced plans for

three features designed for the in-

ternational market. The company
was formed recently with private

financing.

Durkee to Build One
Baltimore—Frank H. Durkee En-

terprises plan a neighborhood house

on Liberty Heights Ave. near

Gwynn Oake Junction.

5Wi
377 8

361/2

51'2

971/2

66

52 — 1/4

377/g — Va

36<A

51 7/8 — V8
971/2

66

Roxy's Seventh Birthday
Seventh Anniversary of the Roxy

will be celebrated the week starting
Friday, Howard S. Cullman an-
nounces. In addition to Warner
Bros, screen attraction, Ruth Chat-
terton in "Journal of a Crime,"
there will be a Roxy Birthday Fes-
tival on the stage with an augment-
ed array of talent including the first

stage appearance of the Cubana-
cans, celebrated international enter-
tainers.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

i H
I Allied Theater Owners of New Jer-

sey meeting, Stacey Theater, Trenton,
12:30 P. M.

April 23-26: Spring convention ot Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, Chalfonte-Haddon
Hall Hotel, Atlantic City.

April 24-25: Allied regional meeting, Park
Central Hotel. New York.

April 25: Chicago Motion Picture Operator!
Ball, Trianon Ballroom, Chicago.

Koerpel Brings Foreign Material

Jack Koerpel, who has returned
from abroad where he was Euro-
pean general manager for United
Artists, brought back a quantity 0/
Russian plays and books with a

view to marketing them for stage
and screen. Koerpel, who has es-
tablished hedaquarters at 729 Sev-
enth Ave., also has written a series
of articles on "Our Movies in Other
Lands" for magazine publication.

Superior Series Starting

Production is to start immediate-
ly at the coast on the two series
of 12 three-reelers known as "Tar- I

zan the Police Dog" and "Morton
of the Mounted" being made by Su-
perior Talking Pictures.

ffTHE CAT AND THE FIDDLE"

You can always depend on two stars like Novarro and

MacDonald to pull in the crowd. And you can count

just as heavily on Alexander Smith's two star carpet

grades, Premier and Crestwood, to deliver satisfac-

tory service. They've been doing it for years in the

majority of the country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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LEO MARCHES ON!

Clark Gable is the idol of the fans today!

While "MEN IN WHITE" continues to

delight packed theatres, along come the first

rave notices of the California preview of

"MANHATTAN MELODRAMA." Coast

Variety says: "Exceptional money promise.

Clicking in every department with shrewd

showmanship. Powerful exciting drama."

Hollywood Reporter says: "Smash success.

Hit picture. Combination Gable, Powell, Loy

sure-fire. All the elements of a smash hit.

Chalk up another for David Selznick and

M-G-M."



EXPLOITETTES
Big "Tarzan" Campaign
Put on in Cleveland

TN bringing "Tarzan and His

Mate" to the attention of the

Cleveland movie patrons, Dis-

trict Manager H. M. Addison of

the Loew Cleveland Division of

Theaters and his able exploi-

teers, Milt Harris and Art Cat-

lin, did a neat job in an extensive

campaign on this M-G-M jungle
thriller. Ten thousand special

groove drawings were distribut-

ed to school children. The
Cleveland News carried a three-
day animal word contest in the
classified ad pages. Autographed
photos of Johnny Weissmuller
were distributed to customers
by the Taylor department store,

which also carried a window dis-

play on "Tarzan" sweat shirts

and B.V.D. swim suits worn by
Weissmuller. A tie-up was made
with the Laub Baking Co. in

connection with their "Tarzan"
whole-wheat bread. Twenty-
five thousand imprinted en-

velopes containing animal crack-
ers were distributed by two
attractive young ladies, attired
in colorful bell-hop uniforms,
stationed on the most important
street corners. Book stores

gave the picture attractive win-
dow displays exploiting the pic-

ture and the book. Radio broad-
casting of the "love call" in the
picture and special announce-
ments. Special tabloids dis-

tributed from home to home by
messengers. Lobby hanging fig-

ures of "Tarzan." Special jungle
display and atmospheric cut-

outs in front of theater during
run of picture. Extensive news-
paper advertisement campaign.
"Tarzan" stickers placed on
large delivery bags used by lead-

ing cleaning company, also large
banners on their trucks and
stickers on their wind shields.

Tie-up with Cleveland News on
Lost and Found contest. Guest
tickets given to readers who find

lost articles and return them to

rightful owners. Car hangers
in trolley cars.

—Loeiv's State, Cleveland

SUNSHIN€
IN

THE

DAY'S

NEWS

"The Lost Patrol" piles up a four-
week run at the Rialto, New York.

THE

-%2HDAILY Monday, April 23, 1934

• • • STILL GROGGY from that AMPA merry-go-round
at the Astor Saturday nite and Sunday morn
to be exact easily the banner social affair of the film
world for years everybody and his wife or sweetheart
was there a banquet at which hilarity and likker were
unconfined a smash lineup of celebs an enter-
tainment program that provided a li'I of everythin'
installation of the new officers with Billy Ferguson try-
ing to make a speech as the new AMPA prexy in the midst of
a riot of ballyhoo . the Admiral Byrd broadcast of the
program then into the Dancing till Dawn the
affair was a great tribute to the outgoing and incoming admin-
istrations a financial success for the Relief Funds
a great social get-together for everybody and a swell
boost for AMPA giving a practical demonstration of
just how these Pressageys can make themselves impressively
heard when they all work together

• • • ONE OF those comprehensive and very practice)
publicity and advertising portfolios featured by Charles
E. McCarthy, advertising director of Fox has been pre-
pared for exhibitors on "Stand Up and Cheer" it con-
tains newspaper stories, gorgeous stills, fashion tie-up mate-
rial and a smash broadside showing how to sell the
pix

T T T
• • • GUEST OF honor at the spring meet of the Society
of M. P. Engineers at Atlantic City this week
will be William Reed the very first projectionist
in 1896 when William Rock and William Wainwright formed a
partnership to exhibit pix in a New Orleans park Reed
was employed as projectionist when the park season
ended a vacant store on Canal Street in New Orleans
was rented and thus became the first motion picture
theater with Reed as its projectionist

• • • A LUNCHEON to Robert Donat at the Lombardy
Hotel today Donat arrived from England Friday !

and leaves for Hollywood tomorrow to play the title

role in Reliance's "The Count of Monte Cristo" At the
.Empee Club there is a banner on the wall alongside Peggy
McGee's switchboard bearing the club monogram, M.P.C
but Peggy insists it stands for More Phone Calls since they
installed that spiffy bar

• • • A FILM Fairy Tale that came true a New
York youngster, Jay Henry went to Hollywood three
months ago for a visit with no idea of entering pix

,

he was spotted on a golf course by a Paramount official

given a screen test and immediately signed to a five-

year contract . . . . he makes his screen debut this Wednesday
at the Rivoli in "We're Not Dressing"

• • • WHAT IS the oldest theatrical column?
well, that's a very disputed question but how about
"One on the Aisle" conducted by W. W. Dunkle
he started it on the South Bend "Tribune" Apr. 8, 1913 .

21 years ago "Dunk" has not missed a single issue
since it started! he has a collection of over 10,000 the-
ater programs covering the past 21 years Jack Living-
ston has engaged Gregory Deane as Director for his summer
stock at the St. James theater on Longisle, which opens Deco-
ration Day

« « « » » »

TIMELYTOPICS
Dubbing vs. Superimposing
an Unsettled Question
TN many foreign countries, no-

tably the South American ter-

ritories, the move-going public
has shown a marked lack of en-
thusiasm for dubbed versions of
motion pictures. Although this

dubbing process has been devel-
oped to a high degree, there are
many film fans whose enjoy-
ment of a dubbed picture is

marred by the subconscious
thought that the players are not
actually doing the talking.

Furthermore, they often feel

that the substitute voice does
not adequately express the per-

sonality of the player, or that
it does not suit the characteri-
zation portrayed by that partic-

ular actor or actress. On the
other hand, dubbing has height-
ened the enjoyment and under-
standability of talking pictures
for thousands, who, though con-
scious of the mechanics, yet
prefer to hear their own lan-

guage.
For those devotees of Ameri-

can stars and American pro-
ductions to whom dubbing is

anathema, the superimposed
version fills the bill very satis-

factorily. In the superimposed
picture the original English dia-

logue is retained, but explana-
tory subtitles are inserted in

the language of the country for

the benefit of those who do not
understand English.
Because of this sharp differ-

ence of opinion, between the ad-
vocates of dubbing and the
pleaders for superimposing, the
American film industry finds it-

self on the horns of a dilemma.
In some countries, exhibitors

will accept only dubbed versions
of American pictures; in others
they insist on superimposed
versions.
Naturally, American producers

would welcome the day when
superimposed versions were uni-

versally acceptable, because
dubbing is an infinitely more
expensive and painstaking proc-

ess. However, until that happy
day arrives, we must cater to

the needs of exhibitors, who
supposedly know their public.

— Arthur W. Kelly

Hatty H. Thomas H. G. Knox
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GREAT ROMANCE RIDES THE
WORLD AGAIN with love in th



T

ms of danger

Recklessly daring ".
. madly

loving . . the stars of immortal

"Cimarron" unite in another

glorious romance bom from

E. W. Hornung's vivid tales of

a swashbuckling outlaw on

earth's far frontier.

MARY BOLANE
CONWAY TEARLE.. ANDY DEVIh

HENRY STEPHENSON . . UNA O'CONNC

RKO RADIO PICTURE
DIRECTED BY WILLIAM A. WELLMAN

A MERIAN C. COOPER PRESENTATION

PANDRO S. BERMAN, Executive Producer



Features Reviewed in Film Daily, Sept. 15 to April 21

Title Rcvietved
Above The Clouds-COL. 12-19-33
Ace of Aces-RKO 11-11-33
Advice To The Lovelorn-
UA .. 12-14-33

After Tonight-RKO 10-26-33
Aggie Appleby. Maker of

Men-RKO 10-19-33
Alice in Wonderland-PAR

12-1 1-33

All of Me-PAR 2-3-34

Ann Vickers-RKO 9-29-33

Ariane BLU 3-8-34

As Husbands Go-F 1-27-34

As the Earth Turns-WA . 2-1 5-34

Avenger. The-MOP 10-4-33

A Woman's Man-MOP. 1-19-34

Bedside-FN 3-6-34

Before Dawn-RKO 10-17-33

Before Morning-GRB 10-19-33

Beggars in Ermine-MOP. 2-14-34

Beloved-U 1-27-34

Berkeley Square-F 9-15-33

Big Chance. The-GRB . .8-30-33

Rig Ex»cutive-PAR 10-19-33

Big Race-SHO 2-14-34

Big Shakedown-FN 2-9-34

Ri» Time or Bust-TOW . 1-10-34

Black Shirts XX 4-12-34

Bind Adventure-RKO. 1 0-31-33

Blonde Bombshell-MGM, See
Bombshell 10-11-33

B'ood Money-UA 11-11-33

Bolero-PAR 2-17-34

Bomben Auf Monte Carlo
XX.. 9-28-33

Bombay Mail-U 1-6-34

Bowery. The-UA 10 7-33

Bottoms Up-F 3-23-34

Broadway Thru a Keyhole
UA. .11-2-33

Rrn'-en Dreams-MOP. . . 1
1 -8-33

Broken Shoes-AM 3-31-34

By Candlelight-U 1-6-34

Carolina-F 2-3-34

Catherine the Great-UA .
.2-2-34

Chance at Heaven-RKO . 12-23-33

Carnival Lady-GOP 11-29-33

Cascarrabias-PAR 10 31-33

Cat and the Fiddle-MGM .2-14-34

Cnarlie Chan's Greatest
Case-F 10-7-3'

Charming Deceiver-MAJ. 12-9-33

Chief, The-MGM 12-2-33

Christopher Bean-MGM . 1 1-22-33

City Limits-MOP 3-28-34

College Coach-WA 11-10-3?

Come on Marines-PAR. .3-24-34

Coming Out Party-F 3-17 34

Constant Nymph-F .4 7-34

Convention City-FN 12 14-33

Counsellor at Law-U. 11-28-33

Countess of Monte Cristo

U 3 31-34

Cradle Song-PAR 11-18-33

Crainquebi'le-TAP 3-28-34

Crime Doctor-RKO 3-14-34

Criminal At Large-HEL. 12-20-33

Crosby Case-U 3-23-34

Cross Country Cruise-U .
1-10-34

Crown of Thorns-XX .. 3-30-34

Curtain at Eight-MAJ 2-1-34

Dance. Girl. Dance
TNV. .10-26-33

Dancing Lady-MGM 12-2-33

Dark Hazard-FN 2-23-34

Das Schicksal der Renate
Langen-XX 11-6 33

Dnv of Reckoning-MGM 11-4-33

Death Takes a Holiday-PAR.
2 23-34

Deluge. The-RKO 10-7-33

Der Gluecksylinder-XX. .3 13-34

Der Frechdachs-UFA 1-9-34

Der Meisterdetektiv-XX. .2-14-34

Der Sohn der Weissen Berge
XX-10-28-33

Der Traumende Mund-XX 2-6 34

Design for Living-PAR. 1 1-17-33

Devil's Mate-MOP 9-23 3?

Devil Tiger-F 2-8-34

Die Blonde Christl-XX . .2 2P-34

Die Galavorstellung—XX
12-11-33

Die Mutter Der Kompagnie
XX. .3-13-34

Dream of My Peop'e-PA 2-28-34

Drums of Doom-MAF. . 10 4-33

Duck Soud-PAR 11-17-33

East of First Avenue—COL
11-28 33

Easy to Love-WA 1-13-34

Rai 'Km Alive-AUS 11-4-33

Eight Girls in a Boat-PAR
1-13-34

Ein Gewisser Herr Gran-XX.
2-24-34

Eilies Prinzen Junge Liehe
XX.. 3-28-34

Eisenstein in Mexico
PRI. .11-2-33

El Prisionero 13-CIN ... 3-30-34

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
A LD—Allied Picturet
AM—Amkino
AST—Astor Pictures
All— Capt. Harold Auten
AUS—Harold Austin

BAV—Bavaria Film A-G
BLU—Blue Ribbon Photoplays
BO—John W. Boyle
BRO—Broadway-Ho.lywood
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CHA—Chadwick
CHE—Chesternelri

CIN — Cinexport Distributing
Corp.

COL—Columbia

DU—DuWorld
EXP—Exploitation Pictures
F— Fox
FD— First Division
FR—Freuler Film Associate
FN— First National
FX—The Film Exchange

GB—Gaumont-British
OFF—General Foreign Films
GEN— General Films
GRB—Arthur Greenblatt
GOP—Goldsmith Productions
HEL—Helber Pictures
IDE—Ideal
IMP— Imperial Dist.
INV—Invincible Pictures

J AFA—Jafa
JEW—Jewish Talking Pictures
KIN—Kinema trade
KRE—Sherman S. Krellberg
MA F—M ayflower
MAJ— Majestic Pictures
MAR—Marcy
MAY—Mayfair Pictures
MGM—Metro-Gnlriwyn-Mayer
MOD—Modern Films
MOP—Monogram Pictures
PA—Palestine-American Film Co.
PA R—Paramount
PIN—Pinnacle

PRI— Principal Dist. Corp
PRO— Progressive Pictures
PRX—Protex Dist. Corp.

RIC—Edward T. Ricci
KKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
ROY—Fanchon Royer

SCA—Scandinavian Pictures
SCO—Lester F. Scott
SHO—Showmen's Pictures
STE—William Steiner
SYN—Syndicate Exchange

TAP—John S. Tapernoux
TOW—Tower Prods
TRU—True Life Photoplays
U— Universal
UA— United Artists
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros
WEL—Carveth Wells
WIN—Windsor Pictures
WOK—Worldkino
XX—No distributor set

Title Reviewed
Emperor Jones U A 9-16-33

End of the World-AU . .4-17-34

Enemies of Progress-XX .1-16-34

Enlighten Thy Daughter-
EXP .12-27-33

Eskimo-MGM 11-16-33

Es Wird Schon Wieder
Besser-UFA 1-24-34

Ever in My Heart-WA . 10 13-33

Ever Since Eve-F 3-27-34

Fantomas-DU 3-13-34

Fashions of 1934-FN 1-9-34

Female-FN 11-4-33

FiddHn' Buckaroo-U ... 12-20-33

Figaro e la Sua Gran
Giornata-XX 10-30 33

Fighting Code-COL 1-10-34

Fighting Rangers-COL. .4-12-34

Film Parade-GEN 12-20-33

Finishing School-RKO . . .
4-6-34

Flaming Gold-RKO 1-18-34

Flying Down To Rio-RKO
12-20-33

Fog-COL 1-6-34

Footlight Parade-WA 9-30-33

Found Alive-IDE 11-8-33

4 Frightened People-PAR 1-27-34

F P. 1-F 9-16-33

Fraoulein-Falsch Verbuden-
XX.. 1-16-34

Frau Lehmann's Toechter
XX-10-28 33

From Headquarters-FN. 11-1 6-33

Frontier Marshal-F 1-31-34

Fugitive Lovers-MGM ... 1-3-34

Fury of the Jungle-COL. 2-8-34

Gallant Lady-UA 12-7-33

Galoping Romeo MOP. . 1 1-2-33

Gamb'ing Lady-WA 3-7-34

George White's Scandals
F.. 3-17-34

Ghoul The-GB 11-25-33

Girl Without a Roora-PAR
12-7-33

Going Hollywood-MGM . 12-22-33

Golden Harvest-PAR 11-8-33

Goodbye Love—RKO 3-13 34

Good Companions, The-F
10-10 33

Good Dame-PAR 3-17-34

Gow FX 12-2-33

Guilty Parents-SYN 4-6-34

Gun Justice-U 2-14-34

Harold Teen-WA 3-7-34

Havana Widows-FN .... 11-25-33

Headline Shooter-RKO .
10-21-33

Heat Lightning-WA 3-7-34

He-AST 12-28-33

He Couldn't Taks It—MOP
12-13-33

Heideschulmeister Uwe
Karsten-UFA 4-17-34

Her Forgotten Past
MAY. .10-31 33

Her Splendid Folly
PRO. .10-28 33

Her Secret-IDE 12-19-33

Her Sweetheart-MGM, See:
Christopher Bean 11-22-33

Her Unborn Child-WIN .
10-10-33

Hell and High Water-PAR
12-16-33

Hi. Nellie-WA 2-1-34

Hips. Hips, Hooray-RKO
1-24-34

Hired Wife PIN 2-1-34

His Double Life-PAR. 12-16-33

Hold That Girl-F 3-24-34

Hold the Press-COI 12-1-33

Hollywood. Ciudad de En-
sueno-U 4-10-34

Hoopla-F 12-2-33

House of Rothschild-UA. .3-8-34

Title Revie:v(d
House on 56th Street-WA

12-2-33
I Am Suzanne-F 1-19-34
I Believe in You-F 4-10-34

Ich Glaub Nie Mehr An
Eine Frau-BAV 10-13-33

If I Were Free-RKO 12-8-33

I Like it That Way-U . .4-17-34

I Loved a Woman-FN . .9-21-33

I'll Tell the World-U .. .4-21-34

I'm No Angel-PAR 10-14-33
I've Got Your Number-WA

2-3-34

Inge Und die Millionen-
UFA.. 4-17-34

Invisible Man-U 11-18-33
In the Money-INV 1-6-34

It Happened One Night-COL,
2-23-34

I Was a Spy-F 1-13-34
Jimmy And Sally-F 12-16-33
Jimmy the Gent-WA 3-26-34

Journal of a Crime-FN . .2-24-34
Keep 'Em Rolling-RKO - .3-1-34

Kennel Murder Case
WA.. 10-28-3'

King For a Night-U 12-9-33
King of Wild Horses

COL.. 3-21-34

La Cancion Del Dia-XX .8-28-33

Ladies Must Love-U ... 1 1-16-3?

Lady Killer-WA 12-28-33
La Ciudad de Carton-F. 2 Z8 34

La Cruz Y La Espada-F 2-6-34

La Fusee-TAP 3-15-34

La Melodia Prohibida-F. 10-10-33

L'ange Gardien-TAP. .. .4-20-34

La Sombre de Pancho
Villa-MOD 4-10 34

La Sombra de Pancho Villa

COL.. 1-9-34

Last Trail-F 12-1-33

Laughter Through Tears
WOK. .11-16-33

La Frochard et les Deux
Orphelines-X X 2-8-34

Lazy River-MGM 4-3-34

Le Noche del Pecado-COL
12-29-33

Le Sang D'un Poete
RIC 11-13-33

Le Serment-PRX 3-1 5-34

Let's Fall in Love-COL. 1-20-34

Life in the Raw-F 10-19-33

Line-Up, The-COL 4-17-34

Little Woman-RKO 11-1633
Live and Laugh-JEW 12-8-33

Lone Cowboy-PAR 1-27-34

Looking for Trouble-UA . 2-21-34

L'Opera De Quat Sous-WA
12-11-33

Lost Patrol-RKO 2-9-34

Lo Tu Y Ella-F 12-11-33

Love, Honor and Oh, Baby!
U-10 28-33

Love Past Thirty-FR 2-14-34

Luegen Auf Ruegen-XX . 1-5-34

Lucky Texan-MOP 1-6-34

Mad Game-F 11-11-33

Madame Spy-F 2-10-34

Man of Two Worlds-RKO
1-13-34

Man of Sentiment
(IIF.. .11-16-^3

Mandalay-FN 2-15-34
Manhattan Love Song-

MOP. .4-17-34
Man's Castle-COL 12-28-33
Marriage on Approval-FR

12-27-33
Massacre-FN 1-18-34
Master of Men COL 11-28-33

Title R( znewd
Meanest Gal in Town-RKO,

2-17-34
Meet the Baron-MGM .. 10-28-33
Melodia Prohibida-XX .. .3-28-34
Melody in Spring-PAR. 3-31-34
Men in White-MGM . .3-28-34
Maz-Zelle Nitouche

PRO. .11-18-33
Midnight-U . 3-7-34
Midshipman Jack-RKO . 1 1-17-33
Mirages de Paris-AU. . 12-29-33
Miss Fane's Baby is

Stolen-PAR 1-20-34
Modern Hero, A-WA 4-3-34
Moth, The-MAR ..3-9-34
Moulin Rouge-UA 1-10-34
Mr. Broadway-BRO 9-15-33
Mr. Skitch-F 12-23-33
My Lips Betray-F 11-4-33
Myrt and Marge-U 1-16-34
Mystery Liner-MOP . . 2-28-34
Mystery of Mr. X-MGM .2-24-34
My Weakness-F 9-22-33
My Woman-COL 10-17-33
Nana-UA 2-2-34
Neighbors' Wives-ROY ..9-20-33
Night Flight-MGM 10-4-33
Ninth Guest. The-COL ..3-3-34
No Funny Business-PRI . 3-10-34
No Dejes la Puerta Abierta

F. .11-13-33
No Greater Glory-COL. .3-14-34
No More Women-PAR .3-3 34
Olsen's Big Moment-F. .. 1-9-34
One Year Later-ALD .. 11-16-33
Once to Every Woman

COL 3 24-34
Only Yesterday-U 11-10-33
Orient Express-F 2-28-34
Palooka-UA 2-1-34
Patriots, The-AM 9-25-33
Pettersson & Bendel-SCA .2-24-34
Police Car 17-COL 11-6-33
Poor Rich, The-U 4-5-34

Private Life of Henry VIII-UA
9-21-33

Prizefighter and the Lady
MGM. .114-33

Public Stenographer
MAR. .1-10-34

Quartorze Juillet-PRX . 10-21-33

Queen Christina-MGM .. 12-28-33
Quick, Koenig Der Klowns-
UFA 12-11-33

Quitter, The-CHE 3-14-3*

Rafter Romance-RKO 1-9-34

Rainbow Over Broadway-
CHE 12-27-33

Rainbow Ranch-MOP. .. 10-18-33

Rangers' Code-MOP 9-20-33

Riders of Destiny-MOP. 11-29-33

Riding Thru-STE 2-24-34
Right to Romance

RKO. .11-22-33
Riptide-MGM 3-31-34

Road to Ruin-TRU 2-21-34

Roman Scandals-UA 12-14-33
Russia Today-WEL 10-21-33

Rustlers' Roundup-U ...9-16-33
Rustv Rides Alone-COL. 10-10-3?

Sagebrush Trail-MOP ..12-8-33
Sagebrush Trail-MOP. . 12-27-33
Sagrario-XX 1-24-34
Saison in Kairo-UFA .. 1 2-29-33

Saturday's Millinns-U. 10-14-33

Search for Beauty-PAR. 2-10-34

Secret Sinners-MAY . 12-13-33
Sensation Hunters-MOP. . 1-3-34

Shadows of Sing Sing-COL.
2-14-34

Shanghai Madness-F . . . .
Q-?3-33

Should Ladies Behave?-MGM
12-6-33

Title Reviewed
Show-Off-MGM 3-17-34
Silent Men-COL 11-8-33
Simple Tailor, The-AM . .2-24-34
Sin of Nora Moran-MAJ

12-14-33
Sing and Like It-RKO . .4-14-34
Sitting Pretty-PAR 11-22-33
Six of a King-PAR 1-24-34
Sixteen Fathoms Deep-

MOP 1-19-34
Skyway-MOP 10-18-33
Smarty-WA 4-12-34
Smoky-F 12-23-33
Solitaire Man-MGM ....9-23-33
Son of a Sailor-FN 12-1-33
Son of Kong-RKO 1 2-30-33
S. O. S. Iceberg-U... 11-28-33
Sons of the Desert-MGM. 1-6-34
Speed Wings-COL 3-27-34
Spitfire-RKO 2-23-34
Stage Mother-MGM 9-30-33
Stand Up and Cheer-F. .4-20-34
Straightaway-COL 1-16 34
Strawberry Roan-U ...12-6-33
Strich Durch Die Rechnung-

UFA .36-34
Su Ultima Cancion-CIN. 3-30-34
Sunset Pass-PAR 10-28-33
Sweden, Land of the Vikings

BO.. 1-6-34
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi

MOP.. 10-26-33
Szpieg-MA J 3-6-34
Take a Chance-PAR. .. 11-25-33
Tannenberg-XX 4-6-34
Tarzan and His Mate-

MGM. .4-16-34
Tausend Fuer Eine Nacht-
XX 2-14-34

Texas Tornado-FD ....2-28-34
This Man is Mine-RKO .. .3-8-34
This Side of Heaven-MGM

1-31-34
Three Thieves-AM 10-31-33
Thrill Hunter-COL.r 10-4-33
Throne of the Gods-IMP

12-22-33
Thunder Over Mexico-PRI

9-20-33
Thundering Herd-PAR. .3-31-34
Tiburon-XX 4-20-34
Til'ie and Gus-PAR 11-11-33
Toda Una Vida-PAR 10-28-33
Tod Uber Shanghai-MO. 12-19-33
Too Much Harmony-PAR

9-23-3 •>

Torch Singer-PAR 10-7-33
To the Last Man-PAR. 10-26-33
Trail Drive-U 1-3-34
Trenck-XX 4-10-34
Trumpet Blows-PAR ...4-14-34
Two Alone—RKO 4-7-34
20 Million Sweethearts-FN

4-5-34
flan T Dziewrzvna-XX. 10-10-33
Uncertain Lady-U .... 4-20-34
Under Secret Orders-PRO

12-6-33
Unknown Blonde-MAJ . .4-19-34
Vi Som Gar Koksvagen

SCA.. 10-10-33
Viva Villa l-MGM 4-12-34
Volga. Volga-KIN ...12-19-33
Walls of Gold-F 10-21-33
Waltz Time-GB 9-29-33
Wandering Jew, The

JAFA. .10-21-33
War of the Range-FR. . 11-22-33
Way to Love-PAR 11-11-33

Wenn Die Liebe Mode Macht
XX. .10-30-33

West of the Divide—MOP
1-13-34

Wharf Angel-PAR ...4-21-34
What's Your Racket?-MAY

3 6-34
Wheels of Destiny-U 3-28-34
Where Sinners Meet-

RKO. .4-19-34

White Face-HEL 11-22-33
White Woman-PAR 11-18-33
Wie Sag Ich's Meinnem
Mann?-XX 1-24-34

Wild Boys of the Road
FN.. 9-22-33

Wild Cargo-RKO 3-24-34
Wine. Women and Song-
CHA 12-16-33

Woman Condemned-
MAR. .4-20-34

Wom.in Unafraid-GOP. .3-27-34
Women in His Life-MGM

12-9-33
Wonder Bar-FN 2-17-34
World Changes-FN 10-28-33
Worst Woman in Paris?

F.. 11-25-33
You Can't Buy Everything

M-G-M. 2-1-34
You're Telling Me-PAR

4-7-34
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4 REGIONAL MEETINGS

FOR CODE SECRETARIES

{Continued from Page 1)

code setup there. Monday of next
week he plans to hold his 'Frisco
session, with secretaries attending
from that city, Los Angeles, Port-
land, Seattle and Salt Lake City.

Next he visits Kansas City for a
conference with secretaries from
that city, Dallas, Oklahoma City.
Denver, Des Moines, St. Louis,
Memphis and New Orleans. The
third conference at Chicago will in-

volve secretaries from that city,

Minneapolis, Indianapolis, Milwau-
kee, Detroit, Cleveland and Cincin-
nati. The New York meeting will
concern secretaries from that city
Pittsburgh, Washington, Atlanta
Philadelphia, Buffalo, Boston anc!
other towns not touched by the
other meetings.

22 Pre-Release Dates Set
On "20 Million Sweeties"
Twenty-two pre-release key city

engagements have been set to date
on Warner's "20 Million Sweet-
hearts," which will be nationally re-
leased May 26. Each of these open-
ings will be preceded by a specially
prepared campaign originating from
the Warner home office advertising
and publicity department, with a
man sent out to aid in putting over
the picture in each situation. These
dates include:

Stanley, Philadelphia, April 24; Strand.
New York, April 25; Rialto, St. Louis, April
26; Earle, Washington, April 27; StanW.
Baltimore, April 27; Strand, Hartford, Apri
27; Cameo, Bridgeport, May 3; Roger Sher-
man, New Haven, May 3; Keith's, Cincinnati.
May 4 or 11; Orpheum, Davenport, May 4.
Orpheum, Cedar Rapids, May 4; Brandei-.
Omaha, May 4; Orpheum, Sioux City, May
4; Metropolitan. Boston, May 4; Palace, Da'-
las, May 5; Community, Miami, May C
Stanley, Atlantic City, May 11; Main Stree'.
Kansas City, May 11; Orpheum, Minneapolis.
May 11; Orpheum, St. Paul, May 11; War-
ner. Milwaukee, May 18; Strand. Brooklyn
May 19.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

The finest refer-

ence work I have

ever seen, the

marvel to me be-

ing how you can

compile such a

complete and
accurate volume

on world - wide

facts.

Carl Laemmle, Jr.
Vice President

In Charge of Prod.
Universal Pictures

1,000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.

NEWS OF THE DAY
San Francisco—Curran Theatrical

Productions, Inc., has been formed
by K. Baxter, Edward Jacobs and
M. Berry of San Fi-ancisco, and
Frank Avilla of Oakland.

Orland, Cal.—The Orland has been
sold by C. A. Pendleton to Harvey
Amusement Co. of San Francisco

Port Chicago, Cal.—The Angelus
has been leased to Stamm & Beede.

San Jose, Cal.—The Willow Glen
Theater, Willow Glen, has been
leased to Leach & Anderson of Red-
wood City.

I.A.T.S.E. Checking Up
Results Under Code
(.Continued from Page 1)

Hamilton Hotel, Washington. Ques-
tions asked in the checkup are:
Are your members working within the 40

hours prescribed by the Code? If not what
is the AVERAGE overage?
What disposition was made relative to over-

age in hours—was this assumed either wholly
or partially by the management, or entirely
absorbed by the members?

Is there a signed contract existing for am
stipulated period, or are you working under
verbal agreement?
Have you filed protest with the Division

Administrator relative to failure of certain
managements to comply with the Code?
Was settlement obtained in such cases?
Has the Code been instrumental in organ-

izing any of your unfair houses? Has i*

increased the employment opportunities of

your members?
What is your present AVERAGE hourly

scale under your existing contract or agree-

ment?
If and when it was necessary to re=or*

to arbitration to reach an adjustment, did

the resultant decision improve the condition
arbitrated?
Has the Code been beneficial or detrimenta'

to your local organization? In what manner?

2 Fox Specials Finished,

Another Pair Is Started
(Continued from Page 1)

Rogers and Peggy Wood were com-
pleted last week at the Fox stu-
dios. "Caravan," with Charles
Boyer, Loretta Young and Jean
Parker, and "She Learned About
Sailors," with Alice Fay, Mitchell
and Durant, and Nick Foran, have
gone in work.

1,000 Make Merrv
At A.M.P.A. Dinner
(Continued from Page 1)

Deutsch. Entertainment, which was
broadcast over a Columbia network,
presented Rudy Vallee, George Jes-
sel, Jack Benny, Jimmy Savo, Gloria
Swanson, Morton Downey and a
score of other favorites.

Show Chemical Film
St. Petersburg, Fla.

—"The Magic
Key," a one-reeler produced by
Audio Productions, New York, for

Ethyl-Dow Chemical Co. and show-
ing some marvels of chemistry
through the medium of optical

effects and drawings, was shown
here recently at the annual meet-
ing of the American Chemical So-
ciety.

Oakland, Cal.—The New Rialto.

has been sold by C. A. Welch, Jr.,

to the Rialto Theater Corp., recent-
ly formed by J. H. Phillips and F.

L. Watson of Oakland and Ethel
Gambetta of Salinas.

Winchester, Va.—Manager Thomas
Baldridge of the Capitol, Warner
house, has lowered prices from 35
cents to 25 cents top.

Richmond — Current issue of
"Richmond Movie News," edited by
William Banning Eddington, is de-
voted almost exclusively to attrac-

tions at Wilmer & Vincent houses
and Loew's $1,000,000 theater.

Start New Virginia House
Harrisonburg, Va. — Construction

has started on the $50,000 Strand at
Court Square here.

NRA MEN TO CHECK UP

SERVICE UNION CLAIMS

(Continued from Page 1)

affiliations, if any. The replies will

be tallied against the membership
rolls of the union and the circuits'
list of employes which are to be
submitted today to Ben Golden, sec-
retary of the NRA Regional Labor
Board.

The outcome of the checkup will

determine only whether Loew and
RKO will enter into negotiations
with the union, but it is probable
that other circuits and theaters will

also deal with the union if Loew and
RKO do, it was said Saturday by
Golden.

New House in Michigan
Port Austin, Mich.—Construction

of the 200-seat house to be operated
by Mack Norton is nearing comple-
tion.

A report circulated Saturday that
Charles C. Levey had been arrested
in Brooklyn on a charge of coercion
was denied at Levey's office.

"Road to Ruin" Passed in Virginia

Richmond—After a record num-
ber of cuts, "Road to Ruin" was
passed by the Virginia censors.
"Henry the Ache" also was granted
a license after a few eliminations.

The Crossroads of the World for

the Smart Set of the Stage, Screen ^
and Literary fraternity of New

York, California and the Conti-

nent.

* * *

"The Most Interesting Hotel in

America"

DIRECTION . . S. GREGORY TAYLOR

-<
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD TOTS //.

By RALPH WILK
Y'ERA CASPARY, prominent nov-

elist, playwright and scenarist,
has been added to the Columbia
roster of writers.

T T T
Paul Martin will direct Lilian

Harvey's next Fox picture, "Love
Time," for which Ann Caldwell is

doing the script. John Stone is the
producer.

T r
Richard Wallace, who just recent-

ly signed a contract to direct two"
for Fox, does not start on the first

one until Aug. 2. In the meantime,
Wallace will do one for either RKO,
Paramount or M-G-M, each of
whom are negotiating for his ser-
vices.

T T T
Jeanette MacDonald, now working

in ".Merry Widow," will next appear
in "Naughty Marietta" for M-G-M.
Hunt Stromberg will produce, with
Lawrence Eyre doing the screen
play.

T T T
Laird Doyle, Warner scenarist

has received an invitation to be one
of the principal speakers at the
Cinema Fair to be held in Moscow
in June. The invitation was sent
by Dr. Alexander Koroptnik, a far-
mer college room mate who attend-
ed Oxford with Doyle several years
ago.

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

$2.SO up, Single
S3.00 up. Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaz? is near every-

thingto see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-
iness or pleasure.

Every room has private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Cbas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stem, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality"

Vine at Hollywood Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

Glazer to Produce Independently
According to a reliable report, when Benjamin Glazer completes his contract with

Paramount this year, he will produce independently. It is understood that Glazer's
productions are to be financed by New York capital and that he has already arranged
for a release through a major organization.

1

Universal is dangling a 850,000
offer in front of Roy Del Ruth, to

influence him to accept the direction
of one of their outstanding pictures
on next year's program. Carl Laem-
mle, Jr., is bidding against Para-
mount, RKO and M-G-M, all of
whom are anxious to secure Del
Ruth's services during the shutdown
period at 20th Century.

T T T
"West Point of the Air," an orig-

inal story by John Monk Saunders,
will be a co-starring vehicle for
Wallace Beery and Robert Mont-
gomery, M-G-M announces. Contin-
uity is new being prepared by
James K. McGuinness in collabora-
tion with Philip Dunne. Richard
Rosson will direct under production
supervision of Monta Bell.

T T T
Kenneth Howell has been assign-

ed the role of Frank Howard in the
B. F. Zeidman production, "I Give
My Love," by Vicki Baum. It goes
into production this morning at

Universal City under the direction
of Karl Freund. Picture features
Wynne Gibson and Paul Lukas with
a cast including Eric Linden, Sam
Hardy, John Darrow, Dorothy Ap-
leby, Tad Alexander and Salvatore
S^arpitti. "I Give My Love" was
adapted to the screen by Milton
Krims and the screen play and dia-

logue were contributed by Dorothy
Anderson.

r t r
Paul Harvey will be in "Charl-

Chan's Courage." Eugene Pallette

will play a gynsy chief in "Cai-a-

van." Erik Charell's production.

Harrington Revnolds has been add-
ed to "Grand Canary."

T T T

One of the first pictures for next

season to go into Droduclion at Uni-
versal City will be "Transien*
T adv." This Octavus Roy Cohen
"Libertv Maera/ine" story will be
directed by Eddie Buzzell. On Sat-
urday, Carl Laemmle. Jr., assigned
Bernard Schubert and H. S. Kraft
to adapt and script the story.

V T "
Rochelle Hudson, Fox contract

player, having completed her role

onposite Warner Baxter in "Such
Women Are Dangerous," will take
a three-week vacation in Oklahoma
with her mother.

•

Four olayers will be added to the
cast of "Funny Thinir Called Love"
when it coes into production at Uni-
versal Citv this mornin^. Herbert
Cortholl, Irene Ware. Tom Ducran
and Douglas Fowlev are the new
names. Chester Morris will be star-

red in this sailor yarn bv Dore
Schary and Lewis Foster. The dia-

logue is bv John Meehan. Jr., and
the direction by Kurt Neumann.

Mae Clarke and Frank Craven are
featured, and the cast also includes
John Warburton, Andy Devine, Russ
Brown, Anderson Lawler, Goodee
Montgomery, Lois January, Earl
Eby and a brace of Earl Carroll
Beauties, Wanda Perry and Doro-
thy Dawes.

T T T

Women of wealth, regardless of
their beauty or social prominence
will get little encouragement from
the Universal organization, accord-
ing to Carl Laemmle, Jr. "Incalcul-

able harm is being done the screen
by heralding to the world that the
wealthy and prominently social

'Miss Gotrocz' has been signed to

star because of her ravishing beauty
while thousands of girls possessed
of more beauty and much more tal-

ent are denied an opportunity be-

cause of the 'gamble' in time and
money involved," claims Laemmle.
"We are always anxious to sign po-

tential screen material, but no girl

or boy will find favor with Univer-
sal because of wealth or social

standing alone. They must possess
other requisites more essential to

screen success."

T T

Dimitri Tiomkin. who composed
the music for "Alice in Wonder-
land," is now writing music for an
untitled production with a Russian
background.

T T T

Ben Holmes, RKO director, has
teturned from a vacation trip to

his old home in Richmond, Va., and
will soon dii-ect Chic Chandler in

a comedy. Holmes has directed

eight comedies for RKO.
T V

Found—an actress, who gives her

entire salary away. The actress Is

Hazel Forbes, now working in

"Down to Their Last Yacht." She
is the widow of Paul Owen Rich-

mond, who made millions on beauty
aids. She gives her screen salary

to needy Hollywoodians she selects.

T T T

Milton Krasner, ace cameraman
is in charge of photography on "I

Married an Actress," which Charles
R. Rogers is producing, with Ralph
Murphy as the director.

T

Kubec Glasmon has returned to

Paramount to write the screen play

for "A Son Comes Home." based on
an original story by Julien Joseph-
son. It will be a starring vehicle

for Lee Tracy.

T T T
Ten years ago George Stevens

was the cameraman on a picture

starring Glenn Tryon. Now both are
busy at RKO. with Tryon writing

the screen play for "The Great

American Harem," a feature, which
Stevens will direct.AAA

Sterling Holloway's next starring
comedy will be called "Pleasing
Grandpa." The two-reeler, produced
by Warren Doane for Universal re-

lease, was directed by James W.
Home, with a supporting cast in-

cluding Edwin Maxwell, Matt Mc-
Hugh, Gertrude Short, Mable Mar-
den and Fred Kelsey.AAA
Conway Tearle has been signed

by Maury Cohen to star in "Fif-
teen Wives," murder mystery which
Cohen is producing for Invincible
Pictures at Universal studios. In

addition to Tearle, Cohen has lined

up a cast including Natalie Moor-
head, Raymond Hatton, Noel Fran-
cis, John Wi-ay, Ralf Harolde,
Oscar Apfel, and Robert Frazier.
Frank Strayer is directing from an
original story by Charles S. Bel-

ien. Melville Shyer is production
manager and Andy Andersen is at

he camera.AAA
Evalyn Knapp has been signed by

Columbia for "The Fire Patrol,"
Tim McCoy's next. D. Ross Leder-
man is directing. Harold Shumate
wrote the story.

PETE HARRISON says: "A Rood

picture, produced skilfully.

Should entertain." . . . M. P.

DULY: "A liip name cast."
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Branch Managers Named
N. V. A. Drive Chairmen

(Continued from Page 1)

managers in their territories, are:
Albany, Charles Johnson; Atlanta, W. M.

Richardson; Boston, Tom Spry; Buffalo, Sid
Sampson; Charlotte. Frank P. Bryan; Chi-
ragc Clyde tcklnrlt Cincinnati Cecrge
Smith. Cleveland. Frank Drew; Dalla?, Doak
Roberts; Denver. Jack Langan; Des Moines,
W. E. Banford; Detroit, J. E. Flynn; In-
dianapolis, George Landis; Jacksonville. Scott
Chestnut; Kansas City, Bill Warner; Los
Angeles, J. J. Milstein; Memphis, Tom
Young. Milwaukee, George Levine; Minneapo-
lis, Max Stahl; New Haven. Nat Furst; New
Orleans, Houston Duvall; New York, R. S.
Wolff; Oklahoma City. R. B. Williams:
Omaha, D. V. McLucas; Philadelphia, Bob
Lynch; Pittsburgh. H. Goldstein; Portland,
G. C. Craddock; St. Louis, Clarence Hill;
Salt Lake City, Charles Apperson; San Fran-
cisco, Charles Muehlman; Seattle. Ed Lamb:
Sioux Falls, Sherman Fitch ; Washington,
Sam Galanty.

The drive takes place the week of
May 4. Major L. E. Thompson is

chairman, with A. P. Waxman han-
dling publicity.

Detroit Notes
Detroit—Frank Wetsman and Lev/

Wisper, circuit operators, have tak-
en over the Koppin Uptown theater,
one of the largest east side houses
in the city, from Henry S. Koppin,
operating as the Woodward Theater
Co.

Carl Bermele, assistant manager
of Mid-States Theaters, has tem-
porarily returned to the office after
illness due to heart trouble, but
plans to leave soon for a rest.

Production on "Four o'clock in

the Morning," first full length fea-
ture by Shamrock Pictures, will be-
gin in June, according to B. C. Fas-
sio, president.

The Art, formerly the Ritz, is

being managed by Arthur D. Baehr,
operator of the Cooley theater. He
took it over from A. J. Norris,
Baehr owns the house jointly with
Melvin Wolf.
The Empress, downtown house

operated by Louis Chapoton and
Nicholas Pappas, closed after twe
weeks.

Milton Schwartz, former assis-
tant manager at the State, United
house, has been transferred to the
Fisher, replacing Dean Coffin, who
was married last week in Chicago.
Wolvering Operating Co. has been

formed to take over the Wolverine,
west side house, with Reba Lifchis
sole owner.

R. F. Burne has taken over the
De Soto, Highland Park, from Frank
Mellon. Richard Rogers will man-
age it.

The Palace, old downtown house,
is being torn down.

Seeking a Definition

For "General Release"
A definition for "generally re-

leased" is being sought by members
of the Code Authority in an effort
to clarify a situation which has
caused considerable confusion from
the standpoint of exhibitors. A re-
port on the matter will be submit-
ted at the next meeting of the Code
Authority, May 4, after distributors
have prepared definitions.

Seek Writ Against Censors
Philadelphia—In association with

the American Civil Liberties Union,
the M. P. T. 0. of Eastern Pennsyl-
vania today will seek a writ of
mandamus to restrain the state cen-
sor board from trying to prevent
publication of eliminations made
from pictures. John V. Stanger,
executive secretary of the union, is

handling the matter for his organi-
zation.

Exploiting Hitler Film
Samuel Cummins of Jewel Pro-

ductions has engaged Madeline
Woods, Fred Mindlin and L. A. Ed-
wards to handle exploitation and
publicity for the Chicago opening
of "Hitler's Reign of Terror." Gar-
ritt Cupp, Edward Gallner and Ben
Mindlin will handle the New York
opening, scheduled for April 30 at

the Mayfair.

League of Nations Asks
No Duty on 'Mickey Mouse'

Negotiations for an interr. a ;.:onal
treaty which would allow I

Mouse, as well as other fil

proved for children, to entei
tries without payment of duty have
been started by the League of Na-
tions committee on child welfare.
The League recently endorsed
wholesome films for kids.

The hero is killing the villain

that's good!

He will marry the girl

—

as certain he should.

Gee, what a picture— it would be a treat

If I could get set in this

slithering seat!

But say, such a theatre!—how often

I'd come

To see pictures here — but I really get numb.

I miss all the thrills, for this house needs repairs

They'd double business with comfortable chairs!

Ask Us,
'How can I reseat and pay

for new chairs conveniently?"

American Seating Company
Makers cf Dependable Seating for Theatres and Auditoriums

General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan

BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
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THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRADE
NEW YORK

Changes in Ownership

Acr; V ,rk State — HARRISON—Bilt-

morc, transferred to Albert H. Green, Inc.

bv M Rodowsky. BUFFALO—Artistic,

transferred to L. Karlinski by Helen Wid-
zinski; Cazenovia, transferred to Tesche-

macher & Minor by J. Warda. LANCAS-
TER—Lancaster (formerly Alberts), trans-

ferred to J. Warda by R. Alberts. ROCH-
ESTER—Centurv, transferred to Monroe
Amusements, Inc. by Publix; Regent, trans-

ferred to Monroe Amusements. Inc. SCHE-
NECTADY—Palace, transferred to Swore
Amusement Co., Inc., by Anthony Zeneck.

BEACON—Apollo, transferred to Southern

Dutchess Amusement Corp. by Louis Ba-

racca.

New York Citv—MANHATTAN — Pas-

time (2nd Ave.), transferred to Narwhit

Theater Corp. by Pastime Second Ave. Corp.;

Cameo (W. 42nd), transferred to Sonovis

Amusement Enterprises, Inc. by 138 W. 42nd

St. Corp.; City (E. 14th), transferred to

Walter Reade by City Theaters Co.; Ma-

iestic (185th St.), transferred to
T non

Yaffa by Lee Ochs ; Gem (W. 18lstJ, trans-

ferred to Harmon Yaffa by Lee Ochs; Hud-
* - (Amsterdam Ave.), transferred to Shu-

g,.,d Theater Corp. by Edward J. McCleary

;

Ret.'"" (W. 116th), transferred to Jereg The-

aters Inc bv Manhattan Playhouses, Inc.;

Embassy (1S60 B'way.), t^n^J/ed to

Newsreel Theaters, Inc. BROOKLYN—
Tompkins (Gates Ave.), transferred to

Mickey Amusement Corp. by K. & S. Amuse-

Co.; Garden (New Utrecht Ave.),

transferred to Springer-Cocalis by New Gar-

den Corp.; Bluebird (Saratoga Ave.), trans-

ferred to Samuel Rottenstein Amusement

Corn by Oppenheim Amusement Corp

I rag Island—SOUTH JAMAICA—Plaza,

transferred to Adolph D. Weiss, Alexander

Weiss and Emil Greenstein. MIDDLE VIL-

LAGE—Arion, transferred to Rotner & Can-

trjT by Gilrose Amusement Corp. BA
,
Y '

SIDE Victory, transferred to Vikbay En-

terprises, Inc.

Openings

ll[ I TOV — Holtonia. NEW YORK
CITY -Bunny, 314 Flatbush Ave. Bklyn

by Cns Stamatus: Traymore, Ave. N. and

Schenectady Ave., Brooklyn, by Traymore Op-

. Co. ;
Majestic, Fulton St., Brooklyn,

bj springer & Cocalis; Casino. 7th Ave. and

50th St.. Manhattan, by Louis F. Blumen-

Ihal. ROCHESTER—Regent.

Closings

ATTICA—Family. AUBURN— Strand

NEW YORK CITY—Central. B'way and

47th St., Manhattan; Gem, 135th St Man-

hattan (damaged by fire) ; Armory, 419 7th

Ave., Bklyn. HAMPTON BAYS, L. I.—

Bay. MATTITUCK, L. I.—Library Hall.

MINEOLA, L I.—Williston. YONKERS
—Parkhill. POKTCHESTER—Strand.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

GREENVILLE—Plaza, transferred to L.

A. Whitehurst by J. W. Warner. ST.

PALLS— Grand, transferred to E. G. Pop-

bal by J. I- Caudell.

FACTS
ABOUT vl

FILMS

Out of 400 pictures shown in Spain

last year, 240 were American.

Openings
BENSON— Princess (new theater), by J.

B. Benton. RAEFORD New (new the-

ater), by M. C. Dew. SMITHFIELD—
Victory, by H. P. Howell.

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

BOWBELLS—Royal, transferred to A.
Westgard by C. A. Caldwell.

Openings
BOWBELLS—Royal. DRAKE—.Opera

House. HAZEN—Mars. JAMESTOWN—
Star (new theater), by Russell Joss. LANG-
DON—Electric. LEEDS—Empress. MAX-
BASS—Allona. MILTON—Star. TOL-
LEY—Tollcy. WILTON—Grand. WILD-
ROSE—Palace.

Closings

McCLUSKY—Auditorium (formerly Bol-

ing). McINTOSH—Lyric.

OHIO
Changes in Ownership

BLUFFTON—Star, transferred to Lock
& 1. R. Jennings bv A. T. Worthington.
CAMBRIDGE—Cort and Ohio, transferred

to Guernsey Theater Corp. by Publix-Shea.

COLUMBUS—Franklin, transferred to Irwin
Swyer by Leroy Osborne. MARIETTA—
Auditorium and Strand, transferred to Wash-
ington Theaters Inc. by Publix-Marietta.

MT. VERNON—Lyric, transferred to Schine

Theater Enterprises by J. C. Piatt. SCIOTO-
YILLE—Stanley, transferred to C. D. Row-
land by Kenneth Carter.

Openings
MASON — Dream. MT. VERNON—

Memorial. SCIOTOVILLE—Stanley.

Closings

MIDDLETOWN—Strand. MT. VER-
NON—Lyric.

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

ELDORADO—Eldorado. transferred to

Lawrence Cleary by Ray Moore. MEEKER
Rex (formerly Mutual), transferred to

Capshaw and E. Bradford by R. E. Harrell.

WILSON— Empress, transferred to H. L.

Gilliam by A. L. Means.

Openings
-ADA— Liberty, by Griffith Amusement

Co. AFTON— Cozy (new theater), by M.
Thompson. BARTLESVILLE — Midwest,

bv Griffith Amusement Co. BILLINGS—
Roxy, by H,. N. Williams. CLAREMOKK
—Palace (new theater), by Griffith Amuse-
ment Co. FAIRFAX—New (new theater).

HUGO—Liberty, by Griffith Amusement Co.

OKMULGEE—Inca (new theater), by Inca

Amusement Co. TECUMSEH—Ace (new
theater), by D. N. Legg.

OREGON
Changes in Ownership

PRINEVILLE — Lyric, transferred to

John M. Scbaeffer by Mrs. Nellie Noble.

Openings
PORTLAND—Rio (formerly Gay), by W.

F. Myrick.
Closings

MOLALLA— Lyric.

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership

ALTOONA— Penn, transferred to Charles

E. Brunner by Louis Allemann ; Lyric, trans-

ferred to V. F. Scott by A. Bair. ANN-
VILLE—Astor, transferred to C. E. Piersol

by William Kneller. BERWICK—Temple,

transferred to Berwick Theater Co. by W.
E. Schmidt. CONNEACTVILLE— Palace,

transferred to John L. Nitsche, by Palace

Theater Co. CROYDON—Manor, trans-

ferred to Mrs. E. S. Grupp by Pat Valenti.

EASTON — Roxy, transferred to Superior

Amusement Corp. JUANITA—Juanita, trans-

ferred to V. F. Scott by C. Trivelas. LILLY
—Liberty, transferred to John Semyan, Jr.

& M. Single by John S. Cooper. LOCK

HAVEX—Garden, transferred to Fidelity

Amusement Co., Inc. by N. W. Fredericks;
Martin, transferred to Harry & Oscar Stei-

fel. NEWMAXSTOWN—Fire Co. Audi-
torium, transferred to Charles Mull. PHIL-
ADELPHIA— Eureka, transferred to Henry
Rosinsky by Xew Eureka Amusement Co.;
Pearl, transferred to Harry Slatko by Pearl
Theater Co. PORT CARBON—Rialto (for-

merly Three-Link), transferred to Odd Fel-

lows Realty Co. by Walter Rodgers. READ-
ING—Park, transferred to C. G. Keeney
and W. R. Fessler by Theodore Nyquist.
SWOYERSYILLE—Strand, transferred to

Louis Pilosi. WILKES-BARRE— Palace,

transferred to William and Arthur Brown
by Joseph Zima and Fred Wood.

Openings
ALTOONA—Penn. AUSTIN—Commun-

ity. DONARA -- Liberty. EASTON—
Roxy, by Superior Amusement Co. ERIE

—

Hippodrome. JOHNSTOWN—Park. LOCK
HAVEN—Martin, by Harry and Oscar Stei-

fel. MATHER—Mather. XANTY GLO—
Grand. NEWMANSTOWN—Fire Co. Audi-
torium, by Charles Mull. PHILADELPHIA
—Pearl, by Harry Slatko. SLOVAX— Penn.
SOXORA—Princess (new theater), by T
R. Shanahan. SOMM ERSET—Grand (new
theater), by C. R. Blatt. SUTERV1LLE—
Grand. SWOYERSYILLE — Strand, by
Louis Pilosi. VANDERGRIFT—Arcadia.

WASHINGTON — Washington. YOUNG-
WOOD—Pearl.

Closings

BERWICK—Palace. JOHNSTOWN—
Penn; Harris—Majestic. LANSFORD—
Palace. PHILADELPHIA—Walnut ; Met.
READING—Capitol. ROSSITER—Victory.

WILCOX—Star.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

YARNVILLE—Strand, transferred to J.

D. Crews by H. Rentz.

Openings
WEST GREENVILLE— Roosevelt (new

theatre), by J. L. Goodenough. WOOD-
RUFF—City (new theater), by S. J. Work-
man.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

COLMAN—Rainbow, transferred to Jerry

Hines by P. M. Dock. REDFIELD— Lyric,

transferred to Lyric Theater Co. by Naeve
& Wentworth.

Openings
COLMAN — Rainbow. DOLAND—Pal-

ace. Hl'RLEY—Star. ISABEL—Strand.

LEMMON—Viking.

TENNESSEE
Openings

UNION CITY—New, by G. W. Haynes.

TEXAS
Changes in Ownership

GONZALES—Rialto, transferred to Hall

Industries. LILING—Queen, transferred to

Hall Industries. SAN MARCOS—Palace

and Plaza, transferred to Hall Industries.

MONAHANS—Texas (formerly Pen-Ell),
transferred to Lester R. Follison. SI I.

V'ERTON—Palace (formerly Legi«n), trans-

ferred to J. B. Mercer. CHITEWRIGHT—
Palace, transferred to M. Padgitt. WOOD-
VILLE—Crescent, transferred to A. L. Rai-

ney. KERRVILLE—Arcadia and Dixie.

transferred to Hall Industries. LONE OAK
—Lone Oak, transferred to E. D. Hunt.

Openings
ODESSA—State (new theater), by W. M.

Day and James King. ALICE—Queen.
MONAHANS—Texas (formerly Pen-Ell), by

Lester R. Dollison. STAMFORD— Ritz. by

II. & H? ^Theaters. WINTERS—Lyric.

II l< ADY—Lyric. BIG LAKE — Palace.

CISCO—Ideal. KlNGSVILLE — Rex.

MERCEDES— Mercedes. RIO GRANDE—
Dreamland. SILVERTON— Legion. SA-
RI \AL—Majestic. DALLAS—Uptown, by.

Jack Groves. JACKSONVILLE — Rialto

(new theater), by C. A. Castlereigh. NO-
CONA—Majestic. by L. S. Stallings.

KERRVILLE Arcadia, by Hall Indus

tries. KOSSE—Palace.

Closings
LOCKXEY— Isis. ABERXATHY—Star.

ENNIS—Lyric.

VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

MIDDLEBURG Middleburg (formerly
Hollywood), transferred to Miss E. M. Wait
dell by Mrs. J. H. Whitney.

Openings
CRAIGSVILLE—Fordwick, bv R. A.

Glover. HONAKER- Xew, by Fred A.
Williams.

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership

CASHMERE—Roval. transferred to G. C.
Faskin by T. R. Wilson. LEAVENWORTH
—Barclay, transferred to A. L. Williams br
Mrs. A. C. Barclay.

Openings
NORTH BEXD Xorth Bend (new the-

ater), by Tews and Hagoes.

Closings
FRIDAY HARBOR—San Juan.

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

BROWNTON- ( ..smar. transferred to T.
T. Schnur by Frank .Maria. BELINGTON
—Grand, transferred to E. T. Schnur by Jim
Rocco and W. V. Woodford. DAVID—
Opal, transferred to E. T. Schnur. CARO-
LINA— Carolina, transferred to Rex The-
ater Co. FARMINGTON—State, trans-
ferred to Rex Theater Co. bv F. Tassillo.

FLEMINGTON—Liberty Bell, transferred
to E. T. Schnur by A. E. Gates. JUNIOR
—Junior, transferred to E. T. Schnur. KING-
WOOD- Alpine, transferred to Rex Theater
Co by Boyd & Anderson. HUNDRED—
Hundred, transferred to Rex Theater Co. by
Rovd and Anderson. XO RTON—Norton,
transferred to E. T. Schnur. MOXONGAH
Strand, transferred to Monongah Auto Sup-
ply Co. by F. E. Mutter. ROWELSBURG
—American, transferred to Rex Theater Co.

by Body & Anderson. TERRA ALTA—
Alp'ne. transferred t<> Rex Theater Co. by
Boyd & Anderson. Tl'XXELTON—Vir-

ginia, transferred to Rex Theater Co. by
Boyd & Anderson. IAEGER—Capitol,

transferred to R. H. Sangid bv II. R. Pau-
ley. (NOTE: Rex Theater Co. and E. T.
Schnur are traveling circuits).

Openings
BELINGTON- -Grand. BROWNTON—

Cosniar. ELVERTON- Elverton. FAIR-
MONT—Fairmont ; Virginia. FLEMING-
TON— Liberty Hell. KEYSTONE—Com-
muirtv. bv Corcoran Pictures of W. Va.
MONONGAH— Strand.

Closings

PINE GROVE Paramount.

WISCONSIN
Openings

HAMMOND—Community. ST. CROIX
FA I.I.S - Auditorium.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"Margaret Sullavan will go to England

this summer for a month of bicycle rid-

ing."

—UNIVERSAL
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Code Assessments Called Unfair to SmatnSouses

REVAMPING OF ZONING[SYSTEMS STARTSJN WEEK

Trade Practice Complaints Committee Is Set Up
losenblatt Okays Group to

Supervise Grievance
Operations

Division Administrator Sol A. Ro-
enblatt has approved appointment
>y the Code Authority of a Trade
Practice Complaints Committee
which will supervise operations of

ocal grievance boards as they func-
ion as local industrial adjustment
agencies. Comprising the commit-
;ee are: Charles L. O'Reilly and J.

Robert Rubin, with vote, and Ro-
senblatt, without vote, but with veto

power subject to review by the

NRA administration. Boards will

handle all trade practice complaints

sxcept production, vaudeville pres-

antation and labor.

16 IN PREPARATION

AT WARNER STUDIOS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Maintaining their

high rate of activity, the Warner-
First National studios currently

have 16 stories in preparation for
{Continued on Page 12)

Harry Joe Brown Signed

As Warner Assoc. Prod.
\West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Harry Joe Brown,
vice-president and production exe-

cutive of Charles R. Rogers Produc-

tions, has been signed by Warner
Bros, to a long-term contract as as-

sociate producer starting July 1,

when Rogers terminates his activity

at Paramount.

Mass. Censor Bill Withdrawn

Boston—The bill to establish a board

for censorship of all films in Massa-

chusetts has been withdrawn. This

move means that all attempts at un-

favorable film legislation at the present

session of the Legislature have failed-

On the other hand, a proposed bill to

do away with Sunday censorship never

went through.

E. J. Rosenberg on Laboratory Code
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington— E. J. Rosenberg, former laboratory operator in New York,

has been appointed Administration member of the motion picture laboratory

Code Authority. He is no longer connected with the industry.

16MM. COLOR TALKIES

POSSIBLE, SMPE HEARS

Atlantic City— Practicability of

16mm. sound-on-film pictures in nat-

ural colors and the development of

a simplified apparatus making it

possible for anyone to make per-
sonal sound pictures in the near fu-
ture were described at yesterday's
opening session of the S.M.P.E. con-
vention here by research engineers

(Continued on Page 9)

Complaints Against Passes

Up Before Cleveland Bd.
Cleveland—Three complaints filed

with the grievance board by exhi-

bitors, charging competitive houses
with violating Article 5, Section E,

Part 3. dealing with distribution of

passes in large quantities, were
postponed yesterday until next Mon-
day. Complainants are A. E. Ptak
of the Lyceum, against the Arion

(Continued on Page 9)

SELZNICK TO HANDLE

8 OR 10 NEXT SEASON

David O. Selznick, who arrived in

New York yesterday, will make be-

tween eight and 10 pictures for the

M-G-M 1934-35 program. He sails

within 10 days for England in com-

nany with George Cukor and How-
ard Estabrook, who came East with
him. En route to England they will

work on the script of "David Cop-
perfield," which Selznick is pro-

ducing.

Al Jolson Signs to Make
One a Year for Warners

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Al Jolson has signed

a long-term contract with Warners
calling for one picture a year.

Healthy returns from his current
picture, "Wonder Bar," induced the
star to call off his intended retire-

ment.

P. J. Wood of Ohio I. T. O.
Protests Code Assessments

Report Healthy Gain
In Philadelphia Area

Philadelphia — Reports reaching
Philadelphia (exchanges from the-

eaters in this territory indicate that

business shows as much as 25 per

cent improvement compared with
this month last year. Exhibitors

regard it as a permanent pickup
which will further assert itself next
fall, following the regular summer
slump.

Columbus—P. J. Wood, business

manager of the Independent The-

ater Owners of Ohio, takes sharp

exception to the schedule of assess-

ments for code enforcement expen-

ses on the independent theaters. He
declared that in this city, where first

run houses are assessed $36 a year,

the second run hons^ are assessed

$24 per year which means that every
(Continued on Page 9)

Instructions Issued to
Clearance Boards in

31 Cities
Work of revamping zoning sys-

tems existent at present will be un-
dertaken by zoning and clearance
boards in 31 key cities during the
next week, following issuance of in-

structions by the Code Authority to
hold informal meetings for this pur-
pose.

Impartial members will not at-
tend the sessions, which are called,

(Continued on Page 9)

GOERGIONISDENIED

BY UNION OFFICIAL

Chas. C. Levey, secretary of Lo-
cal 118, service union, will plead not
guilty today in Special Sessions
Court, Brooklyn, to a charge of

(Continued on Page 9)

Sunday Performances
Legalized in Asheville

Asheville, N. C.—The city council
has passed an ordinance permitting
Sunday movies. After May 4, all

local theaters will be open Sundays
from 1 to 7 o'clock in the afternoon
and from 9 in the evening.

"Beyond Bengal"

Dave Mountan, president ot Show-
mens Pictures, spread himselt in two
ways last night. On board the good
ship Queen of Bermuda, he regaled
about 350 invited guests, first with a

preview of Harry Schenck's jungle

thriller, "Beyond Bengal," and then with
an enjoyable program in the ship's

main dining room, with a menu and
speakers and everything. The pictu..

as jungle melodramas go, is one of

the most actionful and thrilling of its

kind, depicting a big game hunt in the
Malayan wilds. It is sufficiently dif-

ferent from others of its type to be in

a class by itself. It has extensive ex-
ploitation possibilities, and' those whom
it attracts to the box-office will not

go home disappointed. Judging from
the reaction of last night's audience,

which included many distinguished per-

sons, it should go over with a bang.

GILLETTE.
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Two More Plays for Films

M-G-M has bought "Lost Hori-

zons," play. Universal is closing

for "Angel," play by Melchoir Leng-
yel.

729 7th Ave.

WANTED
Experienced Animators

apply

BERT GILLETT
Van Beuren Corp.
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RKO Theater Advertising

To Be Handled Separately
Eobert Sisk, director of publicity

and advertising for RKO, will here-

after handle advertising and pub-

licity for RKO Radio Pictures only,

it was announced yesterday. Sisk

has also been head of RKO Theaters

advertising, which will be controlled

in the future as a separate unit.

Advertising head of the theaters has

not as yet been named. It is un-
derstood that Sisk had the choice
of remaining with either branch of

the RKO set-up, and chose the pic-

ture company.

Allied Plans Midwest Meet
Allied is planning to hold a sec-

ond conference of Middle Western
unit leaders within a month in a
city to be later selected. Its East-
ern two-day conference begins this

afternoon at the Park Central Ho-
tel. Four units, Maryland, New
York, New England and New Jer-
sey, will be presented.

New M-G-M Expedition Film
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Harold H. Noice, ex-
plorer-author, together with George
B. Seitz, director, and Joseph Cook,
business manager, have left for the
South American jungles to make a

picture for M-G-M tentatively called

"Jungle Red Man," based on Noice's
book. The trip is being made by
plane via Florida.

Off for "Bengal" Roadshows

Howard S. Hummel has left for

Columbus, Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Chicago, Salt Lake Citv and San
Francisco to arrange for roadshow
openings of Harry Schenck's "Be-
yond Bengal," Far East jungle film

being released by Showmens Pic-

tures. Larry Jacobs is accompany-
ing Hummel to handle the exploita-

tion work.

"Palooka" Ads Win Award
The American Spectator's award

for the best advertising campaign
of the year has been made to

United Artists for its handling of

"Palooka." Hal Home is credited

with the job. Another annual award
assigned by this publication for the

best play of the season goes to

"Richard of Bordeaux."

New Contract for Robert Lord
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Robert Lord, War-
ner-First National supervisor, has
been given a new long-term con-

tract. He has been with the organi-

zation for seven years.

"M. B." Comerford on Board

Philadelphia — Code Authority

members point out that M. B. Com-
erford is a member of the local

Sparks Takes 35 Guests

On Gulf Stream Cruise
Miami, Fla.—Seven boats formed

the fleet carrying E. J. Sparks and
his 35 guests across the Gulf
Stream to waters adjacent to Bimini,
Gun Cay, Cat Cay and Riding Rocks.
In addition to Sparks and his two
brothers, Lon and Shell from Waco,
Texas, are the following:

K. B. and George Wilby of Atlanta;
Ernest Morrison, Miami; Leo Spitz, at-

torney, Chicago; C. W. Allen of RKO. Scott
E. Chestnutt of Paramount and William
Krause of the Empress Theater, Jacksonville ;

William Hart, Park theater, Tampa; Rupert
Koblegard, Jr., Sunrise Theater, Fort Pierce;
Rupert Koblegard. Sr., and Ruhl Koblegard;
Locke Crumley, Jefferson Theater, St. Augus-
tine; Gordon Reape, Dixie Theater, Ocala;
Harry Vincent, Rialto Theater, Orlando;
Kermit Stanford, Star Theater. Arcadia; Dr.
Vernon Lockwood, St. Augustine; Dr. J.

R. Chappell, Dr. G. S. Osincup, W. C. Es
sington and Leroy Giles, Orlando; John L
Crovo, Paramount Theater, Miami : Robert
Thomas. Palm Beach; Kenneth S. Keys and
'iuy Ellis, Miami: George J. Schaefer. Sr..

and George J. Schaefer, Jr., New York:
Meyer B. Shanberg. Kansas Citv; Henry
Stubblefield, Waco, Texas; Lloyd R". Townes
Montgomery; Lou Hutt, Paramount Sound
News and Dave Oliver, Universal News.

Bondholders Get Omaha Orpheum
Omaha—In the absence of any

other bids, the Orpheum Theater
yesterday was sold in court to the

Orpheum Theater Corp. for $125,-

000. The corporation was formed
by the bondholders protective com-
mittee to take over the house, now
operated on short lease by A. H.
Blank.

M-G-M Signs Robert Loraine

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Robert Loraine, for

years a prominent stage star, has
been signed by M-G-M for "The
Green Hat," with Constance Ben-
nett and Herbert Marshall, under
the direction of Robert Z. Leonard.

Mary Pickford for Toronto Fete

Mary Pickford will be the guest

of honor at the Toronto Centennial

on May 7-8. She has been invited

by the Mayor of Toronto, that city

being her home town. After visit-

ing Toronto she will leave for the

Coast.

Frank Bruner Back at Rivoli

Frank Bruner, personal represen-

tative for Mary Pickford, is back at

the Rivoli Theater handling pub-

licity.

Harrisburg Legit Goes Film

Harrisburg—The Majestic, legiti-

mate theater for the past 30 years

and oldest house in the city, has

been opened as a first run movie

house by the owners. Wilmer & Vin-

cent, who now have four houses open

in Harrisburg.

2 Paris Houses for U. A.

par is—The Theater Avenue and

Aubert Palace will shortly present

United Artists product exclusively

grievance board, not M. E. Comer- ! and in the original American vet-

ford, as variously reported.
|

sion.

.oming andG oing

ROBERT DONAT, English actor signed fc

20th Century's "Count of Monte Cristo," leave

New York today for the coast.

ARCHIE MAYO leaves New York Friday re

turning to the Coast.

ARTHUR LOEW is scheduled to arrive i

New York May 10 from Europe.

MR. AND MRS. MERVYN LeROY arrive o
the Coast Saturday from the Orient.

RENE HUBER, Fox Films illustrator, arrive

today from abroad on the Paris.

MIKE NEWMAN, western district publicit
man for Columbia, is in Salt Lake City t

put on a campaign for "No Greater Glory."

RICHARD ARLEN, now on vacation i

Europe, sails from Marseilles on May 2 and i

due back in Hollywood on May 15 to stai

work in "Ready to Love."

FRED ASTAIRE, who returned last wee
from London, has gone south for a rest befor
proceeding to Hollywood to begin work in h
next RKO picture, "The Gay Divorce."

GEORGE RAFT is in Boston playing at th
Metrrpolitan. ROSCO ATES also is now
the Hub.

FATHER BERNARD HUBBARD, "The Glacii
Priest," was in Boston with his Alaskan pic
tures last week.

E. V. Richards Goes Fishing

Grand Isle, La. — The schoone
Eldes, with E. V. Richards and
party of New Orleans theater met
is reported on a fishing cruise i

the Gulf of Mexico near here.

Preview for Continental Film

"The Blue Light," Alpine romanc
hailed as one of the outstandini
European films of yast year, will b
given a preview at midnight May
in the Little Picture House befor
a private invited audience. Len
Riefenstahl is starred in the picture

"Tarzan" Slated to Hold Over
The Capitol will hold "Tarzan an

His Mate" for a second week be
ginning Friday.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

I have always

found this ency-

clopedia very in-

teresting indeed

and a great help

Roxy
S. L. Rothafel

1,000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.



AN INSTITUTION AS GREAT AS THE INDUSTRY IT SERVES"

NTROL

BUILDS OH

INTO CERTIFIED PRI

Whether you order a hun-

dred or a thousand "Certi-

fied Prints," you can be certain that

all will be uniform in quality,

bringing your production to the

screen looking and sounding its

best wherever shown.

Such unfailing uniformity can

be achieved only at Consolidated

Park, where production is scientif-

ically controlled. Working in Con-

solidated^ research laboratories,

our own skilled chemical and me-

chanical engineers have developed

the formulae and machinery for

establishing film printing on a

scientific basis. Guess - work and

chance results have been entirely

eliminated.

SAFEGUARD YOUR INVESTMENT
Cut -price prints mean cut-price quality — inferior

materials carelessly processed on obsolete equipment
—poor screen results.

It doesn't pay to jeopardize

your entire investment for the few

pennies saved on cut-price prints.

Make sure of good results. Send

your productions to the screen on

"Certified Prints." They're made

by science to provide the finest pos-

sible expression of the sound and

action in your negative. Twenty-

one years' experience and a loyal

devotion to the highest ideals of

service are always evident in every

frame of "Certified Prints."

Consolidated Film Industries, inc.
NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD
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EXPLOITETTES
Big Times Square
Plug for "Lost Patrol"

f~\NE of the most successful

campaigns was conceived
and carried out by Arthur May-
er of the Rialto in Times
Square, for Radio's "The Lost
Patrol." The mailing list was
a most comprehensive one. Let-
ters were sent to all the large
boys' clubs in the vicinity, to

the presidents of 700 women's
clubs in Greater New York and
nearby communities of West-
chester, New Jersey and Long
Island. Another form of letter

was sent to 2,250 better films
committees, with enclosed her-
alds. Displays of the photoplay
edition of the novel, published
by A. L. Burt Co., were placed
in 78 stores throughout the
metropolitan area. An extensive
radio campaign was undertaken,
with announcements by Miss
Irene Thirer, Robert Reid and
Uncle Don. 200 attractive cards
were caiTied in the front win-
dows of the cars of the Green
Car Line. An extremely elab-
orate front was conceived and
painted by George Hoffman, of
the Rialto staff, and this in-

cluded, in addition to much
beautiful and sensational pic-

torial work, 860 black-and-white
stills, with 72 appropriate catch-
lines, and a display of Western
Union telegrams sent by each
member of the cast to Arthur
Mayer.

—Rialto, New York City
* * *

Star Contest
Helps Sell Picture

C^\NE of the most effective

newspaper tie-ups accorded
a motion picture showing in

Portland, Oregon was that ar-

ranged by Ted Gamble, man-
ager of the Broadway Theater
in conjunction with his show-
ing of Warner Bros.' "Wonder
Bar." Gamble tied in with the
local Portland "News-Tele-
gram" for a "Guess The Star"
contest, which ran for ten days
prior to the picture's opening.
According to the details of the
contest, the readers were asked
to guess the identity of ten of

the stars in "Wonder Bar," a
picture of each being published
daily during the contest.

—Broadway, Portland, Ore.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

April 23-26: Spring convention of Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, Chalfonre-Haddon
Hall Hotel, Atlantic City.

April 24-25: Allied regional meeting, Park
Central Hotel, New York.

April 25: Chicago Motion Picture Operator]
Ball, Trianon Ballroom, Chicago.

MONG THE

PHIL M DALY
• • • NOTES FROM dear ole Lunnon Anna Sten
and Margaret Sullavan divided newspaper raves recently
when their films crashed the West End the same week-end
"Nana"—thanks to the censors—is now known as "Lady of
the Boulevards" they thought "Nana" was too naughty
a title as the book was banned here decades ago
"Only Yesterday" has established La Sullavan as a real B. O.
draw

T T T

• • • THE BRITISH Board of Film Censors are a con-
scientious group though severe in many instances
they are hard on animal pix because they have received so many
letters protesting against brutality and cruelty in animal films

made in the past Charles "Buster" Laughton as
Paddy Carstairs calls him is soon to leave British shores
for Hollywood with him will go a grand li'l artist, Elsa
Lanchester his wife Laughton is one of the most
popular fellers on the other side

T T T

• • • DURING THE holidays Cyril Gardner and Dave
Bader deserted Lunnon for Brussels and Rotterdam they
didn't talk shop once during their four-day's stay on
penalty of paying the other mug a shilling both being
Scotch, neither lost Hans May, famous Austrian com-
poser is in the British film capital writing grand music
for Sound City and the other studes "Roman Scandals"
opened to grand biz at the Leicester Square theater Eddie
is very popular, as is Norma Shearer whose "Rip Tide"
wowed the press

• • • A NEW line-up of officers has been chosen by the
Columbians the incoming club execs are Hal Hode, presi-

dent; Milton Hannock, first vice-prex; Sam Hacker, second
vice-prex; Vincent Borelli, treasurer; Clara Gorin, secretary J

Minna Stieglitz, assistant sec; Ruth Cohen, financial sec; Mary
Kohan, chairman Board of Governors; Daniel Heiss, pressagey

plans are now being prepared for the Spring Dinner
Dance when the newly electeds will be installed

• • • THROUGH THE United Press, all the editors and
publishers now in New York for the convention of the Amer-
ican Newspaper Publishers Association have been tendered
invites to view Universal's "I'll Tell the World" at the Roxy

Lee Tracy's newspaper yarn Walt Disney's "Three
Little Pigs" has been chosen as representative entertainment
of the first Roosevelt year in Pare Lorentz's book, "The
Roosevelt Year," which is a photographic record of the period.

• • • THE GANG at George Harvey's Agency are havin'

a helluva time these days they moved downstairs at 723
Seventh into Ray Johnston's old offices and have no
phones installed as yet Dave Mountan of Showmens Pic-

tures has taken three more offices in this building That
300 pounds of story-telling Kentucky Colonel known as Dan
Sowers starts his broadcasting over WMCA tonite from 9:45

to 10 get a load of something really Original on the Air
for a change sounds Unbelievable that anything original

can go on the air but 'sfact listen in and be con-

vinced

TIMELYJOPICS
Fewer and Better Shorts
Advocated by Film Critic

TF newsreel editors have fallen

into a deep rut, the produc-

ers responsible for the run-of-

the-mill short comedies and
"canned" vaudeville have tum-
bled into an Alpine crevice or

even the Grand Canyon of the

Colorado. Much of the footage

in those classifications which

reaches Syracuse sound-screens

is a pain in the neck. Yes, or

worse. "Fewer and better

shorts" well might be adopted

as Hollywood's slogan for 1934.

As a matter of fact, there are

far too many short subjects

produced annually. The Film
Daily fixes the total at 1,600,

or 560 more than really are nec-

essary to supply the American

market. This over-production

does more than merely direct

attention to financial wastage.

It emphasizes that there is

equally serious waste of crea-

tive talent. Certainly, were one

out of every three shorts on

production schedules to be

dropped, one reasonably might

expect a marked gain in qual-

ity for those retained. There

are exceptions, of course. Wal-

ter Disney requires no restric-

tion of his schedule, and Hal

Roach does well by Laurel and

Hardy ... or vice versa. Tom
Terris, FitzPatrick and Van
Beuren Vagabond reels deserve
hearty indorsements, so, too,

Paramount's Screen Souvenirs,

and there are still others that

could be mentioned. Yet, all in

all, I stand by my guns: It's high
time that Hollywood gave some
serious thought to the short sub-

ject situation. If it doesn't, I'm
prepared to lead a crusade to re-

strict talkie programs to a sin-

gle feature.
—CHESTER L. BAHN,

Cinema Critic, Syracuse "Herald"

« « « » » »
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JUNGLE WAR RAGES AS TARZAN HURLS
DEFY AT RENEGADE IVORY THIEVES!

^
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For centuries . . . dying elephants had come to -this

jungle graveyard. Ivory tusks...worth millions...

lay gleaming in the moonlight. This was the

*-£> secret treasure which Tarzan guarded

. . . defying the slashing attacks of

murderous white renegades!
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LEFT FOR DEAD
Shot by renegades »r>d left for

dead, Tarxan la mined back to

health try hii Erieodj, the apca?

TARZAN'S ARMY
At Tartan's call saber-toothed

apes hurl jagged rocks at the
invading Safari.

! ! S E E ! !

SEE..."The Uon Tooth
Men," strangest of all

savages, with fangs like

huge jungle monsters!

SEE.. .Hideously painted

cannibal warriors of the

"Ju-ju" country, hungry
for human flesh!

THE CALL OF LOVE
White goddcu of the Jungle — the traded civilization

for the love of Tarxan . . . her mate.

ATTACKED!
The gleaming teeth of the lionets

were close to his throat! Was this

to be the end?

Helpless, the screaming
black shrank from, the

ravenous jungle mon-
ster! Then . . . from the

green wilderness...came
the booming battle cry

of Tarzan!

JOHHHy

WEIKMUUER
The one and only Tarzan, more thrilling than ever

in a NEW and GREATER fcw

TAR**"
MATEAND Hit

. , MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN
NEIL HAMILTON • PAUL CAVANAUGH
Directed by CEDR1C GIBBONS
Produced byBERNARD H.HYMAN

a<im
BEFORE
ON ANY
SCREEN.

a NURSED TO HEALTH!
Murderously assaulted by

renegade ivory thieves,

>v Tarzan is carried to the

I
tree tops by friend-

lyapes! Herbs and
leaves »oothe his

wounds.
A METRO-
GOLDWYN-

MAYER PICTURE

HORNED MENACE!

A
The swift charge of the
rhino caught Tarzan una-
wares. Now only his super-

human fighting Instincts

could save them from
shocking death!

•
SAFE in the arms of
the one man strong
enough to face the
terrors of the jungle.
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i! ! SEE ! !

_|SEE..."The Lion
'

0f Tooth Mcn,"strang-
' yest of all savages,
^ with fangs like huge
jungle monsters I

J
SEE...The Elephant

> Burial Ground, a

hidden graveyard
centuries old, with a

I secret treasure df
/ millions in ivory 1

j THE MASSACRE!
F The fight at the river

ath 'The LtonTooth
len"endBinamassa-
rc.when the ivory

I traders set fire to the
ammunition dump 1
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LET ME HAVE YOUR GREAT
ARMS TIGHT AROUND ME
YOU ARE MY MATE!
Tonight. ..theirParadisewould
ring with his mating cry!

Tomorrow...he would grapple
with jungle death!

*dflv
' GIANT APES
... came at Tarzan'*
Call, hurling jagged

,- death-dealing rocks
{f > ..they put the sav-

age "Lion Tooth
as Men" to rout!

£>.
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NEVER\1
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%
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9l FEARLESS!
Even the mad
rhino holds
no terror for
Tarzan.

JOHMNy

WEISSMULLER
ATTACKED!

The gleaming teeth

of the lioness were
close to his throat!

Was this to be the

end?

Brawny Adonis in new adventures with

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN
V
*?k

fl Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer -Picture

IS with NEIL HAMILTON
PAUL CAVANAUGH

AND HIS

MATE

i i
! ! SEE
SEE . . .The"Lion Tooth
Men," strangest of all

savages, with fangslike
huge jungle monsters;

SEE...The Elephant
Burial Ground, cen-
turies old, with a secret
treasure of millions in
ivory.

SEE . . . Hideously
painted cannibal war-
riors of the "Ju-ju"
country, hungry for
human flesh!

!m.

II

"The Lion Tooth Met t of all Mvagea, with fangj Ifltf huge

of the "Ju-ju"' country, hungry

K^rJ
RESCUED BY THE APES1 Murderously assaul-

ted by renegade Ivory thieves, Tarzan is carried

to the tree topi by friendly apes. Herbs and
leaves soothe his wounds.

JUNGLE LOVE!
WhileTanan'sbrawny a

held her dose... the jungl
furies meant nothing

L White Goddess ol

...A TENT AS BIG AS YELLOWSTONE PARK

...COULDN'T HOUSE THE WONDER-
THRILLS OF THIS ROCKETING DRAMAI

Johnnv WEISSMULLEP,
MORE THRILUNG THAN EVER IN A NEW AND GREATER

TALUAN
AND HIS MATE

this

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN
NEIL HAMILTON • PAUL CAVANAUGH

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER'S Amazing Netf ThriU-Drama based on t

characters created by EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS. Dfrectedby CEDR1C
GIBBONS. Produced by BERNARD H. HYMAN.

THE AMAZING ELEPHANT BURIAL GROUND!
For centuries... elephants have cotne to this secluded grove.

v^o~ Through some weird instinct, they have made it thei

graveyard. Millions in ivory lay upon the ground.
Already, white renegades had tried to murder

Tarzan, to possess this fabulous treasure!

.

MV

i

DRAMA TO TIE YOUR
NERVES INTO KNOTS!
jWild Africa ... ransacked for^-
new thrills and strange, start-^ j^
[ling adventures! Now they^^ ^
zoom to the screjen..

[to awe and amaze you!

SV,*

§1
mm

^
„<sCs«t v |

J A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture withf

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN
NEIL HAMILTON .

Based on the characters

created by EDGAR RICE
BURROUGHS

PAUL CAVANAUGH

m

[OUT OF THE
SKY!

[Startling the:
) hunters, a beauti-

1

i ful girl crashes
[ through the trees

1 to be saved from
j
certain death by

J
Tarzan the Mighty

!!SEE!!
SEE..."The Lion
Tooth Men," strang-
est of all savages,
with fangs like huge
jungle monsters!

SEE...The Elephant
Burial Ground, a
hidden graveyard
centuries old, with a
secret treasure of

\ , millions in ivory!

J

A F E . . .

i the arms of the

one man mighty

enough to face

the terrors of the

jungle.

DEATH TO THE
BLACK PANTHER

Now . . . the snarling cat launched itself

in vicious attack! Its great claws slashed at

human prey! Gripping his hunting
\ knife Tarzan waited. He, too, could rip and tear.

&

HAND-TO-HAND FIGHT!

The gleaming teeth of the

lioneu were clowr to bit

oatl Wai thii to be
the end . . . 1

//
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REVAMPING TO START

ON ZONING SYSTEMS

(Continued from Page 1)

says the announcement, to "discuss
clearance and zoning work and to
expedite the investigation of pro-
tests." No vote, however, is to be
taken at these meetings.
"The presence of the impartial

member or his alternate is impera-
tive at all protest hearings where a
vote is to be taken by the members
of the board," says the statement.
Calling of the sessions was author-
ized by a motion made by Nathan
Yamins and seconded by Neil Ag-
new.

Coercion is Denied
By Union Official

(Continued from Page 1 )

criminal coercion for which he was
booked last Saturday at the Pop-
lar Street Station and later released
in $1,000 bail, he told Film Daily
yesterday. Levey surrendered him-
self to Detective O'Hagan of the
Poplar St. Station following issu-

ance of a warrant in Special Ses-

sions Court on complaint of Harry
Lewis, manager of the Tivoli The-
ater, Brooklyn, now being picketed

by Local 118.

Lewis charged that Levey had
threatened him with violence be-
tween April 6 and 14 unless he re-

instated a man discharged for in-

competency and that when he re-

fused to comply a stench bomb was
dropped in the theater and caused
a panic.

Releasing "Villa" April 27
"Viva Villa" will be placed in

general release April 27 by M-G-M.
Celia Villa, daughter of the Mex-
ican general, will make a personal
appearance tour in connection with
showings of the picture. Her itin-

erary takes her to New England,
various Eastern cities and the
Southwest, altogether occupying
three months.

May Film Minnesota Story

Rochester, Minn. — "Court House
Square," recently published novel
by Phil LaMar Anderson, local

newspaper man, is headed for the
screen, according to negotiations now
under way. It is a story of news-
paper work and politics in Minne-
sota.

SUNSHIN€
vu-y// IN

THE

DAY'S

NEWS

Exchanges in Philadelphia report dis-

tinct upturn in business throughout that

territory.

"TT'S the quality of the entertain-

ment that counts, not the names
on the posters outside the theater."
—HARRY GOETZ.

"The nearer your picture is to
true screen art, the wider is the
range of its probable success
throughout the world."—DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS, JR.

* * *

"I have all the volume I need and
I don't want to worry about my
diaphragm."—BING CROSBY.

"Legitimate stage and musical
stars are not pampered as are their
Hollywood brothers and sisters."

—

EARL CARROLL.

"An expert is usually just an or-
dinary fellow a long way from
home."—C. C. PETTIJOHN.

"The problem of what the child
shall see is the mother's responsibil-
ity. We are a sophisticated people
and we cannot have movies strictly

for the sake of the children."—MRS.
WILLIAM DICK SPORBORG, East
Coast Preview Committee.

"If you want my advice, to keep
your figure, always be happy, but
not too happy."—EVELYN VEN-
ABLE.

"In the introduction of dialogue
certainly the sound pictures should
come under the free speech guar-
antees of the Constitution." — EL-
MER RICE.

"It is high time that Hollywood
invited the critics of its entertain-
ment to give us the fruits of their
ability, so that we can all become
as perfect as they think themselves
to be."—RICHARD WALLACE.

"The masses are a sure guide to

the success of a picture. The intel-

ligentsia singles out a few good ele-

ments in pictures, but the crowd
causes a picture to live or die, be-
cause, in the long run, the crowd
is hard to fool. You can move your
masses only with basic emotions;
and if you stir the masses you stir

the intellectuals, for the fundamen-
tal emotions appeal alike to a king
and to a beggar." — ROSAMOND
BOTSFORD.

16MM. Color Talkies
Possible, SMPE Hears

(Continued from Page 1)

of the RCA ictor Co. of Camden.
More than 200 leading engineers of

the industry were at the first ses-

sion, and an honorary guest of the

convention was William Reed, the

first man to project motion pictures

in an exclusively movie theater.

The sound recording experiments
with color photography were con-
ducted by the RCA Victor engineers
with the Kodacolor film and color

filter process. Actual recording
tests showed that no distortion of

a serious nature resulted from the
peculiar base of the film which is

specially embossed (longitudinally

lenticulated) for color sensitivity.

Further experiments by the Cam-
den engineers established that color

subjects made by the subtractive
color process on standard 35mm. film

could be optically reduced to 16mm.
size and successfully printed on
Kodacolor film stock.

The sound camera apparatus dis-

cussed utilizes 16 millimeter film

with a narrow track on one side for

recording sound. It was described
as a "newsreel" type incorporating
the sound recording system in the
single light-weight camera case. As
the subject is photographed, the op-

erator talks into a mouthpiece lead-

ing to a vibrating metal diaphragm.
This diaphragm, which is set in mo-
tion by the speaking voice, is

coupled mechanically to a tiny mir-
ror which vibrates in unison with
it. A l'ght beam directed on the
mirror is reflected with its fluctua-

tions on the sensitized edge of the

Free Broadcast Program
Being Dropped by Roxy
Because the expense was too

heavy, Fanchon & Marco will dis-

continue after today the weekly ad-
dition to the Roxy Theater stage
show on Tuesday night of the half-

hour sustaining program supplied
gratis by Station WOR for the past
three weeks, it was said Saturday
by Jack Partington. The expense
to the theater ran to several hun-
dred dollars weekly, chiefly in sal-

aries to musicians for added re-

hearsals.
WOR has been asked to substitute

a 15-minute program, which could
easily be added to the regular Roxy
show and not make the flesh enter-

tainment run too long, Partington
said.

Address Better Films Group

New Orleans—H. S. McLeod,
president of the G.S.T.O.A., and
Guy Brown, RKO exchange man-
ager, were speakers at the last meet-
ing of the Better Films Council.

McLeod urged that parents show
more interest in selecting films for

their children. The group declared

itself opposed to censorship.

film as it passes through the cam-
era. For recording the voice of the

person or group being photographed,
as well as for atmosipherical sound
effects, a separate microphone at-

tachment together with electrical

amplifying and recording equipment
are provided for convenient mount-
ing on a specially designed "uni-
mount" tripod upon which the sound
camera itself may also be set.

CODE ASSESSMENTS

ARE CALLED UNFAIR

(Continued from Page 1)

little theater must pay that amount.
He said:

"I know a house of the first run
variety in Columbus which grosses
on the average of $6,000 a week
whereas it pays but $36 a year,
while another house which grosses
but $300 or $400 a week must pay
$24 a year. I believe it is palpably
mjust and discriminatory and I will
start a movement to bring this un-
fairness to the attention of those
efiponsible for the schedule of
harges. The small independent
heater will bear the brunt of en-
forcement expenses."

Complaints Against Passes
Up Before Cleveland Bd.

(Continued from Page 1)

and Southern theaters operated by
Simon Japlan Amusement Co., and
Paul Gusdanovic, circuit owner,
against the Mt. Pleasant Theater,
operated by Sam Fine. One of the
postponements was due to objection
of the defendant attorney to admit-
ting an affidavit in lieu of witnesses.
In another case the defendant failed

to appear.

Lou Ostrow Joins Universal
Wet Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Lou Ostrow will join

Universal in charge of serials and
action features effective June 1.

Max Cohen Gets Selwyn Theater

Max A. Cohen, president of Anr
Amusement Corp., has taken over
the Selwyn Theater, legitimate the-
ater on 42nd St., and will operate
it as a film grind.

New F. D. Manager in Cleveland

Cleveland — M. A. Lebensburger,
new branch manager of the First
Division exchange here, took over
his new duties yesterday.

New House for Bristol, R. I.

Bristol, R. I.—Sidney and Charles
Makowsky announce plans completed
and work to start soon on a $60,000
theater here. It will seat 1,000.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"Norman Foster owns a police dog

that is a granddaughter of Strongheart."

—FOX.

ft
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"SLEEPERS EAST"

with Wynne Gibson, Preston Foster

Fox 64 mins.

PLENTY OF DRAMATIC ACTION AND
SUSPENSE IN STORY WITH APPEALING
LOVE ANGLE.

Wynne Gibson acquits herself splendidly

in a very human characterization of a small

tcwn girl who goes haywire in the big

city and then redeems herself in a sweet

romance with her boyhood sweetheart. In-

terwoven in this romance is a very hectic

and exciting drama of the semi-underworld
involving a murder of a night club owner.

Miss Gibson is at the night club with the

drunken son of the mayor who fires the

fatal shot, and she is the only eye-witness

to the crime. Fearing to be returned to

jail for violating her parole, she flees to

a distant city. Meanwhile evidence points

to a big gangster as the killer. The action

of the film from here on concerns the

efforts of the prosecutor to convict the

gangster, and the work of the defense

attorney to discover the girl who is the

cnly witness to the murder. She is dis-

covered, and brought back to testify at the

trial, which results in the suicide of the

mayor's son as his name is about to be

revealed. The incidental love story of

Wynne Gibson and Preston Foster lifts this

out of the routine.

Cast: Wynne Gibson, Preston Foster,

Mona Barrie, Harvey Stephens, Roger Imhof,

J. Carrol Naish, Howard Lally, Suzanne
Kaaren.

Director, Kenneth MacKenna; Author,

Frederick Nebel; Adaptor, Lester Cole;

Sound Engineer, E. F. Grossman; Camera-

man, Ernest Palmer.

Direction, Good Photography, Very Good.

Tim McCoy in

"VOICE IN THE NIGHT"
Columbia 60 mins.

SWELL ACTION YARN OF THE TELE-

PHONE SERVICE WITH McCOY SCOR-
ING STRONG IN THRILL STUFF.

This is easily the best of the Tim
McCoy action pictures centering around

big city doings. In this one Tim appears

as the son of the head of a telephone

company who has a quarrel with the board

of directors and quits his job as general

manager. Later he hooks up with another

telephone company in a nearby section

when he discovers that a crooked gang
arc trying to ruin the company so they

can grab the franchise. The story is

graphically told, showing the workings of

the "trouble shooters"—the boys who are

sent out on emergency assignments to fix

the lines. There is a great thrill scene

when the gang try to break the cables

being swung over a mountain gorge, with

McCoy doing battle with one of the

gangsters in a car as it swings over the

precipice. Later there is a flood scene

that packs a big wallop as the gang dyna-

mite the dam and the waters break loose

toward the nearby town. Plenty of thrills

and excitement, with a story that is well

knit together around the actual workings

of a telephone company.

Cast: Tim McCoy, Billie Seward, Joseph

Crehan, Ward Bond, Kane Richmond, Frank

Layton, Guy Usher, Francis McDonald,

Alphonse Ethier.

Director, Charles C. Coleman; Author,

Harold Shumate; Adaptor, same; Sound,

Glenn Rominger; Editor, John Rawlins;

Cameraman, John Stumar.

Direction, Very Good. Photography, Okay.
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Above the &th

Floor $6.00

and up

Enjoy the comforts of *

parlor and bedroom suite. . . .

All rooms equipped with

combination tub and shower

bath, and running ice water.

Ideal location — adjacent to

shopping, business and the-

atre districts.

SWJMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

"PICTURE BRIDES"
M. H. Hoffman-First Division 66 mins.

LIVELY, ROWDY AND DIVERTING
STORY OF AMOUR AND INTRIGUE IN

THE TROPICS.
A brisk, fast-moving tale, this M. H.

Hoffman production makes diverting film

fare. Four picture brides, a quartette of

slangy, hard-boiled females, are on their

way from Panama to prospective hubbies

at an African diamond mine. Dorothy

Libaire, a young innocent, is horrified

when she learns where she is bound and

for what purpose. Dot Mackaill saves

La Libaire from Alan Hale, the ruthless

mine owner, and permits her to marry

Regis Toomey. When Hale learns how he

has been tricked, he attempts to take

Miss Libaire by force, but Toomey inter-

venes. Hale then notifies the police where

they can find Toomey, an escaped em-

bezzler. His little plot to get Toomey's

wife and defraud Toomey of his earnings

is stopped by a bullet from the gun of

the plantation's old doctor whose young

daughter was found in the jungle clutch-

ing Hale's diamond watch fob.

Cast: Dorothy Mackaill, Regis Toomey,

Dorothy Libaire, Will and Gladys Ahern,

•Harvey Clarke, Esther Muir, Mae Busch,

Al Hill, Brooks Benedict, Larry McGrath,

Mary Korman, Fred Malatesta, Alan Hale,

Viva Tattersal, Franklin Parker, Jimmy

Aubrey, Michael Visaroff.

Director, Phil Rosen; Authors, Charles

E. and Harry Clay Blaney; Adaptor, Adele

Buffington.

Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

"THE PRINCE OF WALES"
Gaumont-British 56 Mins.

VERY INTERESTING SCREEN BIOG-

RAPHY OF PRINCE OF WALES SHOW-
ING HIM AS SPORTSMAN, TRAVELER,

SOLDIER AND IN REGAL ROBES.

Starting with still pictures of the Prince

of Wales as a child in the arms of his

grandmother, Queen Victoria, this film

record shows in graphic sequence various

events in his life and follows him through

several countries in his travels incognito.

The ancient and royal ceremony of his

official recognition as a prince, many in-

teresting and close-up shots of him as

a horseman in track races, steeplechases

and in the hunt give the film its start.

Only one fall from a horse is shown. Sev-

eral scenes taken from the Prince's own

film record of his travels through the big-

game country in Africa are cut-in. Shots

cf the Prince as a second lieutenant in the

British Army during the war and with his

father King George at the front, are of

particular interest. The film ends with

several scenes of the Prince in the many

countries he has visited and his return to

England, and the welcoming reception. The

last few hundred feet are given over to

a close-up of the Prince in which he ex-

plains that all profits from the showing

cf the picture are to be given to aid the

British unemployed. These scenes show

the Prince as he is today and are about

the best and most intimate screen por-

traits of him yet seen in this country.

Photography is satisfactory throughout and

the narrative, although spoken in some-

what of a monotone, has been cleverly

! written.

Tom Walls in

"JUST SMITH"

Gaumont-British 69 mins.

RATHER AMUSING FARCE-MYSTERY
WITH WALLS FINE AS GENTLEMAN
RAFFLES.

With a frail plot with which to work,

Tom Walls, who is both director and star

in this comedy, has made it quite worth-

while fare for those who prefer pictures

of a farcical nature. The story concerns

Walls, an English gentleman Raffles who
with his American co-conspirator, Hartley

Powers, live in luxury at the expense of

society. Powers is in possession of a

yacht which he acquired under suspicious

circumstances and it is at a party on the

yacht that the duo lay their plans to

fieece a wealthy woman. Later at a party

at her home Walls attempts to steal the

woman's most prized necklace, but before

Walls can reach the safe, the woman's
daughter has purloined the jewelry. A
Scotland Yard inspector is called in and

to save the girl, with whom he is in love,

Walls steals the necklace from her purse.

All ends well with Walls and the inspec-

tor in a laugh finish.

Cast: Tom Walls, Carol Goodner, Anne
Gray, Allan Aynesworth, Eva Mcore, Reg-

inald Gardiner, Hartley Power, Veronica

Rose, Leslie Perrino, Margaret Moffat,

Peter Gawthorne, Basil Redford.

Director, Tom Walls; Author, Frederick

Lonsdale; Adaptor, John Orton; Camera-

man, Leslie Rowson; Recording Engineer,

A. C. Dcnoghue.

Direction, Good. Photography, Okay.

FOREIGN DIALOGUE
"DER FELDHERRNHUEGEL" ("The Hill

of the Commander-in-Chief"), in German;

produced by Tobis-Klangfilm-Emelka; di-

rected by Eugen Thiele; with Ivan Petro-

vich, Elga Brinl, Betty Bird, Fritz Spira,

Fritz Steiner, Ernst Dumcke, Roda Roda,

Hansi Arnstaedt. At the Yorkville Theater.

Military ccmedy, with a romance between

a dashing cavalry officer and a rich girl,

makes fairly agreeable entertainment for

German audiences.

"DER STERN VON VALENCIA" (The

Star of Valencia"), in German; produced

by Ufa; directed by Alfred Zeisler; with

Paul Westermeier, Liane Haid, Peter Erke-

lenz, Hans Deppe, Eduard Wesener, Fritz

Odemar, Willi Schur. At the 79th St.

Theater.

Moderately engrossing drama about the

white slave traffic in Europe, with good

work by Liane Haid as the abducted heroine

who is finally rescued.

"ADIEU LES BEAUX JOURS" ("Goodby,

Happy Days"), in French with some English

titles; produced by Alliance Cinematogra-

phique Europaene; directed by Andre

Beucler and Johannes Meyer; with Brigitte

Helm, Jean Gabin, Henry Bosc, Lucien

Dayle, Henry Vilbert, Andre Nicolle,

Ginette Leclerc, Thorny Bourdelle, Jean

Carette. At the 55th St. Playhouse.

Fairly entertaining mixture of romance

and jewel crooks enacted against the

charming background of the Riviera.
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By RALPH WILK
QOLORES DEL RIO, who was re-

cently signed to a long term
Warner contract, has heen assigned
the starring role in the company's
forthcoming production of "Shang-
hai Orchid." Miss Del Rio is eur-
cently at work in the Warner spe-
cial production entitled "Madame
DuBarry," in which she is supported
by Osgood Perkins, Victor Jory,
Verree Teasdale, Reginald Owen and
Ferdinand Gottschalk.

T T T
"The Postman Always Rings

Twice," James M. Cain's best-seller,

has been added to the list of M-G-M
properties assembled for the current
season. No definite date as to start
of production on this story has yet
been set, but an announcement is

expected soon.

T T T

Victor Milner will celebrate
twelve years of service as a Para-
mount studio cameraman shortly
with a prolonged vacation and a trip

around the world. He will start

as soon as he is through with his

current assignment, photographing
Cecil B. DeMille's production of

"Cleopatra."

t

George Murphy, formerly of the
Broadway stage, was signed simul-
taneously by Columbia on a long-
term contract and by Samuel Gold-
wyn for the new Eddie Cantor fea-

ture.

T T T

David Manners has been signed
by Charles R. Rogers to be one of

Elissa Landi's four lovers in "I Love
an Actress," which Rogers is pro-

ducing for Paramount. Miss Landi
and Adolphe Menjou are heading
the cast under the direction of

Ralph Murphy. This is Manners'
first appearance at Paramount since

he appeared with Claudette Colbert
in "Torch Singer."

T T T
De Witt Jennings and Ward Bond

were the first two players to be
signed by Columbia for "Fire Pa-
trol," Tim McCoy's next starring
vehicle for the company. The
story is by Harold Shumate and the
star will again be teamed with D.

Ross Lederman, who is directing.

T T T
Isabel Jewell has been selected by

Charles R. Rogers for the leading
feminine role opposite Jack Haley
in "Here Comes the Groom" which
goes into production at Paramount
this week. She will join a cast

headed by Jack Haley. Mary Boland
Ann Sothern and Neil Hamilton

Greta Garbo's Next is Set

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Greta Garbo's next ve-

hicle has been set by M-G-M as "The
Painted Veil." which Salka Viertel and

John Meeh^n will 2dapt trom the W.
Somerset Mauah'n novel w :

th i M'!'»

background. Richard Boleslavsky is to

direct, with Hunt Stromberg as the

producer.

Wallace Calls for Showdown
Mrs. Mildred Lewis Russell, chairman

of the Daughters of the American
Revolution Better Films Committee, who
recently protested against Hollywood's
"going-to-have-a-baby" cycle of pic-

tures, has been invited to write a

screen story by Director Richard Wal-
lace, whose "Eight Girls In A Boat"
was one of the pictures selected for

derision by Mrs. Russell. Wallace has

offered his services in helping to dis-
pose of the script to a major studio.

His offer contains a hint that the
story "better be good."

under the direction of Edward Sedg-
wick.

T T T
Bette Davis's mother will arrive

in Hollywood this week for a visit

of one month. Miss Davis is now
working at the Warner studios in

"Housewife."

t _ T
Paramount is giving songs and a

special musical score to "The Old
Fashioned Way," which was writ-

ten by W. C. Fields and in which
the comedian will star. Harry Rev-
el and Mack Gordon, creators of

over a score of recent song hits

have been assigned to do the mu
sical numbers of the piece.

T T T
The background of Leningrad

when it was Petrograd is being
created for First National's produc-
tion of "British Agent," the film

adaptation of R. H. Bruce Lockhart's
memoirs which will star Leslie

Howard and Kay Francis. The im-
portant edifices of Moscow are also

being reproduced on the First Na-
tional lot, with the exception of the

Kremlin, which proves too large for

practical set construction. Both
Russian capitals were focal points

in Lockhart's Muscovite adventures.

"Rothschild" Holds in Boston

Boston—"House of Rothschild" is

still going strong- at the Majestic

and is sure of holding for four weeks
at least. Al Selig is handlnig the

engagement. Mike Kavanaugh is

working with him.

Hitler Film Chicago Opening

Chicago—"Hitler's Reign of Ter-

ror" opened yesterday at the Ma-
jestic. Samuel Cummins of Jewel

Productions is releasing 20 road-

shows of the picture.

Operatic Film for Yorkville

Smetana's comic opera, "The Bar-
tered Bride," has been brought to

this country by Kinematrade and
will have its American premiere at

the Yorkville Theater beginning
Thursdav. It is in German.

Florida Operator Law Upheld

Tallahassee — The supreme court

has held constitutional a state law
requiring licensing and examining
of motion picture projection machine
operators in towns of more than
6,000 population.

Among the other plans for the set-

tings of "British Agent" are nine
special gowns being designed by
Orry-Kelly, the studio's stylist, for
Kay Francis. Michael Curtiz has
been given the directorial assign-
ment on the film.

T T T
Wesley Barry and Ben Alexander,

two of the most famous boy stars
of silent film days, return to the
screen as adults in "The Life of

Vergie Winters," new RKO Radio
picture starring Ann Harding.

T T T

Major Herbert O. Yardley has
been signed by M-G-M to collaborate
with C. Gardner Sullivan on the
screen version of the former's ad-
venture book, "The Blonde Count-
ess."

T T

Marjorie Klein has been signed by
Paramount to prepare in continuity

form Adela Rogers St. Johns' adap-
tation of "A Son Comes Home," in

which Lee Tracy will make his

Paramount acting-contract debut.

r
"Rumba," from a story by Guy

Endore, will be George Raft's sec-

ond picture following his return to

the Hollywood studios from his

present leave of absence. "Lime-
house Nights," an original by Phil-

lio MacDonald will be his first

Carole Lombard will appear with
Raft in "Rhumba."

t T

The Stanley Bergerman produc-
tion, heretofore called "Sin for

Cinderella," will go into production

at Universal under the title of

"Romance in the Rain." This mu-
sical, written bv Sig Herzig and Jav
Gorney, will be for the 1934-35

schedule.

Claim Exclusive Right to "Tarzan"
Claiming that the name "Tarzan"

is registered in the U. S. Patent
Office and can be used only under
license from Edgar Rice Burroughs.
Inc., or Stephen Slesinger, Inc., his

representa rives, Slesinger yesterday

announced that action would be tak-

en to prevent the proposed produc-

tion of a short subject series using

a "Tarzan" police dog.

Harry David Loses Mother

Salt Lake City—Mrs. Sarah Da-
vid, mother of Harry David, general

manager of the Louis Marcus the-

aters in Utah and Idaho, died last

week at her home in San Francisco.

Cleve. Boards Meet Today

Cleveland—A joint meeting of the

grievance and zoning boards will be

held today. J. E. Fontaine of Para-
mount is temporary chairman of the

boards.

New House for Greenwood, S. C.

Greenwood, S. C. — A 900-seat

house to be know as the Carolina

and costing approximately $60,000

is under construction here. Owner
is A. E. Groom.

WORLD'S FINEST

ARE WORTHY OF THE NAME

World's finest as applied to Tecla

Culture Pearls means simply this

—

that out of every hundred culture

pearls gathered from the cultivated

oyster beds of the Orient, only one

will ordinarily prove ofsufficient ex-

cellence to warrant a presentation

by Tecla. Offered in exquisitely

matched necklaces, also in rings,

bracelets, earrings and other jewel

pieces set in gold or platinum and

mounted to special order ifdesired.

Values unsurpassed inTecIa history.

©

608 FIFTH AVE. at 49th ST., NEW YORK
(Adjacent To Rockefeller Center )
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UNIVERSAL FINISHING

SCHEDULE BY JUNE 1

West Coast Bureau of Tilt FILM D.UI.i

Hollywood—Universal will com-

plete its current season program

by June 1, two months earlier than

previously expected, and at that

time three features on next year's

list will either be well into produc-

tion or completed.

Pictures at present in work are:

"Little Man, What Now," and two

B. F. Zeidman productions, "Fun-

ny Thing Called Love" and "I Give

My Love." Five pictures have re-

cently gone to the cutting rooms.

They are: "Half a Sinner," "Dan-
gerous to Women," "Embarrassing
Moments," "The Black Cat" and
"Affairs of a Gentleman."

Fairbanks in Overseas Broadcast

Actual production of a motion
picture will be broadcast across the

Atlantic when a scene from Douglas
Fairbanks' forthcoming picture

"The Private Life of Don Juan,"

will be brought to American listen

ers through station WABC from
the Imperial studios in London on

May 5 between 3.20 and 4:00 P. M.,

eastern daylight saving time. Fair-

banks, assisted by Doug, Jr., George
Grossmith and Frederick Lonsdale,

will enact a scene from the latter-

part of the picture, a London Film
Production, written by Lajos Biro

and Arthur Wimperis and directed

by Alexander Korda for United
Artists release.

100 at Donat Luncheon

Robert Donat, first English actor

to be brought to America under
the plan of Joseph Schenck of

United Artists to exchange actors

and directors with London, was ten-

dered a luncheon and l-eception at

the Hotel Lombardy yesterday by
United Artists and Reliance Pic-

tures executives. More than 100

representatives of the trade press,

newspapers and fan magazines at-

tended. At the dais were H. J.

Yates, Harry Goetz, E. B. Hatrick,

Archie Mayo, Hal Home, David
Poucher and Chester Erskine.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Approximately 200 pictures are sched-

uled tor production by British studios

this year.

NEWS OF THE DAY
South Fond du Lac, Wis.—Garlan

E. Schultz and J. G. Konrad of
Antigo are remodeling the Rex here
and will operate the house four
days a week.

La Crosse, Wis.—Edgar J. Roem-
held, has resigned as program di-

rector of Radio Station WKBH here
to visit his brother Heinz, musical
director for Warners in Hollywood.
He plans to enter scenario writing
in Hollywood. i

Boston—George French, who took
the place of Ray Conner last sum-
mer as manager of the RKO Keith
theater and later went to manage
an RKO house in Providence, is

back at his former post here.

Cleveland—Frank Cummings has
opened the Savoy, neighborhood
house, with a burlesque policy.

Milwaukee—Articles of incorpo-
ration have been filed by South-
western Theater Corp. Incorpora-
tors are C. J. Brewster, A. D. Kvool
and H. Saxe.

Cleveland—When vaudeville goes
out at the RKO Palace on May 4,

prices will drop to the level of the
average local first-run houses, name-
ly 30-35-44 cents.

Morganton, N. C.—The Carolina,
dark for more than a year, is again
in operation.

New Orleans — George Pabst,
former shipping head for Fox here,

has been promoted to ad sales man-
ager succeeding Jackson Williams.
Bill Livery, Pabst's assistant, has
been placed in charge of the ship-

ping department.

Boston — Teddy Richmond has
taken the places of Floyd Bell, pub-
licist, and Nat Ehrlick, assistant
manager, at the Park theater coin-

cident with the change of owner-
ship. Jim Schofield is at the head
of the art department.

New Orleans — Henry Lazarus,
operator of the Newcomb, Wonder-
land and Coliseum, is going on the
road this week with "Narcotic," dis-

tributed here by Roadshow Attrac-
tions.

16 in Preparation
At Warner Studios

(Continued from Parte 1

)

early shooting, in addition to four
features and a two-reel Technicolor
short at present before the cameras.
The pictures in work are "Hey,
Sailor," with James Cagney, Pat
O'Brien, Gloria Stuart, Dorothy Tree
and Frank McHugh heading the

-ast; "Madame DuBarry," starring
Dolores Del Rio, with Osgood Perk-
ins, Victor Jory, Reginald Owen,
Verree Teasdale and Ferdinand
Gottschalk in support; "Dames," all-

star musical with Joan Blondell,

Dick Powell, Ruby Keeler, ZaSu
Pitts, Guy Kibbee and Hugh Her-
bert and others; "Housewife," fea-

turing George Brent, Bette Davis,

Ann Dvorak and John Halliday,

and a two-reel Vitaphone Techni-

color musical entitled "Motor O'-

Mine," with Leon Errol, Maxine
Doyle and Paul Kaye heading the

cast.

The 16 in preparation include

"Anthony Adverse," the best-seller

by Hervey Allen; "British Agent,"
based on the book by R. H. Bruce
Lockhart and co-starring Leslie

Howard and Kay Francis; "Border
Town," to star Paul Muni in the

story by Carroll Graham; "The
Dragon Murder Case," by S. S. Van
Dine, with Warren William in the

role of Philo Vance, "The Firebird,"

from the play by Lajos Zilahy; "A
Lost Lady," which will probably

star Barbara Stanwyck in the story

by Willa Cather; "Oil For the

Lamps of China," based on the

Alice Tisdale Hobart best-seller;

"Road House," in which George
Brent will be featured in the story

by Arthur Somers Roche; "Shang-

Action is Deferred
On Paramount Claims

Consideration of three claims
against Paramount Publix sched-

uled for yesterday was deferred

until a creditors' meeting on May 2.

Claims to be adjusted here are as

follows: St. Louis Properties, $33.-

000; Citizens' National Trust &
Savings Bank, Los Angeles. $10,000

and $13,000.

Foreign Versions on "Wild Cargo"
Spanish and Portugese versions

of "White Cargo," Frank Buck film

released by RKO, are now in prep-

aration. Units for other countries

will follow these.

Fifth House for J. F. Miller

Hickory, N. C—J. F. Miller, man-
ager of Hickory Amusement Co., is

soon to have another theater added

to the three alreadv under his man-
agement here. Miller is also man-
ager of the Rivoli at Lincolnton.

hai Orchid," to star Dolores Del Rio;

"The Case of the Howling Dog,"
from the "Liberty" Magazine story

by Erie Stanley Gardner; "The Per-

fect Weekend" by Frederick Hazlitt

Brennan; "Big Hearted Herbert,"

from the current Broadway stage

success by Sophie Kerr and Anna
Steese Richardson; "Miss Pacific

Fleet," based on the story by Fred-

erick Hazlitt Brennan; "A Tale of

Two Cities," to star Leslie Howard
in the immortal classic by Charles

Dickens; "Traveling' Salesladv."

based on an unnublished novel bv

Frank Howard Clark and "Window
Panes," from the story by Harry
Sauber.

21 VITAPHONE SHORTS

FOR EARLY RELEASE

Twenty-one Vitaphone shorts are
set for national release in May and
June, says Norman H. Moray, exe-

cutive in charge of shorts and trail-

ers. The group includes one three-

reeler, eight two-reelers and twelve
of one-reel length.
The three-reeler is Lillian Roth in

"Masks and Memories," musical fea-
turing Weldon Heyburn and Quee-
nie Smith.
The two-reelers include the fol-

lowing musicals: Hal LeRoy in

"Private Lessons," featuring Dawn
O'Day and Dorothy Dare; "Murder
In Your Eyes," featuring Inez

Courtney, Roscoe Ails, Lilyan Gor-
don, Jack Good and Cy Landry; Ger-
trude Niesen in "Darling Enemy";
Bernice Claire in "Who Is That
Girl?" with J. Harold Murray, and
3ill Robinson in "King For a Day."
\mong the comedies are Gus Shy
in "I Scream"; Charles Judels and
George Givot in "Salted Seanuts";

and Ben Blue in "The Prize Sap."
The one-reelers are: Lulu McCon-

nell in "Just Concentrate"; "Those
Were The Days"; "A Penny A
Peep"; and numbers one and two of

"Rambling 'Round Radio Row" which

nclude such radio stars as George
Jessel, Patsy Flick, Vera Van, Baby
^ose Marie and others; Isham
Tones and Orchestra with Gypsy
Nina and the Boylans, and Abe Ly-

nan in "Tin Hat Harmony"; Two
"Looney Tunes" cartoons, "Buddy's

Trolley Troubles," and "Buddy of

the Apes"; one "Merrie Melodie"

song cartoon; "Goin' to Heaven on

a Mule", and two E. M. Newman
"Musical World Journeys," "East

Indies" and "Central America."

Shorts Bill at Paris Casino

Paris—A bill consisting entirely

of Walt Disney cartoon comedies

was offered recently at the Cine L'-

Auto, with successful results. Cur-

tis Melnitz, United Artists adver-

tising chief, supervised the cam-

paign. It is the first all-Disney

unit to be offered on the continent

and appears to be slated for an in-

definite run.

Chesterfield Film for Casino

Chesterfield's "In Love With Life"

has been booked to open May 4 at

the Casino, which changes from

two-a-day vaudeville to vaude and

pictures next week.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER

Is your theater clean and inviting?
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27000 -Foot Reel Standardization Favored by SMPE
W Biarner Dros.
. . . the story of success

= By JACK ALICOATE -

IN HOLLYWOOD
THE history of Warner Brothers is the
' history of motion pictures. It was the

Warner momentum that revolutionized a

billion-dollar industry. When John Barry-

more made his entrance speech in "Don
Juan" at the Warner Brothers' Theater on
the memorable night of August 15, 1926,

a new art was in the making. With the

coming of "The Jazz Singer" some weeks
later a new industry was born. As we
sat having lunch with Jack Warner, his

sales managers, Grad Sears and Andy Smith,

and publicity impresario, Charlie Einfeld

in the inviting dining room of the great

First National Studios at Burbank, we
could not help becoming silently remi-

niscent. We remembered standing on al-

most the identical spot with Dick Rowland
when he decided to purchase this ranch-

land for First National. We remembered
the little Warner lot on Sunset when the

entire production, scenario and art de-

partments of the Warner Bros, company
consisted of Jack and Sam Warner. Jack
would grind the camera while Sam di-

rected, and when Jack's arm got tired

Sam would grind and Jack would direct.

They had three stock sets, a property

room little bigger than a phone booth and
a zoo that consisted of one monk. And
now, to-day . . .

•

XA/ARNERS are now completing their

"^ scheduled quota of 60 productions

for this year. Those in work as this is

being written include "Dames" with Dick

Powell, "Hey, Sailor" with Jimmy Cagney,

"Madame DuBarry" with Dolores Del Rio,

and "Housewife" with Davis, Brent and

Dvorak. For the coming season of 1934-

35 Jack tells me that a full 60 are planned,

will be delivered, and that most of them
are set. No company has its release

schedule so well under control. At pres-

ent some sixteen pictures have been cut,

finally previewed, polished to finality, and

await delivery dates.
•

JACK WARNER is czar of Warner pro-

duction. His word is final. He is

resourceful, witty, tolerant and effervesces

(Continued on Page 2)

Academy's 1,700-Foot
Length is Opposed

at Convention
Atlantic City — Without recom-

mending or opposing any change in

the present length of reels, the S.

M. P. E. at its Spring meeting yes-

terday at the Hotel Chalfonte Had-
don Hall indicated that if any
change is made, it should be to a
2 000-foot reel. Opposition was reg-
istered to a 1,700-foot reel proposed
by the Academy of M. P. Arts.

Reports of Harry Rubin, chair-

man of the projection practice com-
(Continued on Page 12)

FOX STUDIOS FINISH

6 FILMS THIS WEEK

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Six productions were

completed this week on the Fox
lot and are currently in the cut-

ting rooms. These include "The
World Moves On," with Madeleine

(Continued on Page 8)

Ed. Wallerstein Heads
Photophone Recording

Edward Wallerstein, manager of

record sales, has been placed in

charge of all Victor record and RCA
Victor Photophone film recording-

activities, in addition to his other
(Continued on Page 8)

Censor Finds 'Em Better

Detroit—Pictures are coming through
cleaner from Hollywood, says Lieut.

Royal Baker, police censor. "There has

been a real cleanup in production," he
says. "While there is still life in the
films, they lack offensiveness, and few
cuts are necessary nowadays to make
the pictures suitable for family enter-
tainment."

COURT OPPOSES PLANS

FOR ST. LOUIS HOUSES

St. Louis—Federal Judge Davis,
in a written opinion, has indicated
his opposition to the proposed re-

organization plans for the Ambas-
sador, Grand Central and Missouri
theaters. He stated "the adminis-
tration expense of the consummation
of this . plan is unreasonable" and
"the court declines by any act or

orders to encourage the enforced
adoption of the plan by the bond-
holders." The first mortgage bond-
holders' committee a month ago re-

quested the court to specify dates
(Continued on Page 10)

Booking "Beyond Bengal"
In Shubert Legit Houses
"Beyond Bengal," which Show-

mens Pictures is distributing, has
already been booked for a number
of Shubert legit theaters and nego-

(Continued on Page 10)

Board of Directors Cut
to Eight Members at

Pathe Annual Meet
Pathe stockholders at the annual

meeting yesterday upheld the agree-
ment made last January by the
company with Stuart W. Webb,
president, granting him the right to
purchase limited amounts of Pathe
preference and common stock over
a period of four years at designated
prices. Approximately 1,200,000
shares represented at the meeting
were voted in favor of the deal, with
only 700 shares voted against it.

Among stockholders who spoke in

support of the agreement were Sid-

ney S. Cohen and Paul Fuller, Jr.

In the election of directors, the
(Continued on Page 8)

ALLIED HEADS DISCUSS

PLANS FOR EXPANSION

Plans for extending Allied's or-

ganization were discussed at a meet-
ing of Eastern leaders of the as-

sociation at the Park Central yes-

terday, with nearly 20 present. The
financial affairs of the association

(Continued on Page 10)

Convention of Supply Dealers
Set for May 26-28 in Chicago

Changeover

Redwood City—Sidetracking his policy

of double features, Phil Frease. owner

of the Redwood Theater, went to a

double portion of shorts and advertised

a program consisting of ten subjects,

including newsreel, along with a single

feature. Six of the shorts were Educa-

tional pictures.

Fourth annual convention of the

Independent Theater Supply Deal-
ers Association will take place at

the Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chi-
cago May 26-28. J. E. Robin is

president of the organization and H.
C. Dusman of Baltimore is secre-

tary.

Firms which are members of the

association and which are expected
(Continued on Page 8)

Service Union Official

Goes on Trial May 21

Trial of Charles C. Levey, secre-

tary of Local 118, service union, on
charges of coercion brought by
Harry Lewis, manager of the Tivoli

Theater, Brooklyn, yesterday was
set for May 21 in Special Sessions,

Brooklyn, following Levey's plea of
not guilty. Bail of $1,000 was con-

tinued by the presiding justices,

Solomon, McAndrews and Caldwell-

Music Hall Holdover

Fox's musical, "Stand Up and Cheer,"

with all-star cast headed by Warner
Baxter, is being held for a second week
at the Radio City Music Halt.-
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FOR LEASE
Modern 1100 seat picture theater.

Located in popular summer resort in

New York City

Attractive Exterior—Marquee
Large Electric Sign

LOCATED ON HEAVY TRAFFIC ARTERY
Good Spot for Wide Awake Exlu

Reasonable Terms
Broke 1 i Protected

Box 965 THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Selznick Sees Historical Film Success

Opening Vast Field for Film Material
.ommg and Going

w Biarner Dros.
the story of success

(.Continued from Page 1)

enthusiasm. He is a pioneer. An op-
portunist. A trail blazer. He brought
the screen musical to its high state of

perfection. He was first to bring forth
the so-called "topic of the day" film. On
the other hand, no studio has turned out
more of the artistic-esthetic type of pro-

duction that jjreeds good will but under
no circumstances could pay its way through
the box offices. Jack Warner, under-
standing head-man of four great Warner
Brothers studios, First National at Bur-
bank, Warner Brothers' Sunset, Vitagraph
and Vitaphone. Tolerant ruler of over
three thousand artistic and technical work-
ers. He still likes to play and will never
grow up. Probably the most versatile pro-

duction executive on the Coast.

Ike Libson to Confer
With RKO Theater Execs
Ike Libson, who is financially in-

terested in all RKO houses in Cin-
cinnati and Dayton, will arrive in
New York today to discuss with
RKO theater executives the opera-
tion policy of the theaters for the
coming season. Although it is ru-
mored that Libson will take over
the theaters which he once con-
trolled, the report was denied yes-
terday at the RKO offices.

Box-office success of such pictures
as "Little Women" and "Henry
VIII" has opened up a new field of
story material for producers, David
O. Selznick declared in an interview
in New York yesterday.

"Producers had just about ex-
hausted the conventional type of
yarns," said Selznick, "when along
came several pictures which per-
manently extended the scope of
story material."

Recognizing the need of making
a number of pictures of limited
audience appeal annually, produc-
ers must gauge their negative costs
on such productions commensurate
with their grossing possibilities,"

asserted the producer.
Selznick does not believe that the

day of the musical is waning, as is

the opinion in some quarters, as long
as they turn out outstanding pieces
of entertainment. He envisions no
narticular trend in stories, feeling
that those which deal with basic and
elemental emotions will click regard-
less of whether or not they are done
in costume or modern dress. With
studios now aided by an increased
story scope, Selznick is of the opin-
ion that biographies offer splendid
material.

"Popeye" at the Roxy
"The Man on the Flying Tra-

peze," a "Popeye" cartoon distribu-
ted by Paramount, as well as Billy
Costello, who is the original screen
voice of "Popeye," will be on the
bill opening Friday at the Roxy
"Hotel Anchovy," Educational com-
edy starring the Three Ritz Broth-
ers, also has been booked to sup-
plement the feature, "Journal of a

Crime."

LaCava Gets Metro Contract
(IV t ( oast Bureau of THE I- 1 1 M l>.l" V

Hollywood—Gregory LaCava has
been signed to a long-term contract
by M-G-M. His first assignment
under the new agreement will b<

the direction of "Duchess of Del-

monico's," co-starring Clark Gable
and Jeanette MacDonald.

RKO Boston Dropping Vaude

Boston — According to Manager
Bert Henson, the RKO Boston The-
ater will drop vaudeville this week
in favor of straight pix, with prices

25c in the afternoon and 25 to 40c

at night. The RKO Keith has been
on a picture policy for some months.

Noffka Joins DeBrie

;

Company is Expanding
George Noffka, who recently re-

turned from Paris, has been named
general manager in charge of ac-

tivities here for Andre DeBrie Inc.,

manufacturers of the silent Super-
Parvo camera and laboratory equip-
ment. E. R. Kossman, remains in

charge of sales. Due to increased
business, Noffka states, the com-
pany is enlarging its headquarters
at 115 West 45th Street and has
appointed Eddie Blackburn, in

charge of the Hollywood office, with
plans being made for the opening
of additional branch offices through-
out the country.

Ben Blue Short First on List

Ben Blue, who returned a few
days ago from abroad, is slated to

start work in a new Vitaphone
short that will be one of the first

to go into work when the Brooklyn
studios resume activity about the
middle of next month.

IKE LIBSON is due in New York this week
from Cincinnati.

HENRY O'NEILL. Warner featured player, is

due to arrive in New York today from the
coast for a three-week vacation.

AL CHRISTIE, producer of Educational com-
edies in the east, leaves shortly for Hollywood
on a vacation.

DAVID O. SELZNICK. HOWARD ESTABROOK
and GEORGE CUKOR sail May 5 for England
on the "He de France."

ALICE REINHEART has returned to New
York from Cleveland.

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, NEIL AGNEW, STAN-
LEY WAITE. JOE LINGER and MILT KUSSEL
leave New York tomorrow night for Chicago
for the conference on sales policy to be held
Saturday and Sunday.

MR. and MRS. KEN MAYNARD arrived in

New York yesterday from abroad.

HOWARD S. CULLMAN of the Roxy leaves

for Philadelphia today to be the guest of

honor at a luncheon given by the Consumers
League of Eastern Pennsylvania. Cullman will

talk on "Workman's Compensation."

M. D. STRONG, general manager of Inter-

Americas Film Corp., has returned from Cuba,
where he arranged for distribution of Spanish
language pictures with Universal Films of

Havana.

GEORGE JESSEL and NORMA TALMADGE are
due back in New York today from Atlantic
City, where they were married on Monday.

MO WAX and RONALD BANK will go to
New Haven this week-end for Yale atmosphere
for their adaptations of the Frank Merriwell
stories.

BERNARD MILLS. Majestic and Monogram
franchise holder, returns today to Albany after

spending a few days in New York.

ARMAND DENIS, director of "Wild Cargo,"
will return Friday from Washington.

Edward J. O'Keefe in Politics

Atlantic City—Edward J. O'Keefe.
resort's pioneer picture house oper-
ator in days of two reelers, has
been named Democratic candidate
for State Assembly to represent
this district. O'Keefe, former own-
er famous City Square, has been re-

tired for years. This his initial fling

in politics.

NBC Tieup for "Catherine" in Hub
Boston—For the local opening of

"Catherine the Great" at the RKO
Keith tonight, a tieup with local

NBC broadcast facilities has been
arranged. Jack Goldstein is han-
dling the special publicity camping
for the United Artists release.

Max Baer Has Two Films in View

Max Baer, who arrives in town
on Friday preparatory to going in-

to training for his fight this sum-
mer, has two picture deals tenta-

tively set for after the bout. The
Leo Morrison office is handling nego-
tiations.

Eddie McEvoy in Hospital

Eddie McEvoy, publicity man for
Van Beuren, is recuperating in St.

Luke's Hospital following a major
operation.

Third Week in Two Ohio Spots

Warner's "Wonder Bar" has been
held over for a third week at the

M-G-M Signs Stage Actress

Gladys George, Broadway actress
now appearing in the new play

Grand, Columbus, and che Keith's "The Milky Way," has been signed

Cincinnati. I by M-G-M.

LaGuardia's First Laugh

First good laugh that Fiorello H.

LaGuardia has had since he took office

as Mayor of New York was handed him
by the Three Ritz Brothers in their

hilarious antics at the A.M. P. A. Naked
Truth Dinner on Saturday night, ac-

cording to the Mayor's own admission.

The new Ritz Brothers two-reel comedy
for Educational, titled "Hotel Anchovy",
opens Friday at the Roxy.
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HERE'S HOW
they'll set up this "grand entertainment" for an

immediate repeat on "Wonder Bar" profits

THIS WEEK AT
Stanley Theatre
Michigan Theatre
Strand Theatre
Stanley Theatre
Rialto Theatre •

Earle Theatre
Roger Sherman
Strand Theatre

Philadelphia
. . Detroit

. New York
Baltimore

St. Louis

Washington
New Haven

Hartford

<o^

\w
^° Stars-and

Ma
P<" Stars-Stars ^^ft*

The ads on the next two pages are typical of the red-fire

flash campaigns planned for the world premieres of this
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Oh, look, George,

I've found my brother'*

f ..

-

CAROLE LOMBARD
GE'ORGE BURNS
and GRAC IE ALLEN
ETHEL MERMAN
and LEON ERROL
Directed by Norman Taurog

its the best show in town!
\



SUPPLY MEN CONVENE

IN CHICAGO MAY 26

(Continued from Page 1)

to be represented at the convention
are:

Stebbins Theater Equip. Co., Kan-
sas City; Amusement Supply Co.,

Detroit; Amusement Supply Co.,

New York; American Theater Sup-
ply Co., Toledo; Breck Photoplay
Sup. Co., Los Angeles; Capitol The-
ater Sup. Co., Boston; Capitol Mo-
tion Picture Sup., New York; Con-
tinental Theater Ace, New York;
Crown Motion Picture Sup. Co.,

New York; Des Moines Theater
Sup. Co., Des Moines; J. F. Dusman
Motion Picture Sup., Baltimore; Ex-
hibitors Supply Co., St. Louis; Joe
Goldberg, Inc., Chicago; Graham
Bros. Theater Eauip., Denver;
Guercio & Barthel Theater Equip.
Chicago; Independent Theater Sup.
Co.. New York; McArthur Theater
Equip. Co., Detroit; Oliver Moving
Picture Sup. Co., Cleveland; Walter
G. Preddey Theater Sup., San Fran-
cisco; Quality Theater Sup. Co.,

Omaha; Queen Feature Service,

Inc., Birmingham; Clem Rizzo The-
ater Supplies, Philadelphia; B. F.

Shearer Co., Seattle; The Ray Smith
Co., Milwaukee; Superior Motion
Picture Sup. Co., Pittsburgh; United
Film & Projector Corp., Buffalo;

Western Theatrical Equip. Co., San
Francisco; J. Slipper & Co., Los An-
geles.

Fox Studios Completing
6 Pictures This Week
(Continued from Pane 1

)

Carroll and Franchot Tone; "Call

It Luck," "Now I'll Tell, by Mrs.

Arnold Rothstein," "Springtime For
Henry," "Merry Andrew" and

"Change of Heart."

Two films, "Grand Canary" and
"Always Honest," are in production,

while "Caravan," "She Learned
About Sailors," "She Was A Lady"
and "Charlie Chan's Courage" are

being prepared for filming.

Herman Einhorn Dead

Herman Einhorn, one time motion
picture executive associated with

Ivan Abramson, his brother-in-law

died Monday in Memorial Hospital

following an illness. Funeral was
held yesterday afternoon.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER

Check fire extinguishers regularly.

THE
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AfjLONG the

PHIL M. DALY
• • • IT IS worthy of note that this 18th annual N.V.A.
Drive is going over bigger than any of its predecessors
principally because the facilities of the film biz are being
utilized intelligently for the first time the Drive is really
nationwide for all the major organizations have allotted
the territory between them each taking four zones, and
supplying the personnel from their own branches to handle the
Drive in that section a grand idea

• • • AS SOON as this idea was put in action the
N.V.A. Drive was swinging into action throughout the Youessay
practically overnight a splendid tribute to the distribution
facilities of the industry showing how fundamentally
sound they are when they can be utilized instantly to help
this worthy cause of the vaude artists so closely allied

with us 32 zones hitting on high not to mention the
big independent circuits everywhere who have pledged
their theaters to help the Drive

« • • THE CREDIT goes chiefly to Major Thompson as
chairman and A. P. Waxman, vice-chairman who
worked out this efficient plan by the simple process of lining

up the key men in each major outfit and getting their en-
thusiastic cooperation they are Felix Feist, Metro

Jules Levy, RKO Neil Agnew, Paramount
Bill Sussman, Fox Abe Montague, Columbia Joe
Moskowitz, United Artists E. T. Gommersall, Universal

Albert Warner, Warners what strikes us as unique
about this campaign is the Committee are slamming the
campaign over without fanfare of trumpets they just put
machinery already functioning to serve their need

• • • FOR THE past two months Educational has
had an uninterrupted record for first-run representation
in New York with as many as four pix appearing simul-
taneously on Broadway in one week The premiere of War-
ners' "20 Million Sweethearts" at the Strand tonite

heralded as a "radio opening" will be attended by celebs

of stage, screen and radio it is being touted in all the

ballyhoo as the all-star "radio show"

• • • BEING SOUGHT for screen tests by two com-
panies they tell us is Bud Wren, assistant manager
of the Mayfair Phyllis Gilman, the Fisher Body Girl, also

has been offered screen tests because of her photographic beauty
Sophie Tucker gave a farewell luncheon for the press at

Sardi's yesterday she sails for London today

• • • A VERY interesting yarn is back of the forthcom-
ing release of "Beyond Bengal" the production made in

the Malay States by Harry Schenck and Phra Abhaivongc
it marks the termination of bitterly fought litigation for the

last two years by Schenck and Abhaivongc in both England and
America the settlement of the controversy was effected by
a very unique plan the pix, with all rights of the parties

concerned was turned over to Arthur S. Friend
formerly counsel for Famous Players-Lasky as trustee for

both both the receivers appointed by the English Chancery
Court and the Chancery Court in New Jersey were discharged

Mister Friend negotiated the contract with Showmens
Pictures for presenting the pix

« « « » » »

PATHE STOCKHOLDERS

UPHOLD WEBB DEAL

(Continued from Page 1)

board was reduced from 11 to eight
members, with Arthur B. Poole, Paul
Fuller, Jr., Henry Guild and Ellery
W. Mann among those not re-elect-

ed, while J. C. Walsh was elected
as a new member. Members of the
board who were continued are Rob-
ert W. Atkins, George S. Montgom-
ery, Jr., Arthur Sewall II, Charles
A. Stone. Theodore C. Streibert,
Stuart W. Webb and Charles B.

Wiggins.
Officers were re-elected as fol-

lows: Stuart W. Webb, president;
Arthur B. Poole, vice-president and
treasurer; John C. Walsh, secretary
and assistant treasurer, and Ellen

U. Keogh, assistant secretary.
In answer to a query by a stock-

holder, Webb stated that the Bound
Brook laboratory, which was reopen-
ed last October, had shown a steady
profit from month to month. With
a capacity of 40,000,000 feet a year,

it is now within 20 per cent of
capacity, he said.

Ed. Wallerstein Heads
Photophone Recording

(Continued from Page 1)

duties, according to an announce-
ment by E. T. Cunningham, presi-

dent of the RCA Victor Co.

Wallerstein will now supervise the

licensing for Photophone High Fidel-

ity sound-on-film recording, and the

electrical transcription department
activities, as well as all Victor disc

recording and sales, the announce-
ment stated.

Frank B. Walker, who has been
prominently identified with the re-

cording business for many years,

will be in direct charge of electrical

transcription sales and studio work
in connection with it. James E.

Francis, who has been actively en-

gaged in the sound-on-film record-

ing field since its inception, will be

directly in charge of Photophone
High Fidelity recording and stu-

dio activities in connection with it.

"Finishing School" for Casino
RKO's "Finishing School" has

been set to open the new vaudeville-

film policy at the Casino starting

Friday.

R. 1. Poucher Abe Schneider

Camilla Horn Dorothy Yost

George William Hill
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AN OCEAN OF CONSTRUCTIVE THOUGHTS
A GOLD MINE OF IDEAS

AN INFERNO OF CRITICISM

STRAIGHT FROM THE SHOULDER ANALYSIS

DIRECT FROM THE FIRING LINE

THREE HUNDRED
OF AMERICA'S FOREMOST CRITICS

TELL US

WHAT'S WRONG and WHAT'S RIGHT

WITH

Motion Pictures
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N, J, ALLIED PROTESTS

SETUP OF CODE BOARD

Taking exception to the code
board setup established for the
New York zone, Allied Theaters of
New Jersey has filed a formal pro-
test with the Code Authority. The
exhibitor unit in its communication
complains of action of the Author-
ity in ignoring its recommendation
that separate boards be set up for
New Jersey. Nothing is expected
to happen by way of changes in

the setup, despite the protest.

Booking "Beyond Bengal"
In Shubert Legit Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

tiations are pending for other
houses of the circuit. Film opens
at the Hartman, Columbus, on May
2 with Harry Schenck, the producer,
making a personal appearance.
Other bookings already set include
the Shubert, Cincinnati. May 6, and
the Majestic, Boston, May 26. New
York onening is set for May 16 at
the Gayety.

"Big Bad Wolf" for Music Hall
Walt Disney's latest Silly Sym-

phony, "The Big Bad Wolf," a
United Artists release, will open at
the Radio City Music Hall on May
3.

pi HOLLYWOOD »g

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

S2.50 up, Single
$3.00 up. Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every-
thingto see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-
iness or pleasure.

Every room has private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality"

Vine at Hollywood Blvd
HOLLYWOOD

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
LOUIS A. SARECKY, until recent-

ly associate producer for Colum-
bia, has signed with Mascot as a
unit producer.

T T T

Josephine Lovett, writer, has been
signed by Fox to work with Ains-
worth Morgan on the adaptation of
Elizabeth Cobb's novel, "She Was A
Lady," in which Helen Twelvetrees,
Robert Young and Henrietta Cros-
man are to be featured. John Bly-
stone will direct this Al Rockett
production.

T T T

Frankie Darro will appear in Mas-
cot's serial, "Burn 'Em Up Barnes."

T T T
Phillips Holmes has been signed

by Fox to appear with Charles
Boyer, Loretta Young, Lew Ayres
and Jean Parker in Erik Charell's
first American production, "Cara-
van."

T T

"Lost Horizons," an unproduced
play by Harry Segall, has been ac-
quired by M-G-M. Segall is a mem-
ber of the M-G-M scenario staff on
the coast.

T T T

Robert Young and Roily Lloyd are
additions to the cast of Columbia's
"Whom the Gods Destroy."

T T
Nelson Eddy will play opposite

Jeanette MacDonald in "Naughty
Marietta" at M-G-M.

T T
Howard Emmett Rogers and

James K. McGuinness have been
given new contracts as M-G-M
writers.

T T T
Two Fox players, Claire Trevor

and Herbert Mundin, have had their

contracts renewed for an indefinite

period following their successful

appearance in several Fox produc-
tions recently.

T T T
Aline MacMahon and Guy Kibbee

will have the leading roles in War-
ner's film version of "Big Hearted
Herbert."

Ralf Harolde has been signed to
sneer as the villain in Fox's "Al-
ways Honest." Harry Lachman is

directing James Dunn, Claire Trevor
and Shirley Temple in the photo-
play.

» » »

Cortland Fitzsimmons will prepare
an adaptation of his forthcoming
murder mystery "Death on the Di-
amond," for M-G-M.

T • T

Nick Foran, following his ap-
pearance in "Stand Up and Cheer,"
has been assigned by Fox to the
Gaynor-Farrell production, "Change
of Heart."

T T T
Charles Butterworth, who has

just completed a new role in "Holly-
wood Party" and is now playing
with Jimmy Durante in "Student
Tour," has siffned another term
contract with M-G-M.

T T
Warren William, Warner star,

accompanied by his wife, leaves to-
day aboard his boat for a wild boar
hunting expedition on Santa Cru7
Island.

T T T
Elizabeth Allan, who has been

spendinff the past six weeks in Enjr-
land, will return in the near future.
She was signed for a leading part
in "David Copperfield," before she
left California. On her return she
will play the role of Venice in M-
G-M's forthcoming production. "The
Green Hat," and will then jro into
the cast of "David Copperfield."

T T T
"Intimate," a starring vehicle for

Miriam Hopkins written by Melville

Baker and Jack Kirkland, has been
purchased by Paramount. Basil

Woon, British playwright, and
Gladys Lehman have been assigned
to do the screen adaptation.AAA

Charlotte Henry, the Alice of
Paramount's "Alice in Wonderland"
is back on the stage in the leadinff

feminine role with Will Rogers in

Henry Duffy's production of the
new Euffene O'Neill success, "Ah,
Wilderness," in San Francisco.

Long Trial for Betty Boop

Trial of the suit brought by Helen
Kane against Paramount and Max
Fleischer studios is expected to last

at least two weeks more in the New
York State Supreme Court. The
actress is alleging that the cartoon

character, Betty Boop, caricatures

her in violation of her civil rights

and that it constitutes unfair com-
petition. Louis Phillips is counsel

for Paramount.

Added to "Nell Gwyn"
London—Jeanne de Casalis, prom-

inent stage actress, has been added

to the cast of "Nell Gwyn," which

Herbert Wilcox has started for

British & Dominion Films, to be

released by United Artists.

3 Atlantic City Houses Robbed

Atlantic City—In a long series of

theater thefts, the safe of the Stan-

ley was broken into and looted of

nearly $1,000 last week by expert

cracksmen, according to police

Safes of Capitol and Colonial also

looted within past few weeks. De-
tective Ralph Gold in charge of in-

vestigation.

Cincy Charity Ball for NVA
Cincinnati—Proceeds of the din-

ner and charity ball to be held by
the Variety Club on May 19 at the

Netheiiand-Plaza will be turned over

to the NVA fund, according to Allen

Moritz, president of the Club.

COURT OPPOSES PLANS

FOR ST. LOUIS HOUSES

(Continued from Page 1)

for non-depositing bondholders to

join the plan.
Judge Davis also denied permis-

sion to Warner Bros, and othei
minority interests to intervene in

the original receivership suit against
St. Louis Properties Co., owner oi

the theaters. Proposed reorganiza
tion plan is now before the court
and Julge Davis stated the court
may properly examine it before tak
ing any action pending to make it

effective.

The Bondholders' Protective Com
mittee yesterday filed a motion ask-
ing Judge Davis to modify his rul-

ing denying the committee's request
that he set a date for the bondhold-
ers to elect whether or not to joir

the proposed reorganization plan
for the Ambassador, Grand Centra"
and Missouri theaters. The motior
stated that the effect of Judge
Davis's ruling was unfair and un-
just. The essential merit of the re-

organization plan is not now before
the court, but a copy of it was at-

tached to the committee's petitior

filed on March 30, which was the

basis for the Judge's comment Mon-
day. Judge Davis has indicated that

he may allow the properties to gc

thi*ough a foreclosure sale.

Allied Heads Discuss
Plans for Expansion
(Continued from Poor 11

were also up for discussion. The

session will conclude today. Waltei
Littlefield of Boston is presiding.

Attending the session are: Abran
F. Myers, Sidney E. Samuelson, E
M. Loew. Edward Ansin, L. Levin
lulius Charnow, Irving Dollinger.

R. Wilkins, J. Unger, C. Didsbury
Edward Tarbell, Abe Stone, Wil

Ham Smallev. Ben Berkowitz, W.
H. McLaughlin and E. H. Stone-

man.

Get New Paramount Contracts

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM Dill.)

Hollywood—Charles Vidor, direc-

tor, and Evelyn Venable, featured

player, have been given new con-

tra' ts by Paramount. Next assign-

ment for Vidor will probably be "A
Son Comes Home," with Lee Tracy

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"While shooting the Automat set of

'Sadie McKee', an extra in the rear

background had to eat nine whole pies,

one for each take."—M-G-M.

m
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CO

"BEYOND BENGAL"
ihowmens Pictures 70 mins.

ONE OF THE MOST EXCITING
IUNGLE ADVENTURES, PACKED WITH
THRILLS, A NATURAL FOR EXPLOITA-
TION.

Produced by Harry Schenck in the

Malayan jungles, with the acknowledged

ooperation of native rulers and their

subjects, this rates among the topnotchers

in jungle dramas. Life and limb are

freely risked in order to provide the many
thrills in the picture, and although in

each case of casualty the accompanying

commentator assures the audience that

the victim was rescued, the camera evi-

dence makes you doubt it. All of which

makes it even stirring for the fans who
like raw excitement in their cinema ad-

ventures. The picture depicts an expedi-

tion into a seldom seem part of the Malay

wilds. With a long caravan of elephants

and other beasts of burden, and Schenck

nd a Miss Baldwin, billed as a British

scientist, as the only white members of

the party, the troupe treks and cuts

its way through the swamps and vegeta-

tion which harbor countless dangers. After

a series of encounters with pythons, tigers

and such, some real suspense is created

when the troupe tries to cross a crocodile-

infested stream in order to get the fever-

stricken Miss Baldwin back to headquar-

ters for medical attention. The marks-

manship of a native rifle shot, who picks

off animals time after time just as they

are within an inch or two of killing some-

body, is one of the highlights of the ex-

citement. An occasional bit of comedy

crops up. but mostly it is one long sus-

pense, with something doing all the time

in the way of action, and any jungle fitm

fan who sees it will feel that he got his

money's worth. Photography is first-rate

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Allied regional meeting. Park Central

Hotel, New York.

Today: Chicago Motion Picture Operators Ball,

Trianon Ballroom. Chicago.

April 23-26: Spring convention of Society of

Motion Picture Engineers, Chalfonte-Haddon
Hall Hotel, Atlantic City.

April 27: Motion Picture Costume Ball under

auspices of Film & Photo League, Webster
Hall, New York.

April 28: Indianapolis Variety Club dance and
trolic, Indiana Theater Ballroom, Indianap-

olis.

April 28-29: Meeting of Paramount district

managers, Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

May 14: Golf Tournament for benefit of Caro-

lina film needy. Carolina Golf Course.

Charlotte.

May 19: Cincinnati Variety Club Dinner and

Charity Ball. Netherland-Plaza Hotel. Cin-

cinnati.

May 26-28: Fourth Annual Convention of In-

dependent Theater Supply Dealers Ass'n.

Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

May 31-June 2: fox Film annual sales con-

vention, New York.

June 4-9: I.A.T.S.E. and M.P.O. convention.

Louisville, Ky.

June 16-July 2: International Motion Picture

Week, Vienna.

June 18-20: RKO annual sales convention,

Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 18-20: Paramount annual sales conven-

tion. Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-

graphy, Venice, Italy.

FOREIGN DIALOGUE
"PECADOS DE AMOR" ("Sins of Love"),

in Spanish; produced by Aguila Film; di-

rected by David Kirkland; with Beatriz

Ramos, Angel T. Sola, Joaquin Coss, J. L.

Jiminez, Matilde Corell and Luis G. Bar-

reiro. At the Teatro Variedades.

Mexican-made melodrama about a pretty

stenographer and her villainous employer

is rather outmoded in theme and just

fairly well handled.

"LA MATERNELLE" ("The Kindergar-

ten"!, in French, produced by Photosonor;

with Madeleine Renaud, Alice Tissot.

Sylvette Fillacier, Paulette Elambert, De-

lille. Maryane, Severin. Mady Berry, Henri

Debain, Ed. Van Daele, Alex. Bernard

Aman Maistre. Distributed by John S

Tapernoux.

A sensitive and moving study of a

French child, who is deserted by her

mother, a street-walker, through poverty,

and befriended by a school teacher.

"Man Against Microbe"

Metropolitan Life Ins. 10 mins.

Interesting Sponsored Film

Sponsored by the Metropolitan

Life Insurance but containing no ad-

vertising matter or mentions of the

company aside from the title credit,

this is a very engrossing account of

how medical science has advanced

in its fight against various disease

germs. It shows the origin and de-
velopment of the microscope and its

importance as an aid in research
the work of Pasteur and Lister, and
some bits of human interest. The
subject is accompanied by an in-

formative lecture, delivered by an
instructor who is addressing a class

in medicine. The subject was made
bv Audio Productions.

SHORTS

"The Good Bad Man"
with

Tom Patricola and Charles Judels
Educational 20 mins

Fair Comedy
With Charles Judels as Pancho

the villain, who bluffs his way by
using cap pistols, and Tom Patricola

as the member of a vaudeville team
arriving to fill a date in Mexico, this

Coronet comedy has enough varied
entertainment to make it fairly sat-

isfying. Main setting is a cabaret
below the border. Pancho installs

himself in it , and when Tom is

brought in the villain orders him
hanged, but Tom dances his way
out of it. And so on to other

escapades and interpolated musical
numbers.

"Let's Play Post Office"

with Jean Sargent, Eddie Bruce
Three Roberts Brothers, Eleanor

Whitney, May Joyce

Vitaphone 21 mins

Entertaining Musical
One of the Broadway Brevities

series. It gets its title from the

fact that the lineup of girls is

turned into mail carriers to replace

the men because the service has
gone bad. Musical specialties, a lit-

tle comedy, and a lot of ensemble
work make up the generally en-

tertaining proceedings. Jean Sar-

gent, radio headliner, leads in the

vocalizing. Settings are on an
elaborate scale.

with

Oswald in

"The Gingerbread Boy"
Universal 7 mins.

Mild Cartoon
Just a mildly amusing animated

comedy based on a fairy tale. A
childless old woman bakes herself

Valerie

10 mins.

Edgar Bergen in

"Pure Feud"
Yicki Cummings and

Bergere
Vitaphone

Okay
Another ventriloquist number in

the Pepper Pot series. This time
Edgar Bergen has additional sup-

port in two able feminine artists,

Valerie Bergere, stage star, and
Yicki Cummings. Between them

a gingerbread boy, which comes to i and the good string of ^comedy lines

life and starts to cut up. A menac-
ing black cast chases it around, but
the wily imp outwits the feline.

"Worlds Fair"

Gilding Pictures 10 mins.

Hurt by Advertising
What starts out to be a most

interesting series of Technicolor

views of A Century of Progress
comes to a halt when the Chrysler
Motors building is brought into

view and there follows an over-long

black-and-white sequence depicting

auto tests while Commentator Gra-
ham McNamee delivers an accom-
panying sales talk. The color por-

tions of the photography are beau-
tiful and the various sights of the

fair have real interest, but the

advertising matter is likely to spoil

the effect for many paying cus-

tomers.

that Bergen gets off with his

dummy aid, the short is fairly sat-

isfying.

12 mins.

"Georgia"

Amity Pictures

Good

Second in the series dealing with

the various states. Photographed
by Harold McCracken in coopera-

tion with the local Chamber of

Commerce, this subject not only

does plenty of justice to Georgia

but is thoroughly interesting, both
historically and otherwise. There
are glimpses of the principal cities,

including Atlanta, Savannah, Macon,
Augusta, Athens, etc., and some nice

views of Blue Ridge mountains and
other rural sections. Musical ac-

companiment and intelligent off-

screen comment help things along.

Cotuttiina

f OPENS MAY 4th, ROXY
j

| THEATRE, NEW YORK.
,

"An achievement which -deserves '

i a place in. cinematic. history with-.]

I 'The Birth OfA Nation,' 'Ail Quiet
j

• Oh The Western Eront'and those

I
'

' ' " \
other productions which have |

I achieved a lasting place! "--Wash-
|

I ington Herald. The screen's great-

. est emotional triumph, "NO J

* GREATER GLORY," based on
j

1 Fereric Molhar's world famous I

) novel.A Frank Borzage production. ,

I
"Exhibitors will have to padlock

' their theatres to keep the patrons

I from seeing this one. One of the I

! BIG hit pictures of the year!"

—

j

' Hollywood Reporter.JOHN BAR-
j

! RYMORE in "20th Century," with I

| Carole Lombard, Walter Connolly,
j

j Roscoe Karns. From the Broadway .

5 1
* smash by Ben Hecht, Chas. Mac- «

f Arthur, Chas. Bruce Milholland. ]

| A Howard Hawks production. »

' The answer to a good picture! .

i Booked in Radio City Music Hall!

j One of the season's outstanding «

f j
dramatic romances! ELISSA

J

I |
LANDI in "Sisters Under The

J

j , Skin," with Frank Morgan, Joseph ,

f
* Schildkraut. Directed by David

'

\\ Burton.
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2,000-FOOT REEL I

FAVORED BY SNIPE

(.Continued from Pa<ie 1)

mittee, and Trevor Faulkner, chair-

man of the exchange practice com-
mittee, showed that projectionists

generally favor use of reels of 2,-

000 feet, but that as long as reels

of 1,000 feet are used film mutila-

tion will continue. Exchanges pre-

fer reels of 1,000 feet, but may come
to accept 2,000-ioot reels, which
will result in considerable saving

to the industry and a better theater

performance. The 1,700-foot reel is

not favored by the projectionists,

the exchanges or the society.
In an open forum discussion regarding

correct shape of motion pictures, Ben Schlang-

er. New York theater architect, stated that

^'viewing a motion picture can lie compared
with viewing our surroundings constantly as

though we had horse blinders attached to

the side's of our eves." He proposed a

wider screen with the action of the picture

centered on the film and the outer edges of

the film to be darkened gradually in an irreg-

ular outline, thus approximating the natural

\ i- .in of the human eye.

Two papers were ready by D. B. Joy and

E. R. Geib of National Carbon Co., describ-

ing a new A. C. carbon arc light which is

claimed to greatly increase illumination on

screen without increase in current consump-

tion or operating cost. Considerable interest

was shown in a new English camera. Its

inventor is William Vinton of London.
The Board of Governors voted to hold the

fall convention in or around New York
City.

Says Cartoons Lead Progress
Atlantic City—Animated cartoons have

improved more than any other single

product of the studios. Dr. Alfred N.

Goldsmith, president of the S.M.P.E.

declared at the convention now in ses-

sion here. He also said that theaters

were quick to buy all new sound im-

provements as they come along.

First Division Drive Starts Tuesday

First Division's May Drive will

start Tuesday with all exchanges

waging local campaigns for prize

quotas. "Circuits have promised us

their utmost co-operation in this

drive and I am sure that we shall

chalk up greater grosses for our

product than have ever been before

reported for one month," said Harry
H. Thomas, president.

Saginaw Auditorium Plays Film

Saginaw, Mich.—First picture to

play the Auditorium in many
months will be "Damaged Lives,"

opening May 6. Jack Moss, Mich-

igan distributor for Weldon Pic-

tures, closed the booking.

Making Air Film in Detroit

Detroit—"The Great Circle," an

aviation picture for Chevrolet Motor

Co., is being made by Luther Reed

at Jam Handy Pictures. Gen. Wil-

liam E. Mitchell, famous Army air-

man, plays the lead.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

The King Cinema in Yenanguaung,

oil field district of Upper Burma, has

a seating capacity of 13.000.

Ask Change in Clause
On Film Advertising

Columbus—A change in the code
clause dealing with the advertising
of pictures by a subsequent run is

requested in a resolution adopted
by the board of directors of the In-
dependent Theater Owners of Ohio
and forwarded by P. J. Wood to
John C. Flinn, executive secretary
of the Code Authority, and Sol A.
Rosenblatt, division administrator.
The resolution reads:
"WHEREAS, in the opinion of the Direc-

tors of The Independent Theater Owners of
Ohio, the advertising clause under Article
V, Section E, Part 5 (a) and (b). is un-
fair and unworkable to subsequent run the-
aters.

"NOW, THEREFORE, be it resolved that
the proper Code Authorities be requested to
modify said sub-section of Part 5 so as to

prevent any theater from advertising pictures
before the key runs have completed their
showings, but, thereafter, to permit all sub-
sequent run exhibitors to advertise the pic-

tures in any proper manner."

Kill Ordinance to Curb Signs
A proposed city ordinance to pro-

hibit theaters from showing red or
j

green lights below the fifth story in

the buildings in which they are lo-

cated has been killed by the New
York board of aldermen, it was re-

ported by the legislative committee
of the I. T. O. A. at a meeting of

the board of directors of the asso-

ciation yesterday. The measure is

understood to have been sponsored

by an alderman who recently got a

"ticket" for driving past a red

traffic light and explained that he
mistook a green theater marquee
light for a traffic signal.

3 Majors After "Frankie"
Paramount, United Artists and

RKO head the distributors bidding

for release of "Frankie and John-
nie", feature made in the east, ac-

cording to All-Star Productions

who produced the picture. Final

work of editing and scoring was
completed Saturday.

Marcy Closes for Four Westerns i

Marcy Pictures has signed with

William Steiner to distribute four

six-reel westerns starring Jack Per-

rin in the metropolitan territory,
j

"Rawhide Mail," first of the quar-

tette, will be released early in June.

Principal Gets Shorts Series

United Newsreel Corp. has con-

tracted with Nat Cherin, president

of Principal Film Exchange, for dis-

tribution in the New York territory

of 13 "Broadway Gossips" and sev-

en "American Explorers" with off-

stage dialogue by Leo Donnely.

Wavlan Addresses Fox Cincy Staff

Cincinnati—Leslie Waylan, Harold

Lloyd representative, addressed the

; Fox sales force here a few days

j
ago. He was accompanied by

George Roberts.

••••••••••••••it************

New
NED WAYBURN
Stars
*Polly (Teddy) Walters

and Florence Rice

daughter of Grantland Rice

Playing in She Loves Him Not-
46th St. Theatre—NOW.

-^-Gertrude Niesen
(Radio Star) recently featured at-

Radio City Music Hall.

NOV/ OCCUPYING THE
"SPOTLIGHTS" OF 1934

^Hal Leroy (Leroy Schotte, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio) Stage and Screen

Star. At Ned Wayburn School

Summer of 1928 and 1929.

^-Leonard Sillman
Author, Stager and Actor — Dil-

- lingham and Elsie Janis Revue,

New Faces—Fulton Theatre NOW.

^Patricia Ellis

(New Movie Star)—with George
Arliss and Joe E. Brown.

-^-Caperton and Biddle

-^Grace Bradley
New Movie Star—Under contract

to Paramount.

^Medrana and Donna

"^-Hefen Cohan daughter of George M. Cohan
Just selected as a 1934 Wampas Mcvie Star

SPRING CLASSES NOW FORMING
Every type of Modern Stage Dancing,

and instruction in Radio Broadcasting,

Singing, Voice Culture, Dramatic Art.

CHILDREN'S SPRING TERM—Saturday Dancing Classes ... 13 weeks. Starts

Saturday, April 14th. (Girls and Boys—ages 3 to 16)

CHILDREN'S ONCE-WEEKLY, ONE HOUR After School Dancing Classes.

Starts Monday, April 9th. (Girls and Boys—ages 8 to 16)

CHILDREN'S KINDERGARTEN Dancing Classes (Ages 3 to 7). Starts Thurs-

day, April 12th (at 2.30 and 3:00 p.m.)

ADULT GIRLS' and WOMEN'S DANCING CLASSES (ages 16 to 60) Morn-

ing, Afternoon or Evening Classes (Mondays to Fridays) Once, Twice

or Five Times Weekly.

PRIVATE LESSON COURSES FOR BOYS (over 16 and MEN. (ANY TIME)

LADIES' REDUCING CLASSES 10.30 a.m., 3:30 and 7:30 p.m.

BALL ROOM DANCING—Legitimate Instruction—for Ladies and Gentlemen

and Children. Private Lessons cr Exclusive Classes.

NOTE: We do NOT have a "GIGOLO" or "GIGOLETTE" SERVICE.

* New booklet, "YOUR CAREER" just issued. Send for free copy.

*NED WAYBURNS ANNUAL DANCE FROLIC and RADIO REVELS will be

presented SATURDAY, JUNE 16th. Matinee and Evening Performances.

Tickets now on sale.

* 1934 TEACHERS' CONVENTION and NORMAL COURSE—Two weeks, be-

ginning Monday, June 18th.

SPECIAL SUMMER TERMS. Home Study Courses. Dancer's Supplies.

+ You are invited to visit our beautiful new studios and see all that is going

on You can have a FREE tryout in Dancing, FREE Radio audition, FREE

Dramatic test. Studios are open between 9:30 a.m. and 9:30 p.m., Mon-

days to Fridays. 9:30 am. to 6:00 p m. Saturdays.

NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF DANCING

AND RADIO BROADCASTING SCHOOL
Studio N44, 625 MADISON AVE. Between 58th and 59th Street, NEW YORK

Telephone Wlckersham 2-4300 Cable Address: YAWDEN
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Rosenblatt Raps Die-Hards and Obstructionists

SUING PARA. DIRECTORSJVER STOCK REPURCHASES

iducational Concentrating 1934-35 Production in East

Eastern Production Will

I Cut Cost, Increase Qual-
ity, Says Hammons

Except when casting or other dif-

culties make it necessary to pro-
luce in Hollywood, all Educational
hort subjects will be made in the
last during the coming season, E.
\V. Hammons stated to Film Daily
esterday. "Production in the east,

: nder the direct supervision of

[
ome office officials, will not only

[ut down the cost but will increase
he quality of pictures," said
lammons. "Here, in one day, we
.•ill be able to decide questions and

(.Continued on Page 7)

First New House in Years for Chicago

Chicago—First new theater to be erected here in several years is announced by
Charles F. Farrell, who will put up a house at 78th St. and Cottage Grove Ave.
Farrell is head of the Chatfield Oil Co. and the house will be named the Chatfield.

L. E. Russell is drawing the plans. Cost will run about 575 000.

O WARNER LINEUP

WILL HAVE 12 STARS

Twelve stars will appear in the
Varner-First National 1934-35 line-

ip, which goes into work May 1 and
omprises 60 features. Thirty-eight
if the stories have already been
icquired.

Stars to appear in the program
(.Continued on Page 7)

Forced Sale of Trailers

Is Protested by Allied

"Forced sale of individual trail-

ers" was protested at the final ses-

sion of the meeting of Allied East-
ern leaders at the Park Central Ho-
el yesterday. New product was dis-

;ussed and plans made for holding
another regional conference May 18

(Continued on Page 7)

Biophone Sues Erpi for $15,000,000
Biophone Corp., manufacturers of

sound reproducing equipment, filed

suit yesterday in Federal Court for

$15,000,000 against Electrical Re-
search Products, Western Electric

and A. T. & T., charging that the

defendants by an alleged monopoly

in the manufacture of equipment
for recording and reproducing sound
pictures had ruined the business of
the plaintiff. David Garrison Ber-
ger is attorney for Biophone, which
is headed by Alfred Weiss as presi-

dent.

Improved Sound Described at S.M.P.E. Meet

Atlantic City—The ultimate of

realism in sound-on-film recording
and reproduction is theoretically

possible through the use of a rad-

ically new system of noiseless re-

cording described by RCA Photo-
phone engineers at yesterday's ses-

sion of the S. M. P. E. convention

in Haddon Hall here.

The complete elimination of

"ground" or hissing noises, full defi-

nition of the various shadings of

volume, and fidelity of reproduction
over the complete audible range of

sound are some of the improvements
promised by the new development.
Only slight changes in existing
sound reproducing systems would be
necessary to reproduce the new re-

cording. However, it can be immed-
iately used to make the original re-

cordings in the studio and the sound
re-recorded on the present stand-

(Continv.ed on Page 8)

Work of S.M.P.E. is Praised
By Rosenblatt in Radio Talk

Uncanny
Mobile. Ala.—An unusual situation

occurred here during the run ot Para-

mount's "Death Takes a Holiday" at

the Saenger. From the minute the

picture opened on Friday until it closed

Sunday night, not a single death was
reported in the city. Last death of

the week happened just a tew minutes

before the picture opened. The in-

cident made a page one story in the

"Mobile Register."

Atlantic City—Die-hards and ob-

structionists were rapped by Division

Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt in
j

remarks on the film industry code

delivered last night at the banquet
of the Society of Motion Picture En-
gineers in Haddon Hall and broad-
cast over the NBC network.

"In the motion picture industry,

as well as in other industries, there

were and possibly still are some die-

hards, openly skeptical, avowedly
suspicious and incurably committed
to the proposition that the policy of

laissez faire was preferable to a

policy of constructive, forward and
scientific thinking for the benefit of

the industry," said Rosenblatt.
"The Recovery Administration can-
not be threatened or coerced by these
self-styled leaders of industry whose
fundamental purpose is principally

from political considerations to

harass and destroy rather than put
their shoulders to the wheel and
help."

Speaking in praise of the S. M.
P. E., the Administrator said:

"The processes which you have
developed in order to aid the mo-
tion picture industry to become the
foremost of its kind in the world
must necessarily bring you not only

(Continued on Page 7)

Referee Authorizes Suit

—

Para. Trustees to Re-
cover $12,237,071

On petition of Charles D. Hilles,

Eugene W. Leake and Charles E.
Richardson, trustees in bankruptcy
of Paramount Publix, Henry K. Da-
vis, referee in bankruptcy, yesterday
directed the trustees to file suit in

Supreme Court, New York County,
against certain Paramount direc-

tors who authorized and approved
the purchase by Paramount of its

own stock from various stockhold-
ers on certain dates between Sept.

9, 1931, and March 7, 1932. The
purchase of stock involved a total

expenditure of $12,237,071.25.
The petition of the trustees sets

(.Continued on Page 8)

DIRECTORTACTION

DEFENDED BY ZUKOR

Commenting on the petition of the
Paramount trustees concerning suit

against directors of the company as

a result of stock repurchase agree-
ments, Adolph Zukor, president of

Paramount, said yesterday: "Sev-
(Continued on Page 7)

Moss Predicts Revival
In Theater Building

New sound developments of the
last few years have made so many
theaters obsolete that a widespread
revival in theater building is in-

(Continued on Page 2)

4,500 Titles in Year
Indicative of frequent switches in

titles is the fact that during the past

year. 4,500 titles were registered with
the Hays association committee on title

registration. This statement was made
yesterday by Julia Kelly, secretary of

the committee, in one of a series of

national broadcasts in which women
prominently identified with the indus-

try talk. She said that since incep-

tion of this department in 1925, about
36,000 titles have been registered.
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Moss Predicts Revival
In Theater Building
(Continued from Page 1)

evitable, it was stated yesterday by
B. S. Moss, theatrical pioneer, who
is returning to activity with the
erection of a 1,500-seat house at
207th St. and Broadway, to be fol-

lowed by six other projects. Plans
for the first Moss house were filed

this week and ground will be broken
in a few days.

Pushing Sales Tax Bills

In Lieu of Admission Tax
In its campaign to alleviate tax

assessments against the industry,
the Hays association is concentrat-
ing its efforts on the .passage of
general sales tax measures in place
of existing admission tax laws.
Eleven legislatures are still in ses-

sion, as follows: Illinois, Massachu-
setts, Mississippi, New Jersey, New
York, Ohio, Rhode Island, West Vir-
ginia, Delaware, New Mexico and
Kentucky.

Laboratory in Calcutta
Opened by Pioneer Film

Calcutta—Spurred by the recent
government decree doubling the
duty on imports of foreign films,
the Pioneer Film Co. has opened the
only film laboratory in India here.
Importers of American films, against
whom the tax rise was principally
aimed, are now ordering lavender
prints from the United States with
the intention of making regular
prints here and thereby avoiding the
heavy duties.

Johnson Still Opposes
Licensing Provisions

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—General Johnson is

still of the opinion that there is no
necessity for asking Congress to re-

new the licensing provisions of the
Recovery Act, he told newspaper-
men yesterday. He feels that if pub-
lic support is not sufficient to en-

force the act, the licensing provi-

sions would by themselves be of no
use.

Lebensburger Joins First Division

Cleveland—Maurice Lebensburger
formerly manager of the local Ma-
jestic office, has been appointed
manager of the First Division ex-
change to succeed Fred Scheuer-
man, resigned. In addition to First

Division pictures, the office will dis-

tribute Liberty pictures in Ohio.

Kentucky and West Virginia.

Dinehart at Ampa Today
Alan Dinehart, stage and screen

actor now on vacation in New York,
will be among the guests of honor
at today's A. M. P. A. luncheon in
the Motion Picture Club. Celia
Villa, daughter of Pancho Villa, and
Frank Smith, associate advertising
manager for General Foods Corp.
also will be guests. This will be
the initial meeting under the presi-
dency of Bill Ferguson.

Modify Hitler Film Title

Chicago—In order to obtain per-
mission to show "Hitler's Reign of
Terror" at the Majestic here after
the local censor board had banned
it as a result of protests from the
German diplomatic service, Samuel
Cummins of Jewel Productions
agreed to modify the title of the
picture to "Hitler's Reign." The
opening of the picture here for its

world premiere stirred up keen in-

terest. In New York State the cen-
sors have been holding up the film,

but Cummins expects to open it at
the Mayfair on Broadway next
Monday morning.

Coming and Going

JOHN D. CLARK leaves New York next week
for the Coast.

AL HALL left New York yesterday to return
to Hollywood.

DAVE PALFREYMAN is expected to return
to New York from the Coast next week.

LEW LEFTON left New York yesterday en
route to Hollywood.

MRS. HARRY WARNER and family left New
York yesterday tor the Coast to meet hej
daughter, Doris, and her son-in-law, Mervyn l

Leroy, who return Saturday from a work
cruise.

CHARLES LAUGHTON will sail from Eng-
and early next month to appear in M-G-M's
Barretts of Wimpole Street."

WILLARD S. McKAY, general counsel and
newly elected secretary of Universal, has
sailed on the Berengaria to take up matters
of production and distribution in Europe. He
will go first to Paris and then to Zurich,
remaining away at least three months.

Three Title Changes

First National has changed the

title of "Old Doll's House" to "Mid-
night Alibi," and "The Dark Tow-
er" to "Chautard the Mysterious."

Universal's "Doomed to Die" has
been renamed "Smoking Guns."

M-G-M Buys Skolsky Story
West Coast Bureau of THE FT1 \l D '"V

Hollywood — "Movie Queen," by
Sidney Skolsky, has been bought by
M-G-M.

WANTED
Experienced Animators

apply

729 7th

BERT GILLETT
Van Beuren Corp.

Ave. N. Y. C.

RCA-Western Union Tieup

First of a new inter-city radio-
telegraph service by RCA Commu-
nications in association with West-
ern Union will start today between
Boston, New York, Washington and
San Francisco. Chicago and New
Orleans will be added before June
1, with Seattle, Los Angeles and De-
troit to be added to the network
later. The radio rates will be based
on 15 words at the regular wire
rate for ten.

ITOA United in Boycott
Members of the I. T. O. A. are

'standing solidly together" in their

refusal to buy RKO product, de-
pite "propaganda" to the contrary,
t was declared at a meeting of the

:nit yesterday in New York. One
jr two special exceptions have been
granted by the association to mem-
bers but these deals were not made
an percentage basis, it was stated.

Lonsdale Rewrites "Don Juan"

London—Screen plan for "Private
Life of Don Juan," in which Doug-
las Fairbanks is being starred by
London Films for U. A. release, has

been rewritten, with Frederick Lons-
dale now credited as .sole author.

Gaumont-British Re-Signs Veidt

London — Conrad Veidt has been
signed to a new one-year contract

by Gaumont-British at a record sal

ary for a British producer.

G-B also has George Arliss for a

feature, which is scheduled to go

in work early in August.

Warners Buy College Story
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM PA1LV
Hollywood—"Just Out of College,"

by Robert E. Lee Johnson, has been
acquired by Warners for early pro-
duction.

Metro to Start "Stamboul Quest"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — M-G-M will put

"Stamboul Quest" in work shortly
with Sam Wood directing. Story
is by Leo Birinski.

New House for Mt. Vernon

John M. Squires, former New Jer-
sey exhibitor, begins operation of
a new Mt. Vernon house about May
10. It is known as the Parkway
and seats 592.

Lawton Acquires Another House

Stanley W. Lawton, operator of
the Geo. M. Cohan Theater has
'eased the Mecca Theater, 14th St.

and Ave. A, and will reopen it in

about three weeks after extensive
renovation and the installation of
sound apparatus. Jas. Frothering-
ham, assistant treasurer at the Co-
han, will manage the Mecca.

FOR LEASE
Modern 1100 seat picture theater.

Located in popular summer resort in

New York City

Attractive Exterior—Marquee
Large Electric Sign

LOCATED ON HEAVY TRAFFIC ARTERY
Ciood Spot for Wide Awake Exhibitor

Reasonable Terms
brokers Protected

Box 965 THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C

COVERS
EVERYTHING

Annually I look

forward to its ar-

rival and peren-

nially I look to it

as a ready source

of unfailing in-

formation.

Joseph M. Schenck,
President

Twentieth Century
Pictures, Inc.

1,000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.
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TODAYS NEWS!
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VIVA VILLA! 7
HIT!

Broadway greets M-G-M's Giant $2 Road-show
sensation at Criterion, N. Y. with grand press

notices and packed houses. (Okay Wallace Beery!)

And watch it soon at popular prices!

2- //TARZAN AND HIS MATE
As predicted, the new and greatest Johnny
WeissmuUer romantic thriller is a box-office wow!
Simultaneous engagements all over America,

backed by glorious showmanship, bring smiles

to happy exhibitors.

3- //MANHATTAN MELO-
DRAMA 7 PREVIEW!
Hollywood Reporter says: "Smash hit! Combina-
tion Clark Gable, William Powell, Myrna Loy
sure-fire.

,,

Coast Variety says "Exceptional, pow-
erful, exciting drama." Get ready for a BIG ONE!

4- //RIPTIDE" EXTENDED TIME!
Everywhere theatres are adding extra playing

time. Norma Shearer's greatest!

5- M-G-M HAS THE HITS!
One after another Leo's big entertainments are^

clicking. Watch for "Sadie McKee" (Joan

Crawford, Franchot Tone), "Hollywood Party,"

rousing musical comedy. "Operator 13" (Marion

Davies— Gary Cooper) and lots of other good
news on the way!





APPENED ONE NIGHT //
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THE 1934

CRITICS'

FORUM
STARTS NEXT WEDNESDAY

IN THE

Film Daily

• • • • •

SPECIAL
300 CONTRIBUTORS
FROM NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES EVERYWHERE

FILM DAILY'S ANNUAL ROUND TABLE

OF JOURNALISTIC CONSTRUCTIVE

THOUGHTS AND IDEAS AND SOME

DYNAMITE AND T. N. T.

ON THE SIDE FOR GOOD MEASURE

« « FEATURE and SHORT REVIEWS »

"WE'RE NOT DRESSING"
with Bing Crosby, Carole Lombard, Ethel

Merman, Leon Errol, Burns & Allen
Paramount 63 mins
PLENTY OF NONSENSICAL COMEDY

AND SOME GOOD SONGS PROVIDE
CHIEF ENTERTAINMENT IN ROMANTIC
YARN WITH MUSIC.

Between the singing of several catchy
numbers by Bing Crosby, the injection of

a batch of nutty stuff by Burns b Allen,
and the supplemental comedy and singing
by Leon Errol and Ethel Merman, this

potpourri maintains a fairly good level of

amusement even though the love story is

rather trite. Crosby is working his way
as a sailor on the yacht of the rich and
spoiled Carole Lombard. They take a

fancy to each other, but are obstructed by
the apparent differences in station. This
is leveled out when they have a shipwreck
and are washed ashore on a tropical island

where a couple of goofy scientists, George
Burns and Gracie Allen, are conducting re-

searches. Believing the island to be un-
inhabited, Bing makes the former yacht
idlers go to work, and soon has Carole
eating out of his hand. Then the rescue
and the happy ending.

Cast: Bing Crosby, Carole Lombard,
George Burns, Gracie Allen, Ethel Merman,
Leon Errol, Jay Henry, Raymond Mi I land,

John Irwin, Charles Morris, Ben Hendricks!
Ted Oliver.

Director, Norman Taurog; Author and
Producer, Benjamin Glazer; Adaptors, Hor-
ace Jackson, Francis Martin, George Ma-
rion, Jr.; Lyrics and Music, Harry Revel,
Mack Gordon; Cameraman, Charles Lang;
Editor, Stuart Heisler.

Direction, Gccd. Photography, Good

"ALL MEN^ARE~ENEMIES"~
with Helen Twelvetrees and Hugh

Williams
Fox 80 mins.

NICELY PRODUCED WAR DRAMA
MAKES SLOW ENTERTAINMENT DUE
TO THIN AND HACKNEYED STORY.

This one provides an often-told story of

a great love which survives a separation

enforced by the World War and a schem-
ing woman. It lacks suspense and current-

day box-office names. As a whole the

production has been nicely handled and
sympathetically directed, but the story is

at fault. It tells about a brilliant young
architect who goes to Italy to escape a

prosaic and routined life, and falls in love

with an Austrian girl. The war breaks out

and during the general confusion they

lose track of each other. The girl goes to

his home in England to find her lover, but

another girl, a boyhood sweetheart, lies

to the effect that they are married. The
girl leaves, brokenhearted, and the ar-

chitect eventually marries the English wo-
man. When he discovers her infidelity, he

returns to Italy and there meets up with

his Austrian sweetheart for a happy end-

ing. The cast is adequate.

Cast: Hugh Williams, Helen Twelvetrees,

Mona Barrie, Herbert Mundin, Henry Steph-

enson, Walter Byron, Una O'Connor, Matt
Mocre, Halliwell Hobbes, Fafaela Ottiano

and Mathilde Ccmont.
Director, George Fitzmaurice; Author,

Richard Aldington; Adaptors and Dialog-

ues, Samuel Hoffenstein and Lenore Cof-

fee; Producer, Al Rockett; Recording En-

gineer, E. C, Ward; Cameraman, Jchn Seitz;

Musical Direction, Louis DeFrancesco.

Direction, Good Photography, Fine.

"MONTE CARLO NIGHTS"
with Mary Brian and John Darrow

Monogram 60 mins.

ACTION MELODRAMA BUILT AROUND
PURSUIT OF MURDERER BY ESCAPED
PLAYBOY CONVICTED OF CRIME.
With little regard for the plausibilities

but with plenty of action that holds in-

terest well, this picture is best-suited

for neighborhood spots. Story concerns

a playboy, John Darrow, about to wed the

very wealthy Mary Brian, who is held for

murder on circumstantial evidence and

draws a ten-year manslaughter sentence.

He escapes enroute to prison and goes to

Monte Carlo to hunt the killer who has

a penchant for a particular roulette sys-
i

tern and always travels with a blonde com-
panion. To Monte Carlo comes also Mary

Brian and a police inspector also seeking

the murderer. The inspector spots Darrow

and a female companion and follows them

to a hotel. Here the inspector runs into

the killer and is shot. He then delegates

Darrow to complete his job. Darrow corrals

the killer, his girl friend and her brother

and the end finds the youthful couple re-

united. Piece is nicely acted.

Cast: Mary Brian, John Darrcw, Kate

Campbell, Robert Frazer, Yola D'Avril, As-

trid Allwyn, George Hayes, Bill te Van

Every, Carl Stockdale, George Cleveland

Director, William Nigh; Author, E. Phil-

lips Oppenheim; Adaptor, Norman Hous-

ton.

Direction, Okay. Photography, Good.

SHORTS
Alexander Woollcott in

"Mr. W's Little Game"
with Leo Carroll and Marion Martin
Paramount 10 mins.

Smart Comedy
Here is something quite refresh-

ing, particularly for the class clien-

tele that appreciates natural smart
comedy. With Alexander Woollcott
as the central attraction, the subject
immediately recommends itself as

literary and witty, and it is all of

that. A nonchalant and urbane sa-

tirist, Woollcott is immensely amus-
ing as he sits in a restaurant corner

and wards off all those who try to

disturb him, including the waiter
and even a gorgeous blonde. Rather
than stir out of his seat and take

the girl to the theater, Woollcott

amuses her with a parlor game.
with the waiter also inducted. The
skit was conceived, produced and di-

rected by Lynn Shores.
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Mother Ganges

(Port O'Call Series)

Monogram 10 mins
First-rate

This is a very interesting sub-

ject centered in Benares, India, and
confining its incidents to happen-
ings along the banks of the Ganges.

Highspot of the picture is scene

showing the burning of a Hindu's
body on a wood pyre alongside the

Ganges, after which the ashes are

swept into the water. This scat-

tering of ashes into the Ganges is

a highly desirable rite according to

Hindu beliefs. There are other en-

lightening shots of native life and

customs. _..1\
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material reward but, beyond that,

the realization that you are adding
to the essential values of recreation
of all nations. I cannot praise too
highly the splendid and tremendous
achievements of your society."

In the summer of 1933, the mo-
tion picture industry, from its out-
ward aspects at least, was com-
pletely disunited and disorganized.
"A few great trade associations of
producers and distributors and of
exhibitors were in existence," he
declared, but they were not all-em-

rVbracing nor did their scope encom-
\pass all of the activities of the in-

dustry."
',;' Speaking of labor, he said that in

.'this knowledge there had not been a

;
case where the stage hands and op-
erators union had not gladly coop-

aerated. There is a minimum of la-

bor unrest in the movie industry,
the Administrator stated, and
"there is no reason why in the im-
mediate future all of labor cannot
rejoice in the benefits which have
accrued to it under the code. I may
add that the provisions of the code
are flexible and readily capable of

, change, and upon proper showing
may be speedily and effectively

modified or changed when necessary
for any further protection of labor
which may be required.

"No sane person in these United
l States possessed of any knowledge
i whatever concerning this industry

lii i can in reason challenge the ideals

i- and purposes which the Government
confidently expects to be realized in

ij the efficient and scientific workings
i of the code."

si

Forced Sale of Trailers

Is Protested by Allied
(Continued from Page 1)

in Syracuse in conjunction with Al-
lie Theater Owners of New York.
A resolution was adopted approv-

ing the program of the M. P. Re-
search Council "for elevating the
standards of motion picture enter-

tainment," including the abolition

of compulsory block booking. At-
tention of the council was directed

to a bill pending in the House to

eliminate the policy.

Award to Norma Shearer
Norma Shearer's work in "Smilin'

Through" has been voted the best
acting performance of 1933 by
readers of "The Picturegoer," Lon-
don fan paper. The previous year's
winner was Marie Dressier for

"Emma."

The Last Straw
New Orleans — After spraining his

ankle, having the doctor discover he
suffered from an infected tooth, sub-
mitting to lancing of the back which
made it agony for him to move, a local

theater manager nearly blew up when
the Board of Health called up to learn

if it couid insert a trailer on his pro-

gram for Better Health Week.

J^LONG THE

PHIL M. DALY
• • • ON THE premise that all good showmen are good
advertising men and being good advertising men accounts
for their being good showmen as Showmanship is merely
another name for Salesmanship and advertising being
salesmanship in its most intensified form Charles J.
Giegerich as sales manager of Celebrity Productions has pre-
pared a line of unique advertising matter on ComiColor Car-
toons in order to give good showmen worthwhile material
to work with

T T T
• • • IT CONSISTS of color lobby displays one
22 x 28 and four 11 x 14s for each subject in the cartoon series

that are noteworthy because of their brilliancy of color
Eye Smashes in any showman's lobby the color trick

is achieved by using outline drawings with the colors filled in

this eliminates shadows usually present in still pictures
ordinarily used for lobby displays which result in muddy,
dark or very indefinite colors a small matter, you may say

but when you contrast the usual line with these Comi-
Color smashes it is really startling it is the kind of
advertising innovation you expect on a feature but here
it is pushing over a cartoon series in a most impressive man-
ner so we are glad to nominate Mister Giegerich to our
exclusive circle of gents who are Breaking Away from the
Routine Methods of Yesterday

T T T
• • • OVER AT Columbia Al Seligman, Director of
Accessories bot an Irish Sweepstakes ticket so the
boys faked a cable tellin' him that he had drawn a winning
number he almost died from Joy and when he dis-

covered it was a phoney he almost died all over again from
Grief now Al is off all gambles for life

T T T
• • • IN A series of broadcasts Boake Carter, news
commentator will discuss Warners' "20 Million Sweet-
hearts" over WCAU in Philly the broadcasts start next
week Ned Wayburn celebrates the 29th anniversary of

the founding of his dancing school on Friday with a pro-

gram of song and dance at his studios in the afternoon and
evening

T T T
• • • YE EDITOR of this paper is swamped try-

ing to catch up on the landslide of answers to the Critics'

Forum Questionnaire last year we thought it was a
Grand Feature this year it has grown to tremendous pro-

portions showing how the film editors of the nation's

newspapers are glad to go into words on motion picture

subjects when interestingly presented hold tight!

we will start feedin' the mass of material to you next Wednes-
day a Real Treat! showing that the minds of the
newspaper crits are more than abreast of film events and
they may shock and daze you with some of their criticisms and
squawks we HOPE so this biz needs to be shaken
cut of its Smugness by Friendly and Constructive Crits

such as these lads are

T T T
• • • WITH THE appearance of the Cubanacans . .

native Cuban entertainers at the Roxy the management
has arranged a novel exhibit of primitive musical instruments

on view in the rotunda starting Friday Due in large

part to gangster threats, Mae West will not leave Hollywood on
a personal appearance tour on completion of her next
Paramount pix Metro claims the head of Wallace Beery
as Pancho Villa atop the Criterion theater is the largest

painted portrait ever made in the Youessay area of the

face is 1225 square feet Don't miss the AMPA luncheon
today at the Empey Club! the new administration under
Prexy Ferguson will spring a coupla Surprises!

EDUGATIONALAGTIVITY

WILL CENTER IN EAST

(Continued from Page 1)

make necessary changes that could
not be made on the coast in three or
four days, due to the necessary cor-
respondence between New York and
Hollywood on major matters."
Hammons will leave for England

about June 4, immediately following
the Fox convention.

« « « » » »

Directors' Action
Defended by Zukor

(Continued from Page 1)

eral years ago Paramount acquired
various theater properties by the
issue of its stock, with agreements
to repurchase the stock upon de-
ma.nd within specified periods. The
suit brought by the trustees involves
these repurchases. No officer or di-

rector of Paramount had any inter-

est in any of these contracts. In
determining the various accounting
questions involved in the repur-
chases, particularly as to whether
Paramount had sufficient surplus to

require performance of its contracts,

the directors relied upon the audits
of the Corporation's books by its

regular auditors, Price, Waterhouse
& Co., and upon a special report
made by Haskins & Sells. The con-
solidated earned surplus of Para-
mount and its subsidiaries at Dec.
26, 1931 (before deducting $8/711,-

917.06 of stock repurchases), was
certified by Price, Waterhouse &
Co. to aggregate over $27,000,000.
The points raised by Barrow, Wade,
Guthrie & Co. have been submitted
to Arthur Anderson & Co.; Lybrahd,
Ross Bros. & Montgomery; Miller,

Donaldson & Co.; Peat, Marwick &
Mitchell; and Price, Waterhouse &
Co., all of whose opinions upon the

disputed points sustain the action of

the directors in performing the
'ompany's obligation to repurchase
the stock in question."

New Warner Lineup
Will Have 12 Stars

(Continued from Page 1)

are: Paul Muni, Kay Francis, Leslie

Howard, Barbara Stanwyck, Do-
lores Del Rio, James Cagney, Joe
E. Brown, Edward G. Robinson,
Joan Blondell, Jean Muir, Guy
Kibbee and Aline MacMahon.

Dorothy Sebastian Gwinn Williams
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SUING PARA. DIRECTORS

IN STOCK REPURCHASES

(Continued from Page I)

forth that on Sept. 15, 1933, Bar-
row. Wade, Guthrie & Co., account-
ants, were retained by the trustees
to investigate and report on the pur-
chases by Paramount of shares of
its own stock during the years 1930,
1931 ?nd 1932. Subsequently, in

December. 1933, and March, 1934,
Arthur W. Teele of Patterson, Teele
& Dennis, accountants, and Fred-
prick H. Hurdman of Hurdman &
Cranstoun, accountants, were re-

spectively retained by the trustees

to consult with Barrow, Wade, Guth-
rie & Co. on the same matter. The
petition then states that in March
of this year the trustees received

reports from these three account-

ants. According to the petition,

Barrow, Wade, Guthrie & Co. state

in their report that they are of the

opinion that the caoital of Para-
mount was impaired by the purchase
bv it of its own stock on Sept. 9,

1931, Dec. 26, 1931, Jan. 29, 1932,

and March 7, 1932 in an aggregate
amount of at least $11,335,285.78, as

of March 7, 1932. The petition also

states that Teele is of the opinion

that the Durchases impaired the cap-

ital of Paramount to the extent of

at least $3,257,453.96 as of March
7, 1932, and that Hurdman states

in his report that no facts have been

presented to him to indicate that

the ourchase by Paramount of shares

of its own stock during the periods

in question impaired the capital of

Paramount.
The petition then sets forth that

the trustees' counsel. Root, Clark.

Buckner & Ballantine, have advised

the trustees that, based on their in-

vestigation of the facts and the law.

the trustees should institute a suit

in the Supreme Court against the

directors who authorized or ap-

proved the purchases, on the ground

that the capital or capital stock of

the bankrupt was impaired by rea-

son of the purchases of stock in

question.
In order to determine the liabil-

ity of the directors in connection

with these transactions the trustees

have been authorized to institute

suit against the following persons

Re-elect Full Pathe Board

In addition to Robert W. Atkins,

George S. Montgomery, Jr., Arthur Sew-
all, II, Charles A. Stone, Theodore C.

Streibert. J. C. Walsh, Stuart W. Webb
and Charles B. Wiggins, listed on the

ballot tor the 8% preferred stockhold-

ers, directors re-elected at this week's

annual meeting of Pathe stockholders

included Arthur B. Poole. Paul Fuller.

Jr., Henry Guild and Ellery W. Mann.
Walsh is a new addition to the boird

In telling stockholders that the DuPont
laboratory at Bound Brook, in which

Pathe has an interest, is now turning

out work at the rate of 40 000 000 feet

a year, Webb said the plant has the

capacity to handle five times this

amount Out of about 1,200 000 shares

ot stock outstanding, only a little more
than 700 were voted against the stock

purchase agreement made with Presi-

dent Stuart W. Webb.

NEWS OF THE DAY
Boston — "Narcotic", released by

the Hub Film Exchange in New
England, was held for its third con-
secutive week at the Tremont.

Milan, Mich. — Richard Spangle
has bought the Garrick from E. E.
Brown.

Alliance—The Rex, formerly the
Ideal, has been opened by W. J
Cuthbert.

North Baltimore, 0.—Ernest H.
Walter, who operates the Liberty
Toledo, and the LaFrance, Swanton,
has acquired the Virginia theater
here. He is making extensive im-
provements.

Akron, 0. — H. L. Malone, local
exhibitor, has leased the Penn
Square in Cleveland and is prepar-
ing it for an early opening.

Federation Delays Protest
Against Attack by Mayer
Owing to illness of President

Harry Thomas, the board of direc-

tors of the Federation of the M. P.

Industry has deferred until next

week approval of a petition to the

Code Authority charging that Louis
B. Mayer, in his address before the
recent M. P. T. 0. A. convention at-
tacking independent producers, vio-

lated provisions of the code. At-
torney Jacob Schechter, counsel for
the Federation, is now preparing the
complaint, which was to have been
acted upon at a board meeting this
week. The Code Authority meets
on Friday of next week, when the
protest will be presented.

Exploitation Men on "Sweethearts"
S. Charles Einfeld, Warner pub-

licity and advertising head, has as-
signed two exploitation men to han-
dle out-of-town showings of "20
Million Sweethearts." Lee Blum-
berg goes to Cincinnati to handle
the showing at Keith's starting May
4, and Irving Wyndisch takes charge
of the run beginning on the same
date at the Circle in Indianapolis.

who were directors (or whose testa-
tors were directors) at the time the
purchases were authorized and ap-
proved :

Frank A. Bailey, Jules Brulatour,
William H. English, Daniel Froh-
man, John Hertz, Felix Kahn, Gil-

bert W. Kahn, Sam Katz, Sidney R.
Kent, Austin C. Keough, Ralph A.
Kohn, Jesse L. Lasky, Elek J. Lud-
vigh, Sir William Wiseman, Adolph
Zukor, Eugene J. Zukor, Donald S.

Stralem, as executor under the Last
Will and Testament of Casimir I.

Stralem, deceased, and Eugene J.

Zukor, Melville Shauer and Julia
Shauer, as executors under the Last
Will and Testament of Euiil W.
Shauer, deceased.
The petition points out that the

maximum amount of recovery by the
trustees from all of the directors
together would be $12,237,071.25,
with interest. The petition further
states that the trustees and their

counsel are investigating the 'pos-

sible liability of those stockholders
who were the recipients of money
or property in connection with the
transactions in question.

12 Stan Laurel Silents

Being Remade in Sound
Pinnacle Productions is remaking

twelve silent two-reelers produced
by Joe Rocke and starring Stan
Laurel and will re-issue them in

one-reel form with music and dia-
logue added. The New Era Ex-
change will distribute the shorts
locally.

Frank Buck Exhibit at Fair
Chicago—Contracts were signed

yesterday between Frank Buck and
T. A. Loveland for an elaborate
jungle exhibit along the midway of
Northerly Island in the 1934 Cen-
tury of Progress. Loebl, Schloss-
man & Demuth, Chicago architects,
are designing the exhibit under
Buck's supervision.

SOUND IMPROVEMENT

DESCRIBED TO S.M.P.E.

(Continued from Parte 1)

ard sound track to gain the benefit

of the many advances which the new
system now makes possible.

With all existing systems of

sound-on-film recording peculiar

hissing background noises result

from particles of dust or scratches

on the unused portions of the film

sound track, which are picked up by
the photocell in the optical system

and amplified. With the new re-

cording system, which was devel-

oped in the Company's Camden, N.
J. laboratories, the sound waves are
halved into two separate but sym-
metrical sound tracks, one negative
and the other positive, automatically
eliminating the black unused por-
tions of the sound track. The new
system also eliminates the slight

distortion frequently introduced by
the processing which the film under-
goes before it reaches its final form.

Jeritza Delays Film Appearance

Chicago—Mme. Maria Jeritza, ap-
pearing here in the operetta "An-
nina," announces she will delay her
contemplated trip to England, where
she is to be staiTed in the picture,

"Marie Theresa," so as to continue
her stage performances.

PHIL M- DALY SAYS-
# • # BLOW THE Ballyhoo Bugle! discovered ! call

us a dirty deceiver and any other choice name ya like if we
steer you wrong in declaring: that three New Comics have hit the

screen all in OXE pix the same being Educational's

"Hotel Anchovy" with the Three Kit* Brothers they are the

last laugh in I.ooniness and the first laugh and all the other

laffs in between so far as we are concerned there's nothing

like 'em in pix they pull their own original brand of goofy nut-

(iness for 1665 feet in this Epic of Hysteria what a relief! to

see something a mile away from the outworn gags and the frnzzled

routine of the routine}' screen comics .these lads are DIFFERENT.

WE X4Y THANK TCU-

THE It ITZ BROS.
Personal Direction

JOE RIVKIN

I, E O M O R K I S O N A U E N Y

NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD
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New Interests Reported Buying Into Fox Film

MPTO MOVE TO BLOCK PASSING NRA COSTTO EXHIP

Asks Revised Assessments Based on Theater's Intake

Hollywood
. . . on-a-string

= By JACK ALICOATE =
I OOKING BACK ... The merry whirl

*™ of THAT convention that had every-

3ne DIZZY from its INTENSITY and EN-
TERTAINMENT . . . The unusual program
of CONSTRUCTIVE speechmaking . . .

The usual LACK of accomplishment . . .

Brotherly feeling that existed in NAME
only . . . Exhibs are still FOR exhibs and
producers are still FOR producers . . . The
SINCERITY and earnestness of BIG ED
kuykendall . . . Resentfulness of the CODE
and its application . . . That SILLY argu-

ment about too many BAD pictures . . .

They ALL can't be good . . . The many
NEW exhibitor faces.

T T T

THINGS I LIKED about Hollywood . . .

' Legion FIGHTS . . . ART ungar's hos-

pitality . . . WINNIE sheehan's HOME
. The cop that took BACK that speed-

ing ticket . . . wilkerson's WINE . . .

Sunday NIGHTS at the Beverly-Wilshire

That Lakeside GOLF course TEN min-

utes from our hotel ... The FRANKNESS
of AL kaufman . . . LOWELL Sherman's

swimming pool . . . DOC giannini's SHERRY
. That YOUNG thing that MISSED my

age by ten years . . . DOC martin.

T T T

THINGS I DISLIKED about Hollywood . . .

That HARRY cohn BUZZ chair of

honor . . . The coyishness of WILL rogers

while toastmasting . . . TED curtis and his

STUNTING aviators . . . BEATON'S edi-

torials ... The ARROGANCE of agents

. . . Petty JEALOUSIES between execu-

tives . . . The DEADLY sameness of the

Cocoanut GROVE . . . Native SONS . . .

Sitting through RUSHES to be agreeable

. . . The inevitable MUGG that wants a

test for his best GIRL.

T T T

THINGS 1 am NEUTRAL about . . .

VENDOME salad bowl ... ICY moun-

tain water for morning showers . . . The
jokes of LOUIS mayer . . . Sun bathing

for HEALTH and gin fizzes to take it

AWAY . . . LOUELLA parsons . . . EARL
Carroll's vanities CHORUS . . . EARL car-

roll . . . WALTER wanger in THAT tan

outfit . . . FREE lunch at the Colony . . .

The fading BROWN derby ... The CHEAP
stores along Hollywood Boulevard.

P. J. Wood of Ohio Indep't

Unit Appeals to Flinn,

Rosenblatt, Johnson
Columbus—Following his protest

voiced a few days ago against the
rate of assessments announced by
the Code Authority, Secretary P. J.

Wood of the Independent Theater
Owners of Ohio has written to John
C. Flinn, executive secretary of the
Code Authority, as well as to Di-
vision Administrator Sol A. Rosen-

(Continued on Page 4)

THREE SALES MEETS

ARE SET BY MONOGRAM

Three regional sales meetings will

be held by Monogram, President W.
Ray Johnston announced yesterday.
The first takes place May 26 in Salt

Lake City, followed by confabs June
(Continued on Page 7)

Reopenings Spread
In Denver Territory

Denver—Several more towns in

this area are to be opened up. West-
cliffe, without a theater since silent

days, will be opened soon by C. L.

Canda & Son, while Mogollon, N.
(Continued on Page 4)

Kent Helping Flinn on Coast
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Sidney R. Kent, member

of the Code Authority, is working with
John C. Flinn, executive secretary
of the code administrative body, in

setting up Coast code machinery. Flinn

returns to New York just prior to

the Code Authority meeting Friday, next
week.

ESTABROOKSEESTREND

TOWARD HUMAN STORY

Visualizing the tendency to glorify
"tough guy" characters on the wane,
Howard Estabrook, writer with M-
G-M, believes that screen stories
are now seeking more human, sym-
pathetic types which will have
greater audience appeal. In an in-

terview with The Film Daily yes-
(Continued on Page 7)

SMPE Delegates View
Recovery Under Way

Atlantic City — Interest demon-
strated in the Spring meeting of
the S.M.P.E., which concluded a
four-day session yesterday at the
Chalfonte-Haddon Hall, indicates
"that as far as members of the so-

(Continued on Page 7)

New York and British Interests
AcquiringFoxStock from Chase
New Bond Plans Offered

In Saenger Reorganization
New Orleans—-Refinancing plans

reported offered in the move to end
the Saenger circuit receivership in-

clude new bonds to pay 4% for two
years, then 6% till maturity for

Saenger Theaters, while Saenger
Realty will have new 6% bonds.

May interest payments may be made
whether receivership terminates or

not. Delay is due to an Erlanger
claim of $165,000 and Paramount

I film claims.

A spurt in Fox Film stock yes-

terday, carrying it to a new high

for the year on a turnover of 30,-

500 shares, was accompanied by re-

ports that a New York financial

group and British movie interests

had almost concluded negotiations

for buying a third of the Chase

Bank's 70 per cent block in the

company. Purchase price was said

to be $15 a share. Stock went to

(Continued on Page 7)

Three Buyer Conventions
Proposed in Move to

Block Rental Hike
Charging that major companies

plan to pass "the whole NRA costs
on to exhibitors in increased film
rentals," the M. P. T. O. of Eastern
Pennsylvania yesterday sought the
cooperation of 49 exhibitor associa-
tions in the holding of three sec-
tional film buyers' conventions to de-
vise plans for counteracting the re-
ported moves.
The plan, suggested in a letter

which was in the mails yesterday,
proposes conventions in New York.
Chicago and at the coast.
"Higher percentages, increased

number of percentage pictures, stiff
(Continued on Page 4)

DILL FILES RESOLUTION

ASKING A.T.&T. PROBE

Bv WILLIAM SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington—A resolution author-
zing the Senate Interstate Com-
merce Committee to investigate the
operations of A. T. & T. and its

subsidiaries was introduced in the
(Continued on Page 7)

Importers Get Break
In New Customs Ruling
Thousands of dollars will be

saved each year by importers of
foreign films under a ruling received
by A. F. Cofod, importer, from the
Bureau of Customs of the Treasury
Department in Washington. The
ruling, dictated by J. H. Moyle,
Commissioner of Customs, states

(Continued on Page 4)

Plays 600th Pullman Role

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Oscar Smith, Paramount's

bootblack-actor, plays his 600th role

as a Pullman porter in the W. C.
Fields picture, "The Old Fashioned
Way." Oscar has filled 911 film roles

in 16 years.
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High

Am. 5eat 5

Columbia Picts. vtc. 30

Con. Fm. Ind 4%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . 16%
East. Kodak 95^
Fox Fm. "A" 17'/4

Loew's, Inc 34%
Paramount ctfs. ... 5

Pathe Exch 3

do "A" 22%
RKO 33/8

Warner Bros 7%
do pfd 30

NEW YORK CURB

Technicolor 9 3A
Trans-Lux 2V4

NEW YORK BOND

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 10'/4

Gen Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 9'/2

Keith A-0 6s46 . . 71

Loew 6s 41ww . .. 101 1

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 48'^

Par. By. 5%s51 ... 36

Par. 5%s50 ctfs. . . 50

Pstho 7s37 98

V

4

Warner's 6s39 65 M-

MARKET
Net

Low Close Chg

5 5 — Vi

29'/8 29% — 5/g

4'/8 4% — Vi

16l/4 l6l/4 _ 1/4

94 94—1
165/s 17% + 1

32 'A 33 — %
4% 4%
2% 27/g ... •
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31/4 31/4
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30 30 — V/s

MARKET

91/4 91/4 — y,

21/4 21/4 — Vt

MARKET

93/g 10 + V
8% 9i/g + 3/f

70 70—1
00% 101 -f- Vt

48% 48% — 3/j

35% 3534 — 3/,

48% 48 3/4 — 1/;

97% 97% — %
63% 64l/4 + V'

FOR LEASE
Modern 1100 seat picture theater.

Located in popular summer resort in

New York City

Attractive Exterior—Marquee
Large Electric Sign

LOCATED ON HEAVY TRAFFIC ARTERY
(,uo<l Spot for Wide Awake Exhibitor

Reasonable Terms
Brokers Protected

Box 965 THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

N. Y. Zoning Committee
Meeting Each Thursday

The New York zoning and clear-
ance committee plans to meet week-
ly on Thursdays at 10:30 a. m., ft

was stated following its session yes-
terday at the M. P. Club. Leo
Abrams of Universal presided and
organization matters occupied the
session. David Loew was elected

chairman of the next meeting, which
will probably be held at the board's
headquarters being opened on the
10th floor at 1560 Broadway.

Film Commission Urged
In Report to NRA Board

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Creation of a Mo-

tion Picture Industry Commission,
similar to the Radio Commission
is recommended by Robert Robins
executive secretary of the Amer-
ican Society for the Protection of

the Motion Picture Theater, in a

letter to Clarence Darrow, chair-

man of the National Recovery Re-
view Board, following the recent ap-

pearance of Robins before the Board
to testify in connection with the
film code. The letter, written at

Darrow's suggestion, charges that

the electrics wield influence over the
Code Authority just as their control
of sound patents gives them domina-
tion over the industry.

While the White House appoint-
ment list for yesterday said that
Darrow and a committee would
meet with the President that after-

noon, at the Recovery Review
Board it was learned that Darrow
was in New York to make a speech.
There was some doubt about the
Board's report going to the Presi-
dent this week.

Claims Right to Modified Title

Recent court decision upholding
Warners on the title "Gold Diggers"
does not prevent Majestic from
using the title "Gold Diggers of
Paris" provided it is properly indi-

cated in advertising that it has no
connection with the Warner picture
and was a Majestic production not
based on Avery Hopwood's play, the
Majestic company states. The court
ruling said that "in view of the
fact that the words 'Gold Diggers'
are in themselves terms of general
description, it is but to limit use
only so far as may be necessary to

prevent unfair competition," Ma-
jestic points out.

M-G-M Gets Broadway Play

"The Wind and the Rain," Mer-
ton Hodge play now in its 12th week
on Broadway with Rose Hobart and
Frank Lawton in the leading roles,

has been acquired by M-G-M.

"Rothschild" Tops in Chicago

Chicago—"House of Rothschild,"
20th Century-U. A. release, set a
new week-day record at the United
Artists Theater, where it opened
at popular prices on Tuesday. Re-
ceipts surpassed the records estab-
lished by "Roman Scandals" and
"The Bowery."

Preparing Papers in Suit
Over 23 Para. Negatives

Trustees of Paramount Publix
have no intention of dropping their
suit, filed in the U. S. District Court,
New York, last June, seeking to
compel transfer of 23 Paramount
negatives back to the parent corpo-
ration, it was indicated yesterday.
Papers in the action are now being
prepared, it was stated. Expecta-
tions are that the suit brought by
the trustees against Paramount di-

rectors over stock repurchases will

not reach trial in the New York
Supreme Court before next Fall,

owing to the summer recess.

Barnstyn Gets U. S. Rights
To Two British Pictures

Jack Barnstyn of British & Conti-
nental Trading Co., bought Ameri-
can rights to two British features
during his recent trip to Europe.
They are "Colonel Blood," produced
by Sound City, and "Radio Parade,"
made by B. I. P.

Barnstyn has opened a new of-

fice in London, in the charge of

G. A. McGilley, formerly assistant

?ales manager for Fox in that coun-

try. He has sold 40 Principal fea-

tures to Gaumont Franco-Film Au-
bert for France and English rights

bo the same product to B. I. P. While
abroad Barnstyn sold all European
erritories on "Tarzan the Fearless,"
Principal picture, and "Thunder Over
Mexico" in virtually all sections. He
makes a trip to the Coast in two
weeks and in August will sail again

for Europe.

Emile Chautard Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Emile Chautard.

French player who had appeared in

many films both here and abroad,

died this week at his home in West-
wood. He was 70 years old.

"Sweethearts" Dual Coast Opening
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warner's "20 Million

Sweethearts" will open simultane-

ously May 3 at the Hollywood and
Downtown theaters, preceded by an

elaborate campaign.

Shea Reopening Great Lakes

Buffalo — With the dispute over

payment of rent amicably settled.

Vincent McFaul of Shea Theaters

Corp. has gone to New York to ar-

range for reopening of the house.

Appealing to Code Authority

Milwaukee—Vitagraph and Ash-
ley Theaters are appealing decision

in Saxe Amusement hearing to the

Code Authority in New York City

this week.

Billy Bitzer a Father

A nine-pound son has been born

to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Bitzer. Father
is veteran cameraman, for years as-

sociated with D. W. Griffith.

Korda to Film Life of Jesus

London—A picture based on the

life of Jesus will be made by Alex-
ander Korda of London Films. Cast
will be anonymous.

.oming andGomg

MITZI MAYFAIR returns to New York from
abroad next week on the He de France.

CHARLES FARRELL is scheduled to leave
he coast tomorrow for New York en route

to England. VIRGINIA VALLI (Mrs. Far-
ell) follows after the closing of her play,

"Caprice."

WILLIAM KOENIG and his bride are headed
for a visit to Europe.

MRS. WILLIAM THALBERG, mother of Irv-

n° Thalberg, sails today from New York tor

California on the Santa Elena.

COL. E. A. SCHILLER leaves New York on
May 1 1 by boat for the Coast.

WALTER LITTLEFIELD has returned to Bos-
ton from New York.

CHARLIE RUGGLES leaves New York todiy
on his return to the Coast.

FRANC DILLON has left for the coast by
way of Washington.

LYLE TALBOT and MARGARET LINDSAY
Warner players, are en route from Hollywood
'o San Francisco today to be guests of th?
hrines, who are holding a convention thrre.

N. J. Allied Moves Again
Allied Theaters of New Jersey

is on the move again, this time to

Suite 306 in the Hotel Lincoln,
where it will hold a regular meet-
ing Tuesday afternoon. Exhib unit

has been headquartering on West
44th St.

Frank Murphy Loses Mother
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM l> I" <•

Hollywood—Frank Murphy, chief

of the electricial department at

Warner-First National, is mourn-
ing the loss of his mother, who died]

yesterday of a heart attack. Fun
eral services will be held this morn
ing.

Charles Ernst Becomes Booker

Denver—Charles Ernst, who has
been managing the Palm theater at

Alamosa for J. J. Goodstein, has
been moved to Denver, where he
will book for Goodstein's thi'ee

houses.

Anna Sten in "Barbary Coast"

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM P.! Il.Y

Hollywood—Anna Sten, instead of

Gloria Swanson, will appear in Sam-
uel Goldwyn's "Barbary Coast," the

producer announces. Miss Sten first

will make "Resurrection," going in

work June 1.

George K. Arthur Lennox Pawle

George Manker Watters

s'i



NEWS OF THE WEEK PHOTO-
MEET MR. PICKWICK. (Below) Warners

schedule Dickens' immortal 'Pickwick

Papers' for early filming, with Guy Kibbee

set for role of world-cherished character.

mz-..

'BEST OF THE LOT -honey for anybody's

money' exult World -Telegram, American and

rest of New York critics at brilliant world pre-

miere of '20 Million Sweethearts' Photo shows

flash Strand front which drew record throngs.

A WELL-YESSED MAN in a well browned

derby is Joe E. Brown, shown below with

colorful scenic effects from his latest, 'A Very

Honorable Guy', slated for release next week."

ANOTHER NAME for Vitaphones

roster of top-ranking performers is Leon

Errol, signed for two-reel Technicolor

musicals now shooting on Warner lot.

LAVISH WARNER PLANS
for 'British Agent' given new

impetus with co-starring of

Kay Francis and Leslie

Howard as cameras ready

for starting signal Monday.

NEW CONTRACT rewards

Producer Robert Lord (right),

winner of year's 'best origi-

nal story award', on anni-

versary of his seventh year

of Warner picture-making.

*A Warner Bros. Picture °A First National Picture Vilagraph, Inc., Distributors
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(Continued from Page 1)

guarantees with overages, preferred
playing time, right to interchange
score charges—all of these have
created a lopsided and intolerable
condition that is fast diminishing
our income causing our theater in-

vestments to dwindle," says the
communication.
Recommendation is made that

each exhibitor unit name two dele-
gates to the conventions, "equipped
with facts and figures regarding
their territory and qualified to
speak on behalf of their constituents
regarding purchasing power and
measure of cooperation each can be
counted on from their territory."
"Each convention to be strictly

non-partisan, non-political and to be
confined solely to devising an effec-

tive program against ruinous film

prices," urges the letter from
George P. Aarons, secretary of the
Pennsylvania unit.

Monte Brice Starting

Production on Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Monte Brice will

start production here May 7 with
"Benefit Performance," a musical
comedy drama, at the General Ser-
vice Studios. Brice and Keene
Thompson wrote the story. Paul
Schofield did the scenario. Distri-

bution ai-rangements have been com-
pleted but will not be announced un-
til later.

Edwin T. Emery at Hippodrome
Edwin T. Emery has been ap-

pointed director of public relations

for the New York Hippodrome and
in association with Cecil E. Ma-
berry, managing director, will take
over the educational, civic and so-

cial phases of the Hipp's activities.

Opera is the present attraction at

the Hipp.

Donald Woods Back to Stock

Denver — Donald Woods, under
contract to Warners, returns from
Hollywood to play leads with the
Elitch stock company for 10 weeks
this summer.

Monogram Buys Classic

"The Hoosier Schoolmaster,"
classic by Edward Eggleston, has
been bought by W. Ray Johnston
for Monogram's 1934-35 sechedule.

Equity Election June 1

Annual meeting and election of

officers of Actors' Equity Ass'n will

be held the afternoon of June 1 at

the Hotel Astor.

New Sec'y for Allied Operators

Albert Brandt, secretary of Allied

M. P. Operators, has resigned. His
successor is Lewis A. Mendel.

MONO THE

• • • LOOKS AS if the AMPA entertainment committee
can sit back and loaf during most of Prexy Billy Fergu-
son's administration at his first luncheon at the Empey
Club yesterday he gave the boys a sample of what they
can expect for the rest of his term as president the affair

was staged with all the trimmings of one of his famous Em-
geem opening nites

• • • THEY HAD to set aside the lounge room to ac-
commodate the mob 120 customers the Louisiana
Troubadours from Duke Ellington's band gave several of their

inimitable numbers strolling around the tables in regular
Cotton Club style then the Sizzlers harmonized a few

followed by Betty Barthel Si Seadler introduced
Frank Scully, author of "Fun In Bed" Major Bowes gave
the lowdown on the Scotch prexy from years of associating with
him Celia Villa, ballyhooing the pix about her pa, Pancho,
spoke in Spick Mex and all we or anybody else understood
was her finish "Munchos gracias" but hasn't that
gal got flashing eyes and teeth! Hal Home was called on
by Bill for a speech in view of his winning the "American
Spectator" award for "Palooka" advertising copy and in-

terrupted his speech to thank the prexy sitting alongside him
for some Mexican gesture Mister Ferguson made we mean
something underhanded

• • • IT WAS a fine luncheon from all angles
everybody had a good time Paul Benjamin read wires
from various film execs congratulating the new prexy
and Paul made a neat introductory speech for Fergy who really

needs none in the course of his address Bill read the names
of 28 new members he was bringing in from his Metro publicity

dep't and did that get a hand! he mentioned casually

that from now on anybody he employed on exploitation had to

be an Ampaite and he had assurances from several other
heads of major publicity a^p.^ ... - going to follow

suit

• • • SO ALL in all it was a gala day for AMPA
with Prexy Ferguson at the helm the Pressageys

have taken on an added importance and dignity in the industry
and that impression was very distinctly conveyed to

everyone present Fergy pledged himself to put the inter-

ests of the organization above any personal interest

coming from him that statement means a lot so

watch this pressagey aggregation from now on they
are going to be heard from very forcefully and impressively

in some constructive activities that will redound to the

credit of not only AMPA but the entire industry

• • • THE COSTUME Ball of the Film and Photo League
will be held tonite at Webster Hall all the arts and amuse-
ments will be represented by celebs in the various fields

for the Hollywood group they expect representation by
Edward Robinson, Polly Walters, Helen Chandler, Bebe Daniels,

Ben Lyon, Estelle Taylor, Madge Bellamy, Loretta Young
the League is sponsored by Sidney Howard, John Wexley, H.
William Fitelson, George Gershwin, Elmer Rice, James Cagney,
George S. Kaufman, Virgil Geddes dancing till dawn

T T T
• • • IT SEEMS that Eddie White over at National

Screen Service hesitated about announcing the arrival of

a bouncing boy at his home for fear the boys wouldn't

believe it but it leaked out anyway

« « « » » »

WOULD BASECODELEVK

ON GROSS OF THEATER

(Continued from page 1)

blatt and Administrator Hugh S.

Johnson urging that the assess-
ments be revised on a basis such a;

gross earnings or seating capacity.
Wood contends that it is unfair tc

tax a 200-seat subsequent run house,
grossing about $10,000 annually, at

the rate of $24, whereas only $36 is

levied on a 3,200-seat first run tak-

ing in about $350,000 a year. He
adds that in other lines of business
under codes the rate of assessment
is based on some fundamental fac-

tor like gross earnings, tonnage,
number of employes and resources,
and that the same should apply in

the film industry.

Reopenings Spread
In Denver Territory
(Continued from page 1)

M., will have its first theater. Cora
B. Hay has ordered a Simplex por-
table sound and projection and will

install it in a remodeled store build-
ing in the near future. The Grand
theater at Littleton, Colo., has been
opened by Fred Lind, giving the
county seat a theater after being
without one for three years. The
Vida, a remodeling job at Cripple
Creek, is to be opened about May
3. Town has been theaterless for
about six years.

Importers Get Break
In New Customs Ruling

(Continued from page 1)

that importers may have the free

use, without customs supervision,
of imported films to be shown as
samples for the purpose of taking
orders for the sale of the pictures.

Heretofore imports were released
only under heavy bond and shown
under customs guard in a bonded
film warehouse of which there are
only two in New York. They are
Lloyd's and Massce's. The ruling

pertains to positive prints and calls

for the signing of an affidavit to

the effect that the films will not be
projected except as samples. Pres-

ent cost will be the payment of a

small premium on a bond. Previous
costs were about $20 a day for.;

every day the films were shown by
the importer.

Zirn Appeal Coming Up
Attorney Samuel Zirn, counsel

for Robert S. Levy, Paramount Pub-
lix bondholder, yesterday said that

on Saturday he will file with the U.
S. Supreme Court a writ asking
it to entertain his appeal from the

Appellate Division of the New York
Supreme Court in connection with
his suit seeking to upset the com-
pany's current bankruptcy.

3 More for Mascot Units
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DMI.Y

Hollywood — Martin G. Cohn,
Louis Baum and Sig Neufeld have
been added by Mascot as unit pro-

ducers.
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Straight Talk ! !

!

iid;

1.—Which is most important—star value or story value? (» —I" your opinion what brings patronage to the box-office?

Admission price Quantity of entertainment

J£.—How would you rate the morals of the screen today with those of the (Double Features) Type of picture Star

stage and current literature, as well as with everyday life?

3-—What percentage of motion picture publicity do you use? What type

do you find most useful?

4- Rate, in order, the type of short subject preferred in your city:

I. 2. 3. 4.

7 —What's right—or wrong—with Hollywood? (Go as far as you like.)

8-—How can theaters, in general, improve their service to their patrons?

".—What are your pet motion picture

—

Likes: Dislikes:

U •—What effects do you foresee on motion pictures when television becomes lO-—The industry of the screen is romantic, colorful and ever-changing,

practical entertainment? We all have a pet theory or a pet squawk regarding it. What is yours?

Read What 300 Critics Say

In Answer to These Questions

A STRAIGHT FROM THE SHOULDER
SERIES STARTING NEXT WEDNESDAY

IN

ITHE
HIE NEWSPAPER
OF FILMTOM

ALL Tilt NEWS
ALL TUE TIME

iT—VSDAILY-
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?EPORTNEWINTERESTS« « reviews of the new features

BUYING INTO FOX FILM

» »

«li«|

(Continued from Page 1)

517.50 yesterday. Representation on
:he board is expected to be obtained
by the new interests. Chase now
las two directors in Fox, H. Donald
ampbell and Herman G. Place.

Dill Files Resolution
Asking A. T. & T. Probe

(Continued from Page 1)

Senate by Senator Dill yesterday.
Among the phases it would investi-

gate is the extent of inter-service

contracts between the parent com-
pany and Western Electric and other
subsidiaries. It would also investi-

gate the extent to which its holding
company structure enables it to

evade regulation and taxation.

Three Sales Meetings
Are Set by Monogram

(Continued from Page 1)

2 in Cincinnati and June 29 in New
York. Edward Golden, general sales

manager, will ipreside at tm? meet-
ings.

Receivers Awarded Fees

St. Louis — Circuit Judge Henry
Hamilton has allowed fees of $6,000
each to Jesse W. Barrett and Wal-
ter H. Nohl who served as circuit

court receivers for Skouras Bros.

Enterprises from Dec. 2, 1931, to

Nov. 6, 1933. Previously they had
received $2,000 each. Harry S.

Rooks, who served as attorney for

the receivers, was allowed a fee of

$10,000 in full payment for his ser-

vices.

Scollay Square Closing

Boston—The Scollay Square the-

ater, M. & P.-Publix house which
recently made a fresh bid for pa-
tronage with five acts of vaudeville

and double features, is closing this

week. Al Fowler is manager.

3 Houses for Freiday

York Harbor, Me.—William Frei-

day, independent circuit owner, this

season will operate the Community
theater in York Village, the York
Beach in York Beach and the Lan-
caster in York Harbor, all formerly
run by Morton Frye.

Paramount Signs Lee Tracy
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Lee Tracy has signed

a term contract with Paramount.
First picture will be "A Son Comes
Home," with Charles Vidor direct-

ing.
•

Jessica Dragonette for Paramount

Jessica Dragonette, radio head-
liner, has been signed by Paramount
and will leave for the coast this

summer.

French Picture Holds Over

"Adieu Les Beaux Jours," French
musical, is being held for a second
week at the 55th St. Playhouse.

"SHE MADE HER BED"
with Richard Arlen, Sally Eilers, Robert

Armstrong
Paramount 71 mins.

POORLY MOTIVATES DRAMA OF
FAITHFUL WIFE AND ERRING HUSBAND
MAKES JUST SO-SO ENTERTAINMENT.

Weak in story and additionally blighted

by a rather distasteful sex angle, this yam
couldn't be saved by either cast or direc-

tor. Sally Eilers, a loyal wife, runs an auto

camp near the Pomona Fair while Robert

Armstrong, her conceited husband, divides

most of his time between making other

women and showing off with a cage of

wild animals which he maintains as a side-

show for his camp tenants. While Bob is

having a crude affair with Grace Bradley,

a brazen camp visitor, Richard Arlen comes
along with his show truck and takes a

fancy to Sally, bringing some moments of

innocent joy into her life. Though Dick

wants to take her away from her unworthy

husband, Sally remains faithful until she

is released through an accident in which

her husband's escaped tiger causes a fire

in which Bob loses his life. Occasional

bits of comedy by Charley Grapewin and

Rosco Ates come as welcome relief.

Cast: Richard Arlen, Sally Eilers, Robert

Armstrong, Grace Bradley, Rosco Ates,

Charley Grapewin, Richard Arlen, Jr.

Director, Ralph Murphy; Author, James

M. Cain; Adaptors, Casey Robinson, Frank

R. Adams; Cameraman, Milton Krasner;

Recording Engineer, Earle S. Hayman; Edi-

tor, Doane Harrison.

Direction, Handicapped. Photography,

Good.

"HITLERS REIGN OF TERROR"
with Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., and Edwin

C. Hill

Jewel Prods. 65 mins.

COMPILATION OF ANTI-NAZI NEWS-
REEL CLIPS AND SOME FOREIGN SHOTS
BY VANDERBILT.

Significant only in the sense that it is

given over almost entirely to denunciation

of Hitler and his works, this picture adds

nothing to the knowledge of Naziism that

is not already known. It argues that Hit-

lerism is directed not only against the Jews,

but also against the Protestants and Cath-

olics and that it menaces world peace.

Picture starts with newsreel shots of Sam-
uel Seabury, Rabbi Stephen S. Wise and
Fannie Hurst condemning Hitlerism. Then
Edwin C. Hill reads a prepared statement

relating the reports that have reached

America of Nazi activities and is shown
commissioning Vanderbilt, Jr., to ascertain

the truth of the stories. So Vanderbilt

goes to Berlin, interviews Hitler, witnesses

various Nazi acts, goes to Vienna at the

time the Dollfuss adherents and the Aus-

trian fascists engaged in street combats,

and then is shown interviewing the Kaiser,

the German Crown Prince and his son.

Other shots show Raymond Moley, Matthew
Woll, the editor of Commonweal, and Con-

gressman Dickstein inveighing against the

Nazi menace and the spread of the Nazi

movement and propaganda here.

Director, Michael Mindlin; Supervisor,

Joseph Seiden; Recording Engineer, Mur-

ray Dichter; Cameraman, Sam Rosen.

Photography, Satisfactory.

Estabrook Sees Trend
Toward Human Stories

(Coittinucd from f>agc 1)

terday in New York, Estabrook ex-

pressed the opinion that the era of

"shock types" is passing as its

novelty which formerly interested

and excited picturegoers is passing.

Stories of the future, however
will benefit from their contact with
"tough" characters as .some of their

better, more masculine characteris-

tics will be injected in their various
roles, said Estabrook.
Commenting on sophistication in

story material, Estabrook said he
believes that some producers are

"aiming too much at big city re-

views" instead of the mass of pic-

ture patrons. A test to determine
whether or not a picture has visual

entertainment can be tried by view-

ing a picture from the projection

booth, where the sounds do not

penetrate, he pointed out.

Women Praise "As Earth Turns"

San Francisco—Following a pre-

view of Warner's "As The Earth
Turns" for the California Federa-
tion of Women's Clubs, Northern
Division, at their recent convention

in Santa Rosa, the delegates sent

in rave endorsements on the film to

the company's San Francisco office.

A letter from Mrs. Albert W. Stokes,

president of the organization, con-

veyed the delegates' comments.

SMPE Delegates View
Recovery Under Way
(Continued from. />age 1)

ciety are concerned, the industry
is definitely on the road to recov-
ery," declared President A. N. Gold-
smith in his final address. Member-
ship in the organization has reached
a new peak, topping the influx of
members brought about by the ad-
vent of sound, he said.

W. C. Kunzmann states the Fall
meeting will be held at the Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York, in Oc-
tober.

Omaha Orpheum Sale Up to Court

Omaha—Approval of the sale of
the Orpheum theater for $125,000
to the Orpheum Theater Corp., or-

ganized by the bondholders' protec-
tive committee, will await a hear-
ing before Federal Judge James
Donohoe on May 3, the court has
ordered. Though it was rumored
that Mort Singer and the Loew in-

terests were both after the house,
now operated by A. H. Blank, the
bondholders' company made the only
bid received. As this bid reserves
the right to reject part of the prop-
erty, its immediate approval was
withheld.

J. H. Cavanagh Taking Leap
Omaha—J. H. Cavanagh, mana-

ger of the Orpheum in Des Moines,
and Mrs. Vernon Devore Teachout
will be married hei*e on May 5.

| OPENS MAY 4th, R
• THEATRE, NEW YORK.
• "The most courageous picture of

j

I the season ... a masterpiece!"— i

• Screenland. The screen's mightiest

soul-stirring triumph hailed by ]

I critics from Coast to Coast! "NO
|

j
GREATER GLORY," based on '

Ferenc Molnar's world famous
j

I novel. A Frank Borzage production,
j

• "One of the BIG hit pictures of

I the year, this comedy will blow the

I

dust off any theatre's cash register!"

— Hollywood Reporter. JOHN
] BARRYMORE in "20th Century,"

I with Carole Lombard, Walter-

Connolly, Roscoe KarnS. From the

] sensational Broadway smash by

I

Ben Hecht. Chas MacArthur, and

Chas Bruce Milholland. A Howard

i Hawks production.

I One of the most lavish productions I

j
of the year booked in Radio City

j

• Music Hall! ELISSA LANDI in
j

"Sisters Under The Skin" with

' « Frank Morgan,Joseph Schildkraut. I

' rj Directed by David Burton. An out- J

• • I standing dramatic romance that.
|

I , will line them up at the box-office

t ' ™>h™,r fail
'..'*-

:
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For Three Years

THE LEADER

EASTMAN Super-sensitive "Pan" led

the way into the amazing field of ultra-

speed motion picture photography. That

was three years ago. At no time since then

has this Eastman film faltered in its leader-

ship. Producers and cameramen today find

that it is as closely linked as ever with the

outstanding box-office triumphs... with the

finest and foremost in cinematography.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Negative

&
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K-A-O Theaters Will Remain With RKO Group

DARROWREPORT SAYSJODES FOSTERJ0N0P0LV

Hundreds of Code Complaints Being Filed Improperly

Grievance Cases Must Be
Submitted Again on

Official Forms
Local grievance and zoning

boards in 31 key spots are inform-
ing exhibitors that hundreds of

complaints already filed with them
are invalid as they are not made

.
; ifficial io]

in order
ion 1

ropei in b' d ne

New Competition for Broadway Houses
When Billy Rose's Music Hall, formerly the Manhattan Theater, Broadway and

53rd St., opens next month it will offer a vaudeville show of at least six acts and
30 minutes of newsreels and shcrts in conjunction with a six-course luncheon for 50
cents from 11 a. m. to 6 p. m., and an eight-course dinner for SI from 6 p. m. till

closing. In addition the music hall will feature "dancing in the dark" with 100
hostesses, 100 singing waiters, a Barbary Coast saloon, sideshow attractions and
exotic surroundings. Clark Robinson is art director and Ballard MacDonaid will produce
the shows.

ock Deal Won't Affect Fox Staff

„IUUL! i LULkL. .V m h

NEW CIRCUIT-SETUP

With Karl Hoblitzelle as partner,

Famous Theaters Corp. is planning
to form a new company to take over
Southern Enterprises of Texas,
which has just emerged from re-

{Continucd on Page 4)

Thomas D. Moule Leaves
Detroit Circuit Post

Detroit—Thomas D. Moule, gen-
eral manager of United Detroit

Theaters since George W. Trendle
resumed control, has terminated his

duties. His successor is Willard
Patterson. Jack Frost will remain
permanently as Patterson's assis-

tant. Several publicity men, includ-

ing Sam Rubin, have left. Charles
Curran has become publicity direc-

tor for Warners in Washington. At
a testimonial dinner to Moule this

week, Maurice J. Caplan presented
him with a watch on behalf of the

Variety Club.

Lots of Dickens
In addition to the Charles Dickens

stories to be made next season by
M-G-M, Warner and Universal, a pro-
duction of "Mr. Pickwick" will be made
in England by Gaumont-British. "David
Copperfield," "Tale of Two Cities"

and "Great Expectations" are the
others.

boratory Code Changes
Up for Hearing on May 9

hingion Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Public hearings on

oroposed modifications to the La-
boratorv Code will be held May 9

at the Willard Hotel. Deputy Ad-
ministrator William P. Farnsworth
will preside. Fair trade practice

amendments, involving standard cost

accounting methods and lowest

reasonable cost of products, will be

discussed.

Consummation of the deal by Bal-

four, Boardman & Co., British

financial group, for purchase of one-

third of the Chase Bank's 70 per

cent interest in Fox Film will not

in any way affect management of

the film company as the Chase in-

terests will continue in control.

Bankers said yesterday that the

deal merely represents placing of

a part of the stock in British in-
{Continued on Page 2)

Studio Workers and Payrolls Doubled in Year

Payrolls of .picture companies in

Southern California have increased

90.4 per cent as compared with a

year ago and employment shows an
improvement of 101.7 per cent, ac-

cording to the current issue of

"Sales Management," business mag-
azine. "The consolidated average

of Warner and Paramount theaters

and a group of independent houses
{Continued on Page 4)

! Admission Tax Receipts
Off $1,547,600 in 9 Mos.

J

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Though total in-

ternal revenue receipts for the nine

months ended March 31 showed a

big increase, receipts from the ad-

mission tax declined to $10,882,367
compared with $12,429,967 in the

corresponding period a year ago.

WithdrawalofK-A-OfromRKO
Reported Forestalled by Board

A. M. P. A. Committees
Appointed by Ferguson

Committees of the A.M.P.A. for
the new term have been appointed
by President William R. Ferguson
as follows:
BOARD OF DIRECTORS: Wm. R. Fer-

guson, Pres., Monroe Greenthal, Vice. Pres.,

{Continued on Page 3)

Complete separation of the K-A-0
theaters from the RKO group was
forestalled Thursday at a meeting
of the K-A-0 board of directors,

the Film Daily learns. Although
no official statement could be ob-

tained yesterday from any mem-
bers of the board, it was learned

{Continued on Page 3)

Review Board's Report t

President Says Indies

Are Oppressed
By WILLIAM SILBERBERG

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — That NRA code i

are oppressive to independents and
tend to foster monopoly is claimed
by Clarence Darrow. chairman of
the National Recovery Reviev
Board, in h ;

s report to the Presi-
dent based on the several codes so

far studied by the Board, amor
them being the film code. Whether
the actual text of the report will be
made public is to be decided by tl

President, who said he wanted tin

to study it. An immediate NR>
shakeup is expected to follow if tl

President agrees with the Board
findings.

WANT ASSESSMENTS

SPLIT THREE WAY

New Haven—Opposing the ai

nounced schedule of assessments di-

viding the cost of code operation
between exhibitors and producer;
distributors, the M. P. T. O. of Con-
necticut has adopted a resolution

{Continued -jn Page 4)

Discharge of Operators

Upheld by Labor Boar
St. Louis—Discharge of thre

employes by the Ritz and Rox;

Blytheville, Ark., for joining tl

union, has been upheld by the Re£

ional Labor Board here. The I. A
{Continued on Page 4)

400 Critics Reply

Nearly 400 replies have been received

to date in the second Critics' Forum
questionnaire conducted by THE FILM
DAILY to get the views of the na-

tion's film scribes on vital industry

questions of the day. Publication of

the results will start in Wednesday's
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Henry Ginsberg

Maryland Unit Opposes
Exhibs in Production

Baltimore—As the result of an
inquiry regarding' Maryland exhibi-

tors' views on theater owners en-
gaging in production and distribu-

tion, the board of directors of M.
P. T. O. of Maryland, Allied unit

headed by Frank A. Hornig, has
adopted a resolution opposing exhi-

bitors engaging in production and
producers-distributors engaging in

exhibition.

No Fox Personnel Changes
Involved in Stock Deal

1 1 ontinued from Page 1 1

vestment hands. The New York
financial group mentioned in re-

ports of the deal is acting for the
Brit : sh firm.

Attend Hearing on City Tax
Major companies were represent-

ed at a second hearing held on
Mayor LaGuardia's proposed busi-
ness tax for New York City yester-
day. The bill would impose a tax
of one-twentieth of one per cent
on gross receipts in 1933 of all

businesses, professions and voca-
tions which earned more than $15,-

000. Arthur Dickinson of the Hays
office was present as an observer.

$225,000 Para. Claims Wiped Out

Two claims aggregating $225,-

000 against Paramount Publix have
been wiped out with the approval
of Referee Henry K. Davis. One
was for $150,000, filed by the 16th
Street Realty Co. and the other for

$75,000, by the 16th Street Invest-

ment Co., both in Denver.

Manhattan Circuit Complies

Manhattan Playhouses, which was
threatened for a time with loss of

its blue eagle for failure to obey
Regional Board rulings that two
discharged service union employes
be reinstated, has reemployed the
men and is cooperating with the
compliance board to the extent that
maintenance employes will not be
worked more than 40 hours weekly.

New Chesterfield Release

"City Park," Chesterfield produc-
tion, with Sally Blane and Henry
B. Walthall, has been completed
and will be released shortly by First

Division. Another Chesterfield pic-

ture, "In Love With Life," opens
May 11 at the Casino.

Colored Circuit for Detroit

Detroit — Reopening of the Hol-
brook, north end house, by E. B.
Dudley, formerly operator of the
Koppin Theater, marks the begin-
ning of a circuit of six to seven
colored houses for Detroit, accord-
ing to Dudley. Houses will play
tabs and films.

RKO Signs Stage Actor

John Beal, Broadway actor now
appearing in "She Loves Me Not,"
has been signed by RKO and leaves
the show tonight to start for Holly-
wood. His first role will be with
John Barrymore in "Hat, Coat and
Glove."

New Stunt on Shorts Goes Over

St. Louis—A new idea in present-
ing shorts, by combining subjects
with radio names and offering them
as a Radioland Revue, has gone
over big here, where it was con-
ceived by Al Zimbalist, advertising
director for St. Louis Amusement
Co. The idea also is reported to
have been adopted by success in

other cities.

Bring Expedition Film

Armand Denis, director of "Wild
Cargo," returned yesterday from
Washington with his wife, Lelia
Roosevelt, who with Edna Olmstead
has just completed an around-the-
world automobile tour. Miss Roose-
velt shot about 30,000 feet of film

to be made into a feature. The
couple plan another expedition.

Louis E. Mayer in Columbus
Columbus—Louis E. Mayer, re-

cently manager of the Main Street
Theater, Kansas City, has taken
over management of the Majestic,
local RKO house. He succeeds Edgar
Hart, who left for California.

New Omaha Film Board Secretary

Omaha — Miss Regina Molseed,
secretary of the Omaha Film Board,
has resigned to begin her duties as
secretary to the code boards. She
will be succeeded temporarily by
C. M. Parkhurst, manager of the
Midwest Film Distributors.

Erpi Granted Petition

Judge Knox of the U. S. District
Court has granted in the main to

Western Electric its petition for a
bill of particulars from Vocafilm
which has pending a restraint of
trade suit.

First Division-Liberty Deal

First Division has acquired dis-

tribution rights to "Liberty's" eight
pictures for New England, Ohio
Kentucky, West Virginia and West-
ern Pennsylvania.

M-G-M Signs Chester Hale

Chester Hale, dance director and
producer, for the last eight years at
the Capitol., has been put under
M-G-M contract and leaves May 1
for the coast.

Lon Young Joins Mascot
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Lon Young has joined
Mascot to handle west coast pub-
licity.

COMING b GOING
MARGARET SULLAVAN, BARON MANDEL

STAMM, FOUR MILLS BROTHERS and WINN/1
WINFRIED, Danish cinema director, sail frorr

New York today on the Paris.

BUDD ROGERS, sales manager of Liberty
Pictures, has left on a sales trip to Cleve
land. Columbus and Pittsburgh.

SPENCER TRACY is stopping off in Chicago
on his way back to the coast.

CHARLES ROSENZWEIG, sales manager of
First Division, is in Washington on business.

WILLIS KENT was in Boston this week.

FRANK SCULLY, writer, signed by Fox. is

en route to the coast.

KATHERINE BROWN. RKO eastern story
editor, is on her way back from the coast.

JOSEPH MITCHELL, writer, has arrived from
Hollywood.

HARRY WARREN, Warner song writer, ar-

rives this week from the coast for a vacation.

HENRY KOSCH left for Chicago yesterday.

SIDNEY R. KENT returns to New York next
Saturday from the Coast.

JOHN D. CLARK'S trip to the Coast has
been deferred to week after next.

Ready Reference Directory
With Addresses and Phone Numbers of

Recognized Industry Concerns

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

Payments to Olympia Receivers

Boston—Judge Joseph Walsh of
Suffolk Superior Court has allowed
the third account of Harry LeBaron
Sampson and Samuel Pinanski,
temporary receivers for Olympia
Theaters and the Olympia Oper-
ating Co., authorizing on account
of services $35,000 to the former
and $25,000 to the latter.

Engravers • J
CALL—

"*MTY**
PHOTOENGRAVING
(Day and Night Service)

250 W. 54th St., N. Y. C.

Tel. COIumbus 5-6741

Foreign J

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS—IMPORTERS

Cable: Chronophon
226 WEST 42ND STREET

NEW YORK CITY
LONDON PARIS IERLIN

• Hotels •

)

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK
TURKISH BATHS

• Reference BooksD
COMPLETE

in every detail, pertaining to
production, distribution and
exhibition

—

1934
YEAR BOOK

of
MOTION PICTURES

Distributed FREE to Sub-
scribers of Film Dailv

1650 Broadway N. Y. City
Hollvwood Office

6425 Hollywood Blvd., Calif
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• FEATURE REVIEWS-

i n

George Arliss in

THE LAST GENTLEMAN"
U. A.-20rh Century Time, Not Set
FINE ENTERTAINMENT SUITABLE

«|FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY. GOOD DO
MESTIC COMEDY WITH SWELL CAST
SUPPORTING ARLISS.

This is George Arliss' remedy for ailing

box-offices. It is another answer to the
^exhibitor's cry for clean pictures and is

worthy of strong exploitation. Arliss plays

an old irascible man of wealth who rules

his relatives with an iron hand and makes
them like it. The comedy reaches its

high point of laughter in a scene in which
Joseph Cawthorn, as a minister addressing
Arliss and his relatives, loses and recovers

his voice only to lose it again. Edna May
Oliver aids in the fun-making, while Char-
lotte Henry and Frank Albertson supply
young love interest. Janet Beecher, Don
aid Meek, Edward Ellis and Ralph Morgan
are among principals whose work stands

out. Prior to his death old Cabot Barr

(Arliss) has had a talking picture made
in which he recites terms of his will, and
there is a novel finish as the heirs listen

to Barr, who rules them even in death.

Sidney Lanfield directed it well. Leonard

JPraskins furnished excellent dialogue.

Cast: George Arliss, Joseph Cawthorn
Edna May Oliver, Charlotte Henry, Frank

'Albertson, Janet Beecher, Donald Meek,
Ralph Morgan, Edward Ellis, Rafaela Ot-

'tiano, Harry Bradley.

Director, Sidney Lanfield; Author, Kath-

erine Clugblon; Adaptor, Leonard Praskins;

Cameraman, Barney McGill; Editor, Mau-
rice Wright.

Direction, Fine. Photography, A- 1

:

THE WITCHING HOUR"
with Sir Guy Standing, John Halliday,

Judith Allen, Tom Brown
Paramount 69 mins.

GOOD CAST WASTED IN DRAGGY,
UNCONVINCING DRAMA WITH HYP-
NOSIS AS THEME.
The transpostion from stage to screen

of Augustus Thomas' successful play has

been badly handled with a tedious and

somewhat fantastic photoplay as the re-

sult. The theme concerns John Halliday,

a wealthy Southerner, who has the na-

tural faculty of hypnotizing and also of

"sensing" coming events. He is owner
of a gambling palace, and during a con-

versation with a politician he threatens the

man with death. His threat is overheard

by Tom Brown, who is engaged to marry

Halliday's daughter. While under Hall i-

day's hypnotic spell, Tom kills the politi-

cian, but fails to remember the crime or

events leading up to it. All prominent

lawyers refuse to defend Tom, believing

that his defense is too weak to attempt,

but finally Guy Standing, a retired judge,

takes up the defense and gets Tom ac-

quitted.

Cast: Sir Guy Standing, John Halliday,

Judith Allen, Tom Brown, Olive Tell, Wil-

I'am Frawley, Richard Carle, Ralf Harolde,

Purnell Pratt, Frank Sheridan, John Larkin,

Selmar Jackson, Howard Lang, George

Webb, Robert Littlefield.

Director, Henry Hathaway; Author, Au-

gustus Thomas; Adaptor, Salisbury Field;

Scenarist, Anthony Veiller; Editor, Jack

Dennis; Cameraman, Ben Reynolds; Re-

cording Engineer, Harold Lewis.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Okay

THE-2&>*DAILY

• • • A PRIZE of 20 berries was offered by Jack Gross
manager of the Hillcrest theater in Losang for the

best campaign put into effect by employees of his service dep't
when the house played "Little Women" the result

was 300 tieups! which miracle could not have been se-
cured with a staff of expert exploiteers

• • • THREE WEEKS bookings for Lupe Velez from
Loew's opening May 4 in Columbus then Baltimore,
Pittsburgh and the Capitol, New York Columbia's "Twen-
tieth Century" has its world premdere May 3 at the Music
Hall Clark Gable and Myrna Loy appear on the Hall
of Fame program tomorrow eve in scenes from M-G-M's "Man-
hattan Melodrama" Ira E. Epstein, formerly with the
Loew circuit, has joined the Rugoff & Becker circuit as man-
ager of the Sheepshead, Brooklyn

• • • COACHING TALENT that has prospects of Holly-
wood dough is the present job of Ted Green, former
cameraman he has been assisting some eastern companies
in grooming their prospective material for auditions and tests

The Empey Club is becoming a pop spot in the eve-

nings with the Lounge Room inviting the customers to

the ritzy bar a swell dance floor and a dinner ser-

vice second to none the luncheon crowds also are grow-
ing daily. . . .,. yesterday among those present were Felix Feist,

Col. E. A. Schiller, Joseph Bernhard, Harry Charnas, Willard
Patterson, Don Jacocks, Gradwell Sears, Ted Schlanger, Mort
Blumenstock, Phil Reisman, A. W. Smith, Jr.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
£HARLES BRABIN will direct

"Death on the Diamond," Cort-
land Fitzsimmons story, for M-G-M.

t r T

Carey Wilson and Carmelita
Geraghty have set May 6 for their

wedding.

T T

Buster Keaton has Dorothy Se-
bastian as leading woman in his next
Educational comedy, tentatively
called "Allez Oop!" George Lewis
will also be in it, with Charles La-
mont directing. Lamont also will

direct the next Murray-Sidney com-
edy, "Plumbing for Gold," for Co-
lumbia.

T T

"Baby Take a Bow" is the new
title of the Fox picture formerly
called "Always Honest," with James
Dunn, Claire Trevor and Shirley
Temple.

T T

Harvey Gates, will collaborate
with Herbert Asbury on "I'll Fix
It." Leonard Spigelgass story, for
Columbia.

T T

John Waldron and Harry McCoy
will write an Educational comedy
for Andy Clyde.

George Hadden is directing
"Chai'lie Chan's Courage" for Fox.

T T

Lou Breslau has been signed by
Columbia to direct "Symphony in

Punches," two-reel comedy with
Howard, Fine and Howard, Ted
Healy's stooges.

T T T

Warners will produce "War
Lord," story of China by Robert
Lord, and "Concealment," unpro-
duced play by Leonard Idle.

T
CAST ASSIGNMENTS

FOX: Paul Harvey. Murray Kinnell, Domld
Woods for "Charlie Chan's Courage": Roger
Imhof, John Rogers for "Grand Canary": Kent
Taylor for "She Learned About Sailors."

COLUMBIA: Cora Sue Collins, Clannce Mrse
for "Black Moon"; Purnell Pratt, James B.

Leon for "Hell Cat."

PARAMOUNT: Carole Lombard replacing
Frances Drake in "You Belong to Me"; Henry
Armetta for "Kiss and Make Up"; Rose Lang-
don for "Many Happy Returns"; E. H. Cal-
vert for "Here Comes the Groom."

WARNER: Joan Wheeler, Doris Lloyd, Mary
Kornman for "Madame Du Barry"; Margaret
Lindsay and Robert Barrat for "Dragon Mur-
der Case."

UNITED ARTISTS: Alison Skipworth, Paul
Kelly for Goldwyn's "Barbary Coast"; John
T. Qualen. Barbara Pepper, Addison Richards
for King Vidor's "Our Daily Bread"; Elissa

Landi, Louis Calhern for Reliance's "Count of

Monte Cristo."

MONOGRAM: Alberta Vaughn for "Randy
Rides Again."

KAO HOUSES REMAIN

UNDER RKO OPERATION

(Continued from Page 1)

that RKO will remain in complete
charge of operation and booking of
the K-A-0 houses, with Major
Thompson and Nate Blumberg con-
tinuing as executive heads of ad-
ministration. Ike Libson, .partner
with RKO in Cincinnati and Day-
ton, who was reported to be with-
drawing from the partnership, will
continue as operator of the Ohio
theaters under RKO supervision.
The executive set-up of the K-A-0
Corp. is: Merlin H. Aylesworth,
chairman; J. R. McDonough, presi-
dent; Malcolm Kingsberg, first vice-
president; Leslie R. Thompson,
vice-president in charge of theater
operations; Leon Goldberg, vice-
president and treasurer, and I. E.
Lambert, vice-president, general at-
torney and secretary.

A. M. P. A. Committees
Appointed by Ferguson

(Continued from Page 1)
Paul Benjamin, Treas., Harry \T BIa i r
S

.

ecy"
,

Tohn c - Flinn, Rutgers Neilson. Afar-
vin Kirsch, Paul Gulick. Lou Goldberg

?
lo^?.SS MANAGER: Paul Benjamin.

TRUSTEES: Walter Eberhardt—3 vears
Kelcey Allen—2 years, Si Seadler— 1 ^-ear

'

AUDITING: Edward McNamee. Chair-
man. Martin Starr, Vincent Trotta
ENTERTAINMENT: Si Seadier. Chair-

man. Edward Finney. Marvin Kirseh. Ed-
ward McNamee. Terry Turner, Arnold Van
Leer. Vincent Trotta.
SERVICE BUREAU: Marvin Kirsch,

Chairman, Lou Rydell, Monroe Greenlhal,
Ray Gallagher.
PUBLICITY: Arnold Van Leer, Milton

Silver, Al Sherman, Martin Starr, Irwin
Zeltner, James Cunningham, Jack Harrower,
Mel Heyman,
NATIONAL COUNSELLOR OF U S

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE: Hal Home.
ADVISORY COUNCIL: Howard Dietz.

Hal Home, Robert Sisk, S. Chas. Einfeld.
A. P. Waxman. Chas. McCarthy, Geo.
Brown, Rodney Bush, Paul Gulick, Bruce
Gallup. Bert Adler, Ed Finney. Edward
McNamee.

Only 40 Hours for Maintenance Help

On instructions from Washington,
the NRA Compliance Board is in-

sisting that building maintenance
companies servicing theaters work
their men only 40 hours weekly de-

spite the recent Policy Board rul-

ing stating that maintenance com-
pany employes did not come under
the theater code, it was said yes-
terday by Mrs. Anna Rosenberg,
assistant to Nathan Straus, state

NRA compliance head.

Darmour's First for Majestic

Hawthorne's classic. "The Scarlet

Letter," will be the first picture to

be produced by Larry Darmour for

Majestic, instead of "Diary of a

Bad Woman," it was said yesterday

by Herman Gluckman, Majestic
president.

Paris Empire Reopens

Paris—Closed since the Stavitzky
scandal, the Empire has been leased

by Pathe-Natan and reopened as a
movie house with M-G-M's "Queen
Christina."
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WANT ASSESSMENTS

SPLIT THREE WAYS
(Continued from Page 1)

petitioning- the Code Authority that
the industry is a tri-party affair
and the code cost should be reap-
portioned into three comparable
parts in accordance with specific
representation on the Code Author-
ity, namely, producers, distributors
and exhibitors. A more equitable
division of exhibitor fees also is

asked.

Local 306 Insurgents Adopt Six-Point Program
The Progressive Group of Local 306, which comprises some 200 of fhe union's

1.800 members, met last night at Stuyvesant Casino to consider ways and means of
ousting Harry Sherman. The committee has a six-point platform, namely, "to reraov:
the request system which tends to make 306 a company union, to tormuhte plans
for sane distribution of work to all members, to abolish the position of chief or-
ganizer, to elect a strike committee of at least 50 men to organize New York, to
abolish the 10 per cent assessment and to make 306 a labor union."

STUDIO WORKERS, PAY

ARE UP 100% IN YEA

Code Complaints Invalid
Due to Improper Filing

(Continued from Page 1)

bers are pointing out. In the New
York territory approximately 150
complaints have been forwarded to
the local boards and virtually all

of them must be revamped to con-
form with the proper procedure.

Discharge of Operators
Upheld by Labor Board

(Comt-inued from- page 1)

T. S. E. had taken action to have
the men reinstated.

Next week the Board will hear
the complaint that the Fox, Orph-
eum and Paramount in Joplin dis-

charged service employes for join-

ing that union.

Indianapolis Variety Installs

Indianapolis—Officers of the local
Variety Club were installed this
week with John Han-is of Pitts-
burgh, national president, in atten-
dance. Georg-e D. Tyson of St. Louis
and Duke Clark of Columbus also
were here. -Plans were completed
for a dance and frolic to be given
tomorrow night at the Indiana roof
ballroom.

r

HOLLYWOOD ,«

PLAZA

umm «iigii

B

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

$2. SO up, Single
$3.00 up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plazp is near every-
thingto see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-
iness or pleasure.

Every room has private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas, Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality"

Vine at Hollywood Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

Detroit Notes
Detroit—Harry Balaban's Adams

Theater has gone dual bill with
first-runs. James Kehoe is man-
ager.
The Fisher, United house man-

aged by Karl Krueger, went to a

vaude policy this week.
Ken Goldsmith, indie producer,

was here a few days ago conferring

I with S. K. Decker of Excellent Pic-
; tures.

Irving Shapiro, state rights dis-

tributor, spent several days here ne-

gotiating with Henry P. Zapp of

Monarch Productions.
Joseph Cosco bas taken over the

DeSoto, Highland Park, from R. F.

Burne. Richard Rogers resigned as

house manager.
H. Eddie Stuckley, after eight

years with Paramount in Toronto,

is back here as booking manager,
replacing Eddie Canty.

Victor G. Dodge, manager of the

!
Piccadilly, is the father of a girl.

E. S. Kinney, now code board sec-
1 retary, was given a testimonial din-

ner by the Variety Club and pre-

sented with a watch.

English Section in Spanish Paper

Buenos Aires—A department in

English is now being included in "La
Pelicula," local film ti-ade publica-

tion. The new feature gives a res-

ume of current news for English
readers.

B'klyn Paramount Closes May 11

Date for closing of the Brook-
lyn Paramount has been set for

May 11, with "We're Not Dressing"
as the final attraction. House re-

opens late in the summer or early

fall.

Helber Gets Two Releases

Helber Pictures has received two
Pyramid productions, "Dancing
Man," featuring Reginald Denny,
Judith Allen and Edmund Breese,

and "Back Page," with Peggy
Shannon, Claude Gillingwater and
Russell Hopton.

New Policy for Earle, A. C.

Atlantic City — Negotiations are
under way between Warners and
Chamberlain Brown Players to take
over the Earle theater, doing away
with rumor that house would be
run as grind this summer.

Hoblitzelle to Head
New Setup for Circuit

(Continued from Page 1)

ceivership. Each group is expected
to get a 50 per cent interest in the
firm, which will operate about 12

houses. Clarence Linz has been re-

ceiver, with Hoblitzelle in charge
of actual operations. John R. Mo-
roney, attorney for Hoblitzelle, is

now in New York from Dallas in

connection with the reorganization.

ti

(

"Melodie" in Color at Strand

"Beauty and the Beast," a Vita-
phone "Merrie Melodies" song car-
toon in Cinecolor is being shown
at the Strand with the Warner fea-
ture, "20 Million Sweethearts." Leon
Schlesinger produces the "Merrie
Melodies."

Greenblatt Gets 8 Pizor Films

Arthur Greenblatt has signed to

distribute eight melodramas which
William Pizor will produce. Green-
blatt has received "Twisted Rails,"

(Continued from Page 1)

was 26.6 per cent better than las

year," says the publication, quot, .

ing figures as of March. Examining
the theater situation in Cleveland
the paper declares attendance ha
increased from 10 to 100 per cent
Three theaters checked in Dallail

showed increases in grosses fron
14 to 20 per cent.

Omaha Circuit Staff Shifts

Omaha—James Schlatter, formei
assistant manager of the World, ha
been named to a similar position a1

the Orpheum, succeeding Paul Ives
recently resigned, it is announced
by Evert R. Cummings, district

manager for Tri-state Theaters'
Corp. Ray Smith, treasurer at the
Orpheum, goes to the World in

Schlatter's post. Charles Schlaifer
advei-tising manager for the Para-
mount, has been shifted to the
World and Orpheum. Cumming's
former secretary, Ethel B. Good
who has been acting in that ca-

pacity for G. Ralph Branton, divi- f

sion manager, has returned to
,

Omaha.

Acquire

the first of the eight. "Broken Coin,"
the second, was received here yes-

terday.

CONTINUOUS RESEARCH
IN THE REALM OF

^lls, .«" 1 "' /.. _>*««. £$0^

HAS PROVIDED

HIGH INTENSITY PROJECTION
For Every Theatre . . . Large or Small

13.6mm x 22-inch High
Intensity Carbons

9mm x 20-Inch High-Low
Carbons

Copper Coated High Intensity
A. C. Carbons

BETTER PROJECTION

SATISFIED AUDIENCES

NATIONAL (;REATER BOX OFFICE RETURNS

PROJECTOR CARBONS
Sold exclusively through Distributors and Dealers

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio

Unit of Union Carbide I'
I
w j and Carbon Corporation

Branch Sales Offices:

New York Pittsburgh Chicago San Francisco
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Sees Zoning Boards Ending Dime Admissions

\TLAS CORP. NOW HOLDEROF FOX AND LOEW STOCK

:xhib Units Not Anxious to Join Rental Protest Move
Side Show
. . . just looking on

By JACK ALICOATE =
HE announcement of Prexy Earle Ham-
mons that all Educational product will

nceforth be made in the east is a sign

the times. Coming as it does upon
somewhat substantiated rumors that

ramount, Warner Bros, and RKO are all

'ing with the idea of eastern produc-
n, it brings us abreast with the thought

it it may not be many moons before a

>stantial part of major picture making
I be permanently transferred to Man-
tan Isle. Here is a healthy indication,

e centering of all production within the

nfines of Hollywood is basically and

comically wrong. Hollywood with its

ug, wasteful, contented, self-centered

nosphere has long since become a men-

to the permanent prosperity of the in-

;try. The production move eastward is

vitable. The sooner the better.

ILM Boards of Trade for the past ten

years have been an important and in-

sntial spoke in the industry wheel of

nmercial progress. From our personal

>wledge their personnel, for the most
t, has been loyal, efficient and aggres-

;ly intelligent in the handling of in-

itry matters. As industry outposts, as

islative contacts, as buffers for news-
ier folk and community organizations,

'iy are constantly proving their worth.

3 industry should not act hastily regard-

their elimination, unless a substitute

n of equal scope and efficiency is pro-

d.

IOWARD ESTABROOK is not the usual

' type of screen writer. Many of the

at successes of the past 15 years are

yet he acts, talks and looks like any-

>ig else but. He has been part and
eel of Hollywood for many years, but

never even been threatened with Hol-

ooditis. He is a keen analyst of both

commercial and esthetic sides of our

mess and his views are sensible and

ind. During lunch the other day he

e us this decidedly worthwhile thought,

lether or not a picture has visual en-
(Continued on Page 2)

Aarons to Discuss Plans
With Brandt of ITOA

in New York
Leaders of the three exhibitor

units with headquarters in New
York City over the week-end had
not indicated whether or not they
intend to support the plan proposed
by the M. P. T. 0. of Eastern Penn-
sylvania for holding three mass
meetings to discuss means of pre-
venting increases in film rentals dur-
ing the 1934-35 season. There was
intimation, however, that at least

(Continued on Page 3)

AT&T PROBE MAY HAVE

WIDE EFFECT ON FILMS
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Sweeping changes in

the setup of the film industry are
likely to follow as a result of the
A. T. & T. probe called for in the

Senate resolution introduced last

week by Chairman Dill of the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee, in

(Continued on Page 6)

N. J. Attorney-General
Becomes Allied Counsel

David P. Wilentz, Attorney-Gen-
eral for New Jersey, has been en-

gaged as general counsel of Allied

Theaters of New Jersey to repre-

sent the exhibitor association in code

matters, including disputes with
local zoning and grievance boards
and the Code Authority, President

Sidney E. Samuelson stated Satur-

day.

Spain Hits Film Imports
Madrid—New Spanish import regula-

tions, besides imposing a 10 per cent
ad valorem duty on all films imported,

will prohibit showing of foreign pic-

tures in their original versions even
when they have sub-titles. This means
all dubbing must be done in Spain.

Newsreels and topical films are exempt.

GLEVE, EXHIBS MOVE

TO OUST DOUBLE BILLS

Cleveland—Following up the dis-

cussion held last week by the Ex-
hibitors Association on elimination
of double features in Greater Cleve-
land, another meeting will be held
tomorrow on the subject. Members
last week were divided on the ques-
tion of whether duals should be
banned gradually or immediately.

New Transcription Firm

Is Organized on Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Radio Release, Ltd.,

new transcription producer, has tak-

en the former KMTR quarters and
the activities of Radioscript Produc-
tions. Officers include Hal Huff,

formerly in film distribution, as gen-

eral manager; Capt. C. Whitney
Sheely, production manager; Jack
Lewis, head of script department,

and W. 0. Watson, chief engineer.

Fourteen programs are being started

immediately, and a permanent stock

company for radio productions will

be organized.

Admission Hike Next Fall

Imperative, Says Dembow
P.D.C. Is Merged

London—P.D.C, Ltd., headed by
Reginald Smith, has merged with Asso-

ciated British Film Distributors, Ltd.,

of which R. P. Baker is joint manag-
ing director. The merged product will

be handled by A.B.F.D.

Characterizing 10-cent houses as

"parasites" which are a destructive

force within the industry, Sam Dem-
bow of Famous Theaters Corp. on

Saturday urged that the local zon-

ing boards throughout the country
(Continued on Page 3)

Investment Trust Revealed
as Buyer of Shares Sold

by Chase Bank
Atlas Corp., largest U. S. invest-

ment trust headed by Floyd B. Od-
ium, and owner of a block of Loew
stock acquired in the recent distri-
bution to bondholders of Film Se-
curities Corp., was revealed Satur-
day as the American party in the
purchase of the block of Fox Film
stock from the Chase Bank. The
British party in the deal is Robert
Fleming, head of Robert Fleming
& Co., London banking house, whose
aim is said to be to keep a British
interest in Fox due to the latter's

(Continued on Page 3)

MAJORS DENY PLANS

TO ADD FOREIGN FILMS

Major company distribution heads
on Saturday denied a report that
they intend to insert foreign pic-

tures in their 1934-35 programs to
make up for the pictures expected
to be canceled out under the 10 per

{Continued on Page 6)

Academy Makes Revision
In Standard Release Print

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — On recommendation

of the New York Chapter of the
American Projection Society, the
Academy Subcommittee on Revision
of the Standard Release Print is in-

cluding in the current revision an
(Continued on Page 6)

Kids Not Easily Swayed
Juveniles are not as easily influenced

by movies as is generally supposed, the

National Board of Review reports as

the result of a showing of "No Greater
Glory" to groups of grammar and high

school students, followed by a heated
discussion of the subject of war. The
kids demonstrated that they had defi-

nite ideas of their own, says the Board's

report, "and are not easily swayed by
what they see and hear but apply in-

telligence and common sense to them."
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind. 43 8 43j 43/8 + %
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 17 ^6'/ I6V2 — Vs

East. Kodak 95 1/4 95 95 — Vi

Fox Fm. "A" 16% 16Vg 1614 — 5
/s

Loew's, Inc 33 323/8 323/8 — 1/4

Paramount ctfs 4*A 4% "<V% — Vs

Pathe Exch 27/8 23/4 2% — Vs

do "A" 22 21 21 — 3/4

RKO 3i/
8

3l/g 31/8

Univ. Pict. pfd 44 44 44

Warner Bros 7% 7'/g 7l/4 — Vs

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Technicolor 9i/4 9'/8 9l/
8 — Vs

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 . . }1'/. 11 1 1
1/4 — Vi

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 105/8 105/8 105/8 — Vs

Locw 6s 41ww 101 101 101

Par. 5''2 s50 ctfs. ... 49l/4 49 49

Warner's 6s39 64!'2 64 64 — %

'%£!DAILY
Another Joint Meet Planned on Free Radio Shows

Another joint meeting of the Code Authorities of the motion picture, legitimate
theater and radio industries will be held to further consider the matter of tree shows
in broadcasting studios. Date for the meeting will be fixed following return of
John C. Flinn, executive secretary of the film Code Authority, to New York next
week from the Coast.

Side Show
. . . just looking on

(Continual jrom Page 1)

tertainment values can best be determined
from the projection booth where the
sound cannot penetrate. If more producers
applied this test, pictures would have a

wider appeal to audiences that do not
appreciate the ultra sophisticated dialogue

of the day.

Revised Zoning Schedule
Is Asked in Cleveland

Cleveland — Declaring- that the
zoning plan negotiated Jan. 1, 1933
was on the basis of 1932 first-run
admission policies and practice
neither of which are now follow-
ed, the M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n has
prepared a petition to the local
zoning and clearance board asking
for a revision of the schedule. Pres-
ent protection is 36 days for A
houses, 57 days for B, 63 days for
C and 100 days for D.

ITOA-RKO Peace Near
Following- a conference held with

RKO sales executives Friday, Presi-
dent Harry Brandt of the I. T. O. A.
on Saturday described the results of
the meeting as "very satisfactory"
and the chances of an adjustment of
differences between the two groups
over percentage demands- as "good."
A report on the session, which will

be followed by others, will be sub-
mitted at a meeting of the exhib
unit board of directors tomorrow
and will also very likely come up at

the regular organization meeting
Wednesday.

7 More Years for Enrig-ht

West Coast Bureau of TUP. FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Ray Enright, who

directed First National's "20 Mil-
lion Sweethearts," has been given
a new seven-year contract by
Warner-F. N.

Columbia Opens Shanghai Office

Latest step in Columbia's foreign
expansion is the opening of an of-
fice in Shanghai, with Paul Sien
Chung as manager.

Writers in Merger
West Coast Bureau of THE III './ DAILY
Hollywood — jack Lewis, screen

writer, was married last week to

Frances Brown, also writer. Lewis
nov/ heads the script department for
the newly formed Radio Release,

Ltd., transcription producers.

David Manners

Loew's London Dividend

A dividend of 35 cents a share on
the 7 per cent preferred on account
of accumulations, amounting to

$1.40 after this payment, has been
declared bv Loew's London Thea-
ters, Ltd.

12 Warner Story Buys
Diversified in Scope

At least a dozen story purchases,
including novels and plays, with a

wide diversity in subjects, have been
made by Warner-First National in

recent weeks. The group, which will

augment the output of originals by
the studio staff of 32 writers, in-

cludes:
"Story of a Country Boy," by

Dawn Powell; "Border Town," by
Carroll Graham, for Paul Muni;
"I'll Sell Anything," by Albert J.

Cohen and Robert Terry Shannon,
probably for James Cagney; "Oil

for the Lamps of China," by Alice

Tisdale Hobart; "Lost Beauty," by
John Van Druten; "Miss Pacific

Fleet," by Frederick Hazlitt Bren-
nan, probably for Joan Blondell;

"Perfect Week-end," also by Bren-
nan, likely Blondell-Cagney vehicle;

"Big Hearted Herbert," Broadway
play, for Guy Kibbee and Aline Mac-
Mahon; "Case of the Howling Dog,"
by Erie Stanley Gardner; "Traveling
Saleslady," by Frank Howard Clark;
"Princess of Kansas City," by Cy
Bartlett; "Just Out of College," by
Robert E. Lee Johnson.

Minimum Servicing Charge

Sought in Laboratory Code
Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A minimum charge

of .0175 cents a foot for servicing
of film will be requested by the film

laboratory code authority in the
forthcoming hearing on amend-
ments to the code, it was learned
Saturday. This minimum charge,

together with a uniform cost ac-

counting method, is being sought in

order to remedy predatory price

cutting, it is said.

Hollywood Technicians for London

George Teague and Laurence
Butler, process experts, arrive in

New York today from Hollywood
en route to London where they will

work on Douglas Fairbanks' new
picture, "The Private Life of Don
Juan," now being produced by Lon-
don Films, under the direction of

Alexander Korda, for release
through United Artists. After com-
pletion of that picture, they will be
assigned to the next London Film
production, H. G. Wells' "The Hun-
dred Years to Come." Another
Hollywood technician, Ned Mann, is

already in London.

20 Monogram Films for Italy

Arrangements for distribution of
20 Monogram pictures in Italy have
been completed by Norton V. Rit-
chey of Ritchey International Corp.
Distribution headquarters for the
product have been set up in Rome.
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ITLAS CORP. HOLDS

FOX, LOEW STOCKS

(Continued from Page 1)

ffiliation with Gaumont-British.
'he deal involved outright acquisi-

ion of 200,000 shares of Fox class

l shares at $15 and an option on
00,000 more, giving the investment
rust group a 25 per cent interest

a the company.

Jees Zoning Boards
Ending Dime Admissions

(Continued from Page 1)

mpose bans on this policy as they
et up clearance and zoning plans.

"Ten-cent theaters must go if the
xhibition business is to be in

ealthy condition," asserted Dem-
lOW.

Many patrons whose finances have
ieen impaired by the depression are

iow catching up on pictures they
tave missed and are going to see

hem in 10-cent houses, the theater

xecutive pointed out. These the-

aters are diverting admissions which
'Ught to go to theaters which can
.fford to pay the rentals producers
;re entitled to, he said.

Theaters must give serious con-

ideration to the matter of increas-

ing admission prices next fall, de-

lared Dembow, as operating costs

ire mounting. He estimated that

irices are approximately 25 per cent

ower than they were at their peak
nd the average first run house,

vithout stage shows, is charging 40

ents top. Although costs of all

ommodities have been raised, the-

iter admissions have undergone no
>erceptible rise, said Dembow.

New Haven Boards Functioning

New Haven—Local grievance and
learance-zoning boards with Harry
3

. Lander as secretary, are now
unctioning with offices at 42 Church
street. Meetings of the grievance
ioard are being held each Monday
.t 10:30 A. M., and clearance-zoning
ioard on Tuesdays at 10 A. M. The
peal boards serve Connecticut and
iarts of New York and Massachu-
etts.

Liberty Finishes Two
'c t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Liberty Pictures has

inished shooting on "Strange Honey-
noon," with Marian Nixon and Neil
lamilton. "No Ransom," another
Jberty production, with Phillips

lolmes, Leila Hyams and Jack La-
tue, left the cutting room last week
nd was shipped to New York.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

oday: Allied Theater of New Jersey meet-
ing, Suite 306, Hotel Lincoln, New York.

lay 1 : Allied Theaters of New Jersey meeting,

Gold Room, Hotel Lincoln, New York.

11 A. M.

lay 9: Public hearing on proposed modifi-
cations to Laboratory Code, Willard Hotel.

Washington.

WJTM

PHIL M. DALY
• • • CLOSEUP OF a Big Film Exec In a WONDER-
ING Mood Wonder what the theater biz is coming to

........ when we have to depend on the second-runs to carry
the burden of bringing in the grosses with the stuffings

kicked out of so many of the 400 de luxers and first-runs

that used to provide 40 per cent of the entire Youessay gross
NOW they give us only 19 per cent! WHY?

T T T
• • • WONDER WHAT the eventual outcome of the
Double and Triple Feature programs will be that look
as if they will have their Vogue for two more years
can the Industry stand the gaff ? Wonder how much
inspiration the studio lads in Hollywood get from the situation

as they pass Triple Feature houses on their way to
work at the studios in the morn and part of the pro-
gram is the pix they worked like hell on giving it un-
stintingly of their brains, experience with their hopes
and dreams and ambitions wrapped up in an expensive produc-
tion and they see this production on a double or triple
bill with some dog that was made over a coupla weekends by
some weakminded crowd who don't give a dam about the
future of the industry just so long as they can chisel
a few dollars yet everybody expects the Creative Brains
at the studios to keep on putting their best into productions
that wind up in the same marquee lights with clucks
WHY ? lots of the studio lads now feel that they get
just as much credit merely shooting for footage along with the
Cheap Producers and can you blame 'em ?

T T T
• • • WONDER WHY big cities like Kansas City can't

get more than two bits for first-runs! imagine!
for a lousy 25-cent-piece the public in this burg sees the cream
of million-dollar Hollywood product and Double Fea-
tures at that and we call this a Business! every
other industry under the NRA is boosting retail prices

the film biz is lowering prices WHY? Wonder
why first-runs in a city like St. Louis can't gross any more than
houses in small suburban towns like New Rochelle WHY?

T T T
• • • WONDER WHY the theater advertising boys in

big cities don't get wise to themselves like the theater
boys in Milwaukee where they set up a Top newspaper
budget and they ALL stick to it and make the
newspapers like it and get the breaks and fair shakes
without any trouble it can be done in every key spot

WHY not?
T T T

• • • WONDER HOW long producers and distributors

are going to put up with the Rank Injustice of the Star Review
System that gives Masterpieces 2'Vi Stars and Clucks 4

Wonder why they don't pursue the tactics of one Ad-
vertising Director of a major company who gives the

rag featuring the Star System just HALF the linage he gives

to the other metropolitan dailies and when the ad man-
ager of this Star System Daily asked WHY he told

him bluntly "Because if I blow about my attraction as

something worthy of your readers' dough, you run your review
alongside it with a two to two-and-a-half star rating, and make
a liar out of me And I don't like being called a Liar

Besides, you have got your readers so educated up to

relying on the star system, they don't give a dam what my ads
say So WHY waste money advertising heavily in your
sheet?"

T T T
• • • WONDER WHY we don't go direct to the public

with this Star Review System injustice show them how
they're being given wrong impressions of pix by telling

the story right on the Theater Screens the most power-
ful Publicity Medium in the World WHY?

« « « » » »

NOT ANXIOUS TO JOIN

RENTAL PROTEST MOVE
(Continued from Page 1)

two of them would steer clear of

participating in the move. Exhib
organizations operating from New
York are the T. O. C. C, I. T. O. A.
and Allied Theaters of New Jersey.

George Aarons, secretary of the

Philadelphia unit, is coming to New
York tomorrow to discuss the matter
with Harry Brandt, president of the

I T. O. A.

Five Additional Houses
On Mich. Active List

Detroit—Remodeled into a small

modernistic house, the Temple in

Cairo has been reopened by Harold
Schuckert. George Olsen has put
the Rialto, Grayling, back into op-

eration. The new Rialto in Wyan-
dotte is opening next month, and
the 430-seater being built in Sagi-

naw opens about June 1 with Harry
Chereton as manager. L. G. Thomp-
son has reopened the Flynn, Davi-
son.

N. J. Allied Meets Tomorrow
Meeting of Allied Theaters of New

Jersey will be held at 11 A. M. to-

morrow in the Gold Room of the

Hotel Lincoln.

Coming and Going

HAL WALLIS, expected in New York short-

ly from the coast, will be joined later by

LOUISE FAZENDA for a trip to Europe.

ANITA PAGE is back on the coast following

a personal appearance tour.

MADELEINE CARROLL is due in New York
from Hollywood in a few days en route to

England to fulfill her Gaumont-British contract.

B. A. ROLFE sailed Saturday with MRS.
ROLFE on the Monarch of Bermuda for a so-

journ in Bermuda.

HERMAN ROBBINS has returned east from

the coast.

ED EBELE, 20th Century production manager,
is en route from California to New York by

boat.

EDWIN BURKE, Fox writer and director, will

come to New York for a vacation after finish-

ing his present assignment, "Now I'll Tell" by

Mrs. Arnold Rothstein.

MAX MILLER, writer, has returned to the

coast from New York.

ALLAN DINEHART is back in Hollywood to

start work in Fox's "Baby Take a Bow."

SAM ECKMAN, JR., M-G-M chief in Eng-

land, arrives in New York this week.

ARTHUR MAYER has returned from Ber-

muda and JOSEPH M. SCHENCK and AL LICHT-
MAN get back today.

EMANUEL COHEN returns to Hollywood about

the middle of the week.

BURNS and ALLEN arrive in New York to-

morrow from the Coast to sail for a European

vacation.

MACK GORDON and HARRY REVEL, Para-

mount song writers, arrived in New York Sat-

urday via plane from the Coast.

PATSY RUTH MILLER arrived at the War-
wick Hotel Saturday from Hollywood.

ANN REVERE, Broadway actress brought to

Hollywood recently by Paramount to repeat her

stage role for the screen in "Double Door,"

returns to New York tomorrow.



THE STARS OF IMMORTA

MARY/BDLA
CONWAY JEARLE . . ANDY DEVINE
HENRY STEPHENSON . . UNA O'CONNOR
DIRECTED BY WILIIAM A. WELLMAN
BASEPON STORIES BY E. W. HORNUNG

&KO RADIO PICTURE
yA MERIAN C. COOPER PRESENTATION

* S. BERMAN, Executive Producer
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DUNNE... RICHARD DIX

PRICE ON HIS HEAD ... a song in

his heart ... a girl in his dreams . . . this

gay Australian outlaw who feared neither

death nor devil fires your blood with leaping

thrills in a rash romance of danger.
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W. B.-BRITISH STUDIO

SLATED FOR ABOUT 26

London—Increase in production
to about 26 pictures in the next 12

months is in prospect at the Ted-
dington studios, recently bought out-
right by Warners. Irving Asher, in

charge of the plant's activities, is

now supervising additions in work-
ing space and improvement of equip-
ment.

A. T. & T. Probe May Have
Wide Effect on Films

(Continued from Page 1)

the opinion of well-informed observ-

ers here. The resolution includes an
investigation of Western Electric

and Electrical Research Products,

the A. T. & T. subsidiary in the

amusement field, and calls for airing

of methods of competition, practices,

patents, accounting for royalties on

patents, sale or refusal to sell equip-

ment, etc.

Testimony by Robert Robins, ex-

ecutive secretary of the American
Society for the Protection of the

Motion Picture Theater, before the

National Recovery Review Board re-

cently, is believed to have had some-

thing to do with inclusion of Erpi
activities in the Dill resolution.

Majors Deny Plans
To Add Foreign Films

(Continued from Page 1)

cent cancellation privilege afforded

by the code.

Two first line companies, Fox and
United Artists, have deals to dis-

tribute some foreign-made produc-
tions under arrangements made
prior to the drafting of the code.

In disputing the report, sales chief-

tains pointed out that under film

contracts they specify which pic-

tures, if any, are foreign produc-

tions so an exhibitor knows their

origin at the time he makes his

deal. A distributor who took on

too many foreign pictures would be

liable to foment sales resistance to

his own pictures, it was pointed out.

Wm, Danziger Joins Donahue & Coe

William E. Danziger has joined

the copy department of Donahue &
Coe, Inc. He was formerly special

advertising and exploitation repre-

sentative of the Harold Lloyd Corp.

and more recently with Paramount.

Production Center for India

Atlantic City — India is planning a

Hollywood of the Far East and now hs
representatives in America studying

methods previous to the establishment

of this film production center, accord-

ing to Guru D. Lai, of Delhi, India, who
attended the S. M. P. E. convention

here last week and who is now going

to Hollywood to continue his work of

studying modern methods. There are

about 30 production companies in Indii

making talkies, and plans are under
way to combine the larger, improve
forces with new inventions, and estab-

lish eastern markets.

« « SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS » »

Ben Blue in

"Very Close Veins"
(Big "V" Comedy)

Vitaphone 20 mins.
Neat Comedy

In this fourth two-reeler Ben
Blue does a gold rush to the Klon-

dike to take the cold treatment for

an enlarged vein. Hitting the sa-

loon, the gang mistake his talk
about a vein for a strike of a rich
gold vein. Works out into some
good gagging and a big quota of
laughs. Ben Blue has a swell line

all his own, and is ably assisted by
Shemp Howard as a frostbitten
drunk. Other neat performances
are contributed by Dorothy Dare
Robert Gleckler, Harry T. Morey
Directed by Harry Staub.

"Beauty and the Beast"
(Merrie Melodie)

Vitaphone 7 mins.
Fine Color Cartoon

Done in Cinecolor, this is a real

treat for youngsters and grown-ups.
It introduces Little Mary and the
Sandman of the classic fairy tale.

She sleeps in her nursery, and floats

off to slumberland where she meets
all the Mother Goose playmates,
while the little wooden soldier falls

in love with her. Delightfully han-
dled, bringing in a lot of fairy tale

characters as she reads from her
story book. The children will go
for this one in a big way. Neat
musical score by Norman Spencer,
with music by Bert Kalmar and
Harry Ruby. Produced by Leon

Schlesinger.

Steiner Closes Deals on Westerns

Distribution deals on the four
Jack Perrin westerns being made
by B. B. Ray and Harry S. Webb
for William Steiner have already
been made with Marcy Pictures,

New York; Imperial Film Exchange,
Philadelphia and Washington; Af-
filiated Producers, Atlanta; Mono-
gram Pictures, Dallas; Capital Film,
Los Angeles and San Francisco;
Selected Pictures, Cleveland, J. S.

Jossey, Pittsburgh, and Capital Film,
Salt Lake City and Denver. Steiner
also is handling a series of Tom
Tylers made by Ray and Webb.

Northwest Building Activity

Minneapolis — New theaters re-

ported planned in territory include

a house for the Como Park district,

St. Paul; rival projects by Minne-
sota Amusement Co. and H. A. Rol-

biecki in Winona; rebuilding of the

burned theater in New Prague; a

house in International Falls planned
by W. B. Heick of the Rex, Calumet;
an independent house for Mankato;
another for Fairmont, and in Wis-
consin two houses contemplated by
George Miner for Rice Lake and Eau
Claire.

Gloria Stuart Sells Film

Wat Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— A home-made two-

reel subject, filmed by Gloria Stu-
art over the past two years and
embracing incidents in life snapped
by Miss Stuart at random, has been
sold by here to Universal for

$10,000.

"Bengal" Premiere in Columbus

Columbus—Gala opening of "Be-
yond Bengal" will be held tomorrow
night at the Hartman theater with
the Governor of Ohio, the Mayor
of Columbus, members of the state

legislature and many civic notables

in attendance.

Demolishing Boston Loew House

Boston—The Columbia, operated

by Loew, has closed and is being

torn down. Former Manager Ed-
ward Garrity is now in New York,
whore he may take a new post.

Laymon Finishes 1, Preparing 2

West Coast, Bureau of THE FILM I'AILY
Hollywood—Gene Laymon, super-

vising producer for Imperial Dis-

tributors, New York, has completed
"The Broken Coin," action feature

from F.n original by James R. Gil-

bert ?nd Ellen Hansen. Cast in-

cluded Earle Douglas, Ruth Hiatt,

William Desmond, Donald Keith,

Philo McCullough, Victor Potel and
H. B. Carpenter. Al Herman di-

rected with Ernie Miller at the cam-
era. Laymon is now preparing on
"Red Steel" and "Help Wanted."

Deerholt Joins Romance Prods.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ashton Deerholt, re-

cently returned from a six-month
stay in the Central American jun-

gles filming the Joan Lowell Expedi-
tion, has been engaged as production

manager for Romance Productions,

Inc., now shooting the remaining
episodes of "Young Eagles," the of-

ficially endorsed Boy Scout Chap-
ter play.

Liberty Distribution Deals

Budd Rogers, general sales man-
ager for Liberty Pictures, has closed

distribution deals on Liberty prod-

uct with Monogram Pictures of De-

troit for Michigan, and with B. N.

Judell for Milwaukee, Indiana, St.

Louis and Chicago.

Twin Cities Drop Dime Shows

Minneapolis — Discontinuance of

dime admissions in Minneapolis and
St. Paul has had no effect on at-

tendance, exhibitors report. The kid

scale remains a dime, with 15 cents

minimum for adults.

W. E. Sound for Mayfair

Western Electric sound system
will be installed in Walter Reade's
Mayfair theater.

New Sound System

Boston—The Triphonic System of

Boston is selling its sound on film

system here. Amy DesBiens is the

inventor and manufacturer.

12 SUPERS PLANNED

BY BRITISH EXHIBITOR

London — Erection of 12 new
supers, bringing his circuit to 20, is

planned by Lou Morris. Two of
the new houses are now under way,
a 2,000-seater in Sutton and the re
building of the Carlton, Norwich,
from 810 to 2,000 seats.

Academy Makes Revision
In Standard Release Print

{Continued from Page 1)

extra six frames of picture "run-
out" after the final changeover dots.

This will improve projection and
contribute toward a smoother show
in the theater. This recommenda-
tion, approved by the American
Projection Society and the Projec-
tion Advisory Council and other pro-
jectionist organizations, will become
a part of the newly revised Standard
Release Print which goes into effect

May 1.

8 Pictures Shooting
At the RKO Studios

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Production activity

at the RKO Radio Pictures studios
is going full speed, with eight pic-
tures currently in work. Two of
them are big ones, each working in

two units. These are "Cockeyed
Cavaliers," Wheeler-Woolsey com-
edy, and "Down to Their Last
Yacht," musical. Others in work
are "Arabella," "Family Man," "Life
of Vergie Winters," "Sour Grapes,"
"Murder on the Blackboard" and a
comedy starring Gene Austin.

Pizor Making Color Series

"World In Color," a new series

of 13 shorts in Magnacolor is be-
ing produced by William Pizor for
next season release. Four have al-

ready been completed. One of these
was made under water in the coral
seas region. Art Blanding is the
narrator. Distribution is not yet
set.

Birmingham Bans Nudist Film

Birmingham — After a two-day
run at the Homewood theater, "Ely-
sia," nudist film, was withdrawn
when police were given orders to

arrest anyone attempting to show
it.

Drive Winners Get Bonus

Cleveland — All members of the

Warner exchange have received a

two weeks' bonus check as their

share of the fifth prize award in

the eight-week playdate drive.

Ban on Hitler Gags
Major circuits are understood to have

generally placed a ban on Hitler gags

and jokes. At the request of the man-
agement of the New York Paramount,

George Jessel, appearing in its current

stage show, eliminated material refer-

ring to Hitler.
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A Little

from "Lots"— By RALPH WILK=
HOLLYWOOD

WILLIAM SEITER is directing

"Arabella," which has just
gone in work at RKO with Marian
Nixon, Reginald Denny, Billie

Burke, Grant Mitchell, Buster Crab-
be and Gloria Shea. Glendon All-

vine is producing it, with Glenn
Tryon as the adaptor. Story is

based on "Let Who Will Be Clever,"
by Alden Nash.

r r r
Allie Wrubel and Mort Dixon are

writing words and music for First

National's "Flirtation Walk," which
will probably co-star Dick Powell
and Ruby Keeler.

T Y

Don Tailor, author and zoologist.

has been signed by Columbia as
technical director for "Black Moon."

t r r
Robert Welsh has assumed his

duties as executive producer for
Monogram.

T T T

Maxine Doyle has been put under
long-term contract by Warners.

» V »

"Kansas City Princess," by Cy
Bartlett and Manny Seff, will be a

First National production, with
Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell and
Hugh Herbert. William Keighly
will direct.

T
Thelma Rambeau, sister of Mar-

jorie Rambeau, makes her film de-

but in Fox's "Grand Canary."

.
T T Y

Louis King, who directed "Mur-
der in Trinidad" and "Life in the

• The Broadway Parade
Picture Distributor Theater
Journal of a Crime Warner Bros Roxy
Finishing School Radio Casino
Stand Up and Cheer (2nd week) Fox Music Hall

Hitler's Reign of Terror Jewel Prods Mayfair
20 Million Sweethearts Warner Bros Strand

We're Not Dressing Paramount Rivoli

The Witching Hour Paramount Paramount
Tarzan and His Mate (2nd week) .

She Made Her Bed
The Lost Patrol*

Queen Christina*

Unknown Blonde (2nd week)
Just Smith (2nd week) Gaumont-British.

M-G-M Capitol
Paramount Rialto
Radio Center
M-G-M Little Carnegie
Majestic Globe

Westminster

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
Viva Villa (3rd week) M-G-M Criterion

Housa of Rothschild (7th week) United Artists Astor

FOREIGN DIALOGUE PICTURES
Adieux Les Beaux Jours (2nd week) ... Ufa 55th Playhouse
Broken Shoes (2nd week) Amkino Acme
Parade of the Reserves (Polish) Capital Exchange Caruso

FUTURE OPENINGS
20th Century (May 3) Columbia Music Hall

No Greater Glory ( May 4 Columbia Roxy
Manhattan Melodrama (May 4) M-G-M Capitol

In Love With Life (May 4) Chesterfield Casino
Glamour** Universal Roxy
Double Door (May 4) Paramount Paramount
Success at Any Price (May 4) Radio Rialto

Romance in Budapest (May 5) DuWorld 55th St. Playhouse
Cheaters (May 7) Hollywood Pict Mayfair
Beyond Bengal ( May 16) Showmen's Picts Gaiety
Sorrell and Sonf United Artists Rivoli

Subsequent run. Date not set. t Follows We're Not Dressing.

Raw," for Fox, is making prepara-

tions for his next picture, tentative-

ly titled "Wanted." Rosemary Ames
and Harry Green have been cast

for it. r r t

Gene Austin, noted composer
pianist and singer, has completed
work in "A Ferry Tale," his initial

two-reel subject for RKO-Radio. It

was directed by Sam White. Aus-
tin is identified with several sensa-

^— >5
nn
-pere/ay
I OR 1 PERSONŜ^y
Above the Sth

Floor $6.00

and up

Enjoy the comforts of «

parlor and bedroom suite. . . .

All rooms equipped with

combination tub and shower

bath, and running ice water.

Ideal location— adjacent to

shopping, business and the-

atre districts.

SWIMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

tional hits songs, introduced or pub-
lished by him, such as "My Blue
Heaven," "Melancholy Baby" and
"Forgive Me."

T T T
Our Passing Show: Sid and Al

Rogell chatting at Columbia; Lew
Fields, the veteran comedian, weigh-
ing himself on a Gower Street ma-
chine; Julius Tannen hobnobbing
with Paramount friends.

T T T
Bryan Foy is making elaborate

plans for "High School Girl," which
Crane Wilbur will direct.

Ethel Hill, who wrote "A Woman
in Her Thirties," for Warner Bros..

is writing another original, "Blind
Date," for Columbia. She collab-

orated with Dore Schary on the
screen plays and dialogue for "Fog"
and "Fury in the Jungle," also for

Columbia.

t r
Max Scheck will direct 500 col-

ored dancers in a ritual number
for "Black Moon," which R. William
Neill is directing for Columbia.

r T T
Basil Woon, who recently re-

turned from Europe, is collaborat-

ing with Gladys Lehman on the
screenplay for "Intimate of a King,"
at Paramount. His book, "Incredi-

ble Land," dealing, in part with
Hollywood, has proven very popu-
lar and he will write another gos-
sipy guide dealing with San Fran-
cisco and the gold mines of north-

ern California.

Dezel Gets "Guilty Parents"

Chicago—-Al Dezel of Road Show
Pictures has acquired "Guilty Par-
ents" for Wisconsin, Upper Michi-

gan, Minnesota, North and South
Dakota.

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

By CHAS. ALICOATE

PRODUCTION on a Paramount
short for the "Headliner" series

has been completed under the direc-
tion of Fred Waller at the West
Coast Service studio. Leslie Roush
assisted Waller on the short, which
features the Yacht Club Boys and
Ina Ray. William Steiner was in

charge of the cameras.
•

William Watson and Arthur Jar-
rett have started work on the story
for a two-reel musical comedy to be

produced and directed by Al Chris-
tie for Educational release. Pro-
duction is scheduled to get under
way in about two weeks at the
Eastern Service Studio in Astoria.

•

Robert Stillman, associated with
Harold Godsoe, will produce a series

of one-reel comedies. The story

for the first has been completed,
with production scheduled to start

in a few days at the West Coast
Service studio. •

Shemp Howard has been signed

by Sam Sax, production head at the

Vitaphone studio, for a series of

four shorts. Howard will be co-

starred in the first with Daphne
Pollard. Production starts soon af-

ter the opening of the studio about
May 15.

with

JACK LARUE

THELMA TODD

GAIL PATRICK

RUSSELL HOPTON

'"Rate* High As Film Entertainment"

—

VARIETY . . . "Swell picture . . . will.

keep audiences in suspense"

—

M. P.

DAILY . . . "Outstanding mystery sto-

ry"—BILLBOARD . . . "One of the

topnotch independent productions of

the year"-./V. Y. STATE EXHIB-
ITOR.

1934 1935
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N-E-W-S O-F T-H-E D-A-Y
Cleveland — Chester Loewe, who

has the world distribution rights to
"Sea Killers," a roadshow screen
attraction, is temporarily located
here while working this territory.

Boston — Jim Kennedy, formerly
booker for Educational and later

booker for Fox, has resigned from
the local Fox sales staff.

Ville Platte, La.—Fii'e starting in

the projection booth and spreading
rapidly through the auditorium de-
stroyed the World theater, valued
at $8,000 and owned by Emile Le-
doux. An audience of over 200 es-

caped uninjured.

Belmont, Vt.—The Town Hall has
been renovated and opened as a
movie.

Boston—The Hyde Park theater
in Hyde Park has been opened by
M. Spero.

Smithtown, Pa. — The Opera
House, dark several months, is be-
ing reconditioned for an early open-
ing by John and Audrey Sheppard.

Buffalo—Joseph Weinstein, book-
er for Shea houses, is confined to

his home by illness. His place temp-
orarily has been taken by Robert
T. Murphy.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Joe Fitzer has
taken over the Happy Hour theater.

Buffalo—Some recent changes in

personnel of concerns in this area
follow: Robert Bertschy, United
Artists has resigned; Harry Walls,
formerly with Warner Bros., now
with Loew's in Syracuse; Murray
Briskin, Columbia office manager,
has succeeded Nathan Marcus in

the Syracuse territory; Nathan
Sodikman is again covering Roches-
ter for Standard films.

Denver—Art Bluck of the Plaza
has resigned and gone to Fort
Morgan to handle publicity for the
U.S.A. and Cover theaters.

Newburg, Mo.—-A. B. Cottle has
taken over the Lyric, formerly oper-
ated by Owen Wilson.

Tipton, Mo.—The Tipton, former-
ly known as the Princess, has been
transferred by T. W. Kline to J. T.

Ghosen.

Virginia, 111.—F. M. Mertz is now-
operating the Virginia. W. J.

Mathews formerly had the house.

Lincoln, 111.

reopened.
-The Grand has been

Beloit, Wis. — The Rex, managed
by G. A. Turner, is being renovated,
and a new stage is being erected.

Cleveland—Frank Drew, Sr., 81-

year-old veteran showman and
father of M-G-M branch manager

Frank Drew, has been made an hon-
orary member of the Cleveland Va-
riety Club.

Shelby, O. — W. R. Malone and
Francis Bushman have changed the
name of the Opera House to the
Shelby.

Oberlin, O.— Jerry Steel of the

Apollo theater, and Mrs. Steel are I Constant theaters in the upper Ohio
in Florida.

I

valley, has appointed A. Alex as
manager of the American here.

Barberton, O.- Charles Wowra I ^'ge Ellis continues as city man-

owner of the Pastime, has returned i

g
'

from his annual pilgrimage to Flo-
j

rida - Hartland, Wis. — H. L. Jackson.
president of Hartland Victor Co.,

East Liverpool, O. — George A. has taken over the Victor theater
Delis, district manager for A. G. here from A. L. Geyer.

will he

come back to

YOUR THEATRE AGAIN?
A pain in the back doesn't help your box

office. People won't endure uncomfortable

chairs. Easy, restful seating builds

"come-back-again" patronage.

Ask Us,
"How can I reseat and pay

*" for new chairs conveniently?"

American Seating Company
Makers of Dependable Seating for Theatres and Auditoriums

General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan

BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
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Paramount is Set on 1934-35 Production Plans

LOEW'STROFIT FOR HATFJEAR 130* OVER 1933

New lowa-Nebr. Unit Formed in Fight on Boards

Critics Talk!
. . . and other things

— By JACK ALICOATE —
TOMORROW, newspaper men and women
' from Maine to Malibu, and from Seat-

e to Savannah, will mount the jour-

alistic rostrum via the 1934 Film Daily

Iritics' Forum and tell the world gen-

rally, and this business in particular, their

iews on "What's What" in the motion

icture industry. Those of the fourth

state and those of the screen have much
i common. Their paths are parallel. It

compellingly important, then, at this

ime to have the views of these minds,

'ho, for the most part, are constructive,

nd whose thoughts are unbiased by close

pinionated industry contact. Thar's hot

tuff in them thar papers, too, stranger.

ust as a wee bit more than a ballyhoo tip

/e would suggest that all those riding

ange on the industry merry-go-round will

;et their full money's worth by attending

hese lectures.

lA/ITH all the squawking and beating
~ * of tom-toms regarding screen adver-

ising, good, bad, and indifferent, it is

rtentally gratifying and satisfying to the

onscience to find a publication with the

background, prestige and standing of "The
American Spectator" awarding its blue rib-

ion for the best advertising campaign of

he year to an outfit in the motion picture

ndustry. The copy receiving this honor

vas the United Artists-Reliance campaign

in the picture "Palooka" and was pre-

>ared by the United Artists advertising

;ang under the critical eye and supervision

if Hal Home. And George Jean Nathan,

Ernest Boyd, Sherwood Anderson, James
Zabell and Eugene O'Neill were the judges,

n case of a tie.

\kIH\Ll Santa Fe-ing it

I ^ zona desert we ran

over the Ari-

smack into a

delightful bit of philosophy. It's 'bout

showmen, brother, and is from that great-

est of showmen, Artemus Ward, to that

greatest of statesmen, Abe Lincoln. "How
bout my cabinet, Mister Ward?" sed Abe.

"Fill it up with Showmen, sir! Show-
(Continued on Page 2)

Martin Leads Group to

Reduce MPTO Men
on Local Boards
By L. W. YOUNGMAN

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Omaha—Continuing the attempt
to oust one or more M.P.T.O. mem-
bers from the local code boards,

Lester F. Martin, secretary of the

Nebraska-Iowa Allied unit, and Cal-
vin Bard, independent exhibitor, held

a meeting here Saturday to organ-
ize a new association called the In-

dependent Theater Owners. Martin
(Continued on Page 4)

ATLAS CORP, TO FIGURE

IN THE FUTURE OF FOX

Acquisition of a stock interest in

Fox Film by the Atlas Corp., larg-

est American investment trust, was
viewed in financial circles yesterday
not merely as an investment but
more likely as a step in more im-

(Continued on Page 3)

Denied License by Censor,

Call "Hitler" News Film
Though denied a license by the

state censor, "Hitler's Reign of Ter-
ror," being released by Samuel
Cummins of Jewel Productions,

(Continued on Page 3)

Still Hopeful on Ohio Tax
Columbus—Chances of winning the

fight to pass a general sales tax and
repeal the 10 per cent general admis-
sion tax in Ohio are still considered
good by exhibitor leaders provided all

theater owners in the state work to-
gether as a unit. This united front is

said to have been achieved in the last

few days.

OUALS,GANGELLATION

UP TO M.P.L0JL BODY

Future of resolutions asking for

the elimination of double features

and seeking to revise the code's

cancellation clause to allow a 15 per
cent elimination rests with the M.
P. T. 0. A. executive committee,
which will determine a plan of pro-
cedure in both instances. They will

not be transmitted directly to the
(Continued on Page 4)

Carolina Supreme Court
May Rule on Sunday Shows

Asheville, N. C.—Constitutional-

ity of the new ordinance permitting
Sunday shows here may be tested

before the State Supreme Court.

The Lord's Day Alliance is provid-

ing the opposition to Sabbath amuse-
ments. Meanwhile, following Ashe-

(Continued on Page 4)

Complete Outline ofNew Lineup
Is Being Taken West by Cohen

Bargain Row
Kansas City—With the Mainstreet

double-billing on "Lost Patrol" and
"Sing and Like It." moviegoers are

getting plenty for their monev in ths
downtown district this week. The New-
man has a dual program, while the
Midland is showing "Rothschild" for

25 cents afternoon and 40 at night,

and the Tower has a picture and big

stage show.

Paramount's production plans for

1934-35 have been set following a

series of home office conferences

during the last few weeks, and a

complete outline of the product line-

up is being taken back to the coast

by Emanuel Cohen, vice-president

in charge of production, who left

for Hollywood yesterday with Aus-
tin C. Keough, chief of the com-

QContinucd on Page 4)

$2.38 a Share Reported
by Loew For First Half

of Fiscal Year
Net profit of Loew's, Inc.', for the

28 weeks ended March 15 totaled

$3,973,472, equivalent to $2.38 on
the common stock, an increase of
more than 130 per cent over the $2,-

013,281, or $1.04 a share, reported
in the corresponding period of last

year. Earnings for the second quar-
ter of the current fiscal year were
$2,378,864, equal to $1.44 a share,
compared with $1,594,608 or 94
cents a share in the preceding 12
weeks.

WHITE HOUSE AWAITS

REPORT FROM DARROW

By WILLIAM SILBERBERC
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Wahington — Contrary to prev-
ious understanding, the report of
Clarence Darrow, chairman of the
National Recovery Review Board,
dealing with recent code hearings,
has not yet come to the attention
of the White House.

Erpi Probe by Congress
Is Urged in Resolution

A resolution petitioning Congress
to pass the Dill measure calling for
a probe of A. T. & T. and its sub-
sidiaries, including Elecrtical Re-
search Products, was passed at a

meeting of the American Society for
the Protection of the Motion Picture
Theater held last night in the Ho-

(Continued on Page 3)

No Kidding
New Orleans — The ultimate in

truthful advertising has been established

by a subsequent run house here with
its marquee billing: "Mae West in

'I'm No Angle'."
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 43,4 45/8 * 3A — Va

Columbia Picts. vtc. 28S/
8 28y8 285/8 — 3/8

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 16H 15% 15% — %
East. Kodak 94% 93 93 — 2

East. Kodak pfd.. ..134 134 134 —2
Fox Fm. "A" 16J4 15% 15%— Vi

Loew's, Inc 32i/2 31% 31% — %
do pfd 95 95 95 — %
Paramount ctfs. . . . 4% 4% 4% — y2
Pathe Exch 2% 2% 2% — %
do "A" 21 Vi 20J4 21

RKO 3V4 3 3 — %
Warner Bros 7% 6% 634 — Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor 9% 9 9 — \%

Trans-Lux 2Vi 2% 2V4 -j- %
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. . 11% 10% 10% — 1/2

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. IOV4 9% 9% — 1

Keith A-0 6s46... 70'/s 70% 70'/8 + %
Loew 6s 41ww 102 101 101

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 49 48i/
4 48'/4 — 3/4

Par. By. 5V2 s51 35 35 35 — %
Par. 5^s50 ctfs.... 49 48l/4 48%— %
Warner's 6s39 643/8 61 3^ 62 —2

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix V/2 4% 4% — %
George Booth with Gaumont-British
Arthur A. Lee has appointed

George W. Booth special sales

representative for Gaumont-British
in Connecticut and Western Massa-
chusetts.

POSITION WANTED
Sales Executive, now employed by lead-

ing film company, desires to make
change. Seeks connection as Eastern
Representative for progressive film com-
pany. Excellent references.

Box 987 THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway New York City

Critics Talk!
. . . and other things

(Continued from Page 1)

men is devoid of pollertics. They hain't

got any principles! They know how to

cater for the public. They know what
the public wants, North & South. Show-
men, sir, is honest men. Ef you doubt

their literary ability, look at their posters.

Ef you want a Cabinit as is a Cabinit,

fill it up with showmen."

Funeral Rites Tomorrow
For William H. English

Funeral services for William H.
English, financier, industrialist and
member of the Paramount Publix
board of directors, will be held at

11 A.M. tomorrow in the Chapel of
the Intercession, Broadway and
155th St. He died Sunday night in

the New York hospital after a brief
illness. He was 71 years old and
held directorates in numerous cor-
porations.

Zucker and Contner
Opening Camera Shop

Frank Zucker and J. B. Contner,
pioneer cameraman, will open the
Motion Picture Camera Supply,
Inc., at 723 Seventh Ave., on Mon-
day. The company is sole agent for
eastern sales of Mitchell cameras
and also Fearless camera products.
It will specialize in sales, service
and rentals of 16 and 35 mm. posi-
tives in addition to the making of
original negatives.

Back from Para. Chi. Meet
George J. Schaefer, Neil Agnew,

Joe Unger, Stanley Waite and Milt
Kussel have returned to their offices

at Paramount following their Chi-
cago district meeting.

"Sweethearts" Holding Over
Warner's "20 Million Sweet-

hearts" will be held for a second
week at the Strand. The picture,
set for national release May 26, also
opened big at the Strand, Hartford,
and Earle, Washington, and has
been booked for 47 special advance
runs with an exploitation man from
the home office handling each open-
ing.

Warners Sign Irene Castle
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Irene Castle, who has
not appeared in pictures for 12

years, has been signed by Warners.
Her first vehicle will be announced
shortly.

Darmouth Favors Hepburn
Hanover. N. H.—Dartmouth sen-

iors, voting yesterday, elected Kath-
arine Hepburn, RKO star, as their

favorite actress.

Camden House Burned

Camden, N. J. — Fire which
menaced the business district Sun-
day destroyed the Broadway The-
ater, second largest in the city.

TWO- COLUMN AD-304 LINES
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ITLAS CORP. TO FIGURE

THE FUTURE OF FOX

(Continued from Page 1)

Ttant plans in this direction. Rep-
sentation on the Fox board of
rectors is regarded as the next
ep. Atlas, which is headed by
oyd B. Odium, has been particu-
rly successful in its field, increas-

g its assets from under $15,000,-
)0 to over $225,000,000 during the
ipression. In the amusement field,

:sides its Fox acquisition, it holds
i,434 shares of Loew common stock
id $3,000,000 of Warner Bros,
mvertible debentures.

Cantor Film Tieup in England

London—One of the most widely
rculated serializations ever to be
jblished in England has been ar-
inged by Robb Lawson, British
iblicity director for United Ar-
sts, in connection with the Sam-
1 Goldwyn production, "Roman
:andals," starring Eddie Cantor
id released by United Artists.

antor's own life story is appearing
i regular instalments in Lord
iddell's paper "News of the
forld," the biggest British national
eekly with a circulation of 3,500,-

)0. This is accompanied by numer-
is tieups.

Ill Repeat Bookings on "Flying Down to Rio"
Repeat bookings closed on RKO's "Flying Down to Rio" number 111 to date, ac-

cording to Jules Levy, general sales manager. The biggest group of return dates was
chalked up by the Philadelphia branch, with a total of 16. Runner-ups are Kansas
City, 12; St. Louis, 10, and Atlanta, 6.

Denied License By Censor

,

Call "Hitler" News Film
(Continued from Page 1)

opened yesterday at the Mayfair,
the producer contending that the
picture portrays current events and
therefore does not come under the
jurisdiction of the censor board. The
picture packed them in all day at
the Mayfair yesterday.

On Saturday the Steuben Society
of America asked Mayor LaGuardia
to stop the showing of the picture
on the ground that it stirs up racial

feeling. Cummins yesterday obtain-
ed from Supreme Court Justice Al-
fred Frankenthaler an injunc-
tion returnable Thursday, directed
against anyone who might attempt
to prevent the exhibition of the pic-

ture. In Chicago last week the film

was closed the first day and then
permitted to show after the title had
been changed to "Hitler's Reign."

Carl Leserman in Hospital

Carl Leserman, assistant to Grad
Sears, Warner sales executive, is

recuperating in the New Rochelle
Hospital from a minor operation
which he underwent Sunday night.

Erpi Probe by Congress
Is Urged in Resolution

(Continued from Page 1)

tel Edison. The resolution, which
is being forwarded to Washington
by Robert Robins, executive secre-

tary of the Society, also pledges
the cooperation of this independent
group in conducting the investiga-
tion.

The resolution charges that the
A. T. & T. companies "under the
pretense and guise of a patent sit-

uation have entered into tying-in
agreements with the great motion
picture producing companies of
America under which they have
eliminated all competition and sup-
pressed the freedom of expression
of visual thought."

"Rothschild" Records

"House of Rothschild," 20th Cen-
tury-U. A. release, last week estab-
lished new records at Loew's Mid-
land, Kansas City; Loew's State
St. Louis; U. A., Chicago, and Al-
dine, Philadelphia, according to

home office reports. The picture
also is nearing the end of its

seventh week at the Astor on Broad-
way.

PITTSBURGH HOUSES

BOMBED IN LABOR WAR

Pittsburgh—Bombing of four mo-
vie theaters here yesterday was as-

cribed to labor troubles. Time
bombs exploded, wrecking the fronts

of the houses and doing about $25,-

000 damage. Nobody was hurt.

Harry Schenck Plans
Four Films in 2 Years

Harry Schenck, producer of "Be-
yond Bengal," plans to make four
expedition-adventure features in

the next two years, he stated yes-
terday afternoon at a cocktail party
given in his honor at the Warwick.
All of the pictures will be made in

the Far East.

Seven New Terry-Toons Set

"Moser and Terry, producers of

Educational's Terry-Toons, an-
nounce the following cartoons for
the next three months: "The King's
Daughter" and "The Lion's Friend,"
in May; "Pandora," "Slow But
Sure" and "See The World," in

June, and "My Lady's Garden" and
"Irish Sweepstakes" in July. The
twenty-sixth and final cartoon in

the current season's series of
Terry-Toons will be released early
in August.

AN INSTITUTION AS GREAT AS THE INDUSTRY IT SERVES

I

CIENTIFK VONTROL
IDS QUALITY INTO

CERTIFIED PRINTS
&VERY modern scientific device that can add to the quality and

dependability of release prints is to be found at Consolidated

Park. That is why Certified Prints are the fin-

est possible expression of the sound and

action in the master negative.

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES, INC.[
HOLLYWOOD
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NEW IOWA-NEBR. UNIT

FIGHTS LOCAL BOARDS

(.Continued from Page 1)

said the group has the sympathy of

a majority of the 275 exhibitors in

this territory, and has wired Clar-

ence Darrow to represent them in

obtaining an injunction against the
boards here. The I. T. 0. also plans

Expect 260 at Fox Sales Convention
Fox's sales convention scheduled for May 30-June 2 will be held at the Waldorf-

Astoria, New York, with attendance estimated at 260. Those attending will include
a group from the Coast studio. William Sussman is in charge of registration of con-
ventioneers.

to have C. L. Niles, president of
the Allied unit, carry protests to

New York. All unaffiliated exhibi-
tors on the boards here are M. P.

T. O. members, including Charles
E. Williams, Walter Creal, H. F.
Kennedy and Sam Epstein.

Fox Branch Changes
Moe Grassgreen, Fox manager in

Boston, has been transferred to Al-
bany to succeed Tony Ryan.
George Pabst has been appointed
Fox ad sales manager at New Or-
leans, replacing Jackson Williams.

THREE-COLUMN AD 285 LINES-MAT. NO. 17-30?

THEY'RE A BREATH OF SPRING TO THEIR MOTHER

...BUT THEY'RE JUST PLAIN NUTS TO YOU!
America's first

family, of filberts

in a bombshell of

zanie fun! Abso-

lutely the dafft-

est collection of

bottled-in-bond

crack-pots that

ever gave the

world the jitters!

FMtfK
A First National Picturt

Put.on your straight-jacket and

come to the show of1000 gags

!

Order fro

They're Good to the Lest Frink!

ALINE MacMAHONGUY KIBBEE
HUGH HERBERT
ALLEN JENKINS
FRANKIE DARRO
HELEN LOWELL

WARNER BROS.

PARAMOUNT IS SET

ON 1934-35 LINEU

(Continued from Page 1)

pany's legal forces. Keough w
spend some time in California
connection with reorganization ma
ters pertaining to real estate ar
theater holdings.

Details of the Paramount pri

gram will be announced at the saL
convention in Los Angeles ne:

month. Preliminary discussions c

sales policy were held Saturday ar

Sunday at a gathering of the cor
pany's distribution executives i

Chicago.

Carolina Supreme Court
May Rule on Sunday Show

(Continued from Page 1)

ville's lead, the city council of Hei
dersonville also has approved Sui
day movies, subject to the bill pas
ing two more readings before tr

council.

Duals, Cancellations

Up to M. P. T. 0. A. Bod
(Continued from Page 1)

Code Authority, as indicated b
early reports. The matters may fc

handled via mail, without necessit

of calling a meeting of the execi
tive committee.

Julie Lang Leaves Paramount
West Coast Bureau of_ TUP FILM DA1L
Hollywood—Julie Lang, for te:

years in charge of fan magazin
relations in Hollywood for the Pai
amount publicity department, has re

signed to devote her time to carrj
ing out assignments for a series o

stories for these publications. Vh
ginia Wood succeeds her.

I

Hays Group Talks Legislation

Pending tax legislations, includ .

ing the general tax proposed bj

Mayor La Guardia for New Yorl
City, were discussed at a meetinij

'

of major company sales manager)
j

at the Hays office yesterday.

Opening Publicity Office

Marc Lachmann and Monte Pros
ser are opening a publicity office ii

the Hotel Edison. Lachmann ha
been at the Coast with Universa
and other writing staffs, followim
publicity work. Prosser has beei

with United Artists.

RKO All Over
RKO pictures are now shown in every

country in the world with the excep-

tion of Russia, Phil Reisman stated to

FILM DAILY yesterday. "We are going

ahead with the opening of our own
exchanges," said Reisman, "and now
have branches throughout the United

Kingdom, Australia, Japan, Panama,

Mexico and France. The first release

under our own distribution plan in

France is "Flying Down to Rio," which

is playing at the Elysee Gaumont in

Paris. The business is unusually big

for that house."
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HAROLD DUNN, Warner-First National man-
ager for Japan, arrives in New York tomor-
row.

SAM E. MORRIS sails from Europe May 10

for New York.

JOE HUMMEL, who is now en route to

Egypt from Bombay, returns to New York early

in June.

WILLIAM KOENIG, studio manager for War-
ner-First National, and his bride, BARBARA
RODGERS, screen starlet, arrive in New York
this morning and sail on the He de France

next Saturday for a honeymoon.

CLIVE BROOK, his wife and two children,

will leave the coast for England within a

few days at the completion of the RKO Radio
picture, "Sour Grapes."

IRENE DUNNE leaves for the coast today.

LOUIS GASNIER, BOB NEWMAN, SAM ECK-
MAN, MITZI MAYFAIR and LEE SHUBERT
arrive from abroad today on the lie de France.

JOHN C. FLINN returns to New York earTy

next week from the Coast.

DAVID PALFREYMAN has returned to New
York from Hollywood.

LYNN FARNOL arrives in New York Thurs-

day on the Washington after a visit to Eng-

land and Ireland. On Saturday he leaves for

the Coast.

PERCY PHILLIPSON, president of General

Register Corp., returns today on the Majestic,

after a business trip in Europe.

EMANUEL COHEN and AUSTIN C. KEOUGH
of Paramount left New York yesterday tor

Hollywood.

W. A. SCULLY, M-G-M branch manager,

left yesterday on a tour of the New England

exchanges.

S. E. HAWKINS, formerly studio manager at

the Eastern Service studio in Astoria, left tor

Hollywood yesterday where he will join the

staff of the General Service Studio.

Chicago Movie Ball a Success
Chicago — Annual movie ball of

the Operators' Union at the Trianon
ballroom last week was a very suc-

cessful affair. Marjory Parry, danc-

er from St. Louis, was chosen queen
and will get a movie contract.

Among stage and screen personali-

ties at the ball were Buck and Bub-
bles, Francis X. Bushman, John
Pendergast, Evelyn Brent, Harry
Fox, Dave Tannen, Kitty Doner
Five Wonder Girls, Eleanor Whit-
ney, the Harmony Co-eds, Vernon
Rathburn, Verne Buck, Joseph

Browning and others.

Brittens for Paramount Short

Paramount has signed the Frank
& Milt Britten band for a short to

be produced in the east.

Josephine Dunn
Rose Hobart

J. G. Bachman

a&nDAILY

"Sweethearts" Picked for Air
Warner's "20 Million Sweethearts"

has been selected as the "Picture of
the Week" on the inaugural broadcast
of the Schlitz radio program, which
begins Friday evening and is known
as the "Program of the Week." The
program, which will be broadcast over
50 Columbia Broadcasting key stations,

begins at 10 P. M. Eastern Daylight
Saving Time and will feature a scene
and several of the song hits from "20
Million Sweethearts."

Ed Kuykendall to Name
B. O. Reactions Committee
President Ed Kuykendall within

a few days is expected to select the
M. P. T. O. A. committee which is

to handle direct-to-the-studios box-
office reactions, compiled to guide
producers in their productions. Re-
ports will be made monthly with
purpose of indicating value of var-
ious types of stories and personali-
ties. The plan was authorized at

the recent exhibitor association con-
vention in Los Angeles.

Salt Lake City Notes
Salt Lake City—Albert Stetson

and Harry Fegley have taken over
operation of the Stadium Theater.
It will be renovated, renamed the
Studio, and used for roadshow films,

with "No Greater Glory" as the
first. Stetson is local representa-
tive for Fanchon & Marco.
Harry David, general manager of

Louis Marcus theaters, is back from
San Francisco, where he was called

by the fatal illness of his mother.
Ed Kuykendall, M. P. T. O. pres-

ident and member of the Code Au-
thority, conferred with the local

code boards last week.
F. C. Loofbourow, code board sec-

retary for this territory, left last

week for Hollywood to confer with
John C. Flinn, executive secretary
of the Code Authority.

Para. Meeting Delayed
A meeting of Paramount Publix

creditors scheduled for today to
continue examination of the com-
pany's officials has been put over
until May 15 at the office of Henry
K. Davis, referee.

4 RKO Releases for May
Four features have been listed by

RKO for release this month. They
are "Finishing School," May 4;
"Where Sinners Meet," May 11;
"Strictly Dynamite," May 18, and
"Stingaree," May 25.

4 U. A. Exploiteers Assigned
United Artists has dispatched

four more exploitation men to the
field to handle showings of "The
House of Rothschild." Assignments
have been made as follows: Bob
Wile, Dayton and Columbus; Nor-
man Stein, Toledo; Edward Rosen-
baum, Buffalo, and Mark Silver,

Detroit.

Publishing "Mighty Barnum"
Covici-Friede will publish in

scenario form Gene Fowler's "The
Mighty Barnum," which he wrote
for United Artists.

TWO-COLUMN AD-208 LINES

MAT. NO. 18- PRICE 20?

THEY'RE MAD . .

.

BUT NOT AT YOU!
Meet the battiest col-

lection of moon-struck

oafs, loons, zanies and

capering crackpots, in

an eight-ring circus of

whirlwind laughter!

You'll lore them all... Clown-

ingFrinksandfrowningFrinks

. . . Flying Frinks and crying

Frinks . . . Frinks that leer and

Frinks that cheer . . . Frinks

that stand you on your ear!

They're out to

make the world

safe for the jitters!

N£K9Y ¥$\NKS
First National's Uproarious Story of the World's Daffiesi family— with

ALINE MacMAHON ' • GUY KIBBEE * HUGH HERBERT

ALLEN JENKINS * FRANKIE DARRO * HELEN LOWELL

Order from WARNER BROS.
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WATCH IT SWEEP
THE COUNTRY!
The Comedy Successor >

to

"It Happened
One Night"

•

JOHN

BARRYMORE
in

20th Century"
ivith

Carole Lombard
Walter Connolly RoscoeKams

A HOWARD HAWKS Production
j

From the notable S. Y. stage success

by Ben Hec/it Charles MacArthnr

Charles B. Milholland

•

OPENS MAY 3RD,

RADIO CITY

MUSIC HALL!
•

OPENS MAY 4TH
IN FOLLOWING

CITIES!

Cleveland, Syracuse,

Washington, Chicago,

Rochester, Columbus,

Providence, Detroit,

Baltimore and Miami. 8

ACCLAIMED
I AT HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW!
i

•

"Should cop the Academy

j
award for 1934!"

—

Picture Play
|

I

"We were rolling in the aisles.

I can hardly say enough for it!"

—Philadelphia Ledger Syndicate
j

UOught to be a smash hit!" /
— Associated Press "A

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
£LARENCE BROWN has complet-

ed additional scenes for "Pretty
Sadie McKee," his latest directorial
effort for M-G-M, in which Joan
Crawford, Franchot Tone and Gene
Raymond share honors.

Richard Wallace, who does not
start on his first assignment for
Fox until Aug. 2, is understood to
be slated to direct one picture for
RKO before joining Winfield Shee-
han's staff. Wallace is at present
considering several stories submit-
ted him by executive Pandro Her-
man.
Following his announced arrival

in New York last week, Howard
Estabrook received 16 manuscripts
from ambitious tyro authors ask-
ing his criticism. Due to pressure
of business, Estabrook has been
compelled to return these stories

with a personal message of thanks.
The M-G-M scenarist is en route to

England in search of color for the
script which he is writing on
"David Copperfield."

T

A former botany teacher in an
eastern high school who in the past

two years has been doing extra
work at Paramount studios has been
engaged by Horace Jackson to

supervise the planting of various
rare blooms on the spacious grounds
surrounding Jackson's Brentwood
estate. The estate is considered
one of the show places of South-
ern California.

J. Walter Ruben may remain in

England to direct another picture

for Associated Talking Pictures,

for whom he is now directing "Java
Head." It is understood that nego-
tiations are now on between the
latter company and RKO, to whom
Ruben is under contract.

George Bertholon has reutrned to

Monogram to supervise "King Kelly

of the U.S.A.," which he was to

have put in work last fall, when the

picture was postponed so that he
could take an M-G-M assignment.

Production was started Saturday
on John Wayne's new picture.

"Randy Rides Again," being di-

rected by Harry Fraser with a cast
including Alberta Vaughn, George
Hayes, Yakima Canutt, Earl Dwire.
Arthur Ortega and Tex Phelps.

"A Lady Surrenders," the orgin-

al story by Mary McCall, Jr., which
Warners have purchased, is being
adapted for screen production by
Miss McCall herself.

Allyn Drake and Richard Hem-
ing, two of the young players re-

cently signed by Columbia under
long-term contracts, will make their

first appearances for the company
in "The Hell Cat," by Adele Buff-
ington and Fred Niblo, Jr. Robert

Armstrong and Ann Sothern are
featured, supported by Minna Gom-
bell, Henry Kolker, James P. Bur-
tis, J. Carrol Naish, Joseph Crehan.
Benny Baker, Purnell Pratt and
James B. Leong. Albert Rogell is

directing.

Trem Carr has signed Christie
Cabanne to direct "Jane Eyre,"
Adele Commandini's adaptation of
the Charlotte Bronte classic, which
is to be one of the specials on the
current Monogram program. Ca-
banne also is scheduled to direct a
West Point feature for RKO.

Krimski Zembora, the noted Rus-
sian tragedian with the Moscow Art
Players, may possess unusual his-
trionic ability, but so also does Irv-
ing Pichel. Just as Warners were
about to send transportation for the
former to come to Hollywood to
portray the featured part of Pav-
lov in "British Agent," associate
producer Robert Presnell showed
chief studio executive Hal Wallis a
test of Pichel as the head of the
Russian Secret Service. So Pichel
was signed for the coveted role. At
present he is enacting one of the
featured assignments in "Cleo-
patra," Paramount production.

Production has begun on M-G-M's
latest comedy two-reeler featuring
the famous pantomime team, Shaw
and Lee. Muriel Evans, Dewey
Robinson, Claudelle Kaye, and Wal
ter Brenen are included in the
short, which is under the supervi
sion of Jack Cummings. Alf Gould
ing is directing.

The motion picture public may be
fickle in its idolatry of some stars
and national heroes, but insofar as
Lee Tracy is concerned, they are
100 per cent loyal. During the past
three months Tracy's fan mail has
increased in leaps and bounds and
last week reached the highest mark
when he received over 8,000 letters

from admirers throughout the coun-
try. Tracy recently signed a long-
term contract with Paramount and
for his first two stories the studio

has chosen "A Son Comes Home"
and "One Woman."

Edward G. Robinson's latest star-

ring picture has had its title

changed from "The Mysterious Mr.
Chautard" to "The Man With Two
Faces." It's based on "The Dark
Tower," by George S. Kaufman and
Alexander Woollcott.

T T T
A new Andy Clyde Comedy, sev-

enth in the comedian's starring ser-

ies for Educational this season, is

scheduled for production on comple-
tion of the Buster Keaton Star Com-
edy Special, "Allez Oop," now shoot-

ing at the Educational Studios. Ver-
non Smith is preparing the continu-

ity from the original story by Harry
McCoy and John Waldron.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Allied Theaters of New Jersey meeting.
Gold Room. Hotel Lincoln. New York.
11 A. M.

May 9: Public hearing on proposed modifi-
cations to Laboratory Code, Willard Hotel,
Washington.

May 14: Golf Tournament for benefit of Caro-
lina film needy, Carolina Golf Course,
Charlotte.

May 18: Allied States Ass'n regional confer-
ence, in conjunction with meeting of Al-
lied Theater Owners of New York, Syracuse.

May 19: Cincinnati Variety Club Dinner and
Charity Ball, Netherland-Plaza Hotel, Cin-
cinnati.

May 26: Monogram regional sales meeting,
Salt Lake City.

May 26-28: Fourth Annual Convention of In-
dependent Theater Supply Dealers Ass'n,
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

May 31 -June 2: tox Film annual sales con-
vention, New York.

June 1 : Actors Equity Ass'n annual meet-
ing and election, Hotel Astor, New York.

June 2: Monogram regional sales meeting,
Cincinnati.

June 4-9: I.A.T.S.E. and M.P.O. convention,
Louisville, Ky.

June 16-July 2: International Motion Picture
Week, Vienna.

June 18-20: RKO annual sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 18-20: Paramount annual sales conven-
tion, Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.

June 29: Monogram regional sales meeting,
New York.

Sam Ashe, recently of the Broad-
way stage, has been signed for B.

P. Schulberg's "Kiss and Make Up"
at the Paramount studios. Harlan
Thompson and Jean Negulesco are
directing. The film features Cary
Grant, Genevieve Tobin, Helen
Mack and Edward Everett Horton.

Stephen Roberts will direct Syl-

via Sidney in her next starring pro-

duction, "One-Way Ticket," a B. P.

Schulberg production for Paramount
release. Fred MacMurray, a Hol-

lywood boy who is now in the New
York stage hit, "Roberta," may be

Miss Sidney's leading man. The
film will go into production this

week.

Caruso Becomes Polish House

Capital Film Exchange has ar-

ranged with the Caruso Theater to

show a Polish film every second
week up to Jan. 1, 1935. Currently

the Caruso is exhibiting "Parade of

the Reserves."

Handling Westerns and War Film

State Film Exchange, in which
Samuel Reiss and Chas. and Law-
rence Horlick are active, is distrib-

uting eight three-reel westerns pro-

duced by William Pizor, and "Hell's

Holiday," World War compilation.

Oldrimer in Cast

Matty Roubert who played in the

first three-reel picture made, "Uncle

Tom's Cabin," 25 years ago, has been

cast in Paramount's "Thank Your

Stars," featuring Jack Oakie, Ben Ber-

nie, Dorothy Dell and Roscoe Karns.

The Actor's father, William L. Roubert

is a former motion picture director.
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• • •THE AIR seems filled with Jimmy Savo these days
..and his appearance at the AMPA Naked Truth Dinner
made several of the film lads wonder why this mas-

ter of pantomime hasn't been grabbed for the pix in a Big Way
the other nite he stopped the show at the Casino de

Paree and at the swell sassiety functions he is a big draw-
ing card at one recent Park Avenue affair Jimmy was
voted the Most Pop Social Lion c'n ya imagine!

T T
• • • THERE IS a lot of interest manifested in the re-

turn of Jackie Coogan to the screen the lad has sprouted
up into the young college youth type so they are making
a series of 12 two-reel comedy-thrillers with the college atmos-
phere I. A. Allen of Allen Productions is making them at

the Tiffany studios on the coast

T T
• • • A GOOD gag has been sprung on the RKO Radio
exchanges "Let's do the Carioca" used when a con-
ference is called at a branch office meaning that the gang
should get their heads together and nail repeats on "Flying
Down to Rio" in this pix the Carioca is danced with the
dancing partners putting their heads together so "doing
the Carioca" has only one meaning for the branch boys when
they get together

T T T
• • • LONDON NOTES Frank Ditcham, Univers-
al's English chief, scooped the British market by getting Elisa-
beth Bergner's "Ariane" this film was made shortly
before "Catherine," but the censors until recently held it up

. . Bergner is the biggest name in these parts Gregory
Ratoff is hard at work in the Gaumont-British story, "Forbidden
Territory" this is being produced for G. B. by Joe Rock
from dear ole Hollywood Joe just returned from Latvia,
where exteriors were taken "Jew Suss," the Gaumont-
British epic, is the talk of Europe it's the biggest, finest

thing this company has ever done Conrad Veidt heads a
cast that simply dazzles in big names

T T T
• • • DIFFERENCES IN artistic opinion has caused
Agnes de Mille to leave the cast of "Cleopatra" which her
uncle, Cecil B. DeMille is directing for Paramount the
young dancer is a daughter of William C. de Mille ., she
came over from England to stage a dance that forms an in-
tegral part of the pix they could not compromise on the
interpretation to be given the dance so they parted polite-
ly, respecting the honesty of each other's uncompromising atti-

tude such is Art
T T T

• • • WHEN THE Metro Traveling Studio hit Little
Rock, Arkansas you can imagine the excitement created
by one of the winning gal contestants when she stepped
out into the glare of those super-defining baby blue kleigs with
no pantie, no brassiere, no notkin' on but her dress those
blue lights bring everything out in high relief so the in-

nocent gal got a great big hand and she was overcome
with joy thinkin' they were applauding her "personality"
well, mebbe they were

Big Polish Studio Opening
Warsaw—Falanga Film Co. this

month will open its new studios,
the largest and most important in
Poland. Four Polish productions
will start immediately after the
opening of the plant.

Kentucky Colonels to Meet
Kentucky Colonels will converge

on Louisville Friday night for their
annual dinner and election of offi-

cers. From the picture business
will come Charles C. Pettijohn.
Frank C. Walker, Gen. Hugh S.

Johnson and others.

Invincible Picture for Casino

"In Love With Life," booked to

open at the Casino on May 11, is

an Invincible picture, not a Ches-
terfield as previously announced by
First Division, which is handling
distribution.

10 Openings for "Blonde"

Following its run at the Globe
on Broadway, where it has been
held a second week. Majestic's "Un-
known Blonde" will open simultan-
eously in 10 key cities, says Her-
man Gluckman, president.

TWO-COLUMN AD-398 LINES

MAT. NO. 11 -PRICE .20?
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THEY'RE ALL NUTt
OUT ON A LIMB OF
THEIR FAMILY TREE!

Meet America's first

Family of Filberts

in the wildest laugh

show of the yearl

Grandma a riot with

th« dUhes ... and a panic

In her tuptl

F/ftllKS

Order from WARNER BROS
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N-E-W-S O-F T-H-E D-A-Y
Menasha, Wis. — The Orpheum,

formerly operated by Paul Bier-
brauer of Wausau and dark for the
past several months, is scheduled
to open in July under the manage-
ment of A. C. Burkholtz, operator
of theaters in West Bend and Two
Rivers.

Milwaukee — Anita Horn, secre-
tary to H. J. Fitzgerald, general
manager for Wisconsin Amusement
Enterprises, has become the wife
of T. E. Smith, operator of the Dar-
lyn theater, Brodhead.

Wheeling, W. Va. — Charles A.
Feinler, veteran theater owner and
manager, has been adjudged bank-
rupt. At the same time the injunc-
tion against the sale of the Virginia
theater was dissolved.

Lancaster, O.—Harry E. Clifton,

owner of the Cliftona in Circleville,

has leased the Hippodrome here and
will rename it the Liberty, reopen-
ing early in May under the man-
agement of Erway Briner.

Wheeling, W. Va.— Ted Thomas
replaced recently by Harry Ken-
drick at the Enright, Pittsburgh,
has been transferred to the Capitol
here.

Muscoda, Wis.—P. Keslin is now
operating the Muscoda theater, for-

merly conducted by Andrew Peter-
sen.

Plan Spanish Shorts

Madrid — Francisco Ramos di

Castro, author, and Gerard Ribas.
journalist, have formed a company
to produce scenic shorts on Spain.

Kier-Phillips Start Picture

San Antonio—National Pictures,
headed by H. W. Kier and A. A.
Phillips, has sent a crew to the
coast to make opening shots for
"Shepherd's Psalm."

MacFadden to Wed Ruth Channing
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM B III Y
Hollywood — Hamilton MacFad-

den, Fox director, and Ruth Chan-
ning, actress, will be married in Sep-
tember, it was reported yesterday.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"Many film actresses have been
forced to take their rest standing up
because their gowns wouldn't permit
them to sit."

—PARAMOUNT.

ed as transferred to the Jack Rose
Booking Circuit.

San Antonio—A film and reper-
toire policy, with Jimmie Allard and
his Paramount Players, is going
into its second month at the State.

New Orleans — A farewell party
was tendered Mona O'Rourke, form-
er secretary-treasurer of the St.

Charles, by employees. She was
given a ti-aveling bag. Miss
O'Rourke is now code board secre-

tary.

Indianapolis — The Bijou, oldes
theater in this city and which has

been operated under the name o:

the Downtown Theater, has re
turned to that name. C. J. Hoff
man, one of the present owners, has
taken over the theater.

THREE-COLUMN AD 315 LINES-MAT. NO. 21-30?

Order fro WARNER BROS.
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Independent in Thought
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vRalph A. Kohn Resigns from Paramount Publix

41 CRITICS GIVE VIEWS IN NATIONWIDE FO

RKO $403,616

\\

tCA Earnings Reports
Reflects Profitable

RKO Operations
et profit of $403,616 earned by

in the first quarter of 1934,

npared with a loss of $1,297,947
i the corresponding period of 1933.

'as a factor in enabling RCA, the
arent company, to show a net prof-

of $1,235,725 for the first three
onths of this year, compared with
loss of $478,164 for the same

uarter last year.
The earnings figures were an-
ounced by President David Sarnoff
f ECA at the annual meeting of

(Continued on Page 10)

io. calIfTTtovotes

BAN ON DOUBLE BILLS

'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—By a standing vote

if approximately 125 to 1, Inde
indent Theater Owners of South
:rn California yesterday went on
ecord against double bills. A com
dittee consisting of R. H. Whitson,

(Continued on Page 10)

j. T. E. Compromise
Opposed at Hearing
By N. M. MacLEOD

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Wilmington, Del.—Petition of U.
1. Senator Daniel O. Hastings, re-

eiver for General Theaters Equip-
lent, for authority to enter into an
greement with Chase National

(Continued on page 11)

in First Quarter of 193 A

FORUM
To Acquaint Readers With the Manner in Which the Critics'

Forum Data Was Obtained, Three Typical Questionnaires,

as Filled Out by Representative Film Authorities Are

Quoted Herewith in Full. In Subsequent Issues the

Data Wiil Be Collated and Analyzed

By BEATRICE W. and CHARLES P. JONES
"The Times-Picayune," Netv Orleans

1. Which is most important—star value or story value?

Tha play should come before the players, but cannot until the pictures outgro
the star system and meet the standards of the legitimate drama. That raises the ques-
tion whether an industry of such size ever can become an art. Now it's Gable and
Garbo who pack them in regardless.

2. How would you rate the morals of the screen today with those

of the stage and current literature, as well as with everyday life?

Much milder than stage or literature and still adapted to a child of ten, about
(Continued on Page 8)

MayerThrows Down Gauntlet to Indies
By RALPH WILK

Questionnaire on Tim
Film Topics Brings
Wide Response

With 410 questionnaires

ready in, and some still i

ing, The Film Daily t<

starts publishing the ret.

in its second nation-

Critics' Forum.
Such an enthusiastic

sponse resulted from the
Forum conducted more th
year ago, and the viewpi

thus elicited evoked so r
(Continued on Page 9)

No Total Losses

Charles E. Hastings, "Brooklyn Times-
Union" film scribe, one of the partici-

pants in The Film Daily's second Critics'

Forum, makes this incidental comment:
"I have found that there is SOME-

THING in EVERY picture that SOME-
BODY, SOMEWHERE, will enjoy."

West Coast Manager,

Hollywood—"If any independent
producer has a great deal on the
ball, I will hire him and give him
a better deal than he has now,"
said Louis B. Mayer at a hot meet-
ing of Independent Theater Own-

THE FILM DAILY
ers of Southern California yester-

day, following I. E. Chadwick,
speaking for independent producers.
Mayer declared he was the first

studio executive to hire independent
(Continued on Page 9)

Resignation of Ralph Kohn
Comes as a Big Surprise

Ralph A. Kohn last night an-
nounced that he had presented his
resignation as vice-president and a

director of Paramount Publix and
its subsidiaries, to take effect im-
mediately, and that it had been ac-

cepted. The news came as a big

surprise in view of the fact that
his position in the Paramount or-

ganization had become increasingly
important since the withdrawal of
Sam Katz from the organization.
Kohn was also president of Famous

(Continued on page 11)

CLEVE. BOARD ORDEna

IOC. PASSES STOPPED

Cleveland—Three theater opera-
tors, found guilty by the local

grievance board of distributing

Quantities of 10-cent passes and
thereby lowering the 15-cent mini-
mum contract admission price, were

(Continued on Page 9)

Allied of N. J. Approves
Indie Distribution Deal

Allied Theaters of New Jersey
yesterday approved a plan to enter
distribution of independent features
which will be submitted to other
Allied units at the board of direc-

tors meeting scheduled for* Chicago
(Continued on Page 9)

Would Organize Critics

Organization of all film critics into a

group to evolve uniform standards of

criticism, elevate the standing of the

movie scribe and generally make him
more valuable to both public and trade

is urged by Dan Thompson, "Louisville

Times," in a memo accompanying his

Critics' Forum questionnaire.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
Chg.High Low Close

Am. Seat 45/8 45/8 4% — Vt

Columbia Picts. vtc. 28 Vi 27V2 27% — %
Con. Fm. Ind 4'/8 4 4 — %
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 16 15% 16 + Vs

East. Kodak 93 92 92 — 1

East, 'fcodak pfd. .135 135 135 + 1

Fox Fm. "A" 16'/4 15% 16 + Vs

Locw's, Inc 32'/2 31% 32% + %
do pfd 95 943/4 95

Paramount ctfs. . . . 4% 4% 4 1/4 + %
Pathe Exch 3 2% 2% + 1/4

do "A" 22'/4 203/g 221/4 + IV4

RKO 3 2% 3

Warner Bros 67/8 6% 6% — %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Technicolor 93/4 91/4 9l/4 + Vi

Trans-tLux 2 1/4 2Vi 2'/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 103/4 10% 10%
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 9% 9Vi 9%
Keith A-0 6s46 .... 70 Vi 70% 70% + %
Lcew 6s 41ww 101 101 101

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 49% 49 49% -f 1%
Par. By. 5%s51 . . . . 40% 38% 40 +5
Par. By. 5%s51 ctfs. 40 38% 40 + 3%
Par. 5%s50 ctfs. ... 49% 48% 49% + 1 1/4

Pathe 7s37 96% 96% 96% — 1

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 4% 4% 4% — %

Bushman Invents Gun Camera
Chicago—A tiny film camera, which

can be shot at a moving object, such

as a fleeing automobile, wild animals,

etc., and snap a picture of the tar-

get, has been invented by Francis X.

Bushman and perfected by Owen W.
Atkin, Los Angeles inventor, according

to announcement by Bushman. The
camera holds 30 feet of film, capable

of 720 exposures.

Intelligence of Audiences
Underrated, Says Cukor

Producers are inclined to under-
rate audience intelligence and so-

phistication and should avoid being
too explicit in the treatment of

stories, said George Cukor, M-G-M
director, yesterday in New York.
Despite general aversion within the
industry to censorship, it serves to

induce subtle and delicate handling
of subjects, the director observed.
Cukor hails the increasing popu-

larity of costume pictures as an en-
couraging sign indicative of the
opening of a broader story field.

Care must be taken, he pointed out,

to avoid the bombastic and exag-
gerated in pictures of this type.

The trend toward costume stories

makes available a wealth of great
literature which has enormous dra-
matic and emotional possibilities,

declared Cukor.
Color is certain to gain more pres-

tige in the years to come, accord-
ing to Cukor, who believes that it

can be effectively used to emphasize
dramatic values.

S. M. P. E. Fall Meeting
In New York on Oct. 29
Fall meeting of the S. M. P. E.

will be held Oct. 29 at the Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York. The so-
ciety's board of directors has a
meeting scheduled for July 6 at

New York.

Reorganization Effected
For Paramount Building
Trustees of Paramount Publix

and a protective committee for
bondholders of the Paramount
Broadway Corp., operating the
Paramount Theater building at

Times Square, have agreed upon a
plan of reorganization. It calls for
clearing up arrears on taxes, etc..

issuance of new bonds with sinking
fund provisions and with a guaran-
teed interest of 3 per cent, release

by Paramount Publix and Para-
mount Broadway Corp. against each
other, and representation by Para-
mount Broadway on the new Para-
mount Publix board of directors

Paramount Broadway has a funded
debt of $8,875,000.

Sol A. Rosenblatt Halts

Service Employes Strike

A strike of service employes yes-

terday afternoon at Loew's Metro-
politan, Brooklyn, because of the

dismissal of three ushers in alleged

discrimination against the union,

was called off an hour later after

Division Administrator Sol A. Ro-
senblatt phoned Chas. C. Levey, sec-

retary of Local 118, service union,

from Washington, and arranged to

arbitrate the dispute.

Fred McConnell a Ky. Colonel

Fred McConnell, general sales

manager for Van Beuren, has been
made a Colonel aide-de-camp on the

staff of Governor Ruby Laffoon of

Kentucky.

Color Must Be Forced
On Public, Says Carson

"Color must be thrust down the
public throat as in the instance of
sound," declared Walter H. Carson,
American representative of Dufay
Color Co., in an interview yester-
day. Carson discussed his concern's
three-color process which was dem-
onstrated at the S. M. P. E. spring
meeting at Atlantic City last week.

"The industry cannot survive
without making progress and the
next step forward is color," he de-
clared.

Dufay plans to show its system
first in newsreel sequences which
can advantageously use color, stated
Carson. The process does not in-
volve acquisition of new camera or
projection equipment as standard
equipment is used, he explained.
Substantially the same equipment
now installed in laboratories is re-
quired by the process, which is

three-color.

Establishment of a color plant in

the East is planned by Dufay as
soon as development of its plans
warrant, stated Carson. Using the
process color will cost between five

and one-half and six cents per foot
to producers. Dufay will go into
distribution of 16 mm. color film
immediately, in addition to standard
width film.

25% Boost in Rentals
Planned by Monogram

Monogram will increase rentals
at least 25 per cent next season be-
cause of the more expensive pic-

tures the company plans to pro-
duce, it was stated to Film Daily
yesterday by Edward Golden, sales
manager. Golden said he expected
there would be an increase in per-
centage booking's because of the
rental rise.

Review Board to Submit
Separate Code Reports

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Clarence Darrow,

chairman of the National Recovery
Review Board, and John F. Sin-

clair, a member of the board, con-

ferred with President Roosevelt yes-

terday at the White House. Neither
of the members would talk after

the conference, stating that any
statement would have to come from
the White House. Later it was
learned at the Board's headquarters
that a decision has been made to

render reports to the President on

specific codes rather than a gen-
eralization of the Board's finding.-;.

It was stated no written reports

of any kind have been submitted, al-

though reports on several codes on
which the board heard complaints
are being prepared for presentation

in a group. The movie code is one
of the group whose Board findings

are expected to be delivered there

shortly.

It was stated emphatically that

no "generalized report" on the

board's findings of NRA operation

would be made.

Coming and Going

i

FRED W. KRAEMER is en route to Euroi
to obtain product for Kinematrade.

LUPE VELEZ and JOHNNY WEISSMULL!
arrive in Columbus on Friday to open a pe
sonal eppearance tour that will include Bait
more, t-.ttsburgh and New York.

WANDA TUCHOCK, writer and director,
en route to New York from the coast for

vacation.

TULLIO CARMINATI returns this week fro

he coast, where he has been working
Jclumbia's "One Night of Love."

JACK YELLEN, songwriter signed by Fo
joes west about the first of October.

HERSCHEL STUART has returned to Ne
fork from Dallas.

EDDIE BONNS, short product sa'.es manag
.or Oniversjl, has returned to New York tro

j swing around the exchanges as tar we
as Kansas City.

SIDNEY R. KENT is scheduled to return

New York on Monday from the coast.

J. R. McDCNOUGH is en route to the coasi

ARTHUR KNORR, stage producer for tr

Capitol, is en route to France on the Fari

He wid also visit London and Monte Carl

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN returned yesterd.

from Europe on the lie de France.

J. R. GRAINGER, Universal sales chief, n
turns to New York tomorrow from the coa*

.

Western Electric Retains
100,000 Shares in Loe\

Having disposed of 104,000 of i

204,000 Loew shares acquire

through its holdings of Film Secur
ties notes, Western Electric wi
hold on to the remaining 100,0t

shares for the present, it was lean

ed yesterday. The 104,000 shan
were sold in the open market.

Crawford-Gable in "Chained"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM PAIL

Hollywood — Joan Crawford ar

Clark Gable will be co-starred I

M-G-M in "Chained," original I

Edgar Selwyn. John Mahin is d
ing the screen treatment.

<

COVERS
EVERYTHING

This is an excel-

lent edition and I

know it will be

very helpful to

me during the

year.

Ned E. Depinet,
President

RKO Distributing
Corporation.

1,000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.
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"UNIVERSAL TO MAKE

48 FOR NEXT SEASON
'-";

-a

k

I N:

Universal will make 48 features
next season, including, six Buck

! Ml Jones action pictures, it has been
iecided following conferences on the

».i coast between Carl Laemmle, Carl
Laemmle, Jr., and James R. Graing-
sr. This is an increase over earlier

y plans and will be the biggest line-

up by Universal in several years.
Grainger, who returns to New York
tomorrow, also stated before leav-
ing the coast that the current Uni-
versal program would be delivered

»M!i!
'n ful1 -

It tl(
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"6Pop Price Reserved Seats
i«

i Being Tried Out by Loew
Baltimore—What is probably the

'«" first all-reserved seat, popular-
unpriced, two-a-day movie theater will

'"«be Loew's Valencia, which puts that
C:ill policy into practice starting Friday.
**The Valencia has been running con-

tinuous performances. It will now
ii present two performances a day,

c™2:30 and 8:45 with all seats re-

served at the usual popular-priced
movie scale, 35 and 40 cents. Loew's

"S is making the Baltimore policy as

Oeflan experiment, the first attraction
being "The House of Rothschild,"
The Century and Parkway, other
Baltimore Loew theaters, will con-
tinue with continuous performances.

M-G-M Unit in San Antonio
San Antonio — An M-G-M unit,

with Wallace Beery and Robert
Montgomery, is here to make loca-
tion shots at Randolph Field for
"West Point of the Air," aviation
epic. The unit is expected to be
here about six weeks.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

May 14: Golf Tournament for benefit of Caro-
lina film needy, Carolina Golf Course,
Charlotte.

May 18: Allied States Ass'n regional confer-
ence, in conjunction with meeting of Al-
lied Theater Owners of New York, Syracuse.

May 19: Cincinnati Variety Club Dinner and
Charity Ball, Netherland-Plaza Hotel, Cin-
cinnati.

May 26: Monogram regional sales meeting,
Salt Lake City.

May 26-28: Fourth Annual Convention of In-

dependent Theater Supply Dealers Ass'n,

Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

May 31-June 2: tox Film annual sales con-
vention, New York.

June 1 : Actors Equity Ass'n annual meet-
ing and election, Hotel Astor, New York.

June 2: Monogram regional sales meeting,
Cincinnati.

June 4-9: I.A.T.S.E. and M.P.O. convention,
Louisville, Ky.

June 16-July 2: International Motion Picture
Week, Vienna.

tune 18-20: RKO annual sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 18-20: Paramount annual sales conven-
tion, Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.

June 29: Monogram regional sales meeting.
New York.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
graphy, Venice, Italy.

^HIL M. DALY
• • • FIFTY MILLION dames will say it's TREASON!

we wouldn't be surprised if it starts a Feminine Revolu T.

tion it's Crashing an Idol .,.'.. that's what it is in
Metro's "Manhattan Melodrama" they have the most amazing
situation imaginable Myrna Loy walks out on Clark
Gable! not only does she walk out she stays out

she throws Clark over for a District Attorney c'n
ya imagine!

T T T
• • • YEZZIR we saw it with our own eyes
at a preview with the room filled with femme reviewers
from the fan mags even these sophisticated scribes were
stunned they walked out of the projection room dazed

there they had sat and watched Myrna kick and squawk
various times at Gable's neglect of her and one thing and an-
other you know how a gal can pick and find fault when
she's in a picky mood and every time Clark would kinda
roll her in a horizontal pcsish and smack her right on the kisser
with his kisser blooey! the Squawk was all shot to

pieces as soon as his mush touched' hern she shut her
trap and stood for all the rough stuff and neglect and everythin'
as soon as he gave her the heavy pash treatment which
was okay and accordin' to all the Gable Traditions no
kick from any of the femmes present just sighs and mur-
murs and li'l ooh-s and ah-s frrm all corners of the room
ya know how the dames go for the screen mush and when
it comes to Mister Gable the hardboiled fan scriveners

aren't any different from the other 50,000,000 femme fans
everywhere

T T T
• • • THEN WHAT happened? Myrna falls for the
District Attorney after meetin' him just once! it's almost
unbelievable she spends a pleasant evenin' with him at

a nite club the guy sees her home and doesn't even kiss

her goodnite and she likes him so much that she ups and
tells Gable she's through and walks out on him!
boy, that room full of femme scribes was so shocked they sat

stunned for the rest of the pix and walked out dazed and
unbelieving

T T T
• • • C'N YA imagine what this Treason to their Idol
is gonna do to the 50,000,000 frenzied femmes who fall for
Gable ? when they see the Unbelievable Thing occur be-
fore their horrified eyes on the nation's screens they'll

probably go nuts and tear the seats out of the theaters
oh, yes, we almost forgot wot makes it worse is that
Clark doesn't believe Myrna when she sez she's gonna walk
out on him he gives her a li'l push toward the w.k. hori-
zontal posish as he tries to freeze onto her gums with hisn
and Myrna pushes him away coldly and sez "Nix, boy
friend, I'm not fallin' for that stuff NOW." or words to
that effect aw, it's too much it's going too far with
Hollywood Makebelieve, we claim those 50,000,000 femmes
are going to squawk to the high heavens nobody can
treat their Idol that way then again mebbe it's a
clever stunt on Metro's part to Start Something by way of a
ballyhoo Sensationalism anyway it's a Grand
Pix Gable is Immense so is Myrna Loy and Bill

Powell, the district attorney
T T

• • • FOR TWO weeks Walt Winchell collects 7 grand
each week he opens at the Palace in Chi Friday, and
then plays the Fox in Detroit Bernice Claire has the lead-
ing femme role in "The Chocolate Soldier," revival current at
the St. James theater Renee Carroll will supplement her
heavy work at Sardi's by helping Marc Lachmann and Monte
Prosser in their publicity ...... Lew Brown, recently of Fox
production fold, plans to write and produce two musicals in
New York Richard Humber, with his Ritz-Carlton orch,
now at the Capitol, starts tour of Loew theaters after current
booking

« « « » » »

FRANKLIN AND SELWYN

IMPORTING 3 PLAYS

Harol B. Franklin in association

with Arch Selwyn and Charles Coch-

ran will bring at least three Lon-

don stage successes to this country

fior presentation in the fall, he

stated to Film Daily yesterday up-

on his return from a four-week

visit in England. Arrangements
are already completed for the im-
portation of Noel Coward's "Con-
versation Piece" starring Yvonne
Printemps; Elisabeth Bergner in

"Escape Me Never," and Marie
Tempest in "Old Folks at Home."
The entire London companies of

the first two pieces will be brought
to America, but only Miss Tempest
will come over with "Old Folks at

Home." Following the New York
run of "Escape Me Never," Miss
Bergner will be starred in a film

to be made by Franklin for Fox.
Production will be on the coast.

Theater is Absolved
Of Bombing Liability

Hartford, Conn.—Liability of a

theater to its patrons in the case

of bombings does not extend beyond
the exercise of ordinary precau-
tions in providing for the safety of

audiences, according to a decision

by a jury in a bombing case in-

volving the Princess Theater, man-
aged by M. H. Keleher. The case
won by the theater grew out of a
sulphur bombing last August when
several persons were injured and
burned. Judge McAvoy presided.

Henry Hunt was the attorney for

the defendant, and Ralph Wells for

the plaintiff.

Hollywood Broadcast on Sundays

"Hollywood on the Air," weekly
WEAF broadcast from the coast,

will take place Sundays from 12:15
to 1 P. M. starting May 6. Plans
for the initial broadcast under the
new order contemplate the appear-
ance- of several RKO stars, includ-

ing Ann Harding, Diana Wynyard,
Richard Dix, Francis Lederer, Gin-
ger Rogers and Clive Brook, on the
bill, along with other celebs. Jan
Rubini will provide the music.

William Bakewell Denison Clift

Walter Strenge
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Of the many musical

films the Warner stu

dios have produced '20

Million Sweethearts 1
...

seems to me the
best Of the lot."—William
Boehnel in World-Telegram
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A HIT!

51 NftScpOT

docers of '42nd Street'

have done it again!'

-Wanda Hale in Daily News

The pro-
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lit in New York, Philadelphia,

Detroit, Baltimore, St. Louis,

Washington, New Haven, Hartford!

WARNER BROS!

I

DICK POWELL«GINGER ROGERS • PAT O'BRIEN

4 MILLS BROS. • TED FIORITO & BAND • 3

RADIO ROGUES • THE 3 DEBUTANTES • MUZZY
MARCELLINO • ALLEN JENKINS • Songs by

WARREN & DUBIN • Directed by RAY ENRIGHT

A First National Picture. Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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ANNOUNCEMENT/

F
ILM DAILVS PRODUCTION GUIDE

AND DIRECTORS ANNUAL- in

new size, appearance, and contents will be

ready for distribution to Film Daily sub-

scribers and all others interested in produc-

tion on July 15. — An Annual Industry

Production Reference Guide, part of Film

Daily Service, that will be relied upon, re-

ferred to, and quoted by Motion Picture

Executives and Critics everywhere.
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» » » » REVIEWS of NEW FEATURES and SHORTS « « « «

Clark Gable in

MANHATTAN MELODRAMA"
M-G-M 93 mins.

MARKED FOR A CLEANUP IN ANY

SHOWMAN'S HOUSE. HAS EVERYTHING

THE FANS WANT AND GABLE IM-

MENSE.

This one is in by a mile. A great melo-

dramatic story based on highlights of New
York life for several decades back. Starts

with the Slocum disaster as the excursion

boat burns and among the rescued are two

kid pals. They are played later in life

by Clark Gable and William Powell. Gable

goes the easy way with gambling and other

racketeering, while Powell the studious

youth eventually becomes district attorney.

Myrna Loy, the girl friend of Gable, leaves

him when she finds she can't reform him,

and takes up with his friend Powell. They

are married, and meanwhile Gable bumps

off a gambler who welched on a debt.

Circumstantial evidence frees him, although

the district attorney did his best to try

the case fairly. Later he becomes gov-

ernor. Another murder is committed by

Gable to insure his pal being shielded

from a scandal that would have wrecked

his chances for the office. It works up

into some tense and gripping sequences,

with a fine lesson being put over without

preaching, showing the fallacy of the life

that Gable has led as a gambler. It moves

fast, with a terrific punch all the way.

Splendid cast, direction, everything.

Cast: Clark Gable, William Powell,

Myrna Loy, Leo Carrillo, Nat Pendleton,

George Sidney, Isabel Jewell, Muriel

Evans, Thomas Jackson, Claudelle Kaye,

Frank Conroy, Noel Madison, Mickey

Rconey, Jimmy Butler.

Director, W. S. Van Dyke; Author, Ar-

thur Caesar; Adaptors, Oliver H. P. Gar-

rett, Joseph L. Mankiewicz; Editor, Ben

Lewis; Cameraman, James Wong Howe.

Direction, Excellent Photography, The
Best.

FOREIGN DIALOGUE FILMS

"PARADA REZERWISTOW" ("Parade

of the Reserves"), in Polish; produced by

Kincfilm; directed by Michael Waszynski;

with Tola Mankiewicz, Adolf Dymsza,

Wladyslaw Walter, Stanislau Sielanski.

Distributed by Capital Film Exchange. At

the Caruso Theater.

Amusing military musical comedy with

farce plot built around the adventures of

a cafe owner who is called out to do his

term with the reserve corps.

"DIE VERKAUFTE BRAUTE" ("The

Bartered Bride"), in German; produced

by Reichsliga; directed by Max Ophuels;

with Jarmila Novotna, Paul Kemp, Otto

Wernicke, Max Nadler, Annemie Soeren-

sen, et al. At the Yorkville Theater.

Fairly enjoyable comic opera that pro-

vides a good round of fun and music for

German audiences.

"JA TREU 1ST DIE SOLDATENLIEBE"
("A Soldier's Love is True, Indeed"), in

German; produced by Renaissance-Ophild;

directed by Georg Jacoby; with Fritz

Schulz, Ursula Grabley, Jakob Tiedtke, Ida

Wuest, Paul Otto, et al. At the 79th St.

Theater.

Amusing work by Fritz Schulz as a cir-

cus clown, with the usual romantic plot,

makes this latest German military story

pleasing entertainment.

"EL PRISIONERO 13" ("Prisoner 13"),

in Spanish; produced in Mexico; directed

by Fernando de Fuentes; with Alfredo

del Diestro, Adela de Sequeiros, Arturo

Campoamor, Alicia Bolanos, Luis G. Bar-

reiro, Adela Jolama, Joaquin Coss, et al.

^t the Teatro Variedades.

Gripping drama of military oppression

under old Mexican regime is quite well

handled and holds strong interest, though

tragic in theme.

SHORTS
Scrappy in

"Aw, Nurse"
Columbia 7 mins

Lively Cartoon
Scrappy plays the role of an ex-

pectant father. After rushing the
mother cat to the hospital, Scrappy
and his pal suffer great suspense
until the nurse comes out and tells

them "It's a boy," whereupon Scrap-
uy faints from exhaustion. But in-

stead of a boy, the cat has deliv-

ered a whole truckload of kittens,

who proceed to turn the hospital up-
side down. Fast-moving and quite

funny all the way.

"Tune Up and Sing"
with Lanny Ross
(Screen Song)

Paramount 7 mins.
Good

Lanny Ross in a few bits of
singing, plus a lively sequence of
animation, make this bouncing-ball
subject a thoroughly enjoyable
short of its kind. Opening with a
gypsy character fiddling her way
through the woods, there follows a
rendition of "Gypsy Fiddles Were
Playing" and another number by
Ross, then a fast cartoon finish.

"Elmer Steps Out"
with Walter Catlett

Columbia 19 mins
Amusing Comedy

Though it has nothing new in

idea or development, this domestic
tangle is pepped up enough in the
handling to make it a fairly satis-

factory laugh number. Catlett's

wife, Anita Garvin, leaves him when
he talks about another woman in

his sleep. So his friend, Arthur
Housman. takes him out to see a
couple of blondes, but on the way

they are yanked for speeding. A
thur tells the cop they are hurrh
to Walter's home where a baby
expected, and the cop goes along
check up. Then the business
scaring up a wife and baby, wi
the real wife turning up at the c

max.

"News Hounds"
with Walter Catlett and Eugene

Pallette
Paramount 20 mil

Okay Comedy
Except for its lack of a closi

punch, this Phil Ryan two-reeler
an enjoyable comedy. Walter d
lett and Eugene Pallette, a cour
of Would-be newspaper men, a
sent to get a story and picture
a notorious gangster. The lattei

sweetie has been instructed
watch out for any reporters,
when they arrive she proceeds
distract their attention until t

tough leader comes in. Then f<

lows a chase scene winding up wi
Walt and Gene being left strand
on a flagpole toppled over the si

of a building.

"Hollywood on Parade"
with Charlotte V. Henry

Paramount 10 mil

Fine
As ,she is being interviewed

her dressing room by Jimmy Sta
Los Angeles film writer, Charlol
V. Henry tells of her ambitions a
ideas, with the conversational topi
brought into the picture via flas

back. There is a gathering of i

oneer film stars, including Mauri
Costello, Flora Finch, Kate Pric
Florence Turner and others, th(

some shots of Jackie Cooper, Dial
Wynyard, Clara Bow and Rex Be
All in all, an enjoyable fan reel J

the series made by Louis Lewyn.

W. J. Clark Joins Educ'l

As Asst. Sales Manager
William J. Clark, recently back

from Australia where he was man-
aging director for Paramount Pic-
tures, has joined Educational as as-

sistant sales managers, E. W. Ham-
mons announces. Clark starts his

new duties on Monday and will

make a tour of Fox exchanges,
which handle the Educational prod-
uct.

Kinematrade Expands
Kinematrade has moved into

larger quarters on the ninth flooi

at 723 Seventh Ave. Under an
agreement with Roman Rebush
Fred W. Kraemer is en route to

Europe to acquire product for dis-

tribution by Kinematrade in the
U. S. and Canada. First picture in

the deal will be "Daughters of To-
day," produced by Kraemer.

David Butler's Contract Renewed
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—David Butler, veteran

Fox director, has had his contract
renewed.

Paramount Erecting Two More Buildings

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Two additional buildings are now in process of construction at Para-

mount studios, making four new major building units under way. One is a title

printing laboratory, the other a new wing for the process stage. Already under
construction are a combined dressing room and executive office structure, three stories

high, and a large one-story bungalow at Irving and Marathon Streets to house the
publicity, mailing, art and foreign departments.

Phillipson Completes New Setup

Reorganization of General Reg-
ister Corp. was completed by Percy
Phillipson in the course of his three-
week trip from which he returned
yesterday. Phillipson was enthu-
siastic about the company's sales

expansion program, and said that
the parent board of directors in

London also received it with high
approval.

Marin Gets M-G-M Contract
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Edward L. Marin has

been signed by M-G-M to a long
term contract as director. His first

assignment is "Four Walls," to be
produced by Lucien Hubbard.

New British Bill at Westminster

A Gaumont-British feature, "Or-

ders Is Orders," with James Glea-

son and Charlotte Greenwood, and

three G-B shorts, "Oxford," "The
New Highway" and "Voyageur
Trails," opens tomorrow at the

Westminster as the second bill at

this all-British house on 49th St.

Hy Daab to Coast

Hy Daab has resigned his posi-

tion in the Warner home office ad-

vertising and publicity department

to go to the coast. He leaves for

Hollywood shortly.

Little Theater Called

Best Source of Taler
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAII

Hollywood—Present methods ei

oloyed by producers in seekii

screen faces for the future w
never be sufficiently fruitful, a

cording to Irving Pichel, stage a'

screen thespian, who advocates c

velopment of the little theater mo\
ment as the best bet for assuri
a supply of talent in years to con
Pichel recommends that film cpmt
nies not only start such a mo
here, but also give their support
similar projects in various parts
the country.

Elliott Quits Cincy Board
Cincinnati — John B. Elliott

Phoenix Amusement Co., Lexingti
Ky., has definitely resigned fr<

the grievance board here. No si

cessor has been named as yet. T.

grievance board will meet May
while a meeting of the zoning bos
is scheduled for May 14, in

Palace Theater Building.
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whose atlrndance at the movies there has beer, too much piffle, whereas a lot of kids

ought to be in bed on general principles. If tendency continues they will exclude use

of tobacco, drinks, marriage, contract bridge and the ballot, none of which are con-

sidered good for juveniles. The screen should bo as free to mirror current life as is

the stage of Paris and, to a slightly less extent, of Broadway. Lesbianism, the race

issues, religious bigotry and other subjects of recent New York plays would send the

screen shrieking. See "Design for Living" and compare books and pictures of "The
Story of Temple Drake" ("Sanctuary"!, "State Fair," "Dr. Bull" ("The Last Adam").
In real life, compare the Dillinger case and some of the recent crimes of children with

the strongest film fare, and the latter looks pretty weak.

What percentage of motion picture publicity do you use? What
type do you find most useful?

Use four or five columns of studio publicity weekly, supplemented by syndicate

matter which we purchase. Material often arrives after feature has been released,

and deals with too much piffle. It should be written by professional newspaper men
and arrive in such shape that the only editing it requires is for local style. Instead, it

is often a mass of adjectives and editorial expressions that can't get by in any first

class daily. Often, also, it ignores everything a famous star has done for another studio.

4. Rate, in order, the type of short subject preferred in your city:

1—Silly Symphony, Mickey Mouse. 2— Pitts-Todd, Laurel-Hardy. 3—Musicals

with notables. 4—Souvenirs and Hollywood on Parade.

5. What effects do you foresee on motion pictures when television

becomes practical entertainment?
About like radio on the concert. People will remain gregarious.

6. In your opinion what brings patronage to the box-office (Mark

in order of importance, 1-2-3-4): Admission price; Quantity of enter-

tainment (Double features) ; Type of picture; Star?

Star, type, price, quantity. 'Double features almost always prove boomerangs to

drive 'em away, even when one or both pictures are good.)

7. What's right—or wrong—with Hollywood? (Go as far as

you like.)

The right side includes a sincere effort to give the public what Hollywood thinks

it wants, but in the process most material goes through too many hands and gets too

standardized. There are too many technical experts and too few really courageous

men willing to blaze a new trail. In between is an army of heavy thinkers and thumb-

twirlers who should be poisoned.

There's too little originality and too much training of all stars to look and act

alike. When a Wieck, a Harvey, a Jannings or a Bergner comes along, Hollywood

ignores distinctive personality or national differences and tries to fit them to its own

mould.

Can the cycle stuff and quit peering over the other fellow's fence. Quit promoting

insipid little girls and big-biceped boys from health and beauty contests, unless they

have something besides looks. Take more worthwhile books and film them like they

were written, instead of doing them over to make them fit the public's concept of a

pet star. Keep even the biggest star in proper proportion.

8. How can theaters, in general, improve their service to their

patrons?

Make more personal contact between manrgement and audience, and encourage

the impression that the theater is a tbciter rnd not just a machine in a building.

Especially in minor details.

9. What are you pet motion picture likes and dislikes?

Pet like is knowing the exact character of picture you will see, then finding it

comes up to expectation. Pet dislike, an effort to sell a desert battle or an animal

film as a tender romance, to dope up any kind of offering to sound like something

else, to waste good advertising space on the P. T. Barnum adjectives and then wonder

why the advertising doesn't pull.

10. SQUAWK DEPARTMENT: The industry of the screen is

romantic, colorful and ever-changing. We all have a pet theory or a

pet squawk regarding it. What is yours?

Hollywood really is going forward, not backward, and it's seldom that a critic

finds any picture entirely lacking interest. It needs more courage, more sincerity,

more accuracy and more real initiative. It will have to fight the swarm of amateur

reformers who are turning from liquor to this g;and new cause. Audience reaction is

better than amateur censorship. No other amusement ever had any such opportunity.

Try to run it as intelligently as other big business, and as painstakingly as any great

artist does his job.

By ERIC M. KNIGHT
"Evening Ledger," Philadelphia

1

.

Which is most important—star value or story value?

Story value—except in terms of B. 0.

2. How would you rate the morals of the screen today with thos

of the stage and current literature, as well as with everyday life?

I don't know what morality is. But I think literature is today highly unmoral ai

the movie just immoral in a frightened and sneaky sort of way.

3. What percentage of motion picture publicity do you use? Whc
type do you find most useful?

None used as given. Some used to increase general knowledge of movie-productii

schedules.

4. Rate, in order, the type of short subject preferred in your city

I don't know what they want.

5. What effects do you foresee on motion pictures when televisio

becomes practical entertainment?

That RCA and the big basic-patent holders will squeeze out even more the srtii

boys. Films will be broadcast, not persons. A new lineup of advertising blah mu
be concocted to pay for the films.

6. In your opinion what brings patronage to the box-office (Mar
in order of importance)?

T—Star; 2—Picture; 3—Admission price; 4—Quantity of entertainment.

7. What's right—or wrong—with Hollywood? (Go as far ;

you like.)

I don't know. I've never been there. I think the main trouble must be that it

a suburb attempting! to speak to a world that is cosmopolitan.

8. How can theaters, in general, improve their service to the

patrons?

In big cities, the movie theaters are almost beyond reproach. They are clea

well policed, comfortable. They are so superior to legitimate houses with creak

uncomfortable seats that this might be one reason why drama languishes.

9. What are your pet motion picture

—

Likes: Dislikes:

Watson and Webber. Stars.

Oskar Fischinger. Photographed plays.

Slow motion work. Alleged shorts in which cabaret p<

Magic Carpet shorts. formers go wearily through the thin

that cabaret performers do in half-emp

cabarets.

10. SQUAWK DEPARTMENT: The industry of the screen

romantic, colorful and ever-changing. We all have a pet theory or

pet squawk regarding it. What is yours?

That the mttion picture industry of the world has no perspective on the fil

that it has no real love of the film and no real interest in the film. It will not inv<

tigate its purposes or its possibilities It uses this most marvelous of all expressi

media for only one purpose; to mike mon^y for a few who didn't invent it or didi

enhance it. The lemon can't be squeezed forever and the public is discovering it.

Using the newest of all media, it is the most hidebound, the most lacking

vision. It has still at many positions of importance thickheads and dunderheads,

fights any real progress or possible progress by barring out all workers who might bri

fresh views. It does nothing to bring from the mass of American people youngsti

who might become the great directors and film-creators of the next generation,

has no schools and it lacks any honest effort to investigate educational film productic

It is interested only in the bloody cash. Thus it becomes senile in its youth.

•
By BARNEY OLDFIELD

"Nebraska State Journal," Lincoln, Neb.

1. Which is most important—star value or story value?

Exploited stars will draw more than the story. Exhibit A: "Nana."

2. How would you rate the morals of the screen today with tho

of the stage and current literature, as well as with everyday life?

The screen of necessity has to be tamer. I think the ballyhoo about general sere

(Continued on opposite Page)
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keen interest and comment

both in the trade and among
the critics themselves, that it

was decided to make this a

periodical affair.

The first questionnaire was an-

swered by about 300 critics. This

year the number of participants, by
the time the last of replies is re-

ceived, will probably reach 450.

Perhaps the most remarkable fea-

ture of the participation is the evi-

dence of serious thinking put forth

by the critics in this cooperative

effort to be of service to the indus-

try that gives them a living. Very
little wisecracking and surprisingly

few facetious replies have been de-

tected in the answers to the various

questions. In fact, the replies are

remarkable for the amount of clear,

sound thinking, genuinely construc-

tive criticism and no end of valu-

able suggestions which they contain.

As a send-off in publishing the

results of the symposium, three of

the most fully answered question-

naires are being published in full

today. Subsequently the data will

be presented question by question

with tabulation and analysis of the

critics' opinions and views on the

various topics.

Finally, a summarized story of

the complete results will be pre-

pared for simultaneous release

throughout the country by newspa-
pers whose critics took part in the

Forum.
Tomorrow's issue will contain the

reactions of the critics to the ques-

tion of which is most important,

star value or story value.

Cleveland Board Orders

10-Cent Passes Stopped
(Continued from Page 1)

ordered to cease the practice fol-

lowing a hearing of the cases by
the board here Monday. The cases

involved L. & F. Theaters, Inc., op-

erating the Liberty, against Man-
hattan Theater, managed by Ab-
bey Fine; A. E. Ptak, Lyceum,
against Simon Kaplan Amusement
Co., operating the Arion, and Gus
Corlett Theater Co., against Slavia

Theater Co.
Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager,

was chairman at the hearing.

Frank Drew of M-G-M substituted

on the board for J. E. Fontaine,
who was out of town. These were
the first cases heard by the local

board.
Hilmad Theater Co. has present-

ed to the clearance board for hear-
ing Friday a petition signed by 20
exhibitors asking reduction in pres-

ent first-run protection, alleging

that since adoption of the present

schedule first-runs have cut admis-
sions and introduced some dual bills.

THE CRITICS
1 FORUM

(Continued from previous Page)

sexiness is a lot of stiff-necked lollygagging from a group whose living consists in

assuring the public that everlasting hell-fire is burning their doorsteps.

3. What percentage of motion picture publicity do you use? What
type do you find most useful?

5%—Publicity departments either aren't schooled in brevity and punchiness, or

they think they have to fill the mails. Shorts, gags, thumbnail sketches are right.

Tom Baily's SPOT NEWS service (Paramount) is oke.

4. Rate, in order, the type of short subject preferred in your city:

1—Mickey Mouse or Cartoons; 2—Travelogs; 3—Comedies.

5. What effects do you foresee on motion pictures when television

becomes practical entertainment?

None—especially if augmented by a flesh program. There's something about

viewing any kind of a performance with a crowd that's more satisfactory than sittinj

at home. The theater and pictures are a variation from the everyday.

6. In your opinion what brings patronage to the box-office (Mark
in order of importance, 1 -2-3-4 ) ?

1—Type of picture; 2—Admission price; 3—Star; 4—Quantity of entertainment

(Double features).

you

7 What's right—or wrong—with Hollywood? (Go as far as

like.)

It would be presuming for me here among the briers and the cornfields to tell as

large an industry as the picture biz is what's wrong. However, viewing reception in

this territory, I think as long as cycles are in vogue, they should try a back-to-earth

one. The "State Fair," "David Harum," "Stranger's Return" sort is dropped alwav r

just as momentum is gathered. At any rate, it broadens the type of clientele. I think

for a business which everyone assumes they have a right to know how to run, the

motion pictur-3 industry does remarkably well. It's a cinch there's no other profession

that's harassed from every angle as it is.

8. How can theaters, in general, improve their service to their

patrons?

A snappy staff on the floor at the front of the house—ushers, cashiers, doormen

etc., can make or break a house. The days not far back when the show started when

you laid down the money were best. A lot of the lethargy in money flow is a result

of over curtailment of service, indolence in public contact and general carelessnesr

before patrons.

9. What are your pet motion picture

Likes:

Hilarity pictures—the kind with a lot

of gags, funny biz and contagiously care-

free. Second—a bit of red-blooded ac-

tion and adventure with an edge of the

seat interest. By this 1 do not mean

westerns and the ordinary nauseating

indie product.

Dislikes:

Generation pics. Nothing spoils those

whose interest is romantic (and their

number is legion) on pictures quicker

than seeing a lissome heroine slowly fade

into a clay-daubed heavily made up

grandmother. All amusement should be

kept young.

10. SQUAWK DEPARTMENT: The industry of the screen is

romantic, colorful and ever-changing. We all have a pet theory or a

pet squawk regarding it. What is yours?

I haven't any particular squawk now, but I will have if the picture business gets

weak-kneed enough to listen to, all these purity campaign propagandists. Movies are

all that's pure and sweet in comparison to plenty of reading material and actual expe-

rience which is handy to screen fans. If the trtth were known, most kids could give

screen lovers lessons. If there's any reaction they get from boudoir scenes it's probably

comedy at methods used and what's accomplished. The cry for purity from various

sources to keep the mind of youth clean is an admission from those same campaigners

that their methods are inadequate and they're trying to lay the blame on something

before the finger points too close to them.

Just as the average patron passes over a sex scene lightly, the 'gogues get down

on their hands and knees to peek at it from every angle and lay it on thick with criti-

cism, later. My squawk is not with the films, it's with the few pseudo uprights, who
are trying to spread their evil-minded contagion.

MAYER THROWS DOWN

GAUNTLET TO INDIES
(Continued from Page 1)

producers and that he killed the ac-
cusation of factory made pictures.

Referring to block booking, he as-
serted: "If exhibitors Hvould pay
sufficient money for all good pic-

tures, we will be glad to burn up
all the unattractive ones." He said
that major producers will eliminate
objectionable scenes in their pictures
and in a year from now exhibitors
will not have the excuse that block
booking will force them to play
dirty pictures. He said that he
would make a country-wide tour
against double bills and would defy
the press and Supreme Court on
this issue if necessary.
"The double bill evil means the

destruction of this industry," said
Mayer.
Chadwick declared independent

producers do not force exhibitors to
play bad pictures, but under block
booking exhibitors must play poor-
er pictures from the major com-
panies. He declared exhibitors
should have freedom of purchase
and accused major companies of
seeking unfair advantage over ex-
hibitors.

"The avenues of progress must be
kept open for the independent ex-
hibitor and the independent pro-
'ducer," he said. "The independent
producers will continue in business
regardless of any elimination of
double bills. I'm not here to advo-
cate double bills, but to urge you
to satisfy your customers. The in-

dependent producers have supplied
major studios with some of their
leading executives."

In answering Chadwick, Mayer
said when he started producing his
production costs ran from $25,000 to
$150,000 a picture and that they
used important personalities. He in-

sisted that pictures cannot be made
in six or eight days. He praised
Sam Goldwyn and 20th Century
and said he was for independent
producers who can make real con-
tribution to the industry.

B. B. Kahane also took an em-
phatic stand against dual bills at
the exhibitor meeting. George
Bromley said local churches are op-
posed to duals as they keep young
folks in theaters until late hours.
"When you put an audience in a

theater for three hours, you can't
get them in again for a week," said
Harry Hicks.

Allied of N. J. Approves
Indie Distribute r

(Continued from Page

May 12 and 13. Between 1

features are contemplated under
the deal, which was repoi-ted exc'

sively in the Film Daily of A pril 6.

Allied holds a regional conference
in Syracuse on May 15.

"U" Acquires Scenic Short

"The Glass Master," a Mediter-
ranean scenic, has been sold by

I Arcturus Pictures to Universal.
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RKO EARNS $403,616

IN FIRST '34 QUARTER

(l :
' in led from Page 1
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stockholders yesterday afternoon.

Operations in the first quarter of

this year also were above the final

1933 quarter, which netted RCA a

profit of $1,211,000, compared with

a loss of $540,000 in the same
quarter of 1932. The final quarter

of the year usually produces the

larger income, and the fact that the

initial quarter of 1934 has run ahead

of the last three months of 1933

was cited by Sarnoff as an indica-

tion of continued betterment in con-

ditions.

Electrical and Musical Industries,

another RCA subsidiary, also ha?
been experiencing better business
Sarnoff said. Market price of these
holdings is now $12,750,000, an in-

crease of about $10,000,000 over the
beginning of 1933.

No bonuses have been paid RCA
officers for the years 1930 to 1933,
Sarnoff stated. He revealed his
salary as reduced to $51,250 a year,
while Chairman James G. Harbord
gets $48,000.

Television was not mentioned in

Sarnoff's remarks about future de-
velopments and prospects.

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

S2.50 up, Single
$3.00 up. Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaz? is near every'

thing to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-

iness or pleasure.

Every room has private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for

rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

Th« "Doorway of Hospitality

Vine at Hollywood Blvd
HOLLYWOOD
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
^^H^^Z^^. By RALPH WILK

//

HOLLYWOOD
£)ORE SCHARY, formerly with

M-G-M, Columbia and Univers-
al, has written a new play, "Man
of Ideals," which will be presented
at the Hollytown theater, operated
by Lela E. Rogers, mother of Gin-
ger Rogers.

V T T

"High School Girl" is in produc-
tion at the Bryan Foy studio, with
Cecilia Parker playing the title

role. Crane Wilbur is directing,

with Helen MacKellar, former
Broadway star, among the prin-

cipals.

T V T

Maurice Hanline is writing the
screenplay for his original story
"Water Front Lady," which will be
made by Mascot, with Lou Sarecky
supervising. Hanline was formerly
with M-G-M and Columbia.

r

Harry Segall's newest contribu-
tion to the screen will be "Lost
Horizons," which is said to be one
of the most daring subjects ever at-

tempted for motion pictures. Segall
who is a contract writer for M-G-M
was on the verge of closing a con-
tract for its production in New York
when the studio induced him to sell

it for the screen.

r r v

Hillman-Shane Advertising
Agency, Inc., announces the ap-
pointment of Leonard L. Levinson
as director of publicity, in charge
of a new department for the or-

ganization. Levinson will direct

press relations for film companies
and motion picture personalities.

T v r

For the first time in his career,
Werner Richard Hayman, noted
European composer, is collaborating
with an American lyric writer. His
partner in a composition of songs
for Fox's "Caravan" is Gus Kahn
one of the best known wordsmiths.

t r v

Mitchell and Durant, the comedy
stars of "Stand Up and Cheer," have
worked together since they were
boys of 14 and 12. Neither has ever
had another partner.

r r T

Anita Page has returned from a

lengthy personal appearance tour
She spent the past year in the East
playing a featured lead in the
"Crazy Quilt" revue.

T Y Y
Paramount has changed the title

of the Charles R. Rogers produc-
tion, "I Loved An Actress" to "The
Great Flirtation." The original

story was written by Gregory Rat-
off. The cast of the production in-

cludes Elissa Landi, Adolphe Men-
jou, David Manners, Lynn Over-
man and Allan Mowbray. Ralph
Murphy will direct.

Y Y Y

Max Scheck, dance director, has
been engaged by Columbia to su-

pervise the ceremonial dances for

the Voodoo sequences in "Black
Moon," in which Jack Holt is being
starred, with Fay Wray and Dor-
othy Burgess in the leading femi-
nine roles.

Columbians to Install

With Harry and Jack Cohn pres-

ent, installation of officers of the

Columbians will take place at a din-

ner-dance Friday night at The The-

ater Cafe. Officers to be installed

are:

Hal H o d e
,

president; Milton

Han nock, first vice-president; Sam
Hacker, second vice-president; Vin-

cent Borelli, treasurer; Clara Go-

rin, secretary; Minna Stieglitz, as-

sistant secretary; Ruth Cohen,

financial secretary; Mary Koban,
chairman board of governors; Fran-

ces Goldberg, exchange representa-

tive; and Danny Heiss, press agent.

Philly Research Council Meeting

The Philadelphia committee of

the Motion Picture Research Coun-

cil will hold a luncheon conference

at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel on

May 11. Speakers will include Mrs.

August Belmont, and Dr. Bernard

Sachs, president of the New York

Academy of Medicine and William

H. Short, director of the Council.

Mrs. Morey V. Kerns is chairman

of the local committee.

Service Checkup Delayed
Checkup on the number of ser-

vice union members in the employ
of the Loew and RKO circuit has
been delayed by the recall to Wash-
ington of James F. Dewey, an em-
ploye of the National Labor Board,
who had been making the survey for

Division Administrator Sol A. Ro-
senblatt and the Regional Labor
Board, it was said yesterday by Mrs.
Eleanore Herrick, head of the La-
bor Board. Mrs. Herrick said that

Dewey was expected back in New
York today and that he would
probably complete his checkup by
the end of the week.

Columbia Signs 3 from Stage

Florence Rice, John Buckler and

Charles Sabin, Broadway players,

have been signed by Columbia for

its roster for development as future

stars.

Guy Robertson for Monogram
Guy Robertson, Broadway mus-

ical comedy star, has been signed

by Monogram for "King Kelly of

the U.S.A."
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So. Calif. ITO Votes
Ban on Double Bills
(Continued from Pane 1)

Gus Metzger, Simon Lazarus, I

N. Berinstein, Harry Hicks and H
J. Siler was appointed to formulat
plans to put single bills into effect

Fox West Coast has promised t

play single bills if independent ex

hibitors will guarantage to pla

them for a whole season.

Paramount Signs Stage Player

Dean .Tagger, Broadway acto

who has scored in "Tobacco Road
and the Theater Guild's presenta

tion of "They Shall Not Die," ha
signed a Paramount screen contrac

and will report to the west coas

studios within the next few weeks

Finish Three Color Shorts

Photocolor Pictures has complet

ed three shorts of a total of 12 t

be produced at Irvington. The grou]

will include six illustrated song

and six famous poems. "Barefoo

Boy" is the first poem short to b

finished. M. Kleinerman is nego

tiating for distribution of the tw
series.

Merian Cooper Returning

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Merian C. Cooper, RKO

vice-president in charge of produc-

tion, will return to the Radio Pictures

studios next week for active service

after an absence of nearly eight

months. Cooper is now en route here

from Honolulu. Although no definite

assignment has been given Cooper for

the new season's productions, it is be-

lieved that he will personify super-

vise the making of about four RKO pic-

tures during the year. J. R. Mc-
Donough, president of Radio Pictures,

is now on his way here to confer with

Cooper and B. B. Kahane on next

year's line-up.

H

FOX FIRST TO FINISH

1933-34 FILM UNEUF

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL\ \

Hollywood—Fox's 1933-34 product
tion schedule will be completed b

the end of this week, the studio an
nounces, making it the first biifR"

company to finish its current sched
ule. The last of this season's grou]

currently before the cameras in

elude Jesse L. Lasky's "Grand Ca
nary," with Warner Baxter; "Bab,
Take a Bow," with Shirley Templt
Claire Trevor and James Dunn
Charlie Chan's Courage," with War
ner Oland; "Wanted," with Hug
Williams and Rosemary Ames, an
She Was a Lady," with Hele: '

|

Twelvetrees
Four other productions are bein;

edited for immediate release. Thes
include: "Call It Luck," with Her
bert Mundin and "Pat" Paterson
'Change of Heart," the Gaynor
Fan-ell, Dunn-Rogers production

"Handy Andy," with Will Roger
and Peggy Wood, and "Springtim
for Henry," with Otto Kruger an>

Nancy Carroll.
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Deport new wb offer

in fox theaters deal

An offer of six million, half in

ash, was reported yesterday as the

atest made in connection with

Jhe deal now under negotiation

in Ifhereby Warners may take over
approximately 116 former Fox Met-

. i lopolitan houses in the greater New
4'ork territory. Theaters under-
tood involved are operated as fol-

dws: Skouras, 52; Randforce, 45;
Manhattan Playhouses, 19. Their ac-

uisition will bring Warners in

Dili; ompetition with the two major cir-

uits operating in the territory

Ha| ;^oew and RKO.
Randforce and Skouras at pres-

ent have deals with Irving Trust
}o. and Si Fabian, receivers for Fox
Vletropolitan. Any deal made must

Tie lave the approval of Judge Mack
Hi n the U. S. District Court, New

ifork.

Warner and Erpi officials yester-

lay declined to comment on a re-

port that negotiations have been
ompleted toward settlement of

:heir two suits. Rumors said that

Warners would receive between five

md six million under the adjust-

ment and the cash portion of the

settlement would be used in financ-

lil
ing the deal on the Fox Metropol-
itan houses.

!

Harry J. Cohen Joins G-B
Arthur Lee has placed Harry J.

Cohen in charge of the non-theatri-

cal department of Gaumont-British.
Cohen is one of the pioneers of the

industry having entered the busi-

ness as special representative for

the General Film Co.

acl

Laboratory Code Hearing Is Cancelled by NRA
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Public hearing on amendments to the motion picture laboratory

code scheduled for May 9 has been cancelled, the NRA announced yesterday.

Special Notice to \

Theatres and Publishers \

G. T. E. Compromise
Opposed at Hearing

(Continued from Page 1)

Bank compromising the bank's
claims against the corporation, was
opposed at the hearing in Chancery
Court here yesterday before Chief
Justice Daniel J. Layton. B. M.
Kaye and Harold L. Fierman of

Kaye, McDavitt & Scholer, New
York law firm representing about
$750,000 of General Theaters De-
bentures, and other counsel repre-

senting about $450,000 in deben-
tures, and Ivan Culbertson, attor-

ney of this city representing All-

Continent Corp., holding company
of William Fox, all appeared in op-

position to the compromise. They
argued there was no need for a com-
promise with the bank, contending
that the corporation had many
causes of action for claims of $14,-

000,000 against the bank. They con-

tended these claims should be prose-

cuted.
All-Continent Corp. said Culbert-

son. is a general creditor of General
Theaters in the amount of about
$2,000,000.

The compromise among other
things provides that Chase will re-

duce its claim of more than $20,000,-

000 against General Theaters by
$5,000,000, assist in reorganization
of the corporation and give the re-

organized corporation a year's op-
tion on 325,000 shares of class A
common stock of Fox Film Corp. at

$15 a share. Chase would also lend
the reorganized corporation reason-
able sums for expenses and work-
ing capital.

A decision is expected by the end
of the month.

Rogers-Brown Explain
Ending of Association

West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Charles R. Rogers

and Harry Joe Brown yesterday is-

sued a joint statement that the
reason for the termination of their

association was that, due to their

constantly increasing business, the
association had become somewhat
top-heavy for the limited number
of pictures that Rogers produces.

New House Planned in Tampa
Tampa, Fla.—B. A. Gore, owner

of the Garden theater, is to build

a new theater in Tampa. Seating
capacity will be 1,900.

New U. A. Manager in Cincy

Cincinnati—William A. V. Mack
is the new United Artists branch
manager here. He has had long
experience with the old Genera)
Film, Mutual, Select and Pathe.

RALPH KOHN QUITS

PARAMOUNT PUBLIX

(.Continued from Page 1)

Theaters Corp. Although there were
no official details furnished it was
understood that his resignation fol-

lowed differences over policies.

Up to late last night no successor
to Kohn had been selected. Specula-
tion concerning his successor as
head of Famous Theaters mentioned
Sam Dembow, Jr., Y. Frank Free-
man and S. A. Lynch. In comment-
ing on his resignation, Kohn stated:

"I cannot leave Paramount with-
out thanking those many men and
women of the organization who dur-
ing the bankruptcy particularly
have so whole-heartedly supported
the Trustees, Mr. Zukor and other
executives. I am sure that this

spirit will continue so that Para-
mount can soon be reorganized and
again take its place as one of the

threat companies in the business."

U. A. Exchange in New Location
St. John, N. B.—The local United

Artists exchange is now located in

its new quarters at 96 Union Street.

T ET us show you our low cost plan

for putting your mailing list on

high speed automatic addressing plates

(Addressograph, Elliott, Rapid Ad-

dressing Belknap, or Pollard-Ailing

Systems).

No initial expense, no machinery

to buy.

We correct and keep the list up to

date for you, and address and deliver

a set of envelopes or wrappers weekly,

monthly, or as called for.

Also, we supply you with all acces-

sories and plans for building up a

new list, and for cutting out dead

wood and postage waste.

Pbonc Mr. Green, CHehea 3-7390 for

full details.

Automatic Addressing Division

GLOBE MAILSERVICEj (
The Largest Lettershop in Greater

New York

148 W. 23rd St., New York, N. Y.
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Decrease in Shorts
Seen by Eddie Bonns

There will be a decided decrease
in the output of short subjects for
the coming season, with serials tak-
ing the place of westerns and give-
a-ways that were heretofore used
to attract juvenile trade on Satur-
day mornings and afternoons, Eddie
Bonns, Universal short subject
sales manager, told Film Daily
yesterday. Universal will make four
serials during the new season. The
Buck Jones "Red Rider" group will

have 15 episodes. "Tailspin Tom-
my" will have 12 episodes. Two
other serials are now being planned.

Double-featuring makes it neces-
sary to decrease the number of

short subjects," said Bonns.

Shorts Booked
Educational's "Traveling the

Road," Song Hit Story starring

Alexander Gray, has its New York
premiere tomorrow at the Music
Hall. 'Shanghaied," Mickey Mouse
cartoon, opens Friday at the Roxy.

yiijjxpixa.
1

When in New York Sophisticated

Folk of the Stage, Screen and Lit-

erary world make their home at

the St. Moritz because of its per-

fect blending of Continental at-

mosphere and New York Service.

* * *

"The Most Interesting Hotel in



THE FEMALE OF
THE SPECIES IS

MORE^ac^y
THAN THE MALE!
Frankenstein, Dracula and all the other

male monsters are sissies compared

to Victoria Van Brett.

As this character MARY MORRIS with-

out trick make-up or other artifices, is

the deadliest menace the screen has

yet portrayed I

MARY MORRIS
in her original hair-raising role of the sinister

aristocrat who terrified New York playgoers

DOUBLE DOOR

• J

Evelyn Venable, Kent Taylor

and Sir Guy Standing

Directed by Charles Vidor

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
darwMunt\



Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought

fclTitcwtf^
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The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old
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tory is Rated Most Important by 61% of Critics

NO KOHN SUCCESSOR THE NAMED, SAYS PARA.

Fox Films Shows Profit of $805,376 in First Quarter

earnings for 3 Months
Equal to 33 Cents

a Share
Net profit of $805,376 is reported

y Fox Film for the first quarter,
nding March 31, compared with a

oss of $557,122 in the first quarter
bf 1933. Before deducting Federal
faxes to the extent of $125,000,

nings for the first 1934 quarter
ere $930,376. In the quarter ended
ec. 31, the profit from operations
efore taxes was $1,080,015.
On the basis of the 2,439,409

hares of Class "A" and Class "B"
tock outstanding, the consolidated

profit for the first quarter af-
(Continued on Page 7 )

ECKMANREPORTSBOOM

IN BUILDING ABROAD

With approximately 50 houses in

I various stages of construction in the
I
British Isles, both exhibitors and
distributors are becoming more and
more convinced that the redundancy
committee plan, devised to prevent
further overseating, must be en-

forced, said Sam Eckman, M-G-M
(Continued on Page 3)

Studio Project Started
In Florida's Hollywood

Hollywood, Fla. — United Films
Corp. has acquired title to some 900
acres of land and will immediately
start construction of two sound
stages for the production of motion
pictures. Edward Alexander acted

(Continued on Page 3)

20th Century Lays Off
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Twentieth Century today

ceases production activities for the
summer at the United Artists studios.

Samuel Goldwyn will start on the
first of three productions May 15.

First to go into work will be "Res-
urrection." The others to follow are

"Treasure Hunt" and "Barbary Coast."

CRITICS
1 FORUM
QUESTION NO. 1

Which is most important—star value or story value?

RESULTS OF CRITICS' REPLIES

Story—61% Star—31% Equal—8%

RELATIVE importance of star and story in contributing to the merits of a motion

picture is two to one for the story, according to more than 400 of the nation's

film critics participating in the 1934 Film Daily Critics' Forum. Exactly 61 per cent

of the reviewers rated the story first, while 31 per cent said it's the star. Remainder

of the critics for the rr.ost part favored a combination of the two.

Though the initial query in this year's questionnaire on current industry topics

appeared to be simple on the surface, it was so designed for a purpose and it elicited

a vast amount of informative discussion from the cinema scribes. Nearly two dozen

of the critics, though of the opinion that the star is most important, added that this

is wrong and due solely to the system of exploiting personalities, a few of which

may last for a reasonable time, while most of them fade away in quick order.

Stars bring patrons into theaters, but it takes a good story to entertain them and

send them home satisfied, many critics pointed out.

STORIES MAKE STARS

"Hundreds of stars have been made by stories, but no story ever was made by a

star," says Maurice C. Tull of the "Kokomo Tribune-Dispatch." W. E. J. Martin of

the "Buffalo Courier-Express" is among others who voiced the same thought.

Mary Yvo Flanigan of the "Bradford Era," Bradford, Pa., cinches her argument for

the story by citing Marie Dressier in "Tugboat Annie," a good story, with consequent

bcx-office success, whereas Miss Dressier in "Her Sweetheart," not such a good story,

didn't click.

"A succession of poor plays can almost kill an actor," says Helen Clinton of the

"Schenectady Gazette." Several critics gave instances of where this has been done.

Though exploiting of stars may bring in the most profits temporarily, story value

is much the more important in the long run, declares Dan Thompson of the "Louisville

Times."

"Stars for quick returns, but stories for the company wanting long-pull reputation,"

says Okey King of the "Progress-Bulletin," Pomona, Cal.

GOOD ACTING CAN REDEEM POOR PICTURE

Taking the star's side, Lucy Pope Taylor of the "Mankato Free Press," Mankato.

Minn., says good acting can redeem a poor picture, whereas bad acting ruins even good

pictures.

"Sure-fire box-office stars like Will Rogers may get by for a while regardless of

story," says Josephine Hughston of the "San Jose Mercury Herald," "but even such

stars will fade if cast in many bad stories."

Dearth of good stories, and the smaller number of new books coming to the screen,

makes star value uppermost currently, says Chester M. Zeff of the "Kenosha News".

"Without a good character to interpret, the actor or actress is 'at scratch,' and the

(Continued on Page 7)

Lynch Expected to Become
More Important in

Famous Theaters
Although no .successor to Ralph

A. Kohn will be named by Para-
mount, as officially stated yesterday,
it is understood that S. A. Lynch,
chairman of the trustees' advisory
committee on theater matters, will

assume greater importance in the
affairs of Famous Theaters Corp.
A realignment of executive duties
will occur within the company, it

was stated.

Kohn was president of Famous
Theaters Corp., vice-president of
Paramount Publix and an officer of

(Continued on Page 3)

ALLIED PRODUCT DEAL

TO BE DECIDED IN CHI

Final decision on Allied States
Association's plan for an inde-
pendent product tieup will be made
at the conference of Allied leaders
scheduled for May 12 and 13 at the
Congress Hotel, Chicago, says a

(Continued on Page 7)

Mass Meetings Planned
By Eastern Indie Exhibs
Elimination of preferred playing

time and unreasonable percentage
demands will be the two principal
topics at the first of a series of ex-
hibitor mass meetings to be held
in New York the week of May 10,

(Continued on Page 7)

First Portable Theater
Pix Theaters, Inc., is preparing to

erect the first of its patented "pre-
fabricated" portable theaters on a

Westchester site, it was said yesterday
by Frank R. Wilson, vice-president.

The company expects that the 300-seat
theater will cost slightly over $20,000.
but that the houses to follow will

average several thousand dollars less.

Construction will permit some expan-
sion in seating capacity.
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St. Louis Court Opens Way
For Reorganizing Theaters

St. Louis—Federal Judge Davis
has set aside his opinion criticizing
reorganization plans for the Ambas-
sador, Grand Central and Missouri
theaters after the bondholders' pro-
tective committee representative
agreed to eliminate certain expense
items totaling $183,125 and to add a
provision that the court should fix-

such expenses. Time for depositing
bonds has been extended to May 20
and the court ordered that notice
be sent to bondholders. The judge
indicated he will not pass on the re-

organization plans until the theater
properties are sold under fore-
closure at an early date.

FINANCIAL
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WANTED
Back copies of Film Daily Year

Book, especially 1928-1929-

1930-1931 . . Can't imagine

anyone parting with year book

but if you have one for sale

write Box 967, care of The

Film Daily, 1650 Broadway,

New York City.

DeForest Suit on Calendar
Benson, Minn.—Suit of General

Talking Pictures (DeForest Phono-
film) against John De Marce, for
payments on contract amounting to

$1,233, has been put on the May
calendar of the District Court in

Swift County. De Marce has filed

a counter suit for $23,405 claiming
fraudulent inducement to buy
through G.T.P.'s claim that De-
Forest patents were exclusive and
that a local branch would be estab-
lished to care for service.

3 New Mpls. Houses Set
Minneapolis — Building licenses

have been approved by the icity

council for new theaters planned by
Minnesota Amusement Co., at 2731

W. 43rd St.; Lyndale Amusement
Co., at 50th St. and Ewing Ave.
and Harry Dickerman, at 3108
Emerson Ave.

Protests Company Trailers

Cambridge, Mass. — A protest

against plans of Metro to furnish
trailers on its productions has been
registered with Ed Kuykendall, pres-

ident of the M.P.T.O.A., by Stan-
'ey Sumner, manager of University
Theaters. He asks that the exhibi-

tor organization take steps against

such moves by producing companies,
contending it will mean higher

prices for trailers.

Warners After St. Louis House

St. Louis—Warners are reported
considering acquisition of the Or-

pheum as a downtown house to

strengthen them in the impending
battle with Fanchon & Marco for

control of the St. Louis territory.

"Madame Du Barry" Completed
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—"Madame Du Barry,"

first Dolores Del Rio starring ve-

hicle for Warners, has been com-
pleted. Wilhelm Dieterle directed

with story and screen play by Ed-
ward Chodorov.

Warners Buy "Sweet Adeline"

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIl I

Hollywood "Sweet Adeline,"

Broadway stape musical hit, has

been acquired by Warners.

Harry Nolan Takes Back
Two Colorado Theaters

Denver—Harry Nolan has taken
back the Rex in Greeley and the
Mesa in Grand Junction from Para-
mount Publix.

J. Miller Walker Elected
Van Beuren Corp. Director

J. Miller Walker of the RKO
legal department and assistant sec-
retary of RKO Radio Pictures and
the RKO Distributing Corp. has
been elected to the board of direc-
tors of the Van Beuren Corp.
Walker replaces J. R. McDonough,
who resigned from the board last

week. The move is understood to

further consolidate the K.A.O.-Mike
Meehan group as a separate faction
from the RKO organization.

Discuss New Vita. Lineup
Vitaphone's 1934-35 program was

discussed at a conference at the

Warner home office yesterday with
Sam Sax, head of the Brooklyn stu-

dio, Norman Moray, Vitaphone sales

manager, and others taking part.

The studio resumes operations
within 10 days and casting has al-

ready started. Ralph Staub, direc-

tor, has left the staff.

Acquires Spanish Picture

"Sobre Las Olas" ("Over the
Waves"), Spanish feature, has been
acquired by Inter-Continent Film
Corp. for distribution in all of

Europe except Spain and Portugal
L. R. De La Torre, president of the
company, sails soon to arrange dis-

tribution.

Photophone for Fair Theaters

Chicago — Contracts have been
signed for installation of supersize

Photophone High Fidelity sound
systems in two new outdoor the-

aters to be built at the Century of

Progress.

More Appearances for Mary-

Sam Dembow has s
:gned Mary

Pickford for two more weeks' book-

ngs in houses associated with Fam-
ous Theaters Corp. After a per-

sonal appearance at the Imperial,

Toronto. May 11, she plays the Min-
nesota in Minneapolis the middle of

June.

Complains Against Free Shows
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles — The Brentwood,
Nu-Art and Tivoli theaters, West
Los Angeles, have filed complaint
with the Code Authority against

the National Soldiers Home of Saw-
telle, charging the Home allows

civilians to attend free perform-

ances there.

Para, to Close Saturdays

Joining several other major com-

panies in the policy, Paramount will

suspend operations on Saturdays at

its home office from May to Septem-

ber, inclusive.

Thursday, Mav 3, 1934

.oming and Goioing

NORMAN McLEOD, having just completec
direction of "Many Happy Returns" for Para-
mount, arrived in New York last night by
plane from Hollywood. He sails Saturday on
the lie de France to join Mrs. McLeod on
the Riviera.

JULES LEVY leaves for Toronto today.

MARY PICKFORD leaves Tuesday for Toronto
to appear at the Imperial.

FRANK BRUNER, personal publicity man tor

Mary Pickford, leaves for Toronto on Sunday.

AL FRIEDLANDER will return today from
the middle west.

ELIZABETH ALLAN sails today from Eng- i

land on the Champlain to work in "The Green
Hat" for M-G-M at the Coast.

BRIAN AHEARNE has arrived in New York '

from London.

HARRY D. BUCKLEY arrives in New York I

on Sunday from the Coast.

W. RAY JOHNSTON leaves today on a trip
j j

to Ohio.

JOS. SIMMONDS, head of Tower Productions,
has returned to the coast.

SAMUEL BAERWITZ returns to the coast to-

day.

ETINNE PALLOA, sales manager for London
Films, arrives in New York aboard the Conte
di Savoia on May 10 for conferences with
United Artists executives on next season's f

lineup from London Films.

JOSEPHINE HUTCHINSON, stage actress j

signed by Warners, leaves this week for Holly- ;

wood to prepare for two pictures she is sched- ;

uled to make this summer.

H. G. WELLS and LEIGHTON K. BRILL,
playwright, arrive in New York today on the

Washington, which also brings back LYNN ;

FARNOL from England.

L. R. DE LA TORRE, president of Inter-

Ccntinent Film Corp., sails shortly tor Europe.

FRED ASTAIRE has gone to Louisville for

the Kentucky Derby and will later proceed

ro Hollywood to start work at RKO in "The
Gay Divorce."

SAM WOOD, on finishing the direction of

"Stamboul Quest," leaves the coast for a

European tour, including a visit with a promi-

nent English producer in London.

KATHARINE HEPBURN has left Yucatan for

Havana, where she will spend a few days be-

fore returning to New York and then pro-

ceeding to the coast to enact Joan of Arc

for RKO.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

I am sure it will

prove as useful

this year as it

has in previous

years.

Sam Dembow, Jr.

Vice President

Paramount Tliea.

Service Corp.

1,000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.
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FOX TO RENEW DEALS

WITH PWLLY INDIES
Fox intends to

;
sell the same in-

dependents in the Philadelphia ter-

ritory on its 1934-35 program as are
currently playing its product. This
means that for another year only
part of the Fox program will be
olayed by Stanley-Warner houses.
So far Fox and Stanley-Warner
have not talked new season product
deals, it is understood.

Eckman Reports Boom
In Building Abroad

(.Continued fr.om Page 1)

managing director in England, on
his arrival in New York yesterday.
He expressed high hopes for suc-
cess of the arrangement.
Eckman said that the plan to

limit shows to three hours' running
time is beginning to operate as film

contracts expire. The system is be-

ing effectuated through clauses in

contracts imposing this restriction.

The move, started by M-G-M and
which now has, the support of ma-
jor distributors and the British ex-
hibitor organization, is designed to

prevent shows running three and
one-half *and four hours, said Eck-
man.
The plan will have the effect of

preventing triple feature programs,
which are beginning to spread in the
British IsJeS; Eckman pointed out.

He estimated that approximately 60
per cent of British houses are now
playing double features.
At present there are about 4,500

theaters, in; the. British Isles, he
stated.

Eckman recently retired as presi-

dent of the Kinematograph Renters
Society and has been succeeded by
John Maxwell. The M-G-M execu-
tive held the post for three years.
He plans to remain in this coun-
try three weeks before returning to

England. * .--

Rabbi Boosts "Rothschild"

St. Louis—Describing the picture
as a powerful factor in the fight

against intolerance and lawlessness
Rabbi Julian H. Miller of B'Nai El
Temple has urged his congregation
to see George Arliss in "House of
Rothschild," 20th Century-U. A. re-

lease, playing at" Loew's -State; ;.'

P-:

Second K;
;
jG:Hoase for E: S. Young

Kansas. "Cilyr-i-E,;. S., Young, 'who;

already 1 o$.ned the' Central, has ac-
quired;': th"e : ^oanoke^dn :39th'St.? \

;
Summon Unlicensed Agents
In accordance with his -plan to liceiise

all Broadway theatrical agents a num-
ber cdv agents who

:
have failed to apply

for liteHses were served yesterday With
.

summohse's'^'fb 'appear today at the-'

Department of Licenses, it was stated

to FILM:DAILY> yesterday by Com^
missioner of Licenses Paul Moss. Broad-
way agents have decided to fight the
licensing requirement and have engaged
Maurice Goodman, former RKO coun-
sel, as their attorney.

• • • BROADWAY OVERTONES "Come up tomor-
row an' I'll give you a tryout." "Good entrance? Sure!
His entrance is practically curtains for the act!" "If ya
gonna be a success, ya gotta mix with the right piple."
"C'nyagivusanickelf'r cupcoffee?" "An' before I knows
what he's doin' he steers me into Childs an' me all set for the
nite club stuff.".., "I hear some paper has a writeup of
our act, but I can't afford to buy all the papers t' find out which
one!" ;"What a sap I was not to take the two-point rise!"

"New performance starts in a few minutes.". "Cm
on, fellers, quit bldckin' this sidewalk!": "Now this Joe
Periner hasn't* got anythin' I can't do." "A percentage guy—90 fer him and 10 feryou." "Say, Joe, we're practically
in production business at last! All we need is a bankroll."

"Just a two-star mug in a four-star setting"
"Say, Jim, if you can slip me a coupla bucks till 'next Friday—r"'.

• • • NEW VOGUE at the-AMPA luncheons. . . ...Guest
Chairmen, no » less today they start with Howard Dietz

a case of prexy Ferguson giving his boss a break
and the guests of honor carry: some weight, too.- Joe Pen-
ner, Milton Berle, Edith Murray, Robert; Coleman, dramatic
crit of the "Mirror," Jerome & Ryan, musickers, Hon. Edward
Corsi, director of home relief. ... Joe "Duck" Penner will be
on hand through courtesy of Louis K. Sidney of Loew's>:

will this be A Luncheon! :

T.
.
T" '

;'-.'

• • • THAT SERIES of broadcasts by femmes in the biz

over WEAF every Wednesday afternoon: .... .is going over
strong yesterday Mollie Grillof. Fox spoke and gave
out some interesting statistics . . . empey companies are reg-
ularly serving publicity to 50 newspapers published in New
York 11 trade papers 26 magazines published in the
East 17 syndicates and a selected list of 75 news-
papers in the principal cities of the country

* -

"•'. • • THEY GAVE Mickey Mouse a Hollywood premiere
last nite. ..... at the Carthay Circle theater ducats
brought 5 berries : the occasion being the showing of

Mickey's, latest cartooriatic, "Gulliver Mickey" ...... the en-

tire program glorified Mickey in the interest of the California

Commission for the . Protecton of Children and Animals

• • • AT! A social gathering the other eve a gent
stated emphatically that he didn't want to see a certain pix

because a. certain femme star was in it ... . asked why the
aversion to the star, he said "I have nothing against her.

But the enormous salary she draws is out of all proportion to

her value, and it just makes me sore, and spoils my evening."
.".."."! and that started a line of squawks from all hands pres-

ent about exorbitant star salaries which proved conclu-

sively to us how ridte it is to pressagent these Juicy Stipends
..to the public ._.;.. ,V.

''"

,

;'" Y ;'.TV. T.,'- ,,v'"
'[:/'"'

::<:'

• • •.; BACK FROM; his tour .of England' is Cab Calloway
\and his Cotton Club orch. . . [ .".he ?s on Rtfdy Vaflee's radio hour
..every Thursday nite.-.-. . . Cab opens at Loew's .parjidise in the
Bronx on' Frjday. . . . . W. A. ; Ryari who manages, the ; Albany
-territory ffjr.

: Fox .

.

'. . reports on: business,, at the New theater
;: at Hoosick-Falls ..whjle "David Harum" flayed for two days.
raid-week

:

; ,.;, v". among the unique patrons.
, yyere a blind

•nian who.-had never heard talkies. .':
. . four people over 80 who

had never heard 'em either !-.„.. a wheelchair invalid seeing
her first talkie ...... one very stout man who had never heard,

-•'-a'-talkfe
: arFd for "whom a special" ?eat h'acfto fee constructed ''.

.

« « « » » »

NO KOHN SUCCESSOR

IS PLANNED BY PARA.

{Continued from Page 1

)

various subsidiaries. -
c "Differences

between Lynch and Kohn over' the-

ater operating policies is understood
to have preceded the latter's;s,resig-

nation as an executive,,:iof' Para-
mount and subsidiaries. -

;
Lyiieh is

reported to have had the tajistees'

support in the dispute.
.": Kohn yesterday told The Film
Daily that he plans to open his own

: office within a few days. He r stated

that he has had several offers. 3Kohn,

vho is an attorney, completed his

duties at Paramount yesterday. He
's expected to remain in the: film

business.

Studio Project Started

In Florida's Hollywood
(Continued froin Page 1)

for the company and will serve as

director general of the studios^ Ex-
ecutive- headquarters will ' be main-
tained! in the Robert Clay! Hotel,

Miami", for the present. It is ex-

pected that production will be un-

der way by Oct. 1. Financing of

the studios ' has been completed by
New York and California capital-

ists. ' '.'

I
Alexander states United' .

Films
Studios will not produce motion pic-

tures at this time but will rent its

facilities to producers. Plans' pf the

company call for the erection of

twelve sound stages over a
:
neriod

of ten years. ..The company;- also

plans to establish a school for; mo-
tion picture-acting. .A lab and other

facilities likewise figure- WW the

plans., *•

Paramount Claims Postponed

Three claims against Paramount
filed "by " St. Louis Properties; and
Citizens' National Trust & .Saving

Bank of .Los Angeles, schedule'd for

consideration at a 'meeting o| the

company's creditors yesterday ,in the

office of Referee Henry K. ;Davis,

were put over until May 14.,,.

"Sweethearts" Holds in Philly

Philadelphia—Warner's "20 Mil-

lion Sweethearts" is being hfild for

a second week at the -Stanley.

Mary Astor

Jack Rieger

Juliette Compton

Arthur Gottlieb
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
TAMES DUNN will be the star of
J a radio broadcast emanating from
Hollywood over NBC. Ralph G.
Farnum is representing Dunn.

T T T
Our Passing Show: Lou Brock,

Eph Asher, Busby Berkeley, Larry
Ceballos, Frank Tuttle, Ruth Ro-
land, Ben Bard, Leo Morrison, Ben
Holmes, George Stevens, Ken Mur-
ray, Lee Marcus, Jack Bobbins, Ben
Lundy, Leo Birinski, Chic Chandler,
George Marshall, Lester Cole, Fred
Datig, Peter Shamroy at opening
of Moe Morton's "Shim Sham Re-
vue."

Y Y T
Through Wes Woodford of the

Howard Seiter agency, a group of
colored performers have been signed
for Moe Morton's "Shim Sham" re-
vue now playing at the Music Box.

T T T
The Abe Meyer Synchronizing

Service has moved to larger quart-
ers at the General Service studios.

T T T
Edward Ludwig, who recently di-

rected "Friends of Mr. Sweeney,"
for Warners, will soon start the di-
rection of "The Man Who Lost
His Head," for Universal.

T T
George Seaton and Arthur Bloch

are writing the screen play and di-

alogue for "Paris to New York,"
based on an original story by Edgar
Selwyn and Sam Marx.

T
Harry Segall, M-G-M scenarist,

has written "Knock Wood," a play,
which William Anthony McGuire is

desirous of producing in New York
next season. Negotiations are now
pending.

v
Here and There: Ida Lupino

Earle Snell, George Seaton, Arthur
Bloch, Howard Willson, Philip An-
dre, Talbot Jennings, Julian Madi-
son being entertained at Phylis
Loughton's home; Glen Lambert
motoring to Culver City.AAA
Douglas MacLean, associate pro-

ducer on Emanuel Cohen's produc-
tion staff at Paramount, has re-
turned with Mrs. McLean from a
three weeks' vacation trip to
Hawaii. MacLean's next picture
will be "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-
bage Patch," which Norman Taurog
will direct, with Pauline Lord in the
leading role.

T T »
Robert Vignola will direct Ma-

iestic's production of "The Scarlet
Letter," which goes in work soon
under supervision of Larry Dar-
mour. Leonard Fields and David
Silverstein did the adaptation. Ma-
jestic expects to have the film in
its exchanges on July 15.

T T T
James Whale starts direction of

"One More River" at Universal to-

morrow. Diana Wynyard and Colin
Clive head the cast, with Mary As-
tor and Reginald Denny also in it.

Mitchell Leisen, completing direc-
tion and editing of "Murder at the
Vanities" for Paramount, is as-
signed to direct the "Pursuit of
Happiness."

T T T
William T. Lackey, Monogram

supervisor, has returned to his desk
after a two weeks' convalescence
from an operation. His next pro-
duction, now in preparation, is

"Shock," starring Ralph Forbes.

T T T
Chester Conklin and Marguerita

Rouse plan to be married Saturday.

T T
Trem Carr has assigned R. N

Bradbury to direct "Happy Land-
ings," Monogram pi-oduction, from
Stuart Anthony's air story. Paul
Malvern will supervise.

Y Y Y
Fox has changed the title of

"Merry Andrew" to "Handy Andy."
T T

'The Mighty Barnum," instead of
"The Great Barnum", has been de-
cided upon by Darryl F. Zanuck as
the title for the picture in which
Wallace Beery will star for 20th
Century.

Y Y Y
Lew Ayres has the lead opposite

Alice Faye in Fox's "She Learned
About Sailors."

T T T
Universale "The Humbug" has

been re-titled "The Love Captive."

T T
"Shoot the Works" has been de-

cided upon by Paramount as the
title for "Thank Your Stars," with
Jack Oakie, Dorothy Dell, Roscoe
Karns, Alison Skipworth, William
Frawley and Ben Bernie.

T T
Nat Rothstein, demon press agent

and exploiter, has deserted his golf-
ing to turn out a campaign for
"Young Eagles," the officially en-
dorsed American Boy Scout chapter
play, the remaining episodes of
which are now in production at the
Mack Sennett studios, with Harry
0. Hoyt directing.

T T T
Fred Guiol is making prepara-

tions for the two comedies he will

direct at RKO. Both will star Tom
Kennedy.

T T T
Norman McLeod, who recently

completed the direction of "Manny
Happy Returns," starring Burns
and Allen, is also noted for his abil-

ity to draw and write. He has fin-

ished a group of humorous short
stories with illustrations, several of

which are being considered for pub-
lication by national magazines.

T T T
Milton Krims, who wrote the di-

alogue for "Affairs of a Gentle-
man" and the adaptation of "I Give
My Love," for Universal, is writing
an original story based on the life

of Stephen Foster, composer of fa-

mous folk songs, including "My Old
Kentucky Home." It will be pro-

duced by Nat Levine.

NEWS OF THE DAY
New Orleans—Max Heine is turn

ing over his interest in the Casino
subsequent run theater in a Franco-
Italian neighborhood, to R. C. Ear-
mon, a former Saenger employee.

Louisville — Fourth Avenue
Amusement Co., operators of tht
Strand and Rialto, has taken over
management of the National. It

will be run as a combination house
with first-run films and stage shows

Boston—Net loss of $115,000 is

reported by Heywood-Wakefield for
the quarter ended March 31, com-
pared with net loss of $255,018 in

the same period of 1933.

Chicago—Mrs. M. R. Joseph con-
tinues as owner of the Lucile The-
ater, which was erroneously report-
ed closed.

Columbus, O.—It's a boy, named
Jerry, at the home of Mr. and Mrs
Virgil Jackson.

Cincinnati — Alice Juergens, ap-
pointed code board secretary, ha?
resigned as secretary of the Film
Board of Trade.

Fort Myers, Fla.—Charles Kirk-
connel, manager of the Arcade for
several years, has been transferred
to Tampa, where he will be in

charge of the Park. Both are
Sparks houses.

Portsmouth, O.—The Strand The-
ater is reopening.

Cincinnati—Majestic Pictures has
moved into larger quarters, taking
the former Educational offices on
Film Row Morris Segal is man-
ager.

G

'I OF

Denver—Rialto, second run, an '.'£

Paramount, first run, both goinj

double feature occasionally.

New Straitsville, O. — The Prin

cess has been reopened. W. W-iki

Dawson is manager.

Kennebunk, Me.—The Acme ha

been sold by Howard Duffy to E : »

A. Mason.

J!

i

Titusville, Fla.—The Alamo The-
ater is being reopened. Mrs. Flor

ence Robbins is owner and Mrs:

Mollie Denham, manager.

Chicopee, Mass. — The Playhouse

has been renamed the Victoria b

Frank Milenekowski.

Boston — The Old Howard ha:

been closed and, according t<

Arthur L. Griffin, treasurer of tht

G. E. Lothrop Theaters Co., will b<

abandoned.

Denver—After one trip in the ter

ritory, John Frey, United Artis'

salesman, resigned and returned t(

Los Angeles.

Taunton, Mass.—The Grand hail

been taken back by William Baylan;:'
Vi

St. Louis—Johnny Peters, forme).,

theater manager with St. Louis

Amusement Co. and now one ol^

Mayor Dickmann's secretaries, be-^

came a benedict a few days ago.

Boston—Manager Carl Crawfonj
of First Division has signed Roberlj

Wolfe, formerly of Hollywood Film

as salesman for Connecticut.

Eustis, Fla.—The remodeled Eus-
tis Theater is again open for busi-

ness.

Denver—Bob Garland, formerly,
of Columbia, is the second filmi'

salesman to enter the liquor busi-'

ness here since prohibition was re-:

pealed. The other is Cecil Pace.

London Tieup on "Copperfield"^

London—A tieup with London
newspapers, with an aggregate cir-

culation of 5,000,000, has been ef-

fected by M-G-M with object of ob-

taining suggestions for a player to

enact the leading role in "David

Copperfield," soon to go into pro-

duction.

8 More Westerns for Steiner

Supreme Picture Corp. of which

E. W. Hackel is president and Sam-
uel Katzman production manager,

will produce eight Bob Steele fea-

tures which William Steiner expects

to distribute.

Uruguay Attendance Turns Up
Montevideo — Movie attendance

here in March was 20 per cent bet-

ter than in March of last year. The
upturn is regarded as due to the in-

creased interest in movies among
Uruguayans.

Federal Jobs for Musicians

Joseph N. Weber, president of the

American Federation of Musicians
will confer in Washington today
with officials directing federal relief

projects to hasten issuance of ?

standard practice act specifying the

conditions under which musicians
can obtain jobs under the Federal
Emergency Re-employment Act.

Making Social Film

Film & Photo League is planning!
to produce a six-reel 16 mm. feature ,

on the subject "Unemployment and 1

'

Waste." The film will show thej

city's flophouses, breadlines, fam-
ilies being evicted and like scenes.

<

Marjorie Beebe Married

Yuma, Ariz.—Marjorie Beebe and

Clinton E. Randall of N.3W York
flew here by plane from Hollywood
yesterday and were married.
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FEATURE REVIEW S-

"ONE IS GUILTY"
with Ralph Bellamy, Shirley Grey,

Warren Hymer
;olumbia 64 mins.

good murder mystery in point
)f entertainment value though
:ast lacks marquee strength.

I

Aside from the fact that it lacks enough
ames to give it box-office draft, this

> a satisfying drama of the murder mys-
ery variety. The mystery revolves around
/ho killed a champion boxer just before

e was scheduled to fight a title battle,

uspects include the usual motley assort-

lent of individuals, all with some reason

r other for liking to see the champ out
f the way, and they include another
ighter, the champ's manager, a girl with

/horn the boxer had been having an affair.

F nother mysterious dame living in the

uilding where the murder took place, and
thers. After running the length of sus-

ense, the guilty one is uncovered as the

usband of the girl who had been playing

round with the champ on the sly. Some
ood bits of comedy are provided by Ralph

[em ley.

Cast: Ralph Bellamy, Shirley Grey, War-
art Hymer, J. Carrol Naish, Wheeler Oak-
nan, RiraLaRoy, Ruth Abbott, Ralph Rem-
ey, Willard Robertson, Harry Tcdd and
'incent Sherman.

Director, Lambert Hillyer; Author,

arold Shumate; Adaptor, same; Camera-
nan, John Stumar; Recording Engineer, V
Ashtown.

Direction, Good. Photography, Good

SUCCESS AT ANY PRICE"
irith Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Colleen Moore
jenevieve Tobin, Edward Everett Horton,

Frank Morgan
!KO Radio 75 mins
GOOD CAST IS CHIEF MERIT OF

1EAVY AND RATHER HIGHLY THEA
TRICALIZED DRAMA THAT HAS HARD
TIME BEING CONVINCING.
Based on the New York stage play

'Success Story," this is a rather far-

etched yarn about a young man, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., with an obsession for

noney, chiefly so he can get a certain

voman, only to find that it doesn't bring

im happiness. Then when the tables

ire turned against him, those whom he

nistreated, in his rougshod ride to riches

arade before him without an offer of sym
>athy, and so the moral is made plain

Trouble is that the moral not only is made
/lain, but is spread a little too thick

rank Morgan, boss of the advertising

igency in which Fairbanks starts his sen-

sational career, later is given the air by

he upshoot, who neglects his sweetheart
-olleen Moore, in order to steal the boss'

nistress, Genevieve Tobin, whom he mar
ies and then finds she is cheating on
lim. So suicide seems the only way out
ind there is sequence of remorse followed

>y a reunion between Fairbanks and Col-
een

Cast: Douglas Faribanks, Jr., Colleen
vlore, Genevieve Tobin, Frank Morgan
:dward Everett Horton, Nydia Westman
Henry Kolker, Allen Vincent.

Director, J. Walter Ruben; Author, John
Howard Lawson; Adaptors, Lawscn and
Howard J. Green; Cameraman, H. W
Berrard; Recording Engineer, John E. Trib

>y; Editor, George Hively

Direction, Handicapped. Photography,

:-ocd

!f[
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THE CRITICS
1 FORUM

(Continued from Page 1)'

more he or she has to work with the better can be their combined efforts," declares

Harold L. Cail of the "Portland Evening Express," Portland, Me.

The militant Welford Beaton of the "Hollywocd Spectator" thinks it is neither star

nor story individually, but the manner in which all elements of a motion picture are

blended to make screen entertainment.

William G. Stiegler of the "Cincinnati Times-Star" says "you can always find a

suitable star if you have a good story," and Dennis R. Smith of the "Canton Re-

pository" goes so far as to opine that "a good story intelligently directed doesn't need

stars."

STAR VALUE DEPENDS ON STORY

A very inteiesting discussion is contributed by Charles E. Hastings of the "Brooklyn

Times-Union." He says:

"In my opinion, the story is of paramount importance. Star value cannot exist

unless the star has something to work on. I know of very few instances where star

value alone sufficed. In this regard, I must make an exception of a trite story, from

which Mr. Arliss extracted 'The Millionaire,' Star and treatment did not help 'Song

of Songs,' although I, personally, liked everything about it. What opinion of mine
would cover 'It Happened One Night? Miss Colbert and Mr. Gable are popular stars.

Story and treatment were good, but the combination of all three made this item one

of the most enjoyable pictures I have seen in many months. Miss Swanson has suffered

because of lack of 'story value.' Miss Harding has what it takes to maintain interesv

in a mediocre vehicle, but in a good story she is superb. Why should this brilliant

actress be asked to lend her talent and her exquisite beauty to stories (?) that belie

the description? Mr. Mayer was correct when he told the theater owners last week
that they expect too much. Where can the producers get good stories? I doubt

whether any producer would refuse to buy good stories submitted to him. Good stories

are rare, and stars are plentiful. 'Dinner At Eight' was an interesting stage play, with

a group of competent players. As a picture, it lost value (in my opinion) because

of the multiplicity of stars. In brief: star value depends upon the story, in my
judgment."

FOX NETS $805,376

IN FIRST QUARTER

(Continued from Page 1)

ter all charges amounts to 33 cents
a share.

Consolidated earned surplus at
Dec. 30 was $1,674,354 and after
adding the net profit as stated, to-

gether with foreign exchange ad-
iustments of $29,894, the consoli-
dated earned surplus at March 31
stands at $2,509,625, all of which
has accumulated since the effective

date of reorganization of the com-
Dany, April 1, 1933.

Theater operations of Wesco
Corp. are not consolidated because
of the bankruptcies of the principal
operating subsidiaries of that com-
oany.

Tomorrow the second question in the Forum will be taken up. It deals with the

morals of the screen today as compared with those of the stage, literature and every-

day life.

Allied Product Deal
To Be Decided in Chi.
(Continued from Page 1)

bulletin from Abram F. Myers,
chairman and counsel.

"The control of. a small supply of

good pictures appears to be vital

to the independent cause," says
Myers. "Independent producers now
in the field have given no indica-

tion of a desire to cooperate with
the independent exhibitors. If they
see a chance to sell to the affiliated

circuits, they forget all about the
independent exhibitors. Also they
have played a lone hand in the mat-
ter of the code, with all independen 1

interests at stake."
Allied's production move is in-

duced by fears of higher film ren-

tal demands next season.

Liquidating Color Pictures

Color Pictures, Inc., in liquida-

tion, will give stockholders two
shares of Technicolor for each five

shares of Color Pictures and 60

cents for each one share at the

Bank of Manhattan on and after

May 16. Shareholders will also get

a pro-rata share in the liquidation

of remaining assets.

Interstate House Goes Dual

Fort Worth—The Majestic, Inter-

state's second-run house here, has
gone double feature. Prices remain
at 15-25, with children 5 cents any
time. Robert O'Donohue is man-
ager.

Grace Pictures in New Quarters

Grace Pictures has taken space

on the third floor of 723 Seventh

Ave., moving from the ninth floor.

Production begins May 15 on its

first golf short starring Bill Brown.

Mass Meetings Planned
By Eastern Indie Exhibs

(Continued from Page 1)

possibly on Tuesday, it was stated
following a meeting of the I. T. 0.
A. yesterday, when plans for the
session, sponsored by the M. P. T.
O. of Eastern Pennsylvania, were
discussed.

Delegates from Eastern exhibitor
units will convene at the M. P. Club
next Tuesday to prepare for the
mass meeting. They will include:
William Brandt and Lou Blumen-
thal, I. T. O. A.; George Aarons
and David Barrist, M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Pa.; Abe Stone, Allied
Theaters of N. Y.; Nathan Yamins,
Allied Theaters, of Mass.; J. B.
Fishman, M. P. T. 0. of Conn.; and
and I. Rappaport, M. P. T. 0. of
Maryland.

"^
I OR 3 PERSONS^^
Above the Mh
Floor $6.00

and up

Enjoy the comforts of a

parlor and bedroom suite. . .

.

All rooms equipped with

combination tub and shower

bath, and running ice water.

Ideal location— adjacent to

shopping, business and the-

atre districts.

SWIMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

^

\
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"ritics Say Film Morals Top Stage and Literature

lARRQW EXPECTED TO URGE REOPENING OF CODE

leil Agnew Promoted to Paramount Sales Manager
[feorge Schaefer Devoting
Time to Other Duties

in Organization
I Promotion of Neil F. Agnew to

|neral sales manager of Para-
lount was announced yesterday. He
psumes distribution duties which
ive been handled by George J.

bhaefer, whose activities as gen-

fal manager of the organization
ive steadily increased in scope.

Ignew formerly was assistant sales

anager and also filled the post of

flestern division manager. A suc-
Ipssor as division manager will be
jjlled in a few days, with Charles

{Continued on Page 8)

RANKLIN, SELWYN

FORM PRODUCTIONS

Frankwyn Productions Inc., was
Ormed yesterday by Harold B.
'ranklin and Arch Selwyn for the
roduction of stage plays, musical
pmedies and motion pictures. The
ompany will present at least seven
lays and musicals in addition to not

{Continued on Page 10)

storing Union Men
In Saenger Theaters

New Orleans—Saenger Theaters
ill restore union operators to the
ooths of the Globe, Tudor and
aenger on May 15, as a result of a
ontract concluded between E. V.
ichards and the union in which
he operators cede a man at the
laenger but retain pre-receivership
alaries and hours in all houses.

Earl Carroll as Indie

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Earl Carroll, who came

west to help film his "Murder at the
Vanities" at Paramount, will produce
"Beaux Arts Ball" independently. He
plans to use the General Service Studios.

CRITICS* FORUM
QUESTION NO. 2

How would you rate the morals of the screen with those of the

stage and current literature, as well as with everyday life?

RESULTS OF CRITICS' REPLIES

Film morals are better—28%. Worse—14%.
No difference—53%. No opinion—5%.

b JJORALS on the screen are considerably better than those of current literature and
'"' the stage, and they compare quite favorably with life itself, in the opinion of over

400 of the country's leading critics whose views have been obtained in the 1934 Forum
conducted by THE FILM DAILY.

Taking the replies as a whole, 53 per cent say the morals of the films are on an

equal plane with those of the stage, literature and life; 28 per cent say the film

morals are better, while only 14 per cent considered the screen morals worse. The
remaining 5 per cent gave no opinion.

Breaking down the figures still further, in comparison with the stage, the screen's

morals are rated better in 36 per cent of the replies, while 12 per cent rate them
worse and 49 per cent call it a stand-off. In the case of literature, the screen gets 36
per cent above snd 13 per cent below, while 47 per cent say the morals are the same.

Compared with everyday life, 62 per cent of the critics stated that the movies

reflect morals just as they exist, while 11 per cent view the screen as better than

prevailing morality and 19 per cent think it is worse.

SCREEN REFLECTS CURRENT CONDITIONS

Bearing out the figures in the analysis, numerous critics remarked that the screen

gives a substantially accurate picture of present-day conditions, but added that this

need not necessarily be so. "A little less realism and a bit more idealism" is sug-

gested by Josephine Hughston of the "San Jose Mercury Herald," San Jose, Cal.

The definition of "moral" is not the same in every person's viewpoint, various

other critics pointed out, the consensus being that, from an adult point of view, the

movies are practically pure. Comment also is made on the continual changes taking

place in moral standards, making it necessary for both screen and public to constantly

revise their ideas.

"Raw jokes and smutty songs are out of place for screen audiences which inevitably

include many juveniles," says Lucy Pope Taylor of the "Mankato Free Press," Man-
kato, Minn.

A. Glenn Rogers of the "Geneva Daily Times," Geneva, N. Y., takes a liberal view,

declaring:

"The screen is supposed to picture life incidents and why can't it be a wee bit

immoral at times to do so? The average person is either moral or immoral and the

screen would have no serious effect despite what some people would have you believe."

{Continued on Page 8)

Report May Recommend
Right-to-Buy and End

of Block Booking
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Recommendations

for reopening the motion picture
code, proposing the elimination of
block booking and inserting of a
right-to-buy clause, is understood
contained in the report of the Na-
tional Recovery Review Board, ex-
pected to be transmitted by Clarence
Darrow, its chairman, to the White
House today or tomorrow.
The report is also understood to

embrace *> nroppsal for broadening
.(Continued on .

Page 8)

PARAMOUNT DROPPING

TWO-REEL SUBJEGT

Reducing its short subject pro-
gram from 125 to 100 pictures,.

Paramount will abandon two-reel-
ers in its 1934-35 releases, confining
its schedule to single reelers.

The lineup is as follows: 26 Para-
mount Varieties, 18 Paramount

{Continued on Page 10)

Grosses in Boston Area
25% Better, Says Rifkin

Theater grosses in the Boston ter-

ritory are approximately 25 per
cent better than a year ago, accord-
ing to Herman Rifkin, Monogram-
franchise holder in that city. De-
claring that even more New Eng-
land houses are adopting double fea-

{Continucd on Page 10)

5-Srar System in New Orleans

New Orleans—The star system in

reviewing pictures has been adopted by

the "New Orleans Item," using tiv»

stars. First to get the five-star rating

was "Rothschild." Six different r--

viewers, doubling from their regir r

reporting jobs, were used to cover th>

current week's openings, with ever/

man getting a by-line on his revie '.
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Federation Issues Brochure on Double Features

A brochure entitled "The Public Decides." giving data on double features and
containing, among other things, an article headed "The Truth About Double Fea-

tures," by Edward Golden, was issued yesterday by the Federation of the Motion
Picture Industry. A, good part of the space in the booklet is devoted to photos of

mjiquees showing dual bills.

60 First-Run Openings
Set on "20th Century"

Columbia's "Twentieth Century"
has been booked for immediate
showings in 60 first-run houses with

about 20 pre-release presentations.

Following yestercay's opening at

the Radio City Music Hall, dates are

set as follows

:

Albee, Providence; Palace, Rochester;
Keith's. Syracuse; Palace, Chicago; Palace.

Columbus; Palace. Cleveland; Fox. Detroit;

Keitli'> Washington; Hippodrome, Baltimore;

Capitol, Miami.
Other showings immediately following in-

clude Golden (iate, San Francisco; Orpheum.
New Orleans; Palace, Cincinnati; Iowa,

Cedar Kapids; Orpheum, Minneapolis; Or-

pheum. St. Paul; Brandeis. Omaha; Or-

pheum, Sioux City; Empire. Birmingham;
Palace. Newark; Keith's, Boston; Keith'-

Lowell; Spensley, Dubuque; Loew's. Hart-

ford; Washington. Michigan; Orpheum.
Davenport: RKO. Los Angeles; Brown.

Louisville; St. Louis. St. Louis; Lincoln,

Trenton; ('.rand. Evansville; Orpheum. Des
Moines; Mainstreet. Kansas City.

Chinese Studios to Make
24 to 30 Films This Year
Between 24 and 30 talking fea-

tures will be turned out by the two
Chinese major studios during the

new year, according to Alexander
Kisel, United Artists manager for

China, who is in New York for home
office conferences. A few silents are

still being made in that country,

he said. Approximately 100 houses

are now wired for sound, stated

Kisel. Theater construction is prac-

tically nil, with only several houses
being built at present.

Future of Fox Met. Houses
Will Be Decided in Month
Future of Fox Metropolitan The-

aters, now in receivership, is ex-

pected to be determined in about a

month by Judge Mack in the U. S.

District Court. New York. In addi-

tion to the Warner proposal for tak-

ing,' over the theaters, which num-
ber approximately 116, new deals

have been offered by their present

operators, Skouras Theaters, Rand-

force and Manhattan Playhouses.

Sells Bob Steele Series
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Supreme Pictures

has sold Coonerative Film Exchange
the California rights to the entire

series of eight Bob Steele pictures.

Initial subject will be "Texas

Troublemaker," with Robert F. Hill

directing.

Amity Gets 8 World Wide Films

In a deal with E. W. Hammons
and Fox, Amity Pictures has ac-

quired eight more World Wide fea-

tures formerly released through

Pox. They include Conrad Nagsi

in "The Man Called Back," Ken
Mavnanl in "Hell Fire Austin," and

six' Bob Steele westerns, entitled

"South of the Santa Fe." "Law ot

the West," "Riders of the Desert,"

"Man from Hell's Edges," "Son of

Oklahoma" and "Texas Bud.ies."

Circuit Theater Operation
Defended by H. B. Franklin

Taking issue with David Chatkin
and Lee Goldberg, who attacked
circuit theater operation while he

was abroad, Harold B. Franklin yes-

terday issued a statement citing fig-

ures to prove that circuit operation

can be successful if dominated by
showmen instead of "by corporate

and accounting influences."

All classes of organizations suf-

fered during the depression, and
now that improvement is under way
the theater circuits are getting their

share, said Franklin. Efficient op-

eration, whether circuit or other-

wise, is what makes success, he de-

clared.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

May 12-13: Allied States Association lead
ers' meeting, Congress Hotel. Chicago.

May 14: Golf Tournament tor benefit of Caro-
lina film needy, Carolina Golf Course,
Charlotte.

May 18: Allied States Ass'n regional confer-
ence, in conjunction with meeting of Al-
lied Theater Owners of New York, Syracuse,

May 19: Cincinnati Variety Club Dinner and
Charity Ball, Nctherland-Plaza Hotel, Cin-
cinnati.

May 26: Monogram regional sales meeting
Salt Lake City.

May 26-28: Fourth Annual Convention of In-

dependent Theater Supply Dealers Ass'n

Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

May 31 -June 2: fox Film annual sales con-

vention, New York.

Three-Color System for Features

Technicolor states that its new
three-color system will be used in

between two and four features be-

fore the first of 1935. The new
process has been principally demon-
strated in shorts up to the present

time. Dr. Herbert Kalmus, presi-

dent of Technicolor, arrives in New
York next week from the Coast.

Previews of French Pictures

A preview of a French feature.

"Le Coeur de Paris," and a short.

"Angola Pulman," will be held at

2:30 p. m. today aboard the He de

France through arrangement by
John S. Tapernoux. At 8 o'clock

tonight, also aboard the He de

France, there will be another show-
ing of a French feature, "L'Agonie
des Aigles," and a short, "Ilha."

Newcomer With Barrymore

Barbara Robbins, young Broad-

way actress who left yesterday for

the coast under contract to RKO.
will make her film debut opposite

John Barrymore in "Hat, Coat and

Glove."

'.Matin"; Time' Renamed 'Flirtation'

Salient Pictures has changed the

title of "Mating Time" to "Flirta-

tion.'" The picture is being released

by J. I).' Trop.

Educ. Comedy for RKO Circuit

"The Big Meow," Educational

Tom Howard comedy, has been

booked to play over the entire RKO
Metropolitan Circuit starting May
12. Two Educational subjects,

"Tfavell'ng the Road" and "Bosom
Friends," are currently at the

Radio City Music Hall.

Trans-Lux Corp. Moving to R. C

Trans - Lux Daylight Pictures

Screen Corp. has leased space in

the RKO building at Radio City.
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%NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW
50-STATION TRANSCONTINENT BROADCAST over Columbia net-

work tonight will feature '20 Million Sweethearts' as 'Picture of the Week'

(left), as Warners' new idea in musicals holds over in N. Y. and Philly,

tops 'Wonder Bar' in Washington and Hartford in first week of release.

^anized labor

CALL OF THE WILD Frink family due for initial hearing on Mayl9th when

Warners will release the pride of their comedy line-up, 'The Merry Frinks.'

'DU BARRY' COMPLETED.
(Right) Filming of sumptuous Ver-

sailles fete marks production 'finis

toWarnertale of daring French en-

chantress starring Dolores Del Rio.

TEMPTING TRIO of eye-filling femininity are fashion-setting

Kay Francis, Jean Muir and Verree Teasdale (below), cast

together in 'Dr. Monica,' Warners' dramatic special now
en route to Eastern preview. Warren William is male lead.

s

::

VETERAN HIT-MAKER is Sweethearts'

director Ray Enright, awarded new con-

tract on anniversary of his twelfth Warner

year. 'Dames'*and 'Circus Clown'°are next.

*A Warner Bros. Picture °A First National Picture Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

'SWEET ADELINE' BOUGHT. Famed Hammer-

stein-Kern musicomedy added to Warner pro-

gram of monster melody shows for next season.
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TIMELY TOPICS
Moviegoing Tastes
Tend Toward Realism

TPHE motion picture is an art

conceived, inherent and ex-

pressive of the public at large.

As entertainment, and consid-

ered purely as entertainment,
the trend of events, the tide of

popular opinion, the mold of

aggregate taste is irrevocably

and indelibly projected on the

mercurial screen. It is an ever-

changing record of mass psy-
chology, truly, and as neat an
electrocardiogram of the heart-

beat of Americana as one is apt
to get of that elusive genus.

The 1934 caliber of movie-go-
ing taste may be collectively

labeled "Realism." Now real-

ism has always, by some queer
mental mirage, come masque-
rading to our senses as "stark
realism," the realism of Knut
Hamsun's "Hunger" or that of

the U.S.S.R. releases teeming
with unalleviated, harrowing in-

cident and with none of that
magic unguent of Hollywood

—

the unfailing "comedy relief."

Yet, let us be fair, the cinema
has gone a long way from the
Pollyana stories of a score of

years ago, when any formula of

the scenario deviating from the

triangle was swift, ruthless

suicide, excluding, as one must
always, the exceptions which
proved that rule—"The Birth of

a Nation" and "Intolerance" of

that cherubic period. Yet, if one
breaks down and confesses to a

remembrance of fifteen or six-

teen years ago, immediately is

recalled the bathtub idyls of De-
Mille, the chaise longue duets of

Theda Bara and the great sex
dramas which, in one great leav-

ening, involved everyone from
Mary Pickford, with her long
yellow curls, to Pola Negri, dark
and mysterious. . . . Realism, as

the dictionary has it, is "in lit-

erature and art, the principle of

depicting persons and scenes as
they exist, without any attempt
at idealization." If the past
four years have done no more
for the movies than to kill off

the whole royal cinema fam-
ily from Daddy Babbitt down
to little Pollyanna herself, the
step is certainly five thousand
light years nearer to adultism.

—Helen Harrison
in "Debate".

Newsreels to Aid NRA
Indicating a desire on the part of

the industry to further cooperate with
the Administration, representatives of
the newsreel companies and of the NRA
have been conferring on ways and
means of "covering" NRA activities via

the cameras and microphones. Con-
sensus of opinion was that the news-
reels will help publicize the NRA with
sequences which contain re-al news
value.

PIA ITY\
PHIL M. DALY

• • • THE AMPA luncheon at the Motion Picture Club
did turnaway biz they couldn't crowd any more tables into
the lounge room with 150 already seated and waiting for
the show to begin looks as if the major execs will have
to hire AMPA to ballyhoo their Broadway Emp-ty-oriums
the luncheon was the only show on the Main Drag playing to
a crowded matinee

T T T
• • • IT TURNED out to be a riotous Ribbing Party

it started with Prexy Bill Ferguson heaping hallelujahs
on the head of his boss Howard Dietz the first Guest
Chairman or was that part of the ribbing? (must
make a note to ask Bill if he was kidding Howard, and also ask
Howard if he believes Bill believes he was kidding him)
assume the last surmise to be correct for Mister Dietz's
first remark as he arose when Fergie subsided exhausted from
heavy adjectives praising him was "His salary stays the
same." just one Scotchman to another

T T
• • • IT WAS a nice thought opined Mister Dietz
that if Prexy Fergie kept up the good work there would
be some advertising and publicity men at these AMPA meet
ings eventually "I knew the day would come when I would
be working for Billy Ferguson," he said well, that was the
main idea in having these Guest Conductors so the Prexy
could loaf Mister Dietz gave his views on Hollywood
showing how scenarios are really written then he intro-

duced Joe Penner as the gent who gets 10 grand a week for

trying to sell a duck Joe said he felt right at home with
the AMPA gang "I used to manage an A. 'n P.A. store."

• • • WHEN IT came time to introduce Milton Berle
the Guest Chairman said he had done a lot to help the

picture biz "After Berle appeared at the Palace, the very
next week they put in pictures." and was this Berle boy
brilliant! he stampeded the customers by ribbing a
lot of the gang present when he recognized Ed Edelson
and Ed stood up to say something, Milt said "Sit down,
you chump! D'ya want 'em to walk out on both of us?"
he referred to Si Seadler for his banquet wit at a recent func-
tion "I laughed so much I dropped my pencil and paper.''

the guy is a noted gag lifter and he brags about
it!

• • • IN THE midst of his talk the chimes rang on
the advertising clock en Broadway and Berle sez
"Who the 'ell do they think I am—Bert Williams?" he
excused himself for beinjr all tired out writing "Palooka" ads
for which Hal Home took all the credit Referring to the
Hitler pix at the Mayfair "You think Hitler's mad? Huh,
you should see the picture!" the other week Milt said the
Mayfair played "Beggars In Ermine" with a ballyhoo out
front of a blind beggar with a sign tieing him up to the pix

he got so many coins from the sympathetic public he
threw the sign away the second day and went into bizness on
his own the next day Walter Reade, the theater owner,
took his place the guy was making more than the B. O.

now we are wondering why Milt Berle isn't doinjj

his stuff on the nation's screens if he can make Pressageys
lautfh why not the Public?

T T T
• • • A GRAND luncheon for which Prexy Fergu-
son gets an ovation they said he couldn't top his last

week's shindig but he did Sam Eckman of London
Metro office was on the dais Jerome and Ryan entertained
during the lunch with banjo and guitar also Edith Mur-
ray with songs and Marian Nichols ditto next week
Fergie announced another Knockout Program . Max Baer,
Jack Lait, Armand Denis a Stag Affair it's gotta be

with that Rabelaisian Wit Denis

« « « » » »

EXPLOITETTES
Radio Ticup Smashes
"Wonder Bar" Across
AS part of an intensive and

thorough campaign which
Frank LaFalce, Warner ex-
ploiteer in the Washington, D.
C, territories, pulled on the
opening of "Wonder Bar" at
the Earle theater, two ra-
dio tieups stood out. LaFalce
made effective use of the great
drawing power that Dick Pow-
ell and Al Jolson have devel-
oped. He contacted the P. Loril-
lard Tobacco Co. on whose Old
Gold program Dick Powell has
been starring. They arranged
for the distribution of 1,000
window streamers in all sec-
tions of the city. In addition to
this, 200 excellent photographs
of Dick Powell were spotted in

windows of leading cigar and
drug stores. These carried
gummed sticker across the bot-
tom of the photo, calling atten-
tion to "Wonder Bar" and play-
date. Also LaFalce tied up
with Kraft Cheese on whose
radio hour Al Jolson is the star.

All local distributors were con-
tacted and window streamers
were distributed to 2,500 deli-

catessen and grocery stores
from whose windows streamers
were run one week prior to the
opening of the picture.—Earle, Washington, D. C.

# # #

Slogan Contest
Features "Riptide" Campaigr,
jy[ANAGER J. ARNOLD of

the Indiana theater, Terre
Haute, Ind., planted the slogan
contest in both the "Star" and
"Tribune" when "Riptide" was
scheduled to be .shown there.
Stills and stories were planted
with these papers. Radio Station
WBOW broadcast news flashes

each evening for a week in ad-
vance of the playdate. After
outlining the slogan contest, a
synopsis of the film was given
as well as a mention of cast
and playdate. The Allied Drug
Co., distributors of "Kerchiefs,"
a tissue handkerchief for women
tied up on a stunt in which they
packed 10,000 single kerchiefs
in special binders with the copy:
" 'Riptide'—when a woman loves

—she uses 'Kerchiefs' to bright-
en up by l'emoving the old

make-up. See Norma Shearer,
the First Lady of the Screen, in

'Riptide.'
"

—Indiana, Terre Ilaule, Ind.

«

Columbia Sets May Releases

Columbia releases for this month
have been set as follows: May 11,

"Twentieth Century"; May 15, "Party's

Over"; May 19, "Most Precious Thing
in Life"; May 20, "Hell Bent For

Love." Other productions ready or

nearly ready for distribution will be
put out as follows: "Whom the Gods
Destroy"; "The Hell Cat." "Fire Pa-

trol" and "Black Moon."



Longmtmce CallforllCt^SMBfOM

Hello! . . • Comerford Theatres? . . •

Mr. Comerford ? . . . FOX salesmen re-

port that most exhibitors are plan-

ning extended time on "Stand Up and

Cheer" after hearing about its smash two



"swell picture . .
."

"surefire audience . .
."

"well-tailored for the talents

of Joan Crawford . .
."

"the stuff the fans cry for . .
."

"direction of Clarence Brown is

something to rave about . .

."

"John Meehan's dialogue expert

and amusing ..."

"a humdinger for the femme
patrons . .

."

that's what Hollywood Reporter
says about your next hig HIT!
as _^Ht LEO MARCHES ON!



vtvg
Lady" does it again ,

SADIE
McKEE

A CLARENCE
BROWN production

with FRANCHOT TONE • GENE
RAYMOND • EDWARD ARNOLD
ESTHER RALSTON • Based on
the daring Liberty Magazine

story -by VINA DELMAR
Produced by Lawrence Weingarten
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FILM CODE REOPENING

(Continued from Page 1)

the application of the 10 per cent
elimination provisions. Another im-
portant recommendation reported
incorporated in the document is a

plan for affording- relief to subse-
quent run houses under 600 seats
in larger cities.

Reports on eight codes, including
the motion picture code, are com-
pleted and about to be transmitted
to the President, Clarence Darrow,
Recovery Review Board chairman,
told newspapermen last night. The
e:'ght specific reports represent the
views and votes of five out of six

of the Board's members, Darrow
said, the dissenting member being
John F. Sinclair, New York attor-

ney, who has refused to sign the
board's report. Several weeks ago
it was rumored and learned he was
not in agreement with the board's
policies or methods of procedure.

Specific amendments to each of

the 8 codes have been drafted and
are included in the reports, Lowell
Mason, Review Board counsel, stat-

ed. These amendments were drawn
by the Board's legal division, Mason
said.

3 Mich. Houses Reopen
Detroit— Three upstate reopen-

ings were reported this week to the
Film Board of Trade. They include

the Lyric, St. Charles, opened by
P. H. Knoll; Paramount, Elk Rap-
ids, by E. C. Loomis, and New Bos-
ton, New Boston, by Edward Kittie.

Service Employe Checkup Starts

Checkup of service union em-
ployes in RKO Theaters, which had
been delayed, got under way yes-

terday. It is understood on good
authority that if the checkup is not
completed by Saturday the service

union will not wait to learn the re-

sults but will call a strike early
next week.

Richmond Sunday Test Case

Richmond—Another test case on
Sunday shows will be heard by Jus-
tice Folkes in Police Court next
Tuesday. It involves Loew's The-
ater, which gave a show for the Tu-
berculosis Ass'n. In a previous case,

the Byrd Theater was acquitted.

Indiana Indorsers Elect

Indianapolis—Mrs. David Ross
vas re-elected president of the In-

diana Indorsers of Photoplays at

iheir 19th annual election.

Another Kick on Assessment

Baltimore—A resolution by the M.
P. T. O. of Maryland. protesting
against the schedule of assessments
for financing the code machinery, has
been sent to John C. Flinn, secretary
of the Code Authority, by President
F. A. Hornig of the exhib unit.
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THE CRITICS' FORUM
(Continued from Page 1)

PROVIDES SAFETY VALVE

"The screen is the window through which

we look for vicarious experience," writes

Maurice- C. Tull of the "Kokomo Tribuns-

Dispatch." "We can look through the par-

lor window, the bedroom window, even the

bathroom window or down the coal chute.

The public has worn paths to certain win-

dows."

"Screen morals are as the mind of the

onlooker in substantially all cases—except, those

films that are dirty for dirt's sake," declares

W. E. J. Martin of the Buffalo "Courier-Ex-
press."

Several critics think sex is taken too seri-

ously by a small but loud section of the pub-

lic.

"Sex appeal will always predominate in movie

drawing power, while novels find a different

audience," says Bert W. Masterson of the

"Southeast Missourian," Cape Girardeau, Mo.

"I doubt if patronage would continue strong if

movie morals were actually elevated."

Louise Mace of the "Springfield Republican,"

believes that morals are not as intelligently

treated on the screen as on the stage or in

literature. In relation to life, she thinks

the perspective is wrong.

"Changing attitudes on the part of women

as well as men have so modified intolerance

of life in the raw that the screen, with few

exceptions, owes no one an apology as to

its morals," states Harold Day Valpey, "Daily

Evening Item," Lynn, Mass.

Lewis Jacobs rates film morals as infantile,

theater morals as adolescent and literature

as adult.

MODIFIED FOR CHILDREN

Pettersen Marzoni of the "Birmingham

News-Age-Herald" says screen morals are

"hyper-puritanical; based apparently on the

theory that children are the audiences, and

if not, pictures should be made with that

possibility in mind."

"Screen morals too damn high!" exclaims

C. Hal Nelson of the "Morning Star," Rock-

ford, III., while Frederick J. Topping of the

"Evansville Courier," Evansville, Ind., says

"screen morals seem to be on a par with the

most tawdry plays and current literature."

"Motion picture morals are usually arti-

ficial and prudish," declares Winfield W.
Durbin of the "Chronicle-Tribune," Marion,

Ind.

E. J. Macklin of the "News-Sun," Wauke-
gan, III., considers them "higher in a gen-

eral sense, but this effect is spoiled by a

tendency to be too preachy."

"The major moral theme of the screen

—

that virtue always triumphs over evil— is too

elementary," says Ted Wear ot the "Topeka
State Journal." "The showing of that evil

in detail is often more harmful than frank

handling of more 'daring' themes."

"Morals of a picture make no difference it

the job is well done; its sloppy work that

hurts," declares R. G. Miller of the "Daily

Oklahoman," Oklahoma City.

Alice E. Modes of the "Press Herald," Port-

land, Me., believes "the screen morals are too

indulgent. There is too much white-washing.

Too much savoir faire. Not enough ration-

alism or realism."

"If you mean glossing over 'the facts of

life,' the screen reveals more fastidious morals;

if morality on the basis of character-build-

ing, it is definitely lower," is the opinion of

Dawn O'Dea of the "Milwaukee Sentinel."

Edwin Schallert of the "Los Angeles Times"

does not think ttnt the films are reflecting

the better phases of life at all times today."

"Cheapness of story material and silly sex

angles for box-office bait keeps the screen

standaid down, but better than current litera-

ture and even every day life," says Walter D.

Hickman of the "Indianapolis Times."

EFFECTS OF CENSORSHIP

"Censor boards force the films to address

themselves to the criminally predisposed, rather

than to normal intelligence," Frank Daniel

of the "Atlanta Journal" charges.

Kate Cameron of the New York "Daily

News" remarks that "because of the strict

censorship maintained over films the moral

tone of pictures is necessarily higher than

that of stage and current fiction."

"Incompetent censors who have been muti-

lating many films with the slightest sex in-

terests and permitting really injurious films

to come to the screen are creating a sad

situation," Will Baltin of the New Bruns-

wick, N. J., "Daily Home News and Sunday

Times," comments. "The morals of the

screen have not been made higher by these

alleged censors, but lowered instead."

Charles J. Neugebauer of the "Daily Min-

ing Journal," Ishpeming, Mich., writes: "The
moral tone of the screen shows a tendency

to be righting itself in a fairly direct ratio

to a saner view of sex in everyday life. Litera-

ture and the stage enjoy greater freedom of

expression and consequently are able to give

a more frank treatment to moral questions.

The muddled attempts by the screen to at-

tain this same end by suggestivity, while

trying to escape more rigid censorship bar-

riers, have had the effect of distorting sub-

ject matter and resulted in many a maudlin

picture being produced during the last few
years."

ADVERTISING IS OFFENDER

Some critics remarked that the sensation-

alizing of Hollywood divorces by the news-

papers has a tendency to reflect unjustly on

screen morals in general, and George McCann
of the Elmira, N. Y., "Star-Gazette" says

"the principal infractions are in the advertis-

ing."

"The current film is preoccupied with amours

to a nauseating extent; the stage and current

literature have, at least, greater variety ot

thematic material," declares Max Sien of the

"Cincinnati Post."

L. Riggs of the Decatur Newspapers, Inc.,

Decatur, III., says "the screen does not glorify,

or cause immorality, but it does dull our

feeling against immorality by presenting favor-

ite stars with lax morals."

"I think any representation untrue to life

is immoral," states A. B. Bernd ot the
"Macon Telegraph," Macon, Ga.
"The screen, when it is dirty, is so in a

smirking and dishonest way, with the excep-
tion of Mae West's art," says John Alden of
the "Minneapolis Tribune," "Compared to
the ginny type of literature now being purveyed
and to most of the stage drama, the screen
is as moral as a camp meeting."

Harold L. Cail of the "Portland Evenin?
News," Portland, Me., believes the films have
gone the limit in recent months in suggestive-
ness, but adds that he has "never believed
that films seriously affect morals."

Welford Beaton opines that the only way
the screen may be prosperous is by pro-
viding entertainment for the whole family,

and that means absolutely clean pictures.

Tomorrow's analysis will deal with mo-
tion picture publicity matter.

NEILAGNEW APPOINTED

PARA, SALES MANAGER

(Continued from Page 1)

Regan, Chicago district manager,
believed to be among the possibili-

ties.

With the promotion of Agnew, it

is understood that Schaefer will take
greater interest in theater depart-
ment affairs. Ralph A. Kohn, who
headed the theaters, resigned Tues-
day.

Detroit Notes
Detroit—A. C. Cherteon, new fig-

ure in show business, has leased the
Library from William Slocum.

Stefan Kulinski, former owner of

the Park, Frontenanc and Farnum,
is dead.
Henry S. Koppin has been named

house manager of the Uptown by
Lew Wisper and Frank Wetsman,
new owners. Koppin is the son of

the president of Woodward Theater
Co.
Victor Petriks has become a part-

ner in the Casino with George Tatu,
taking over the interest of George
Flucksa, who now runs the Cameo.
Bob Gary, ten years with Publix,

is assuming Sam Rubin's work as

assistant director of publicity for
Detroit United Theaters.

Goldberg, Applebaum & Evans of

Chicago will reopen the Mayfair,
according to Lew Kane, former
manager.
Arthur D. Baehr has sold his in-

terest in the Cooley to Alvin Tucker.
Baehr now has the Art.

Castle Makes Film for HI. Central

A two-reel picture, entitled "Chi-
cago," has been made by Castle
Films for the Ilinois Central Rail-
road to be used in selling Chicago
and the Century of Progress to

prospective visitors throughout the
country.

Cagney-BIondell Film for Strand

Warner's "He Was Her Man,"
with James Cagney and Joan Blon-
dell, follows "20 Million Sweet-
hearts" at the Strand in about two
weeks.

"Viva Villa" Ending 2-a-Day Run
M-G-M's "Viva Villa" will end

its Broadway two-a-day run at the
Criterion on Sunday.

Newsreel Offers Dillinger Reward

Universal Newsreel yesterday of-

fered a $5,000 reward for the cap-

ture of John Dillinger.

Board Meeting Postponed

Meeting of the New York zoning

and clearance board scheduled for yes-

terday was deferred until next Thurs-

day at 10:30 a.m. at the board's new
offices, 1560 Broadway. The board

will immediately consider complaints

filed in connection with the existing

clearance system.
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John Barrymore in

"TWENTIETH CENTURY"
with Carole Lombard, Walter Connolly,

Roscoe Kams
Columbia 91 mins.

GRAND ENTERTAINMENT, ADULT IN

VEIN BUT WITH WIDE ENOUGH AP-

PEAL TO MAKE IT A BOX-OFFICE
PUSHOVER.

Besides being refreshingly off the beaten

path in the way of satirical comedies, this

adaptation of the Broadway play has the

value of the biggest and most versatile

performance ever given by John Barrymore

in the role of a mad-genius Broadway pro-

ducer who does a Svengali with Carole

Lombard. He runs a gamut of histrionics

such as has never been crowded into one

performance. Though Barrymore's work

is enough to make the picture, there are

other choice morsels, including hilarious

situations, nifty dialogue, swell supporting

work by Miss Lombard, Walter Connolly

and Rcscoe Karns, and plenty of action.

It is one of those rare combinations of

elements that makes you forget the story

itself, which tells how Barrymore converts

Carole from a raw stagestruck girl into the

star of the day, loses her because of his

jealous hounding, becomes a failure, while

Carole goes to Hollywood and clicks in

films, meets her again on the 20th Cen-

tury, and resorts to more of his wily work

to get her back.

Cast: John Barrymore, Carole Lombard,

Walter Connolly, Roscoe Karns, Charles

Levison, Etienne Girardot, Dale Fuller,

Ralph Forbes, Billie Seward, Clifford Thomp-
son, James P. Burtis, Gi-Gi Parrish, Edgar

Kennedy.

Director, Howard Hawks; Authors,

Charles MacArthur, Ben Hecht, Charles

Milholland; Adaptors, Charles MacArthur,

Ben Hecht; Cameraman, Joseph August;

Recording Engineer, Edward Bernds; Edi-

tor, Gene Havlick.

Direction, Smash Photography, Fine.

Ronald Colman in

"BULLDOG DRUMMOND
STRIKES BACK"

with Loretta Young, Charles Butterworth,

Warner Oland

United Artists-20th Century

Time, not set

EXCELLENT ENTERTAINMENT FOR

ALL IN STORY THAT COMBINES MUR-

DER MELODRAMA WITH PLENTY OF

COMEDY.

This is a fitting vehicle for Ronald Col-

man's return to the screen. It is an ideal

mixture of comedy and melodrama, with

Colman enjoying the adventure of solving

a murder and winning decorative Loretta

Young, niece of the murdered man. The

picture should please every type of audi-

ence. Charles Butterworth has his most

important role to date and is surefire for

comedy. Una Merkel, C. Aubrey Smith,

E. E. Clive and Halliwell Hobbes also are

among the funmakers. Warner Oland,

expert in screen villainy, was never more

sinister. All of the action occurs in one

night, and there is plenty action. Direc-

tion by Roy Del Ruth is excellent. Bows

are due Nunnally Johnson for his spright-

ly dialogue, and to Peverell Marley for

the photography.

Cast: Ronald Colman, Loretta Young,

Charles Butterworth, Una Merkel, C. Aub-

rey Smith, E. E. Clive, Halliwell Hobbes,

Warner Oland, Kathleen Burke, Arthur

Hohl, George Regas, Ethel Griffies, Mischa
A.uer, Douglas Gerrard.

Director, Roy Del Ruth; Author, H. C
McNeil; Adaptor, Nunnally Johnson; Dia-

logues Nunnally Johnson; Cameraman,

Peverell Marley; Editor, Allen McNeill.

Direction, Fine Photography, A-l.

Short Subjects
"Oxford"

Gaumont-British 10 mins.
Interesting

This Historic university in Eng-
land is presented in fine photogra-
phic review, all the various historic

buildings being shown in closeup.

The narration that accompanies it

is very interesting, giving short ac-

counts of the various old buildings
and the famous British men who re-

ceived their education there down
through the years. It could have
been made far more entertaining
with more of the human touch,

showing students at their various
activities, especially the famous Ox-
ford sports. But even as it is the
film will hold a wide appeal to the
student element in this country and
others who are interested in this

historic university.

"The New Highway"

Gaumont-British 10 mins
British Airport

Very well executed presentation

of the famous British airport at

Croydon, showing the immense pos-
senger planes arriving and depart-
ing for the Continent. The system
whereby they run on railroad sched-

ule is graphically shown, each step

of the trip being presented in a very
showmanship manner. The system
of radio control and communication
will be a revelation to most Ameri-
cans. The British air system will

be an eye-opener to most people

over on this side. Splendid narra-
tion helps the scenes a lot.

Kandel to Start Features
M. J. Kandel, president of Ideal

Pictures, will leave for the coast in

about two weeks to arrange for pro-

duction of six feature-length melo-

dramas, he told Film Daily yes-

terday. Ideal now has set for dis-

tribution a three-reel adventure film

"River of Death," with Aloha Wan-
derwell; "Golden Ghost," a three-

reeler on gold-mining, and "Hold

That Wild Boar," two-reeler.

ZaSu Pitts and Slim Summerville in

"LOVE BIRDS"

Universal 61 mins.

LAUGH-PACKED YARN OF REALTY

GYP AND GOLD RUSH ON DESERT

RANCH.

This is a laugh riot for Pitts-Summer-

ville fans and a pleasing entertainment

for anybody's money. Summerville is an

attendant at a chicken market whose hens

get loose, fly into the classroom where ZaSu

Pitts is the teacher and result in a scene

that brings her dismissal. In the chickey

chase Slim drops a folder describing the

peace and quiet of a desert ranch, which

ZaSu purchases. Slim, who also got fired,

is sold the same ranch and arrives there

just after ZaSu and her scripture-quoting

young nephew have retired for the night.

An amusing ghost scene follows and then

a squabble over who owns the ranch. A

prospector happens by, quarrels with Slim

and knocks out his gold inlay. He starts

a gold rush just as Slim and ZaSu are

about to leave because there is no water.

Then the realty tricksters arrive and buy

back the place from ZaSu and Summerville

just as the gold hoax is exposed.

Cast:, Slim Summerville, ZaSu Pitts,

Mickey Rconey, Fred Burton, Emmett Vo-
gan, Dorothy Christy, Maude Eburne, Hugh
Enfield, Art Stone, Evelyn Mandell, Ger-
trude Short, Clarence Wilson.

Director, William Seiter; Authors, Clar-

ence Marks and Dale Van Every; Record-
ing Engineer, Gilbert Kurland; Cameraman,
Norbert Brodine; Film Editor, Clarence
Wilson.

Direction, First-Rate. Photography, Gocd.

"ORDERS IS ORDERS"
with James Gleason, Charlotte Greenwood
Gaumont-British 62 mins.

NIFTY COMEDY WITH FAST PACE

PUTS OVER AMERICAN SLANG IN BRIT-

ISH SOLDIER SETTING.

A very clever comedy idea was played

to the hilt with Jimmy Gleason and Char-

lotte Greenwood as an American director

and his assistant making a picture in a

British army barracks with hilarious con-

sequences. Cyril Maude plays the part of

the Colonel in command of the barracks

from whom Gleason tries to get permis-
sion to make an army picture on the prem-
ises. He fails, till Charlotte Greenwood
exercises her feminine wiles. The Colonel
thinks they only want to work a few hours.

He is horrified when he comes back from
his week-end trip to find the American
company has practically taken over the

extensive barracks and turned it into a

Hollywood studio. The comedy situations

are rollicking and even riotous. Jimmy
Gleascn's slang has to be interpreted to

the Colonel through the English author
whose script Jimmy doesn't use at all.

Here at last is a British production that

follows the Hollywood tempo and style,

and spoofs both the American picture pro-

ducing methods and the dignified British

military system. Should go good in any
American house with the two American
comedy leads and the brilliant work of

Cyril Maude.

Cast: Charlotte Greenwood, James
Gleason, Cyril Maude, Finlay Currie, Percy
Parsons, Cedric Hardwicke, Donald Cal-

throp, Ian Hunter, Jane Carr.

Director, Walter Forde; Authors, Ian

Hunter, Anthony Armstrong; Cameraman,
Gien MacWilliams.

Direction, Good. Photography, Excellent.

Coming and Going
O. P. HEGGIE, signed by Reliance for

"Count of Monte Cristo," leaves New York to-
day by plane for the coast.

DAVID 0. SELZNICK, GEORGE CUKOR and
CHARLES FARRELL sail tonight on the Majes-
tic for Europe.

KATHARINE HEPBURN, in a sudden change
of plans, flew to New York from Florida last

licht to discuss some contract matters with
RKO.

BENNY RUBIN is back in New York at the
St. Moritz.

ARNOLD ALBERT left last night for Buffalo

to handle special exploitation on the oponing

of Warner's "20 Million Sweethearts."

IRENE DUNNE has left for the coast to

start work at RKO in "Age of Innocence."

M. F. LEOPOLD of the Motion Picture divi-

sion, Bureau of Mines, Washington, is ir

New York discussing proposals for a serie"

of films depicting Government activities.

DR. HERBERT KALMUS, head of Techni-

color, arrives in New York next week from

the Coast.

C. C. PETTIJOHN and ROY NORR have gon2

to Louisville.

ARCHIE MAYO leaves New York on Mon-
day for the Coast.

ALEXANDER KRISEL is in New York from
Shanghai.

HERMAN RIFKIN returned to Boston last
night after a visit to New York.

LUPE VELEZ and JOHNNY WEISSMULLER
are en route to New York.

ANYA TARANDA. Earl Carroll beauty, re-

turns tomorrow from the coast, where she
:ppeared in Paramount's "Murder at the Vani-
ties," to arrange for her marriage to Harold
Arlen. She retuns to Hollywood in June to
resume screen work.

GEORGE BATCHELLER, president of Chester-
field, and MAURY M. COHEN, president of

Invincible, will arrive in New York from th;

coast on May 28.

GUY LOMBARDO and his Royal Canadians,

having completed work in Paramount's pro-

duction of "Many Happy Returns," will return

east shortly.

CHARLES LAUGHTON sails from England

May 5 en route to the Coast to work for

M-G-M.

FELIX FERRY, producer of the "Monte Carlo

Follies" in London and Monte Carlo, arrives

in New York in three weeks en route to

Hollywood, where he may enter a picture

deal. While in New York he will engage

artists for his foreign revues.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
RELIANCE has signed Sidney

Blaekmer and 0. P. Heggie for

"Count of Monte Cristo," which Ed-
ward Small is making for U. A.
Heggie is coming from New York.

T T

Kay Francis will next appear in

"Dr. Monica," instead of "When To-
morrow Comes," for Warners. War-
ren William, Jean Muir and Verree
Teasdale will be in the same cast.

T T T

Mae West has bought "Me and
the King" as her next Paramount
picture after "Queen of Sheba," by
David Boehm.

T T T

Frank Tuttle has been signed by
Paramount to direct "Ladies Should
Listen," by Alfred Savoir and Guy
Bolton, with Cary Grant, Edward
Everett Horton and Gertrude
Michael. Screen play is by Claude
Binyon and Frank Butler.

T T

Isabel Jewell, on completing hex
featured role in "Here Comes The
Groom," for Paramount, will have
the choice of two other featured
roles from which to choose, one for
RKO and one for Universal.

T T T

The first automobile ever pur-
chased by Irving Pichel, a 1912
model, is still the property of the
actor. For the past five years
Pichel has been renting this relic

to studios and it has paid for it-

self many times over during this

period.

T T T
When J. Walter Ruben returns to

RKO studios in Hollywood, he will

bring with him three stories which
he unearthed in a small book store

in London. Ruben is there now, di-

recting "Java Head" for Associated
Talking Pictures.AAA
"Once To Every Bachelor" has

been selected as the title of the fifth

picture on Liberty's program for
1934-35, replacing the tentative
title, "Strange Honeymoon." Cast
is headed by Marian Nixon, Neil
Hamilton and Aileen Pringle.

T T T

Miriam Hopkins' broken ankle
will r.elay Paramount's "She Loves
Me Not" for 14 days. Bing Crosby
has the male lead in the picture.

T T T
"Green Eyes," which completes

the 1933-34 Chesterfield schedule,
goes into work today at Universal
studio. Cast includes Chas. Star-

Brendel in Vita. Shorts

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — El Brendel has been

signed to star in two Vitaphone two-
reel Technicolor musical comedies to

be made at the Burbank studios. Phil

Regan, radio tenor, will co-star with
Brendel. Ralph Staub will direct.

rett, Shirley Grey, Wm. Bakewell.
Dorothy Revier and John Wray.

CAST ASSIGNMENTS
PARAMOUNT: Henry Kolker for 'She Loves

'Her Mas-
tor "The
Beranger,

"Kiss and

Me Not"; Elizabeth Patterson for

ter's Voice"; Raymond WaJburn
Great Flirtation"; George (Andre)
Chick Collins, John Sinclair for
Make Up"; Sidney Toler, James Burtis, Ward
Bond, James Farley. Ernest Adams, Edward
Sturgis, for "Here Comes the Groom."
WARNER: Phil Regan, Joseph Cawthorn for

"Housewife"; John Eldredge for "Big-Hearted
Herbert"; Phillip Reed, Arthur Aylesworth
Hobart Cavanaugh for "Dragon Murder Case."
RKO: Helen Vinson, Bruce Cabot for "After-

wards."
COLUMBIA: Lillian West, Arnold Korff tor

"Black Moon"; Symona Bonniface, Joe Mack.
Walter Thiele for "One Night of Love"; Nick
Copeland, Robert Kortman for "The Fire

Patrol."

FOX: Spencer Charters, Mathilde Comont tor

"Caravan."
LIRERTY: Neil Hamilton for "Two Heads on

a Pillow."

NEWS OF THE DAY
West Springfield, Mass. — F. J.

Van Doren of Waterbury has con-
tracted for the immediate installa-

tion of Photophone High Fidelity
sound in his Majestic here.

Lancaster, O.—Harry Clifton has
reopened the Hippodrome under the
name of the Liberty. He also has
the Cliftona in Circleville.

Denver—W. B. Cook is now man-
aging the recently opened Vida the-

ater at Cripple Creek, Colo. M.
Robin has been made manager of

the Palm theater, Alamosa, succeed-

ing Chas. Ernst, who moves to Den-
ver to book for the three J. J. Good-
stein theaters in the state.

Annual Health Campaign Under Way
By RUTH R. MAIER

New York Tuberculosis and Health Association

THE motion picture industry has found a steady interest in educational films, par-

ticularly in short subjects. The New York Tuberculosis and Health Association also

recognizes the importance of educating the public, and, every year at this season con-

ducts a campaign to teach prevention and better control of tuberculosis. Sunshine,

fresh air, a well-regulated diet, exercise without over-fatigue, cleanliness and rest

—all of these play important roles in building up bodily resistance to the disease.

But the work of education does not end here. People who may already have the

disease must become cor.scious of it. Fatigue without apparent reason; loss of

appetite; loss of weight accompanied by loss of "pep"; a cough that hangs on; blood

spitting even the slightest of these symptoms may be a "trailer" announcing that

tuberculosis is due to play an early engagement in some human system.

Anyone suspicious of his condition shou'd have an immediate examination, including

X-ray by his family physician. If he cannot afford this, the New York Tuberculosis

and Health Association will be glad to arrange for it.. The Association maintains

a service for advice and information at its headquarters. 386 Fourth Avenue (CAIe-

donia 5-2240) which may be consulted without charge by anyone who has a health

problem.

Franklin, Selwyn Form
Frankwyn Productions

(Continued from Page 1)

less than two feature pictures for

Fox release. Several of the stage

productions will be presented in as-

sociation with Charles B. Cochran

of London. The first stage play will

be presented in August, with at

least one a month to follow.

Among properties already acquir-

ed by Frankwyn are "Nymph Er-

rant," a musical in which Gertrude

Lawrence will be starred; Bernard

Falk's "The Naked Lady," based on

the life of Adele Isaacs Menken,

which will also be produced as a pic-

ture; a dramatization of Ward
Greene's novel, "Cora Potts," being

dramatized by A. E. Thomas; Noel

Coward's "Conversation Piece";

"Escape Me Never," starring Elisa-

beth Bergner, which also will be

produced as a picture, and "Old
Folks at Home." The company will

also bring to this country Lucienne
Poyer, Parisian music hall artiste,

who will be presented in a novel
revue. Before starting actual pro-
duction Franklin plans to make an
automobile tour of the country.

Paramount Is Dropping
Its Two-Reel Subjects

(Continued from Page 1)

Headliners, 13 Grantland Rice Sport-

lights; 13 Paramount Pictorials; 12

Popeye the Sailors; 12 Betty Boops

and six Color Classics, in addition

to the regular issues of the Para-

mount News.

Grosses in Boston Area
25% Better, Says Rifkin

(Continued from Page 1)
'

ture bills, he pointed out that the

RKO Boston has discarded its pol-

icy of pictures and vaudeville for

duals. Rifkin returned to Boston

last night.

Fined for Sunday Show

Washington, Pa. — The manager
and six employes of the State, War-
ner house, were fined $56 for giv-

ing a show on Sunday. An educa-

tional film was screened. No formal

protest has been filed by the minis-

terial groups.

New Richmond House Opens

Richmond—The Carillon, newest
local theater, opened this week
with "Dancing Lady." It is one of

the Venetian Amusement Corp. cir-

cuits.

Roxbury, Mass.—W. B. Littlefield,

president of Egleston Amusement
Co., has arranged for installation
of Photophone High Fidelity sound
in the Egleston Theater.

Butler, Pa.—Harry Ganz of War-
ner's Philadelphia zone has been
transferred to the Pittsburgh ter-

ritory, where he succeeds George
Roberts.

Fond du Lac, Wis.—Alex Moffat,
for the past three years assistant
manager of Warner's Retlaw, has
left for Butte, Mont., where he has
joined Fox West Coast Theaters in

a similar capacity. The Retlaw
closed April 30 for an indefinite

period.

Green Bay, Wis. — Wisconsin)
Amusement Enterprises has closed

|

its Strand here.

Merrill, Mich. — Roy Debay has
bought the Merrill, only house here,
from Vincent Barkosko.

Grand Ledge, Mich.—Sun Theater
Co., has sold the Sun to Rowley
Phillips and Jessie C. Phillips.

Sherman, N. Y.—H. H. Wake ha]
bought the local theater from Fred
and Neil Russell.

Franklinville, N. Y.—The Adel-
phi, which was burned in February,
has reopened after repairs.

Defiance, D.—William A. Thom-
as of Auburn, Ind., has bought the
Valentine theater and Henry Hotel
at auction for $62,000. Equipment
in the Elite theater also was in-

cluded.

Greenport, L. I.—Joe Seider has
installed RCA Victor High Fidelity
sound in the Greenport, under the
management of Herman Ficken.

Wilkinsburg, Pa.—The Regal has
been equipped with a new RCA Vic
tor High Fidelity sound system by
Steve Dascalos of Swissvale.

Cynthiana, Ky. — Carle Rohs of

Rohs Theater and Marie Hummel
of Cincinnati were married last

week.

Cincinnati—Mike Frisch has been
added to the First Division sales

force.

Detroit Screen Supplement
Detroit — A 16-page "Screen and

Radio Weekly" is being put out by the

"Free Press." It is published with the

Sunday edition and sells separately for

a nickel. Idea may extend to other

cities.
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A Question . . . .

.

TARZAN
clicking —
whoopee!

MEN IN

WHITE"
is doing

jolly

-

by golly!

TO THE LADIES!
"Could French gowns ... rare perfumes...

sheer silken things . . . lure you away from a

magnificent man-mate like mine?

"Could you ever be interested only in men
of business'. . . after you'd heard HIS love call?

"Could you ever be coaxed back to civiliza-

tion ... as long as you had a bronzed mate
like this ... to kiss you awake at every dawn?

'1 have- to make my
decision before the

rescue party leaves.

What do YOU think

my answer* will be?"

Johnny

WEISSMULLER
The one and only Tarxan,

More thrilling than ever in a NEW and GREATER

TAR7AH
AND HIJMAT|
«,ith MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN

NEIL HAMILTON • PAUL CAVANAUGH
Directed by Cedric Gibbons • Produced by Bernard H. Hyman

A METRO-GOLDWYN-
MAYER PICTURE!

IIAjr, DO NOT CONFUSE,

Hill L THIS PICTURE-

I

with any other Tarzan picture you have r

ever seen. It is an entirely new, full-length M
feature picture. The greatest of them all! ATTACKED

BY LIONESS I

The gleaming
teeth of I

Marion Davies
and Gary Cooper
in "Operator 13"

HOLLYWOOD
PARTY_
THE THIN MAN
And the $2 HIT!

VIVA
VILLA!
.starring WALLACE

BEERY
AT POP. PRICES!

ABOVE: Showmanship in newspaper ads!

LEO MARCHES ON!



Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Dail y N ewspe p er

Of Mot i o n Pict ures
Now Sixt een Years Old
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Film PublicityWithNewsValue Preferred by Editors

JOHNSOfjEES MONOPOLY 'IN FILM PATENT POOLS

arners Believed Behind Dicker for Ochs Houses
Negotiations Viewed as

Part of Move for Big
New York Circuit

Further importance to the re-

ported formation of a Warner met-
ropolitan circuit of over 100 the-
aters was given yesterday through
an attempted acquisition of the four
Lee Ochs houses on upper Broad-
way. Although Si Fabian, who is

said to be acting for Warners in

the matter, did not open negotia-
tions with Ochs, two brokers have
already made offers for the houses
without naming the company behind
the offer. Ochs also holds an inter-

est in 12 Consolidated circuit the-

aters.

MORE HOUSES REOPEN

IN DENVER TERRITORY

By J. A. ROSE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Denver—A continuation of the-

ater reopenings is noted in this ter-

ritory. G. G. Harrington, formerly
at Hobbs, N. M., and Myrtle, Tex.,

has leased the Star, Estancia, and
(Continued on Page 3)

So. African Firms Merge
As Indie Film Importers
Johannesburg — British & Uni-

versal Pictures, Ltd., has merged
with Australian & American Film
Distributors of South Africa, adopt-
ing the new name of Independent
Film Distributors. The concern,
with initial capital of $100,000, will

import only independent product.

Testimonial to Schiller

Colonel E. A. Schiller, vice-president
in charge of Loew theater operations,

will be guest of honor at a testimonial
dinner Monday night in the Hotel
Warwick. The party is being tendered
by Loew executives to Schiller on the
eve of his departure for Hawaii.
Schiller recently recovered from a severe
illness.

CRITICS
1

pk -

i^-

FORUM
QUESTION NO. 3

What percentage of motion picture publicity do you use? What
type do you find most useful?

RESULTS OF CRITICS' REPLIES

Percentage used runs from nil in the magazines and small-town
papers, to 75 per cent in some big city papers. Material most

used is truthful personal facts with a timely news value.

IN QUERYING the motion picture editors on the publicity matter they receive, the

purpose was to get reactions that would be of mutual benefit to the film company
publicity departments, the newspapers to whom their releases are sent, and in turn

the exhibitors and fans. The replies have generously fulfilled this end.

Although the findings with respect to amount of publicity material used cannot
be struck into a generally applicable average, due to different requirements and condi-

tions on each newspaper, the overwhelming preference expressed for "timely news
stories," facts and "truthful personal items," is a piece of worthwhile guidance for

publicity writers.

While weekly and monthly magazines, outside of film fan publications, and news-
papers in the smaller towns use little or no movie press matter, the amount used by
papers in many of the larger cities is found to run from a fraction of 1 per cent to as

high as 75 per cent. This does not mean 75 per cent of the amount of copy, but that

percentage of the number of items. A good many of the film scribes remarked that

most publicity matter is too long. When written in an entertaining style, it has a

better chance, they also point out.

Among types of copy that is welcomed are: current news, informative, factual,

localized items, beauty advice, short personal star and cast bits, short intimate human
interest stories (not heart throbs or scandal), timely feature stories, personality sketches,

brief synopses of coming films, fashion notes, briefs about pictures in production, genu-

ine oddities, casting notes, occasional humorous and breezy items and special exclusive

stories.

Stuff that makes the wastebasket includes: far-fetched press agent dreams, high

pressure yarns, overstuffed hooey that can be smelled by the dumbest reader, blurbs

with too many adjectives, superlatives in general, incredible stories, what stars eat for

breakfast and almost any too long story that does not concern a personality in a cur-

rent film.

An unusual number of film editors said they had become so exasperated with

much of the film publicity that they ignore it all and take their copy from trade

papers where they know film news is fresh, "has been reduced to factual essence,"

and is "presented without prejudice." Some reviewers also use the trade paper reviews

as "news."

Likewise popular are the syndicated movie columns, because of their comparative

timeliness, and spot news stories that make the national press services.

Photographs and cartoons are used by most papers except those hampered by

space limitations.

A report on the most popular types of short subjects will appear Monday.

NRA Has No Control Over
Patents, Copyrights,
Says Administrator

In a speech broadcast over the
NBC network from Columbus last

night, defending charges that NRA
codes arc monopolistic or oppressive
to the little fellows, Administrator
Hugh S. Johnson referred to the
film code as the one exception. He
attributed this exception to statu-
tory patent pools and block book-
ing based on copyright laws.
"There is one qualification and

one exception to these general
statements," Johnson said. "The
qualification is that there are cases

(Continued on Page 3)

30 ALLIED LEADERS

ATTENDING CHI. MEET

Approximately 30 Allied leaders,

including national officers, regional
vice-presidents and chairmen of

regional committees^ will attend the
Allied conference at the Hotel Con-
gress, Chicago, May 12-13. In ad-

(Continued on Page 3)

Loew Cleveland Circuit

Reduced to Four Houses
Cleveland—Loew has relinquished

operation of the Alhambra, 1,300-

seat neighborhood house, to the
owners of the building. This re-

duces the local Loew circuit to four
theaters, the State, Stillman, Park
and Granada. At one time Loew
operated eleven picture houses in

Cleveland.

Grievance on Weather
New Orleans — The local grievance

board may hear some exchange squawks
shortly as the result of cold weather
which struck the state around the

end of the week. Three out-of-town
exhibs said it was too cold to open
and refused film shipments. Tempera-
ture never dropped below 50.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 5 43/4 43/4 + i/4

Columbia Picts. vtc. 283/g 28 28'/4 + 5/s

Con. Fm. Ind 4% 4% 4% +
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 163,4 16'/2 16'/2 —
East. Kodak 91 s/8 90% 91 % + 1

East. Kodak, pfd.. .140 140 140 +5
Fox Fm. "A" 16'/8 15Vi 15'/2 +
Loew's, Inc 33 32'/8 32'/4 +
Paramount ctfs 4Vi 4% 41/2 +
Pafhe Exch 3 3 3 +
do "A" 23 22 22'/8 +
RKO 31/4 3Vg 3i/4 +
Warner Bros 7 65/8 634 ...

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. vtc. 263^ 2634 2634 —
Technicolor 93/8 9'/4 9 1/4

—
Trpns-Lux 2'/8 2'/8 2'/8 . . .

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 lO'/j 10 10 —
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 9'/4 9'/4 9'/4 . . .

Loew 6s 41ww 101 1/4 101 1/4 101 '/4 ...

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 49y2 49 49'/2 + 1

Par. By. 5'/2s51.... 44 425/8 44 + 1

Par. 5'/2s50 ctfs. . 49 Vi 48% 49 Vz +
Warner's 6s39 62 61 '/2 62 +1

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para. Publix 4% 4 1/4 41/4 . .

.

Regular Metro-Goldwyn Dividend

Regular quarterly dividend of

\l lA cents has been declared on the

Metro-Goldwyn Pictures preferred

stock, payable June 15 to stock of

record May 25.

Lightman After Two Houses

Memphis—M. A. Lightman and as-

sociates are reported negotiating for

two houses in Jackson, Tenn. One is

the Hauber, owned by O. C. Hauber,
and the other is the new house built

by J. C. Felsenthal on the site of the

old State. Lightman already operates

the Paramount in that city.

Charge Unfair Protection
In N. Y. Board Complaint
Initial complaint to be heard by

the New York zoning and clearance
board is that filed by Fred V.
Greene, Jr., of Greene-Hugh The-
aters, Inc., operating the Washing-
ton in Washington, N. J., who
charges Paramount, M-G-M, War-
ner Bros, and Wilmer & Vincent
with unfair protection. The hear-
ing is scheduled for Monday before
the New Jersey advisory commit-
tee of the board at a session which
begins at 2:30 p. m.
The New York zoning advisory

committee has a meeting scheduled
for Monday morning at 10:30
o'clock. On Wednesday there is

scheduled tentatively a meeting of

the Brooklyn and Long Island ad-
visory committee, which convenes at

2:30 p. m. The zoning board it-

self meets Thursday at 10:30 a. m.
to study the records of the Greene
case, among other things.

At a meeting of the grievance
board Tuesday the complaint of Ja-
cob Rogowsky of the Sawpitts The-
aters Corp. against Universal, M-
G-M, Fox, Columbia, RKO, Skouras
Theaters, United Artists and War-
ner-First National will be heard. He
charges inability to buy film. A
second case on the calendar is that

brought by Howard Cullman, re-

ceiver for the Roxy, against the
Mayfair, Walter Reade operation,

in which he complains against the

theater's issuance of "service

charge" passes.

Charles Glett Resigns
Charles L. Glett, vice-president

and a member of the board of

Freuler Film Associates, has re-

signed. He also had charge of sales.

As yet no successor has been named.

Goldwyn Signs Stage Player

George Murphy, now playing the
singing juvenile lead in the stage
musical, "Roberta," has been en-
gaged by Samuel Goldwyn for a
featured role in Eddie Cantor's next
picture, temporarily titled "The
Treasure Hunt." He leaves for

Hollywood about June 1.

Abrams to Roadshow Picture

Chicago — Jerry Abrams has
bought Northern Illinois and In-

diana Lake Counties rights to "En-
lighten Thy Daughter" from Ex-
ploitation Pictures and will road-

show the picture.

"Drums O'Voodoo" for Loew House

"Drums O'Voodoo," talker with
all-colored cast sponsored by Inter-

national Stageplay Pictures, will

have its New York premiere May
11 at Loew's 7th Ave. It is booked

for a full week.

Mexico Halts Eisenstein Film

Mexico City—Showing of Sergei

Eisenstein's "Thunder Over Mex-
ico" was delayed yesterday by a

boycott of the cinema workers'

union.

Washington Board Adopts
Present Zoning Schedule

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Adoption of the

present plan of clearance and zon-
ing as generally used here in order
to simplify and expedite the func-
tions of the local clearance and zon-
ing board, is announced by James
Fitzgerald, board secretary, follow-
ing the rceent initial meeting of the
board, which consists of: Rudolph
Berger, Sam Flax, John J. Payette,
Wm. S. Wilder, Lauritz Garman,
Sydney B. Lust and impartial mem-
ber Professor Hector G. Spaulding,
held its first meeting Monday, April
23rd, 1934.

The formal notice reads in part:
"Any exhibitor receiving film from the ex-

changes in the Washington territory, or any
distributor licensing film in the same ter-
ritory (who has qualified to file protests
with the Zoning and Clearance Board), who
feels aggrieved by the present plan of clear-
ance and zoning, may file a complaint with
Fitzgerald, secretary of the Zoning and
Clearance Board, Room 845, Earle Building,
within 30 days after publication of the sched-
ule. The adoption of the present plan of
clearance and zoning as now generally used
in this territory and the publication of this

notice constitutes publication of the schedule."

.ommg andG oing

Rosenblatt to Arbitrate
Service Union Jam Today
Division Administrator Sol A. Ro-

senblatt is expected in New York
today from Washington to person-
ally arbitrate the dispute between
Loew's and Local 118, service union,
over the dismissal of three ushers
at Loew's Metropolitan, Brooklyn.

To Star Irvin Cobb
We-t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Hal Roach will star
Irvin S. Cobb in eight comedy stories

with a southern locale. Cobb will

collaborate with Frank Butler, head
of the story department, in the
writing of the stories.

Using Long Island Studios

The four pictures to be made in

the east for Paramount by Ben
Hecht and Charles MacArthur will

be produced at the Long Island Stu-
dios, the company announced yes-

terday.

Charlie Curran Back With Warners
Charlie Curran has rejoined the

Warner home office advertising and
publicity department, after four
months with United Detroit The-
aters.

Fox Signs Newcomer
Walter Johnson, former member

of the University of Pennsylvania
varsity crew, has been signed by Fox
and leaves in about a week for the

coast. His acting experience has
been confined to society amateur
theatricals.

Greta Nissen Loses Jewels

London—A burglar broke into

the home of Greta Nissen on Thurs-
day and stole $5,000 worth of jew-

els, the actress reported to police.

DARRYL F. ZANUCK, 20th Century pro-
ducer, accompanied by Mrs. Zanuck and WIL-
LIAM GOETZ, associate producer for 20th
Century, arrive tomorrow morning from the
coast for a six-day stay in New York before
sailing for a tour abroad.

PAT CASEY is expected to leave the coast
next week for New York.

EDWIN BURKE, Fox writer-director, arrives

in New York today for a month's vacation.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK, advertising chief for

Warner theaters, left last night for Cleveland
on a week's trip.

WILL H. HAYS is due in New York next
week from Hollywood.

HARVEY DAY, special representative for

Educational's Terry-Toons, has returned from
the coast, where he attended the M.P.T.O.A.
convention and then visited Fox exchanges.

GEORGE RAFT and his companion, MACK
GRAY; WILLIAM KOENIG, Warner studio

manager, and his bride; MONTE BANKS, Brit-

ish film comedian; G. N. CHARINGTON and
A. A. ZANCHINO, scenarists, and JANS and
WHALEN, comedy act, sail today on the lie

de France for the other side.

JULES LEVY, RKO sales chief, was in Tor-

onto yesterday conferring with Leo Devaney,

Canadian district manager, and will also make
a survey of the RKO branches in the Dominion.

HAL WALLIS and LOUISE FAZENDA (Mrs.

Wallis) leave the coast tonight for New York

and sail May 12 on the Conti di Savoia for a

sojourn abroad during which Wallis also will

look over talent and story material.

MIKE KALLETT of Oneida returned home
last night after a trip to New York.

LLOYD BACON, Warner director, leaves

Hollywood tonight for a vacation in New York.

SOL. A. ROSENBLATT is expected in New
York today.

Loew Dividend Increase Likely

Wall Street is discussing the like-

lihood of an increase in the Loew
common dividend when directors

meet for action early in June. Im
proved earnings, equalling $2.38 a

share in the first half of this year,

or more than double the present an
nual dividend of $1, is expected to

influence an extra dividend.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

The sixteenth

edition of the

Film Daily Year

Book for 1934 is

occupying the

most prominent

place on my desk

where frequent

reference to it is

made.

Clayton P. Shechan,
Gen. Foreign Mgr.

Fox Film Corporation

H

1 .000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.
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30 ALLIED LEADERS

ATTENDING CHI. MEET

(.Continued from Page 1)

dition to President Sidney E. Sam-
uelson, the attendance will include:
Al Steffes, Abram F. Myers, Na-
than Yamins, John Piller, Bennie
Berger, Frank McWilliams, Col. H.
A. Cole, Fred Herrington, Arthur
Price, Herman Blum, Eddie Ansin,
Walter Littlefield, Aaron Saperstein
and Ray Branch. Ohio will also

send a representative.

0!J»

More Houses Reopen
In Denver Territory
(Continued from Page 1)

will reopen soon. The town has
been theaterless four years. C. L.

Landa, Jr., will open the Westcliffe

in Westcliffe about May 12, giving

this town a movie after several

years without one. Hatch, N.M.,
also will be reopened after being
without a house for four years, J.

M. McMahan having leased the Pal-
ace there. Gibraltar Enterprises,

Inc., theater holding-buying-booking
firm, has added two theaters, mak-
ing a total of 15 in its string. Ed
Schulte of Casper, Wyo., a member
of the company, has bought the Big
Horn, Greybull, Wyo., from Mrs.
Gertrude McKay. He also is erect-

ing a 400-seater in Alcova, Wyo.,
site of a huge reclamation dam.

Canadian Circuits' Net Lower

Toronto—Eastern Theaters, Ltd.,

controlled by Famous Players Can-
adian, reports net income of $19,-

603, after charges and taxes but
before preferred dividends, for the

year ended Dec. 28, compared with
$98,198 in the 53 weeks ended Dec.

22, 1932.
Hamilton United Theaters, Ltd.,

reports 1933 earnings of $37,726 be-

fore preferred dividends, against

$45,905 the previous year.

Pastor Plugs "Rothschild"

Denver—Dr. James E. Crowther,
pastor of the Trinity M. E. Church,
last Sunday urged his congregation

to put aside other engagements if

necessary to attend "House of

Rothschild." It was the first picture

he ever recommended from the pul-

pit.

Leserman Leaving Hospital

Carl Leserman will be discharged

today from the New Rochelle Hos-
pital, where he underwent an oper-

ation.

RKO Starting Four Films

West Coast Bur., THE'FILM DAILY
Hollywood—RKO started production

yesterday on "Bachelor Bait," formerly

known as "The Great American Harem."

Three more films will go into produc-

tion next week. They are "After-

wards," "Hat, Coat and Glove" and a

Francis Lederer picture.

pit
,
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• • • THE BREAKS That Come Once In a Lifetime
G. Birdwell McCormick was sent to exploit "House Of

Rothschild" at the Mid-West theater in Oklahoma City
as soon as he hit the town he inquired of a newsboy where he
could find the biggest department store for a tieup "Two
blocks down and turn to the left" sez the newsy imagine
Mac's surprise as he turned the corner and found the name of
the dep't store spread clear across the front "ROTHS-
CHILD" and did Mister Rothschild go for the idea of
a tie-in with "House of Rothschild" not much!

• • • SEVERAL OFFERS including one from Lee
Shubert to move the Theater Union's second production,
"Stevedore" to a Broadway theater have been refused

so states H. William Fitelson, counsel for the Union
the play is set in for indefinite run at the Civic Repertory

Theater on 14th St

• • • FIRST TIME America has heard a broadcast from
a British pix stude today at WABC when an advance
peek at Doug Fairbank's "Private Life of Don Juan" is broad-
cast from London Life insurance policy for a million has
been taken out on Darryl Zanuck by 20th Century to cover his
hunting trip to South Africa he will also be inoculated
against sleeping sickness Darryl will look over the United
Artists exchanges in London, Paris, Vienna, Cairo and Capetown
...... the sleeping sickness item applies to his So. African trip

not to his visit to the foreign branches

NEWS OF THE DAY
Memphis — Offices of the local

grievance and zoning-clearance
boards have been opened at 223
Sterick Building. Mrs. Alma Wal-
ton is secretary.

Revere, Mass. — The Seabreeze
theater at Oak Bluffs has been re-
opened by A. E. Holmes.

Wadlow, opens about the middle of
the month.

New Orleans — S. E. Mortimer
will open the St. Maurice Theater
about May 10.

Memphis — M. A. Lightman is

closing the Strand for several weeks
next month to remodel and improve
it for the fall season.

Boston—Edward Haley, formerly
with RKO, has been employed as
salesman by First Division.

New Orleans—If zoning restric-

tions are lifted, Lakeview, one of

the city's suburban areas, will have
a subsequent run theater soon.
Philip A. Schiro, who at one time
operated the Tudor and the New-
comb, later selling the one to

Saenger and the other to Lazarus,
plans a return to the exhibiting
game if he can procure the neces-
sary petition to unzone this area.

Memphis—Charles Mensing is the
new manager of the Orpheum,
which hereafter will play a varied
policy including single features,

double features, and stage shows
when available. House is operated
by the C. B. S. circuit.

Wyandotte, Mich. — The Rialto,

being built by George H. Hunt,
Everette Lundberg and Frank W.

Detroit Notes—Charles A. Komer
and Irving Goldberg, owners of the
Whittier, Redford and Royal Oak
Theaters, have incorporated Amuse-
ment Holding Co Lloyd Turrell
made a director as well as general
manager of Lincoln Amusement Co.
and Ferry Field Amusement Co.,

which control the theaters of those
names operated by Burton Loudon

. . . .Nate Kaufman has taken back
the Cozy from L. A. Hart and re-

opened it with Al Cruz as manager
. . . Eugene Poole now managing
the Empire in which he is a partner
.... Rex Minckley made manager
of the Garden by Woodward The-
ater Co Lew Hamilton joins Ex-
cellent Pictures sales staff under S.

K. Decker. . Herman Kramer,
owner of the Kramer Theater, died

this week. . . .Sam Rubin has left to

join George Olsen's band as pub-
licity director and personal repre-

sentative.

PAT. POOL MONOPOLY

IS SEEN BY JOHNSON

(Continued from Page 1)

of monopoly based on statutory pat-

ent pools—there is block booking in

the movies based on copyright laws,

and various other disadvantages of

small operators with which NRA
has nothing to do, and over which
it has no power of control, because
they are permitted under other
laws—but the charge that any code
of fair competition hurts any small
operator is the exact reverse of

fact."

The general's pointed allusion to

monopoly charges in the movie code

as well as in NRA in general was
believed an answer to the completed
findings of the National Recovery
Review Board headed by Clarence

Darrow that certain codes are
monopolistic.

Prior to Johnson's radio talk

yesterday, Darrow delivered the re-

ports to the Board of eight codes

including the movie code to the

President.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The National Re-

covery Review Board reports on
eight codes are awaiting a reading
by the President, it was indicated

here yesterday. It is expected they
may be made public after the Pres-

ident reads them over the week-end,
although this is not certain. After
the Board completes its hearings

and renders its final reports it will

be dissolved, it was indicated.

N. D. Golden Admitted to Bar
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Nathan D. Golden,

head of the motion picture section

of the Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce, has been admitted

to practice law before the Supreme
Court of the District of Columbia
and the Court of Appeals of the

District.

Cleve. Undecided on Duals

Cleveland—At a special meeting
of the Exhibitors Asso. this week to

discuss double features it was de-

cided that the practice must either

be eliminated entirely or left open
entirely. At a previous meeting
several exhibitors favored a reduc-

tion of the number of double fea-

ture days during the week. Ernest
Schwartz, president of the associa-

tion, appointed a committee consist-

ing of M. B. Horwitz, Henry Green-

berger and John Kalafat to canvass
theater owners for individual opin-

Dowling in Senate Race
Providence—Eddie Dowling will be

a Democratic candidate for the U. S.

Senate this year, according to his

brother, William F. Goucher. Dowling

is a friend of President Roosevelt and
Postmaster General Farley.
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« « « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES « « «
Constance Bennett and Fredric March in

"AFFAIRS OF CELLINI"
with Fay Wray and Frank Morgan

20th Century-U. A. 80 mins.

HIGHLY AMUSING COSTUME COM-
EDY WITH SNAPPY BUT DECOROUSLY
HANDLED AMOROUS THEME AND FINE
ACTING.

Based on the Broadway hit, "The Fire-

brand," and with Frank Morgan repeating

his role from the stage version, this is

rich enjoyment for the class palates and

darn good entertainment for most of the

general run of adult fans as well. Morgan

just about steals the show in his role as

the somewhat nitwitted Duke of Florence

who fools around with a dumb model, Fay

Wray, while the Duchess, Constance Ben-

nett, applies her fancy to the dashing and

bragging Benvenuto Cellini, played by

Fredric March. This four-way amorous

intrigue supplies the framework for a con-

tinuous succession of racy humor and

smart satire, with Morgan's work a con-

tinual delight, while Miss Bennett handles

the Duchess role with her usual assurance

and March injects many amusing flashes

as the nimble artistic genius. A good

performance by Louis Calhern and a com-

edy bit by Vince Barnett also help, and

the production is elegantly mounted.

Cast: Constance Bennett, Fredric March,

Frank Morgan, Fay Wray, Vince Barnett,

Jessie Ralph, Louis Calhern, Jay Eaton,

Paul Harvey, John Rutherford.

Director, Gregory La Cava; Author, Ed-

win Justus Mayer; Adaptor, Bess Meredith;

Cameraman, Charles Rosher; Editor, Bar-

bara McLean.
Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

John Wayne in

"BLUE STEEL"

with Eleanor Hunt

Monogram 59 mins.

FAIR WESTERN BUILT AROUND
OUTLAW PLOT TO FORCE POPULACE
TO QUIT A TOWN.

Not very strong on story and only

mildly stimulating in development, this

Lone Star production is best for kid aud-

iences. John Wayne comes under sus-

picion as a bandit when Sheriff George

Hayes spies him at a hotel safe which

has just been robbed. The sheriff runs

into Wayne and is about to arrest him

when shots distract him. The pair espy

an outlaw band pursuing Eleanor Hunt.

Her father, proprietor of a general store,

has been shot trying to bring supplies to

a nearby town which is running low on

food owing to bandit terrorism. Wayne

and the sheriff journey to the town and

see the populace, under the instigation of

a respected citizen who is the leader of

the outlaw band and knows that there is

gold in the soil, agreeing to quit their

homesteads. Wayne persuades them to

stay. Wayne encounters the outlaws,

rescues Eleanor, and is revealed as a U. S.

Marshal.

Cast: John Wayne, Eleanor Hunt, George

Hayes, Ed Peil, Yakima Canutt, George

Cleveland, George Nash.

Director, Robert N. Bradbury; Author,

and Adaptor, Robert N. Bradbury; Cam-

eraman, Archie Stout; Recording Engineer,

John A. Stransky, Jr.; Film Editor, Carl

Pierson.

Direction, Routine Photography, Good.

"DOUBLE DOOR"
with Mary Morris, Evelyn Venable, Kent

Taylor, Sir Guy Standing

Paramount 70 mins.

STRONG CHARACTERIZATION BY
MARY MORRIS IS HIGHLIGHT IN FAIR

DRAMA OF OLD NEW YORK.
In acquiring Mary Morris from the legi-

timate, the screen has gained a character

actress who will undoubtedly become a

great asset to the picture. Her debut

shows her as Victoria Van Brett, domineer-

ing, inflexible and iron-willed ruler of the

Van Brett fortune and the gloomy family

mansion on Fifth Avenue. The year is

about 1910. Kent Taylor, as heir to the

millions, is marrying Evelyn Venable, with

whom he is undeniably in love. Victoria

believes that the bride is after the family

fortune and name. The couple try to get

along with Victoria, but she crosses them

at every turn. Victoria's spinster sister

lives in fear of being shut behind a mys-

terious double-door if she disobeys the

half-mad woman. Suspense is well worked

up as the picture progresses to the point

when Victoria, in order to break up the

match, forces Evelyn to enter the vault

behind the double-door. All ends well

but not without the expected denouement.

Cast is fine, interiors of the period have

been faithfully reproduced and the at-

mosphere created is very convincing, but

the piece lacks action.

Cast: Mary Morris, Evelyn Venable, Kent

Taylor, Sir Guy Standing, Anne Revere,

Colin Tapley, Virginia Howell, Halliwell

Hcbbes, Frank Dawson, Helen Shipman,

Leonard Carey, Ralph Remley, Burr Caruth.

Director, Charles Vidor; Authors, Eliza-

beth McFadden, Hermine Klepac; Adap-

tors, Gladys Lehman, Jack Cunningham;

Editor, James Smith; Cameraman, Harry

Fischbeck; Recording Engineer, P. G. Wis-

dom.
Direction, Okay. Photography, Good.

Jack Holt in

"THE WHIRLPOOL"
with Jean Arthur, Allen Jenkins and

Donald Cook

Columbia 73 mins.

FAIR ENTERTAINMENT OF FAMILIAR
PATTERN, ABLY ACTED, WILL PLEASE
JACK HOLT FANS.

A familiar concoction that strains on

plausibility, this film is aided by good

acting and direction, and will please Holt

fans. On the verge of selling his carnival

show after marrying Lila Lee, a free-for-

all starts and Holt is held for manslaughter

when a man he slugged, hits his head on

an iron spike and dies. To make things

easier for his wife, who has refused to

divorce him though he has drawn a 20-

year sentence and she is soon to give

birth, Holt has her informed that he died

trying to escape. Four years after com-

pleting his sentence, Holt is a big shot

gambler and a leading cabaret owner.

His daughter, a reporter, sent to interview

him, recognizes him and he admits his

identity. She warns him that his testimony

at a pending trial will result in his recog-

nition by her mother, now happily wedded

to a judge, and upset her life. Holt

shoots the attorney who has ferreted out

his secret to make him testify and then

kills himself in the windup.

Cast: Jack Holt, Jean Arthur, Allen Jen-

kins, Donald Cook, Lila Lee, Rita LaRcy,

John Miljan, Willard Robertson, Ward
Bond, Oscar Apfel.

Director, Roy William Neill; Author,

Howard Emmet Rogers; Adaptors, Dorothy

Howell, Ethel Hill; Recording Engineer,

Glen Rominger; Cameraman, Benjamin

Klein; Film Editor, Richard Cahoon.

Direction, Good. Photography, Gocd.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
_; By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
£LARENCE BROWN will direct

Joan Crawford and Clark Ga-
ble in M-G-M's "Sacred and Pro-
fane Love," formerly known as
"Chained."

T T

Robert Armstrong has been
signed by Warners for the male
lead opposite Joan Blondell in

"Kansas City Princess." William
Keighly will direct. Cast also in-

cludes Glenda Farrell.

William Gargan joins Kay Fran-
cis and Leslie Howard in the cast
of Warner's "British Agent". Gar-
gan replaces John Eldredge, spotted
in "Big Hearted Herbert."

T T T

Ramon Novarro, who has signed
a new M-G-M contract, will return
from his present concert tour in

South America, where he has been
enthusiastically received in Buenos

Aires and other cities, early in the
fall.

T T T
Al Boasberg, who is to direct a

series of comedy shorts for RKO
is now being represented by Ivan
Kahn. He is at present collaborat-
ing with Edgar Allan Woolf on the
dialogue for "Rear Car," at M-G-M.

T
Dolores Del Rio, having finished

"Madame Du Barry" at Warners,
plans a four-week vacation in

Hawaii.

T T T

Compelled to forego another as-
signment at Paramount in order to

fulfill a previous contractural ob-
ligation to write the screen play
for "The Sun Also Rises," Horace
Jackson finds that practically
every major producer would like to

utilize his services. If it is possible
to postpone the starting date on
"The Sun Also Rises," Jackson will

rejoin the RKO staff to write the
screen play for "The Fountain."

Tom Tyler in

"TRACY RIDES"

William Steiner 59 mins.

SNAPPY WESTERN WITH TYLER GET-
TING OVER PUNCH STUFF IN NICE
ACTION PLOT.

A very pleasing western in which there

is something doing right through to the

last frame. Tom Tyler as sheriff has a

tough assignment in trying to apprehend
the brother of his sweetheart for a mur-
der. The young lad during a drunken
spree had shot a sheep herder and the

sheriff hero is out to arrest him. The
cattlemen headed by the boy's father

storm the cabin in which Tom is holding

his prisoner and succeed in freeing him.

Then starts the beginning of what looks

like a pitched battle between the cattle-

men and the sheepherders. The latter

want the murderer of their group arrested

and punished, while the cattlemen want to

drive through the sheepherder's territory

in order to reach water for their cattle.

Works up to a good tense climax with a

surprise solution for the problem of the

murderer.

Cast: Tom Tyler, Virginia Brown Faire,

Edmund Cobb, Charles K. French, Carol

Shandrew, Lafe McKee.

Director, Harry S. Webb; Author, Nor-
man Hughes; Adaptor, Rose Gordon; Dia-

logues Betty Burbridge; Cameraman, J.

Henry Kruse.

Direction, Fast. Photography, Okay.

HOLLYWOOD iq

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

$2.SO up, Single
$3.00 up. Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every-

thing to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-

iness or pleasure.

Every room has private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for

rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

Th« "Doorway of Hoipitality"
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Cartoons Lead Shorts in Critics' Questionnaire

SCHAEFER NAMED HEAD OF PARAMOUNT THEATERS

Zohbel Made Head of All RKO Houses Except KAO
McDonough Turns Over

Some of His Thea-
ter Duties

Herman Zohbel has been elected

president of all RKO Theaters sub-
sidiary companies with the excep-
tion of the K-A-0 group. Zohbel,

who is vice-president of RKO Radio
Pictures and also vice-president of

the RKO Distributing Co., replaces

J. R. McDonough, whose withdrawal
(Continued on Page 7)

FIRST PREMIUM VOTE

EXPECTED IN PHILLY

Philadelphia—Initial vote on the
question as to whether or not pre-

miums will be abolished in a ter-

ritory as provided under the film

code, is indicated for this zone. A
member of the M. P. T. 0. of East-
ern Pennsylvania has informed the

board here of his intention to file

such a request immediately with the

local grievance board. The Phila-

delphia territory is one of the pre-

mium strongholds in the country.

Three cases are already pending
before the grievance board.

Three Film Bills Loom
In Louisiana Session

New Orleans—An admission tax

bill, an operators' license bill, requir-

ing tests for all operating motion

picture machines; and a possible cen-
(Continucd on Page 7)

Golfers, Notice!

The ancient and honored game of

golf which first saw the light of day

many years ago in the grassy greens of

St. Andrews, Scotland, will again be re-

vived in fitting style by THE FILM
DAILY. In other words, arrangements

have been completed for the holding

of the 22nd annual Film Daily Golf

Tournament at the Glen Oaks Golf and

Country Club, Great Neck, L. I., on

Thursday, June 7. This year, as in past

years, entries will be limited to 150,

with duffers receiving the same royal

welcome as experts.

CRITICS* FORUM
QUESTION NO. 4

Rate, in order, the type of short subject preferred in your

city (1-2-3-4).

RESULTS OF CRITICS' REPLIES

1—Animated Cartoon Comedies. 2—Newsreels. 3—Comedies.

4—Travelogues.

AS MIGHT have been expected, the type of short subject reported as most popular

** by the nation's leading motion picture critics is the animated cartoon comedy.

Out of some 400 answering this fourth question in the 1934 Critics' Forum conducted

by THE FILM DAILY, 190 gave first place to the cartoons, as compared with 48 first

places for newsreels, 22 first places for comedies and 8 first places for travelogues.

In actual number of times mentioned—that is, including first, second, third and
fourth place—the animated comedies also ran ?way with the lead by piling up a total

of 296. Comedies moved up to second place in this tabulation, getting 198, while

newsreels slid back slightly to third position with 148, followed by travelogues with

130, musicals, 82, sport reels, 32, and Screen Souvenirs, 22.

Another point of interest is that, in designating the preference for cartoons, all

the critics did not merely call them animated cartoon comedies, but a great many
specified "Mickey Mouse," "Silly Symphony" and "Popeye the Sailor."

Other types of short subjects mentioned included Bands, Vaudeville Acts, Radio

Stars, Personalities, Singers, etc., which altogether received only eight first places and

28 total votes.

Novelties, oddities, educational and animal subjects combined received 14 first

places and 54 total votes.

Among the surprises uncovered by this questionnaire was the comparatively high

popularity of comedies, in view of such a widespread impression that these two-reelers

had suffered a decline in quality.

Another unexpected finding was the small score piled up by radio personality and

other "name" shorts.

The only inkling of an explanation for this may be gleaned from the remarks of

one writer who pointed out that "name personalities" from the radio, stage, etc., except

when cast in a comedy, invariably put on a "stilted vaudeville act" in a single setting

that suffers by comparison with the established scope of movie productions.

Tomorrow's summary will deal with the effects of television on motion pictures.

Zanuck to Seek Rest of '34-35 Lineup Here

Having already set four of the
20th Century productions for 1934-

35, Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president
and production chief, who arrived
yesterday from the coast en route

to the other side, will spend most
of his week's stay here conferring

with authors and viewing current

stage material with a view to lining

(Continued on Page 8)

Schaefer and Cokell Also
Made Directors of

Theater Units
George J. Schaefer, vice-president

and general manager of Paramount
Pictures Distributing Corp., was
named president and elected a mem-
ber of the board of directors of
Famous Theaters Corp., and Para-
mount Theaters Service Corp., at a
meeting held Saturday, according
to an announcement by Adolph Zu-
kor, president of Paramount. He
fills the vacancy left in these two
Paramount subsidiary corporations

»«B»m=_ (Continued on Page 7)

MONO. COMPLETES

STORIES FOR 1934-35

With the closing of negotiations
for two Gene Stratton Porter books,
"Girl of the Limberlost" and "Keep-
er of the Bees," slated for specials,

Monogram has completed its sched-
ule of stories from which the 20
releases for 1934-35 will be made,
President W. Ray Johnston an-
nounced on Saturday. Other stories
acquired in the last few days include

(Continued on Page 7)

May File Minority Report
On Review of NRA Codes

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A minority report,

contending that the National Re-
covery Review Board did not do a
sufficiently exhaustive investigation
to render intelligent findings, is ex-

pected to be filed by John F. Sin-
(Continued on Page 7)

Combination Fare

Philadelphia—The Met, 4,000-seater,

will reopen early next season with a

policy under which customers not only
see a picture show but also have access

to games, pool tables, etc., all for one
admission. Shipwreck Kelly, flagpole

sitter, is expected to sit on top of the
theater building for ballyhoo purposes,

prior to its opening.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK
(.QUOTATIONS

Columbia Picts. vtc

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak
East. Kodak pfd
Fox Fm. "A"
Loew's, Inc

Metro-Goldwyn, pfd.

Paramount
Pathc Exch
do "A"
RKO
Univ. Pict. pfd. .

Warner Bros
do pfd

NEW YORK
Technicolor

NEW YORK
Sen. Th. Eq. 6s40
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs

lOcw's 6s 41 ww
Paramount 6s 47 ctfs

Par. By 5'
2 s51

Par. By. 5i
2 s51 ctfs

Par. 5>/2 s50 ctfs

Pathc 7s37
Warner's 6s39

STOCK MARKET
AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg

29 28 28 V8 — Vg

4 4 4 — 3/8
16'/2 I6V2 I6V2
91 89 901/4 — 13/8
139 139 139 — 1

157/8 151/4 15Vg — Vg

333 8 32' 8 325 3 + 3/g

257/a 257/g 25% + Vg

5 43g 4% + %
234 234 23/4 — i/4

221/4 213/4 213/4 — 3/8

31/4 31/8 31/4

43 43 43

6% 6 Vi 6V2 — 'A
28 28 28—2
CURB MARKET
914 9 9 — 1/4

BOND MARKET
103 a 10 10

93/g 91/4 91/4

100 7
a 100V2 IOOV2 — 3.4

501/2 49 1/2 501/2 + 1

47 45 46 4- 2

46 45 46+2
51 493 4 5034 4- l'/4
951/4 95 V4 95i/4 — 11/4

63 61

V

2 62

John C. Flinn Oliver H. P. Garrett
I. Altman

Gary Cooper Joseph Bcrnhard
Benjar,7in Glazcr

Remainder of Releases
Are Set by Universal

Release dates for the remainder
of Universal's 1933-34 program have
been set following- the return of
James R. Grainger from the coast.
Following "Black Cat," being re-
leased today, the schedule includes:
"Affairs of a Gentleman," May 14;
"The Love Captive," May 21; '"Lit-
tle Man, What Now?" May 28;
"Funny Thing Called Love," "I Give
My Love" and "Embarrassing Mo-
ments," all in June; "The Human
Side" and "One More River," in
July, and "Imitation of Life" and
"Castles in the Air," in September.

Bankruptcy Bill Passed
Reconsideration Likely

Wa-hhigton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The corporate bank-

ruptcy bill, passed by the Senate
last Friday, may come up for re-

consideration this week on a move
by Senator Long.
The bill provides that when hold-

ers of 75 per cent of the securities

of a corporation petition for bank-
ruptcy and present a plan approved
by the proper court, the bankruptcy
becomes automatic.
Numerous provisions prevent high

fees and expenses for receivers.

A last-minute amendment to pre-
vent judges from naming as receiv-

ers relatives or members of law
firms in which they formerly were
connected, was adopted.

Court to Hear Union Jam
Milwaukee—Federal Judge F. A.

Geiger last week ordered four She-
boygan unions, together with officers

and sympathizers, to show cause why
fhey should not stop patroling the
Rex theater in Sheboygan. Follow-
;ng closely upon issuance of a sim-
ilar order on behalf of a local restau-
rant, a suit filed by the Rex Theater
Corp. charged intimidation of both
non-union employes and customers.
The suit sets forth that unions had
lemanded discharge of employes un-

less they joined the union. The com-
pany contended it was willing for

the employes to join, but they re-

fused to do so.

Memphis Board Gets Going
Memphis—At the first meeting: of

the local grievance board, held in

the newly established offices at 222
Sterick Bldg., it was agreed to hold

stated meetings on the second Mon-
day of each month at 1:30 P. M..

at which time reports, grievances
and complaints will be heard. Other
meeting's will be held subject to call.

Members of the board are J. J. Rog-
ers of Columbia, T. W. Young of

Fox. M. A. Lightman of Melco The-
aters, and W. F. Ruffin of the Pal-

ace. Alma Walton is secretary.

Hitler Film Holds at Mayfair
"Hitler's Reign of Terror" will

be held over for a second week at

the Mayfair starting today.

"Sweethearts" Holds in Brooklyn
Warner's "20 Million Sweethearts"

will be held for a second week at

the Brooklyn Strand.

"Crime Without Passion"
First Hecht-MacArthur

First of the four features to be
produced by Ben Hecht and Charles
Mac-Arthur at the Eastern Service
Studios on Long Island for Para-
mount will be "Crime Without Pas-
sion," with Claude Rains in the lead.

Lee Garmes will be in charge of
cameras, with Slavko Vorkapich and
Arthur Rosson assisting on the tech-
nical end. The story is an original
by Hecht-Mac-Arthur and will go in

Work May 21.

List of Judges Named
In Agfa-Mono. Contest

The judges who will select the
"All-American" beauty to play a

leading role in the Monogram pro-
duction, "Women Must Dress," from
the entrants in the nation-wide pho-
tographic contest being conducted by
the Agfa-Ansco Company, include
Cecil B. DeMille, Marion Gering,
Norman Taurog, Norman McLeod,
Mitchell Leisen, George White,
George Melford, Charles B. Lang,
Lee Garmes, Eric Von Stroheim, and
Trem Carr. The winner, to be chosen
from five contestants who will be
brought to Hollywood, will receive a
:en-week contract.

Sam Eckman to Report
On Overseating in U. S.
Results of the examination of the

overseating situation in America will

be presented to the Cinematograph
Exhibitors Association by Sam Eck-
man, managing director of M-G-M,
Ltd., at its annual convention at

Blackpool, England, June 13. The
association, in conjunction with Brit-

ish distributors, is fighting overseat-
; ng conditions in the British Isles

through formation of a redundancy
ommittee, which seeks to curtail the

situation. Eckman is now in New
York for home office conferences.

Kohn Opening Office
Ralph A. Kohn, who last week

resigned as head of Famous Thea-
ters and other Paramount Publix
posts, will open an office in the Par-
amount Building this week, possibly

today. As yet he has not an-

nounced his new plans.

Helen Kane Loses Suit
Helen Kane lost her $250,000 suit

against Paramount and Max Fleisch-

er on Saturday, when Supreme
Court Justice E. J. McGoldrick held

that she had failed to prove the de-

fendants wrongfully appropriated
her singing and acting style in the

Betty Boop cartoons.

Testimonial to Lou K rouse
Philadelphia—With Sol A. Rosen-

blatt, division administrator of the

NRA, as the guest of honor, mem-
bers of Local 307, operators' union,

tendered a testimonial dinner to Lou
Krouse last night at the Broadwood
Hotel. The occasion was his 21st

year as president of the local.

Krouse is also assistant president

of the I. A. T. S. E.
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1 Now playing to record crowds at

Radio City Music Hall! John

I Barrymore in " 20th Century,"

I
with Carole Lombard, Walter

I
Connolly, Roscoe Karns. A
Howard Hawks Production from

I the notable NewYork stage success

| by Ben Hecht, Chas.MacArthur and

Chas. Bruce Milholland. "Should

I cop the Academy award for 1934
!"

I — Picture Play.

*v. . k .

I

Now playing to capacity business

at the Roxy! The screen's greatest

j emotional triumph, "No Greater

• Glory," a Frank Borzage Produc-

I tion based on Ferenc Molnar's

I world-famous novel! "A mastcr-

I piece!"— Screenland.

. Coming soon to the Radio City ,

' Music Hall! A powerful drama of

I a love too great for one woman— |

j Elissa Landi in "Sisters Under The
j

111 Skin," with Frank Morgan, Joseph

. Schildkraut. Directed by David

"Di

and
s|

Diana

ll]ll»

ruth
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EXPLOITETTES
diversified Campaign

"or Opening of "Nana"

"VTUMEROUS window displays

and a street parade tied up

with a special Saturday morn-

ing showing for the local boys

distributing the "Liberty Mag-

azine," were among the big

stunts arranged by H. H. Ma-

loney, manager of Loew's State,

Providence, R. I., for the open-

ing of Samuel Goldwyn's

"Nana." Special 6x9% -inch

heralds were gotten out through

a tie-up both with the F. & W.

Grand Store and Gibson's Can-

dies. These heralds contained

an ad on the picture with men-

tion of the theater with the rest

of the copy reading: "Hold this

up to the light and if a star

appears in the above circle you

win a free facial by Alice Mar-

tin, beauty specialist. Compli-

ments of the F. & W. Grand

Store." A similar herald was

gotten out by the Gibson com-

pany offering free candy if a

star appeared in the circle. Each

of the above companies got out

10,000 heralds which were dis-

tributed by the "Liberty Maga-

zine" boys. In return for this

service a special parade was

held with the boys invited to a

Saturday morning showing of

the picture. In the parade the

boys carried pennants and ban-

ners announcing the opening of

"Nana" at Loew's State.

—Loew's State, Providence, R. I.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"During the hour required to rehearse

and shoot a short scene in 'Sour Grapes,'

Diana Wynyard, Irene Hervey and Ted

Newton had to climb a narrow winding

stairway 20 times."—RKO RADIO PIC-

TURES.

• • • IT IS just possible that the industry has failed to
utilize the ultimate possibilities of the Talking Picture
we have discovered a gent who has developed a New Technique
in Picture Presentation that seems to us to open up a
wide vista hitherto untouched it's one of those proposi-
tions that reveal the printed word is sometimes ineffectual in

conveying an adequate picture you have to see the thing
demonstrated to appreciate its possibilities but in our
dumb way we'll do our best with mere words to make you see
what we see in it all

T T T
• • • WITH THIS treatment the Talking Picture be-
comes so in fact Talk is predominant Pictures
secondary merely a background to us it over-
comes the objection we have always had to the best of talkies

a Voice coming from the mouth of a Shadow is un-
natural it's like hearing a ghost talk but if the
Shadow merely conveys motion and pantomime and a
detached Voice supplies the dramatic and emotional interpre-
tation then you have a natural blending of the Motion
and Talking Picture

T T T
• • • NOW DON'T get us wrong we are not al-

luding to the usual routine narration like a guy drama-
tizing newsreels with high excitement in his voice that never
varies its pitch or inflection whether he be describing a thrilling

railroad wreck or a mother changing baby's diapers or

some mug describing the glories of nature in a marvelous
scenic with a dead-pan voice that sounds like a fishmonger call-

ing his wares
T T

• • • IT IS such unimaginative treatment of Narration
that is helping to keep people away from talkies when a

Narrator takes over the province of telling about the picture

the picture becomes secondary the Narration
is all-important you have revived the ancient art of the
traveling story-teller but you have to employ a Real
Storyteller with a Voice that can sway and charm and
thrill you with all the gamut of emotional appeal we
know of one such Voice that is supreme master of the Story
Teller's Art that of Tom Terriss

T T T
• • • HE HAS given a brilliant demonstration of his

treatment on a silent picture made in England several years

ago "Dawn" the dramatic recital of the events

leading up to the capture and death of Edith Cavell

the British nurse who helped war prisoners escape over the

Belgian border and was shot as a spy .......

T T T
• • • YOU HAVE to HEAR with your own ears what
Tom Terriss has done to this simple, matter-of-fact British

picturization of a very dramatic event in history our

words are totally inadequate to the occasion Terriss

makes that silent .shadow of the nurse a living, breathing,

pulsing and vibrant Personality he makes you creep in-

side her brain and read her thoughts his Voice makes her

Shadow one of the supreme achievements of the screen

you go away thrilled, humbled, amazed you have lis-

tened to a master of the Story Teller's Art make a Classic of

an Ordinary silent picture what possibilities!

use this Terriss Technique on worthwhile foreign films

discard the inadequate costly dubbing system give it a

Real Voice Interpretation so simple so effective

so COMMERCIAL there are oh, so many total-

loss films both Silents and Foreigns that can

be salvaged for the American market to the tune of big profits

if they allow Tom. Terriss to breathe life and all the

emotional qualities into them with his Story Teller's Voice.

« « « » » »

TIMELY TOPICS
Elstree vs. Hollywood
J-[ONESTLY I am surprised

by the possibilities of Brit-
ish films. I would never have
believed it while I was in Hol-
lywood. Since I have been in
London I have had a remarkable
revelation of the film-minded-
ness of the British people. From
persons highly placed in the
land down to the lowest I have
had evidences of a singularly
enthusiastic and understanding
interest in films. People of all

classes discuss pictures with me,
or write about them in letters
with a knowledge of the subject
which would do credit to an ex-
pert. With the biggest part of the
nation thinking films something-
must come through, and that is

why I am so sanguine about the
future of British motion pic-
tures. The days are early yet,

and British (producers have done
marvels in the time. I am not
thinking that Hollywood is

"finished," or anything like

that. Such ideas are foolish.

Hollywood's picture - producing
organization, and Hollywood's
hold on the imagination of the
motion picture patrons of the
world are so deep-rooted that
I do not believe America will

ever be ousted from a position
where it supplies a major por-
tion of the world's cinema shows.

. For one thing, Hollywood has
an international viewpoint in

its product which makes for the
widest success in selling these
films; a viewpoint which will al-

ways be more or less difficult

for a national-minded country
to attain. The whole of Amer-
ica is indeed non-national-
minded. In that fact lies one
explanation of the world suc-
cess of American pictures. We
have learned the knack of mak-
ing films which, at their most
successful point, appeal to peo-
ple all over the world. Chap-
lin—an Englishman mark you

!

is the prime example of that,

though I suppose one must say,

considering his now infrequent
appearances on the screen, that
Walt Disney with his screen
cartoons has taken Charlie's

place as the producer of the
most popular screen material.—Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.

SUNSHIN€
IN

THE

DAYS

NEWS

About 20 ministers to date have

praised "House ot Rothschild" from their

pulpits.
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LARRY WEINGARTEN, M-G-M producer
whose latest picture, "Sadie McKee," opens
Friday at the Capitol, arrives in New York
today from the coast.

BEBE DANIELS, who was forced to forego

a week of personal appearances at the New York
Paramount theater by an attack of mumps from
which she is now almost recovered, will leave

New York with BEN LYON, her husband, to

begin an engagement in Washington on Friday.

HAL B. WALLIS, associate executive in charge

of production at the Warner-First National stu-

dios in Burbank, will arrive in New York
tomorrow. He will be jointed later in the

week by MRS. WALLIS (Louise Fazenda), whose
departure was delayed by her role in "Caravan"
at the Fox studios. On May 12 they sail on

the Conte di Savoia for a European vacation.

HAROLD DUNN, Warner-First National man-
ager in Japan, has arrived in Boston and will

come to New York on May 15 for home office

conferences.

MADELEINE CARROLL arrives in New York

tomorrow from the coast en route to England.

LELAND HAYWARD has returned to New York

from Chicago.

INEZ COURTNEY, stage and screen com-
edienne, and FANIA MARINOFF, actress wife

of Carl Van Vechten, sailed Saturday from New
York for California.

Group Insurance for Detroit Circuit

Detroit—A group life insurance
policy was recently acquired by De-
troit Theater Enterprises, Inc., for

the protection of its 60 employees
each being eligible to coverage in

amounts ranging from $500 to

$1,500, according to rank. The pol-

icy, which was issued by the Pru-
dential Insurance Co. of America
involves a total of $57,500. It is of

the contributory type, the premium
payments being snared by the em-
ployees and Detroit Theater Enter-
prises.

Cheyenne Turns Down Daylight Time

Cheyenne, Wyo. — After hearing
protests from theaters and other

business interests, the city council

turned down daylight saving time
for this year.

Pat West Injured in Auto Mishap

Pueblo, Colo.— Pat West, movie
actor and singer from Hollywood, i.^

in Parkview Hospital with injuries

received when his car turned over
near here.

Protest Removal of Fox Manager
Albany — Exhibitor members of

the local Variety club have pro-
tested to Sidney R. Kent, Fox presi-

dent, against the removal of A. W.
Ryan as local manager. In a wire
from the Coast, Kent is understood
to have agreed to examine the situ-

ation.

2,487 Houses Aiding NVA
A total of 2,487 theaters from coast

to coast are participating in this year's

drive for the National Variety Artists

Fund. This is the largest number of

houses ever to cooperate in the cam-
paign, which started Friday and con-
tinues for a week. Major L. E. Thomp-
son is chairman of the drive.

« « FEATURE and SHORT REVIEWS » »

"THREE ON A HONEYMOON"
with Sally Eilers, ZaSu Pitts, Charles Star-

rett, John Mack Brown
Fox 65 mins.

FAIR YARN WITH ROMANTIC AND
MELODRAMATIC COMPLICATIONS
WITH TRANSATLANTIC LINER AS
CHIEF LOCALE.
Though somewhat of a mixture of ele-

ments in plot, the cast and backgrounds
help to make this a fairly entertaining pro-

duction for the not too fastidious vans.

Sally Eilers plays the role of an unruiy

modern maid whose father seeks to dis-

cipline her by sending her on a long ocean
cruise. Aboard ship she picks out one of

the officers as the target of her attentions,

but he doesn't treat her very well in re-

turn. Meanwhile some heavier dramatics
enter the picture in the form of blackmail-

ers and a mysterious killing. So between
one thing and another, on board and in

port, there is something interesting doing
pretty nearly all the time, with a final

happy union of Sally and her officer. ZaSu
Pitts supplies some welcome comedy
touches. The story is taken from the

novel, "Promenade Deck," by Ishbel Ross.

Cast: Sally Eilers, ZaSu Pitts, Charles

Sfarrett, John Mack Brown, Henrietta Crcs-

man, Irene Hervey, Howard Lally, Cornelius

Keefe and Winn Shaw.
Director, James Tinling; Author, Ishbel

Ross; Adaptors, Raymond Van Sickle and
E. T. Lowe, Jr.; Dialoguer, George Wright;
Cameramen, Joseph Valentine and Arthur
Arling; Recording Engineer, Albert Protz-

man; Editor, Alex Troffey.

Direction, Okay. Photography, Fine.

FOREIGN DIALOGUE FILMS
"JUAREZ Y MAXIMILIANO" ("Juarez

and Maximilian"), in Spanish; produced in

Mexico; directed by Miguel Contreras Tor-

res; photographed by Arthur Martinelli

and Ross Fisher; with Medea De Novara,

Enrique Herrera, Alfredo del Diesto, Matilde

Palou, Julio Villarreal, Freilan Tenes, Ro-

berto Guzman, Antonio R. Frausto, Carlos

Orellana, Castillo Velasco, Maria Luisa Zea,

Manuel Tames, Romon Peon et al.

Strictly for native audiences, this depic-

tion of the rise and fall of Maximilian's

empire, one of the most interesting chap-

ters in Mexican history, is told principally

by conversation and with a paucity of ac-

tion.

"ALRAUNE," in German; produced by

Ufa; directed by Richard Oswald; with

Brigitte Helm, Albert Bassermann, Agnes
Straub, Harald Paulsen, Kaethe Haack and

Bernhardt Goetzke. At the 79th St. The-
ater.

Very entertaining story based on the Ger-

man novel of the same name and dealing

with a German scientist's experiments in

creating life. Carries good suspense and

is further aided by capable cast and direc-

tion. The picture apparently was made
some years ago.

"TANTE GUSTI KOMMANDIERT"
("Aunt Gussie Commands"), in German;
produced by Kowo-Tonfilm ; directed by

Carl Heinz Wolff; with Hansi Niese, Max
Adalbert, Else Elster, Anton Pointner and

Leo Peukert. At the Yorkville Theater.

Below average German romantic comedy,

with a good cast of players and some

"Voyageur Trails"

Gaumont-British 10 mins.

Fishing Joys

Dandy short for the spring and
summer trade. It presents gorgeous
scenery in the province of Quebec,
in the midst of the fishing country.
A party of tourist fishermen are
followed on a canoe trip after the
gamey fish of the lakes and rapids.
The Indian and French guides pilot

the frail craft through dangerous
rapids that provide plenty of thrills

for the audience. The scenery is

unsurpassed. Will delight all nature
lovers, travelers and fishermen.
Narration gets over the atmosphere
of the fishermen out for a grand
holiday away from civilization.

Ruth Etting in

"Derby Decade"

RKO Radio
Swell

22 mins.

Produced by Lou Brock, this is a
thoroughly enjoyable two-reeler in

which Ruth Etting sings several

songs in a Bowery background. Tom
Kennedy, owner of a saloon on the

lower East Side, hires a nifty song-
stress from uptown to do her stuff

while a couple of Bowery gangs are
threatening trouble. With her sing-

ing, Ruth soon tames the bunch.
Numbers include "After the Ball,"

"When You Were Sweet Sixteen"
and "Only a Bird in a Gilded Cage."

Research Council Incorporates
The Motion Picture Research

Council was incorporated last week,
the papers being approved by Al-
fred Frankenthaler, Justice of the

Supreme Court. Incorporators in-

clude Eleanor R. Belmont, Thomas
J. Watson, Herbert S. Houston,
Alanson B. Houghton, Henry Fair-
field Osborn, William H. Short, Hen-
ry J. Fisher and Stephen P. Cabot
of Boston. Mrs. August Belmont is

president; Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell
of Harvard, honorary president;
Mrs. Calvin Coolidge and Mrs.
James Roosevelt, honorary vice-

presidents.

Shamrock Casting Feature

Detroit—Hone Emerson, for six

years with St. Louis Civic Opera,
and Arthur Angell and Leola Harms
have been signed by Shamrock Pic-

tures for "Four O'Clock in the

Morning," first feature to be made
by the company. Work starts June
15, says B. C. Fassio, president,

with radio and stage tieups while

the production is in work.

New Jersey Solons to Reconvene

The New Jersey Legislature, now
in recess, will reconvene June 5. A
general sales tax is pending.

agreeable music as the chief merits of the

production. Story is about a strict maiden

aunt who tries to restrain the romances

of three sisters with a trio of hussars.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

May 12-13: Allied States Association lead-
ers' meeting, Congress Hotel, Chicago.

May 14: Golf Tournament tor benefit of Caro-
lina film needy, Carolina Golf Course,
Charlotte.

May 18: Allied States Ass'n regional confer-
ence, in conjunction with meeting of Al-
lied Theater Owners of New York, Syracuse.

May 19: Cincinnati Variety Club Dinner and
Charity Ball, Netherland-Plaza Hotel, Cin-
cinnati.

May 26: Monogram regional sales meeting,
Salt Lake City.

May 26-28: Fourth Annual Convention of In-

dependent Theater Supply Dealers Ass'n,

Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

May 31 -June 2: fox Film annual sales con-
vention, New York.

June 1 : Actors Equity Ass'n annual meet-
ing and election, Hotel Astor, New York.

June 2: Monogram regional sales meeting,
Cincinnati.

June 4-9: I.A.T.S.E. and M.P.O. convention,
Louisville, Ky.

June 16-July 2: International Motion Picture

Week, Vienna.

June 18-20: RKO annual sales convention,

Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 18-20: Paramount annual sales conven-
tion, Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.

June 29: Monogram regional sales meeting,

New York.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
graphy, Venice, Italy.

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Penn-
sylvania, New York.

Liberty Product Deals on Coast

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles—Allied Exchange of

California, distributors of the Lib-

erty product, has sold the first four

pictures on the Liberty program of

eight for first-run to the Hollywood

Pantages theater, Hollywood, with

repeat run to the Los Angeles the-

ater in L. A. as well as first-run to

the Fox theater, San Francisco. The

four features are "Cheaters," with

Bill Boyd, Dorothy Mackaill and

June Collyer; "When Strangers

Meet," featuring Richard Cromwell

and Arline Judge; "Take the Stand,"
with Thelma Todd and Jack La Rue,
and "No Ransom," featuring Leila

Hyams, Phillips Holmes, Jack La
Rue and Robert McWade.
The entire group of eight has also

been sold to the Consolidated

Amusement Company of Hawaii.

[AC

J k

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

China and Hongkong have only about

250 movie theaters, with about 150

wired for sound.
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By RALPH WILK
TACK MULHALL and Mary Carr
J have been added to the cast of

Columbia's "Whom the Gods De-
stroy," featuring Walter Connolly,

'with Doris Kenyon as his leading
lady. This dramatic story by Al-
fred Payson Terhune was prepared
for the screen by Sidney Buchman.
Walter Lang is directing. Robert
Young has the juvenile lead, with
Rollo Lloyd, William Robyns and
Arthur Stewart Hull in important
parts.

T T T

George R. Batcheller, producer of
Chesterfield pictures, has completed
the cast for his next production, a
murder mystery entitled "Green
Eyes." It includes Charles Star-
rett, Shirley Grey and William
Bakewell for leads, and in the sup-
porting cast are John Wray, Doro-
thy Revier and Ben Hendricks, Jr.

Picture is in work at Universal,
with Richard Thorpe directing.
Story is an adaptation of the novel.
"The Murder of Stephen Kester,"
by H. Ashbrook.

T T T

Five hundred extras were en-
gaged last week for the Vodoo
dance spectacle for Columbia's
"Black Moon" in which Jack Holt
is starred, with Fay Wray and Dor-
othy Burgess playing the feminine
leads. This new group is under the
instruction of Max Scheck, noted
dance director. Scheck, with Lou
Silvers, Columbia musical director,
is writing the music for this dance
which will be one of the features oi

the production.

T T T

Lumsden Hare, Cora Sue Collins,

Clarence Muse, Don Tailor, Lillian

West and Arnold Korff have already
been signed for "Black Moon,"
which is a picturization of Clements
Ripley's "Cosmopolitan Magazine"
story entitled "Haiti Moon" and di-

rected by R. William Neill.

T T T

M. H. Hoffman, president of Lib-
erty Pictures, has completed the
cast which will support Neil Hamil-
ton in "Two Heads on a Pillow,"
the new Liberty feature which will
soon be placed in production. Mir-
iam Jordan, Henry Armetta, Mon-
roe Owsley, Lona Andre, Edward
Martindel and Claire McDowell
have been signed for the more im-
portant roles. Albert DeMond
wrote the screen story, suggested by
Dorothy Canfield's novel, "The Eter-
nal Masculine."

T T

Grady Sutton, youthful comedy
star of RKO's "Blondes and Red-
heads" comedies, has been signed
for the juvenile lead in Radio's
"Bachelor Bait," originally entitled
"The Great American Harem." The
role is a novelty for young Sutton,
who has previously played comedy.
George Stevens, comedy director at

RKO, is directing the picture, the
production marking his first fea-

ture-length comedy on this lot, after

a series of two-reelers. In the cast
are Stuart Erwin, Rochelle Hudson,
Skeets Gallagher, Pert Kelton, Ed-
gar Kennedy, Chick Chandler and
Grady Sutton.

T T T
"The Dragon Murder Case," new-

est of the S. S. Van Dine mystery
thrillers, has started production at

the Warner studios with H. Bruce

("Lucky") Humberstone directing.

Warren William plays Philo Vance
the suave, erudite and keen-eyed
detective; this being the first time
any actor but William Powell has
essayed the role on the screen. Mar-
garet Lindsay is the heroine of the
story, and among others in the cast
are Philip Reed, Arthur Aylesworth
and Hobart Cavanaugh. The screen
version of the Van Dine book has

been written by Rian James and
Robert N. Lee.

T T T
"Bachelor Bait" is the final title

for the RKO picture formerly
known as "The Great American
Harem." Pert Kelton, Stuart Er-
win and Edgar Kennedy have fea-
tured roles. William Seiter is di-

recting from an original story by
Victor and Edward Halperin.

WOULD
YOU
BUY A CAR

THAT HAD NO SPRINGS ?

© If your seats are hard, lumpy, and

uncomfortable, you've just about as

much chance of getting and holding

patronage as a manufacturer who

turns out a springless car. Get the

jump on your competition by reseating

with comfortable, upholstered chairs.

Ask Us,
'How can I reseat and pay

for new chairs conveniently?"

American Seating Company
Makers of Dependable Seating for Theatres and Auditoriums

General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan

BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES



Features Reviewed in Film Daily, Oct. 11 to May 5

Title Reviewed
Above The Clouds-COL. 12-19-33

Ace of Aces-RKO 11-11-33

Adieu Les Beaux Jours-XX
4-24-34

Advice To The Lovelorn-
UA 12-14-33

Affairs of Cellini-UA 5-5-34

After Tonight-RKO 10-26-33

Aggie Appleby, Maker of

Men-RKO 10-19-33

Alice in Wonderland-PAR
12-11-33

All Men Are Enemies-F .. 4-26-34

All of Me-PAR 2-3-34

Ariane-BLU 3-8-34

As Husbands Go-F 1-27-34

As the Earth Turns-WA .2-15-34

A Woman's Man-MOP. 1-19-34

Bedside-FN 3-6 34

Before Dawn-RKO 10-17-33

Before Morning-GRB .10-19-33

Beggars in Ermine-MOP. 2-14-34

Beloved-U 1-27-34

Beyond Bengal-SHO . . 4 25-34

Big Chance. The-GRB . .8-30-33

Big Executive-PAR 10-19-33

Big Race-SHO 2-14-34

Big Shakedown-FN 2-9-34

Big Time or Bust-TOW. 1-10-34

Black Shirts-XX 4-12-34

B'ind Adventure-RKO. .10-31-33

Blonde Bombshell-MGM, See
Bombshell 10-11-33

Blood Monev-UA 11-11-33

Blue Steel-MOP 5-5-34

Bolero-PAR 2-17-34

Bomben Auf Monte Carlo
XX.. 9-28-33

Bombay Mail-U 1-6-34

Bottoms Up-F 3-23-34

Broadway Thru a Keyhole
UA.. 11-2-33

Broken Dreams-MOP. .. 11-8-33

Broken Shoes-AM 3-31-34

Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back
UA. .5-4-34

By Candlelight-U 1-6-34

Carolina-F 2-3-34

Catherine the Great-UA. .2-2-34

Chance at Heaven-RKO . 12-23-33

Carnival Lady-GOP 11-29-33

Cascarrabias-PAR 10 31-33

Cat and the Fiddle-MGM .2-14-34

Charming Deceiver-MAJ. 12-9-33

Chief, The-MGM 12-2-33

Christopher Bean-MGM . 1 1-22-33

City Limits-MOP 3-28-34

College Coach-WA 11-10-33

Come on Marines-PAR. . 3-24-34

Coming Out Party-F 3-17 34

Constant Nymph-F .4 7-34

Convention City-FN 12-14-33

Counsellor at Law-U. 11-28-33

Countess of Monte Cristo

U 3 31-34

Cradle Song PAR 11-18-33

Crainquebille-TAP 3-28-34

Crime Doctor-RKO 3-14-34

Criminal At Large-HEL. 12-20-33

Crosby Case-U 3-23-34

Cross Country Cruise-U . 1-10-34

Crown of Thorns-XX .. 3-30-34

Curtain at Eight-MAJ 2-1-34

Dance. Girl, Dance
1NV. .10-?«-33

Dancing Lady-MGM 12-2-33

Dark Hazard-FN 2-23-34

Das Schicksal der Renate
Langen-XX 1 1-6-33

Day of Reckoning-MGM. 11-4-33

Death Takes a Holiday-PAR.
2-23-34

Der Gluecksylinder-XX. .3 13-34

Der Feldherrnhueeel XX. 4-24-34

Der Frechdachs-UFA 1-9 34

Der Meisterdetektiv-XX. .2-14-34

Der Stern von Va!encia-UFA
4-24-34

Der Sohn der Weissen Berge
XX-10-28-33

Der Traumende Mund-XX 2-6 34

De.ign for Living PAR . 1 1 -17-33

Devil Tiger-F 2-8-34

Die Blonde Christl-XX . . 2 28-34
Die Galavorstellung—XX

12-11-33

Die Mutter Der Kompagnie
XX. .3-13-34

Die Verkaufte Braute-XX .
5-2-34

Dream of My People-PA 2-28-34

Double Door-PAR 5-5-34

Ouck Soup-PAR 11-17-33

East of First Avenue—COL
11-28-33

Easy to Love-WA 1-13-34

Eat "Em Alive-AUS .... 1 1-4-33

Eight Oirls in a Boat-PAR
1-13-34

Ein Gewisser Herr Gran-XX.
2-24-34

Eines Prinzen Junge T.iebe

XX. .3-28-34

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
A LD—Allied Picture!

A M—Amkino
AST—Astor Pictures
AU— Capt. Harold Auten
AUS—Harold Austin

BAV—Bavaria Film AG
BLU—Blue Ribbon Photoplays
BO—John W. Boyle
BRO—Broadway- Hollywood

CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CHA—Chadwick
CHE—Chesterfield

CIN — Cinexport Distributing
Corp.

COL—Columbia

DU—DuWorld
EXP—Exploitation Pictures
F— Fox
FD— First Division
FR—Freuler Film Associate
FN— First National
FX—The Film Exchange

GB—Gaumont-British
GFF—General Foreign Films
GEN— General Films
GRB—Arthur Greenblatt
GOP—Goldsmith Productions
HEL— Helber Pictures
IDE—Ideal
IMP— Imperial Dist.
INV—Invincible Pictures
1AFA—Jafa

JE—Jewel Productions
JEW—Jewish Talking Pictures
KIN—Kinematrade
KRE—Sherman S. Krellberg
MAF—Mayflower
MAJ—Majestic Pictures
MAR—Marcy
MAY—Mayfair Picture!
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
MOD—Modern Films
MOP—Monogram Pictures
PA—Palestine-American Film Co.
PA R—Paramount

PIN— Pinnacle
PK1— Principal Dist. Corp
PRO— Progressive Pictures
PRX—Protex Dist. Corp.
RIC—Edward T. Ricci
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
ROY— Fanchon Royer
SCA—Scandinavian Pictures
SCO—Lester F. Scott
SHO—Showmen's Pictures
STE—William Steiner
SYN—Syndicate Exchange
TAP—John S. Tapernoux
TOW—Tower ProHs
TRU—True Life Photoplays
U— Universal
UA—United Artists

UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros
WEL—Carveth Wells
WIN—Windsor Pictures
WOK—Worldkino
XX—No distributor set

Title Reviewed
Eisenstein in Mexico

PHI. .11-2-33

El Prisionero 13-CIN .. .3-30-34

End of the World-AU . .4-17-34

Enemies of Progress-XX .1-16-34

Enlighten Thy Daughter-
EXP 12-27-33

Eskimo-MGM 11-16-33

Es Wird Schon Wieder
Besser-UFA 1-24-34

Ever in My Heart-WA. 10-13-33

Ever Since Eve-F 3-27-34

Fantomas-DU 3-13-34

Fashions of 1934-FN 1-9-34

Female-FN 11-4-33

Fiddlin' Buckaroo-U ... 1 2-20-33

Figaro e la Sua Gran
Giornata-XX 10-30 33

Fighting Code-COL 1-10-34

Fighting Rangers-COL .
.4-12-34

Film Parade-GEN 12-20-33

Finishing Schoo'-RKO .. .4-6-34

Flaming Gold-RKO 1-18-34

Flying Down To Rio-RKO
12-20-33

Fog-COL 1-6-34

Found Alive IDE 11-8-33

4 Frightened People-PAR 1-27-34

Fraoulein-Falsch Verbuden-
XX.. 1-16-34

Frau Lehmann's Toechter
XX-10-28 33

From Headquarters-FN. 11-1 6-33

Frontier Marshal-F 1-31-34

Fugitive Lovers-MGM ... 1-3-34

Fury of the Jungle-COL. 2-8-34

Gallant Lady-UA 12-7-33

Galoping Romeo-MOP. . 1 1-2-33

Gambling Lady WA 3-7-34

George White's Scandals
F.. 3-17 34

Ghoul The-GB 11-25-33

Girl Without a Room-PAR
12-7-33

Going Hollywood-MGM. 12-22-33

Golden Harvest-PA R. ... 1 1-8-33

Goodbye Love—RKO 3-13 34

Good Dame-PAR 3-17-34

Gow-FX 12-2-33

Guilty Parents-SYN. . . . 4-6-34

Gun Justice-U 2-14-34

Harold Teen-WA 3-7-34

Havana Widows FN 11-25-33

Headline Shooter-RKO .
10-21-33

Heat Lightning-WA 3-7-34

He-AST 12-28-33

He Couldn't Take It—MOP
12-13-33

Heideschulmeister Uwe
Karsten-UFA 4-17-34

Her Forgotten Past
MAY. .10-31 33

Her Splendid Folly
PRO. .10-28 33

Her Secret-IDE 12-19-33

Her Sweetheart-MGM, See:
Christopher Bean 11-22-33

Hell and High Water-PAR
12-16-33

Hi. Nellie-WA 2-1-34

Hips, Hips, Hooray-RKO
1-24-34

Hired Wife PIN 2-1-34

His Double Life-PAR. 12-16-33

Hitler's Reign of Terror-JE
4-27-34

Hold That Girl-F 3-24-34

Hold the Press COL... 12-1-33

Hollywood. Ciudad de En-
sueno-U 4-10-34

Hoopla-F 12-2-33

House of Rothschild-U A. .3-8-34

House on 56th Street-WA
12-2-33

Title Reviewed
I Am Suzanne-F 1-19-34
I Believe in You-F 4-10-34
Ich Glaub Nie Mehr An

Eine Frau-BAV 10-13-33

If I Were Free-RKO. . . .12 8-33
I Like it That Way-U . .4-17-34

I'll Tell the World-U .. .4-21-34
I'm No Angel-PAR 10-14-33
I've Got Your Number-WA

2-3-34
Inge Und die Millionen-

UFA. .4-17-34
Invisible Man-U 11-18-33
In the Money-INV 1-6-34

It Happened One Night-COL.
2-23-34

I Was a Spy-F 1-13-34

Ja Treu 1st Dei Soldatenliebe
XX. .5-2-34

Jimmy And Sally-F 12-16-33
Jimmy the Gent-WA 3-26-34
Journal of a Crime-FN . .2-24-34
Just Smith-GB 4-24-34

Keep 'Em Rolling-RKO . .3-1-24
Kennel Murder Case

WA. .10-28-3'
King For a Night-U 12-9-33
King of Wild Horses

COL. .3-21-34
La Cancion Del Dia-XX .8-28-33
Ladies Must Love-U. .. 1 1-16-33

Lady Killer-WA 12-28-33
La Ciudad de Carton-F.2 ifi j4
La Cruz Y La Espada-F 2-6-34
La Fusee-TAP 3-15-34
La Maternelle-TAP 4-25-34
L'ange Gardien-TAP. .. .4-20-34
La Sombre de Pancho
Villa-MOD 4-10 34

La Sombra de Pancho Villa

COL.. 1-9-34

Last Trail-F 12-1-33
Laughter Through Tears

WOK. .11-16-33
La Frochard et les Deux

Orphe!ines-X X 2-8-34
Lazy River-MGM 4-3-34

Le Noche del Pecado-COL
12-29-33

Le Sang D'un Poete
RIC 11-13-33

Le Serment-PRX 3-15-34

Let's Fall in Love-COL. 1-20-34

Life in the Raw-F 10-19-33

Line-Up, The-COL 4-17-34

Little Woman-RKO 11-16-33

Live and Laugh JEW 12-8-33

Lone Cowboy-PAR 1-27-34

Looking for Trouble-UA .2-21-34

L'Opera De Quat Sous-WA
12-11-33

Lost Patrol-RKO 2-9-34

Lo Tu Y Ella-F 12-11-33

Love Birds-U 5-4 34

Love. Honor and Oh. Baby!
U-10 28-33

Last Gentleman-UA ...4-28-34
Love Past Thirty-FR. .. .2-14-34

Luegen Auf Rueeen-XX . 1-5-34

Lucky Texan-MOP 1-6-34

Mad Game-F 11-11-33

Madame Spy-F 2-1 0-34

Man of Two Worlds-RKO
1-13-34

Man of Sentiment
CHE. .11-16-13

Mandalay-FN 2-15-34

Manhattan Melodrama-MGM
5-2-34

Manhattan Love Song-
MOP. .4-17-34

Man's Castle-COL 12-28-33
Marriage on Approval-FR

12-27-33

Title R, virwd
Massacre-FN 1-18-34
Master of Men-COL 11-28-33
Meanest Gal in Town-RKO,

2-17-34
Meet the Baron-MGM .. 10-28-33
Melodia Prohibida-XX . . . 3-28-34
Melody in Spring-PAR. 3-31-34
Men in White-MGM ..3-28-34
Maz-Zelle Nitouche

PRO. .11-18-33
Midnight-U 3-7-34
Midshipman Jack-RKO . 1 1-17-33
Mirages de Paris-AU. . 12-29-33
Miss Fane's Baby is

Stolen-PAR 1-20-34
Modern Hero, A-WA. .. .4-3-34

Monte Carlo Nights-MOP
4-26-34

Moth. The-MAR ..3-9-34
Moulin Rouge-UA 1-10-34
Mr. Skitch-F 12-23-33
Mv Lips Betray-F 11-4-33
Myrt and Marge-U 1-16-34
Mystery Liner-MOP . . 2-28-34
Mystery of Mr. X-MGM . 2-24-34
My Weakness-F 9-22-33
My Woman-COL 10-17-33

Nana-UA 2-2-34
Ninth Guest. The-COL ..3-3-34
No Funny Business-PRI . 3-10-34
No Dejes la Puerta Abierta

F. .11-13-33
No Greater Glory COL. .3-'4-'4

No More Women-PAR .3-3-34

Olsen's Big Moment-F. .. 1-9-34

One Is Guilty-COL 5-3-34

One Year Later-ALD .. 1 1-16-33

Once to Every Woman
COL 3 24-34

Onlv Yesterdav-U 11-10-3'

Orders Is Orders 5-4-34

Orient Express-F 2-?8-'M

Palooka-UA 2-1-34

Parada Rezerwi'tow-CAP. 5-2-34

Patriots. The-AM 9-25-33

Pecados de Amor-XX ... .4-25-34

Pettersson & Bendel-SCA .2-24-34
Picture Brides-FD 4-24-34
Police Car 17-COL 11-6-33
Poor Rich. The-U 4-5-34

Prince of Wales-GB 4-24-34
Prizefighter and tne Lady

MGM. .114-33
Public Stenographer

MAR. .1-10-34

Quartorze Juillet-PRX . 10-21-33

Queen Christina-MGM .. 12-28-33
Quick, Koenig Der Klowns-
UFA 12-11-33

Quitter, The-CHE 3-14-3*

Rafter Romance-RKO 1-9-34

Rainbow Over Broadway-
CHE 12-27-33

Rainbow Ranch-MOP .. 10-18-33

Riders of Destiny-MOP. 1 1-29-33

Riding Thru-STE 2 24-34

Right to Romance
RKO. .11-22-33

Riptide-MGM 3-31-34

Road to Ruin-TRU 2-21-34

Roman Scandals-UA 12-14-33

Russia Today-WEL ..10-21-33

Sagebrush Trail-MOP ..12-8-33

Sagebrush Trail-MOP. . 12-27-33

Sagrario-XX 1-24-34

Saison in Kairo-UFA .. 12-29-33

Saturday's Millions-U ... 10-14-33

Search for Beauty-PAR.2-10 34

Secret Sinners-MAY .12-13-33
Sensation Hunters-MOP. . 1-3-34

Shadows of Sing Sing-COL,
2-14-34

She Made Her Bed-PAR .4 27-34

Title Rrvic.oed
Should Ladies Behave?-MGM

Show-Off-MGM 3-17-34
Silent Men-COL 11-8-33
Simple Tailor, The-AM . .2-24-34
Sin of Nora Moran-MAJ

12-14-33
Sing and Like It-RKO . .4-14-34
Sitting Pretty-PAR 11-22-33
Six of a King-PAR 1-24-34
Sixteen Fathoms Deep-

MOP 1-19-34
Skyway-MOP 10-18-33
Sleepers East-F 4-24-34
Smarty-WA 4-12-34
Smoky-F 12-23-33
Son of a Sailor-FN 12-1-33
Son of Kong-RKO 12-30-33
S. O. S. Iceberg-U... 11-28-33
Sons of the Desert-MGM . 1-6-34
Speed Wings-COL 3-27-34
Spitfire-RKO 2-23-34
Stand Up and Cheer-F. .4-20-34
Straightaway-COL 1-16 34
Strawberry Roan-U ...12-6-33
Strich Durch Die Rechnung-

UFA .3 6-34
Success at Any Price-RKO

5-3-34
Su Ultima Cancion-CIN .3-30-34
Sunset Pass-PAR 1 0-28-33
Sweden, Land of the Vikings

BO. .1-6-34
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi

MOP. .10-26-33
Szpieg-MA J 3-6-34

Take a Chance-PAR. .. 1 1-25-33
Tannenberg-XX 4 6-34
Tarzan and His Mate-

MGM. .4-16-34
Tausend Fuer Eine Nacht-
XX 2-14-34

Texas Tornado-FD 2-28-34
This Man is Mine-RKO ... 3-8-34

This Side of Heaven-MGM
1-31-34

Three Thieves-AM 10-31-33
Throne of the Gods-IMP

12-22-33
Thundering Herd-PAR .. 3-31-34
Tiburon-XX 4-20-34
Til'ie and Gus-PAR 11-11-33
Toda Una Vida-PAR 10-28-33
Tod Uber Shanghai-MO. 12-19-33
To the Last Man-PA R. 10-26-33
Tracy Rides-STE 5-5-34
Trail Drive-U 1-3-34

Trenck-XX 4-10-34
Trumpet Blows-PAR ...4-14-34
Twentieth Century-COL. .

5-4-34

Two Alone—RKO 4-7-34

20 Million Sweethearts-FN
4-5-34

Uncertain Lady-U .... 4-20-34

Under Secret Orders-PRO
12-6-33

Unknown Blonde MAJ . .4-19-34

Viva Villa!-MGM 4-12-34
Volga. Volga-KIN ...12-19-33
Voice in the Night-COL .4-24-34

Walls of Gold-F 10-21-33

Wandering Jew, The
JAFA. .10-21 33

War of the Range-FR. . 1 1-22-33

Way to Love-PAR 11-11-33

Wenn Die Liebe Mode Macht
XX. .10-30-33

We're Not Dressing-PAR .4-26-34

West of the Divide—MOP
1-13-34

Wharf Angel-PAR ...4-21-34

What's Your Racket?-MAY
3 6-34

Wheels of Destiny-U 3-28-34

Where Sinners Meet-
RKO. .4-19-34

WhirlpooI-COL 5-5-34

White Face-HEL 11-22-33

White Woman-PAR 11-18-33

Wie Sag Ich's Meinnem
Mann?-XX 1-24-34

Wild Boys of the Road
FN.. 9-22-33

Wild Cargo-RKO 3-24-34

Wine. Women and Song-
CHA 12-16-33

Witching Hour-PAR ..4-28-34

Woman Condemned-
MAR. .4-20-34

Wom.nn Unafraid-GOP .. 3-27-34

Women in His Life-MGM
12-9-33

Wonder Bar-FN 2-17 34

World Changes-FN 10-28-33

Worst Woman in Paris?
F.. 11-25-33

You Can't Buy Everything
MG-M. 2-1-34

You're Telling Me-PAR
4-7-34
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"Women Must Dress," by Tristram
Tupper; "Dames and Dynamite," by
George Bertholon; "Mysterious Mr.
Wong," by Harry Stephen Keeler;
"Cheers of the Crowd," by Tupper,
and "Mystery Man," by Albert Pay-
son Terhune, a Saturday Evening
Post story.

Other properties include: "The
Nut Farm," by John C. Brownell;
"The Healer," from the famous book
by Robert Herrick; "Million Dollar
Baby," by Joseph Santley; "Red-
head," by Vera Brown; "The Hoo-
sier Schoolmaster," by Edward Eg-

Igleston; "Sing Sing Nights," by
IHarry Stephen Keeler, screenplay
by David Silverstein; "Girl of My
Dreams," by George Waggner;
"Honeymoon Limited," book by Vida
Hurst; "Reckless Romeos," by N.
Brewster Morse; "Murder in the
Stratosphere," by Tristram Tupper;
"Women Who Kill," by Frederick
and Fanny Hatton; "Tomorrow's
Youth," Harry Sauber story, with
screenplay by Earl Snell; a Ben
Verschleiser production, and "Suc-
cessful Failure," by Michael Kane.

Robert Armstrong and Lionel At-
will are already set for specific pic-

tures in the lineup, Johnston said,

and deals are under way for other
stars.

Three Film Bills Loom
In Louisiana Session
(Continued from Page 1)

sor bill, will be presented in the
Louisiana Legislature when that

body meets in Baton Rouge about
May 14, The Film Daily learns.

ii! Theater interests are preparing to

fight them; union labor will support
operators' licensing.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

In all my experi-

ence in the mo-
tion picture busi-

ness, I have al-

ways found The
Film Daily Year
Book a very valu-

able source of ref-

erence. I have oc-

casion to refer to

same quite fre-

quently, and have

always found the

book to be very

valuable.

Jules Levy,
General Sales Mcjr.

RKO Distributing
Corporation.

1,000 Pages — Free to

jB Vilm Daily Subscribers,

• The Broadway Parade •
Picture Distributor Theater

No Greater Glory Columbia Roxy
20 Million Sweethearts (2nd week) Warner Bros Strand
The Whirlpool Columbia Casino
We're Not Dressing (2nd we^k) Paramount Rivoli

Manhattan Melodrama M-G-M Capitol
Double Door Paramount Paramount
20th Century Columbia Music Hall
Success At Any Price Radio Rialto
Orders Is Orders Gaumont Westminster
Hitler's Reign of Terror (2nd week) Jewel Prods Mayfair
This Man Is Mine Radio Center
Tcbu* Paramount Little Carnegie

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
House of Rothschild (8th week) United Artists Astor

FOREIGN DIALOGUE PICTURES
Marionettes Amkino Acme
Adieux Les Beaux Jours Ufa 55th St. Playhouse

4 FUTURE OPENINGS
Change of Heart (May 10) Fox Music Hall
Sadie McKee (May 11) M-G-M Capitol
Glamour (May 11)./ Universal Roxy
Crime Doctor (May 11) Radio Rialto

In Love with Life (May 111 Invincible Casino
Thirty-Day Princess (May 11) Paramount Paramount
Cheaters (May 14) Hollywood Picts Mayfair
Beyond Bengal ( May 16) Showmens' Pictures Gaiety
He Was Her Man** Warner Bros Strand
Sorrell and Sonf United Artists Rivoli

-Revival.

"Follows "20 Million Sweethearts."

fFollows "We're Not Dressing."

GEO. SCHAEFER HEAD

OF PARA, THEATERS
(Continued from Pane 1)

caused by the resignation of Ralph
A. Kohn last Tuesday.
At the same time, Walter B.

Cokell, treasurer of Paramount Pic-
tures Distributing Corp., was named
to the board of directors of both
Famous Theaters Corp., and Para-
mount Theaters Service Corp.,
Zukor stated.

May File Minority Report
On Review of NRA Codes

(Continued from Page 1)

clair, New York, the Board member
who did not sign the report trans-
mitted by Clarence Darrow to the
President. After reading the Dar-
row brief over the week-end, the
President has promised to make it

public early this week provided "it

is not too profane."

Universal Starts Talent Hunt
West Coast Bureau of THF. FILM DAILY

Hollywood — David C. Werner,
Universal casting director, left here
yestreday on a tour of the nation's
principal cities in search of new
acting talent.

GROUP OF RKO HOUSES

HEADED BY ZOHBEL

(Continued from Page 1)

last week from the presidency of the

theater companies is understood to

be due to the demands upon his time

and service for the K-A-0 circuit

and RKO Radio Pictures, of which
he is president. An official announce-
ment of Zohbel's election as prexy

of the many subsidiary companies is

expected this week.

Maintenance Hearing Fri.
John C. Flinn, executive secre-

tary of the Motion Picture Code
Authority; Nathan Straus, Jr.,

state NRA compliance head, and
James F. Hodgson, local compliance
officer, must show cause Friday be-

fore Judge Francis J. Caffey in Fed-
eral Court why they should not be

restrained from insisting that em-
ployes of the American Building
Maintenance Co. come under the film

Code and cannot be worked more
than 40 hours weekly, in an action

instituted by Morris Rosenberg,
president of the maintenance com-
pany. Rosenberg maintains that un-

der a ruling recently obtained from
the Policy Board at Washington he

may work his employes 48 hours
weekly.

Leonard Schlesinger on Vacation

Philadelphia—Leonard Schlesing-

er, Warner-Stanley zone manager,
has gone to St. Louis for a two-
week vacation.

NN ,»>»«$**
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"MELODY IN SPRING"

You'll have a song in your heart for many Springs

to come if you install Alexander Smith Carpet

—

the long-wearing, attractively styled floor-covering

that helps make theatres popular. Alexander Smith

Premier and Crestwood Carpets are used in the

majority of the country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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SEX THEME PERENNIAL,

SAYS BARNEY GLAZER
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Hollywood—The screen can no

more abandon sex as the predom-
inating theme in its entertainment
than the earth's mortals can aban-
don romance in their daily life's

pursuit, declares Barney Glazer,

prominent Paramount producer, in

answer to the present clamor for

more "Little Women" type of pic-

tures.

"Since our entire civilization is

founded on sex and not on fairy

tales whose premise is the life of

animals, I fail to see how these

self-appointed guardians of public

morals can expect the public to con-

sistently and avidly accept unexcit-

ing and unemotional entertainment.

"Romance is sex; blame it on

Adam and Eve and not on Holly-

wood producers. The public wants
it regardless of purported state-

ments to the contrary and if the

industry is to survive, which it

surely will, we must cater to the

box-office."

Contracts for Fight Picture

Film rights to the Ross-McLar-
nin fight to be held May 28 at the

Long Island Bowl have been ac-

qu :

red by Garden Pictures, Inc.

M. H. HOFFMAN
p b e s e rvr s

•A

with

LEILA HYAMS
PHILLIPS HOLMES

JACK LA RUE ROBERT McWADE
Hedda Hopper Vince Barnett

"Amusing travestj . . developed with

freshness and having an excellent -tory

l>aM> for it- comedy"

—

VARIETY.
"Unique situations and clever dialogue

sustain interest throughout"

—

M. /'.

DAILY'. "Very splendid photoplaj for

anj theatre"—FILMOGR H'U. "Hand-
u„„In mounted."- EXHIBITOR.

1934 1935

NEWS OF THE DAY
St. Petersburg, Fla.—Jack Fitz-

water, with the Sparks Theaters
for five years, has been sent to man-
age the Plaza. He succeeds Vernon
Wooten, transferred to the west
coast.

Denver - - The Sheffield exchange
was broken into and the cash draw-
er rifled. About $35 was secured.

Labor Board Reinstates Union Man
Kansas City—The labor difficulty

of the Civic theater, Webb City,

Mo., with a projectionist who claim-
ed he was discharged because of
union affiliations, has been settled

through the offices of the Regional
Labor Board at Kansas City, of
which R. L. Blume is executive sec-
retary. The Civic reemployed the
projectionist.

A case not yet settled is that of

the Isis theater at Arkansas City,

Kans. A discharged operator claims
discrimination because of union af-

filiation.

Seven projectionists and one re-

lief man are being discharged by
Dubinsky's Regent and Liberty the-
aters here. The men claim discrim-
ination because of union affiliation.

Charge Unfair Competition

McGehee, Miss. — The McGehee
Theater has filed a complaint with
the grievance board in New Or-
eans against a theater being oper-
ated by the state sanitarium here.

Claims sanitarium theater is oper-
ated with state funds, by state em-
ployees and is unfair competition.
Complaint also is made specifically

against Universal, M-G-M and RKO
for selling the hospital.

Completing Negro War Film

Lincoln Productions is complet-
ing "The Unknown Soldier Speaks,"
a compilation of World War shots

almost half of which is devoted to

activities of negro soldiers in the

fray, and expects to arrange a
Broadway showing, according to

Jack Goldberg, president. Goldberg
has made a tieup with every negro
newspaper in the country whereby
the papers will devote five pages
to shots from the picture, he said.

Sack Acquires Shorts

San Antonio — Sack Amusement
Enterprises has closed with Du-
World Pictures for distribution
rights in Texas, Oklahoma and Ar-
kansas on "Dawn to Dawn," four-
reeler.

Sack has also acquired 14 single-
reel "Port O'Call" travelogues from
William M. Pizor.

K. C. Boards in Quarters

Kansas City — The local zoning
and clearance and the grievance
boards are now occupying offices at

907 Davidson Building. Grace Gan-
non is secretary.

Denver—Wm. Rosenfeldt is tak-
ing over for distribution in this ter-

ritory all the World Wide product
from Fox. It includes westerns and
feature dramas.

ZANUCK TO LINE UP

1934-1935 MATERIAL

Bartow, Fla.—The old Orpheum
is being remodeled and will be
known as the Bartow theater. R. J.

Barnes is manager.

Allied Not Acting on Duals

Although the M. P. T. 0. A. has

officially gone on record as urging

the Code Authority to impose a ban

on double features, Allied States

Asso. will not adopt a similar stand.

The latter exhibitor organization

will hold firm to its policy to the

effect that the matter should be left

to individual determination, Presi-

dent Sidney E. Samuelson told The
Film Daily yesterday.

1
t ontiiiued from I'anc 1

)

up the remainder of the lineup foi

next season. The four stories al-

ready scheduled to go in production
on his return to the coast early in

September include "Half Angel,"
Fanny Heaslip Lea magazine serial;

"Richelieu," which will star George
Arliss; "The Mighty Barnum,"
which Gene Fowler and Bess Mere-
dyth wrote for Wallace Beery in the
star role, and "The Red Cat," the
stage play which 20th Century will

produce in New York in arrange-
ment with A. H. Woods.

In addition, Zanuck is on the look-

out for story material suitable for

Fredric March and Constance Ben-
nett in which both players will be
co-starred and vehicles for Ronald
Colman and Lorctta Young.

V'i

i

Preparing Fight Film Bill
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A bill to remove the

ban on interstate shipment of fight

films is being prepared for intro-

duction in the Senate by Senator
3arbour of New JeJrsey.
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Nation's Critics Have Little Fear of Television
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ADOLPH MOR TO GIVEJULL TIME TO PRODUCTION

Jurisdiction Dispute Adjourns N. Y. Zoning Meet
First Confab Strikes Snag

Due to Overlapping
Complaint

Questioning the jurisdiction of the
New Jersey advisory committee. of

the local zoning and clearance
board, J. D. Egan, general manager
of Wilmer & Vincent theaters, yes-
terday caused an adjournment of

the meeting for a week. It was
the first meeting of the committee
sitting as a body to act upon clear-

ance complaints. The complaint
was registered by Greenhugh The-
aters, owner of the Washington
Theater, Washington, N. J., against

(Continued on Page 6)

MORE SCOPE IN FILMS

VISIONED BY ZANUGK

A continual expansion of the
screen's scope, eventually taking in

even such forms as Shakespeare and
opera, is envisioned by Darryl F.

Zanuck, 20th Century production
chief, who is in New York for a few
days before sailing for a tour of

(Continued on Page 6)

Zoning Plan May Ban
Dime Admissions, Duals
Cincinnati—A heavy penalty, in

the way of delayed availability, on
houses playing to dime admissions

is expected to be recommended when
the new local zoning schedule is pre-

sented at the meeting of the zoning

and clearance board on May 14. It

is also understood that most ex-

changes are opposed to any sales to
(Continued on Page 6)

Few Grievances in Cleve.

Cleveland — With disposal of three

grievance cases last week in which de-

fendant exhibs were ordered to stop

handing out quantities of 10-cent ad-

mission coupons, there are no cases

on file with the local grievance board

at present.

CRITICS* FORUM
QUESTION NO. 5

What effects do you foresee on motion pictures when television

becomes practical entertainment?

RESULTS OF CRITICS' REPLIES

Wide variance of opinions, ranging from many who see no effect

at all to a very few forecasting complete elimination of screen,

but majority viewpoint is that because of television's technical

limitations, plus the fact that people prefer their entertainment

in crowds, the theater will get a temporary jolt from television

—

and that jolt is still quite distant.

IF
THE consensus of viewpoints of several hundred of the nation's leading motion

picture critics can be relied upon as a prophecy, the film industry hasn't much to

fear from the big bad wolf of television when, as and if it becomes practical commer-

cial entertainment. Though a good many of the participants in the 1934 Critics' Forum

conducted by THE FILM DAILY were frank to decline the role of seer with regard

to this impending new form of entertainment, more than 300 did take a chance and

the sum of their opinions is that (1) general television entertainment still is far off,

(2) it cannot compete with the scops and action of screen entertainment unless it

broadcasts films on screens the same size as in theaters, (3) even if it does supply

good entertainment, the public will always remain gregarious and theater shows will

always have more lure than home amusement, (4) present amusement interests will

probably tie up television and present it in theaters and (5) it will spur better motion

pictures to meet the competition.

Regardless of the fears or hopes held for it, television is a matter of evolution

and competitive interests will have to contend with it, some of the critics point out.

Its biggest effect is expected to be on radio, which will be more or less ruined or

replaced, the critics say.

ALL-AROUND AMALGAMATION SEEN

An amalgamation of all types of entertainment, with films, radio and possibly

newspapers under unified management, is one of the possibilities foreseen.

E. H. Gooding of the "Buffalo Evening News" thinks the effect will be "no more

than radio has had on screen technique or theater attendance; it will not be a serious

rival in our time; too limited in scope."

A "great change in distribution, with opportunity to appeal to any number of

different classes of audience," predicts Vincent S. Jones of the "Utica Daily Press."

He adds that it "should widen the field for entertainment and eventually improve it."

"There will be fewer theaters, but the desire for theatergoing will continue," in

the opinion of E. W. Opie of the "Leader & News-Leader," Staunton, Va.

Albert E. Parks of the "Long Island City Daily Star" believes "pictures will slowly

(Continued on Page 6)

Paramount President Goes
West for Indefinite

Period
Adolph Zukor, president of Para-

mount leaves New York today for

Hollywood, where he plans to de-

vote his entire attention to cur-

rent and future production matters

for an indefinite period of time.

With Emanuel Cohen, vice-president

in charge of production, Zukor will

review the pictures now in work
for release in the fall and will con-

(Continued on Page 7)

CHARGE BAN ON DUALS

IS DISCRIMINATORY

Philadelphia — Question as to
whether or not a disrtibutor having
product deals with two theaters,
with each contract containing anti-

double feature clauses, can invoke
the provisions against one account
and not the other is involved in a

(Continued on Page 7)

Fox West Coast, Principal

Must Give Up 20 Pictures
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Local grievance

board has ruled that Fox West
Coast and Principal Theaters must
turn over 20 first-run films to the

Garfield Theater, Alhambra, which
(Continued on Page 7)

Want Canavan Back
Middle West operators' locals have

inaugurated a campaign to bring about

the election of William F. Canavan of

St. Louis as president of the I. A. T.

S. E. at its annual convention at

Louisville June 4. A committee in

charge of the move has sent out a

circular letter seeking to enlist support

for Canavan, who was formerly head of

the international.
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Golf Committee Named—Also the Brewmeister
With the naming of the official committee, the receipt of 24 entries and the ap-

pointment of Harry H. Thomas as Brewmeister, plans for the 22nd annual Film Daily
Golf Tournament progressed on putts and drives yesterday. On Thursday the com-
mittee will visit the Glen Oaks Golf and Country Club, Great Neck, to look over
the fairways and the effectiveness of the 19th hole. With Thomas in charge of the
suds in acknowledgement of his generous donation of several barrels of he-man beer,
feelers are out for some enterprising executive who will donate a supply of wine for

the non-beer drinkers. Prizes will be plentiful and revelry will surpass fomer years.

Members of the committee are Jack Alicoate, chairman; Al Lichtman, Louis Nizer,
Lee Ochs, William Ferguson, William Brandt and Don Mersereau. Thursday, June 7 is

the date. Applications are now being received by the committee. Entries are
limited. Make your reservation today.
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Can Protest Assessments
To Local Grievance Board

Exhibitors who consider their

code assessments unfair may file

complaints with their local griev-

ance boards prior to the start of

the second half of the code fiscal

year, it was stated at the office of

the Code Authority yesterday. Ap-
proximately $22,000 has already

been collected from 3,500 theaters

up to the present time.

Eastern Code Secretaries

Meeting Here Next Week
The third and last meeting of

local board secretaries has been

tentatively scheduled for next Tues-

day in New York, with Eastern
secretaries attending. Attending the

meeting called by John C. Flinn,

executive secretary of the Code Au-
thority, will be secretaries from New
York, Boston, Buffalo, New Haven,
Philadelphia, Albany, Pittsburgh,

Washington, Charlotte and Atlanta.

Enjoin Sheboygan Pickets

Milwaukee — An injunction has

been granted by Federal Judge Fer-

dinand Geiger ordering unions to

cease picketing the Rex in Sheboy-

gan. Rex Theater Co. charged in-

timidation because its employes

would not join the union.

Lesser Sets Two Stories
In George O'Brien Series
Two Harold Bell Wright stories,

"When A Man's a Man" and "That
Printer of Judell" have already
been selected by Sol Lesser for the
series of six George O'Brien fea-
tures he will produce for Fox re-
lease, it was said in New York yes-
terday by Louis Hyman, sales man-
ager and vice-president of Princi-
pal Pictures. Also scheduled for
production by Lesser is "Peck's Bad
Boy," starring Jackie Cooper,"
and "Chandu," to be made as a fea-
ture and a serial.

Ambassador Musicians Walk Out

St. Louis—In a dispute over the

sufficiency of a two-week notice that

their services would not be required

after May 10, the crew of 28 musi-

cians at the Ambassador walked

out Saturday night, leaving the

house without orchestra for its

stage show featuring Ed Lowry.
George Tyson, speaking for the

management, said the union wanted

to be paid to May 17.

New License Ordinance in Dallas

Dallas—Under a new ordinance

passed by the city council to license

theaters, the city is empowered to

act against objectionable attrac-

tions, although no censorship ma-
chinery is set up. Enforcement is

left to the police.

William Gaxton Signed by RKO
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — William Gaxton,

Broadway muscial comedy star, has

been signed by RKO for "After-

wards."

Exhibs Ask Permission
To File Code Assents

Hundreds of exhibitors have
written to the Code Authority seek-
ing permission to assent to the code,

it was stated at its headquarters
yesterday. Executive Secretary
John C. Flinn will turn these let-

ters over to the Code Authority at

its meeting Friday.

Two appeals from local board de-

cisions are pending with the Code
Authority. The case of Saxe against
Ashley and Vitagraph will be heard
Friday at 2:30 p. m., following a
regular meeting of the Authority at

10:30. Overbuying is charged. The
Boston grievance board, in session

yesterday, reported another appeal
which will probably reach the Code
Authority for action.

Attend Rentals Confab

John Benas, David Snapper and
Julius Charnow will represent Al
lied Theaters of New Jersey at the

exhibitor group conference on film

rentals to be held today at the call

of the M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pennsyl-
vania, in conjunction with the I. T.

O. A.

2 Para. Spanish Films in East

Two Spanish dialogue features

starring Carlos Gardel, famous tango
singer, will be directed by Louis
Gasnier at the Eastern Service

Studios in Astoria for Paramount
release. John Auer will assist

Gasnier. Stories are by Juan Le-

perra.

Warners Buy Bradford Ropes Yarn
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — "Go Into Your
Dance," latest novel by Bradford
Ropes, author of "42nd St.",

has been bought by Warners.

.oming andGomg

SCL. A. ROSENBLATT will be in New York
Friday.

MADELEINE CARROLL, who arrives in New
York today from the coast, will stop at the
Ritr Tower for a few days before sailing
Saturday on the Berengaria for London.

BINNIE BARNES, British actress signed by
Universal for "There's Always Tomorrow," sails
from England this week for Hollywood.

ELIZABETH ALLAN, M-G-M actress who is

next slated for "David Copperfield," arrives
in New York today on the Bremen.

GEORGE RAFT, whose name was on the
passenger list of the lie de France, sailing
last Saturday noon, was still in New York
on Saturday evening, attending a performance
at the Paramount.

BILL PERKINS, Warner exploiteer, has gone
to Cincinnati from Boston.

BERT McKENZIE, head of M-G-M exploi-
tation in New England, is traveling with Mary
the Rhino.

Weingarten Sees Demand
For Human Characters

Present-day audiences have a
taste for nicely-handled sophisticat-
ed stories, according to Larry Wein-
garten, M-G-M producer, who has
arrived in New York from the Coast.
In an interview yesterday he visual-

ized the need of more human char-
acters in screen stories, characters
which arouse audience sympathy
and interest.

Clyde Elliott to Head
New Expedition for Fox

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Clyde Elliott is as-

sembling a unit to go to China and
film a Yangtze River pictui-e, "Yel-

low Water," for Fox. Departure is

set for midsummer. Cast of the pic-

ture will be all native.

"U" Buys Sturges Original

Universal has acquired an orig-

inal bv Preston Sturges, titled "A
Cup of Coffee."

COVERS
EVERYTHING

It will be very

useful to me dur-

ing the coming

year.

/. R. McDonough,

President

RKO Radio

Pictures, Inc.

1,000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.
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INSTITUTION AS GREAT AS THE INDUSTRY IT SERVES
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TO MAKE ON-TIME DELIVERIES
THE motion picture industry requires speedy

service — sometimes overnight deliveries.

And Consolidated is organized to give it. When
the occasion demands, our plants operate the en-

tire 24 hours—continuously.

But speed is not the only requisite of a film

laboratory. Dependability is likewise important.

And the dependability of "Certified Prints" is

built into them by scientific control. Film print-

ing is an exact science at Consolidated Park. We
have designed and built our own equipment that

entirely eliminates guess-work and chance results.

Regardless of how large your order, Consoli-

dated will fill it promptly and efficiently—for

Consolidated Park's yearly capacity is now over

1,000,000,000 feet of "Certified Prints."

SAFEGUARD YOUR INVESTMENT
Cut-price prints mean cut-price quality— inferior materials carelessly

processed on obsolete equipment— poor screen results.

It doesn't pay to jeopardize your entire invest-

ment for the few pennies saved on cut-price

prints. Make sure of good results. Send your pro-

ductions to the screen on "Certified

Prints." They're made by science to

provide the finest possible expression of the sound

and action in your negative. Twenty-one years' ex-

perience and a loyal devotion to the highest ideals

of service are always evident in

every frame of "Certified Prints."

Consolidated film industries, inc.
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'Twentieth Century is an utterly mad, devastat-

ing, uproarious riot of mirthfulness ... its scream-

ing hilarity tom-toms a tattoo upon the risibilities

in a fever of insane fun. . . . Best of all is John
Barrymore." —N. Y. American

"All of them must bow to Barrymore. He walks

away with 'Twentieth Century'."—N. Y. Evening Post

"'Twentieth Century' is one of the most entertain-

ing talkies of the season. Barrymore proved that

he is as much a sure-fire comedian as he ever was."
—N. Y. Evening Sun

"'Twentieth Century' induces gales of laughter. .

.

merriment rises to uproarious heights. John Barry-

more gives the greatest screen performance of the

season." —Brooklyn Daily Eagle

'"Twentieth Century' is an extremely funny com-

edy, distinguished by one of the most brilliant

performances John Barrymore has given during

a long and illustrious career." —N. Y. Herald Tribune
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"Screamingly funny . . . Barrymore is riotous . . .

Lombard gives the best performance she has ever

given." —N. Y. Daily News

^Twentieth Century' is a wild-eyed, rattled brain,

hilariously amusing picture. Without doubt, one

of the most devastating, satirically amusing films.

John Barrymore is brilliant." —N. Y. World-Telegram

"'Twentieth Century' is grand entertainment.John

Barrymore, sheer delight . . . youll enjoy it!"

—N. Y. Evening Journal

"Rollicking, speedy and diverting . . . lively and

amusing. 'Twentieth Century' gives Carole Lom-

bard the role of her career." —N. Y. Daily Mirror

"John Barrymore in fine fettle . . . never fails to

keep the picture thoroughly alive . . . frequently

hilarious." — N. Y. Times

"Grand entertainment. A push-over at the box-

office !

"

- Film Daily
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JURISDICTION DISPUTE

ADJOURNS BOARD MEET

(Continued from Page 1)

Wilmer & Vincent, M-G-M, Para-
mount and Warner. It said in part:
"The Washington Theater is located 14

miles from Easton, Pa., which exercises a
14-day clearance on Washington, which is in

another state. No clearance in a town 14
miles away in another state served out of
another exchange should be permitted. This
c.earance is unfair and unjust."

Following the reading of the complaint,
Egan brought up the question of the New
Jersey board's jurisdiction over a matter
concerning films shipped and sold from the

Philadelphia exchanges. "It would be the

natural inclination of any board to look

with more favor upon complaints made by
men in their own territory," said Egan. "li

thi^ board has jurisdiction, 1 am willing to

proceed."
I.enn Rosenblatt, chairman of yesterday's

meeting, permitted open discussion on tin

question, but as the members were of the

opinion that only the Code Authority had
the right to decide matters of jurisdiction

Koenblatt telephoned John C. Flinn, secre-

tary of the Code Authority, for a ruling.

With Flinn's permission it was agreed t<

adjourn the meeting one week, when tw<

Philadelphia exchange managers will be in

vited to attend for the protection of their

territorial interests. Don Jacocks of Warners
stated that unless a definite ruling as tt

juri -diction was made; similar difficulties

would l>e met with in all parts of the coun

try. The Authority later in the day said

that, in event complaints filed with loca

boards overlap into another territory, parties-

involved must get together and agree as t

the key city in which the case will be heard

Members of the committee who attendee

the first meeting were, Leon Rosenblatt

chairman; A. J. Rettig, Don Jacocks, E<

Schnitzer and Harry Hecht. Fred A . Green<

appeared for the. complaining company.

Demand Code for Electrics
Wa-hington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A request that the

President impose a code on the tele-

graph industry, comprising A. T. &
T., Western Union, Postal and RCA,
following voluntary refusal to offer

a code to the NRA, was announced

yesterday by General Johnson. Pub-

lic hearings on the imposed code

are scheduled to start May 16.

Norwine Gets Three Houses

Toledo—K. Norwine has taken

over the Shoreway theater, Point

Pleasant, and the Hawley, Toledo,

from Benson Brothers. He has also

acquired the Strand, Maumee, from

Mrs. H. G. Mouen.

Scollay Square Remains Open

Boston—Reversing a previous de-

cision, M. & P. officials are keeping

the Scollay Square Theater open

indefinitely with double features and

vaudeville. Al Freeman, [former

assistant manager, has been ap-

pointed to the managership.

Usher Dispute Settled

Dispute over the dismissal of three

ushers at Loew's Metropolitan, Brook-

lyn, was settled Saturday with the

payment of two weeks' salary to th°

boys in lieu of notice at a meeting

in the offices of the T.O.C.C. attend-

ed by Division Administrator Sol. A.

Rosenblatt, Charles Moscowitz of

Loew's, Charles Levey, secretary of

Local 118, service union, and Abner

Rubien, attorney for the union.

THE CRITICS' FORUM
(.Continued from Page 1)

pass away, because why leave your easy chair
and pay for something you can see at home
for nothing?"
A decline in film industry is seen by

Charles L. Long of the "Intelligancer,'
Wheeling, W. Va., "if movie stars and stories

are used for television."

"The expense of staging satisfactory enter-
tainment for television is likely to be prohibi-
tive to advertisers," says T. E. Wagg, Jr., of

the Rocky Mount, N. C., "Evening Telegram."
"About the same effect radio has on news-

papers, " is the view of W. Erie Homan of

the Reading "Times," Reading, Pa. "If people
want to see Eddie Cantor and miss him on
.he television where it is free, they will pay
to see him in the movies. Chiefly the ele-

ment of time."
"It went make much difference, because

Mrs. Jones will always want to go where her

hat can be shown," says Sid Copeland of the

Spokane Press."

A. G. Hunt of the "Daytona Beach Sun Rec-
ord" sees "little effect at first, gradually in-

creasing as apparatus becomes perfected and
cheap."

WILL HIT SMALL THEATERS

Daniel Parkhurst Cheney of the "Walla Walla
Jnion " believes the small theaters wi,l suffer

/nost, while the b.g city first-runs will be hurt

/ery little.

"Depends on television's ability to secure

st.blished celebrities for its presentation,

.eclares Harry P. Hall of "The Eagle," Dothan,
Ala.

"There is a place for pictures, whatever new
orm of amusement is created," says George C
vVarren of the San Francisco "Chronicle."

"Television will increase interest in the stars,

heir home life, etc. Will be able to increase

a.erest in their movies. Heaviest competition
vill be with the fan magazine," is the view of

Walter D. Hickman of the "Indianapolis Times.'

Kate Cameron of the New York "Daily News"
je.ieves "moving pictures will go on forever,

.envision or no television. The latter form wil.

fake its place in the world of entertainment,

but it will hardly oust pictures from the top

,pot."

"The limited scope of television, from i

;echnical standpoint, suggests that the spatial

nd more imaginative concommitants of motion
pictures will be heightened," avers the erudite

Charles J. Neugebauer of the "Daily Mining
Journal," Ishpeming, Mich.

GENERAL STIMULATION
Jack Bryan of the Memphis "Press-Scimitar"

o.esees sterner competition but "general stim-

ulation of show interest all around."

A consolidation of screen and television i:

believed necessary by Wil Baltin of the "Daily

/iome News," New Brunswick, N. J.

"It all depends on who holds the star con-

tracts, " says Jack Gordon of the Fort Worth
'Press."

"If advertising abounds in television pro-

grams, people will still seek a good movie

or Iheir rest and entertainment," according

to Albert M. Efner of Ihe "Daily Courier,"

JItumwa, la.

Harry Martin of the Memphis "Commercial
Appeal" suggests that "if the movie folk are

smart, they'll get a corner on telly while

in its infancy."

"It will be many years before television

can present for its audiences as complete and

jll-encompassing an entertainment as a motion

picture does," points out A. D. Williams of

the "Moose Magazine," national publication.

"When this comes to pass, business evolu-

tion will have transformed existing movie audi-

ences into television ones."

Jack Moffitt of the "Kansas City Star" be-

lieves television may be broadcast from a

masterfilm, like electrical transcription, and

it this proves too expensive the movies will

be saved. He adds that "the public will not

want to give up the scope and speed that the

camera has added to the technique of dramatic

structure."

FILM RESOURCES SUPERIOR

"The movies will go along as good as ever

with superior resources," writes Stuart A. Ma-
huran of the "Telegraph-Herald," Dubuque

la "They may even take advantage of tele-

vision for advertising purposes, particularly in

shorts."

"Pictures will probably foresee possibilities of

television and meet the competition," says

Hazel A. Smith of the "Pueblo Star-Journal."

"Films featuring movement will be more
necessary even than now. Fewer musical films

will be made, as the public will get its songs
and see its Bing Crosbys on the air," predicts
Robert Randol of the Fort Worth "Star-Tele-
gram."

Lecta Rider of the Houston "Chronicle"
thinks "television home sets will rank with
the so-called home movies."

Fred W. Speers of the "Denver Post" sees
the films forced to get better stories and use
color and three dimensions.

WILL BRING BACK LEGIT

"Television will completely revolutionize the
industry, close the majority of picture houses
and bring legitimate entertainment back to

the theater," is the sweeping forecast of Cos-
man Eisendrath of the Biloxi "Daily Herald."

Miriam Bell of the "Miami Daily News"
predicts the "gradual transplanting of screen
stars to television studios."

A. Glenn Rogers of the "Geneva Daily

Times," Geneva, N. Y., believes the govern-
ment will charge set owners some sort of i

license fee, as they would be getting too much
for noth.ng.

"Producers and theaters will keep just t

little ahead of developments as they did ir,

.he case of sound projection," says Harola
0-y Va pey of the "Daily Evening Item,'

_ynn, Mass. "No reason why thay cannot be
incorporated in one program according K
uciicncc demand."
Hope of the screen's future, in the opinio,-,

of Ted Wear of the "Topeka State Journal,

"

.ies in "freer use of the film's superiority over

stage and radio—ability to travel logically

hrough time and space without audience irri-

tation. Mere copies of stage technique must
be abandoned."
"The mob will still want to be entertained

in theaters," says R. G. Miller of the "Daily

Cklahoman," Oklahoma City.

SUPPLEMENTARY MEDIUM

Jack Stinnett of the "Daily Oklahoman,'
Oklahoma City, believes television will sup-
plement rather than supplant the film as en-
rertainment, but sees a possibility that i,

will supplant the movie as we know it today.
"Newspapers built up their own Franken-

stein with radio publicity treatment and now
rind the ether advertising plenty tough," warns
Don O'Kane of the "Humboldt Standard,"
Eureka, Cal. "Maybe the show business will

head their worry off in time."
A. Alfred Marcello of the Providence "News-

Tribune" sees television as a serious menace
if its cost can be made low enough.

Visualizing no effects on movies by tele-

vision, Mary Yvo Flanigan of the "Bradford
Era," Bradford, Pa., adds: "Nothing will ever

take the place of the theater. There is a

glamor in the lights, music and crowds which
could never be compared with staying at home
to see the greatest artists when television be-

comes practical."

"People still like to get their entertainment
away from home, if only for the thrill of get-

ting out of a familiar atmosphere," comments
Elinor L. Hughes of the "Boston Herald."

On the other hand, Mary Louise Walliser of

the San Antonio "Evening News" gives this

foreboding: "Television to my mind will force

movies to the rocks, for then the public will

ren.ain at home to see what it now sees in

the theaters. Especially will this be the case

as long as television is in the novelty stage

Only outstanding films will then draw people

into theaters."
Mary Brooks Parham of the "Charlotte Ob-

server," Charlotte, N. C, thinks teelvision will

cause films to lose their attraction but will

probably create new interest in the legitimate

stage.

"It probably will do to pictures what pic-

tures did to the stage," says Hazel Kirk of

'The Advocate," Newark, 0.

PREDICTS LABOR TROUBLES

"Discharge of projectionists and consequent
labor disturbances" is i he prediction of Ed

Klinger of "The Evansvi le Press," Evansville

Ind.

Jean Henderson of the "llorida Times-Union."
Jacksonville, believes "screen moguls probably

have it tied up so they'll get theirs both ways."

Tomorrow's question will deal with box-

office influences.

MORE SCOPE IN FILMS

VISIONED BY ZANUGK

(Continued from Page 1)

Europe and a big-game hunt in Af-
rica. Present trend of public in-

terest, according to Zanuck, is for
subjects that are big and important,
like "House of Rothschild." In line

with his belief that pictures with
more scope are in demand, Zanuck
says he is considering a picture
dealing with English imperialism in

India, perhaps one on the life of

the Queen of Sheba and possibly a
picture about life in Arabia, which
he will visit next month.
Newspaper headlines give him his

cue to new trends in public taste,

Zanuck says. He thinks that star

names, unless backed by good stor-

ies, are of no value. Color pictures

will never catch on, no matter how
good they are, in his opinion.

Zoning Plan May Ban
Dime Admissions, Duals

(Continued from Page 1)

exhibitors who charge a dime for

adults. Double bills likewise will

be given serious consideration, with
likelihood that the plan recommend-
ed will carry provisions setting back
the availability for any theater play-

ing duals. The basis of general

clearance will be the admission price

charged and the type of operation.

Cleveland Board Delays Meet

Cleveland—Meeting of the local

clearance board orginially scheduled

for last week has been set for 2

P. M. on Thursday in the Hotel

Statler. Future meetings will be
held each Friday.

Jacob Grauman Left $244,567

Milwaukee—An estate of $244,-

567.86 was left by Jacob S. Grau-
man, secretary-treasurer of Shore-

wood Theater Co., who died Jan. 28.

according to an inventory filed in

county court here. The widow, Mrs.

Irene S. Grauman is the principal

beneficiary.

Two Houses for James Hickman

Coshocton, 0.—James Hickman,
formerly associated with the Shea
interests in Cambridge and Mar-
ietta, is reported to have leased a

store room here and also one in New
Philadelphia which he is remodell-

ing for movies.

Another Dickens Picture

Universal plans to produce a second

Dickens story, "The Mystery of Ed-

win Drood," in addition to "Great

Expectations," previously announced.

Heather Angel has been brorowed from

Fox for the feminine lead, and pro-

duction is expected to start before th-

end of May under supervision of Stan-

ley Bergerman. About half a dozen

Dickens stories are now scheduled for

production next season.
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CHARGE BAN ON DUALS

IS DISCRIMINATORY

(Continued from Page 1)

case to be heard by the local griev-
ance board this morning. Such a
omplaint has been instituted by
Grand Jackson Theater Co., oper-
ated by Jay Emanuel, against the
Venice, a competitive house, and
two distributors, Fox and United
Artists. Grand Jackson operates the
Grand and Jackson theaters. The
complainant claims that although
the distributors involved have clause.s
in their contract, with both his houses
and the Venice, banning dual fea-
ture bills, they are allowing the
Venice to play their films on this

policy but refuse to serve him pic-

:ures for double programs.

iMONG THEli

PHIL M DALY

Fox West Coast, Principal

Must Give up 20 Pictures
(Continued from Page 1)

omplained that the two circuits had
jverbought purposely to prevent the
arfield from getting important pic-

;ures. Appeal by F. W. C. and Prin-
cipal is expected.

Madeleine Carroll Gets Award
Madeleine Carroll has been award-

id the 1933 medal by the "Film
Weekly" of London for the best
jerformance of the year by a Brit-

sh film actress. The honor was
conferred as a result of her work
n "I Was a Spy." Miss Carroll re-

cently finished "World Moves On"
or Fox and is now returning to

England to make "Mary, Queen of
Scots," after which she returns to

Hollywood in the Fall.

Manhattan O. H. as Movie

Jerome Rosenberg on Labor Day
vill open the Manhattan Opera
House, 34th St. and Eighth Ave.,

vith vaudeville and pictures. The
;heater, used as a studio by Vita-
mone in the early sound days, seats
i,000. Rosenbreg has taken a 21-

rear lease on the property.

Stars Mustn't Boost Liquor
Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Under a new ruling

if the Producers' Ass'n, stars are
orbidden to give endorsements of

ieer, wine or whiskey for advertis-
ng purposes.

Triples at Salt Lake House
Salt Lake City—A triple feature

ill is being presented at the Star,
ubsequent run house operated by
Hoar & Strike.

General Register Files Suit

Charging infringement of patents,
General Register Corporation, manufac-
turers of Gold Seal and Simplex ticket
registers, has filed suit in Federal Court
against Reuben H. Helsel, Charles J.

Wolfe and Fred J. Faust, who, under
the firm name of Silent American Ticket
Machine Co., manufacture the Silent

American ticket machine.

• • • THEY GAVE a Fishing Party to good ole Colonel
Schiller on the occasion of his vacation trip to Hawaii

it was also by way of being a beefsteak it all hap-
pened last nite at the Warwick Hotel there were 75
friends and associates of the Colonel there from Loew-Metro

it was one of the most original and unique parties ever
given to a film exec

T T T
• • • STARTED OFF with a cocktail hour a fea-
ture of the banquet were the special toasts to the honored
guest which were all very pointed and full of subtle
meanings if you get what we mean oh, yes
it was strictly stag the banquet hall was done in a fishing
atmosphere with great Florida fish mounted on plaques
on the walls all supposed to have been caught by the
Colonel on his last Florida trip with special description
of the catch all the guests wore yacht caps with "S. S.

Schiller" bands
T T T

• • • YOU SHOULD have seen those Stereopticon Slides
with personal slants on big film personalities a spe-

cial WHN program was broadcast from the studio into the
banquet hall the big stunt was a Fishing Tank placed
in the center of the room each guest took a cast at a
fishing pole and drew out a prize some Prizes! and
some howls of laughter as the different guests "hooked" the
particular prize alloted to him more or less appropriately

Nick Schenck caught a real live mermaid who
came out and danced in costume Colonel Schiller hooked
Two Frogs acrobats who did a great tumbling act
everybody voted it a Grand Party among those present
were Nicholas M. Schenck, D. Bernstein, J. R. Rubin, Felix
Feist, Howard Dietz, Si Seadler, J. R. Vogel, L. K. Sidney, C.

C. Moskowitz, Leo Friedman, David Loew, Major Edward
Bowes, C. K. Stern, E. B. Hatrick, Sam Eckman, Joseph
Schenck, Fred Quimby

T T T
• • • A SPECIAL trip from Washington will be made
by Armand Denis, explorer and "Wild Cargo" director, to attend
Thursday's Ampa luncheon here Howard Estabrook is

reported to have turned down a fat wad of dough offered by
a rich New York playboy if Estabrook would spend two years
teaching him how to write scenarios Helen Chandler, now
appearing on the Broadway stage in "These Two," will hold a
special preview of her latest First National picture, "Midnight
Alibi," for a party of friends when a print arrives next week

Manager Lester Pollock of Loew's Rochester Theater,
Rochester, landed a big spread in the local "Sunday American"
when he put up the S.R.O. sign for "House of Rothschild"

Cleve. Exhibs Circulating

Anti-Dual Bill Petition
Cleveland—Complete elimination

of double features in this area is

sought through a petition now being
circulated by a group of exhibitors

who favor a return to single fea-

tures only provided it is adopted by
all theaters in the district. The
petition provides that duals shall

be eliminated on July 8, to continue
through the 1934-35 season. A fea-

ture is designated as any picture

of more than 4,000 feet.

S. L. Martin Dies

Ashland, Ky. — S- L. Martin,
pioneer exhibitor, owner of Capitol,

Grand and Edisonia theaters died
last week, after 20 years in busi-
ness. His son Richard will carry
on.

Harry Asher May Acquire
Majestic Boston Franchise
Negotiations now in process may

result in William Shapiro yielding

his Majestic franchise for the Bos-
ton territory to Harry Asher.
Deal will be settled one way or the

other within a week according to

E. H. Goldstein, Majestic vice-pres-

ident.

Fred Strief Adds House
Cincinnati—Fred Strief, President

of Kenova Amusement Co., has
taken over the Beecher Theater,
Walnut Hills. Jack Weiner, form-
er operator, returns to New York.

Frankel Rebuilding Newport House
Newport, Ky.—Frankel Amuse-

ment Co. announces the Hippo-
drome, recently burned, will be re-

built and opened in early Fall.

ZUKOR CONCENTRATES

ON PARA. PRODUCTION

(Continued from Page 1)

fer with the heads of the producing
forces regarding stories, casts, di-
rectorial assignments and other pro-
duction details on the outstanding
pictures to be made for 1934-35.

Grievance Filed Against
Casino Newspaper Ads

A second complaint filed by How-
ard S. Cullman of the Roxy with
the New York grievance board
charges the Casino with unfair ad-
vertising in running newspaper ads
which display four stars, giving the
alleged impression that the picture
is rated a "four-star picture" by a
New York newspaper reviewer.

Little Picture House, East side
theater, has filed a complaint against
the Windsor for advertising pro-
grams prematurely.

Regular weekly sessions will be
held by the New York grievance and
zoning boards, as well as the lat-

ter board's three advisory commit-
tees, except when there is no busi-
ness requiring attention. Follow-
ing is the schedule: Grievance
board, Tuesdays at 10:30 a. m.;
clearance and zoning board, Thurs-
days at 10:30 a. m.; Manhattan ad-
visory committee to zoning board,
Mondays at 10:30 a. m.; New Jer-
sey advisory committee, Mondays at
2:30 p. m. ; Brooklyn and Long Is-

land advisory committee, Wednes-
days at 2:30 p. m.

Cleveland Palace Drops Vaude
Cleveland—RKO Palace has dis-

continued vaudeville and gone into
straight pictures for the summer.
Mr. an Mrs. Jesse Crawford, or-

ganists will augment the screen bill.

U. S. Films Gain in Sweden
After losing some ground in the

Swedish market to German pictures
in 1931 and 1932, U. S. films showed
a remarkable gain in popularity
compared with German pictures in

1933, it is reported to the Depart-
ment of Commerce by Commercial
Attache T. O. Klath, Stockholm.

Chi. Legit House Goes Film
Chicago—The Princess on South

Clark Street, for many years a Shu-
bert legitimate house, has been
leased by the Princess Clark The-
ater Corp. and will become a high
class movie. Lease was negotiated
through Albert Goldman.

Alicoate Heads Colonels
At the annual dinner of Kentucky

Colonels held at the Kentucky Hotel,
Louisville, the evening preceding the
Derby, Jack Alicoate, publisher of THE
FILM DAILY, was named commander-
in-chief of all Colonels. Gov. Ruby
Lafoon and Postmaster-General Farley
were among the guests. Chvles C.
Pettijohn, who occupied the post of
commander-in-chief during thj past
year, presided.'
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A Little « « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES » »

from "Lots"— By RALPH WILK=
HOLLYWOOD

pRANK BORZAGE, recently
signed to a Warner contract, will

direct "Flirtation Walk" as his first

feature. Bobby Connolly will handle
the dance ensembles. The film will

star Dick Powell, Ruby Keeler and
Pat O'Brien.

T T

Seven writers, Earle Snell, Jo-
seph Santley, C. Edward Roberts,
Dore Schary, Douglas Doty, F.

Sayre and Marion Orth have been
added to the Mascot staff. The
company also has bought "Skeleton
in the Closet," play by John Stew-
art Twist and William Worthing-
ton, to be produced as "One Fright-
ened Night" on its feature pro-

gram.
T T

Roy Del Ruth will direct Eddie
Cantor's new* picture for Samuel
Goldwyn.

T T
Patricia Ellis has been assigned

the ingenue lead in Warner's "Big
Hearted Herbert."

T T T

Edwin Corle is adapting "Hell
Hole," a Sam Marx and George
Aurbach story idea now in prepara-
tion at M-G-M. TV
Worthington Miner not only di-

rected RKO's "Sour Grapes," but

also wrote the scenario. Diana Wyn-
yard and Clive Brook are starred.

Ed Garrity Transferred

Boston—Edward Garrity, manag-
er of Loew's Columbia here before

it closed to be destroyed for park-
ing space, has been appointed man-
ager of Loew's Prospect, Flushing,

L. I.

Cincy Grievance Meet Put Off

Cincinnati—Meeting of the griev-

ance board scheduled for yesterday
was postponed to May 21 because
one complaint was not received in

time to be submitted in required

code form.

Stetson-Fegley Get House

Salt Lake City — Albert Stetson

and Harry Fegley, local theater

men, have signed a 10-year lease on

the Studio Theater. House is now
closed for improvements and will

open in about 10 days.

Third Week for "Sweethearts"

First National's "20 Million

Sweethearts" will be held for a thh'd

week at the New York Strand.

"THE LOUD SPEAKER"
with Ray Walker, Jacqueline Wells

Monogram 70 mins.

STORY OF SMALL TOWN BOY MAK-
ING GOOD ON RADIO HAS POP AP-

PEAL FOR THE NEIGHBORHOODS.

This one was written right down to

the radio fans with all the atmosphere

thrown in that will appeal to the folks

who listen in out in the hinterlands. It

tells the story of the boy from the small

town who came to New York and made
good in a big way on the radio hour. Ray

Walker is the lad, and he has a conceit

complex that he works overtime. But he

succeeds in landing with his nerve on a

big radio hour touting a special brand of

pancake flour. There is nothing highly

original in story or treatment, and in fact

it is inclined to be repetitious in spots.

But Walker goes right through in his

breezy manner, having no luck at all try-

ing to win the girl who sings on his pro-

gram. She doesn't like his swell headed-

ness, and tells him so. Finally he gets

himself in a jam, loses the hour, and even-

tually circumstances so shape themselves

that with the help of the girl he gets

back again. Several things happen that

are pretty far fetched for the radio audi-

ences to believe, but it has the small town

appeal and should go with the mob.

Cast: Ray Walker, Jacqueline Wells,

Noel Francis, Charles Grapewin, Wilbur

Mack, Lorin Raker, Spencer Charters,

Sherwood Bailey, Billy Irwin, Ruth Ro-

maine, Lawrence Wheat, Mary Carr.

Director, Joseph Santley; Author, Ralph

Spence; Adaptor, Albert De Mond.

Direction, Fair Photography, Good.

Quits Review Board
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — John F. Sinclair,

National Recovery Review Board
member who submitted the minor-

ity report of the board to the White
House, has resigned. W. W. Neal

has been elected vice-chairman.

Finish Union Checkup Today
Division Administrator Sol A.

Rosenblatt is expected to make
known the results of the checkup
on service union members employed

by the Loew and RKO circuits,

when he arrives in New York next

Friday. It is understood that the

checkup will be completed today.

5 Days' Notice by Boards

Local zoning and grievance boards

throughout the country will give five

days' notice to defendants in complaints

before holding hearings.

Denied Earlier Clearance

Boston — Petition of Harvard
Amusement Co. for new zoning so

as to give pictures a month earlier

*o its Coolidge Corner theater
_
in

Brookline was denied bv the zoning

and clearance board. Headquarters

of the local code committees are in

the Hotel Touraine.

Tenth House for Gregory Circuit

La Porte, Ind.—The Central ha*

been leased to the Gregory Circuit,

which now operates 10 theaters in

different cities in Indiana, Illinois

and Wisconsin. Extensive altera-

tions are to be made and the theater

will reopen in August.

"THE BLUE LIGHT"

Gil Boag (Mayfair Associates! 90 mins.

SPLENDIDLY PHOTOGRAPHED STORY

OF MOUNTAIN VILLAGE FOLKS OF THE

ITALIAN TYROL DISTRICT BASED ON

A LEGEND.

This picture falls in the class category,

preferably for arty clientele. Though the

setting of this story is amid simple village

folks, one is impressed by the grandeur of

the mountain district. At each full moon

the villagers see a strange blue light on

a mountain peak, which lures young men

from the village. None ever returns,

but instead are found dead in the moun-

tains. Only one person, a gypsy named

Junta, has been able to go to this light,

and because of this the villagers stone her

as a witch. A splendid performance is

given by Leni Riefenstahl as Junta. A

visiting artist follows Junta to the moun-

tains and falls in love with her. He learns

that the blue light is really a crystal de-

posit, and when the villagers discover this

they pillage the crystal. Junta is heart-

broken at the discovery and, in her grief,

falls down the mountain side to her death.

Beautiful photography of the mountain dis-

trict, the grandeur of crags, clouds and

mists distinguish the entire production.

Miss Riefenstahl authored and sponsored

the production herself.

Direction, Good. Photography, Unusual.

NEWS of the DAY

Cleveland—Family Theaters, Inc
has been incorporated to operat
theaters and other forms of enter; £
tainment. Incorporators are Sol E 01

Singer, Edward Singer and Henr;
Kaplan.

Fort Myers, Fla.—William Har
has been appointed manager of th
Arcade theater. He comes to For
Myers from Tampa, where he hai I'

the Park theater, and succeed
Charley Kirkconnel, transferred t
the Park.

Denver—Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lin<

will each manage a theater thi

summer. Mrs. Lind will manage
the Chief at Steamboat Springs
while Fred will spend his time a
the Grand in Littleton.

1(1

Washington—Roscoe Drissel, fo
years associated with the Loew the
ater organization here, has beei

promoted from manager of Loew'
Fox theater to the position of trav
eling relief manager. Everett Stein
buck, formerly manager of the Stan
ley in Baltimore, succeeds him a

the Fox.

Washington—Quarters of the 1c

cal Variety Club have been estab,

lished in the Willard Hotel.

Dallas—John Corwin Smith, as

sistant to R. J. O'Donnell, genera
manager of the Interstate Circui'

Inc., has left for a visit to the Coas
studios.
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Price, Quantity NotAttendance-Factors, CriticsSay

STUDIOS CAN'T STAND PAY HIKE, COMMjJTEE FINDS

White House May Hold Up Darrow Report Indefinitely
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tequest is Made That NRA
Recovery Review Board

Work Jointly
By WILLIAM SILBERBERG

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — The White House
as not yet made public the findings

f the Recovery Review Board on
ight codes, including the movie
ode, and some believe the report

lay be delayed indefinitely pending
1 request made to NRA that the

itafloard work in cooperation with it

istead of as an independent board
s it has done in the past.

It was revealed that Lowell Ma
ion, Board counsel, had made a re

{Continued on Page 4)

10 PRODUCTIONS SET

FOR IRVING THALBERG

'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In addition to four
ictures now in work, following the

ecent release of Norma Shearer's

Riptide," Irving Thalberg has six

aore productions set at M-G-M.
?he four under way are "The
lerry Widow," co-starring Maurice

{Continued on Page 4)

CRITICS'n
si

H^

FORUM
QUESTION NO. 6

in your opinion, what brings patronage to the box-office (mark
in order of importance) : admission price, quantity of entertain-

ment—double features, type of picture, star?

RESULTS OF CRITICS' REPLIES

Type of picture—41%. Star—41%. Admission price—12%.
Quantity—6%.

:ourt Test of Ticket Tax
•s Planned in New Mexico
Santa Fe, N. M.—Constitutional-

ty of the state's newly passed 2 per
ent general sales tax is to be tested

i the courts, according to exhibitor

titerests. Since passage of the bill,

:0uses have been adding a cent on
{Continued on Page 4)

Blondell Wins Wampas Cup
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Joan Blondell, Warner

star, has been selected by a vote ot

more than two to one over all other
competitors as the winner of the C.

W. Nash Wampas Achievement Tro-
phy. The cup was donated for the
best accomplishment of any Wampas
baby star since 1931.

IT WILL probably come as a big shock to the double-feature advocates and the price-

' war initiators, to learn that more than 400 of the country's leading film critics

contend that admission price and quantity of entertainment (double features) together

constitute only an 18 per cent factor in drawing attendance to the box-office, while

type of story and star exert 82 per cent of the pull.

Answering this question in the FILM DAILY'S second Critics' Forum, 41 per cent

of the critics said the type of production is the chief drawing card; another 41 per cent

said it's the star, while only 12 per cent rated price of admission as first, and a meager
6 per cent credited quantity of entertainment as the principal magnet.

The obvious deduction from these figures is that the bulk of moviegoers want what
they want when they want it, and are willing to pay for it.

In case the tie here between star and type of story should create a confusion in

view of the fact that, in reply to the first question in the Forum, a majority of the

critics said the story is more important than the star, the explanation is that in the

first instance the film scribes meant the story is more important from the standpoint

of achieving good entertainment, while the star, as many critics pointed out at that

time, is frequently the major box-office influence.

Among the few comments offered on this subject, John Rosenfield, Jr., of the "Dallas

News" suggests that patronage should be stabilired by the institutional appeal of the

theater. "Unfortunately," he adds, "the theaters recently have not been administered

by the same management long enough to build up institutional followings."

Tomorrow the critics will put Hollywood on the pan.

Report on Coast Wages and
Hours is Being Submit-

ted on Friday
That the studios cannot stand the

increase in overhead that would be

caused by a 10 per cent boost in

wages and a reduction in working

hours, as recommended for all indus-

tries by President Roosevelt, is un-

derstood to be the finding of the

Code Authority committee appointed

to survey conditions on the Coast.

The report will be submitted to the

(Continued on Page 5)

FIVE MUSICALS LIKELY

ON NEW W.B. LINEUP

Warner-First National will make
four or five musicals for 1934-35,
said Hal B. Wallis, associate execu-
tive at the studio, in New York yes-
terday. Company is delivering six

musical features this year.
The studio intends to have 12 fea-

tures on its new season schedule
ready by Sept. 1, stated Wallis. Two
are now in work. These pictures

(Continued on Page 5)

New K. C. Zoning Plan
Expected to Raise Prices

By KENNETH FORCE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Kansas City — New clearance

schedule for greater Kansas City

effected yesterday by the local

grievance and zoning board, to start

June 10, is expected to raise first

run admissions materially. The
schedule specifies first runs, 25

(Continued on Page 4)

First Overbuying Case
Heard by New York Board
Charging the Skouras Capitol the-

ater in Port Chester, N. Y., with
"buying more pictures than it can
use and having too frequent changes
of program," and claiming that all

major distributors with the excep-
tion of Paramount have been, and
are discriminating against the Em-

(Continued on Page 5)

Charles Regan Appointed
Para. Western Sales Mgr.
Neil F. Agnew, new Paramount

general sales manager, has appoint-
ed Charles Regan, Chicago district

manager, as Western division sales

manager, the post left vacant when
Agnew was named to his new execu-

(Continued on Page 5)

Fineman Joins RKO
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—B. P. Fineman has joined

RKO Radio Pictures as associate pro-

ducer. He formerly was associate

producer with M-G-M.
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Richard Barthelmess Elizabeth Allan

Agnes La Faye

Philly Dual Bill Case
Continued to May 17

Philadelphia—Hearing was con-

tinued to May 17 by the local griev-

ance board on the complaint of the

Grand Jackson Theater Co. against
the Venice involving the question of

distributor discrimination in the

enforcement of anti-double feature

clauses in rental contracts. Attor-

neys for the defendant were not

present.

Decision in a non-theatrical case

in which Fox is charged with serv-

ing the Penn A. C. with pictures be-

fore the last run in the city was
that non-theatrical accounts not be

served until six months subsequent
to the release date for the city of

Philadelphia. Claim is made that

the distributor promised to wait un-
til all runs are finished. Action was
deferred on the case of Louis Linker
against the Stanley at Bridgeton,

N. J., at the request of both parties.

New Plans Are Launched
In Drive on Rentals Hike
Dropping plans for holding an

Eastern exhibitor mass meeting to

protest against film rentals and
sales policies in connection with the

coming season, representatives of

exhibitor groups operating in seven
states yesterday launched other

plans for carrying out their aims.

At the conference held at the M.
P. Club under the joint auspices of

the I. T. O. A. and the M. P. T. O.

of Eastern Pennsylvania, commit-
tees were appointed to proceed.

Coast Labor Committee
In connection with the Coast set-

up of the code, a committeee to set-

tle labor disputes has been appoint-

ed with Pat Casey, chairman of the

producers' labor committee, and
Edward Smith of the musicians'

union as members. An impartial

member will be recommended by the

two members already named and
will be subject to the approval of

the Administrator.

Casey Robinson Leaves Rogers

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—In order to realize an
ambition to direct pictures, Casey
Robinson on Saturday will end a

three-year association as scenarist

with the Charles R. Rogers unit at

Paramount in order to accept an
offer from another company as au-

thor-director. It is understood Carl
Laemmle, Jr., has offered Robinson
a chance to direct within six months
after joining Universal.

Foy Film as Single Bill

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—For the showing of

Bryan Foy's production, "Children

of
* Tomorrow," opening tomorrow,

the Pantages Hollywood Theater

will change its policy to single fea-

ture. House will return to dual bills

after this engagement.

Sonotone Earphone Device
Licensed by RCA Victor

RCA-Victor has licensed the Sono-
tone Corp., maker of bone-conduct-
ing hearing devices for the deaf, en-
abling the Sonotone company to tie-

in with the RCA reproducing units
in any or all of the 3,600 theaters
now using RCA sound apparatus,
it was announced yesterday by Dr.
Hugo Lieber, president of Sonotone,
and E. O. Heyl, manager of the RCA
Photophone division. Joint sales and
advertising campaigns will be con-
ducted by the two companies. Cost
for all theaters has been set as $66
down payment, with installments of

$5 a week for 50 weeks, for a six
individual unit installation.

Sackheim Joins Universal
As Story Head, Producer

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Jerry Sackheim has

left M-G-M to join Universal as
story editor and associated producer.

Protection Case Up Today
Complaint filed by the Little Pic-

ture House against Leo Brecher's
Plaza and Little Carnegie and
Loew's, charging unfair protection,

is scheduled for hearing by the New
York advisory committee of the zon-

ing board Monday. Allegation is

made that the Plaza has a waiver
of protection from Loew's 42nd St.

but has refused to grant one to the
complainant.

Decision Reserved in Play Suit

The New York State Court of
Appeals, yesterday reserved deci-

sion in connection with a suit

brought by Myra Page Wiren
against Paramount, United Artists
and the Shuberts charging that
"Death Takes a Holiday" is a
plagiarism of her play, "Must." At-
torney Louis Nizer represented
Paramount. Motion to dismiss had
been granted by Judge Goddard in

the U. S. District Court.

Cullman-Reade Case Put Over
An adjournment of one week was

taken yesterday in the complaint of

Howard S. Cullman, receiver of the
Roxy, against Walter Reade for an
alleged violation of the code in the
distribution of 15-cent lithograph
and other forms of passes. It was
the first case to be presented to the
Grievance Board. The adjournment
was taken to permit Cullman to

produce witnesses.

Sam Krellberg in Hospital

Sam Krellberg, president of

Amusement Securities Corp., is in

a critical condition at the Polyclinic

Hospital after being hit by a taxi-

cab on Ninth Avenue yesterday
afternoon.

Fairbanks, Jr., Gets Stage Ovation
Manchester—In the local tryout

of the stage play, "The Winding
Journey," before its London open-

ing, Douglas Fairbanks Jr. and Ger-

trude Lawrence received a 10-min-

ute ovation after the final curtain.

Coming and Going

AL FRIEDLANDER left tor Boston yesterday

JULES LEVY returned from Toronto yester-
day.

MR. and MRS. CLIFF EDWARDS arrive ii

New York today from abroad on the Cham
plain.

WANDA TUCHOCK sails today on the Wash
ington for Europe.

PERCY PHILLIPSON, president of General
legister Corp., left yesterday on the 20th
Century for Chicago on a business trip.

GEORGE NOFFKA of Andre DeBrie. Inc.

eaves tomorrow for the coast.

JAMES CAGNEY, who recently finished work
n "Hey, Sailor!" at the Warner studios, plans
to come east in about a week.

MR. and MRS. W. RAY JOHNSTON returr

to New York on Friday from Ohio.

JOE RUTTENBERG is en route to the Coast
from New York.

C. E. PEPPIATT, Warner-First National man-
ager in Atlanta, arrived in New York yester-
day to confer with Fred Jack, division man-
ager.

JOE LEE leaves New York this week tor a

vacation in Florida.

NED E. DEPINET left New York last night
for the Coast.

AL SELIG leaves New York today for Bos-
ton to handle exploitation on a popular priced

un of "House of Rothschild."

MIKE KAVANAGH goes to Providence to-
morrow from New York to handle opening of

"House of Rothschild."

RICHARD ARLEN, Paramount star, accom-
panied by his wife, JOBYNA RALSTON, and
(ICHARD, JR., arrive in New York tomorrow
on the Conre di Savoia.

MARY BRIAN arrived in New York yester

day.

M. VERLINSKY, Soviet film official, arrived

/esterday aboard the Bremen.

CHARLES LAUGHTON arrives in New Yo.k
Jcmorrow on Ihe Berengaria.

SEND ME YOUR DATES!

OF TERROR
HORRIBLE NAZI TRUTH
in spite of extraordinary caution to

prevent these terrifying conditions
to be shown to the ouside world—
"at the risk of his life"

CORNELIUS VANDERBILT Jr.

has succeeded m personally photo-
graphing the amazing scenes •'

Austria and Germany—

Jewel Productions, Inc.
SAMUEL CUMMINS

723 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
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"STAND UP

AND CHEER!"
WARNER BAXTER

Madge Evans • Shirley Temple • Sylvia Froos

John Boles • James Dunn • "Aunt Jemima"
Arthur Byron • Ralph Morgan • Nick Foran
Nigel Bruce • Mitchell & Durant •"Skins" Miller

Stepin Fetchit

Produced by Winfield Sheehan

SPENCER TRACY

WARNER BAXTER
starring in

SUCH WOMEN
ARE DANGEROUS

Rosemary Ames • Rochelle Hudson
Mona Barrie • Herbert Mundin

Henrietta Crosman
Produced by Al Rockett

JANET GAYNOR
and

in

"NOW I'LL TELL CHARLES FARRELL

//

by

Mrs. Arnold Rothstein
with

HELEN TWELYETREES
ALICE FAYE

Produced by Winfield Sheehan

A Jesse L. Lasky Production

SPRINGTIME

FOR HENRY
with

OTTO KRUGER • NANCY CARROLL

NIGEL BRUCE • HEATHER ANGEL

HERBERT MUNDIN

in

CHANGE OF HE
with

JAMES DUNN
GINGER ROGERS

Produced by Winfield Sheehan

RING FESTIVAL
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WHITE HOUSE MAY

DELAY BOARD'S REPORT

{.Continued from Page 1)

quest to Alvin Brown that the Board
work in cooperation with NRA's Re-
view Division by using the services

of J. N. Freeman, an NRA official

of that division.

Knowledge of the request, which
would be up to Administrator Hugh
S. Johnson, was denied by Johnson.

3 Films Set for Roxy
Following Universal's "Glamour,"

which opens Friday, Howard S.

Cullman of the Roxy has booked
"The Black Cat," another Universal
picture, and two Fox productions,

"Now I'll Tell" by Mrs. Arnold
Rothstein and Warner Baxter in

"Such Women Are Dangerous."

W. L. Ainsworth in Elks Post

Fond du Lac, Wis.—W. L. Ains-
worth, operator of the Garrick here
and secretary of the M.P.T.O. of

Wisconsin and Upper Michigan.
Inc., has been elected exalted ruler
of Fond du Lac Lodge, 57, B.P.O.E.
He is also president of the Fond du
Lac Association of Commerce.

Freeman Lang Studios Moving
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Freeman Lang's
transcription studios are in process
of moving to 1343 North Gordon
St., where double studio space and
technical facilities are available.

Second floor will house the coast
office of Radio Transcription Co. of

America, with Ben Crose in charge.

New Majestic Distribs in N. E.

Boston—Gene Gross and Sam
Levine, as Franklin Productions,
have taken over the Majestic prod-
uct up to "Sin of Nora Moran."
The pictures were formerly handled
in New England by William Sha-
piro.

Will Appeal Picket Injunction
Milwaukee—Federal Judge Geig-

er's decision granting the Rex The-
ater Corp., Sheboygan, a temporary
injunction restraining four unions
from picketing the house, will be
appealed to the circuit court of ap-
peals in Chicago within a week, it

has been announced.

Williamson Appearing With Film
Jacksonville, Fla.—J. E. William-

son is making a personal appearance
here in connection with his under-
water picture, "With Williamson
Beneath the Sea."

Hecht-MacArthur Sign Savo
Hecht-MacArthur, Inc., have signed

Jimmy Savo, comedian, to a five-year
contract calling for three pictures the
first year. Savo's initial film is slated

to go in work August 15 at Eastern
Service Studio. A. & S. Lyon nego-
tiated the contract for Savo. Several
major companies had been bidding tor

his services.

NEWS OF THE DAY
Cleveland—Calumet Theater Co.

has been chartered to operate the-
aters, etc., by R. G. Hengst, M. How
and G. L. Barry.

Boston —
- G. Lester Southwell,

former independent exchange own-
er, is being feted on his sixth an-
niversary as editor of the local Box-
office.

Wauseon, O. — Ray Touney, who
has been manager of the Princess,
has acquired the Lyric in Delta and
will operate it in conjunction with
the Princess.

Dallas—Paramount exchange has
moved to 412 South Harwood Street
in an entirely remodeled building.
Arrangements and plans for the
offices and departments were de-
signed by J. B. Dugger, Paramount
district manager.

Norwood, O.—Andy Hetteshimer
of the Norwood Theater so badly
injured his right arm in an auto
accident that amputation may be
necessary.

New Orleans—Columbia exchange
will move from its present quarters
to the third floor of the Vitagraph
Building, S. Liberty and Cleveland
Ave., about September.

Newbern, N. C. — The Ritz has
been opened with Worth Stewart
of Farmville as manager. Stewart
owns and operates another theater

at Farmville.

Charlotte, N. C. — Ruth Hardin
has succeeded Pauline Griffith as

secretary of the M. P. T. 0. of
North and South Carolina. Mrs.
Griffith is now secretary of the zon-
ing and grievance boards.

Cramerton, N. C. — The Midway
has been taken over by L. C. Rose
from Roy Smith.

Boston—Charles Mayer has been
promoted to local Fox booker under
Manager Edward X. Callahan. He
takes the place of Matty Simons,
who is now salesman for Vermont
and New Hampshire.

Boston— James Darby, formerly
treasurer at the Metropolitan, has
been named assistant house man-
ager to fill the place left vacant by
Thomas Wahl, who went to man-
age the Allston. Edward Conaty
has been promoted from student
manager to treasurer.

Woodruff, S. C—The Hollywood
is Woodruff's newest theater, just

opened.

McCormick, S. C.—It is reported
that S. J. Sanders, Jr., is to open a
new theater here soon.

Bennettsville, S. C—J. R. Wag-
ner is operating a new theater here.

Rockingham, N. C.—Henry Vann,
Clinton, has leased a building here
in which to operate a new theater.

Mooresville, N. C—Walter Grif-

fith has recently opened the Cas-
cade, a new house here.

Penalize Soviet Director

For Waste on Production
Moscow — Alexander Romm, a

leading Soviet film director, has lost

his post and is in disgrace because

he spent close to half a millon ru-

bles in high living wandering about

Russia in search of actors and a

story idea and produced only a few
feet of film. Romm faces probable

court action. As a result of the

Romm case, Soviet directors have
been advised that stories lie every-

where around them and that they

need not travel far afield.

Two New Jacksonville Firms

Jacksonville, Fla.—Two theater

corporations have been formed here

with F. H. Kent, W. H. Markham
and W. V. Barney, members of the

law firm representing E. J. Sparks,

acting as directors. They are Tem-
ple Theater Corp. and Broward The-

ater, Inc.

New K. C. Zoning Plan
Expected to Raise Prices

(Continued from Page 1)

cents, fourteen days over first

suburban at 25 cents, but latter gets
prior run if it charges 30 cents or
more. Double features, vaudeville
with pictures, premiums, etc., re-

duce admissions, and clearance for
first runs is halved. Little or no
protection for first runs at less than
25 cents. Features singled by first

runs cannot be doubled until double
clearance period specified in the
new schedule.

The schedule results from com-
plaint of suburbans against three-
year-old clearance for first runs at

present prices.

"Party's Over" Release May 15

"The Party's Over," with Stuart

Erwin and Ann Sothern, will be na-

tionally released by Columbia on

May 15.

10 PRODUCTIONS SET

FOR IRVING THALBER

(Continued from Page 1)

Chevalier and Jeanette MacDonal
"The Barretts of Wimpole Street
with Norma Shearer, Fredric Man
and Charles Laughton; a new u
titled picture co-starring Constan
Bennett and Herbert Marshall, ai
"The Good Earth," Pearl Buck
Pulitzer Prize novel.

Six future Thalberg productioi
comprise "Mutiny on the Bounty
by Charles Nordhoff and Jam*
Norman Hall, starring Clark Gabl
Wallace Beery and Robert Mon
gomery under Frank Lloyd's dire
tion; "Marie Antoinette," Stefa
Zweig's best-seller of the past yes
which will have Norma Shearer ar
Charles Laughton in leading role:

a Marie Dressier "Tish" stor
based on one of Mary Roberts Rin
hart's books; "What Every Woma
Knows," with Helen Hayes playir
the central character of the Barr
play; "Three Weeks," starring Gl
ria Swanson; and "China Seas
which will reunite Clark Gable ar.

Jean Harlow.

Court Test of Ticket Tax
Is Planned in New Mexic

(Continued from Page 1)

each admission above a quarte
Some time ago the state legislate
passed an open film buying la

which was ruled unconstitutional i

its first court test. Theater an
business men expect the sales ta

to meet the same fate.

Wisconsin Exhib Ordered
To Stop Free Admission
Milwaukee — In a complaii

brought by LaCross Theater Cc
charging L. J. Burkitt of the Cla
sic Theater, Sparta, with offerir.

free admissions, the local grievan<
board ordered Burkitt to stop tr

practice. A complaint by Wiscoi
sin Amusement Enterprises again:

George Hannon, Grand Theate
Green Bay, charging unfair adve:

tising, was certified to the Code At
thority in New York.

First meeting of the local zonin

board is set for 10 A. M. Friday i

the Hotel Schroeder.

Business Good in W. Va.

Cincinnati—Business in the Wei
Virginia coal fields is excellen

surpassing the larger towns, it :

reported by Stanley Jacques, RK
branch manager.

More Headliners for Ampa
In addition to Armand Denis, guests

of honor at tomorrow's A. M. P. A.

luncheon at the Motion Picture club

will include Jack Lait, the writer, and
Guy Robertson, leading man currently

appearing in "All the King's Horses"
and who is slated to make his screen

debut soon for Monogram. Paul Gulick

will be guest chairman.
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FIVE MUSICALS LIKELY

ON NEW W, B, LINEUP

{Continued from Page 1)

will be shown at the company's an-
nual trade shows in September. Two
of the musicals scheduled for next
year's release are "Sweet Adeline"
and an Al Jolson picture, Wallis said.

The new season list will also include
a talker version of "Captain Blood,"
Bradford Rones' "Go Into Your
Dance" and "The Case of the Curi-
ous Bride," "Liberty" Magazine
story by Erie Stanley Gardner, in
addition to "Anthony Adverse," on
which a treatment has been com-
pleted. Wallis foresees an important
screen future for Josephine Hutchin-
son, a member of the Eva Le Gal-
lienne company, whom Warners has
just signed. With Mrs. Wallis
(Louise Fazenda) and William
Koenig, Wallis sails for Italy on Sat-
urday, planning to return to New
York after a six-week tour of Italy,

Switzerland, France, England and
probably Norway. Koenig will con-
fer with Irving Asher at the com-
pany's Teddington studios on the
construction of two additional
stages. He returns to this coun-
try about June 1.

Charles Regan Appointed
Para. Western Sales Mgr.

(Continued from Page 1)

tive position last week. Eddie Fon-
taine, Cleveland division manager,

ai moves to Chicago to succeed Regan.
Regan assumes his duties in New
York about June 1.

Celeste Fox Joins Ad Firm
Celeste H. Fox, formerly of the

United Artists publicity department,
has joined Norman D. Waters and
Associates, advertising and mer-
chandising counsel, as assistant to
Waters. Miss Fox recently com-
pleted a three months' assignment
as assistant to Maxson Judell, di-

rector of publicity on "Frankie and
Johnnie" for All Star Productions.
As aide to Waters, she will handle
the details of motion picture tie-up
work.

Roach Signs Foreign Star
Lilian Ellis, Viennese musical

comedy star signed by Hal Roach to
a long-term contract, is scheduled to
sail today from Cherbourg on the
Paris for Hollywood. She will make
a short stopover in New York
where she will be feted by M-G-M.

"Rothschild" Holds in K. C.

Kansas City — After a week at
Loew's Midland, "House of Roths-
child" is holding over at the Royal.

Schenck Parties Zanuck
In celebration of the first anniversary

of 20th Century Pictures, Joseph M.
Schenck will give a cocktail party for

the press in honor of Darryl F. Zanuck
at the Stork Club from 3 to 6 o'clock
today.

MONO the!

PHIL M DALY
• • • THEY TELL us that on Thursday the Golf Tourna-
ment Committee will do some very arduous work they are
gonna visit the golf course and look over the fairways
and the 19th hole in preparation for the 22nd annual Film
Daily Golf Tournament ... that occurs on Thursday, June 7

••;•• these golf committees have been doin' this tough and
tiring inspection work ever since we can remember but
did they ever make a report? did they ever come back
and ffive any concrete proof that they had done some CON-
STRUCTIVE work? no, never! so we're here to
state that it's just a racket the guys who get themselves
appointed to the Golf Committee only want an excuse to loaf
for a day if we're wrong then let 'em come back 1 his

time with PROOF that they really did something besides havin'
a nice round of golf for themselves guess that's tellin 'em

that goes for our Boss, too he happens to be chair-
man of this alleged Golf Committee

• • • TALKING ABOUT golf reminds us of a good
Polo story Bill Gargan of RKO Radio pix has evolved
a stunt calculated to make a 9-goal player out of any mediocre
polo player in the world Gargan, who began the game
some time ago with Leslie Howard and other players on a cac-

tus studded field at Palm Springs found himself a bear
in every branch of the sport except hitting the willow
(the ball, ya gump, the ball!) last Sunday, however, he
startled everybody by walking off with high-goal honors
he just couldn't miss then he revealed his li'l secret

he had been practicing with a golf ball Bill sez it makes
the polo ball look as big as a house now they say that
Will Rogers, jealous of Gargan, plans practicing with a pea.

• • • GOOD NEWS the famous Frank Merriwell
hero of Young- America in the days when we were a lad

... is to be brought to the screen at last why the Ion?

delay is a mystery Burt L. Standish Gilbert Patten
in real life has written over 1,000 of these Merriwell
novels he started 40 years ago Street & Smith hav»»

constantly renrinted them since we're tickled silly to wel-

come Frank Merriwell to the screen in a series of 3-reel-

ers Mo Wax and Ronald Bank have arranged to do the
series of scripts Frank's exploits thrilled us till we were
out of our 'teens and millions of other American youths

and grown-ups, too a fine, clean, upstanding hero
such as our Boy Scouts of today emulate the screen can
stand this injection of Youth and Wholesomeness

• • • LOOKS AS if the Roxy theater is going ahead
under Howard S. Cullman . . in suite of all the conflicting

rumors one hears about the eventual disposition of the house
this chap Cullman is an indomitable fighter he just

goes his own serene way regardless four fine films will be
shown in the next four weeks "Glamour," "The Black
Cat." "Now I'll Tell," "Such Women Are Dangerous"
Bill Brenner will be (riven a stag supper tonite at the Caucasian
Inn by a bunch of Russian Cossacks who work with him aU
National Screen they're gonna take Bill for a ride over
the Steppes before he sails for England

T T
• • • NOW BLURBING for the Roosevelt hotel is Sid
Weiss he will also ballyhoo the Reggie Childs orch which
opens there May 21 Duke Ellington and his orch returned
to Hollywood yesterday for retakes on Paramount's "It Ain't
No Sin" following their film work they will hit the road,
opening at the Music Box, Portland, Oregon, May 12
Emil K. Ellis has moved his law offices to the RKO building.

« « « » » »

STUDIOS CAN'T STAND

PAY HIKE, IS FINDING

(Continued from Page 1)

Authority at its meeting Friday and
later transmitted to Washington.
The committee which handled the
matter consists of George J. Schae-
fer, H. S. Bareford and Charles L.
O'Reilly.

First Overbuying Case
Heard by New York Board

(Continued from Page 1)

bassy in the same township, Herbert
Rogowsky, one of the operators of
the Embassy, formally voiced his
complaint yesterday at the first
meeting of the local grievance board.
Robert R. Rosan, Port Chester at-
torney, represented Rogowsky.

In direct examination Rosan had
Rogowsky outline the past and pres-
ent methods of operation of the Em-
bassy. Conversations with sales
executives concerning the purchase
of first-run films were also entered
in the testimony. Rogowsky claim-
ed that under present conditions he
is prevented from acquiring from
the seven defending major distrib-
utors a sufficient supply of first-run
product to permit him to operate his
house. He was cross-examined by
Louis Nizer for the distributors and
also by other attorneys acting for
Skouras and Vitaphone. With Ed-
ward Peskay of Skouras on the
stand, adjournment to Thursday
morning was taken. The board is

composed of Harry Thomas, chair-
man, Senator G. F. Thompson, J. L.
Geller, Milton Kusel and Johnny
O'Connor.

Opening DeBrie Coast Office

George Noffka leaves tomorrow
for the coast, where he will estab-
lish a coast office and appoint a
western representative for Andre
DeBrie, Inc., manufacturers of the
Super Parvo Camera and labora-
tory equipment. A new and im-
proved camera is being taken to the
coast by Noffka for demonstration.

'Manhattan Melodrama' Holds Over
M-G-M's "Manhattan Melodrama"

is being held a second week at the
Capitol, along with the stage show
headed by Jack Benny and Lanny
Ross.

Snapper to Rebuild Jersey House
Dave Snapper plans to rebuild the

Empire at South Amboy, N. J.,

which was badly damaged by fire,

and reopen the house next Fall. It

seats 600.

Testing New Color Process

Keller-Dorian Co. will start produc-
tion next week at Eastern Service

Studio on a test short to demonstrate
the perfecting of its three-color addi-
tive process. Paramount and Eastman
Kodak are interested in the color

process.
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» » » » REVIEWS of NEW FEATURES and SHORTS « « « «

"TWIN HUSBANDS"
with Shirley Grey and John Miljan

Invincible • 68 mins.

WELL-HANDLED MYSTERY MELO-
DRAMA MAKES SATISFACTORY PRO-
GRAM FARE.

Capable acting and direction maintain

pace, suspense and interest for this rather

tenuous story. John Miljan awakes in

strange surroundings to find himself ad-

dressed by a butler as the owner of all he

surveys and with a wife upstairs to boot.

Miljan forces the butler to confess he is

an actor hired for a part and enlists his

aid. When Shirley Grey, the wife, appears

and Miljan makes love to her, she re-

pulses him, and a secretary is called in

to explain everything. Monroe Owsley,

the secretary, tells Miljan he is the image
of Miss Grey's absent spouse and that

his role is to accept $200,000 in bonds
which his banker is bringing from the city.

Miljan takes the bonds but puts them in

the safe instead of giving them to Owsley
as directed. The bonds disappear and the

police arrive. Actually they are confed-

erates of Miljan, who is revealed as a

notorious cracksman. Miljan forces the

banker and the secretary to disclose that

they have been pillaging the estate of

Miss Grey's husband, whose death has

be«"n concealed, and wins her in the end.

Cast: John Miljan, Shirley Grey, Mcn-
rce Owsiey, Hale Hamilton, Robert El-

liott, Maurice Black, William Franklin,

Wilson Benge.

Director, Frank Strayer; Authors, Robert

Ellis. Anthony Coldeway; Adaptor, Robert

Ellis; Film Editor, Roland Reed; Camera-
man, M A. Andersen; Recording Engineer,

L. E. Clarke.

Direction, Good Photography, Good.

Clyde Beatty in

"THE LOST JUNGLE"
Mascot 70 mins.

WILD ANIMAL THRILLER WITH
CLYDE BEATTY DOING HIS ANIMAL
STUNTS IN JUNGLE SETTING.

This feature version of the serial has

been very well handled throughout. Of
course the big kick is in the work of Clyde

Beatty as he goes through his dangerous

stunts with the big cats. Beatty's work
is shown at the beginning of the story as

he performs with the animals in the cages

of the circus, then later in the jungle

scenes with the animals roving loose on

the island in the South Seas. There is

plenty of excitement with the way this

animal trainer handles the various animals,

and they certainly look like tough speci-

mens and not the tame Hollywood variety.

Plenty cf thrills for the kids in these ani-

mal sequences, and also the grown-ups
will get a kick out of it.

Cast: Clyde Beatty, Cecilia Parker, Syd
Saylor, Warner Richmond, Wheeler Oak-
man, Mastcn Williams, J- Crauford Kent,

Lloyd Whitlock, Lloyd Ingraham, Edward
Le Saint, Leu Meehan, Max Wagner, Wes
Warner, Jack Carlyle, Jim Corey, Wally
Wales, Ernie Adams, Harry Holman, Mickey
Rooney.

Directors, Armand Schaefer, Dave How-
ard; Authors, Sherman Lowe, Al Martin;

Adaptors, Barney Sarecky, David Howard,
Armand Schaefer, Wyndham Gittens; Edi-

tor, Earl Turner Cameramen, Alvin Wyc-
keff. William Nobles.

Direction, Good. Photography, Okay.

SHORTS
"The Big Idea"

with Ted Healy

M-G-M 20 mins.
Nutty Laughs

Ted Healy is featured in a goofy
picturization of a dizzy author at
work on his "masterpiece." As he
works at his typewriter, the char-
woman comes in. Finding she has
good ideas too, he gets her to col-

laborate. The Three Radio Rogues
form a big part of the act, for they
are his main characters and come
to life and do their stuff before him
with exciting results. At the end
he is rehearsing a clinch with the
beautiful scrublady when his wife
walks in and puts him out for the
count with a hammer. Has plenty
of goofy laughs. Dh-eeted by Wil-
liam Crowley. Produced by Jack
Cummings.

"Love's Memorial"

(Port O'Call Series)

Monogram 10 mins.
Very Good

Produced and narrated by Deane
H. Dickason, this is a very well

handled subject dealing with the Taj
Mahal. The romantic story of this

world-famous architectural achieve-
ment is effectively built up by Dick-
ason in fine scenic shots and very
interesting running comment.

"Goofy Movies" No. 4

M-G-M 9 mins.
Good Spoofing

Carrying out the comedy idea of

"a whole show in one reel," this

Goofy Reel starts off with some
Goofy newsreel shots, then goes in-

to an oldtime silent meller, with
humorous remarks by Pete Smith.
The old library shots of the dra-
matic events become very funny
with the comedy talk. Produced by
Jack Cummings. Has plenty of

kidding humor to please voung and
old.

M-G-M

Chic Sale in

"Little Feller"

Fine Sentiment

8 mins.

This is a picturization of the poem
of the same name, with Chic Sale
as the old grandpa lamenting the
death of his grandson as he pro-
ceeds to turn over the child's pony
to a neighbor who has children who
can take care of it. Chic Sale is on
his ranch, and the atmosphere is

well done and Chic never did any-
thing more sentimental or touching
than this little skit. It will get the

femmes and the mothers especially.

Andy Clyde in

"Hello, Prosperity"

Educational 19 mins.

Good Comedy

With the California wine industry
as a background, this comedy has
Anly Clyde making successful con-

quest of a former sweetheart who
has become a radio singing person-
ality to plug her vineyard, and is

about to be married by a unworthy
suitor. Andy comes on the scene

and, in a series of comic develop-

ments, sidetracks the bridegroom and
takes his place at the bride's side.

Principal supporting players are

Ethel Sykes, Jack Shutta and Jos-

eph Swickard.

"Honky-Donkey"

(Hal Roach "Our Gang")
M-G-M 20 mins.

Kid Fun

Some very hectic adventures as

Wally, the rich little boy, takes Our
Gang to play in his luxurious play-

ground adjoining his mother's man-
sion. Things get out of control when
the chauffeur keeps sneezing and
upsetting the donkey the kids have
brought along. He follows the

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHARLES ALICOATE

CASTING for ."Crime Without for "A Noble Prize," musical short
featuring Ruth Etting, to be direct-

ed by Joe Henabery. With the

starting of this short activities will

igain be in full swing at the Vita-

phone Studio under Sam Sax. Ed-
die Moran, Cy Wood and A. D.

Otvos are credited with the story

for the picture, which is scheduled

to go into work Monday.

Passion," first of the four fea-

tures to be made by Ben Hecht and
Charles MacArthur, for Paramount
release, has been started at the

Eastern Service Studio in Astoria.

Production is scheduled to get un-
der way May 21.

Production on a Paramount "Head-
liner" short featuring Milt and
Frank Britten has started under
the direction of Fred Waller al the

West Coaxt Service studio. Leslie

Roush is assisting Waller on the one-

reeler, urith William Steiner in

eh i irge <<i the camera.

Lee Stewart has started casting

The Spanish dialogue picture ten-

tatively titled "The Downfall," in

which Carlos Gardel, popular radio,

ittage and screen favorite of Argen-
tine, will be directed by Louis Gas-

nier for Paramount, is scheduled

to go into work about Man 15 at

the Astoria plant.

chauffeur in the house and almost
wrecks the place before they gel

him out. "Spanky" always saves;

the situation by ringing an alarn-

clock and making the donkey sit

on his haunches as he is trained U
do. Up to the Our Gang standard

"Attention, Suckers"

M-G-M 9 mins
Card Tricks

A very fine expose of the trick;

of the card sharp. It is done witfci

the help of Luis Zingone who ex-'

poses the card tricks as he plays

vith three partners. After the care

exposures he shows how the shel

game is manipulated. It is verj

well photographed, so that ever>

play can be readily seen by use oi

mirrors and a glass topped tabk
showing the plays. Pete Smith gives

a good explanatory narration.

FOREIGN DIALOGUE
"MARIONETTES", in Russian with Eng

lish titles; produced by Mezhrbpomfilm

directed by I. Protosanov; with A. Ktorov

S. Martinson, M. Radin, et al. At th<

Acme Theater.

Musical satire, with political propaganda

injected, makes generally enjoyable en

tertainment, with particular interest at

tached to it as the first Soviet musica

picture.

THE INDUSTRY'S

DATE BOOK

-
lead-May 12-13: Allied States Association I

ers' meeting, Congress Hotel, Chicago.

May 14: Golf Tournament for benefit of Caro-

lina film needy, Carolina Golf Course.

Charlotte.

May 18: Allied States Ass'n regional confer-

ence, in conjunction with meeting of Al-

lied Theater Owners of New York, Syracuse.

May 19: Cincinnati Variety Club Dinner and

Charity Ball, Netherland-Plaza Hotel. Cin-

cinnati.

May 26: Monogram regional sales meeting.

Salt Lake City.

May 26-28: Fourth Annual Convention of In-

dependent Theater Supply Dealers Ass'n.

Edgcwater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

May 31 -June 2: fox Film annual sales con-

vention, New York.

June 1: Actors Equity Ass'n annual meet-

ing and election, Hotel Astor, New York

June 2: Monogram regional sales meeting.

Cincinnati.

June 4-9: I.A.T.S.E. and M.P.O. convention.

Louisville, Ky.

lune 16-July 2: International Motion Picture

Week. Vienna.

lune 18-20: RKO annual sales convention,

Drake Hotel, Chicago.

lune 18-20: Paramount annual s=iles conven-

tion. Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles

June 29: Monogram regional sales meeting.

New York.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-

graphy. Venice, Italy.

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Penn-

sylvania, New York.
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»A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD "LOTS"««
By RALPH WILK

, BERNARD HYMAN, associate
producer on M-G-M's highly

accessful "Tarzan and His Mate,"

j

preparing to launch "Dolly,"
hich Gregory La Cava will direct,

.dolphe Menjou has one of the prin-
pal roles.

T T T

Dave Gould, who has just com-
leted the South Sea Bolero for
Down to His Last Yacht," for
KO, has been assigned to stage
usical and dance numbers for
Say Divorce," which will co-star
red Astaire and Ginger Rogers.

1 his will be the eighth picture that
ould has worked on for RKO in a

«*ar.
™

:
r T T

[a[
Edwin L. Marin, who will direct
?our Walls" as his initial picture
M-G-M, has directed "Bombay

Bil," "Affairs of a Gentleman,"
Study in Scarlet" and "Sweetheart
' Sigma Chi."

Our Passing Show: Sidney Fox
iting with some newspapermen
id a couple of pretty extra girls

lorn her "Down to Their Last
acht" set; Director John Robert-
m praising the work of little Edith
ellows, who is working in RKO
ctures.

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

$2.SO up. Single
$3.00 up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every-

thing to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-
iness or pleasure.

Every room has private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

Tha "Doorway of Hospitality"

New Pact for Brisson

Carl Brisson, Danish-bom English

stage and screen actor imported by

Paramount recently, has been tendered

a new contract before his first Holly-

wood production hits the screen. He
will make his American bow in Para-

mount's screen version of Earl Carroll's

"Murder at the Vanities."

"Cheaters," made by Liberty
Prods., is playing first run at Pan-
tages, Hollywood.

V T

Guy Robertson, being brought
here by Monogram from New York
for "King Kelly of the U.S.A.," is

expected to repeat the success of

Ray Walker, who has already ap-

peared in five Monogram pictures,

according to Trem Carr. Walker
will next appear in "Happy Land-
ings."

V T T

Adele Buffington has been as-

signed by Robert Welsh to adapt
"Moonstone," by Wilkie Collins, for

Monogram.
v v

Three hundred beauties wended
their way over Cahuenga Pass and
down the Dark Canyon road to the
Burbank studios of Warner Bros., to

seek work in the ensemble numbers
Busby Berkeley will stage in

"Dames." Busby picked 125 of the
candidates.

T

Nat Perrin, Nunnally Johnson
and Arthur Sheekman are writing
the screen play for the untitled mu-
sical comedy, which will star Eddie
Cantor. Roy Del Ruth will direct.

T T T

Jean Arthur will play opposite
Jack Holt in "The Defense Rests,"
for Columbia.

v T

Warner Bros, have renewed their

contract with Peter Milne, who
wrote "Convention City" and has
worked on several other Warner
pictures.

T T T

Ethel Griffies, well known stage
and screen character actress, has
been signed to play in "Resurrec-
tion," which will be made by Sam-
uel Goldwyn. vv
George R. Bilson is editing the

west coast studio edition of Warner
Club News, which is a monthly pub-
lication.

T T T

Here and There: Emanuel Cohen,
Al Kaufman, LeRoy Prinz, Seymour
Felix, Matty Kemp, Jerry Horwin,
Larry Ceballos, Gus Kahn at the
preview of "Murder at the Vani-
ties."

T V T

Warren Duff and Seton I. Miller
are writing the screenplay and di-

alogue for "Perfect Weekend,"
which will star James Cagney.

t v v

Lawrence Hazard, who wrote the
screenplay for "Saturday's Chil-

dren," is now working on the script

for "Pickwick Papers," which will

be made by Warner Bros.

T T T

Mary Boland will leave Holly-
wood in June for her fifteenth
European vacation. She is now
working) in her ninth consecutive
picture, Chai-les R. Rogers' "Here
Comes the Groom," without a rest.

She will leave after her next one,
"Her Master's Voice," in which she
will appear with Charlie Ruggles.

V T T

Roy Del Ruth's plans and itinerary
for an extended vacation trip have
been upset by his assignment to
direct the new Eddie Cantor picture
for Samuel Goldwyn. Del Ruth
just recently finished directing 20th
Century's new Ronald Colman pic-

ture, "Bulldog Drummond Strikes
Back."

T V V
Unversal has changed the title

of the B. F. Zeidman production
starring Chester Morris to "Let's
Talk It Over." It was formerly
called "Loves of a Sailor" and
"Funny Thing Called Love."

Kathleen Howard, E. E. Clive,

Alan Mowbray, Gilbert Emery and
Robert Greig have been signed for
Universal's "One More River."AAA
Frank Lloyd will direct "Mutiny

on the Bounty," in which Wallace
Beery and Clark Gable are being
teamed by M-G-M. Carey Wilson
and John Farrow are adapting it.

T T T
Vera Caspary is doing a story for

Jack Holt at Columbia.

t t v
Frances Marion went to Honolulu

to meet M-G-M's "Good Earth" unit
which is due back from China this
week. George Hill heads the unit.

T T T
"Isle of Fury," Warner picture

with William Powell, Colin Clive
and Edna Best, reverts to its orig-
inal title, "The Lady."

_ T
Patricia Ellis will play the ro-

mantic feminine lead in Warner's
"Big-Hearted Herbert."

T T v
Henry Armetta has been given a

new long term contract by Univer-
sal.

T T

Irving Piehel, Walter Armitage
and George Pearce are recent addi-
tions to First National's "British
Agent."

CAST ASSIGNMENTS
WARNER: Lyle Talbot, Eugene Pallette,

Helen Lowell, Dorothy Tree, Charles Wilson
for "Dragon Murder Case."
UNIVERSAL: Lois Wilson for "There's Al-

ways Tomorrow."
M-G-M: Clay Clement, Claudelle Kay,

Cregihton Hale, Tommy Jackson, Walter Long,
Charles Williams, Hughie White for "Thin
Man"; Ferdinand Munier for "Barretts of Wim-
pole Street"; Mary Carlisle for the lead in

"The Rear Car."
COLUMBIA: Frederick Burton, Spec O'Don-

nell for "One Night of Love"; Eleanor Wessel-
hoeft, Lawrence Criner for "Black Moon."
PARAMOUNT: Shirley Temple for "You Be-

long to Me."

NEW YORK
CRITICS
GO WILD
ABOUT
YEAR'S BEST
COMEDY!

JOHN

Barrymore
in

"20th Century"
with

Carole Lombard
WalterConnolly-RoscoeKarns

A HOWARD HAWKS Production

From the notable N. Y. stage success

h^Ben Hecht- Charles MacArthur

ty Charles B. Milholland

* "Uproarious riot of mirthfulness!"
|

— N. Y. American .

1

J
"Screamingly funny!" .

— N. Y. Daily News '

» .•' ... !

I
"Grand entertainment!

— N. Y. Eve. Journal j

I "Extremely funny comedy!"

I _ N. Y. Herald Tribune
|

J
"One of the most entertaining

j

I
talkies of the season!"

|

I — N. Y. Sun '

• "One of the" most devastating, sa-

| tirically amusing films!" I

— N.Y. World-Telegram
J

! j "A pushover at the box-office!"
|— Film Daily \

"A natural big money attraction! ,

— Motion Picture Daily ,



1

CREAM OF
T • » AY'S NEWS!
i

2

3

4

PULITZER PRIZE for best play of the year

goes to "MEN IN WHITE." (Clark Qable,

please note!)

'MANHATTAN MELODRAMA" held

over 2nd Week, Capitol, N. Y. (Another Qable-

gold-getter with William Powell, Myrna Loy.)

PICTURE FANS are ready for Joan

Crawford's "Sadie McKee"! (Just previewed

by M-Q-M execs. Your
u
Dancing Lady" does

it again!)

START TALKING about "Thin Man" today.

Dashiell Hammett's best-seller mystery is

sensational.

C LEO MARCHES ON! Hit after hit from

the roaring Lion!
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Hollywood Perspective is Askew, Critics Charge

OV'T AGENCIES TO DISSECT REVIEW BOARTREPORT

!00 Cancellation Requests Turned 0%@\to Authority

[Checking Up Applications

deceived by Fox, Metro
and Universal

Approximately 200 exhibitors

ave applied to Fox, M-G-M and

traversal for the privilege of exer-

Ising the 10 per cent cancellation

Jause provided in the code. These

etitions have been turned over to

lie Code Authority for checking to

scertain if they have assented to

le code. If they have not, they
{Continued on Page 8)

IIKE MEEHAN AND RKO

IAKE 60-DAY "TRUCE"

CRITICS' FORUM

QUESTION NO. 7

What's right—or wrong—with Hollywood?

RESULTS OF CRITICS' REPLIES

Wrong perspective, the major complaint, is covered today.

A 60 day "truce*' has been agreed

Ipon by RKO and the Mike Meehan
jiterests now controlling the K-A-0
trcuit, the Film Daily learns.

Meanwhile all publicity will be han-
lled for the entire RKO theater cir-

(Continued on Page 8)

tn)ick Wright to Handle
Warner Houses in Ohio

H Cleveland—Dick Wright, manager
If Warner's Strand, has been pro-

moted to district manager, succeed-

ling Frank Phelps, who has been
Iflevated to a home office job.

Iwright's district covers Akron, Can-
Ion, Youngstown, Coshocton, Mans-
fteld and Massilon. He has been
Bvith the Warner theater depart-

ment since 1929.

30 x 30 Screen at Fair

Chicago—A 30 x 30 screen, the larg-

est in the world, will be installed in

one of the two outdoor movie theaters

that will entertain Century of Progress

visitors this summer. The other screen,

in the Hall of Science court, also will

be at least 500 feet from the rear

seats. Special Photophone sound equip-
ment has been designed for the the-
aters.

IN ASKING the motion picture critics and editors of the nation to tell what they

* think is right or wrong with Hollywood, it was a foregone conclusion that the query

would elicit a windfall of enthusiastic comments—mostly on "what's wrong." A good
many of the expressions obviously are of an isolated nature both in cause and in im-

port, but out of the welter of remarks there are a few that recur with such frequency
and emphasis that they stand out as the major criticisms of the country against the

studio capital.

The first of these is that Hollywood's perspective is out of line. Perhaps as

many as 150 of the 400 critics answering this question in THE FILM DAILY'S question-

naire made some reference to the Hollywood viewpoint. Chief among the indictments

are that Hollywood has too little contact with the world at large, that it considers itself

a self-sufficient entity and resents outside suggestion, that it goes in too much for

pretense, that it takes itself too seriously and that its lack of proper contact with the

more normal life causes all those cycles of imitation when somebody accidentally or

otherwise hits on something that clicks. As a result of such conditions, Hollywood is

too far removed from reality and this is reflected in most of its films, it is pointed

cut by Ruth Lewis of the "Austin American," Austin, Tex.

FROM ONE WHO'S BEEN THERE

Knowing the film capital peisonally from many visits, A. D. Williams of the "Moose

Magazine" says: "Hollywood is practically a walled city. A factory which not only

dictates what it shall make, but also tries to mold its customers' fancies without mak-

ing any attempt to meet the customers personally. It is almost as completely a walled

city as Lhassa, and its creed seems to be: 'Of course there are other parts of the

world (or so we have been told) but why do we have to take them into consideration?'

Hollywood is as sinless as an eunuch, but at the same time has the mental superiority

of a 17-year-old intellectual, who at the same time has been given limitless spending

money."
Josephine Hughston of the "San Jose Mercury Herald" thinks the Hollywood

viewpoint is "natural and unavoidable," but at the same time she suggests that "if di-

rectors and producers had to spend two months a year in a small town, incognito, the

viewpoint would change."

"Hollywood seems artificially-lived," says Mary Brooks Parham of the "Charlotte

Observer." "Her sense of values is perverted and her feverish, hectic spirit is re-

flected in the pictures."

"Too many directors seek the bizarre," declares Hazel Kirk of the "Advocate," New-

ark, O. "Might try sending them on tour of theaters in towns of different sizes to

get general theater audience reaction."

Brooks Cottle of the "Morgantown Post," Morgantown, W. Va., thinks Hollywood
(Continued on Page 8)

stice Dept. and Trade
commission to Dissect

Darrow Findings
By WILLIAM SILBERBERG

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington—Both the majority
and the minority reports of the
Recovery Review Board submitted
to President Roosevelt last week
are being sent to various govern-
mental agencies for analysis and ab-

straction, the chief executive indi-

cated yesterday. The reports, too

voluminous in text to be reviewed
by an individual man, will be turned
over to the Department of Justice,

Federal Trade Commission and
NRA, in was said at the White

(Continued on Page 8)

END OF DOUBLE BILLS

LOOMS IN ST. LOUIS

St. Louis—Early elimination of

double features here is likely as a
result of action by the M. P. T. O.

of St. Louis, which has gone on rec-

ord for ending the practice provided

all first-runs cooperate. The plan
(Continued on Page 8)

Midwesco Creditors Get
14 Per Cent Settlement

Milwaukee—With $31,067 avail-

able from receipts, creditors of Mid-
wesco Theaters will receive 14.3

cents on the dollar, it was stated

yesterday by P. C. Wcstfahl, bank-

ruptcy referee.

New Kentucky Tax Threat

Lexington, Ky.—A special session to

consider tax measures for needed state

revenue has been called for today by

Governor Ruby Laffoon. In several

previous sessions on taxation the mo-
tion picture interests were successful

in heading off additional burdens. New
attempts to include them are expected
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Columbia Picts. vtc. 28 27'/2 271/2 —
Con. Fm. Ind 37's 3% 3% +
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 16 16 16

East. Kodak 90 Vi 89'/2 89^ +
Fox Fm. "A" 15'/4 145/s 14% —
Loews. Inc 32 303 4 31 >

8 —
Paramount ctfs. . . . 4% 4'/2 4% —
Pathe Exch 2S/8 2'/2 2Vl —
do "A" 21 Vi 197/g 20 —
RKO 31/8 3 3

Warner Bros 6% 6 6 —
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Technicolor 8^4 8^4 8%
Trans-Lux 2 2

Net
Chg.

Vl

Vl

'i'/i

V*

+ Va

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 9' 4 9>/8 9' 8 + Va
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. SVa 83/4 8J4 — l/4

Keith A-0 6s46 68 V4 68'/., 68 1/4 + V4
Loew 6s 41ww... 101 100'/2 101 + Vl
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 52 52 52+1
Par. By. 5'/2 s51 . . 45 Vi «'.'8 45V'8 + %
Par. By. 5V2 s51 ctfs. 45

V

4 45 14 45V4 + 1

Par. 5'/2 s50 ctfs... 52'/2 50 50 — 1 Vi

Pathe 7s37 96 94

3

4 96 + 1 Vi

Warner's 6s39 60 V2 59'/2 595'8 — Va

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 5 4Vi 4'/2 — Vs

Carroll Plavs Air Postman
With 10 Prints from Coast

I! .
• Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Earl Carroll has

chartered a special plane to leave
Sunday for a cross-country hop in

which he will carry 10 prints of

Paramount's screen version of his

"Murder at the Vanities" which he
will deliver personally in 10 key
cities. He plans to make the trip,

including 10 stops, in three days,

arriving' at the Newark airport on
Wednesday. The picture has its

Broadway opening May 19 at the

Rivoli.

Present Zoning Schedule
Is Retained in St. Louis

St. Louis—Local grievance and
clearance-zoning boards are now in-

stalled in offices at 822 Ambassador
Bldg., with first meeting of the
clearance group set for 9 A. M. Sat-

urday and first grievance meeting
at

2
'P. M. Monday. These will be

the regular weekly meeting days.

Lila B. Scofield is secretary of the

boards.
To save time, the clearance com-

mittee has decided to accept the
existing zoning arrangements in

general use and these will prevail

unless some exhibitor officially files

a complaint that is sustained by the

committee.

N. O. Exhibs Complain
Over Code Board Delay

New Orleans—Delay of the code

boards in functioning here was de-

nounced by 25 independent exhibi-

tors meeting with Gulf States The-
ater Owners Ass'n officials to pro-

test code assessments on small

houses as compared with large the-

aters.

It is reliably learned that exhi-

bitors are attempting to raise funds
to fight inimical state legislation

next week in Baton Rouge.
At a meeting of the local boards

to map out their work, reactionaries

forced a gag measure through, sub-

ject to approval of the Code Author-
ty, that no decisions be publicized,

even to the trade press.

Mona O'Rourke, secretary of the

local board, is on a trip to New
York.

N.O. Admission Tax Looms
New Orleans—Politicians are ru-

mored considering' establishment of a

theater admission tax here. This
is the only Louisiana city with such
power delegated to it by the legis-

lature. Finance Commissioner Miles

Pratt, president of St. Charles The-
ater, is expected to fight it.

Four Grievances Filed

By Consolidated Circuit
Consolidated circuit has filed four

complaints with the New York zon-
ing board charging unfair clearance.
They are scheduled for hearing Mon-
day morning at 10:30 o'clock before
the Manhattan advisory committee.
Cases are as follows

:

Luxor, Bronx, against Loew's
Grand and Paramount, Warner-
First National, Majestic, United Ar-
tists, M-G-M and First Division ex-
changes; Fleetwood, Bronx, against
Loew's Victory and Paramount, M-
G-M, Warner-First National, United
Artists, Columbia, RKO, Majestic
and First Division; Forum, Bronx,
>gainst Loew's Victory and distrib-

utors involved in Fleetwood com-
plaint; Luxor against Loew's Valen-
tine, Skouras house, and RKO, Fox,
Big- U, Majestic and Columbia.

Timulty is Photophone
Contact Man in New York

E. A. Timulty, formerly assistant

to E. 0. Heyl, Manager of the Pho-
tophone Division of RCA Victor,

has been appointed special repre-
sentative of the national office of

the Photophone Division with head-
quarters in New York. His new
duties will include contacting out-

of-town exhibitors visiting New
York, arranging for special demon-
strations of Photophone High Fidel-

ity sound and inspection trips to

important Photophone installations

n Rockefeller Centre and else-

where in the midtown theatrical

district.

More Promotions Made
In Paramount Branches

Harry H. Goldstein, Paramount
branch manager in Pittsburgh, has
beeen named district manager with
headquarters in Cleveland, succeed-

ing J. Edward Fontaine, who has

been named Chicago division sales

manage)-. Dave Kimelman, sales-

man working out of the Pittsburgh
office, becomes manager of the

branch in that city.

Rogowsky Case Continued
Continuation of the New York

grievance board hearing on com-
plaint of Herbert Rogowsky, oper-

ator of the Embassy, Port Ches-
ter, N. Y., against the Skouras Cap-
ital and all major distributors, ex-

cept Paramount, has been deferred

En 111 today until next Tuesday. It's

an overbuying- charge.

Clarence

Sam Krellberg Improving

Sam Kre'.lberg, president of

Amusement Securities Corp., who
was removed to Polyclinic Hospital
on Tuesday after being hit by a

truck, is progressing satisfactorily,

it wa- said yesterday at the hos-
pital.

Rex Beach Story for Lilian Harvey
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM VAJ1 V

Hollywood—"Serenade," a roman-
tic story of Vienna by Rex Beach,
will be Lilian Harvey's first 19'!4

film for Fox. Paul Martin will di-

rect and Lynn Starling is the first

player assigned.

Aylesworth on Garden Board

Merlin H. Aylesworth is on the
new board of directors of Madison
Square Garden.

.ommg and Gomg

JOAN BENNETT and GENE MARKEY arrh
in New York tomorrow from the coast ai
sail Saturday on the Conte di Savoia.

ARTHUR LOEW returns from abroad tod,
on the Conte di Savoia.

MARTIN SCHIFF, home office auditor f
Universal, is spending four or five weeks
Kansas City with Bennie Benjamin, local mai
ager.

ETIENNE PALLOS, London Film sales mai
ager, arrives here today from London aboa
the Conte di Savoia. He will attend confe
ences with U. A. executives in connection wi
next season's line-up.

MARGARET ETTINGER, Hollywood pre
agent, is expected in New York on the 18
for a combined business and pleasure trip.

AL DUBIN and HARRY WARREN, cor
posers of the words and music of First N
tional's "20 Million Sweethearts," have arrivi

in New York for a two-month vacation.

JOHN D. CLARK left New York last nig
for the Coast.

NED DEPINET and BOB SISK left for f
coast yesterday via airplane.

VICENTE PADULA, Argentine actor w
has appeared in a number of Spanish Par
mount productions in Hollywood and Par
arrives in New York tomorrow on the Bere
garia to play in the Carlos Gardel pictu
being made for Paramount at Astoria.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS, who has just cor
pleted "Midnight Alibi" for First Nation.
plans to leave Hollywood the end of tl

month and sail for Europe the first week
June. He will be accompanied by M
B^rthelmess and their two children.

HERBERT T. SILVERBERG, Buffalo film a

torney, who has been in New York for
few days, returns home tomorrow.

Arthur Sanchez Closes Deal

Arthur Sanchez or Trans-Ocean
Film Export Co., has completi
negotiations for the distribution

six Tom Tyler westerns and 8 Bt

Steele westerns in Canada.

Special Notice to

Theatres and Publishers

T ET us show you our low cost plan

for putting your mailing list en

high speed automatic addressing plates

( Addrcssograph, Elliott, Rapid Ad-

dressing Belknap, or Pollard-Ailing

Systems).

No initial expense, no machinery

to buy.

We correct and keep the list up to

date for you, and address and deliver

a set of envelopes or wrappers weekly,

monthly, or as called for.

Also, wc supply you with all acces-

sories and plans for building up a

new list, and for cutting out dead

wood and postage waste.

Phone Mr. Green, Cllclsea 3-7390 for

full details.

Automatic Addressing Division

)

GLOBE MAIL SERVICE?
c.

The Largest Lettershop in Greater

New York

148 W. 23rd St., New York, N. Y.



YOU SAID IT,

HOLLYWOOD
REPORTER:

"Swell picture.,. sure-fire audi-

ence . . . well-tailored for the

talents of Joan Crawford . .

.

The stuff the fans cry for...

direction of Clarence Brown

something to rave about . .

.

John Meehan's dialogue expert

and amusing... a humdinger

for the femme fans."

Joan, dear—

" Sadie McKee" was screened in

the M-G'M projection room today

amidst cheers and tears and

bravos! Our beautiful "Dancing

Lady" has done it again.

Qratefully yours,

JOAN CRAWFORD in-SADIE McKEE
A Clarence Brown production . . . with Franchot Tone , . . Gene Raymond . . . Edward
Arnold . . . Esther Ralston . . . Based on Vina Delmar's story . . . Directed by Clarence
Brown .... Produced by Lawrence Weingarten .... A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture





IT TAKES GREAT PICTURES TO INSPIRE A WIRE LIKE THIS

AND ITTAKES WARNER BROS. TO MAKE GREAT PICTURES!

LASS OF SERVICE

This is a full-rate

Telegram or Cable-
?;ram unless its de-
erred character is in-

dicated by a suitable

sign above or preced-
ing the address.

WESTERN
UNION

R. B. WMITC NlWCOMt CA.M.TQN
CMMUHJUt or tut «o*»t>

j. c. wilicvcr

y—
SIGNS

"V

DLv D«t Letter

NM- Night Mcuage

KL-' Night Letter

LG« Deferred Cible

NLT - Cable Night Letter

s
Ship Radiogram

-C

j

The filing time as shown in tho date line on full- rate telegrams and day letter*, and the time «i receipt, at destination as shown on all messages, is STANDARD TIME.

82MI KL 57DL 24 EXA

MORRIS MINN 6TOPM APL 24 1934

VITAGRAPH INC
"

$

954 1 AVE NORTH MINNEAPOLIS MINN

CONGRATULATIONS TO WARNER FIRST NATIONAL FOR TURNING OUT

ANOTHER GEM IN ENTERTAINMENT STOP WE THE UNDERSIGNED PLEDGE

OURSELVES TO LET OUR PUBLIC KNOW \KHAT A WONDERFUL PICTURE

TWENTY MILLION SWEETHEARTS IS CONGRATULATIONS AGAIN

S B J BENFIELD W D GOWAN MIKE DEFEA

MORRIS MINN ORTONVILLE MINN MILBANK SDAK

BILLIE J BENFIELD LEO A BACKER HI LLER

GRACEVILLE MINN BROWNSVALLEY MINN ALEXANDRIA MINN

WERE YOU LISTENIN'
to RUDY VALLEE on the air last Thursday? Here are his very words:
"Orchids to Dick Powell and Pat O'Brien for a grand job in the Warner Bros, picture,

TWENTY MILLION SWEETHEARTS, and to the song writing team of Dubin and
Warren for the grand tunes in the picture ... I envy Dick Powell for the perfect set of

tunes he had at his disposal in his new Warner Bros, picture TWENTY MILLION
SWEEHEARTS. I only hope if I ever make another movie I have as fine a tune as the

feature song of the picture I'LL STRING ALONG WITH YOU."

WERE YOU READIN
in VARIETY last Tuesday? Here are their latest hit-by-hit reports on "20 Million Sweathearts":
"Off to flying start at Hollywood, Los Angeles'." . . . "A smash hit— exciting raves galore

at Orpheum, Minneapolis."

SIGN THE PLEDGE to give your box-
office the support it deserves on this great show.

FREE COLOR PHOTO enlargement of
Dick Powell is yours if you mail this coupon now!

321 West 44th Street, N. Y. C.

see this great production!

Name

Theatre

P. S. Don't iorget
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THE

End of Double Bills

Looms in St. Louis
(Continued from Page 1)

is understood to be awaiting final

consummation of the reorganization

of the Ambassador, Grand Central

and Missouri theaters. If control

of these houses goes to the Snyder-

Koplar interests and Fanchon &
Marco takes over the management,
it is believed they will favor a single

feature policy. Loew's State always

has been for singles, and with F.

& M. controlling the Fox and the

St. Louis, end of the duals in first-

runs is held an early possibility.

With the major houses in line, the

neighborhoods are expected to fol-

low.
The M. P. T. 0. also will seek ex-

hibitor representation on the com-

mittee in charge of the Municipal

Auditorium, which has been able to

book some entertainment films in

competition with theaters.

"Blue Light" Holds Over

"The Blue Light," the Leni

Riefanstahl alpine drama which is

having its first American showing

at the Little Picture House on East

50th St., has attracted such interest

that it will be held over through

next Monday.

Columbia Signs 4 More Players

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Inez Courtney, Rob-

ert Allen, James Blakely and Leo
Bulgakov are the latest Broadway
players to be signed by Columbia.

Disney Awarded Medal

For his service to art in the pro-

duction of animated cartoons, Walt
Disney this week was presented

with a gold medal by the American
Art Dealers' Ass'n.

New Paris House Opens

par i s — The Cinema Artois has

been opened with "S.O.S. Iceberg."

Another house, the Cinema Mar-
beuf, will be reopened this month
by M. C. Wyn, with "Let's Fall in

Love."

"Uncle Tom" in Color

Exhibitors' Pictures Corp. will start

production within ten days at Irvington

en a feature length version of "Uncle

Tom's Cabin," to be made in Photo-

color, it was said yesterday by M.
Kleinerman, president.

%2HDAILY Thursday, May 10, T|4

GOVT, AGENCIES

TO GET CODE REPORT THE CRITICS* FORUM
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

House, for their respective analysis

and abstraction. Meanwhile the

President has not yet accepted the

resignation of John F. Sinclair,

minority member of the Board.

"does not have enough faith in ultimate suc-

cess of best kind of picture to go through

critical period; consequently is too much in

a rut."

SEX THEME OVERDONE

"It makes little or no effort to lead public

taste, and in fact has depraved it," is the

charge of E. W. Opie of the "Leader and

News-Leader," Staunton, Va. "The sex theme

is overworked and falsely presented. Sure-

fire stars are gratuitously given coarse, sug-

gestive lines, unnecessary to the success of a

picture; they are frequently starred in ques-

tionable pictures, when clean pictures with

the same stars would earn as much or more.

Hollywood has broken good actors by giving

them only one part to play."

Walter L. Browne of the "Moon-Journal,"

Battle Creek, believes "too much stress is

placed on pull of tieup of story and outstand-

ing current event, with hastily prepared pro-

ductions designed to tie up with current news

interest."

Jack Sellers of the "Casper Tribune-Herald,"

Casper, Wyo., doesn't care to see "picture

after picture with almost the same players

end apparently little variation in casts."

A better feeling toward Hollywood would

be created, in the opinion of Eleanor Camp-
bell Spencer of the "Daily News," Hamilton,

0., if "hard and heartless" Hollywood would

soften up a bit and make a picture with a

group of the old cinema stars. Miss Spencer

thinks such a picture would attract millions

on sentimental appeal alone.

"Too many pictures with morbid themes; too

much polite infidelity; not enough low com-
edies; refusal to strike out on new paths," are

the kicks from Kenneth Nichols of the "Times-

Press," Akron.

"NAMES" WITHOUT ABILITY

The influx of radio personalities without

acting ability, the featuring of "name" per-

formers merely because they have been pub-

licized, and the low percentage of good fam-
ily entertainment are among the things Hal
Jenkins of the "Daily and Sunday Tribune,"
Coshocton, 0., would like to see corrected.

Needless extravagance in some scenes is

criticized by Calvin D. Myers of the "News,"
Newburgh, N. Y.

Robert Baral of the "Journal-Gazette," Fort
Wayne, deplores "Ballyhoo of insincere stars
who admit Ihey arc in the movies to get their
minds off their private troubles."

"It is not awake to the widespread in-
fluence it exerts on youth, or else lacks a
feeling of responsibility along this line," says
Hazel A. Smith of the "Pubelo Star-Journal,"
Pueblo, Colo. "Can't seem to create a new
star without making her a woman of the
streets— in a refined (?) manner."

Margaret Bean of the Spokane "Spokesman-
Review" calls Hollywood "blinded with sex,"
and L. C. Gifford of the "Daily Record,"
Hickory, N. C, declares Hollywood has al-
lowed its sex-consciousness to become a mania
to such an extent that they feel they can't
do without it.

"Directors condemn the public's desires and
produce for the artistic and technical view-
point," is the charge of B. H. Boyd of the
"Commercial Appeal," Paris, Tex.

"Hollywood recognizes talent only after
they have made a name elsewhere," says
Denton R. Merwin of the "Daily Leader-Times,"
Kittanning, Pa.

"Inefficiency and waste in production, re-
sulting from neglect to plan ahead and con-
tinued altering of stories," is criticized by
Dan Albrecht of the "Elkhart Daily Truth,"
Elkhart, Ind.

Francis Arthur Robinson of the "Nashville
Banner" says too much of Hollywood's work
has the appearance of just being done to make
a certain release date.

There are too many "big shots"; they are

too smart and nobody else knows anything,
complains Alfred W. Rose of the "Camden
News," Camden, Ark.

Cosman Eisendrath of the "Daily Herald,"
Biloxi, disapproves of "executives that are fin-

anciers instead of showmen."

W. E. J. Martin of the Buffalo "Courier-
Express" is amazed at the "plethora of writers

trying to make screen material from shoddy
ideas."

"Lack of imagination, backed up by one
of the most magnificent inferiority complexes
the world has ever known," is the charge of

Pettersen Marzoni of the "Birmingham News-
Age-Herald."

OVERWORKED PLAYERS

Not enough attention to the artistic cinema,
and overworking of any players that happen
to click, are among the complaints of Fred-
erick J. Topping of the "Evansville Courier,"
Evansville, Ind.

"Hollywood is over-run with temperament
that neither amuses nor is understood in the
hinterland," says Ted Wear of the "Topeka
State Journal."

"Waste of material and too much unintel-

ligent supervision," declares Elinor L. Hughes
of the "Boston Herald."

"Too much hokum. False gods. Unrea'
things. But all that is necessary to fool half

the people," is the way it is put by R. G.

Miller of the "Daily Oklahoma," Oklahoma
City.

William G. Stiegler of the Cincinnati "Times-
Star" deplores over-exploitation of the sexy
and sensational in screen personalities and
too little stress on real acting ability.

Jack Gordon of the "Press," Fort Worth, is

another who wonders why the same supporting
players are used in every other picture by cer-

tain companies.

Lack of self-confidence is considered Holly-
wood's chief trouble by Harry Martin of the
Memphis "Commercial Appeal." He adds:
"Hollywood needs more execs with guts enough
to admit they don't know everything and sense
enough to get out and learn a few things."

Productions by foreign directors who seem to

know nothing of American home life are dis-

liked by Charles A. Leedy of the "Youngstown
Telegram."

APING OTHER ARTS

W. Ward Marsh of the "Cleveland Plain
Dealer" hands out this sock: "Hollywood has
tried to ape all arts and has neglected its

own. Ever since the talkies came in, it has
played the fool, hiring those who ridicule it

squandering money on those who can't write
in terms of the screen and can't act before
the camera."

Misuse of talent by wasting trained actors

in thankless roles is berated by Jack Bryan
of the Memphis "Press-Scimitar."

Max Sien of the "Cincinnati Post" deplores
Hollywood's "total submission to a clumsy
superstructure of distribution and retailing

which demands high-speed production."

William H. Haskell of the Albany "Knicker-
bocker Press" and "Evening News" and R. A.
Higgins of the "Gazette," Xenia, 0., compare
the mediocre films with the "second" and
"third" companies of legitimate plays in the
old days. It was these poor traveling troupes
that killed "the road," they contend, also
pointing out that roadshows of flops were
never sent out, and suggest it would be worth
while for Hollywood to scrap its clucks rather
than send them out to do the whole indus-
try harm.

Other things complained about include cycles,

sameness of plots, imitation, forcing of new
stars prematurely, strong buildups for weak
attractions, over-emphasis on wealth, high
salaries of some individuals who do little work,
too many relatives, and too many people with
nothing to do.

More about Hollywood tomorrow.

more 1

STUDY 200 REQUEST;

FOR CANCELLATIOiv

(Continued from Page 1)

will be billed for their share of{

code financing costs.

Some confusion has been cal
at Code Authority headquarter:)
exhibitors who assented for one I

ater but who pay assessments '» y n
v

other theaters which they opeiBf\ pu

Mike Meehan and RKO ' -

Make 60-Day <<Wm(Continued from Page 1)

cuit by Bob Sisk, who will later|fc- firOlip

vote his entire time to the RKO .a .policy

dio Picture department. Operaon --.

n atein,

of the K-A-0 houses in the I'd
'.

an & (

group will also continue to beM-
:ffll pi

pervised by the RKO theater B- -

iohnston,

cials.
ip insui

-it Lif

Inter-Continent Gets Short*

Inter-Continent Film Corp., hqi
ed by M. D. Strong, has taken J
distribution rights for all New w
State and Southei'n New Jerseii
the one-reel short produced bj (

John Predari, entitled "Two I la

Workers," featuring Molasses I

January, the "Showboat" rfii

stars. Additional contracts 1m
been signed with this company I
ering the entire world rights a

side of the U. S.

:.

Monogram Reissuing "Twis

In view of the recent intt

shown in Charles Dickens and hi

works, Monogram will reissuelt

production of "Oliver Twist"
season, with new prints and t

accessories, W. Ray Johnston a
nounced yesterday. Six Diclai

works are scheduled for producoi
by major companies next season

:llt to

1111 CO'

i to the

to
paiancf

: from
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Reopening the Mecca on 14th i

The Mecca, 2,000-seater at I

Street and Avenue A, is being*
decorated and will be reopened)
two weeks with a large Photoplli'

High Fidelity sound equipment^:
the same group which is now off

ating the Geo. M. Cohan and Gat\
houses on Broadway.

Grand, St. Louis, Closing

St. Louis—The Grand is sclll-

uled to close today, with no reoin
ing plans announced by Fanchoi 4

Marco. Harry Koplar has been*-
sociated in managing the house.

Sim

New Silly Symphony at Rox
"Bugs In Love," Walt Disly

Silly Symphony, will be on the :

program which opens tomorrow it

the Roxy.

Rosenblatt Forwards Budget

Division Administrator Sol A. Rosen- 1

blatt has transmitted to the Code Au-
thority his approval of the motion pic-

ture code budget. His statement
describes it as "fair and reasonable irl

all particulars."

1
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ELEASE DATES SET

ON 7 M-G-M FILMS

Release dates have been set on
ven more M-G-M features. "Sadie
cKee" will be released May 11,

the Thin Man," May 25; "Holly-

aod Party," June 1 ; "Operator 13,"

me 8; "Rear Car," June 22;
Stamboul Quest," July 16; "100

*r Cent Pure" (tentative title),

ily 13.

11 Monogram Employes
In Group Insurance Plan
In a policy negotiated by Herbert

, Ebenstein, president of Stebbins,

German & Gates, all employes of

onogram Pictures, headed by W.
ly Johnston, have been covered in

group insurance policy issued by
suitable Life Assurance Society,

mployes include home office, stu-

ds, Ritchey Export Co. and 24

anch exchanges in the U. S. and
mada. Insurance in each case is

uivalent to annual salary, with
onogram contributing part of the

olitics in Films Cuts
German Foreign Market

Due to the influence of new po-
ical ideas in Germany and the
sappearance of many well-known
tors from that country's films,

owing of German product in other
untries has declined from 20 to 60
r cent, according to various trade
ports from the foreign field.

Show Argentine Film

Buenos Aires—The first of four
ms being produced by the Argen-
le film industry was presented re-

ntly at the Porteno theater. The
iture is "Calles de Buenos Aires"
Streets of Buenos Aires") and
is produced by J. A. Ferreyra of
.boratorio Valle. The other three
ms are "Ayer y Hoy," being pro-
ced by Radio Cinematografico
.'gentine Lumiton, S.A., and which
reported to be nearing comple-

>n; "Riachuelo" and "En el Altar
la Patria," being made by Argen-
le Sono Film at the S.I.D.E.
tidios. It is also reported that
ajo La Santa Federacion" will be
educed by the latter firm.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
Check sound effects at every per-

formance.

PHIL M DALY
• • • QUITE A sociable party at the Stork Club
given by Joe Schenck to the press boys in honor of Darryl
Zanuck the cocktails consumed being in the nature of a

toast to the first anniversary of Twentieth Century Picture?
...... we had a very sensational interview with Mister Zanuck

the news he disclosed is nothing short of Revolutionary
we are still wondering if we dare divulge it remem-

ber, it was a cocktail party in that atmosphere men some-
times say things they certainly don't want in print how-
ever, Mister Zanuck was perfectly sober he wasn't drink-
ing neither were we so at least we got the story
straight well, here goes ... it may be Dynamite
but we're gonna let you have itTV
• • • IT STARTED when Hal Home introduced us to

the guest of honor we asked him point blank right off

the bat what he really thought the prospects were for Twen-
tieth Century this fall "I think—" just then Home
busted in with Karl Kitchen and introduced him to Mister
Zanuck some time later we asked Hal to introduce us
again (by close observation we discovered it was a racket

the only way you could get near Zanuck was to be in-

troduced by Hal Home) again we asked point blank what
the prospects were this fall "I think—" and Home
barged in with Bill Boehnel of the "World-Telegram" ....

you can repeat this routine through the introductions by Mister
Home of Paul Yawitz, Louis Sobol, Bert Adler, Jack Connors,
and a dozen more in between each introduction Hal in-

troduced us again Mister Zanuck was meeting so many
you could hardly blame him for not remembering us or
are we just one of those Colorless Individuals who make no
Impression? finally it was press time we had to

auit and get back to write a kolyum and give vou the Sensa-
tional News Mister Zanuck said "I think —" we
asked him the question point blank a dozen times and he
gave us the same answer the Story is absolutely right
and we're sticking to it oh, the Cocktail Party it

must have been swell it was in the same room with us
but we were too busy interviewing Mister Zanuck to

cover it properly forgive! thanks, so much
you are so understanding about everything, dear readers . . .

and wott'ell does a Cocktail Party mean to a guy on a milk
diet, anyway?

T
• • • TODAY AT the AMPA luncheon Paul Gulick
will act as guest chairman with George Givot, the "Greek
Ambassador of Good Will" added to the talent which in-

cludes Armand Denis, Guy Robertson and Jack Lait Ber-
nice Claire, who appeared in various Warner musicals, is scor-

ng in "The Chocolate Soldier" at the St. James next week
she appears in "The Desert Song" with Alex Gray

• • • IN OUR kolyum of May 1 we wondered very
wonderingly why some wise producer hadn't grabbed Jimmy
Savo long ago for pix a Natural Pantomimist if

there ever was one less than a week later Hecht-Mac-
Arthur signed Jimmy for a five-year contract that will net the
comic over 1,000,000 berries wot is it? collusion, a
grift, second sight, a gag, dumb luck, an inside tip? what
do YOU think ? remember this Savo gent was just
as good two years ago when we first tipped him off as a
natural for pix and nobody did anything about it

and Jimmy could have been had for a song now look! ....

• • • A WARNING from Fox publicity a gent call-

ing himself Don L. Watson has been representing himself as a
talent scout for the company they deny he is employed by
them and say you can spot him by a distinguishing mark

a sty on his right eye there are a million guys with
sties on their right eyes oh, well

DIVIDEND IS BOOSTED

BY EASTMAN KODAK

Eastman Kodak Co. yesterday
boosted quarterly dividend on the
common stock to $1 a share, against
75 cents previously paid. Regular
quarterly dividend of $1.50 on the
preferred stock also was declared,
both are payable July 2 to stock
of record June 5.

40 Metropolitan Houses
Bombed Within 2 Weeks
Forty houses in the metropolitan

territory have been subjected to
stench and other kinds of bombing
during the past two weeks, accord-
ing to William Brandt, circuit exe-
cutive. A mustard tear bomb was
planted in the Flatbush, Brandt cir-

cuit house, in Brooklyn Tuesday.

8 More for John Wayne
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Paul Malvern has
taken up the option of John Wayne
for eight more Lone Star westerns
to be distributed by Monogram.

« « « » » »

10 Educators Join Council

Ten New York educators have be-
come members of the National Edu-
cational Committee of the Motion
Picture Research Council. This
committee, under the chairmanship
of Dr. William Kilpatrick, of Teach-
ers College, Columbia University, is

cooperating in bringing the coun-
try's leading educators into the na-
tion-wide campaign for better
movies. The educators are Dean
Virginia Gildersleeve of Barnard
College; Dean William F. Russell
of Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity; Miss Ethel Stringfellow,
headmistress of Miss Chapin's
School; Dr. Edward Lee Thorndike
of Columbia University; Florence
Hale, editor of Grade Teacher; Dr.
Edward C. Lindeman of the New
York School of Social Work; Dr.
Paul R. Mort of Teachers College;
Mrs. Evelyn W. Adams, headmis-
tress of the Buckley School; Dr.
William C. Bagley of Columbia
University.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"If you laid them end to end, the

cigars smoked by RKO featured play-

ers in a year for screen purposes only

would make enou"h smoke to afford a

fair-sized screen for a battleship fleet."

—RKO Radio Pictures.
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KUHN, LOEB FAVORED

IN PARAMOUNT PLAN

Approval of Kuhn, Loeb & Co. in

working out plans for reorganiza-

tion of Paramount Publix has been

given by the bondholders' protective

committee, it is indicated in a let-

ter to bondholders who have de-

posited their notes with this com-
mittee. The letter also announces
formally that Sir William Wise-
man, Kuhn-Loeb partner, has found
it advisable to resign from the com-
mittee.

In addition the letter informs the
depositors that after prolonged ne-
gotiations, an agreement has been
reached for total withdrawal of the
claim involving the Paramount
Building. This claim, it is ex-
plained, is the largest single item
of the kind in the receivership.

The general theme of the letter is

the necessity for an early reorgani-
zation of Paramount Publix, which,
it is explained, "has become increas-

ingly apparent in recent weeks."

"If," it concludes, "a comprehen-
sive plan acceptable to creditors

can be worked out which retains sub-
stantially all of the present subsi-

diaries, the data thus far collected

warrant the belief that the assets

and earnings will probably be ade-
quate to afford a substantial recov-

ery on all provable claims."

"There are more than 350 sub-
sidiaries, at least one-third of which
are in varying degrees of financial

difficulty. The claims filed against

the estate, after elimination of dup-
lication, exceeded $282,000,000. Of
these there have been expunged or

withdrawn 'to date a total of ap-
proximately $16,000,000 subject to

certain pending petitions for re-

view.

"Wherefore, after careful consid-

eration bv us and by other creditors,

we jointly concluded that a firm

with the experience and facilities

of Kuhn, Loeb & Co. was well fitted

for the task. Accordingly, on Mai-ch

28, 1934, the said firm undertook
preparations for a proposed plan
or alternative plans of reorganiza-
tion for the consideration of vari-

ous creditor groups of the bank-
rupt.

"In view of the fact that any
plan submitted must be appi'oved by
various classes of creditors, Sir

William Wiseman, who is a partner
in Kuhn, Loeb & Co., decided it

would be inconsistent for him to be
associated with a single group of

creditors, and, therefore, resigned
from this committee on March 29,

1934."

10c Duals in K. C. Downtown

Kansas City—Two downtown houses

arc now offering double features at a

dime admission. One is the Liberty

and the other is the Downtown.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

'

HOLLYWOOD
J-[UGH HERBERT, who recently

completed his role in Warner's
"Dames." has been signed to a new
long term contract by the company.
Herbert will also be seen in "The
Merry Frinks" and "Merry Wives
of Reno."

r T T

Edward H. Griffith, who is to di-

rect Ann Harding in "Biography"
for M-G-M, is planning to start ac-
tual filming about the middle of
May. He has already started cast-
ing.

T T T

Acting upon the recommendation
of Paul Sloan, who selected them
from a crowd of extra talent during
the filming of a scene for "Down
To Their Last Yacht," which he is

directing for RKO, studio executives
are having tests made of Nadi
Johnson and Flo Bacon.

t r t

Laird Doyle is spanning the world
in leaps and bounds. Having just
completed the screen play for "Brit-
ish Agent," he now finds himself
assigned to write the screen plav
for "Oil For The LaniDs of China,"
which Robert Presnell is to pro-
duce for First National.

Y Y

Sam Wood, M-G-M director, has
received over 100 letters and tele-

erams from exhibitors throughout
the country, congratulating: him on
the completion of 19 years as a

meganhonist for both Paramount
and M-G-M. Such stars as Gloria
Swanson, Norma Shearer and Jean
Harlow attribute much of their suc-
cess to the guiding hand of Wood.

T T T

Notwithstanding; temptiher offers

from Both Paramount and RKO
Horace Jackson, accompanied by
Mrs. Jackson, is en route to Ber-
muda for a month's vacation. Upon
his return, Jackson will write the
screen plav for "The Sun Also
Rises." which Edward H. Griffith is

to direct as an Ann Harding pro-

duction for Fox.
y y y

Samson Raphaelson ha? been
signed to a lone- term Fox contract
following his adaptation of "Cara-
van." He will next adant and do the

scrint of "Servants' Entrance." in

which Janet Gaynor is to be seen.

» y »
Leonard Fields will direct "Kins

Kellv of the U.S.A.." Monogram
musical feature starring Guv Rob-
ertson. Fields will also dialogue
the feature with David Silversfein.

Y Y Y
Osgood Perkins. Broadwav staee

actor who recently completed work
in Warner's "Madame Du Barry."
remains on the coast for a role in

the fompanv's "Kansas City Princ-

ess."

"The Richest Girl in the World,"

will be the title of a special feature
planned for early production by
RKO Radio Pictures.•try

In addition to being assigned the
leading role in Elizabeth Cobb's
story "She Was A Lady," Helen
Twelvetrees has been cast by Fox
for the principal part in "The State
Vs. Elinor Norton," from the best
seller by Mary Roberts Rinehart.
Philip Klein is working on the script
together with Rose Franken.

r r t

Reginald Barker has been signed
to direct "The Moonstone." which
Monogram is soon to put into pro-
duction, based on the story by Wil-
kie Collins. Adele Buffington is

working on the script.

y y y

Carl Laemmle. Jr., yesterday as-
signed Murray Roth to direct the
Damon Runyon picture, "Ransom,
One Million/' when it goes into

production at Universal next month.
T T T

Before starting the direction of

"The State Vs. Elinor Norton,"
Hamilton MacFadden will work on
Al Rockett's forthcoming produc-
tion. "She Was A Ladv," bv Eli7a-

beth Cobb, featuring Helen Twelve-
trees and Robert Young. The photo-
play will go before the cameras on
May 14. Josephine Lovett and Ains-
worth Morgan did the adaptation.

T T

Robert Warwick. George E. Stone
and William Davidson are the lat-

est additions to the cast of War-
ner's "The Dragon Murder Case."

Last vear Universal bought "The
Man Who Reclaimed His Head."
the Broadwav nlay bv Jean Bart
which starred Claude Rains. It will

be made for next year's program
and Jean Bart, the author, went to

work yesterday on adapting; her own
script. Henry Henigson is the as-

sociate producer in charge and Ed-
ward Ludwig will direct.

T T

The song-writing team of Irving

Kahal and Sammy Fain has written

a song based on the title of War-
ner's production of "Hey, Sailor."

featuring James Cagney, Pat
O'Brien and Gloria Stuart. The
"Hey. Sailor" tune is sung in the

picture by Sammy Fain himself.

T T

Norman Foster, Fox player, has

left for Tahiti on a leave of ab-

sence from the Fox lot.

t

Pjiul Malvern has signed Verna
Millie for the lead ooposite John
Wavne in "The Star Packer." last

of the current Lone Star western
series. Robert N. Bradbury is di-

recting from his orieinal story. The
new series of John Wayne westerns
will start in June.

13 FILMS UNDER WAY

AT THE RKO STUDIO

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAII
Hollywood—RKO now has s:

pictures in the cutting rooms, fo

features in work and three in prt-

aration for early release. Pictun
now being edited are "Cockeyl
Cavaliers," "Family Man," "Mr,

der on the Blackboard,"' "Of H-
man Bondage," "Sour Grapes" a I

"The Life of Vergie Winters."
work are "Afterwards," "Arabelh'
"Bachelor Bait" and "Down
Their Last Yacht." In preparatii

are "Green Mansions," "Hat, Co;

and Glove" and "The Other Pai-

port."

Ten Complaints on File

With Buffalo Code Boar
Buffalo—Ten complaints are J

file with the local grievance boat

for consideration at its next met-

ing, Monday. First decision of tj

board was made this week whi
the Palace, Olean, was ordered >

stop two-for-one admissions. T|
Andrews, Salamanca, complaim.
Zoning and clearance board men
Tuesday.

St. Louis Bans Nudist Film

St. Louis — Police stopped ts

local premiere of "Elysia," a nudt
film, at the New Grand Central al

arrested the manager and elevi

employes. Counsel for the manag-
ment said an immediate trial woil

be demanded. Prosecuting Attorn;

Rosecan stated that he would rt

permit the film to be shown hf}

following a special showing j-

ranged for him by the Better Filn

Council which is backing his actit.

Cincy Member Confers With Flin

Irwin S. Rosenbaum, impart 1

member of the Cincinnati grievar'

board, was in New York yesterd;

conferring with John C. Flinn, i-

ecutive secretary of the Code A-

thority.

Marcy Gets Willis Kent Film

Marcy Pictures has acquired fr<J

Willis Kent the metropolitan d-

tribution rights to "Murder In Te

Museum," featuring Henry B. Wa-
hall.

'

Duke Dunbar Heads Denver Els

Denver—Duke Dunbar, secretay

of the code boards, has been electi

exalted ruler of the Denver Lode

of Elks.

More Scope
Suggesting the influence of screen

story technique, all of six current

Broadway stage successes each have no

less than seven scenes. Theory pre-

sumably is that plays covering greater

geographical scope are more appealing

as story buys on the part of the

studios.
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>ARA, CREDITORS

IKAT GOLDSTEIN DEAL

At a meeting of Paramount-Pub-
ix creditors held yesterday in the
ffice of the trustees' advisory com-
mittee, plans for the reorganization
[f the G. B. Circuit in New Eng-
land were approved. A new com-
anv will be formed to bid for the

Dr. B. properties in a foreclosure
ale. The new company will have
ight directors, three to be elected

y the Class A stockholders, four
;>y Class. B stockholders and one by
bondholders. Class A stockholders
jvill elect the president, second viee-

iresident and assistant treasurer.
The Class B group will elect other
ifficers. Samuel and Nathan E.
Joldstein will enter into a ten year
management arrangement with the
•ompany with Nathan in complete
:harge of the management of the
business subject to the supervision
pf the Board of Directors. The
leal concerns 17 theaters. The Mas-
sachusetts group includes the Rivoli,

L'hicopee; Garden, Greenfield; Vic-
:ory and Strand, Holyoke; Calvin
find Plaza, Northampton; Strand,
Palmer; Colonial and Palace, Pitts-

leld; Broadway and Sheldon prop-
... ;rty, Springfield; Casino, Ware;
™ Strand, Westfield; State, Utica;
P ' Paramount, North Adams and Cap-
anufciijtol and Strand, Pittsfield.
tralai

I
ew

JJJjCode Authority to Fill

3 Local Board Vacancies
juld i I

Ffct

Three vacancies in connection
with local boards will be filled by
'the Code Authority at its meeting

:
attii

.tomorrow. They follow these resig-

nations: O. H. Lee, Minneapolis
zoning board; John Elliott, Cincin-

hFlinnati grievance board; Moe Streimer,

|irart J
Manhattan advisory committee to

,.

ievs[
[Zoning board.

stflif

Zoning Area by Towns
Kansas City—-The clearance and

zoning board here, rather than try

Film to zone the entire territory, will

(jfriizone each town as clearance com-

:an fciplaints come in. When the com-
''''.[Iplaint is settled, the area will be
;ff!

set.

-^

Columbia Release Set

Columbia's "The Most Precious

Thing in Life," featuring Jean

Arthur, Donald Cook and Richard

Cromwell, will be released May 19.

NEWS OF THE DAY

"Movie Schools" Get Active
Taking advantage of the increased

interest being shown in eastern produc-
tion, "movie schools" are again becom-
ing active in and around New York.
In the last week alone, at least a dozen
inquiries were received by THE FILM
DAILY from persons seeking to de-
termine the reliability of such schools.

Kansas City—Sam Abend of Film
Delivery will leave for Europe the
last of June. Abend, who is just
recovering from an appendectomy,
will spend two months in Russia,
Poland and the Balkan states.

Salem, Va.—Marie M. Bergman
of Roanoke is listed as president
of Roanoke Interstate Theaters,
Inc., of Salem, just chartered. Other
incorporators are G. C. Sutherland
and Peter De Jongh.

J. J. Sullivan has been named resi-

dent director of the M. & P. Pub-
lix house. He was formerly man-
ager of the Jamaica.

Cleveland—Richard Deutsch, the-
ater display advertising man, has
returned from the west coast with
Mrs. Deutsch.

New Orleans—Bromberg will han-
dle Master-Art shorts in the south-
eastern territory.

Boston—With the death of Wil-
liam Burns, manager of the Rialto,

Boston — The roadshow engage-
ment of "Waltz Time in Vienna,"
sponsored here by Irving Isaacs,

has been held for a second week
at the Tremont. Pop Gorman has
been assisting with publicity.

Boston — The mother of Frank
Wolfe, office manager of National
Screen Service here, is dead.

Film Men in New Boston Club

Boston—The Boston Friars Club
has started in the film district with
40 members headed by Maurice N.
Wolf, M-G-M branch manager.
Clubrooms are in the Hotel Statler

at which weekly luncheons and
other friendly activities will take
place. Officers important in the

movie biz are: vice-presidents,

George A. Giles and Joseph M. Lev-
enson; treasurer, Louis M. Boas;
secretary, James J. McGuinness, and
trustees, Edward Ansin, James F.
Burke, Ross C. Cropper, William H.
Erbb, Edward M. Fay, John J. Ford,
Julius J. Joelson, Martin J. Mullin,

Herman Rifkin, Philip Smith, Ru-
fus Somerbee, and Thomas B. Spry.

Para, to Sign Contest Winner
Paramount is co-operating with

the membership of the Grotto Ma-
sonic organizations throughout the
country, offering a picture contract

to the winner of a personality-talent

contest sponsored by intercity Grot-
to associations in 150 cities from
coast to coast. The contest will

be concluded in Atlantic City during
the International Supreme Council
convention of the order June 24 to

28.

Educa. Comedy Over RKO Circuit

"Hotel Anchovy," Educational-
Coronet Comedy starring the Three
Ritz Brothers, has been booked to

play the entire RKO Metropolitan
Circuit starting May 26.

Roxy Dropping Sunday Broadcast

Roxy Theater will discontinue its

Sunday afternoon broadcasts over
WOR for the summer season after

next Sunday,

New House Opening May 18

The new Alden, at 67th St. and

Broadway is scheduled to open May
18.

Complains Over Evening Scale

Cleveland—The fifth grievance
case filed with the local grievance
board is that of Frank Gross against

Sam Barck, owner of the Market
Square Theater, charging unfair

trade practice in violation of the

code by maintaining a 10-cent bar-

gain hour from 6:30 to 7:30 p. m.
Gross claims that 6:30 to 7:30 is the

regular night admission hour and
admission should be 15 cents. The
case will be heard Monday.

The local clearance board will

hear its first complaint at a meet-

ing today in the Statler Hotel. The
board will consider the petition of

subsequent run theater owners who
ask for a change in the local first

run protection.

MIDWEST UNIT ASKS

15% CANCELLATIONS

Omaha—Following a meeting yes-

terday, the board of directors of

the M. P. T. O. of Nebraska and
Western Iowa will forward immed-
iately to the Code Authority two
resolutions on film buying passed

by the organization at the semi-

annual meeting here on Tuesday.

The group demands, first, a 15
per cent elimination on blocks of
10 pictures or more, instead of the
10 per cent provided by the code,

and, second, a restriction on the
number of pictures played under
guarantee and percentage to 10 per
cent, with remainder on percentage.
At the Tuesday meeting, Charles

E. Williams, president of the unit,

gave a report on the Los Angeles
M. P. T. O. convention.

New Cleveland Circuit
Cleveland—Family Theaters, Inc.,

recently formed by Sol E. Singer,
Edward Singer and Henry Kaplan,
plans to re-open the Family Theater,
Quincy Ave. and East 63d St., and
to acquire other small neighborhood
houses.

Tess Michaels on Air

Tess Michaels, of the U. A. pub-
licity department, spoke over sta-

tion WEAF yesterday on "When
Stars Come to New York," on the
Women's Review program spon-
sored by the Hays office.

^ I OR 2 PERSONS

Above the 8th

Floor $6.00

and up

Enjoy the comforts of

parlor and bedroom suite. . . .

All rooms equipped with

combination tub and shower

bath, and running ice water.

Ideal location— adjacent to

shopping, business and the-

atre districts.

SWIMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

V>



AGAIN ROMANCE RIDES HIGH AND
MIGHTY! . m With a price on

his head and a song in his heart

a continent's most gay and auda-

cious rogue defies death and the

devil for love.

MARY BOLAND
CONWAY TEARLE..ANDY DEVINE
HENRY STEPHENSON . . UNA O'CONNOR
DIRECTED BY WILLIAM A. WELLMAN

RKO RADIO PICTURE
BASED ON STORIES BY E. W. HORNUNG
A MERIAN C. COOPER PRESENTATION
PANtJRO S. BERMAN, Executive Producer

DECORATION DAY RELEASE
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Iptimism is Hollywood's Chief Merit, Say Critics

iODE AUTHORITY UPHOLDS FIRST BOARDJECISION

Estimate $1,500,000 for Paramount in First Quarter

ompany Is Building Up
Cash Position from

Operations
Earnings of Paramount Publix

r the first quarter of this year are

timated in a Dow-Jones summary
over $1,500,000 before interest

larges which are not being

dd. Reporting progress in pre-

-ninary steps before reorganiza-
•n, the article states that, "as near-

as can be estimated, the real lia-

lity of the parent company totals
{Continued on Page 3)

RODUCT CURTAILMENT

FEARED IF HOURS GUT

"Any further shortening of hours
I work would reduce production and
lereby diminish the supply of

vailable product for the operation

f theaters," says the report of the

ode Authority committee which in-

estigated possibilities of the indus-

•y further increasing wages and
(Continued on Page 4)

L O. Boards' Rulings
Not to Be Made Public

New Orleans — Rulings and ae-

ons of the local grievance and zon-
lg-clearance boards will not be
lade public, according to Norman

i,. Carter, grievance board member
nd connected with Saenger The-
ters. From another source it is

;amed that Carter's motion, while
rarmly debated, was not adopted,
ut instead it was suggested to

'rite the Code Authority for ad-
ice.

Plans Theaters on Continent

London—A. L. Ward-Woodgcr, fin-

ancier, is to build a group of modern

movie houses throughout Belgium,

Switzerland and Spain, it is announced.

CRITICS' FORUM
QUESTION NO. 7

What's right—or wrong—with Hollywood?

(Concluded)

RESULTS OF CRITICS' REPLIES

The "right" side is given recognition in today's concluding

discussion on the subject of Hollywood.

LJAVING given the critics their say on what's wrong with Hollywood, we come now
• ' to their comments on what's right with the cinema city. Not so many scribes

had a good word to say, or as many good words as they had bad ones, about the movie
capital, but there is plenty of logic and significance in the few defense statements.

Perhaps the best compliment is that tendered by Mary Brooks Parham of the "Char-
lotte Observer" and several others who say that, although Hollywood is the most vilified

and most abused city in the world, it still maintains its optimism and its enthusiasm, and
even in the darkest days of the depression it turned out the highest quality of pictures

in its career.

"If Hollywood was anything but what it is, it wouldn't be Hollywood, and who in

America would like that?" says Ed L. Campbell of the "Daily Graphic," Pine Bluff,

Ark. "We cuss it, we praise it, we shun it, we flock to it. It's amazing, disgusting,

wonderful* asinine, magnetic, repulsive, etc., etc. But it's Hollywood and there's no
other place in the world like it."

CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT

Quite a number of critics entered on the credit side of Hollywood the continual

improvement in technique, mechanical and artistic.

"Hollywood is doing a good job of entertaining the public, its real mission," writes

Robert Randol of the Fort Worth "Star-Telegram." "The standard of films continues

to be improved and the mechanics of production also are being mastered rapidly.

Better acting comes out of film studios today than at any time since motion pictures

were invented. It is remarkable that so many serious stories are filmed, since the

public evidently would Be satisfied with even less artistic pictures than are being made."
Helen Clinton of the Schenectady "Gazette" remarks that "the way pictures have

come along this year, just as big, gorgeous, etc., as in prosperity has certainly been one

of the most optimistic influences for hope in a time of despair."

"Hollywood is turning out the finest entertainment of all time," says Dennis R.

Smith, veteran scribe of the "Repository," Canton, 0. "It is learning that most people

are human beings and that there are others in the country besides smart sophisticates

and morons looking for fan dances and bedroom sessions."

"I think Hollywood hands out some swell entertainment and is improving all the

time," states Grace Calvin of the "Houston Press." The general level is getting just

a little higher each year."

"Pictures have done more to preach the doctrine of beauty than any other thing

in the history of mankind," declares Josephine Hughston of the "San Jose Mercury
(Continued on Page 3)

Ruling is Upheld Giving
Saxe 30 Warner

Pictures
Sustaining a decision of the Mil-

waukee grievance board, The Code
Authority yesterday afternoon af-

firmed its overbuying award giving
Saxe Amusement Managemen
operating the Capitol, M; .1.

Wis., 30 Warner-First Nation. J fea-

tures bought by the Ashley The
Corp. of that city. This was the

first appeal to reach the Code
thority since its establishment. Th<
decision was rendered follov i

hearing at which counsel for v n.a-
( Continued on Page 3)

DELAY DARROW REPORT

FOR NRA'S REJOINDER

By WILLIAM SILVERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington— Clarence Darrow's
code hearing report, which it was
learned yesterday was turned over

to NRA division administrators to

give them an opportunity to pre-

pare an answer, is now expected to
(Continued on Page 3)

5 CBS Radio Announcers
Will Appear in Pictures

Five leading announcers of the
Columbia Broadcasting System will

appear in ,shorts to be made at the
Eastern Service Studios in Astoria
starting next week. They are David

(Continued on Page 2)

Hard Up for Material

Philadelphia—Though gangster films

have become comparatively extinct, a

lengthy attack on these pictures by
Dr. Bernard Sachs, neurologist, marked
the luncheon held yesterday at the
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel to launch the
local chapter of the Motion Picture
Research Council. He blamed crime on
gang films.
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Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour-

des-Noues, 19.

FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Columbia Picts. vtc. 25% 25V2 25V2 — 1

Con. Fm. Ind 3% 35/8 *3A
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 15% 15% 15Vi + Va

East. Kodak 91 90y4 90'/4 + l/4

Fox Fm. "A" 15 14'/2 14'/2 — Va

Loew's, Inc 31 Va 29'/4 293/8 — %
do pfd 931/2 931/2 931/2— %
Paramount ctfs. . . . 45/8 4% 4% — Va

Pathe Exch 2% 2'/2 2Vi — Va

do "A" 20 18% 18%— %
RKO 3 27/8 27/8

Warner Bros 5% 5% 5% — %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Technicolor 8y4 8% 83/4 + %
Trare-Lux 1% 1% l 7

/s

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 .

8l/2 8'/2 8'/2 — 1/2

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 83/8 8l/4 8 1/4+ V4
Keith A-0 6s46 68% 68% 68%— %
Loew 6s 41ww 1003/4 100% 100% + y4
Paramount 6s47 filed 51 50 50 — %
Par. By. 5%s51 .... 423/4 423/4 423/4 — %
Par. 5%s50 ctfs.... 483^ 48 1/4 48 1/4 — 1%
Pathe 7s37 96 95i/4 95 1/2 — 1/4

Warner's 6s39 .59 58 58 — i/
2

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 4% 4% 43/8

Golf Tournament Plans Gather Momentum
Plenty of additional chores yesterday greeted the official committee of the 22nd

Film Golf Tournament which will be held Thursday, June 7, at the Glen Oaks Golf
and Country Club, Great Neck, L. I. Thirty more applications, a score of prizes
and gifts for the contestants and! word from the club that the clubhouse, which
is now being treated to a $100,000 re-modeling and re-decorating, will be ready
?nd waiting for the 150 entrants on the gala day. Send in your application with
*-°n bucks immediately. It will be $12 if you register at the club on the day of
the event.

5 CBS Radio Announcers
Will Appear in Pictures

CContinued from P"ne 1

1

Ross, Paul Doug-las, Kenneth Rob-
erts, Andre B^ruch and Harry von
Zell. They will serve in their reg-
ular roles of introducing entertain-
ers, also from the CBS roster and
including Enoch Light and Orches-
tra, Gvpsy Nina, Edith Murray,
Llovd Barry, Four Eton Boys, Pan-
cho's Orchestra and others.

Milwaukee Biz Up 33%
Box-office business is approxi-

mately one-third better in the Mil-

waukee territory than it was a year
ago. Tom Sax, circuit operator, told

The Film Daily yesterday in New
York. He estimated that 80 per
cent of the theaters in his territory

have assented to the code.

Charge Zoning Violation in Cleve.

Cleveland — That local first run
houses have violated the exhibitor
clearance and zoning agreement
signed two years ago by lowering
admissions will be charged at a
meeting of the Cleveland griev-
ance board Friday. The agreement
expires next December. This mat-
ter comes before the grievance
board, as the zoning board has not
as yet begun to function.

Service Union Report Delayed

Disclosure of the results of the
Dep't of Labor's checkup of the
number of service union members
employed by Loew and RKO in New
York City was postponed yesterday
until Tuesday night because, ac-

cording to Sol A. Rosenblatt, the
checkup is not yet complete.

Reliance Signs Wera Engels
Weft Coast Bureau nf Tf"7 FTLU OA'rV

Hollywood—Wera Engels, foreign
actress recently brought to this

country, has been signed to a term
contract by Edward Small of Re-
liance Pictures.

Royal King Cole Signed by Vita.

Roval King Cole has been signed
bv Warners for its Brooklyn Vita-
phone studio writing staff. Deal
was negotiated bv Joe Rivkin of the
Leo Morrison office.

Casino Closing May 17

After three weeks of its vaude-
ville and film policy, the Casino is

slated to close May 17.

Ed Halperin

Jack Holt

James V.

AnprenticeshiD Is Ur^ed
For Screen Writing Talent
We-' Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollvwood — Every experienced

scenarist in Hollywood should have
under his tutelage a tyro writer
who should serve an apprenticeship
of not less than five years, is the
contention of Casey Robinson,
autVior-scenarist.

"Producers, in their blind devo-
tion toward replenishing the 'new
fa^es on the screen' supply, are in-

advertently neglecting a more valu-
able crux of the industry—the writ-
ers," says Robinson. He cites his
own hard experience in gaining re-
cognition despite an erudite back-
ground.

Premiums on Increase
Use of premiums has increased

armroximately 25 per cent in the
past year, according to distributors
with headquarters in New York.
The policv is particularly strong
East of Chicago, they state.

Board Rules in Contract Case

Kansas City—The local grievance
board has decided in favor of Co-
lumbia in the case of Charles Stan-
lev, operator of a theater at Wame-
go, Kans., charged with attempt to

breach his contract with Columbia
by transferring the theater to Irene
Isler. Harry Taylor, branch man-
ager for Columbia, submitted evi-

dence that Irene Isler is Stanley's
wife.

"Hitler" Continues on BVay
After two weeks at the Mayfair,

"Hitler's Reign of Terror" has
moved across the street to the Co-
lumbia Theater for a continuation
of its Broadway run. Samuel Cum-
mins of Jewel Productions, produc-
ers of the picture, has leased the
Columbia for 13 weeks.

Warner Club Outing June 20

Annual boat ride of the Warner
Club is set for June 20, in the form
of an outing to Bear Mountain on
the S. S. Peter Stuyvesant. Steve
Trilling and Irving Birnbaum are
handling arrangements.

Buster Keaton for French Film
West Coast Burfau 'of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Buster Keaton leaves

shortly for Paris, where he will ap-
pear in a feature for Les Film Mar-
got. Production starts about June
1. Contract was arranged by the
Leo Morrison office.

Paul Page

Edwin Knopf Joins M-G-M Columbia Signs Nancy Carroll
Allan West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY West Coast Bureau of THE. FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Edwin Knopf has Hollywood — Nancy Carroll has

been added to the writing staff at
|
been signed by Columbia for a

M-G-M. series of pictures.

Coming and Going

FELIX BASCH, European film producer
director, is in New York.

WILLIAM O'BRIEN and CECILIA GERh
Broadway agents, sail today on the Champ
for Europe.

MARY BRIAN, who flew in from Holly*
the other day for a shopping tour, is expec
her mother to join her at the Warwick.

HAL HORNE and MONROE GREENTH
taking advantage of five-day-week at U.
will spend the week-end in Boston.

DARRYL F. ZANUCK sails from New 1

today on the Conte di Savoia.

BOB SAVINI of Astor Pictures was in I

Orleans this week conferring with F. F. Gc
row, distributor in that district.

DEWEY BLOOM, who has been hnneyme
ing in Atlantic City, arrived in New
vesterdav and will be at the Biltmore H
for a few days before sailing for Engl,

Cl.AUDETTE COLBERT will accompany
mother from the coast to New York at
end of this month, when the latter will

bark for a visit to their native land, Frai

Jack Kirk land returns to New York Mor.
from Europe.

Theater Wins Marquee Rulinf

In a suit brought by an adjoin
property owner to recover damaj^
alleged to have been sustained
reason of loss of rentals due tt

sign and marauee erected by
Stanlev Theater, Seventh Ave. s

41st St., Supreme Court Just
Hofstadter ruled that the plain
was not entitled to damages
cause they had not complained
the theater about the sign and m
quee until the action was star
and. therefore, could not reco\
Carl W. Funk and the Willi
Penns Amusement Co.. are own
and operators of the Stanley
Early Estate, plaintiff in the ca
will appeal the decision.

Jarrett and Holm Booked

Art Jarrett and Eleanor He
have been booked for four we<
of personal appearances, openi
May 25 in Chicago, with Detr<
New York and Brooklyn to folk

Joe Rivkin of the Leo Morris
office arranged the booking.

Para. Signs Charlotte Granvilh

Charlotte Granville, Broadw
character actress, has been sigr

by Paramount for "You Belong
Me." She leaves Tuesday for 1

coast.

A. Frankel Buys Property

Filmrealco, Inc., of which
Frankel is president, has bou;

an apartment building at Br<

Blvd. and 211th St.

Arliss, Hepburn Favored

Middletown, Conn. — George Arliss

and Katharine Hepburn have been voted

the favorite movie stars at Wesleyan

College here. This is the second New

England college to pick Miss Hepburn.

'

:
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THE

ESTIMATE $1,500,000

FOR PARA. IN QUARTER

(.Continued from Page 1)

Detween 50 and 60 million, includ-

ing 25 million in bonds, the 13 mil-

lion bank loans and from 12 to 20
million of general creditors. Pri-

mary problem will be to arrive at a

settlement with general creditors,

[f claims are determined at around
12 to 15 million, it is probable that
most of this amount could be met
out of cash balances that will be
available over the next six months
since the company has been accum-
iating cash from operations for
some time. Bondholders will pre-
sumably be offered a new income
lote or preferred stock. A similar

i irrangement might be made with
E Danking creditors."

mil

Ik II

Six Pictures Planned
By New British Firm

London—Vogue Film Productions
has been organized under the di-

e. rection of Howard Welsh with plans
for six pictures costing about $600,-
000. They will be made at the Net-
tlefold Studios.

lied

Detroit Notes
Detroit — H. Davidson, manager

)f the State, which Detroit United
Theaters has closed for the sum-
Tier, has gone to Des Moines to join
the A. H. Blank circuit.

Harry Balaban's Adams theater
'eturned to first-run policy this

-f
sveek.

William A. London and Alex
Schreiber have reopened the Cen-
ter, the former Trans-Lux house,
with Bernard Brooks as manager.
Dan Lewis, manager of the Dex-

;er for the Sam Brown circuit, is

oack on the job after a month's ill-

ness.

Harry Mason, owner of Detroit
ffi Sound Engineering, has moved to
{E

|i new shop at 208 Duffield St.

Film Attractions, headed by Paul
: aarner, has contracted for six coi-

ned films following a survey by
jarner showing 14 colored houses
n this district.

Joplin Labor Agreement
Joplin, Mo. — On agreement by

Harry M. McClure, district man-
iger for Fox theaters, to bargain
;ollectively with employes of three
louses here, a charge of NRA vio-

ation with the St. Louis regional
abor board has been withdrawn.

i
si?

3&*PAILV

"Friday the 13th" at Westminster

"Friday the 13th," Gainsborough
ncture, opens Monday at the West-
ninster, British policy house. Shorts
>n the bill will include "Cambridge,"

j
ilealing with the famous university,
md "Gem of the Rockies," Canadian

** I scenic.
(Ottl

'Sweethearts" Held Over in Mpls.

Minneapolis -- Warner's "20 Mil-
ion Sweetrearts" is holding over
'or a second week at the Orpheum.

IN!"

MONG the
: i;

1

;-., |%| Aim
PHIL M. DALY

• • • WE CAUGHT that act at the Embassy Newsreel
theater Colonel Jack Alicoate interviewing Postmaster-

General Farley just before the Kentucky Derby in a few
well chosen words the Colonel asks the P. G. to name his choice

and Mister Farley up and picks the winner! we
would like to dwell upon our Publisher-Actor's pleasing voice

his Screen Personality that charmed us his per-

fect poise in the presence of our Postmaster-General . .,. his

perfect sartorial ensemble offhand, we would say that

here is a pix that can play any showman's theater censor-

proof a family picture what we mean Clean

a timely subject, too but, Boss whyin'ell did

ya keep your left hand in your pocket throughout the act?

it spoiled the perfect line of your well-fitting coat by
hiking it up on one side

• • • A GREAT ovation to Mary Pickford at Toronto

upon her arrival for the Centennial she was met at the

City Hall where 100,000 turned out to meet her Phyllis

Gilman, scheduled for a screen test, has been selected as "The
Carioca Girl" by a big dress manufacturer Warners home
office will join the list today of those that close Saturdays dur-

ing the summer Marc Lachman and Monte Proser throw
a cocktail party Monday at Leon & Eddie's to celebrate their
new publicity partnership Elissa Landi's fourth novel,
"The Ancestor," will be published June 6 by Doubleday-Doran

The National Screen Service gang are still talking about
"Bill Brenner's Scandals" that snappy subject authored
by Maury Ascher and cartooned by Pud Lane personally,
we liked "We're Not Dressing" the best of the entire Art
Collection some Party!

THE CRITICS' FORUM
(Continued from Page 1)

Herald," San Jose, Cal. "Landscaping, architecture, interior decorating, fashions and

general appreciation of beauty owe much to this force."

DOESN'T DEFEND ITSELF

Several critics pointed out that the reason so little is heard about what's right

with Hollywood is because the studio city doesn't defend itself properly against the

barrages hurled against it.

"Hollywood ought to talk back," suggests Corbin Patrick of the "Indianapolis

Star." He adds that "the screen happens to be the only section of the theater which

is self-sustaining in this day and age."

"Too much has been said about what's wrong with Hollywood and not enough about

what's wrong with the intelligence level of picture fans," says Lecta Rider of the

"Houston Chronicle." "Bouquets to Hollywood for turning out a variety of entertainment

so wide that all types of picture-goers may be entertained."

Carroll Dulaney of the "Baltimore American" remarks that the matter with Holly-

wood is "the same thing that's right—or wrong—with the rest of the world. Those

of us with ordinary intelligence are trying to 'make good.' If we are a flop, in 99 per

cent of the cases it is because of lack of judgment or faulty judgment. Hollywood

would not produce stupid or offensive films if it did not believe the public wished that

kind of movie material. There are all kinds of people in the U. S., and Hollywood

has a hard time trying to please some of them some of the time."

And E. de S. Melcher of the "Evening Star," Washington, winds it up with: "Holly-

wood is O. K. It's got its feet on the ground. It's producing some fine films—and if

it goes occasionally astray, that's only human nature."

Tomorrow the critics will give suggestions on how theaters can improve their

service to patrons.

AUTHORITY UPHOLDS

FIRST BOARD RULING

{.Continued from Page 1)

graph and Ashley sought to reverse

the local board's decision.

Attack on Saxe was principally

aimed at his financial standing in

connection with the Capitol. In ad-

dition to Tom Saxe, who was pres-

ent, he was represented by Attor-

ney E. H. Hallas and his general

manager, Al Kowee. I. Levenson
was counsel for Vitagraph while

Elias Mayers was attorney for the

Ashley interests. H. S. Bareford
and W. C. Michel did not vote on
the resolution affirming the local

board decision. Next meeting of

the Authority takes place Friday
with R. H. Cochrane presiding.

Delay Darrow Report
For NRA's Rejoinder
(Continued from Page 1)

be made public early next week.
General Johnson is understood to

have prevailed on the President to

grant NRA the privilege of pre-

paring a reply before the National
Recovery Review Board rep"v+ was
made public. The Board's report on
the movie code apparently was
turned over to Sol A. Rosenblatt.

This section of the repoi-t is said

occupy more text than that oi

other code, with reference

be made to the Code Authority

self.

Felix Basch Here on Film Deal

Felix Basch, European producer
and director, is in New York from
Paris to negotiate with major
producer on doing a feature. Basch
is credited with the discovery of

Emil Jannings and Marlene Diet-

rich. He also produced the Ger-
man version of "All Quiet on the

Western Front." Basch will remain
here about three months and then

return to Paris to produce his own
musical production on the stage.

Herman Bernie is handling Basch's

affairs here.

Asks Ban on Walkathons
Madison, Wis.—Immediate action

to prevent staging of walkathons.
dance marathons and similar en-

durance contests has been asked by
Dr. C. A. Harper, state health of-

ficer, in letters to every county
board chairman in Wisconsin.

Warnpas Stars for "Beautiful"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—All of the 1934 Wam-

pas Baby Stars have been signed

by Mascot for "Young and Beauti-

ful."

J. H. Skiffington Changes
Springfield, Mass. — James H.

Skiffington, with Fox here for over

a decade, has been named manager
of the Jefferson theater, operated
by Winchester Amusement Co., to

succeed Billings R. Booth, who has
gone to Athens, Ga., as district

manager for a circuit.

.
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« « « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES « «
Joan Crawford in

"SADIE McKEE"
with Gene Raymond, Franchot Tone,

Edward Arnold, Esther Ralston

M-G-M 90 mins.

DUST OFF THE S. R. 0. SIGN FOR
JOAN CRAWFORD AT HER BEST IN VE-
HICLE WITH PLENTY OF ADDITIONAL
MERITS.

Besides Joan Crawford in a tailor-made

story that the femme fans in particular

will gobble up in a big way, this production

has a grand performance by Edward Ar-

nold, as a bibulous old playboy, plus two
good leading men, Gene Raymond and

Fianchot Tone. The three men all figure

in the romantic drama of Joan, a poor girl

who gets a bad break with her equally poor

sweetheart. Gene, and finds a haven as the

wife in name of the millionaire, whom she

saves from drinking himself to death. The
old love persists, however, but when she

finds Gene again he dies from consumption.
Having been released from their marriage

by the magnanimous Arnold, she finally turns

to Franchot, who also had loved her from
the first but had suspected her of turning

gold-digger. A couple of songs by Nacio
Herb Brown and Arthur Freed provide some
additional enjoyment.

Cast: Joan Crawford, Gene Raymcnd,
Franchot Tone. Edward Arnold, Esther Ral-

ston, Earl Oxford, Jean Dixon, Leo Carroll,

Akim Tamiroff, Zelda Sears, Helen Ware,
Helen Freeman, Gene Austin.

Director, Clarence Brown; Author Vina
Delmar; Adaptor, John Meehan; Camera-
man, Oliver T. Marsh; Editor, Hugh Wynn.

Direction, Aces Photography, A-l.

Irene Dunne and Richard Dix in

"STINGAREE"
RKO Radio 76 mins.

ROMANTIC MELODRAMA GIVES
IRENE DUNNE A CHANCE TO PLAY
OPERA SINGER PLEASINGLY.

The plot of this very romantic and
improbable love story is really comic opera

material, but it was treated quite serious-

ly and therefore proved rather disconcert-

ing to this reviewer. Maybe the romantic

younger femmes will go for it strong, but

the improbabilities in the plot certainly

tax the credulity of the more sober minded
audience. Irene Dunne is very charming
throughout, and gets a chance to sing

several vocal selections, which she does in

a most pleasing manner. She has a ro-

mantic encounter with Richard Dix, known
as "Stingaree," a notorious outlaw, who
visits the Australian sheep ranch where
she is stopping. He practically kidnaps

her in order to help her ambition to be-

come a singer. Through a series of in-

cidents he becomes instrumental in gain-

ing tor her the opportunity to become a

great opera singer famous on the European

continent. But she is pining for her out-

law lover who was captured trying to help

her achieve her heart's desire, goes back

to Australia, where "Stingaree" convenient-

ly escapes to be with her again.

Cast: Irene Dunne, Richard Dix, Mary
Boland, Conway Tearle, Andy Devine,

Henry Stephenson, Una O'Connor, George
Barraud, "Snub" Pollard.

Director, William A. Wellman; Author,

E. W. Hornung; Adaptor, Becky Gardiner;

Cameraman, James Van Trees; Editor,

James B. Morley; Recording Engineer, John

E. Tribby.

Direction, Good Photography, Fine.

Sylvia Sidney in

"THIRTY DAY PRINCESS"
with Cary Grant, Edward Arnold, Henry

Stephenson

Paramount 75 mins.

VERY ENTERTAINING ROMANTIC
COMEDY WITH SYLVIA SIDNEY EXCEL-
LENT IN DUAL ROLE.

This one is swell entertainment for all.

It is amusing, suspenseful and lively. The
story concerns Sylvia Sidney, who, as Prin-

cess of the mythical land of Taronia, comes

to this country to help Edward Arnold, an

American promoter, secure a $50,000,000

loan for her country. Immediately upon

her arrival she gets the mumps and is for-

bidden to leave her sick-bed for 30 days.

Arnold's agents discover that Nancy Lane,

a small time actress, is the counterpart

of the Princess, so for a neat sum she is

called upon to take the place of the royal

visitor. One duty is to vamp Cary Grant, a

newspaper publisher, who is attacking the

proposed bond issue. They fall in love

and in the end she is forced to confess

her duplicity. Miss Sidney is more attrac-

tive than ever in the gorgeous gowns she

wears as the Princess. There is much
comedy of the better sort throughout.

Cast: Sylvia Sidney, Cary Grant, Edward

Arnold, Henry Stephenson, Vince Barnett,

Edgar Norton, Ray Walker, Lucien Little-

field, Robert McWade, George Baxter,

Marguerite Namara, Eleanor Wesselhoeft,

Frederic Homans, William Augustin.

Director, Marion Gering; Author, Clar-

ence Buddington Kelland; Adaptors, Sam
Hellman and Edwin Justus Mayer; Scen-

arists, Prestcn Sturges, Frank Partes; Edi-

tor. Jane Loring; Cameraman, Leon Sham-

roy; Recording Engineer, Jack Goodrich.

Direction, Fine Photography, Excellent.

Ramon Novarro in

"LAUGHING BOY"
with Lupe Velez

M-G-M 78 mins

FAIRLY ENTERTAINING ADAPTATIOt>

OF PULITZER PRIZE NOVEL LOSE!

INTEREST IN LAST HALF.

I

.<

;e

Starting cut as a fairly interesting de

picticn of the seduction of Ramon Novar

ro, who plays Laughing Boy, by Lupe Vele

a Navajo squaw who has been living witl

white men but is attending the annua

tribal dance festival, this film become

anti-climactic and poorly motivated ant

loses interest. This happens after Lup

rejoins Novarro, who quit her on the nigh

of the seduction because she had ignore

the tribal ways and his offer of marriage

Living with the tribe, Lupe cannot please

Laughing Boy's mother and finds the lift

boring. She induces Laughing Boy tc

move away from his people and permi

her to go to the city for extended period'

supposedly to trade the silver ornament

he makes. Actually she is again livins

with a white man. Laughing Boy come

to town, surprises her in the arms of <

lover and kills her by mistake.

Cast: Ramon Novarro, Lupe Velez, Wm
Davidson, Chief Thunderbird, Catalin,

Rambula, Tall Man's Boy, F. A. ArmentaJ

Deer Spring and Tellicana.

Director, W. S. Van Dyke; Author, Olivei

LaFarge, Adaptors, John Col ton, Jchn Le«

Mahin; Cameraman, Lester While; Filn

Editor, Blanche Sewell.

Direction, Fair Photography, Good.
I

"GLAMOUR"
with Constance Cummings and Paul Lukas
Universal 74 mins.

GOOD ROMANTIC DRAMA, FINELY
ACTED, APPEALING ESPECIALLY TO THE
FEMININE CLIENTELE.

This Edna Ferber work has been brought
to the screen in a manner that makes for

generally gratifying entertainment, partic-

ularly for the women, although there is no
reason why it shouldn't please a good many
of the men, too, as the story is essentially

of adult appeal. Fine performances by Con-
stance Cummings, Paul Lukas and Philip

Reed, as the love triangle, and additional

good work by the surrounding cast are

among the film's merits. Miss Cummings
plays the role of a determined showgirl who
makes good in acquiring fame, a musician

husband (Lukas) and a child. Then she is

lured into the glamour of an affair with

a younger lad, Reed, and her sacrificing hus-

band gives her a divorce so she may have

her new-found happiness. But her dream
is blown up by Reed's infidelity, and she

returns to her dying baby and broken hus-

band for a touching reconciliation.

Cast: Constance Cummings, Paul Lukas,

Philip Reed, Joseph Cawthorn, Doris Lloyd,

Alice Lake, Olaf Hytten, Jessie McAllister,

Lita Chevret, Luis Alberni, Yola D'Avril,

Grace Hale, Louise Beavers, Wilson Benge,

Phil Teed, Lyman Williams, David Dickin-

son, Peggy Campbell.

Director, William Wyler; Author, Edna
Ferber; Adaptors, Doris Anderson, Gladys

Unger; Cameraman, George Robinson; Re-

cording Engineer, Gilbert Kurland; Editor,

Ted Kent.

Direction, Sympathetic. Photography, Fine.

"IN LOVE WITH LIFE"

with Lila Lee, Onslow Stevens, Dickie

Moore and Claude Gillingwater

Invincible 66 mins.

APPEALING HUMAN INTEREST YARN
WITH THE GOOD OLD HOKUM THAT
GOES WELL WITH THE FAMILY TRADE.

Given stronger production values than

the average independent picture, this story

makes a moderately satisfying program-

mer for the neighborhood houses. After

eloping against her father's wishes, Lila

Lee returns some years later, a penniless

widow, with her little son, Dickie Moore.

The bitter and wealthy father, Claude Gil-

lingwater, takes the boy and promises to

give him everything on condition that the

mother go away and never come back. Lila

agrees, but manages to keep indirect con-

tact with her boy through his tutor, a sym-

pathetic but somewhat absent minded pro-

fessor, Onslow Stevens, with whom she

also develops a romantic attachment. Af-

ter the old man loses his fortune, Lila

comes back to help him, with the father

finally relenting for a happy all-around

finale.

Cast: Lila Lee, Onslow Stevens, Dickie

Moore, Claude Gillingwater, Betty Kendig,

Clarence Geldert, Tom Ricketts, Rosita

Marstini, Mtlla Davenport, William Arnold,

James T. Mack.

Director, Frank R. Strayer; Author, Rob-

ert Ellis, Adaptor, same; Cameraman, M.
A Anderson; Recording Engineer, L. E

Clark; Editor, Roland Reed

Direction, Fair Photography, Fair

"DRUMS OVOODOO"
Intern! Stageplay Pics. 70 mins.

INTERESTING NEGRO FILM MAKES

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT FOR COLORED

AUDIENCES.

Well-acted and possessing good dramatic

interest, this adaptation of the stage play,

"Louisiana," sets forth the conflict among

a group of Louisiana negroes between the

Christian religion, voodooism and the en-

tirely irreligious. The latter element is

personified in Morris McKenney, owner

of a jook, presumably a bawdy house, who

is determined that he will have the niece

of the local preacher, J. Augustus Smith,

or expose the preacher's past. The grand-

son of the woman, who is high priestess of

the voodoo worshippers, wants to marry

the niece. Just as McKinney is disclosing

to the preacher's congregation that Smith

murdered a man, he is stricken blind. This

is attributed to the voodoo woman's spell.

Windup finds everybody happy and the

forces of voodcoism riding high. Louis

Weiss produced the film.

Cast: Edna Barr, Lionel Mcnagas, J.

Augustus Smith, Morris McKenney, A. G.

Comathieri, Alberta Perkins, Fred Bonny,

Paul Johnson, Trixie Smith, Carrie Huff.

Director, Arthur Hoerl ; Author, J.

Augustus Smith; Adaptor, Arthur Hcerl;

Cameramen, Walter Strenge, J. Burgi Cent-

ner; Recording Engineers, Lyman J. Wig-

gins, Verne T. Brayman, Film Editor, Joe

Silverstein.

Direction, Oka, Photography, Good

Product Curtailment
Feared if Hours Cut
(Continued from Pane 1)

simultaneously reducing workinf

hours. As exclusively printed ii

The Film Daily of last Wednes
day, the report, signed by H. S

Bareford, Charles L. O'Reilly am
George J. Schaefer, declares tha

such moves are impractical. State

ment is made that "there is no sub

stantial unemployment in the mo
tion picture industry."

Hundredth Terry-Toon Completed

Frank Moser and Paul Terry
producers of EducationaPs Terry
Toons, reached the century marl

this week with the completion o:

"Slow But Sure," their hundredtl

Terry-Toon release.

Terry-Toons will soon embark oi

their fourth season, with the initia

principals in the same capacities

Educational releasing, Frank Whse
and Paul Terry producing, anc

Philip A. Scheib, in charge of music

"Busted Blossoms" has been se

lected as the title of the twenty
sixth and final subject in Educa
tional's current Terry-Toon series

New Swiss Producing Firm

Lausanne—A new producing firrrj

called Lemaniafilm has been formei

here to make American, French and

Swiss pictures. The first two wil.

be dubbed productions.

_
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Critics Give Pointers for Better Theater Service

ievivalTf theater construction under way
.

v4cDonough to Give Most of Time to RKO Production

s mi
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ead of Radio Pictures

Will Concentrate on
the Coast

-,st Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—RKO Radio's produc-

)n may undergo a revamping as a

isult of current conferences be-

/een coast and New York execu-

tes, the Film Daily learns. It is

iderstood that J. R. McDonough,
esident, will devote the majority
his time here, paying closer at-

ntion to actual production during
.e next season, and less to theater

rj: patters out of New York. His re-

nt resignation from the presi-
(Continued on Page 5)

'WAY OVERSEATING

RISES TO A NEW PEAK

• A new high in overseating of

ovie houses in Times Square has
•• i:en reached, with several casualties

:pected to follow as a result, start-

g with the Casino, which bows out
ixt Thursday after three weeks of

is new vaudefilm policy at popular
ices. With about a dozen first

ms already in the Broadway sec

r, the list recently was increased
' the opening of the Westminster
r British pictures. The Columbia
47th St. also has been leased for

(Continued on Page 3)
Ten

ml

>en

well

serif!

our Alternates Named
For Agency Committee

Four permanent alternates ap-
linted for the agency committee
t up by the Code Authority were
inounced Saturday. They are:
at Levine for Trem Carr, Louis B.
ayer for B. B. Kahane, Joseph M.
:henck for Emanuel Cohen; Harry
Dhn for Jack L. Warner, and Carl

(Continued on Page 5)

CRITICS* FORUM

QUESTION NO. 8

How can theaters, in general, improve their service to patrons?

RESULTS OF CRITICS' REPLIES

Most recurrent recommendations include: announcing of feature's

starting time, truthful advertising with more facts and less bally-

hoo, not too much trailer matter, less stiff-backed military service

and more personal contact.

Disney House in Paris

Paris—Cinema L'Auto will hereafter
devote its programs exclusively to show-
ing Walt Disney's Mickey Mouse and

?jj ': Silly Symphony cartoon comedies.

icl

(0

IN GOING through the several hundred suggestions made by the motion picture critics for

' the betterment of theater service, it was surprising to note the number who remarked
or intimated that exhibitors have done too little to "personalize" their theaters and
make them more institutional and less dependent on the drawing power of individual

attractions.

So one of the major recommendations was: Closer contact with patrons; less of

the military type, stiff-backed usher; more humanized attention. This is particularly

intended for the smaller communities and the neighborhood houses.

Another much desired service is the publication or other announcement of the

starting time of features, followed by careful adherence to the schedule. Although
in most of the big cities, and in many of the smaller ones, it has long been a custom

to provide this service for the public, the practice apparently is still not general enough
considering its value and importance to both patrons and theaters.

More truth in advertising is another leading suggestion of the critics. They urge

less ballyhoo of the meaningless type and more actual facts about the picture, admission

prices, etc.

Some paring down on the amount of trailer material also is recommended. Some
houses apparently are using over-long trailers and running them too far in advance.

Finally, among the most frequently recurring suggestions, it is urged that ushers

be instructed to allow patrons greater freedom in sitting where they desire, instead of

being corralled systematically into certain sections of the house even when there are

plenty of seats in other sections that are preferred by the patrons.

WRONG EXPLOITATION

Improper methods of selling pictures is given attention by several critics. They
condemn the strong exploitation of inferior films that are sure to flop, thereby destroy-

ing public confidence in future advertising claims. Methods of merchandising exceptional

pictures, particularly those with class appeal, also is criticized as too much like the

methods used in exploiting ordinary box-office films, thereby failing to attract the classes

to which the better pictures would appeal most.

Among other principal recommendations are: Printed programs with facts about

films and stars in addition to complete casts, better ventilation and cooling, elimination

of local advertising reels, lighter auditoriums so patrons don't have to grope around

blindly, installation of illuminated clocks, better sanitary conditions in lavatories, more
(Continued on Page 6)

Activity in Building; Line
Gradually Gaining

Momentum
After several years of almost to-

tal inactivity, theater construction
is showing a definite revival, with
about 50 projects in various parts
of the country coming to notice
within the past month. Heading the
list in the New York metropolitan
area is a group of intimate houses
announced by B. S. Moss, whose
architect has filed plans for the first

structure at 207th St. and Broad-
way. The Brandt circuit has a 600-

seat project at 1985 Broadway,
(.Continued on Page 8)

DEFINE PROCEDURE

FOR PREMIUM ACTION

Procedure for the definition of
areas in which votes may be taken
under the code on the question of
banning premiums is outlined in a
resolution adopted by the Code Au-
thority* and announced Saturday.
Boundaries will be fixed by local
clearance boards, upon petition by

(Continued on Page 8)

Code Authority to Set Up
Industry Labor Boards

Steps toward setting up agencies
to adjust labor disputes within the
industry have been taken by the
Code Authority, which will immedi-
ately apply to the NRA for approval
in setting up divisional, regional or
local boards, as provided in the

(Continued on Page 5)

Best-Seller

Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Commenting on the de-

lay in making public the Darrow code
report so as to give the NRA time to

prepare its reply, Senator Nye, who in-

stigated the National Recovery Review
Board, said: "If General Johnson wants
to make an answer it will take him
longer than a week to prepare it. If

the administration had wished to make
the Darrow report a best-seller, it could
not have undertaken a better course."
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 4 4 4

Columbia Picts. vtc. 24% 243/4 24% — %
Con. Fm. Ind 3% 33,4 3*A

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 15 'A 14% 145/8 — %
East. Kodak 90 883/4 89 — 1 '/4

Fox Fm. "A" 14% 14 14 — Vi

Loew's, Inc 29% 28% 29% — 1/4

do pfd 94 93% 94 + %
Paramount ctfs 43/8 4 4Vi — %
Pathe Exch 25/8 23/8 23/8 — %
do "A" I8I/4 17% 183/8 — 1/4

RKO 2% 23/4 23/4 — %
Warner Bros 5% 5'/4 53/8 — 1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor 8'/4 8'/4 8l/4 — %
Trans-Lux 1 % 1 % 1 %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 . 8% 8i/4 8%
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 8% 8 8 — 1/4

Keith A-0 6s 46 68% 68% 68%
Loew 6s 41ww 100% 100% 100% — 1/4

Paramount 6s 47 ctfs. 48'/4 46% 48 — 1%
Par. By. 5%s51 . . . . 43 423/4 42 + 1/4

Par. 5%s50 ctfs. . . 47% 473A 473^ — %
Warner's 6s39 57'/4 54% 55 —3

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para. Publix 4'A 4 4 — 3/8

I'll Be There !

The 22nd Film Golf

Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Thurs-
day, June 7th, at Glen Oaks Golf and Country Club, Great Neck, Long Island.

Name

Address

THE COMMITTEE:
Jack Alicoate, Chairman, Film Daily; Al Lichtman, United Artists; Lee Ochs, Motion
Picture Club; William Ferguson, A. M. P. A.; Louis Nizer, N. Y. Film Board of Trade;
William Brandt, Brandt Enterprises; Don M. Mersereau, Film Daily.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Code Assessments Paid

By 3,179 Exhibitors
As of May 10, a total of 3,179

exhibitors have paid their code as-
sessments, totalling $31,755, the
Code Authority stated Saturday.
The budget calls for $360,000 for
the first half of 1934.

NRA Cites Saxe Ruling

As Protection of Indie
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—In making public
the ruling of the movie code author-
ity upholding the Milwaukee board's
decision in favor of the Saxe thea-
ters, the NRA on Saturday cited

this as "convincing evidence" of the
protection afforded small businesses
under NRA codes. Ruling of the
Los Angeles board last week in an
overbuying case also was made pub-
lic. Commenting on the Saxe deci-
sion, the NRA stated that "aside
from its importance as demonstrat-
ing the safeguards thrown about in-

dependents in the industry, the case
is regarded as an outstanding test
of industrial self-government mov-
ing to end an unfair trade practice."

Operators' Post to Dance
To create a Welfare Fund for

needy members, the Rahman-DeBella
Post of the American Legion, Mo-
tion Picture Machine Union Opera-
tors Post 1114, will give a fashion
show, entertainment and dance at

the Central Opera House, Third
Ave. and 67th St., next Saturday
evening. Committee includes Harry
Sherman, Harry Rubin, Lester B.

Isaac, Charles F. Hortsman, Will C.

Smith, P. A. McGuire, Edward J.

Burke, Arthur Page, W. W. Byrne,
Dave Berke, Harry Mackler and
Municipal Court Justice John M.
Lewis.

"Bengal" Invitation Premiere

Premiere of "Beyond Bengal" for

an invited audience will be held at

the Gaiety on Wednesday evening at

7:45 o'clock, after which the public

will be admitted.

Four Board Replacements
Made by Code Authority
Four local board replacements

have been made by the Code Au-
thority as follows: Charles Weigel,
Cincinnati independent exhibitor, to
local grievance board in place of
John Elliot, who resigned; Harry
Nelson, independent exhibitor of St.

James, Minn., to local Minneapolis
clearance board, succeeding 0. A.
Lee, resigned; Reeves Espey, affili-

ated exhibitor, to Los Angeles clear-
ance board succeeding J. J. Sullivan,
who resigned; Charles Stern of
United Artists as unaffiliated dis-

tributor on Manhattan, Bronx and
Staten Island advisory committee to

New York clearance board, replac-
ing Moe Streimer, resigned.

Monogram in Japan
Under a deal closed by Norton

Ritchey of Ritchey Export Corp., all

Monogram product will be dis-

tributed in Japan, Korea and Formo-

3 Warner Films Arrive

With 95 per cent of the company's
current production schedule already
completed, three new Warner-First
National features arrive at the
Warner home office today. The pic-

tures are: "Dr. Monica," "The Key"
and "The Return of the Terror."

Indicted in Film Case

New Orleans—The federal grand
jury has indicted Sam Sancenito and
Louise Gordon for using the mails
to defraud. Both are understood
to have used a general delivery ad-

dress in attempting to sell exhibi-

tors mythical shorts.

Carl Leserman Recovered

Carl Leserman, assistant to Grad
Sears, Warner sales executive, is

back at his desk fully recovered
from a minor operation which he
underwent in the New Rochelle
Hospital.

K. C. Fox Circuit on Five-Day

Kansas City—Offices of the Fox
circuit here have gone on a five-day

week.

.oming and Gomg

DOROTHEA WIECK plans to leave the coa
this week to return to Germany.

HUBERT T. MARSH and HERBERT WILCC
of British & Dominions arrive from England i

May 31.

LELAND HAYWARD has gone to the Coa
from New York.

AL MANNON is motoring to New York fro

the coast and is expected here this week.

BOB SISK and NED DEPINET are expect<
from the coast Friday.

KEN GOLDSMITH has arrived in town.

LEE BLUMBERG, IRVING WINDISCH ar

ARNOLD ALBERT return to the Warner hon
office advertising and publicity departmei
today from the road, where they exploited ";

Million Sweethearts."

GRAD SEARS. Warner sales executive, leavi

today for a business trip to Chicago and S

Louis. He will be gone a week.

Bob Steele Under Contrac
To Supreme Pictures Corp
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL

Hollywood—Bob Steele announc<
he is under exclusive contract 1

Supreme Pictures Corp. of Califo

nia and that any other represent;

tions being made to the trade ai

without foundation.

Hear Patent Case Thursday

Hearing will be held Thursda
before Referee Oscar W. Ehrhoi
on the motion of Paramount-Publi
trustees to settle for $500 the su

brought against Paramount in Fe<

eral Court by Artfilm Studios, In<

for alleged infringement of tl

Stambaugh patent on the bk
transparency method used in m<
tion picture production and to ai

quire the patent for $2,000.

Working on Milwaukee Zoning

Milwaukee — It is expected tin

several more meetings will be r<

quired before the final draft of th

new local zoning schedule is con
pleted. The committee will recoi

vene Wednesday at the Hot'

Schroeder.

SILK—TRANSPARENT

VALANCE

RENTAL
also

FLAGS and BANNERS

PENNANT STREAMERS

MORRIS L1BERMAN
729 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
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PRODUCTION GUIDE
'"•' DIRECTORS ANNUAL

It is an interesting fact that many Executives in

this industry use FILM DAILY REFERENCE BOOKS

in preference to informative and Statistical data in

their own company files.—A rather compelling re-

flection on FILM DAILY ACCURACY, COM-

PLETENESS and RELIABILITY.

The 1934 Edition of The FILM DAILY PRODUC-

TION GUIDE and DIRECTORS ANNUAL will be

ready for distribution July 15. In make-up and ap-

pearance it will be most unusual and in complete

and accurate Production Coverage, MORE COM-

PREHENSIVE THAN EVER.

PUBLISHED AS PART OF-

FILM DAILY SERVICE
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TIMELYTOPICS
Cartoons Becoming
Increasingly Important

A NIMATED cartoons are as

necessary to any well-bal-

anced motion picture program
as the feature picture itself.

This fact has been determined

by the increase in bookings re-

corded during the past several

months and further cementing

the fact that many theater cir-

cuits have recently installed

special bookers to preview and

book short subjects, with par-

ticular interest centered on ani-

mated cartoons. Since their in-

ception the animated cartoons

have done more to promote

healthy box-office receipts than

any other type of screen fare.

This has been primarily due to

the wide variety of subjects

available and the fact that in

practically every release clean-

liness has been one of the im-

portant factors in the story.

The importance of animated

cartoons particularly during the

coming season, will be greater

than at any time in their his-

tory, for exhibitors have been

apprised of their value by pa-

trons with due regularity, and

in many instances, have found

that a program without a car-

toon did not have the appeal it

would have had, had it featured
one. Cleanliness, too, in the
product, has done a great deal
to increase interest in cartoons.
In fact, it was brought out at
the M. P. T. 0. A. Convention
held in Lo,s Angeles that mo-
tion picture entertainment must
be cleaned up. We have been
apprised direct, by some of the
largest exhibitors in the coun-
try on the quality of "Willie
Whopper" and "ComiColor" car-
toons, that aside from enter-
tainment of a very high grade,
the pictures were exceptionally
clean.

U. B. Jwerks

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"Lilian Ellis is described as a slim

exquisite beauty of the continental type,

with eyes of cerulean blue and gold

blonde tresses." —t'OX

KTJUitv
PHIL M. DAIY

EXPLOITETTE!

• • • OUT OF that London Fog Ed Cahn, a

Hollywood director, is in town several studes, such as
Sound City, B. I. P., are after the lad That amusement
rag, "The Era," had one-sheets plastered all over town reading:
"Henry Sherek looks At America" damn nice of Sherek
to even glance at America, leave alone look at it Max
Friedland and Frank Ditcham due for a get-together in Film
House any day now production plans in three languages
will be discussed

T T T
• • • MORE OF the London Fog Atmosphere
Clayton Sheehan, Fox foreign sales exec, stopped in town long
enough to give the Press an earful about international film

conditions, and sped along to Paree Gaumont-British
landed Arliss with every British producer competing for him

Rufus Lemiaire swung the deal now they're
looking for a story for Mister Arliss Mae West brot
them out in droves in the outlying cities of Lunnon in her "I'm
No Angel" now all the Cockney lydies are saying
"I arsk yer, bloke, wy don't yer look in when y'r passin' by
some time?"

T T
• • • ISN'T THIS London gossip just too fascinating?

don't answer take another helping, please!
Paddy Carstairs' house warming party brought out one of the
biggest American groups in years

,
every American

filmatic in town dropped in Lloyd Knechtel, Dave Bader,
Rufus Lemaire, Bob Wyler, Ed Cahn, Joe Bock, Gregory Ratoff,

Jack Votions Carstairs is being spoken of as the best
scenario writer in these parts ..of course it's British
scenario writing still, it's an accomplishment of sorts

to excel as a British scenario writer

T T
• • • YOU CAN make a note right now on your desk
calendar June 7 THE Film Golf Tournament

at Glen Oaks Golf and Country Club Great
Neck, Longisle 10 berries the best 10-spot you
ever invested a full day's fun get away from
the office atmosphere you can't get away from the mugs
you meet every day for they will all be there with you

but never mind they will probably feel the same
way about it when they meet you there "Hell, I paid
10 smackers to come all the way out on Long Island to meet
this cluck!" then he smiles as he thinks this so

do you as you think the same thing then ya grab each
other's mitt and yell: "How are ya, palsy ole palsy! Gee, I'm
certainly glad t' see ya here!" just a coupla Showmen
putting on an Act. ....... oh, well, come anyway the
Committee asked me to ask you

T T T
• • • IN THE mag, "Debate" Helen Harrison de-

fends films as being Realistic against some mug who takes a
crack at 'em in the same issue Helen is defendin' the
film biz although out of a job right now a lotta mugs
knock the biz who have jobs right now so what price

loyalty? it doesn't mean a thing ,. we're tellin'

you! let's all gather round and sing that grand ole song
"Dear Alma Mater Motion Picture Racket, How Good

You Are to Us !"

T T T
• • • TRUE CONFESSIONS (The Femme Screen
Star) "Honest, dearia I'm just an ordinary gal

like yourself I haven't got a thing that you couldn't

put over on the screen IF you had the Breaks I've had
what breaks ? well, now, you'd be surprised

!

and then there's my cameraman he's studied

me for he knows my Success is his he knows
the Angles, the Lighting, and a thousand little lens tricks

not to mention the make-up man and a Smart
Director AND the Glamour created by the Publicity
Dept'"

Smash Ballyhoo

Steams Up New Orleans

]SJEW ORLEANS was treated

to a smash campaign for

the opening of "As the Earth

Turns," at the Orpheum by Vic-

tor Meyer, theater manager,

and Allan Glenn, Warner ex-

ploiteer, that attracted a great

deal of favorable attention and

helped put the picture over

with a bang. Extensive paper-

ing included six 24-sheets in im-

portant locations, 35 six-sheets,

35 three-sheets, 150 one-sheets,

for a five-day advance and cur-

rent display. Newspaper ad-
;

vertising was built up to high

lineage and besides dailies and

Sunday papers, covered five lo-

cal high school weeklies. Radio

Station WWL of Tulane Uni-

versity provided a series of

plugs for the picture in spot

announcements four times daily

for a period of five days in ad-

vance of the engagement and

currently through the engage-

ment. Western Union Co. co-

operated by placing a branch

office in the lobby and the audi-

ence invited to send congrats

to Jean Muir free of charge

—

these were saved and coalesced

with all the signatures into one

blanket night wire; Sears Roe-

buck Co. provided a window on
Canal St. featuring a lamp
shown in the picture, in addi-

tion to a counter display; and
"As the Earth Turns" mention
in all their newspaper adver-

tising; D. H. Holmes depart-

ment store tied in with their

book department — displaying

book, stills, and theater billing;

art lobby cards were placed in

the Roosevelt, DeSota, Monte-
leine, St. Charles and Jung Ho-
tels; and one-sheet art cards

were spotted in the windows of

the Werline Music Shops and

the Allen Shoe Shop, all located

on Canal St.—Orpheum, New Orleans

« « « » » »

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER

Prepare for Memorial Day, the 30th

of this month.
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If M'DONOUGH TO DEVOTE

EFFORTS TO STUDIOS
(Continued from Page 1)

iencies of the several RKO Theater
subsidiary companies is said to have
oeen the forerunner of his decision
to supervise production activities.
In the daily conferences are B. B.
Kahane, Pandro Berman, Merian
Cooper, J. R. McDonough, Ned Dep-
'net and Robert Sisk.

Four Alternates Named
For Agency Committee

(Continued from Page 1

)

Laemmle, Jr., for Winfield R.
Sheehan.

Major J. 0. Donovan today as-
sumes his duties as assistant to John
C. Flinn, executive secretary of the
Code Authority, in charge of code
matters at the Coast. He begins his
activities by handling agency com-
mittee organization work. Donovan
was formerly secretary of the
Vaudeville Managers Protective As-
sociation.

Warners Close Milwaukee House
Milwaukee — Warner Bros, has

closed its Strand, first-run house,
for the summer.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Golf Tournament for benefit of Caro
lina film needy, Carolina Golf Course
Charlotte.

May 18: Allied States Ass'n regional confer-
ence, in conjunction with meeting of Al-
lied Theater Owners of New York, Syracuse

May 19: Cincinnati Variety Club Dinner and
Charity Ball, Netherland-Plaza Hotel, Cin-
cinnati.

May 19: Fashion Show, Entertainment and
Dance, Rahman-DeBella (Operators' Union)
Post, American Legion, Central Opera
House, New York.

May 26:

Salt

Monogram
Lake City.

regional sales meeting

May 26-28: Fourth Annual Convention of In
dependent Theater Supply Dealers Ass'n
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

May 31 -June 2: t-ox Film
vention, New York.

annual sales con

June 1: Actors Equity Ass'n annual meet-
ing and election, Hotel Astor, New York

June 2: Monogram
Cincinnati.

regional sales meeting

and M.P.O. convention

Sales Convention, New

Motion Picturi

convention,

June 4-9: I.A.T.S.E.

Louisville, Ky.

June 5-7: Universal
York.

June 16-July 2: International
Week, Vienna.

lune 18-20: RKO annual sales
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 18-20: Paramount annual sales conven-
tion, Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.

June 20: Annual Boat Ride of the Warner Club
aboard S.S. Peter Stuyvesant to Bear Moun-
tain.

June 29: Monogram regional sales meeting
New York.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
graphy. Venice, Italy.

Oct. Z9: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Penn-
sylvania, New York.

Glen Oaks Sprucing Up for Film Golf Tournament
Par 72, with 37 out and 35 in! Fairways fit for a Scotch king, and greens now being

made ready for the great event Thursday, June 7. That's only part of the story brought
back by members of the committee who made the official inspection of Glen Oaks
Golf and Country Club, Great Neck, L. I., where the 22nd Film Golf Tournament will be
waged. The fifth hole boasts the shortest yardage. It is 132 yards with a 3 par, but
bn the way home contestants will approach the 14th hole in anticipation of a 534 yard
objective with a 5 par. What a course, and what a time is being cooked up for the
150 entrants. E. R.P.I, has donated a silver trophy for the exhibitor shooting the lowest
score, and Sam Sax of Vitaphone will present the latest model radio as another of the
prizes. More prizes will be announceed Monday. Billy Brandt, of the committee,
promises everyone present a never-to-be-forgotten outing. Applications should be sent
immediately. Dues are $10 with application, or $12 at the clubhouse.

B'WAY OVERSEATING

RISES TO A NEW PEAK

Will Bar Technicalities

At Code Auth'y Hearings
Technicalities will not be allowed

to hamper hearings by the Code
Authority, which will be conducted
along lines of its own procedure,
based on the code itself, rather than
that of courts of law. This was
made clear by Division Administra-
tor Sol A. Rosenblatt in addressing
attorneys at the initial appeal hear-
ing in connection with the overbuy-
ing case involving Saxe Amusement
Management, Inc., Ashley Theater
Corp. and Vitagraph.

"Rasputin" Appeal in June

London—The Court of Appeals in

June will hear the M-G-M appeal
from the recent decision awarding
$125,000 to Princess Irena Yous-
soupoff on grounds that she had
been libeled in "Rasputin and the
Empress."

American Policy at Paris House

Paris—Meteor Films has acquired
the Flaguiere cinema for the show-
ing of American films in original

versions. The same organization has
obtained exclusive rights to dub cer-

tain Amsrican films.

Circulating 16mm. Library
Opening Up Branch Offices

First of a string of branches to

be installed in banks in all principal
cities by Sound Film Circulating
Library has been opened at the In-

dustrial Finance Corp. in the Gray-
bar Bldg. for the New York met-
ropolitan district. The films will be
available on a daily rental basis.

Complaint on Premiums
By Other Amusements

Upon petition of the M. P. T. O.

of Buffalo, the Code Authority's
committee on unfair competition has
been instructed to investigate neces-
sary legal steps to protect exhibitors
from practice of baseball parks and
other places of popular amusement
in giving away premiums. Com-
plaint is made that automobiles and
other prizes are being given patrons
in violation of the motion picture

code.

"Peer Gynt" With Grieg Music
Stockholm—A super-production of

Ibsen's "Peer Gynt," with music by
Grieg, is being prepared by Svensk-
Film. Hans Albers will play the
lead.

NEWS OF THE DAY
Barre, Vt.—Lawrence J. Dandi-

neau, formerly manager of the
Magnet, has gone to manage the
M. & P. Publix house in Biddeford,
Me. Lester A. Davis has returned
from Biddeford and is again the
Magnet's manager.

Boston — Al Fowler, formerly
manager of the Uptown and the
Scollay Square, has gone to head
the Capitol in Worcester.

Patten, Me. — The New theater
has been reopened by Mrs. Ira
Howes.

Kansas City—Sam Benjamin, for-
mer theater man, will open the Per-
sian Gardens night club at Fairy-
land' Park on May 19.

San Jose, Cal.—W. J. Beatty, act-
ing for Liberty theater, has filed a
voluntary petition in bankruptcy.

Modesto, Cal.—Redwood Theaters
Syndicate, San Francisco, has pur-
chased the Lyric here from P. W.
Brubeck.

Bakersfield, Cal.— Anna D. Hill

has taken over all the interests of

George W. Page in the Granada.

Pinole, Cal.—Val Pera has pur-
chased the Pinole theater, the deal
including the entire building and
grounds, and plans extensive im-
provements.

Sacramento, Cal.—Emil Heber is

now sole owner of the Mission.

Willits, Cal.—W. G. Graven has
purchased the Majestic.

San Jose, Cal. — The California
and Mission theaters are now oper-
ated by San Jose Theaters, Inc., a
co-partnership composed of Albert
W. Leeds, Charles A. Buckley and
John A. Bertero.

Milwaukee — The Milwaukee,
neighborhood house operated by
George Fischer is now operating
continuous daily from 2 to 11 p. m.

(Continued from Page 1)

an extended run of "Hitler's Reign,"
moving over from the Mayfair. With
the Globe, Gaiety, George M. Cohan,
Waldorf and half a dozen other
former legit houses on Broadway
and on 42nd Street also now play-
ing pictures, the main stem now has
more film fare on view than at any
time in its history.

Code Authority to Set Up
Industry Labor Boards

(Continued from Page 1)

NRA Bulletin No. 7. Matter has
been referred to the labor commit-
tee consisting of Charles L. O'Reil-
ly, Willard Patterson and Leslie E.
Thompson.

Rosenblatt Confers on E. Studios

A delegation headed by Lou
Krouse, assistant president of the
I.A.T.S.E., and including Sol Scoppa,
Arthur Gerson and James Maloney
of Local 52, studio mechanics, and
Walter Strenge and Thomas Hogan
of Local 644, cameramen's union,
conferred last week with Division
Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt at
the Code Authority offices on con-
ditions at the eastern studios.

mm
BACHELOK

with

MARIAN NIXON
NEIL HAMILTON

Aileen Pringle
Raymond Hatton

William Austin
Bradley Pag?

"Well spiced comedy-drama of a mad-
cap honeymoon, with a hired bride
and a millionaire bridegroom the cen-

tral figures. William Nigh directed

this laughter-and-tears story, sug-

gested by Eleanor Gates' 'Search for

the Spring'. A tonic for any box-of-

fice."

1934 1935
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EXHIBITOR'S
VI EWPOINT
The following replies to the questionnaire

in the 1934 Critics' Forum were sent

in voluntarily by George T. Brown,

owner and manager of the Riviera

Theater, Los Angeles, in the

belief that the exhibitor's

slant would be of interest.

1—Which is most important—star
value or story value? My experi-
ence in noting my patrons' desires
and the box-office standpoint is: it

takes a combination of all that is

good in both of these to make a pic-

ture's run successful. I think each
of these elements is very essential
to a satisfactory reception by the
public. One is just as important as
the other and without the coordina-
tion of each a picture's weakness is

easily obvious.

2—I would rate the morals of the
screen today as compared with those
of stage and literature as being
much worse and far too flagrant in

flaunting its indecencies before such
a mass audience as the motion pic-

ture enjoys. As to the every day
life being depicted on the screen

—

the immoral part of life—I think it

a great mistake. Don't we see too
much of this in real life, without in-

viting people to pay good money to

see re-hashed on the screen and in

most cases in exaggerated form?
It's cheap entertainment.

3— I find that for a suburban the-

ater, the best publicity is a carefully
prepared house program delivered
into the homes direct and an attrac-

tive lobby display.

4—The type of short subjects most
preferred in most any town or city

or by any audience is a good musi-
cal comeay with plenty of good songs
and dancing in it. Of course, the
cartoons come first in the single reel

division.

5—It is all problematical just how
much television will effect pictures in

the theaters. It all depends on how
practical and satisfactory television

is and how expensive. Frankly, I

don't believe television will ever take
the place of motion pictures, mean-
ing, of course, high-class motion pic-

tures.
6—The greatest magnet the box-

office has is a good picture. Quality
entertainment and not quantity is

what the public wants. Give me a
fine production, and I will wager it

will outdraw the quantity program
of any competitor. The picture's

the thing. When I say this, I mean
a well produced production with a

good story, an able and popular star

or stars and cast and well directed.

I consider the story is the most im-
portant of all in a picture. The
public will pay the price to see a
worthwhile picture, but they won't
pay even a low admission to see

cheaply made pictures. I consider

double feature programs the worst
thing that ever hit the industry and
the sooner some kind of legislation

is enacted to eliminate it, the better.

THE CRITICS' FORUM
(.Continued from Page 1)

careful selection of second feature on double bills, barring of children in arms, better
selection of shorts for suitability and to avoid a too extensive conglomeration that doesn't
harmonize, promoting use of theater in civic work for meetings and other gatherings,
keeping program down to a reasonable length, proper balancing of features with shorts,

quieting of audience chatterers and balcony wisecrackers, more comfortable seats, and
frequent use of soap and paint.

LOCAL CONSIDERATIONS
Jack Moffirt of the "Kansas City Star'' urges exhibitors to take local likes and

dislikes into account, and not "try to think that an omnipotent guy in a New York
home office can arbitrarily change the regional characters of the Middle West, the
South, the Southwest and the Northwest. Middlewesterners do not like too many field

maneuvers by the ushers. They do not like a squeaky voiced page boy scaring them
by yapping 'Good evening, sir!' the moment they come in the front door. Most of

them have fairly comfortable homes. They don't go to the theaters for escape, but
for entertainment. They want to be entertained in clean, well ventilated surroundings."

Robert Randol of the Fort Worth "Star Telegram" thinks a lot of good will could

be created if movie theaters were more hospitable to legitimate roadshows like those

of Katherine Cornell, Eva Le Gallienne and Walter Hampden. It would show that the

film circuits are not trying to hog all of the amusement business and purposely cutting

off the stage from drama lovers, he points out.

In connection with double feature bills, Helen Clinton of the "Gazette," Schenec-

tady, urges never putting an objectionable picture with one suitable for the young.

"Cater to definite types of audiences and live up to or down to reputation," says

Vincent S. Jones of the Utica "Daily Press."

A campaign to teach people to see features from the beginning is advocated by

Margaret Bean of the "Spokane Review," believing that a picture seen in proper se-

quence gives greater satisfaction and prevents audience disturbance.

REGULAR EDUCATIONAL FEATURE
A. G. Hunt of the "Sun Record," Daytona Beach, Fla., suggests a weekly geography

class for school children, using travelogue movies as the teacher. He advocates discre-

tion in selecting movies that would incorporate entertainment along with educational

features.

"Improvement in service is a purely individual question, of course," says Lecta

Rider of the "Houston Chronicle." Better balancing of programs is important. Most

programs are too long. The average patron does not want to spend as much time in

a movie as he would at a dramatic stage performance. He hates to wait through a

series of shorts, in which he is not interested, for the start of the feature."

Tomorrow the likes and dislikes of the critics will be covered.

Clean romantic pictures and clean

comedy dramas with the right cast

or star are in greater demand. The
sooner the producers know that the
so-called sophisticated story is passe
the better for all concerned. Down
to earth stories with a deep meaning
and some action interspersed are

popular.
7—There's nothing wrong with

Hollywood, but something very much
wrong with the majority of execu-

tives in charge of production at the

studios. They think they know just

what the public wants and continue
to dish out the same rot in entertain-

ment year in and year out. They
continue to steal one or the other's

ideas or stories and revamp them
and as a result we have the terrible

cycle of the same type of pictures

only with a different title. You can't

fool the regular patron of the mo-
tion picture and this similarity is

what is turning away much interest

from the pictures. I note that every
time a different type picture is

shown—something decidedly in con-

trast to the run of the mill—at-

tendance is stimulated. There's
nothing wrong with the exhibition

of pictures. Every manager who
knows the game is now more alert

than ever before, but he can't per-

form miracles with poor pictures

that have no box-office appeal.
8—Theaters can improve their

service to patrons by seeing that

everything is just right in the

presentation of their programs,
meaning that their entire staff must
be courteous and on their toes to

render that service at all times;
sound and proper lighting on a
screen that is correct in size and
illumination qualities; also a correct

arrangement Df their pictures on a

well balanced program; cleanliness

and all furnishings kept in order.
9—My pet motion picture like is

the pleasure of construction of a
well balanced program and noting
the reaction of my patrons to this

arrangement. I would rather show
a fine program of pictures and not

do quite so much at the box-office

than show a poor program and do

more business because of some kind

of trickery on my part or by the

producer of the picture. I am bitter

in my dislike of the double feature
policy, because I know that ultimate-

ly it will lead to the down-fall of

the whole industry.
10—My chief squawk just now is

the great volume of cheaply made
pictures the producers are turning
out and delivering to us. Such
methods from year to year is tear-

ing down exhibitor confidence and
leading us to believe that the whole
industry is a big racket.

Leota Morgan Joins Majestic

Leota Morgan has been engaged
as eastern story editor by Majestic.

A MOVIEGOER
GIVES VIEWS
Inspired by the Critics' Forum currently

being conducted in THE FILM DAILY,

a movie patron sent in the following

expression, which contains several

thoughts worthy of considera-

tion by those in the industry.

I

till

J*

IK

lVTOT as an expert or a critic, but

merely as a customer, I am in-

terested in your Critics' Forum. You
might be amused by some personal
reactions.

When going to a motion picture
in New York the average fan is, I

believe, greatly influenced by what
he reads in the electric lights. These
show him the name of the picture

and the names of the star. He judges
the type of picture by the name.
Even if his favorite stars may not

be in it, the name may pull him in

or keep him out.

We tolerate in books and plays
many things we would not tolerate

on the screen. I think this is be-

cause books cost more money to buy
and plays to see. Before spending
two or three dollars we are likely to

take the trouble to find out what we
are buying. With the screen we
often take a chance on fifty cents

or less, but that doesn't prevent
great indignation if we later feel we
have been made uncomfortable or

gypped. It is pretty hard to shock
a New Yorker, but scenes and lines

often make us uncomfortable and
resentful.
There are at least two ways in

which local theaters could make
patrons more comfortable. One is

to teach their ushers to be a bit

more human and a bit less military

in carrying out their orders. Many
of them appear to have stock phrases

for all occasions and either make
them "snappy" or intone them in a

manner as far removed from human
weakness as talking figures in a wax
works.
And there are several theaters

where, be they empty or full, cus-

tomers are required to climb to the

top of the house and work their

way down. That is fairly madden-
ing.

The main trouble with pictures

seems to be the wholly irresistible

impulse of somebody to insert in an

otherwise clean and really lovely

film a few lines or shots that are as

out of place as a smoking car story

at a church festival or a skunk at

a garden party.

But, as I have said before, I am
Just

A. FAN

i 1

Bringing "Nell Gwyn" Print

Hubert T. Marsh, chairman and
managing director of British & I

Dominions Film Corp., and Herbert
|

"'I

Wilcox, director of productions, who
arrive in New York on May 31

aboard the Bremen, will bring a
|

i|

print of "Nell Gwyn," recently

completed in England.
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD TOTS //.

By RALPH WILK

[ OUIS KING, who directed "Mur-
der in Trinidad"' and who is

naking preparations for "The
3ainted Lady," which he will also

lirect, has bought a cruiser, "Jubil-

inte," on which he is spending his

veek-ends.

T T T

Our Passing Show: Jesse L. Las-

<y, Jr., Jerry Horwin, Eddie Buz-
:ell, Robert Riskin, Glenda Farrell,

>ig Marcus, Ruth Donnelly, Melville

Brown, M. H. Hoffman, Jr., Ben
jrauman Kohn, Ann Dvorak, Leon-
ird Spigelgass, Howard Spellman,
Henry Wilcoxson, Arthur Lubin at

the opening of "Bitter Harvest";
two ex-presidents of the Ampa

—

Slen Allvine and Mike Simmons

—

chatting at RKO.
T

Dore Schary, formerly with M-G-
M and Universal, has joined Para-
mount to work on the adaptation of

'Mississippi," which will star Lan-
ny Ross.

T

Martha Sleeper, Irene Hervey,
Jean Howard, Shirley Ross, Agnes
Anderson, Pauline Brooks, Ruth
Renick, Joan Gale, William Henry,
James Ellison, Robert Livingstone,
George Walcott, Claudelle Kaye,
Robert Taylor, Robert Dalton, Alan
Conrad, Edward Morris and Maxine
Jannings, all members of M-G-M's
stock company, will appear in a se

ries of one-act plays at the Haw
thorne High School, Beverly Hills,

May 14. This will be the first of

a series of performances sponsored
by M-G-M and supervised by Mau-
rice Revnes, associate producer at

Special Notice to

Theatres and Publishers

T ET us show you our low cost plan

for putting your mailing list on

high speed automatic addressing plates

(Addressograph, Elliott, Rapid Ad-
dressing Belknap, or Pollard-Ailing

Systems).

No initial expense, no machinery

to buy.

We correct and keep the list up to

date for you, and address and deliver

a set of envelopes or wrappers weekly,

monthly, or as called for.

Also, we supply you with all acces-

sories and plans for building up a

new list, and for cutting out dead

wood and postage waste.

Phone Mr. Green, CHelsea 3-7390 for

full details.

Automatic Addressing Division

I
GLOBE MAIL SERVICE *

1 The Largest Lettershop in Greater

V New York

\ 148 W. 23rd St., New York, N. Y. 5

the studio. Oliver Hinsdell, M-G-M's
dramatic coach, is in direct charge
of the players.

T T T
Ralph G. Farnum is all smiles

these days. Three of his clients

have had their options renewed.
They are Jimmy Dunn at Fox;
Hugh Herbert, Warner Bros., and
Jimmy Durante at M-G-M.

T. T
George Brent will have the lead-

ing male role opposite Myrna Loy
in M-G-M's "The Stamboul Quest,"
to be directed by Sam Wood.

T V T

James Dunn's contract has been
renewed by Fox.

T T
Sterling Halloway, Willard Rob-

ertson and Porter Hall have been
added to the cast of "Student Tour"
at M-G-M. Jimmy Durante and
Charles Butterworth will have lead-

ing roles under direction of Charles
Riesner.

T T T
Hazel Forbes has been cast by

RKO in "Bachelor Bait," with Stu-
art Erwin, Pert Kelton, Skeets Gal-
lagher and Berton Churchill. George
Stevens is directing.

T T T
Virginia Bruce has renewed her

contract with M-G-M and is expect-
ed to start work in a new picture in

the near future.

T T T

Kermit Maynard, brother of Ken,
western film star, has been assigned
a role in the current Jesse L. Lasky
production, "Grand Canary," the
story now being filmed from the
best seller by A. J. Cronin. War-
ner Baxter and Madge Evans are
in the leading roles.

T T T
Fox is placing three Spanish pro-

ductions before the cameras this

month. The first will be "Negli-
gee" with Rosita Moreno and Valen-
tine Parera. The second, "The Love
Flight," starring Jose Mojica, and
the third, "Strangers of the Eve-
ning," with Raul Roulien.

T T T
Isabel Jewell, in order to circum-

vent that bugaboo of all ambitious
actresses, i.e., being "typed," due
to a consistent similarity in char-
acterizations, is said to have de-
clined two excellent featured parts
during the past week. "I am por-
traying the smart-aleck maid for
the last time in 'Here Comes the
Groom,' a Paramount picture," de-
clared Miss Jewell recently. "Hence-
forth my record will bespeak a
varied assortment of roles or I'll

return to the stage." It is under-
stood that Paramount is negotiating
with Miss Jewell's representative to

place her under a long term con-
tract.

v
Tom Ricketts, William Farnum

and Lawrence Grant have been en-
gaged for roles in "The Count of
Monte Cristo," the Reliance Picture
which is now in production with
Rowland V. Lee directing Robert

Donat and Elissa Landi in the lead-

ing roles. United Artists will re-

lease it.

r r
Paul Cavanagh will play the lead-

ing male role in Paramount's "The
Notorious Lang," with Gertrude
Michael.

T T T
Robert Warwick, George E. Stone

and William Davidson are additions
to the cast of Warner's "Dragon
Murder Case."

T T T
Grover Jones, Paramount writer,

is working with Vincent Lawrence
on the screen play of B. P. Schul-
berg's "One Way Ticket," being
prepared for a Sylvia Sidney star-

ring vehicle with Alexander Hall
directing.

T T
Jack Mulhall has been signed for

the title role in Mascot serial, "Burn
'Em Up Barnes." Lola Lane has
the feminine lead.

r t
Edmund Grainger will supervise1

"The Mystery of Edwin Drood," the
Charles Dickens' story, which Uni-

versal will make with Heather An-
gel and Frank Lawton featured.
Leopold Atlas is being brought from
New York to write the screen play.

T T
Trem Carr, Monogram vice-presi-

dent, has signed Dorothy Reid (Mrs.
Wallace Reid) to produce Vera
Brown's novel, "The Redhead."

y r
George Rosener was signed by

Mascot to adapt "One Frightened
Night."

T T
Paul Kelly and Ann Sothern have

been engaged by Columbia for the
leads in "Blind Date." Ethel Hill
is the author.

t r r
Erik T. "Buck" Harris, at one

time secretary to B. P. Schulberg
and later a reader at Warner Bros.,

is now city editor of the Salt Lake
City "Tribune."

T Y T
Ralph Parker, magazine writer

and formerly on the scenario staffs

of Paramount and Universal, has
been appointed Hollywood editorial

representative of "Esquire."
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DEFINE PROCEDURE

FOR PREMIUM ACTION

(Continued from Page 1)

exhibitors. The code provides that
the policy may be prohibited if 75
per cent of active affiliated theaters
and 75 per cent of active indepen-
dent houses so vote.

Following is the resolution adopt-
ed covering the procedure to be fol-

lowed:
RESOLVED: That upon written request

made to any local clearance and zoning board
for the definition of areas as provided in

Section 2, Part 3. Article 5 of the Code of
Fair Competition for the Motion Picture In-
dustry, such local clearance and zoning board
shall forthwith define the area in which ex-
hibitors may declare in writing their desire
to prohibit the giving of rebates as in such
Section 2, Part 3, Article 5 defined. The
local clearance and zoning boards shall forth-
with and within seven (7) days after re-

ceipt of such written request define such area
and file their definition thereof with the local
grievance board and also communicate such
definition to the petitioning exhibitors. The
giving of rebates such as premiums in the
form of gifts or other things of value shall
be prohibited from and after ninety (90) days
from the date of filing with the local griev-
ance board of a written statement so declar-
ing, signed by not less than the required
number of exhibitors in such defined area,
which statement shall be invalid if not filed

with the grievance board within sixty (60)
days after the first signature is placed
thereon.

M-G-M Shorts Program
75 Per Cent Completed

Seventy-one M-G-M shorts, or
more than 75 per cent of the current
program, have been completed. The
remaining 20 out of a total of 91

subjects are now in work, with ex-

pectations that the entire schedule
will be completed by July 1.

Amend Wagner Labor Bill
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The Wagner Labor

Disputes Bill, now awaiting action

by the Senate, has been amended to

provide that in labor disputes in any
branch of an industry the organiza-
tion representing the majority of the

workers shall be recognized as nego-
tiating for the employes. This
amendment resulted in the deletion

from the bill of the clause banning
company unions.

Protest "No Greater Glory"

Claiming the picture is war
propaganda, the Film and Photo
League has started a national cam-
paign to discourage further show-
ings of Columbia's "No Greater
Glory."

First House in 15 Years

Logansport, La. — The Castle,

first theater here in 15 years, will

open shortly under management of

A. M. Riley.

3 Passed Without Cuts

Three Warner-First National fea-

tures were passed 100 per cent by
the New York State Board of Cen-
sors last week. They are: "The
Personality Kid," "Fog Over Fris-

co" and "Smarty."

WORDS and WISDOM
'""THE film industry is the only

major industry that has failed

to benefit from the new deal up-
turn."—EDDIE CANTOR.

"The influence of the motion pic-

tures on crime is an illusion. To
attribute to the films any share in

the making of criminals is a con-
clusion based on ignorance."—DR.
GEORGE W. KIRCHWEY.

"The days when all a girl needed
to obtain a tryout in the movies
was beauty and sex appeal are gone
forever. Intelligence now counts 42
per cent; sincerity of performance,
18 per cent." — WILLIAM PERL-
BERG.

"Double features nauseate the
public with our kind of entertain-
ment, and so overfeed them that
they come back much less frequent-
ly than they would under normal
circumstances." — ED KUYKEN-
DALL.

"The public doesn't want women
dressed like and acting like men.
The public has no perverse psychol-
ogy. Garbo is being killed."—HER-
MAN J. BROWN, Majestic and
Adelaide theaters, Nampa, Ida.

"This is a blasphemous age. No
one has ever been driven to crime
or immorality by hearing some ac-
tor pronounce certain words."—EF-
FIE SHANNON.

"All the competition in the world
will not keep patrons from some-
thing they want to see or hear,
whether it is in the movies or on
the radio."—JOHN S. ROYAL.

"There has been and is romance
without sex and there are pursuits
both exciting and emotional that do
not come to climax in biological

functions."—TERRY RAMSAYE.

"When you keep an audience in a
theater for three hours, you can't

get them in again for weeks."

—

HARRY HICKS.

"The fellow who really tries to

get along with other exhibitors and
with distributors as a rule doesn't

have very much trouble in this busi-

ness and is far more successful as

a theater operator than the one who
is always involved in a controversy,
litigation or in denouncing some-
body else."—CHARLES R. METZ-
GER.

"What makes a difference wheth-
er a man's a screen star at $2,500

a week or a ditch-digger at 30 cents

an hour, provided he gets his share

of laughs every day."—WALLACE
BEERY.

• The Broadway Parade •
Picture Distributor Theater

Thirty Day Princess Paramount Paramount

Glamour Universal Roxy

Change of Heart Fox Music Hall

Cheaters Hollywood Pictures Mayfair

Friday the 13th Gaumont-British Westminster

In Love With Life Chesterfield-Invincible. . .Casino

Crime Doctor RKO Radio Rialto

Last Round Up Paramount Criterion

Manhattan Melodrama (2nd week) M-G-M Capitol

We're Not Dressing (3rd week) Paramount Rivoli

Stand Up and Cheer* Fox Center

20th Century* Columbia Palace

Hitler's Reign of Terror* Jewel Columbia

TWO-A-DAY RUN
House of Rothschild (9th week) United Artists Astor

FOREIGN DIALOGUE PICTURES
Romance in Budapest DuWorld 55th St. Playhouse

Zwei Menschen Capitol Tobis

Marionettes (2nd week) Amkino Acme

FUTURE OPENINGS
He Was Her Man (May 16) Warner Bros Strand

Beyond Bengal (May 16) Showmen's Pictures Gaiety

Wharf Angel (May 16)* Paramount Center

Where Sinners Meet (May 17) RKO Radio Music Hall

Sadie McKee (May 18) M-G-M Capitol

Little Miss Marker (May 18) Paramount Paramount

Black Cat (May 18) Universal Roxy

Murder at the Vanities (May 19) Paramount Rivoli

Now I'll Tell (May 25) Fox Roxy

Such Women Are Dangerous (June 11... Fox Roxy

Murder in Trinidad** Fox Mayfair

* Subsequent runs.
'-' Follows Cheaters.

ACTIVITY IS REVIVED p
IN THEATER BUILDING!

ti

Opens Premium Display Room

Lester S. Tobias, premium dis-

'

tributor, has opened a display office,

at 358 West 44th St., in addition to
'

his headquarters.

(.Continued from Page 1)

while Prudential Theaters headec
by Joe Seider is rebuilding the Re I

gent, Bayshore. Another new house;
the Sutton Place Theater on the;

fashionable east side, was openec I

J

recently.

First new house in years for Chi
cago was recently announced bj
Charles Farrell of the Chatfiek
Oil Co., who will put up a $75,00t
structure on Cottage Grove Ave. at

78th St. in that city.

Minneapolis is the scene of 1

usual activity, with Time Theater?
building a newsreel house at 727
Hennepin Ave., and other housesj i

planned by Minnesota Amusement' '

Co., Harry Dickerman at 3108
Emerson Ave., Lyndale Amusement
Co. at 50th and Ewing Ave., Norris
Creamery and others.

Two new Rhode Island houses arc

in prospect, one sponsored by Sidney
and Charles Makowsky in Bristol,

the other by Alonzo Vail in Warren.
Dave Snapper will rebuild the

Empire, South Amboy, N. J., which
was burned recently.

In Michigan, a 430-seater is un-

der' construction in Saginaw, with
plans for opening next month under!

the management of Harry Chereton
while in Wyandotte the new Rialto'

is slated to open this month.
The Parkway, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.,

is scheduled to be opened this week
by John M. Squires.

B. A. Gore, owner of the Garden,
Tampa, Fla., plans another 1,900

seater there.

A new house has been built by
J. C. Felsenthal on the site of the

old State in Jackson, Tenn.
In Alcova, Wyo., Ed Schulte is

building a 400-seater, and in New-
port, Ky., Frankel Amusement Co
will rebuild the Hippodrome, recent-

ly destroyed by fire.

S. J. Sanders plans a new house

in McCormick, S. C, while Henry
Vann contemplates one in Rocking-

ham, N. C. The new Hollywood in

Woodruff, S. C, the Cascade in

Mooresville, N. C, and a new house

built by J. R. Wanger in Bennetts-

ville, S. C, also opened recently.

In Texas and Oklahoma, particu-

larly the sections benefitting from
cotton and oil, building activity has

spurted in the last several weeks.

Four new houses opened in Kansas

last month; also Thalian Hall, Wil-

mington, N. C; Lexington, St.

Louis; Morris, Naples, Tex., and

Ritz, Victoria, Tex.

Two new houses in Virginia open-

ed last month, the Booker "T" in

Richmond and the New in Chilhowie,

while in Baltimore the Diane made
its debut.

rir

I'll'
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Likes and Dislikes Set Forth by Film Critics

ARNErVPARA. STUDIOSJO STAY OPEN ALLSUMMER

antor Assails Academy at Actors' Guild Meeting
Charge of Company Union

Hurled by Head of

Actors' Group
Bv RALPH WILK

West Coast Manager, FILM DAILY

Hollywood—The Academy of Mo-
ion Picture Arts and Sciences was
)randed a company union by Presi-

lent Eddie Cantor at the annual

neeting of the Screen Actors Guild.

He declared that the Academy had
sold the actors down the river for

the benefit of producers, and that

Guild activities had prevented a

possible provision for control of ac-
(Continued on Page 4)

ALLIED DELAYS ACTION

ON PRODUCTION TIE-UP

Chicago—No decision in the mat-
ter of an independent production

deal was reached at the meeting of

Allied States Ass'n leaders held

her over the week-end. The mat-
ter was gone into thoroughly and,

(Continued on Page 4)

Three St. Louis Houses
Going on Sale June 7

St. Louis—Nelson Cunliff, special

master in the St. Louis Properties
Corp. receivership, will sell the Am-
bassador, Grand Central and Mis-
souri theater buildings and the the-

aters' furnishings and equipment at
(Continued on Page 4)

Four New Houses in Calif.

Sin Francisco — Four new theaters
opened in California last month, it is

shown by the current Film Board ot
Trade report. They were: Allegany in

A'legany, operated by E. C. McCloskey;
Airdome, Avenal, by Jack Partridge;
Chowchilla in Chowchilla, by J. L.

Seiter, after being closed a number of
years, and the Cinema, Mt. View, by A.
Blanco. Four other houses in this ter-
ritory reopened, the Greenville in

Greenville, the Pt. Chicago in Pt. Chi-
cago, the Plaza in Oakland and the
Butler in Tonopah, Nev.

CRITICS' FORUM

QUESTION NO. 9

What are your pet Motion Picture (1) Likes and (2) Dislikes?

RESULTS OF CRITICS' REPLIES

Heading the list of likes is "wholesome, natural dramas."

Leading the dislikes, "Overdoing of sex and offensive gags."

ABOUT a thousand likes and two thousand dislikes were listed by the motion pic-

ture critics of the country in their Forum questionnaires. A great majority of

the items obviously were primarily reflections of personal taste and without special

significance when presented by themselves. Each case in point, however, gave a pretty

accurate insight into the critic himself—and it might be mentioned in passing that,

judged from what pleases and what displeases them, the motion picture critics of the

country by and large are very representative normal, intelligent folks.

After weeding out the isolated personal pleasures and pains, as well as the wise-

cracks and the like and various screen stars that are liked by some critics and disliked

(Continued on Page 7)

Regional Meets Again for Warners
Warner's policy, established two

years ago, of holding a series of

business meetings to discuss sales

policies for the new season will be

continued this year, it was an-

nounced yesterday by A. W. Smith,
with the first of two meetings set

to be held at the Mount Royal Ho-
tel, Montreal, May 28-29, and Am-

bassador Hotel, Atlantic City, June
4-5. Only district and branch man-
agers will attend, with Smith pre-

siding. L. Geller, C. R. Osborn,
J. E. Butler, H. 0. Paynter, J. Plot-

tel and W. Cohen will go to the Mon-
treal confab, while Robert Smeltzer,
Thomas B. Spry, Harry A. Seed,

(Continued on Page 7)

Pathe Earnings Up --- Activities to Expand
Profit of Pathe Exchange for the

first quarter of 1934, after all

charges except interest, was $51,-

971, compared with $31,725 in the
same quarter last year. Both per-

iods include regular quarterly divi-

dend of $49,000 on Pathe's 49 per
cent interest in Du Pont Film Mfg.
Corp. The increase in earnings re-

flects primarily the resumption of

the developing and printing of film

for outside customers at the Bound
Brook Laboratory, says President
Stuart Webb in the report to stock-

holders. The lab developed 10,000,-

000 feet of positive in the first quar-
ter and realized a profit after ab-

(Continued on Page 8)

Seasonal Shutdown to be
Dispensed With

This Year
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Although Warner-
First National is almost six months
ahead of release schedule, with 25

pictures completed, the customary
summer shutdown of the studios will

be dispensed with this year, it is an-
nounced by Jack L. Warner. Para-
mount likewise will continue activ-

ity right through the summer, it

was stated by Adolph Zukor on his

arrival from the east.

Among the elaborate productions
under way at the Warner plant is

"Dames", musical, with Dick Pow-
ell, Ruby Keeler, Joan Blondell and
300 Busby Berkeley girls, to be fol-

lowed by another big musical, "Flir-
tation Walk", with Powell, Keeler

(Continued on Page 8)

PARAMOUNT DEALS ON

FOR 12 FILMS IN EAST

Under deals which Paramount is

contemplating with independent pro-
ducers, between nine and 12 fea-
tures may be produced at the East-
2rn Service Studio, Astoria, for re-

lease during the 1934-35 season.
Four of these pictures will be made
by the recently-organized Charles

(Continued on Page 7)

L. J. Schlaifer Resigns
United Artists Sales Post
L. J. (Jack) Schlaifer, western

division sales manager for United
Artists, has resigned.

Jack Benny in 2 for U. A.

Jack Benny yesterday signed a two-
feature contract with Ed Small of Re-
liance Pictures. The films will be
made on the west coast. Benny and
Arthur Lyons, his representative, will

leave for the coast May 26. The pic-

tures will be released by United Artists.

I
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Mono. Resumes Production

W.est Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— In a resumption of pro-

duction activity at Monogram, Trcm
Carr states three features will be in

work within the next two weeks. They
are "Jane Eyre," "Shock," and "King
Kelly of the U.S.A." Colin Clive has
been signed to play opposite Virginia
Bruce in "Jane Eyre."

Golf Grounds Being Spruced Up—Prizes Roll In

Another visit to the Glen Oaks Golf and Country Club, Great Neck, L. I., was made
Sunday by members of the committee of the 22nd Film Golf Tournament, which will

be held Thursday, June 7. During the day the committeemen closely inspected the
grounds and report that the beautiful course will be in championship shape for the
tournament. Additional prizes continue to roll in. A handsome trophy will be
donated by Gaumont-British, ;>nd Herb Ebenstein, president of Stebbins, Leterman &
Gates, will present all members with an automatic pencil. Kay Kaymen will again
come across with a Mickey Mouse souvenir which will be handed to contestants in a

novel manner. Present plans point to the coming event as the most successful ever
staged by THE FILM DAILY. Entries are limited to 160 and should be sent in im-
mediately.

.oming and Gomg

St. Louis Mayor Holds
Confab on Clean Films

St. Louis — As a result of the
conceited crusade being conducted
by the Catholics against objection-

able movies, Mayor Dickman last

week called on exhibitors and
clergymen to meet in his office for

a discussion of the subject. Pur-
pose of the confab was to check-
mate public opinion and prevent it

from misdirection. Among theater

men attending the meet were Pres-
ident Fred Wehrenberg of the M. P.

T. O., Joseph Ansell, Leto Hill. D.

F. Moore, Charles Kurtzman, Clar-

ence M. Turkey and Harold W.
Evens.

Allied Syracuse Confab
Following a conference of Allied

leaders in Chicago over the week-
end, eastern leaders will hold a re-

gional meeting today at the Hotel

Syracuse in Syracuse, to further

discuss organization plans, includ-

ing financing. Today's conference

will be held under auspices of Al-

lied Theaters of New York. Presi-

dent Sidney E, Samuelson of Allied

States Ass'n will be present. Meet-
ing day of Samuelson's home unit,

Allied Theaters of New Jersey, has
been switched from Tuesdays to

Mondays, with the next session Is

on the calendar for next Monday at

the Hotel Lincoln, New York.

U Salesmen to Attend Meet

All eastern Universal salesmen

will attend the last day of the com-

pany's annual convention to be held

at the Essex House, June 5-7, James
R. Grainger told Film Daily yes-

terday. The meetings here will be

followed by a regional convention

June 11 at Chicago. Carl Laemmle,
Sr., will attend the eastern conven-

tion and shortly after sail for Eu-
rope. Grainger will preside at both

the New York and Chicago meetings.

Casino Goes Double-Feature

First-run picture policy was
dropped Sunday at the Casino which
has now substituted double features

and a five-act vaudeville revue. Pol-

icy is indefinite after Thursday.

"Rothschild" London Premiere

London — Opening of the two-a-
day showing of 20th Century's
"House of Rothschild" takes place

May 24 at the Tivoli, with proceeds
of the premiere going to charities.

"Murder in Trinidad" at Mayfair

Fox's "Murder in Trinidad" opens
tonight at the Mayfair.

All Fort Worth 2nd-Runs
|

On Double Feature Policy

Fort Worth — With the Poly,

neighborhood house, changing to

duals this week, all the second-runs
here are now offering double fea-

ture programs.

Monogram Pays Dividend
Quarterly dividend of 1V2 per

cent, on an annual basis of 6 per
cent, has been paid by Monogram in

accordance with action taken at the

recent convention in Atlantic City.

John P. Nick Re-elected

St. Louis—John P. Nick has been
elected for his 13th consecutive

term as business agent for the

stagehands' union. Leo Scharfen-

berg was elected president, Larry
Thomas vice-president and C. O.

Newlin secretary-treasurer. Newlin
and Nick will be delegates to the

national convention in Louisville,

June 11.

Universal Signs Frank Lawton

Frank Lawton, Broadway actor,

has been signed by Universal and
leaves today for the coast to appear
in two pictures, "One More River"

and "Mystery of Edwin Drood."

Premiere in B'lyn Strand Dual

First double feature bill at the

Brooklyn Strand, starting Thursday,
will include the metropolitan pre-

miere of "A Very Honorable Guy,"
along with Ruth Chatterton's "Jour-

nal of a Crime."

CRESSON E. SMITH, western and south
division sales manager for RKO Radio, has
for a ten-day trip to Chicago and Oklahc
City, where he will hold sales discussions. »

C

STANLEY HAND, Central Division
manager for Erpi, is in New York from
cago.

J. M. RIDGE, general manager of W
Coast studios, has arrived in New York fi

the Coast.

GEORGE BATCHELLER and MAURY COH
are due in New York from the Co
on Mjy 24 when the Chesterfield-lnvinc
program for 1934-35 will be mapped out. C
rent lineup has been finished.

DEWEY D. BLOOM, representing British fil

in Canada, sails today on the Empress of Brit

for London accompanied by his bride of
week.

JACK BENNY and ARTHUR LYONS lei

for the coast May 26.

LAUDE LAWRENCE, European representat

for M-G-M, and LILLIAN ELLIS, Viennese n

sical comedy star under contract to app
in Hal Roach pictures for M-G-M release, arr

in New York today on the Champlain. FE1

FERRY and LEON BELASCO also are abos

E. D. EBELE of the 20th Century product
staff and BETTY BOYD, actress, arrive in M
York today from California on the Santa Pai

ARCHE MAYERS is in Philadelphia on bi

ness for DuWorld Pictures.

RKO Signs Seiter for Fh
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAli

Hollywood — William Seiter h
been given a new 18-month cc

tract by RKO Radio. In that tii

he is to direct five pictures, r.

counting "Arabella," his prese

assignment.

Theodore Zadra Dies

Denver—Theodore P. Zadra, 56,

president of International Amuse-
ment Co., died at his home here

from pneumonia. The company owns
the Ogden and Hiawatha. Denver,

and the Liberty Bell at Leadville.

Colo.

Get Former Loew House in Cleve.

Cleveland—Martin Printz of the

Circle theater and Max Lefkowich.

circuit owner, together have taken

over the Alhambra, 1,600-seat sub-

sequent run house, until recently

operated by Loew. Present policy

is double features with three

changes a week.

5-Day Week for Hays Office

Conforming with policies adopted

bv all major companies, the Hays
office this week goes on a five-day

week plan, remaining closed on

Saturdays.

Subsidiary Gets Norwalk House

Norwalk, Conn.—Norwalk Amus
ment Co. has been formed in Ha:

ford as a subsidiary of New Er
land Theaters, Inc., Boston, and 1

leased the Empress and Regent he

for 10 years from Connecticut M
tual Realty Corp. Andrew J. C>

lins, acting for the realty firm, h

been operating the houses since t

Paramount-Publix receivership,

ficers of the Norwalk Amuseme
Co. are Martin J. Mullin, presidei

Samuel Pinanski, vice-preside]

and Marion Coles, secretary, all

Boston.

$816,666 Para. Claim Up
Referee Ehrhorn ruled yesterd

that Paramount trustees must i

jbjections by June 13 to the cla

of the Citizens Nat'l Trust & Sa

ings Bank of Los Angeles for $81

666, representing principal and i

terest ciue on two unpaid notes

the Paramount Land Corp., payme
of which was guaranteed by Pai|

mount-Publix.
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CHEERING
TH

ME MOST
fOU'VE
/Vith "STAND UP AND CHEER!" standing them

ip and cheering them up in dozens of

!:ey cities . . . with "SUCH WOMEN ARE
)ANGEROUS" proving itself one of Warner

oxter's most popular pictures . . . Every

ixhibitor is looking forward to the rest of

he great FOX spring group.

Vatch these releases go places!.

NEWS

Never has

Spencer Tracy been greater!

The full force of Spencer Tracy's power is

unleashed in this vivid drama of a high-stakes

gambler . . . who, too late, discovers he has

played a sucker role in the game of life.

SPENCER TRACY

Says "Variety Daily'

'From Every Angle
a Box-Office Bet...

What Gaynor-Farrell partisans have been

looking forward to for over a year . . . one of

the best love stories chey've ever done!"

JANET

GAYNOR
CHARLES

FARRELL
in

toOJb&mi A CHANGE OF HEART
HELEN TWELVETREES

ALICE FAYE
Produced by Winfield Sheehan

Directed by Edwin Burke
Adaptation and Dialogue: Edwin Burke

JAMES DUNN • GINGER ROGERS
Produced by Winfield Sheehan

Directed by John G. Blystone

Screen play: Sonya Levien and James Gleaion • From
the novel "Manhattan Love Song" by Kathleen Norris

Springtime Fancies

of a Footloose Bachelor

Merry with the madness of springtime romance!

A gay bachelor who has dodged the altar for

years finds the halter near his neck as two

beauties try to harness him for life.

A Jesse L. Lasky Production

SPRINGTIME FOR HENRY
with

OTTO KRUGER • NANCY CARROLL
NIGEL BRUCE • HEATHER ANGEL

HERBERT MUNDIN y
From the play by Benn W. Levy. Screen J?
play: Keene Thompson and Frank Turtle ^^r Jt

Directed by Frank Tuttle
y

[&
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EDDIE CANTOR ASSAILS

ACADEMY OF M. P. ARTS

(Continued from Page 1)

tors' salaries anti-raiding and a

provision whereby actors' agents

would be licensed by producers. Can-
tor said he conferred with Presi-

dent Roosevelt and that a few days
later the President suspended the

three objectionable provisions pro-

posed for the code.

Cantor was re-elected president;

Robert Montgomery, Ann Harding
and James Cagney, vice-presidents;
Kenneth Thomson, secretary; Rich-
ard Tucker, assistant secretary;

Lucille Gleason, treasurer; Jean
Hersholt, assistant treasurer.

Three St. Louis Houses
Going on Sale June 7
(Continued from Page 1)

the Civil Courts Bldg. on June 7 at
noon. This foreclosure sale paves
the way for early confirmation of

the reorganization plan for these
theaters.

Start New Tallahassee House
Tallahassee — Ground has been

broken for the new State theater
for Sparks circuit, to replace the old

building destroyed by fire. H. S.

Baird, Inc., contractors, expect to

complete the structure by Oct. 1,

and estimate it will cost around
$52,000.

Free Movies in 6 Fort Worth Parks

Fort Worth — Free movies have
begun in six city parks. They are
given six nights weekly and will

last until Sept. 15.

Regent Exchange in Montreal

Montreal—Regent Films, Inc., has
opened an independent exchange in

the Film Exchange Bldg. In addi-

tion to the new Bob Steele, Tom
Tyler and Lane Chandler westerns,
Regent will acquire some state
rights features, according to John
Levitt.

Full Weeks for "Rothschild"

Cleveland—"The House of Roths-
child" is booked for full week runs
in all local first-run neighborhood
houses, which regularly play a split

week policy, according to A. M.
Goodman, United Artists branch
manager.

Preparing Soviet Compilation
Samuel Cummins is preparing a

feature length compilation, prin-
cipally of newsreel shots, tracing
the growth of Russia under the
Soviets.

Patterson Leaving Code
Willard Patterson will soon resign as

a member of the Code Authority's
committee on labor owing to the fact

that he is joining the George Trendie
circuit in Detroit. Patterson has been
connected with the Warner circuit.

• • • THE TRUTH is out at last we suspected the
worst about that Film Daily Golf Tournament Committee
but it is even worse than we advised you recently those
mugs were out to the Glen Oaks Club at Great Neck Sunday

and do ya think they inspected the fairway? huh
the only inspecting they did was the brew on tap at the

clubhouse bar after all, mebbe they've got the right idea
Golf to us personally is merely an attractive way of dis-

guising Work mebbe these film guys on the Golf Com-
mittee have discovered that fact also even film mugs catch
on to the Obvious Truths eventually keep the Tournament
date clear Thursday, June 7 you'll have a good time
whether you work at Golf or play at Beer

• • • OUT AT the Warner studio they have started the
"Warner Club News" first issue has arrived our ole

pal George Bilson is ye Ed George sent us a copy
stating that the first issue was very limited only 10,000
copies so he could spare us one the studio's finest

are running the Hollywood chapter of the Warner Club
William Koenig, prexy T. C. Wright, first vice-prex
three ordinary vice-prexies are Frank Murphy, P. M. MacWil-
liams, Sol Dolgin J. C. Gilpin, treasurer J. F. Papp-
meier, secretary W. E. Beatty, chairman legal aid com-
mittee George R. Bilson, publicity . William Guthrie,
sergeant-at-arms Al Alborn, minister of finance (we
could take an awful crack at that last title) note that
Eddie Selzer is on the board of governors good for Eddie

the guy has only recently gone West looks as if he
has been accepted into the best Hollywood circles well,

the lad can hold up his end in any circle Harold Rodner,
another Easterner, takes credit for seeing the Club properly
launched on the model of the home office club

T T T
• • • OVER AT the Roxy theater the boys have organ-
ized their baseball club open for engagements from any
other film team get in touch with Louis De Marco, man-
ager Office manager Eleanor Weiss of the Empey Club
is staggering around under the weight of an 18-karat diamond

the gift of Henry Stadler of the Florsheim Shoe Stadlers
just a li'l pre-engagement giftTV

• • • WHILE MAKING Bert Lahr's two-reel comic, "No
More West" over at the Longisle stude the 4-year tot

Bixie Plumstead ("Skippy"), was being rehearsed by director
Nick Grinde in a piece of dialog with Bert but when the
cameras ground Bixie didn't come back with his line

Grinde stopped the shootin' and asked: "Whazzamatter,
Skippy?" and the kid sez "He didn't ask me the
question right." . the director nearly fell off his chair
the kid was right, and neither Nick or Bert had noticed the
latter's slip-up

• • • HOME OFFICE gals at M-G-M are planning show-
ers for another bride-to-be Hilda Lesser, sec to Edward
M. Saunders western sales manager in Sept. Hilda
will become Missus S. Lee Rickles thus the lesser should
become greater but who can judjre these things?
Warners' Metropolitan Theater's exploitashe dep't moved yes-
terday from their offices in the home office bldg. to the Strand
theater bldg. consisting of Charlie Curran, Arthur Jeffries,

Irving Windisch, Phil Laufer

T
• • • PICTURE SHOPPING on Broadway two mid-
dle-aged ladies quite obviously with a Hackensack label

or Queens Village or Yonkers all the same
type stopped in front of the Rivoli they liked the
offering, evidently "We're Not Dressing" for one
said to the other "If that was a 25-cent show, we'd go in.'

and in that remark lies plenty of Food for Thought

« « « » » »

ALLIED DELAYS ACTIOI

ON PRODUCTION TIE-U

(Continued from Page 1)

after various plans had been d

cussed, a committee consisting

Sidney E. Samuelson as chairnu
Abram F. Myers, Edward Ans
and Aaron Saperstein was appoii

ed to follow through and report
the next meeting, when it is hop
to present some definite plan.

Myers, Samuelson, Saperstein,
Steffes, H. M. Richey and other I

lied chieftains took up many e

hibitor problems during the two-d
session, and indicated that soi

relief may come from their effort

The Darrow report on the code a

the Erpi situation were given atte

tion. On the former, a committ
consisting of Myers, Samuels'
Walter Littlefield and Arthur Pri

was named and given instructio

to keep in close touch with the s

uation.
Allied went on record for cle;

pictures with the following res

lution

:

"Resolved that the directors
Allied are in sympathy with t

movement on the part of various (

ganizations to make the sere

clean, deplore the fact that a sj

tern of compulsory block booki
makes it impossible for independe
exhibitors to refuse to show filt

pictures, and pledge their coopei
tion to these organizations in thi

efforts to clean up the screens
the country."
A resolution also was adopted i

affirming Allied's position that t

exhibitor be permitted to run 1

own business subject to volunta
regulation. Arbitrary fixing of a

mission prices by producer-exh.il
tors in exhibition contracts was c

nounced. There was some disci

sion of the trailer situation and
is probable some action will be tak<

To follow up the work done he
Allied will meet in New York
June 13-14.

Mary Brian for Stage
Mary Brian will desert the m(

ies next season to appear as leadi

lady in a new Lew Brown prodi
tion. Miss Brian is represented
A. and S. Lyons, who also ha
placed Lilian La Monte with Pai
mount.

New Silly Symphony for Roxy
"The China Shop," new Wi

Disney Silly Symphony in col'

will be on the bill opening Frid
at the Roxy.

Code Sees Meet Here Today
Lccil board secretaries from 10

Eistern cities will meet at the Code
Authority office at 10 a.m. today for

the third and last conference in a

series called for the purpose of ex-
plaining code procedure. John C. Flinn,

executive secretary of the Code Au-
thority, will take charge of the ses-

sion.
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FOUR GASES ARE HEARD

BY NEW YORK BOARDS

Four cases were heard yesterday

ay the Manhattan advisory commit-

tee of the New York zoning and
clearance board which will later

make recommendations as to deci-

sions to its parent body. Three of

the complaints were filed by Con-

solidated circuit as follows: Luxor,

Bronx, against Loew's Grand and
Paramount, Warners, Majestic, M-
G-M, United Artists and First Divi-
sion exchanges; Fleetwood, Bronx,
against Loew's Victory and M-G-M,
Paramount, Warners, United
Artists, RKO, Columbia, Majestic
and First Division; Forum, Bronx,
against Victory and distributors
concerned in Fleetwood case.

Al Suchmann testified for Con-
solidated and other companies were
represented as follows: Loew's,
David Loew; Warners, Attorney I.

Levenson; Paramount, Myron Sat-
tler; Majestic, Robert Fannon; M-
G-M, Jack Bowen; First Division,
Morris Epstein.

The fourth complaint heard was
that of the Little Picture House
against Leo Brecher's Plaza and
Little Carnegie charging unfair
protection. Claim was made that
the Plaza has a waiver of protection
from Loew's 42nd St. but has de-
clined to grant similar latitude to

Second Appeal to Code Authority Up Friday

Second appeal to the Code Authority from a local board will be heard at its

meeting Friday when consideration will be given the complaint of John T. Rennie
against Feldstein & Dietrich involving the Oxnard theater, Oxnard, Cal. The com-
plainant charges that, in violation of the code provisions against interfering in a leasing
deal between a current tenant and a landlord, the respondent stepped into the situa-
tion and acquired the house.

The case of the Garfield at Alhambra, Cal., against Fox West Coast and Principal
The", te r >;. chafing r""rb"vi"g. w'll not be heard on rpoeal Friday as original y an-
nounced as both parties have indicated their wish for a hearing at a later date.

the complainant, Brecher testified.

A special meeting of the Manhat-
tan advisory committee will be held
tomorrow.

Two Grievances Filed
Inability to get first run pictures

from RKO is charged in a complaint
filed by the Strand, Rockville Cen-
ter, against RKO, Skouras Theaters,
Century Circuit, Columbia, Univers-
al, Fox, Paramount, George and
Spyros Skouras and A. H. Schwartz.
Case will be heard by the New York
grievance board at its meeting next
Tuesday.

Gilrose Amusement Corp. of
Jamaica has instituted a complaint
against the Cantarian Realty Corp.,
Sam Kantor and Abe Rotner, charg-
ing violation of the code provisions
which prohibit interference in

negotiations on a lease involving an
exhibitor occupying a theater and
its landlord. This case is also
scheduled for hearing Tuesday.

Charlotte Boards' Headquarters
Charlotte, N. C.—Permanent of-

fices of the local zoning and griev-
ance boards are at 218V2 West
Fourth St.

Middlet'n Asks Own Zone
New Haven—Among first cases

filed with local clearance-zoning
board is one by Middletown Enter-
prises, Inc., operating the Capitol,

Palace and Middlesex Theaters in

Middletown, asking that Middletown
be placed in a zone of its own in-

stead of being in the Hartford zone.

It is pointed out that Middletown is

16 miles from Hartford, with no
railroad or trolley service between
them, while bus service costs 43
cents each way. The case will be
heard Thursday morning in the
board's offices at 42 Church St.

Among cases filed with the griev-
ance board is one by Colonial The-
ater, Southington, vs. seven houses
in New Britain, Meriden and Bris-
tol protesting about protection taken
over Southington. This also will

be heard Thursday.

Cleveland Boards in Location

Cleveland—The local boards have
moved into permanent headquarters,
Room 441, Hotel Statler. Mrs.
Georgia Moffett is secretary of the
grievance and clearance boards.

DUALS 1 DAY A WEEK

IN COL, ZONE PLAN

Columbus — Under new regula-
tions adopted by second-run exhib-
itors at a meeting last week and
forwarded to the Cincinnati zoning-
clearance board for approval, double
features will be allowed one day a
week. Thirty-day production for
theaters charging higher prices was
among other rules adopted.

Cleve. Zoning Case Put Off
Cleveland—To allow time for ad-

ditional preparation, the first clear-

ance case filed with the local board
has been postponed to Friday at
10:30 A. M. The case concerns
Cedar-Lee Theaters Co. vs. Loew
and Warner theaters. Cedar-Lee
asks for a reduction of first-run

protection on the ground that the
present plan was based on single

features and at higher prices.

Recommend Dismissal of Case
Following a continued hearing

held yesterday, the New Jersey ad-

visory committee unanimously voted
to recommend to the New York zon-

ing and clearance board that it dis-

miss the complaint of Greenburgh
Theaters, owner of the Washington
at Washington, N. J., charging Wil-
mer & Vincent's Easton, Pa., the-
ater with unfair protection. Dis-
tributors also named in the com-
plaint were Paramount, Warner
Bros, and M-G-M.

"AN INSTITUTION AS GREAT ASTHE INDUSTRY IT SERVES

**^!!G morning...

noon...
and night...

THE motion picture industry requires speedy

service — sometimes overnight deliveries.

And Consolidated is organized to give it. When
the occasion demands, our plants operate the en-

tire 24 hours—continuously.

Consolidated film Industries, inc.
NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD
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I Trade and daily press goes wild

abouttheyear'soutstandingcomedy •

I smash! John Barrymore in "20th ]

I Century" with Carole Lombard, i

Walter Connolly, Roscoe Karns: A
* Howard Hawks Production. From

J

I the notable New York stage success i

by Ben Hecht, Charles MacArthur '

• and Charles Bruce Milholland.
j

| "A pushover at the box-office!" <

,
—Film Daily.

'

Chosen as one of April's six best I

| photoplays by Mae Tinee, Chicago

I Sunday Tribune. Elissa Landi in ]

• "Sisters Under The Skin" with I

I Frank Morgan,Joseph Schildkraut, ,

I Directed by David Butler. Coming '

• soon to Radio City Music Hall,
j

| A thrillingly powerful drama of a
j

woman who lost a great love—

• only to gain a still greater love. I

I "Most Precious Thing In Life"
j

I with Jean Arthur, Donald Cook, .

| Richard Cromwell. From the •

McCall Magazine story by Travis
|

| Ingham. Directed by Lambert .

I Hillyer.

. Hilarious! Uproarious! Side-split-
j

* ting! The fun begins in the first

I reel and ends in the last of "The

rj | Party's Over" with Stuart Erwin, |

I I Ann Sothern, Arline Judge, Chick I

| . Chandler, Patsy Kelly. From

|
* the stage comedy hit by Daniel '

1 ' Kusell. Directed by Walter Lang /,

/ /A

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

ROBERT PRESNELL is expected
to get a monetary settlement

on his contrast with Warners. Due
to differences of opinion on the pro-
duction of "British Agent" and "Oil
for the Lamps of China," Presnell
withdrew as an associate producer
at the Burbank plant. He is to
work on the adaptation of "Sasha
Gerhard," M-G-M's mechanical man
story.

V V V
Lionel Atwill has joined the cast

of M-G-M's "Stamboul Quest," with
Myrna Loy and George Brent. Sam
Wood is directing.

T T T
Edward G. Robinson's contract

with First National has been ex-
tended a year,

T T
Earl Eby, actor signed by Uni-

versal and slated to make his debut
in "Let's Talk It Over," has had
his name changed to Guy Brooks
at the behest of Carl Laemmle, Jr.

V T T

Cy Bartlett's Boulder Dam story
will be produced by First National.

T T
"A Present from Margate," Lon-

don stage play by A. E. W. Mason
:md Ian Hay, has been bought by
Warners.

T T »

Greta Garbo and Herbert Mar-
shall are being teamed for the first

time in M-G-M's "Painted Veil,"

which Richard Boleslavsky will di-

rect, wjth Hunt Stromberg as pro-
ducer.

V V T
"Courage of the North," first of

the Frank Merriwell starring veh-
icles for Superior Talking Pictures,
has been completed.

V . T
Julius Klein, Chicago newspaper-

man, has joined the Universal staff

as special writer and assistant to

Carl Laemmle.
T v T

Ralph Murphy has been signed to

a new contract whereby he will di-

rect for both Charles R. Rogers and
Paramount.

v v v
Lee Tracy and Claudette Colbert

will be teamed by Paramount in

"Are Men Worth It," from Tiffany
Thayer's "One Woman."

v v
Hal Roach reached Ketchikan, Al-

aska, Sunday, on a hunting expedi-
tion as guest of E. F. Hutton, mil-

lionaire broker. They sailed last

week aboard the Hutton yacht from
Seattle. The party will journey into

the Alaskan interior.

T T T
Fox has added nine players to its

now completed cast of "Charlie
Chan's Courage," which George
Hadden is directing and in which
Warner Oland has the leading role.

These are Lita Chevret, Caryl Lin-

coln, David Horsley, George Mag-
rill, Frank Mills, Sherry Hall, James
Burtis and Broderick O'Farrel.

T v T
Hawaii's dreamy music is to fig-

ure in a new M-G-M Technicolor
short. Harry Rapf, producer, while
on his Honolulu vacation, signed
Sam Kahanamoku, famous Island
musician and his band of seven.

V T

Scott Bradley, who recently joined
Harman-Ising Pictures, Inc., as mu-
sical director, has conducted at the
KNX and KHJ stations, Los An-
geles, and came to the Coast from
Houston, Tex. He has written
scores for several pictures and also
wrote a cantata, "Thanatopsis."

v v T

Do you remember when one of
the major studios had balconies
around its stages and visitors were
charged 25 cents to watch the actors
in action?

V V T

Dave Gould, the dance director,
is being deluged with offers. He
directed the dances for "Flying
Down to Rio" and his work is stag-
ing the "Shim Sham Revue" and
handling the dances and ensemble
numbers for the production have
attracted much attention. He is be-
ing sought by British Gaumont and
will also direct the dances for a
musical comedy to be produced by
Buddy De Sylva.

T T

Sig Herzig, who, with Earl Car-
roll and Harry Ruskin, wrote
"Beaux Arts Ball," is also writing
the screenplay. Carroll will produce
"Beaux Arts Ball" independently.

T T T

Murray Roth, who will direct
Damon Runyon's story, "Ransom

—

One Million," for Universal, also di-

rected "Don't Bet on Love," for Uni-
versal. Before returning to the
Laemmle fold, Roth directed "Har-
old Teen," for Warner Bros.

T T T

Lt. Commander Frank T. Wead,
who has written much screen mate-
rial, has written "Dark Canyon," a

novel, with a Boulder Dam back-
ground. His collaborator was Les
River, a former M-G-M writer. The
book will be published by Frederick
A. Stokes and Co.

T T T

Dan Ratony, who wrote for the
London Films company and who re-

cently arrived in Hollywood, is col-

laborating with Jane Murfin and
Frank R. Adams on "The Other
Passport," at RKO.

T T

Janet Chandler and Margaret La-
Marr have been signed for impor-
tant roles in "The Red Rider," a

serial which will be made by Uni-
versal, with Louis Friedlander di-

recting. They are represented by
Leo Lance of the Max Shagrin of-

fice.

t v

Roy Pomeroy will direct his orig-

inal story, "Shock," a Monogram
feature starring Ralph Forbes.

Pcmeroy also wrote the screen play

in collaboration with Madeline
Ruthven.

NEWS of the DAY

Milwaukee—L. K. Brin, operator
of the Garden, is recovering from
complications following a throat in-

fection and has been confined to a

local hospital.

Pass Christian, Miss.—B. V. Shef-
field of Slidell has taken over the
Cozy theater here, formerly under
Sam Taylor management.

New Orleans—The deal whereby
R. C. Earman was to take over the

Casino from Max Heine, with Gus
Coates as booker, has been delayed,
Heine is still running the theater.

Milwaukee — W. J. O'Brien has
just returned from California where
he had been visiting his son, Pat
and his wife, Eloise Taylor O'Brien.

Walpole, Mass.—The Elite thea-

ter has changed ownership, going
from, James Austin to John Husson
who has also taken over the Royal
in Lowell and another house in

Wilmington.

Northampton, Mass.—Arthur W.
Pinkham, formerly with Publix in

Maine, has been named manager of

the Calvin theater here.

Old Lyme, Conn. — Old Lyme
Amusement Co. has resumed presen-
tation of films here, with P. L.

Haynes continuing as manager. The
house had been dark since last fall.

Girard, O.—Peter Pegadiotes has
taken over Mock's theater and will

operate it as of Sept. 1. Pegadiotes
also operates a theater in Far-
rell, Pa.

Utica, O.—Stewart Anderson of

London, 0., has purchased the the-

ater here and will open it soon with
Frank Evans as manager.

Winston-Salem, N. C—The Idea!.

renamed the Hollywood, is now un-
der the management of Ellis Blu-
menthal. It was formerly operated
by Day and Day.

Jcffersonville, Vt. — The Town
Hall, dark for three years, has been
opened by B. C. Hawley with pic-

tures.

St. Louis — Wilton Colonna an-
nounces that his new Lexington
theater, 3410 Union Blvd., will be
opened next month.

Mt. Holly, N. C—The Holly is

now run by R. T. Goode.

Para. Adds 5 Writers
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Paramount has added f!v?

writers to its staff. They are: Charles

Brackett, now adapting "Her Master's

Voice"; Paul Moss, doing th» screen

play of "Big Broadcasts of 1934";
Lewis Foster, on "52 Weeks for Fbr-
efte"; Dore Schary, on "Mississippi,"

and Keene Thompson for general as:i;*n-

nents.
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PARAMOUNT DEALS ON

FOR 12 FILMS IN EAST

(Continued from Page 1)

MacArthur-Ben Hecht company
which begins work this week.

C. H. Odell, formerly with Fox
publicity staff, yesterday establish-
ed his headquarters at the studio,
where he will handle all publicity
en pictures being made for Para-
mount.

Fox Studio Finishes Two;
Five Currently in Work

Test Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Two pictures were

finished last week at the Fox stu-
dios, with five now in production
and four others being prepared. The
newly completed films are "World
Moves On" and "Call It Luck." In
work are: "Grand Canary," with
Warner Baxter and Madge Evans;
"Charlie Chan's Courage," "Baby
Takes a Bow," with Shirley Temple,
James Dunn and Claire Trevor; "She
Learned About Sailors," with Lew
Ayres, Alice Faye and Harry Green;
and "Caravan." Pictures being pre-
pared include: "She Was a Lady,"
Spencer Tracy's "Marie Galante,"
"Servants' Entrance" for Janet
Gaynor and Lew Ayres, and "Ser-
enade" for Lilian Harvey.

LA. Board Meeting May 28
A meeting of the I.A.T.S.E. ex-

ecutive board will be held May 28 in
Louisville, where the annual con-
vention is scheduled for June 11.
President William C. Elliott will
preside.

Dorothy Hand Married
Dorothy Hand, daughter of Stan-

ley Hand, electrical Research Prod-
ucts distribution executive, was
married Saturday in New York.

Bernard Simon Leaves U. A.
Bernard Simon, who has been act-

ing as publicity manager for United
Artists at the home office, has left
the organization.

New Incorporations

DELAWARE
Dufaycolor Corp., 10,000,000 shares of stock.

Representative, U. S. Corporation Co.

Fox Idaho Theater Corp., 1,000 shares of
stock. Representative, U. S. Corporation Co.

Fox Mid-Continent Corp., 1.000 shares of
stock. Representative, U. S. Corporation Co.

Interstate Circuit, Inc., 10,000 shares of
stock. Representative, The Corporation Trust
Co.

Interstate Theater Operating Corp., 50,000
shares of stock. Representative, The Corpora-
tion Trust Co.

Orpheum Theater Corp. of Omaha, 53,500
shares of stock. Representative, The Corpora-
tion Trust Co.

THE CRITICS' FORUM
(Continued from Page 1)

by others, there remained about two-score
frequency to give them an import. These

LIKES

Wholesome, natural dramas.

More news pictures.

Historical and costume pictures.

More good actors and less good looks.

Authentic settings.

Intelligent short subjects.

Clean, bright comedy.
Good photography.

Good educational shorts.

Human stories.

Logical and happy endings.

Background and incidental music.

Fantasy.

Life-like portrayals.

Good costuming.

Dialogue-less sequences.

Fundamental virtues shown triumphant.

Polished minor role players.

Travel films.

Character studies.

Popular songs in pictures.

DISLIKES

Overdoing of sex and offensive gags.

Musicals with backstage stories.

Silly newsreel interviews.

Fake previews.

Shows lasting over 2Vi hours.

Misleading titles.

Pseudo-English accents.

Double features.

Charlotte Sunday Show Vote
Charlotte, N. C. — Question of

whether Sunday movies will be al-

lowed here is to be decided at a
referendum June 2. The vote is to

be sponsored by the Charlotte Civic

League of which Judge Fred B.

Helms is president.

items that were mentioned with sufficient

are as follows:

Cycles.

Unfunny short comedies.

Over-sophisticated films.

Local advertisements on screens.

Long trailers.

Smutty dialogue.

Horror films.

Newspaper stories.

Long revue shots in musicals.

Glorified gangsters.

Poor adaptations of books and plays.

Long agonized "love" scenes.

Down shots of chorus formations.

Kiss closeups.

Political propaganda in newsreels.

Over-emphasis of characters.

Filth for no reason.

Showy press books.

"I am going to have a baby" lines.

Dirt in cartoons.

Actors who speak audible prayers.

Actors who talk while eating.

Obsolete humor.

Doll-faced girls and beautiful boys who
can look pretty but don't know what it's

all about.

Eight More for Charley Chase
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — In a renewal of

contract with the Hal Roach stu-
dios, Charley Chase will appear in
at least eight comedies next sea-
son. Chase will direct the two-
reelers himself.

Barney Dobrans Wins Again
North Attleboro, Mass. — Barney

Dobrans, resident manager of the
M. & P.-Publix Community Theater,
won $200 for the best New England
exploitation of "Footlight Parade."
A couple of months ago he was
awarded $100 for a sales campaign
on "Fox Follies."

Turns Theater Into Night Club

Cleveland—Edward Flanigon, for-
mer circuit owner, and one-time
president of the Exhibitors Associ-
ation, has converted his Terminal
theater into a classy night club
called The Frolics.

The pet squawks of the critics will be
presented starting tomorrow.

REGIONAUEETS AGAIN

FOR WARNER BROS,

(Continued from Page 1)

Nat Furst, Robert Mochrie, Mau-
rice White, M. Mooney, Fred North,

A. Schmitken, Charles Rich, Ray
Smith, Harry Decker, Harry Hum-
mell and Sam Lefkowitz will be at

the Atlantic City meeting. Home
office delegates to the latter confab

will include H. M. Warner, Major

Albert Warner, Grad Sears, S.

Charles Einfeld, Norman Moray,

Harold S. Bareford, Joseph Bern-

hard and Sam Sax. Bareford will

talk on the code.

Plans are now being formulated

for the western meetings and will

be announced by Grad Sears on his

return from Chicago.

First Portuguese Talker

Lisbon—"A Severa," first talker

made in Portugal was enthusiasti-

cally received at its premiere here.

Leit de Barros directed it. A new
organization has been formed for

the purpose of making national pic-

tures.

Miss D.

OFFICE MEMO

Make no appointments for me
for June 7th. That is the date
of the Film Golf Tournament at the
Glen Oaks Country Club and I am
going to spend the day out in the
open with a bunch of regular
fellows and forget business for a
day. Issue an order over my
signature that any executive de-
siring to attend this splendid
gathering may take the day off.
It will do him good. And send in
my entry and check to Film Daily
immediately.

M. T. W.

From the Office of the President
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W. B„ PARA. STUDIOS

OPEN ALL SUMMER

(Continued from Page 1)

and Pat O'Brien. Also in work
are "British Agent", with Kay Fran-
cis and Leslie Howard; "Hey, Sail-

or," with James Cagney and Pat
O'Brien; "Dragon Murder Case,"
with Warren William; "Kansas City

Princess", with Joan Blondell, and
"I Am a Thief". "Firebird" starts

next week, followed by "Border
Town", with Paul Muni; "Big
Hearted Herbert", "Shanghai Or-
chid", with Dolores del Rio, and
others.

Await Return of Casey
For I.A.T.S.E. Code Move
Efforts on the part of locals iden-

tified with the I. A. T. S. E. to

standardize application of the movie
code to their members will be held
up pending return of Pat Casey,
chairman of the producers' labor
committee, to New York from the
coast. Representatives of the locals

last week confei'red with Division
Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt on
the subject. Date of Casey's return
to New York is indefinite. At pres-
ent he is working on code matters
in Hollywood.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

May 18: Allied States Ass'n regional confer-
ence, in conjunction with meeting of Al-

lied Theater Owners of New York, Syracuse

May 19: Cincinnati Variety Club Dinner and
Charity Ball, Netherland-Plaza Hotel, Cin-

cinnati.

May 19: Fashion Show, Entertainment and
Dance, Rahman-DeBella (Operators' Union)

Post, American Legion, Central Opera
House, New York.

May 22: A.M. P. A. Beefsteak Dinner, Motion
Picture Club, New York.

May 26: Monogram regional sales meeting
Salt Lake City.

May 26-28: Fourth Annual Convention of In-

dependent Theater Supply Dealers Ass'n

Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

May 31-June 2: fox Film annual sales con
vention, New York.

June 1 : Actors Equity Ass'n annual meet-
ing and election, Hotel Astor, New York

June 2: Monogram regional sales meeting
Cincinnati.

June 4-9: I.A.T.S.E. and M.P.O. convention
Louisville, Ky.

June 5-7: Universal Sales Convention, New
York.

June 7: 22nd Film Golf Tournament, Glen
Oaks Golf and Country Club. Great Neck,

L. I.

June 9: Monogram regional sales meeting.

New York.

June 11: Annual Convention of I.A.T.S.E.,

Jefferson County Armory, Louisville, Ky.

June 13-14: Allied leaders' meeting in New
York.

June 16-July 2: International Motion Picture

Week, Vienna.

lune 18-20: RKO annual sales convention,

Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 18-20: Paramount annual sales conven-
tion, Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.

June 20: Annual Boat Ride of the Warner Club
aboard S.S. Peter Stuyvesant to Bear Moun-
tain.

« « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES » »

"FRIDAY THE 13TH"
Gaumont-British 73 mins.

SPLENDID DRAMATIC PRODUCTION
WITH STRONG HUMAN APPEAL HAS
FINE TECHNICAL TREATMENT.

Here is a British production that can be

recommended to the scrutiny of everyone

identified with a Hollywood studio. It is

one of the finest productions to come from

England. Told in a technique involving

six distinct episodes. It is excellent in all

departments. It opens with a long se-

quence of various people on a London bus

in an awful thunderstorm at midnight.

These people, all strangers to each other,

are killed or seriously injured as lightning

strikes the bus. Then the incidents in the

lives of all these bus victims are traced

through the day of the tragedy. In each

case it is shown that something of great

import was transpiring in the lives of the

victims, and those who were close to them.

Each individual's story is entirely different

from the others, and in this way the scale

of human hopes, fears and happiness is run

bv the author. The direction is superb,

also the acting by a large cast who are ex-

pertly picked for their various parts. Here

is intelligent fare with a powerful dra-

matic kick and human touches seldom found

in any film you can mention.

Cast: Sonnie Hale, Cyril Smith, Muriel

Aked, Richard Hulton, Emlyn Williams,

Frank Lawton, Belle Chrystall, 0. B. Clar-

ence, Robertson Hare, Martita Hunt, Leo-

nora Corbett, Eliot Makeham, Ursula Jeans,

D. A. Clarke-Smith, Gibbs McLaughlin, Ed-

mund Gwenn, Mary Jerrold, Gordon Harker,

Jessie Matthews, Ralph Richardson, Donald

Calthrop, Ivor McLaren.

Director, Victor Saville; Authors, Sidney

Gilliatt, G. H. Moresby-White.

Direction, Excellent Photography, The
same.

"MONEY MEANS NOTHING"
with Wallace Ford, Gloria Shea and Edgar

Kennedy

Monogram 64 mins.

A ROUTINE STORY ABOUT A

WEALTHY GIRL WHO MARRIES A

SHIPPING CLERK.

A patchwork of incident, strung to-

gether improbably and poorly dialogued,

this one is best for the less discriminating

audiences. A good cast helps some. Gloria

Shea's car stalls in the path of two tire

trucks which are hijacked. Gloria loads

the driver, Wallace Ford, and a wounded

companion into her car and takes them to

her swanky home. Though Ford shows no

interest in her, Dorothy begins to hang

around the auto accessory house where

he is shipping clerk. When her family

;wit her about her affection, she announces

she is to be wed. Then she talks Wallace

into the marriage. Wallace loses his job

when Gloria's kin, paying her a visit, in-

sult his superior, Edgar Kennedy. Unable

to find work, Wallace is about to pack up

and leave Gloria to her folks when she

announces she is to have a baby. Wallace

gets a chauffeur's job. When he learns

he is driving for the tire hijackers, he

helps the police corral them, and wins

back his old position.

Cast: Wallace Ford, Gloria Shea, Edgar

Kennedy, Maidel Turner, Betty Blythe, Ed-

die Tamblyn, Vivian Oakland, Richard

Tucker, Ann Brody, Olaf Hytten.

Director, Christie Cabanne; Author,

William A. McGuire; Adaptor, Frances

Hyland; Cameraman, Robert Planck; Re-

cording Engineer, John A. Stransky, Jr.

Direction, Weak. Photography, Okay.

FOREIGN DIALOGUE FILMS
"GELD REGIERT DIE WELT" ( "Money

Rules the World"), in German; produced

by Europafilmgesellschaft ; directed by Max

Neufeld; with Gustav Froelich, Camilla

Horn, Oskar Sima and Trude Rosen. At

the Yorkville Theater.

Good cast in entertaining comedy about

the week-end adventures of a Parisian

clerk and an attractive blonde.

"KARA SLAKTEN" ("Dear Relatives")

in Swedish; produced by Svensk Filmin-

dustri; directed by Gustaf Molander; with

Carl Barklind, Tutta Berntzen, Gosta Ek-

man, Dora Carlsten, Sickan Carlsson, Thor

Modeen, Aake Jensen. At the 5th Ave.

Playhouse.

Very entertaining romantic musical com-

edy with good acting, pleasing musical

numbers, comedy and a lively tempo
throughout.

Films in Town Hall

Lebanon, 0.—Law & Blair have
been given the concession to oper-

ate a moving- picture theater in the

new Town Hall, recently dedicated.

First-run films will be used, accord-

ing to J. R. Law.

PATHE EARNINGS JIM

ACTIVITIES TO EXPANI

(Continued from Page 1)

sorbing full depreciation and ovei

head in spite of the fact that ral

of activity was only 20 per cent c

the plant's capacity, he adds. Ac

ditional business from amateur ro

film, X-ray film, 16mm. film, poi

trait and commercial film and othc

divisions of the photographic indu:

try is expected by Pathe to aug
ment expected increases in the pre

fessional motion picture field.

Reorganization and financin
plans of the company are being hel

in abeyance pending possible amenc
ments to the Securities Act.

I

Swedish Films at Essaness House
Chicago— An entirely Scandina

vian program will be presented t

the Julian, Essaness house at 91

Belmont, starting May 23 an
continuing indefinitely. "Halsingar
will head the bill, which also wi
include Scandinavian shorts.

H. C. Hill Wins Sales Prize

Salt Lake City—H. C. Hill, loci

manager for Columbia, won bot

the district and national prize fc

the sales drive held by the compan]

Fred Johnson Takes Over House
Cardington, 0.

—

Fred E. Johnsoi
formerly general manager of C. i

M. Amusement Co., Cambridge an
Marietta, has taken over th

Dreamland, only local picture hous

#^ f
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I OR 7 PERSONS

Above the 8th

Floor $6.00

and up

Enjoy the comforts of a

parlor and bedroom suite. . . .

All rooms equipped with

combination tub and shower

bath, and running ice wateT.

Ideal location — adjacent to

shopping, business and the-

atre districts.

SWIMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS
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Sameness of Film Output is Critics ' Chief Squawk

IOWA-NEBRASKA INDIE EXHIBS WALK OUTON CODE

19 Theaters Reopened in Detroit Territory Last Month
Movie Houses Benefit

from Activity in

Auto Center
Detroit—Reflecting the improved

employment conditions in the au-
omobile center, 19 theater reopen-
ngs and only one closing for the
iiast month are reported by the local

Film Board of Trade. The sole clos-

ing was the State, this city. Re*
openings included the Empress, Art,
Davison, DeSoto, Holbrook, Ven-
iome, Dozy, Gayety and Trans-Lux
(renamed the Center), all in

Detroit; Flynn, Sawyer; Sun, Grand
Ledge; Merrill, Merrill; New Bos-
ion, New Boston; Lyric, St. Charles;
Garden, Petersburg; Orpheum, Mac-
kinac Island; Star, Scottville, and
Temple, Caro.

TELEVISION CONTROL

IN NEW SENATE BILL

Bv WILLIAM SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — Complete supervi-
sion of all forms of broadcasting,
including television and transmis-
sion of energy via radio, is included

{Continued on Page 6)

Joe Vergesslich Quits

As Warner N. Y. Manager
i Joe Vergesslich, Warner-First
National New York branch manager
for years, has resigned and will

complete his duties about May
26. No successor will be appointed.

Discuss Film Board Plans

Plans for reorganization of the Film
Boards of Trade were discussed by
sales managers at a meeting at the
Hotel Astor yesterday noon. Present
were: W. C. Michel, Fox; Abe Mon-
tague, Columbia; Neil F. Agnew, Para-
mount; Charles Rosenzweig, First Divi-
sion; Herman Gluckman, Majestic; A.
W. Smith, Jr., Warner Bros.; Jules
Levy, RKO; Jack Skirball, Educational;
R. H. Cochrane, Universal; Felix F.

Feist, M-G-M. Charles C. Pettijohn,
in charge of the boards, spoke.

CRITICS
1 FORUM

QUESTION NO. 10

What is your pet theory or squawk regarding the industry of

the screen?

RESULTS OF CRITICS' REPLIES

By far the biggest kick is against sameness of Hollywood output

—

similarity, imitation, cycles.

WITH perennial consistency, the motion picture critics of the nation emit their

loudest and longest complaint against what they term a stubborn persistence on

the part of most movie producers to imitate each other rather than blaze trails of

their own. The consequences of Ihis—periodical long streaks of the same types of

pictures, the same themes in stories, the same mould of characters, and in short those

much attacked "cycles"—not only are making the critic's life a tedious one, but a

number of film scribes contend that it is keeping many paying customers away from

theaters.

Says Eleanor Campbell Spencer of the "Daily News," Hamilton, 0.:

"Producers seem to feel that the public has a one-track mind insofar as type of

pictures is concerned, 'nstead of variety, they hit upon one theme and play it to

death. We have had our fill of musical extravaganzas and would like high class

drama for a change. There is too much imitation of successes. It is high time they

have learned the public can get too much of anything. Crime themes were dropped

and musical extravaganzas taken up, which was a healthy change, but why don't they

intersperse their releases with fresh themes? It's a ripe time for producers to take

advantage of the" fact the public is gettirtg sick of current radio programs. Theaters

could be packed if they could offer something new."

CYCLED STORIES AND TYPED ACTORS

Ed L. Campbell of the "Daily Graphic,'' Pine Bluff, Ark., voices a dual complaint:

"For the sake of the patient theatergoer, let's have less of this follow-the-leader,

ring-around-a-rosy stuff. Why must every company try to produce the same picture
{Continued: on Page 8)

$1,000,000 Special in London Films Lineup

With a flexible budget running
up to $1,000,000 on one production,
London Films plans to make about
six features for United Artists re-i

lease next season, it was stated yes-;

terday to Film Daily by Etienne
Pallos, sales manager of London
Films. The pictures include "Pri-

vate Life of "Don Juan," starring

Douglas Fairbanks, now in work;

"The Scarlet Pimpernel," based on
the Baroness Orczy novel with
either Ronald Colman or Fredric
March starred; H. G. Wells' "100

Years To Come," with Lewis Mile-

stone directing; a film starring Mau-
rice Chevalier in a story being
adapted by Robert Sherwood; and
possibly an Elizabeth Bergner-Paul

{Continued on Page 6)

Midwest Group Retracts
Code Approval and Fi-

nancial Obligations
By L. W. YOUNGMAN

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Omaha—Headed by Calvin Bard
and Lester A. Martin, a group of
independent exhibitors who have
resented appointment of M. P. T.

O. A. members to four positions on
the local code boards has renounced
the code in a telegram sent to the
Code Authority. The group includes

{Continued on Page b)

SECRETARIES ADVISED

TO SPEED CODE GASES

Necessity of immediate hearings
on complaints in connection with lo-

cal zoning and clearance systems
was stressed at a meeting of East-
ern board secretaries at the Code
Authority office yesterday, with

{Continued on Page 2)

Charles E. Williams Quits

Omaha Code Board Post
Omaha — Charles E. Williams,

president of the M. P. T. O. of Iowa-
Nebraska, has resigned from the

local zoning and clearance board
In forwarding his resignation

_
to

Executive Secretary John C. Flinn

of the Code Authority, William
gave ill health as the reason for

his action.

Confab on Block Booking

Boston—Six industry speakers will

discuss block booking and blind buying

tonight at a meeting of the Women's
Republican Club of Massachusetts at its

headquarters here. The exhibitors'

point of view will be expressed by

Stanley Sumner and Walter Littlefield,

Allied New England leader. As Cod?
Authority members George J. Schaefer

.'nd Nathan Yamins will speak, and
Charles C Pettijohn of the Hays or-

ganization and Abram F. Myers, Allied

general counsel, will discuss the sub-

jects from the legal viewpoint.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARrCET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Columbia Picts. vtc. 27 27 27+1 \/e

Con. Fm. Ind 3% 3% 3%+ y4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 15'/2 15'/2 15'/2 + Vi

East. Kodak 93% 90 93 1/8 -(- Z%
East. Kodak pfd. ...135 135 135

Fox Fm. "A" 15 14 14/2 — Vs

Loew's, Inc 303/4 293/i 30% + Vl

Paramount ctfs. . . . 43/8 4'/g 4l/4 + Vs

Pathe Exch 2% 2% 2% + Vi

do "A" 20y4 18y4 I9'/2 + Vs

RKO 3 2% 27/8 + Vs

Warner Bros 5% 5 3/8 5% + Vs

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor 8l/4 8l/4 8 1/4 + Vs

Trans-Lux 1 % 1 % 1 %
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 87/8 8% 8% + Vs

Keith A-0 6s46. . . 68 68 08

Loew 6s 41ww 100y2 lOO'/g 100'/2 + Vi

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 47 47 47

Par. By. 5'/2 s51 ... 44l/
2 44V2 44

V

2 + 1

Par. By. 5'/2 s51 ctfs. 44 44 44+1
Par. 5'/2 s50 ctfs... 48 48 48 + 1/4

Warner's 6s39 .... 573/4 55'/2 573/4 + 31/4

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 4'/4 3% 41/4 -r Vs

Bull Montana Rae Manheimer

Ampa and Empey Club Golf Teams Priming for Battle

Tom Gerety, captain of the A.M. P.A. golf team that will compete with the Motion
Picture Club's best foursome at the 22nd Film Golf Tournament, yesterday broadcast
3 /-ill (a. fUn .-rn-im r. t r^ffu anlfA.r r, t *U <* A M n -. A IM -. U.t^. It i» ~w ~ « ~l~.J

bbyanu unuci d linn ^|jiiidi.[i uiei. 11 15 wniiyeieu indi r 1:1 :/
i

i.i\'jn nas invirea DODDy
Jones to secretly advise the lads regarding the coming fray. The teams will compete
for the Albee Memorial Silver Trophy, valued at $1,000. The committee yesterday
•Muuaj .!*&»« ~i L«> _..... :.-. n . . 1. . 1 .jj.j . 1 : x- it.- :

iui iiic niucc iviLiiiui iji jiitci iiupny, vjiutu d I ^i,uuu. I lie . u I
n 1 1 1 u I <:r yebieiudy

announced donations of four more prizes. Pathe has added a loving cup to th3 prizes
tor winners; Chesterfield sent over a swell radio clock for a low-score player; Nat
Lewis again will recognize the best dressed golfer by handing him an ultra-fashionable
dressing robe, and General Register has donated prizes to the foursome runners-up.
Glen Oaks, Great Neck, L. I., is the club, and June 7 is the date. Send your applica-
tion in today.

RCA Photophone Giving
Sound Lectures at Palace
A lecture-demonstration of ad-

vancements in sound reproduction
will be given by the Photophone
Division of RCA Victor before an
invited audience of exhibitors and
projectionists at the Palace theater
at 10 A. M. tomorrow. The same
program, which is under the direc-
tion of C. C. Aiken of the RCA
Victor service department, will be
repeated Friday midnight at the
same theater.

RKO Deal in Denmark
Closing of deal with Gloria Films

of Copenhagen for distribution of
the 1933-34 RKO Radio feature
lineup in Denmark is announced by
Phil Reisman, vice-president of
RKO Export Corp. This deal, which
was handled abroad by S. B. Dow-
ling and Carl G. Wallmann for RKO
and by Jorgen S. Jorgenson for
Gloria, gives RKO 100 per cent dis-

tribution in Scandinavian countries.

"Vanities" Preview Party

A formal invitation preview of
Paramount's "Murder at the Van-
ities," followed by a supper to Earl
Carroll, who js arriving in New
York today with a print of the pic-

ture, will be given tonight in the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. The picture
opens Saturday at the Rivoli.

Dr. Frencke Signed by Universal
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Dr. Eugene Frencke,

director and producer of "Girl in

the Case," starring Jimmy Savo,
has been signed by Universal to di-

rect.

Kentucky Local Option on Sunday
Louisville — The attorney gener-

al's office has decided that fourth
class Kentucky cities have the
power to regulate or suppress movie
shows on Sundays or week days.

Principal Moves to Pathe Studio
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Principal Pictures
has moved its producing headquar-
ters to the RKO Pathe studios.

Herbert Elder Recovered
Herbert Elder, former Warner di-

vision manager in Boston, has re-

turned to New York after recuper-
ating from a prolonged illness.

Para. Signs Joe Penner
Joe Penner has been signed by

Paramount for "Big Broadcast of

1934", in which leading artists of

the i-adio will be featured.

Secretaries Advised
To Speed Code Cases
(Continued from Page 1)

John C. Flinn, executive secretary

of the Authority, in charge. Eleven

key cities were represented as fol-

lows: Albany, Benjamin Strosberg;

Atlanta, Love B. Harrell; Boston,

Olive A. Bursiel; Buffalo, Jane Hal-

loran; Charlotte, Mrs. Walter Grif-

fith; New Haven, Harry P. Lander;

New Orleans, Mona O'Rourke; New
York, Lillian Silver and Florence

Abramson; Philadelphia, Basil Zieg-

ler; Pittsburgh, Emaline Fineberg.

and Washington, James F. Fitz-

gerald.

An explicit set of directions con-

cerning board procedure will be pre-

pared by Flinn following the meet-

ing of the Code Authority on Fri-

day.

Darrow's Report Asks
Rosenblatt's Removal

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — No announcement

has been made yet on the publica-
tion of the Darrow code report.

NRA officials, the Attorney General
and the Federal Trade Commission
are still preparing their answers

Darrow's report, it was learned
asks for Rosenblatt's removal from
the motion picture code, but such
action would have to be taken by
the White House and this is regard-
ed as extremely unlikely.

Sydney Howard for United Artists

London—As part of the plan for
interchanging American and Brit-

ish talent, Sydney Howard, star

comedian of British & Dominions
Film Corp., sails May 26 on the

Bremen for New York and thence
to Hollywood to appear in a picture

at the United Artists studios. Hu-
bert T. Marsh and Herbert Wilcox
of B. & D. sail for New York on
the same boat.

Back for "Bengal" Premiere

Harry Schenck, producer and di-

rector of "Beyond Bentral," returned
to New York yesterday from Co-
lumbus and Cincinnati, where he
made personal appearances with the

showing of the film, released by
Showman's Pictures. He will also

appear for the New York run of

the attraction starting tonight at

the Gaiety.

'

.oming and Going

MARION DAVIES sails for Europe May
on the Rex.

PHILIP MUELLER left for the coast yesti
day to direct his first picture for RKO.

BRIAN AHERNE left for the coast yesti

day.

PAT GARYN has returned from a coast
coast tour of key cities in the interest
short subjects made by United Newsreel Co

LUCILLE BALL, Goldwyn girl, has arrived
New York from the Coast for a brief vac

tion. Her next assignment will be with Edi

Cantor in "The Treasure Hunt," which U
will release.

BERNARD McCARTHY, RKO branch ma
ger in Des Moines, and Mrs. McCarthy ha

been sojourning for a week in New York.

HARRY SCHENCK returned to New \

'esterday from Ohio.

PATRICIA ELLIS arrives in Detroit next we
'rom the coast to start a personal appearan
tour.

HELEN HAYES is scheduled to leave N
York on June 8 for the coast to start wc
it M-G-M in "What Every Woman Know

BENNY RUBIN sailed yesterday on the Ei

press of Britain for London.

HY DAAB is booked to sail Saturday on t

California for the west coast.

GENEVIEVE TOBIN sails Saturday on t

Aquitania for London.

MARY PICKFORD returns to the coast up
completion of her engagement in Toronto t

morrow.

PAULINE LORD leaves New York today I

Hollywood to start work under her Paramou
contract in "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Path

SIDNEY R. KENT left New York yesterd
by plane for the Coast.

AUSTIN C. KEOUGH returns to New Y
in one week from the Coast.

SAM E. MORRIS returns to New York ti

morrow from Europe.

NORMAN McLEOD, now in New York,
turns to the Coast June 5.

"Romance in Budapest" Holds Ov<

"Romance in Budapest," Hui
garian talkie released by DuWorl
is being held over at the 55th S
Playhouse.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

The YEAR BOOK
is invaluable for

reference and is

the most com-

plete publication

of its type I

have ever seen.

Richard E. Hays
Motion Picture,

Music and Drama
Seattle "Times"

1,000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.
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CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and

Zoning and Clearance Boards

Dime Adt:zicsions Ruled Out

Cleveland — In two cases heard
Monday by the local grievance
board, both charging code violation

by playing to dime admissions under
15-cent contracts, a verdict of guilty

with order to cease the practice was
handed down in the case of Max
Kaplan, Grand Central Theater, vs.

Maurice Isreal, Erie Theater. The
other case, Frank Gross of the

Grand vs. Sam Barck of the Mar-
ket Square, was based on Barck's

schedule of 10-cents from 6:30 to

7:30 P.M. Barck pleaded not guilty,

claiming he plays only independent

product with 10 cents minimum ad-

mission in the contracts. Holbrook

C. Bissel of Columbia was board

chairman. John Himmelein of Par-

amount substituted for J. E. Fon-

taine.

Two-For-Ones Banned

New Haven—In the first case

heard by the local grievance board,

which covers the state of Connec-

ticut, the board was unanimous in

ordering the local theater to im-

mediately cease and desist from giv-

ing two-for-one admissions which

the respondent theater had been al-

lowing on certain nights of each

week.

4 Install High Fidelity

Installations of Photophone High
Fidelity sound equipment have been

made by RCA Victor in the New
Royal, Bronx house now operated

by L. M. S. Theaters of which R.

Meyer is president and Ahe Leff is

secretary; the Strand, Delaware, 0.;

Nemo, Pitcairn, Pa., and Plaza,

Jamaica, L. I.

Ralph Parker With "Esquire"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Ralph Parker, maga-
zine writer and formerly on the

staffs of Paramount and Universal,

has been appointed Hollywood edi-

torial representative for "Esquire,"

new class magazine for men.

First Division on Five-Day Week
Beginning this week the home

office of First Division Exchanges
will join the list of companies clos-

ing on Saturdays.

Approve Fox Met. Deals

Bondholders' committee of Fox Met-
ropolitan circuit is understood to have

approved deals offered by Skouras The-

aters and Randforce for continuation of

their operation of New York houses in

the group. Provided Judge Mack of the

U. S. District Court approves the deals,

bid on the part of Warners for the

group of 116 theaters will be elimi-

nated. Fox is understood to bs opposed

to the Warner deal.

• • • A VERY thought-provoking article such as is

seldom written about the film biz is to be found in the
current issue of "New Movie" mag titled "Wages of
Cinema" by William DeMille in which he scans the
Production Panorama from the very earliest silent days down
to the present and gives a searching analysis of the
changes that have transpired and why. .... and more im-
portant still what changes are bound to come

• • • HE FINDS production entering a phase where the
writer will be almost as important as the playwright in the the-
ater a division of authority between the writer and the
director is essential in order to develop the writer's re-

sponsibility for the picture the present existing condition
is not the writer's fault he is laboring under an early
handicap when picture companies were first organized the
writer was an afterthought called in long after the di-

rector had established himself as king and even today the
writer is often more or less of an afterthought judging
by the way he is treated his original work is mussed up
by several other writers so can you blame the guy for
losing a father's interest in his child when he begins to suspect
that mebbe after all he ain't the Daddy ? shucks
put yourself in his place yet Producers expect writers to

put Something into their work rather silly

• • • HERE ARE a few forecasts by Mister De Mille
A new industry is rising from the ashes of the old, with

a different point of view as to the making of the product
There will be half as many studios and twice as many produc-
ers Theaters will again be independently operated with
freedom of release for every film There will be real com-
petition, not between groups of pictures, but between individual
pictures, each one against the field Under the new system,
writer and director will be paid according to the success of their

work, both will be compelled to assume proper authority in

order to protect themselves As a result of the New Deal,
the author will demand Literary Respectability as compensa-
tion for the lower wages which he receives these are
Outspoken Words, friends from a gent who knows
whereof he speaks at least one individual has lived for
years in Hollywood and come away with Unimpaired Vision

Mister DeMille has read the handwriting' on the wall.

• • • THE AMPA program for tomorrow's luncheon at

the Empey Club looks to be up to the Ferguson Standard
Hal Home will be the Guest Chairman Block & Sully

lead off with Mack Gordon and Harry Revel Bob
Murphy and his Kid Rascals Kcnyon Nicholson, author-
producer of "Sailor Beware" with the Three Cubanolas
entertaining during the lunch come over to the Club and
spend a delightful carefree hour . in the company of a

lot of fellers it will be worth your while to mingle with

• • • A YEAR'S contract has been given Margot, Span-
ish dancer at the Waldorf-Astoria by Hecht-MacArthur,
Inc. she will appear with Claude Rains in "Crime Without
Passion" Arthur Lyons represents Miss Margot
Bing Crosby has purchased a half interest in Freddie Steele, a

Tacoma welterweight Freddie hails from Bing's home
town, and is considered one of the outstanding contenders for

the welter and middleweight championships

« « « » » »

Edgefield, N. C—L. M. Rhan
has given up the Strand, which
now under the management of
S. Marshall.

North Wilkesboro, N. C—Haro
Kay has the Liberty now. It wj
formerly held by Marion Curry.

Rutherforton, N. C. — Rhode
Brothers have given up the Sylva
0. A. Harrill has it in charge.

Fairmont, N. C—The Star, dai
for a while, is now open under tr

management of L. V. Cloaninger

Mocksville, N. C.—J. A. Donald
operating the Davie, formerly ui

der the management of H. F. Moor

Cleveland—Warner Brandt, son <

Walter Brandt of the local Warm
exchange, graduates in June froi
Miami College.

Salt Lake City — Another tripi

feature bill is being presented i

the Salt Lake Orpheum.

Louisville— State Theater Corj
has been formed by R. A. Piersoi
J. I. Schwarz and M. E. Jackson.

Kansas City — The Royal clost
Friday for the summer.

Cleveland—Bill and Harry Skh
boll, who have been vacationing i

Bermuda with their brother, Jacl
Educational sales manager, returr
ed home on Saturday.

Salt Lake City — Don Conle;
United Artists salesman, has re

sumed his duties in the Montan
territory after recovering from
serious accident.

Lansing, Mich.— Capital theate
now opens its first show on Satur
days at 12 noon instead of 1 p. ir

An "owl" show is to be presente
each Saturday night at 10 o'clocl

Chicago S.M.P.E. Meeting

Chicago—An opening meeting o

the mid-west section of the S.M
P.E. will be held at 8 o'clock to

morrow night in Eckhart Hall, Uni
versity of Chicago. Main subjec
of discussion will be "The Use o

Sound Motion Pictures in Educa
tional Work," by Prof. Harvey E
Lemon.

"Stingaree" at Music Hall

RKO's "Stingaree," with Richar
Dix and Irene Dunne, instead o

"Where Sinners Meet," original!

scheduled, opens tomoi'row at th
Rajiio City Music Hall.

Board Takes Day Off
Having received no complaints, the

Advisory Committee on Clearance and
Zoning for Brooklyn, Queens and Long
Island will not hold its regular week-
ly meeting today.



A MOST UNUSUAL
- JULY RELEASE -

name . . Production Guide of 1934

distributor: the film daily

length: over 400 pages

director: jack alicoate

authors: . . . entire film daily staff

cast: .... everybody in production

recording: . . . barnes printing co.

* * *
Typical FILM DAILY Production Standards—
Color Sequences—A Reference Work of Unques-

tioned Value You Will Find It Quoted Everywhere
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WALK OUT ON CODE
(.Continued from Page 1)

both Allied and unaffiliated indepen-
dents, and, according to Bard, repre-
sents about 80 per cent of the the-
ater men in this territory.

While retracting approval of the
code and its financial obligations,
Bard said the group would adhere to
the labor provisions.

McLeod Says Directors
Watch Moral Standards

With studios constantly supervis-
ing work, directors are always con-
scious of the need of conforming
with standards established by the
production code, declares Norman
McLeod, Paramount director, now on
vacation in New York. As a result,
pictures have a much higher moral
tone than the stage, he declared.
McLeod sees comedy subjects as

the most difficult type of story to
make owing to the fact that gags
and material that click before one
kind of audience may flop before the
next, unlike dramatic material. Color
will play a more important part in
picture-making when costs come
down, McLeod pointed out.

The director completed "Many
Hanpy Returns" before coming
East from the Coast. Upon his re-
turn there June 5 he will make a
Paramount picture with Charlie
Ruggles and Mary Boland.

HOLLYWOOD ig

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

S2.50 up, Single
$3.00 up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every-

thing to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-
iness or pleasure.

Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality"

Vine at Hollywood Blvd
HOLLYWOOD

"MURDER IN TRINIDAD"
with Nigel Bruce, Heather Angel and

Victor Jory

Fox 74 mins.

TROPICAL MELODRAMA WITH
PLENTY OF MYSTERY AND SUSPENSE
TO SATISFY THE ACTION AND THRILL
SEEKERS. ||

A;amsr a background of a swamp down
in the island of Trinidad, this yarn about

diamond smugglers and incidental com-
plications makes a satisfying dish for those

who relish thick melodramatic entertain-

ment. Mystery, suspense and murder are

strewn along the path of a venturesome
Scotland Yard detective, played by Nigel

Bruce, who invades the treacherous hide-

away to uncover the smuggling gang and

clear up a baffling murder case. The
cast contains only one feminine member,
Heather Angel, who serves nicely for the

thread of romantic interest. Since the

romance is secondary, however, the pic-

ture's chief appeal is likely to be to the

male clientele, or at least it will satisfy

them most although any woman who likes

a thrilling mystery ought to get pleasure

cut of r
(
his one. Cast has been well fitted

to the story, and the direction is in the

right spirit.

Cast: Nigel Bruce, Heather Angel, Vic-

tor Jory, Murray Kinnell, Douglas Walton,

J. Carrol Naish, Claude King, Pat Somerset,

Francis Ford, John Davidson, Noble John-

son.

Director, Louis King; Author, John W.
Vandercook; Adaptor, Setcn I. Miller; Di-

alogues Same; Cameraman, Barney McGill;

Recording Engineer, Bernard Freericks.

Direction, Effective. Photography, Good.

SHORTS
"Cambridge"

Gaumont-British 10 mins.
Good Scenic

A companion piece to this com-
pany's short, "Oxford," this one
also being an interesting study of a

famous British college. The an-

nouncer conducts us around the his-

toric old buildings and through the

grounds where many of England's
illustrious sons have walked in their

college days down tlvrough the

decades. The surrounding towns
are also caught by the camera in all

their picturesque atmosphere. The
town of Cambridge is a delightful

place. Next to visiting this cele-

brated center of learning, viewing

this film is the next best thing.

It has been well handled.

"Gem of the Rockies"
Gaumont-British 10 mins.

Splendid Views
A grand journey through the

scenic delights and wonders of the
Canadian Rockies in the Northwest
of Canada. For sheer grandeur and
awe-inspiring beauty there is no
scenery in the world that can top
what is here displayed in an ex-
quisite example of the artist-

cameraman's work—glaciers, water-
falls, lakes, ravines, mountains, for-
ests. A great number for the spring
and summer bill with the minds of
people on the outdoors. Fine nar-
ration makes the scenic journey
very worth while.

"Shamrock"
Gaumont-British 10 mins.

Novelty Scenic

Presented with a splendid choir
of 35 male voices. They sing such
favorites as "Killarney" and "Min-
strel Boy." Through the singing,
the camera gives the flashbacks into

the scenes of Ireland typified by the
songs. The various moods of Erin
are caught perfectly in enchanting
bits of varied scenery in all the fa-

mous spots of the Emerald Isle.

Nice combination of Song and
Scenics.

"The First Paradise"

(Port O'Call Series)
Monogram 9 mins.

Fair

This affords some interesting

shots of native life on the island of

Colombo, Ceylon, which, legend says,

was the site of the Garden of Eden.
Deane Dickason's narrative supple-

ments the film nicely.

FOREIGN DIALOGUE

"LA SANGRE MANDA" ("The Call of

the Blood"), in Spanish; produced by Jose

Bohr; directed by Jose Bohr; with Jose

Bohr, Elisa Robles, Joaquin Brusquets, Vir-

ginia Fabregas, Julio Villarreal, Beatriz

Ramos, Luis G. Barreiro. At the Teatro

Variedades.

Fairly entertaining drama of capital and

labor, with a romantic tale on the side,

ably acted by a good cast in which the

attractive Elisa Robles and Jose Bohr stand

out.

Television Control
In New Senate Bill

{Continued from Page 1)

among the definitions of the ad-

ministration's communications con-

trol bill which was passed by the

Senate late yesterday without a rec-

ord vote. It now goes to the House.

The measure provides for a com-
munications commission to take over

all functions of the federal radio

commission and those functions of

the exisitng I. C. C. relating to in-

terstate control of wire systems.

An amendment by Senator Dill pro-

vides that no broadcasting company
shall have a monopoly of an area.

Radio Engineers to Hear
Symposium on Television

A symposium on television by re-

search engineers of RCA Victor Co.

will be among the papers to be read

at the ninth annual convention of

the Institute of Radio Engineers
which will be held May 28-30 at the

Benjamin Franklin Hotel, Phila-

delphia.

"Heart Song" for 55th St.

"Heart Song," Gaumont-British

picture released by Fox, goes into

the 55th St. Playhouse about June
13 for an extended run.

$1,000,000 SPECIAL

FOR LONDON FILM

(Continued from Pige 1)

Czinner picture and a Char
Laughton picture for which Fn
erick Lonsdale is preparing a scri

Another possibility is a picture

be made by Rene Clair.

London Films is entirely finam

by English capital, Pallos sa

Controlling stock interest in L
don Films is held by Alexani

Korda, Pallos and Lajos Biro. 1

company does not intend to hi

more than one producing unit, I

los declared.
"Don Juan" will be ready for

lease in September, Pallos si

Douglas Fairbanks will return
the New York premiere. H.
Wells' "100 Years To Come" is

film that will cost $1,000,000.
will be a spectacle showing, am
other things, the destruction ol

city by 500 airplanes in five mini
and submarines which are tanks
land.

London Films contract m
United Artists' covers world dis

bution of the next fourteen pictt

produced by the company.

30 x 40 Screen in Toledo

Toledo—Topping in size the 3

30 screen at the Chicago fair, a i

champ in motion picture screen:

being put up in Swayne Field bi

ball park here by Airo-Vita, 1

headed by Jack O'Connell of

Ohio Theater. O'Connell plans

give outdoor talkies and other
tractions at the ball park dui

the summer. Special RCA Ph<

phone sound equipment will be
stalled to serve the 5,000 seats.

Big Features Gets F. D. Prodi

Louisville — Big- Feature Rig

Corp., has been appointed distri

tor for First Division pictures

Kentucky and Tennessee, accord

to Lee L. Goldberg, secretary

Big Features.

THE INDUSTRY'S

DATE BOOK

May 18: Allied States Ass'n regional con

ence, in conjunction with meeting of

lied Theater Owners of New York, Syrae

May 19: Cincinnati Variety Club Dinner

Charity Ball, Netherland-Plaza Hotel, I

cinnati.

May 19: Fashion Show, Entertainment

Dance, Rahman-DeBella (Operators' Un

Post, American Legion, Central O
House, New York.

May 22: A.M. P. A. Beefsteak Dinner, Mo
Picture Club, New York.

May 26: Monogram regional sales meet

Salt Lake City.

May 26-28: Fourth Annual Convention of

dependent Theater Supply Dealers A*

Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

May 31 -June 2: Fox Film annual sales e

vention, New York.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
I By CHARLES ALICOATE

HOLLYWOOD Gable and Jean Harlow will be co- ' A/f0NA MARIS will furnish the Eastern Productions, Inc.

^LFRED GREEN, who directed starred

"The Merry Frinks" and more '

recently "Housewife," has been as-
signed to handle the direction of "A
Lost Lady," Barbara Stanwyck's
forthcoming- starring vehicle for
Warner Bros.

Brian Aherne has been signed by
RKO to play opposite Ann Harding
in "The Fountain."

T T T

Carl Laemmle. president of Uni-
versal, has another assistant in ad-
dition to Joe Weil, formerly director
of exploitation. The new aide is

Julius Klein, war correspondent,
newspaper reporter and author. H i« and Dorothy De„
duties will comprise the handling or

story ideas for submission to the
production department. He will also
develop stories from his own inti-

mate knowledge of national and in-

ternational affairs.

love interest in "The Downfall," scheduled to start work the lat
tentative title of the all-Spanish Part of the tveek on the first
talker featuring Carlos Gardel, with %,

se
J~}^

s
,
°f sflorf s to be produced

Vincente Padula, playing the juve-
nile lead, to be directed by Louis
Gasnier for Paramount Internation-
al. Fred Scheld will assist Gasnier
on the direction, with Robert Snody

Hollywood's best dressed extra in charge of production and George
Weber doing the camera work. Pro-
duction is scheduled to get under
way Monday at the Eastern Service
studio in Astoria.

girl, Beatrice Roberts, a former
Ziegfeld Follies dancer and winner
of seven beauty contests, is cast in
Paramount's "Shoot the Works,"
featuring Jack Oakie, Ben Bernie

New addition to Universal scen-
ario department will erreatlv relieve

Scenario Editor Leonard Spigeleass.
The post of story editor has been
restored. Spigelgass has for =ome
time filled both the scenario editor's

position and the storv editor's job.

He has now ene-aged Jerry Sack-
heim, formerly of RKO. to fill the
job of stovv editor. With the re-
mainder of fV, is season to complete
and with 4? features for next sea-
son, there was far too much work
for one man.

T T T

James Gleason will contribute di-

alogue seauences to "She Learned
About Sailors," the Fox film fea-

turing Alice Faye, Lew Avres,
Mitchell and Durant and Harry
Green. The story was written orisr-

inally by William Conselman and
Henry Johnson and is being direct-

ed by George Marshall.

T T

"Two Heads On A Pillow": from
the story by Dorothy Canfield and
adapted for the screen bv Albert
DeMond, is now in production at

RKO-Pathe Studio in Culver City.

William Nigh is directing and cast
is as follows: Neil Hamilton. Miri-

am Jordan, Henry Armetta, Hardie
Allbright. Lona Andre, Edward
Martindel, Dorothy Apnleby, Mary
Forbes, Emily Fitzrov. Claude King,
Claire McDowell. Eddie Kane. Dor-
othy Grainger, Betty Blythe, Nellie

Nichols, George Lewis, Mary Foy
and Jilda Ford.

"People Will Talk." from a story
by Ralph Spencer, will be the fourth
Paramount vehicle for Charlie Rug-
gles and Mary Boland. Kent Taylor
and Ida LuDino have the juvenile

leads, with Norman McLeod to di-

rect.

T T T
M. H. Hoffman announces that

the title of "Liberty's" "The Mad
Honeymoon" has been changed to

"Once To Every Bachelor."

T T T

Irving Thalberg will start work
on "China Seas" before the end of

the month. It is possible that Clark

CAST ASSIGNMENTS

FOX: Ned Sparks and Louise Dresser for
"Servants' Entrance."

RKO: Grady Sutton for "Bachelor Bait."

WARNER-FN: Helen Lowell for "Big Heart-
ed Herbert"; Gordon Westcott, Maxine Doyle,
Vince Barnett, Arthur Hoyt for "Kansas City
Princess."

20TH CENTURY: Walter Walker, Ferdinand
Munier. Lionel Belmore, Wilfred Lucas for
"Count of Monte Cristo."

COLUMBIA: Irving Bacon. Guy Usher, Hu-h
White. Nick Copeland, Charles Wilson for
"Hell Cat"; Hobart Bosworth, Scotty Beckett,
A. R. Haysell for "Whom the Gods Destroy";
Harold Huber, Charles Wilson, Reginald Barlow,
Stanley Mack for "Special Agent."

MONOGRAM: Gwenllian Gill borrowed from
Paramount for "Shock"; Doris Lloyd, Ailcen
Pringle, Ethel Griffies, Jameson Thomas, Lionel
Belmore, D^vid Torrence, Claire Debrey, Edith
Kingdon, Clarice Selwyn, Hylda Tyson, John
Rogers, Joan Standing, Olaf Hytten for "Jane
Eyre."

PARAMOUNT: Sir Guy Standing for "End
of the World"; Leon Errol for "Notorious
Sophie Lang."

Recording of the Spanish version
of "Inca-Cuzco", a feature produc-
tion of native life and archaeolog-
ical exploration in the Andes, has
been completed under the supervi-
sion of David Strong at the Bruns-
wick Recording studio. The picture

which will also be recorded in Eng-
lish, French and Italian will be re-

leased by Inter-Continental Film
Corp.

"Grand Dutchess" is the title of

the first of a series of scenic shorts
to be produced by Artcraft Pictures
Inc., under the direction of Ray
Cozine. John Doran will supervise
production, with Larry Williams in

charge of the camera. Location
work will be done in Dutchess Coun-
ty, New York, with cutting and
editing to be done at the Eastern
Service studio in Astoria. Shooting
is scheduled to start about May 22.

THE CRITICS* FORUM
(Continued from Page 1)

under a different title at the same time? At least give the public time to forget the

situations and theme of one production before handing it another of the same calibre.

And don't 'type' a real actor to death. Surely a good one is able to portray more than

one role and simply changing the name of a character or locale of a story is still not

a change."

Objection to an overdose of musicals is expressed by Ralph M. Denney of the

"Telegraph," Brownsville, Pa. He is one of many critics who urge better interspersing

of each type of picture at reasonable intervals.

Turning out flocks of the same kinds of pictures at one time not only ruins the

stomach of the loyal theater patron, but stamps Hollywood as lacking in originality,

says Sid Copeland of the "Spokane Press." Copeland also is pretty sore about the

miscasting of popular stars.

Herb Grey of the "Mail Tribune," Medford, Ore., believes "the entire industry k
harmed by the failure of producers to vary the theme of releases." Grey adds that

the waves of similar type pictures "often kills good box-office attractions, as one
picture will ride along upon another's success."

NEED ORIGINAL WRITING TALENT
Fresh and original writing talent is urged by Helen Clinton of the "Gazette,"

Schenectady, as a move to obviate so much sameness.

J. 0. Meyers of the "Daily News." St. Paul, sees production of movies the same as

that in an auto factory—the chassis is all the same material, only the trimmings differ.

Jean Henderson, "Florida Times-Union," Jacksonville, one of the critics who have

yelled themselves hoarse against cycles, gives up in disgust "as Hollywood goes blithely

en, grinding out pattern themes faster than Ford grinds out automobiles."

A. Glenn Rogers of the "Geneva Daily Times," Geneva, N. Y., conveying a general

consensus of opinion of theater fans with whom he comes in contact, says it's bad

enough for the producers of westerns to try to get along with the same three plots

year in and year out, but in the general field of screen stories he can't forgive this.

The squawks will be continued tomorrow.

Kodacolor. Arthur Cozine will
l>crvise production, with Lore
Del Riccio on the technical sti
Larry Williams doing the cam*
work and Bob Stillman assisting
the direction. Work will be di
at the Eastern Service studio

I

Astoria.

Production on "A Noble Priz
featuring Ruth Etting, the fi

1

short to go into production at 1

Brooklyn Vitaphone studio since 1

reopening of that plant after a t\
months shut down, will be comple
Friday. Joseph Henabery, is
recting with Ed Du Par and R
Foster behind the cameras.

On completing work in "A No
Prize" Ruth Etting will leave

j
Hollywood, stopping for a few do
on the way in her home town, Dai
City, Neb. She will remain on t

coast until September, after whi
time she will return to New Yo
to make two more musical shot
for Vitaphone.

Lloyd French, who directed La
rel and Hardy in "Dirty Wor
for M-G-M on the coast, has join
the cirectorial staff at the Brookl
Vitaphone studio and will dire
Ben Blue in "Holey Mackerel"
his first assignment. Production
scheduled to get under way Frids
Royal King Cole and Justin He
man, also new additions to the wr
ing staff at the studio, wrote t

script of "Holey Mackerel", und
the supervision of Herman Ruby.

Whitney Bourne, Leslie Adav
Stanley Ridges and Margot ha
been signed for principal parts
"Crime Without Passion", the B
Hecht and Charles MacArthur pr

duction which will feature Cluu
Rains and be made at the Easte
Service studio in Astoria for Par
mount release. Lee Garmes iff

be in charge of the cameras, wht
Arthur Rosson will be associat

with Hecht and MacArthur on ti

direction, with Harold Godsoe
listing. Joe Nadel has been nam<
unit production manager, whi
Slavko Vorkapich will do the eu

ting.

Production on "Soup for Nuts
a two-reeler musical being produci

by Mentone Productions for Un
versal release, goes into work todi

at the Fox studio. Featured in tl

cast of the short, which is beir.

directed by Milton Schwartzwal
are Bob Hope, Vivienne Segal, Do
aid Brian, Agrina Otero, Sax<

Sisters, Carrol and Lane, and "Tha
Quartette. Joe Bannon will assi

on the direction, with Frank Zuck
doing the camera woi-k. Bert Gr
net is credited with the story.
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Misuse of Acting Talent Arouses Critics
9

Ire

betterHm racketeersrapped at boston meet

Labor Dept. Checkup Shows Service Employes Satisfied

Jnion Protests Findings,

Plans to Call Strike

on Circuits Today
According to a report made by
'ivision Administrator Sol A. Ro-
mblatt to the Loew and RKO cir-

aits, a checkup conducted by the

•epartment of Labor shows that 84

er cent of the service employes of

oth circuits are "satisfied with con-

itions and wish no change" and as

result the two circuits are not
egotiating with Local 118, service

nion. Under an agreement made
>veral weeks ago by Rosenblatt to

ivert a threatened strike of the ser-

ice union against the Loew circuit,

(

oth theater circuits were to nego-

ate with the union if a checkup
(Continued on Page 3)

iatholic blacklist

boosts attendance

By A. J. ROSE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Denver—Blacklisting by the Cath-
jiic church of "Flying Down to Rio"
it the Bluebird and "Viva Villa" at

|ie Denver resulted in both houses
sing their best business in the last

,iree years, leaving local exhibs in
(Continued on page 12)

idolphe Buehrig Jr. Heads
New Circuit in Midwest

Canton, 0.—Adolphe Buehrig Jr.,

>r 11 years with Loew's, has re-

gned as manager of Loew's Gra-
vida, Cleveland, to head a new cir-

Irit of independent houses with
(Continued on Page 11)

Treacherous Title

Charlie McDonald, RKO division man-
ager, tells of the upper-Broadway the-

ater owner who answered the box-

office telephone one evening last week.
"Are you playing 'Palooka'?" a femme
voice asked. "Come on over," answered
the exhib, "we're playing TWO
palookas!"

CRITICS
1 FORUM

QUESTION NO. 10

What is your pet theory or squawk regarding the industry of

the screen?

RESULTS OF CRITICS' REPLIES:

(Continued)

Miscasting, overplugging of stars without genuine talent and

neglect of really talented players constitutes the second

loudest squawk

THAT Hollywood, which is always crying for new talent, makes a sad misuse of its

star materia! stands out second among the squawks of the nation's motion picture

critics. Dozens of actual instances are cited, ranging from consistent streak of bad

stories that caused the screen to lose an outstanding possibility in the person of

Tallulah Bankhead to the attempt to make actors out of various radio personalities

merely because they had an ether following on which the producers thought they could

cash in.

Comedians who click on the air may be perfectly adapted for short films, but to

(Continued on Page 11)

Jack Cohn Puts Duals Up to Exhibs

Deploring the tendency of the
industry to wash its linen in pub-
lic, Jack Cohn, of Columbia Pictures,

in an exclusive statement to Film
Daily yesterday, declared the dou-
ble feature problem was one for the

exhibitors themselves to decide.

"I have been under the impres-
(Continued on Page 11)

Assessment Schedule
Is Subject to Change

The Code Authority predicated its

first assessments on a six-month
basis "in order that if a better plan
could be prepared, overcoming al-

leged inequalities, such plan could
(Continued on Page 11)

PettiJohn Sees Adults
Needing Protection
from Purist Films

Boston—A Society for the Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Adults may
be necessary to protect the rights
of the vast majority of moviegoers,
if the better picture movement in

the U. S. is ever allowed to fall in-

to the hands of professional fund-
raisers, anti-movie orators or trade
racketeers, C. C. Pettijohn, general
counsel of the Motion Picture Pro-
ducers and Distributors of America,
declared yesterday at a meeting of

the Women's Republican Club here.
The feature of the meeting was a

(Continued on Page 6)

PARA. THEATER BOARD

SETS FIRST MEETING

Completing personnel of National
Advisory Committee of Famous
Theaters Corp. with appointment of

M. E. Comerford as Middle Atlan-
tic states member and Marty J.

Mullin as New England representa-

tive, the council plans its first meet-
ing in Los Angeles on June 18,

when mutual problems will be dis-

cussed. About 30 Famous partners
(Continued on Page 11)

Code Strikers May Lose 'Blue Easle Pictures

Soviet Film Head Here
To Expand Distribution

With Miss A. Kuznetzova, ex-

president of Amkino acting as in-

terpreter, Vladimir A. Usievitch,

head of the Soviet film trust, yes-
(Continued on Page 3)

"Exhibitors can't play Blue Eagle
pictures if they do not pay their

code assessments." This was the
statement made at the Code Author-
ity yesterday in reply to a question

as ito what procedure the code's

administrative body can follow in
(Continued on Page 3)

Retain Golder as Counsel

In Philly Dual Test Case
Philadelphia—At a meeting yes-

terday attended by 75 exhibitors in-

terested in pushing legal tests on

double-feature clauses in film con-

tracts of six major distributors, ex-

Congressman Ben Golder was re-

(Continued on Page 3)

Michael Shea Dead
Buffalo—Michael Shea, head of the

Shea circuit of 12 houses and for years

an outstanding figure in the vaudeville

and film exhibition field, died here

yesterday noon. He had been in ill

health for two months.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Columbia Picts vtc. 26'/2 26'/i 26 Vi — Vi

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 15% 15% 15% + %
East. Kodak 94 Vi 93 93 Vi + %
East. Kodak pfd 135 135 135

Fox Fm. "A" 14Vi 14 14 — Vi

Loew's, Inc 30% 29% 30 — %
Paramount ctfs 4'/4 4 4V4

Pathe Exch 2% 2% 2%
do "A" 20 19% 19% + %
RKO 3 2% 27/8

Warner Bros 5% 5/2 5Vi — Vs

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Trans-Lux 2 1 % 2 + %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. . . 8 8 8 — %
Keith A-0 6s 46 . . . 68 68 68

Loew 6s 41ww 100/2 100 1 00 Vi

Paramount 6s 47 ctfs. 46'/4 46 Vi 46 Vi — 3 4

Par. By. 5V2 s51 ctfs. 45 44 44

Par. 5Vis50 ctfs. . . 47 Vi 47 Vi 47 Vi — Vi

Pathe 7s37 94 94 94 —1/2
Warner's 6s39 58Vi 57 573 8 — 3/8

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 4V4 4 4'/4

Release of Darrow Report
Likely Today or Tomorrow
Washington Bureau of TUB FILM DAILY
Washington—President Roosevelt

yesterday was studying the Clar-
ence Darrow report on eight codes,
including the film code, together
with the replies of the NRA and
other departmental agencies, and
release for publication is likely to-

day or tomorrow. Sol A. Rosen-
blatt's reply to the film code report
is said to occupy 67 pages, accusing
Darrow of unfairness and impro-
priety in handling the probe. Other
code administrators are said to have
branded the National Recovery Re-
view Board report as "fantastic."
The Senate yesterday adopted a

resolution sponsored by Senator Nye
authorizing the Federal Trade Com-
mission to submit to the Senate
copies of all correspondence between
NRA and the Commission, as well

as reports by the Federal Trade
Commission to NRA.

B'klyn Paramount Delays Closing

Instead of closing today as plan-

ned, the Brooklyn Paramount will

continue operations until Sunday
night, extending run of "We're Not
Dressing" for three days.

A REMINDER
We purchase American product for Europe.

We supply European product to America.
We cover Europe FROM Europe since 1923.

films red star

6 RUE LAMENNAIS PARIS

Upheld on Film Title
In an action tried in the special

term of the Supreme Court before
Mr. Justice Aaron Steuer, the right
of Freuler Film Associates to use
the name "Marriage on Approval"
as the title of its picture was sus-

tained. The plaintiff in the action

was one Michael Kallesser, who
wrote a play called "Marriage on
Approval" which was produced in

1928. The motion picture was pro-

duced from a serial story written

by Priscilla Wayne and published

in the "Des Moines Tribune" and
in 27 other newspapers throughout

the country. First publication of

the story took place on Oct. 31, 1927.

Plaintiff's theory in the case ap-

parently was, that he was the first

one to use the title "Marriage on

Approval" as the title for a play or

theatrical work.
Harry G. Kosch and Edmund Sou-

hami represented Freuler Film As-

sociates and Syndicate Exchanges,

who obtained the judgment.

Sam Krellberg Out of Hospital

Samuel Krellberg, president of

Amusement Securities Corp., yes-

terday left Polyclinic Hospital,

where he was removed last week
following an automobile accident,

and will spend several days at the

shore. He is expected to return to

his office next week.

Rube Jackter a Father

Rube Jackter, assistant general

sales manager for Columbia, is the

father of a seven-pound girl born

yesterday in Lennox Hill Hospital

She has been named Minna.

Mexico to Curb Offending Films

Mexico City — A bill embracing

regulations to control the produc-

tion and distribution of films which

offend Mexican people in any way
is being drafted by the Government.

J. Knox Strachan Loses Wife
Portsmouth, O. — Mrs. J. Knox

Strachan, wife of the Warner the-

ater manager here, died last week
following a long illness.

Louisiana Exhibs Set
For Legislative Fight

New Orleans—With expectations
that several inimical measures, run-
ning from censorship to admission
taxes, will be given attention at the
current session of the legislature,
exhibitors have mapped out a de-
fense program which includes as a

counter-move an aggressive cam-
paign to procure legislation against
lotteries given by churches, chari-
table institutions, etc. These lot-

teries have been cutting into busi-
ness of small theaters. Effort also

will be made to repeal the act giv-
ing New Orleans the privilege of
collecting a 10 per cent admission
tax if the city commission so desires.

"Race Nights" to Conform
Executive Secretary John C. Flinn

of the Code Authority has sent to

all local board secretaries a copy
of a letter from the General Film
Products, Inc., of Hollywood, to Di-

vision Administrator Sol A. Rosen-
blatt in which the company, spon-

sor of "Race Night" productions,
states that it has altered its plan

so as not to violate the unfair com-
petition ruling made by the Code
Authority on March 29, last.

No Schlaifer Successor
No successor to L. J. Schlaifer,

Western division sales manager at

United Artists, will be appointed
at the present time, Al Lichtman
said yesterday.

New War Film at Globe

"The War's End," compiled by the
late Col. Thomas J. Dickson, Senior

Chaplain of the First Division, will

have its New York premiere tomor-
row at the Globe, a Brandt house.

On the same program will be a re-

vival of "Dancers in the Dark."

Home Presides at Am pa Today

In addition to Hal Home as guest

chairman, list of guests for today's

A. M. P. A. luncheon at the Motion
Picture Club includes Block and
Sully, vaudeville and radio head-

liners; Mack Gordon and Harry
Revel, song writing team which has

clicked big in films; Bob Murphy
and his Kid Rascals; Kenyon Nich-

olson playwright and co-author of

"Sailor Beware"; the Three Cuba-

nolas, rhumba revelers, and others.

Allows $3,000 on Para. Claim

On petition of the Paramount
trustees, Referee Ehrhorn yester-

day ruled that the $85,249 claim of

the Anderson Theatrical Enter-

prises, Louisville, Ky., for back rent

and breach of lease on the Riviera

and Starland Theaters, Anderson,

Ind., would be allowed as a general

claim for $3,000.

RKO Subsidiaries Show Profit

Financial report of the B. F.

Keith Corp. for the quarter ending

March 31, 1934 shows a net profit

of $101,017. Net profit of $167,-

522.49 was made by the Keith-Al-

bee-Orpheum Corp. in the same
quarter.

.oming andGoing

MILTON KUSSEL, Paramount sales execi
five in the east, was in Buffalo this week fi

a confab with Kenneth Robinson, city manage

MARTIN BARRETT of the New York Va
Beuren office was in Buffalo this week I

confer with Harry T. Dixon, RKO distrii

manager.

LEON LEONIDOFF, stage show producer
the Radio City Music Hall, sails today on th

Olympic for Europe, leaving Russell Markert i

charge as associate producer.

LEO BULGAKOV leaves tomorrow for t

coast to direct for Columbia.

PHILIP M. MOELLER, production director (

the New York Theater Guild, and BRIA
AHERNE, English stage and screen star, ha>

left New York for the coast to take up dutii

at the RKO studios.

THOMAS R. HEALY of United Artists, an

C. M. KOON, delegate to the Internation,

Cinema Conference in Rome, arrive today froi

Europe on the Manhattan.

ALICE FAYE, now working at the Fox studit

on the coast, returns east shortly to join Rud

Vallee's aggregation at the Pavillion Royal

BINNIE BARNES, British actress signed b

Universal, arrives in New York today on th

Aquitania.

SIDNEY HARMON. Broadway producer, leave

*lew York next week for the Coast.

SIDNEY SKOLSKY, "Daily News" columnis

who is now in New York, returns to the Coa

within two weeks.

HARRY COHN and CHARLES BEAHAN re

turn to the Coast next week from New Yorl

RUFUS LEMAIRE has returned to New Yor

from abroad.

BENNY HOLZMAN leaves New York Satur

day for Hollywood.

MARION AVERY sails from New York Satur

day on the Monarch of Bermuda for Bermud;

JO SWERLING left New York yesterday fc

the Coast.

ARMAND DENIS arrived from Washingto

yesterday.

MR. and MRS. RICHARD ARLEN an

RICHARD, JR. left New York yesterday fc

Hollywood, where Arlen starts work soon i

Paramount's "Ready for Love."

EDWARD GOLDEN, Monogram sales managei

leaves Monday for Salt Lake City, where th

company holds a regional sales meet May 2f

COVERS
EVERYTHING

I consider the

1934 YEAR
BOOK a very fine

edition.

Sol M. Wuitzrl

Fox Film Corji.

Hollywood Studios

1,000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers

St
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SERVICE EMPLOYES I

DESIRE NO CHANGE

(Continued from Page 1)

substantiated the union claim that
more than 50 per cent of the cir-

cuits' service employes were union
members.
Answer of Chas. C. Levey, secre-

tary of the service union, to the
checkup was that it was improperly
conducted and that he would call a
strike by 6 p. m. today. He stated

[: to Film Daily that the poll was
conducted openly and in the pres-
ence of the district managers when
it should have been secret, and that
it should have been held away from
the theaters.

Figures on the checkup showed
,
that out of 2,215 service employes
on both circuits, 1,873 expressed

t themselves as being satisfied and
i 342 did not. Of the 1,422 Loew
service employes, 1,229 said they
were satisfied, an average of 86 per
cent. On the RKO circuit, 644 of

k the 793 service employes said they
I wished no change.

Soviet Film Head Here
To Expand Distribution

(Continued from Page 1)

terday stated to Film Daily that

the principal purpose of his visit

was to extend exhibition of Soviet

films in this country. In further-

ance of this purpose, Usievitch will

endeavor to make reciprocal book-
ing deals with American producing
companies seeking to enter the Rus-
sian market.
While here Usievitch will person-

ally take up the numerous proposals
received by Amkino for production
of pictures in Russia. Usievitch

said that the written explanation

of the proposals had not made them
clear. He intimated that Russia
might insist on the use of its own
equipment in whatever deals were
made. With regard to the purchase
of American sound equipment Usie-

vitch said that he proposed to meet
the heads of the equipment compa-
nies and talk over deals with them.
Credit is not a factor, he declared.

Upon the expansion of the U. S.

market for American films will de-

pend whether Amkino will establish

offices in Chicago and on the coast.

Usievitch will meet the press to-

morrow at 4 o'clock in the Amtorg
offices.

More Dates for Phil Harris

After their current date at the

New York Paramount, Phil Harris

and Leah Ray play a week at the

Albee, Brooklyn, and then fulfill

engagements at the Palace, Chicago,

and the Fox, Detroit.

Johnston Sticks to Policy

Demonstrating his dyed-in-the-wool

double-feature disposition, W. Ray John-

ston, Monogram president, today cele-

brates his 20th wedding anniversary to-

gether with his 20th year in the motion
picture business.

DAILY
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PHIL M. PALY
• • • A LOT of the boys and girls will be glad to hear
about Larry Moen one of the very popular oletimers
who knows his Filmatics backwards and forwards a versa-
tile guy if there ever was one in the film biz a writer,
scenarist, artist, photographer, technician, cutter and Good
at all of 'em a Student of the motion pix Irving
Browning has received a very interesting letter from Mister
Moen from the Scientific Institute of Motion Pictures in
Moscow where Larry has been commissioned to design
studios and build special apparatus to dub Soviet films into
foreign languages and foreign films into Russian so ya
see he is a Big Shot over there

• • • HERE IS a chap who has experimented in every
phase of film photography at present he is doin' a lot

of natural color photography and designing a camera for
the making of separate color negatives in addition to his
important work for the Soviet Larry left New York eight
years ago since then he has been in production activities
on important propositions in France, Italy, Germany and Eng-
land his versatile experience and Continental background
as well as American reputation gained him the big assign-
ment from the Soviet government

• • • THE POINT we are trying to bring out in all

this is the unswerving conviction of a popular and capable gent
whom hundreds of us knew very intimately that Motion
Pictures constitute an Art and not a Racket Larry Moen
realizes as few of us do that the Motion Picture is Inter-
national that it is still in swaddling clothes although a lot

of us kid ourselves into thinking it's Grown Up so Larry
went out into the World to study and grow up with it.

T T
• • • ADDED STARTERS to the very imposing list of
talent at the AMPA luncheon already announced Jimmy
Savo, the Prince of Pantomime Lew Brown, composer

Lillian Ellis, European comedienne imported by Hal
Roach for pix Charlie Winninger, of "Showboat" fame

Yvette Rugel, N.B.C. songstress if all these do
their stuff along with the five other attractions previously
listed you mugs will probably get back to your desks in

time to go home but come over to the Empey Club any-
way and stay as long as you can Hal Home will be
Jest Chairman but don't let that keep you away
he has promised us personally to dig up some New Gags from
a special file in his library of Gags So Old They Are Practically
New Again

T T T
• • • ATOP THE Sky Gardens at the St. Moritz tonite

the official opening for the season after being reno-
vated, redecorated, rejuvenated and renewed a new Pari-
sian bar, with murals by Delos Palmer drop over for that
impromptu after-theater entertainment where delightful
informality is the correct note and your personal note is

good IF they know you Leon Belasco officiates as
master of the revels

• • • THIS WEEK'S broadcast in the series of Film
Femmes of the Industry has Gwen Heller of Warners'
home office advertising dep't Gwen speaks on Fashions
over NBC today at 3:30 The M. P. Baseball League will

hold its first meeting of the season next Thursday eve
May 17 at the National Broadcasting Co 2nd floor

Reception Desk at 7 p.m Frank Zucker and J. Burgi
Contner have opened their M. P. Camera Supply office at 723
Seventh Ave. an imposing layout in their showrooms of
16 and 35 MM cameras, portable projectors, blimps, dollys, etc.

« « « » » »

RKO REORGANIZATION

NOT BEFORE NOVEMBER

Reorganization of RKO and the
discharge of Irving Trust Co. as
receiver will not take place before
Nov. 15, the Film Daily learns. In
the latest receiver's report, which
will be handed Monday to Judge
Bondy, the financial status of both
the RKO theater and picture com-
panies will be listed with a differ-

ence to the good of several million

dollars compared with the last re-

port filed in January. Only tw©
paths are open for the future of the
company, reorganization or liquida-

tion, and according to official ad-
vices the latter is now out of the
question. After filing the report,

Irving Trust representatives will

start the reorganization plan, which
will possibly be ready for presen-
tation to Judge Bondy when the

final 1934 report is filed in Novem-
ber.

Retain Golder as Counsel
In Philly Dual Test Case

(Continued from Page 1)

tained as counsel for the group to

represent Venice Theater in the
continued action before the local

grievance board due to be heard to-

day, as well as to carry the test

to the highest court if necessary.

Code Strikers May Lose
"Blue Eagle" Pictures

(Continued from Page 1)

dealing with a group of Omaha in-

dependent exhibitors who have an-
nounced that they have withdrawn
their assents to the code.

There is no provision in the code
providing for the withdrawal of

compliances, it was pointed out. It

was stated no communication had
been received at the Code Authority
office yet in connection with the

Omaha move, headed by Calvin Bard
and Lester A. Martin.

Youngstown Hipp Dark Again
Youngstown — The Hippodrome,

which reopened Easter Sunday,
closed suddenly this week, after an
unsuccessful season of musical com-
edy tab and dual films. House has
been operated by a group of

Youngstown men headed by Ike
Hartzell.

Malcolm St. Clair

Ned Marin
Conway Tearlc

Maureen O'Sullivan



Did you
ever see a
Dictionary
walking...

well we
did!

THE THIN MAN
SADIE
McKEE

MANHATTAN
MELODRAMA

Leo marches on! One hit follows another! Happy Leo!



THIN MAN //

gets Fat Words!
Oh, what a hit!

Coast Preview sensational!

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER says:

"A smart honey. A sophisticated wow.
This picture will have millions of cus-

tomers well satisfied and with that

well-fed look. A murder story with a

brilliant cast, brilliant script, brilliant

direction and photography that tells

story in no mean terms. Let it be

shouted from roof-tops that writing,

acting and direction all spell movie with
capital M. So let us hasten good work
of handing out bouquets. Wm. Powell

has time of his life, elegant detective

who never finds himself sober enough
to have it interfere with his work.

Powell is great and your patrons will

revel with him. Myrna Loy makes posi-

tive the fact that she should stick to

being a comedienne."

COAST VARIETY says:

'Thin Man' is sure-fire ace entertain-

ment. Rating is cinched for all type

houses by top names, class production,

expert direction, outstanding perform-

ances and smart balance of humor and

murder mystery in a story which holds

suspense in masterly fashion. It is per-

haps screen's best approximation of

that brand of exciting mystery which
has given this type of tale sustained

vogue in literary field and for this

achievement Hunt Stromberg deserves

big share of credit. Wm. Powell gives

strikingly human and suavely humor-
ous performance. Myrna Loy is superb.

"

MOTION PICTURE DAILY says:

"Smartly concocted for big audience

reactions with a confident tempo and
sly, boisterous humor, 'The Thin Man'
is one of the finer mystery melodramas.

Adapted from Dashiell Hammett's
widely publicized novel, the film attains

a nonchalant unfoldment, carefree sur-

face action with volcanic smouldering

underneath.W.S.Van Dyke's direction

is a model of plot movement and laugh-

ter. Hunt Stromberg's production is

topnotch. All together, it is a swell,

satisfying show."

TARZAN
AND HIS MATE

VIVA
VILLA

!

MEN IN

WHITE

March on with the M-G-M Lion! Year after year!
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RAP FILM RACKETEERS

AT BOSTON MEETING

(.Continued from Page 1)

symposium on the subject of "Bet-
ter Motion Pictures." George J.
Schaefer, Abram F. Myers, Nathan
Yamins, Walter Littlefield and Stan-
ley Sumner were other film indus-
try speakers on the program.
"To jingle the tin cup before the

public and weep crocodile tears over
the alleged demand of the child audi-
ence for pictures which the cruel
'movie-barons' allegedly refuse to
supply may be an effective technique
of fund-raising for those whose real
motive is the censorship of every
form of news, artistic and literary
expression," declared Pettijohn.
"But better and better pictures can
only be produced by progressively
higher standards of public appre-
ciation," he declared.

"An industry which during the
past year has produced such clas-

sics of the screen as 'Little Wo-
men', 'Berkeley Square', 'Lady for
a Day', 'The World Changes', 'Chris-
topher Bean', 'Gallant Lady', 'The
Masquerader', 'The King's Vaca-
tion', 'Cradle Song', 'Only Yester-
day', 'The Invisible Man', 'Looking
Forward', 'Death Takes a Holiday',
'Wonder Bar', 'The Cat and the
Fiddle', 'Gabriel Over the White
House', 'The Power and the Glory',

'Zoo in Budapest', 'The Emperor
Jones', 'Tugboat Annie', 'Peg o' My
Heart', 'The Lost Patrol', 'If I Had
a Million', and literally scores of

other fine pictures that will immed-
iately come to mind to the average
moviegoer, needs no defense against
the false charge that it is failing to

respond to public demand.

"In a current issue of a leading
national publication—'The Literary
Digest'—in no way associated with
the motion picture industry, 21 fea-

ture pictures of an outstandingly
high character are recommended for

the current week's entertainment. Of
these 21, there are 15—mind you,

more than 71%—specifically starred

by that publication as films special-

ly suitable for children. An indus-

try with such a record of serving

family entertainment requirements

can afford to ignore the deliberate

misrepresentation that has marked
this issue.

"Public opinion will not overlook

the fact that there is something
rank in Denmark when certain ele-

ments in and out of the industry

find it covenient to evade the real

issue of better pictures by attack-

ing the industry's trade practices.

"Nothing could be more absurd

48 Entries In For Golf Tournament
SGHAEFER DENOUNCI

"TRIAL BY PUBLICIT

13 New Houses for Zealand
Thirteen movie houses, including one

old theater being renovated, are now
under construction or soon to start in

the various centers of New Zealand,

according to a report from American
Vice Consul Walter W. Orebaugh, Well-
ington, to the Department of Commerce.
Ten of the houses are being built by
Amalgamated Theaters, Ltd., increasing

its circuit to 48.

Forty-eight entries are in! Only
112 left and three weeks to go for
the 22nd Film Golf Tournament at
the Glen Oaks Golf and Country
Club, Great Neck, L. I. The limit
of 160 contestants will be reached
soon. Get out the checkbook and
write a ducat for ten smackers, and
send it in with your application to-

day. It'll be $12 at the gate. Team
play this year will be hotter than
ever. Tom Gerety, captain of the
A. M. P. A. foursome and "Crafty"
Bill Ferguson, trainer and manager
have arranged a c "orts Meeting for
the Ampaites on the Thursday pre-
ceding the event. Golf experts will

be present to tell the players all

about the finest tricks of the game.
It's a great boost for the A. M. P.

A. team and already has Louis Ni-
zer, manager of the Motion Picture
Club foursome worried. Here are the

good fellows
the fray and

Jack Alicoate
Charles A. Alicoa
Winfield Andrus
Herbert Berg
Lou Blumcnth.nl

Richard Brady
Harry Brandt
William Brandt
0. H. Briggs

James Clark
Kenneth Coan
Ted Curtiss

Sam Dembow
Arthur Dickinson
Herbert Ebenstein
Arthur W. Eddy
S. Charles Einfeld

William Ferguson
C. Foster
Tom Gerety
William German
Robert Gillham
Jess Gourlay
Jack Glucksman
"Hap" Hadley
E. W. Hammons

who have signed up for
for what comes after.

ENTRIES
Don Hancock

te Jack Harrower
George Hoffman
Edward L. Hyman
Don Hyndman
Marvin Kirsch
Nat Lewis
Al Lichtman
Don M. Mersereau
Borris Morros
David Mountain
Percy Phillipson

Norton Ritchey
Harold Rodner
Sam Sax
Gradwell Sears
Si Seidler

Jack Shapiro
Stanley Shuford
Max Stuart
George Skouras
Spyrous Skouras
Andy Smith
W. L. Tinney
Clint Weyer
Jules Ziegler

than the proposition that the basic
problem of better pictures lies in

the method or manner by which the
industry distributes its entertain-
ment products or by which the ex-
hibitor rents his pictures. I am not
here to suggest that any trade prac-
tice, in this or in any other indus-
try, is not susceptible to change, im-
provement or progress. I am here
to point out that the basic trade
practices of the industry have been
subjected to the review of the courts

which have decided the issues and
declared the practices at issue both
legal and unoppressive.

"Consider the tremendously com-
plex problems of an industry which
sells not a product but a service in

which timeliness of production, dis-

tribution and exhibition is the very
essence of success or failure; an in-

dustry which sells one and the same
entertainment program, represent-
ing many thousands of dollars of
investment, the first-run theaters
for $6,000, $8,000 and $10,000, and
finally distributes the very same
picture to the humblest theater in

the land during the same current
season for as little as $6, $8, or $10;
in which every picture is a great
and separate risk and in which
every negotiation is a distinct and
separate trade. Necessarily, the
many issues that do arise can only
be determined by a complete knowl-
edge and proof of all the facts in

each case, by establishted contrac-
tual relations and by the determina-
tion under the laws of the land. But
these processes never have been and
never will be sufficient for those who
hope to gain from prejudiced or

ignorant judgment. Only anarchy,
not justice, could result if every
business factor with a selfish or

false interest to serve were encour-
aged by equally selfish public groups
to try his case by propaganda and
ignore the processes of self-regula-

tion and determination by the courts.

"Motion pictures have profited

vastly from the constructive criti-

cism of high-minded public groups
that have organized themselves to
promote higher standards of public-

appreciation for pictures of the bet-
ter kind, or who voice criticism of
the pictures that do not come up,
from their point of view, either to
the artistic or to the social stand-
ards of their constituents. But the
American public has nothing to gain
from the activities of those elements
who have publicly declared they will
have nothing to do with the organ-
ized public support for higher type
of pictures under the processes of
preview, recommendation or other
rating; who give lip service to the
freedom of the screen but who se-

cretly work in their own councils for
that character of control or legisla-

tion that would impose a most vic-

ious form of censorship in this coun-
try, and which attempts to make cap-
ital of every alleged grievance or
charge lodged against the industry.
The story is yet to be told, at the
right time and in the right place,

in properly and completely docu-
mented form, of the real motives
that move many such subversive ele-

ments who seek an overlordship of

the screen.

"Their proud boast today is that
they remain utterly uncontaminated
by any knowledge of the facts, un-
sullied by any consideration of the
necessity or propriety of the indus-

try's trade practices, and unspoiled

by the slightest competence to deal

with the problems involved.

"In the meantime, this much is

evident: If the industry or the art

were ever to surrender to the de-

mands that all pictures be produced
down to the level of child intelli-

gence, the organization of a Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Adults would become pressingly nec-

essary."

"Hitler's Reign" Continues
"Hitler's Regin of Terror,*' Jewel

Productions release, continues for a

fourth Broadway week at the Co-
lumbia Theater.

Boston—A warning that effi

are being made to use public gro
as catspaws for interested trade I

tors, by shifting the proper inte]

in better pictures to "trial by p
licity" of the trade practices of

industry, was sounded by George
Schaefer, vice-president and gene
manager of Paramount, as one
the speakers at the forum on "Be1
Motion Pictures" held yesterday
the Women's Republican Ci
Schaefer said in part:

"The latest slogan that has been hai
to those with a cause to serve is 'compul
block-booking must go.' The fact of the \

ter is that compulsory block-book.ng has g
for the very simple reason that compul
upon the exhibitor to show every picl
that he rented has never existed.

"The practice of renting pictures in grc—or blocks—a method of wholesale 'buy
on the part of the exhibitor and whole
'selling' on the part of the distributor, c

inated from the desperate need of the
ater-owner for a week-in and week-out

i

ply of pictures. A break in the continu
operation of his theater might mean coran
cial life or death to him, particular!
highly competitive territories.

"From the distributor's standpoint, I
wholesale system of oftering a number of '

hires as against the retail :;ystem of rent
each separately reduces the high cost
selling. To date it is the one method
distribution by which a picture that lc
for many thousands of dollars in one t

ater may be obtained after the first showi:
for a few dollars by thousands of ot
theaters. Those who are trying to dest
this system by using public groups as tl

catspaws are working for chaos, not ore
Fn one way or another they hope to ben
from the general disorganization, the
economic methods, and the confusion t

would arise. The fact of the matter is t

the man who buys wholesale, whether pictui
hosiery or eggs, need not, unless he wants
use everything that he has bought,
price per unit is still cheaper—much che
er—than if he had bought at retail. Th
is no compulsion.

"On the question as to whether this metl
of wholesale distribution does or does
restrict the exhibitor's freedom of choi
I hold that any public group can rest u]
the decision of the courts. The cou
have reviewed this trade practice, they h;
heard all the evidence, they nave examit
the facts.

"But that is not all. The motion picti
code contains an important provision givi
the theater owner who does buy his pictu
wholesale or in block the right to cancel
least 10 per cent of such pictures after
has bought them—or. more correctly, af
he has been licensed to exhib't such pictur

"I defy any group or individual to ofl

the slightest proof that under this system
wholesale selling a good picture—good ff
your standpoint, the social standpoint—

1

ever been stopped from exhibition, or tl

any bad picture, bad, again from the ;cc
standpoint, has ever been forced upon a
exhibitor."

Schaefer then read a list of pictures
prove that pictures most often cancelled a
those highly praised by social groups, wh
pictuies which exhibitors refuse to cancel a
among those most thoroughly condemned
the same groups.

Boston Likes Movies Best
Boston—According to final complete

statistics compiled from 20,000 ques-
tionnaires circulated from house to house,
Boston people strongly prefer movies
above all other recreations. Swimming
was second, and then came card play-

ing, baseball, magazine reading, danc-
ing and vaudeville.
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PUBLICITY EXPLOITATION

Earl Carroll's name is a great publicity magnet,

and syndicated articles, special features, items in

news columns on "Murder at the Vanities" have

already been read by 50,000,000. Nine leading

fan magazines,(circulation over 3,000,000) sens-

ing the public interest in "Murder at the Vanities,"

have run double spreads on this picture.

Earl Carroll himself goes on a whirlwind tour

in a specially chartered plane to leading cities

of the country. Carroll himself has shown the

picture to the leading newspaper and radio

peopie of these cities and has given radio talks

and special interviews that will cover the large

population centers of the country.



DER^VANITIES

RADIO

hit songs of "Murder at the Vanities" have

jn plugged on the air since April 1st.

ICocktails for Two" alone has been plugged

Dn some 900 broadcasts, with the picture

nentioned in every instance. Every leading

oand on the air, including Paul Whiteman,

Guy Lombardo, Ben Bernie and Rudy Vallee,

nave all had special "Vanities" broadcasts.

Paramount has prepared a special national

advertising campaign to announce Earl Carroll's

"Murder at the Vanities" to the millions wait-

ing for it. Every real showman will use large

space to tie in with the publicity and exploitation

that has already been done on this picture.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
Onset, Mass.—The Onset theater

will soon be opened again by Al
Worral.

Boston—-Abner Pinanski has been
transferred from manager of the
Dudley to manager of the Jamaica.

Bridgewater, Me. — The Bridge-
water theater was reopened recent-
ly by Ralph Everett.

Wauseon, O. — P. L. Touney, of
the Princess here has purchased the
Lyric at Delta, 0., from Leo Poor-
man.

Buffalo — Joe Weinstein, booker
for the Shea theaters, is out of
hospital, after an operation. Bob
Murphy, recently manager of the
Century, has been subbing for him.

Buffalo—Variety Club, of which
Dave Miller, Universal, is president,
inactive for two weeks, will resume
sessions Monday. Business meet-
ing likely will decide on permanent
quarters.

New Orleans—This city will not
have daylight saving time, the com-
mission council decided. Efforts to

establish it had been made by fra-

ternal and business organizations.

Saugatuck, Mich.—The Pavilion,
summer dance hall and movie house,
opens for the season May 19.

Charlotte, N. C—More than 200
attended the second annual golf
tournament, dinner and dance of the
Jester's club. Proceeds go to the
charity fund for needy members of
Charlotte's Film Colony. H. H.
Everett, manager of A. C. Bromberg
attractions here, is president of the
Jester's club.

Charlotte, N. C. — H. H. Everett,
who handles Monogram pictures, is

slated to be the next president of
the Charlotte Lions' Club.

Indianapolis — Three of the five

first run houses here are featuring
Warner-First National features this

week. These are "As The Earth
Turns" at the Indiana, "20 Million
Sweethearts" at the Circle and
"Merry Wives of Reno" at the
Lyric.

Montreal—"House of Rothschild,"
20th Century-U. A. release starring
George Arliss, is being held a third

week at the Princess, where it has
been playing to big business.

TIME 7 P.M.

date- MA Y 22nd, 1 934
PLACE—MOTION PICTURE CLUB

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

QLAUDETTE COLBERT has been
J

signed by John Stahl for "Imita-
tion of Life," which he is producing
for Universal release.

T T T
Carole Lombard will have the

feminine lead in Columbia's "Or-
chids and Onions" (temporary title).

T T T
Jean Parker has been assigned

the feminine lead in a newly an-
nounced M-G-M production, "Have a
Heart." This is an original story
by David Butler and Buddy De-
Sylva, to be directed by the former.
John Considine is the producer, and
the screen adaptation has been pre-
pared by Florence Ryerson and Ed-
gar Allen Woolf.

r t r
William R. Lipman, well known

newspaper man and author, has put
his name to a Universal contract to
make the screen version of Damon
Runyon's "Cosmopolitan Magazine"
story, "Million Dollar Ransom,"
which will be directed by Murray
Roth. A A. A

A change in Paramount's produc-
tion plans this week gives Lanny
Ross an additional six weeks leave
of absence in New York to carry
on his weekly broadcasts with the
Cap'n Henry Showboat hour over
the NBC network. He was orig-

inally slated to leave for Hollywood

this week for a featured role
"Her Master's Voice."

T T T
Carl Laemmle, Jr., will make I|e,"sai

picture based on Whistler's famoi
painting, "My Mother."

ario

m to

rushii

;, ., IV

i 01

Charlie Murray and George Si
ney have started work in "Plum
ing for Gold," their fourth sho
comedy for Columbia.

T T T
June Knight will be leading w<

man for Russ Columbo in "CastU
in the Air," for Universal.

T T T
Mascot Pictures will start produi iraeri

tion on a< Ken Maynard featu: mselv

early next week, with the seri; r pol

scheduled to go into productic sessfi

about four weeks later. Sherma is,

Lowe and Al Martin now are wri uey i

ing the script for the Ken Maynai n live

feature, as yet untitled. Sig Nei mi
feld will supervise. Barney Sareck jefor

and Wyndham Gittens are writin mwh

the Maynard story under the supe
ji thf

vision of Victor Zobel.
, (the

T T T illlll

The new Educational-Andy Clyfl It i

Comedy, titled "Half Baked Reh » ca

tions," has been finished. Suppon
ing Clyde in this comedy are Ethi «

Sykes, Jack Shutta, Johnny Ran* !<

Broderick O'Farrell, Edwin LeSair|Hlf

and Joe Young. Charles Lamont d

retted.

Philadelphia Advertisers Hear Ivins

Philadelphia—At a recent meeting
of the Eastern Industrial Advertis-
ers Ass'n in the Bankers Club here,

Clinton F. Ivins, vice-president of

the Pathescope Co. of America, Inc.,

and secretary-treasurer of the Na-
tional Association of Non-Theatrical
Film Producers, Inc., spoke on "Mo-
tion Pictures in Industry," which he
illustrated with a number of sound
films recently produced for promi-
nent manufacturers. Ivins demon-
strated how "sure-fire" theatrical

features, such as dramatic appeal,

newsreel interest and cartoon com-
edy are being used to give sales

punch to products of an engineering

and industrial nature.

Next Novarro Vehicle

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Ramon Novarro's

next M-G-M film, when he returns

in October from his present con-

cert tour in South America, will be

an adaptation of the Hungarian
play, "Her Excellency's Tobacco
Shop," by Bus Fekete. The play

attracted considerable attention in

Europe.

"Gulliver Mickey" for Rivoli

"Gulliver Mickey," Walt Disney's

latest Mickey Mouse-United Artists

release, will open at the Rivoli The-

ater here on Saturday.

Amity Joins Five-Day Week
Amity Pictures will close on Sat-

in-flays
' starting this week.

Three Secretaries Stay Over
Three local board secretaries rt

mained over in New York yestei
[ally

day for individual conferences wit

John C. Flinn, Code Authority e>

ecutive secretary. They are: Low re

B. Harrell, Atlanta; James Fitzgei

aid, Washington, and Emaline Fini &
berg, Pittsburgh.

I tot
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I.T.O.A. to Meet Monthly

The I. T. O. A. has adopted meet
ing schedules under which two ses

sions will be held monthly instea

of a weekly meeting. Next gathei

ing is on the calendar for nex

Wednesday.

Joe Mankiewicz Marrying
We t (oast Bureau of THE FILM DA11A
Hollywood—Joseph Mankiewicz

writer, and Elizabeth Young, form
er New York debutante, will be mar
ried in Beverly Hills on Sunday

::nil

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"Mrs. Patrick Campbell has devised a

new combination crib and carrying c^se

for her famous white Pekinese. It's

made of wicker, with a windshield, and

lined with blue silk." —M-G-M
::

111
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ICKGOHN PUTS DUALS

UP TO THE EXHIBITOR

(Continued from Page 1)

>n that the matter had been defi-

:ely settled in Washington during
s various meetings held on the
de," said Cohn. "In view of that,
teannot understand why it should
w be considered a matter for spe-
ll legislative relief. However, we
em to have a positive weakness
r rushing into print whenever any
oblem peculiar to our industry
ises, with the result that we are
w attracting publicity that is

'finitely harmful.
"In all the clamor we have over-
oked one vital fact. It is that in-

much as theaters are operated by
owmen, it is up to the showmen
emselves to decide upon the fea-
're policies best adapted to the
iccessful operation of their the-
ers. These men have their own
oney invested. They have their
m livelihood to make. They know
e wants of their patrons. It is

erefore sheer presumption for any
an who is not thoroughly familiar
ith these wants to attempt to dic-

te the policy the individual show-
an must adopt.
"It is my own opinion that no
ian can reasonably be expected to
l>erate under a policy which, how-
:'er successful it might be for his
rger competitors, is disastrous for
mself. At the same time, I can
i)t too strongly condemn the ae-
on of that exhibitor who, for the
ike of driving his competitors out

business, resorts to a policy
hich creates havoc with business
cally.

"In other words, Columbia's atti-

ide in the single vs. double fea-
rre controversy is one of strict

eutrality and absolute impartiality,
hile at all times zealously protect-
ig its own welfare. In line with
lis policy, we shall serve each ex-
ibitor according to the peculiar de-
Lands of his patrons, modifying
lis attitude, however, in those in-

ances where in our opinion the ae-
on of an individual exhibitor un-
scessarily imperils the welfare of
;her showmen in that particular
;rritory.

"From its very inception, Colum-
ia has concentrated all of its at-

ntion to the production and dis-

ibution of good pictures. It has
ad neither the time nor desire to

11 showmen how to run their the-
ters, believing these men far bet-
r qualified to operate their own
ouses. This policy having proved
uccessful for us, we certainly do
ot intend to deviate from it now."

^dolphe Buehrig Jr. Heads
New Circuit in Midwest

{Continued from Page 1)

eadquarters here. Buehrig dis-

losed that the new company al-

eady had several houses in the
didwest and would add more later.

Associated with Buehrig is J. Fran-
jis Stein, who for some time has
|>een operating the Windsor, inde-

lendent neighborhood house here.

THE CRITICS' FORUM
(Continued from Page 1)

E

SETS FIRST MEETING

build features around them is an "unforgivable practice" in the eyes of Lecta Ridei

of the "Chronicle," Houston, Tex. About two score other film scribes voice more or

less the same thought. C. Hal Nelson of the "Morning Star," Rockford, III., adds
that in many cases the fans are so disappointed with their radio favorites after getting

a good look at them that it reduces the following of these artists in their subsequent
radio work as well.

NEGLECTED TALENT IN HOLLYWOOD
At least a couple of dozen players of ability are mentioned by the critics as

cases of expert actors whose work is always a joy to behold but who are seldom given

anything: but bit parts, while other players with "flash" appeal but limited ability are

played up as stars. Too frequent teaming cf the same stars, even good ones, "grows
monotonous, also makes the patrons expect too much and there's bound to be a let-

down somewhere along the line when a bad show comes along," according to R. M.
Shepherdson of the "Journal," Peoria, III., who adds that players like Margaret Sullavan

and Franchot Tone are the biggest need of the movies today.

W. L. Hamilton, Jr., of the "Messenger and Chronicle," Fort Dodge, la., wishes
"producers would abandon the impression that draping a few new rags on a dish-faced

star and having her mope through a few soporific love scenes is the production of a

really important 'problem' play."

The practice of type-casting actors and having them continually repeat characteri-

zations that made a hit once is scored by Ruth Lewis of the "Austin American,"
Austin, Tex., and Elmer M. Jackson, Jr., of the "Evening Capital," Annapolis, Md. They
believe audiences not only enjoy versatility in their favorites, but expect it of them and

are disappointed if the stars don't demonstrate it.

"More acting and fewen 'stars' unless they are well cast," is the plea of Robert

Bull of the "Daily Mail," Charleston, W. Va.

A. S. Kany of the "Dayton Journal," Dayton, 0., expresses surprise at "the non-

chalant manner in which Hollywood kills a promising player by casting him or her in

mediocre pictures and roles just at the point of popularity."

STARS PORTRAY THEMSELVES
Failure of stars to really create characters is mentioned by Walter D. Hickman of

the "Indianapolis Times." He is among those who don't care to see stars always

portraying themselves. Hickman also dislikes "the ramming down our throats of fem-
inine stars from foreign countries in a mad attempt to find another Garbo."

"Right now I'm livid over what has been done to a personable young lady once

named Harriet Lake, now Ann Sothern," wails Harry Martin of the "Commercial Ap-
peal," Memphis. "A lovely lass, charming and all, with a distinct personality. Hollywood

could not be satisfied until it had dyed her hair and made her over so completely that

no one here recognized her as the heroine in 'Of Thee I Sing.' Why must she be

typed like so many others in Hollywood? Can't we have a few real American girls in

the movies?"

Long-term contracts have a tendency to stifle the natural expression of a star,

in the opinion of Mary Brooks Parham of the "Observer," Charlotte, N. C.

Miriam Bell of the "Miami Daily News" thinks the big production schedules are

largely at fault. "As it is, there are a dozen pictures turned out for the star, another

dozen for story, a few for box-office exploitation and a lot for no good reason at all,"

she says, urging fewer pictures so that each one could be made better.

Gardner Campbell of the "Daily Item," Wakefield, Mass., and Paul Busselle of the

"Times," Tacoma, Wash., also throw scallions at directors who pick wrong stars for

leading parts in an otherwise good picture or who put good actors in unworthy stories.

(Continued from Pag" 1)

are expected to attend the session,
which will be held at the Ambas-
sador coincident with the Paramount
sales meeting. M. B. Comerford
has been appointed alternate for M.
E. Comerford and Sam Pinanski is

alternate for Mullin.

Assessment Schedule
Is Subject to Change
(Continued from Page 1)

be adopted for the second half
year," says a communication from
this body to the M.P.T.O. of Con-
necticut, which petitioned the Au-
thority to reconsider the apportion-
ments of operating expenses among
the various branches of the indus-
try. The letter reads in part:
"A Finance Committee of the Code Au-

thority held frequent meetings since the
appointment of the Committee in December
last; and the schedule of assessments atjainst
the three branches of the industry ?upple-
mtnted further by the schedule of assess-
ments against individual theaters and against
individual producers and distributors, and
approved by the Administrator under date of
April 13, 1934, was the result of very care-
ful study and a particularly keen desire to
be fair and just to all elements involved in
the plan of assessments.

"The Administrator himself was keenly
interested from the beginning of these Com-
mittee Meetings, and I attach hereto a copy
of the official N.R.A. Order dated April 26,
No. 124-14, approving the budget and de-
claring the finance assessment plan tj be
fair and reasonable."

Film Carriers to Meet in Chi.

Executive committee of the Na-
tional Film Carriers, Inc., will meet
in Chicago about June 1. James
Clark of Philadelphia is president
of the association, which now has a
membership of 35 companies.

First for Franklin-Selwyn

First of seven shows to be pro-
duced by Harold B. Franklin and
Arch Selwyn will be "Cora Potts,"
which goes into production late this

summer.

The most famous feet in

the motion picture industry—
ON EXHIBITION DAILY

NOON to 1 A. M.
Cocktail Hour from
4 P. M. to 7:30 P. M.

(.Dinner From Seven o'clock)

MOTION PICTURE CLUB BAR
Where Pleasure comes before Business!
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PORT CHESTER HOUSE

IS GRANTED 22 FILMS

Holding that the Skouras Capitol
Theater, Port Chester, N. Y., has
been in unfair competition with the
Embassy, by overbuying, the griev-
ance board ruled yesterday that the
Embassy was to be supplied with
22 films of major companies. By
the terms of the ruling Fox, M-G-
M, Warners and RKO are to pro-
vide four pictures, Universal three,

Columbia two and United Artists
one. Both parties were given seven
days to agree on the product the
Embassy shall receive. In case of

no agreement the board will desig-

nate the product. It was further
stipulated that terms and conditions
under which the Embassy gets the
product shall be no less favorable
than those which Skouras has with
the companies.

In the case of the Roxy against
the Mayfair Theater, the latter

house was ordered to discontinue

issuance of 15 cent advertising

passes. In a second case involving
the Roxy, the Board found that the

Casino had used a misleading adver-
tisement in a picture and ordered a

prompt halt on the practice. On
the complaint of the Little Picture

House against the Windsor Theater,

the Board found that the Windsor
has been advertising programs
prematurely as charged.

Canadian Business Better
Canadian motion picture business

is sharing in the general improve-
ment in the Dominion, according to

trade reports received by the U. S.

Department of Commerce. Better
box-office receipts among smaller
theaters in agricultural communi-
ties is especially noted. Two new
houses recently opened in the Mari-
times, the Capitol at Compbellton,

N. B., and the Capitol, Truro, N.
S., both operated by F. G. Spencer
Co.. Ltd.
Film imports for the first two

months of this year, compared with
the same period of 1933, showed a

decline of 32 per cent in footage,

the decline being greatest for Brit-

ish films as compared with U. S.

imports, which declined only 10 per

cent.

Brennan Heads Stagehands
James J. Brennan has been elect-

ed president of Theatrical Protec-
tive Union, No. 1, local stage hands'
organization.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
Feature stories on your cooling sys-

tem. Have Mayor or other local celebrity
"officially" turn on the plant.

CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and Zoning and

Clearance Boards

Coast Case Up Tomorrow
Another change in Code Authority

plans schedules the overbuying case
appeal filed by Cirstrand Theaters
Corp., coast operator, against Fox
West Coast and Principal Theaters
for hearing before the code admin-
istrative body tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock. Charles Skouras,
with his attorney, will appear for

West Coast. Under the Los Angeles
local board order the defendants in

the action were ordered to give the
complainant 20 features.
At the administrative meeting of

the Code Authority tomorrow morn-
ing, just prior to the hearing, mat-
ters to be taken un are expected to
include appointment of a successor
to Charles E. Williams, who has re-

signed as a member of the Omaha
zoning board.

Two Rulings in Buffalo

Buffalo—Two rulings came out of
the first session of the district zon-
ing and clearance board this week.
Harry Morse, the Elmwood, Penn
Yan, protested the seven to ten days'
clearance taken by the Schine cir-

cuit in Geneva. It was shown that
the Elmwood was presenting pic-

tures from five to seven weeks af-

ter availability, so the protest was
denied. Ray Pashley for the Lake
Theater, Interlaken, obtained a re-

duction of clearance heretofore 30
days, for the Berinstein theaters in

Ithaca. He wanted seven to ten

days. He was given 14 days' clear-

ance on the Ithaca 40-cent houses

and ten days on the Ithaca 35-cent

house. His admission rate is 30
cents. The board fixed the clear-

ance to continue as long as present

admission charges stand.

Protests Memphis Plan
Memphis—M. A. Lightman has

protested the protection given first-

runs here over subsequent runs in

the new zoning plan. He will seek

to have it changed. Lightman says
the new schedule compels second-

runs or neighborhood houses to wait
67 to 180 days for pictures, against

30 to 60 days at present without
a general admission regulation. The-
aters outside Memphis charging less

than 40 cents would have to wait
from 40 to 180 days for pictures

after Memphis, he says, whereas at

present they play on or close to re-

lease date.

Merchant Coupons Banned
Omaha—George Werner of the

Orpheum, Fairfield, has been order-

ed by the local grievance board to

abandon the practice of using mer-
chant coupons. Complaint was filed

by T. C. Schipley, Clay Center, a

competing exhibitor. The board

also condemned the practice of the

Council Bluffs, la. high school in
exhibiting pictures in competition
with local theaters. Friday will be
the board's regular weekly meeting
day.

Cut Publix Protection
St. Louis—In its first decision,

the local clearance and zoning
board has ruled that in the new
buying season the Princess and
Grand theaters in Alton, 111., op-
erated by Publix, shall have seven
days' clearance over S. E. Pirtle's

Orpheum in Jerseyville, 111. Here-
tofore various film companies have
granted the Publix houses from
seven to 14 days' over the Jersey-
ville house. The board has asked
advice from New York as to wheth-
er St. Louis or Chicago has juris-

diction over border line towns in

Central Illinois that obtain some of

their films here and others in Chi-

cago. Two such cases are now pend-
ing before the board.

Shift K.C. Appeal to N. Y.
Kansas City—Loew's Midland's

notice of appeal from the new Kan-
sas City clearance schedule is being
taken up, it is understood by the
New York office of Loew's.

Indications are that other code
authorities are very much interested
in this City's new clearance sched-
ule because of similarity in price

and protection situations, and be-

cause Kansas City is one of the first

to set up a new clearance schedule.

1,1

Thursday, May 17, 19;

CATHOLIC BLACKLIST

BOOSTS ATTENDANGI

{Continued from Page 1)

hopes that further blacklistings w
be imposed.
Apparently in an effort to pro

that all money films are bad, Re
Father Charles M. Johnson of t
Cathedral of the Immaculate Co
ception declared that the 10 be
box-office films were based on "mor
filth." When asked by The FlL
Daily correspondent where he 0;

tained his list, Rev. Johnson mere
said he did not mention any filn

by name but had 10 of the mo'
popular in mind.

In protesting the unfairness <

the blacklisting of pictures, loc^jf

\

exhibitors pointed out that pastot
should also recommend films thj ! ^

are good instead of just condemi
ing the bad ones. One theater mat
ager pointed out that even Cathol
leaders have admitted that 75 p<

cent of the movies are all right.

Negro War Film for Mayfair i!

"The Unknown Soldier Speaks.'
a compilation of World War shot
from government files devoted prii

cipally to the activities of negi
soldiers at the front, is slated ti

open Monday at the Mayfair. Lir
coin Pictures is the producer.

hi

First Philly Zoning Case
Philadelphia — First meeting

the zoning board was held yesteri

day when the case of Broadwa
Bridgeport vs. Norris Amusemeti
Co., Norristown, was heard. Charg
is excessive protection. Decisio

was reserved.

*5
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I OR 2 PERSONS

Above the 8th

Floor $6.00

and up
Enjoy the comforts of a parlor

and bedroom suite. ... All

rooms equipped with radio,

combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.
Ideal location — adjacent to

shopping, business and theatre
districts.

SWIMMING POOL AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

Dinner served in the beautiful

newly decorated Cocoanut
Grove $1.00 up.

*
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bombasticAds andFancy PressBooks Hit by Critics

IATI0NAUAB0R BOARDlPHOLDS USHERS' UNION

Strike Call by Service Union Brings
ralkout in 6 RKO, Loew
Houses Does Not Af-

fect Operation
Only 53 employes in six RKO and

1 ew Theaters responded to a strike

died yesterday against the two
ccuits by Local 118, service union,

; cording to a statement issued late

'.it night by C. C. Moscowitz on
lhalf of the motion picture theater

imers of Greater New York.

"In no single instance has any
eater been closed or hampered in

i operation in any way," Mosco-
tz said. "All theaters are being

anned without difficulty. While
{Continued on Page 4)

rARNER-K-A-0 DEAL

NOT MATERIALIZING

Indications last night were that

ie reported offer by Warner Bros.

ir approximately 45 K-A-0 houses,

ostly in New York, would not ma-
rialize into a deal. Mike Meehan,
ho controls the K-A-0 group, was

(Continued on Page 4)

abian Reported Set

For Manhattan Houses
Deal under which Si Fabian is

igotiating to take over more than
I houses from Manhattan Play-

mses was reported last night as

it. Coincidentally emphatic denial

as made that Fabian is acting for
rarner Bros., who, it had been un-

jrstood, were interested in acquir-

ig former Fox Metropolitan houses
(Continued on Page 4)

48 for Columbia
Columbia's 1934-35 program, now

raking final shape at home office con-
ferences involving Harry and Jac'-

Cohn, will probably offer a total of

48 features. Of this number 16 will

be action pictures, it is expected. Eight

will be Westerns and eight action melo-
dramas.

53

CRITICS' FORUM

QUESTION NO. 10

What is your pet theory or squawk regarding the industry of the screen?

RESULTS OF CRITICS' REPLIES:

(Continued)

Third in order of items receiving most complaint deals with exaggerated

advertising and over-elaborate press books.

IT
IS by no means a new complaint, this one about inflated, exclamatory and often

misguided advertising of pictures, and since it ranks number three on the list of

wails from the nation's cinema critics the obvious conclusion is that it's a matter

requiring attention.

Among the points made by the critics is that practically the same kind of bombast is

employed to sell pictures that are as different in type and appeal as caviar and lentil

soup. Pictures suffering most as a result are the class productions with the most

artistic merit, it is stated.

Too much "hop" and not enough facts is another common complaint. "Frenzied
(Continued on Page 9)

30 Exhibs from 24 States Meet Here
Thirty exhibitor leaders from 24

states are slated to attend a con-
ference sponsored by the I. T. O. A.
and the M. P. T. 0. of Eastern Penn-
sylvania at 1 p. m. today at the M.
P. Club.

"We're not making an attempt to

beat down rentals," explained Presi-

dent Harry Brandt of the I. T. 0.

A. yesterday. We're against pre-

ferred playing time and obnoxious
percentage demands."

Wanger Quits M-G-M; Plans Indie Productions

4 New Houses, 8 Reopen
In Memphis Territory

Memphis — Four new theaters
joined the active list in this terri-

tory last month, and eight others
reopened, according to the Film
Board of Trade report. New houses
are the Strand, Greenfield, Tenn.,

and New Theater, Union City, Tenn.,
both owned by G. W. Haynes; New

(Continued on Page 4)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Walter Wanger yes-

terday resigned his executive post
with M-G-M, announcing plans to
enter independent production. With-
in a few days he leaves for New
York to confer with his attorney,
Nathan Burkan. Afterwards he will

go to Europe to negotiate for sev-
eral stories and players, later re-
turning to Hollywood when he will
announce his plans.

Employes of Two Elkhart
Theaters are Ordered

Reinstated
By WILLIAM SILBERBERG

FILM DAILY Staff Cor -

Washington—In a decL
ing collective bargaining of i^eater
ushers, the National Labor Board
yesterday ruled that nine ushers al-

legedly discharged from the War-
ner and Bucklen theaters, Elkhart,
Ind., for attempting to join an A.
F. of L. union, be reinstated. The
case involved the alleged discharge
of the nine employees who were al-

legedly discouraged from doing so
by the Elkhart Amusement Co. man-
agement, and the replacement by

oatinved on Page 9)

18 TO 26 FEATURES

PLANNED BY ALLIEN

An initial program of between 18

and 26 features for distribution dur-
ing the 1934-35 season is planned
by Allied, which has received the
endorsements of eight units, Presi-

dent Sidney E. Samuelson said yes-

terday in New York. He expects
to have the project definitely set by

(Continued on Page 9)

Allied Joins in Movement
Against Company Trailers

Allied is working out a plan to co-

operate with National Screen Ser-

vice in an effort to counteract moves
of several major companies, includ-

ing M-G-M and Warner Bros., in

producing their own trailers. The
exhibitor association is expected to

(Continued on Page 9)

Duals at 5 Cents in N. 0.
New Orleans — Double features re-

turned here this week with the sub-
sequent run Plaza offering two pictures

tor a nickel. The first-run Orpheum
also went dual yesterday.
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Lincoln Stedman
Lew White

I'll Be There !

The 22nd Film Golf

Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Thurs-

day, June 7th, at Glen Oaks Golf and Country Club, Great Neck, Long Island.

Name

Address

THE COMMITTEE:
Jack Alicoate, Chairman, Film Daily; Al Lichtman, United Artists; Lee Ochs, Motion
Picture Club; William Ferguson, A. M. P. A.; Louis Nizer, N. Y. Film Board of Trade;
William Brandt, Brandt Enterprises; Don M. Mersereau, Film Daily.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Nippon Studios Doubling
Talker Output in 1934-35
Japanese producers are making

100 talking features for current
season release, nearly twice as many
as produced last year, said Harold
Dunn, Warner-First National man-
ager for Japan, in New York yes-

terday. Total Japanese output of

talkers was 55 features last sea-

son, he stated. Two major com-
panies, Nihkatiu and Shochiku, are

making most of the 100 for this

year.
Ten theaters to show Japanese

pictures are now under construction,

Dunn told The Film Daily. Two
new Tokio houses have seating ca-

pacities of 4,000 and 3,200. The-
ater business in Japan is about 75

per cent better than a year ago,

according to Dunn.

Darrow Report Delayed
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Publication of the

Darrow code report is set for Mon-
day, it was announced yesterday.

"He Was Her Man" to Hold Over

Warner's "He Was Her Man,"
with James Cagney and Joan Blon-
dell, has been set to hold for a sec-
ond week at the Strand. The pic-

ture opened to better business than
its predecessor, "20 Million Sweet-
hearts," the Warner offices stated.

Next picture for the house will be
"Upperworld."

Agnew and Vincent as Alternates

Both Ed Kuykendall and George
J. Schaefer are expected to be ab-
sent from the Code Authority meet-
ing today. Neil F. Agnew will rep-
resent Schaefer and Walter Vin-
cent will serve as alternate for the
M. P. T. O. A. president.

S. K. Wolf a Father

S. K. Wolf, director of the acous-
tical department at Electrical Re-
search Products, is the father of a
seven-and-a-half-pound boy born
yesterday in Harbor Hospital.

William Klarry Managing
Krim Circuit in Detroit

Detroit—William N. Klarry has
been appointed general manager of

the Krim Circuit of five theaters by
the Krim Brothers, following the
recent death of their father, Leon
Krim, who founded the circuit. Mac
Krim is now at the Flying V. Ranch,
Tucson, Ariz., where he is taking a
health cure. Joseph Kessler has
taken his place as manager of the
Lasky and Park theaters.

S. M. P. E. to Hear Talk
On Photography, Cartoons

Trick photography and cartoon
animation will be discussed by Jack
Norling of Loucks & Norling at a
meeting of the New York Section
of the S. M. P. E. on Wednesday
night at the Hotel Pennsylvania.
The society's board holds a meeting
June 16 at the Westchester Country
Club.

New Kiepura Film for G-B
London—Jan Kiepura has signed

a new contract with Gaumont-Brit-
ish and is at work in "A Song for

You" at the Shepherds Bush studios.

This puts at rest report that the
operatic star would make a picture

for an American producer.
G-B's "Chu Chin Chow," with

Anna May Wong, is practically fin-

ished.

M-G-M Signs Two Actresses

Mady Christians, continental film

star, and Rosamond Pinchot, Broad-
way stage star, have been signed by
M-G-M. First picture for Miss
Christians is now being prepared.

Miss Pinchot goes to the coast about
the end of the summer.

Monogram Buys Story

"Flirting with Danger," a story

of the Sergeant Quirk and Captain
Flagg school, by George Bcitholon,

has been bought by Monogram as

a stai-ring vehicle for Robert Arm-
strong and Bill Cagney, it was an-

nounced yesterday by President W.
Ray Johnston.

.ommg andG oins

GLORIA SWANSON, who has been appl
for a week at the Chicago Theater in Ch]
is scheduled to leave today for the

A. A. SCHUBART and LEON J. BAM!
I

ER of the RKO Radio sales department L

left for Chicago to make preliminary aril

ments for the company's sales conventil
the Drake Hotel, June 18-20.

MONROE W. GREENTHAL, U. A. expl
tion manager, left last night aboard the

(f
pic for a two-week vacation in Europe,
will visit London and Paris.

ABRAM F. MYERS returned to Washil
yesterday following a stop in New Yoi|
route from Boston.

SAM E. MORRIS, who returned to New I

yesterday from Europe, will be back a|
office at Warner Bros, today.

E. LLOYD SHELDON, Paramount assel
producer arrives tomorrow from Hollywoo|
his way to Europe for a vacation.
HAL B. WALLIS and LOUISE FAZl|

sail on the Paris tomorrow for Europe.

Ready Reference Directo
With Addresses and Phone Number!

Recognized Industry Concerns

What To Bu> And
Where To Buy It

• Engravers •

CALL—

PHOTO ENGRAVING
(Day and Night Service)

250 W. 54th St., N. Y.

Tel. COIumbus 5-6741

Foreign

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS—IMPORTERS

Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY

LONDON PARIS IERLIN

Hotels

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hot<

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK
TURKISH BATHS

Reference Books •

COMPLETE
in every detail, pertaining!
production, distribution d
exhibition

—

1934
YEAR BOOK

of
MOTION PICTURES

Distributed FREE to

scribers of Film Daim
1650 Broadway N. Y. '

Hollywood Office
6425 Hollywood Blvd., C



OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW
GOING INTO REHEARSAL for one of the brilliant Berkeley se-

quences in 'Dames' (left), Warners' famous beauty chorus gets set for

their fifth consecutive return engagement as trade's champ ensemble.

PPA FRINK'S' REWARD. Latest

irk of recognition for 'The Merry

Ftiks' is lengthy Warner contract for

hgh Herbert (below), one of all-comic

c;t which Motion Picture Daily says:

pvidesan over-abundance of laughs'.

:

Mirror's description of lively

Strand reception to War-

ner Bros." first Cagney and

Blondell co-starring drama

since 'The Crowd Roars'.

FRANCHOT TONE
SIGNED for male lead in

'Farewell to Shanghai', War-

ners' next for Dolores Del

Rio after 'Madame DuBarry'.

WARNERS START SHOOTING 'British Agent', year's top auto-

biog seller starring Kay Francis and Leslie Howard, with stage crew

doubled for filming this week of spectacular Cossack sequences.

IKE LIBSON'S CAMPAIGN for '20 Million

Sweethearts' at Cincy Keith brings Variety

report of 'hotsy-totsy' gross. Buffalo, 'Frisco,

Boston.lndianapolisandKansasCity areothers

to register with 'Warners' best musical'.

°A First National Picture Vifagraph, Inc., Distributors



SERVICE STRIKE GALL

BRINGS OUT ONLY 53

(Continued from Page 1)

pickets have appeared in many the-

aters there are only six theaters
on the two circuits where any em-
ployes have left work. Owing to the
fact that U. S. Dept. of Labor rep-
resentatives recently made a poll of

2,200 theater workers and found
84.6 per cent satisfied and opposed
to joining the proposed new union
we do not anticipate that the strike

will spread or be of any interest to

any employes except an extremely
small minority."

Chas. C. Levey, secretary of Lo-
cal 118, said that he was only call-

ing out sufficient men from the the-

aters to picket the houses, leaving
the remainder of his forces employ-
ed to help carry the financial bur-
den of the strike. He claimed that
employes had walked out of 17 the-

afters on the two circuits.

4 New Houses, 8 Reopen
In Memphis Territory
(Continued from Page 1)

Theater, Summerville, Russell Craw-
ford, and Star, Hughes, Ark., E. A.
Barton. Reopenings were the Buf-
falo, formerly the New, Leachville,

Ark.; Rex, Lonoke, Ark.; Lincoln,

Lincoln, Ark.; Beverly, Prairie
Grove, Ark.; New, Glenwood, Ark.;
Hornersville, Hornersville, Mo.;
Mary Dale, Cardwell, Mo., and Cap-
itol, Dyersburg, Tenn.
Among other recently opened new

theaters in the Southwest are the
Rialto, Freer, Tex., operated by
Hall Industries, and the Ace,
Tecumseh, Okla., managed by V. N.
Legg.

PHIL M DALY

Dubinsky House Drops Duals

Kansas City—Dubinsky's Liberty,
which recently tried double bills,

has given them up for a stage at-

traction. The Regent, the other
Dubinsky downtown house, has run
double bills for ten years. Both are
15-cent houses.

Meeting Again on Film Boards

Another meeting of distributing
company sales managers) will be
held in New York next week, pos-
sibly on Tuesday, to further con-
sider the reorganized setup of the
Film Boards of Trade.

Speeding Up Code Cases
Local zoning and grievance boards

are expending every possible effort to

adjust industry problems before start

of the new selling season, it was stated
at the Code Authority yesterday.

Illustrating the expeditious handling
of appeals is the fact that the first

one made only required less than one
month from the time it was filed to

its determination by the Code Author-
ity. The Saxe-Vitagraph-Ashley over-
buying case was filed with the Milwau-
kee local grievance board on April 10
and was heard on April 17. An appeal
was filed with the Code Authority
April 22 and the case was decided the
same day it was heard, May 11.

• • • ITS GETTING so that the best show on Broadway
seems to be the weekly AMPA luncheon given in the
charming atmosphere of the Empey Club with good fel-

lowship in the air and a program that is always gaited to
bring the laughs and a variety of celebs in all branches
of the show world at every luncheon yesterday's was rated
by the gang as one of the very best ever given

mm m AS USUAL Prexy Billy Ferguson put the
affair over with that professional showman's touch no
hitches everybody wonders how he does it week after
week but few realize the planning and hard work involved
to give the Pressageys a luncheon-show worth putting every-
thing aside to attend they had to stop selling tickets be-
cause there was no room to jam in extra tables

• • • THE FIRST frivolity on the bill was the presenta-
tion by Fergie of a loving cup to Hal Home as Counsellor to
the U. S. Chamber of Commerce Hal being the Guest
Chairman for the occasion Bob Murphy and his Kid Ras-
cals were the first entertainers and his son and dotter
put their song numbers over with a bang Bob spotted
Boris Morros, and sez "It's a pleasure to see Boris. I've

given eight auditions and this is the first one he's ever attend-
ed.". . . .,. Mister Home tried to rib Bob about playing at the
Pitkin theayter in the swamplands of Brooklyn "Well,"
carroms back Bob, "we're billed over your company's picture."

• • • IN INTRODUCING Lillian Ellis the Contin-
ental girl on her way to the Hal Roach stude the guest
chairman noted that she spoke better English than most of
the pressageys present Lew Brown, the Broadway com-
poser, put over two pip numbers in his inimitable manner

"I Don't Want to Be In Love" and "I've Loved the Same
Girl for Fifty Years" with Lou Alter at the piano

• • • BUT THE star of the bill was Jimmy Savo
the Prince of Pantomime who appeared by arrangement
with Davidd Bath of Lyons & Lyons Jimmy did his famous
pantomime rendition of "Did You Ever See a Dream Walking"

and encored with "You're My Everything" a perfect
bit of artistry done as only Jimmy can do it Block &
Sully had a nifty act specially prepared for the occasion ......

which they claimed was built around some of Home's oldest
file gags but the way they put 'em over they sounded
real good there's a pop team who know how to keep the
laughs coming

• • • A NICE tie-up handled by Fletcher & Ellis, adver-
tising agents built around Frank Buck's "Wild Cargo"

playing up the use by Mister Buck of Black Flag in-

sect destroyer in fighting the pests in the jungle it in-

volves 200,000 dealers and an ad campaign in 20 big dailies.

• • • FIRST evening performance tonite at the Capitol
will be attended by Bob Montgomery and Gene Raymond to

see "Sadie McKee" Eddie Cantor has signed up 400 mem-
bers on the coast to pay annual dues into the Jewish Theatrical
Guild, and 10 life members Arthur Tracy, the "street
singer," is angling for a feature picture contract with one of
the majors

WARNER-K-A-0 DEAL;!

NOT MATERIALIZE

« « « » » »

(Continued from Page 1)

understood insisting upon a big csl

payment and opposing the reporl

offer of Warner stock. Thirty-eif

of the houses discussed are local

I

in New York, two are in Bostl
and others are in upstate New Yo J

Fabian Reported Set
For Manhattan Housi

(Continued from Page 1)

now operated by Skouras and Rai-

force.

Theaters in the reported Fabii-

Manhattan deal include the folio-

ing New York houses: Clinton, N'
Delancy, Hollywood, Florence, («

pheum, Mt. Morris, Harlem Ope.

House Apollo, Palestine, Ruby, )

jou, Cosmos, Stadium, Grand, Hi-

lem, Jewel, Congress, Daly, Met,
Regun, Palace and Sunshine.

Two Versions of War Film

Version of "The Unknown Sold •

Speaks" booked for the Mayfn
starting a week from tomorrow v|

deal with activities of white soldiu

in the World War, while the Nej»
version will be shown in Harht
and other colored communities, it I

announced by Lincoln Pictures, pij

ducer.

Repeat French Film Showing

A repeat showing of "La W-

ternelle" and a first screening
four French shorts will be held 1

night aboard the Paris of t'

French Line at Pier 57 under ax-

pices of John S. Tapernoux, ii

porter.

'Fog Over Frisco' Premiere in Fris>

San Francisco—First Nationa
"Fog Over Frisco," in which Bet

Davis, Donald Woods, Margai,
Lindsay and Lyle Talbot have t

leading roles, is to have its woi
premiere here at the end of tl

month.

"Friday the 13th" Holds Over

"Friday the 13th," Gainsboroui
picture, will be held over for a se

ond week at the Westminst
Cinema. The British picture receiv

exception notices.

Para. Buys 4 Stories

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Late story buys at Para-

mount include "Goddess," by Paul Her-

vey Fox; "Outrage," by Beulah Mari:

Dix and Bertram Millhauser; "Target,'

with Annapolis background, by Stephen

Morehouse Avery, as a vehicle for S r

Guy Standing, Richard Arlen, Evelyn

Venable, Roscoe Karns, William Frawley

and Gail Patrick, and the dialogue rights

to "To the Ladies," by George S. Kauf-

man and Marc Connelly, as a George

Bancroft picture with Gilbert Pratt di-

recting. Guy Endore, author of "Rhum-
ba," another recent buy, has arrived to

help develop the screen play.
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WHEN MR. & MRS. LEO
TURN OUT THE LIGHTS-

t&- *<*£,>*
VC^^sV

o

Sweet dreams, Leo ! The Anniversary is over but

the memory lingers on. Bright years studded with

achievement! From "Big Parade" and "Ben-Hur"

you set the pace for others to follow. You've had

your "Trader Horns" "Broadway Melodies" "Tug'

boat Annies" all through the years . . . we could

mention a hundred of them. And right now

while the folks are cheering you and the Missus,

the trade paper headlines are shrieking "Riptide"

"Men in White" "Viva Villa!" "Tarzan and his

Mate." Then you top them off with "Sadie McKee"

"The Thin Man" and a flock more! Okay, kid,

march on with your starry banners flowing!

There's ten thousand exhibitors marching with

you into happy years ahead!

Three little words that spell happy days
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18 TO 26 FEATURES

PLANNED BY ALLIED

(Continued from Page 1)

June 13, when the Allied board of

directors meets in New York.
"Clean pictures—nothing else but

—will be our policy," explainea
Samuelson.
Asked how many accounts he ex-

pects his units to sell in connection
with the deal, the Allied leader said

:

"When organized forces against un-
wholesome pictures start cracking
down, we'll have 8,000 houses play-

ing these pictures."

A tieup with independent produc-
ing interests to make the program,
plans for which were exclusively

printed in The Film Daily of April

6, is now being negotiated.

THE CRITICS' FORUM
(Continued from Page 1)

Allied Joins in Movement
Against Company Trailers

(Continued from Page 1)

urge its membership to ignore trail-

ers put out by major producer-dis-
tributors and instead play those

made by established independent
companies. The matter was dis-

cussed at the Allied board meeting
in Chicago the past week-end.

Roy Haines Adding Duties

For the time being, at least, Roy
Haines, New York metropolitan
manager for Warner-First Nation-
al, is expected to assume many of

the duties which Joe Vergesslich
will vacate when he completes his

connection as New York manager
late this month. Before coming to

New York, Haines was branch man-
ager in Cincinnati.

Mike Manos Gets House
Ellwood City, Pa. — Mike Manos,

former Greensburg showman who
recently reentered the theater busi-

ness in Monessen and Vandergrift,
has leased the Liberty here.

2 Mackinac Houses Reopen
Mackinac Island, Mich. — The

Orpheum and the Temple, both own-
ed by Tillie Bird, have reopened.
The theaters expect to draw big
this year because of the new Michi-
gan Historical Fair held1 for the
first time at Mackinac.

16mm. for Soviet Towns

Future installations of sound equip-

ment in Soviet Russia will be largely

of the 16mm. variety, it was said yes-

terday by Vladimir A. Usievich, Soviet

film trust head, who disclosed that

Russia now has 2,000 sound film outlets

as against 30,000 silent outlets and
that recently there has been an ex-

pansion in installations of sound equip-

ment. Usievich said that 16mm. equip-

ment would go to villages of 500 and
600 people and that he expected
eventual elimination of all silent ap-

paratus. An increasing number of

short subjects depicting the Russian life

in all its phases, with particular em-
phasis on the activities of the younger
generation would be made in Russia,

he said.

advertising" is the term applied by Lucy Meuer of the "Catholic Daily Tribune,"

Dubuque, to describe some methods of selling mediocre pictures.

"The motion pictures now have the best acting and directorial talent obtainable,"

states William G. Stiegler of the "Times-Star," Cincinnati, "but they still use the

lurid, sensational advertising methods of the side-show and the circus. If the pictures

are ever to appeal to the same intelligent classes that used to support the legiti-

mate stage, they must treat their productions intended for serious consideration with

a little more dignity. They must stop using the language of the tabloids to exploit a

meritorious effort derived from a classic of literature or the drama. They must over-

come atrocious bad taste as changing a significant and established title to trashy

nonsense. Such things scare off the intelligent and fail to attract the nit-wits. Most
studio press sheets and exploitation books are incredibly stupid, puerile and banal,

with scarcely a feature or idea that could be used by any first-class newspaper. Their

silly bombast may flatter the vanity of producers ignorant of effective publicity, but

it never gets in any worth-while columns."

"High-pressure publicity" and "asinine methods of exploitation" are assailed by A.

Alfred Marcello of the Providence "News-Tribune" who says that "too often the

screen is made the subject of ridicule because of loose, cheap and sensational methods

in exploitation that may gain a momentary indulgence but in the end can only serve

to tear down what the screen needs most—faith and confidence."

F. E. Merrill of the "Greeley Tribune" is among those who wonders why every picture

must be ballyhooed with superlatives and why it would not be a good idea to advertise

some with just plain, simple, informative language.

"Any patron who is deceived by flowery promotion to attend a third-rate film is

inclined to vent his spleen on the entire industry," says R. A. Higgins of the "Gazette,"

Xenia, O.

Allen Sauers of the "Pharos-Tribune," Logansport, Ind., criticizes "lurid, misleading

art, such as extremely amorous poses and suggestions. Why appeal to sordidness unless

the subject advertised is really sordid?"

"Fooling the public by big ballyhoo may bring in money on a single stand, but cuts

the crowds on other showings," says Willis H. Harper of the "Morning News," Florence,

S. C.

"Deceptive titles and misleading advance trailers" as well as other advertising are

branded "an annoyance rather than a squawk" by Lucy Pope Taylor of the "Mankato
Free Press," Mankato, Minn.

SALES TECHNIQUE FOR GOOD DRAMA

Speaking of the failure to merchandise the higher-class pictures in a manner that

could draw the stay-aways, Jack Bryan of the Memphis "Press-Scimitar" declares

that a "sales technique for good drama is utterly lacking." He also complains about

the character of material emanating from publicity and theater managers. "They know
hotcha promotion, that's all," says Bryan. "The result is patronage, in larger towns

especially, settled to chewing-gum trade."

Further comments on publicity come from Winfield W. Durbin of the "Chronicle and

Chronicle-Tribune," Marion, Ind., who declares "lousy publicity is prevalent because

it is prepared by men who have no conception of the newspaper business which is

based upon circulation. Give newspapers publicity that helps sell papers, and you'll

click. But you can't do that unless you get newspapermen to handle your publicity

and then let them handle it their way—not yours," is his advice to film companies.

"My never-ceasing squawk will be the calibre of publicity which has Hollywood

iceking like a clogged sewer," says Bert W. Masterson of the "Southwest Missourian,"

Cape Girardeau, Mo. "The foolish whimsies of the stars, as recounted by press agents,

are impossible and nauseating."

E. Lewson May of the "Herald," Hutchinson, Kans., and Harold Day Valpey of the

"Daily Evening Item," Lynn, Mass., voice the same sentiments, adding that too much
time, effort and money are spent in producing waste-basket ballyhoo in these times

of restricted space and other limitations.

WANT BETTER PRESS BOOKS

"While you're at it, why not attempt to improve the press books," urges Joe Keller

of the Dayton, O., "Herald." The complaint here, echoed by quite a number of other

critics as well, is that most press books are too big, or too elaborate, or too full of

hooey instead of usable material.

"Press books of the elaborate type are cordially hated in most editorial offices," says

Hal Jenkins of the "Daily and Sunday Tribune," Coshocton, 0. "Small, concise books

are more acceptable. All information needed for advance copy should be on the first

page."

And Lowell Lawrence of the Kansas City "Journal-Post" cries out: "These press

books every studio turns out! Ye gods, what stupidity! Why all the flash? Why the

unwieldy bulk? And few real facts in the whole layout, outside the cast. Even the

cynopsis is wrong half the time. Let each picture have a campaign book for the ex-

hibitor, in which the p.a.'s. may go as far as they like in blurbing. But let practical,

experienced newspaper men turn out press books for the press that contain facts,

honest copy, interesting little features, readable shorts."

(To Be Continued)

USHERS' UNION UPHELD

BY NAT'L LABOR BOARD

(Continued from Page 1)

the company of usherettes. It was
originally turned over to the In-

dianapolis Regional Labor Board
who decided in the same manner as

the National Labor Board. An ap-
peal was taken from the Regional
Board's decision, which the Nation-
al Board had sustained.

The ushers in question originally

applied for the A. F. of L. charter
last August. It was subsequently
withdrawn upon agreement with the
employers. Following signing of
the motion picture code and its ef-
fective date, Dec. 7, they again ap-
plied for a charter, which resulted
in their dismissal.
The Labor Board's ruling reads

in part:
"The National Labor Board has carefully

examined the evidence submitted in this case,
the preparation by the employer of the Aug-
ust contract removes the prime difficulty in
resolving- the conflict of testimony with re-
spect to what occurred in December. That
contract required the ushers to surrender
their proposed union affiliation. Whether or
not coercion was used to induce the ushers
to sign it, it is clear that the employer sought
then to discourage the ushers from joining
an outside union. This fact is entitled to
great weight in a case where the board is

called upon to determine the motive which
actuated the later discharges. The Board
has reached the conclusion that there ii

sufficient evidence to warrant its sustaining
the findings of the Indianapolis regional
board that these ushers were discharged be-
cause of their union activities."

8 "Merry Frinks" Pre-Releases

Warner's "The Merry Frinks" has
been set for eight special pre-re-
lease engagements opening simul-
taneously next week. The spots are
the Orpheum, Das Moines; Strand,
New Britain; Capitol, Danbury;
Roger Sherman, New Haven; Na-
tional, Greensboro; Fox, Boise;
Idaho in Twin Falls; and the Wig-
wam, El Paso. Picture will he na-
tionally released May 26.

Mae West Triples in Second Film
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mae West's second

Paramount picture, "I'm No Angel",
is doing three-to-one box-office busi-
ness over her first, "She Done Him
Wrong", according to John Smith,
assistant general manager of the
Interstate Circuit, operators of 90
theaters throughout Texas, on his
arrival here.

Goldstein Plan Okayed
Order authorizing the Paramount

trustees to proceed with the reorgan-
ization plan for the Goldstein theaters
in New England was signed yesterday
by Referee Ehrhorn. He also sanctioned
the expenditure of $150,000 to pur-
chase some of the $21,000,000 in claims
against the Olympia Theater circuit in

New England with the stipulation that
no settlement should be for more than
40 per cent of a claim. Expenditure
of $12,500 was authorized to pay taxes
and interest on the mortgages on the
Lenox Hotel property.
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"MURDER AT THE VANITIES"
with Carl Brisson, Victor McLaglen, Jack

Oakie, Kitty Carlisle, Duke Ellington

Paramount 70 mins.

LAVISHLY PRODUCED EXTRAVAGAN-
ZA WITH BACK-STAGE MYSTERY
THEME, THAT SHOULD BE STRONG
BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTION.
Audiences will find plenty of satisfactory

entertainment in this adaptation of Earl

Carroll's stage musical. The story is un-

usual for pictures of this type insofar as

it concerns mysterious murders that occur

backstage while the dazzling performance
is being given to a first night audience.

The outstanding song-hit is "Cocktails for

Two" which is backed-up by a well-handled

ensemble number. But the high-spot in

ensembles is reached in a number called

"Sea of Mermaids" which has been mas-
terfully staged and colorfully lighted. Earl

Carroll's beauties are very much in evi-

dence. Carl Brisson, European actor, makes
his debut in the film and will no doubt
be a strong drawing card for the femmes.
Jack Oakie supplies all the comedy and
Dorothy Stickney provides some fine dra-

matic sequences. Remainder of the cast

is excellent.

Cast: Carl Brisson, Victor McLaglen,
Jack Oakie, Kitty Carlisle, Dorothy Stick-

ney, Gertrude Michael, Jesse Ralph, Charles

B Middleton, Gail Patrick, Donald Meek,
Otto Hoffman, Charles McAvoy, Beryl

Wallace, Barbara Fritchie, Toby Wing,
Lona Andre, Duke Ellington, Colin Tapley.

Director, Mitchell Leisen; Authors, Earl

Carroll, Rufus King; Adaptors, Carey Wil-
son, Joseph Gollomb; Dialoguer, Sam Hell-

man; Editor, Billy Shea; Cameraman, Lee
Tover; Recording Engineer, Earl Hayman.

Direction, Okay. Photography, Excellent

Joe E. Brown in

"A VERY HONORABLE GUY"
with Alice White, Robert Barrat, Irene

Franklin, Alan Dinehart, Hobart Cavanaugh
First National 62 mins.

GOOD COMEDY FOR THE JOE E.

BROWN FANS IN YARN WITH PLENTY
LAUGHS AND FIRST-RATE CAST.

While the plot idea in back of this pic-

ture is a bit stretched, it has enough laughs,

action and suspense to provide fairly good

satisfaction for the regular Joe E. Brown

fans. In addition, the strong lineup of

supporting players will prove a help gener-

ally. Story is about an improvident lad,

played by Brown, who has a rep for keep-

ing his word. Falling out with his girl,

Alice White, and owing money to a tough

gangster, Joe sells himself for a grand to

a doctor who wants delivery of the body,

for medical research, within a month's

time. Meanwhile luck comes Joe's way
in the form of riches, plus a reconciliation

with Alice, but nevertheless he feels honor

bound to keep his word, though it has

developed that the doc is goofy. Then
follows the excitement of Joe trying to

get himself out of his mess, with the doc

and the gang chief on his heels, and so to

lively windup of a chase that spells happy

ending.

Cast: Joe E. Brown, Alice White, Robert

Barrat, Alan Dinehart, Irene Franklin, Hc-

bart Cavanaugh, Arthur Vinton, George Pat

Collins, Harold Huber, James Donlan, Harry

Warren, Al Dubin.

Director, Lloyd Bacon ; Author, Damon
Runycn; Adaptor, Earl Baldwin; Dialoguer,

same; Cameraman, Ira Morgan; Editor, Bill

Holmes.

Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

"LET'S BE RITZY"
with Lew Ayres, Patricia Ellis, Isabel Jewel
Universal 72 mins.

FAIR COMEDY DRAMA ABOUT
YOUNG NEWLYWEDS WITH ABUN-
DANCE OF ACTION AS ITS PRINCIPAL
MERIT.

Plenty of action and incident, not too

smoothly knit, but capably acted distinguish

this one. Lew Ayres and Patricia Ellis,

newlyweds, living beyond their means, face
eviction from their apartment. Frank
McHugh, a friend who is visiting them,
confides to the landlord that Ayres is

the son of a millionaire living the way he
does because of parental disapproval of

the marriage. The landlord, also on the

verge of bankruptcy, invites Ayres and his

wife, to his summer estate, thinking to

recoup his fortune by making an alliance.

Ayres' boss arrives and unmasks both Ayres
and his landlord as frauds, when police

raid the place looking for a jewel thief,

in the police quiz, Ayres' wife, who ar-

rived with her boss to hubby's dismay,
confesses that a valuable bracelet is a

present from her employer. Windup is

devoted to Ayres' boss bringing young
couple together with tale of his own
hasty and regretted action long years ago
in a similar situation.

Cast: Lew Ayres, Patricia Ellis, Isabel

Jewel, Frank McHugh, Berton Churchill,

Robt McWade, Hedda Hopper, Addison
Richards, Adrian Morris, Betty Lawford,

Clay Clement.

Director, Edward Ludwig; Author, Wil-
liam Anthony McGuire; Adaptors, Harry
Fauber and Carl Snell; Cameraman, Charles
Stumar; Recording Engineer, Gilbert Kur-
land; Film Editor, Nathan Carruth.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Fair.

James Cagney and Joan Blondell in

"HE WAS HER MAN"
with Victor Jory and Frank Craven

70 mins.

ENTERTAINMENT WITH
DOWN BY COLORLESS
MILDLY INTERESTING

Warner Bros.

JUST FAIR
CAST HELD
STORY AND
CHARACTERS.

In a story that smacks a little of the

makeshift variety, neither James Cagney,
Joan Blondell nor any of the several other

good players are able to arouse much sym-
pathy. Cagney, taking it on the lam after

double-crossing some crooks who had rail-

roaded him to jail, takes up with Joan, a

shady lady who is about to go straight and

marry an unusually tolerant Portuguese

fisherman, Victor Jory. Cagney and Joan

take to each other and he accompanies
her to the scene of the coming marriage.

Meanwhile the gang gets on his trail. As
Cagney is about to walk out on Joan, be-

cause he doesn't want a dame on his hands

for keeps, he learns that the gang has

arrived on the scene and that Joan is in

danger. So he goes back to her rescue,

sees to it that she is left to marry the

dependable fisherman, and then goes on a

ride with his captors. There is little fire

in this Cagney role, while Miss Blondell

doesn't fit very well in her serious role.

Cast: James Cagney, Joan Blondell, Frank

Craven, Victor Jory, Harold Huber, Geo.

Pat Collins, Sarah Padden, Russell Hoptcn,

Ralf Harolde, J. M. Qualen, Bradley Page,

James Eagle, George Chandler, Samuel

Hines.

Director, Lloyd Bacon; Author, Robert

Lord; Adaptors, Tom Buckingham, Niven

Busch; Dialoguers, same; Cameraman,

George Barnes; Editor, George Amy.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

"WAR'S END"
No Distributor 41 mins.

COMPILATION OF WAR PICTURES
SHOWING AMERICAN DOUGHBOYS IN
ACTION IS FLAT.

This picture runs less than three-quarters

of an hour, and is mainly of interest to

the doughboys who participated in the Big

Push in France after the American army
got into action. It records the actual hap-

penings in the American sector as photo-

graphed by the U. S. Signal Corps camera-
men. There is too much sameness and
repetition in the shots, showing scenes as

the various divisions advance, and behind
the lines as they move up to the trenches.

Animated maps point out the advance and
the position of the various divisions. What
this offering lacks is showmanship presen-

tation. It is just a war department record

of events with the human interest stuff

eliminated such as would have been caught

by cameramen and directors with a show-
man point of view. The scenes were com-
piled by the late Colonel Thomas J. Dixon

of the First Division. All that these war
department shots present is the grimness

and bleakness of war without any of the

highlights of drama, pathos, humor or any
human sentiment that makes theater en-

tertainment. A narration by Lester Scharff

is well done, and gives an authentic ac-

count of the various troop movements and
injects a punch into the film that the

repetitious scenes of gun fire, advancing
troops, etc., lacks. Firing and advancing
for forty minutes of pictures against an

enemy never seen makes flat entertain-

ment.

"MARRYING WIDOWS"
with Judith Allen, Johnny Mack Brown,

Minna Gombell

Tower 65 mins.

FAIR COMEDY DRAMA WITH FAR-

FETCHED SITUATIONS OKAY FOR

NEIGHBORHOOD SPOTS.

While its situations are hardly plausible,

this one is benefited by a pleasant cast,

a nice production and some laughs. Story

revolves around Isabel Jewel, a widow

who relinquishes a famous inheritance for

a reason not clear but having to do with

the embezzlement of funds by her father

much smaller than her share of the estate.

She meets a press agent, Minna Gombell,

who tells her that she has been tricked.

They meet a couple of gents, one of whom
marries Isabel Jewel for her supposed

money. Then Isabel's brother-in-law, the

villain of the piece, steps in to inform

her new mate of the fraud and there is

a break. Minna Gombell comes to the

rescue forcing the brother-in-law by an

involved hocus-pocus to confess his trickery,

thus uniting the estranged couple.

Cast: Judith Allen, John Mack Brown,

Minna Gombell, Lucien Littlefield, Sara

Padden, Bert Roach.

Director, Sam Newfield; Author, Adele

Buffington; Cameraman, Harry Fordes; Re-

cording Engineer, L. E. Thorpe.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Okay.

"Goldielocks and the Three Bears"

(Oswald Cartoon)

Universal 8 mins.

A Good One

This is the famous fable-story in
animation and it has been well han-
dled. Finding the porridge too hot,
Ma, Pa and the little baby bear go
out for a stroll. While they are
away, Goldielocks enters the Bears'
home and eats the food. The ani-
mals return and find the little girl
in the baby's bed. A chase follows
with the little girl landing safely
in Oswald's arms.

Lillian Roth in

"Story Conference"

Vitaphone 20 mins.

Fair

A moderately entertaining skit in

a movie studio background. With
the sudden arrival of a star, Lillian
Roth, the production staff is called
into conference to build up a story
for her. As the numbers are hatched,
Miss Roth and other artists perform
them. Entertainers also include the
Sizzlers, the Three Minutes, Bert
Matthews, Von Gona and Bouvier
and the chorus ensemble. Short is

one of the Broadway Brevities se-
ries.

Vincent Lopez and His Orchestra

Vitaphone 10 mins.

Mild

A few orchestra selections, with
a piano specialty by Vincent Lopez
and. some vocal interludes by mem-
bers of the band, make this Melody
Matters one-reeler just a so-so af-

fair, although the novelty number
by Lopez is interesting. Sheila Bar-

rett also is featured, but merely
staggers into the picture for a

couple of brief flashes without do-

ing anything.

"Annie Moved Away"

(Oswald Cartoon)

Universal 7 mins.

Swell

This is written around the song
"Annie Doesn't Live Here Any
More." The music is played through-

out and most of the action is in

time with the tune. Oswald calls

Annie on the phone and is told to

come up. But before he reaches

her house, a big bad villain has

spirited her away. Everybody in

the neighborhood tells Oswald that

Annie doesn't live here any more.

It ends with a chase and, with the

help of a stray dog, the bad man is

captured and Annie saved.
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A Little
from "Lots"— By RALPH WILK i=

HOLLYWOOD
ROBERT MONTGOMERY will

next be starred in "Hide-out,"
original by Mauri Grashin. W. S.
Van Dyke will direct and Hunt
Stromberg will supervise the M-G-M
production, which starts on Mont-
gomery's return from his eastern
vacation.

r r r

Edmund Lowe and Victor Mc-
Laglen, under direction of Raoul
Walsh, will be teamed again by Fox
in "Dames is Dynamite," soon to go
in work.

T T T
Fanchot Tone will play opposite

Dolores Del Rio in Warner's "Fare-
well to Shanghai." Same company
has cast Ricardo Cortez with Bar-
bara Stanwyck in "A Lost Lady."

r T r
Edward Sutherland will direct

Joe Cook in "Fun on the Air" for
Fox. It starts June 15.

T T T

Richard Dix is conducting a con-

test to discover the best cameraman.
T

Sam Hellman has been assigned
to the Fox scenario staff and is pre-

paring the script of "Lottery Lover"
for Lew Ayres and "Pat" Patterson.
Paul Green also has joined the Fox
writing staff to prepare the screen
treatment of "Work of Art." An-
other new writer at Fox, Frank
Scully, is working on an original.

t T

Six additional players have been
engaged by King Vidor for "Our
Daily Bread," which will be released

through United Artists. They in-

clude Harry Holman, Alma Ferns,

Bill Engel, Harris Gordon, Lynton
Grant and Marion Ballow.

T T T

Tristram Tupper is adapting "The
Healer," Robert Herrick novel, at

Monogram.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

It is a veritable

encyclopedia o f

the film industry,

and it will be fre-

quently "paged"

for reference.

Congratulations.

A. Dent,

British International
Pictures, Ltd.

Director,

1.(100 Pages — Free to

h'ilm Daily Subscribers.

CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and Zoning and

Clearance Boards

Four Cases Heard in Philly

Philadelphia—Case filed by Grand
Jackson against the Venice was dis-

missed by the local grievance board

yesterday on basis that the amended
complaint withdrawing the charge
of reduced admissions took case out
of board's jurisdiction. There is

some possibility of an appeal being
taken.

The complaint brought by the
Criterion against the Stanley, both
in Bridgeton, N. J. on charges of

overbuying and unfair competition
was also heard. Decision was re-

served. Another case was that of

the Palm against the Colonial, both
located at Palmerton, alleging vio-

lation of the 10-cent admission
clause in their contracts. The re-

spondent admitted having discarded
a 5-cent practice.

Protection taken by the Norris
Amusement Co., Norristown first

run, over the Broadway Bridgeport,
third run, was reduced from 42 to

35 days, under a decision of the
Philadelphia zoning board announc-
ed yesterday.

N. O. Swinging Into Action
New Orleans—Unless again post-

poned, both zoning and grievance
boards here will get into action May

21, with the zoning board meeting
in its offices at 1211 Maison Blanche
building at 10:30 A. M. and the
grievance meeting the same after-
noon. The zoning board may con-
sider the complaint of A. C. Dumes-
tre, manager of the Metairie The-
ater in Jefferson Parish that the
United Theaters' Carrollton, about
4 miles away in New Orleans, is

not entitled to 60 days' clearance
over him. Film men will watch the
decision with interest since United
is a subsequent run circuit in which
E. V. Richards has an interest and
offers 18 of the best bookings.

2 Jersey Complaints up Mon.
Two complaints slated to come

up Monday before the New Jersey
advisory committee on clearance and
zoning involve the charge of the
Sussex Theater, Sussex, that the
Strand and Ritz theaters, Port Jer-
vis, enjoy an excess of protection
on clearance, and the complaint of
the Leonia Theater, Leonia, against
the Fox and Oritani, Hackensack;
Plaza, Englewood; Queen Anne, Bo-
gota; Embassy, North Bergen; Cap-
ital, Union City; Park Lane, Pali-

sades and the Paramount, RKO, Co-
lumbia, United Artists, Fox, Big U
and Metro New York exchanges on
late availability as against the
other theaters.

Detroit Notes
Detroit—Fair Theater Co., com-

prising Herbert Apfelbaum, Henry
Goldberg and George Evans of Chi-
cago, has taken over and reopened
the Mayfair.
RKO's Downtown, which had been

operating under a pooling deal with
the Fox, closed this week. New
summer policy is likely.

William N. Klarry and Joseph
Kessler, who will reopen the Ven-
dome after improvements, have re-
named it the Sun. Krim circuit will
book it.

Clymatograph Motion Picture
Service has been established by W.
E. Clyma and R. H. Kolpack to pro-
duce industrial and personal films,

with sound tieup through Metro-
politan Motion Picture Co.

Offices of the local code boards
have been opened at 1219 Francis
Palms Bldg. E. S. Kinney is secre-
tary.

Mascot Closes Deal

Mascot has closed with Mel Hull-
ing and Sam Berkowitz of the Far
West Exchanges, Inc., Los Angeles
and San Francisco, for the entire
Mascot feature program.

Daylight Time in Jamestown
Jamestown, N. Y.—Daylight sav-

ing time will be in effect here from
June 3 to Labor Day, the city coun-
cil has voted.

F. & M. Dancing Course
First of a series of annual sum-

mer normal courses for teachers of
dancing and physical education, as
well as for advanced students, will
be held by Fanchon & Marco at
their Hollywood Dancing School,
July 9 to Aug. 4. Miss Fanchon
will supervise.

4 'U' Release Dates Changed
Release dates have been changed

on four Universal pictures, with
new dates as follows: "Little Man,
What Now?" June 4; "Embarrass-
ing Moments," June 11; "I Give My
Love," June 25; "Let's Talk It
Over," July 9.

Consolidated Preferred Dividend
A dividend of 50 cents a share

on account of accumulations on the
$2 preferred stock has been de-
clared by Consolidated Film Indus-
tries, payable July 2 to holders of
record June 8. This will reduce ar-
rears to $3.50 a share.

Educa. Comedy at Trans-Lux Houses
"The Big Meow," Educational

comedy starring Tom Howard, has
been booked to play simultaneously
at both of New York's Trans-Lux
theaters week of June 2. These en-
gagements will follow the comedy's
run over the RKO metropolitan cir-
cuit.

(2oiumbm

— that's why they're all seeing it »

I twice! Even the critics are review- I

ing it twice! John Barrymore in ,

"20th Century" with Carole Lom- 1

' bard, Walter Connolly, Roscoe
|

I Karns. A Howard Hawks Produc- ,

I

I
tion from the notable New York "

stage success by Ben Hecht, Charles
j

I MacArthur and Charles Bruce Mil-
J

I holland. "Should cop the Academy .

. Award for 1934
!

" — Picture Play I

Coming soon to Radio City Music .

• Hall— one of the year's outstand- '

| ing dramatic smashes—the story of
j

, a love too great for one woman! i

» Elissa Landi in "Sisters Under The '

j Skin" with Frank Morgan, Joseph I

I Schildkraut. Directed by David .

. Burton. Date it now!

A landslide of laughs! An earth- ,

I quake of mirth! An avalanche of '

j riotous merriment! "The Party's I

JT I Over" with Stuart Erwin, Ann f

||i Sothern, Arline Judge, Chick i

) j
! Chandler, Patsy Kelly. From the

|
* stage comedy hit by Daniel Kusell. »

} / Directed by Walter Lang. //

/ r

M



Yes! I "Little Women" still holds the

record in San Francisco but the girls trem-

bled yesterday when the big, bold bandit

STINGAREE
swooped down on the town and took with-

in $300 of the figure everybody's been

shooting at for months—"Great audience

reaction and rave reviews," says Cliff

Work of the Golden Gate. "Business little

short of sensational."

IRENE DUNNE • RICHARD DIX
bring real red-blooded romance and adventure back to the screen in

Stingarce
Another RKO- Radio Money Show!

fi

III
In!

lei
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WL ROSENBLATT TO STAY, JOHNSONJNDICAYES

Vletro in First Half Doubles Entire 1933 Earnings

3,037,698 Net Reported
in 28 Weeks Ended

March 15

Net profit of Metro-Goldwyn Pic-

lres for the 28 weeks ended March
5 amounted to $3,037,698, more
lan double the $1,326,827 earned
i the entire last fiscal year, accord-
ig to the first-half statement issued
esterday by David Bernstein, vice-

resident and treasurer. The second
uarter of this year showed a sharp
icrease over the first 12 weeks,
hen net amounted to $1,164,507.

IRST PREMIUM VOT!

SLATED FOR BUFFALO

What is believed to be the initial

irritorial vote on the premium ques-
on under the code will take place

i the Buffalo zone within a short
me as the M. P. T. 0. of New
ork has filed a petition to this ef-

{Continued on Page 4)

iiawton to Extend Circuit

Into Surrounding States
Besides adding to his group the
tecca, 14th St. house which opened
lis week with double features,
tanley W. Lawton has leased the
rospect in the Bronx and is reno-
ating it for reopening with a sim-
ar policy. Lawton also is under-
;ood to be after theaters in nearby
tates with a view to building up a
ircuit giving him better buying
ower in pictures.

Shorts for Lunch

Detroit—A new policy of shorts only
as a luncheon program is being tried

cut with success at the Center theater
by Alex Schreiber and William A. Lon-
don. The house, formerly the Trans-
Lux, runs the shorts for two and a half

hours at noon, with regular feature pol-
icy following.

CRITICS
1 FORUM

QUESTION NO. 10

What is your pet theory or squawk regarding the industry o' the screen?

RESULTS OF CRITICS' REPLIES:

(Continued)

Next in order of kicks embraces changes in books and plays, substitutions in

titles, massive dance ensembles.

FROM the tone of the remarks of critics touching on this subject, there is nothing

the cinema scribes dislike more heartily thsn to see a classic work, a historical

document, even a current book or play, butchered beyend recognition in its conversion

to the screen. Although no direct mention of adaptations was included in the ques-

tionnaire sent to the critics, the number who voluntarily brought up the subject was

surprisingly large. It indicates, incidentally, why adapted works so seldom get the

praise and support of the critics.

Objection is voiced not only to the frequent altering of plot, motif and basic

intent of the original author, but also to the substitution of asinine titles, thereby

not only losing whatever value the original title had, but also frequently giving a picture

an asinine tag that misleads the mass public and keeps away those that would be

most interested.

DANCE ROUTINES GET OUT OF BOUNDS

The critics also seem to be pretty sick of those elaborate ensemble numbers in

musical pictures. They argue that these spectacles are far too costly in proportion to

the amount of entertainment they contain.

"Get rid of those 15-piece orchestras which suddenly appear from nowhere in a

{Continued on Page 4)

Indies to Hold Second Film Buying Confab

Reorganization Group
Gets Loew Cleve. Houses
Cleveland—Completing the reor-

ganization of Loew's Ohio Theaters,

the; reorganization committee has
purchased at sheriff's sale the lease-

holds of the State, Ohio, Stillman,

Park and Granada theaters. Total

price was $531,610. The Metropol-

itan leasehold was sold to the 5012

Euclid Co. for $60. No bid was re-
(Continucd on Page 4)

Following a meeting yesterday at

the Motion Picture Club, with at-

tendance said to have included about
73 per cent of the independent ex-
hibitor buying power of the U. S.,

L. F. Blumenthal of the I. T. O A.
and Sidney Samuelson of Allied is-

sued a joint statement that a fur-

ther meeting to discuss film buying
problems would be held Tuesday,
March 22, at the Hotel Astor. The
confab will be attended by comm.it-

(Continued on Page 4)

Division Administrate
Will Continue on All

Amusement Codes
By WILLIAM SILBERBERC

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — Division Adminis
trator Sol A. Rosenblatt will not b
removed from jurisdiction over an;

amusement code despite recommen
dations in the Darrow report, Ad
ministrator Hugh S. Johnson in

dicated to newspapermen yesterda;
in replying to questions. This wa:
predicted in The Film Daily oi

Wednesdav when first report o:

{Continued on Page 4)

CHECKUP TO DECIDE

REOPENING OF ASSENTS

A national checkup to determine
how many exhibitors have applied

to local boards for permission to

assent to the code is being instituted

immediately by the Code Authority
through its secretaries. The move,
indicating a possibility of reopen-

ing the period for filing assents,
{Continued on Page 4)

Henry Siegel Joins

Consolidated Circuit
Henry Siegel, who resigned last

year as New York branch manager
for Paramount to go in the exhibi-

tion field, has joined Consolidated

Circuit, headed by Lawrence Bolog-

nino. Acquisition of more theaters

in this territory is planned by Con-
solidated.

Cases Not Precedents

Exploding a generally-accepted theory

that precedents established by the Code
Authority at hearings on appeals will be

used to guide it in considering other

cases, Sol A. Rosenblatt, division ad-

ministrator, yesterday stated that each

appeal will be studied on its individual

merits.
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• • • THE SECRET'S out! and Abe Montague let

it slip so, to live up to our rep as a kolyumist we're
broadcasting the dirt Columbia is organizing a foursome

to capture all the cups, trophies, prizes and gadgets
at the 22nd Film Golf Tournament to be held at

Glen Oaks Golf and Country Club Great Neck, Longisle
June 7 it is rumored that they have dug up a sen-

sational professional golfer who can easily be made up to look
like one of the Columbia publicity gang personally we de-
cry stooping to such tricks to win golf prizes but on the
other hand it will be nice to have at least one guy competing
who knows how to play the game in among all those film

plavers

T T T
• • • AFTER GETTING reports on the Frisco opening
of "Stingaree" Ned Depinet is waxing enthusiastic
it did as much biz as "Little Women," which set the record
at the Golden Gate theater there it is also drawing big
at the Music Hall and at Keith's in Washington with eight
other pre-release openings set over the week-end

• • • A PRESSAGEY gets a break Martin Mooney
has sold to Warners "Special Agent" a yarn dealing with
the secret service of the Internal Revenue Dep't . Wash-
ington officially okayed his treatment so that the pro-

ducer can use a sub-caption "Made from official govern-
ment files" on the strength of this Satevepost bot
a 15.000-word serialization not bad, Martin . . M-G-M's
"Hollywood Party" opens next Thursday at the Rialto
George Rolland will screen the first Hebrew-English talkie,

"Oded the Wanderer," at Lloyd's on Monday the pix was
made in Palestine

Service Union Walkout
Extends to Music Hall

Strike of Local 118, service union,
against the Loew and RKO circuits,

was marked yesterday by walkouts
at the Music Hall, Center and
Greenpoint theaters, all RKO
houses. Some 50 cleaners were in-

eluded in the walkout at the Music
Hall and Center. Circuits said that
the strikers were being replaced
and that operations were not being
hampered by the union's activities.

Chas. C. Levey, secretary of Local
118, said that all union members
would be called out of RKO houses
shortly.

C. C. Moskowitz of Loew's said

last night that an afternoon check-
up showed not a single additional

employe had walked out of Loew
houses here. Out of about 525 ser-

vice people employed by Loew, only
12 went on strike and four of these
asked for reinstatement yesterday,

and were taken back, Moskowitz
said.

French Ask Import Curb
Paris — French producers have

asked the government to stop im-
portation of U.S. films for three

months, to increase the tariff on
negatives more than 3,000 per cent

and to grant a favorable tariff to

French versions of films made in

Germany.

Decision is Reserved
On Overbuying Appeal

The Code Authority yesterday re-

served decision on the appeal filed

by Fox West Coast Theaters and
Principal Theaters from a Los An-
geles grievance board overbuying
r'ecision ordering them to give the
Garfield, Alhambra, CaL. 20 fea-

ture?. A decision will be rendered
at the next meeting of the Author-
ity on May 31. The Garfield was
not represented at yesterday's heav-

ing at which Edward Alperson, At-
torney William Powers and Attor-
ney Charles Buckley represented
he ayrpealng party.

To Publicize Release Dates
Distributing companies have

agreed to a plan designed to publi-

cize general release dates as one
•ihrse of their cooperation with the

-ode. They will post dates in their

exchanges and also notify local

horrd secretaries. As specified in

the optional standard contract,

adopted by the code, a picture goes
into general release automatically
in a territory following its first run
of three consecutive days or more.

Harry Shaw Assisting Sagal
New Haven—Harry Shaw, form-

erly manager of Loew's, Syracuse,

has been named assistant to Louis

M. Sagal, general manager of the

Poli-New England circuit now
aligned with Loew's.

.oming and G oing

Eh

ISABEL JEWELL is expected in New Yorl
next week from the coast for a visit, afte
which she returns to Hollywood for a roll "()[

at Paramount.

R. M. SAVINI has returned from a tour o

key cities in the interest of Astor Pictures
"Bud n Ben" series of three-reel westerns.

E. I. SPONABLE, Fox Film's chief sour,.

engineer in New York, returned yesterdai '"'

from the coast. IB

ires

VIRGINIA VALLI (Mrs. Charles Farrelll sail;

'

for Europe today on the Paris, which als<

takes out Hal Wallis and Louise Fazenda.

BOB WOLFF, New York branch manage ^

for RKO, returns Monday from a vacation ir -W
Bermuda.

fo\

BEN HOLZMAN, manager for Eddie Cantor °°)

sails today on the California for the wesll If

coast. Hy Daab also is aboard.
5

OLIVER H. P. GARRETT sails today on th<

Saturnia for the Mediterranean.
J,

NED DEPINET and BOB SISK are expectee"" 1

from the coast Tuesday. ill

1

1

BERT WHEELER, RKO comedy star, who ha'

been on vacation in New York, left yesterday
'•'

for the coast. .n

MARY BOLAND. CONSTANCE TALMADGl' ',"'

and MRS KATHRYN CARVER MENJOU hav (
' ^

arrived at the Lombardy from Hollywood. HI-

JACK DEMPSEY and JACK KIRKLAND hav<
checked in at the St. Moritz.

|]

SOL A. ROSENBLATT expects to be in Chi-Jer
cego May 27-29 in connection with the gar-i ,,.;

ment code.

CHARLES BUCKLEY, attorney, leaves New
York Tuesday on his return to the Coast.

LAWRENCE WEINGARTEN, M-G-M producer ,

arrived on the coast yesterday.

JEAN HARLOW will leave the coast foi

Honolulu next week for a short vacation.

J. H. MICHAEL of Buffalo was in New
York yesterday.

HARRY SCOTT, former Pathe sales executivi

now with the publicity department of ttu

NRA. was in New York yesterday visiting the 1,1

Code Authority office.
,

;

LIYA JOYZELLE, MARIAN MARSH ant
.

KATHERINE HOWARD were among arrival
"

on the Aquitania yesterday.

BARTLETT CORMACK. writer, Is on a vaca Bl

tion in Chicago with his wife at the horm
is

of her father, S. T. Bledsoe, president of Sant

Fe Railroad.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

I think you have

outdone all of your

previous efforts in

this 1934 Edition of

your worthy publica-

tion, which seems to

be complete in its

every phase.

Please accept my
heartiest congratula-

tions for a big job

well done, and my
best wishes for your

continued success.

lien SI'lyen,

Publisher,

Associ iter! Publics

tions Inc.

S

1,000 Pa/jci

Film Paih

Vice to

^'jibscrihei'S.
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Little
from "Lots"

< By RALPH WILK=
HOLLYWOOD

IrOL BLANC has opened offices in

the California Bank Building-,
ieverly Hills, as a story broker.
Stanley Morgan is his associate.

r r r

Marty Cohn will supervise "Crim-
|on Romance," "Stream-Line Ex-
press," "Confidential" and "Head-
fines" for Mascot Pictures.

T T T

v Our Passing- Show: Marion
Oavies, Leo Carrillo, Eddie Cantor,
ieorge Seaton, Fred Stone, Gary
hooper at the Uplifters club watch-
ng- the actors and producers' polo

( earns in action.

T T T
Jerry Wald is one of the busiest

ivriters on the Coast. He recently
old his original, "The Gift of Gab,"
o Universal and is now collaborat-
ing with Carl Erickson on the
i«reenplay for "Say It With Music,"
ilso a Wald original. "Say It With
Vlusic" will be made by Warner
•ros.

r T
I Here and There: Bernard Schu-
|»ert, Noah Beery, Walter Connolly,
Irthur Bloch dining at the Brown
perby; Ginger Rogers, Lew Ayres,
ieorge Seaton, Sterling Holloway,
Arthur Bloch, Purnell Pratt at the

i

!Shim Sham" revue: L. Wolfe Gil-

bert, Paul Leighton, Gene Towne,
durray Feil, Harry Wurtzel, Tad
Alexander, Jack Powell at the
lenefit performance for the Duarte
anatorium.

"Peculiar Penguins" is the title

if Walt Disney's next Silly Sym-
phony for U. A. release.

T T
Busby Berkeley is now under ex-

lusive contract to Warners for sev-
n years, with no further connection
nth any other producer, as a result
f the recent lawsuit.

lollywood Premiere for Spanish Pix
?est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

I
Hollywood — Warner's "Fortune

'eller," Spanish version with Enrico
'aruso, Jr., was given a gala pre-
miere last night at the Filmarte.

Edwin Carewe Plans Two
Edwin Carewe plans to make two

eatures for 1934-35 release, he told
'he Film Daily yesterday in New
r
ork. Work will be done at the
Joast. Carewe is headquartering in
he RKO building.

Exhib Assessments 50% In

Approximately one-half of the ex-
hibitors who assented to the code have
paid their assessments, it is indicated
by a Code Authority statement which
says that at the end of the third week
of collections, 4,197 exhibitors have
paid a total of $42,279. About 1,000
sent in their money last week. Second
notices to delinquents go in the mails
immediately.

« « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES » »

"LITTLE MISS MARKER"
with Adolphe Menjou, Dorothy Dell, Shirley

Temple, Charles Bickford, Lynne Overman

Paramount 80 mins.

A SWEET COMBINATION OF STORY,
CAST AND DIRECTION MAKING BOX-
OFFICE NATURAL THAT WILL PLEASE
ALL.

It is truly a case of "a little child shall

lead them" in this peacherino of a picture.

And little Shirley Temple leads them in

such a way that she'll soon have more fol-

lowing her than Mae West. In addition

to the fact that Shirley has the audience
in the palm of her hand from the minute
she steps out, this B. P. Schulberg produc-

tion ' is graced with another sure-fire

Damon Runyon story, expertly adapted and

fitted with a cast that makes it ring true.

Shirley is abandoned by her father who put
her up as security for a racing bet with

Adolphe Menjou's crowd. Nearly every-

body takes to the kid except Menjou, who
is outwardly resentful but has a soft spot

underneath. How the cunning youngster

wins him over and at the same time brings

about the culmination of a romance be-

tween Menjou and Dorothy Dell, a show-
girl, makes honeyed entertainment that

will send 'em home cheering.

Cast: Adclphe Menjou, Dorothy Dell,

Charles Bickford, Shirley Temple, Lynne
Overman, Frank McGlynn, Sr., Jack Shee-

han, Gary Owen, Sleep 'n' Eat, Puggy

White, Tammany Young, Sam Hardy, Ed-

ward Earle, John Kelly, Warren Hymer.

Director, Alexander Hall; Author, Damon
Runyon; Adaptors, William R. Lipman, Sam
Hellman, Gladys Lehman; Cameraman, Al-

fred Gilks; Recording Engineer, Earl Hay-

man; Editor, Billy Shea; Music, Ralph

Rainger; Lyrics, Leo Robin.

Direction, Aces. Photography, Fine.

Boris Karloff and Bela Lugosi in

"THE BLACK CAT"
Universal 65 mins.

HORROR PIX HAS THE TWO GREAT
!

EXPONENTS OF THE SCHOOL, KARLOFF
AND LUGOSI, DOING GRAND THRILL
JOB.

For those who like their horror and
chills in the movies, this one is a pippin.

The atmosphere has been built up skill-

fully and maintained throughout. Based
en Edgar Allan Poe's horror story, "The
Black Cat," it takes its place in the same
category with "Frankenstein" and "Dra-
cula," and this brings together for the

first time, Karloff and Bela Lugosi, who
were the horror figures in these two films.

David Manners and Jacqueline Wells,

newlyweds from America, are traveling on

their honeymoon in Europe. They meet

I

Lugosi, a psychiatrist, and with him are

wrecked in a carriage conveying them to

a small town. The girl is injured, and
Lugosi leads the way to a nearby house.

Here lives Karloff, a mad scientist, whom
Lugosi knows. Then develops the story

cf the hatred of these two men for each
ether, and the plans of the madman to

sacrifice the young bride as an offering

in his strange religious rites. The black

cat menace wanders through the picture.

It carries a terrific air of weird unrealty

2nd impending calamity that will satisfy

the most ardent thrill-hunter.

Cast: Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi, David

Manners, Jacqueline Wells, Lucille Lund,

Egon Brecher, Ann Duncan, Herman Bing,

Andre Cheron, Luis Alberni, Harry Cording,

George Davis, Alphonse Martell, Tony Mar-
low, Paul Weigel, Albert Polet, Rodney
Hildebrant.

Director, Edgar Ulmer; Author, Edgar

Allan Pee; Adaptor, Peter Ruric; Camera-
man, John Mescal.

Direction, Good. Photography, Excellent

"BADGE OF HONOR"
with Buster Crabbe and Ruth Hall

Mayfair 68 mins.

JUST FAIR ACTION MELLER IN

NEWSPAPER SETTING HELPED BY
PLEASANT CAST.

Slim on story and only mildly stimulat-

ing in development this one has a pleas-

ing quality by virtue of an attractive cast.

Plot relates how Buster Crabbe, a young

nabob posing as a jobless reporter, gets

a position when he stops a runaway horse

carrying the daughter of a local news-

paper publisher. Circulation has fallen

and several costly libel suits brought

against the paper and the publisher sus-

pects a rival's plot to ruin him. His man-
aging editor is shown to be in cahoots

with the other publisher. Buster even-

tually unmasks the managing editor, win-

ning his job and the publisher's daughter

after conquering numerous obstacles.

Cast Buster Crabbe, Ralph Lewis, Betty

Blythe, John Trent, Ernie Adams, Alan

Cavan, Chas. McAvoy, Broderick O'Far-

re'l, William Arnold.

Director, Spencer Bennett; Author, Rob-
ert Emmett; Adaptor, George Morgan;
Cameraman, Jas. S. Brown, Jr.; Recording

Engineer, Tom Lambert; Film Editor, Fred

Bain.

Direction, Fair Photography, Fair.

Only 6 M-G-M Releases
Set for Next Nine Weeks
Only six features are scheduled

for release by M-G-M for the next
nine weeks. There is no release
for the current week. Schedule
ahead is: May 25, "The Thin Man";
June 1, "Hollywood Party"; June
8, "Operator 13"; June 15, no re-
lease; June 22, "Rear Car"; June
29, no release; July 6, "Stamboul
Quest"; July 13, "100% Pure."

Publix Virginia Units Changed
Richmond — Amendments to two

Publix charters have been granted
by the State Corporation Commis-
sion. Publix Newport News, Inc.,

has been authorized to change its

name to Newport News-Perry The-
aters, Inc. Y. F. Freeman is presi-
dent. Other officers are: Hunter
Perry, vice-president; J. D. Van
Wagoner, secretary; W. B. Cokell,
treasurer. Directors are Sam Dem-
bow, Jr., Y. F. Freeman and W. F.
Crall. Publix Virginia, Inc., has
changed its name to the Lynchburg-
Perry Theaters, Inc. Officers are
those of the Newport News-Perry
Theaters.

Boston—Headquarters of the local
grievance and zoning - clearance
boards have been established in the
Hotel Touraine.

Ashland, N. H. — The Ashland
theater has been closed by J. Ernest.

Chevy Chase, Md.—George J. (

amusement man, was married 1

week to Mrs. Ruth Yost Shryocli
Winchester, Va.

St. Petersburg, Fla.—Double
\

grams of subsequent run picti
is the new policy at the Pheil 1

ater.

Clewiston, Fla.—Clewiston's firs

talkie show was offered the ] i

week in the new Dixie Crystal th<
ater.

Clearance Requests Denied
Request of the Little Pici.u

House that clearance restrict' I
favoring the Plaza and Little '

i

negie be removed has been de ti<

as was the petition of the ^vWJ
ington Theater, Washington, Nl J .

for relaxing of the 14-day pro
tion enjoyed by Wilmer & Vince-i

Farewell Party to Fontaine
Cleveland — In honor of E Id

Fontaine, who leaves here short
to take up his new duties as P
mount division manager in the C
cago territory, the local Variei
Club will hold a golf tournan -

and dinner on May 25. All membe
of Fontaine's present district .

receive invitations.

Foster Lardner Dead
Providence—Foster Lardner, vet-

eran Keith-Albee theater executive
and former actor, died Thurs-
day night.

Another House for Norwine
Maumee, O. — Kenneth Norwine

has acquired the Strand from Mrs.
H. G. Mauen. He recently annexed
the Shoreway at Point Place and
the Hawley in Toledo, from Benson
Bros.

Ruben May Film Another Abroad
London—J. Walter Ruben, who is

directing "Java Head" for Associ-
ated Talking Pictures, has acquired
"Solitary Silence," by the late Ren-
frew D'Arcy of Scotland Yard, it

is understood he may remain here
to film this story for RKO.

Hiram Brown, Jr., Quits Van Beuren
Hiram Brown, Jr. has resigned as

business manager of the cartoon de-
partment of the Van Beuren Corp.

Jersey Rid of Blue Laws
Atlantic City—With the overthrow of

blue laws by referendum in Pleasant-
ville, near here, Sunday shows by local

option are now permissible throughout
New Jersey. Warners have a house in

Pleasantville.

I
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ROSENBLATT TO STAY,

JOHNSON INDICATES

(Continued from Page 1)

Darrow's request for the ouster of

Rosenblatt leaked out.

Appointment of Mrs. Clare Boothe
Brokaw, New York writer and here-
tofore administration member of the

1

;itimata theater code, as adminis-
i ition member of the movie code

. ;o was officially announced yes-

day. She will serve without
npensation.

. eorganization Group
Gets Loew Cleve. Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

ived for the Mall lease. Edgar A.
ahn, attorney for Loew's Ohio

Theaters, Inc., said that 96^ per
tnt of the bondholders had ap-
i oved the plan under which they
11 receive new bonds of equal

arity but carrying a lower inter-

t rate. H. M. Addison will con-
Mnue as division manager of the

rcuit. Policies in the present
>ew houses will remain unchanged.

/idependents to Meet
Again on Film Buying

(Continued from Page 1)

i-emen from independent exhibitor
oups, and more complete plans of

-oeedure are expected to be ready
E that time.

i.ole Hails Board Ruling
As Victory for Indies

Dallas—Recent ruling of the lo-

cal grievance board in giving Ru-
bin Frels of Victoria a break in

first-run product is hailed as a vic-

tory for the rights of independent
exhibitors in the current bulletin

sent out by H. A. Cole, president
of Allied Theater Owners of Texas,
to members. Although the case has
been appealed to the Code Author-
ity, Cole is confident the ruling will

be upheld. Frels has been engaged
in a long fijiht with Jefferson Amuse-
ment Co. over product.

New Brandt House Opens
The Alden, new Brandt circuit

house at 67th St. and Broadway,
opened last night. It is a 600-seater
constructed along lines of simpli-

city. Architects on the project were
Leonard S. Henry and Leonard A.
Hirschfeld.

Columbia Holding Off
Columbia will "be in no hurry" to

either announce next year's line-up or

to fix a definite date for its conven-

tion, Abe Montague stated to THE FILM
DAILY yesterday. "We may hold only

one convention and yet it may be de-

cided to hold five regionals," said

Montague. "I am in favor of having

all Columbia salesmen attend the con-
ventions regardless of their locations.

The number of musicals, dramas or ac-

tion pictures has not been decided nor

will we know the schedule for several

weeks."

THE CRITICS* FORUM
(Continued from Page 1)

PRODUCER CODE FEES

NOW BEING ALLOCATE!

film to give atmosphere'," pleads John Boyd Stephens, "San Diego Sun," San Diego, Cal.

"It's an admission that the director can't work out 2 strong enough product to stand

out by itself.

"Feature musicals are too strung out with chorus sequences that go on and on

forever—mechanical gyrations that get tiresome and slow up good stories," says

Ross C. Miller, "Bakersfield Californian."

"Elaborate ensembles leave the audience cold, for ornamentation and complexity

confuse the onlooker without giving him a thrill," declares E. J. Macklin, "News-
Sun," Waukegan, III. "The movie industry should realize that its physical appeal

should be made simple and elemental, and that its mental and spiritual appeal should

be more complex. As things stand now, the situation is reversed."

"For God's sake let Hollywood come down to earth on those super, colossal dance

routines which are becoming ludicrous in size," wails Jack Gordon of the Fort Worth
"Press."

"Let's have done with all backstage stories and most musicals—especially those

interminable dance routines," says E. H. Gooding of the Buffalo "Evening News."
(To Be Continued)

First Premium Vote
Slated for Buffalo

(Continued from Page 1 )

feet with the Buffalo grievance
board, President J. H. Michael of

the exhibitor unit told The Film
Daily yesterday in New York. He
is a member of the grievance board.

This matter, plus dual bills, will

feature the next meeting of his as-

sociation in about 10 days. Michael
yesterday invited Sol A. Rosenblatt

and John C. Flinn to attend the

meeting.

Duals Replace Premiums
In N. O. Summer Fight

New Orleans — Local subsequent
runs' annual summer war, usually

conducted with premiums, lotteries

and two-for-ones, will probably be
waged with dual bills this year.

Fight has begun indirectly over

"Little Women," bought by United
Theaters for six of its 18 houses.

An independent house acquired the

picture in a zone where United had
not booked it, whereupon the lat-

ter ran a trailer in that zone advis-

ing patrons they could see the film

at a United house in another sec-

tion. The indie retaliated with duals

at five cents.

Protest New Orleans Meetings
New Orleans—Allied will protest

code board meetings Monday as

irregular, claiming code requires

meeting notices to be published and
interpreting "published" to mean in

a newspaper. Paramount will be

the first exchange to seek grievance

board relief from an exhibitor when
it charges Rene Brunet, Imperial,

with refusing to accept newsreel.

Open Hearing on K. C. Schedule

Kansas City—As a result of pro-

tests filed by independents against

the proposed new clearance plan for

Greater Kansas City, together with
kicks from Loew's Midland and M-
G-M, an open hearing will be held

Monday.

Casino Goes Double Bill

Casino Theater yesterday dropped
vaudeville and is continuing with

double features.

Checkup to Decide
Reopening of Assents
(Continued from Page ])

yesterday was placed in charge of

the compliance committee consist-

ing of Sidney R. Kent, Ed Kuyken-
dall and J. Robert Rubin.
Hundreds of exhibitors who failed

to assent to the code during the
specified period have written to the

Authority seeking permission to

join, it was stated following a meet-
ing. Some state that when they
signed the President's blanket agree-
ment, they thought they were as-
senting to the code. Unlike other
industries, a special assent was re-

quired in the instance of the film

code due to the fact that its local

boards exercise powers similar to

judical bodies.

Le Baron Taking Over
Rogers Quarters at Para.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAP V

Hollywood—With the start of his

new contract as an independent as-

sociate producer for Paramount on
June 1, William Le Baron will take
over completely the buildings now
occupied by the Charles R. Rogers
Company. LeBaron is to have his

own units of writers, directors and
stars, and will make all future Mae
West pictures.

Lou Brock to Produce in East
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Following completion
of his RKO contract this month, it

is understood Lou Brock will pro-

duce independently in the east. He
is said to have turned down offers

of coast studios to take charge of

musical production programs.

2 More "Sweethearts" Holdovers

Warner's "20 Million Sweet-
hearts" is being held a second week
at the Circle, Indianapolis, and
Keith's, Cincinnati.

The Code Authority's financi
committee will immediately begii
allocation to producers and distrib
utors of their share of the $180,
000 which constitutes their part o1

the code financing. A report or

this work is expected at next meet-
ing of the Authority, May 31, with
Nathan Yamins as chairman. Or
the committee are Sidney R. Kent
Harry M. Warner and Yamins.

R. H. Cochrane presided at yes-
terday's meeting, which was at-

tended by Sol A. Rosenblatt, H. S
Bareford, W. C. Michel, Neil F
Agnew, Walter Vincent, Eddie Gol-
den, Nathan Yamins, Charles L
O'Reilly, Major L. E. Thompson and
J. Robert Rubin.

Allan Usher was named a mem-
ber of the Chicago grievance board
replacing Charles Reagan, trans-
ferred to New York as Paramount
western division manager. Johr
Himmelein was appointed to suc-
ceed J. E. Fontaine on the Cleve
land grievance board. Fontaim
has been transferred to Chicago bj
Paramount.

Releasing "Fascist Parade"
"The Fascist Parade" is being

completed for early release by In-

tegrity Film Corp., of which Davidt
Calcagni is president.

r

Warners Sijjn B'way Actress

Warner Bros, has signed Helen
Trenholme, who joins the eompanyis
roster of players at the Coast Auk-
1. She appeared in "Strange Or-
chestra" on Broadway.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

$2.50 up. Single
$3.00 up. Double

Special wtekly and monthly rafts

The Plazp is near every-

thingto see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-
iness or pleasure.

Every room has private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for

rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Cbas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality"

Vine at Hollywood Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD

J
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Reduction in Dialogue is Urged by Nation 's Critics

DARROWlCUMENTS AMAZE OF OPPOSWCLAIMS
Johnson Asks President to Abolish Review Board
Report Is Branded Lacking

in Supporting
Facts

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—"A more superficial,

intemperate and inaccurate docu-

ment than the report, I have never
seen," says Administrator Hugh S.

Johnson in his letter of May 15
transmitting the rejoinders of each
Divisional Administrator to the Dar-
row report. Johnson continues:
"The Board was established at my

suggestion to supply fair and con-

structive criticism. It is clearly in-

capable of fulfilling this function
and, therefore, I recommend that it

be abolished forthwith."
Johnson also transmitted to the

President the commentary of Donald
{Continued on Page 7)

KUYKENDALL CHARGES

DUALS PROPAGANDA
Columbus, Miss.—"A determined

effort is again under way by an
organization of regional and state

rights distributors to force double
features down the throats of theater
owners everywhere under the decep-
tive and cunning slogan of 'double

{Continued on Page 8)

B. B. Buchanan Organizes

Theater Contracting Firm
Chicago—B. B. Buchanan, former-

ly of Paramount Publix, has formed
B. B. Buchanan, Inc., theater con-
tractors, with offices in the State
Lake Building. Ben H. Adler is vice-

president of the firm, which Buch-
anan heads.

Para. Sets 7 Releases

Paramount has fixed release dates on
its next seven features, as follows: May
25, "Murder at the Vanities"; June 1,

"Little Miss Marker"; June 8, "Many
Happy Returns"; June 15, "The Great
Flirtation"; June 22, "Here Comes the
Groom"; June 29, "Shoot the Works"
and "It Ain't No Sin."

CRITICS*

QUESTION NO. 10

What is your pet theory or squawk regarding the in

RESULTS OF CRITICS' REPLIES:

(Continued)

A plea for less dialogue and a scattering of varied other suggestions and

complaints conclude this subject.

A TENDENCY to increase dialogue, with corresponding neglect of visual end, is

(*» noted with alarm by many of the country's leading film critics. They point out
that, after some commendable headway a couple of seasons ago in cutting down on
talk, producers turned around again and now the screen is more voluble than ever.

Though no writer goes so far as to advocate a return to silents or anything near
it, they do however stress the fact that over-use of dialogue and under-use of the
camera is one of the main faults of pictures today.

Setting forth his chief squawk, W. Ward Marsh of the "Cleveland Plain

Dealer" says:

"The too slow evolution of the picture. I don't suppose it can be done any faster

—certainly not by men who are blinded to the powers of the screen by the gold to

be made from it, if any. Hollywood ( 1 ) gets a pretty face and proceeds to have its

possessor take off her clothes, reasoning that love of course makes the world go 'round
and that a new dame will make you and you and me dizzy, (2) gets rare talent from
abroad and proceeds to standardize its beauty and its talent (Dorothea Wieck, Marlene
Dietrich—who was strong enough to overcome that Garbo imitation thrust upon her,

and Madeleine Carroll— I can only judge from the still pictures—has been painted to

look like any Hollywood beauty, and so on.

"Fof years Hollywood has promised to cut down on dialogue. It is cutting down
much too slowly. The camera still does not talk for the most part the language of the
screen. It is still too often reflecting the stage.

"Hollywood, the coward. Hollywood, the imitator. Hollywood, the adolescent

—

in its sex attitude toward pretty young girls. Hollywood, the strangest of all places

which does much that is very fine and worthy and so much that is ignoble, cheap and
childishly prurient."

LACKS DRAMATIC VALUE
"At least a quarter of the talk in most talkies is not only without story and

dramatic significance, but it is dull," declares Ernest C. Sherburne of the "Christian
Science Monitor."

"Too much dependence is placed on dialogue to explain what the spectators are

seeing. What is seen should explain itself in a well designed picture, and the talk

should be little more than comment upon what the audience sees, and seeing, under-
stands. A vast amount of time is frittered away on values that have no entertainment
quality. There is too much reliance upon story formulas, and when several persons
are employed upon the story, each rewriting his predecessor's work, the result is some-
thing with as little character as boarding house hash. When the pictures do make

{Continued on Page 5)

Review Board Outlines
Drastic Revisions

of Code
By WILLIAM SILBERBERG

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington—With about 200 pages

L
evoted to the motion picture code,

reports and NBA replies in the
tional Recovery Review Board

'arings on codes conducted under
chairmanship of Clarence Dar-

row is made public today. The docu-
ments are such a maze of charges,
claims, counter-charges and counter-
claims that skepticism is freely ex-
pressed over the possibility of any
constructive accomplishment result-
ing.

In transmitting the report to the
President on May 4, Darrow prefaced

{Continued on Page 6)

"EASILY DISPROVED"

SAYS ROSENBLATT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — That "it can be

easily demonstrated that it is wholly
unwarranted, unjust, prejudiced and
ignorantly contrived" is the way Sol
A. Rosenblatt characterizes the Dar-
row report in his rejoinder as Divi-
sion Administrator transmitted to

{Continued on Page 6)

Dividend Is Resumed
On Columbia Common

After a lapse of more than two
years, dividends on the Columbia
common stock have been resumed
with declaration of a quarterly pay-

(Continued on Page 8)

First-Hand Checkup

Inaugurating a policy of investigating
code complaints "first hand," the Code
Authority has authorized Charles L.

O'Reilly to visit Omaha this week to

examine squawks made by a group of

independents headed by Calvin Bard
and Lester Martin. Declaring they are
withdrawing their assents, the faction
protested against local boards' person-
nel.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(.QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Columbia Picts. vtc. 28V4 28l/4 28l/4 + %
Con. Fm. Ind 3% 37/8 37/g + Va

East. Kodak 94V4 94'/4 94l/4

Loew's, Inc 305/g 30'/8 305/8

Metro-Goldwyn, pfd. 26 Vg 26Vg 26 Vg + s/g

Paramount ctfs 43/g 41/4 4% + Vg

Pathe Exch 2% 2% 2% — Va

do "A" 1934 19% 193A — Va

RKO 3 27/g 27/8 — Va
Warner Bros 6 6 6

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Trans-Lux 1% 1% l 7

/s — Va

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.. 9 1/4 9 9l/4 — Va

Keith A-0 6s 46 ... 68 68 68

Paramount 6s 47 ctfs. 485/8 485/8 485/8 + Va

Par. 5'/2s50 ctfs. .. 49 48i/4 49 + 3/g

Warner's 6s39 59 59 59 — Vi

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 41/4 4'/g ">Va — Va

"Little Man, What Now?"
(Hollywood Preview)

This picture is a red letter event for

Universal and should be a box-office

winner. Frank Borzage has fashioned a

love story that puts him in line for

much attention in the Academy of

M. P. Arts & Sciences' contest for the
best direction of the year. Performances
of all his players are topnotch, with
Margaret Sullavan repeating the fine

work she did in "Only Yesterday."
Douglas Montgomery is excellent as her
young husband. Alan Hale, DeWitt
Jennings, Catherine Doucet, Muriel
Kirkland, Christian Rub and Alan Mow-
bray offer splendid characterizations.
The tragic ending of the book is changed
to a happy one in a compact screen
play furnished by Wm. Anthony Mc-
Guire. Photography by Norbert Brodine
and settings by Charles D. Hall are de-
serving of much praise.

—RALPH WILK.

I'll Be There !

The 22nd Film Golf

Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Thurs-

day, June 7th, at Glen Oaks Golf and Country Club, Great Neck, Long Island.

Name

Address

THE COMMITTEE:
Jack Alicoate, Chairman, Film Daily; Al Lichtman, United Artists; Lee Ochs, Motion
Picture Club; William Ferguson, A. M. P. A.; Louis Nizer, N. Y. Film Board of Trade;
William Brandt, Brandt Enterprises; Don M. Mersereau, Film Daily.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE ?12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Empey Club Team Issues

Hot Challenge to Ampas
Immediately following his appoint-

ment Saturday as capain of the Mo-
tion Picture Club golf team, Ted
Curtis of Eastman Kodak issued a
determined challenge to the A.M.P.
A. foursome for the battle that will

be waged on the fairways of the
Glen Oaks Golf and Country Club,
Great Neck, June 7, at the 22nd Film
Golf Tournament. In addition to

competing for the Albee Memorial
Cup and the Brulatour Medals, Cur-
tis has challenged Tom Gerety and
his players to bet their shirts on the
outcome of the team play, with all

losing contestants forced to strip

off their Nat Lewis creations at the
18th hole. An answer is being
awaited from Gerety and Bill Fergu-
son, trainer. The M. P. Club team
will be selected this week with
Curtis, Mitchell May, Harry Warner
and Al Lichtman as the likely selec-

tions. Louis Nizer is trainer, busi-

ness manager and spy.
Latest donations of prizes include

a trophy from Martin Quigley of
the Quigley Publications, a cup from
RKO Radio Pictures, a William
Massce trophy, a set of full-leather

bound books from Grosset and Dun-
lap, and a woman's dress from some-
one who wishes his name withheld
until the winner is announced. So
what? The tournament committee
will meet this week at one of the
local cocktail bars to decide on the
booby prize.

Extend Service Strike Tomorrow
Strike activity of Local 118, serv-

ice union, against the Loew and
RKO circuits will be extended to-

morrow, it was said Saturday by
Chas. C. Levey, secretary of Local
118. The strike will spread to New
York and the Bronx as soon as the
union members have been educated
in strike activities, Levey said.

Joe Rosenzweig in Exhibition

Joe Rosenzweig, who resigned
from Columbia last week, plans to
go into the exhibition field, he stated
Saturday.

Chicago Board Retains

Present Zoning System
Chicago—The present system of

clearance and zoning will remain in

force during the balance of 1934-35,
it was decided last week at a meet-
ing of the local clearance and zoning
board. The six members of the
board voted four to two against a

change.

Phillips Lord in Arcturus Film

Phillips H. Lord, radio person-
ality and star of RKO's "Way Back
Home," will be featured in the first

production of Arcturus Pictures
which will be made under the direc-

tion of F. Herrick Herrick with
Harry Smith, Pathe cameraman,
handling the photography and Clar-
ence Ellis the sound. The company
leaves this week for the Carribean
Sea for location work. Paul Gange-
lin is supervising the scenario work
of Neil Brant's original story.

New Tri-State Secretary

Memphis—R. X. Williams of Ox-
ford, Miss., is the new secretai-y of

the M.P.T.O. of Arkansas, Missis-
sippi and Tennessee. He succeeds
Mrs. Alma Walton, who resigned
due to her new position as secretary
of the code boards.

Charles Mensing and R. McDou-
gall have been elected directors of

the Tri-State unit to succeed Roy
Pierce and T. W. Sharp.

Morris Helprin at U. A.

Morris Helprin, formerly with
United Artists on the coast and re-

cently with Fox at the home office,

today starts his new duties at
United Artists as publicity manager
under the supervision of Hal Home.

"Channel Crossing" for 55th St.

"Channel Crossing," Gaumont-
British production with Constance
Cummings and Matheson Lang,
opens Wednesday at the 55th St.

Playhouse.

Coming and Going

ROBERT RITCHIE, manager and fiance of
Jeanette MacDonald, is on his way back from
Berlin.

JACK DONAHUE, actor and dancer signed by
Fox, is en route to the coast.

CHARLES KOERNER has returned to Boston
from New York.

WALTER WANGER, who resigned last week
from M-G-M, is on his way to New York to
confer on his future plans.

PHIL ROSEN returned last week from London
and will probably produce a picture in the east
before returning to the coast, where he may
direct for Monogram.

EARL CARROLL is slated to fly back to the
coast this week, together with TEET CARLE.
Paramount publicity man.

ANITA CAMPILLO arrives in New York
from the coast this week to appear in Spanish
talkers at the Astoria studios.

Service Union Official on Trial

Chas. C. Levey, secretary of Local
118, service union, is to go on trial

today in Special Sessions Court,
Brooklyn, on charges of coercion
preferred by Harry Lewis, manager
of the Tivoli theater, Brooklyn,
Lewis alleges that Levey threatened
him and the theater with violence
unless he recognized the union and
that when he refused to comply a
stench bomb was dropped in the
theater causing a panic in the audi-
ence.

May Roadshow "Dr. Monica"

Roadshowing of "Dr. Monica,"
starring Kay Francis, with Warren
William and Jean Muir, is being
considered by Warners. Picture will

probably play a two-a-day world
premiere at the Warner theater

starting June 15.

"Damaged Lives" Held Over

"Damaged Lives," released by
Weldon Pictures, has been held for

a second week at Loew's Valencia,

Baltimore. First New Jersey book-

ing, at the Shubert, Newark, also

went into a second week. Other

Jersey bookings are now under way.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

The information

contained in this

volume is always

of great value to

us during the year.

Major Albert Warner,

Warner Bros.

1,000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.
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History's most fascinating

scoundrel is loose and out to

steal box-office records!

He has taken the public of three cities

by storm with his charm and daring

andpacked houses are rewardingNew
York,San Francisco and Washington.

STINGAREE

WARNING!
TO THEATRE MANAGERS
Buckle on your advertising hardware

and go after him— the big money is

waiting

!

IRENE DUNNE and RICHARD DIX
co-starred for the first time since "Cimarron" have brought

real romance and adventure back to the screen in another

great big RKO- Radio Money Show.
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A Little
from "Lots"

=S By RALPH WILK ^^
HOLLYWOOD

WALTER CONNOLLY and G. P.

Huntley have been assigned by
Fox to "Servants' Enhance," with
Janet Gaynor.

T T T

Michael L. Simmons has been
borrowed from Reliance Pictures by
Mascot to collaborate with Earle
Snell on "Young and Beautiful."

Adele Buffington also has been sign-

ed to revise her original, "Barbe-
cue," while Douglas Doty and
George Sayre are preparing "One
Frightened Night."

T T T

Trem Carr has assigned W. T.

Lackey to produce Gene Stratton
Porter's "Girl of the Limberlost" at

Monogram.
T T T

Columbia starts work this week
on "Criminal Within," with Richard
Cromwell and Arline Judge. Jed
Kiley adapted it and Sid Rogell is

supervising production.

T T T

A prior right to Paul Sloane's

services circumvent his accepting
an assignment at M-G-M. Pan
Berman of RKO has notified Sloane
that he is to remain with this or-

ganization for at least one more
picture following "Down to Their
Last Yacht."

T T

Paul Muni, following his next
Warner vehicle, "Border Town,"
will be starred in a picture with a

Russian background.

T T T

Carl Laemmle, Jr., has offered

Irving Pichel a feature character
role in "Take My Hand," a French
play which the Universal general
manager purchased several days
ago. Pichel, who is now at War-
ners and then moves to RKO, is

trying to arrange his schedule so as

to accept Laemmle's offer.

T T

Baby LeRoy was given a new con-

tract as a birthday present by Para-
mount.

Horace Jackson is slated to adapt
"Sun Also Rises," by Ernest Hem-
ingway, one of the first two pic-

tures to be made by Lester Cowan's
new company, Artists Productions,
Inc., with headquarters at General
Service Studios. Ann Harding will

star in it, with E. H. Griffith di-

recting. Edward G. Robinson is to

appear in the second production.

Wanger Gets 2 Stories

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Walter Wanger has bought

"There Goes the Bridegroom," by Jor-

dan Layton, British writer, and has taken

option on "Sir Humphrey," by Austin
Murdock. Wanger will produce inde-
pendently in Hollywood or New York.

• • • WE HATE to brag about our dear boss
the publisher of this most estimable film folder but
Warners have done it for us and the least we can do is

to repeat what they have said in their pressbook on
Kay Francis' "Dr. Monica" An Acknowledgement to
Jack Alicoate on his Critics' Forum just run in the li'l

ole paper here's what Warners say on the inside covey
of the "Dr. Monica" pressbook

.

• • • "THE RESULTS of your recent questionnaire ad-
dressed to the nation's motion picture editors adds fur-
ther credit to your reputation as the publisher of an intelligent

trade journal Of particular interest in the planning of
Warner Bros, publicity campaigns are the facts reported in

answer to your query on the type of publicity found
most useful by the press

T T T
• • • "YOU REPORT as 'most welcome': 1. Current
News 2. Short personal star bits 3. Human in-

terest stories. 4. Timely feature stories 5. Per-
sonality sketches 6. Truthful personal items
7. Briefs about production 8. Genuine oddities

9. Casting notes 10. Breezy items 11. Beauty
hints .12. Fashion notes We believe you have
provided conclusive evidence of the kind of newspaper material

which will prove of greatest benefit to motion picture
theaters everywhere The publicity section of this and
other Warner pressbooks indicate our thorough agree-
ment with your findings Congratulations!"

T T
• • • ON BEHALF of our Boss we thank ya,

Mister Charlie Einfeld and now just one li'l breath of
perfume sprayed from Us to You if there are any skep-
tics who think you are just capitalizing smartly on a chance
to hook yourself in on a Nationwide Poll of newspaper crits

we personally challenge 'em to check back on Warner
Pressbooks for the past six months and prove to them-
selves that these 12 Points selected by the newspaper crits of
the nation are consistently covered by Warner Press-
books proving conclusively that your advertising and
publicity dept's accurately gauged the desires and requirements
of the newspaper editors long before the Film Daily
Poll proved your gang were 100 per cent RIGHT mebbe
that's why we keep Warner Pressbooks on our desk for days
instead of throwin' 'em in the can they have Something.

T T T
• • • THE PRESSAGEYS go Russian this Thursday

at their AMPA luncheon at the Empey Club
Boris Morros will be the guest chairman and that means
the official Russian delegation will be entertained royally. ......

and will like it even though they hate the implications
of Royalty in their Communistic way Boris will have a
genuine Russian atmosphere throughout the bill caviar
will be served for the cognoscenti, internationalists,

epicures and cosmopolites the garden variety of press-

ageys can eat herring Prexy Ferguson will be disguised
as a droshky driver with a whip and beard

T T T
• • • LONDON NOTE while lunching in a Lyons'
coffee house Ja«k Mersereau ordered his coffee

he asked for black coffee with cream on the side the
waitress brought it after a long delay she was fidgety
and nervous as she set it down then Jack noted that
the cream had been slobbered over the inside edge of the cup
and had run into the coffee Mister Mersereau sez to the
gal "But I told you I wanted black coffee with cream
on the side." an' she sez "Yessir. We tried to

pour it so it would only go on the side, but it went in the
middle!"

« « « » » »

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

By CHAS. ALICOATE

£STHER DALE, Greta Gransted
and Paul Truman have been

added to the cast of "Crime With-
out Passion," the Hecht MacArthur
production which goes into work
today at the Eastern Service studio
in Astoria for Paramount release.
Claude Rains is being featured in
the picture, supported by Whitney
Bourne, Leslie Adams, Margot and
Stanley Ridges.

•

Five additions have recently been
made to the production staff at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studios under
Sam Sax. They include Lloyd
French, director; Justin Herman
and Royal King Cole, scenario
writers, and Sanford Green and
Jack Manus, song-writing team, who
will prepare original songs for Vita-
phone's "Broadway Brevities" mu-
sicals.

•

Recording on the first of the se-
ries of comedies to be produced by
Stillgo Productions has been com-
pleted at the West Coast Service
studio with Nat Shilkret and his
orchestra furnishing the music. Bob
Stillman directed, in association
with Harold Godsoe.

•

Ben Blue, who recently returned
from a London stage engagement,
is now at work on his seventh two-
reel "Big V" comedy at the Brook-
lyn Vitaphone studio. The short,
"Holy Mackerel," is being directed
by Lloyd French.

•

C. N. O'Dell of the Paramount
publicity staff has moved to Room
234, Eastern Service studio in As-
toria, where he will handle pub-
licity on productions at the plant
for Paramount release.

•

The smile that has for so long
been lacking on the face of the ex-
tras in the east has returned again
with over 200 already having been
engaged for productions now in
ivork, and with other productions
planned and scheduled to get under
way shortly, the ranks of the un-
employed extra will be greatly re-

duced.
•

Production on the Spanish talking
feature for Paramount, titled "The
Downfall," started Friday under the
direction of Louis Gasnier at the
Eastern Service studio in Astoria.
Carlos Gardel is featured in the pic-

ture, supported by Vincente Paudla
and Mona Maris.
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Irvin S. Cobb in Person

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Irvin S. Cobb is consider-

ing an otter of 10 weeks' personal ap-

pearances in conjunction with his first

Hal Roach comedy, tentatively titled

"Fisherman's Luck."
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« « « THE CRITICS' FORUM » » »
(Continued from Page 1)

of their peculiar genius for telling a story in pictorial motion, with a minimum
iull and needless gab, and a;e not chained to one or two rooms like a stage play,

i are at their best as entertainment and require no apology. Almost uniformly,

iy, they employ players of high quality. To such players, and the perfected studio

mique of today there needs only to be added a more frequent manifestation of good
cting."

| Elinor L. Hughes of the "Boston Herald" writes:

! "Now for a little soul-satisfying letting-off of steam. My pet theory or squawk

—

mounts to the same thing—is that films cannot seem to learn to stop talking and
something. I am convinced that talking films are going in the wrong direction by
bring so closely to modified stage technique. The life of cinema is action and
e action. Rene Clair has shown us how sound, speech and action may be combined

Ideal quantities, and the resulting technique is far removed from the theatericalized

lures of today. If producers want stage plays, that is understandable, but why
i make the most instead of the least of the advantages offered by the mobile
era—and by this I do not mean just camera trickery. It is still the eye that should

appealed to most in picture making, instead of which it is the ear that is continu-

I assaulted. If motion pictures are pictures that move let them start now and
pet that there is any such thing as a stage limited to a three-sided room."

I Another strong advocate of less talk and more action is A. D. Williams of the

liose Magazine," who is pretty het up over "Hollywood's insolent barrage of words
Hs, WORDS!"
And E. Tracy Sweet of the "Scrantonian," Scranton, Pa., thinks "talking pictures

i; destroyed some of our cherished illusions, and they have not improved the enter-

ament. Probably the worst features of the talkies are the songs that in nearly

ry instance are nerve-racking, whereas the old silent movies were restful."

QUOTATIONS
why not give 'em the happy story?"—Okey
King, "Progress-Bulletin," Pomona, Cal.
"Too many reviewers do not look at pictures

from an audience viewpoint." — Will Batlin,
"Daily Home News," New Brunswick, N. J.

"Why does Hollywood persist in buying sec-
ond-rate plays and making second-rate movies
out of them? It has now been definitely proven
that in nine cases out of ten the most im-
portant films are those written expressly for

the screen."—E. de S. Melcher, "Evening Star,"
Washington.

"Hollywood's policy of selling stars rather

than plays over a period of years has proved
a boomerang in that many delightfully worth-
while films today die at the box-offices be-
cause they include no names to attract atten-
tion."—Corbin Patrick, "Indianapolis Star."

"The duplication and lack of imagination in

newsreels has killed one of the screen's finest

attractions."—Dennis R. Smith, "Repository,"
Canton, 0. •

"Why are fine artists buried in bit roles

which they make sparkle to the point of

stealing pictures from billed stars?"—Helen M.
Bradley and Kitte Mitchell, "Bay City Daily

Times," Bay City, Mich.
"My pet abomination is the introduction of

a cheap bit of smut, in an otherwise clean

picture, just to get a laugh."—A. R. Dunlap,

"Independent," St. Petersburg, Fla.

"The screen does not consistently exercise

its own undeniable powers. The camera is

—

or should be—the soul of its art."—Louise

Mace, "Republican," Springfield, Mass.

"For several years titles have been far more

in need of censoring than any other portion

of the picture."—Maurice C. Tull, "Tribune-

Dispatch," Kokomo, Ind.

"Hollywood's chief need at the moment is

new blood both in the artistic and executive

branches. It has grown smug and insular and

conservative—three things that quickly stifle

an art."—Wood Soanes, "Tribune," Oakland,

Cal.

"Movies have gone too far with the idea

that they are an 'industry' and the public has

accepted them as such." — E. K. Keilmann,

"Daily Chronicle," Topeka, Kan.

"There is too much naturalism in movies.

We need to depict men and women struggling

on the human level instead of on the level

natural science and modern psychology sponsor

—the level of naturalism, of animalism, in

other words."—Stuart A. Mahuran, "Telegraph-

Herald," Dubuque, la.

"There is far too much tragedy and sadness

in everyday life without the public having to

shell out hard cash to see actors go through

some heart-breaking calamity."—W. T. Huff,

"Times-Democrat," Muskogee, Okla.

"We do not all live in penthouses or man-
sions. Let's have more pictures of average

PERTINENT
lollywood is still making pictures for its

• Sid Grauman and Broadway."—W. E. J.

) in, Buffalo "Courier-Express."
Much of the trouble about censorship is

;d by people being misled into seeing films

I type they don't want to see. It might
'ell to have each film advertised as making
appeal to adults, adolescents or children,

lie case may be."—Henry L. Sholly, "Sunday
I" Wilmington, Del.

[ ust why, in God's name, the producers have
learned the value of the writer after all

B: years, remains one of the most remark-
b of film mysteries."—Jack Stinnett, "Daily
lihoman," Oklahoma City.

[ Vhy not attempt to educate the dear pub-
ko buy its entertainment on story and not

tars? It has been ensnared far too often

f good name in a stupid story."

( here are a few geniuses who can act as

as write, but they are too rare for every
l< to have a right to pass on material in

Ih he or she acts."—Pettersen Marzoni,
ingham "News-Age-Herald."

I iriginality is the desperate need of Holly-
fcl. They even ruin good writers by making
V write to order. There should be more
il about 'just folks' and their everyday
fclems."—Alice E. Modes, "Press Herald,"

and, Me.
1'if late there has been a persistent cam-
Hi to undermine critics and to tell news-

rs how to run their departments. Most
•us are giving away more space to movies
k they are selling. If the movies object
k Ms space being administered on the judg-
R' of the publisher, the publisher can close
olumns to movie publicity in all its forms

p give the screen as much and no more
• it pays for in advertising columns."—Jack
I'itt, "Kansas City Star."
I lollywood should use its head in meeting
• attack of education as exemplified in the
ll't of the Payne Fund. Why not screen

espeare, some of the medieval romances

J"
epics, a few great novels (faithfully)?

Ft would make our schools the best possible
"Irtising agencies for our studios."—James
"sin, "Express-Courier," Fort Collins, Colo.

'here's no cinema actor living who is

JJ'h
more than $100 net a week."—William

D-Vatkins, "Evening Record," Lansford, Pa.
'he script writers butcher a good yarn

—

Hi butcher history. The public bites on a
''. The public is disappointed. The public

jj
isgusted."—Ed Klinger, "Evansville Press,"

'- sville, Ind.

-ike a newspaper, the screen reflects the
81 -law activities and unusual events of so-
*". But the newspaper is to inform—the
«:n is to entertain. Why can't the screen
st e to find suitable stories of the pastoral
t)—the public insists on happy endings

—

day folks."—Albert E. Parks, "Daily Star,"

Long Island City.

"I wish producers would get over the idea

that sex is a novelty. I wish they would
take stock and see that every box-office topper

has been a clean show."—Wm. J. Lewis, "Sun-
Telegraph," Pittsburgh.

"Don't let the reformers ruin the greatest

form of amusement that was ever in the

reach of the average family. There's nothing
wrong with the movies except censorship."

—Clyde H. East, "Gazzette," Charleston, W.
Va.
"My pet squawk about the movies is the

fact that it is an industry and tries to be an
art." — William H. Haskell, "Knickerbocker
Press," Albany, N. Y.

"Every film should give cast with names
of players and characters they play both at

beginning and at end of picture."—Clarence

L. Moodey, "Evening Gazette," Worcester,
Mass.

"I wish producers would forget about com-
petition long enough to prevent flooding the
market with the same idea at the same time."
—Alvin C. Zurcher, "News-Advertiser," Chi I-

licothe, 0.

"There is too damned much of this domestic
difficulty stuff." — Daniel Parkhurst Cheney,
"Walla Walla Union," Walla Walla, Wash.
"The film industry is the greatest factor

in present-day education and should be re-

garded to some extent at least as a trust.'

—Hazel A. Smith, "Star-Journal'," Pueblo,

Colo.

"The social importance of pictures demands
that the industry separate adults and children,

and provide entertainment suitable for the

latter."— E. W. Opie, "News-Leader," Staun-
ton, Va.

"In 15 years there has been no successor

to Fatty Arbuckle or Charlie Chaplin in short
comedies."—R. G. Miller, "Daily Oklahoman,"
Oklahoma City.

"As soon as a star clicks in some really

good picture, they give an author a few days

to write a fitting vehicle—rush it in production
—and you can usually figure on the next three
or four pictures being terrible." — Cosman
Eisendrath, "Daily Herald," Biloxi, Miss.

"Too many babies are being born out of

wedlock on the screen."—Alfred W. Rose,

"News," Camden, Ark.
"One has only to see 'Henry VIII' to realize

that films have a place as an art form—

a

place that could be very sure."—Francis Arthur
Robinson, "Nashville Banner."
"Must Hollywood continue forever to at-

tempt to make every picture appeal to all

types of audiences?"—Dan Albrecht, "Daily
Truth," Elkhart, Ind.

"There are too many English players and
drawing room dramas." — Kenneth Nichols,

"Times-Press," Akron.
"Newsreels contain too much political pro-

paganda."—John H. Thompson, "Register," Tor-
rington, Conn.
"The public is becoming squegeed by an

over-abundance of musical pictures."—Jack
Sellers, "Tribune-Herald," Casper, Wyo.
"My pet squawk is the abandon with which

good actors backed by really marvelous stage
settings, will permit the needless sacrifice of

consistency and technique for color and a

mistaken notion that 'dramatic effect' is worth
any price from the standpoint of true detail."

—L. C. Gifford, "Daily Record," Hickory, N. C.

This concludes the question-by-question analysis of the replies to the second

Critics' Forum. A concise summary of the entire 10 questions will be published next

week, coincident with the general release of the results to more than 425 newspapers

whose critics participated in the symposium.

Satisfied customers have been shout-

ing "Viva Alexander Smith Carpet
!"

for years— and we don't have to use

guns to force them either. You'll

know what all the shootin's about

—

long wear— good looks— moderate

price—when you install this de-

servedly popular theatre carpet.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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DARROW DOCUMENTS

A MAZE OF CLAIMS

(Continued from Page 1)

the motion picture code recommen-
dations as follows:

MOTION PICTURES
"Monopolistic practices in this industry are

bold and aggressive and its small enterprise

is cruelly oppressed.
"The industry includes the making, the

distributing and the exhibiting in theaters of

film pictures. The producing and distributing

is chietly in the hands of eight powerful com-

panies, commonly known in the business as

the 'Big Eight.' There are in the country

18,321 theaters, of which 4,800 are desig-

nated as circuit or chain theaters. Of these

circuit theaters, 1,954 are affiliated with the

Big Eight companies and 2,846 are not so af-

filiated. There are left 13,571 theaters that

are classified as independent.

"It appears that the Code for this industry

was made by representatives of the large

producing companies. It contained, with other

unusual and unjust features, provisions that

named the members of the Code Authority to

administer the Code and other provisions to

make the Authority so constituted self-per-

oetuating. In case of the retirement of any

member he is to designate his successor, sub

ject to the approval of the rest of the Au-
thority, or failing to do so, the Authority is

to name the successor. The Authority con-

sists of ten members of whom eight are

shown to be directly or indirectly connected

with the eight large companies.

"These companies are distributors of pic-

tures as well as producers. They are also

interested in certain theaters that are in com-

petition with independent theaters.

"At the hearing before this Board, March

26, 29, April 3 and 4, representatives of the

independent theaters presented definite com-

plaints of the operation of the Code under the

Authority thus constituted. The Deputy Ad-

ministrator of the Code was present at the

first hearing and was invited to testify, but

refused to do so. Subsequently, seven of

the eight companies implicated by the testi-

mony of independent theater owners, filed a

brief attempting to discredit the testimony

given against them. This brief, because of

its unsubstantiated nature and the preponder-

ance of testimony against it, the Board deems

to be of small moment in, this issue.

"The chief complaints of maladministration

under the Code for the benefit of the large

producers and distributors and against the

smaller enterprises are as follows:

"1. That they, although constituting nu-

merically much the greater part of the in-

dustry, were not allowed to share in the

making of the Code.
"2. Unfair practices, in that the large pro-

ducers and distributors insist independent ex-

hibitors shall buy also a certain number of

what are called 'short subjects' (meaning

short reels) and of newsreels in order to

obtain the great and vital feature pictures

from which profits are mostly derived. It

was averred that some of these independent

theaters have in this way been forced to buy

and store away more 'short subjects' and
newsreels than they could show in a year.

They must pay for them, nevertheless, wheth-

er they exhibit them or not. By this prac-

tice also small producers that produce only

'short subjects' and newsreels are put at a

disadvantage.
"3. The large producers require a large

percentage of the gross receipts, sometimes

35 per cent or more, for the use of popular

pictures and then dictate the days upon which

they are to be shown. In the business gen-

erally, Saturday, Sunday and holidays are

the best days, but it was pointed out that

this arrangement deprives the independent

theater of any control over its pictures, as

the large producer dictates the day the pic-

ture is to be shown, whereas it may not be

suitable for certain localities upon such days.

"4. The theater owner is deprived of any
choice in the presentation of pictures, since

he must show what is allotted to him. This

works in practice to shut from the theaters

the pictures of other than the large producers,

since they can choose all the best days for

themselves.
"5. The Code gives to the distributors

(generally the Big Eight) the right to fix

admission prices through the provision that

allows them to insist upon a minimum ad-

mission price for their own pictures. It was
brought out that such a control might cause

to a theater the loss of a large part of its

clientele through resentment against what

Review Board Lacked Competent Advisors

Lack of a staff of informed advisors handicapped the work of the
National Eecovery Review Board says John F. Sinclair, the board member
who declined to sign the report submitted by Chairman Clarence Darrow.
In his separate report to the President, Sinclair says in part:

have enabled the various members of our
Board to have had an intelligent grasp of

the disputed questions involved in the various
codes, before our open hearings began.

"But the majority of the Board has not
seen fit to approach this investigation from
the point of view of careful research aim
analysis. As a result, the conclusions of the
Board, based as they are upon a very limited
amount of diiect testimony—and that very
largely giving only one side of the situation

—

must necessarily be inconclusive, incomplete,
and at times misleading and unreliable."

"The fatal weakness of our work up to

this time—and this matter cannot be em-
phasized too strongly—centers in not having
secured at the very start of our investigation,

a thoroughly competent professional staff of

men—experts in code law and economic re-

search—to assist the Review Board in di-

gesting a great mass of testimony that had
been presented before various NRA and Fed-
eral Trade hearings, bearing upon the effect
of the various completed codes upon the small
business man. Had this work been seriously
undertaken, our Board would have saved a

great deal of time and effort, and it would

Transfer of Holdings Seen
Under New Gov't Tax Law

Major companies' legal depart-
ments are understood to be making
surveys of their corporate setups in

connection with their efforts to cope
with the new Federal law ordering
the filing of separate corporate tax
returns, instead of consolidated re-

turns, as has been the practice. Va-
rious transfers of holdings are ex-
pected to develop as the concerns
readjust their affairs.

Worker's Version of "Hitler"

With the addition of some spe-
cially made shots of Clarence Hath-
away, executive secretary of the
Communist Party in the United
States, giving the Communist view
on the Nazi regime, "Hitler's Reign
of Terror" will open Monday at the
Acme. Film is being billed as "The
Workers' View of Hitler's Reign of
Terror."

"Man Trailer" for Criterion

Columbia's "The Man Trailer,"
Buck Jones western, opens tomor-
row at the Criterion.

Complaints Aimed at

Less Than 3% of Code
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Out of 288 sections

in the motion picture code, only
eight of them were referred to by
the complaining witnesses heard by
the National Recovery Review
Board, it is pointed by Sol A. Rosen-
blatt in his commentary on the
Board's report. He also said that,
of 399 pages of unsworn testimony
before the Board, only about 15
pages make reference to sections of
the code.

Detroit Passes "Road to Ruin"
Detroit—-"The Road to Ruin" was

finally approved this week by Lieu-
tenant Royal Baker, police censor.
The picture has been revised slight-
ly for local showing.

Hobart Henley Marries
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— Hobart Henley and
Mrs. David March of New Orleans
were married in Beverly Hills on
Friday.

would be deemed an unjustifiable advance in
prices while the theater owner would be
powerless to meet such an attack.

"6. That the large distributors are allowed
to insert into their contracts with the theaters,
provisions that are not authorized by the
Code, and are detrimental to the independent
theaters. These extra-legal provisions, it was
set forth, were often in the shape of an
agreement against the showing of two fea-
ture pictures on the same program. The
courts have held this stipulation to be un-
fair. In practice, it deprives the indepen-
dent theater of one means to meet the com-
petition of the affiliated theaters, which are
(he theaters affiliated with or controlled by
the Big Eight.

"7. The Code set up boards to classify
theaters in the order in which they can have
the use of popular and desirable pictures, and
these boards, it is averred, are controlled by
or in the interest of the large producers and
distributors. The result is that in many in-

stances independent theaters cannot get the
popular pictures until their competitors have
largely exhausted the drawing power there-

in."

RECOMMENDATIONS
Then follows the Board's recommendations,

summarized as follows:

Curtailment of powers of Code Authority
to make replacements in its membership and
place the matter on elective basis, with divi-

sion of industry involved selecting its rep-

resentative. Complete new setup as fol-

lows: five affiliated producers, five distributors

and exhibitors, five unaffiliated producers,

distributors and exhibitors and five repre-

sentatives chosen by President, all with vot-
ing power.

Complete eliminating of forcing of shorts
with features.

Ban on distributor selection of preferred
playing time.

Prohibition of distributor right to control
admission prices.

Elimination of provision allowing local

grievance boards to prevent delivery of pic-

tures under certain conditions.

Ban on adding of film contract clauses

preventing exhibitor from double featuring.

Exhibitor right to elimnate 15 per cent of

buys instead of 10 per cent as now provided.

Revamping of zoning boards to embrace
two distributor members, one of whom is an
affilated distributor and the other inde-

pendent of theater affiliations ; two first run
representatives, including one affiliated and
one unaffiliated and an impartial member
named by the Administrator.

Revise clause on time limit on drafting

zoning and clearance schedules to require

such systems established within 60 days after

creation of local boards.
Prohibition of admission of new evidence

at appeals heard by the Code Authority.

Members of grievance boards should not be

appointed by Code Authority but should be

selected by exhibitors in their respective terri-

tories.

Revising of grievance board setups on a

two, two, one basis similar to the proposal

for zoning boards.
Appointment of a committee of nine mem-

bers to consider questions of right to buy,
and block booking.

M
EASILY DISPROVED"

SAYS ROSENBLAT

Mil,

the President through Administrat
Hugh S. Johnson. Prefacing 1;

categorical reply to the Darrc Mm

document, Rosenblatt says

:

"A fair analysis of the Report of the I>

tional Recovery Review Board reveals tt

composed of three parts.it

"The first is a formal legal conclusion tl

the Code is designed to promote monopoli
and oppress small enterprise. This concl
sion is unsupported by any factual basis.

"The second is a number of recommenc
tions with respect to certain sections of
Code. These recommendations, it will
demonstrated later, are unscientific, inacc
rate, unfair and inequitable. Frequently th

are based on flagrant misconceptions of
provisions of the Code. Many of them
founded in the biased views of the Nation
Recovery Review Board unsupported by
scintilla of evidence in the record.
"The third is the acceptance by the Boa

of the malicious, previously disproven
slanderous attacks upon the Deputy Admi
istrator, and a recommendation that he
removed. The Report itself does not evi

pretend to justify this recommendation, whii
is totally unsupported by even the slighte

proof of any kind and is based solely upc
:he vicious mouthings, innuendoes and CO
jecture of a few disgruntled and disappoint
enemies of the National Industrial Recove
Act and particularly of the Motion Pictu
Code

"
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There follows 60 pages of poin
by-point reply to the Darrow state

ments. Regarding the witness^
heard by the Review Board, Rosei
blatt says "the report makes no reJ

erence to the 'testimony' upon whic
its conclusions are based. It delil

erately avoids any comment upon th

statements of the complaining wil

nesses because such statements wi

proven to be fabricated and untruth ml

ful."

With regard to the recommends
tions of the report, Rosenblatt say
that, after examining them on th
merits, "one finds that they are ba
upon:

1. Flagrant misinterpretations of the
]

visions of the Code.
2. False unsworn statements of a few d:

credited complaining witnesses.
3. Misstatement and deliberate evasion

rulings made by the courts.
4. Bias and prejudice of the Boards' m

bers resulting from an Ex Parte hearing
from preconceived notions.

5. Sympathy for the "chiseler" and "kick
er," who for selfish reasons seeks to destro:

the National Recovery Program.
6. Anticipated fears and forebodings actu

ally disproven by past and present conduct,
7. Ludicrous counter-proposals which a:

completely oblivious to the reality of the si

uation.
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Lachman-Prosser with Donahue-Coi

Marc Lachman and Monte Pros
ser, who recently formed a publicit;

and exploitation firm, have becomt
affiliated with Donahue & Coe, Inc.

New York advertising agency. Thej
will handle accounts formerly servec '

l

by the agency, in addition to then
»

(

own. Lachman recently returned t< 1
1

New York from the coast. Prossei ';'

was recently with United Artists.

Mono. Signs Bill Cagney for Six £
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY llil

Hollywood — William Cagney
brother of James, has been signed J;

by Trem Carr of Monogram for

three pictures on the 1934-35 pro
gram, with options for three more
next year.
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OF REVIEW BOARD

S

(Continued from Page 1)

Richberg, NRA general counsel,

i ting

:

•The record of this hearing by the Review
Ird is a revelation of its methods. The
lrd_ reports that the Deputy Administrator
k; invited to testify but refused to do so.'

J record, including a letter from the
luty Administrator, shows that he not
\ offered_ to testify, but to make all his
irds available to the Board.
Irhe Code was assented to in writing by
C9 members of the industry. Twenty-one
plaining witnesses were heard by the

I-d, including 15 out of 7.500 theater op-
5rs. In contrast to 14 hours and 20 min-
I of 'hearings' by the Board, NRA scent

1.200 hours on the drafting of the Code,
Id 206 witnesses and obtained a Code
Dtable, not only to the industry, but ap-

led by all the advisory boards of NRA
Resenting industry, labor, consumers, eco-
n'r research and law.

f rhe Board acted solely on the basis of a
•derly mess of unsworn and largely false
nony of a few malcontents (many of

I discredited by previously illegal prac-
), covering only 8 out of 288 subdivisions

lie Code, and arrived at sweeping conclu-
I upon the entire Code founded on ob-
1; ignorance of the Code, of the industry
p the law. The detailed analysis of the

d's action shows conclusively that the
litigation was carried on with utter dis-

"d for fair play and that the conclusions
f be Board are unworthy of the slightest
deration.
I ijiyone adequately informed concerning
I industry could learn without difficulty.

s evident from the volume of support
It the Code and the small volume of corn-
lit, that the Code is of incalculable bene-
I' the small enterprises of the inqnirv an^
yds great relief from the monopolistic ef-

• of the copyright laws and other nropertv
s which give legal advantages of an on-

Jfcive character to large enterprises, which
bi are required under the Code to forego
I considerable extent. A return to the

ge. wolfish' competition advocated by tn-d woiild mean simplv an enlargement o"
.•Dolistie power sanctioned by law.

he refusal of the Board even to receive
ct information is shown in its rejection

Be brief filed by seven producinc-distribut-
'ompanies. The Board specifically agreed

Be presentation of testimony through thi^•—since all other testimony was unsworn
1 then _ disregarded it on the announced

: that since these maior producers-distn'b-
'could have appeared and testified' then'

I should not be given serious considera-
I Thus by living no attention to the vast
Vnf information of the NRA. or the nrin-

testimony offered in support of the Code
ny refusing to listen to the exceptional'-*-
informed Deputy Administrator. the

l was able to arrive at findings contrary
ct and_ conclusions contrary to any in-

.•mt opinion."

Pi

Skouras to Appeal
couras Theaters is understood
ning to appeal to the Code Au-
ity from a decision of the New
k local grievance board giving
Embassy. Port Chester. 22 fea-
s which its Capitol had bought,
a expected that the case will
h the Authority at its meeting
31.

Preconception Charged
In his comment on the supplementary
port to the President bv Clarence Dar-
w, chairman, and William O. Thomp-
rt, member, of the National Recovery
iview Board, Gen. Hugh S. Johnson
id "the report confirms the opening
atement in Mr. Richberg's commentary
at the Review Board in its original
port was simply seeking to justify a

econceived opposition to the tundi-
ental theories and purposes of the
IRA."

THE
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New Setup for Review Board is Advocated

Because a large majority of the code complaints are not of a vital

character, a new Review Board setup, whereby some cases would be
handled within the NRA and others outside the NRA, is advocated by
John F. Sinclair, member of the Board, in his individual report to the
President. Sinclair says in part:

petitors of the small independents within
their own industry.
"We had no time to examine into the prob-

lem of credit for small business, but con-
siderable testimony was presented to show
that credit for the independent business man
has_ been very difficult to secure since the
beginning of the depression. The inability to
secure credit has been the major cause in

many cases of extreme hardship. Ample and
safe credit, easily available, for the little

man is necessary to give him equality with
his largest competitor.

"In conclusion, therefore, Mr. President.
we recommend, as the result of our five
weeks of preliminary explanation and inten-
sive work:

"1. That within the NRA series of Review
Boards be set up to take care of the numer-
ous cases which raise no fundamental issue
but in which the time factor is so vital; and

"2. That a Review Board of Appeal be
established by Executive Order, independent
of the NRA to pass upon those fundamental
cases which are appealed not only from the
NRA Review Board, but also arise from
original complainants to the Board itself. We
suggest that this Board be a full-time one.
ably staffed, non-political, with power to pass
finally upon all such questions dealing with
monopoly and monopolistic practice and op-
pression of small enterprises as arise under
Section I and II of your Executive Order or

March 7. last, and to continue during the life

of the NRA itself."

"A great many of the completed codes, now
exceeding 390, embracing over 90 per cenf
of the industrial payrolls of the nation, were
hastily drawn and will have to be amended
sooner or later, in order to protect the little

business man from exploitation and monopoly.
"We have received several thousand com-

plaints coming from distressed complainants
in nearly every state in the Union. From
small business men who claim that they are
being strangled under the various codes as
administered. An analysis of these letters

and complaints would indicate that a large
percentage of them, possibly 80 to 90 per
cent, could be classified as coming from those
who lack knowledge of the code and code
procedure. Most of the questions raised By
the vast majority of complainants do not pre-

sent a fundamental question which concerns
monopoly or monopolistic practice. Such com-
plaints in our opinion could and should be
handled within the NRA itself, giving a time
limit of ten days to dispose of every com-
plaint advanced.
"The balance of the complaints, the 10 to

20 per cent, are distinctly fundamental and
important. They present cases that strike
at the very foundation of American Business
Life, so far as the little man is concerned.
These cases should be handled outside the
NRA, by an independent Review Board. This
is vitally important, since many of these
smaller men fear to tell their real troubles
to the Code Authorities upon the ground that
these Authorities are the most powerful com-

NEWS OF THE DAY
St. Cloud, Fla.—John Eby, man-

ager of the Granada, was robbed
of $125 a few days ago.

Coconut Grove, Fla.—B. L. Clark,
former assistant manager at the
Capitol, Miami, has been appointed
in charge of the Grove theater, suc-
ceeding Elmer Hecht.

St. Louis — The Local Variety
Club will give a midnight river
cruise June 2 on the Steamer Pres-
ident to raise funds for charity.

Petersburg. Mich. — The Garden
theater has been reopened by Mar-
jorie Bov VanClaer.

Scottville, Mich. — G. G. Wallace
has reopened the Star Theater.

Saginaw, Mich.—The Mecca, op-
erated by J. F. Pike, is being re-
modeled 1 for reopening next month.
Goodman, Wis. — The Goodman

has reopened with G. W. D'Amour
as manager. R. C. Klass was for-
merly manager.

Sheboygan, Wis.—Timothy John-
son, president of the B-J-M Amuse-
ment Co., operators of the Van Der
Vaart theater here, has leased the
Butterfly theater from South Side
Amusement Co.

Milwaukee — The Ace, neighbor-
hood house, has been taken over by
Albert Nykelwicz. and will operate
seven days a week.

Oshkosh, Wis. — H. Glazier has
has taken over the Star from Mark
Morgan.

Jonesport, Me.—The Opera House
is now operating again under the
direction of Dan Sawyer.

Boston—Myron Shellman. recent-
Iv aooointed manager of the M. &
P. Rivoli in Roxburv by District

Manaerer Francis W. McManus,
with George Cronin as his assistant,

has put a lower price scale into ef-

fect. Evening shows are 30 and
40 cents, with matinees at 25 cents.

Kentwood, La.— A 500-seater is

being built here in opposition to

the Atherton by interest which own
a hotel in Bogalusa.

Golden Meadows, La. — Profits

from an oil well near here are be-

ing put into a theater here shortlv.

House will seat about 450 and will

be opposition to Jeff Rebstock's.

Laurel, Miss.—B. V. Sheffield has
taken over the Strand here. Shef-

field was to have taken over the
Cozy in Pass Christian, but the deal

fell through.

RADIO SHOW SURVEY

FINISHED IN MONTH
Survey of radio broadcasting sta-

tions throughout the country to de-
termine their attitude in connection
with the protests made by he Code
Authorities of the Film and Legiti-
mate Theater Industries against
free shows in studios will be com-
pleted by June 1. The Radio Code
Authority has sent copies of a ques-
tionnaire to 600 stations.

New Chesterfield Release

"Green Eyes," new Chesterfield
picture with cast headed by Shirley
Grey, Charles . Starrett, William
Bakewell and John Wray, has been
completed and will be released
shortly by First Division.

Code Committee Meetings

All Code Authority committees
will hold meetings before the next
session of the parent body on May
31.

Para. Pittsburgh Branch Changes
Pittsburgh—Following promotion

of Dave Kimelman to local branch
manager for Paramount, George
Elmo, booking manager, has been
made a salesman. Assistant Booker
Charles Mergen becomes head book-
er. Joe Golden succeeds Mergen.

M H HOFFMAN

with

NEIL HAMILTON
MIRIAM JORDAN

Henry Armetta
Edward Martindel

Hardie Albright
Dorothy Appleby

"A truly brilliant comedy-drama of

the first . . . the second . . . the third

year; its chuckles and chagrins,

smiles and sighs, triumphs and tears!

Suggested by Dorothy Canfield's best

seller, 'The Eternal Masculine,' di-

rected by William Nigh. Screen story

by Albert De Mond."

1934 1935
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KUYKENDALL CHARGES

DUALS PROPAGANDA
(Continued from Page 1)

features are matter for individual
decision,' " declared Ed Kuykendall,
M. P. T. 0. A. president, in a state-

ment Saturday in which he attacks
the policy. He took issue with a
statement that "feature production
would be cut from 500 to 300 fea-
tures a year" in event duals are
eliminated, describing it as "silly."

"We are convinced that the dis-

tributors can stop this through their
own license agreements if they want
to," says the exhibitor leader.

"Why shouldn't the producer have
the right of 'individual decision' on
how he will license the exhibition of
any one or all of his own pictures?"
he asks.

Dividend Is Resumed
On Columbia Common

(Continued from Page 1)

ment of 25 cents a share, payable
July 2 to stock of record June 15,

plus a semi-annual distribution of
IVz per cent in common stock, pay-
able Aug. 2 to stock of record
June 15.

Detroit Notes
Detroit — J. G. Goldhar, United

Artists exchange manager, has left

for a trip to other U. A. offices as
far as Colorado. He will be away
over a month.
Ray Cloud, former theater man-

ager for the Jacob Schreiber circuit,

is now salesman for Columbia.
"The Fighting Priest," featuring

Father Coughlin, has been taken
over for Michigan by William Flem-
ion of Excellent Pictures.

After convalescing for several
weeks in Battle Creek, Bob Misch,
booker for Butterfield circuit, and
Daniel J. Lewis, theater manager
for the Sam J. Brown circuit, are
back at work.
George A. Ranshaw, former sales-

man for Educational, has returned
here as distributor for a new time
lock for theater safes.

Another House for Wilby
Birmingham—The Wilby circuit

is remodeling a house at North
Birmingham and will open it in the
next few weeks.

Robert Montgomery
Armida
Jed Buell

« « SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS » »

Henry Armetta in

"Good Time Henry"

Universal 21 mins.
Fair

In this one Henry steps out and
goes night-clubbing, although it is

against his better judgment. He
makes the hot spots with Hale Ham-
ilton, a client from Oshkosh. They
pick up a couple of gangsters' molls
and go up to the girls' apartment.
While there a pitcher of beer is

spilled on Henry's trousers. He re-

moves them and places them in the
oven to dry. Of course they burn
up and subsequently his wife walks
in on the party. The story has been
done many times. There are a few
good laughs.

"There Ain't No Justice"

with Herbert Corthell, Paul Hurst
Universal 19 mins.

Raw Slapstick
Plenty of rough stuff in this one.

Corthell and his nagging wife sep-

arate after a battle over whether
her brother shall be permitted to

rifle Herb's pockets. As Herb is

dressing to go out, a mysterious Mae
West type woman arrives and de-

mands hush money from Herb. He
then discovers that his brother-in-
law has been using Herb's name and
has gotten into a jam. The film ends
with a divorce court scene that is

filled with noise and slapstick.

"Pleasing Grandpa"

with Sterling Holloway
Universal 20 mins.

Dull
This short never seems to get

started and fails to develop any
really funny situations. Sterling is

first seen with his attorney who has
told the lad that under the terms of

his grandpa's estate, the lad has in-

herited a large sum of monev. The
attorney has arranged with Matt, a
man-about-town, to act as Sterling's

guide. The boys decide to stage a

beauty contest at Atlantic City but
before they can start for the resort,

olenty of difficulties arise that cause
many mix-ups. Story is poor and
action slow.

Jeanette MacDonald Drops Tour
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Due to picture as-

signments, Jeanette MacDonald has
postponed her concert tour of South
America and trip to Europe. She
is now working in M-G-M's "Merry
Widow," with "Duchess of Del-

monico's" and "Naughty Marietta"
to follow.

New Clearance in Atchison

Atchison, Kan.—A new clearance
schedule for the three local houses
has been set up by the zoning and
clearance board in Kansas City.

New plan gives the Royal and Or-
pheum, Fox Midwest first-runs, two
months over H. L. Dunnuck's
Madrid in case both first and second
runs show at same price, with later

clearance if prices at the second
run are lower.

"Strange as it Seems"

(No. 39)
Universal 10 mins.

Interesting

Nine items comprise this release.
Texarkana, built on the Texas-Ar-
kansas border with the line running
through the Federal Building, a pa-
per-match collector, famous trees,
cremation services in Bali, Mex-
ican ruins and strange animals, Ja-
panese shrines and lastly a study
of snails are contained in the reel.

"Picturesque Siam"

(E. M. Newman Musical World
Journey)

Vitaphone 10 mins.

Average Travelogue

With a royal funeral ceremony
as its highlight, this travel subject
with talk by E. M. Newman and
accompanying music just about
makes the average grade. It con-
tains the usual glimpses of native
spots of interest, including canals
like Venice, modern government
buildings, dancing girls, etc.

CODE BOARD MEMBE

ARE REMINDED OF 01*

With purpose of reminding
board members that their oblig;

under oath is to their boards
not to interests employing them
Code Authority has adopted a

j

lution which reads as follows:
"RESOLVED: That the interests o

nation and the industry shall be regard'
all members of Local Clearance and Z
Boards and Ixxal Grievance Boards
primal obligation of service subscribed
each member upon the execution of the
to fairly and impartially determine whi
issue is presented to such memlwrs, and
further
"RESOLVED: That the Executive

retary be and hereby is authorized to
a copy of this resolution to all membe
Local Clearance and Zoning Boards an
Local Grievance Boards."

u

Form New Cleveland Firm
Cleveland — Max Lefkowich

Martin Printz have formed L.

P. Amusement Co. to operate
Alhambra, former Loew h<

which they opened last week.

New Paris Cinema
Paris — Cinema Vivienne

movie house, was opened reef

with "Henry VIII."
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\lode Authority Extends Time for Assessments

lAT'L RECOVERY REVIEWJOARD TO ENfJUNE 1

Columbia Earns $4.17 a Share in 9 Months—New Peak

39,338 Net Reported
for 39 Weeks to

March 31
let profit of $739,338.94, equal
approximately $4.17 a share on
common, is reported by Colum-
for the 39 weeks ended March
compared with $546,778.63 for

fiscal period ended March 25,

3, equivalent to approximately
02 on the common.
Consolidated balance sheet at
rch 31, 1934, shows assets of

407,358.68 against liabilities of
(Continued on Page 4)

iPORT DENOUNCED

BY ED KUYKENDALL

Columbus, Miss.—Ed Kuykendall,
sident of the M.P.T.O.A., yester-

f issued the following statement
the Darrow report:
The report of the Darrow com-
ttee as published in today's press
patches shows an amazing dis-

ard for facts and complete lack
(Continued on Page 6)

leForest Tube Patents
Upheld by High Court

Wshington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
(Washington—Validity of the De
rest patents governing the "feed
|:k" radio circuit and the vacuum
|)e "oscillator" was sustained yes-
Iday by the U. S. Supreme Court
i

1

a suit brought by RCA, which
(Continued on Page 8)

History of Man Film Ready

Chicago—A feature depicting the his-

tory of man from savagery to civiliza-

tion, compiled over a period of two
years by Charles Breasted of the Oriental
institute of the University of Chicago,
has been completed and will be given
its first showing here early next month.
Material for the film was acquired in

the 14 expeditions sponsored by the
Oriental institutes in Egypt, Palestine,
Syria, Iraq, Persia and Anatolia.

Darrow Would Have President Hear Exhibs

Clarence Darrow, chairman of the National Recovery Review Board, is planning
to call to Washington a group of New York exhibitors with object of having them
tell their stories first hand to President Roosevelt, following issuance of his report

on the motion picture code which aroused a storm of protests. The interview with
the President is tentatively scheduled for tomorrow.

SERVICE UNION STRIKE ITO OF D. G. OPPOSES

CALLED OFF BY LEVEY

At a meeting between C. C. Levey,
organizer of the Theater Employees'
Union, Ben Golden of the Regional
Labor Board and representatives of

the Loew and RKO circuits held
last night the strike of slightly over
100 theater employees was called

(Continued on Page 7)

4 New Studio Projects
Under Way in England

London—Continued expansion of

British production activities is re-

flected in four new studio projects

now under way. Clifton-Hurst Pro-
ductions plans two stages in the

Baker St. area. Fox has first call

on this company's output, with six

pictures planned. B. & D. has ac-

quired ten acres at Elstree for an
extension of its studios, and nego-
tiations are in progress whereby
another 50 acres at Elstree will be

(Continued on Page 4)

MPTOA DUALS STAND

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Opposition to the ac-

tion on double features taken by
President Ed Kuykendall and the
Executive Committee of the M.P.T.
O.A. at the Los Angeles convention
is expressed in a resolution passed
by the Independent Theater Own-
ers of the District of Columbia fol-

(Continued on Page 8)

Argentine Film Imports
Up 16 Per Cent in Year
Buenos Aires—Argentine film im-

ports for the past year were 16 per

cent higher than in 1932, prelimi-

nary official figures show. The U. S.

maintained an enormous lead over
all other countries. Opening of the

free market for exchange is expect-

ed to further help distributors of

American films this season.

Time for Paying Assessments
Extended by Code Authority

Addition of Two Houses
Gives Martin Circuit 24

Columbus, Ga.—Martin Theaters..

Inc., of which Roy E. Martin is

president, has added the Paramount
and Fox theaters in Talladega, Ala.,

making a total of 24 theaters for

the circuit. Harry Wade, formerly
manager of the Palace, Phenix City,

will manage the Paramount. Ralph
Braswell, formerly of the Houston,
Dothan, will manage the Fox.

The Code Authority will extend
time for paying code assessments in

the case of theaters which merit
this special consideration. The Au-
thority will grant such extensions

upon recommendation of local griev-

ance bodies, it was stated at its

headquarters yesterday.

Out of 7,800 exhibitors assessed

for the first half of the code year,

approximately 2,500 are still de-

linquent. John C. Flinn, executive
{Continued on Page 8)

President to Discontinue
Darrow Group at

End of Month
By WILLIAM SILBERBERG

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington—Victory of the NRA
and General Hugh S. Johnson oyer

the National Recovery Review
Board headed by Clarence Darrow
was indicated yesterday in the re-

ported decision of President Roose-
velt to drop the Review Board on
June 1. Abolition of the Board
was urged by Johnson in his re-

joinder to the Darrow report. In-

stead of actually issuing an order

to that effect, the President is said

to be planning to merely let the

Board go out of existence on ex-
(Continued on Page 6)

PARAMOUNT-FWC DEAL

APPROVED BY REFEREE

Referee Oscar W. Ehrhorn yes-

terday approved the agreement
entered into Jan. 25 between Para-
mount-Publix trustees, Fox Film
and Fox West Coast Theaters re-

lating to the termination of 20-year
leases on seven coast theaters and
settlement of claims thereunder,
and the approval of new leases on
five of the theaters. The agree-

(Continued on Page 8)

Schine Loses 17 Films
In Buffalo Board Ruling
Buffalo — Seven distributors are

directed to supply 17 pictures of the
1933-34 schedule to Reliance Thea-
ter Co., Inc., Lockport, in local

grievance board decision. It follow-
(Continued on Page 8)

All K. C. Downtown at 25c

Kansas City—New policy of double

features for 25 cents admission at the

Mainstreet starting Friday will bring

all downtown first-runs within the

quarter scale.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Columbia Picts. vtc. 30'/4 29 30 + 1%
Con. Fm. Ind 3% 37/g 3%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 16 16 16 — Vi

East. Kodak 96 Vi 94 Vi 96 Vi + 2i/4

East. Kodak pfd 137 137 137 +2
Loew's, Inc 31 Vi 30 Vi 3H/4 + 5/a

Metro-Goldwyn, pfd. 26 Vi 26 Vi 26 Vi + 3/s

Paramount ctfs. . . .
4l/4 4/8 4l/4 — Vs

Pathe Exch 27/8 23,4 23/4

do "A" 19% 19'/4 197/8 + l/
g

RKO 27/8 27/8 27/„

Warner Bros 6 5 3A 6

do pfd 22 21% 213/4 — 31/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor 9% 91/4 95/„ + %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. . 9 83,4 8*4— Vi

Loew 6s 41ww 100 100 100

Paramount 6s 47 ctfs. 49 49 49 + %
Par. 5Vis50 filed... 51 50 Vi 50Vi — 1 Vi

Warner's 6s39 58% 583/4 583/4 — l/4

Attending Morris Joseph Fete
R. H. Cochrane will head a dele-

gation of Universalites who are go-
ing up to New Haven today to at-

tend the testimonial dinner being
given by exchange men and exhib-
itors to Morris Joseph in celebration

of his 20 years as "U" branch man-
ager.

Ju

FOR WORLD RELEASE
J _ " 'Girl in the Case'

I II 1 II n makes S avo
M \ ft II II Chaplin's heir."
M On I U —AL SHERMAN
Y Morning Tel

in

'GIRL IN THE CASE'

DuWorld Pictures
729 StVlNTH AVENUE

I'll Be There !

The 22nd Film Golf

Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Thurs-

day, June 7th, at Glen Oaks Golf and Country Club, Great Neck, Long Island.

Name

Address

THE COMMITTEE:
Jack Alicoate, Chairman, Film Daily; Al Lichtman, United Artists; Lee Ochs, Motion
Picture Club; William Ferguson, A. M. P. A.; Louis Nizer, N. Y. Film Board of Trade;
William Brandt, Brandt Enterprises; Don M. Mersereau, Film Daily.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE ?12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

80 Entries Received
For Golf Tournament

Eighty entries for the 22nd Film

Golf Tournament to be held June
7 at Glen Oaks and Country Club,

Great Neck, L. I., have been re-

ceived by the committee. The limit

has been set at 160 and prospective

contestants are urged to fill out en-

try blanks immediately so that

those in charge can proceed with

many details in arranging the event

and dinner. Latest donations of

trophies have been made by United

Artists, Du Pont Film Corp., Con-

solidated Film Industries and East-

man Kodak Co.

Merian C. Cooper Set
On Two RKO Specials

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Merian C. Cooper re-

turns to Honolulu today after com-
pleting arrangements to produce two
major spectacle pictures for the
RKO 1934-35 schedule. The first

will be "Last days of Pompeii"
which is now in preparation. Ac-
tual production will start in Sep-
tember after Cooper has made a trip
to Italy for research and background
material. Second Cooper special will

not be announced until the RKO
convention in Chicago, June 18.

"Gow" Booked at Selwyn
Film Exchange has booked "Gow",

adventure film, for an engagement
at the Selwyn starting today, with
personal appearances of Capt. E.
A. Salisbury, the explorer who pro-
duced the feature. He will also
broadcast nightly from WHOM and
WOR. Arthur Greenblatt is han-
dling distribution in the metropoli-
tan territory.

Felix Ferry to Produce
Musical Film on Coast

Felix Ferry, European producer

who is now in New York, will leave

by airplane Friday for the coast,

where he will confer with a major

producer regarding the filming of

"Music and a Woman," which Ferry

was scheduled to make last month
at Elstree in England. The offer

from Hollywood cancelled his Els-

tree plans. Tentative casting ar-

rangements call for Grace Moore,

Lawrence Tibbet, Jack Haley and

Mitzi Mayfair as feature players.

Previous to going into actual pro-

duction on the coast, Ferry will re-

turn to New York and produce a

stage revue, "Monte Carlo Follies."

The revue will also be presented by
Ferry in Monte Carlo, July 28, and

in London, Oct. 1. With Ferry in

New York is Camila Aldao, his as-

sociate.

RKO-Music Hall Deal
A long-term contract for show-

ing of RKO pictures at the Radio
City Music Hall was closed yester-
dav bv Ned E. Depinet, president
-f RKO Distributing Corn., and W.
G. Van Schmus of the Music Hall.

Shorts and Pathe News are included
in the deal.

Oscar Hammerstein for M-G-M
Oscar Hammerstein II, Broadway

musical show author and producer,
has been signed by M-G-M. He will

Werner Here on Talent Hunt
Dave Werner, Universal casting

director whom Carl Laemmle, Jr.

has sent on a three-month tour in
search of new talent, has arrived in

New York. He will remain here
about a month, making side trips to

various summer stock companies.

Hymie Silverman Loses Father

Hymie Silverman, a pioneer in the
projection field and lately connected
with Warners, is mourning the

be assigned to musical production death of his father, who died Sat-
work. • urday.

.oming and G oi ng

E. B. HATRICK expects to leave for Eu|j

within the next two weeks.

NED DEPINET and BOB SISK are expe|
from the coast tomorrow.

LUCILE WATSON, Broadway actress si|
by M-G-M, leaves about the middle of ,|

for the coast.

JACK BENNY leaves Saturday for the cV
to start work in his first Reliance picture.

BILL KEYES, operator of the Victory l|

ater in Dayton, was a visitor at the Wa
home office yesterday.

FELIX FERRY leaves for the coast Fr

by airplane.

WALTER WANGER, who last week resig

as a M-G-M production executive, arrives

New York by plane tonight, preliminary
going abroad. He will announce further del

on his plans for independent production.

EDDIE GOLDEN, Monogram sales mana
left yesterday afternoon for Salt Lake (

to arrange for the first of the Monogram s

conventions.

FRANCIS MARTIN, Paramount conti

writer, arrives in New York today from Ho
wood for a vacation.

SOL EDWARDS, assistant sales manager
Educational, left yesterday for Boston or
business trip.

ARTHUR LYONS and FRANK PARKER le

New York on Saturday for the Coast.

JULIAN A. BRYLAWSKI was in New |

yesterday from Washington.

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER has returned to I

York from Boston.

Block Booking Trailers

Opposed by N. J. Allk
Block booking of trailers was C

posed at a meeting of Allied Tl
aters of New Jersey yesterday
the Hotel Lincoln. The Darrow

]

port on the motion picture code w
discussed, but no action taken,
though it is understood that me
bers of the unit are generally sat

fied with the report. Next meeting
scheduled for June 4.

"Sorrell and Son" for Mayfair

"Sorrell and Son," released
United Artists, opens next Mond
at the Mayfair. Picture original

was scheduled for the Rivoli.

COVERS
EVERYTHIN(

I know it will

be of great value

to me in refer-

ring to many

things during the

year.

Mary Pickford.

1,000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.



"AN INSTITUTION AS GREAT AS THE INDUSTRY IT SERVES

PERFORMANCE
GUARANTEED

because every "Certified Print 55

is screen - tested before delivery

THOUGH every known scientific device is em-

ployed to insure the uniformity of "Certified

Prints," the final result must pass a rigid screen-test

before receiving the Consolidated Eagle of Quality.

This is the final test to assure producers release

prints that always bring their productions to the

screen looking and sounding their best . . . elimi-

nating delayed showings, and faulty projection . . .

protecting the producer's investment.

Because of Consolidated's strict adherence to the

highest quality standards, more "Certified Prints"

are used than any other brand in the world. Send

your next production to Consolidated Park. Com-

pare the quality, the service, the cooperation, with

what you have received elsewhere and you'll readily

understand why "Certified Prints" are the world's

most popular.

SAFEGUARD YOUR INVESTMENT
Cut-price prints mean cut-price quality — inferior materials carelessly

processed on obsolete equipment— poor screen results.

It doesn't pay to jeopardize your entire invest-

ment for the few pennies saved on cut-price prints.

Make sure of good results. Send your productions

to the screen on "Certified Prints." They're made

by science to provide the finest possible expression of

the sound and action in your negative. Twenty-one

years' experience and a loyal devotion to the high-

est ideals of service are always evident in every

frame of "Certified Prints."
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PUTS MORALS UP

TO PUBLIC OPINION

Public opinion, expressing the re-

actions of the majority and not a
small minority motivated by selfish

reasons, will serve to guide the in-

dustry in the matter of moral stand-
ards, declared George J. Schaefer,
Paramount general manager, in an
interview with The Film Daily in

New York yesterday, following his

return from Boston.
Schaefer described as "destruc-

tive forces people within the indus-
try who confuse the issues in order
to enlist the support of civic bodies
seeking to improve moral stand-
ards." His reference was to the
issues of block booking and blind
buying. Allied has obtained the
backing of the M. P. Research Coun-
cil and other lay organizations by
alleging that the elimination of these
two policies will go far toward rem-
edying various reported evils.

4 New Studio Projects
Under Way in England

{Continued from Page 1)

acquired for studio purposes. An-
other studio scheme is sponsored by
Rex Wilson and Hon. Anthony Chap-
lin at Watford By-pass, while Rich-
mond Ice Rink is being turned into
a studio by interests including Greg-
ory Pincus.

Jack Benny's First Reliance
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Jack Benny's first

starring picture under his contract
with Edward Small of Reliance Pic-
tures, releasing through United
Artists, will be "Transatlantic Show
Boat," original by Leon Gordon.
Nancy Carroll will have the fem-
inine lead, with Benjamin Stoloff

directing. Benny is due here next
week from the east.

Educational Comedy on RKO Circuit
"Managed Money," latest release

in Educational's Frolics of Youth
series, featuring Junior Coghlan
and Shirley Temple, has been
booked to play over the RKO Met-
ropolitan Circuit starting June 2.

Ashley Promoting Father's Day
Arthur H. Ashley, vice-president

of the Alfred J. Silberstein adver-
tising agency and former picture
player, is in charge of the "Father's
Day" campaign. Date for observance
is fixed for June 1?*

Assented Too Late

Approximately 1,000 exhibitors who
have not assented to the code have
written to the Code Authority claim-
ing that they were under the impression
that their signatures to the President's

blanket agreement, which preceded the
code, constituted a formal assent. Hun-
dreds of checks have been sent in to

the Authority with this explanation.
As there is no present provision for

accepting assents now, the checks are
being returned by Executive Secretary
John C. Flinn.

jAJLONG THE
pilars ! iJ7ava-!L-^JvBo,^^.IuuEt««A.

PHIL M. PALY
• • • AT LAST they have decided to recognize the
femme publicity contingent there are oodles of girls who
have been doing grand work in the pressagey field but
like the mudguards on your auto very essential and im-
portant but nobody ever talks about 'em ... let alone
brags about the fine mudguards he's got same thing with
femme pressageys but WHY? after all, women have
played a big part in the industry have been recognized
gladly in other branches so why not give them recognition
for their splendid achievements in the field of pressagentry?

T T

• • • SO IT remained for the progressive administration
of the AMPA under Billy Ferguson to take definite action

yesterday the Board of Directors met and voted
unanimously to open the gates to the lady lexicon artists
they are now eligible as Associate Members of AMPA
with practically all the rights and privileges of this fast-mov-
ing organization that is making film history so, girls

a big Welcome. .... .we know that AMPA is going to be
a bigger and better outfit because of the fine co-operation that
you will extend

T T T

• • • TONIGHT'S the Night! that big Beefsteak
Party of the AMPA at the Empey Club a jolly social event
for the pressageys and their femme appendages A benefit
for the Authors' League Fund given by the Song Writers' Pro-
tective Assoc, tonite at the Casino de Paree a sup-
per, dancing, the regular Casino performance and added at-

tractions
T T T

• • • ALL THE theatrical and film boys are looking for-

ward to the opening of the Saint James theater at St.

James, Longisle on the eve of May 29 when Jack Living-
ston will introduce the Saint James Players in summer stock

opening with "That Certain Business" by Homer
B. Mason and Kenneth Keith to run two weeks to

be followed by a new play weekly productions are being
selected with an eye to early Broadway spotting as well
as Hollywood adaptation

T T T
• • • ON THE marquee of the Audubon at 168th and
Broadway recently this double billing "Bottoms Up"
"I Like It That Way" oh, well Dr. Peter Cornell,

impartial member of the local Buffalo clearance board, is the
father of Katherine Cornell, stage star Ethel Burfeind,
csahier at the Capitol for several years, eloped last week with
Sid Adler, one of the house attaches Sid is back at work

and so is Ethel, b'gosh

• • • LAST WEEKEND some the gang went on an Al-
leged Fishing Party George Brown, Si Seadler, Ed Fin-
ney, the boss's brother Charlie, Max Stuart who prints this li'l

ole paper also our general mgr. Don Mersereau and
a first-nighter by the name of Edelson they all motored
down to New Suffolk they called it a weakfish party
which could apply both ways to the fish or the party
being Sunday Ed Finney said the gang could not catch weak-
fish he was right on that one but the rest

skip it according to reports they had a good day in

the open the night? skip that, too no fish

yes three a porgy, a flounder, and another flounder
second flounder was the first flounder caught after first

flounder almost got away so they counted it twice
interviewed later, Si Seadler said it was really a Worth While
expedition
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COLUMBIA EARNINGS

RISE TO NEW PE

(Continued from Page 1)

$2,072,417.91. Earned surj

amounts to $2,685,440.27. Cash
gregated $712,664.05. Total <

rent and working assets of $5,7

580.08 against total current lial lish

ties of $1,200,450.17 shows a r; «•'«

of almost 5 to 1.

Code Authority Avoidinj
Darrow-NRA Controver
The Code Authority will si

clear of any participation in

hullabaloo raised by the public

nouncement of the Darrow rej

which attacks the motion pict

code in many of its phases,

code's administrative body will

issue statements on the situation

act in connection with it, in ;

way, it was indicated.

"The Code Authority was <

ated by the code; it didn't draft
a spokesman said yesterday.

V
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Liberty, San Jose, Is Solvent

San Jose, Cal. — Item publis

last week to the effect that "W
Beatty acting for Liberty thea
has filed a voluntary petition

bankruptcy," was in error insofai

the Liberty is concerned. W
Beatty, house manager of the I

erty, filed bankruptcy as a priv

individual, with no effect on
Liberty theater, operated by Libe
Amusement Co., of which Jar

Beatty is president and which is

sound financial condition.

Attend Mike Shea's Funeral

A number of New York film

ecutives who attended the func

of Michael Shea in Buffalo on S

urday were back at their offices y

terday. They included: Sam Dc

bow, Jr., Harold B. Franklin, A
Smith, Jr., Eddie Grainger, M
Shea, Y. Frank Freeman, Joe Unj

and Abe Lastfogel.

Erlanger, Atlanta, Opens Saturc

Atlanta—The Erlanger theatei

to open Saturday as a motion I

ture house. It is being equipped w
an air conditioning system and p

jection machines. Harry Hall, f

mer manager of the Capitol, will

manager.
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Mae Murray Loses Suit

Suit of Mae Murray against Tiffany

Productions for $300,000 which she

claimed due her under a percentage

agreement in connection with pictures

she made in 1921-24 was decided

against her yesterday by Justice Aaron

Steuer in Supreme Court. Steuer ruled

that no case of fraud had been proved.
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-FEATURE REVIEWS-

"ODED THE WANDERER"
Palestine Pict. Corp. 66 mins.

SIMPLE TALE ABOUT PALESTINE
; HOLDS APPEAL FOR JEWISH AUDIENCES
I IN PARTICULAR.

Produced as a silent picture in Palestine

1 and accompanied by a narrator who de-

i scribes the action in English with occa-

sional lapses into Hebrew, this tale of

I Yiddish life in Palestine is a film for Heb-

\ rew audiences. It affords little more than

a glimpse of the civilization the Jews have

built up in Palestine, confining its action

| to a small village of huts near Tel-Aviv

I and the adjoining mountains. The tale is

tcld of a group of children, their school-

I master and a tourist on a pilgrimage to a

| spot where a spring festival is to be cele-

if brated. Oded, one of the schoolboys, gets

' lest and wanders around several days in

the mountains with little incident before
' he is discovered through the ingenuity of

I two of his schoolmates. Despite the lack

cf action, the picture has a holding qual-

ity because of the distress the incident

I causes, the bereavement of the parents
k and the keen sympathy and sorrow of the

village. Acting is fair.

Cast: Simon Pcvner, S. Finkel, S. Ash-
I man, M. Gnesin, M. Churgel, M. Tawil,

I D. Halahmi, I. Markovski, Z. Israel.

Director, Ch. Halahmi; Author, Zvi

* Lieberman; Cameraman, N. Axelrcd; Film

Editor, A. S. Podrusnick; Narrator, Wolf
I Barzel.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Okay.

FOREIGN DIALOGUE FILMS
"EIN TOLLER EINFALL" ("A Crazy

Idea"), in German; produced by Ufa; di-

j
rected by Kurt Gerron; with Willy Fritsch,

Dorothea Wieck, Rose Barsony, Ellen

Schwanneke, Harry Helm, Jacob Tiedtke,

I Max Adelbert, Heinz Salfner, Leo Slesak,

i Wilhelm Bendow, Fritz Odemar, Nikola-

' jewa. At the 79th St. Theater.

Excellent cast in a generally entertaining

farce comedy with some music and danc-

ing that should please the German clien-

I tele.

"WIE MAN MAENNER FESSELT"
("How to Catch Men"), in German; di-

rected by Carl Boese; with Franziska Gaal,

Paul Hoerbiger, Liselott Schaak, Paul

Heidemann, Margarete Kupfer, Hugh
Fischer-Koeppe. At the Yorkville Theater.

Romantic musical comedy, light in tex-

ture but altogether pleasing and somewhat
aided by music and dancing.

DeMille's Next is Set
We t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Negotiations have

been concluded for purchase of
"Buccaneer," by Maxwell Ander-
son and Laurence Stallings, as the
next Cecil B. DeMille production for
Paramount.

A Little
from "Lots"

^^r By RALPH WILK—

"Upperworld" Opens Tomorrow
"Upperworld," Warner picture

with Warren William, Ginger Rog-
ers and Mary Astor, opens tomor-
row at the Strand, following "He
Was Her Man."

HOLLYWOOD
riUS MEINS, who directed the
VJ Thelma Todd-Patsy Kelly series

and a few of the "Our Gang" com-
edies, has been given a new contract
on the strength of his excellent

work.

Y Y Y

Colin Clive, who appeared in War-
ner's "The Key," has been signed
to a long-term contract by the com-
pany.

T T T

Jean Parker has a new term con-
tract at M-G-M, where she will next
appear in "Have a Heart."

T T

Reginald Barker will direct
"Moonstone" for Monogram.

Y Y Y

Lou Brock has been induced by J.

R. McDonough, Ned E. Depinet and
B. B. Kahane to give up his plans
to produce independently in the east,

and to remain with RKO for at
least two more years. Brock here-
after will make "Lou Brock Produc-
tions" for RKO. It is also under-
stood that he will be allowed a big-
ger budget.

T T Y

Casey Robinson, recently annexed
by the Warner-First National or-

ganization, is at work on an original
story which is expected to serve as
a vehicle for an all-star cast.

Y Y Y
Fox Film technicians already are

working on the mechanical contrap-
tions to be used in the Joe Cook
film, "Fun On The Air," which is

scheduled to get under way on June
15. Dave Chasen, Cook's assistant,
is already in Hollywood awaiting
Cook's arrival June 1. Gene Towne
and Graham Baker wrote the story.

Y Y Y
Gordon Westcott, First National

featured player, has had his con-
tract renewed.

Y Y Y
Marina Schubert, daughter of the

famous European diva, Nina Kos-
chetz, makes her screen debut in

Warner's "British Agent," which
co-stars Kay Francis and Leslie
Howard.

Y Y Y
CAST ASSIGNMENTS

FOX: Leslie Fenton for "Marie Galante";
Carrie Daumery for "Grand Canary."

FIRST NATIONAL: Hobart Cavanaugh, T.
Roy Barnes, Ivan Lebedeff, Lillian Harmer for

"Kansas City Princess"; Mariana Schubert for

"British Agent" to replace Dorothy Tree, who
is busy in another film.

M-G-M: Tyler Brooke, Barbara Barondess,
Shirley Chambers, Jill Dennett, Cosmo Kyrle
Bellew, George Lewis, John Merkyl, Charles'
Requa, Patricia Farley, Dorothy Grainger, Jean
Hart, Dorothy Wilson, Elinor Hunt, Shirley
Ross, Maria Troubetzkoy, for "Merry Widow";
Hale Hamilton for "100% Pure"; Lionel At-
will, C. Henry Gordon for "Stamboul Quest."
RKO: Berton Churchill for "Bachelor Bait."
MONOGRAM: Robert Armstrong, Bill Cagney

for "Flirting With Danger"; Joan Standing,
Beryl Mercer for "Jane Eyre"; Reginald Shar-
land for "Shock."
COLUMBIA: Robert Frazer, Henry Kolker

Theresa Harris, Fred Walton for "Black Moon."
RELIANCE: Irene Hervey, Clarence Muse

for "Count of Monte Cristo."

Don't Compare
Any Book

Published in

This Industry

with the Coming

PRODUCTION GUIDE
and

DIRECTORS' ANNUAL
of

1 934
Because

There has Never

Been a Production Book

Like it

In Style

Make up
Completeness

or

Accuracy

OUT
JULY 15th
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OARROW REVIEW BOARD

TERMINATING JUNE 1

(.Continued from Pacjc 1)

piration of the period for which it

was appointed, running to June 1.

Arguments on the Darrow report
and the NRA rejoinders flew back
and forth at a high pitch yester-

day. Senator Nye, whose criticism

of the NRA was chiefly responsible
for formation of the Board, said he
would take the Senate floor today
to discuss at length the Darrow re-

port and the replies to it. "I in-

tend to frankly reveal everything
in which I had a part prior to and
after formation of the board," he
said.

Nye also said he could not under-
stand why only the NRA comments
on the Darrow report had been re-

leased by the White House, in view
of the fact that the report also had
been submitted to the Federal Trade
Commission and the Department of

Justice for their views.
Congressional reaction is being

closely watched, with administration
leaders refusing any comment.
Some agitation is being felt regard-
ing appropriating funds by Con-
gress to perpetuate a board similar
to the Review Board. Motion pic-

ture interests were carefully watch-
ing developments, with the two
Patman bills now pending before
congressional committees. Newsreel
men were busy throughout the day
shooting Darrow.
Another supplementary report will

be made to the President before the
end of the week, Darrow said.

New Association Chartered
Albany — Theatrical Protective

Ass'n, Inc., Manhattan, has been
chartered to protect interests of
theatrical employes and perform-
ers. Incorporators are Irving Co-
wen, Hyman Cowen, Abraham New-
man, John Roberts and Nathan Mil-
ler, all of Brooklyn.

Filming Sweepstakes Story
We-t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — "The Winning Tic-
ket," comedy with Irish sweepstakes
background by Robert Hopkins, will

be. put in work shortly at M-G-M.
Harry Rapf will produce. Ray Doyle
is doing the continuity.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Out of 301 pictures shown in Rome
last year, 280 were imported, 163 of

them from America.

CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and Zoning and

Clearance Boards

Dismiss Cleve. Zoning Case

Cleveland — Clearance case of

Cedar Lee Theater Co. vs. Loew's
Ohio Theaters, involving the Still-

man, Park and Granada, and War-
ners, involving the Lake, Uptown
and Variety was dismissed yester-

day by unanimous board vote. Dis-

missal was based on the opinion that

clearance for one theater involves all

theaters in greater Cleveland. The
Board now has a clearance sched-

ule in preparation from which all

theaters affected will have equal
right to protest. Cedar Lee asked
for reduced protection of theaters

named, claiming that by reason of

their present reduced admission
prices and double feature first-run

policies they are not entitled to the
protection as set forth in the agree-
ment of Jan., 1932, for a two year
period. Jerome Friedlander, im-
partial clearance board member,
presided at the hearing, which be-

gan Friday morning and lasted all

through Saturday.

2 Rulings by Salt Lake Bds.

Salt Lake City—Joe George of the

Rio Theater, Idaho Falls, won his

case filed with the local grievance
board against Fox West Coast The-
aters, alleging his inability to ob-

tain pictures.
In the second clearance-zoning

board case, Inland Amusement Co.,

operating the Majestic and Adelaide
theaters, Nampa, Ida., vs. Menmar
Amusement Co., operating the Egyp-
tian, Granada and Pinney in Boise,

complaining about seven days' clear-

ance in favor of the first-run houses
in Boise over first-runs in Nampa,
decision was in favor of the Men-
mar company.

Select Alternates in N. O.

New Orleans — Grievance board
met yesterday afternoon and al-

lowed Rene Brunet of the Imperial
Theater till Tuesday to answer
Paramount's contract violation
charge against Guedry Brothers' Al-
vin Theater, Oakdale, though the
Guedrys ignored the citation.

In giving evidence of unfair com-
petition of the Mississippi Sanitor-
ium against the McGee Theater,
McGee showed the sanitorium, three
miles away, sold tickets to outsid-
ers to shows given for patients. His
charge that no state taxes were paid
was verified, though Dr. Henry Bos-
well contended he opened the house
to the public only because there was
no theater available at the time.
He claimed that all profits went to

the sanitorium though he was re-

sponsible for all expenses. A deci-

sion is expected Thursday.
The Zoning board met yesterday

morning, but technicalities prevent-
ed consideration of the Metairie
Theater charges that the majors
gave United Theaters unfair protec-

tion. Impartial zoning alternates

selected were Ben Beekman, Nick
Bauer, Rufus Foster; Grievance, A.
B. Patterson, Edgar Stern, E. E.

Levoy, and Coleman Adler. Zoning
board is to meet Mondays at eleven

and the Grievance board on Tues-
days at eleven.

De Luxe Lab to Print
Metrotone's Newsreel

Contracts have been signed be-

tween Hearst Metrotone News and
De Duxe Laboratories for the print-

ing of the Hearst Metrotone news-
reel, the Film Daily learns. The
newsreel will in no way be con-

nected with the Fox Movietone news-
reel starting with the new selling

season. Heretofore the two com-
panies have gathered news films

through one clearing house but have
had separate editorial departments.
E. B. Hatrick, head of the Hearst
film interests, expects to leave for

Europe before June 1 to assemble
foreign staff and free-lance camera-
men coverage. Arrangements are

under way for a staff of local and
domestic cameramen. The editorial

department will remain intact.

Previews at Boston Keith

Boston—Friday night previews at

the RKO Keith have helped business
materially and will be retained per-

manently, according to Manager
George French.

San Antonio Notes
San Antonio—Majestic has drop-

ped vaude for the summer.

Harold "Josh" Binney, stage and

screen director, has opened offices

at 428 Gunter Bldg.

Warner's "20 Million Sweet-

hearts" is holding a second week at

the Empire.

"Viva Villa," after a big week

recently at the Aztec, went into the

Texas for a return engagement.

National Pictures' Kier-Phillips

Productions, having recorded in-

terior sequences for "Tubalcain," a

Bible story, at the Mack Sennett

studios in Hollywood, is now shoot-

ing exteriors in and near here.

Those taking part in the picture in-

clude William Farnum, Jean Hough-
ton, Bonita Grandville and Little

Paul Durst. Direction is by Babe
Stafford. Adaptation, dialogue and

scenario by Jean Luder, and camera-
man, Max Stengler.

REPORT DENOUNCED

BY ED KUYKENDALL

(Continued from Page 1)

of understanding of the mechanic?
of the motion picture industry and
is not the sentiment of any appre-
ciable number of theater owners,
The facts are this committee only
heard a few disgruntled persons
most of whom have no investment
in this industry and are profes-
sional organizers and creators of
lawsuits and strife, and by their
obstructionist methods have re-
tarded the working of the code to
the detriment of the so-called in-

dependent theater owners they pre-
tend to help.

This group ran out in Washing-
ton when they learned that those
who had no investment in this in-
dustry could not participate in its

code. They will continue to inter
fere in everyway possible with its

functioning because to end strife
would obliterate them. How can
anyone condemn in sincerity that
which has just started and has not
had time to work as yet?

Mr. Darrow has been imposed
upon by this little group undoubted-
ly because the protests are almost
the same language they used in

Washington and are the wailings of
a destructive minority who would
delight in tearing down the code
and everything else that did not
agree with their radical views. It

is so manifestly unfair it will have
no weight with the sane men and
women who make up this industry
and understand its mechanics. I

personally and my organization
have complete faith in the NRA,
the President of the United States
and Sol A. Rosenblatt's ability and
integrity as administrator of the
amusement division.
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Expect to Finish Claims in July

Adjustment of outstanding claims
against Paramount Publix are ex-

pected by the trustees to be com-
pleted by late June or early July,

it was stated at the company's home
office yesterday. So far no reorgani-
zation plan has been submitted to

the trustees for its study and ap-

proval.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"Mel Berns, head of the makeup de-

partment, set a record for shampoos
when he washed Bette Davis' hair and

set the wave in two minutes flat."

—RKO Radio Pictures.

Ret

i
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"FOX MEL PLAYHOUSES

HAS $2,095,226 LOSS

Net loss of $2,095,226 is shown

|by Fox Metropolitan Playhouses,

, Inc., operating under receivership,

it for the period from June 4, 1932, to

Dec. 31, 1933. The figure is after

'; interest and other charges.

DAILY

Service Union Strike
Called Off by Levey
(Continued from Pane 1)

off. In a statement issued last night
I Levey said, "The response to a
•strike, which was decided upon at

a meeting at union headquarters re-

: cently, was very small, which con-
vinced the executive board of the

i

union that the poll recently con-

il ducted by agents of the Department
: of Labor was fair and represented
the feelings of the employees. Not

;
wishing to further jeopardize the

. continued employment of those who
went out on strike, I feel it is best
to discontinue the strike, and am
convinced that the circuits will deal
fairly with their employees."

Ben Golden of the Regional Labor
Board issued the following state-
ment, "With the ending of the the-
ater employees' strike, my one in-

; terest is to see that those who went
on strike are not made to suffer and
unless found guilty of misconduct

> are restored to their jobs. I appre-
ciate the helpfulness of C. C. Mos-
i kowitz of Loew's, Inc. and Major
Leslie Thompson of RKO Theaters

1 in promising to cooperate with the
' regional labor board."

First For Mady Christians
IWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—First role for Mady
Christians under her M-G-M con-
tract will be the feminine lead in
"Wicked," with Charles Brabin di-
recting.

(3,000-Seater for Bucharest
Bucharest — A 3,000-seat motion

picture garden is being opened here
this month. It will be the largest
theater in Rumania and will show
only first-run films at low admis-

SUN$HIN€
VU// IN

THE

DAY'S

NEWS

Theaters in coal and steel regions

report continued improvement in busi-
ness.

NEWS OF THE DAY
Upper Sandusky, O.— Leo Jones

has discontinued double features at
the Star and is presenting singles.

New Orleans — Marguerite Lee,
press agent and wife of Joe Gor-
don, manager of the Saenger houses
in Meridian, Miss., is here visiting
relatives.

Cleveland — Friends of Mr. and
Mrs. Sandor Klinger tendered them
a surprise party in hono.r of their
25th wedding anniversary. Klinger,
together with Oscar Stotter and
Morris Berkowitz, owns a string of
subsequent picture theaters.

Mountain View, Cal.—A. Blanco
has reopened the Mountain View
theater under the name of the Blan-
co Cinema.

Cincinnati—Morris Segal has pur-
chased "Beyond Bengal" for distri-

bution in Ohio and Kentucky
through his Majestic offices.

Lima, O. — George Ritzier has
gone into a summer policy of op-
erating three days a week at the
Lyric theater.

Monterey, Cal. — Golden State
Circuit has reopened the Golden
State theater here.

Folsom, Cal.—The Folsom is re-

opening here. G. W. Taylor is man-
ager.

New Orleans—Jewel Toups, wife
of Loew's State manager, Rodney
Toups, is in the Baptist Hospital for
an appendix operation.

New Orleans—Harry Bernstein of

the Loew realty department and
Lionel Keene, southern division

manager, are here on an inspection
trip.

Elyria, O.— John Pekras, owner
of the Dreamland, is at the Mayo
Hospital, Rochester, Minn., conva-
lescing after an operation.

Hartford, Conn.—John Rucci of

West Hartford has taken over man-
agement of the State from Spring
Theater Corp. Davis & Goldbaum,
formerly operated the house. Rucci

will continue the policy of two fea-
tures and six acts of vaudeville.

Plant City, Fla.— The stage of
the Capitol is being enlarged for
the accommodation of a stage show.

Portsmouth, O.—The Strand open-
ed this week.

Delaware, O.— Henry Bieberson,
Jr., has opened the Strand with
new RCA High Fidelity sound.

Glasgow, Ky.—Bruce Aspley has
reopened the Plaza, 1400 seats.

Milwaukee — George Fischer, op-
erator of the Milwaukee and Na-
tional theaters and member of the
local clearance and zoning board,
is recovering from a goiter opera-
tion.

Horicon, Wis. — I. Craite is the
operator of the Pastime, which is

open six days a week.

Providence—Ed Fay, theater own-
er, has been named a member of

the theatrical publicity committee
of the Providence NRA Committee
on Public Information and Educa-
tion. He is also a member of the
executive committee of the group.

Boston—The mother of Phil Salet-

sky, local M. & P.-Publix official, is

dead.

Manville, R. I.—The Central has
been closed by B. W. Levy.

Richmond — A. Frank O'Brien,
manager of Wilmer & Vincent
houses in this district, is doing well
with a policy of alternating feature
pictures and stage roadshows at the
National.

Stamford, Conn.—Weiss Amuse-
ment Co. has leased the Stamford
theater from the Hartley Operating
Co., which in turn had leased it

from Stamford Theater, Inc. The
lease is for 14 years.

Fort Pierce, Fla. — The Sample
theater has closed for the summer.
Rupert N. Koblegard, Jr., is man-
ager.

Benefit for Actors

For the benefit of the Actors'
Dinner Club, a broadcast will be
staged tomorrow night from the
Vanderbilt theater. Stars partici-

pating in the event include George
Cohan, Helen Hayes, Jack Pearl,

Phil Baker, Walter Houson, Fannie
Hurst and Walter Hampden.

Argentine Color Shorts

Buenos Aires—Lemson, Sociedad
Industrial de Cinematographia, Boe-
do 51, is understood to be planning
production of shorts in color. An-
other new organization, Argentina
Film Revista, is reported intending

to put out patriotic and instructive

films for free showings.

17 FILMS UNDER WAY

AT PARAMOUNT STUDIO

Wert Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Seventeen pictures

are currently in various stages of

production at Paramount. Six are

in work, including "It Ain't No Sin,"

"Old Fashioned Way," "She Loves
Me Not," "Shoot the Works," "No-
torious Sophie Lang" and "Now and
Forever." Being edited are "Scar-
let Emnress," "Cleopatra," "Kiss
and Make-Up," "Great Flirtation"

and "Here Comes the Groom".
Those in preparation include

"Ladies First," "Ladies Should
Listen," "52 Weeks for Florette,"

"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,"

"Her Master's Voice" and "One Way
Ticket."
On the east coast, the Hecht-

MacArthur unit has launched
"Crime Without Passion."

C. A. Committee to Check
Local Board Operations

General checkups of operations of

local zoning boards and the vaude-
ville provisions of the code will be
made at Code committee meetings
this week. The vaude committee
meets at noon today at code head-
quarters to study the application of

the code to its phase of the busi-

ness, particularly as regards the
angle of unemployment. Tomorrow
at 2:30 p. m., the Authority's clear-

ance and zoning committee meets
and will hear a report submitted by
John C. Flinn, executive secretary,

on the work of the boards up to the
present time. Procedures will be
discussed.

Special Notice to

Theatres and Publishers

)

T ET us show you our low cost plan

for putting your mailing list on

high speed automatic addressing plates

(Addressograph, Elliott, Rapid Ad-
dressing Belknap, or Pollard-Ailing

Systems).

No initial expense, no machinery

to buy.

We correct and keep the list up to

date for you, and address and deliver

a set of envelopes or wrappers weekly,

monthly, or as called for.

Also, we supply you with all acces-

sories and plans for building up a

new list, and for cutting out dead

wood and postage waste.

Phone Mr. Green, CHelsea 3-7390 for

full details.

Automatic Addressing Division

GLOBE MAILSERVICEi
j The Largest Lettershop in Greater J
f New York k

^ 148 W. 23rd St., New York, N. Y. 4
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PARAMOUNT- FWC DEAL

APPROVED BY REFEREE
(Continued from Page 1)

ment, which also covers contracts

for exhibition of Paramount films,

must now be approved by the court

where the Fox West Coast bank-

ruptcy proceedings are pending.

The theaters involved are the

Paramount, California, and St.

Francis, San Francisco; Portland,
Oakland; Portland and Rialto, Port-
land; and the Paramount, Seattle.

New 10-year leases approved for
the San Francisco theaters provide
that Wesco shall pay $87,500 yearly
rental on the Paramount retroac-
tive to May 1st and extending to

July 1, 1936, and between $105,000
and $112,750 to June 30, 1941; ren-
tal on the California is placed at

$35,000 from May 1, 1933 to Sept.

1, 1935, and at $42,500 thereafter;
lease on the St. Francis which runs
from Jan. 1, 1934, is for $75,000
yearly. A ten-year film rental
agreement is also provided for the
San Francisco situation with the
further stipulation that Paramount
shall receive 37 Vz per cent of the
net earnings from Fox West Coast
operation of all downtown theaters.

Lease on the Paramount, Oakland
runs for 15 years from May 1, 1933,
with a minimum rental of $70,000
vearly or 15 per cent of the gross
receipts. Payment of $390,000 to

Paramount in ten-year notes is also
provided. The Paramount, Port-
land, is to be leased to a corpora-
tion of which Fox West Coast owns
75 per cent of the stock and Para-
mount 25 per cent. Agreement is

for a ten year term from Aug. 1,

1933 at a minimum yearly rental of
$35,000. A further clause in the
agreement provides for renewal by
Fox of $693,000 in outstanding
notes of the Famous Players Can-
adian Corp. Negotiations are pend-
ing for a lease on the Paramount,
Seattle. The Rialto, Portland, is

being operated by its owner.

SILK—TRANSPARENT

VALANCE

RENTAL
also

FLAGS and BANNERS

PENNANT STREAMERS

MORRIS LIBERMAN
729 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

• The Broadway Parade #
Picture Distributor Theater

Sadie McKee M-G-M Capitol
Little Miss Marker Paramount Paramount
Stingaree RKO Radio Music Hall
The Black Cat Universal Roxy
Murder at the Vanities Paramount Rivoli
He Was Her Man Warner Bros Strand
Beyond Bengal Showmen's Pictures Gaiety
Crime Doctor (2nd week) RKO Radio Rialto
Murder in Trinidad Fox Mayfair
Friday the Thirteenth Gainsborough Westminster
Change of Hearts* Fox Palace
20th Century* Columbia Center
Hitler's Reign of Terror (4th week) ... Jewel Prods Columbia
The War's End Globe
It Happened One Night" Columbia Little Carnegie

TWO-A-DAY RUN
House of Rothschild (10th week) United Artists. . Astor

FOREIGN DIALOGUE PICTURES
Romance in Budapest (2nd week) DuWorld 55th St. Playhouse

FUTURE OPENINGS 4
Unknown Soldier Speaks (May 22)

The Man Trailer (May 22)

Channel Crossing (May 23)
Hollywood Party ( May 24)

Where Sinners Meet (May 24)...
Many Happy Returns (May 25) .

. Lincoln Pictures Mayfair

. Columbia Criterion

. Gaumont 55th St. Playhouse
. M-G-M Rialto

. RKO Radio Music Hall

. Paramount Paramount
Now I'll Teli (May 25) Fox Roxy
Upperworld ( May 30) Warner Bros Strand

Viva Villa (June 1)** M-G-M Capitol

Such Women Are Dangerous (June 1 ) . . Fox Roxy

Subsequent run. After Astor two-a-day run.

ITO of D. C. Opposes
MPTOA Duals Stand
(Continued from Page 1)

lowing a meeting Friday night at

which dual bills, zoning and clear-

ance was discussed.

C. H. Olive, I.T.O. secretary, who

had attended the Los Angeles con-

vention as a delegate, reported that

"he discussion of double features at

the regular scheduled meetings at

the Ambassador Hotel were limited

to a few remarks by Kuykendall,

who in his annual report stated that

he question of double features

should be left up to the exhibitors

in the various territories.

After the Executive Committee

had set in session with the commit-

tee representing the producers,

Olive said, Kuykendall authorized

the statement that his organization

had gone on record as being opposed
to double features. Olive then stated

that while this probably represented
the opinion of the Executive Com-
mittee, it was not his belief that it

was the consensus of opinion of the

majority of the independent mem-
bers present at the regular meet-
ings.

A meeting of the M.P.T.O. of the

District of Columbia has been called

for today to discuss double features

in the Washington territory. Mem-
bers of the I.T.O. of the District of

Columbia unanimously adopted a

resolution supporting double fea-

tures and will "attend today's M.P.
T.O. meeting to make a report on
the two resolutions adopted at the
special meeting Friday.

DeForest Tube Patents

Upheld by High Court
(Continued from Page 1)

controlled the patents, against Ra-

dio Engineering Laboratories, Inc.

Effect of the decision sustains a de-

cree of the lower court in Wilming-
ton, Del., and will result in huge
back royalties to DeForest.

CODE AUTH'Y EXTENDS

TIME FOR ASSESSMENT

(Continued from Page 1)

secretary, today mails to grievance
boards lists of theaters which an
still in arrears so they may be

checked.

Expiration date for the period in|

which assessments must be made
vary as the dates on which bills

were mailed vary. Deadlines ap-

proximate a week or 10 days.

Schine Loses 17 Films
In Buffalo Board Ruling!

(Continued from Page 1) tA

ed a lengthy hearing of complaints

by Reliance's Palace against Schine's

Rialto and HiArt, charging overbuy
ing and making too frequent

changes. Neither charge was men-
tioned in the decision, which directed

these distributors to supply pil

tures between June 1 and Sept. 1

as noted; Paramount, 3; Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer, 3; Warner-First

National, 3; RKO-Radio, 3; Fox, 2

Columbia, 2; United Artists, 1. The
decision states that there shall be

no loss to the distributors and that
they shall relieve the Schine Com
pany of responsibility on the as
sumption of contracts by Reliance.
Schine Theatrical Co. was the only
defendant mentioned in the ruling,
all others named in the complaint <[\\

having been eliminated.
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I OR 7 PERSONS

Above the 8th
Floor $6.00

and up
Enjoy the comforts of a parlor

and bedroom suite. . . . All

rooms equipped with radio,

combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.
Ideal location — adjacent to

shopping, business and theatre

districts.

SWIMMING POOL AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

Dinner served in the beautiful

newly decorated Cocoanut
Grove $1.00 up.

h
*>'(
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RKO Maki it, the Receiver 's Report Shows

JOHNSON FORMS ADVISORY COUNCIL FORALL CODES

Committee Named to Map Future of Film Trade Boards

^gnew, Lichtman, Sears
and Montague to Recom-
mend Revised Setup

Steps toward proposing a definite

* Ian for reorganization of the Film
loards of Trade were taken at a
meeting of major and independent
ompany sales managers at the As-
ar yesterday afternoon, when a
ommittee of four was appointed
o study the situation and recom-
lend a setup. On the committee
re: Neil F. Agnew, Al Lichtman,

(Continued on Page 6)

IITAPHONE SETS FINAL

RELEASES FOR 1933-34

Vitaphone has set 29 releases for
une, July and August, completing
ts current schedule, it is announc-
d by Norman H. Moray, in charge
f shorts and trailers. Thirteen
wo-reelers and 16 one-reel shorts
re included in the schedule, to be
eleased as follows

:

June — "Darling Enemy" with Gertrude
(Continued on Page 6)

lelease Dates to Aug. 10
Are Scheduled by RKO

RKO has set release dates to Aug.
0. They are:
May 25, "Stingaree"; June 1,

Strictly Dynamite"; June 8, "Sour
rrapes"; June 15, "Family Man";
une 22, "Cockeyed Cavaliers";
une 29. "Of Human Bondage";
uly 6, "The Life of Vergie Win-
ers"; July 13, "Murder on the
Jlackboard"; July 20, "Arabella";

! uly 27, "Bachelor Bait"; Aug. 3,

Hat, Coat and Glove"; Aug. 10,
Afterwards."

Duals at South Pole

A report has reached New York con-
cerning a house which plays 52 features
in one night. It's the Penguin at Ad-
miral Byrd's headquarters in Little
America, where nights last six months.

Tax Hampers Admission Increase, RKO Receivers Say
"Prospects of increased admission prices at this time are not very bright," it is

stated in the RKO receivers' report. "The 10 per cent Federal tax on admissions
over 40 cents tends to deter price increases. Moreover it is believed that any in-

cease to the higher bracket of prices will be offset by a reduction in attendance, as

the purchasing power of a considerable number of moving picture theater patrons is

still below normal."

MORE PLAYERS ASK

TIME OFF FOR STAGE

At least 18 stars and featured
players and one director will start

the 1934-35 production season with
provisions in their contracts per-

mitting them to divide their time
between stage and screen. Increas-

ed popularity through being identi-

fied with stage successes and the
demands of stars to be permitted to

s,pend several months each year in

the east, whether or not they take
part in a stage production, has
brought about the new form of

agreement. Although the list of
(Continued on Page 8)

Saal and Kelly Planning
12 Features for 1934-35

William Saal and Burt Kelly are
planning to produce 12 features for

release in 1934-35. Jimmy Kelly,

connected with the company, has
gone to England on business.

SERVICE STRIKE'S FIZ

IS BLOW TO EXPANSION

Collapse of the strike of Local
118, service union, against the Loew
and RKO circuits for recognition of
the union is seen as a heavy blow to

service union locals outside New
York now campaigning for a closed

shop. Cities where the service union
is now seeking recognition include
Akron, Detroit, Atlanta, Lancaster
and San Francisco.

Smalley Circuit to Get
10 Pictures from Schine
Albany—In a local grievance

board case that is of special in-

terest because it involved one large
independent circuit against another,
a complaint filed by William C.
Smalley of the Smalley Circuit
against the Schine Circuit was dis-

missed with the recommendation
that Schine release not more than

(Continued on Page 8)

RKO Receiver 's Report Shows
Improvement in Operations

New Dave Thomas Firm
Making First in East

Major Productions, Inc., newly
formed by Dave M. Thomas, has ar-

ranged for the first of its schedule
of six pictures to go in work in the
east next month under the direc-

tion of Luther Reed. Picture is

titled "Convention Girl", from the
book by George Boyle, and involves

(Continued on Page 6)

RKO's losses were reduced $6,-

311,439 in 1933 compared with the
previous year, it is shown in the
report filed yesterday by Irving
Trust Co., receiver, with Judge
Bondy of the U. S. District Court.
Results of operations of RKO for
the year ending Dec. 31, 1933, show
a loss of $4,438,064, compared with
loss of $10,695,503 for 1932.

Operations for the first quarter
(Continued on Page 6)

Probe of NRA is Asked
in Congressional

Measure
By WILLIAM SILBERBERG

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — Formation within
the NRA of an advisory council to

review and pass UDon all codes was
announced yesterday by General
Hugh S. Johnson. The council will

be composed of three members each
from the labor, consumer and in-

dustry advisory boards. This board
will advise upon any amendments
or extensions of existing codes.
Meanwhile The Darrow-NRA

fight flared up on Capitol Hill yes-
terday coincident with Congressman
Britten of Illinois introducing a
resolution requiring the maintain-

(Continued on Page 8)

MOVE TO RECLAIM

PARAMOUNT HOUSES

Under the terms of Paramount's
theater pooling and partnership
agreements giving it an option to
repurchase the properties at the
end of a year of joint operation,
Paramount trustee representatives
have started surveys of each in-

(Continued on Page 8)

W. J. Davis Appointed
On Studio Labor Board

Division Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt yesterday announced via
the Code Authority appointment of

W. Jefferson Davis, Los Angeles at-

torney and counsel identified with
the TWA air service, as impartial
member of the studio labor commit-

(Continued on Page 8)

No Changes in Shea Circuit

Buffalo—Death of Michael Shea last

week will not cause any changes in

policy, personnel or methods of opera-
tion of Shea Theater Corp., says Vincent
R. McFaul, general manager.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chs
Am. Seat 4'/2 4 4 — Vi

Columbia Picts. vtc. 32 30 30'/i + V:

Con. Fm. Ind. 3% 3% 3%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 16l/

2 16y4 16'/4 + Va

East. Kodak 96 93 93 1/4 — 3
1/4

Loew's, Inc 315/8 30'/2 30%— %
Metro-Goldwyn. pfd. 26% 263/i 26% + V'

Paramount ctfs. . . . 4'/2 4'/4 43/g -f- Vl

Pathe Exch 1% 2% 2%
do "A" 21 20 203/4 + %
RKO 3 27/8 27/8

Warner Bros 6 5% 5% — %
do pfd 23 23 23 + 1 1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor 10y8 9V4 10 + 3/

Trans-Lux 1 % ' % '
7
/s ••••'

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.. 9</4 9V4 9 1/4 — Vi

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 9 9 9 + \

Keith A-0 6s46 . . . 673 4 67% 67% — 1/

Loew 6s 41 ww 100Vi lOOVs lOOVs + Vr

Paramount 6s47 ctts. 47 Vi 47 Vi 47 Vi — 1 Vi

Par. By. 5'/2 s51 . . . . 46 46 46 + Vi

Par. 5V2 s50 ctfs... 47l/
2 47 47—2

Pathe 7s37 95 Vi 95 Vi 95 Vi + ' Vi

Warner's 6s39 593/4 58% 583/i

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para. Publix 4Vi 43'8 4% + 1/4

Ampa Golfers Accept 'M. P. Club Challenge

The war correspondent of The
Film Daily drew a hot four hours
for himself when he cornered Bill

Ferguson, Manager of the A.M.P.A.
Golf Team, for a private interview
in a quiet corner of Times Square
yesterday. The canny Scot whose
progenitors perpetrated the game of

golf was fondling a toothpick in

front of the Astor Hotel after hav-
ing lunched at the Brass Rail when
informed of Capt. Ted Curtis' "bet-
your-shirt" challenge in behalf of
the M. P. Club golf team.
"You can take it from me," said

Manager Ferguson, "that Captain
Tom Gerety and the rest of his

team will bet their shirts on the
outcome of this match ! Consider-
ing the fact that our boys will wear
shirts especially selected from the
choice assortments at De Pinna's,
Tripler's and Abercrombie & Finch-
ley's, it's just like giving them odds

to spot them against the M. P. Club's

Nat Lewis creations." "Fergie"
said nothing about betting his own
shirt, however.

"Furthermore, we are wise to the
fact," continued Manager and
Trainer Ferguson, "that the M. P.

Club Team has thousands of spies

covering the entire Atlantic Sea-
board to spot our team in training.
What do we care if they caught us
playing around at Long Beach last

week-end? Blondes in bathing suits

—I mean, ahem!, shots in sand traps
—have no terrors for us now."
The complete line-up of the Ampa

Team is still a deep, dark mystery.
Pressed for information on this
point, Manager Ferguson promised
your correspondent that a colossal,

titanic announcement, designed) to
shock the entire industry would be
'oosed upon a breath-less world in

time for tomorrow's edition.

Frank Buck in Big Tieup
Embracing 1,300 Papers
In a tieup made by RKO Radio

Pictures with Camel cigarettes,

Frank Buck is receiving publicity
;n approximately 1,300 newspapers
with an aggregate circulation of

37.000.000. The "Wild Cargo" star

tells in the Camel ads how it takes
steady nerves to bring 'em back
alive.

Indie Exhibs DelayMeeting
A last-minute postponement oc-

curred vesterdav in connection with
a conference of Eastern exhibitor
'eader= nlanned for the Hotel As-
*"or under joint ausoices of the I.

T. O. A. and the M. P. T. O. of

Eastern Pennsylvania. Gathering:
nay be held later this week, with
"o definite date set up to last night.

Purposes of meeting included dis-
cussion of sales policies for new
season.

Bryne Joins Screen Advertisers

Andrew Bryne has resigned as di-

rector of sales for H. R. Doughty
"nd Associates to become associate^
with thp eastern office of Genera 1

Screen Advertisers. He will be spe-
cial representative in the develop-
ment of motion picture advertising
to national advertisers.

Big Turnout for Joseph

New Haven — Practically everv
film man in this territory, as well
as delegations from New York and
other cities, attended last night's
testimonial at the Taft Hotel to

Morris Joseph. Universal exchange
manager, on his completion of 20
years with the company. Execu-
tives who came up from the home
office included R. H. Cochrane, F.

J. A. McCarthy. S. Whittman, Ed-
die Bonns. S. Singerman, Sam Sed-
ran and James Dermody.

"Sorrell" at Mayfair June 4

"Sorrell and Son" will open at

the Mayfair on June 4 instead of

May 28 as previously announced.

No Counter Plans Offered
In Fox Met.Reorganization
No counter propositions to the

reorganization plan for Fox Metro-
politan Playhouses endorsed by the
bondholders' committee have been
filed with the U. S. District Court,
where a hearing on the reorganiza-
tion will be held June 20 before
Judge Mack. Notices of the plan
apnroved by the bondholders' com-
mittee go into the mail to bond-
holders late this week. Under the
proposed arrangement Fox film ob-
f ains a 10 per cent interest in the
reorganized company, plus $25,000
ash, with management of the com-
'anv vested in three trustees, Sid-
ney" R. Kent, Herbert P. Howell of
fhe Commercial National Bank &
Trust and Richard C. Hunt, attor-
ney. The plan, which proposes fore-
closure of the mortgage securing
he Presently outstanding notes and
'he issuance of new 5 per cent de-
bentures due 1944 in the amount of

$6,880,350. plus 276,214 shares of
"«wmon stock to be represented by
voting trust certificates, does not
"all for any assessment upon bond-
holders. Rinzler and Frisch (Rand-
cnrce) and Skouras Bros, will con-
tinue to operate the Metropolitan
houses.

Si Fabian, co-receiver for Fox
Metropolitan, yesterday, personally
denied reports he is acting for War-
ner Bros, in his deal for 18 theaters
eirb-aced in Manhattan Playhouses.

"*f the deal materializes, I'll on-
"'•af(> fhem myself," he told The
Film Daily.

Auto Industry Film at Globe

"These Thirty Years," dramatic
storv depicting the rise of the auto-
mobile industry, will be presented
at the Globe, Brandt house, starting
today. Picture has a cast of Broad-
way players. On the same bill will

be "The Public Be Damned," with
Pat O'Brien and Mary Brian, re-

leased last year under the title of

"World Gone Mad."

.ommg andGomg

JOE HORNSTEIN left yesterday for Chicagi

LOUIS COHEN of Fanchon & Marco returr

to New York this week from Los Angele.,

JOHN D. CLARK returns to New York to

morrow from the Coast.

ELMER RICE and WILLIAM HAINES ?r

rived in New York yesterday from abroa

on the lie de France. FRANZ WAXMAN
vho is writing the musical adaptation c

'erome Kern's "Music in the Air" for Fo)

also came over on the same boat.

GEORGE C. COOGAN of Fox and L. C

WISWELL. theatrical agent, sail today on th

Manhattan for Europe.

JOHN M. CRINNION. Amity chief, has re

turned to New York after a two-week so

ourn in the midwest.

ETIENNE PALLOS, general sales manager to

London Films who is now in New York, hi

been invited to inspect the Eastman Koda'

olant ?nd leaves tonight for Rochester. H
also will visit Toronto and Chicago, returnin

o New York on Monday.

ROBERT RISKIN, Columbia writer, Ins arrive

n New York from the coast and sails Satur

day on the lie de France for a vacation abroad

Rian James Associate Producer

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI!.)

Hollywood— Rian James, forme
Brooklyn newspaper columnist, ha
been made an associate producer a

Universal. Carl Laemmle, Jr., ii

announcing the appointment, sail

James' first production would h
"It Happened in New York," whicl

he helped Ward Morehouse and Jeai

Dalrymple to write. The only play

er cast so far is Heather Angel
Richard Thorpe, who has just signe<

a long-term contract with Universal

will direct.

M-G-M to Star Loretta Young
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAin

Hollywood — Loretta Young wil

be starred by M-G-M in "Forsakinf

All Others," the Frank Cavett-Ed

ward Roberts stage play in whicl

Tallulah Bankhead appeared or

Broadway. Joseph Mankiewicz i;

adapting' it. Frank Davis and Irv

ing Rapper will direct, with Bern

art! Hyman as producing supervisor

COVERS
EVERYTHING

I know it is going to

be most helpful to

me and my work and

I shall avail myself

of it.

I note it is the 16th

edition and during

these years it has be-

come a vital part of

this industry. Your

organization have
been untiring in your

efforts to make it

really worthwhile

contribution to the

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY, and in

this you have been

most successful.

/:</ Kuykendall,

President
Motion Picture

Theatre Owners
of America

1.000 Puacs — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.



2For the first time in £. years

YOU CAN DATE THEM UP!

I

Just like seeing good friends after a long

absence . . . your audiences will welcome the

return of these ever-popular sweethearts !
*

*And in a picture that S. R. Kent calls: "The biggest

money picture with this team we've had in the last

three years." And Variety Daily hails: "A box-

office bet from every angle!"

JANET

GAY NOR
CHARLES

FARRELL
in

RANGE OF HEART]
with

JAMES DUNN
GINGER ROGERS

Produced by Winfield Sheehan

Directed by John G. Blystone • Screen play: Sonya

Levien and James Gleason • From the novel

"Manhattan Love Song" by Kathleen Norris.

0*



This Year It's

MONOGRAM
Monogram made promises last year and

in every instance it has lived up to these

promises 100%.

This year Monogram has increased its bud-

get by a substantial sum and in the case of

the big specials—"Keeper of the Bees" and

"Girl of the Limberlost"—it is doubling and

trebling the regular appropriation.

All pictures will have big star names, big-

time production and real showmanship

values.

Class A product for Class A houses.

Sign up for the Showmanship Group now—
and March on with Monogram.
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ANNOUNCES THE

/MANSHIP GROUP
« 1934-1935
Won Attractions— Each Pre-sold to the Public

1 * * .

fcey's smart comedy hit

n>ry of the style world

Vt (formerly "Dames and Dynamite' 1

)

ertholon, with Robert Armstrong

/successful novel

) MASTER . .

.

:n classic by Edw. Eggleston

It"

rstery novel by Harry S. Keeler

of "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi"

nd newspaper serial success

fecials made at a

hrter's Book Smash

If the bees

J00 copies sold

iQ LA The Broadway stage
K/Vl hit by J. C. Brownell

RECKLESS ROMEOS . . .

By N. Brewster Morse, with Robert Armstrong

MURDER IN THE STRATOSPHERE . .

.

A new thriller by Tristram Tupper

GREAT GOD GOLD . . .

Front Page News Comes to the Screen

TOMORROW'S YOUTH ...

John Lauder's story of the next generation

MYSTERIOUS MR. WONG . . .

By Harry S. Keeler, with Lionel Atwill

SUCCESSFUL FAILURE . .

.

By Michael Kane, Satevepost writer

MYSTERY MAN . .

.

Satevepost story by Albert Payson Terhune

CHEERS OF THE CROWD . . .

Drama of sport world by Tristram Tupper

huge increase in production costs

Gene Stratton Porter's Wonder Novel

GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST
over 1,750,000 copies sold

TUP ME A I CD The Best-Seller
InC nCALCK by Robert Herrick

%IA EXCHANGES TO SERVE YOU !
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COMMITTEE TO MAP

FILM BOARD PLANS

(Continued from Page \~>

Gradwell L. Sears and Abe Mon-
tague.
No definite date was selected for

filing of the report. Charles C. Pet-

tijohn presided at the meeting, at-

tended by about 20 executives, in

eluding Hays office officials.

Vitaphone Sets Final

Releases for 1933-34
(Continued from Page 1)

Niesen, Weldon Heyburn and Roscoe Ails;

Bernice Claire with J. Harold Murray in

"Who is That Girl?", and Bill Robinson in

"King For a Day," all musicals; George
Givot and Charles Judels in "Salted Sea-

nuts" ; Harry Gribbon in "Art Trouble,"
with Shemp Howard; Lulu McConnell in

"Just Concentrate"; "Rambling 'Round Radio
Row," No. 2, with Baby Rose Marie, George
Givot, Jack Arthur, Harriet Lee, Roy At-
well and Frank Novak, Jr.; "Penny a Peep,"
a novelty reel; Abe Lyman and his Band
in "Tin Hat Harmony"; "Central Amer-
ica," a "Musical World Journey" by E. M.
Newman; "Why Do I Dream Those Dreams?"
and "How Do I Know It's Sunday ", song
cartoons, and "Buddy's Bearcats," cartoon.

July—Ruth Etting in "The Song of Fame";
"The Winnah," with Arthur and Florence
Lake; Leon Errol in a Technicolor "Service

with a Smile," with Maxine Doyle and Phil

Regan; Ben Blue in "The Prize Sap";
Harry Gribbon in "My Mummy's Arms."
with Shemp Howard; "Dad Minds the Baby";
Edgar Bergen in "At the Races"; Sigmund
Spaeth in "The Stolen Melody"; B. A. Rolfe

with the "Men About Town" in "Jolly Good
Fellow", and "A Visit to the South Seas"
and E. M. Newman "Musical World Jour-

ney."

August — "The Mysterious Kiss," with

Jeanne Aubert; an untitled number with

Mitzi Mayfair and Roscoe Ails, two-reel

musical comedies ; Ben Blue in "Daredevil
0' Dare"; Ben Pollack and His Orchestra

in a "Melody Masters" single reel band num-
ber; "Dark Africa" E. M. Newman "Musical
World Journey", and "Camera Speaks,"

novelty reel.

New Dave Thomas Firm
Making First in East

(Continued from Page 1)

a national newspaper and radio

search for four distinct types of

feminine pulchritude who will be

picked from 100 finalists at the

Steel Pier, Atlantic City, the week
of June 14. Shooting will start June
25 in A.C., with interiors to be

made at Irvington, N. Y., and world
premiere of the film will be staged

at the Steel Pier.

Complete casting of the picture

will be handled by Joe Rivkin of

the Leo Morrison office.

Al Thomas has resigned his ex-

ploitation post with First Division

to join the new firm as director of

publicity.

Export Refunds Held Up
Drawback payments, or duty refunds

on exported film, have been temporarily

held up by the Government due to over-

run of the budget allowance granted ths

customs bureau. No payments have
been made for about two weeks and the

bureau will be unable to say when it

will be resumed until word is received

from the Budget Committee at Wash-
ington.

• • • A SHORT Biog of a Real Creative Artist in the
Film Biz referring to "Hap" Hadley a gent who
does not work by rule-of-thumb whose best is only an in-

centive to go out and do better the next time an artist

who shuns the routine the obvious the trite he
is constantly endeavoring to create new techniques original

slants for putting over the Message of Motion Pictures ......

a gent who has studied a dozen branches of the film biz inti-

mately just so that he can better express himself in his

chosen medium in a word a Showman Artist

© • • BACK IN 1917 Mister Hadley started his artistic

career while in the Marine Corps service he sold

a cartoon strip to the "Herald" and one to the "Telegraph"
and got a special dispensation from Washington to col-

lect dough for 'era then he sold John Murray Anderson
on a novelty act for his Greenwich Village Follies the
Cartoon Girlies with the chorus dressed like sandwich
men displaying a cartoon front and rear of course "Hap"
drew the cartoons and appeared in the act

• • • WHEN THE "Follies" hit the road "Hap"
drew cartoons and illustrations for the newspapers in the cities

where they played plugging the show, of course the
idea went over big his next job was with D. W. Griffith

at the Mamaroneck stude making "America" where he
adapted his newspaper idea to advantage acting as the
Studio Artist covering studio atmosphere with newsy
slants in illustrations and the newspapers ate 'em up
...... the idea is still good for any studio and could be
made a knockout feature wonder why no studio has
grabbed It? it just shows that this lad "Hap" has crea-

tive showmanship ideas

• • • IT WAS in 1925 Mister Hadley started hitting his

stride in the film art field today he is doing special art

work for practically all the major producers "Hap" says
that up till the present year nothing was so static in the biz

as the Art Work now the producers are snapping away
from the formula stuff and doing some fine creative things

but what impressed us most about "Hap" Hadley is his

attitude toward his achievements he talks as if he was
just starting out modestly to TRY and do things when
the guy has long since set the Art Pace in many showmanship
innovations just a Doer not a Talker

• • • A NICE tribute from Jack Berkowitz of the Stand-

ard Film Exchanges of Buffalo on the industry's loss in

the death of Michael Shea we're going to run it in full

when we have more space The Jewish Theatrical Guild

will hold a luncheon today at the Astor with Rev. Dr. Randolph
Ray of the "Little Church Around the Corner" as principal

speaker Last night as a gesture of welcome to the incom-

ing fleet, the Rivoli was host to 50 Navy officers at the 8:30

showing of "Murder At the Vanities" Bert Mayers, who
won the Tiffany suit and got Mae Murray peeved at him in

court for whispering something in her ear is ready to tell

what he actually said to Mae at the AMPA luncheon how
about it, Bill Ferguson? here is a Real Sensay-shu-nal

act for your Thursday show In the "Photoplay" issue of

June, Jim Tully has sold a story about Victor McLaglen titled

"A Whale of A Man" in the "New Movie" issue of June,

1932 two years ago Tully sold a story "A Whale of

A Man" about McLaglen oops

« « « » » »

RKO MAKING PROFIT,

RECEIVER REPORT!
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(Continued from Page 1)

of 1934 resulted in a profit of $498,
131, against loss for the same perio
in 1933 of $1,098,447. Of the $498,
131, a profit of $308,602 was show;
by the picture company, whic'.

showed a loss of $603,293 durinj
the same period in 1933.

Combined operations of RK(
Radio Pictures and RKO Pathe Pic
tures for 1933 show a loss of $1,

290,685, compared with loss of $5,

381,051 for 1932.

Under a lease signed Sept. 1|

1933, between Rockefeller Cente
and subsidiary corporations oper
ating the Radio City Music Hall an<

the RKO Center Theater, there ha:

been a profit for the seven month;
of operation of $58,282. In th<

same period the RKO Service Corp.

has received $45,000 for manage
ment services and RKO Radio Pic-

tures "has received substantial pay
ments for the motion pictures ex
hibited in the two theaters."

The report also gives status o.

85 claims against the company rep

resenting $35,413,733. Seventeer »
have been withdrawn, aggregating
$2,031,000. Hearings have been con

eluded before a special master or

claims aggregating $24,000,000.

Since August 31, 1933, monthly
savings in rent, electricity, cleaning

etc., for the RKO Service Corp. havt

been reduced about $6,500.

Income from the distribution oJ

pictures for the first quarter o:

1934 increased approximately $900,

000 over the same period of 1933

The increase was divided about

evenly between domestic and foreigr

business. The combined cash bal

ances of the RKO Radio Pictures

increased from approximately $681,

000 on Dec. 31, 1933 to $1,864,000 on

March 31, 1934. The improvement?
were brought about largely by re-

duction in negative costs and "im-

provement in the quality of pictures

produced," according to the report.

The Irving Trust states in the

concluding paragraph that no plan

of reorganization has been formu-i

lated to date and recommends that

the receivership be continued. The

report was officially filed by Wil

liam J. Donovan, attorney for Irv

ing Trust, receiver.
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Service Union Future in Doubt

General meeting of the members of

Local 118, service union, will be called

within the next few days to determine

whether the union will continue, with

present indications that the organiza-

tion is slated to become inactive. Con-
tinuation depends on the members'
willingness to finance the organization,

necessitating a weekly budget of around

$200. The organization has been fin-

anced principally to date by Chas. C.

Levey, its organizer. Members have

contributed only slight support. It is

understood that the union is now $8,-

000 in the "red."
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A Little
from "Lots"

Up By RALPH WILK ^^^
HOLLYWOOD

17ARNER BAXTER'S next star-

ring vehicle for Fox will be

p. ell in the Heavens", from the
Indon stage play, "The Ace."
inry King will direct.

T T T
William Powell and Russell Har-

»« have signed new extended-term
". G-M contracts.

r y r
lack Benny will continue his ra-

ti work while making "Transat-
l.itic Showboat" for Reliance.

t r t
l R. William Neill has been signed
8: Columbia to direct Ann Sothern
ad Paul Kelly in "Blind Date."

r r r
Leopold Atlas, author of the
loadway play, "Wednesday's
Cild", has arrived to write for Uni-
vsal.

t r r
Dorothy Arzner has been signed

r. Jesse L. Lasky at Fox to direct
' omance for Sale," by Sam Hof-
fistein, Salisbury Field and Sonya
Jvien.

T T T
Duncan Renaldo has lost his fight

t avoid a two-year sentence over
fliassport.

r t r
Maxine Doyle will have the fem-
ine lead in M-G-M's "Student

Spencer Tracy will be starred by
lx in "Heldorado", by Frank Da-
tr, with adaptation by Ernest Pas-
c and Jesse L. Lasky, Jr.

m
T T

Betty Burbridge will do the
isreen play of "Redhead," Vera
Jown novel, for Monogram.

T T
Barney Glazer, contrary to re-

jrts, will not leave Paramount
ruen his contract expires June 1.

tflay in signing his new contract
* associate producer was due to the
•fsence of Emanuel Cohen in New
">rk but everything is set now.
iter finishing his last three pie-
ties, Glazer will take a two-month
\cation before starting under his
par contract.

T
'Now and Forever" replaces "You
Hong to Me" as the title of the
Iture featuring Gary Cooper,
(role Lombard and Shirley Tem-

:, now in production at Para-
nunt. Henry Hathaway is direct-
i r from a story by Jack Kirkland
ltd Melville Baker.

2^*DAILY

Schiller Report Spiked
Contradicting reports that Col. E. A.

Schiller is retiring as head of Loew the-
aters owing to his ill health, executives
of the company yesterday said that he
has no plans for leaving the circuit.
Schiller is now en route to the Coast by
boat with his itinerary including a trip
to Honolulu, where he will transact
some business for Loew's, it was stated.

« « FEATURE and SHORT REVIEWS » »

William Powell, Myrna Loy in

"THE THIN MAN"
with Maureen O'Sullivan, Nat Pendleton,

Minna Gombell

M-G-M 93 mins.

POWELL AND MYRNA LOY EXCEL-
LENTLY TEAMED IN SWELL MYSTERY-
COMEDY THAT SHOULD BE STRONG
BOX-OFFICE DRAW.

The screen seldom presents a more thor-

oughly interesting piece of entertainment

than this adaptation of Dashiell Hammett's

popular novel. The rapid fire dialogue is

rbcuf- the best heard since talkies, and

it is delivered by Powell and Miss Loy to

perfection. The entire cast carries on in

ace fashion. The story concerns the mys-

terious disappearance of an old inventor

and the efforts of the local police force

to uncover the mystery. Several murders

are committed to add to the confusion.

Powell, a retired detective who is married

to wealthy Myrna Loy, is at first amused

at the efforts of the cops but later takes

it upon himself to solve the mystery. Sus-

pense is rife throughout and laughs come
in rapid-fire succession. There is a bit

of romance between Maureen O'Sullivan

and Henry Wadsworth, but it is secondary

to the action and the dialogue.

Cast: William Powell, Myrna Loy, Mau-
reen O'Sullivan, Nat Pendleton, Minna Gom-
bell, Porter Hall, Henry Wadsworth, Wil-

liam Henry, Harold Huber, Cesar Romero,

Natalie Moorhead, Edward Brophy, Edward
Ellis, Cyril Thornton.

Director, W. S. Van Dyke; Author,

Dashiell Hammett; Adaptors, Albert Hac-

kett, Frances Goodrich; Editor, Robert J.

Kern; Cameraman, James Wong Howe.

Direction, Aces. Photography, Fine.

Buck Jones in

"THE MAN TRAILER"
Columbia 59 mins.

FAIR WESTERN MINGLES ACTION
AND ROMANCE IN SUSPENSEFUL WAY.

A mixture of action and romance, satis-

factorily blended, this one will please the

thrill fans. Buck Jones succeeds single-

handed in frustrating an outlaw band's

holdup of a stage carrying gold until re-

inforcements ride up and incidentally saves

Cecelia Parker, the sheriff's daughter. A
hunted man with a price on his head for

crimes he is not guilty of, he reluctantly

yields to Cecelia's invitation to dinner and

is persuaded to become the town marshal.

Jones is captured by the outlaws and left

for dead on the night they raid the Wells-

Fargo office and escape with a fortune.

Suspicion points to Jones, whose past rec-

ord has become known, as an accomplice

of the outlaws. Jones shows himself to a

posse and permits them to chase him to

the outlaws' hideout. He rides to the

rear of the hideout and heads off the out-

law leader with the gold, returning to

town to claim Cecelia and be cleared.

Cast: Buck Jones, Cecelia Parker, Ar-

thur Vinton, Clarence Geldert, Stephen
Clarke, Charles West.

Director, Lambert Hillyer; Author and
Adaptor, Lambert Hillyer; Cameraman,
Ben Kline; Recording Engineer, Glenn
Rominger.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

John Wayne in

"THE MAN FROM UTAH"
Monogram 57 mins.

SNAPPY WESTERN CROWDED WITH
THRILL STUFF AND WITH JOHN
WAYNE DELIVERING SPLENDIDLY.

Here is one western that gets away
from the routine formula and packs a

tremendous wallop with a fast-action scrip!

that is moving every minute. It works in

a lot of authentic rodeo shots which are

crammed with excitement with all the

events that make that outdoor sport so

popular. John Wayne as a deputy sheriff

starts to uncover with the sheriff a crooked

gang who have made a racket out of the

rodeo show that is coming to town. Wayne
enters the various events in the two-day

show, and wins over the star performer of

the racketeers. But before the start of

the rodeo he had agreed to go in with the

gang and throw the events to the

racketeer's entry so that they could bet

against him and clean up the dough from

the town which was backing Wayne to

win. When he double crosses the gang,

ihey start after him. The finish is fasi

with a bank robbery as the gang tries to

make a getaway right after the rodeo, with

Wayne and the sheriff's posse hot on their

heels.

Cast: John Wayne, Polly Ann Young,

George Hayes, Yakima Canutt, Ed Peil,

Anita Ccmpillo, Lafe McKee, George Cleve-

land.

Director, Robert N. Bradbury; Author,

Lindsley Parsons; Adaptor, same; Camera-

man, Archie Stout; Editor, Carl Pierson.

Direction, Good. Photography, Okay.

SHORTS
"What the Scotch Started"

(World of Sport)
Columbia 11 mins.

Fair
Composed principally of newsreel

shots, this short touches interest-

ingly on several highlights in golf

history. Starting with the intro-

duction of golf into the U. S. forty

odd years ago and a .production shot

showing the overdressed femmes of

that day whacking a ball, the sub-

ject dilates on Bobby Jones'

triumphs. Other shots show a gent

with a rubber club, Leo Diegel in-

structing Jean Harlow in putting,

and Jack Kirkwood's amazing drives.

George Sidney and Charles Murray
in

"Baby Fingers"

Columbia 19 mins.
Fair

Sidney and Murray, wealthy bach-

elors, are bemoaning their celibacy

and childless old age, when a baby
is deposited on their doorstep. Next
morning the child's mother applies

for a job as nursemaid and is hired.

Seeing a gent about to commit sui-

cide, Murray and Sidney stop him
and are informed his wife has left

him. They take him home and the
nursemaid turns out to be the miss-
ing wife. Gent then pursues Mur-
ray and Sidney out of the house.
Slapstick situations hold a fair

amount of laughs.

Indianapolis— The Granada, re-
cently opened under the Fountain
Square Theater management, closed
for the summer.

Lowell, Mass. — Both the Capitol
and Victory theaters have been
closed by Fred. Lieberman.

Boston—-James Darby, assistant
house manager at the Metropolitan
Theater, has a twelve-pound male
addition to the household.

Winnipeg—Ellis C. Bostick, wide-
ly known theater man and lately
with Universal houses in eastern
Canada, died here recently.

Greybull, Wyo.—Mrs. G. McKay
has disposed of the Big Horn The-
ater to Gibraltar Enterprises, Inc.,
through E. J. Schulte of the Rial-
to, Casper.

Gillette, Wyo.—James Cates, Jr.,

has taken over the Rex following
the death of J. T. Morgan.

Silver City, N. M. — Ed Ward,
manager of the Silco Theater, has
been elected Mayor.

Bridgeport, Neb.—Ben Anderson
has taken over the Trail Theater.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

$2.SO up, Single
$3.00 up. Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every-
thing to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-
iness or pleasure.

Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality'

Vine at Hollywood Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD
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GEN, JOHNSON FORMS

COUNCIL ON CODES

(Continued from Page 1)

ing of the Darrow board while a

Congressional committee would in-

vestigate the report as well as NRA
and, if found substantiated, would
call for the abolition of NRA.

Senator Nye, who charged Divi-

sion Administrator Rosenblatt's re-

ply as benig evasive, took the floor

in the upper house in defense of

the Darrow reports and his claim

that the anti-trust laws should be

reinstated. Meanwhile word was
understood to have come from the

White House that the President was
entirely in sympathy with the lit-

tle man's problems and those of the

consumer. It was said by some that

he may favor reinstatements in en-

tirety of the anti-trust laws, if it

could be shown that the difficulty

lay in that direction.

Move to Reclaim
Paramount Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

dividual deal to determine ultimate

action. Most of the contract part-

nerships are understood to expire

Aug. 1. The option clauses make
it possible to reclaim all paying
operations and reorganize a theater

circuit entirely controlled and oper-

ated by Paramount.

$13,500,000 Written Off

By RKO Corp. Receivers
Approximately $13,500,000 in

write-offs and in setting up liabili-

ties in respect of indebtedness of

subsidiary companies now eliminated

from the consolidation is shown in

the 1933 financial report of the RKO
Corp. receivers issued yesterday.

Largest item charged off was $6,-

318,945.86 in reducing to nominal
values the investments in the Or-

rheum Circuit. Other transactions

involved RKO Western Corp., RKO
Southern Corp., RKO Theaters Op-
erating Corp., Toledo Theaters &
Realty Co. and Cleveland Hippo-
drome Theater Co. Added to the

year's operating loss of $4,384,064

and the capital deficit of $10,973,-

141.76, total RKO deficit as of Dec.

31, 1933, was $26,872,263.95.

"Beyond Bengal" Continues

"Beyond Bengal" starts its sec-

ond week today at the Gaiety. Harry
Schenck, producer of the picture,

will continue to make personal ap-

pearances in conjunction with the

film.

Ask $225,000 Allowances

Irving Trust Co., receiver for RKO.
has petitioned Judge Bondy of the U.

S. District Court for an allowance of

S100.000 to be charged against the
ultimate expenses of the receivership.

William J. Donovan, attorney for the

RKO receiver, has also asked for an al-

lowance of $125,000 attorney's fees, on
the same basis. The petitions were
filed Monday.

CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and Zoning and

Clearance Boards

Four Appeals Are Filed
Four appeals are on file with the

Code Authority and will be placed
on its hearing calendar within a few
days, with one or more likely sched-
uled for the next meeting on May 31.

The Tivoli, Miami, has appealed
from a local zoning board decision

concerning its protection schedule.
Charles Maider operates the house.
Walter Reade, operator of the

Mayfair, New York, has appealed
from a New York grievance board
decision, issued following complaint
of the Roxy, in regard to unfair
competition through issuance of cut-

rate tickets.

Moe Kohn of the Lido, Baltimore,
has recorded an appeal from a de-

cision of the Baltimore grievance
board, based on a complaint made
by Max Cluster of the Cluster, that
city, protesting against reduced ad-
mission prices through giving of

premiums and premature advertis-
ing.

From Washington has come an
appeal filed by Forest Theater Co.,

operator of the Forest, from a griev-

ance board order finding overbuying
and granting all of his pictures not

used under selective contracts to the
Gwynn Theater Co., operator of the
Gwynn, that city.

Skouras Theaters yesterday asked
the New York grievance board for
clarification of its recent decision in

the Jacob Rogowsky case, centering
on his Port Chester theater. Pend-
ing this clarification Skouras, plus
Fox, M-G-M, Columbia, United Ar-
tists and Universal, all respondents
in the same case, have withdrawn
an appeal filed with the Authority.

Saxe House Must Drop Prizes
Milwaukee—'The local grievance

board has ordered Saxe Amusement
Management to discontinue award-
ing merchandise prizes in connec-
tion with cooking schools. Com-
plaint wag filed by Langheim-ich
Brothers, operators of the Bur-
leigh, in connection with the stag-
ing of a cooking school by Saxe at
its Garfield. To date, all complaints
filed with the board have been act-
ed upon and disposed of.

12 Three-Reel Westerns
Are Scheduled by Astor

Astor Pictures Corp. has a sched-
ule calling for a series of 12 three-
i-eel Westerns, starring Pawnee Bill,

for 1934-35 distribution, stated Bob
Savini yesterday, following his re-

turn to New York from a trip to

exchange centers east of Omaha.
Pictures may be made at Pawnee
Bill's ranch in Oklahoma.

First on New Monogram Lineup
Wc-t Cnnst Binrau nf THE FTLM DAILY

Hollywood—"Girl of the Limber-
lost," with W. T. Lackey as pro-
ducer, will be the first picture on
Monogram's 1934-35 lineup, Trem
Carr announces. Remainder of the
present program, including "Flirting

With Danger," "Jane Eyre,"
"Shock," "Happy Landings" and
"King Kelly of the U.S.A.," is be-

ing speeded up to clear the decks
for next season's schedule.

Vaude Meeting Delayed

Owing to the fact that some of

its members were occupied with
settlement of a strike, the meeting
of the Code Authority's vaudeville

committee scheduled for yesterday

was postponed until later in the

week. On the committee are:

Charles C. Moskowitz, Major L. E.

Thompson and Sam Dembow, Jr.

Tom Mix Loses Suit

Harrisburg, Pa.—Tox Mix has

lost his State Supreme Court fight

for a new trial in the Western Show
Co. suit for breach of contract. He
will have to pay for failure to fill

an engagement in 1929.

250 Attending Fox Meet
Two hundred and fifty Fox sales

employees will attend the company's
annual sales meeting at the Wal-
dorf-Astoria beginning May 30.

Thirty-one United States and six
Canadian exchanges will be repre-
sented.

New Theater Union
National Theatrical Fedei-ated

Union, with membership including
stage hands, musicians and projec-
tionists, has begun activity on Broad-
way. David Krassner is business
agent and the organization is not
affiliated with the A. F. of L. Offi-

cers include Rudolph Kramer, presi-

dent; Ted Delano, vice-president;
Paul Weintraub, recording secre-
tary, and Dave Jaffe, financial sec-
retary. Membership is said to be
more than 200.

Final Universal Releases

Universal's "Little Man, What
Now?", opening May 31 at the
Radio City Music Hall, will be na-
tionally released June 4. Remainder
of the company's releases to com-
plete its schedule of 36 for this sea-
son includes "One More River," "Im-
itation of Life," "Love Captive,"
"Let's Talk It Over," "I Give My
Love," "Embarrassing Moments,"
"Romance in Spain" and "Human
Side."

4-Week Advance "Monica" Plug
Warner's "Dr. Monica," with Kay

Francis, scheduled to open about
June 15 at the Strand, is being giv-

en a campaign four weeks in ad-
vance.

MORE PLAYERS ASK

TIME OFF FOR STAG!

(Continued from Page 1)

players having this agreement wit I..

film companies may reach 25, Yl
Film Daily survey shows the for;
lowing actors and actresses to ha^f"
the "commuting" privilege: r

Paramount — Charles Laughtojjl,
Miriam Hopkins, Jack Haley, Marl
Boland, Burns and Allen, Herbeil
Marshall; Warner—Josephine HuT
chinson, Paul Muni, Leslie Howarc
Universal — Henry Hull, JarL
Wyatt; M-G-M—Bob Montgomerll
Helen Hayes; RKO — Katharir

I

Hepburn, Philip Mueller (director)

Columbia; Walter Connolly, Graiii
Moore; Fox—Will Rogers, Victol)
Jory.

II

Smalley Circuit to Get
10 Pictures from Schin

(Continued from Page 1)

10 pictures of his commitment f<

1933-34 major product in Norwic
The pictures are to be selected Y
mutual agreement. Herbert T. Si

verberg, Buffalo attorney, repn
sentea Schine in the case, while (,|

L. Van Home represented the cor

plainant.

W. J. Davis Appointed
On Studio Labor Boar

( Continued from Page 1)

tee on the Coast. Davis, who hi

just returned to the Coast fro

New York, supplements Pat Case

and Edward Smith on the commi
tee.

Thirty-one labor cases have be(

filed with George Creel and Judf

Ben Lindsey of the California sta

NRA. The studio labor committi
will request transfer of these cor

plaints to its jurisdiction. The cor

mittee will handle disputes arisir

from the ranks of between 6,000 ar

8,000 regular studio employees ar

a total of 10,000 affiliated with o

ganized crafts.

Upheld on "Death Takes Holida;

The Circuit Court of Appeals ye

terday affirmed decision of the 1

S. District Court dismissing
plagiarism suit brought by Myi
Page Wiren against Paramoui
charging that "Death Takes a Ho
cay" was based on her play, "Must
Attorney Louis Nizer represents

Paramount.

ii

;;!

I

"Sadie McKee" Holding Over
M-G-M's "Sadie McKee," wi

Joan Crawford, is being held ov

at the Capitol.

Plunkett Paid $16,000

In the report of the Irving Trust

Co., receiver for RKO, filed with the

court yesterday, it is stated that Joseph

Plunkett was paid $16,000 as "con-

sideration for his general release to

RKO and its receiver." The cash

was raised from the sale of Liberty

Bonds deposited by RKO with the Mary-

land Casualty Co.
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Loew Reported Making Bid for Fox Met. Houses

consenTdecree to end vitaphonejrpi suit

New Zoning Plans Halted by C. A. Pending Instructions

Darrow's Report
... an emotional thunderstorm

== By DON CARLE GILLETTE=
T may sound like a far-fetched pre-

sumption to intimate that, in picking

'arrow to conduct the code inquiries,

resident Roosevelt shrewdly foresaw that

ny report made by the showman-barrister

ould be so radically exaggerated that it

'ould automatically vitiate itself—and

hereby promote stronger support for the

IRA.

At any rate, that is just about what has

appened.

It requires a full reading of Darrow's

:ngthy brief, including the sections deal-

ig with codes of other industries as well

s the part concerning the movies, to real-

l appreciate how much luckier this or

ny other industry can consider itself in

aving the codes as they are rather than

nything that might have been concocted

</ political sensationalists who make a spe-

ialty of playing to a certain section of

he grandstand. •

TAKING the portion of the report de-

' voted to the film code—which was

iven major attention and space—the fur-

ler one reads along the more it becomes

ipparent that emotion and misguidance, not

:ason and facts, supplied both the moti-

ation and the dictation.

With the code hearings dominated by

arrow, who is noted for his spectacular

xhibitions, especially when they have

lenty of headline value, and the report

ritten by Charles Edward Russell, a vet-

ran socialist of the first order, nothing

Ise could have been expected.

The report speaks not only FOR itself

ut even more volubly AGAINST itself.

•

F, as already hinted, the Darrow docu-

ment has only served to strengthen faith

i the NRA, then it has done a service

i spite of itself.

Now perhaps the code for this industry

ill be given at least a half chance to

low its workability before being sub-

icted to further opposition by professional

ostructionists.

And when the necessity of changes be-

3mes apparent, let them be put in the

ands of men who understand this busi-

ess and have no anarchistic complexes.

The need of the hour is for sane think-

ig and sound procedure, not wild pro-

osals based on outlandish unsupported

(barges.

Flinn Wires Local Boards
to Temporarily Cease
Work on Schedules

Wired instructions went out to

local zoning boards last night to the

effect that they must temporarily
cease work on local clearance sched-

ules pending issuance of definite in-

structions within a few days by the
Code Authority. The ban, however,
does not apply to hearings on indi-

vidual or group complaints which do
not affect local clearance setups.

The wire from John C. Flinn, Au-
(Continucd on Page 7)

JOHNSON AND DARROW

SEEN IN PEACE MOVE

By WILLIAM SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — Marking the first

time they have met personally since
the beginning of the National Re-
covery Review Board, General John-
son and Clarence Darrow were
understood to have arranged a

(Continued on Page 2)

Columbia Speeds Up
Completion of Lineup

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Columbia studios are

working at top speed to complete
the current production schedule.

Eight pictures are in work and four
are being prepared for early shoot-
ing.

In work are "One Night of Love",
(Continued on Page 7)

Kent Spoofs Report
In a wire from the coast, President

Sidney R. Kent of Fox makes unquali-
fied denial of a report published else-

where linking his name with Paramount.
Kent says he has been on the coast
for purely personal reasons because of

the ill health of Mrs. Kent and that
there have been no negotiations what-
ever for his return to Paramount. Kent
leaves today for New York, arriving in

time for the Fox convention in Atlan-
tic City on May 30.

175 WILL ATTEND

MONOGRAM CONFABS

More than 175 will attend the

three Monogram regional sales meet-
ings to be held under the direction

of General Sales Manager Edward
Golden on May 26 in Salt Lake City,

June 2 in Cincinnati and June 9 in

New York, it was stated yesterday
by W. Ray Johnston. Trem Carr
will talk at the Salt Lake confab,

attended by J. H. Sheffield, W. D.
Frazer, C. J. Fames, Howard W.
Stubbins, Floyd St. John. J. T. Shef-
field, Sidney D. Weisbaum, Sidney J.

(Continued on Page 6)

Ralph Kohn May Enter
Independent Production

Ralph A. Kohn, who recently re-

signed from Paramount, is under-

stood considering independent pro-

duction. He has several other prop-

ositions under consideration. Kohn
has opened an office in the Para-
mount building.

Three-Cornered Fight Looms
In Metropolitan Theater Zone

Television Merger

London—Marconi E. M. I. Television

Co., Ltd., has been formed following
a merger of the Marconi Company and
Electric & Musical Industries, Ltd., in

which RCA has a large interest. The
new combination will promote television

development.

Concerned over prospects of War-
ner Bros. Theaters becoming im-

portant opposition in the New York
area, Loew is understood ready to

file a bid for the Fox Metropolitan

circuit. Making of the Loew offer

is reported contingent upon a move
by Warner to acquire the group at

the hearing to be held by Judge
(Continued on Page 7)

Long Drawn Out Action
is Being Amicably

Adjusted
Bv NORMAN M. MacLEOD

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Wilmington, Del.—Vitaphone's in-

junction suit against Electrical Re-
search Products, pending in Chan-
cery Court here for the last 19
months and which has twice been
before the State Supreme Court, is

being amicably settled. A consent
decree dismissing the important ac-
tion, said to involve nearly $40,000,-
000 in claims against Erpi, will be
filed with the court very soon, it is

learned from authoritative sources.
It is understood the decree in this

(Continued on Page 7)

MIDWEST SALES MEET

IS SET BY WARNERS

Third of the four regional busi-
ness meetings planned by Warner-
First National to discuss sales poli-

cies for 1934-35 will be held June
11-12 at the Drake Hotel, Chicago,
it is announced by Grad Sears, who
will preside. First of the meets
take place May 28-29 in Montreal

(Continued on Page 6)

Three Wheeling Houses
Disposed of by Warners
Wheeling, W. Va. — Three local

Warner houses, the Court, Liberty
and Victoria, have been acquired by
West Virginia Theatrical Enter-
prise, Inc., operators of the Capitol.
R. T. Kemper, who was city man-
ager of local theaters before they

(Continued on Page 6)

May Film "Dodsworth" Here
Max Gordon is understood consider-

ing production of his Broadway stage

hit, "Dodsworth," starring Walter Hus-
ton, as a feature at the Eastern Service

Studio on Long Island. He will be

partly financed by Eastern Service, it is

understood. Both M-G-M and Universal

are reported to have made bids for

screen rights to the play.
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Johnson and Darrow
Seen in Peace Move
(Continued from Page 1)

meeting yesterday. Darrow's office

admitted having called Johnson's

office and being informed Darrow
would be welcomed at any time for

a social visit. Meanwhile the at-

tacks and counter-attacks over the

NRA continued yesterday. At the
some time a split in the Review
Board itself occurred over the ex-
amination of a witness of the cotton
textile code.

M.P.T.O. in Washington
Assails Darrow Report

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Branding the Dar-

row report as "hastily drawn with-
out due consideration and com-
petent witnesses and competent tes-

timony from all angles, and er-

roneous in its conclusions," the M.
P. T. O. of the District of Colum-
bia, has adopted a resolution express-
ing confidence in the code, the code
authority, local boards and the NRA
in general. A. J. Brylawski is .presi-

dent of the organization and Nat B.

Browne is secretary.

Mail Agreement on Release Dates

Copies of a distributor agreement
concerning publicizing of release
dates, defined by the optional stand-
ard contract incorporated in the
code and embraced in minutes of

the last Code Authority meeting,
are being mailed today by Executive
Secretary John C. Flinn to exhib-
itor associations, distributors and
local boards, both grievance and
zoning.

No Exchanges for G-B
Gaumont-British will not open ex-

changes throughout the country,
Arthur Lee stated in an announce-
ment issued yesterday. "Contrary
to reports, the company will con-
tinue to distribute through our own
facilities and not through inde-

pendent exchanges or state rights

offices," said Lee.

Kleinerman Opening Exchange

M. Kleinerman will open his own
exchange, to be known as Screen
Attractions Corp., at 630 Ninth
Avenue, next week. Dave Somers
will be in charge. Exchange will

handle three color series, which
Kleinerman is producing, besides
other product.

Sam Krellberg Back on Job

Completely recovered from his re-

cent accident, Samuel Krellberg,

president of Amusement Securities

Corp., returned to his office yester-

day.

Open Publicity Office

H. A. Bruno and R. R. Blythe
have opened a publicity office at

220 West 42nd St. Belle Levy is

connected with the firm.

Tentative Clearance Plan
Proposed in Kansas City

Kansas City—Adoption of a zon-
ing plan to be put in effect and re-

vised later as required, rather than
having no plan at all, was urged by
C. A. Schultz following lengthy ar-
gument on local clearance proposals
at Tuesday's open hearing, attend-
ed by about 75. Lawrence Lehman
of the Mainstreet protested because
the proposed plan does not offer

enough protection for downtown
first-runs. George Baker of the
Newman also advocated longer first-

run protection. Ed Dubinsky said
ihe first and last runs create the
clearance problems. He repeated his
advocacy of longer protection for
first runs, declaring the 10-cent the-

ater has no place in the picture. He
added that the present schedule
would not cure the situation and sug-
gested a committee of five exhibi-
tors be appointed to work out a plan
with the zoning board. Numerous
others gave varying views on the
situation.

Loew Grievance is Upheld
Grievance board yesterday up-

held the complaint of Loew's Burn-
side, Paradise and Grand theaters
charging premature advertising
against the Consolidated Circuit's
Mosholu Theater and ordered dis-

continuance of the practice, and dis-

missed the complaint of the Gilrose
Amusement Co. vs. Aryan Theater,
Inc., and the Cantarian Realty
Corp., charging a violation of the
code in the dispossess of the Gil-
rose Co. from the Aryan Theater,
Middle Village, and rental to an-
other party while the Gilrose Co.
was operating the theater.

To Clarify Rogowsky Ruling

Grievance board yesterday re-

quested Jacob Rogowsky, operator
of the Embassy Theater, Port
Chester, and representatives of
Skouras Theaters and the Fox, M-
G-M, Columbia, United Artists and
Universal exchanges to appear next
Tuesday in response to the Skouras
request for clarification of the de-
cision awarding Rogowsky 22 films.

Fight Sunday Shows
Washington, Pa.—After four con-

secutive Sundays of movies at War-
ner's State, with management and
employes paying a $60 fine each
time, the churches here have com-
bined in a campaign against the
Sabbath shows. A postcard cam-
paign is in progress denouncing the
Sunday shows as a violation of the
laws of the commonwealth.

"Villa" Big in Fort Worth
Fort Worth—"Viva Villa," in its

week's engagement at the Holly-
wood, drew the largest crowds to

this house since "Flying Down to

Rio." Celia Villa, daughter of

Pancho Villa, made personal appear-
ances.

.oming and Gomg

SIDNEY HOWARD, playwright, returns
abroad today on the Rex.

PHIL DESCO, art director at the
mount studios in France for the last

years, has arrived in New York.

WALTER WANGER, who plans to prl
independently following his recent resigrl

from M-G-M, sails from New York on
"

urday aboard the lie de France for a
ness trip to Europe. He is now in New

|

headquartering at the Waldorf-Astoria.

JOS BURSTYN and EDWARD KAHN of ||
kino left bv auto yesterdav on a ten-day
ness trip that will take them to Canada I

FRED KEATING, stage player and f|
magician placed under a long-term coil
by Columbia, will leave for the Coa;"
the next few days.

STEPIN FETCH IT, Fox star, arrive!
Newark Airport this noon from Los An|

TED CURTIS oil Eastman Kodak is in

HARRY REVEL and MACK GORDON,
mount song writers, have returned to
wood to start work on tunes for "The
Broadcast of 1934."

Eastern Exhib Meeting
Set for Next Tuescl

Eastern exhibitor leaders' corl

ence which was scheduled for
[

Hotel Astor, New York, last T|
day has now been set for Tue|
of next week at the same place,

addition to sales policies for
new season, the conference, heldl
der joint auspices of the I. Tl
A. and the M. P. T. O. of Easl
Pennsylvania, will consider m<|
of participating in the Allied
duction-distribution plan

"Madame DuBarry" Premier
First public performance

"Madame Du Barry," new Wa
feature starring Dolores Del
will be given June 4 at the E
Waldorf-Astoria as part of the
tertainment in connection with
June Ball for the benefit of

|

Franklin D. Roosevelt's Clubs
Unemployed Girls in New York

Sheldon to Make Eight

E. Lloyd Sheldon, Paranv
producer, is expected to make e

features for the company's 193
program. Sheldon, who is nov
New York, sails Saturday on
He de France for a vacation abr
Upon his return to the Coast
about six weeks his first produc
will probably be "20 Hours by A

Ed Schnitzer Laid Up
Ed Schnitzer, Columbia excha

manager, is laid up with the flu

Survey of Zoning Cases
As a preliminary to expediting han

dling of clearance schedules by loca

zoning boards, the Code Authority'

committee on zoning is making a na

tional survey collecting data to de

termine the number of cases of thi

class now pending. The zoning com
mittee met yesterday at the Cod
Authority office to discuss procedur

to speed up settlement of pending com
plaints. Present were: Charles L

O'Reilly. Neil F. Agnew and Haroli

S. Bareford. The committee continue

its work at another session today.
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EVERY WOMAN WHO SEES IT WILL BE A

WALKING ADVERTISEMENT FOR THIS PICTURE

KAY FRANCIS
in

DR. MONICA
WARNER BROS. HAVE MADE IT THAT KIND OF SHOW

With Jean Muir, Warren William, Verree Teasdale. Directed by William Keighley. Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors.



. Four stars * • * * from Liberty

I Magazine means "Extraordinary!" |

I And tin's comedy smash is all that
j

I
Liberty says it is ! John Barrymore

in "20th Century" with Carole |

I Lombard.Walter Connolly, Roscoe
j

I Karri's. A Howard Hawks Produc-

tion from the notable New York |

' stage success by Ben Hecht, Charles
j

I MacArthur and Charles Bruce Mil- •

holland.

•- i

Date this outstanding dramatic

I smash! Greatcast.greatstory.great |

,
direction ! Coming soon to Radio i

I City Music Hall! Elissa Landi in '

1 "Sisters Under the Skin" with
j

: i- Liu. i ..-u c,u;ui,rn.„
*

Directed by David Burton. I

you've ever played— packed with

laughs, roars and thrills! "The Hell

Cat" with Robert Armstrong, Ann

Sothern, Minna Gombell. Directed

by Albert Rogell. Date it now

—

it's a sure thing at the box-oflice!

THE

« « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES » »

"CHANNEL CROSSING"
with Matheson Lang, Constance Cummings

Gaumont-British 70 mins.

NICE ATMOSPHERIC FILM OF ENG-

LISH CHANNEL STEAMER HAS SUS-

PENSEFUL PLOT WELL ACTED.

This is a very authentic and painstaking

production depicting events on an Eng-

lish channel steamer as it follows the dra-

matic developments in the career of a big

financier. The plot has been obviously

modeled on the mysterious disappearance

of a prominent Continental financier dur-

ing a recent channel crossing. Matheson

Lang plays the part of the financier who
is crossing with his secretary, and it is

imperative that he arrive in Paris as quick-

ly as possible as events have so shaped

themselves as to threaten the crash of his

financial empire. A youth, played by An-

thony Bushell, who is in love with the

girl, crosses on the steamer in a jealous

rage, questioning her motives in her close

association with her employer. It works

out into a very dramatic situation with the

two men in a struggle during a fog, and

the youth being thrown overboard. The
rescue and events that follow form a very

dramatic climax.

Cast: Matheson Lang, Constance Cum-
mings, Anthony Bushell, Nigel Bruce, Dor-

othy Dickson, Edmund Gwenn, Douglas Jef-

fries, H. G. Stoker, Max Miller.

Director, Milton Rcsmer; Authors, Angus
Macphaii, W. P. Lipscomb.

Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

"THESE THIRTY YEARS"
(Industrial)

Al Bondy 60 mins.

INTERESTING AND WELL ACTED
STORY WOVEN AROUND EVOLUTION
OF FORD AUTOMOBILE.

Although this film is obviously a plug
for the Ford car, it has been so well

directed and acted that it should be ac-

ceptable film-fare for certain classes of

pop houses. The story starts some 30
years ago when the first Ford automobile
was looked upon as a freak and shunned
by the majority of farmers. Dave, a farm-
er lad, is much impressed with the con-
traption. He goes to Detroit and returns

with the local agency permit. He in-

terests a neighbor and they open the first

Ford sales office in the community. As
years pass the Ford models improve, as

does their business. Dave has to go
abroad for his health, leaving his son

Robert in charge of his share of the com-
pany. The son dissipates his earnings

and also the money sent him by his father

to pay off the mortgage on the farm.

Finally the partner discovers the plight

of the lad and fixes things up. There is

a romance between the boy and the bank-
er's daughter. The story is reminiscent

of many old melodramas but may click if

properly spotted. Caravel Films made the

production.

Cast: Robert Strange, K. Elmo Lcwe,

Frederick Forrester, Alice John, Arthur

Hopkins, Donald McDonald.
Director, Dave Pincus; Author, Phil

Strong; Adaptor, Dave Pincus; Cameraman,
Jules Sindic; Recording Engineers, Daniel

Blumberg, Harry Jones.

Direction, Okay. Photography, Good.

Midwest Sales Meet
Is Set by Warners

(Continued from Page 1)

and June 4-5 in Atlantic City, with
the final confab to be held in San
Francisco at a date not yet set. At-
tending the midwest meeting, besides
Sears, will be:

S. Charles Einfeld, Carl Leserman, Nor-
man Moray, A. W. Schwalberg, C. E. Pep-
piatt, H. D. Parks, R. R. Bryan, F. T.
Sands, W. G. Carmichael, F. P. Bran, P.
Sasseen, D. House, E. Grossman, T. R.
Gilliam, W. J. Kahl, R. C. Herman, G.
Weinberg, E. J. Tilton, C. A. Pratt, H.
Herman, Wm. Warner, W. B. Adams, F.
Greenberg, R. H. McConnell, J. E. Wood-
ward, Gus Diamond, R. T. Smith, S. G.
Honeck, N. S. Bieringer, H. Ochs, M. W.
Davis, B. Adams, Leo Blank, R. Lohrenz,
A. W. Anderson, E. D. Perkins, H. B.
Johnson, J. P. Shea, C. K. Olson, F. J.
Hannon, L. Mendelson, B. Y. Cammack,
Hall Walsh, J. Hill, L. J. Bona, J. Winn,
Fred M. Jack.

Vidor Finishes 'Daily Bread"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — "Our Daily Bread,"
King Vidor's first independent pro-
duction for release through United
Artists, has been completed. Karen
Morley and Tom Keene play the
star roles.

The picture is being rushed
through the cutting and editing
stages in order to enable Vidor to

leave for New York on June 15 with
the first print.

"Our Daily Bread" is an original

by Vidor who also directed from
the screen play by Elizabeth Hill.

175 Will Attend
Monogram Confabs

(Continued from Page 1)

Goldman, Matt Aparton, Joe

Cooper, James R. Keitz, Dave Fra-

zer, Al Seal and others.

The complete Monogram program
of 20 features and 8 John Wayne
westerns will be outlined at these
meetings.

Three Wheeling Houses
Disposed of by Warner

(Continued from Page 11

were acquired by Warner, has been
made city manager of the three
houses and will be in operating
charge. Only change in setup will

be at the Court, where Tony Stern,
former manager, has resigned.
Frances X. Linn remains as man-
ager at the Liberty and Earl Osch-
enbein at the Victoria.

War Film at Mayfair Today
A short produced by Lincoln Pro-

ductions showing scenes in the "No
More War" parade held last Sat-
urday on Fifth Avenue, with an ac-
companying narrative by Frank
Olmstead of the War Resisters'
League, will be presented today at
the Mayfair in conjunction with the
premiere of "The Unknown Soldier
Speaks."

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

By CHAS. ALICOATE

BEN BLUE completed work thi

week on "Holy Mackerel," hi

seventh "Big V" comedy for Vita
phone. Supporting Blue in the cas

of this two-reel subject are "Chai
lie," famous trained seal, Fred Hai
per, Harry T. Morey, Kenneth Dei
by, Mady Carrell, Joe Caits an
Lionel Stander. Lloyd French di,

rected.
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"Crime Without Passion" wh -a
<

mark the screen debut of Whitne
Bourne New York Socialite stag
actress, and Margo, Mexican danc
ing beauty, playing the two prin

cipal feminine roles in the Be
Hecht-Charles MacArthur produc
tion now in work at the Eastern ™8

Service studio in Astoria. Botl ''

girls play opposite Claude Raint
who was last seen on the screen ii s 's

"The Invisible Man." ^ *

loose

MRoyal King Cole, recent additioi

to the scenario staff at the Brooklyi

Vitaphone studio, comes from th

coast, where he has been writinj

shorts for Radio Pictures in addi

tion to preparing radio pragram:
for Bert Lahr. Cole was once i

child actor working at the old Bio
graph studios in the Bronx, in th(

aays of the silent films.

!oni

Charles Ahearn, well-known enter

tainer, starts work today at th

Brooklyn Vitaphone studio in a one
reel Vitaphone short entitled "Char
lie Ahearn and His Millionaires'
Supporting the star and his boy.

are Eddie Miller, popular tenor, ant

The Three Aristocrats, well-knowi
dance team. The short will be di

rected by Joseph Henabery.

Due to improvements being mad(
on the camera, the first of the series

of Kodacolor shorts, tentativelj

titled "Paree" and being producec
by Eastern Productions, Inc., has

been postponed for about ten days
when work will get under way un
der the supervision of Arthur Co
zine.

Jack Shalitt has been engaged at

still cameraman on the Hecht-Mac-
Arthur production, "Crime Without
Passion."

\

With production of the all-Span
ish talking feature, tentatively titled

"The Downfall," now in progress at

the Eastern Service studio in As
toria under the direction of Louis-

Gasnier, Jimmie Rinaldi, property Itij,

man, is the only one who is able tc
'

converse fluently in the several dif-

ferent languages used and which
include Spanish, French, English
and Italian.

Shooting on "Gra>id Dutchess,'
the first of the series of scenic short)
to be produced by Artcrest Picture)
Inc., will get under way Friday in
Dutchess County, New York, under
the direction of Ray Cozine.

^
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LOEW TO MAKE BID

FOR FOX MET. HOUSES

(Continued from Page 1)

Mack of the U. S. District Court
on June 20 when the bondholders'
-committee reorganization plan will

be submitted for approval.
Warner, according to the latest

reports, is prepared to bid $3,000,-

000 or more for the circuit. At
I present the company's product is

I played by Loew houses in the met-
(i ropolitan territory. In event the

l court should approve the Warner
> offer, a three-cornered fight between
i RKO, Loew and Warner will de-

« velop in the zone. Loew is under-
i stood planning to keep out of the
; Fox Metropolitan situation in case

I Judge Mack ratifies the bondhold-
t ers' recommendation that current
deals be renewed with Skouras

I Theaters and Randforce.
Despite Si Fabian's denial that

} he is acting solely for himself in

his deal to take over Fox Met.
/ houses now operated by Manhattan
Playhouses, reports persisted yes-
terday that he is agenting for War-
ner interests.

i£!

Zoning Plans Halted
For Instructions

(Continued from Page 1)

thority executive secretary, was dis-

patched as the Authority recognized
the confusion which might result as

local boards made decisions which
affected houses all along the line.

Sinclair Bares Partiality

In Review Board Hearings
Telling what took place behind the

scenes of the National Recovery Re-
view Board code hearings in Wash-
ington, John F_. Sinclair, dissenting
member of the board, in a talk at a
luncheon given in his honor by Ed-
ward L. Bernays at the Bankers
Club, said the hearings were con-
ducted in such a way that adequate
information from conflicting inter-

ests could not be obtained, and th.it

at least one member of the board
was definitely opposed to NRA wage
provisions before his appointment.
The board's proceedings were mark-
ed throughout by unparliamentary
conduct, ~ Sinclair stated. He also
said all employes of the board and
one of its members were selected by
Clarence Darrow himself without
consulting other members.

New Silly Symphony at Roxy
Walt Disney's "Funny Little Bun-

nies," Silly Symphony, will be on
the program opening Friday at the

JlRoxy.

Theater Bills Its Seats
For its gala opening, the Alden, new-

est of the Brandt houses, located at
Broadway and 67th St., gave marquee
display to its ulta modern seating ar-
rangements, as follows: "Broadway's
New Sensation—Regal Luxury with U-16
Floating Comfort Theater Chairs." The
seating equipment was provided by In-
ternational Seat Corp., of which I

George Feinberg is vice-president.

AflONG THE

PHIL M. DALY

• • • THOSE OF our readers who can go back a half
dozen years or rather should we be more explicit and say
those of our readers who have survived reading us for a half
dozen years will recall Mysterious Mame there was
a dame for you! Mame was unconventional nothing
shy about her maybe a li'l bit shocking at times
but a reg'lar gal just the same ... . . she uster be seen in speaks
with prominent film men and was always horning in on
film mugs at the most embarrassing moments so we in
the interest of candid reporting would tell about her exploits

no matter who it embarrassed then one day Myster-
ious Mame lit out for Hollywood some guy sold her the
idea that he could get her in the pix we tried to dissuade
her but Mame went

• • • THAT WAS six years ago now Mame is back
a sadder but wiser gal she told us she had exactly

seven extra parts in all those years we asked her what
she did in between for her doughnuts and coffee and
Mame only gave us a lift of her left eyebrow and a sneery smile

we inquired no further why should we? we
welcomed her with open arms take that metaphorically
and not literally we're not sap enough to let Mame get
anything on us well, not in Public but we welcomed
Mame joyously we had need for her most extraordinary
talents thusly

• • • WE EXPLAINED to Mame that some dirty work
was on foot involving that AMPA Golf Team who will

play the Empey Club Team for the championship at the coming
tournament at Glen Oaks Country Club at Great Neck
we learned that Billy Ferguson, the Scotch manager of the
team was ringing in a "Masked Marvel" along with
Captain Tom Gerety, Herb Fecke and Charlie Einfeld he
claims that the Marvel is an AMPA member we doubt it

we know this Fergie guy . so Mysterious Mame has
a job between now and June 7 the Tournament date

it is up to her to ferret out who this Masked Marvel is

..... watch Mame go! she's a wiz and doesn't give
a hoot how she gets her man just so long as she gets him

her adventures will appear exclusively in this kolyum
that is the parts of her adventures that Good Taste

allows us to print .
.-.

. Mame is a terror she'll stoop to
anything to gain her point

• • • THIS BEING a sort of sports column today
we must report on the M. P. Baseball League which has
organized for the current season by electing the following
officers G. H. Woodward of Erpi as prexy N. S.

Seckler of Warners, vice-pres H. S. McCarthy of N.B.C.
as sec. and treasurer opening of the League is set for
June 1 any teams in the industry are eligible to enter

inquire at N.B.C. building, 2nd floor reception desk

• • • TODAY'S AMPA luncheon will be Soviet-dominated
with guests of honor including V. A. Usevich, prexy of

Soyuzkino, the Soviet film trust V. I. Verlinsky, prexy of
Amkino here and Esma Kuznetzova, vice-prexy of Amkino

Boris Morros, managing director of the Paramount the-

ater, will be guest chairman Hon. Edward Corsi, director

of Public Welfare in New York, also is scheduled to speak
Lou Goldberg has been made chairman of the membership com-
mittee of AMPA in recognition of the fine work he did in start-

ing the membership drive a few weeks ago

« « « » » »

VITAPHONE-ERPI SUIT

ENDING WITH DEGREE

(Continued from Page 1)

case will be filed simultaneously
with the filing of a consent decree
in the U. S. District Court here dis-

missing the anti-trust suit of Stan-
ley Co. of America, Duovac Radio
Corp. and General Talking Pictures
against A. T. & T., Western Elec-
tric and Erpi.

Six weeks ago it was forecast by
The Film Daily that the Federal
Court litigatios was in process of
settlement. It is now learned that
the terms of settlement have been
agreed and will be made public when
the consent decree is filed.

Dismissal of these two suits will
end the two most important pieces
of litigation affecting the talking
picture industry ever taken before
the courts. In the Chancery Court
action, Erpi was charged with vio-
lating three agreements with Vita-
phone, providing for licensing of
movie producers and exhibitors to
use talkie apparatus developed by
the two companies. The matters in
dispute were in arbitration in New
York for about three years.

Columbia Speeds Up
Completion of Lineup
(Continued from Page 1)

"Whom the Gods Destroy", "The
Hell Cat", "Black Moon", "Special
Agent", "The Defense Rests", "Blind
Date" and "The Criminal Within."

Being prepared for early produc-
tion are "The Captain Hates the
Sea," "Hello Big Boy," "Orchids
and Onions" and "Excursion into
Paradise."

Three films are now awaiting re-
lease. They are "The Party's Over",
"The Most Precious Thing in Life"
and "Hell Bent for Love."

Markert's First in New Post
"Metropolitan Moods," a rhythmic

conception of New York, is the first

stage production to be put on by
Russell Markert at the Music Hall
since his appointment as associate
producer. It opens today on the
program with the feature, "Where
Sinners Meet," adapted from "The
Dover Road."

Old Howard to Resume
Boston—Though it had been re-

ported slated to go out of existence,
the Old Howard, operated by Lath-
rop Theaters, will reopen Labor
Day with films and stage talent.

Drop Dances in Musical
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Eddie Cantor's new
musical picture, "Treasure Hunt," be-
ing made by Samuel Goldwyn for United
Artists release, will be devoid of pre-
cision numbers. In their place, Sey-
mour Felix has been signed to stage
dramatized pantomime songs without re-

sorting to the rhythmic routines. Aver-
sion to elaborate dance numbers was
expressed by the nation's film critics

in the recent Forum conducted by
FILM DAILY.
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Censor Resents Catholics' Invasion of His Field

GOVERNMENT DISMISSESWARNERFIRSTSj'L SUIT

Royalty System for Talent is Predicted by Wanger
3etachment from Holly-

wood Is Advocated
by Producer

Development of the royalty sys-

tem for the payment of creative

talent in production was forecast
k„ w„n-~~ Wanger, who recently

an M-G-M studio exec-

exclusive interview with
Daily yesterday in New
ger declared that musi-
led out by the industry

3 biggest advance made
luring the past year.

One of the greatest challenges is-

sued to Hollywood is British produc-
(Continucd on Page 7)

WASHINGTON M.P.T.

MOVES TO OUST DUALS

Vashinaton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A concerted move to

Hist double features here is being

made by the M. P. T. 0. of the Dis-

;rict of Columbia, which will act on

;he subject at its next meeting.

Answering the recent resolution of

he Independent Theater Owners of

D. C, which favors duals, President

\k. Julian Brylawski of the M. P.

T. 0. says his organization repre-

sents 90 per cent of the exhibitors

n this area.

Australia Aims at Quota
Of 5%, Says Ralph Doyle

Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Australia is now pro-

ducing at the rate of 10 to 12 pic-

tures a year and is seeking a quota

)f 5 per cent, says Ralph R. Doyle,
{Continued on Page 7)

260 Attending Fox Meet
At least 260 Fox men will attend

the company's annual convention next

week at the Waldorf Astoria. Divi-

sion heads, branch managers, salesmen

and bookers from all Fox exchanges in

the U. S. and Canada will be on hand.

Congregationalists Oppose Government Censorship

Boston—Government censorship of films was disapproved by the Massa-

chusetts Congregational Conference and Missionary Society meeting here.

The group favored federal legislation outlawing block booking.

SEVERAL BIG MUSICALS

ON NEW RKO PROGRAM

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Several extravagan-

zas will be included in the RKO
lineup for 1934-35, the Film Daily
learns. Official announcement of

the schedule will be made at the
company's convention in Chicago,
June 18. It is also learned that

production costs will remain ap-
proximately the same as last year,

with $200,000 as the average fea-

ture cost. Fifty pictures will be
made.

Liberty Pictures to Make
Eight in Coming Season
With six of its next season's pro-

gram already completed, Liberty
Pictures, headed by M. H. Hoffman,
plans eight features for 1934-35.

Two pictures yet to be made are
"Without Children" and "School for

Girls." Hoffman is due in New
York in about two weeks from the
Coast.

PRICE BOOST PLAN

WORKING IN DETROIT

Detroit—With one or two neglig-

ible exceptions, all local houses are
now operating under the price boost
agreement, placed in effect by
zones. The full boost is not effec-

tive in a few instances because of

special local conditions, where com-
peting houses are given pro-rata
partial exemption from the full

provisions. Elimination of the com-
(Contiuued on Page 6)

Krimsky-Cochran Plans
3 Stage-Film Productions
Following a general policy of pro-

ducing a stage play and later film-

ing it, John Krimsky-Gifford Coch-
ran, Inc. has a schedule of three fea-

tures for 1934-35 release. First
will be "Dumb Deborah," which goes
into rehearsal early in September.
Negotiations are under way for
rights to a foreign play. Produc-
tion is tentatively scheduled for the
East.

Catholic Church's Film Drive
Is Scored by Detroit Censor

Riesner-Cummings Unit
Set to Make 4 Comedies

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Charles Riesner and

Jack Cummings will form a comedy
producing unit at M-G-M to make
four all-star comedies for next sea-

son. The first will follow "Student
Tour," which Riesner is now di-

recting. Cummings formerly had
charge of shorts.

Bv II. F. REVES
FILM DAILY Stiff Correspondent

Detroit— "It's all right for the
Catholic Church to make rules for
its own members, but not to seek to

enforce them on others," Lieutenant
Royal Baker, police censor, said, in

comment on the Catholic film drive.

Some Protestant churches here are
joining the campaign, and Baker
considered the invitation to other
churches to be a form of invasion

(.Continued on Page 6)

Anti-Trust Action Over
Merger Is Ended for
Lack of Evidence

On motion of the Federal Govern-
ment, Judge Cox in the U. S. Dii •

trict Court yesterday dismissed the
long-pending suit charging Warner
Bros, with violation of the anti-

trust laws in acquiring First Na-
tional. The action was started more
than four years ago. The Govern-
ment's action, read into the records
by John A. Amen, in charge of anti-
trust suits, says in part:
"During the four years that had

elapsed since the filing of the ac-
tion, the assets and affairs of the
company implicated had become
practically inextricably intermin-

(Continued on Page 7)

FIND CHILDREN ABSORB

WORTHWHILE IN FILMS

The deepest and longest impres-
sions of movies on children are
either worth-while or entirely harm-
less, according to inquiries conduct-
ed by the National Board of Re-
view among groups of normal chil-

dren representing all classes. The
findings from discussions of films
by the Young Reviewers Club of

{Continued on Page 7)

All Atlantic City Houses
Open Early This Year

Atlantic City—This resort will go
into its summer season with all

flicker houses running for first time
since depression set in. Usually
there are a couple dark until mid-

(Continued on Page 2)

What's in Name?—Polish Ban
Warsaw — Irked because undesirable

characters in two Warner pictures were
given the Polish names of Pulaski and
Kosciuzko, the government of this coun-
try has put a ban on Warner-First Na-
tional and Vitaphone pictures.
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Mimi Leahman Morris Kutinsky

Chesterfield-Invincible

Completing Schedules
Completion of "Green Eyes,"

with Shirley Gray, Charles Starrett,
William Bakewell and Dorothy Re-
vier, winds up Chesterfield's pro-
gram for 1933-34, while Invincible
will shortly finish its lineup with
the starting of "House of Strang-
ers," with Eric von Stroheim, Les-
lie Fenton and Wera Engels.
George R. Batcheller of Chesterfield
is now in New York and Maury
Cohen of Invincible will arrive soon
for conferences on the 1934-35
plans.

New Monogram Argentine Office

Monogram Limitada of Buenos
Aires has opened a branch office in

Rosaria to handle additional busi-

ness of Monogram pictures in Ar-
gentine, it is announced by Norton
V. Ritchey of Ritchey International
Corp.

"Woman in Command" Opening

"Woman in Command," a Gains-
borough production, opens Monday
at the Westminster Cinema. British

shorts on the program will include

"Windsor" and a Canadian scenic,

"Among the Clouds."

Warners Buy "Special Agent"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — "Special Agent,"
Martin Mooney story which has
been appearing serially in the "Sat-

urday Evening Post," has been
bought by Warner Bros. George
Brent is being considered for the

lead.

Mike Shea Memorial Program

Buffalo—Daniel J. Kenefick, for-

mer Supreme Court justice, will be
principal speaker Monday at the
Variety Club's memorial .program
for the late Michael Shea. A public

affair, it will utilize the Hotel Stat-

ler ballroom.

Philly to Vote on Premiums
Philadelphia—A vote to determine

whether or not houses within the
city limits of Philadelphia are going
to oust premiums will be taken
within a week, following petition

to the local grievance board.

Frank C. Walker on Leave
Washington Bureau of THE FILM I'.lll V

Hollywood—Frank C. Walker, co-
ordinate- of all federal relief ac-
tivities, is taking a leave of absence
for the summer. It is understood
the President will require him to

resume his duties in the fall.

Previewing French Murder Mystery

"Quelqu'un a Tue," French talker
from a story by Edgar Wallace, will

be previewed tonight aboard the He
de France at Pier 57 under auspices
of John S. Tapernoux.

Katz May be Associated

Sam Katz may be associated with
Max Gordon in the film production
of "Dodsworth."

All Atlantic City Houses
Open Early This Year

(Continued from Page 1)

season. Herb Copeland says the
Warner Theater, dark all winter,
will reopen with first runs on June
26. Steel Pier will have three run-
ning—Ocean Hall with first runs,
Casino Hall with pixs and minstrels,
and Music Hall with vaudeville and
pixs. Million Dollar Pier will run
Hippodrome with shorts. Earle re-
opens May 28 with Chamberlain
Brown Players. Globe will reopen
middle of next month with burlesque.
Apollo to continue M-G-M first runs,
and Garden Pier theaters, altho pol-
icy indefinite as yet, will also be
ready for opening at start of sea-
son.

Lou Hellborn Quits Denham
Denver — Louis Hellborn has re-

signed as manager of the Denham
theater. He sold his half interest
to Charles J. Cooper and his son
Allen, members of the company who
own the building. Allen will suc-
ceed Hellborn as manager. Hell-
born will devote his time to his
Old Town Hall, a night club, the
State and Kimo theaters in Garden
City, Kans., and other interests. He
is considering the brokerage of in-

dependent pictures.

New Recording for Newsreels

Fox Movietonews and Hearst
Metrotone News each have contract-
ed for the new type single channel
newsreel recording apparatus intro-

duced by Electrical Research Prod-
ucts.

"Born to be Bad" for Rivoli

"Born to be Bad," last of the
20th Century productions for re-

lease this season by United Artists,

opens May 30 at the Rivoli. Loretta
Young and Cary Grant head the
cast.

"Bengal" Set in Two More Spots

"Beyond Bengal," Showmens Pic-

tures release now in its second week
at the Gaiety, has been set to open
June 1 at the RKO Albee, Provi-

dence, and June 2 at the RKO
Terminal, Newark. About 20 other
dates will follow shortly.

Maurice Schwartz for M-G-M
Maurice Schwartz, star of the

Jewish Art Theater, has been
signed by M-G-M as actor-writer-

director. He goes west about June
1.

Dave Miller Loses Mother

Buffalo — Mrs. Joseph Miller,

mother of Dave Miller, Universal
manager here and president of the

Buffalo Variety Club, died this week
in Cleveland.

I

Coming and Going

BOB SISK and NED DEPINET returned
the coast yesterday by airplane.

WILLARD McKAY, general counsel of
versal, who has been abroad on a busi
trip, returns today on the Majestic.

SAM ECKMAN, M-G-M Great Britain n
ager. sails tomorrow on the He de France
London.

GEORGE WELTNER has returned to
York from a trip to the West Indies.

JOHN DAY. Paramount manager for Br
yesterday arrived in New York for home 01

conferences.

LUPE VELEZ has arrived at the Hotel \
wick where she will stay while making
sonal appearances this week at Loew's Me
politan, Brooklyn.

F. HANSEN, head of the sound departr
at the Paramount studios, and DON
FLAMM, owner of Station WMCA, sail f.

on the Santa Paula for California.

HELEN CHANDLER, BRAMWELL FLETCI
A. E. MATHEWS and PATRICIA DESMl
sail today for England on the Scythia.

LUDOVICO TOEPLITZ, who recently ei

his association with Alexander Korda in I

don Films, is reported in New York on a
production deal.

AUSTIN KEOUGH, Paramount counsel, is

his way back to New York from the coas

CONRAD NAGEL is in Boston.

JOHN D. CLARK and HERMAN WOBl
arrived from the coast Wednesday by airpll

M. H. HOFFMAN arrives
two weeks from Hollywood.

in New York!

Ready Reference Directoij
With Addresses and Phone Number]

Recognized Industry Concerns

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

Engravers
i\

CALL—
"CITY"

PHOTOENGRAVING
(Day and Night Service)

250 W. 54th St., N. Y. <

Tel. COIumbus 5-6741

Foreign

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS—IMPORTERS

Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY

LONDON PARIS IERLIN

• Hotels •

"The Key" at Strand Tuesday ]

Warner's "The Key," with William
Powell, Colin Clive and Edna Best,

opens Tuesday night at the Strand.

M-G-M Gets Broadway Play

"No More Ladies," Broadway hit

by A. E. Thomas, has been acquired
by M-G-M. I

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK
TURKISH BATHS
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'SURE BOX-OFFICE DRAW' predicted by Variety Daily after

advance view of 'Return of the Terror', Edgar Wallace's ace

mystery yarn soon to be released. Halliday, Astor, Talbot are cast.

TLANTIC CITY PREPARES gala reception for Warners'

hstern sales riieet June 4th at Ambassador Hotel. Other

gional conclaves will be held in Chicago and 'Frisco.

7ITH THE/GREATEST OF EASE' daringly stands trapeze-

•tist Joe.E. Brown (right) while print of 'Circus Clown,' his

3st colossal comedy, 'flies through the air' to Eastern preview.

WEEK ADVANCE CAMPAIGN will herald the N Y

rand world premiere of Kay Francis' most important

'arner drama, 'Dr. Monica'. Photo shows how banner flash

'etching entire length of building tells the story to Broadway.

°A First National Picture Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

WARNER MUSICAL SUPPLY wins another im-

portant addition with purchase this week of

'Sweet Music', new story by author of '20 Million

Sweethearts'. Latter continues success every-

where with Michigan, Detroit and Earle,

Washington latest reporting top-notch business.

UNDER WARNER BANNER comes Colin Clive

as the newest addition to company's roster of

famous legit stars, after brilliant performance

with William Powell and Edna Best in 'The Key'.



Little Miss Marker
makes strong men weep

*§* nf ># * '*% t .
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Miss Marker' , New York's blase sport-

writers laughed through their tears.

*.-<-.'

"A knockout — I'm always a sucker for a kid in

trouble. I was laughing with tears in my eyes."

—Frank Graham, Evening Sun

"It brought tears- but it also made me laugh.

A swell show. — George Dailey, Herald-Tribune

"it's a picture almost anyone would want to

see twice. —Al Dayion, Evening Sun

"My hat's off to Damon. It's better even than

his 'Lady For A Day'. ' —Hype Igoe, Journal

"Clean, simple story, full of humor and pathos.

It's a sure-fire bet. —Murray Lewin, Daily Mirror

"One of the most enjoyable pictures I've ever

seen." — Ed Neale, Associated Press

"It's a honey that even out-entertains Runyon's

'Lady For A Day'." —Marcus Griffin, Enquirer

"You're laughing out loud — when you're not

crying softly."
—Joe Nichols, N. Y. Times

PARAMOUNT PICTURE
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ROTHY DELL, CHARLES

KFORD, SHIRLEY TEMPLE

•cud by ALEXANDER HALL

B. P. SCHULBERG
Production

m

Adotph Zukor prtstnts

UVION RUNYON'S

LE MISS

'Little Miss Marker
steals women's hearts

• » a * a *

New York's leading feminine motion

picture critics rave about Damon Runyon's

new picture, "Little Miss Marker/'

"Little Miss Marker' is one of the most amusing

and touching films of the season. It is my advice

that you beg, borrow or lift the price of admis-

sion to see it."
—Wanda Hale, N. Y. Daily News

"Little Miss Marker' is thoroughly delightful

and as funny a picture as you're likely to see

for a good many months."

— Eileen Creelman, N. V. Sun

"'Little Miss Marker', a heart-warming yarn that

alternates comedy with sobs and emerges as

utterly delightful entertainment."

— Rose Pelswick, N. Y. Journal

"A load of laughter, salted with a tear or two,

characterizes the excellent entertainment sub-

mitted for nothing less than your enthusiastic ap-

proval. This vehicle proves at least as effective

a film drama as 'Lady For A Day'."

Reg/na Crewe, N. Y. American +**

iQ>ammount\
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ELittle
from "Lots"

By RALPH WILK =^
HOLLYWOOD

pRNEST PASCAL has been given

a year's contract by Fox fol-

lowing his adaptation of "Grand
Canary."

r T T

Mary Astor has been lent by
Warners to RKO for "By Your
Leave."

r T T

"Ladies First" is the title picked

by Paramount for the George Ban-
croft picture, with Frances Fuller

as leading woman.TV
Pert Kelton will go to San Fran-

cisco to be guest of honor at a

combined American Legion, Golden
Gate Bridge Ass'n and Redwood
Empire Ass'n ball on May 29. She
is now finishing her role in RKO's
"Bachelor Bait." TV
Lambert Hillyer will direct Co-

lumbia's "The Defense Rests,"

with Jack Holt and Jean Arthur.

Enrico Caruso has been signed

by Warners for a second Spanish
musical.

Gordon Westcott, First National
player, is writing a play suggested

by Cole Porter's new song, "Miss
Otis Regrets."

T T

Laura Hope Crews, who has re-

turned from New York to resume
her motion picture career, has two
houses—one in Beverly Hills and
one at the beach in Santa Monica,
which she says she couldn't think

of deserting for the summer.

As soon as Norman McLeod re-

turns from his vacation, he will be
assigned the direction of "People
Will Talk," a comedy by Ralph
Spence, which will co-star Charles
Ruggles and Mary Boland.

El Brendel's first Technicolor
short for Vitaphone, "What? No
Men?" will be completed this week.
Phil Regan, Winnie Shaw and Billy

Bloecher also are in it. Story is

by Joe Traub and Paul Gerard
Smith.

"Wolf Hunter," by James Oliver

Curwood, has been bought by Mono-
gram for the first of the John
Wayne westerns for next season.

It will be produced under the title

"Trail Beyond."

« « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES » »

"HOLLYWOOD PARTY"
with Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Jimmy

Durante, Lupe Velez, Polly Moran, Charles

Butterworth, Jack Pearl, Eddie Quillan,

Frances Williams, George Givot

M-G-M 70 mins.

HILARIOUS ENTERTAINMENT OF

NOVEL DESIGN PACKED WITH LAUGHS,
FLASH, GOOD MUSIC AND MARQUEE
NAMES.

Very different from anything seen be-

fore in the way of musical fare, this

creation is a lively conglomeration of

riotous gags, lavish backgrounds, rhythmic

tunes and stellar personalities galore. It

follows no formula, has no romantic story,

and its plot is barely tangible, but all in

all it is a bargain for anybody's money.

The continuity of the proceedings has

something to do with a party given by

Jimmy Durante to Jack (Baron Munchau-

sen) Pearl who has some trained lions that

are wanted by Durante for his motion pic-

tures. Durante does a "Tarzan" that has

'em roaring. Charlie Butterworth, an oil

millionaire with Polly Moran as his wife,

is hooked into the venture. The rest is

pretty much of a continuous laugh affair,

with the music helping things along nicely.

Cast: Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Jimmy

Durante, Charles Butterworth, Polly Mcran,

Lupe Velez, Frances Williams, Jack Pearl,

Eddie Quillan, June Clyde, George Givot,

Ben Bard, Tom Kennedy, Mickey Mouse,

Ted Healy.

Director, not credited (produced under

personal supervision of Harry Rapf and

Howard Dietz) ; Authors, Howard Dietz,

Arthur Korber; Adaptors, same; Music and

Lyrics, Richard Rogers, Lorenz Hart, Wal-

ter Donaldson, Gus Kahn, Nacio Herb

Brown, Arthur Freed; Cameraman, James

Wong Howe; Editor, George Boemler.

Direction, Snappy. Photography, Swell.

'UPPER WORLD"
with Warren William, Mary Astor, Ginger

Rogers

Warner Bros. 72 mins.

FAIR ROMANTIC DRAMA WITH GOOD
CAST, FLASHY BACKGROUNDS BUT

RATHER MILD YARN OF MILLIONAIRE

AND CHORINE.

A strong cast, big production values and

the help of good direction serve in a

measure to cover up the routine nature

of this story, so that it manages to main-

tain a fair level of interest and enter-

tainment. It's about a rich railroad giant,

Warren William, who takes up with a

chorus girl, Ginger Rogers, because his

wife, Mary Astor, neglects him for social

ambitions. After quite an affair has de-

veloped between Warren and Ginger, one

of the latter's racketeer friends steals

seme cf the millionaire's letters with the

idea of blackmailing him, with Warren led

to believe she is in on it. But Ginger

clears herself by stopping a bullet meant
for Warren, who in turn kills the racketeer.

Warren tries to cover up so it will look

like the racketeer shot the girl and then

himself, but he is tracked down, put on

trial, acquitted, and reunited with his wife.

Cast: Warren William, Mary Astor,

Ginger Rogers, Andy Devine, Dickey Moore,

Ferdinand Gottschalk, Robert Barrat, J. Car-

roll Naish, Theodore Newton, Robert Greig,

Sidney Toler, Willard Robertson, Mickey
Rocney, T. M. Qualen, Henry O'Neill.

Director, Roy Del Ruth; Author, Ben

Hecht; Adaptor, Ben Markson; Camera-
man, Tony Gaudio; Editor, Owen Marks.

Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

Fairbanks as Director

Travelers returning from abroad,

where they visited with Douglas Fair-

banks, report that the star will probably

retire from acting and take up directing

after completing his present picture

venture under the London Films banner.

Catholic Film Drive
Is Scored by Censor

(Continued from Page 1)

of the field of censorship.

"What is immoral to one person,

is not to another. The kind of film

that would be acceptable under the

extreme standards proposed by the

Catholic leaders would not interest

me, nor a lot of other people. Pic-

tures as now produced are clean

enough, with all the censorship they

have to pass through anyway. I

don't think anyone ever did wrong
because he saw a picture. I've seen

more than most people for 27 years,

and I haven't become a gangster
yet."

Essaness Circuit Shifts
Chicago—Recent personnel shifts

on the Essaness circuit include:

Kermit Giffins, assistant manager of

the Devon, transferred to the La-
mar in Oak Park, being succeeded
at the Devon by Harry Graham,
former manager of the Crawford;
Harry Brown, assistant at the

American, promoted to manage the

Crawford, with Harry Markbriet
moving from assistant at the Ard-
more to the American; Jack Perl-

man, assistant at the Broadway-
Strand, goes to the Ardmore, with
Bob Martin going from the Lamar
to the American as assistant.

Lack of Talent Is Seen
As Foreign Film Drawback
Lack of box-office stars and tech-

nical experts equal to those of Hol-
lywood, and the barriers set up
against importing talent, preclude
the likelihood of foreign studios be-

coming a serious competitor in film

output, according to Phil d'Esco,
who returned to New York this

week after four years at the Para-
mount studios in France as art di-

rector. American pictures and stars

continue in first favor in practically
all foreign countries despite efforts

of native producers, says d'Esco.
For audiences that do not under-
stand the dialoguej dubbed versions
of the U. S. product is preferred to

the inferior native pictures, he
states. Lack of sufficient market
makes the native product of most
continental nations unprofitable,
d'Esco declared.

CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and

Zoning and Clearance Boards

fiidayj

a as

hat hi:

ORDERED TO STOP PRIZES
Buffa'o—An order to the Majestic theater.'

neighborhood house, to cease an.t desist using

;

prize-, in lotteries as a form of attracting

p tronage was issued by the grievance boaru
aiter hearing the complaint of the New
Ariel. Six cases are pending before it.

The zoning and clearance board, to meet
next Tue.day, has four protests on ,ts cal-

endar.

FAMILY TICKETS RULED OUT
Denver— In three complaints brought by

J. J. Good.tein, owner of the Palm in Ala-
mo a, against Everett Cole, owner of the
Rialto, the local grievance board at its first
hear;ng ordered Cole to stop running family
matinees at a flat price regardless of size
of family, while Goodstein's request to have
Cole drop double bills was dismissed and his
charge of overbuying was temporarily with-
drawn. Three cases of price cutting will

come up at the second grievance hearing.

:or

Hit r,

.1 is

OVERBUYING CASE APPEALED
The Stanley, Bridgeton, N. J., is filing an

appeal with the Code Authority from a Phil-
delp'iia grievance board decis.on ordering it

to release 17 pictures to the Criterion, opposi-
tion house. The board decision in the case
was not unanimous.

Hearing on an overbuying charge brought
by the Great Northern against the Strand,
both of Philadelphia, before the Philadelphia
grievance board has been put off until next
Thursday.

APPEALING CLEARANCE RULINGS
Conrolidated Amusement Enterprises will

appeal two decisions of the clearance board
handed down yesterday in which a deadlock
was twice broken by the vote of Judge Steers,
impartial member of the board, denying in

both instances the complaint of the Forum
and Fleetwood theaters against the clearance
enjoyed by Loew's Victory.

In another decision the New Jersey advis-
ory comm ttee denied the request of the Sua
sex Theater. Sussex, against the Strand and
Ritz. Port Jervis, for complete elimination
of 30-day clearance of the latter two houses,
but recommended that the Sussex film com-
plain if it desired a modification of that
clearance.

In Anticipation

Absecon, N. J.—Although there
is no theater here at present, the
blue laws have been discarded by
the municipality.

"Rothschild" 3 Weeks in Detroit

Detroit — Setting a new local
record for the year, "House of

i
Rothschild" is holding for a third

1 week here.

Price Boost Plan
Working in Detroit

(Continued from Page 1)

bination of double bills with stage
shows has nearly been accomplished,
according to Allied. Most houses
dropped the extra feature, while a

few smaller ones dropped the stage
show.

Louisiana Taxation Looms
Baton Rouge—An amusement tax

is among sources of revenue sug-
gested by the administration tax
program group. No bills have been
drafted yet.

Movies have another worry ahead
in the form of dog racing at night,

if a measure introduced in the
House is passed. This is aimed to

permit reopening of Jefferson dog
tracks, closed by the last legisla-

ture.
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Debate Salesmen's Code
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Problem of including all

salesmen, whether outside or inside,

under minimum wage and maximum
hour provisions of codes was debated
yesterday in public hearings called for

that purpose. Salesmen's associations

are in favor of inclusion. Industry
representatives spoke against it.
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SANGER PREDICTS

ROYALTY SYSTEM
(Continued from Page 1)

ion, asserted Wanger, who indicated
;hat his own production plans, now
n process of formulation, will have
i flexible background, not confining
lis activities to any one particular
;pot.

"More important than any code
xr producers' agreement should be
regulations forbidding producers
irom remaining in Hollywood 12
nonths at a time," thus losing con-
tact with what's going on in the
vorld, Wanger said. "The low
standardization of American prod-
lct is due to the attractiveness of

Hollywood life."

Recognizing the technical advan-
;ages of production at the coast,

iVanger, nevertheless, visualized the
ieed of story ideas from every lo-

:ality.

"Too many producers like to take
i new idea and convert it into an
)ld idea," Wanger complained. He
>bserves the value of, intelligent

stories but warns against producer
axity in avoiding vulgarity and
ludity in productions.
More and more producers are

realizing the need of freshening
;heir ideas by contact with the out-
side world, asserted the producer.
Fhey are coming to recognize the
:act that stage players and direc-

ts are vital needs in picture pro-
duction, he pointed out. While in

marge of Paramount's Long Is-

and studio soon after the introduc-
;ion of sound, Wanger stressed this

ieed and, in pursuing this policy,

ieveloped such talent as Walter
Huston, Miriam Hopkins, Claudette
Holbert, Edward G. Robinson,
Charles Ruggles, Mary Boland, Her-
)ert Marshall, Ginger Rogers, Kay
Francis, Jeanne Eagles and John
VIeehan.

With tentative plans for .sailing

"or Europe tomorrow, Wanger in-

:ends to return to the coast early

n July. While abroad he will visit

Paris and London.

Find Children Absorb
Worthwhile in Films
(Continued from Page 1)

;he board disproves the contention

if various educational, religious and
udicial authorities about the ef-

ects of movies on kids, the Review
Board says.

Paula Trueman in Film Debut
Paula Trueman, Broadway ac-

ress, will make her film debut in

Crime Without Passion," being
iroduced in the east by Hecht-Mac-
Irthur for Paramount.

Merriwell Author Sues
Gilbert Patten, author of the Frank

Merriwell stories, yesterday obtained in

Federal Court a show cause order to re-

strain Superior Talking Pictures from
advertising or using the name of Frank
Merriwell as a character in a series

of 12 three-reel features.

NlMGWHEj

PHIL M DALY
• • • THE AMPA went Russian at their luncheon yes-
terday or to put it another way they went back to
their Native Atmosphere the honored guests were Vladimir
A. Usievich, president of the Soyuzkino of Moscow Vladi-
mir I. Verlinsky, President of Amkino and Miss Esma Kuz-
netzova, vice-prexy the Russian atmosphere was completed
with Boris Morros, managing director of the Paramount theater

and Josef Zimanich of National Screen and Vladivostok
both Boris and Josef acted as interpreters for the two

Vladimirs who couldn't speak English neither can Boris
and Josef so everybody was delightfully confused

• • • BY OUR watch Boris Morros was talking steadily
for 12 minutes it's surprising how many English words
Boris can mispronounce in 12 minutes so when Joe Zim-
anich was called on by guest chairman Boris to introduce the
guests he said that "In order to emphasize the perfect
English of Boris I am using an accent." that's the boloney

when we visit Joe in his office at National Screen we
always take Maury Ascher in with us to act as interpreter

• • • SO THE routine went like this Boris led off

with his act then Joe Zimanich interpreted what Boris
had said Billy Ferguson as prexy would then interpret
what Joe said Boris had said finally they got down to

the two Vladimirs who talked in beautiful Russian the
only one in the entire gang who could speak English was Miss
Esma Kuznetzova who has only been over here a comparatively
short time she explained that all this International Lang-
uage we had been listening to when translated meant simply
"We're glad to be here and thank you so much." but what
is puzzling us is Why did Boris and Joe try to translate
the Russians' speeches? those AMPA lads certainly must
remember their native language

• • • BUT EVERYBODY could understand Dave Apollon
and his Hawaiian Boys for they said it in beautiful

rhythmic harmonizations that rendition of "The Last
Roundup" by one of the boys on his Hawaiian guitar was a
classic then he encored by singing "Eli, Eli" no
foolin'

• • • OUR LOCAL Director of Public Welfare, Hon. Ed-
ward Corsi one of the real orators of our hamlet
did not get a chance to extend himself because of the time limit

but he will be back Bert Mayers, the attorney, told

what he really whispered in Mae Murray's ear in court the

other day, when she took a sock at him as he finished, a

gal planted for the stooge act socked him again and was
Bert surprised! John Pierce, tenor, sang an aria from
"Rigoletto" Rome & Renn sang two pip numbers with im-
personations Little Jackie Borene, 7 years, did a couple of

neat songs a birthday cake with one candle was presented

to "Chick" Lewis on the occasion of the First Anniversary of

"Showmen's Round Table" 15 gals have been signed up
by Lou Goldberg as associate members of AMPA it was
one grand luncheon the Russian guests received a fine ova-

tion Joe Zimanich gets the credit for lining up Boris Mor-
ros and supervising one of the grandest AMPA programs we
can recall . .,. will some one at National Screen please trans-

late this to Josef so's he will know we gave him Credit

« « « » » »

GOV'T DISMISSES

WARNER-F. N. SUIT
(Continued from Page 1)

gled, and that they had been operat-
ing practically as a unit.

"Investigation disclosed that be-
fore the case was filed their assets
and affairs had been so commingled
and more hopelessly confused that a
decree now entered would be inef-

fective, and moreover the view ex-
pressed in this case by Judge Caf-
fey on the fact that a transition
from silent to sound pictures was
occurring in the Motion Picture In-
dustry when the transactions which
are the subject matter of the pres-
ent suit took place, lend support to
the contention of defendants that
the court would accept views ad-
vanced by them, that the business
of the companies involved was com-
plementary rather than competi-
tive."

Australia Aims at Quota
Of 5%, Says Ralph Doyle

(Continued from Page 1)

RKO Radio managing director in
that country, who is visiting here.
Musicals without a backstage back-
ground are the most popular films
in Australia, according to Doyle. He
revived "Rio Rita" this year and
did more business with it than with
some of his current releases. Eddie
Cantor leads the male stars in pop-
ularity in his country, said Doyle,
with Ronald Colman, Leslie How-
ard, Warner Baxter, Clive Brook
also having much drawing power.
Norma Shearer ranks first among
the women, with Katharine Hep-
burn very strong, because of "Little
Women." Ann Harding and Janet
Gaynor are also very popular.
Grade Fields of England leads all

European actresses. Westerns are
not important in his land, Doyle de-
clared, pointing out that Australian
fans want simple, clean pictures,

with logical stories.

Double bills are universal in Aus-
tralia and have been shown for the
past 11 years. The depression caused
the elimination of stage presenta-
tions and their absence has not been
felt, says Doyle. His country has
1,200 wired houses.

Manager Cleared in Fire

Mount Vernon, N. Y. — Stanley
Klein, manager of the Plaza, has
been cleared by a grand jury in con-
nection with the New Year's Eve
fire at his theater.

Golf Stage Nearly Set
With less than a week to go, prepara-

tions are practically completed for

everything that is going to happen, in-

cluding eats, at the 22nd Film Golf

Tournament to be held next Thurs-
day at the Glen Oaks Golf and Coun-
try Club, Great Neck. Prizes are pil-

ing up, souvenirs will be plentiful and
good fun will be the order of the day
and night. Over 100 entrants have
signed up. The limit is 160. Get
yours in the mail today.
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Zoning Boards Get New Instructipn^jrwfriC. A.

FILM CODE'S LABOR PROVISIONS TO BE AMENDED

!ViA^

Warner Brothers in the Black for First Half of Year
Jet Profit of $38,855 Com-
pares with Loss of

$3,442,325 in '32

Net profit of $38,855.51 after all

harges and taxes is reported by
/arner Bros, and subsidiaries for
le 26 weeks ended Feb. 24, com-
ared with loss of $3,442,325.96 in

le corresponding period last year,

fet from operations, before amor-
szation, depreciation and income
axes, was $3,639,151.82. - Balance
heet show.s current assets of $16,-

61,155.94, including $3,463,435.96

Bash, and current liabilities of $12,-

82,522.87.

'OLICY ON PREMIUMS

ANNOUNCED BY NRA
ashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A policy for regu-

ition of premiums which will be ap-
licable to all codes was announced
esterday by Administrator Hugh
. Johnson.
The following policies will prevail with re-

ect to NRA.
1. There ;>hould be no general provisions
oh;biting use of premiums.
2. Certain uses of premiums would consti-

(Continued on Page 2)
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*aul Lazarus Promoted
To Assist Al Lichtman

Paul Lazarus, formerly head of

he United Artists contract depart-
)ent, is now assisting Al Lichtman,
ice-president in charge of distri-

ution for that company. Steve Mc-
Jrath, who has been in the sales

epartment, succeeds Lazarus in his

Id post. Lazarus is understood to

ave partly assumed duties vacated
y L. J. Schlatter.

Council Avoids Catholics

St. Louis— In appointing nine St. Louis
men and women to the governing board
ot the Motion Picture Research Council,
Catholics were entirely ignored while
Protestants organizations were allotted

nine places. This evoked interest here
in view of the Catholic crusade for
clean flms.

All Allied Units Approve Production Plan

All Allied units have indicated approval of the exhibitor association's general pro-
duction-distribution plan, still in the process of drafting, President Sidney E. Samuel-
son said yesterday in New York. The project will be further develop d at the ex-
hibitor conference planned for Tuesday in New York and the Allied board meeting
scheduled for June 13-14 in New York.

SUPERSTITION SHORTS ALL MUSKEGON HOUSES

BOUGHT BY PARAM'NT ORDERED TO UP PRICES

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Abe Meyer and Ray

Nazarro, who have taken over pro-

duction of the "Superstition" series,

have sold the first four subjects al-

ready completed to Paramount. A
new releasing contract for the new
subjects will be arranged shortly.

Arbitration Revived
In Brecher Dispute

Arbitration provisions of a film

contract was exercised yesterday
for the first time in years in the

New York metropolitan territory

when a board of four members dis-

missed a complaint brought by Leo
Brecher seeking to compel Fox to

give his Roosevelt and Odeon the-

aters the same availability as the
Harlem Opera House, operated by
Manhattan Playhouses. As Brecher
is understood not to have assented

(Continued on Page 3)

Muskegon, Mich.—In a ruling by
the grievance board in Detroit that
"current admission charges by all

Muskegon theaters create an un-
healthy competitive situation," all

houses here have been ordered to
raise prices 5 cents, except for a
dime minimum for kids and special
exemptions for the Michigan and
Regent, only first-run,s here. All

(Continued on Page 3)

New Zoning Schedule
In View for Detroit

Detroit — A new schedule to re-
place the master plan in effect for
several years is being considered by
the local zoning board. E. S. Kin-
ney, board secretary, issued invita-

tions this week to exhibitors to

submit complaints, but only one was
received, although many theories
and suggestions were offered, he
said.

Code Authority Clarifies
Local Boards 9 Procedure

Roxy Operating Profit

$52,518.79 for 6 Mos.
An operating profit for the Roxy,

between Nov. 10, 1933 and May 3,

1934, before fixed charges amount-
ed to $52,518.79, was announced
yesterday by Howard S. Cullman,
receiver. During the corresponding
25 weeks of the previous year the

house showed an operating loss of
(Continued on Page 3)

In order to clarify the existing
misunderstanding with reference to
the jurisdiction and procedure of
clearance and zoning boards, the
Code Authority has advised all

local boards that they are permitted
to follow only the procedure out-
lined below" disregarding all pre-
vious instructions in this matter:
"You will continue to receive protests from

exhibitors who have assented to the Code in

regard to existing- clearance and zoning, and
(Continued on Page 3)

Rosenblatt Sets June 12

For Hearings On
Labor Clause

By WILLIAM SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — Reopening of the
film code for the purpose of con-
sidering a proposed new amendment
to the labor provisions defining an
"employee" were announced late

yesterday by Division Administra-
tor Sol A. Rosenblatt. Public hear-
ings on the proposed amendment will

begin at 10 A. M., June 12.

The amendment submitted by the
(Continued on Page 3)

JOHNSON SUPPORTS

WAGNER LABOR BILL

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — General Johnson

now supports the pending Wagner
Labor Bill which is expected to pass
both houses shortly. The bill will

outlaw company unions to a degree.
It will create the national labor
board as a permanent body for the
adjustment and enforcement of la-

bor-industry disputes. The bill also

is now endorsed by Secretary of
Labor Perkins.

46 Films Are Taken Away
From Schoenstadt Circuit
Chicago—Ben Bartelstein, opera-

tor of the Annette in Cicero, won
a dispute with the Schoenstadt Cir-
cuit this week when the local griev-
ance board ruled that the latter had
overbought and was ordered to re-
lease to Bartelstein 15 RKO pic-
tures, 13 Paramount, 11 Fox and!
seven Universal.

Loach Gets Pathe Posts

T. P. Loach has been elected secre-
tary and assistant treasurer of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., to fill the vacancies
caused by the resignation of John C.
Walsh.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 4% 43, 8 43/3 + 3/g

Columbia Pictures 33 32 33+1
Con. Fm. Ind 3% 3% 3S/8 — '/a

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 163,4 16V8 163/4 + l/4
East. Kodak 95 95 95 — Va

Fox Fm. "A" 141/2 14 14/2+ Vl
Loew's, Inc 31% 30*4 31 Vg

Paramount ctts. . . . 4% 43/4 4Vg — Va
Pathe Exch 23/4 Z% 23/4
do "A" 21'/2 21 2iy2 + Vi
RKO 3 2% 2% — V8
Warner Bros 6 5% 5% + Va
do pfd 233/4 231/4 23i/4 _ 1

1/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets 32'/2 32 32'/2 + 5%
Technicolor 1 1 Vg 10% 10%— l/

8

Trans-Lux 1 3/4 1 3,4 1

3

4 _ l
/8

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen Th. Eq. 6s40. . . 9 9 9

Keith A-0 6s46 ... 68 68 68 + %
Loew 6s 41ww 100'g 99i4 100 — Vg

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 50 1/2 49 50' 2 + 33/g

Par. By. SVisSl . . . . 45% 45'/2 45 Vi
Par. 5%s50 ctfs... 503 4 48% 503 4 + 2'/4
Warner's 6s39 59 58% 59 + %

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para. Publix 4% 4% 4% — %

Al Jolson .

Normi-Talmad'ge
Jojvn>yayne ,

JASsph van Sternberg
Gwen H^ller : . . ,

Paul Lukas
'Vmla Brofhers Shore

•
, Andy M. Roy

E. Lloyd Sheldon
W.-H- Hoffman. Jr..

• • • A PUBLICITY notice from Mills Artists on Gloria
Hilton and her Girls of Syncopation has this N. B. to editors

"Miss Hilton and her girls are white." well, we
wouldn't hold that against them incidentally, Irving Mills
has been made a Kentucky Colonel by Governor Ruby Laffoon
because his Blue Rhythm Band played "Old Kentucky Home"
on Derby Day in Louisville it seems that this was the first

time "Old Kentucky Home" was ever played in Louisville . . .

T T T
• • • OVER AT the Warner stude in Brooklyn they have
organized a baseball team they are looking for games
with other film teams get in touch with Stuart Karpf

Mae West admits that she has had negotiations through
Prince Alexis Thurn-Taxis about former King Alfonso of Spain
coming to Hollywood to make a pix or perhaps identify
himself with one of Mae West's pictures . . . or mebbe have
the Prince write a screen story revolving about a king at
least, so the Paramount publicity dep't sez they have
purchased such a story from the Prince

T T
• • • ON SUNDAY Major Bowes and his Capitol "Fam-
ily" will celebrate their 600th consecutive weekly broadcast

Harry Schenck, producer of "Beyond Bengal," plans for
his next pix a hunt for a dinosaur-like creature inhabiting the
west coast of Australia World record for the box-office

established by "The House of Rothschild" at charity premiere
at the Tivoli in London $16,000

Policy on Premiums
Announced by NRA

(Continued from Page 1)

tute methods of selling below cost. Therefure,
careful drafting of code provisions with a

view in mind that all terms and conditions
of sale, including premium? lie filed with
NRA. Premiums can be pronibited if used
in the following manner:

A. The'r use in ways which would involve
commercial bribery.

B. Their use in ways which involve a lot-

tery in any form.

('. Uses which involve ways of misrepre-
sentation, fraud, or deception in any form,
including without limitation the use of the
ivord '"free," "gift." "gratuity."

D. The giving of premiums to any cus-
tomers when such premium-; are not offered

to all customers of the same class in the
trade area.

Wait 30 Days on Texas Schedule

Dallas—A period of 30 days is be-

ing allowed exhibitors to file pro-

tests over the new clearance sched-

ule drawn up by the local zoning

board. A public hearing will then

be held for any proposed changes.

The plan includes individual sched-

ules for Dallas, Houston, Fort
Worth and San Antonio, giving
them prior clearance within a ra-
dius of 25 miles.

New French Film Tariff

Hits American Imports
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—The motion picture

industry was informed by the State

Department today that Ambassador
Straus had taken up with the French
Government the proposal of the

Chambre Syndicate for new tariff

restriction on the importation of

motion pictures into France which
are so severe that their adoption
would amount to an embargo. The
proposal of the Chambre Syndicate
is regarded as being aimed prin-

cipally at the United States.
Briefly summarized the diamine- sugges-

tions were: 1. Prohibition of import of foreign
films for three months. 2. Suppression of

present quota and the substitut'on of a re-

quirement that theaters and distributors pre-
sent a progressively increasing percentage of
French films, thus compelling American com
pr.nies operating in fiance to buy I- i null
films. ,i. Drastic upward revaluation of
American films for the purpose nf establish

iijg prohibitive tariff against American film*.

Alarmed Over State Code Bill

New Orleans—Alarmed over Sen-
ate bill 45, authorizing formation of
state ode groups for the purpose
of adopting fair competition codes
under the terms of the NRA, a
number of independent exhibitors
met this week to discuss action
against the measure.

f> Chesterfield-Invincible Specials

Chesterfield and Invincible will

produce nine pictures each for the
'H98 -l-'!5 season: Three in each se-

ries ''will' b.e specials at advanced juct which needs .treatment, ."Dam
cost and ^vill be sri sold prior to

production, '-according to George
Batehetler, Jr. Chesterfield expects

! i,:il' -everal exchanges.

.

Health Film Clicks
Gulfport, Miss. — Backed by the

state board of health as a,
,

clean,

educational film treating > of a sub-

aged Lives" is getting up box Toffice

records in this state. Explgita,ti(>n

.will be conducted ',a_wa.v from, the
sex angle.

. ; ,
, , .'..,.,,.. ,

..'-

ommg and G oing

WOLF KAUFMAN sails on the lie de Franc
today.

ROBERT CAIN is in New York from th (

Coast.

EDNA MAY OLIVER sails today on the Re.
for the Mediterranean.

HERBERT WILCOX and MAURICE SILVER
STONE sail from Europe next week for Ne
York.

CLARENCE ERICKSON, Douglas Fairbank
representative, is in New York from the coas

ARTHUR W. KELLY, who is now in Australi
returns to New York in August.

SIDNEY R. KENT, who has returned to Ne
York from the coast, will be back in his offii

today.

MARGARET ETTINGER, Hollywood pre
agent, arrives in New York tomorrow.

JACK BENNY, accompanied by MARY Ll\
INGSTONE, DON WILSON and FRANK PARr
ER. will leave today for the coast to appe
in a Reliance film.

SOL A. ROSENBLATT leaves Washington f

Chicago tomorrow. He will return Tuesd.
to New York and expects to be in this ci |
for a week.

DuWorld Gets British Product

DuWorld has acquired U. S. at

Canadian rights to "Tell Ta
Heart," produced in England 1

Clifton Hurst Productions from tl

Edgar Allen Poe story. Capt. Da
iel Sickel represented Hurst in tl

deal. Hurst plans three more pi

tures, "Mary, Queen of Scots," wi
Tallulah Bankhead; "Picture of Dc
ian Gray," with Raymond Masst
and "Nightmare."

i

Carewe Film for Rivoli

"Are We Civilized?" Edw
Carewe picture released by Rasj
Productions, has been booked 1

the Rivoli, to follow "Born to

Bad," which opens next week.

Dorothy Dare for Features

Dorothy Dare, who has been f<

tured in Vitaphone shorts, g<

west in a few weeks under contr:

for Warner features.

J. Maxwell Joice Free-Lancing

J. Maxwell Joice, legit and sen
press agent and chief of amu,
ments at che 1933 Chicago Fair,

now in free-lance publicity w
headquarters at 1482 Broadway.

Another Broadway Subsequen'

Starting today the Columbia t-
ater, Brandt house at Broadway .ill

47th St., goes into a policy of-*
vivals for indefinite runs. First j

-

ture is Edward G. Robirrsos

"Night Ride."

Baiter in' Columbia Film

'jtfeh Coqst'Bur., TItr. IILXf'DAl'LY
•Hollywood—Warner $axter" Has bfeen

signed by' Columbia/ to star In' "Road-
way' Bill.'

1 Mark ;'H el finger
1

story, 'ijhdtr

Frank Cspfa's dj 'recti or). 'Robert Kiikin

'did rh'q ' adap'tatypri '

#< ." .,' .' ,',

_^_.,
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ODE LABOR CLAUSE

TO BE RE-OPENED

(Continued from Page 1)

lode Authority, redefines the term
employee" with the intention of

aking it more inclusive and elimi-

iting the possibility of evasions by
nployers. The definition is as fol-

ws:
"The term employee as used herein shall

I deemed to refer to and include every per-

il employed by any producer, distributor or

hibitor as hereinabove denned, and shall

tio be deemed to include any and all per-

ns, however or whomsoever compensated,
jularly performing their service in motion
:ture theaters, which services are of a

i.id usually and customarily performed by
;ater employees directly compensated by
hibitors."

irbitration Revived
In Brecher Dispute

(Continued from Page 1)

the code he could not file his case

ith the local grievance board,

ommittee which sat on the case

>mprised: Jack Bowen of M-G-M,
[oe Streimer of United Artists,

nd Charles Casey and Leon Rosen-
latt, exhibitors. Harry Buxbaum,
ox metropolitan manager, pointed

ut that Brecher's claims were not

abstantiated in writing in his film

mtract.

Ml Muskegon Houses
Ordered to Up Prices

(Continued from Page 1)

arties agreed to the sweeping or-

er, which grew out of a complaint

y George E. Murph, Iris theater,

s. Nick Kuris, Ritz theater, and
avolved also Butterfield and Schloss-

ian circuits.

Arbitrating Dubinsky Case

Kansas City — An arbitration

>oard has taken over the case in-

volving seven operators in Dubin-
ky's Liberty and Regent. The mat-
er has, in effect, been taken out of

he labor board's hands.

&Z1DAILY

« « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES » »

Huffman Drops Vaude

Denver—Stage shows go out of

he Orpheum June 1 and will run
it the Tabor on a week-to-week ba-
is. Harry Huffman has given no-
ice to union men.

Plan British Radio Picture

London—British Broadcasting Co.
will produce a picture revealing the
secrets of radio. John Grierson and
Alberto Cavalcanti will direct.

Paris Collisee Opens
Paris—Tobis Films is opening the

Collisee with "American Madness."

Universal Signs Stage Player

Chicago — Philip Dakin, stage
leading man, now in "I Loved You
Wednesday," has been signed by
Universal.

"NOW I'LL TELL BY
MRS. ARNOLD ROTHSTEIN"

with Spencer Tracy, Helen Twelvetrees

Fox 72 mins.

FAIR ENTERTAINMENT IN NARRA-
TIVE BUILT ON CAREER OF ARNOLD
ROTHSTEIN GIVES TRACY GOOD PART.

This is principally a good vehicle for

Spencer Tracy to show what he can do in

his original way of handling commonplace
material. In the hands of most players,

the story would have fallen very flat, for

it lacks plausibility and has been loosely

put together. However, Tracy manages

to keep it fairly entertaining, although the

subject matter necessarily is lacking in

sympathetic appeal—the life story of a

gambler who puts over sharp deals in a

variety of gambling transactions. Tracy

marries Helen Twelvetrees, and his life

is devoted to accumulating a fortune

through his gambling ventures. Finally he

gets himself in a jam with another dame,

his wife leaves him and from that moment
his luck seems to desert him. His fortune

is swept away and he does a big sacri-

fice act at the end in order to save the

remnant of his fortune for his ex-wife.

A most unsympathetic character because

of the very nature of the type Tracy por-

trays.

Cast: Spencer Tracy, Helen Twelvetrees,

Alice Faye, Robert Gleckler, Hobart Cav-
anaugh, Henry O'Neill, G. P. Huntley, Jr.,

Shirley Temple, Ronnie Cosbey, Ray Cooke,
Frank Marlowe, Clarence Wilson, Barbara

Weeks, Theodore Newton, Vince Barnett,

Jim Donlon.

Director, Edwin Burke; Author, Mrs.

Arnold Rothstein; Adaptor, Edwin Burke;

Dialoguer, same; Cameraman, Ernest Pal-

mer.

Direction, Fair Photography, Good.

Tom Tyler in

"MYSTERY RANCH"
Wm. Steiner 56 mins.

CORKING WESTERN MIXES HUMOR
AND NOVELTY WITH FAST-MOVING
ACTION.
Much removed from the usual western

in having a story that mingles humor, ro-

mance and novelty with almost continuous

action, this one will make the thrill fans

happy. Tyler, a native westerner who has

been writing blood-and-thunder stories for

magazines, accepts an invitation to visit

Mystery Ranch where he is assured things

happen that make his stories seem pallid.

The invite is a gag to lure trade to Mystery
Ranch on Tyler's fame, so they stage a

lynching, a shooting and a holdup to pro-

vide atmosphere. Tyler quickly discerns

the playacting so that when he witnesses

a real holdup he just looks on. The holdup
men come to the ranch with their loot.

Tyler induces his secretary to act as a

holdup man, take the loot and the girl and
flee, thinking thus to show he is not being

duped. From this point on the action is

fast and furious with Tom, the bandits and
a sheriff all hastening to recover the loot

and the-..%irl.

Cast: Tom Tyler, Roberta Gale] 'Louise

Gabo, Jack Gable, Frank Hall Crane,

Charles King, Tom London, George Chese-
bro.

Director, Ray Bernard; Author, J. K.

Henry; "Adaptor, Rose 'Gordon-; Dialoguer','

Carl Krusada; Cameraman, J. Henry Kruse;
Recording Engineer, J. S. Westmoreland;
Editor, Fred Bain.

Direction, Gccd. Photography, Good.

"THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER
SPEAKS"

Lincoln Productions 74 mins.

ANOTHER COMPILATION OF WAR
SHOTS WITH ACCOMPANYING COM-
MENT THAT GOES OVERBOARD AS

PEACE PROPAGANDA.

About the only difference between this

picture and some dozen previous war com-

pilations is that it is devoted in a large

measure to Negro soldiers. Its scenes of

actual combat are fewer and have less

punch, while the running talk that accom-

panies the picture is so preachy that it

verges on maudlin anti-war propaganda even

though the narrative is delivered by a com-

petent Broadway actor, Alan Bunce, who

speaks in the role of the "unknown sol-

dier." Outside of this, the film is pretty

much a succession of soldiers on parade,

firing of cannons, and the general spec-

tacle of destruction on a wholesale scale.

For fans who have not already had their

fill of war pictures, it will no doubt prove

interesting. In showing the undesirabiiity

of war, the film also fulfills its purpose,

although it could have done so even more

effectively with less offstage comment.

The photography, though necessarily of a

spotty nature, is no serious drawback.

Jack Goldberg is given credit for direction

of the picture, while the dialogue is by

Robert Rossen.

LOCAL ZONING BOARDS

GET NEW INSTRUCTION

(Continued from Page 1)

after you receive several protests you will de-

termine whether or not the entire clearance

and zoning of a given territory would be
affected by any decision rendered as a re-

sult of protests received. In the event that

you decide that the entire clearance and zon-
ing in any territory or definite part thereof
is not affected by the protests received you
will notify only those exhibitors specifically

affected to come in and be heard on the pro-

tests. If you decide that the entire clearance
and zoning of any territory or definite part
thereof will be affected by your decision, you
will thereupon notify every exhibitor, includ-

ing those who have not assented to the Code)
in the territory affected of the date of a
hearing on the clearance and zoning for the

affected territory so that all exhibitors will

have an opportunity to come in and be heard.
"Thereafter the procedure will be, that if

any exhibitor is dissatisfied with the clearance
and zoning established by your board he
is permitted to appeal direct to the Code Au-
thority under the procedure outlined in the
Code and within the time therein specified.

"You will immediately give publicity to

this wire and will set your meetings to hear
the protests not later than June 10. You
will then proceed as rapidly as possible to

hear the protests and make your decisions
so that all decisions will be made not later

than July 1. All such changes in existing
clearance and zoning are to be effective with
the first releases of the 1934-35 season, and
not before."

Roxy Operating Profit

$52,518.79 for 6 Mos.
(Continued from Page 1)

$56,325.70. The net loss for the
25 weeks in 1933-34 was $27,079.06
as compared with a net loss of $143,-
187.30 for the 1932-33 period.

FOR BETTER
PROJECTION

USE

National

Projector

Carbons

Buy them from your supply house

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

Carbon Solos Division, Cleveland, Ohio

Unit of Union Carbide |7| f*l *«& Carbon Corporation

Branch S«Ui Offieoi:

Now York • Pittsburgh • Chicago • Son Francisco

For large and small -

theatres— for long

and short throws

you can rely on

National Projector

Carbons to giveyou

the brilliant screen

illumination that

reflects in box of-

fice returns.

m



IMPORTANT
to any picture

ANY picture, made on any film, may

-* -^ prove a hit. But the fact remains that

the majority of the big motion picture

triumphs are being filmed on Eastman

Super-sensitive "Pan' Negative with gray

backing. In other words, this film seems to

be an important factor in any picture's

chances of outstanding success. That fact

is vitally important to every cameraman and

producer. Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,

N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors.)

EASTMAN Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Negative
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Little Hope Seen for Early Admission Increase

1 1 5 NONASSENTERS TAKfCANCELLATIOPRIVILEGE

Commercial Television Plans Are at a Standstill
urvey Shows Competition
from New Entertainment

Is Still Far Off
By DON HANCOCK

Plans for commercial television

re practically at a standstill with
ttle confidence in the minds of
lectrical engineers that the new
?ience will soon reach any point
lat might be considered as vital to

le motion picture industry. In a
irvey of the subject during which
;veral television experts were con-
jited by this writer, the definite

mclusion was reached that pro-
ucers and exhibitors have little to

{Continued on Page 4)

INAL 8 PICTURES

IN WORK AT M-G-M
e" Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—M-G-M now has eight
ictures in production to wind up
le season's program, with releases
it to July 13. In June only three
matures will be released nationally,
hey are "Hollywood Party," "Op-
iator 13" and "Rear Car," now in
roduction. Also in work are "100%
ure," "Barretts of Wimpole St.,"

Merry Widow," "Stamboul Quest,"
Treasure Island," "Sacred and Pro-
ane Love" and an adaptation of
The Green Hat."

Mwin C. Hill to Provide
Voice for Metrotone News
Edwin C. Hill, news writer and

adio commentator, has been en-
aged by E. B. Hatrick, motion pic-

ure representative for William R.
fearst, to write and deliver the ac-
ompanying dialogue in all issues of
he Hearst Metrotone newsreel. The
creen-voice of the newsreel is

(.Continued on Page 7)

Exiles Plan Studio in France
Paris—A group of exiled German-

Jewish capitalists have bought land at
Etampes, where large modern studios
will be erected for film production.

Sees Bankruptcy Bill Speeding Reorganization
Passage of the bankruptcy reorganization bill now in conference between Senate

and House committee in Washington is expected to hasten the Paramount reorganiza-
tion. Under the bill, minority creditors could not retard a reorganization by legal

action, but would have to submit their claims and accept the compensation fixed by
the court.

Warner-F. N. Studios Preparing 14

Fourth Warner Regional
In 'Frisco on June 18-19
Fourth and last of the Warner-

First National regional sales meet-
ings will be held June 18-19 in San
Francisco, with Grad Sears presid-

ing. Others who are to attend in-

clude: Carl Leserman, S. C. Einfeld,

Norman Moray, A. W. Schwalberg,
H. S. Bareford, Earl Bell, E. Ger-
base, W. A. Haefiiger, A. Flanders,
Harry Lustig, J. K. Burden, A. S.

(Continued on Page 7)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In addition to having

21 completed pictures awaiting re-
lease and six others in work, the
Warner-First National studios now
have 14 features in preparation.
Among them are: "Anthony Ad-
verse," "Big Hearted Herbert,"
"Border Town," ''The Firebird,"
"Flirtation Walk," "Miss Pacific
Fleet," "Mr. Pickwick," "Oil for the
Lamps of China," "Perfect Week-
end," "Roadhouse," "Shanghai Or-

(Continued on Page 7)

Six United Artists Releases Now Under Way

Three producing units releasing Interstate Circuit Name
through United Artists now have a
total of six features either in work
or about to start. King Vidor's pro-
duction, "Our Daily Bread," is prac-
tically ready for showing. Reliance
is nearing completion on "Count of

(Continued on Page 7)

Being Changed to Famous
San Antonio—The 90 Interstate

theaters in Texas, including the Az-
tec, Majestic, State and Texas here,
will soon be known as the Famous
Theaters, Inc., it is learned here.

General Increase in B. O. Prices
Is Seen as Some Distance Away
Upstate Theater Owners
Denounce Research Council

Buffalo—A resolution condemning
the activities of the Motion Picture
Research Council was adopted last

week by the Buffalo Zone M.P.T.O.
The Council's efforts are denounced
as destructive and misleading, the
resolution stating that "while the
Council is pretending to aid the in-

dependent exhibitor, it is making
every effort to destroy him by en-
couraging and demanding non-
theatrical competition."

Admission prices will not be ad-
vanced until a stabilization in costs

of all essential commodities has been
reached, is the consensus of opinion
of several theater executives inter-

viewed by Film Daily. Although
food, clothes and other daily neces-
sities have greatly advanced in

price, o,pinion is that movies are
still looked upon by the majority of
people as being in the "luxury class"
and will be one of the last indus-
tries to command increased prices.

"Federal tax of 10 per cent is an-
(Continued on Page 4)

Assessments to Be Made
on Theaters Asking

Eliminations
Two hundred and fifteen houses

which have not assented to the code
have taken advantage of its can-
cellation provision and are therefore
subject to assessment for its fin-

ancing, it was announced by the
Code Authority on Saturday. Pay-
ment of assessments does not give
these theaters the right to file pro-
tests and complaints, which is re-
served exclusively to houses which
signed assents. Following is the
list of theaters which have exer-

(Continued on Page 7)

CODE AUTHORITY SEES

COMPLAINTS DECLINE

Code Authority members expect
that as various precedents are es-

tablished, both through local board
and Authority decisions, volume of

complaints filed will be substantially

reduced. Although Division Admin-
istrator Sol A. Rosenblatt exclus-

ively told The Film Daily last Fri-

day that each case will be consid-
(Continued on Page 7)

Rosenblatt Assigns Men
To Study Union Situation

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Sol A. Rosenblatt

has appointed Donald K. Wallace
and Daniel Bertrand of the NRA
economic research and planning di-

vision to a special committee to col-

lect data on operators and stage-

hands' employment and working
conditions in New York. They will

go to New York in June.

55 of 343 Films Called N. G.
Hot Springs, Ark.—Of 343 pictures

viewed last year by the General Federa-

tion of Women's Clubs, 55 were con-
sidered unsuitable for the public, ac-
cording to a report by Mrs. R. R. Mc-
Clure at the organization's convention
here.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Ch«.

Columbia Picts. vtc. 33 Vz 33 Ve

Con. Fm. Ind 33^ 33,4

East. Kodak 95% 95Vi
do pfd 138 138

Loew's, Inc 31% 31

Paramount ctfs 4% 4%
Pathe Exch 23,4 2%
do "A" 2134 21

RKO 3 3

Warner Bros 6 5%

33%
33/4 +
95% + 7/8

138

31%
43/4

• 23/4

21%
3

5%

- %

+ %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46. . . . 68

Loew 6s 41ww 100

Paramount 6s 47 ctfs. 51

Par. 5%s51 51%
Warner's 6s39 60

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 4% 4% 4% — Vi

68

100

51

51

59i/
:

68

100

51

51

60 + 1

"S. A. Mann Brand" at Yorkville

"S. A. Mann Brand," much dis-

cussed German picture against
which there has been some opposi-
tion in this country, opened Satur-
day at the Yorkville theater.

Rosen to Produce in East

Al Rosen, now in New York, will

produce "Women in the Dark" for
the William Saal company. Work
will start soon at the Biograph stu-

dio.

Saenger Reports Loss

New Orleans—Saenger Theaters had

a net operating loss of $14,601 for the

year 1933, while Saenger Realty lost

$25,669 from March 2 to Dec. 30. ac-
cording to the report filed by E. V.

Richards, receiver.

CRITICS' FORUM

SUMMARY

COINCIDENT with national release today of the results in the 1934 Critics' Forum

conducted by THE FILM DAILY, a recapitulation of the questions and answers

is given herewith. More than 425 of the country's leading motion picture critics

and editors participated in the symposium.

The summary follows:
1. Which is most important—star value or story value?

Tabulation of answers showed '">i% for story, 31% for star, and 8% for blending of both.
2. How would you rate the morals of Ihe screen today with those of the stage
and current literature, as well as with everyday life?

Compared with stage, 36% replied "better," against 12% "worse," the remainder finding

"no difference." Compared with current literature, 36% rated screen "better" and 13% rated

it "worse." Compared with life, 62% said screen reflects life as it is, 11% said "better"
and 19% said "worse."

3. What percentage of motion picture publicity do you use? What type do you
find most useful?

This query, designed to obtain information for trade guidance, brought out that newspapers
use 'from 75% to none of the stuff sent them; and that truthful personal items with timely
news value are most desired.

4. Rate, in order, the type of short subject preferred in your city.

1—Animated cartoons; 2—Newsreels; 3—Comedies; 4—Travelogues. Next came musicals,

sport reels and old-time) films.

5. What effects do you foresee on motion pictures when television becomes prac-
tical entertainment?

Opinions varied widely, with majority viewpoint being that because of television's technical

limitations, plus the fact that people prefer their entertainment in crowds, the theater will

get only a temporary jolt.

6. In your opinion, what brings patronage to the box-office—mark in order of

importance: admission price, quantity of entertainment (double features), type of

picture, or star?

By a very narrow margin, "type of picture" was rated first in drawing power by 41.3%
of the critics, while 41% said it's the stars, 12% said admission price, and 6% said quantity
of entertainment.

7. What's right—or wrong—with Hollywood? (Go as far as you like.)

Main charges against Hollywood include: wrong perspective on life; insufficient contact
with world at large, and toe much bad publicity, resulting partly from the avidity of some
newspapers to sensationalize the least bit of scandal concerning the film capital.

To Hollywood's credit: its achievement in turning out the best product in) its career even
during the trying depression years, and its perennial optimism and enthusiasm despite the un-
ceasing vilification hurled at it.

8. How can theaters, in general improve their service to patrons?

Leading recommendations: Announcing of feature's starting time in newspapers, truthful

advertising with more facts and less hocey, shorter and fewer Irailers, less stiff-backed mili-

tary service and more personal contact
9. What are your pet motion picture likes and dislikes?

Most recurrent "Like": More wholesome, natural dramas.

Most recurrent "Dislike": Overdoing of sex and offensive gags.

10. The industry of the screen is romantic, colorful and ever-changing. We all

have a pet theory or a pet squawk regarding it. What is yours?

Biggest squawks were against sameness of film stories, imitation, cycles, miscasting of

players, high-pressure advertising, mutilation of bocks and plays in adapting them to the screen,

and gigantic dance ensembles in musical films.

Most popular theory is that there should be less Ulk and more action, in pictures

Midwest Indep't Group

Offers Code Substitute

Omaha—Expressing complete dis-

satisfaction with the present film in-

dustry code, a group of independent
exhibitors headed by Cal Bard of

Lincoln, Nebr., on Saturday released

a set of demands, claiming them as

their idea of what a fair code should

be composed. Several hundred cop-

ies were printed and are to be sent

to independent men in western Iowa
and Nebraska. The independents'

committee which has been holding
spasmodic meetings in Omaha for

several weeks submitted! the follow-

ing "substitute" code:

(a) Code boards be empowered to hear any
ami all complaints; (!>) That the code au-

thority consist of only those members of the

code authority who are representatives of the

parties to the dispute; (e) That the govern-
ment observer appointed to sit on code boards
be actually an impartial member with nn
initiation whatsoever with the motion pic-

ture industry; (d) That the code be written

so as to be governed by the Sherman anti-

trust laws; (e) Code administration costs to

be based on a percentage of film rental by
each theater and film rental collected by ex-

Weiss Bros. Considering
12 Features for 1934-35

Weiss Bros.' tentative program
for the new season calls for 12 fea-
tures. Production will probably
take place at the coast. Currently
the company's schedule provides six

Buffalo Bills, six Buddy Roosevelts
and three other features.

Broadway Cast for Thomas Film
Several prominent Broadway play-

ers have been signed by Dave M.
Thomas for "Convention Girl," first

of a series of features planned by
Major Productions. Rose Hobart
will play the title role. Others in-

clude Weldon Heyburn, Sally
O'Neill, James Spottswood, Shemp
Howard, Nancy Kelly and Billy

Reed. Joe Rivkin of the Leo Morri-
son office is doing the casting.

Spain to Be All-Spanish
Madrid—The government intends

to prohibit all pictures in foreign
languages. A tax of 10 per cent
on the value of dubbed productions
will be imposed.

SpotJteiU

Acclaimed throughout the country I

• as the greatest comedy smash of

I the year! John Barrymorc in "20th
|

Century" with Carole Lombard, i

Walter Connolly, Roscoe Karns.

I A Howard Hawks Production I

I from the notable New York stage 1

success by Ben Hecht, Charles

I
MacArthur and Charles Bruce

|

t Milholland. i

I "Comedy gem! Another box-office I

bell-ringer!"— Box Office. Packed i

I with laughs and thrills! "The
7 1 J
r I Party's Over" with Stuart Erwin, I

I Ann Sothern, Arlinc Judge, Chick I

I i Chandler, Patsy Kelly. From the t

I . stage comedy hie by Daniel Kusell. .

1 / Directed by Walter Lang. fi



len Oaks on Long Island Where 22nd

Film Golf Tournament fakes Place June 7th

'AST your eyes over the magnificent club

house pictured above, then imagine, if you

n, the beautiful fairways that adjoin this

e. Then, for good measure, figure out the

>riously good time that is in store for all

ntestants in the grand golf event of the in-

istry. More than 100 entrants have registered,

lere's room for only 60 more.

Through the courtesy of Nick Schenck, How-

ard Dietz and Billy Ferguson, transportation-in-

style has been provided for all who wish to

avail themselves of an up-to-date bus ride to

the grounds on the morning of June 7. Busses

will leave the Motion Picture Club, 1560

Broadway, on that day, at 9 A. M. and 12:45

P. M., and return after the evening revelry.

More prizes and souvenirs have been re-

ceived by the committee. Through the willing

efforts of Kay Kamen of the Walt Disney en-

terprises, 100 "Big Bad Wolf" watches have

been donated by the Ingersoll-Waterbury Co.

From Budd, the ultra-fashionable Fifth Ave.

haberdasher, an imported lounging robe, fit

for a Prince, has been received. It has been

labeled as a "special" prize, thereby giving

the committee another opportunity to meet

orce again at a nearby cocktail bar to decide

just what the "special prize" shall be. A

magnificent plaque has been donated by A'

Lichtman for the Motion Picture Club member

turning in the lowest net score.

Everything is set. All is in readiness for

the biggest sporting event of the year in ths

industry. Wedged in between cocktail parties,

ihe committee has completed arrangements, but

requests that other donations for "special"

prizes be made so that the members may gather

together and bend-the-elbow as they debate

the ponderous decisions.

Attention Exhibitors!
NOW AVAILABLE

EXCLUSIVE MOTION PICTURE
W IN SOUND AND SLOW MOTION f

Fight Picture The World Is Waiting For

CARNERA vs. BAER
WORLD'S HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP

15 ROUND FIGHT

on June 14, 1934
Copyrighted and Fully Protected—the Entire World

Phone—Wire or Write

OLIVER FILM CORPORATION
245 WEST 55th ST., N. Y. C.

Cable Dufilm, N. Y. Tel. CO. 5-4907
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TELEVISION PLANS

AT A STANDSTILL
(Continued from Page 1)

fear, for the present or near future,
of television becoming a competi-
tive form of entertainment. It was
also manifest, that before television
becomes a thriving industry, it must
of necessity go through a most
elaborate and costly organization
period. Its visual form of enter-
tainment will be a distinct and sep-
arate art from that of motion pic-
ture making or the technique of the
legitimate stage. Its supporting
talent will be considered as a
unique art. Production in studios,
necessitating sets, scenery, cos-
tumes, etc., will be essential. In
short, television will confiscate little

from the existing forms of enter-
tainment, but rather will first form
a basis of mechanical perfection and
subsequently build an entertainment
technique, in much contrast to the
existing forms and conforming in

only a small way to the present
crafts. The effect on movie .house
box-offices, when television does be-
come an actuality, need not cause
consternation among exhibitors un-
less some unknown force or inven-
tion that will improve the present
television transmission and lessen
the anticipated organization ex-
pense, becomes known. A more de-
tailed analysis of the subject, an-
swering a score of pertinent ques-
tions will appear in the Film Daily
Production Guide which will be is-

sued in July.

Aylesworth and Sarnoff
Predict World Television

Chicago — World television and
newspapers by radio recorded on
paper tape while people are asleep
were predicted by M. H. Aylesworth
in a talk at the "preview of indus-
trial progress in the next century."
He said:

"I believe the day will come when
you will turn on the facsimile re-

ceiver when retiring and in the
morning the paper tape will tell the
story of what flashed through the
sky while you slumbered. You will
find road maps, fashion designs,
comic sketches for the children, and
no end of things, for whatever a
pen can portray facsimile radio will

handle."
A statement sent by David Sar-

noff coincided with Aylesworth's
views:
"Although important problems

relating not only to the technical
side but also to the commercial side
of television remain unsolved, re-

search has brought us much nearer
the goal of its ultimate commercial
introductions," Sarnoff said.

Advertise Starting Time
Radio City Music Hall is now making

a daily practice of giving the starting
time of its feature in its newspaper
ads. Recommendation that theaters ad-
vertise this information was the leading
suggestion on improvement of service in

Film Daily's recent Critics' Forum.

KfAttw
PHIL M. DALY

» • • GATHER ROUND, kiddies and grownups
and grown-up kiddies and we will tell you the True
Story of how the film biz catapulted from short-subject Nickel-
odeon shows into feature presentations and the Big Dough

it is a most fascinating narrative that indicates clearly
that some film mugs have Vision and some have not
and that we owe to the Select Few who have vision any progress
which has been made

• • • IT HAPPENED in 1910 when the General
Film Company part and parcel of the Motion Picture
Patents Co the Film Trust was located at 80
Fifth Avenue George Kleine, prexy of General
had "Quo Vadis" brought over from Italy a 9-reeler

made by Cines a Monstrosity a Freak
so everybody thought in those days when a five-reeler

was considered a Massive Production

T
• • • SO THEY showed the film to the Board of Direc-

tors of General Films consisting of John Rock and Al-

bert E. Smith of Yitagraph, Sigmund Lubin of Lubin Films, and
John Berst of Pathe these four men were the committee
that selected film for distribution and they unanimously
turned "Quo Vadis" down on the conviction that no ex-
hibitor would show it as it was Too Long! but President
Kleine found support for his idea that the pix could be sold

in Harry J. Cohen, his general manager of the feature
dep't (now in charge of the theater dep't for Gaumont-
British) ,. Harry became a fanatic on the subject of put-

ting "Quo Vadis" over big one of those gents we al-

luded to in the beginning as possessing Vision he and
Kleine were the only ones who saw anything in this "Mon-
strosity"

T Y

• • • AT THAT time Michael Mark was building the

Strand theater and it was the custom of Michael and
Sam Harris to lunch in the Hunt Room of the Astor Hotel

here Harry Cohen met them and sold Mister Mark the

notion of opening his new theater with this pix after

several interviews and a lot of intensive sales talk but
there was delay in opening the Strand meanwhile Sam
Harris got steamed up over the idea and Mister Cohen
went to work on him to show the pix in the Astor theater

a legit house the Revolutionary Idea shocked
Mister Harris at first finally he came to see the light

especially when his partner, George Cohan then
rehearsing a company in Chicago to open in the Grand Opera
House there wired him he had seen a print of "Quo
Vadis" and thought it was a great proposition

T T
• • • TRY TO picture the Broadway of 1910

not the honkytonk Coney Island imitation it is today

but the sedate, dignified Broadway saturated with traditions of

the Theater ... and then imagine the shock to the Broad-

way lovers of that day when they heard that Sam Harris was
going to show a "movie" in a legitimate house! the deal

was that Harris collected the first $2,000 then fifty-fifty

to General Film and himself IF there was anything over two
grand on a three-week run Sain Harris doubted it

but he was reasonably sure of his two grand so he took

the Enormous Gamble with his fingers crossed and holding his

breath the pix ran for Six Months a Sensational

Cleanup and with the prolits Prexy Kleine of General

built the Candler theater on 42nd Street to show ex-

clusively foreign supers like "Quo Vadis" but the for-

eign companies like Lux, Ambrosia and Cine couldn't repeat

. so Kleine sold the theater to Sam and that is

the Sam Harris theater of today

Monday, May 28, 1934
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LITTLE HOPE IS SEEN

FOR ADMISSION 600S1
(Continued from Page 1)

other reason for the general belie

that theater admissions will not b|
advanced for at least a year," sai<|

J. R. Vogel of Loew's. "Other real
sons include the fact that for littlil

money the people may see first clasl
pictures at subsequent-run theaters!
Those operators pay one-tenth oj

what the first-run operator pay;!

for film and pays proportionatel;!
less for all other costs of runninJ
his house. The downtown house!
cannot raise their prices enough til

make it pay. A raise of 10 cent:!

means that 5 cents must go to th«|

government and the patrons musl
pay 50 rather than 40 cents. Thai
amount is a great deal to the orl
dinary patron. There is much to bj
done, and many things must changj
before theater prices can be raised.'!

Photocolor Starting

First of Two Series!
Photocolor Pictures has prepare!

a program of two series of single!

reel color shorts, 12 comprising eacT
group. First picture in a seriel

based on famous paintings anl
poems will go into work today al

the company's studio at Irvingtoil

N. Y., and is titled "The Villagl
Blacksmith." Its cast includesl
Thurston Hall, Renee Nemec, Eel
win McDonald and James Robert!)

Len Kennedy will direct with Waj
ter Sheridan as his assistant. Nicl
Rogalli i,s in charge of camera worl[
The second series deals with popu
lar songs.

B. I. P. Film at Criterion

"You Made Me Love You," B.

P. production featuring Thelm
Todd and Stanley Lupino which mt
jestic is distributing, opens tomoi
row at the Criterion in conjunctio
with the showing of the Ross-M
Larnin fight pictures.

New Columbia Milwaukee Mgr
Cleveland—Oscar Ruby, salesma

at the local Columbia exchange, h
been promoted to branch manage
of the Milwaukee branch, succee<

ing L. George Ross, resigned.

Heywood-Wakefield Expands

Boston— Heywood-Wakefield
has purchased the physical assej

of the Hale & Kilburn Co. and w|
hereafter produce their seats
conjunction with regular activitij

at the Gardiner plant.

Floyd Crosby on Expedition

Floyd Crosby, cameraman of "Tabu,"
who is now on the coast, has been

signed, through his attorney, H. Wil-

liam Fitelson, as director, producer and
chief cameraman for the Charles Bedaux
expedition that will penetrate the

Canadian northwest on a scientific and

photographic expedition. Bedaux, Mrs.

Bedaux and Mme. B. Chiesa have left

for Montreal, where they will pick up

the first members of their expeditio"

party of 32.
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Comparisons will be made with "The
Birth of a Nation" for spectacle and

thrill . . . with "Smilin' Through" for

tender romance. The talking screen'^

next BIG achievement is MARION
DAVIES, GARY COOPER in Meta>
Goldwyn^Mayer's hit "OPERATOR 13"

with JEAN PARKER . . . KATHARINE ALEXANDER ... TED HEALY ... THE FOUR MILLS

BROTHERS . . . From the stories by Robert W. Chambers . . . Directed by Richard

Boleslavsky . . . Produced by Lucien Hubbard ... A Cosmopolitan Production
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ASK CANCELLATIONS
(Continued from Page 1)

sed the 10 per cent cancellation
.use:
Ubany Zone — Weller, Alexandria Bay;
idge, Ausable Forks; Avon, Canastota;
and, Uolgeville; Park, Playhouse, Rialto,
idson; Opera House, Sherburne; Play-
jse, Ticonderoga; Colonial, Utica; Valatie,
latie; Bisby Hall, West Winfield; Liberty,
lerty; Empire, Port Henry; Palace, Tup-
I.ake ; Olympic, Utica.

Atlanta Zone — Delray, Delray; Royal,
luchula.

boston Zone—Photoplay, Adams; Opera,
ion; Regent, Arlington; Park, Auburn;
neral Starke, Bennington; Gayety, Boston;
nan Sq., Porter Sq., Cambridge; Holly
>d, Oiarlestown; Community, Dedhani,
jc-sCc, Lasthampton; Premier, Lawrence!

Lee; Plymouth, Leominster; Strand,
Bedford; Strand, Peabody; Capitcl.

.
Kialto, Providence; A^hambra, Quincy,

al, Roxbury; Playhouse, Scituate; i-amiiy.
ircester.

'narlotte Zone — Pastime, Boone; Gem,
ton; Strand, Edgefield; Grand, Greer,
stime. Monroe; imperial, Rich Square;
hmond, Kockingham; Palace, Roxboro;
tie, Scotland Neck; Carolina, Selma; Gem,
:r City; Lyric, Sylva; New Era, Walter-
o.

Juffalo Zone—Clinton, Rochester; Geitner,
per Creek; Palace, Wolcott.
Oes Moines Zone — Maje.tic, De Witt;
and, Estherville; Tall Corn, Kanawha:
keview, Lakeview; Iris, Postville; Star,
ux Rapids.
ndianapolis Zone—Indiana, Bedford; Vau-
&, Connersville; Cort, Decatur; Dream-
id, Fowler; Riley, Greenf .eld ; Strand,
>rse Cave, Ky. ; Paramount, Kokomo,
escent and Downs, Louisville; Orpheum,
tchell; Prewitt, Plainrield; Princeton ano
xy, Princeton; Lyric and Sherman, Sul-
an; Austin, Versailles.
Kansas City Zone—Dickinson, Beloit ; Dick-
ion, Chillicothe; Uptown, Ellsworth; Dick-
fou, Fayette; Dickinson, Hiawatha; Booth
uepender.ee; Dickinson, Iola; Cozy and Up-
vn, Junction City; Dickinson and Varsity,
wrence; Valencia, Macon; Dickinson and
areham, Manhattan; Dickinson, Marceline;
Bison, Osage City; Dickinson, Osawato-

Dickinson, Paola; Uptown, Parsons-
ckmson, Slater.
Milwaukee Zone—Rex, Evansville; Vau-
.te, Kaukauna ; Orpheum, Menomonie;
•enue, Pern, Grace, Hollywood, Murray,
arl. Rainbow and Savoy, Milwaukee;
own, Racine; Crescent, Shawano; Grand,
uth Milwaukee; Palace and Rapids, Wis
)sin Rapids.
•Minneapolis Zone—Grand, Crookston; Peo-
s. Crosby; State. Jackson; Un que, Litch-
ld; (.rand. Madison; Falls, Minneapolis
nc. New L'lm; Tonna, Owatonna; Rialto.
ynesv.lle; Orpheum, Pipe tone; Arcade
aniline, St. Paul; Ritz, Winner, So. Dak.
IVew Haven Zone—Colonial, Canaan; Da

Danen; Pratt's, Deep River; Liberty
irtford; Stuart, Lakeville; State, New Bri-

Community, New Canaan; Annex and
ctory, New Haven; Strand, Norwich
mnumity, Oakville; Seymour, Seymour;
lonial, Southington; HiJlcrest, Taftville- Al
mbra, Waterbury.
New York Zone—Paragon, Beacon; Sha-

.oming and Going

HAROLD LLOYD is expected in New York
us week with a print of "Catspaw."

HARRY COHN has arrived back on the coast.

MARTY BARRETT of the Van Beuren Corp.
is returned from a coast-to-coast tour.

B.MER H. BRIENT, manager of Loew's, Rich-
°nd, is in New York on vacation.

MAURY COHEN, president of Invincible Pic-
ires, will arrive Thursday from the coast.

MARGIE ANN KNAPP, 10-year-old radio
id vaude artiste, who has been featured over
'GBF, Evansville, Ind., for the past year, has
'rived in New York with her folks for a
Jcation and a summer study course.

The Broadway Parade •
Picture Distributor Theater

Now I'll Teli Fox Roxy
Where Sinners Meet RKO Radio Music Hall
Hollywood Party M-G-M Rialto
Upp»s- World Warner Bros Strand
Woman in Command Gainsborough Westminster
Sorrell and Son Mayfair Mayfair
Channel Crossing Gaumont-British 55th St. Playhouse
Sadie McKee (2nd week) M-G-M Capitol
Little Miss Marker (2nd week) Paramount Paramount
Murder at the Vanities (2nd week) Paramount Rivoli

Beyond Bengal (2nd week) Showmen's Pictures Gaiety
Stingaree" RKO Radio Palace
Change of Heart* Fox Center

TWO-A-DAY RUN *

House of Rothschild (11th week) United Artists Astor

FOREIGN DIALOGUE PICTURES *
Prckurator Caruso

+ FUTURE OPENINGS
The Key ( May 29) Warner Bros Strand

You Made Me Love You (May 29) . . . B.I.P Criterion

born to Be Bad (May 30) United Artists Rivoli

I'll Tell the World (May 30)* Universal Center
Little Man, What Now? (May 31) Universal Music Hall

Viva Villa! (June 1)** M-G-M Capitol
Many Happy Returns (June 1 ) Paramount Paramount
Such Women Are Dangerous (June 1). Fox Roxy

* Subsequent runs. ** Follows Criterion two-a-day run

Fourth Warner Regional

In 'Frisco on June 18-19
(Continued from Page 1)

Bailey, J. N. Howland, V. Stewart,
M. F. Keller, D. D. Matin, Bill Gor-
don, M. H. Gustaveson, H. Levey,
C. Muehlman, N. Levi, W. C. Wheel-
er, H. B. Fish, Al Oxtoby, 0. L.

Theuerkauf, C. W. Young, W. E.

Callaway, R. L. McCoy, W. 0. Wil-
liamson, S. L. Pilkinton, Luke Con-
ner, P. L. Spindler, H. R. Hisey,

J. 0. Rohde, W. C. Blackstone, E.

R Slocum, N. H. Brower and Fred
M. Jack.

Third Week for "Sweethearts"

Cincinnati—Warner's "20 Million

Sweethearts" is being held over for
a third week.

.lowland, Ellenville; Albermac, Pawling;
Academy, Wappinger Falls.

Omaha Zone—Idle Hour, Dunlap. la.

;

Orleans, Orleans, Nebr.
; Jewel, Valentine,

Nebr. ; Empress, Wausa, Nebr.
Philadelphia Zone—Park, Allentown; Roxy,

Ashland; Park, Ashley; Victoria, Blossburg;
Walt Whitman, Camden; Strand, Doylestown

;

Wilbor, Easton; Victoria, Frackville; New-
port, Glen Lyon; Favini, Jessup; Imperial,
Kulpmont; Rialto, Mansfield; Globe, Marcus
Hook; Media, Media; Fox, Mifflinburg; Vic-

toria, Mt. Carmel; Carman, Cayuga, Crescent,
Doris, Ideal, New Colonial, Penn and Wal-
ton, Philadelphia; Favini, Peckville; Grand,
Scranton ; Capitol, Shenandoah; Victoria,
Tamaqua; Thomas. Taylor; Lyric, Throop;
neenwood, Princess, Rialto and Stacy,
Trenton; Community, Tuckerton; Embassy,
Westville; Auditorium, Blaker, Casino, Nixon,
Regent and Strand, Wildwood.

Pittsburgh Zone — Gibbs, Alb'on; Verdi,
Belle Vernon; New Plaza, Brownsville;
Cambridge, Cambridge Springs; Dixie and
Grand, Carnegie; Palace, Charleroi ; Coraopolis
and Lyric, Coraopolis; Plaza, Duquesne;
Mercer Square, Greenville; Liberty, Saxton;
Kappy Hour, Springdale.

St. Louis Zone—Broadway and Orpheum,
Cape Girardeau; Hayton, Carterv!lle; Joy,
Chester; Avalon, Lawrenceville; Liberty. Mai-
den; Gasconade, Owensville; Orris, St. Gen-
evieve; Capitol, Taylorville.

Code Authority Sees
Complaints Decline

(Continued from Page I)

ered on its individual merits, deter-
mination of different complaints is

believed certain to indicate what
complaints have a chance of winning
favorable verdicts, with the result
that filing of various types of com-
plaints will be discouraged.

Edwin C. Hill to Provide
Voice for Metrotone News

(Continued from Paqe 1)

known as the "Globe Trotter." Hill

will assume his new duties late in
September, when the Hearst news-
reel becomes completely divorced
from Fox Movietone.

550 to Attend I. A. Convention

Louisville— About 550 delegates
are expected to attend the thirty-
second annual I. A. T. S. E. con-
vention which gets under way here
next Monday., President William
C. Elliott and other officers are al-

ready in town for the meetings of
the I. A. executive board.

Releasing Famous Persons Series

"Theodore Roosevelt," first of a
series of 12 "Famous American"
shorts to be produced by Hal Lyons,
is being released by DuWorld. Oscar
Apfel plays Roosevelt. "Buffalo Bill"
will be the second short.

Darmour Using RCA Sound
Wen Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Lax-ry Darmour sign-
ed contracts Saturday for installa-
tion of RCA Photophone sound re-
cording equipment at the Majestic
studio. "The Scarlet Letter," Dar-
mour's first production for Majestic,
will be recorded on the equipment.

WARNER-F. N. STUDIOS

PREPARING 14 FILMS
(Continued from Page 1)

chid," "Sweet Adeline" and "Win-
dow Panes."

"British Agent," "Dragon Murder
Case," "Kansas City Princess" and
"Dames" are features in work.
"Adam's Apple," two-reel Techni-
color comedy with Leon Errol, also
is in production, while another color
short, El Brendel's "What, No
Men?" has just been finished.

6 Releases Under Way
For United Artists

(Continued from Page 1)

Monte Cristo," and London Films
will soon finish "Private Life of
Don Juan," with Douglas Fairbanks.
Reliance also is preparing to start
the Jack Benny picture, while Sam-
uel Goldwyn has Eddie Cantor's
"Treasure Hunt" in preparation and
London Films will soon start "Hun-
dred Years to Come," by H. G.
Wells. The 20th Century unit will
resume activity when Darryl F.
Zanuck returns in September, when
"Mighty Barnum" will go in work.

6 Duals in San Antonio
San Antonio—Six of the seven

second-run houses here, the Har-
lanade, Highland Park, Uptown,
State, Plaza and Strand, are show-
ing double features.

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

$2.50 up, Single
$3.00 up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every'
thing to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-
iness or pleasure.

Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality"

Vine at Hollywood Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

J
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THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRADED
ARKANSAS

Changes in Ownership
SHERIDAN — Gem, transferred to R.

L. Kerr & J. W. Logan by O. W. P. Wig-
gin. WEST HELENA—Palace, transfer-
red to F. J. Daugherty by J. R. Mac-
Eachron.

Openings
LEACHVILLE—Buffalo (formerly New).

LONOKE—Rex. LINCOLN — Lincoln.
PKA1K1E — Beverly. GLENWOOD —
New. HUGHES — Star (new theater).

Closings
LUXORA — Rex. TYRONZA — New.

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership

MODESTO— I.yric. transferred to Midland
Theaters, Inc. by Frank Benbeck. OAK-
LAND—Plaza, transferred to W. F. Coon-
ey & C. M. Feely by Charlie Bartlett.

ORLAND — Orland, transferred to Harvey
Amusement Co. by C. A. Pendleton. POINT
CHICAGO—Point Chicago, transferred to
S.amm & Beede l>y Ernie & Adolph Umann.

Openings
ALLEGANY — Allegany, by E. C. Mc-

Closkey. AVENAL—Airdome, by Jack Pat-

ridge. CHOWCHILLA — Chowchilla, by
J. C. Seiter. MT. VIEW—Cinema by A.
Blanco. GREENVILLE — Greenville.

PORT CHICAGO — Port Chicago. TON-
APAH — Butler. OAKLAND — Plaza.

Closings
OAKLAND — Premier. SUISUN — Sui-

sun. WILLOW GLEN — Willow Glen.

COLORADO
Openings

CENTRAL CITY — Novelty, by Charles
Bumstead. HAYDEN—Rio, by John Greve.
LITTLETON—Grand, by Fred Lind.

CONNECTICUT
Changes in Ownership

WATERBURY — Garden, transferred to

S. Ponora by Garden Theater Corp.

DELAWARE
Openings

WILMINGTON — .Savoy, by Warner
Bros. Theater.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

ARTHUR — Lamar (formerly Garden),
transferred to W. H. Hoffman by Mrs.
George Thomsen. BARRY—Star, transferred
to Russell Armentrout by Chet A. Hess.
CHICAGO — Apollo, (formerly legit),

transferred to B. & K Theater Corp.; Calo,

transferred to Bland Bros, by Abe & Phil

Tague ; Franklin (formerly Southway), trans-

ferred to M. Walkin ; Temple, transferred to

Bland Bros. MONMOUTH — Ada, trans-

ferred to W. R. McLaren. STREATOR—
I mda. transferred to Kenneth E. Childs,
VIRGINIA—Virginia, transferred to F. M.
Mertz by William J. Matthews. WAVERLY
•— Bijou, transferred to F. M. Mertz.

Openings
ASHLAND — Artcraft, by J. Stutches.

CHICAGO — Franklin (formerly South-
way) ; Temple. MONMOUTH — Ada.
PEORIA—Rialto.

Closings
CHICAGO—Orpheus. COULVERVILLE

—Liberty. NILES CENTER — Niles.

GOODLAND—Gravel.

INDIANA
Chancres in Ownership

CLAY CITY—Photoplay, transferred to

Bud Jensen. INDIANAPOLIS — Bijou
f Downtown), transferred to Hoffman &
Xevill

; Washington, transferred to Morris
Iv.-imm. SOUTH BEND — White, Eattle.

transferred to Helen Sczemaski by Julius
Fodor. WARREN—Mystic, transferred to

Clevenger Bros, by Phil Sharon. ZIONS-
VILLE — Zionsville, transferred to Robert
S. Dye.

Openings
ELWOOD—Alhambra.

Closings
CHURUBUSCO — Busco. WILLIAMS-

PORT—Opera House (Williamsport)

IOWA
Changes in Ownership

DOW CITY—Iowa, transferred to J. W.
Langley by E. F. Feinheld. SUMNER—
Cass Opera House, transferred to J. F. Cass
by C. J. McNally.

Openings
STATE CENTER—Senate.

KANSAS
Openings

HARDTNER—DeLuxe (new theater), by
A. E. Achenback. HOLYROOD—Holyrood
(new theater), by F. L. Lowe JOHNSON—
Liberty (new theater), by Forest Walker.
KANSAS CITY—Regal (formerly Dunbar),
by George Ellis. ST. PAUL— St. Paul (new
theater), by A. W. Day.

Openings
ELSMORE—City Hall. HOLYROOD—

Legion.

KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership

LEXINGTON—Opera House, transferred
to Price Coomer by Southland Amusement
Co. LOUISVILLE— Crescent, transferred
to Midwest Amusement Co.

Openings
LIVERMORE — Green River. LOUIS-

VILLE—Dixie. MEXIKO—Lafayette Club
(non-theatrical). KENVIR — Black Moun-
tain. PIKEVILLE—Weddington.

Closings
LOUISVILLE — Aristo. ASHLAND —

'amily. NEWPORT—Hippodrome (damaged
by fire).

MAINE
Changes in Ownership

MADAWASKA—Roxy (formerly Rialto),
transferred to Graphic Theater Circuit by
A. Rinquette.

MARYLAND
Changes in Ownership

OVERLEA — Overlea, transferred to
Harry Sulver by Cluster & Cluster.

Openings
BALTIMORE—Diane (new theater), by

I. L. Hornstein.

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership

WALPOLE—Elite, transferred to George
Husson by J. Austin.

Openings
WEST SPRINGFIELD—Majestic.

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership

DETROIT—Library, transferred to A. C.
Shereton by William Slocum ; Mack Uptown
i orrneriy Koppin Uptown ), transferred to
Mack Uptown Corp. by American Mack Co.
MILAN — Garrick, transferred to Richard
Spangle by E. E. Brown.

Openings
DETROIT—Empress, by Sam Rappe and

Tom Pappas ; Art, by Arthur Baehr ; Davi-
son, by Joseph Urban ; DeSoto, by Joseph
Cosco ; Holbrook, by E. B. Dudley; Ven-
dome, by Joseph Kessler ; Cozy, by Harry
Goldberg & Nat Kaufman; Gayety, by Iron-
Clan Amusement Co. ; Center (formerly
Trans-Lux), by WSlliam A. London & Alex
Schreiber. CARO—Temple, hy Harold Schuc-
kert. GRAND LEDGE—Sun, by Rowley
and Jessie C. Phillips. MERRILL — Mer-
rill, by Roy Debay. NEW BOSTON—New
Boston, by Edward Kittle. ST. CHARLES
—Lyric, by P. H. Knoll. PETERSBURG—
•arden. by Maiorie Van Box Claer. MAC-
KINAC ISLAND—Orpheum and Temple, by
The Bird. SAWYER—Elynn, by L. G.
Thompson. SCOTTVILLE—Star, by G. G.
Wallace. SAGINAW—Avenue (new theater),
by Amusements, Inc. WYANDOTTE —
Rialto (new theater), by Harry Chereton.

Closings
DETROIT—State.

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

BAYPORT—Bayport, transferred to War-
ren Huss by Florence McGoon.

Openings
IVANHOE—Ivanhoe.

Closings
NEW PRAGUE—New Prague (damaged

by fire). TRUMAN—Truman.
MISSISSIPPI

Changes in Ownership
PHILADELPHIA—City, transferred to

J. A. West. SHAW—Ritz. transferred to
David S. Flexer by J. A. Xchlater.

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership

ST. LOUIS—Grant, transferred to Mrs.
W. J. Mathews by George Jackson. KAN-
SAS CITY—Roanoke, transferred to E. S.
Young by Fred Wilcox; State (formerly
New Diamond), transferred to Kansas City

Sound Service Co. by, Wimberly & Dowker.
Openings

KANSAS CITY — Downtown, by Rewot
Corp.; State (formerly New Diamond), by
Kansas City Sound Service Co. ; Tower
uormerly Pantages), by Rewot Corp. L'KKH
—Crump; CARDWELL—Mary Dak-; HUH-
NERSVTLLE—Hornersville; ST. LOUIS—
Lexington (new theater), by W. J. Colonna;
Grand, by Mrs. W. J. Mathews.

Closings
LA PLATA—Princess.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

CLARKS—Lyric, transferred to Ed Kugel
by i- rank Trulinger. MINATARE—Alau-
din, transferred to George W. Luce by
Gordon H. Cary.

Openings
BRIDGEPORT—Trail, by Ben C. Ander-

son. OTOE—Moon.
Closings

ANSELMO—Community. FAIRMONT—
Sterling.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Changes in Ownership

COLEBROOK — Halcyon, transferred t.

J. Eames by W. Buckley.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

CAMDEN—Drive-in, transferred to Wil-
mer and Vincent Corp. by Camden Drive-

in, Inc. LAUREL SPRINGS—Town, trans-

ferred to William Rovner by David Segal.

NEWARK — Grand, transferred to Grand
Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., by Nira Amuse
ment Co., Inc. ROSELLE—Roslyn, trans-

ferred to Grossman Theater, Inc. by Rose
Theaters, Inc. WOODCLIFFE — Broad-
way, transferred to Schuyler Theater Corp.

by Broadcliffe Amusement Corp.

Closings
PORT NORRIS — Nujoy. MORRIS-

TOWN — Palace. IRVINGTON — Rex.
LYNDHURST—Ritz. ROSELLE — Roslyn.

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership

NEW YORK CITY—Manhattan : Madi
son, 1490 Madison Ave., transferred to Lo-
rac Theater Corp. by Athena Amusement
Corp., City Hall, 31 Park Row, transferred

to City Hall Theater Corp. by Reliable Co.,

Inc.; Times Square, 219 W. 42nd St., trans

ferred to Times Square Theater Corp. ; S 1

wyn, 42nd St. transferred to Anne Amuse-
ment Corp. by Wyngaige Operating Co.

;

Major, Canal & Broadway, transferred to

F. K. C. Theater Corp. Brooklyn: Ne./>

t-irk. 597 E. 16th St., transferred t

K. & B. Amusement Corp. by Gert Amuse-
ment Corp.; Lindy, 118 Graham Ave., trans-

ferred to Graham Pictures Corp. by Jason
Amusement Co.; Subway, 158 Myrtle St.,

transferred to W. W. Amusement < oru.. rj

Macart Amusement Corp. ; Following
theaters transferred to Parkshire Rice Amuse-
ment Corp. by Strausberg Circuit : State,

500 DeKalb Ave.; Kismet, 785 DeKalb Ave.,
Sumner, 265 Sumner Ave.; Park. 4,ij_

Fifth Ave.: Ritz, 4509 Eighth Ave.
Berkshire, 5911 Eighth Ave.; Canarsie, 9310
Avenue L. ; College, College Point. LONG
ISLAND—MATTITUCK— Mattituck (for-

merly Library Hall), transferred to S. S.

Wick-ham by Library Hall, Inc. ST. AL-
BANS—St. Albans, transferred to Ellsworth
Theater Corp. by G. H. C. Amusement Corp.
NEW YORK STATE — YONKERS,
Cameo, transferred to L. & L. Picture ( orp.

by Cocalis Amusement Co., Inc.

Openings
NEW YORK CITY—Westminster, 153

W. 49th St. (formerly Bandbox), by West
Cinema, Inc.; Casino, 50th St. & 7th Ave.,

by Casino Varieties, Inc. ; Times Square,

B'way. & 42nd St., by Times Square Theater
Corp. MT. VERNON—Parkway, by Fleet-

wood Realty Corp.

Closings
NEW YORK CITY — Manhattan

I. idle. 52 E. 78th St. Brooklyn:
201 Atlantic Ave.; Skillman, 655
Ave.; Sheridan, 1149 Liberty Ave
Jay St.

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

BELMONT—Majestic, transferred

Oswald by Tate & Summers. CRAMER-
TON—Midway, transferred to L. E. Rose
by Roy Smith, FAIRMONT—Star, trans-

ferred to J. L. Cordell by L. V. Cloaninger.

MOCKSVILLE—Davie, transferred to J. A.

Lenox
H,„ .

Mvrtle
; Star,

to M.
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Daniels by H. F. Moore. MOORESVILL—Cascade (formerly Artcraft), transferre
to Walter Griffith by Houser & Smith. Ml
HOLLY—Holly, transferred to R. T. Goo
by L. E. Rosa. NEWBERN—Bowcas'
transferred to Worth Stewart by M. Bob
den. RUTHERFORDTON—Sylvan, trani
ferred to O. A. Harrill by Rhodes Bros
N. WILKESBORfO—Liberty, transferee,
to Harold Kay by Marion Curry. WIN
STON SALEM — Hollywood (formed
Ideal), transferred to Ellis Blumenthal b
Daye & Daye.

Openings
W. JEFFERSON—Hollywood, by J. I

Farnsworth. WILMINGTON—Thalian Hal
by Howard Theaters, Inc.

Closings
ROCKY MT.—Dixie.

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

HAZELTON—Roxy, transferred to H. M
Gerber. TOWNER— Roxy, transferred t

William McCarthy by W. O. Hales.

Openings
EDMORE—Lyric. HAZELTON — Roxy

by H. M. Gerber. RHAME—Palace, b
D. M. McNiell.

Closings
LEEDS — Empress. ONSNABROOK -

New.
OHIO

Changes in Ownership
GEORGETOWN—Auditorium, transferre

to A. H. Rosselot by F. R. Crist. LOVE
LAND— Strand, transferred to F. R. Cris

by E. H. Hewitt. NEW RICHMOND -
Opera House, transferred to E. A. Dodg
by Frank Herbert. ROCKEORl J— Roc
ford, transferred to A. M. Ehret by J. V
Sidenbender. SPRINGFIELD—Band Bo*
transferred to Tom Powell by Gus Sun

Openings
LOVELAND—Strand.

Closings
BRADFORD — Strand. GRANVILLE -

Opera House.

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

DAVIS—Fox, transferred to H. L. Gil

liam by Hudgens & Williams. BOISI
CITY— Palace, transferred to F. B. Phillip

by W. F. Ricks. WILSON—Empress, trans

ferred to Hamilton & Jackson by H. L
Gilliam. HIXBY—Liberty, transferred t*

W. E. Jones by II. C. Smith. DEWEY-
Paramount, transferred to L. O. Jones b
George Kerr.

Openings
LAWTOX—Murray, by H. A. Williams

TECUMSEH (new theater), by V. N. Legs
TERR ILL—High School, by L. M. Hoh
stadt.

OREGON
Changes in Ownership

PORTLAND—Blue Bird, transferred
H. DeCamp by Phil Carlin.

Closings
JOSEPH—Star.

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership

HAZELTON—Roxy, transferred to E. W
Tannenbaum & Harold Sager. HARRIS
BURG'— Majestic, transferred to Wilmer 8

V'incenl Corp. IMPERIAL—Imperial, trans

ferred to Harry Schmidt by A. Weir

JOHNSTON—Penn, transferred to Wilme
& Vincent by Louis Alleman. LILLY —
Liberty, transferred to Semyan & Koken b;

M. Single & Joseph Semyan. MINERS
VILLE— Lyric and Opera House, trans

ferred to Lyric Theater of Minersville b;

Lcwen Pizor; MIDDLEBURG—Keystone

transferred to Alex Charvinsky. MONON
GA1IEI.A -- Anton, transferred to Antot

Bros, by William Gray; Bently, transferee

to William Gray by B. H. Buckheit. NEW
HOLLAND — Harner (formerly Edison)

transferred to Charles C. Spink by Johr

L. Davis. NAZARETH—Broad Street am
Royal, transferred to Broad St. Theater o

Nazareth by Lewen Pizor. PHILADEL
PHIA — Bluebird, transferred to Michae

Felt by Bluebird Amusement Co. PHOEN
IXVILLE—Colonial and Rialto, transferee

to Colonial Amusement Co. of Phoenixvill'

by Lewen Pizor. PINE GROVE—Hippo

drome, transferred to Lyric Theater o

Minersville, Inc. by Lewen Pizor. PITTS
IURGH—New Atlas, transferred to M. A

(Continued on Next Page)
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heater Changes Reported by Film Boards of Trade
(Continued from

muels by Joseph Rand. POTTSVILLE—
ihywood, transferred to Hollywood Theater

by Lewen Pizor. ROYERSFORD—
jin, transferred to Colonial Amusement Co.
Phoenixville by Lewen Pizor.

Openings
CLARENCE—Clarence. LEECHBURG —
')smorama. MONONGAHELA — Bentley.
TTSBURGH—New Atlas. SOMERSET—
and. HAZELTON — Roxy, by E. M.
nnenbaum and Harold Sager; HARRIS-
JRG—Majestic, by Wilmer & Vincent. NEW
OLLAND—Harner (formerly Edison) by
tarles C. Spink. BUTTONWOOD —
irden, by Stanley Podsiadkik. MIDDLE-
JRG — Keystone, by Alex Chervinsky.
.LENTOWN — New Allen, by George
Brians. SIMPSON — Newtral, by John
nko. PHILADELPHIA — Liberty, by
arner Bros.

Closings
CONNEAUT LAKE — Park and Temple
Music.

RHODE ISLAND
Openings

APPONAUG—Luna Hall.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

EDGEFIELD—Strand, transferred to T.
Marshall by M. L. Rhame. ENOREE—

ills, transferred to J. M. Stackhouse by
S. Boyd.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

day: Fourth Annual Convention of In

dependent Theater Supply Dealers Ass'n
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

ly 28-29: Warner-First National sales meet-
ing, Montreal.

iy 28-30: Institute of Radio Engineers con-
vention, Benjamin Franklin Hotel, Phila-
delphia.

h
iy 29: Meeting of independent exhibitor
under auspices of I.T.O.A. and M.P.T.O
of Eastern Penna., Hotel Astor.

y 30: Fox sales convention, Waldorf-As-
toria Hotel, New York.

iy 31 -June 2: hox Film annual sales con
vention. New York.

i 1: Actors Equity Ass'n annual meet
ing and election, Hotel Astor, New York

le 1: National Film Carriers executive com-
mittee meeting, Chicago.

le 2: Monogram regional sales meeting
Cincinnati.

le 2: Meeting of United Artists sales
meeting, Drake Hotel, Chicago.

le 4-5: Warner-First National sales meet-
ing, Atlantic City.

ne 4-9: I.A.T.S.E. and M.P.O. convention
Louisville, Ky.

ne 5-7: Universal Sales Convention, New
York,

ne 7: 22nd Film Golf Tournament, Gler
Oaks Golf and Country Club, Great Neck

le 9: Monogram regional sales meeting,
New York.

fie 11: Annual Convention of I.A.T.S.E.
Jefferson County Armory, Louisville, Ky.

ie 11-12: Warner-First National midwes
sales meeting Drake Hotel, Chicago,

ie 13-14: Allied leaders' meeting in New
York.

ne 16-July 2: International Motion Picturt
Week, Vienna.

ie 18: Meeting of Paramount's National
Advisory Council of Theater Operators
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

ie 18-19: Warner-First National regional
sales meeting, San Francisco.

ie 18-20: RKO annual sales convention.
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

ie 18-20: Paramount annual sales conven-
tion, Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.

• ie 20: Annual Boat Ride of the Warner Club
aboard S.S. Peter Stuyvesant to Bear Moun-
tain.

ig. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
graphy. Venice, Italy.

i'r. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Penn-
sylvania, New York.

Preceding Page)

Openings
BLACKSBURG—Blacksburg, by L. A.

Holly. CALHOUN FALLS—Mills, by E.
M. Landier.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Openings

McINTOSH—Lyric. REVILLO — Audi-
torium.

TENNESSEE
Openings

DYERSBURG— Capitol. GREENFIELD
—Strand (new theater), by G. W. Haynes.
SUMMERSVILLE — New (new theater),

by Russell Crawford. UNION CITY —
New (new theater), by G. W. Haynes.

TEXAS
Changes in Ownership

LONfiVTEW—Aladdin, transferred to East
Texas Theaters, Inc. SAN JUAN — San
Juan, transferred to Hugo Plath. KOSSE

—

Palace, transferred to J. D. Shelton. La-
PORTE—Broadway, transferred to E. K.
Volette. MIRANDO CITY—Trinity, trans-

ferred to John Stahl. NEWTON—Pastime,
transferred to L. P. Lewis. GAINESVILLE
—Lyric and Majestic, transferred to (jrirhth

Amusement Co. NuGULF—Texas, transfer-

red to Hall Industries. SANGER—Texan,
transferred to Thompson & Minich. SHER-
MAN—Grayson, transferred to Pennie Swet-
coff. WHARTON — Queen, transferred to

Hall Industries. ARP—Arp, transferred to

J. W. Lawrence. CORPUS CHRISTI —
Agnes, transferred to J. L. Wass. MALA-
KOFF—Ritz, transferred to Ed Slaver.

Openings
FREER — Rialto, by Hall Industries.

MALAKOFF — Ritz, VICTORIA — Ritz
(new theater), by East Texas Theaters, Inc.

LaPORTE—Broadway, E. K. Volette. SAN-
GER—Texan. ABILENE—Palace. PHARR
—Valencia. NAPLES—Morris, new theater),

by Mrs. E. Blankenship. WYLIE—Tent
Show, by W. D. Green.

Closings
WINTERS—Lyric. CRYSTAL CITY—

Nacional. PARIS—Alhambra. VENUS —
Venus. PLANO—Palace (formerly New).

VERMONT
Openings

FAIRLEE—Fairlee.

VIRGINIA
Openings

CHILHOWIE— New (new theater), by
Fred A. Williams. RICHMOND — Booker
T (new theater), by Booker T. Theater Corp.

WASHINGTON
Openings

LONG BEACH — Sunset, by J. D.
Williams.

WEST VIRGINIA
_

Changes in Ownership
GRANTSVILLE — Kanawha (formerly

Grantsville), transferred to Ralph Morris by
Grantsville Amusements Co. OWENS —
Lindy, transferred to L. W. Blakslee by W.
H. Arnold.

Openings
DEHUE — Dehue. GRANTSVILLE —

Kanawha (formerly Grantsville). KEY-
STONE—Community. OWENS—Lindy.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

ELROY—Star (formerly Juneau), trans-

ferred to Elroy Theater, Inc. by A. A.
Suczycki. HARTLAND—Victor, transferred

to H. L. Jackson by A. L. G'eyer. MUS-
ODA—Muscoda, transferred to f Kesl n

by Andrew Peterson. OSHKOSH—Oshkosh,
transferred to Oshkosh Rex Theater Corp.
by J. J. Theaters Corp. SPRING GREEN
—Rex, transferred to P. Keslin by A. Peter-

son.

Openings
FOND du LAC — Retlaw, by Warner

Bros. MILWAUKEE — Franklin, by Harry
Hart ; Kosciuszka, by Warner Bros. STE-
VENS POINT — Lyric, by Wisconsin
Amusement Enterprises, Inc.

Closings
COBB—Arcadia. MENASHA—Orpheum,

MILWAUKEE — Gem. GREEN BAY —
Strand.

WYOMING
Changes in Ownership

GREY BULL—Bighorn, transferred to M.
H. Todd by Mrs. G. D. McKay.

Production O
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
J^/JAY ROBSON has signed a new

long-term contract with M-G-M.
T T T

Russ Saunders will assist William
Keighley on the direction of "Kan-
sas City Princess" at First National.

T T
Buck Jones in "The Red Rider"

has been placed in work at Univer-
sal by Myron Gatzert, new assistant

producer in charge of serials with
Henry McRae as his associate.

Marion Shilling and Grant Withers
head the supporting cast.

T T
Our Passing Show: Madge Evans

welcoming Virginia Bruce back to

M-G-M ; Jean Harlow going fish-

ing to relax after working on the
editing of her new book during a

layoff of "100 per cent Pure"; H.
N. Swanson, Sam Jaffe, Charles
Smith and Seymour Robinson play-

ing tennis at the Los Angeles club.

T T T
The ninth annual Motion Picture

Tennis club tournament is being held

this week at the Los Angeles club

courts. Ted von Eltz, Dave Butler,

Martin Cornica, Francis Perrett,

Ted Easton, Karl Struss and Solly

Biano, who has won several motion
picture tournaments, were among
the early entrants.

T T T
Lillian Bond is playing the lead

opposite Leslie Fenton in "Bitter
Harvest" which opens this week at

the Hollywood Playhouse, with
Melville Brown, the director, as its

sponsor. Miss bond is represented
by Ralph G. Farnum.

T T
Percival S. Montague, former

stage director, and Victor C.

Houser, former president of the

Barnes-Cro=by Co., of St. Louis and
Chicago, an advertising agency,
have formed an agency to repre-
sent writers, actors and directors.

They also have a complete musical
synchronization service, the person-
nel of which includes J. Chernis,
who composed "Mating Time" and
the music for the "Shim Sham Re-

CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and

Zoning and Clearance Boards

DECIDE K. C. ZONING PLAN JUNE 1

kin^.i^ Cit> The zoning board will hear
any further protests against the new clearance
chedule for Greater Kan as City until May

_"'. By .lituc 1. the hoard will render a tie

cision after reviewing all the evidence.

5 (FAT KID ADMISSION' STOPPED
Kan l Grievance board ruled i:i

of W. T. I In, ton. operator of the
Crawford an' Kansan, Wichita, on hi- com-
plaint againsl Charles Hull. Novelty, charg-

i-cent admissions tor children. The
Novelty's contract with Fox Film calls tor

a minimum of 10 cents for children.

vue" and Lou Kosloff and his Col-
ony Club orchestra.

Larry Darmour has placed "The
Scarlet Letter" in production, with
Robert G. Vignola directing. Ex-
teriors are being shot in Laurel
Canyon, where a New England vil-

lage has been built. The picture
will star Colleen Moore, who is sup-
ported by Hardie Albright, Alan
Hale, Henry B. Walthall, William
Farnum and William Kent. J. S.

Brown, Jr., is in charge of photog-
raphy.

T V T

Conrad E. Ruth presented the
new Sunrex projection lamp at the
Chicago convention of the Indepen-
dent Theater Supply Dealers asso-
ciation. This lamp is being distrib-

uted by the Breck Photoplay Sup-
ply of Los Angeles.

T T T

Sam Wineland has completed the
musical supervision of "Let's Talk
It Over" and "I Give My Love,"
for B. F. Zeidman. He also con-
ducted the orchestra for both pic-

tures.

T T V

T'other day, a local independent
producer received word from a New
York distributor to sign Will Rog-
ers, Irene Dunne, Jackie Cooper
and Richard Cromwell for a picture
and also to build a city for the
production. The distributor speci-

fied that the picture was not to cost
more than $40,000.

T T V

Do you remember when a film

company's stock sold at $300 a

share? It was the Biograph in

1909.

T V T

Ann Howard, nine-year old ac-

tress, has been signed for an im-
portant part in "She Was a Lady,"
which Hamilton MacFadden is di-

recting for Fox. She also appeared
in "The Hatchet Man," for Warner
Bros.

V T V

Due <o the success of "Sing and
Like It" in its key city showings,
Howard J. Green, who produced it

for RKO, has been made attractive

offers by two other major compa-
nies, who desire his services as a
supervisor.

V T

Edward H. Griffith will give op-
portunities to three newcomers in

"Biography," which he will direct

for M-G-M with Ann Harding
starred. The new faces are Berna-
dine Flograth, Ann Darnton and
Jack Base.

T V

David Burton has been signed by
Columbia to direct Carole Lombard
in the film temporarily titled "Or-
chids and Onions."

Short Shots from Eastern Studios ,

By CHARLES ALICOATE

REN HECHT and Charles MacAr-

thur, who are now producing

"Crime Without Passion" at the

Eastern Service studio in Astoria,

have started on the story for their

next picture, which will feature

Jimmy Savo.

A Paramount "Headliner" short,

tentatively titled "Cafe Interna-

tional" and featuring George Givot

supported by Leon Belasco and his

orchestra, Vivian Janis and Grade
Barry, goes into production today

at the West Coast Service studio.

Fred Waller is directing, assisted

by Leslie Roush with William

Stcincr doing the camera work and

Ray Griswald in charge of sound.

•

Mitzi Mayfair started work Sat-

urday at the Vitaphone studio in a

two-reel musical comedy, "The Pol-

{
icy Girl." Supporting Miss Ma
fair in the short are Donald Novi'

Roscoe Ails, Gordon Orme, Rei]

Brown, Jr., and Grace Worth,

well as Vitaphone's chorus of

beauties.

Alfredo Lepera, author of the al

Spanish production tentatively titli

"Downhill" now in work und-er tl

direction of Louis Gasnier, at tl

Eastern Service studio in Astori
has been assigned to tvrite the stoi

for the second of the series, schet

uled to go into production the latt

part of July.

Jean Kelly, selected after a te:

of over 100 girls, will play the fen
inine lead in the picture starrir
Phillips H. Lord and being produce
and directed by F. Herrick Herric
The expedition left Thursday for tl

Caribbean, where the production wi
be filmed. Work is expected to 1

completed in about two months.

)

I

Meeting Place of the Smartest

Stage and Screen Folk of New
York, the Continent and Califor-

nia.

* * *
Wednesday Night — Gala Night

An event never to be forgotten.

* *
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30 of Universal's 1934-35 Stories Already Set

TEST SUJTAGAINST BANJ DUALS FILEDJN PHILA.
j

Doubt if New Ruling on Premiums Applies to Theaters

ipposing Views Expressed
Over Johnson's Order

on Giveaways
Opinions as to whether or not the
ew regulations on premiums, an-
Dunced by Gen. Hugh S. Johnson,
dministrator, on Saturday, would
pply to th e film industry code
larply clashed yesterday. C. A.
oulter, leader among the premium
istributors, declared that they nul-
fy the code provisions which al-

>w for banning of the policy by a
5 per cent exhibitor vote in any
rritory. At the Code Authority,

(Continued on Page 5)

'ARAMOUNT LIMITS

OUTSIDE FILM DEALS

'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Four features from

^e new Hecht & MacArthur organ-
sation and several from B. P. Schul-
erg are the only outside product
ontracted for Paramount for the
ew season, said Adolph Zukor yes-
2rday in denying that Paramount
ad made any deals with other pro-
ucers.

2 Exhibitors Attending
Independent Confab Today
About 22 exhibitor leaders from

nits East of Omaha are expected
d attend the exhibitor conference
d take place this afternoon at 1

'clock at the Hotel Astor under
)int auspices of the I. T. O. A. and
ie M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsyl-
ania. Cooperation with the Allied
reducing - distribution plan and
ales policies are on the program.

Para. Finishes Shorts Lineup
Paramount has completed work on

its entire short subject program for
the current year and has already made
several shorts on next year's list. Cur-
rent season schedule provides 101 sin-
gle reels and 24 doubles.

Film-Stage-Radio Authorities to Maintain Contact
A permanent liaison committee between the Legitimate Theater Code Authority and

the Motion Picture and Radio Code Authorities will be appointed at the next meeting
of the Legitimate Theater Code Authority, it was said yesterday by Dr. Henry Mos-
kowitz, executive secretary of the legit Code Authority.

Fox Convention Opens Tomorrow

With Discussion of Product First

Discussion of the 1934-35 lineup
of features and shorts will lead off

the program of the Fox Film three-
day convention, which gets under way
tomorrow at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel with more than 250 attending.
John D. Clark, general manager of

distribution, will talk on the Fox

feature plans and the program gen-
erally; foreign department plans
and accomplishments by Clayton P.

Sheehan, general foreign manager,
L. P. Knox of India, and W. W.
Sullivan of Central America; short

subjects on the new schedule by
(.Continued on Page 4)

Universal Picks 30 Stories
For New Season 's Schedule

Universal has selected 30 of its

42 stories for the 1934-35 line-up.

Shooting on the current schedule will

be completed next month with "One
More River," "Romance in the Rain"
and "There's Always Tomorrow"
now in work, and "Imitation of
Life," last in the 1933-34 lineup,

scheduled for production early next
month. "Castles in the Air," first

in the 1934-35 program, has been
started at Universal City. Release
dates have been set to Aug. 30. They
are "Little Man What Now," June
4; "Embarrassing Moments," June
11; "I Give My Love," June 25;
"Let's Talk it Over," July 9;

"There's Always Tomorrow," July
23; "One More River," Aug. 8; "Ro-
mance in the Rain," Aug. 15; and
"Imitation of Life," Aug. 30.

Silencing the Film Crusaders
. . show sophisticated adult films in separate houses= By DON CARLE GILLETTE =

THE present church crusade against films, regardless of the denomination in back

' back of it or the merits of the cause, has become a sore spot in need of medication.

There are two alternative remedies.

First, since the collective crusading groups have a hundred different views of

morality and purity, the only way producers could avert all their squawks would be
to put every bit of screen material through a fine strainer and eliminate anything

likely to offend anybody.

In doing this, of course, screen entertainment would be reduced to a solid menu
of skimmed milk that would soon sicken and alienate the bulk of movie patronage.

(Continued on Page 2)

Nullification of Contract
With Warners and

Others Asked
Philadelphia—Harry Perelman, in-

dependent theater owner of West
Allegheny and Lehigh has filed a
petition in the United States dis-

trict court here for nullification of
a contract with producers that pro-
hibits him from showing more than
one feature at one performance.
Contract is with Warner Bros, and
eight affiliates and Perelman names
other major distributors as well.

Date for argument will be sent later.

Ben Golder, Perelman's attorney,
has announced formation of the In-
dependent Exhibitors Protective
Ass'n. to protect interest of its

(Continued on Page 4)

MONO, MEN PLEDGE

DOUBLE SALES QUOTAS

Salt Lake City—A resolution

promising to double sales quotas if

Monogram's next national sales con-
vention were held on the west coast
was passed and wired to W. Ray
Johnston, Monogram president, fol-

lowing the two-day sales session

held here Saturday and Sunday
(Continued on Page 5)

8 Birmingham Theaters
Now Under Wilby Banner
Birmingham—R. B. Wilby is add-

ing still another house to his string

here by taking over operation of

the Lyric, seating around 2,000.

This gives him eight local houses.

Research Council Holds Off
Organizing activities of the Motion

Picture Research Council will be at a

practical standstill until fall, when the

Council plans 15 big meetings in as

many cities, it was stated yesterday by

Mrs. Elizabeth Richey Dessez, assistant

director of the Council.

II
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Silencing the Film Crusaders
. . . show sophisticated adult films in separate houses

(Continued from Page 1)

QECONDLY, since even the churches admit that 75 per cent of the films are all

** right, while the General Federation of Women's Clubs in the past year disap-

proved of only 55 pictures out of 343, making 85 per cent to the good, there is no

reason why the remaining small percentage should not be shown if properly segre-

gated for adult audiences.

Mcst of the attacks on films are caused by showing adult pictures in theaters

catering to the very young as well as the old.

The sophisticated story has just as much license on the screen as on the stage

or in books.

All of them should direct their appeal to adults; and the stage and books do so,

while the screen continues trying to make every class of persons, of all ages, attend

the same pictures.

IT is taking this industry a long ti

' different classes separately, to a

ime to realize that its logical course is to cater to

separately, to a certain extent.

Showing a sophisticated adult picture in a small house for an indefinite run at

higher prices, the same as a Broadway play, should be profitable enough to make such

a policy worth while.

Larger houses and lower prices would be for the family type picture, and there

might even be a third classification of strictly artistic cinemas.

Until something of the kind is done, the film industry as a whole will continue to

be attacked, not because of unclean pictures, but because 15 or 25 per cent of the

films are not the type that should be shown in theaters attended by the whole family.

13 Foreign Productions
Being Made by Param't

Paramount is planning a program
of 13 foreign language features for

1934-35 distribution under supervi-

sion of John W. Hicks, foreign de-

partment head. The schedule will

include eight French pictures made
abroad. One is being produced by
the Caesar Film Co. in Paris and
another by the John Maxwell firm in

London. Two Spanish features star-

ring Carlos Gardel are being made
at the Eastern Service Studio in

Astoria, and Paramount has an op-

tion to take two more with the same
star. An Italian feature is also

being made in Rome. Paramount
International had 12 made for re-

lease during the current season.

Casey to Meet Labor Committee
Pat Casey, who returned to New

York on Sunday from the Coast,
will meet with the Code Authority's
labor committee this week and aid

it in establishing the labor setup
in the East. Casey conferred with
Executive Secretary John C. Flinn
yesterday on the matter of Coast
operation of the code. On Thurs-
day he will attend the meeting of

the Code Authority.

"Rothschild" Lingers in Cleve.

Cleveland — After a two-week
roadshow run at the Ohio and one
week at Loew's State, "House of

Rothschild" is playing its third

downtown run at the Allen. Then it

goes to Loew's Park and Granada,
making the first picture to play a
local Loew house after being shown
at another theater here.

Television Station for Radio City

Construction of a television sta-

tion at Radio City will get under
way shortly. Engineers of the RCA
Victor Co. will make the installa-

tion, which is expected to be in

readiness in about six months.

Cleveland Nearly Set

To End Double Bills

Cleveland—Entire elimination of

double features in the Greater
Cleveland district is almost an ac-

complished fact. An agreement, now
in circulation among the theater
owners, has been signed by every
exhibitor in the district with the ex-
ception of four small subsequent
runs. The agreement provides that
it will go into effect only if signed
by every exhibitor. July 8 is the
date set for adopting the single fea-

ture policy.

"Fugitive" Suits Settled

Atlanta — Two $100,000 suits

against Warners brought by Judge
E. L. Rainey and G. A. Johns of
the Georgia State Prison Commis-
sion, based on "I Am a Fugitive
from a Chain Gang," are reported
to have been settled out of court.

Industrials Appoint Code Committee

At a recent meeting of the East-
ern Association of Non-Theatrical
Film Producers at the Advertising
Club in New York, I. R. Rehm, pres-
ident of Atlas Educational Film Co.

of Chicago, W. J. Ganz, president of

William J. Ganz Co. of New York,
and Clinton F. Ivins, vice-president
of Pathescope Co. of America, were
appointed a committee of three to

represent the Eastern Association
in negotiating the Code recently sub-

mitted to Washington for the Non-
Theatrical Motion Picture Produc-
ers of the United States. Compa-
nies extending the authorization

were:

—

Advertising Film Associates, Car-
avel Films, Castle Films, Films of

Commerce, General Business Films,
William J. Ganz Co., Loucks &
Norling, Pathescope Co. of Amer-
ica, Visomatic Systems and Mason
Wadsworth Producing Co.

Coming and Going

AL MANNON arrived from the coast Sun-
day by automobile.

JAMES DUNN and ALICE FAYE, Fox play-
ers, have arrived in New York from the coast
and will be at the Fox convention. HAROLD
LLOYD also gets in tomorrow with a print
of "The Catspaw," which will be screened at
the sales meet.

HUBERT T. MARSH and HERBERT WILCOX
of British O Dominions Film Corp. sail from
England tomorrow on the Olympic for New
York.

FRED ASTAIRE leaves today for Hollywood
to start work in RKO's "The Gay Divorce."

JEAN ARTHUR will return to Broadway on
completion of her role in Columbia's "The
Defense Rests."

BEN LYON and BEBE DANIELS have returned
to the coast from New York.

WILLIAM COLLIER, JR., is en route to
Europe.

JOE LEE of Fox has returned to New York
after a vacation in Florida.

A. W. SMITH returns to New York Thurs-
day from Montreal.

ALBERT GREENFIELD was in New York yes-
terday from Philadelphia.

WALTER REICHENBACH has returned to
New York after a flying trip to the Coast,

Hugh Walpole on "Copperfield"

London — Hugh Walpole, noted
British writer, has been signed by
David O. Selznick to collaborate on
the filming of M-G-M's "David Cop-
perfield." Walpole will go to Holly-
wood with the Selznick party, which
also includes George Cukor, direc-

tor, and Howard Estabrook, writer,

when they sail June 6 on the He de

France for New York.

Raft Booked for Chicago

Chicago—George Raft has been

booked for a personal appearance at

the Chicago Theater the week of

June 8.

"Fog Over Frisco" for Strand

First National's "Fox Over Fris-

co" goes into the Strand following

"The Key," which opens tonight.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

It is an extreme-

ly helpful volume

to have on hand.

/. Robert Rubin.

Mctro-Goldwyn-

Mayer Picture:

1,000 Paget -- Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.



"Sadie McKee" is a smash

hit • coming directly

after "Dancing Lady 1 '

it emphasizes the money

draw of Joan Crawford.

MARCHES ON!
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OPEN FOX CONVENTION

WITHTALKONPRODUCT

(Continued from Page 1)

Earle W. Hammons, president of

Educational Pictures, Jack Skirball,

W. J. Clark, Truman H. Talley of

Movietone News, and W. J. Kupper,
western division manager.

Highlights of the second day will

be the presentation of publicity and
advertising plans by Charles E. Mc-
Carthy, director of advertising and
publicity, Arch Reeve, A. 0. Dillen-

beck, Earl Wingart, Gabe S. Yorke
and J. A. Clark; sales address by
E. C. Grainger, eastern division

manager; discussion of the code by
Louis Nizer, and distribution plans

by Herman Wobber. In the evening
there will be a screening of new pic-

tures in the Sert Room.

The last day will be featured by
distribution department meetings
under the guidance of Clark, Kupper
and Grainger, and sales meetings
conducted by William Sussman, Jack
Sichelman and Nat Finkler.

President S. R. Kent will close the

convention with an address on exe-

cutive plans Friday afternoon.

Others who will discuss this phase

are W. C. Michel, executive vice-

president; Sidney Towell, treasurer,

and Spyros Skouras, head of Fox
theater department.

The following will attend:
Executives: S. R. Kent, W. C. Michel,

Sydney Towell, Spyros Skouras.
Sales Department: John 1), Clark, E. C.

Grainger, William J. Kupper, William Suss-
man, Jack Sichelman, N. B. Finkler, E. H.
Collins, Saul Krugman, C. A. Hill, Eugene
McEvoy, Joseph St. Clair, Harry Mersay,
Roger Ferri, Jack Bloom, Thomas Quinn,
Irving Lincer, Morris Caplan Edward Jacobs,
Harry Bernhardt, James Glynn.

Advertising and Publicity: Charles E. Mc-
Carthy, G. S. Yorke, Arch Reeve, Earl Win
gart, Joel Swenson, A. O. D.llenbeck, W. H.
Schneider and A. Belbin of Hanff-Metzger;
Carl Mos, Louis Shanfield, Charles Leonard,
Russell Moon, Abe Goodman, Leonard Gay-
nor, Charles Wagner, Elliott McManus.
Ad Sales Department: J. A. Clark, Jerry

Novat, I.. I). Balsly, Paul Allison, William
i atdwell, W. E. Sennett.

Educational: E. W. Hammons, Jack Skir-

ball, W. J. Clark, Harvey Day, Sol Edwards,
t.ordon White, F. X. Carroll.

Foreign Department: Clayton P. Sheehan,
1. A. Maas, M. L. Ahern, L. P. Knox. W.
W. Sullivan, A. T. Stromberg, Max Goos-
man, Paul M. Wir, K. T. Volentine, John
Lindsay.

Guests: T. H. Talley, Hunter Lovelace,
John Mock, Felix Jenkins, Ralph Talbot,
Percy Heiliger, Louis .Nizer, John Edmund-
son, E. I'. Kilroe, William Freedman. Alan
Freedman, George Skouras, Edward Peskay,
Edward Alperson, Larry Kent, Frank Lynch,
Leslie Whelan, Frank Harris, Creed Neeper,
W. J. Eadie, Daniel Michalove, Sam Fox.
Leonard Greene.

EASTERN DIVISION
New York Exchange: H. II. Buxbaum,

manager; J. J. Lee, M. Sanders, G. Blender-
man, Al Mendelsohn, Seymour Florin, Louis
Kutler, Irving Drecban, Morris Kurtz, J.
Schwartz, W. Schuter, R. Gledhill.

Philadelphia: Edgar Mo-.s. district man-
ager; Sam Gross, manager; F. J. Kelly, G.
Fie schman, S. Diamond. W. G. Humphries,
Den R. Tolmas, A. J. Davis.

Pittsburgh: Ira II. Cohen, manager, J. li.

Hanna, A. W. McCormick, A. Interrante,
( . Kellenberg, G. Moore.

Albany: M. Grassgreen, manager, B. Ifare.

K. Hollander, G. H. Rosenbaum, II. Alex-
ander.

Washington: S. N. Wheeler, manager; J.
M. Cohan, J. A. Murphy, F. B. Klein. J.
Skillman, A. C. Melvin.

Boston: T H. Bailey, district manager; E.
X. Callahan, manager; S. Berg, N. Murray,

KrAKlw
WITH

PHIL M. DALY
• • • WE LEARNED from Nathan Kramer man-
aging director of the Hotel Edison that the new addition

to the hotel running through to 46th Street will have a gorgeous
projection room designed for preview showings this

hotel has been making a strong play for Hollywood trade. .....

and hopes to cinch it with the new convenience the idea
is that as soon as the film gents arrive from the coast with
the new film they can arrange a preview right in the
hotel where they are stopping Charlie Husted, an old film

man, has a lot to do with the plan he is assistant vice-

prex of the hotel

• • • A VERY private party will be given to Ben Hecht
and Charles MacArthur to celebrate their new enterprise
as producers at the Paramount Longisle studio the hostess
will be Miss Catherine McNelis publisher of New Movie
and the Tower publications the cocktail soiree will be held
in her apartments Thursday afternoon at the Fifth Avenue
hotel positively no gate crashing without a Personal In-
vite

T T T
• • • THE OPENING of "Beyond Bengal" occurs at
Shubert's Majestic in Boston today Howard S. Hummell,
general sales mgr. of Showmens Pictures is a busy gent making
these opening arrangements for the Harry Schenck jungle spe-
cial he just returned from Chi where he arranged for first-

run openings Vicki Cummings, who has worked in various
shorts, opens in "Furnished Rooms" at the Ritz Thursday nite

she has appeared in "Here Comes the Bride" and other
Bway. shows A double bill on the Stanley theater marquee
recently "Coming Out Party" and "Once To Every Wo-
man" . . ... and all for 15 cents

J. Jennings, J. M. Cobb, R. E. Heffner,

J. J. Scully, M. Simons, C. Mayer.
New Haven: B. Simon, manager, S. Ger-

maine, S. Horowitz, E. Wright.
Cleveland: G. A. Roberts, district manager

I. J. Schmertz, manager; F. J. Hunt, D. S
Davidson, Edward R. Bergman, S. H. Lich
ter.

Buffalo: S. Samson, manager; L. E. Blum
enfeld. (I. E. Dickman, W. C. Rowell, M
W. Kempner.

Cincinnati: J. J. Grady, manager, J. B
Neff, N. Shafer, J. Needham, E. A. Burkart
R. Knoepfle.

Indianapolis: George T. Landis, manager

J. Ricketts, J. R. Neger, H. L. Hancock
Thomas McCIeaster.

Toronto: J. P. O'Loghlin, district man
ager, H. J. Bailey, manager; J. W. Powis
William J. Reid, L. Paulson.

Calgary: V. B. Skorey, manager.
Montreal: Edward English, manager; J.

F. Pearson, W. J. O'Hara.
St. John: R. G. March, manager.
Winnipeg: J. H. Huber, manager; E. H.

Teel.
Vancouver: C R. Dippie, manager.

WESTERN DIVISION
Chicago Exchange: C. W. Eckhardt. man-

ager; W. C. Gehring, George Benson, E. P.

Grohe, F. Sliter, H. Coodamote, H. Loeb, M.
Simon.

Detroit: Lester Sturm, manager; L. San-

shie, A. D. Knapp, E. A. Westcott, R,

Car row.
Milwaukee: J. H. Lorentz, manager, M.

Kahn, George W. Edgerton, M. Horwitz, C.

Michael.
Minneapolis: M. A. Levy, manager; P.

Lundquist, F. G. Hallowell, W. Crystal, J.

Podoloff, J. S. Cohan. E. Lorentz, N. Hall.

Kansas City: W. E. Scott, district man-
ager; G. W. F'uller, manager; W. J. Kubitzk ,

M. A. Tanner, O. O. Flake, C. Knickerbock-

er, W. Flynn.
De< Moines: Stanley Mayer, manager, O.

(lark. E. P. O'Neil, H. Gottlieb, A. W.
Riegelman.
Omaha: J. E. Scott, manager, R. A. Wagle.

If. P. Ironfield, Henry Novitsky. C. F.

Reese.
St. Louis: B. B. Reingold, manager, J. A.

Feld, G. Ware, Harry Kupper, O. F. Less-
ing.

Atlanta: H. G. Ballance, district manager;
Paul Wilson, manager; K. H. Ford, Don
Reid, T. I. Baskin, P. Langdon, M. Mitchell.
R. H. Fairchild, R. C. McClure, B. Dow.

Charlotte: H. R. Beiersdorf. manager; J.
S. H.nson, J. E. Gribble, J. E. Holston, G.
E. Ebersole.

Dallas: C. E. Hilgers, manager; W. W.
Rucker, D. W. Scott, Neal B. Houston, L.
C. Baxley, D. P. Rathbone, W. S. Miller.

Memphis: T. W. Young, manager; N.
Wyse, H. P. Laseter, Fred Dodson.
New Orleans: E. V. Landaiche, manager;

G. J. Broggi, G. Dunlap, Charles Clark.

Oklahoma City: R. A. Higdon, manager,
R. E. Parsons, M. W. Osborne, H. B. Kin-
ser.

San Francisco: Herman Wobber, district
manager; G. M. Ballentine, manager; J.
Mealey, J. W. Flanagan, Al Laurice.

Denver: R. J. Morrison, manager; C. A.
Larson, H. Rennie, Edward M. Loy.

Los Angeles: John Dillon, manager; M.
Sudmin. B. Robison, W. T. Wall.

Portland: Charles Powers, manager; V. A.
Whitcomb, C. L. Robinett.

Salt Lake City: C. L. Walker, manager;
C. J. Hallstrom, V. J. Dugan, J. L. Tidwell,
Joseph D. McElhinney.

Seattle: Herndon Edmond, manager; J.
W. Brooks, A. Gollofon, H. A. P. Frederick.

TEST SUIT IS FILED

AGAINST DUALS BA

(Continued from Page 1)

members composed of some M.
T. 0. men and said to have abc
40 members, mostly from Phi
delphia, including Morris Wi
Morris Nemez and Perelman. Golc
also attacked the Hays organi;
tion and claimed anti-trust law v
lation. The suit is an outgrow
of a local case involving the Gra
Jackson Theater Co. and the Veni

7 Para. Foreign Execs.
Coming for Sales Me

Seven Paramount executives s

tioned in foreign territories will

tend the company's annual sa
convention at Los Angeles, June
in addition to home office executi 1

of Paramount International Co
John Cecil Graham, managing dir

tor of the British company, a

Montague Goldman, the firm's sa
manager, arrive in New York
the Aquitania on June 8, in coi

pany with Earl St. John, head
Paramount's British theaters. C
York, managing director for Sci

dinavian countries, is due in N
York June 9. Moe Messerri,
charge of sales in Spain, arri
on the He de France June 12. J.

Perkins, managing director
China, goes to the convention
rectly from his headquarters. Jc
Day, managing director for Bra
who is now in New York, will a

be present at the convention.

French Exhibitors Want
More American Pictur
Paris—Combatting the move of

tive producers, for tighter restricti<

on foreign films, the French Cine
Owners Ass'n, representing 90

|

cent of the movie houses in Frar
has sent a plea to the Minister
Commerce that American fil

should be increased, not reduc
The exhibitors contend they nt

the Hollywood product in order
operate successfully, pointing i

that few box-office attractions
turned out by French producers

Sparks Beauty Contest in Dayfc
Daytona Beach, Fla.—This ye*

state-wide beauty contest in Spa
circuit houses will be staged h(

according to J. L. Cartwright,
pervisor of local theaters.

May File Separate State Returns

Attorneys for the Paramount trus-
tees are studying the situation cre-
ated by the recent federal ban on
consolidated returns in preparation
for the filing of tax returns on the-
ater earnings at the close of the
fiscal year in July. It is probable
that corporations embracing all the-
aters within a state will be set up
to facilitate tax payments.

2 Jacksonville Holdovers

Jacksonville—Early summer h
hasn't worried local exhibitors t

far. This week two billings h

had to be held over: "We're I

Dressing" and a double-feature
turn combination, "It Happened <

Night" and "Gallant Lady."

:
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Ouango Laying Off
Future production plans of OuM

g-o Pictures, which had been procJ
ing quota pictures for the Engih
market for Paramount, are in arfl

ance until the fall.

-
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VOICE OPPOSING VIEWS

ON PREMIUM RULING

(Continued from Page 1)

however, the opinion was expressed
that the Johnson ruling does not
affect the film code.

As yet the Code Authority has
not been officially notified of the reg-
ulations. In case such a communi-
cation is received before Thursday,
the matter will be taken up at the
body's meeting on that day, The
Film Daily was informed.

Support of the White House in
evoking the new regulations is un-

derstood to have been sought by
* premium manufacturers and dis-

tributors, who stressed the angle of
unemployment providing the prac-
tice was eliminated.

2 New Ohio Houses
Decatur, 0.—Opening of the New

Adams, 600-seater taking the place
of the present house operated by
I. A. Kalver, is set for June 1.

Coshocton, 0.—A new house seat-

ing about 1,200 will be opened here
about Aug. 1. Joseph Hickman of
Columbus and S. C. Carnes of Cam-
bridge are backers of the project.
Hickman will be manager. Warners
now have the only house here.

16 Appeals Pending With Code Authority

Sixteen appeals are now pending with the Code Authority, but none so far

has been definitely scheduled for hearing. All but two appeals are from

local grievance board decisions.

U. S. Films Gain in Portugal

Although total number of films

shown in Portugal last year showed
a decline from 1932, American films

increased both in number and
length, says a report to the Com-
merce Department from Vice Con-
sul D. V. Anderson in Lisbon. He
also reports the present outlook as
very promising.

Wildwood Bans Sunday Shows
Wildwood, N. J.—In a move to

make this resort "lily white," Mayor
Doris W. Bradway has ordered
movies to keep closed on Sundays
starting next week.

Rothstein Film Holds at Roxy
"Now I'll Tell by Mrs. Arnold

Rothstein," Fox release, is being
held over for a second week at the
Roxy. Picture has been packing
them in.

Minneapolis Board Moving
Minneapolis—Offices of the local

grievance and zoning - clearance
boards will be moved to 808 La Salle
Ave. Only one grievance case has
been filed so far, according to Mabel
Dietz, secretary.

Paramount Exploiteers Take Off
Bill Pine and Alex Moss have left

New York on trips concerned with
exploitation of two Paramount pic-

tures, "Scarlet Empress" and "It

Ain't No Sin." Pine, en route to the
Coast, where he headquarters, is

stopping off at some of the com-
pany's Western branches. Moss is

visiting Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland
and Cincinnati.

Vaude Producers Want Code

Acting on Gen. Johnson's recent
statement that any industry, no mat-
ter how small, was entitled to a code,
the United Vaudeville Producers'
Ass'n is enlisting the aid of New
York's Senators to obtain a code for
vaudeville producers. The U. V. P.

A. maintains it cannot exist under
the present vaudeville code, which
is a part of the film Code.

Lachman-Prosser Get Assignment

Edwin Carewe has engaged Marc
Lachman and Monte Prosser to han-
dle the campaign for "Are We Civi-
lized," which opens June 9 at the
Rivoli.

New Kentucky House Opened
Walton, Ky. — James Falls has

opened the Unique, a new theater.

MONO, MEN PLEDGE

DOURLE SALES QUOTAS

(Continued from Page 1)

with Sales Manager Edward Golden
presiding.
Trem Carr, vice-president and

production chief, told the boys that
the company was finishing its 1933-
34 season in a blaze of glory, with
"Jane Eyre," "King Kelly of the U.
S. A.", "Moonstone," "Shock" and
"Happy Landing," the last five pic-

tures of the current season, all in

various stages of shooting.
About 30 attended the sessions.

Returning to the coast with Carr
were Howard Stubbins, Los Angeles
exchange head, and Floyd St. John,
west coast distribution manager,
with their salesmen, C. E. Buchan-
an, L. V. Clement, Norman Bos-
ley, Sidney D. Weisbaum and Sidney
J. Goldman. Among others pres-
ent were J. T. Sheffield, J. H. Shef-
field, W. D. Frazer, C. J. Fames,
Matt Aparton, Joe Cooper, James
R. Keitz, Dave Frazer and Al Seal.

A banquet at the Hotel Utah fol-

lowed the second day's meeting.
Golden is now en route to Cincin-
nati for the second confab, June 2.

Higher Tax Looms in Atlanta
Atlanta—Increases of $50 to $100

a year in license tax for local the-
aters are proposed in a bill passed
by the city council and now await-
ing action by the Mayor.

A N I N S T,l T U I IO N AS GREAT AST

PERFORMANCE
GUARANTEED

because every "Certified Print 5'

is screen - tested before delivery

Producers who use "Certified Prints" are always sure of uniform

screen results, because the quality of "Certified Prints

tiflcally controlled.

Consolidated film industries, inc
NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD
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H. B. Warner in

"SORRELL AND SON"
United Artists 84 mins.

H. B. WARNER GIVES SPLENDID PER-

FORMANCE IN FAIRLY IMPRESSIVE
SOUND VERSION OF FAMOUS NOVEL.
Changes in the original story and un-

inspired direction hold this British-made

film to the program classification. Not
only H. B. Warner, but the entire cast

give unusually strong portrayals yet for the

most part it is slow-moving. English scen-

ery and backgrounds are beautiful and aid

considerably in creating the atmospheric

setting. Several important situations con-

tained in the original novel and silent film

version of the story have been deleted.

Sorrell, a former Captain in the British

Army, finds himself without employment

and facing misfortune after the war. He
becomes a hotel porter in order to edu-

cate and properly care for his son, Kit.

Sorrell's life is one of drudgery but the

boy becomes a successful surgeon. Sorrell

having attained his life's desire in setting

a bright future for his son, gives up his

battle against a heart ailment, and dies in

peace. Toward the finish of the film

there are several suspenseful situations, but

throughout it all, the director has failed

to fully emphasize the bond of love be-

tween father and son that made the book

and silent film successful.

Cast: H. B. Warner, Peter Penrose, Hugh
Williams, Winifred Shotter, Margot Gra-

hame, Wally Patch, Evelyn Roberts, Hope
Davy, Louis Hayward, Ruby Miller.

Director, Jack Raymond; Author, War-
wick Deeping; Adaptor, Lydia Hayward;

Editor, M. Hankinson; Cameraman, Cyril

Bri^ow; Recording Engineer, J S. Denis.

D^'-cticn, Fair Photography, Good.

Cicelv Courtneidge in

"THE WOMAN IN COMMAND"
Gaumont-British 71 mins.

CLEVER COMEDY OF THEATRICAL
LIFE IN LONDON GIVES CICELY COURT-
NFIDGE FAT PART.
A really clever characterization is done

bv Cicely Courtneidge as the head of a

prcat English theatrical family. In fact

she plays a dual role and in the part of

her mother she scores a definite triumph

in a part totally unlike her comedv self.

Ably assisted by Edward Everett Horton.

The musical score is especially good. Back-

stage life on a London music hall is

shown in detail, and is refreshing in its

difference from that of the American

stage. When Cicely's mother retires on

account of advancing years, she becomes
the "oueen" of the troupe known as The
Marvellos. She has a lot of trouble with

a younger member, a pretty girl and one

ct the family who forms an attachment
(<•' a young officer in the British army.

Cicrly tries to break it up, as she had an

affair 15 years before with the young

man's Colonel and broke it off in orde-

tn pu'?ue her career and be true to the

Ma-vello tradition of only marrying in the

profession. This simple plot leads to all

rets of comedy situations that Miss Court-

nridee capitalizes fully.

Cast: Cicely Courtneidge, Edward Everett

Horton Anthony Bushell, Dorothy Hyscn,

Frank Cellier, Rebla, Bransby Williams.

Director, Maurice Elvey; Author, Doug-
hs Ferber; Adaptors, Jack Hulbert, W. P.

! ir*romb, John Orton,

Direction, Good Photography, Very Good

FOREIGN DIALOGUE FILMS
"IN WIEN HAB ICH EINMAL EIN

MAEDEL GELIEBT" ("I Once Loved a Girl

in Vienna"), in German; produced by

Tobis-Klangfilm; directed by Erich Schoen-

felder; with Werner Fuetter, Gretl Thei-

mer, Hans Junkermann, Ernst Verebes,

Trude Hesterberg, Ludwig Stossel, Herman
Blab, Eugen Rex. At the 79th St. Theater.

Entertaining musical romance against

the usual military background that should

prove quite satisfying to the German
clientele.

"S. A. MANN BRAND" ("Storm Trooper

Brand"), in German; produced by Bavaria

Film Co.; directed by Franz Seitz; with

Vera Liessem, Otto Wernicke, et al. At
the Yorkville Theater.

Though this is pure propaganda for the

Nazis, it is a well-made and dramatically

interesting picture, with the action clear

enough to be understood even by those

who don't know German. Aim of the film

is against the Communists, who are de-

picted as very despicable. Anti-Semitic

stuff is avoided.

"PROKURATOR" ("District Attorney"),

in Polish; produced by Leofilm; directed

by M. Waszynski; with Jadwiga Smo-
sarska; Fr. Brodniewicz, Zosia Mirska,

Boguslaw Samborski. At the Caruso The-
ater.

Entertaining romantic melodrama about

a feminine district attorney who is forced

to prosecute a murder charge against the

man she loves. Picture is quite well done
and should please Polish audiences.

SHORTS
Henry Armetta in

"Sealing Wax"
Universal 20 mins.

Fair Comedy
Employing the usual rigmarole

of domestic farce revolving around
riother-in-law, this makes fairly

musing entertainment. The com-
plications involve Henry Armetta, a
henpecked husband with mother-in-
law living in his home; a neighbor's
2;;ddy wife, with whom Henry acci-

dentally gets acquainted when her
dog leash becomes tangled in his

legs, and a couple of other in-laws
who come for a visit. The action
builds up to a slapstick finish, with
Henry bearing the brant.

Abe Lyman and His Band in

"Tin Hat Harmony"
Vitaphone 10 mins.

Fine Musical Novelty
With orchestra dressed as dough-

boys, in a setting of brick ruins at
the front in France, Abe Lyman's
band indulges in a repertoire of

war songs, accompanied by some
vocalizing, while the camera does
some clever interpolation of world
war clips for appropriate atmos-
phere. Very cleverly clone from a

echnical standpoint, in addition to

the enjoyable musical arrangement.

"Hollywood Newsreel"
Vitaphone 9 mins.

Fair
Main fault with this fan reel is

that its contents are so old. It

starts with the Columbia University
football team visiting the Warner
studios at the time of the big game
on the coast, and among screen per-
sonalities shown informally in the
compilation are Ricardo Cortez, Guy
Kibbee, Dick Powell, Margaret Lind-
say, Joan Blondell, Hugh Herbert.
Frank McHugh, Patricia Ellis, Hal
LeRoy, Irving Kahal and Sammy
Fain.

Ben Blue in

"Foiled Again"

with Sybil Burne and Cyril Chadwick
Vitaphone 20 mins.

Good Comedy
With a rather amusing farce idea

and a good cast under the direction
of Ralph Staub, this Big V comedy
has enough laughs to satisfy. A
professor has invented a machine
like a dual electric chair whereby
he can take two men of opposite
characteristics and switch their per-
sonalities. First he takes a nance
and a tough guy and makes them
vice versa. Then a couple of lads

on a prank take Ben Blue, who is,

janitoring his way through college,

and switch him with a bally Eng-
lish nobleman who has just arrived
to marry a rich girl whom he has
never met and who happens to be
sweet on Ben. So Ben, thinking he
is the Britisher, cuts up a lot of

didoes and finally gets the girl any-
way.

Popeye the Sailor in

"Shoein' Hosses"
Paramount 7 mins.

A Howl
Popeye is funnier than ever in

this animated cartoon. Olive Oyl
runs a blaksmith shop with Wimpy
as her helper. But Wimp proves no
good and is fired, so Olive advertises
for a new man. Popeye and a giant
strong man both go after the job,

and to prove which is stronger they
engage in a competition of .strength,

resulting in a wrecking of the place.

"Air Maniacs"

Mth Vince Barnett
Educational 11 mins.

Fair
Airplane stunting, with Vince

Barnett hitching on to the plane
in order to indulge in his pastime
of amateur photography, comprises
the main contents of this reel. John
P. Medbury, sitting at a control and
radio set on the landing field, sup-
plies some running comment and
engages in some wisecracking and
run-ins with Barnett, whom he tries

to keep away from the planes. It's

fairly funny and exciting.

The Little King in

"Art for Art's Sake"
Radio 6 mins.

Neat Cartoon

A Soglow cartoon, with the King
starting off on a sight-seeing bus.
Nobody recognizes him. He has a

-a is

JIB
lot of fun with a fat girl seate<
alongside. They enter a museun
to view the collections and the King
gets himself into all sorts of trouble

jam

with the fat girl, who vainly triej^h
to get her hands on him to have himj^ y

punished for annoying her. Finallj^r,
they visit the royal palace. To tb«|tti(

fat girl's hoi-ror, she discovers thai
the little runt she has been trying ^
to catch is the king himself. -

j

to'

Radio

Well Cured Ham"
with Ed Lowry

20 mins,

bl|

dio!

|lit

Poor Comedy
This Headline comedy misses

nearly all around. Story and di-

rection by Al Boasberg. The gag- _„

ging is done in the goof tempo, but :$

it is far-fetched and flat. Ed Low-
ry simply doesn't click as a comic i,

ri

for the screen. But maybe it's the
material that should be held mostly
responsible. The funniest gagstei
in the world couldn't put this dull

and senseless material over. Lowry
takes a job as a night watchman
in the home of a wealthy woman
who is a nut. Her entire household
is balmy, and Lowry's adventures
with them finally make him go nuts
too. Pioduced by Lou Brock.

ii

in

•II

"Cracked Shots"

with Tom Kennedy, Will Stanton

Radio 20 mins
Routine Stuff

Tom Kennedy is a goof motor-
man for the street car company whe
loses his rent money shooting craps.' :>i

His pal, Will Stanton, tries to save
the situation with his wife by ex
plaining that he lost his dough at

trap shooting. She has a bankroll
and gets the idea of going to a

trap shooting meet and winning a

lot of easy money, as Stanton tells

her Tom is the champ trap shooter.
He engages in a contest with thf

real champ, with disastrous conse
quences to everybody. Winds ur

in a slapstick situation with every
body shooting holes in the othei

fellow's parked car. Just fair.

"Under Moroccan Skies"

(Magic Carpet of Movietone)

Fox 10 mins
Fine

Distinguished as usual by excep
tional camera work and helpec

further by an unusually well select

ed variety of contents, this trave

subject is an interesting and enjoy
able number that ought to find ap
preciation anywhere. After som<
nicely composed views of the Mo
loccan terrain, a few Sultanic cere

monies and glimpses of daring Ara
bian horsemen, there is shown sorw

of the beautiful handicraft in whicl

every native youth must serve at

apprenticeship. Then romance i

depicted through the filming of ;

native wedding. Running commen
explains matters, and accompany
ing music also adds value.

.
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD "LOTS".
By RALPH WILK

JABEL JEWELL has been given

a new extended-term contract by
•G-M.

T V T
James Cagney and Pat O'Brien,

10 have just finished "Here Comes
b Navy," formerly titled "Hey,
ilor," will be co-starred again by
jarners in "Air Devils."

V T V
tGus Kahn, songwriter, has been

B^ned by Fox to do some work in

I aravan." .:
Ralph Murphy has taken over di-

lution of Paramount's "Notorious

gphie Lang" due to the serious ill-

B5s of William Cameron Menzies.

T ' V T

Supreme Pictures will start pro-

fction June 7 on the first of eight

lb Steel westerns.

T T T

Paramount has bought "The Eye
othe Eagle," by Nell Shipman, as

vehicle for Cary Grant. Frances

lake may play the feminine lead.

v
'Sailor's Holiday" will be the

pet El Brendel color short to be

tide for Vitaphone, with Ralph

gtub directing.

rvin S. Cobb's first M-G-M short

<h been given the new title of

"Deaking of Relations."

V T T

tobert Florey, First National di-

rtor who has been in China gath-

eng photographic records for "Oil

f. the Lamps of China," sails from
J Orient this week.vv
•klwin L. Marin will direct

KS-M's "All Good Americans"
|m the L. and S. J. Perelman

fry. Wells Root is adapting it,

wh Lucien Hubbard as producer.

v
'aul Malvern has bought Burl R.

Title's "The Dawn Rider" as the

fi:t of the four stories for the new
J'n Wayne series of Lone Star

piductions. Lindsley Parsons will

« « «

write the second, "Texas Terror."over 3,000 gallons of gasoline, worn
Malvern also has acquired a James
Oliver Curwood story, "Wolf Hunt-
ers," and will aim for a feature
market with the new series of west-
erns.

T T T
William Powell will star in "Casi-

no Murder Case," Philo Vance novel,

for M-G-M.
T T

Gloria Stuart, who recently pur-
chased a half interest in a gold mine
in Sonoma County, has departed for
a three-week stay on her newly ac-
quired properties, after being noti-

fied that her next picture for Uni-
versal would not start for at least

that length of time.

v t
Irving Pichel has turned author.

He is at present writing an original

story in which one of the outstand-
ing characterizations is one which
he has yearned to portray on the
screen for several years. Universal
has already taken an option on
Pichel's initial opus.

V T T
Miniature sets, exact i-eplicas of

all the sets called for in the script

of "Sacred and Profane Love," have
been assembled in director Clarence
Brown's office, thus enabling him to

lay out his plans for filming this

picture under the time ordinarily
required for a contemplated produc-
tion of this magnitude. Brown ex-
pects to start actual filming this

week.
t r r

Paul Sloan, having completed the
direction of "Down To Their Last
Yacht" for RKO, has started read-
ing three stories submitted him by
M-G-M, from which he is to choose
one for his initial directorial as-

signment at this studio. Universal,
it is reported, is also seeking Sloan's
services for one picture.

T V T
Jack Mulhall, now playing the

title role in Mascot's "Burn 'Em Up
Barnes," has, according to the
studio statistical shark, driven 34,-

000 miles in a racing car, burned up

out six sets of racing tires, used up
several barrels of lubricating oil

and completely wrecked four cars
—and the picture is not yet half
finished.

T t
J. Chernis, who heads Houser-

Montague's synchronizing service,

wrote music for "The Song of the
Eagle" and numbers for "Central
Park." He also wrote some music
for "The Sign of the Cross."

T
Adolphe Menjou will play the

leading part in Universal's "The
Human Side" by Christine Ames.
The play has met with success as
a local production. It is now being
adapted for the screen and will be
the first on Universal's 1934-35
schedule.

v T T
CAST ASSIGNMENTS

RKO: Dorothy Burgess for "A Hat, A Coat,
A Glove"; Joan Marsh, Gloria Shea for "We're
Rich Again."

COLUMBIA: Neil Hamilton for "Blind Date";
Boris Karloff for "Guilty Generation"; Fred
Keating for "Captain Hates the Sea"; Walter
Brennan, Tom Ricketts, George Humbert, Nick
Thompson for "Whom the Gods Destroy"; De-
Witt Jennings, Clarence Wilson, Edmond Cobb,
Addison Richards for "Special Agent"; Ralph
Bellamy for "Persons Unknown."

FOX: Ralph Morgan, Donald Woods, Jackie
Searl, Carol Kay, Paul Harvey, Doris L!oyd
Harold Goodwin, Barbara Weeks, Ann Howard
for "She Was a Lady"; Pert Kelton, Henry
B. Walthall for "Wanted"; Tom Brown, Anita
Louise, Victor Jory, Rochelle Hudson, Henry B
Walthall, Charles Grapewin, Frank Melton,
Berton Churchill, Stepin Fetchit for "Judge
Priest."

WARNER: John Eldredge, Philip Reed for

"A Lost Lady"; Arthur Aylesworth, Cesar
Romero for "British Agent."
M-G-M: Gladys George for "Dolly"; Maxine

Doyle and Phil Regan borrowed from Warners
for "Student Tour."
PARAMOUNT: Clara Blandick for "One Way

Ticket"; Adamae Vaughn for "Notorious Sophie
Lang."
RELIANCE: Douglas Walton, Clarence Wilson

for "Count of Monte Cristo."
MONOGRAM: Ray Walker, Jacqueline Wells,

William Farnum, Noah Beery, Warner Richmond,
Donald Reed, Morgan Conway, Fern Emmett
for "Happy Landings."
UNIVERSAL: Alan Hale for "There's Always

Tomorrow"; Joan Bennett, Edward Arnold for

"Million Dolbr Ransom"; Edmund Lowe fo:

"Gift of Gab."
PRINCIPAL: Thomas Meighan for "Peck's Bad

Boy."

I I

TESTIMONIAL from
the charming wife of a member:

"Si used to come home nights tired out and
irritable. Since the M. P. Club Bar opened
he's a darling — never beats me any more
and what a man! "

WIVES ! TAKE A TIP

!

M. P. CLUB BAR open daily, Noon to 1 a.m.
Cocktail Hour 4 to 7.30 p.m.—Dinner from seven o'clock.

*•••••
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Chicago — The Capitol, Warner
house, has dropped vaudeville for
the summer.

Boston — John Scully, formei-ly

head of Educational interests here,

is now a salesman for the Fox ex-
change.

Methuen, Mass. — The Methuen
theater has been closed by James
J. Walsh.

Wells Beach, Me. — The Wells
Beach theater has been opened by
Charles Israelson.

Fond du Lac, Wis.—The Retlaw
theater, dark for six weeks and for-

merly operated by Warners, has
opened under the direction of Lake
Winnebago Amusement Corp. with
J. H. Roth as manager. J. Luntz,
operator of the Uptown, Racine, is

connected with the operation of the
Retlaw here.

Elkhorn, Wis.— About $450 was
stolen from the Sprague theater
here when burglars broke into the
house and carried out the safe. Dan
Kelliher is operator of the house.

Richmond — A. E. Lichtman of

Washington is remodeling the
Strand as a colored house. The
Norva is now alternating between
films and stage attractions.

Ogden, Utah — S. B. Steck has
leased his Lyceum to Paramor
Corp., Paramount affiliate, and will

devote his time to his theater inter-

ests in Los Angeles.

Champion, Neb.—Nelson Sweeney
has opened the Champion Theater.

New Orleans — "Thunder Over
Mexico," which closed at the Liberty
recently holds the business record
for that house despite gross drops
of 25 per cent in other houses. Pic-

ture built itself up, playing to in-

creasing crowds as the week ad-

vanced.

Indianapolis—His car crowded to

the side of the road, Robert Hes-
seldenz, manager of the Uptown
theater, was robbed of the day's re-

ceipts by three masked bandits Sun-
day night.

Chicago—RKO Palace has inaug-

urated a series of what it calls

World's Fair Revues, produced by
Will J. Harris, formerly producer
for Balaban & Katz.

Richmond — Roscoe Drissell, for-

merly of the Fox, Washington, is

substituting for Elmer H. Brient at

Loew's while the latter is on vaca-
tion in New York. Frank W. Tay-
lor of Washington is new assistant

manager of the house.

Akron. O. — Dan Bieneman, as-

sistant manager of Warner's Strand,

has been promoted to manager, suc-

ceeding Dick Wright, who recently

was promoted to district manager
for northeastern Ohio zone with
headquarters in Cleveland.

Bretton Woods, N. H.—The Hall
in-Pines theater has been opened.

Boston—Trustees of the Tremont
Theater Operating Trust, Patrick F.

Lydon, Irving A. Isaacs, and Mrs.
Maurice H. Gerber, report that ar-

rangements have been made with
Morris Lieberman of Lowell to op-

erate the house.

Matawaska, Me.—The Roxy, for-

merly the Rialto, has been put into

active operation by J. J. Cyr and
Newail Kurson.

Chicago—The Julian, closed tem-
porarily for remodeling and redeco-

rating, reopens with a new Swedish
picture.

Saginaw, Mich.—Construction has
started on the 700-seat house to be

operated by Fred Witters.

Akron, O.—The Colonial, owned
by Shea interests, after more than

two years of first run pictures,

switches June 1 to dramatic stock,

under the direction of Edward
Clarke Lilley. Frank King will con-

tinue as manager of the house.

Newark, N. J. — The New Or-

pheum, 1,750-seater in the heart of

the colored section, is to be reopen-

ed after two years with a large

RCA Victor High Fidelity sound

system. The house is being reno-

vated and modernized and it will

be operated by Fred R. Clark, edi-

tor and publisher of the "Newark
Herald", local colored weekly. T.

L. Walker will be house manager.

Cincinnati—F. W. Huss, Jr., Huss
Circuit, is passing cigars over the

arrival of F. W. Huss the 3rd.

Columbus, O.—Virgil A. Jackson
of the Pickadilly and Wilmar the-

aters, is recovering following an
emergency operation for appendici-

tis.

Worcester, Mass.—Elmer Daniels,

manager of the M. & P. Capitol, has
been ill for some time in the Har-
vard Hospital. Al Fowler, formerly
head of the Scollay Square in Bos-
ton, is substituting

Sarasota, Fla. — Mortgage for

$40,000 given by the Edwards The-
ater Co. of Jacksonville, operators
of the Edwards theater, to the

Southeastern Theaters Corp. of Or-
lando, has been filed in Circuit

Court. The Sparks Circuit is bound
to carry out all film contracts under
the mortgage.

CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and Zoning and

Clearance Boards

ii

5

CLEARANCE CUT BY CHI. BOARD
Chicago—In the case of the Amuse-U The

ater, LaHarp, against the Illinois, Macomb,
the local zoning board reduced clearance from
14 to 7 days for the 1934-35 product. In
Granada, South Bend, Ind. vs. Colfax and
palace theaters, same city, the Palace clear-

ance was deemed unreasonable and was re-

duced from 60 to 30 days. The Colfax clear-

ance was ruled reasonable.

BAN MERCHANTS' TICKETS
Cincinnati—Local grievance board awarded

decision to the complainant in the case of

R. S. Winger, Union City, Ind. vs. Phil
Chakeres, Chakeres Circuit. Greenville, O.
The latter, operating the State Theater, is

prohibited from issuing merchant coupons
entitling customers to a reduction in price.

Winger's theater is approximately 13 miles
from Greenville.

The local zoning board is getting up a

new schedule, which is expected to be ready
in two weeks.

a i
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WINS CLEARANCE RULING
Boston- -E. B. Conant's Bristol Theater

Bristol, N. H., has been granted nation:!

release in a case decided by the local cleai

ance and zoning board. Action was oppose.]
by the Pastime, Franklin, N. H., and
New Plymouth. Plymouth.

In Trimount Theaters, operators of th

Uptown here, vs. M. & P., it was ruled tha
the Uptown shall have the same availabilit

as prevails with other theaters in the metre
politan Boston area playing second-runs t|

Boston, which at present has 28 days min:
mum after the first-run.

PRIOR ADVERTISING DENIED
Milwaukee—Local grievance board, in di.'

missing the case of Two Rivers Theater Corji
vs. Manitowoc Theater Co., declared thai

the former be guided by that section of th

code covering the right to generally adverti
coming attractions. The Two Rivers coi

cern operating the Rivoli, Two Rivers, sougl
to advertise prior to the Capitol and Mik;
dow, operated by the Manitowoc concei
and having first run clearance.

I

Terry-Toon On RKO Circuit

"The Lion's Friend," a new Edu-
cational-Terry-Toon release, has
been booked to play over the entire

RKO Metropolitan Circuit starting
Saturday.

"Spotted Wings" and "Nature's
Gangsters" have been set as the
next two releases in Educational's
current Battle For Life series. "City
of Wax," a Battle For Life release
about bees, is playing this week at

the Music Hall.

Appeal Ban on Building
Whether or not a local grievam

board has the right to order an e:

hibitor to refrain from building
house in a small town will be di

cided by the Code Authority witl

in a short time as a case of th

nature reaches it on appeal. Ii

cident involved in the appeal coi

cerns a town with a population <

2,000, in which there is one theati
at present.

Columbia Film for Music Hall
Columbia's "Sisters Under the

Skin," with Elissa Landi and Frank
Morgan, opens June 7 at the Radio
City Music Hall.

Hungarian Film Opening
"Iza Neni," Hungarian talkir

picture starring Sari Fedak, opei

Thursday at the Tobis Theater. Pai

nonia Picture Products is distribi

ting the film in the U. S.

-
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Above the Mh
Floor S6.00

and up
Enjoy the comforts of a parlor

and bedroom suite. . . . All

rooms equipped with radio,

combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.

Ideal location — adjacent to

shopping, business and theatre

districts.

SWIMMING POOL AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

Dinner served in the beautiful

newly decorated Cocoanut
Grove $1.00 up.
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(,000 Writers Used in Turning Out 520 Features

1 MUSICALS ON FOX FjLMPROGRAM F0RJ934-35

esuming Parleys With Studios on Music Royalties

Some Thoughts
. . about other folks

By JACK ALICOATE =
IIS young and aggressive Mr. George

Schaefer of Paramount seems to be go-

places and getting things done. Mostly

triout flare of trumpets and with ex-

ie and energetic efficiency. List what

tells us on a somewhat timely subject,

''ere is no more accurate censorship

tii public opinion. It stands out in de-

: d contrast to the desires of a small

unusually selfish minority allying it-

[l with civic and welfare organizations

se support is obtained through confus-

• issues. Block-booking and blind-buy-

ware smoke screens and their elimination

* Id not solve the problem of higher

Rial standards of the screen. Public

tion, however, reflected by box-office

ti issions, provides an unbiased guide to

• t patrons prefer in the way of screen

detainment".

FTER a vacation under the starry skies

of the Mediterranean country the

li it Mr. Sam Sax again has the Warner

•V Studio over Brooklyn way hitting on

16 cylinders. We never visit this plant

tout being impressed with its effi-

icy of operation. An exacting schedule

Vi no undue haste. No night work.

Ciplete harmony. Splendid morale. Those
/wood producers who tell us it can't

bi done might learn here how it can.

C ght a new one while giving the studio

a nick look the other day. B. A. Rolfe

in 'He's a Jolly Good Fellow". A band
piure but based upon a novel idea and
0( ng with production value. You'll like

it oo.

•
lOFESSIONAL reformers and other ir-

iranrs clamoring for censorship might
w pause in their game of blind man's buff

» give a thought to the somewhat dig-

•»nd fact that one of the most important
pi.ure fans in these good old United
Sljes is its dynamic and colorful President,

Fijiklin D. Roosevelt. His White House
Tjater is the scene of many showings.
Mi is anything if not outspoken. If he
oi, not find pictures generally acceptable

I'fcp the standpoint of good taste and
•mis, he would be the first to tell not
oi this industry but the world at large.

New Efforts to Be Made
for Basic Agreement
on Song Numbers

Conferences between attorneys for

Fox, M-G-M, Warners, Paramount
and the Songwriters Protective

Ass'n looking toward a basic agree-
ment between the studios and the S.

P. A., are expected to get under
way again in about ten days after

having been in abeyance for some
time, it was said yesterday by Lil-

(Coiiiinund^QJL^Page 6)

BIZ IN SOUTH UP 100%

KUYKENDALL REPORTS

Declaring that business at the
box-office is generally improved as

compared with a year ago, Ed Kuy-
kendall, M. P. T. O. A. president,

yesterday said that Southern the-
(Cor.tmv.ed on Page 6)

14 M-G-M Color Cartoons
Under Harman-Ising Deal
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Thirteen one-reelers

and one two-reeler are included in

the group of color cartoons being
made by Hugh Harman and Rudolf
Ising for the new M-G-M shorts

program. The two-reeler, first ani-

mated of this length, is now in

work. It employs Tschaikowsky's
"Nutcracker Suite" for its musical
theme. First of the one-reelers will

be "The Discontented Canary."

Beaton on Lecture Tour
Welford Beaton, editor of "Hollywood

Spectator," has been signed by Harold
J. Peat of New York for a three-month
national lecture tour next fall. Beaton
will discuss films both as an art and
as an industry. Peat's list also in-

cludes Lowell Thomas, the Martin
Johnsons, Irvin S. Cobb, General Smed-
ley D. Butler, Richard Washburn Child,
Norman Hapgood and Reginald Wright
Kauffman.

EASTERN EXHIBS FORM

FILM BUYERS' GROUP

Formation of the Independent
Film Buyers Protective Group, took
place Tuesday at a meeting of east-

ern exhibitor leaders at the hotel
Astor. Announcement was made as
follows:

"Culminating' independent exhibitor un-
rest, prevalent for the past few years, ex-
hibitor association leaders including all groups
east of the Mississippi River and represent-
ing almost seventy-three per cent of the
independent buying power of this country,
met in a series of important conferences

(Continued on Page 6)

Ushers Are Reinstated
Under Labor Board Edict

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Conforming to the

recent ruling of the National Labor
Board, the Elkhart Amusement Co.
of Elkhart, Ind., has advised the
Board that it is reinstating its dis-

charged ushers and giving 10 days'
notice to the usherettes who had
taken their place.

Two Writers for Every Story
Produced in Current Season

That it takes an average of two
writers for every feature turned
out by Hollywood is shown by an
analysis of the past season's pro-

duction file kept by THE Film
Daily and revealing that approxi-

mately 1,000 writers, exclusive of

those who did not receive screen

credit, contributed to the season's

output of about 520 pictures. The
figure includes some 440 original
authors, 360 adaptors and 200 dia-
loguers. In addition, there were
incidental writing contributions by
more than a hundred writers who
did not get billing.

Players receiving screen credit

(Continued on Page 6)

49 of New Season's Films
Announced by Kent at

Sales Convention
Eleven musical productions, one

of the most elaborate song-and-
dance schedules ever attempted by
a single company, are planned by
Fox for next season, it was stated
yesterday by President S. R. Kent
in announcing 49 of the pictures on
1934-35 program. More stories by
big name writers and a "distinct
tendency toward clean-cut stories

which shoot straight to the heart"
characterizes the new lineup, said

Kent in stating that the program
would total 58 features, including

(Continued on Page 7)

TECHNICOLOR SEES

SPURT IN COLOR USE

A revival of interest in color is

,

predicted by Technicolor, which,
states it now has more contracts

than at any time since 1929. In

addition to the deal with Walt Dis-

ney on Silly Symphony and Mickey .

(Continued on Page 7)

Progress in Television

Cited at Radio Meeting
Philadelphia—Practical tests with

an experimental television system
which was used to transmit an out-

door scene from a short distance

and from a New York studio to

Camden, using an intermediary ra-
(Continued on Page 6)

M-G-M Finishes 37
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—M-G-M has completed 37

of its 46 features for 1933-34. Five

on the current program and the first

four on the 1934-35 schedule are now
in work, making nine before the cam-
eras. Current schedule features in

production are "Stamboul Quest,"

"Sacred and Profane Love," "Student

Tour," "Rear Car" and "100% Pure."

In work for the new season are "Treas-

ure Island," "Merry Widow," "Bar-

retts of Wimpole St." and "Green Hat."

41
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS AS OF TUESDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Columbia Piers. 34% 34 34%
Con. Fm. Ind 3% 3% 3% + </4

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 16% 16/2 I6V2
East. Kodak 96% 95 96V8 + %
Fox Fm. "A" 151/4 14% 14%— %
Loew's, Inc 3 2 1/4 31% 31%+ 1/4

Paramount ctfs. . . . 5V4 4% 43^
Pathe Exch 2% 2%
do "A" 223/4 22
RKO "A" 2% 27/8

Warner Bros 6% 5%
do pfd 25 25

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor 10% 10% 10%
Trans-Lux 1% 1 % 1 %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

2% + 1/4

223/8
2%
5% — %

25 + 13/4

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 8% 8

Keith A-0 6s46 68 68
Loew 6s 41 ww 993,4 99
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 52% 52

'/4 >V4 — IVs
68
993/, — 1/4

52% + 1

Par. By. 5%s51 . . . 45% 45% 45%
Par. 5%s50 ctfs. 52 51 51 Vi + %
Pathe 7s37 97% 97% 97% + 2%
Warner's 6s39 . . . . 60 59% 59% — %

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para. Publix 5 434 434 + %

Irving Thalberg Frank C. Walker
Mike Donlin William R. Ferguson

Dorothy La Faye

Fred Allen
Hal Skelly

Ann Christy

Beware of the inevitable last-min-

ute rush! Send in your application

today to the 22nd Film Golf Tour-
nament. Attach a check for $10
and by doing so save two bucks for

the nineteenth hole. Entrants at

the clubhouse on the day of play
will be assessed $12. It's an eco-

nomical necessity to have your name
on the list by Wednesday. The holi-

day gave the committee another ex-

cuse to congregate at the Glen
Oaks Golf and Country Club, Great
Neck, L. I., where the members
made a final inspection of the

grounds and the bar. Trophies are
being engraved, souvenirs selected

and the markets visited for the most
delectable and toothsome table de-

lights purchasable. Thursday, June
7, is the gala day. You'll be there,

of course.

Allied Meets to Discuss
Production Tieup Plans

Allied and other Eastern exhi-

bitor leaders met at the Hotel As-
tor Tuesday afternoon to further

consider the national exhibitor as-

sociation's producing and distribut-

ing plan and to discuss sales poli-

cies. Representing Allied were:
Sidney E. Samuelson, Julius Char-
now, John Benas, Abe Stone, E. F.

Tarbell and Edward Ansin.

Allied Denies Trailer Plans

Contrary to reports, Allied is not

planning to pi-oduce its own trail-

ers, President Sidney E. Samuel-
son stated yesterday in New York.

At its recent Chicago meeting, its

board of directors adopted a resolu-

tion condemning plans of several

major companies to make their trail-

ers.

Leslie Howard for Korda Film

London—On completion of his

present Hollywood assignment, Les-

lie Howard will come to London for

the stellar role in "Scarlet Pimper-
nel", which Alexander Korda of

London Films will produce for

United Artists release.

Cast Opposite Fairbanks

London — Patricia Hilliard, 18-

year-old London actress, has been
signed to appear opposite Douglas
Fairbanks in "Private Life of Don
Juan," which Alexander Korda of

London Films is making for release

through United Artists.

Charles Bailey Father of Twins

Charles Bailey of the Warner
contract department is the father

of twins, a boy and a girl. He gets

$100 from the Warner Club.

Third Week for "Miss Marker"

The New York Paramount is hold-

ing "Little Miss Marker" for a third

week.

Decision Expected Today
In Coast Overbuying Case
Decision on the appeal filed by

Fox West Coast and Principal The-
aters from a Los Angeles grievance
board overbuying ruling will be

rendered by the Code Authority at

its meeting today. The local board
order gives the Garfield, Alhambra,
Cal., 20 features bought by the two
respondents.
One or more other appeals are

expected to be considered by the Au-
thority at today's session. Of the

16 cases pending on appeal, some
will be examined by medium of local

board records, without testimony by
principals in the action.

Olympia Must Give Up Films

Boston—In a decision of the local

code board, Edward T. Bloomberg
of the Strand, Gloucester, was suc-

cessful against Olympia Operating
Co., running the North Shore The-
ater in that city, in having the

whole number of first-run films still

unplayed, as many as weeks left

in the present season, released by
Olympia to him.

Case of Aetna Amusement Enter-
prises, operating the Arcadia, Ports-

mouth, N. H., vs. Maine & New
Hampshire Theaters, operating the

Colonial and Olympia, charging
monopoly and conspiracy, was dis-

missed.

Lazarus Won't Serve on N.O. Board

New Orleans — Henry Lazarus,

Louisiana Allied secretary, asked to

alternate on the local grievance

board, says he will not serve until

the board is equalized. A meeting
of the clearance board has been

called for Friday at the Jung Hotel

for all exhibitors to discuss the zon-

ing situation. Paramount's contract

violation case against Rene Brunet,

Imperial Theater, over refusal of

newsreel, has been certified to the

Code Authority.

Cobb Short in "All Star" Series

M-G-M has decided to include the

first Irvin S. Cobb feature in the

Hal Roach "All Star Series". It

will be the last in the scries for the

current season.

"Channel Crossing" Holds Over

"Channel Crossing", British pic-

ture with Constance Cummings, is

being held over at the 55th St. Play-

house.

James H. Littlefield Dead

Philadelphia — James H. Little-

field, part owner of the News Reel

Laboratories, is dead. He was 51

years old.

Poster Ass'n Election in Fall

National Poster Service Asso. will

hold its annual election of officers

in September. A meeting of its

board of directors will be held in

New York within a few days.

Coming and Going

MAURY COHEN is due in New York roc|

from the Coast.

LOUIS MARCUS has arrived in New |
from Salt Lake City.

AUSTIN C. KEOUGH has returned to N
York from the Coast.

PAUL GANGELIN sailed yesterday for Euro!

EUGENE O'BRIEN and MAURINE WATXlf
arrive in New York today on the Francoi]

from a cruise around the world.

SYDNEY HOWARD, British comedian, arrhl
today on the Europa on his way to Hollywo|
to appear in a Reliance picture.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON plans a New Y
visit about June 15 on completion of "M|
With Two Faces" for First National.

VIOLET KEMBLE COOPER has returned

the coast to appear in "The Fountain" 11

RKO.

MONROE GREENTHAL, United Artists expUl
tation manager, has arrived in London frcl

Paris to confer with Alexander Korda of Lol
don Films on "Private Life of Don Juan|
starring Douglas Fairbanks.

JOSEPH S. HUMMEL of Warners, ESTH
MUIR and WILLIAM HARRIGAN were list!

mong yesterday's arrivals from abroad on t|

Champlain.

CHRISTOPHER BELOFF, former M. &
manager in Gloucester and now assistant

Phillip Bloomberg in Salem, Mass., is in A|
lantic City.

JOSEPHINE NOLAN, executive secretary

he Columbia exchange, Boston, has return]

from a Washington sojourn.

HARRY SCHENCK is in Boston for person|
ippearances with "Beyond Bengal."

SYLVIA SIDNEY arrives in New York t|
morrow from Hollywood for a short vacatlol

KEN GOLDSMITH will leave Saturday f|

Hollywood.

MRS. HARRY BROWN and son arrive

Jay on the Vulcania.

Para. Buys "Enter Madame"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA1L\

Hollywood—Paramount has pui

chased "Enter Madame," the plaj

by Gilda Varesi and Dolly Byrn
The screen story is being develope
by Jacques Deval and Gladys Lei

nan.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

I have just received our

Film Daily Year Book.

May I congratulate !he

entire staff. It is a

splendid achievement
and one that I know
will be a great benefit

to our organization dur-

ing the coming year. It

is simply (loaded) with
interesting facts and
data.

Frankly, I do not know
how any office in the

Motion Picture business

can get along without
one.

Ceo. R. Batcheller, Jr.,

Chesterfield Motion
Pictures Corp.

1,000 Pages -- Free to

Film Daily Surscribers.
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Adolph Zukor Presents

MANY HAPPY RETURNS'
with Guy Lombardo and his

Royal Canadians • George

Burns and Gracie Allen

Veloz and Yolanda
George Barbier • Joan Marsh

Raymond Milland
Directed by Norman McLeod

if it's a PARAMOUNT PICTUR
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MANY HAPPY BOX-
OFFICE RETURNS!
"A near riot, 'Many Happy Returns'

should spell just that at the box-office."

—Hollywood Reporter

"This picture will undoubtedly garner

plenty of shekels at the box-office."

—Hollywood Variety

"Sixty-six minutes of high-speed laugh

entertainment." —Motion Picture Daily

t's th
<osr

st show in town! MM
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RESUMING PARLEYS

ON MUSIC ROYALTY

(Continue^ from Page if
Han K. Braun, executive secretary

of the S. P. A. The S^P." A. seeks

for its members jHider contract to

studios an agreement which would
entitle them to share in royalty,
synchronization and other rights if

a song written by a composer and
used in a motion picture is pub-
lished.

Eastern Exhibs Form
Film Buyers' Group

{Continued from Pane 1)

out of which has come the 'Independent Film
Buyers Protective Group.'
"A committee of five, consisting of Lou

Blumenthal, Chairman, Dr. J. B. Fishmin.
Jnhn Benas, Eddie Ansin and David Barrist,
was appointed. Cooperating with the com-
mittee of five will be Harry Brandt and Sid-
ney Samuelson, acting in an ex-officio capa-
city. This committee was empowered to
work out a three point program.

"1—Explore all possible sources of new
product, both American and British with a
view of lining up pictures that can be pur-
chased on 'fair-play' terms.

"2—Seek definite tie-ups with certain ex-
isting companies whereby additional product
will be made available to independent the-
aters.

"3—Organize and formulate protective
measures against unfair rentals, percentages,
preferred playing time, etc."

Temporary offices have been es-

tablished at 341 W. 44th St., N. Y.,

the present office of the I. T. O. A.
of New York.
Although certain major companies

have made overtures to the original
committee, according to the an-
nouncement, it was decided that
some formal plan be adopted and in

every case where a major company
is agreeable to adopting what the
Group feels in a "common-sense"
selling plan along fair-play lines,

that company's product will be rec-
ommended to the large number of
exhibitors represented by their var-
ious leaders in the Group. National
publicity will be given to the cam-
paign.

Austrian Industry Improves
After being handicapped by lack

of capital, the film industry in Aus-
tria shows signs of improvement
as a result of working agreements
with foreign interests, according to
a report to the Commerce Depart-
ment from Commercial Attache T.
L. Hughes.

There are two modern studios
now operating in Austria and 15
features were turned out last year.
Out of 217 import permits granted
last year, 90 went to the U. S. and
19 to Germany.

75 Summer Stocks
With the summer dramatic stock sea-

son officially under way, it is ex-
pected that the 20 stocks now operating
will be swelled to 75 by mid-July.
Last summer 81 stocks were operating
at the height of the season. Nearly
all the stock companies will try out
one or more new plays, with some com-
panies being entirely devoted to try-
outs.

PHIL M. DALY
• • • STUDY OF two film writing gents having a helluva
lotta furi being Themselves writing as they like and HOW
they like and DIRECTING their pix the same way, b'gosh

may sound like a Fairy Tale to all you other writers
real and alleged but it's a fact saw the demon-

stration with our own eyes . over at Eastern Service Studios
in Astoria where Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur have
started their first feature production as Author-Director-
Supervisor-Producers the feature? "Crime Without
Passion" written, supervised, directed by Hecht-MacArthur
.... a Perfect Demonstration of Authors' Heaven

T T T
• • • THESE LADS have hit on the secret of film pro-
duction that is the secret of the Spirit in which
films should be produced in the Spirit of Play it

isn't work to them wott'ell why should it be?
plays should be produced in the same atmosphere what
makes so many important productions so heavy, stodgy, me-
chanical and routiney is the fact that they are produced in the
Spirit of Work the very thing folks are trying to get
away from when they go to the movies silly, isn't it?

Hecht-MacArthur are not silly probably the great-
est writing team this biz has ever produced so why can't

they be great producers? we rather surmise that their

PLAY production is going to blaze a new trail in studio tech-

nique
T T

• • • HERE'S JUST a sample of how they do things
...... entirely different from that which anybody else has at-

tempted in their private office so private that the
door is never closed . the wall is covered with large signs
with big black letters on white paper. . . every other day a
new sign appears . placed there by either Hecht or Mac-
Arthur Hecht will look at the new sign reading
"What Is the Audience Doing All That Time?" and say
whazzmatter Mac? and Mac will say "That bit you
shot yesterday doesn't give the audience a chance to do any-
thing but twiddle their thumbs. It has nothing It's lousey."

...... Ben will think a moment and say "You're right. I

see your point. We'll scrap it and do it Right." then an-
other day Mac will look at a new sign reading. . . .,. "Let the
Public In On Our Secret" and Ben will explain to hiin

that such-and-such a scene is opaque to the customers and needs
a chart or diagram to tell 'em what it's all about in this

spirit of spoofing they do their work—er—their Play how
can you beat guys like that? .......

T \

• • • THE CAST of "Crime Without Passion" is 90 per
cent amateur actors, of course but actors who have
never worked before a camera and mike Ben and Mac
feel they want Plastic Material to mould to their ideas

they catch the individual player when he or she is Natural
when they haven't absorbed Film Consciousness

which makes most vet screen players stilted, phoney, unna-
tural New Players are the only ones who are really na-
tural except really great screen players but how
many of those have we? don't answer it will break
the hearts of too many film players

T
• • • THIS CASUAL column has been written in the
casual spirit of Hecht-MacArthur making their pix it's a
sheer delight to watch them wor — er —play everybody
catches the Infectious Spirit Lee Garmes, Art Rosson,
Walter Strenge, Bill Kelly, Joe Nadel, Harold Godsoe, Jack
Shallett, Terry Hogan, Joe Kane, Claude Rains, Whitney Bourne,
Margot, Slavko Vorkapich, Leslie Adams, Stanley Ridges, C.

N. O'Dell, Ethelyne Holt, Renata Booth we'll tell you more
about all these folks in a later column and more about The
Lads Who Have Turned Work Into PLAY Hecht-Mac-
Arthur one column simply cannot do 'em justice

« « « » » »

1,000 WRITERS USED

FOR 520 FEATURES

gday.

(Continued from Pane 1)

for the season total about 2,000

while directors number about 235
cameramen 140, recording engineer;

78, film editors 114, songwriters 59

and dance directors 14.
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Biz in South Up 100%,
Ed Kuykendall Reports

(Continued from Pane 1)

aters are taking in at least 100 per

cent more revenue than last yeai

at this time. He believes that tht

pickun is a permanent one.

While in New York Kuykendall
will attend a meeting of the Code
Authority today and also transact

M. P. T. O. A. business. He is con-

sidering calling a meeting of the

executive committee in New York
the middle of next month.

Progress in Television

Cited at Radio Meeting
,

Bt

(Continued from Page 1)

dio relay station, were described in

a symposium of technical papers on

television presented by research en-

gineers of RCA Victor Co. before the

Institute of Radio Engineers in con-

vention here. The tests were con-

ducted as another stage in the de-

velopment of television technique by

the Camden laboratories to deter-

mine the objectives for continued re-

search. The television transmission

experiments were made with the

Iconoscope, an electrical scanning

device having no moving parts and

whose operation has been likened to

the human eye. The use of the

Iconoscope in the experiments pro-

vided a new degree of flexibility

over former methods in that it made
it possible for the first time to suc-

cessfully transmit outdoor scenes

and cover greater areas in the stu-

dio.

The tests indicated the desirabil-

ity of utilizing two carrier waves,

one for picture and synchronization

and the other for the sound asso-

ciated with the picture.

At another session of the radio

engineer convention, W. R. G. Baker

of RCA Victor said Europe might

develop commercial television before

the U. S. high cost of providing this

entertainment in the home may set

it back for five years here, he de-

clared.
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REMINDER
Include the starting time of your

feature in your newspaper ads. It

takes only one line and is worth ten.
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11 MUSICALS LISTED

BY FOX FOR 1934-35

u

(Continued from Pago 1)

he six George O'Brien pictures be-

ng made by Sol Lesser and John
Sanft. This tallies with the story
irst published in Film Daily on
?eb. 5 that Fox would make a min-
mum of 52, not mentioning the
)'Brien pictures. Shorts will total

.12 subjects, plus the usual 104
ssues of Fox Movietone News.

Prominent Authors
Authors on the Fox Film list in-

lude: Sinclair Lewis, Irvin S. Cobb,
ilary Roberts Rinehart, George Ade,
jaurence Stallings, Paul Green,
lobert Nathan, Kathleen Norris,

Salter B. Pitkin, FJrnest Pascal,

Samuel Hoffenstein, Clarence Bud-
lington Kelland, Earl Derr Biggers,
)amon Runyon, Frank Scully, Dud-
ey Nichols and others.

Players

Among the stars and the featured
ilayers who are to appear in the
iroductions of the new season are:

Vill Rogers, Janet Gaynor, Harold
Joyd, Warner Baxter, Lew Ayres,
foe Cook, Lilian Harvey, James
)unn, Spencer Tracy, Madeleine
Jarroll, Helen Twelvetrees, Shirley
?emple, Peggy Wood, Alice Faye,
Pat" Paterson, Charles Boyer,
"onchita Montenegro, Herbert Mun-
!in, Frank Mitchell, Jack Durant,
>tepin Fetchit, Siegfried Rumann,
Edmund Lowe, Victor McLaglen,
•"ranchot Tone, Dudley Digges,
..ouise Dresser, Rochelle Hudson,
tosemary Ames, Claire Trevor,
ohn Boles, Reginald Denny, Alan
Mnehart, Una Merkel, Loretta
'oung, Louise Fazenda, Phillips

lolmes, Berton Churchill, Warner
)land, Drue Leyton, Walter Con-
iolly, George O'Brien, G. P. Hunt-
sy, Jr., Dave Chasen, Virginia and
laxine Loomis, Roger Imhof, Hugh
Villiams, Ketti Gallian, Ned Sparks f

ieslie Fenton, Nils Asther, and
thers.

49 Titles Set

Pictures of the forthcoming sea-

on will include:
"The World Moves On," with Madeleine

'arroll, Franchot Tone, Reginald Denny,
iegfried Rumann, Louise Dresser, Raul Rou-
en, Lumsden Hare and Dudley Digges. Di-
eted by John Ford.
"Judge Priest," adapted from the Irvin

. Cobb stories, starring Will Rogers, with
ochelle Hudson, Victor Jory, Anita Louise,
om Brown, Frank Melton, Aunt Jemina,
oger Imhof, Stepin Fetchit. Charley Grape-
in, Berton Churchill, David Landau and
hers. Directed by John Ford.
"The Cat's-Paw," an adaptation from the

ovel by Clarence Buddington Kelland, star-

ng Harold Lloyd, with Una Merkel. George
arbier, Alan Dinehart, Grant Mitchell, Nat
endleton, Warren Hymer, J. Farrell Mac-
maid. Directed by Sam Taylor.
"Music in the Air," Kern-Hammerstein

Al Christie Starting Two
Al Christie returns to New York

next week trom Hollywood and will

immediately prepare to produce two
new Educational comedies at the As-
toria studios. One is a two-reel ver-
sion of the stage play, "Love and
Babies," with Ernest Truex repeating
his original role. The other is a Tom
Howard comedy.

Moss Reported Bidding for Manhattan Circuit
B. S. Moss is the latest bidder for the Manhattan Playhouses circuit of 18 theaters.

Deal which Si Fabian is negotiating for the same group was reported last night as still

unclosed. Another Fabian deal still pending! would give him four houses in the Lee
A. Ochs circuit.

Technicolor Sees
Spurt in Color Use

(Continued from Page 1)

Mouse cartoons, Technicolor has
signed for several other cartoon
series and also has deals with War-
ner, M-G-M, RKO, Paramount and
Columbia. The new three-color

process is now being used, with cost

cut to about 5 cents a foot against
8 and 10 cents some time ago.

Randforce Enlarging House
Randforce circuit, operated by

Rinzler and Frisch, will enlarge the
City Line Theater, Brooklyn, from
750 to about 1,400 seats.

Rawlinson for "Convention Girl"

Herbert Rawlinson is slated for a
role in "Convention Girl," feature
which Dave Thomas plans to pro-
duce in June.

Gus Metzger to Head
So. California Ass'n.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Gus Metzger is un-

derstood slated for next president
of the I. T. O. of Southern Califor-
nia. He succeeds Ben Berinstein,
who was active in drafting the code
in Washington last Fall.

Scrappy Cartoon Tie-Up
Louis-Bacmo-Postman Glove Co.,

Gloversville, N. Y., has been grant-
ed by Columbia an exclusive license
for the rights to use "Scrappy," the
animated cartoon character, on its

line of children's gloves.

"1905" Opens at Acme
The Soviet production, "1905",

based on Gorki's "Mother", is being
given its American premiere show-
ing at the Acme.

musical play, with Lilian Harvey. Musical
idaptation by Franz Waxman, with screen
play by Howard Young.
"Work of Art," adaptation from the best

;eller by Sinclair Lewis, Nobel Prize winner.
Spencer Tracy will star. Screen play will be

by Paul Green.
"Nymph Errant," adaptation from the nov-

el by James Lever. Cast includes "Pat" Pat-
erson, Hugh Williams, Herbert Mundin and
Stephin Fetchit.

"One More Spring," from the novel by
Robert Nathan. Screen play by Edwin Burke.
Cast includes Will Rogers, Janet Gaynor,
Warner Baxter and Stephin Fetchit. Henry
King will direct.

"Angel Face," with Shirley Temple, James
Dunn and Alice Faye. Lewis Foster has writ-

ten the story. Richard Wallace will direct.

"The First World War," by Laurence
Stallings.

"The State Versus Elinor Norton," adap-
'ation of the Mary Roberts Rinehart novel.

Directed by Hamilton MacFadden.
"Marie Galante," with Spencer Tracy.

Ketti Gallian. Siegfried Rumann and Stepin
Fetchit. Director, Henry King.

"Wife For Sale," adaptation from the
novel by Kathleen Norris. Cast includes
Helen Twelvetrees. Directed by Irving
Cummings.
"Fox Follies," musical extravaganza.
"Servants' Entrance," adaptation from the

novel by Sigrid Boo. Screen play by Sam-
son Raphaelson. Cast stars Janet Gaynor,
with Lew Ayres, Ned Sparks, Walter Con-
nolly, G. P. Huntley, Jr., Siegfried Rumann
and Louise Dresser. Directed by Frank
Lloyd.

"Life Begins at Forty," adaptation of the
book by Walter B. Pitkin.

"Casanova the Great Lover," with all-star

cast.

"George White's Scandals," musical revue.
"The County Chairman," adaptation from

the play by George Ade and starring Will
Rogers. Director, James Cruze.

"Caravan," first Erik Charell-directed mu-
•ical production, with Charles Boyer, Loretta
Young, Jean Parker, Phillips Holmes, Louise
Fazenda. Eugene Pallette, Cora Sue Collins
and C. Aubrey Smith.
Two Charlie Chan features starring War-

ner Oiand; "Charlie Chan in London" and
"Charlie Chan in Paris." Directed by George
Hadden.
"Fun on the Air," Joe Cook musical, with

Alice Faye, James Dunn, Dave Chasen and
Stepin Fetchit. Directed by Edward Suther-
land.

"Hell in the Heavens," adaptation of the
play by Hermann Rossmann originally entitled

"The Ace," with Warner Baxter. Hugh Wil-
liams, Ketti Gallian, Herbert Mundin and
Stuart Erwin. Director, John Blystone.
"What Am I Bid?" starring Will Rogers,

with "Pat" Paterson, Claire Trevor, James
Dunn, Rosemiry Ames, Herbert Mundin and
John Bradford.
"Young Ladies in White," from the novel

by Rian James and Jesse L. Lasky, Jr.,
which reveals the inside story of the nursing
career.

"Dante's Inferno," modernized version of
the classic poem by Dante.

"Redheads on Parade," musical, with John
Boles. Directed by Frank Tuttle.
An original story by Damon Runyon, espe-

cially written for Edmund Lowe and Victor
McLaglen.

"Serenade," musical with Lilian Harvey.
Story by Richard Carroll. Directed by Paul
Martin.
"Wanted," with Rosemary Ames, Pert

Kelton, Henry B. Walthall, Nils Asther and
Russell Hardie. To be directed by Louis
King.

"Heldorado," starring Spencer Tracy.
Original story by Frank Mitchell Dazey,
adapted by Ernest Pascal and Jesse L. Lasky,
Jr. Irving Cummings will direct.

"24 Hours a Day," original story by Dud-
ley Nichols. Cast will include Claire Trevor
with Irving Cummings directing.
"The Captive Bride," based on the play.

"Proud Princess," by Edward Sheldon and
Dorothy Donnelly, to be directed by Dorothy
Arzner.

"Lovetime," musical romance, with Lilian
Harvey and John Boles.

"365 Nights in Hollywood," a musical
production based on the novel by Jimmy
Starr. Cast includes Lilian Harvey, James
Dunn, Victor Jory. Ruth Peterson, Tito Coral,
Mona Barrie and Harry Green. William Con-
selman will write the screen adaptation and
James Tinliug will direct.

"The First Baby," written by Lamar Trot-
ti and Dudley Nichols. Cast includes James
Dunn and Claire Trevor. Director, James
Tinling.

"Lottery Lover," by Sig Herzig and Mau-
rice Hanline. Cast will include Lew Ayres
and "Pat" Paterson. Director, Hanns
Schwartz.
"A Woman Lies," based on the play by

Ladislaus Fedor. All-star cast.
"Dames Is Dynamite," with Edmund Lowe

and Victor McLaglen. Raoul Walsh will
direct.

"Cisco Kid Story," Warner Baxter in a
return to one of his most popular characteri
zations.

"Impersonations of a Lady," anonymous
story which appeared in the "Ladies Home
Journal."

"Meal Ticket," from an original story by
Gene Tov/ne and Graham Baker. Cast to

include Spencer Tracy, Shirley Temple and
Helen Twelvetrees. David Butler will direct.

"The Dice Women," by Wilson and An-
zonetta Collison. Included in the cast are
Claire Trevor, Norman Foster and Victor
Jory.

Six George O'Brien features, to be pro-

duced by Sol Lesser and John Zanft, the
first being "The Dude Ranger," from the
Zane Grey story.

Titles and casts of the other features will

be announced later.

50 FEATURES PLANNED

IN SPAIN THIS YEAR

About 50 features will be pro-
duced in Spain in the coming year,
according to advices from J. H. Hoff-
berg, American exporter, who is

now in that country making a sur-
vey of conditions. Madrid has five

studios, four of them being rebuilt
garages, and one of them, the C. E.
A. Studio, is a modern plant with
accommodations for five stages, says
Hoffberg. Estudios E. C. E. S. A.
is considered next in importance.
Barcelona has seven studios.

Hoffberg has been studying the
proposed Spanish quota which would
bar foreign films with superimposed
titles and require all dubbing to be
done in Spain. He believes the bill,

in modified form, will take some
months to pass. Commenting on
general conditions in Spain, Hoff-
berg says there are no outward
signs of depression.

Detroit Notes
Detroit—Ray Schreiber has been

appointed assistant circuit manager
and house manager of the Majestic
by Jacob Schreiber.

H. R. Byerly has left the Strand
to manage the Garden for Wood-
ward Theater Co. He succeeds Rex
Minckley. Michal Schoenherr took
over the Strand post.

Del Apel, former Chicago exhibi-
tor, has taken over the Dix from
Charles R. Porter and Fred Uhl.
Porter plans to acquire another
house.
Harry L. Goldhar and Nate Kauf-

man have pooled their Brooklyn and
Cozy theaters and have closed the
former house.

G. P. Schneider is now managing
the Stratford, West Side house, for
his father, F. A. Schneider. He suc-
ceeds Roy Campbell.

R. F. Cloud, formerly with War-
ners in Cincinnati, is now state
salesman for Columbia here.
W. A. Cassidy, circuit owner, has

returned to his Midland headquar-
ters from Florida.
Leonard Slepski is now manager

of the Virginia Park, a J. G. Portel
circuit house, succeeding Floyd Wad-
low, who is building a theater in
Wyandotte.
Jack Dickstein has closed the De-

troit Opera House, showing burles-
que and films, until fall.

Gustave W. Funk's Great Lakes
Theater is again booking through
Mid-States Theaters.

Only One Dark in San Antonio
San Antonio—Sam Houston thea-

ter, suburban house, is the only dark
theater here at present.

No Bars for Movie Houses
Although New York legitimate the-

aters have taken steps toward acquir-
ing licenses to sell liquor, picture
houses will generally maintain an atti-
tude of prohibition in the matter. Both
circuit and independent operators say
they have no intention of installing
bars.
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« « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES » »

San Francisco—Fulton-Stanislaus
Corp. has been launched by two San
Francisco and one Oakland theater
man: C. H. Turner and Wm. H. No-
ble of San Francisco and Wm. A.
McKee of Oakland. Present plans
call for the acquisition of the Fox
Wilson Theater, Fresno.

Santa Rosa, Cal.—The Roxy will

be the new name of the Cline The-
ater, says Dan Tocchini, proprietor-
manager, after alterations costing
$25,000.

Bridgeport, Neb.—The Trail the-
ater, former Fox-Westcoast house,
has been reopened by Ben C. An-
derson, with new Photophone High
Fidelity sound.

St. Petersburg, Fla.—The Capitol
will close for the summer.

Palm Beach, Fla.—Owing to ex-

piration of his lease, Harry Simonds
has closed the Park theater.

La Belle, Mo.—Roush and Tysor
have constructed a new theater and
equipped it with RCA Victor High
Fidelity sound apparatus.

Cleveland—W. W. Bromberg, dis-

tributor of "Damaged Lives," a

Weldon Picture, has opened an of-

fice in Film Exchange Bldg.

William Powell in

"THE KEY"
with Colin Clive and Edna Best

Warner Bros. 70 mins.

DRAMATIC TRIANGLE ROMANCE
AGAINST COLORFUL SINN FEIN BACK-
GROUND APPEALS BEST TO CLASS
AUDIENCES.
Though it should attract the Powell fans

and please them to a certain extent in

view of the different type of role he plays

as an adventurous British captain, the pre-

dominant appeal of this story is to class

audiences. In an Irish rebellion setting,

with the Dublin rioting atmosphere very

well reproduced, Powell revives an old love

affair with Edna Best, who is now the wife

of Colin Clive, a British intelligence of-

ficer. When Clive discovers the two to-

gether, with Edna believing she is still

in love with Powell, the husband pur-

posely walks into the hands of the Irish.

Then Edna wakes up to the fact that it

is Clive she loves best, so Powell gallantly

sacrifices his own welfare and future in

order to effect the husband's freedom.

There is plenty of action in the picture

and the triangle situation, coupled with

the hostilities, has its elements of suspense.

Cast: William Powell, Edna Best, Colin

Clive, Hobart Cavanaugh, Halliwell Hobbes,

Donald Crisp, J. M. Kerrigan, Henry O'Neill,

Phil Regan, Arthur Treacher, Maxine
Doyle, Arthur Aylesworth, Gertrude Short,

Dawn O'Day.

Director, Michael Curtiz; Authors, R.

Gore-Browne, J. L. Hardy; Adaptor, Laird

Doyle; Cameraman, Ernest Haller; Editor,

William Clemens.

Direction, Good Photography, Fine.

"YOU MADE ME LOVE YOU"
with Stanley Lupino and Thelma Todd

B. I. P. -Majestic 63 mins.

FAIR FARCE WITH GENEROUS
LAUGHS AND MUSIC, OKAY FOR NEIGH-

BORHOOD SPOTS.

A fair farce built around situations that

are loosely-joined, this B. I. P. production

has a nice quota of laughs, two fair song

numbers and a satisfactory cast. Lupino,

son of a music publisher, writes a hit tune

around a girl, Thelma Todd, whom he

meets and loses while motoring. She is

the daughter of an American music pub-

lisher and a self-willed terror. Lupino

finds he knows her brother, who wins over

his father to arranging a marriage by tell-

ing Thelma that Lupino can cause his

financial ruin. Thelma agrees to make
the sacrifice to succor her family with a

grim resolve to get even on Lupino. He
abducts her and then begins the process

of taming her spirit. She weakens when
he pulls a masterful male act, but splits

with him when she learns he has sur-

rounded himself with a troupe of movie

actors. Reconciliation comes just as he is

providing her with divorce evidence.

Cast: Thelma Todd, Stanley Lupino, John

Loder, James Carew, Gerald Rawlinson.

Director, Monty Banks; Author, Stanley

Lupino; Adaptor, Frank Launder; Camera-

man, John J. Cox; Recording Engineer,

A, E. Rudolph; Film Editor, A. S. Bates.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Okay.

A Little
from "Lots"— By RALPH WILK =S

HOLLYWOOD
J^ICARDO CORTEZ will play the

lead in RKO's "Hat, Coat anc
Glove." Barbara Robbins, Broadwaj
importation, appears opposite him.

T
Walt Disney will introduce two

new characters in his next Silh
Symphony, "The Wise Little Hen,'
for U. A. release. They are Peter
Pig and Donald Duck.

T T T
Dolores Del Rio and Fay Wray

sailed yesterday for a vacation in

Honolulu. On her return Miss Rio
starts work in Warner's "Farewell
to Shanghai."

r T
Columbia has five new writers on

its roster — Judith Kandel, Milton
Gropper, Austin Parker, George
Waggner and Harold Buchman.

T T
Paul Gould and Glen Boles have

been put under contract by War
ners.

T T

Tristram Tupper has been given
leave by Trem Carr to adapt "Out-
rage" for Paramount. On his re-

turn to Monogram, Tupper will do
the screenplay of his original, "Stra-
tosphere," to be produced by W. T.

Lackey. Tupper, incidentally, will

edit the new Screen Writers Guild
monthly magazine.

Attention Exhibitors!
NOW AVAILABLE

EXCLUSIVE MOTION PICTURE
IN SOUND AND SLOW MOTION €

Fight Picture The World Is Waiting For

CARNERA vs. BAER
WORLD'S HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP

15 ROUND FIGHT

on June 14, 1934
Copyrighted and Fully Protected—the Entire World

Phone—Wire or Write

OLIVER FILM CORPORATION
245 WEST 55th ST., N. Y. C.

Cable Dufilm, N. Y. Tel. CO. 5-4907
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Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought

The D aily N ewspeiper
Of M o t i o n Pict ures
Now S ixteen Years Old

VOL. LXV. NO. 127 new rccr, ri^iDAy, june i, 1934 <5 CENTS

Premium Regulations Don't Apply to Theaters

SUIT toTest code legality filed iFbutfalo

Educational Making 100 of Fox's 112 Shorts for '35

Four Bing Crosby Subjects

Are Being Reissued

as Specials

ii Of the 112 shorts to be distribu-

ted by Fox in 1934-35, Educational
will produce 100 subjects, including
the entire group of 52 two-reelers
and 48 one-reelers, it was announced
at yesterday's sessions of the Fox
sales convention, which winds up to-

night at the Waldorf-Astoria. The
other 12 shorts, Along the Road to

Romance Upon the Magic Carpet
of Movietone and Adventures of a
Newsreel Cameraman series, will be
'provided by the Fox Movietone

(Continued on Page 8)

ADVERTISING OCCUPIES

FOX MEET SECOND DAY

Talks by heads of the advertis-

ng, exploitation and publicity de-

lartments were the highlights of

he second day of the Fox sales

onvention being held at the Wal-
lorf-Astoria Hotel. Those who ad-
iressed the delegates were Charles

McCarthy, in charge of all ad-
(Continued on Page 8)

Harold Lloyd to Continue
Individual Picture Deals
Having delivered his latest pic-

ure, "The Cat's Paw" to Fox, Har-
ld Lloyd intends to stick to his pol-

cy of individual picture deals, he
old The Film Daily yesterday in

*Iew York, where he is attending
he Fox sales meeting at the Wal-
lorf-Astoria. As yet he has not

(.Continued on Page 8)

Zukor a Coast Commuter
Adolph Zukor, who went to the

coast recently with plans to remain
there overseeing production for several
months, will be back in New York
tomorrow. He leaves again to attend
the Paramount sales convention June
18 in Los Angeles.

Lowell Thomas, Laurence Srallings for Fox Newsreel
Fox Movietone News will have Lowell Thomas as its chief commentator and Laurence

Srallings as editor beginning with the Labor Diy release. Another important change
announced by John D. Clark, geneml manager of distribution for Fox, will be in the
length of the newsreel, which are to have a minimum of 15 new shots, making each re-

lease a full 1,000 feet. Other new trimmir.gs also are planned for the reel. Truman
H. Talley continues as producer.

WANGER CONSIDERING

INDEP'T FRANCHISES

Walter Wanger, who recently left

an executive production post at the

M-G-M studio, is understood con-

sidering a franchise plan in connec-

tion with his contemplated produc-
tion project. He has contacted a
number of important independent

(Continued on Page 8)

National Film Carriers

Meet June 4-5 in Chicago
A meeting of the National Film

Carriers Inc. is officially scheduled
for June 4-5 at the Palmer House,
Chicago, to discuss developments
since formation of the association

last December. Leading film deliv-

ery operators from all sections are

expected to attend. The organiza-

tion now has a membership of 40,

operating 500 trucks and delivering

film to approximately 75 per cent

of U. S. theaters.

TERRITORY EXTENDED

IN NEW K, C, ZONING

Kansas City—Local zoning and
clearance board has extended Great-
er Kansas City limits for the pur-
pose of clearance and zoning to in-

clude the suburban towns of Olathe,
Shawnee, DeSoto, Tonganoxie and
Bonner Springs, all in Kansas, and
Independence, Buckner, Lees Sum-
mit, Edgerton, Liberty, Smithville
and Excelsior Springs, Mo. Opera-
tors of theaters in these towns will

be heard next Monday on inclusion
in Kansas City clearance, after
which the board will start on a new
schedule. On Tuesday the board

(Continued on Page 6)

Finish Liberty Lineup
Before Selling Season

Setting something of a precedent,
Liberty Pictures already has com-
pleted six of its eight pictures for
1934-35 release, and the remaining
two will be finished before the start

(Continued on Page 6)

Premiums Are Not Included
In Regulations—Rosenblatt

Johnson Says Code Gives
Indie First Real Chance

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Wash.—"The Motion Picture Code

gives the small independent producer
the first reasonable chance of surviv-

al and fair play that he has had in

the past ten years," said General
Johnson in a speech before the Na-

(Continucd on Page 8)

Regulations on premiums an-

nounced recently by National Ad-
ministrator Hugh S. Johnson of the

NRA do not affect the motion pic-

ture code provisions on the same
subject, Sol A. Rosenblatt, divi-

sional administrator, told The Film
Daily yesterday in New York. This
statement shatters the hopes of

premium distributors, who had felt
(.Continued on Page 6)

Exhib Goes to Court
After Films Withheld
for Code Violation

Buffalo—In the first suit testing
legality of a local code board's order
a Buffalo exhibitor yesterday start-

ed an action which will determine
the right of the grievance board
and distributors to refuse to deliver

films to a theater charged with vio-
lation of the board's ruling. Edwin
Wick of the Majestic instituted the
injunction action in the Supreme
Court against the Buffalo griev-
ance board and Universal, Vita-
graph, RKO, M-G-M and First Di-

(Continued on Page 6)

DECISION RESERVED

IN 8 CODE APPEALS

Eight appeals were heard by the
Code Authority yesterday afternoon
and decision reserved in each case
until today, when the Authority
meets again at noon in executive
session.

J. Lewis Rome, operator of the
Gwynn, Baltimore, appealed from a
Washington grievance board deci-

sion ordering the Forest, Harry F.
(Continued on Page 6)

J. E. Robin Re-elected
Head of Supply Dealers

Chicago—J. E. Robin of New
York was re-elected president of
the Independent Theater Supply
Dealers Ass'n at its annual conven-
tion here. Joe Hornstein, New
York, was elected vice-president,
and Clem Rizzo, Philadelphia, sec-

(Continued on Page 8)

"World Moves On" Separate

Fox's "The World Moves On" will

be sold separately and not included
on the 1934-35 general release list,

says a notation in the company's an-
nual announcement book.

il
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Clive Brook

I'll Be There !

The 22nd Film Golf

Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Thurs-

day, June 7th, at Glen Oaks Golf and Country Club, Great Neck, Long Island.

Name

Address

THE COMMITTEE:
Jack Alicoate, Chairman, Film Daily; Al Lichrman, United Artists; Lee Ochs, Motion
Picture Club; William Ferguson, A. M. P. A.; Louis Nizer, N. Y. Film Board of Trade;
William Brandt, Brandt Enterprises; Don M. Mersereau. Film Daily.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Johnston Off to Attend
Second Monogram Confab
W. Ray Johnston leaves for Cin-

cinnati today to attend Monogram's
second three-day regional convention

starting tomorrow. Eddie Golden
will preside, and those attending

indue : Jack S. Jossey, Nat Lefton,

William Onie, Robert F. Withers,

C. M. Parkhurst, Gilbert Nathan-
son, Irving Mandel, Harry Lorch,

J. G. Frackman, L. W. Marriot, Ar-
thur C. Bromberg, H. H. Everett,

Carl Floyd, L. Seichsnaydre, Claude
Ezell, William Underwood, Sol Da-
vis, B. F. Busby, Sam Seplowin,

Nat Steinberg, Barney Rosenthal,

Jack Berkowitz, Howard Brink and
Nat Sodikman
A New York confab follows on

June 9.

Salt Lake Theater Shifts

Salt Lake City — Claire Woods,
former Capitol manager, has been
made manager of the Paramount,
succeeding Jack Marpole, who re-

turned to San Francisco on a new
appointment. Ray Hendry resumes
management of the Capitol. Both
houses are in the Louis Marcus cir-

cuit, of which Harry David is divi-

sion manager. Marcus at present
is on a New York trip.

Brings First Beacon Picture

Max Alexander, president of Bea-
con Productions, is in New York
from the coast with the print of his

first picture, "I Can't Escape," fea-

turing Onslow Stevens and Lila Lee.
Alexander is now setting deals for

various territories. He will make
his temporary headquarters with
Syndicate Exchanges.

Eugenie Besserer Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Funeral services for

Eugenie Besserer, character actress,

who died this week, will be held

today at St. Teresa's Catholic

Church here. Miss Besserer was 64 i

and had been in films since 1910.

Defer Decision on Assents
The Code Authority yesterday de-

ferred until its next regular meet-
ing consideration of the matter of

reopening the period for filing of as-

sents to the code. Move was made
on recommendation of the code com-
pliance committee comprising Sid<

ney R. Kent, Nicholas M. Schenck
and Ed Kuykendall.
Al Berres of Hollywood was

named temporary alternate for Pat
Casey on the studio labor commit-
tee. The finance committee report-

ed progress in its work of allocat-

ing code costs among producers and
distributors.

Barnhart Pinch Hits in Altoona

Altoona, Pa. — D. B. Barnhart,
who managed the State Fair Park,
Wheeling, W. Va., for five years,
is pinch hitting as manager of the
Strand during the illness of Al
Hostler. House is owned by Jake
and Ike Silverman, popular show-
men who were the fathers of the
movie business here, and Barnhart
took over the post just in time to

handle the celebration of the 18th
anniversary of the Strand.

$500,000 Suit vs. Fox West Coast

West Coast Bureau of JUL FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Howard Sheehan,

who with Earl Sinks has been op-

erating the Iris and Hollywood the-

aters in conjunction with Fox West
Coast, has filed suit against the

latter for $500,000 damages, claim-
ing breach of trust.

"World in Revolt" for Rialto

"The World In Revolt," a Men-
tone Production, will have its pre-
miere June 8 at the Rialto. Emil
Lengyel is the author, with narra-
tion by Graham McNamee.

B. & K. Open Garrick

Chicago—Completely remodeled,
the Garrick, former legit house, has
been opened by Balaban & Katz
with "Wonder Bar" as the initial

film. Scale is 25 and 40 cents.

Coming and Going

F. KINCEY are in r-
BOB WILBY and H.

York from th? South.

SAM E. MORRIS makes another trip abr
in October.

ETHEL MERMAN leaves Sunday for Hollywj
to appear in the Eddie Cantor picture, "Tro|
ure Hunt " for Samuel Goldwyn.

HAROLD LLOYD leaves New York on Sun >

for the Coast.

MAURICE SILVERSTONE. United Artists gl
eral manager for Great Britain, arrives in N|
York on Tuesday aboard the Olympic.

RUBY KEELER and AL JOLSON sail

California today on the St. Helena for hi
York.

MR. and MRS. EDWARD G. ROBINSON h
nrived in New York from the coast.

SID SILVERS leaves for the Coast Sun|
for a role in the Jack Benny picture for
liance which U. A. will release.

LOUELLA PARSONS has arrived at the wl
wick for her first New York vacation in s|
eral years.

LUPE VELEZ and JOHNNY
eave today for Hollywood.

ESTHER MUIR and SAM COSLOW, just bl
rom abroad, are at the Warwick for a l|

lays before proceeding to Hollywood.

STEPIN FETCHIT left for the coast J

erday by plane.

JACK MERSEREAU arrived yesterday
he Washington.

h• orl

Herman Schlom Joins Monograi
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIi

Hollywood—Herman Schlom, f(

mer head of the Universal stud;

easing department, has been sign, ,.,,

by Trem Carr of Monogram as pi

iucing manager and assistant

Robert Welsh, executive produce

Borzage to Make Scenes in El

Frank Borzage starts east tod|

from Hollywood with a camera u

to make location scenes at Wi
Point for "Flirtation Walk," Wi
ner picture, with Dick Powell aj

Pat O'Brien.

Famous Authors Acquires Playl

"Fruits of Divorce," an unpil

duced play by John Powers Copkl
British dramatist, has been acquirl

by Famous Authors Pictures Coi|

for production on the coast.

Two RKO Pictures Retitled

RKO Radio Pictures has chan;

the title of "Arabella" to "We
Rich Again," while "Sour Grap<

has become "Let's Try Again."

Souvenir for Every Golfer

It was originally intended to an-

nounce that the first 100 golfers to

arrive at Ihe Glen Oaks Golf and Coun-

try Club, Great Neck, L. I., for the

22nd Film Golf Tournament would each

be given a "Big Bad Wolf" watch

and fob, but through the efforts of Kay

Kamen and the kindness of C. H.

Grainger, vice-president of the Ingersoll-

Waterbury Co., the company has in-

creas?d its donation to 200 watches.

Every participant will receive a watch,

but come early anyway.

l0Cl!



IEWS OF THE WEEK PHOTO-REVIEW
ii

T

p> TIEUP HERE. Warners deny trade rumors that arrival in

Kw York of U. S. fleet's 50,000 gobs is deliberate publicity plant

I Here Comes The Navy', Cagney-O'Brien comedy special

p
: ed by director Ray Enright during flotilla's California maneuvers.

OU'RE GOING TO DO BUSINESS with 'Dr. Monica'",

gnosticates showman-editor Chick Lewis noting 'strong appeal

all in daring Kay Francis film to be released soon (right).*

UNPRECEDENTED PREMIERE plans com-

pleted for Dolores Del Rio's 'Madame DuBarry',

with gala charity ball sponsored by First Lady

Roosevelt set for June 4th at Waldorf-Astoria*

'PREVIEW AUDIENCE ROCKED with

continuous laughter' says advance M.

P. Daily flash on 'Friends of Mr. Sweeney'

(below), latest addition to Warners'

laugh line-up. Charlie Ruggles and Ann

Dvorak share the picture's lead honors.

" HE KEY' IS SO GOOD it seems to have taken only half

f.
time it has", is how N. Y. Times summed up reviewers' 'exciting

lilause' tor Strand's world premiere of Warner drama 'excel-

Jlly acted' by William Powell, Colin Give and Edna Best.

SMILING FACES of the Edward G. Robinsons

lend cheery transcontinental escort to first print

of 'The Man With Two Faces', star's most unique

role, based on Woollcott-Kaufman legit success.

*A Warner Bros Picture \°A first National Picture Vilagraph, Inc. Distributors
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TEST SUIT ON CODE

FILED IN BUFFALO

(Continued from Page 1)

vision, seeking to restrain them
from carrying out a local board or-

der. Hearing is scheduled for this

morning, but indications last night
were that an adjournment, possibly
for one week, would be asked by
defendants. If this course is fol-

lowed, the order to distributors in-

structing them to cease delivery of

film to Wick, scheduled to have be-
come effective today, will probably
be suspended temporarily.
The local board ruled that Wick

was guilty of price-cutting in viola-

tion of the code.

Territory Extended
In New K. C. Zoning
(Continued from Page 1)

will have an open hearing to de-
termine St. Joseph and Wichita
clearance. As soon as possible the
board will get to clearance and zon-
ing for Joplin, Springfield and To-
peka, which will clear up the zon-
ing problem in this territory.

Finish Liberty Lineup
Before Selling Season

(Continued from Page 1)

of the selling season, it is announc-
ed by Budd Rogers, sales manager.
The complete pictures include one
special, "No Ransom", for release

Oct. 26, and "Cheaters", being re-

leased today; "When Strangers
Meet", July 20; "Take the Stand",
Sept. 7; "Once to Every Bachelor",
Dec. 14, and "School for Girls",

March 22, 1935. Another special,

"Two Heads on a Pillow", and
Children" are under way.

Fox Uptown Goes to 25 Cents

Kansas City — The Fox Uptown
will go to 25c today. House offers

free parking. This brings all Kan-
sas City first-runs to a 25-cent
policy. The Newman and Main-
street have double bills, while the
Tower has vaudeville plus picture.

Celebrate Sunday Opening

Atlantic City—Pleasantville cel-

ebrated abolishment of blue laws
with the Rialto open Sunday to

S.R.O. on "Viva Villa." Whole town
turned out.

Montreal Meet a Success
Reports of an enthusiastic Canadian

convention attended by Warner-First
National branch managers and salesmen
were brought back to New York yes-

terday by A. W. Smith, divisional sales

manager. Meetings were held at the

Mt. Royal Hotel, Montreal. Harry Payn-
ter, Canadian general manager, will

make two trips a year to each ex-
change, instead of remaining at his

headquarters in Toronto. Returning to

New York with Smith was Norman
Moray, Vitaphone sales head.

• • • THEY PLANNED it as a Gala All-Sports Luncheon
at the AMPA yesterday starting off with Barney Ross,
the new welterweight champion, as the principal guest
and with a slew of other champs in various athletic fields

AND Romola Ribera an Indoor Athletic Champ a
Violin Virtuoso Romola was T-E-R-R-I-F-F-I-C he
almost had even Champ Ross down for the count

T T T
• • • THE VERY Estimable gent who acts as prexy of

AMPA his first name is Bill he works for Metro
as their exploitation chief we didn't catch his last

name we think he's Scotch wears glasses and
has a cheery smile and a genial manner that is infectious

well, it seems he staged the entire affair with
the assistance of his very capable staff of expert showmen

well, this guy Bill introduced Bruce Gallup as the
Guest Chairman and gave him a big sendoff as a for-

mer AMPA prexy and an old film alumnus and did

the gang give Bruce a hand! one of the most pop
mugs this biz has ever known Bruce introduced Major
Bowes who acted as Master of the Revels

T T
• • • THE MAJOR introduced Johnny Weissmuller . . .

who explained that famous Jungle Call he gives in "Tarzan's
Mate" he claims the sound dep't made a tenor out of him

Sam Liebowitz, the celebrated "Scottsboro Case" attorney
was forced to speak instead of taking a bow . they wouldn't
let him sit down till he did a li'l orating he offered the
Nine Scottsboro Boys to Major Bowes for the Capitol for a week
at 50 grand the Major said "I'm always interested

in these cut-rates."

T T T
• • • THEN THEY called on Benny Leonard to act as

Vocal Ballyhooer for the fight celebs Benny introduced
Barney Ross and Barney gave Leonard credit for his

expert coaching that aided him to win the welterweight cham-
pionship then Barney slipped in a personal plug for

himself for pix directed right at Major Bowes alongside

the lad can talk as well as fight he made a swell im-
pression then Benny Leonard told a lot of ring anec-

dotes
T T T

• • • SO MANY important names there we have room
for little comment Willie Ritchie, Tommy Murphy, Jim
Savage, Tony Canzoneri Joe Ruddy introduced the swim
champs Ray Ruddy, Angelo Trulio, Leonard Spence, Wal-
lace Spence, Eddie Lee Silvio Ricci, well known operatic
tenor and vocal instructor to some of the big singers did an
Italian aria and an Irish song grand voice Edith
Murray also sang two songs delightfully 153 guests
a Knockout Luncheon must make a note to get the name
of that AMPA prexy he really deserves mention

T T T
• • • INTERESTING ITEMS Walt Reichen-

bach has fixed up a swell exploitation tie-up between four ma-
jor companies and the International Silk Guild Gen.

Pisano, former vaudeville crack-shot and now prop, of a likker

store catering to the profession, wisecracks that the folks

should send out Frank Buck to bring Dillinger back alive

Congrats to Ken Aneser of the Warner ad department
he's getting wed Sunday to that sweet Lucille Roder....
Listeners-in last night over WOR heard Helen Westley, fea-

tured player in "The House of Rothschild", being interviewed

by radiant Radie Harris another broadcast last night

had Lee Wiley singing three numbers from Marion Davies
new pix "Operator 13" over WEAF and we're

glad to hear that Charles Ryder who has been McClelland Bar-
clay's model, is set for a screen test.

« « « » » »

RULING DOESN'T APPLY

TO THEATER PREMIUMS

(Continued from Page 1)

that the code clauses, which they
consider oppressive, were nullified

by the Johnson ruling. The code
provides that the policy can be elim-

inated from any territory in which
75 per cent of the affiliated and un-
affiliated houses vote disapproval
of it.

Decision Reserved
In 8 Code Appeals

(Continued from Page 1)

Durkee house, to give him a "suffi-

cient number" of its pictures. He
sought clarification of the decision

as to an exact number of pictures

he is to receive and what distrib-

utors they are to come from. Dur-
kee denied Rome's allegation that

he is planning to build another
house in the neighborhood to

"spite" him and that he has over-

bought to deprive Rome of product.
Consolidated Circuit brought in its up

peal from a New York zoning board deci-
sion dismissing its complaint against the
amount of protection taken by Loew's Grand
over its Luxor in New York City on Para-
mount product split between KKO and
I.oew's. Al Suchmann appeared for Con-
solidated while Loew's representatives includ-
ed David Loew.

Robert Wilby and H. F. Kincey, operators
of the Strand, Anderson. N. C, appealed
from a Charlotte grievance board decision
allowing L. C. Sipe of the Criterion to re-

duce his admission prices to 10 cents on
Fridays and Saturdays from the present
15-cent scale. The Strand, a first run, while
the Criterion is a second run house, is

charging 15 cents on these nights. The
Strand operators declared that a local board
does not have the right to order changes in

admission scale; £nd order distributors to

ignore contract clauses fixing minimum prices
at which the pictures must be played.

Five other appeals, heard without witnesses
being present were as follows: Wisconsin
Amusement Enterprise vs. George Hannon,
Gieen Bay, from a Milwaukee grievance
board decision on premature advertising; La
Crosse Theater Co. and Kayess Theater Co.
vs. L. A. Burkitt of Sparta, Wis., from
a Milwaukee grievance board decision on
"educed admissions, H. A. Popkin vs. A.
Levy from a Los Angeles grievance board
decision on reduced admissions', John T.
Rennie vs. M. Feldstein from a Los Angeles
grievance board decision on a complaint of
interfering in a leasing deal; Roxy Theater
vs. Mayfair from a New York grievance
hoard decision on reduced admissions.

Nathan Y;mins presided at the meeting,
which was attended by Ed Kuykendall, Jack
Cohn, W. Ray Tohnston, W. C. Michel,
Charles L. O'Reilly. J. Robert Rubin, C.
C. Moskowitz, Major L. E. Thompson,
Neil F. Agnew and Harold S. Bareford.
Clare Boothe Brokaw, new impartial mem-
ber, and Division Administrator Sol A. Ros-
enblatt were also present.

Drive to License Agents
License Commissioner Paul Moss

moved yesterday to enforce his demand
that all Broadway theatrical agents take
out licenses when five well-known
agents were served with summonses
returnable Monday in West Side Court
charging them with operating without
a license. Those who received sum-
monses were Harry Romm, Marty Fork-
ins, Jack Curtis. Chas. H. Allen and
Ferdie Simon. Maurice Goodman, form-
er RKO general counsel, has been en-
gaged by the agents to defend the
action.
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A Little
from "Lots"

P=Z By RALPH WILK=
HOLLYWOOD

DOBERT YOUNG will have theV
male lead in M-G-M's "All Good

Americans", while Franchot Tone
aas been assigned the lead in
'Death on the Diamond" at the same
studio.

T T

Victor Moore, Broadway comedy
star, has been signed by Universal
and will make his first appearance
in "Romance in the Rain." His con-
tract is for seven years with a min-
imum of two pictures a year.

T T T

Douglas Montgomery and Bela
Lugosi also have been placed un-
ler contract for three pictures on
Universal's new program.

George O'Brien and Marguerite
Churchill are the parents of a nine-
pound boy.

Arthur Hohl has been signed to a
lolumbia contract.

T T
Joe E. Brown, First National star,

is due back from the Orient on June
10.

Charles Ray, after a five-year ab-
sence, returns to the screen in Para-
nount's "Should Ladies Behave."

Marie Wells, former light opera
ind musical comedy favorite, will
sing several comic ballads in Para-
nount's "Ladies First," with George
Bancroft and Frances Fuller.

Marguerite Roberts is one of the
Dusiest writers on the Coast. She
wrote "Jimmy and Sally" for Fox
md collaborated on the screenplay
;
or "Peck's Bad Boy." She is the
^o-author of "Sailors' Luck" and is

now at Paramount, where she is

collaborating on the scenario for
'The End of the World."

Hal Yates has returned to Hal
loach's, where he is directing Irvin
3. Cobb in "Angleworms." Recently
ne has been writing for Paramount.

T T T

Fredric March, Elliott Nugent,
Warren Hymer, Karl Struss, Gilbert
Roland, Harry McKee, David Butler,
Martin Cornica, Herbert Bregstein,
?. Hovey, Ted Von Eltz, Jack
3luett, Francis Perret, Solly Biano,
Bob Koke, Phil Moore, Wells Root,
Albert J. Cohen, T. Thackeray,
^arry Bachman and Norman Krasna
ire among the contestants in the
innual motion picture tennis tourna-
ment being held at the Los Angeles
:lub.

« « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES » »

Will Rogers in

"HANDY ANDY"
with Peggy Wood, Mary Carlisle, Frank

Melton, Conchita Montenegro
Fox 81 mins.

VERY AMUSING TYPICAL WILL ROG-
ERS VEHICLE PARTICULARLY STRONG
ON COMEDY MATERIAL.
Among the most enjoyable of the Will

Rogers pictures, this one ought to have

no trouble sending 'em home satisfied.

Not so much because of the story, but

due more to several hilarious gag se-

quences, including Rogers doing a Tarzan

at the New Orleans Mardi Gras; also

in an earlier sequence learning to play

golf, breeding pigeons, etc. All this hap-

pens after Rogers has sold out his coun-

try drug store at the insistence of his

socially-minded wife, Peggy Wood. This

leaves Rogers with a lot of restless time

on his hands, and his various efforts to

while away this time supply motivation

for much of the fun. Some of the com-
edy is in the slapstick category, but it's

a howl. There is some juvenile love in-

terest on the side and a bit of music,

while the supporting cast, particularly the

stage star, Peggy Wood, and Frank Mel-

ton, is ingratiating.

Cast: Will Rogers, Peggy Wood, Mary
Carlisle, Frank Melton, Conchita Monte'r

negro, Paul Harvey, Roger Imhcf, Robert

Taylor, Grace Goodall, Jessie Pringle,

Adrian Rosley, Gregory Gaye, Richard

Tucker, Helen Flint.

Director, David Butler; Author, Lewis

Beach (from the play "Merry Andrew");

Adaptors, Kubec Glasmcn, William Ccn-
selman, Harry Johnson; Lyrics, William

Conselman; Music. Richard Whitney; Cam-
eraman, Arthur Miller; Recording Engi-

neer, F. C. Chapman.
Direction, Aces Photography, Fine.

Louis King has assembled a
strong cast for "Wanted," which he
>vill direct for Fox. The principals
vill include Pert Kelton, Rosemary
\mes, Nils Asther, Henry B. Wal-
hall and Russell Hardie.

Loretta Young and Cary Grant in

"BORN TO BE BAD"
with Harry Green, Jackie Kelk, Henry

Travers, Paul Harvey

United Artists 61 mins.

GOOD CAST IS ABOUT ONLY MERIT
OF STORY OF ERRING MOTHER AND
TOUGH KID.

Besides its slim chances of proving satis-

fying entertainment, the theme of this

20th Century production may kick up some
attacks from the movie snipers. Story

is about Loretta Young, an unwed mother

who seems to be destined for a life of

errors, and her young son, Jackie Kelk,

whom she nurses along to be as tough

as herself. Then the son is taken away
from her and she wages a battle to get

him back, finally inducing a rich lad,

Cary Grant, to effect the lad's release.

But when Cary and his wife go further

and install Jackie in their home, Loretta

resorts to trickery to get him away. She

uses her wiles on Cary, falls in love with

him, and then, on realizing the muddle

she has caused and seeing that Jackie is

contented in his new home, she has a

change of heart and sets out for a

straighter path.

Cast: Loretta Young, Cary Grant, Jackie

Kelk, Henry Travers, Russell Hopton, An-
drew Tombes, Howard Lang, Harry Green,

Marion Burns, Paul Harvey, Charles Cole-

man, Matt Briggs, Geneva Mitchell.

Director, Lowell Sherman; Author, Ralph

Graves; Adaptors, Ralph Graves, Harrison

Jacobs; Cameraman, Barney McGill; Edi-

tor, Maurice Wright.

Direction, Okay. Photography, Good.

Bebe Daniels in

"REGISTERED NURSE"
with Lyle Talbot, Dorothy Burgess, John

Halliday, Minna Gombell
first National 62 mins.

JUST FAIR YARN ABOUT A NURSE'S
ROMANCE. GOOD PERFORMANCES
HELP MAINTAIN MILD INTEREST.

Enacted almost entirely in a big city

hospital setting, this yarn never gets very

deep under the skin and the good per-

formances of the cast contribute the main
part of the satisfaction to be derived

from it. Bebe Daniels, a nurse who mar-
ried a wealthy man-about-town, Gordon
Westcott, returns to her hospital job when
the husband is knocked insane in an auto

crash. The action then runs the familiar

gamut of hospital romancing, gossip, cases,

etc., with Bebe as the objective of most
of the male staff, and Lyle Talbot as the

principal lady killer. Bebe eventually gets

hep to Talbot, however, and after her

husband dies she finds a happier haven
with John Halliday, the chief surgeon.

A few bits of comedy are injected by

Irene Franklin and Sidney Toler.

Cast Bebe Daniels, Lyle Talbot, Dorothy

Burgess, John Halliday, Gordon Westcott,

Irene Franklin, Beulah Bondi, Renee Whit-
ney, Virginia Sale, Minna Gombell, Milt

Kibbee, Sidney Toler.

Director, Robert Florey; Authors, Wilton

Lackaye, .Florence Johns; Adaptors, Lillie

Hayward, Peter Milne; Cameraman, Sid

Hickox; Editor, Jack Killifer.

Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

Margaret Sullavan and Douglas Montgomery
in

"LITTLE MAN, WHAT NOW?"
Universal 90 mins.

MARGARET SULLAVAN'S CHARM
HIGHLIGHTS INTENSE HUMAN INTER-
EST STORY WELL DONE ALL AROUND.

Considering the nature of the theme
as provided by the book, depicting the

discouraging misfortunes of a pair of

newlyweds trying to make their way, Frank

Borzage did a very creditable job with

this production. Though the path of the

idealistic lovers is continually dreary, Mar-

garet Sullavan and Douglas Montgomery
invest the characters with a charm and

intensity that holds a good grip on the

audience throughout. A swell surround-

ing cast also helps considerably. Action

takes place in Germany, with social up-

heaval going on, jobs scarce, and Doug-

las playing the role of a young married

clerk who has a hard time getting jobs

and holding them, through no fault of his

own. Fired by one boss whose dumb
daughter he spurned, Douglas goes to live

for a time with his philandering step-

mother, and eventually winds up in a hay-

loft apartment, where their baby is born

and a happy ending finally is effected.

Cast: Margaret Sullavan, Douglas Mont-
gomery, Alan Hale, Muriel Kirkland, De-

Witt Jennings, Catherine Doucet, Chris-

tian Rub, Alan Mowbray, Frank. Reicher,

Monroe Owsley, Etienne Girardot, William

Augustin, Fred Kohler, Bodil Rosing, Don-

ald Haynes, George Meeker, Paul Fix, Mae
Marsh, Sarah Padden, Tom Ricketts, G. P.

Huntley, Jr., Earle Foxe, Max Ascher.

Director, Frank Borzage; Author, Hans

Fallada; Adaptor, William Anthony Mc-
Guire; Cameraman, Norbert Brcdine; Edi-

tor, Milton Carruth; Recording Engineer,

C. Roy Hunter.

Direction, Fine. Photography, A-l.

CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and

Zoning and Clearance Boards

6 DECISIONS BY NEW YORK BOARD
Six decisions were rendered yesterday by

the New York grievance board. Complaint
of Harmon Yaffa vs. Vitagraph asserting
that he was overcharged on two pictures was
dismissed, as was a second Yaffa claim on
behalf of his Gem and Majestic theaters charg-
ing overbuying against the Lane and Em-
press Theaters and the Vitagraph, Para-
mount, Fox, Universal and RKO exchanges.
Four Loew theater complaints of premature
advertising were sustained. The complaints
were those of Loew's New York against the
Tivoli, Loew's 175th St. and Rio vs. Ma-
jestic, and Loew's New York vs. Times. On
the complaint of Loew's Freeman, the Royal
Theater was found guilty of reducing admis-
sions through giveaways of ice cream and
cake.

BIRMINGHAM PREMIUM VOTE
Birmingham — This city and its suburbs

has been defined as a zone in which a vote
may be taken on whether or not premiums
shall be abolished, as provided by the code.
An exhibitor vote to decide the issue will be
t^ken shortly.

2 PHILLY CASES DISMISSED
Philadelphia—An overbuying charge brought

by the Great Northern vs. Strand in this
city was dismissed by the local grievance
'ioard yesterday. Board also dismissed a
cr mplaint brought by the Drive-in-Theater,
Camden, vs. RKO on specific performance
of contract.

FINDS "BANK NIGHT" VIOLATION
Charlotte—In a complaint by W. J. Allen

of the New Orpheum vs. Harold Kay of
the Liberty, North Wilkesboro, the local
grievance board found that Kay, in violation
of the code, isoperating "bank night" with
insufficient notification to the public that
purchase of a ticket to the theater to register
ind participate in the award is unnecessary.
Hearing of the reduced admission case of

L. C. Sipe vs. H. F. Kincey, which the
local grievance board decided in favor of
Sipe, is to be held again before the code
authority in New York on Kincey's appeal.

CUT-PRICE CASES DECIDED
Denver—-Three two-for-one and other re-

duced admission cases have been decided in
favor of the plaintiffs by the local griev-
ance board. They involved complaints of
Fred Lind, Grand Theater, Littleton, vs.
Thomas Sullivan, Gothic Theater, Englewood,
for distributing two-for-one Buddie tickets in
Littleton; Black Hills Amusement Co. vs.
Rex Theater, Rapid City, for use of two-
for-ones, and Black Hills vs. State, Rapid
City, on the same complaint.
The docket of the local grievance board

is now clear.

Emmet Thermon, counsel for Sullivan,
nlans an appeal of the decision, claiming
he code cannot ban giveaways except by a
"5 per cent vote of active exhibitors.

RULE ON PLACE OF FILING CLAIMS
St. Louis—Local zoning and clearance and

'rievance boards have been advised by the
-ode authority that_ in cities where exhibitors
eceive part of their films from one distribu-
ion center and part from another city all

lisputes under the code shall be adjudicated
'iv the comn ittee having jurisdiction over the
city from which the exhibitor complained
gainst receives his film.

Starting Monday, both the local clearance
md the grievance boards will hold their meet-
ngs on Mondays.

"Rothschild" 3 Weeks in A. C.

Atlantic City—"House of Roths-
child" has held over three weeks
with promise of a fourth. Apollo
opened and Strand took second and
third week.

143 Special "Monica" Dates

Total of 143 special pre-release
engagements on "Dr. Monica," star-
ring1 Kay Francis, have heen set by
Warners. General release is June
23.
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100 FOR FOX LINEUP
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Studios, which also will turn out the

104 issues of Fox Movietone News.
E. W. Hammons has set six new
series for the two-reelers to be

made by Educational. They include

Star Personality Comedies, Musical

Comedies, Frolics of Youth, Coronet

Comedies, Marriage Wows and

Young Romance Comedies.
Star Personality Comedies will offer 12

two-reel featurettes, each with a name of

marquee importance. The six comedies star-

ring Ernest Truex will be released in this

series.

Frolics of Youth series, which this season

featured Junior Coghlan and Shirley Tem-

ple, will offer 6 two-reel comedies with the

human interest appeal again centering around

a group of lovable youngsters.

Musical Comedy series will have 12 short

extravaganzas in which novelty features will

be introduced.
Coronet series will include 8 two-reelers

with comedy stars from radio, stage and

screen.
Marriage Wows will offer 8 two-reel com-

edies based on humor-filled inc'dents occurring

in the home of the typical young American

married couple.
Young Romance series in 6 two-reel

episodes, will present beautiful girls and

handsome young men at the laughing and

loving age.
Besides these 52 new two-reel comedies,

Fox will also have from Educational tour

two-reel Bing Crosby Specials, reissues, pro-

duced by Mack Sennett, including "I Sur-

render, Dear," "One More Chance," ' Bill-

board Girl," and "Dream House."

The single-reelers, besides Fox Movietone

News, include 26 Terry-Toons, 6 episode i

Along the Road to Romance I'pon the Magic

Carpet. 6 Adventures of a Newsreel Camera-

man, 8 gems from the Treasure Chest and

10 Song Hit Stories.

Terry-Toons will continue to lie produced

by Frank Moser, Paul Terry and Philip A.

Scheib.
Adventures of a Newsreel Cameraman are

a continuation of the series begun last year.

Magic Carpet series consist i of 6 one-reel-

ers, Along the Road to Romance, photo-

graphed by cameramen in all parts of the

world. ....„„ i

Treasure Chest series will off<-r 8 one-reel

novelties which Educational will pick from

the world market.
Song Hit Stories will present well-known

singers in unique dramatization of famous

songs.

Johnson Says Code Gives

Indie First Real Chance
(Continued from Page 1)

tional Catholic Alumni Federation

at the Willard Hotel here and broad-

cast over a nationwide network.

The General was referring to

charges that NRA promotes monop-

oly in codes to various industries.

Isman for Warner Canadian Branch

Mickey Isman, former exhibitor

in the Winnipeg territory and for-

merly connected with various ma-

jor distributors, has been appoint-

ed branch manager for Warner-

First National in St. John, suc-

ceeding Jack Butler, who has re-

signed.

Equity Annual Meet Today
Actors' Equity will hold its 22nd

annual meeting at 2:30 P.M. today in

the Grand Ballroom of the Hotel Astor.

Election of officers and other business

will be transacted.

For Convention Sidelights
u = By DON HANCOCK

IT'S a real "working" convention. Two
pitchers of ice water were the only acces-

sories left in the press rooms for the re-

porters who waited.
• # *

/_. Prouse Knox, of India, claimed the

record for covering the greatest distance to

attend the confab. Next in line for long-

distance honors was W . W. Sullivan of Colon,
Panama.

» • •

Doors to the convention hall were guarded
by relays of very suspicious young men.
You almost had to show a birth certificate

to crash the gates.
• • •

Surpiise visitors to the assembly were
Julian Johnson, head of the Fox story de-

partment, and the stairs Alice Faye, Jimmy
Dunn, Harold Lloyd and Stepin Fetchit.

Fetchit returned to the coast yesterday via

the air route,
• « *

Bellhops reaped a harvest of dimes for

carrying the huge Fox Announcement books
for the delegates. The books measure about
2x4 feet and weigh more than you imagine.

• » •

Benny Reingold of St. Louis changed his

suit between each speech and three times

during the evening. Benny never wears the

same suit twice. His excess baggage ex-

pense from St. Louis is now being checked
by the audit department.

• » *

George Dickman of the Buffalo office ran
over to the Newark ball game on Tuesday.
Dickman was formerly pitcher for the Buf-
falo and Newark International League teams.

Get this one. Within the Fox sales or-

ganisation there are five Simons, five Sul-
livans, four Murphys and four Scotts—and,
they're not related to each other. It's a

clean sweep for the Irish.
* * #

It being their first visit to New York,
stiff necks are being suffered by Booker
Broggi of New Orleans, McCleaster of In-
dianapolis, Flanagan of San Francisco, Robin-
ette of Portland, Dunlap of New Orleans,
Gribble of Charlotte, Hallswachs of Chicago.
O'Neill of Des Moines and Michael of Mil-
waukee.

• • *

Oldest in point of years among the sales-

men at the convention is Jules Schwartz of
the New York exchange.

# * •

Oscar of the Waldorf had his latest and
most tempting menu all set before he learned
that the banquet is being passed up this year,

so he's saving it for the next W.C.T.U. get-

together.
* # *

It was no place for a hungry newspaper-
man. All we got was a club sandwich and
some food for thought from Earl Wingart.

# » #

Salesmen attending their first Fox Film
sales convention: H. Longdon of Atlanta,
M. Simon of Boston, W. Crystal of Min-
neapolis, C. R. Robinette of Portland, O. F.
Lessing of St. Louis, John Skillman of Wash-
ington, T. Flanagan of San Francisco, L. C.
Baxley 'and D. P. Rathbone of Dallas, T.
McCleaster of Indianapolis, E. Michael and
G. Edgerton of Milwaukee. Most of them
are former bookers promoted to salesman-
ships during the past year.

J. E. Robin Re-elected

Head of Supply Dealers
(Continued from Page 1)

retary-treasurer. The officers and
Ben Shearer, Seattle; Harry Gra-
ham, Denver; R. K. Douglas, Bos-

ton: Max Rubin, Detroit, and Ray
Smith, Milwaukee, constitute the

board of directors for 1934. The
NRA code and other matters af-

fecting the association were dis-

cussed.

Fix $75,000 as Deposits

In St. Louis Theaters Sale

St. Louis—In connection with the

foreclosure sale of the Ambassador,

Grand Central and Missouri the-

aters on June 7, U. S. District Judge

Charles B. Davis has stipulated

that the bidders for the Ambas-

sador and Grand Central must post

either $50,000 in cash or $100,000

of the bonds against the property,

while those seeking to bid for the

Missouri must post $25,000 in cash

or $50,000 of the bonds. Bondhold-
ers protective committees have work-
ed out a reorganization plan and,

if successful at the auction sale,

plan to lease the properties to the

Allen L. Synder and Harry Koplar
group, who in turn hope to retain

the management services of Fan-
chon & Marco. Warner, Skouras

and other interests also may figure
:n the bidding.

"Change of Heart" Extended

St. Louis — "Change of Heart,"
Fox film with Gaynor and Farrell,

was held over for five days at the
Fox.

Harold Lloyd to Continue
Individual Picture Deals

(Continued from Page 1)

made distribution arrangements for

his next production, but indications

are that Fox will handle it.

The latest Lloyd picture will be

generally released late in August

or early in September. The pro-

ducer-star is now looking for his

next story. He returns Sunday to

the Coast.

Canada Eases British Film Entries

Toronto — Canadian customs de-

partment has given the British pro-

ducer a concession by allowing Brit-

ish films to be brought into Can-

ada for inspection. Hereafter, any

British positives brought into Can-

ada may be returned at any time

and the duty refunded, if the im-

porter certifies "that the films were

not projected, except for inspection

purposes."

Australian Studying U. S. Theaters

Chicago—Charles Francis Scarf,

connected with a circuit in Sidney,
Australia, is spending some time
here studying the movie theater
situation. He is on a world tour
to get data on film economics.

"Villa" Holds in Detroit

Detroit—"Viva Villa" has moved
from the Michigan to the Fisher
for a second week, making it the
first picture in months to hold over
after a week at the largest Para-
mount house here.

ADVERTISING OGGUPIE

FOX MEET SECOND DA

(Continued from Page 1)

vertising, publicity and exploit
tion; Arch Reeve, head of eastei
advertising; Earl Wingart, pu
licity director; A. O. Dillenbeck
the Hanff - Metzger advertisii
agency; Gabe Yorke, head of coa
advertising and publicity; Rog
Ferri and J. A. Clark, head of j

sales.

Edward Grainger, eastern dh
sion sales manager and Louis Niz
also addressed the meeting. Priz
for the last sales drive were a
nounced by Herman Wobber. Thi
were awarded to J. J. Grady, Cha
lotte; G. M. Ballentine, San Fra
cisco; E. V. Landaiche, New
leans, and E. X. Callahan, Bosto
in the order named.

In the afternoon "The Cat's Pav!
was shown at the home office, ai

at night, "The World Moves Oi
was shown in the Waldorf-Astori
Activities this morning will inclui

meetings of the division managei
bookers and ad sales managei
This afternoon Spyros Skouras, Ti

C. Michel, executive vice-presider
Sidney Towell, treasurer, and Si
ney R. Kent, president, will spei
to the members, after which tl

convention will adjourn.

y

\a

k

Wanger Considering
Indep't Franchise

(Continued from Page 1)

circuits, including Jensen & Vc
Herberg of Seattle, in order to g
their reaction. Wanger is now
New York.

&be

riven

ten

oteci

Ipecl

Fight Showing of "Mann-Brand
Campaigning against the showii

of "S. A. Mann-Brand" on I
ground that it is pro-Nazi and u
fair to working-class leaders
Jews, the Film and Photo League

|Wednesday held a mass demonstr
tion in front of the Yorkville the
ter, where the German picture
being shown. The League also i

vited New York movie reviewers
attend an open protest meeting
its headquarters.

1

"Cheaters" Over Loew Circuit

"Cheaters," Liberty productio
with Bill Boyd, Dorothy Macka
and June Collyer, has been book
over the Loew metropolitan circt

starting the end of June in a de

closed by Budd Rogers, Liber
sales manager, and Jack Bellmi
of Hollywood Film Exchange

itei

dir

r
n:.

yet

Not Reopening Code
Contradicting reports from Washing-

ton, Division Administrator Sol A.

Rosenblatt yesterday stated that the

NRA has no plans for reopening the

labor provisions of the motion picture

code. Rosenblatt was in New York yes-

terday attending a Motion Picture Cod:
Authority meeting.

.foil
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Jos. Schenck to Outline U. A. Lineup of About 30

BOARDSTOT ALLOWEDTO ALTER B.T PRICES

S. R. Kent Attacks Cut-Rate and Nuisance" Theaters

More Protection Urged for

"A" Houses—Pledges
Clean Films

Cut-rate and "nuisance" theaters

tare the target of a verbal barrage

Kred by Sidney R. Kent in speak-

k
ig before the delegates to the Fox
invention at the Waldorf-Astoria
-esterday. Kent stated that greater
Irotection should be given both high-

lass films and first-run theaters in

espect to the "around the corner
{Continued on Page i)

EDUCAT'L STARTING

L 1

Work on EducationaFs new pro-

;ram will start by July 1, with first

iroduction work getting under way
n the east, E. W. Hammons said

'esterday in addressing the sales

onvention of Fox Film, which dis-

ributes the Educational product in

;he U. S. The same production
hiefs, E. H. Allen on the coast and
U Christie in the east, will be in

{Continued on Page 2)

W. G. Smith and C. C. Burr
Will Film "Crime Clues"
Wra. G. Smith, who arrived in

'lew York several weeks ago from
he coast, has obtained the rights
o "Crime Clues," the Manhunt My«-
ery series broadcast over WJZ,
ind will film them in feature form
n the coast in association with C.

). Burr. Release arrangements have
lot yet been set. Exploitation will

)e tied in with the broadcasts,
vhich are to continue.

New Australian Studio

Sydney — Following close on the

formation of Anglo-Australian Films,

Ltd., which plans reciprocal production.

National Studios, Ltd., has been created

to establish a studio for all inde-

pendent production. Backers are Sir

Hugh Denison, Australian newspaper
magnate, and Sir James Murdcck. local

business man.

Entire Equity Slate is Re-elected
Entire slate of Actors' Equity Ass'n was re-elected at the annual meeting yesterday.

Personnel includes Frank Gil. more, president; Arthur Byron, Florence Reed, George
Fawcett, Harley Sadler, vice-presidents; Charles Dow Clark, recording secretary; Paul

Du.lzell, executive secretary-treasurer; Paul N. Turner, counsel.

BOARDS CAN'T STOP

BUILDING OF HOUSES

Under the code, local grievance
boards do not have the right to pre-

vent building of theaters in opposi-

tion to established houses, the Code
Authority ruled yesterday in unani-

mously dismissing a complaint filed

by the Gwynn, Baltimore, against

the Forest, operated by Frank H.
(Continued on Page 2)

Foreign Business Better,

Joseph Hummel Reports
Film business in foreign countries

is generally better compared with
last year, and audiences abroad
strongly prefer American product,
says Joseph Hummel, general for-

eign sales manager for Warner-
First National, on his return from
a nine-month trip that included
England, France, Italy, Egypt, Ara-

(Lontinucd on Page ^.)

ASSESSMENTS PA

BY 5,519 E

A total of 5,519 exhibitors have

paid code assessments amounting to

$57,051 as of May 29, it was stated

at the Code Authority office yester-
day. As 7,800 exhibitors signed as-

sent?, more than half have settled

their accounts.

Mayiair Schedules 12

For 1934-35 Season
With a program devoted exclu-

sively to action pictures, Mayfair is

planning to make 12 features for
release in 1934-35. No Westerns
will be included in the list. The
company has completed six of its

current program of 12 features and
expects to finish the entire schedule
by Aug. 15, when work begins on
the 1934-35 product.

United Artists Sales Confab
Under Way Today in Chicago

Chicago—A program of approxi-
mately 30 features, plus the Walt
Disney cartoons, is expected to be
announced by Joseph M. Schenck for
1934-35 release by United Artists,

which starts its three-day conven-
tion today at the Drake Hotel. Ma-
jor block will be made by 20th Cen-
tury, providing a dozen or so, with
others from Samuel Goldwyn, Re-
liance, and London Films. Schenck
leaves the coast today by plane for

Chicago and will outline the prod-
uct at tomorrow's session. First
day's confab, with more than 50
branch managers attending, will be

devoted to a review of the current
season's work and other matters by
Al Liehtman, vice-president and
general manager of distribution.

General conditions, admission prices

and double features also are slated

for discussion, after which there
will be talks by Hal Home on ex-

ploitation and showmanship, and by
Harry L. Gold on sales.

Tomorrow, after the product an-
nouncement, Liehtman will conduct
a discussion of the new program,
followed by a discussion of exhibi-

tor needs as interpreted by the
(Continued on Page 2)

Admission Scale Specified

in Contract Must Stay,

Code Auth'y Rules
Local grievance boards have no

authority to disturb admission
prices specified in film contracts,

the Code Authority has decided in

reversing a ruling of the Charlotte
board in the case of L. C. Sipe's
Criterion, Anderson, S. C, vs.

Strand, operated by Palmetto The-
ater Co., controlled by Robert Wilby
and H. F. Kincey. The local board
ruled that Sipe could reduce his ad-
mission scale on Fridays and Sat-
urdays from 15 to 10 cents con-

trary to his contracts with distrib-

utors, in order to more fairly com-
pete with the Strand, which charges

(Continued on Page 3)

MODIFY FWG EDICT;

GIVES UP 13 FILMS

The Code Authority yesterday
modified the Los Angeles grievance
board decision in the. overbuying
case of the Garfield, Alhambra, Cal.,

vs. Fox West Coast and Principal
Theaters. Distributors were in-

structed to give the Garfield 13
(Continued on Page i)

Precedents Are Expected
From Buffalo Test Case
Buffalo—Enforcement of the lo-

cal grievance board order against
Edwin Wick of the Majestic, in-

structing exchanges to deny him
product because of failure to com-

(Continued on Page 3)

Lew Cody Mourned
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Film colony was saddened
yesterday on learning of the death of

Lew Cody, one of the Host popular of

film stars, who succumbed to a heart

attack while asleep Thursday night.

Between his screen and stage activities,

Cody had developed a wide following.

Funeral services will be held this after-

noon.
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des-Noues, 19.

FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Am. Seat 4S/a 4S/
8

4S/8 -

Columbia Picts. vtc. 33 1/2 33 33 1/4 -

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 16'/8 15V4 15% -

East. Kodak 953/4 93'/2 93% -

Fox Fm. "A" 13V2 '3% 13% -

Loew's, Inc 31% 30% 31

do pfd 94 94 94

M-G-M pfd 26% 26% 26%
Paramount ctfs 4% 4% 43/8

Pathe Exch 2% 2% 2%
do "A" 21% 20% 20% •

RKO "A" 3 2% 2%
Warner Bros 5% 5 5/8 5%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor 10% 10% 10%
Trans-Lux 1 % 1% 1 %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 8% 8 8

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 8% 8% 8%
Loew 6s 41ww 99% 98% 99%
Par. 5%s50 filed .50 50 50
Warner's 6s39 58% 57% 57%

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITI

Para. Publix 4% 4% 4% -

Net
Chg.

%
%
%

25/8

%
%

%
• %
%
1%

— %

ES

Johnny Weissmuller Benjamin Goetz
Hedda Hopper Harry C. Arthur, Jr.

Frank Melford

M. Orowitz Dick Pritchard

Francis E. Nesse

Schenck to Outline

U. A. Lineup in Chi.
(Continued from Page 1)

branch managers. Those attending
from the home office are:

Al Lichtman, Joseph Moskowitz, Harry L.
Gold, Charles Stern. Jack Goldhar, Paul
Burger. Earl Kramer. Manny Silver/stone,
Etienne Pallos and C. Ericksen of London
Films.
Branch managers present include C. Eise-

nian, Atlanta; John J. Dervin, Boston; Jack
Kapian, Buffalo; Fred A. Rohrs. Charlotte;
William Mack, Cincinnati; A. M. Goodman,
Cleveland; Arthur Horn. New Haven; G.
P. Frank, New Orleans; Moe Streimer, New
York; H. G. Bodkin, Philadelphia; Bert M.
Steam, Pittsburgh; Charles Kranz, Wash-
ington; Sam Horowitz. Chicago; Al Hoffman.
Denver; M. Dudelson. Detroit; Joseph Can-
tor, Indianapolis; William E. Truog, Kansas
City; H. E. Lotz, Milwaukee; Max Stahl,
Minneapolis; D. V. McLucas. Omaha; Harry
Scott. St. Louis: Doak Ro!>erts, Dallas; Ewen
MacLean, Los Angeles; Irving Schlank, Salt
Lake; D. J. McNerney, San Francisco; Guy
F. Navarre, Seattle.

Canadian delegates are: H. M. Masters,
district manager, Toronto; A. Feinstein, Cal-
gary; A. J. Jeffrey, Montreal; Gerald M.
Hoyt. St. John; S. Glazer, Toronto; David
Griesdorf, Vancouver, and Philip Sherman.
Winnipeg.

Educat'l Starting
Lineup by July 1

(Continued from Pane 1)

charge of the 1934-35 shorts, Ham-
mons declared. As a result of the
success in producing here the past
season, a greater amount of the new
product will be made in the east,

where a wide variety of star talent
especially suitable for shorts is

available, said Hammons.

75 At Monogram Meet
Cincinnati—An attendance of 75

will be on hand for the Monogram
regional convention here starting
today. In addition to W. Ray John-
ston, Eddie Golden, J. P. Friedhoff
and other Monogram men already
mentioned, the following are here:
Joe Smith, Howard Gould, L. F. Durland,

L. O. Ringler. Fred Strubank, Harry Hon
dorf, Clair Townsend, E. Mandel, M. Drei-
fuss, J. Schwartz, S. Decker. J. Frackman,
T. MacEvoy. L. W. Marriott. E. A. Sipe
Bill Weiss, F. E. Belles, R. O. Flemm. R.
A. Novish, S. P. Gorrel. C. Weinberg. G. H.
Kirby, M. Margolies, Lloyd Rust, H. R.
Bisby and Roy V. Starling.

End St. Louis Litigation
St. Louis—Litigation in the re-

ceivership suit by the Harry Kop-
lar group against St. Louis Amuse-
ment Co., Warner controlled circuit,

has been finally terminated through
a stipulation of counsel approved
by the Circuit Court, whose decre-

of last Augoist dismissing the suit

has been adopted as the final order
n the case.

Ferraro to Run Summer Resort
Al Ferraro, for years a Warner

salesman covering Jersey territory,
has resigned to devote all his time
to running his Sunshine Villa, sum-
mer resort at Hunter, Greene
County, N. Y. Ferraro has developed
the spot to accommodate 100 guests.

Ben Giroux Dead
San Francisco — Ben M. Giroux,

veteran theatrical man, died here
this week. In late years he had been
managing- a theater in Marysville.
His son, George, is a film salesman,
while a brother, Edward V., is a
press representative, and a sister,

Marion, was on the stage.

Boards Can't Stop
Building of Houses

(Continued from Page 1

)

Durkee. At the hearing on the ap-
peal from a Washington board deci-

sion, J. Lewis Rome, operator of the
Gwynn, had contended that Durkee
was planning a theater to "spite"
him and that this was a violation of

the code clauses prohibiting the
buying of film to deprive a competi-
tor from getting pictures.

The Authority affirmed the Wash-
ington board decision giving Rome
a "sufficient" number of pictures
from Durkee but did not clarify the
ruling as to the exact number, as
the complainant had requested.

Foreign Business Better,

Joseph Hummel Reports
f| ont :nued from Pane 1 )

bia, India, Japan, Manchuko, Java.
Australia, New Zealand and South
America. Four new branches abroad
have been opened by Warners, as
follows: Harbin, Manchuko, under
supervision of Harold Dunn, Japan
manager; Shanghai, under Ralph
Binns; Manila, under Cliff Almy,
and Java, under J. Lambert. Hum-
mel was tendered a welcome home
party Thursday night at the M. P.

Club.

Intermountain Changes
Denver—Fox West Coast is mak-

ing the following changes in the
Intermountain division, according to

Manager Rick Ricketson:
Dan McAuliffe, retiring as manager of the

Mayan on doctor's orders to spend several
months on his father's ranch, is succeeded
by Gerald Whitney, who was sent to Sher-
idan, Wyo.. to relieve Fred Bezold, still ill,

as city manager.
Wm. Fowers goes from Trinidad to Sheri-

dan as city manager of the Lotus and Or-
pheum.
Don Sheedy is moved from manager of

the Rio Grande, Las Cruces, N. M.. to Trini-

dad as city manager of the West and Rialto.

Henry Westerfeld rejoins the circuit as

manager of the Rio Grande. Las Cruces.
Ewart Boyd, manager of the Fox, Sidney,

Neb., has resigned and is succeeded by Har-
old Jones, formerly of Boulder.

"M" Suit is Settled

Breach of contract suit brought
by Forenco Co. against Paramount
over distribution of the feature,

"M", has been settled, with a cash

payment understood involved in the

deal. Identified with Porenco are:

Joe Plunkett. Walter Reade, Larry
Green and Myron Robinson. The
olaintiffs get back the picture. Case
was pending in the New York State

Supreme Court, with Saul Rogers
as counsel for the Plunkett group.

Herbert T. Silverberg Moves
Buffalo — Herbert T. Silverberg,

film attorney, has moved his law
offices to the Liberty Bank Bldg.

Lesser Plans "Prince and Pauper"
Wc" ' "i<t Bu-eav of THE FILM n.Uf.Y

Hollywood—Sol Lesser will star

Dickie Moore in Mark Twain's "The
Prince and the Pauper."

.ommg and G oing

MAURY COHEN and GEORGE BATCHELLER
plan to sail for England about June 15 with
a print of Invincible's "House of Strangers"
and Chesterfield's "Green Eyes" to line up
a program for British distribution next season.

JANICE JARRETT, New York model, has been
signed by Samuel Goldwyn for Eddie Cantor's
"Treasure Hunt" and is now en route to the
coast.

JOSEPH M SCHENCK leaves the coast today
by plane for the United Artists sales conven-
tion in Chicago.

ANDRE BERLET, French film actor, and
JOAN CARR, British actress, sail today on
the Champlain for Europe.

MERIAN C. COOPER and DOROTHY JOR-
DAN, who are back in Hollywood from Hawaii
leave shortly for Naples, where Cooper will

do research for "Last Days of Pompeii," RKO
release.

it pre

MARY BRIAN opens a five-week vaudeville pr i»

tour on June 8 in Buffalo prior to starting

rehearsals in the new Lew Brown musical.
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RALPH WHITEHEAD, executive secretary of

the Actors' Federation of America, vaudeville
actors' union, leaves today for Boston to con
duct a meeting and open offices there.

Lilian Harvey Film at 55th St.

"Heart Song," continental film

starring Lilian Harvey, will have
its American premiere Wednesdaj
at the 55th St. Playhouse. Charles
Boyer appears opposite Miss Har
vey.

Ready Reference Directo
With Addresses and Phone Number]

Recognized Industry Concerns

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

Engravers

CALL—
"CITY"

PHOTO ENGRAVING
(Day and Night Service)

250 W. 54th St., N. Y.

Tel. COIumbus 5-6741
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AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS—IMPORTERS

Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY

LONDON PARIS IERLIN

Hotels

"Sweethearts" Holds in MemDhis
Memphis — Warner's "20 Million

Sweethearts" is being held a second
week at the Warner Theater.

Technicolor May Resume in Boston
Boston—Report has it that Tech-

nicolor may resume laboratory
operations here.

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL

MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS
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. R. KENT ATTACKS

CUT-RATE THEATERS

(Continued from Page 1)

-cent house." Although no official

inouncement of that part of his
eech was made public last night,
was learned by the Film Daily
at Kent approved of a wider seg-
?ation in rentals between "A" and
tier films. Kent also pledged to

e 250 delegates that Fox would
ake no objectionable films. He
Ud:
There are elements in motion pictures
ich are no longer wanted, which add noth-
to the value of a picture's entertainment,

ese elements do not have to be in pictures
I longer. Pictures are better without them.
need no pictures which have dirt dragged

o them and contain this element ostensibly
no other reason than the dirt itself,

e prestige of this company and of every
er producing company in this great Amer-
n industry will be advanced without such
ments."
pther speakers were Laurence Stallings,
o was introduced by Truman Talley; Spy
Skouras, W. C. Michel and Sydney To-

ll. It was the closing session of the con-
ltion. The majority of members will leave
their homes today.

recedents Are Expected
From Buffalo Test Case

(Continued from Page I)

y with an order to stop using
tteries, yesterday was postponed
week to June 8 pending trial of

ie Supreme Court suit filed by Wick
an effort to block the board's

der. Legal experts say the case

\\\ set several precedents. The
ning and clearance board yester-

,y called a public hearing for 48
bsequent houses June 14.

THE

KfALtw
PHIL U. PALY

• • • ARE YOU set for the 22nd Film Golf Tournament
thls Thursday at Glen Oaks Golf and Country Club

. . . at Great Neck, Longisle? better get your entry in,
feller send along that 10 smackers for the greatest day's
fun fest in the open you don't have to be a golf player
*° ent"" it's surprising how few golfers there are at these
Golf Tournaments come along and enjoy the fun ...

• • • OPENING AT the Paramount on June 22Jimmy Savo, in conjunction with the tentative premiere of thenew Mae West pix, "It Ain't No Sin" Jimmy's contract
guarantees him a five-week stay at the Broadway house
A. & S. Lyons negotiated the deal Dave Bader sails from
London for New York on June 5 A radio broadcast of
First Nash's "Return of the Terror" over WABC Sunday eve•- Richard Barthelmess has joined the National Commit-
tee of the Episcopal Church Drive

• • • A GRAND time was had by all those fortunate
enough to attend the Catherine McNelis soiree given in
honor of Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur the new pro-
ducing outfit in our hamlet the publisher of New Movie
and the Tower fan mags entertained royally in her suite at the
Fifth Avenue Hotel it's the first cocktail party we have
attended where we got our native drink milk that's
service for you! "Sorrell and Son," U. A. release, is being
held over at the Mayfair

BOARDS CANT ALTER

ADMISSION PRICES

(Continued from Page 1)

15 cents on those days. The ruling
was announced yesterday as one of
eight Code Authority decisions on
appeals.

Other decisions were rendered as follows:
Affirmed ruling of New York; grievance board
that Mayfair violated clauses on reduced ad-
missions, complainant being Roxy theater;
dismissed

_
complaint of John T. Rennie &

Son, instituted with Los Angeles grievance
board, against Feldstein & Dietrich charging
interference with negotiations between a cur-
rent tenant and his landlord on grounds leased
on Dec. 6, one day prior to code's effective
date; ordered George Hannon, Green Bay,
Wis., to desist unfair advertising in case
heard by Milwaukee grievance board upon
complaint of Wisconsin Amusement Enter-
prises, failure of respondent to observe ruling
would result in orders to distributors to cease
serving it with film.

Next meeting takes place 10 A. M. Friday
with J. Robert Rubin as chairman.

Modify FWC Edict;

Gives Up 13 Films
(Continued from Page 1)

pictures instead of 20, as originally
ruled. The features are: Warners
"Heat Lightning", "Merry Frinks",
"He Was Her Man" and "Midnight
Alibi"; Paramount—"Private Scan-
dal", "Great Flirtation", "Old Fash-
ioned Way" and "Ladies First";
Fox—"Springtime for Henry" and
"Wild Gold"; M-G-M—'Hollywood
Party" and "Rear Car"; 20th Cen-
tury—"Born to be Bad."

Bad Wolf-lngersoll PocketWatch

Complete with fob bearing a reproduction of Walt

Disney's "Three Little Pigs" characters and a personal

message from Walt Disney on the back of the watch.

This is the watch that will be distributed at the Film

Daily Golf Tournament at Glen Oaks on June 7th.

On sale at leading department stores, jewelers, etc.

-WATERBURY COMPANY
Sole Distributors
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS= By CHAS. ALICOATE=

pHIL SPITALNY, stage and radio

orchestra leader, and His Mus-
ical Sweethearts, have been signed

to appear in a one-reel Vitaphone
short.

Joe Ruttenberg, cameraman, re-

turned to Neiv York Thursday a/<-

ter a two iveeks visit on the coast.

"Cafe International", two-reeler

for release in the Paramount "Head-
liner" series, has been completed at

the West Coast Service studio.

George Givot is featured, supported
by Leon Belasco and his orchestra

and Elsie Janis. Fred Waller di-

rected, assisted by Leslie Roush,
with William Steiner in charge of

the camera.
The Three Ritz Brothers have not

been signed to appear in a series of

shorts for Warners as reported in

the papers, according to announce-
ment by Al Ritz, manager of the

trio.

Vincent Farrar, cameraman, as-

sisted by George Stoetzel, left this

week for the training camps of Max
Baer, at Asbury Park, and Primo
Camera, at Pompton Lake, where
they will shoot scenes of the heavy-
weights in training. Oliver Film
Corp. is producing the picture which
will be released after the bout,

June 14.

Production on the all-Spanish pic-

ture, "Downhill", being made by

Exito Productions for Paramount
Intei-national under direction of

Louis Gasnier, ivas completed yes-

terday at the Eastern Service stu-

dio in Astoria. Carlos Gardel is

featured in the cast, supported by

Mona Maris, Vincent e Padida and
Anita Campillo. Fred Scheld and
Warren Murray assisted on the

r'f ui nre, with Robert Snody as pro-

ihieilon manager and George Weber
in charge of the camera. C. A. Tut-
ile handled the sound.

CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and

Zoning and Clearance Boards

NO <>\ ERBUYING IX NEW TBKRIA
New Orleans— Elias & Scharff's Palace.

New Ilieria. i* not guilty oi overbuying, the

grievance board ruled in a complaint bi

by the Slimans, managing the Evangeline
and formerly the Elk>. which they contended

be closed for lack of product.

Both the grievance and zoning-clearance
boards will hereafter hold open hearings and
release their decisions.

MIST DISCONTINUE REBATES
1 mplaint of Nicholas T. Basil,

Genesee Theater, the Commodore. Roxy. Rial-

to and Ellen Terry theaters have lieen ordered
to drop rebates. If the decision is not
obeyed, similar steps will he taken as in

the case of Edwin Wick's Majestic, which
exchanges were notified to stop serving be-

cause it failed to comply with a grievance
board order to c < f lotteries.

« « FEATURE and SHORT REVIEWS » »

Marion Davies and Gary Cooper in

"OPERATOR 13"
I Hollywood Preview)

M-G-M Running Time, Not Set

This is easily one of the best spy pic-

lures that has reached the screen in many
a moon. Marion Davies as a Northern op-

erator and Gary Cooper as a Southern spy

enact a tender romance against a melo-
dramatic background of the Civil War.
Richard Boleslavsky has directed ably,

while Harvey Thew, Zelda Sears and Eva

Green have written a screen play that

maintains suspense until the closing scene.

Gus Kahn and Walter Donaldson supplied

appropriate songs that are sung by the

Four Mills Brothers as members of a medi-
cine show. Jean Parker, Katharine Alex-

ander, Ted Healy and Sidney Toler are

among the principals whose work stands

cut. George Folsey adds to his laurels as

a cinematographer. Lucien Hubbard was
associate producer.

Cast: Marion Davies, Gary Cooper, Mae
Clarke, Douglas Dumbrille, Ned Sparks.

Henry B. Walthall, James Marcus, Jay

Lloyd, Larry Adler, Hattie McDaniels, Four

Mills Brothers, Jean Parker, Katharine Alex-

ander, Ted Healy, Sidney Toler.

Director, Richard Boleslavsky; Author,

Robert W. Chambers; Adaptors, Harvey
Thew, Zelda Sears, Eva Greene; Songs, Gus
Kahn and Walter Donaldson; Cameraman,
George Folsey.

Direction, Fine. Photography, Fine.

FOREIGN DIALOGUE
"THE RABBI'S POWER", silent pro-

duced in Russia; with Yiddish narrative

by Joseph Bulcff; directed by George Ro-

land; author and dialoguer, Jacob Mestel;

with Jacob Buloff, J. Kadison, B. Basenko

and B. Fishbein.

With the addition of a prologue, an epi-

logue and an excellent job by Joseph Bu-

lcff as the narrator, this Russian-produced

silent makes mild entertainment for the

older generation of Jews. Its plot, based

on Jewish folklore, tells of the interven-

tion of the Prophet Elijah to enforce a

pledge made by two friends that their

children, if one had a boy and the other

a girl, should be wedded. Tale is inter-

estingly unfolded in a melodramatic way
with the prophet acting at the end to

right several wrongs and effect a happy

ending.

"MOTHER, 1905", Soviet silent; pro-

duced by Mezhrabpomfilm ; directed by

V. I. Pudovkin; with Vera Baranovskaya,

Nikolai Batalof, A. Tchistyakoff. At the

Acme Theater.

Based on the Maxim Gorky novel, this

picture, suppressed in this country for sev-

eral years, is a tense but rather dreary

affair with the customary dose of Soviet

propaganda, shewing how a Russian work-

ingweman became a revolutionary strike

leader as a result of oppression.

May Hear Labor Dispute Monday
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washing-ton—An unconfirmed re-

port yesterday had it that the Na-
tional Labor Board has scheduled a
hearing for Monday involving an al-

leged labor dispute in the Consoli-
dated Film laboratories.

SHORTS
"Mild Cargo"

(Cubby Cartoon)
Radio 7 mins.

Snappy Comic
Cubby does a burlesque on "Wild

Cargo," going to the jungle to
bring the wild animals back alive.

He has all sorts of exciting adven-
tures capturing the various jungle
beasts. His main worry is a gorilla

that insists on being captured in

order to get away from a nagging
wife. Cubby doesn't want him but
the gorilla finally tricks Cubby into

capturing him. Good novelty treat-

ment and very snappy.

"Held For Ransom"
Majestic 19 mins.

Interesting

A re-enactment of the Urschel
kidnapping, compiled principally

from newsreel shots, this makes an
interesting subject because of its

timeliness, the complicated and fas-

1

cinating nature of the abduction and
j

the unusual quarry—Harvey Bailey,

"Machine Gun" Kelly, two women
and a boy—that was bagged in the
roundup of the snatch band. Clips
from the files supplied the actual
locales. The sentencing of the kid-

nappers provided a dramatic finale.

"RoamirT Vandals"
with Patsv Kellv, Lillian Miles,
Billy Gilbert, Eddie Foy. Jr.

M-G-M 19 mins.
Laughs and Music

With an Indian medicine show as
a framework, this is a combination
of slapstick and song numbers that
proves generally entertaining.
Chased out of one county by the
sheriff for peddling their fake herbs,
the traveling troupe beats it into

the next county and proceeds to put
on its performance. There is hot
singing in Kooch costume by Lilian

Miles and an Indian number by
Patsy Kelly, who also bats out most
of the comedy. When they are again
found out to be fakes, there is a

fast getaway and auto chase that
lands them crashing back in the
former county where the sheriff is

waiting to nab them.

"Among the Clouds"
Gaumont-British 10 mins.

Mountain Beauties

A picturesque journey through the
Canadian Rockies with four ven-
turesome travelers who pack their

mountain ponies and start for the

snow-clad heights. The scenery en
route is gorgeous. The camera work
cannot be surpassed. Many of the
shots have the quality and lighting
of a beautiful oil painting. Arrived
at the snow altitude, the pack train
is discarded, and with a Swiss
mountain climber the party scales

the perilous heights to the summit.
A fine number for the warm weather
with its suggestion of outdoor cool-

ness.

A Little
from "Lots"

^^ By RALPH WILK ^^

nieii

:

j?

HOLLYWOO
y^LFRED SANTELL and Jai

Keithley, newlyweds, are holdirilffjL.

up their honeymoon until final edi
;

ing of "Life of Vergie Winters
which Santell directed for RKO.

T T
"We Live Again" is the new tit

for Samuel Goldwyn's new Anr
Sten picture based on "Resurrei
tion," by Tolstoy.

T T T
Shane Ryan and Hal Weiner hav

formed a partnership as a publicit
firm. They have opened offices i

1509 North Vine Street. Miss Rya
has been general press represent*
tive for shows in the East and o

the Coast, while Weiner was for
merly a dramatic critic on the "

Angeles Express."

T T
Si Bartlett, whose original storsl

"Kansas City Princess," will bl
made by Warner, is now workin
on the screen play and dialogue fo-

an untitled story that will stai
James Cagney.

_ T
Frank MeJford, production man

ager for Sol Lesser, is making plan
for "Peck's Bad Boy," which wi!
go into production during June. H
is also preparing for "Chandu th
Magician" and the George O'Briei
features which will be produced b
Lesser and Major John Zanft.

PLAZA

S
j^"rniiiri««i

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

$2.50 up, Single
$3.00 up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plazp is near every-
thingto see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-
iness or pleasure.

Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality"

Vine at Hollywood Blvd
HOLLYWOOD
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375 Players Under Contract at 8 Studios for '&)l-35

CHAPLIN AND PICKFORD FILMS ON
i

. . . .

Warner-F. N. Eastern Sales Meeting Opens Today

Indecent Films
. . . there really aren't any

By JACK ALICOATE
PO MUCH is getting into the newspapers

' «* these days about "indecent films" that

exhibitors are beginning to worry about
:ffects on the box-office.

It is a needless apprehension.

The live-wire showman, the one with'

punk enough to defend firs interests in-

stead of just taking it on the chin or

laying ostrich like so much of this indus-

ry is d«ing most of the time, has a very

effective recourse.

If any group in his town condemned 2

jicture as "immoral" and advised folks to

=tay away from it, he would compel that

group to prove its accusation or retract it.

No proof should be deemed acceptable
unless it is the majority opinion of a truly

[representative local committee comprising
not only the professional purists who arc

r>ut to construe everything possible as bad
but an equal number of normal citizens

from at least a dozen other local circles.

A verdict by such a committee would b

convincing to any community and would
checkmate the snipers.

•

THE public has never been fully apprised
' of the fact that, because every film

must run a long gauntlet of previewing
committees, censors, licensors and other

official and quasi-official watchdogs, no
picture can possibly reach the screen un-
less it gets their combined okay.

So it seems rather silly, after a film

has been passed by all these duly consti-

tuted agencies, for some self-seeking group
to denounce it as indecent.

Even exhibitors sometimes seem to for-

get that no producer, however dumb or

money-mad he might be, would be foolish

enough to purposely make a dirty picture,

because he knows very well he couldn't
show it, .

Therefore, every film is made and offered
in the belief that it classifies as clean.

When anybody professes to find it -other-

*ise, the reason it to be found solely in

the difference of opinion that exists on
all things.

In other words, indency in a picture, by
the time it has been admitted to public
showing, is entirely a matter of individual

and very limited minority viewpoint.

You can even go so far as to label it

a pure case of "honi soit qui mal y pense."

1934-35 Program Being
Announced Today in

Atlantic City
Atlantic City—Warner-First Na-

tional's eastern sales meeting gets

under way at the Ambassador Hotel

here at 9 o'clock this morning, with

A. W. Smith. Jr., executive in charge
of eastern and Canadian distribu-

tion, presiding. Smith will introduce

H. M. Warner and Major Albert
Warner, whose talks will be followed

(Continued on Page ] 1 )

RKO ANNOUNCING

ONLY HALF OF TITLES
We't Const Bveau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— RKO will announce
only half of its proposed 1934-35
lineup at its sales convention in

Chicago, June 18, The Film Daily
learns. More than 20 features will

not be announced until later in the
season so as to give the production

(Continued on Page 13)

Venice Exposition to Give
Medals for Best Film Work
Venice—In addition to two big

^ups offered by the Government for

the best Italian and foreign films,

the second International Exhibition

of Cinematographic Art, to be held

here in August, will award gold

medals to the best director, actor,

actress, writer, cameraman, ani-

mated cartoon, documentary film and
other achievements. Practically all

nations have signified intention of
participating in the exposition.

20 Appeals Await Hearing

Twenty appeals from local boards

await hearing by the Code Authority.

Only one definitely scheduled for hearing

at the Authority's meeting Friday is the

appeal of Skouras Theaters from a New
York grievance board decision awarding
Herbert Rogowsky, operator of the Em-
bassy at Port Chester, 22 pictures which
they had bought for their opposition

house.

FORCING OF TRAILERS

SEEN BY KUYKENDALL

Apprehension over possibilities

of producers who are making their

own trailers forcing them with then-

features was expressed by Ed Kuy-
kendall, president of the M. P. T.

0. A., in New York Saturday, when
he deplored the decision of another
firm to make its own trailers.

With the policy spreading, exhib-

itors will soon be forced to buy
their trailers from individual com-
panies instead of from one firm, as

(Continued on Page 16)

Wick Contends He Obeyed
Local Code Board Order
Buffalo—In his action filed with

Judge Alonzo J. Hinkley in the U. S.

District Court, seeking an injunction

against the local grievance board
ind distributors to restrain them
from stooping his film service, Ed-
win Wick, operator of the Majestic

in that city, claims that he ceased

his "country food store nights,"

which the board had found to be a

(Continued on Page 16)

M-G-M Leads in Talent Roster
With 80 Players Under Contract

By DON HANCOCK
Approximately 375 stars and fea-

ture players will start the new pro-
duction season in Hollywood under
term contracts with one or more of
the eight major producers, accord-
ing to facts compiled for the com-
ing Film Daily Production Guide and
Directors' Annual. Although many

of the companies do not differentiate

between stars and feature players

in announcement lists issued period-

ically, it is estimated that of the

total, 130 are stars and 245 feature

talent. For years it was the cus-

tom of producers to "hold tight" to

star talent, refusing to share their

(.Continued on Page 13)

24 Features and 18 Disney
Color Cartoons j Out-
lined by Litchman

Chicago—A minimum of 24 fea-
tures, including a Charlie Chaplin
and a Mary Pickford picture which
are still tentative, and 18 Walt Dis-

ney cartoon shorts in color, will be
released in 1934-35 by United Ar-
Hsts. it was announced yesterday
by Al Liehtman in outlining the prod-
uct at the annual sales meeting in

the Drake Hotel. Among producers
who will supplv the features are
20th Century (Schenck - Zanuck),
Samuel Goldwyn, Reliance (Small-

(Continued on Page 15)

HAYS SAYSCRJTICISM

LIFTSSCREEN POSITION
Crawfordsville, Ind.—Film criti-

cism, whether good or bad, is evi-

dence of the important position of
the screen as an art, Will H. Hays
told his fellow-alumni in an address
Saturday night at Wabash College.
Hays reviewed the history of popu-
lar entertainment and declared that
"proper entertainment is a remedy

(Continued on Page 11)

Metropolitan Clearance
Staying About the Same
First zoning and clearance sched-

ule established for the greater New
York City territory and effective

with the 1934-35 season will be sub-
stantially the same as the present
system. The fact that only a few
complaints have been filed with the

New York zoning board indicates

his. Zoning boards throughout the
country are now hearing protests in

connection with new clearance set-

ups, preliminary to actual work of

drafting systems.

Second the Motion
Crawfordsville, Ind.—The most popu-

lar of all after-dinner speeches, in the
opinion of Will H. Hays, who was here

Saturday to address his fellow-alumni of

Wabash College, is contained in five

words, to wit: "Let's go to the movies."
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Columbia Picts. vtc. 32l/
2 315/g 315/8 — 1

s
/s

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 15'/2 15'/8 15'/2

East. Kodak pfd... 140 140 140 +2
Fox Fm. "A" 13'/2 13/2 ™Vl
Loew's, Inc 31 30y2 31

do pfd 95 95 95 +1
Paramount ctfs 43/8 4'/4 43/g

Pathe Exch 2>/2 IVi 2'/2 — i/
8

do "A" 203/4 201/4 203/4 + l/4

RKO 2% 27/8 2%
Univ. Pict. pfd 38 38 38

Warner Bros 5'/g 5i/
2 55/s

NEW YORK CURB MARKET •

Technicolor 10y2 10y4 IOI/4 — Vs

Trans-Lux 1 '/2 V/2 '14 — Vs

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 . 8 73/4 73/4 — l/4

Loew 6s 41 ww 993/4 99S/
8 99%

Par. —5'/
2 s50 ctfs.. 48% 48% 48% — 1/4

Warner's 6s39 .... 57 Vi 56'/2 56 Vi — 1

Pamphlet on MPTOA Convention

A pamphlet reviewing: the actions
of the recent M. P. T. O. A. conven-
tion at Los Angeles has been issued

by President Ed Kuykendall.

COMING SOON
11

"Beast of Borneo
Produced in WIERDKST
Actual Sound TRIAXfiLK
and Dialogue KVER FILMED!

An Exploitation Feature Special'

DuWoRLD PlCTUPE*/
729 SEVENTH AVENUE (WMM

DuWo«iit P.n

KNWMMNEW9N

• The Broadway Parade •
Picture Distributor Theater
Little Man, What Now? Universal Music Hall
The Key Warner Bros Strand
Born to Be Bad United Artists Rivoli
Viva Villa!' M-G-M Capitol
Now I'll Tell <2nd week) Fox Roxy
Hollywood Party (2nd week) M-G-M Rialto
Sorrell and Son (2nd week) United Artists Mayfair
Channel Crossing (2nd week) Gaumont-British 55th St Playhouse
Little Miss Marker (3rd week! Paramount Paramount
Beyond Bengal (3rd week) Showmen's Pictures Gaiety
Stingaree* • RKO Center
He Was Her Man* Warner Bros Capitol

TWO-A-DAY RUN
House of Rothschild (12th week) United Artists Astor

FOREIGN DIALOGUE PICTURES
1905 ...

Iza Neni
Amkino Acme
Hunnia Film Co Tobis

FUTURE OPENINGS
Heart Song (June 5) Fox 55th St. Playhouse
Witching Hour (June 6)** Paramount Center
Fog Over Frisco (June 6) First National Strand
Sisters Under the Skin (June 7) Columbia Music Hall
World in Revolt (June 8) Mentone Rialto
Men in White (June 8) M-G-M Capitol
Many Happy Returns (June 8) Paramount Paramount
Such Women Are Dangerous (June 8) . . Fox Roxy
Are We CivilizedPf Raspin Rivoli

Follows Criterion two-a-day run.
'' Subsequent runs.

t Follows Born to Be Bad.

New Orleans Zoning Plan

Receiving Further Study
New Orleans—Charges and coun-

ter-charges marked the open meeting
called by the zoning board to gather
data on the present svstem, which
has been approved by the board sub-
iect to study. Of 15 complaints
filed, all but one were against the
60-day subsequent run clearance
granted United Theaters. Exhibitors
seem to have centered attacks on
United and Guy Brown, exchange
manager, who was called upon to

explain availability of pictures. E.
T. Myrick. United manager, said he
would abolish prizes if independent*
would. Henry Lazarus. Allied sec-

retary, said premiums had resulted
from present clearance and nothing
could be done until the clearance i*

adjusted. Chairman H. S. McLeod
dosed the meeting with promise of
an impartial study in 30 days.

Seek New Para. Referee
Paramount trustees will move

within the next few weeks to obtain
substitution of John E. Joyce as
referee to succeed Oscar W. Ehr-
horn, who is leaving for a vacation.
Joyce will serve to Aug. 6, when
Henry K. Davs, who has been ill, is

expected to resume as referee.

Orders asking- the expunging of
claims totaling $2,211,475 filed

against Paramount by the Broadway
and Twentieth Properties. Inc.,

lessee* of the Paramount Theater,
Oakland. Cal.. were received Satur-
day by Ehrhorn. The dropping of
the claims is part of the recently
completed Fox West Coast agree-
ment.

All Code Committees to Meet
Virtually all Code Authority com-

mittees will meet before the next
session of the body next Friday.

AL CHRISTIE arrives in New York this m
ing from a coast vacation and will start I

immediately at Eastern Service Studios on p
arations for Educational's eastern lineup.

HUBERT T. MARSH and HERBERT WIL
of British Dominions and MAURICE SIL\

STONE of United Artists arrive in New
tomorrow on the Olympic. SYDNEY HOW/
English comedian en route to Hollywood
a U. A. picture, also is aboard.

CARL LAEMMLE, SR., and JOE WEIL art

route to New York from the coast.

FELIX FERRY, European producer, return!

New York today from the coist. He
shortly for France to prepare his new "M'
Carlo Follies" and two pictures. He may
turn to Hollywood later to supervise a fill

FRED BERNHARD, British independent
hibitor. is en route to New Yo-k on
Aquitania to line up independent prcducf
the English market. H-. will make his hi

quarters at the Waldorf-Astoria.

JOHN CECIL GRAHAM he-ds a Parami
contingent arriving this week from England
the Aquitania. SOL G. NEWMAN of RKO R

and PHIL HYAMS also are aboard.

ED KUYKENDALL has returned to Colum
Miss., from New York.

SAM WOOD and LOU BROCK are sched
to sail June 16 from New York on the II

France.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS, after sending
trunks east, has been obliged to postcjl

his departure from the coast for Europe
to business matters. He now expects to In

in two weeks.

*>**>

TARZAN AND HIS MATE

As tough as Tarzan— as beautiful as his mate . . .

that, in a nutshell, is the story of Alexander Smith

Carpet. And whv it is used by the majority of the

country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET



THE DRIVE FOR 1935

STARTS TODAY

WARNER BROS.

PROLOGUE TO

1934-35

SEASON
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Warner Bros., leaders of the talking

picture revolution, acknowledged

pioneers of production cycles, now

launch an equally new and unprece-

dented departure from the traditional

routine of Distribution! • • • •We will

have no Summer Product for 1934.

Instead, starting today we are inau-

gurating a 15-MONTH season of 1935-

guality pictures. To accomplish this,

the months of June, July and August

were deliberately charted months
HmMBHHHMHMHHM

ago, not as the end of this season



but as the prelude to the next! The

pictures to be released in this period

have been purposely saved to provide

a dynamic prologue which will build

steadily up to the sensational product

we have planned for the following

year ••••Only shows as superlative

as those presented on the following

pages will enable you to lay the neces-

sary groundwork of steady patron-

age with which to capitalize fully on

the tremendous attractions we will

shorty announce for 1934-35 .... So

LAUNCH THE DRIVE
FOR 1935 TODAYwitiu



WHISPERED BY WOMAN TO WOMAN

JEAN MUIR
WARREN

WILLIAM
VERREE

TE ASD AL E
Directed by William Keighley
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Directed by William Dieterle



THE COMEDY THAT WAS

MADE LIKE A SPECIAL

;



WARNER BROS. WILL SAY IT WITH GIRLS

I

Starring

RUBY KEELER • DICK POWELL

JOAN BLONDELL • ZASU PITTS

GUY KIBBEE- HUGH HERBERT
Directed by Ray Enright

Dance numbers created and directed by Busby Berkeley



TOGETHER!

t
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— Also Coming Soon—

EDWARD G. ROBINSON in "THE MAN WITH TWO FACES

JOE E. BROWN in "THE CIRCUS CLOWN

BARTHELMESS in "MIDNIGHT ALIBI" by DAMON RUNYON

WILLIAM POWELL— EDNA BEST— COLIN CLIVE in "THE KEY

PAT O'BRIEN— GLENDA FARRELL in "THE PERSONALITY KIE

JAMES CAGNEY and JOAN BLONDELL in "HE WAS HER MAN

"RETURN OF THE TERROR" adapted from a story by EDGAR WALLACE

CHARLIE RUGGLES in "FRIENDS OF MR. SWEENEY

DICK POWELL and RUBY KEELER in "FLIRTATION WALK

ALINE MacMAHON in "SIDE STREETS" with PAUL KELLY

LAUNCH THE DRIVE FOR 1935 TODAY

[WITH WARNER BROS/ FINEST 1934 SHO
Vilagrapk, Inc., Distributors
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WARNER SALES MEET

1 OPENS TODAY IN A. C,
(.Continued from Page 1)

y Sam E. Morris and Joseph Hum-
lel, speaking on foreign business of
he past year and plans for the com-
ing season.

Grad Sears, in charge of southern
^nd western distribution, will then
ddress the men, to be followed by
"orman H. Moray, Vitaphone sales
xecutive, who will discuss selling
lans for Vitaphone shorts. Sam
ax, production executive of the
rooklyn Vitaphone studio, will out-
ne the production plans of the
rooklyn plant.

The afternoon session will be de-
oted to addresses by Joseph Bern-
ard, general manager in charge of
"arner theaters, and other of the
ompany's theater executives. The
ession will be closed by an outline

if the new feature product by S.

Jharles Einfeld, home office adver-
ising and publicity chief, who will
ilso discuss the advertising and ex-
portation plans prepared by War-
lers for the new season's product.
\.s already published, the 1934-35
irogram will be approximately the
ame size as this season. At 11:30
?. M. all the men will attend a per-
'ormance of "Madame DuBarry,"
tarring Dolores Del Rio, at the
Stanley theater.

The second session of the meet
vill take place at 9:30 tomorrow
norning.

, In addition to the men already
nentioned, those present for the
;ales meet include Ray S. Smith,
Ubany; Thos. B. Spry Boston; H.
\. Seed, Buffalo; Nat Furst, New
laven; R. Mochrie, Philadelphia;
Robert Smeltzer, Washington; M.
White, Cincinnati; M. Mooney,
Cleveland; F. E. North, Detroit; A.
shmitken, Indianapolis; Chas. Rich,
Dtitsburgh; Roy H. Haines, Harry
pecker, Harry Hummell, S. Lefko-
vitz, G. Solomon and P. Swift, all

if the New York exchange; and the
ollowing from the home office: Carl
jeserman, Harold Bareford, I.

-levinson, A. W. Schwalberg, A.
jachson, S. Shuford, I. F. Dolid, H.
Jlosenquest, C. Kemke, J. Kelly, L.
fietjen and H. M. Doherty.

Erpi Transfers Bill Murphy
I W. P. (Bill) Murphy has been
ransferred from Chicago to the
Mew York sales force of Erpi. He
will handle the metropolitan terri-
tory north of 125th St., working
ander Bert Sanford, Jr., northeast-
ern division sales manager.

Boards Have Clean Slate
Local clearance and zoning com-

mittees will be inactive next week
because no complaints have been
received.

Book "Damaged Lives"
Bayonne, N. J.—With a Health

Department tieup, "Damaged Lives"
opens June 7 at the Opera House,
Feiber & Shea house,

11

• • • A GREAT combination specially for pick-

ing writing talent not only picking it but direct-

ing and guiding it referring to Ben Hampton and Verne
Porter who for the first time to our knowledge in the

history of authors' agents are giving the authors a Complete
and Specialized Service a constructive service that builds

a writer for the Future and does not try to exploit him
for the Present and just for what the authors' represen-

tative can get out of him

T T T
• • • WE APPROACHED these two experts with two
questions in mind "Why, in spite of the many estab-

lished writers, are good film stories so scarce?" and
"Are film companies at fault in the way they handle

writers, and if so, what would be a better method?"
and, boy, did we get our answers! draw your chair up
close, and listen

T T T
• • • FIRST OF all a creative worker can't go
into a room with a desk and turn out a script to order
the author who has gone over big as a novelist or a playwright
didn't write to order he wrote when he had an Idea

but when he goes to Hollywood he is forced to write
on Demand often on an Idea that is alien to him
just because the producer has decided to make a certain type of
pix and picks this certain writer to do the job regard-
less then the producer can't understand why the result

is a bust a Great Idea a Great Writer a
Great Director hell, the Great Writer must be a phoney,
after all

T T T
• • • THEN AGAIN "Producers produce for
other producers." that may sound ambiguous
let us explain it as Messrs. Hampton and Porter explained it to
us Hollywood is a little village the studio folks
are watching one another's productions they start com-
peting Among Themselves trying to outsmart and out-
glorify each other and they FORGET the outside world

for whom they are really making the pictures
that is why we have so many Similar Pix Cycles
one gent makes a pix the other sez "Hell, I can
make a better one on the same type of material." and
so we have our stupid cycles ad nauseum and Real Au-
thors can't do themselves justice working on Stupid Cycle Pix

when given such assignment, they turn out a routine
job why not?

T
• • • A WRITER is called in to do a story for a certain
star from sad experience this Distinguished and Capable
Writer knows he must follow the Formula for every
star has a certain Formula he dare not depart from it

he cannot be original, and give the star something
worthwhile he must follow the tried and tested stuff

so he just runs over the star's six previous releases
hits a composite idea of all six and presto!

the producer slaps him on the back and tells him what a great
writer he is while the public looks at the pix, yawns,
and shrugs its shoulder because it is their favorite star and they
forgive everything till they get tired of the star
which won't be long

• • • CAN YOU imagine our embarrassment!
we've only STARTED to tell you the reactions of these two
experts to the manner of handling Real Writers and
here we are at the end of the column well, more later

and it's Startling we assure you it will
Jolt and Jar a lot of studio folks in Hollywood but if

they're honest and sincere they'll thank God for such
Constructive Criticism Ben Hampton is starting for
Hollywood he can tell 'em personally

HAYS SAYS CRITICISM

LIFTSSCREENPOSITION
(Continued from Page 1)

« << « » » »

to keep the red out of the face of
civilization." Commenting on criti-
cism of the movies, Hays said:
"Ever since the motion picture emerged

from the peep-show, the screen has been the
subject of constant controversy. Naturally.
The motion picture business is everybody's
business. Every one of 123,000,000 people
in the United States—man, woman and child—has and is entitled to have his own opinion
of the movies. It is expressed at the box-
office. It is expressed by the daily published
opinion of more than 600 motion picture
critics in the newspapers of the United States.
It is expressed from the pulpit and from the
public platform.

"It is expressed by thousands of honest
people whose only purpose is to advance the
art and to further the entertainment inter-
ests of the American family.

"It is expressed by hundreds of represen-
tative groups whose primary desire is to make
screen entertainment a great social force as
well as a great entertainment medium. It
is expressed by thoughtful leaders of public
opinion who have helped vastly in the effort
to raise public acceptance to the highest stand-
ards that the art has made possible.

"It is expressed on the other hand by
those who make a living by paid lectures de
nouncing the motion pictures; by job-seekers
who would fasten themselves on federal or
state payrolls through proposals for alleged
iederal regulation or political censorship; by
trade chiselers who would gain from the con-
fusion created by the destruction of certain
standard trade practices. It is expressed by-
many who have failed to sell their services,
their scenarios or their money-making schemes
to the industry.

"Perhaps the severest critic of the product
is the trade association which 1 have the
honor to head. The record shows that during
the past year 564 scripts, books or synopses
for feature pictures and 293 for short sub-
jects, were reviewed within the established
machinery of self-regulation; that more than
1,000 conferences to ensure production code
observance were held during this period; that
more than 1,500 written opinions and sugges
tions were thus transmitted to our studio and
that a total of 548 pictures were finally re-
viewed and passed.
"A vast flow of constructive criticism

reaches our studios through the conduits es-
tablished by the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America. In the past
year the industry has established active work-
ing contact with more than; 10,000 additional
local leaders in the joint efforts to promote
and consolidate the movement for public sup-
port of pictures of the better kind. Among
these socially-minded volunteers are more
than 6,000 teachers, 1,200 librarians, 800
clergymen, editors, leaders and directors ot
religious educational and club groups. Tu
each and all of them the; industry owes and
acknowledges a debt of gratitude. Their judg
ment has been unbiased, their comments lor-
mative. They have appreciated the intricacy
of the problems presented to a business that
represents both an art and an industry. They
know that many of these problems can be
solved only by pat,ent and unceasing effort,
by public education in matters of taste
and standards. The American public and
the motion picture industry have everything
to gain from every movement, church or
otherwise, that works for the proper selection
of motion picture entertainment. Far from
resenting, the industry has always sought
and welcomed honest, constructive criticism."

Philly Meeting Tomorrow
Philadelphia—Meeting of the M.

P. T. O. tomorrow at the Broadwood
Hotel will take up matters of con-
siderable importance, President
Lewen Pizor is advising exhibitors
in his plea for a record attendance.

Fidler Gets Mascot Product
Denver—Lon T. Fidler of Distinc-

tive Screen Attractions has signed
to distribute Mascot product in the
Denver and Salt Lake territories.



The Inquiring Reporter

Question: Where Will You Be Next Thursday?

Answer: Out In The Sunshine On Long Island

Why: Because Everybody In The Industry Will

Be There And It Will Be Lonesome In New York

Next Thursday
Glen Oaks
GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB — GREAT NECK

Film Golf Tournament
THIS WILL BE THE 22nd TOURNEY

A LAUGH A MINUTE GUARANTEED
SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION ACCOMMODATIONS!!!

For those not wishing to use their own cars or the trains to get to Great Neck, 3

FILM DAILY bus will leave from the Motion Picture Club, 1560 Broadway, at

9 A. M. and 12:30 noon.

The bus will return from Glen Oaks Club House immediately after the tournament.

I'll Be There !

The 22nd Film Golf

Tournament
Here is my entry and $1000 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Thurs-

day, June 7th, at Glen Oaks Golf and Country Club, Great Neck, Long Island.

Name

Address

THE COMMITTEE:
Jack Alicoate, Chairman, Film Daily; Al Lichtman, United Artists; Lee Ochs, Motion

Picture Club; William Ferguson, A. M. P. A.; Louis Nizer, N. Y. Film Board ot Trade;

William Brandt, Brandt Enterprises; Don M. Mersereau. Film Daily.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

100 PRIZES

Ampas vs. Empys
FOR ALBEE CUP

SOUVENIRS
Filmdom's Holiday
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175 PLAYERS LISTED

IN STUDIO CONTRACTS
(Continued from Page 1)

iLarvices with competitive companies,

| ut the task of selecting a sufficient

umber of suitable vehicles for the
idividual star was too great, and

ji )o expensive. Releasing stars and
Isature players so that they may
ppear in one or more films made

; y other producers, is a compara-
[.vvely recent procedure that each

'jiear is increasing in popularity

; mong progressive film executives

I mong the stars being "'loaned

! his season are John Barrymore,
lolores Del Rio, Thelma Todd, Wil-

am Powell, Edmund Lowe, Clau-
lette Colbert and Carole Lombard.
his will account for a duplication

: f several names in the following
sts. Because several companies

lave not segregated stars from fea-

ire players in their lists, the ros-

irs appear without star or feature
layer designation.

M-G-M
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer heads the

i st with 80 contract players. They
e:

hn Barrymore
jnel Barrymore
allace Beery
lurice Chevalier
:kie Cooper
an Crawrord
irion Davies
trie Dressier

nmy Durante
irk Gable
eta Garbo
in Harlow
len Hayes
inette MacDonald
rbert Marshall
bert Montgomery
men Novarro
rma Shearer
oria Swanson

1 an Aherne
ss Alexander
tharine Alexander
zabeth Allan
d Alexander
ginia Bruce
lington Brugh
arles Butterworth
iry Carlisle

o Carrillo

ith Channing
idy Christians
le Clarke
bert Dalton
Ison Eddy
mes Ellison

jart Erwin
idge Evans
uise Fazenda
tty Furness
an Gale

C. Henry Gordon
Kussell Hardie
Ted Healy
Louise Henry
William Henry
Jean Hersholt
Irene Hervey
Jean Howard
Otto Kruger
Robert Livingston
Evelyn Laye
Myrna Loy
Willard Mack
Ruth Matteson
Florine McKinney
Una Merkel
Frank Morgan
Karen Morley
Maureen O'Sullivan
Jean Parker
Nat Pendleton
Esther Ralston
Donald Reed
May Robson
Cesar Romero
Shirley Ross
Martha Sleeper
Mona Smith
Lewis Stone
Robert Taylor
Franchot lone
Lupe Velez
Henry Wadsworth
George Walcott
Lucile Watson
Johnnie Weissmuller
Ian Wolf
Diana Wynyard
Loretta Young
Robert Young

PARAMOUNT
Sixty-eight contract player:

sted by Paramount:

Irienne Ames
chard Arlen
orge Barbier
ary Boland
ace Bradley
i r I Brisson

acie Allen
:orge Burns
try Carlisle

audette Colbert
iry Cooper
rry Crabbe
die Craven
ng Crosby
fred Delcambre
'fothy Dell

itherine DeMille
arlene Dietrich
ssica Dragonette

Carole Lombard
Pauline Lord
Ida Lupino
Helen Mack
Fred MacMurray
Julian Madison
Joan Marsh
Herbert Marshall
Gertrude Michael
Raymond Miland
Lillian Moore
Joe Morrison
Jack Oakie
Gail Patrick
George Raft
Lyda Roberti
Lanny Ross
Jean Rouverol
Charlie Ruggles

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

CID R. SMITH and Johnny Morgan
have organized the Sunset Projec-

tion and Dubbing Enterprise at

6048 Sunset Blvd. They are operat-

.ng a projection room, which will

be open to the public as well as to

proaucers. They will also handle
ill types of dubbing, recording and
synchronizing.

T T T
Simile—As lonesome as a fighter,

who has just lost a championship
battle.

T T T

Edna Waldron, Kansas City girl,

who was under contract to the Hal

Roach studios, was chosen from a
list of 300 girls to play a part in

"The Merry Widow" at M-G-M.
T T T

CAST ASSIGNMENTS
WARNER-F. N.: Patricia Ellis, John Eldredge,

Helen Lowell for "Big-Hearted Herbert"; War-
ren William, Mary Astor for "Case of the How-
ling Dog"; Jean Muir, Verree Teasdale for "A
Laay Surrenders"; Addison Richards for "British

Agent."
RKO; Brian Aherne, Jean Hersholt for "The

Fountain"; John Beal for "Hat, Coat and Glove."
COLUMBIA: Eddy Chandler, Jack Rockwell

for "Special Agent"; Ward Bond, Nat Pendle-
ton for "The Defense Rests"; Henry Kolker,

Charles B. Middleton, Philip Maxwell for "Whom
the Gods Destroy."
M-G-M: Monte Blue for 'Student Tour."
MASCOT: Jimmy Burtis for 'Burn 'Em Up

Barnes."

Frances Drake
W. C. Fields

William Frawley
Frances Fuller

Paul Gerrits

Gwenllian Gill

Cary Grant
Jack Haley
Charlotte Henry
Miriam Hopkins
Dean Jagger
Roscoe Karns
Charles Laughton
Baby LeRoy
John Lodge

Randolph Scott
Clara Lou Sheridan
Sylvia Sidney
Alison Skipworth
Sir Guy Standing
Colin Tapley
Kent Taylor
Eldred Tidbury
Lee Tracy
Evelyn Venable
Mae West
Henry Wilcoxson
Dorothy Wilson
Howard Wilson
Toby Wing

FOX
Next in line is Fox with 60 stars

and feature players:
Raul Roulien
Siegfried Rumann
Spencer Tracy

Lew Ayres
Warner Baxter
John Boles

Charles Boyer
John Bradford
Daven Chasen
Joe Cook
Tito Coral
James Dunn
Jack Durant
Charles Farrell

Stepin Fetchit
Nick Foran
Norman Foster
Harry Green
Roger Imhof
Victor Jory
Edmund Lowe
Frank Melton
Victor McLaglen
Frank Mitchell
Jose Mojica
Herbert Mundin
Valentin Parera
Will Rogers

Hugh Williams
Rosemary Ames
Catalina Barcena
Mona Barrie

Madeleine Carroll

Alice Faye
Peggy Fears

Kerti Gallian

Janet Gaynor
Lilian Harvey
Rochelle Hudson
Drue Layton
Virginia Loomis
Maxime Loomis
Conchita Montenegro
"Pat" Paterson
Ruth Peterson
Shirley Temple
Claire Trevor
Helen Twelvetrees
Blanca Vischer
June Vlasek

WARNER-F. N.

The latest list from Warner-
First National includes 59 names:
Paul Muni
William Powell
Joe E. Brown
Barbara Stanwyck
Ruby Keeler
Warren William
Leslie Howard
Al Jolson

Edward G. Robinson
Ricardo Cortez
Joan Blondell

Bette Davis
Richard Barthelmess
Kay Francis

James Cagney
Dick Powell
Dolores Del Rio
Mary Astor
Patricia Ellis

Lyle Talbot
George Brent
Philip Faversham
Genevieve Tobin
Helen Lowell
Hal LeRoy
Arthur Aylesworth
Josephine Hutchinson

Pat O'Brien
Glenda Farrell

Hugh Herbert
Margaret Lindsay
Robert Barrat
Hobart Cavanaugh
Phillip Reed
Donald Woods
Harry Tyler
Verree Teasdale
Aline MacMahon
Claire Dodd
Ruth Donnelly
Gordon Westcott
Jean Muir
Dorothy Tree
Philip Regan
Mary Russell

Ann Dvorak
Guy Kibbee
Allen Jenkins
Henry O'Neill
Frank McHugh
Enrico Caruso, Jr.

John Eldredge
Virginia Pine
Terry LaFranconi

Five "Junior stars" are also in
the Warner list. They are:
Lorena Layson Geraine Grear
Maxine Doyle Joan Wheeler
Renee Whitney

Columbia follows with 36 stars
and feature players, Universal with
33, RKO Radio Pictures with 32,
and United Artists with eight under
term contract.

COLUMBIA
Claudette Colbert
Carole Lombard
Nancy Carroll

Grace Moore
Ann Sothern
Edmund Lowe
Gene Raymond
Fay Wray
Jack Holt
Jean Arthur
Joseph Schildkraut
Richard Cromwell
Walter Connolly
Colonel Tim McCoy
Donald Cook
Billie Seward
Arthur Rankin
Geneva Mitchell

Patricia Caron
Raymond Walburn
Allyn Drake
Richard Hemming
James Blakeley
Robert Allen
Florence Rice
John Buckler
Charles Sabin
Inez Courtney
George Murphy
Arthur Hohl
Fred Keating
Charlie Murray
George Sidney
Jerry Howard
Larry Find
Moe Howard

UNIVERSAL
Margaret Sullavan
Chester Morris
Sally Eilers

Paul Lukas
Edmund Lowe
Buck Jones
Henry Hull
Roger Pryor
boris Karloff
Russ Colombo
Slim Summerville
ZaSu Pitts

Gloria Stuart
Heather Angel
June Knight
Jane Wyatt
Alice White

Binnie Barnes
Polly Walters
Frank Lawton
Douglas Montgomery
Nils Asther
Andy Devine
Onslow Stevens
Russ Brown
Louise Latimer
Sterling Holloway
G. P. Huntley, Jr.

Henry Armetta
Lois January
Dean Benton
Anne Darling
Guy Brooks

RKO RADIO
ZaSu Pitts

William Powell
Gregory Ratoff
Barbara Robbins
Ginger Rogers
Adele Thomas
Frank M. Thomas,
Thelma Todd
Bert Wheeler
Robert Woolsey
Thelma White
Skeets Gallagher
Wiliam Gargan
William Gaxton
Wynne Gibson
Ann Harding

Katharine Hepburn
Pert Kelton
Ben Lyon
Francis Lederer
Polly Moran
Fred Astaire
Nils Asther
John Barrymore
John Beal
Helen Broderick
Tom Brown
Bruce Cabot
Chick Chandler
Dolores Del Rio
Steffi Duna
Irene Dunne

UNITED ARTISTS

RKO ANNOUNCING

ONLY HALF OF TITLES
(Continued from Page 1

)

department time to secure a strong-
er roster of stars and more complete
lineup of stories. P. R. McDonough,
president of Radio Pictures, had ex-
pected to return to New York a few
days ago, but at the last minute
decided to remain at the studios
for another month to assist B. B.
Kahane and Merian C. Cooper in
building up the star and story lists.

Denver Starting Over
On New Zoning Schedule
Denver—After wrestling for days

with a zoning and clearance sched-
ule, the local board has recalled
schedules sent out to every exhibitor
in the territory, and is starting over.
The board is inviting protests over
the present setup. Harry Huffman,
managing director of four first runs,
as well as four subsequents, pointed
out that the proposed schedule
would work a severe hardship on
first runs as well as producers, and
expressed a determination to fight
the proposed setup, and especially as
it might apply to his present con-
tracts and franchises. Instructions
from New York code headquarters
were responsible for the recall of the
proposed zoning and clearance sched-
ule.

Jack Benny
Ann Sten
Eddie Cantor
Constance Bennett

Fredric March
Ronald Colman
George Arliss

Loretta Young

Master Art Grants Franchises
Under its plan of granting fran-

chises on its shorts, including Or-
ganlogues, Melody Makers, Edwin
C. Hill and other series, Master Art
has closed contracts with Herman
Rifkin for New England; Nat Lef-
ton for Ohio, Kentucky and parts of
Pennsylvania and West Virginia;
John Servaas for Indiana; Arthur
Bromberg for the southeast; Nat
Steinberg and Barney Rosenthal for
eastern Missouri and southern Illi-

nois; W. L. Norris and Russell Borg
for Kansas and western Missouri;
Charles Trampe for Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan; Gilbert Nathanson
for Minneapolis territory; P. Wein-
traub for Iowa and Nebraska;
Claude Ezell and William Under-
wood for Texas, Oklahoma and Ar-
kansas, and Nat Levine for Pacific
Northwest.

John Hazza Promoted by F. P. C.

Calgary—John Hazza of this city
has been promoted to district man-
ager of Famous Players Canadian
theaters, with his zone now includ-
ing Alberta, Manitoba and Saskatch-
ewan. C. H. Dann, district manager
in Winnipeg since the departure of
H. M. Thomas, has been transferred
to Toronto.

Jack Shea Running for Office
St. Louis—John P. (Jack) Shea,

for 15 years a theater manager, has
filed for the Democratic nomination
for state senator.
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Buffalo—The Central Park, form-
erly operated by the Basil Brothers,
has been taken over by the Mac-Alt
Corp., headed by Harry Altman and
E. McGreevy. It is undergoing al-

terations before reopening.

St. Petersburg, Fla. — Weyman
Willingham, receiver for the Alca-
zar theater property, says the house
will continue to operate during the

summer.

Kingsburg, Cal.—John W. Huck-
nall has opened the Kingsburg The-
ater.

Cleveland—J. Cosentino of Amity
Pictures is in town arranging for

local distribution of his product.

Boston — "The House of Roths-
child," after a long run at the Ma-
jestic as a roadshow, has held for

a second week at Loew's State, an
uncommon practice for this first-

run house.

Cleveland — Moe Silver, western
division manager for Warner the-

aters, is in the territory, calling on

every theater in the circuit. Nat
Wolf, zone manager, and Harry
Sachs, circuit booker, accompanied
him.

Ellwood City, Pa. — Mike Manos
who recently disposed of his Greens-
bui-g theater properties to Warners,
has leased the Libery here and will

reopen it shortly.

Canton, O.—Valentine, owned by
Botzum Theater Corp., Akron, will

close June 3 for improvements, ac-

cording to Joe Calla, manager.

Pawtucket, R. I. — The Capitol,

managed by David Perkins for E.

M. Loew, has closed for the sum-
mer.

Detroit—G. A. Ranshaw, former-
ly with Educational, has opened
an office in the Film Exchange Bldg.

for Premium Distributing Co.

New Boston, Mich.—Edward Tit-

tle is making improvements in the

New Boston Theater preparatory to

reopening shortly.

New Orleans—Bob Kelly has re-

linquished his interest in the Laurel

here to Philip Sliman, who is now
the sole owner.

San Antonio—Empire's new tem-
porary policy is a change of pictures

twice a week. The Palace is now
changing three times a week.

Cleveland — Under the manage-
ment of Kaplan Brothers, the Fam-
ily theater, closed alL winter, will

re-open June 1. Henry Kaplan will

manage the house. _

Boston—Because of the amount
of work at the local code boards,
as well as the time involved in her
transacting it because of her un-
familiarity with the motion picture
situation, Olive Bursiel has been
given an assistant, Dorothy Morse.

Mount Shasta, Cal.—J. W. Bascom
has concluded the purchase of the
Shastona from Steve Chorak.

San Antonio —• Adams Film Ex-
changes, of Dallas, have opened a
branch office here in the Newton
Bldg. Jack H. Adams, Jr., is man-
ager.

Yreka, Cal.— A. R. Hiland has
purchased the interest of R. R.

Rupe in the Circuit theater.

Boston— George Rosenbaum has
been transferred from Albany to

the local Fox exchange as salesman.
Keith Goldsmith of the shipping de-

partment here will be a salesman
for Albany.

Bakersfield, Cal.—Mary Banducci
has purchased the Granada from
Edith Hill and G. W. Page.

Alliance, O. — The Columbia has
been reopened with a first-run

policy under the management of R.

C. Wallace.

Shafter, Cal.—Mrs. E. A. Parker
has been granted license to open a

theater here.

Indianapolis— The Indiana thea-

ter, operating on a double feature
policy since January, has closed un-
til fall.

Birmingham — The nudist film,

"Elysia," has been banned here and
in suburbs for the third time. After
a week's run at New Merkle, a small

town near here, an injunction

against its exhibition was granted.

Louisville—Crescent Hill Amuse-
ment Co., capitalized at $3,000, has
been organized by R. A. Pierson,

J. I. Schwarz, and M. E. Jackson.

The same parties operate several

theaters in Louisville, including the

Brown and Alamo.

Louisville—0. F. Barnett, former-
ly sales manager of the Film Ex-
change here, has rejoined that or-

ganization and will have charge of

sales in Tennessee for Big Feature
Rights Corp.

Louisville — Tom Davidson has
been appointed manager of the

Mary Anderson theater to succeed
Earl Paine, who will go to Washing-
ton, Ind., to manage the Switow
theater.

Lowell, Mass.—The Premier, op
erated by Frank Bosketti, will be

dark for the summer.

SHORT SUBJECT

REVIEWS
"Windsor"

Gaumont-British 10 mins.
Fine Scenic

A delightful journey with the
damera and a very entertainin

;

narrator through the historic

grounds of Windsor castle on the
Thames, the ancestral hall of all the
English monarchs and queens to the
days of the Norman rulers. The
narrator covers the highlights of

the famous castle's glamorous his-

tory and th3 camera presents tha

surrounding country and the town
in a very entertaining manner.

Ross-McLarnin Fight
Garden Pictures 35 mina.

Good
Not an exciting spectacle but a

very interesting one because of the

closeness of the verdict, the contro-

versy that preceded the encounter
and the personality of the contes-

tants. Fight runs 15 rounds and
photography is clear. Only two
knockdowns and those in the same
round. Rest of the go is steady,

methodical battling and a grand ex-

hibition of ring science with Mc-
Larnin taking the fight to Ross
almost all the way.

"Chasing the Champions"
(Adventures of Newsreel

Cameraman)
Fox 10 mins.

Sports Cocktail
A collection of glimpses of vari

ous branches of sport, showing win
ners in action. The compilation in

eludes Equipoise winning a race.

Georgia Coleman in fancy diving
Jim Londos downing a wrestling
rival, a woman's track event, the

six-day bicycle races, a home rur

in the last World's Series, hockey
and various other sporting high
lights. Not as thrilling as somt
other subjects in this series, but in-

teresting withal.

"City of the Golden Gate"

(Magic Carpet of Movietone)
Fox 10 mins

Good
In contrast to the foreign ma

rial usually presented in the Ma
Carpet series, this subject takes
native city, San Francisco, and
veals some of its most attracti

vistas. Starting with the entra
to the city by ferry from Oakla
the camera wanders around the bu
iness section, up into the hills, a

here and there among the forei,

settlements, parks and civic la

marks. Generally interesting.

Ill

sip

lie

"'1

Miss. Tax Receipts Up
Jackson, Miss.—An increase is being

shown monthly in Mississippi's 10 per

cent amusement tax. May showed a

collection of $20,499 compared with

519,672 the previous month. For the

same month last year the revenue was

510,788. making it almost double this

fear.
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'LOOK BEFORE BUYIN

IS U. A, SALES P0L1G

Chicago—After announcing the

new season's production schedule
planned by United Artists yesterday
at the comipany's two-day annual
meeting of branch managers, Al
Lichtman, vice-president and gen-
eral manager in charge of distribu-

tion, announced the company's sales

policy for the new season.

"As has be-m our custom in the

past," said Lichtman, "United Ar-
tists will stress a sales policy of

'look before you buy' which we be-

lieve has been very successful. In

this manner each exhibitor is the
final judge of the product he is about
to purchase. This meeting is not a

convention in the usual sense of the
word. We have discussed definite

stories already cast with definite

stars. Every picture announced i;

finished, in production or in prepara-
tion for production. We have open-
ly discussed exploitation and other
practical suggestions for the proper
manner of putting over each in-

dividual picture, all to the advantage
cf the exhibitor."

Lichtman will remain here for a
few days and then flv back to New
York.

"Forgotten Men" Repeating

Taking advantage of the nation
wide propaganda against war, "For-
gotten Men," war film put out by
Jewel Productions, is being booked
for repeat dates in key cities. It

has just opened at Warner's Metro-
politan, Washington, for the second
showing in less than a year.

New House for St. John, N. B.

St. John, N. B.—J. M. Franklin
and associates will build a 1,000-
seat house on Main St. here.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

I shall make use

of its very com-

plete information.

Arthur IV. Kelly,
United Artists
Corporation

1,000 Pages -- Free to

FUm Daily Subscribers.

U. A. CONVENTION
SHORT SHOTS

CHICAGO—Al Lichtman found the sales
force rarin' to go—and he gave them

plenty of stuff to work with.

Just for the book—in referring to Harry L.
Gold, Lichtman' s genial assistant, don't for-
get that "L" for the middle initial. Yeh.
we and a few dozen other guys tried to find
out what the "L" stood for.

Paul Burger attended the majority of the
sessions in white flannels and a sweat shirt.

foe Moskowitz had an opportunity to rencu
many acquaintances in this city.

The boys were all hopped over the arrival
of Joseph M. Schenck, who flew from the
coast to announce the new lineup.

"Shorty" Bert Steam, Pittsburgh manager,
still maintains that the time he was on the
radio plugging "Rothschild" his secretary did
not send in those three fan letters.

Moe Streimer of the New York exchange.
is listed as one of the regulars. He is well
up with those with the company a number of
years.

Sam Horowitz of Chicago, the recently mar-
ried fellow, was still receiving belated con-
gratulations. And tooU 'cm big.

Among the bachelors attending this U. A.
convention were John J. Derviu of Boston
and Harry Bodkin of Philadelphia. And don't
*hmk they weren't urged to take the leap.
Maybe it'll aid their sales resistance.

Jack Kaplan of Buffalo tried to outdo thr
ither managers in sartorial perfection, but Hal
Home seemed to top him a slight shade.

D. J. McNerney of San Franci-co got into
a huddle with Arthur Horn of New Haven,
ft seems D. J. comes from Derby. Conn,
and was wondering if the place was still n<-
the map. But by the time Arthur eot through
with him he was sure it was still there.

t

Mac Goodman of Cleveland proved to he the
"Hamlet" of the gang. Goody at one time
was among those listed in the acting profes
tion.

Hi! Mack of Cincinnati and Harry Scott
if St. Louis are the two new managers at
ending their first U. A. confab.

D. V. McLucas of Omaha received a grand
eccption from the home office crowd.

Canavan Not a Delegate
Candidacy of Wm. F. Canavan

for president of the I. A. T. S. E. in
opposition to Wm. C. Elliott, the
present incumbent, is not taken se-
riously because of his failure to ob-
tain election as a delegate to the
annual I. A. convention which gets
under way today in Louisville. Un-
der the I. A. constitution and by-
laws a two-thirds vote of the as-
sembled delegates at the convention
would be required before Canavan,
a past president of the interna-
tional, could be considered as a can-
didate. It is expected, however, that
an opposition slate will take the
field.

Gets Writ in Merriwell Suit
A temporary Federal Court in-

junction has been obtained by Gil-
bert Patten to prevent Superior
Talking Pictures from distributing
a Frank Merriwell picture without
consent. Patten is the author of
the Merriwell stories.

CHAPLIN AND PICKFORD

IN NEW U. A. PROGRAM
(Continued from Page 1)

Goetz), London Films (Korda) and
Viking Productions (Vidor). A pro-
ducing alliance between 20th Cen
tury and A. H. Woods, Broadway
theatrical veteran, will result in

stage productions of plays which
later will be made into pictures. The
first of them is to be "The Red Cat,"
European hit by Rudolph Lothar and
Hans Adler, in which Fredric March
and Constance Bennett will be
teamed for the screen.

Chaplin already has ordered sets

erected for his picture, while Miss
Pickford is now preparing her story.

In the 20th Cenutry group of 10
already set three pictures have been
finished. These are "Affairs of Cel-
lini," from "The Firebrand," with
Frederic March, Constance Bennett.
Frank Morgan and Fay Wray; Ron-
ald Colman in "Bulldog Drummond
Strikes Back," with Loretta Young,
Warner Oland, Charles Butterworth
and Una Merkel, and George Arliss
in "The Last Gentleman," with Edna
May Oliver, Charlotte Henry and
Ralph Morgan. Arliss also is sched-
uled to make "Cardinal Richelieu,"
while other pictures in this group
include "Mighty Barnum," with Wal-
lace Beerv and Fredric March-
Ronald Colman in "Clive of India":
Clarke Gable and Constance Bennett
in "It Had to Happen"; a oageant
of modern America titled "Forward
March." and Jack London's "Call of

the Wild."

Goldwyn will have at least, three,

including Anna Sten in "We Live
Again," from Tolstoy's "Resurrec-
tion," directed by Rouben Mamou-
Han: Eddie Cantor in "The Treasure
Hunt." with Ethel Merman. Ann
Sothern and Block & Sully, with mu-
sic by Gus Kahn and presentation
""mbers bv Sevmonr Felix, and
"Barbary Coast," with Anna Sten
ind Gary Cooper.

Peliance is making1 "The Count
of Monte Cristo," with Robert Donat,
Elissa Landi, Louis Calhern and Sid-
ney Blackmer, directed by Rowland
V. Lee. to be followed by "Trans-
Atlantic Showboat." with Jack Ben-
nv. Nancy Carroll. Gene Raymond.
Sid Silvers and Frank Parker, di-

rected by Ben Stoloff, and "Cata-
lina," a musical.

London Films will contribute at

least three, including "Private Life
of Don Juan." with Douglas Fair-
banks; "100 Years to Come." from
the H. G. Wells' book, "The Shape of
Things to Come," directed by Lewis
Milestone, and "Scarlet Pimpernel,"
from the novel by Baroness Orczy.
with Leslie Howard.

T^-cr Vidor has alreadv eonroleted
^he Viking1 Productions nicture. "Our
Dp ; '-<' Bread." with Karen Morley
an^ Tom Keene.
W^lt Disney's shorts will include

9 Mickev Mouse and 9 Silly Sym-
phonies in Technicolor, marking the
debut of Mickey in color.

• No man could tame her—yet love

was her master! A dramatic com-

I edy packed with laughs and thrills

!

1 "The Hell Cat," with Robert

Armstrong, Ann Sothern, Minna

I Gombell. Directed by Albert

I Roeell. Date it now!

I The fun begins in the

1 ends in the last of "The Party's

• Over" with Stuart Erwin, Ann
Sothern, Arline Judge, Chick

« Chandler, Patsy Kelly. From the

I stage comedy hit by Daniel Kusell.

, Directed by Walter Lang.

A hero to the world! An idol to 1

the woman he loved! A coward i

in his heart! A powerful drama of
*

man betrayed by his conscience!
\

"Whom the Gods Destroy," with

Walter Connolly, Doris Kenyon.
*

From the story by Albert Payson
j

Terhune. Directed by Walter Lang, i

Opens June 7th, Radio City Music .

Hall! Great cast, great story,

I great direction— one of the year's J

| dramatic smashes! Elissa Landi in 1

i "Sisters Under The Skin" with *

, Frank Morgan, Joseph Schildkraut.

j
o yJ V .

Directed by David Burton.
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BIG GOLFING EVENT

JUST 3 DAYS AWAY

Only three days more—and then

—

rain or shine (excepting cloud-

hursts) the 22nd Film Golf Tourna-
ment will be in full swing at the

Glen Oaks Golf and Country Club,

Great Neck, L. I.

Entries are nearing the 150 mark.
It's ten dollars for all the golf and
fun, provided your check accompa-
nies the application. Twelve smack-
ers at the gate. Don't delay any
longer. Cancel all business ap-

pointments for Thursday. Treat
yourself to a REAL outing and a

wealth of good fellowship. Many of

the contestants will go to the club-

bouse Wednesday night and spend

the evening at divers forms of rec-

reation including bridge, bending-
the-elbow, etc.

Souvenirs are literally pouring in.

Two hundred "Betty Boop" soap
dolls from Max Fleischer; plenty ot

wine from Melvin Hirsch; "Beyonr
Bengal" hats from Dave Mountan,
surprise novelties from W. Ray
Johnston, and a score of other use-

ful gifts already contributed. Every
golfer will be piled up with novelties

to take home.

Reports from the training camps
of the M. P. Club and A. M. P. A.
teams say that all contestants are in

readiness for the heart-thumnin
test. Ted Curtis and Louis Nizer

of the M. P. Club team are confi-

dent of victory, while Tom Gerety
and Bill Ferguson of the A.M.P.A.
lads are already claiming victory

The Film Daily Trophy, first donat-

ed in 1921, for the lowest net score

to become the possession of the

golfer winning it three times, has
been re-silvered, chromium-plated
and re-conditioned. Inscribed on itr

shiny bowl are the following win-

ners:

P. A. Powers. Fall— 1921: R. A. Morris
ley, Spring -1922; E. W. Hammons, Fall^
1922: Rii'lolph W. R. Cam'ron, Spring— 192.1

Nat T,. Rothstein. Fall—1923: Rudolph W. B.

r.imemn. Sprinc— 1924: Stanlev B. Waite.
Fall— 1924: Rex Beach. Spring— 1925: C. W.
Deihel. Fall— 1925; George Wilson. Spring

—

1926; F. P. Curtis. Fall— 1926: F. A. Fsch
maun. Spring— 1927; Thomas W. Gerety. Fall

--1927; Jack fmtfreund. Spring— 1928; A 1

Riihen. Fall— 1928: Tack Gutfreund. Spring
1929

: H. T. Yates. Fall- 1929; S. Charles

Einfeld, Spring—1930; William II. Rabell

Spring—1931: Arthur H. Pelterson, Spring
1932; David Kugel, Spring— 193.1.

Entries For 22nd Film Golf Tournament

Lane Chirdlcr Richard Tucker

Jack Alicoate

Charles A. Alicoate
Winfield Andrus
Maury Ascher
Ding Bell

Paul Benjamin
Herbert S. Berg

George A. Blair

Lou Blumcnth.il

Richard Brady

Harry Brandt
William Brandt

0. H. Briggs

George Brown
Harry Buxbaum
H3rry Charnis

Irving Chidnoff
lames Cl=rk

Kenneth Coan
Julius Cohen
Max A. Cohen
Jack Cohn
James Cron
James P. Cunninghsm
Ted Curtis

George Dembow
Sam Dembow
Ned Depinet
Arthur Dickinson

Ralph Doyle

Ed Edelson

S. Charles Einfeld

Simon H. Fabian
Herb Fecke
William Ferguson
Alfred E. Fiegel

Edward Finney
H William Fitelson

John C. Flynn

C. Foster

William Frankcl

Ray Gallagher
W. P. Garyn
Tom Gerety
William German
Den C. Gillette

Robert Gillham
Jack Glucksman
Larry Golob
Irving Goodfield

Jess Gourlay
Jack Guttfreund
"Hap" Hadley
Roy Haines
Don Hancock
Jack Harrower
Melvin Hirsch

Hil Hodes
George Hoffman
.'ce Hornstein

Joel Hurt, Jr.

Edward L. Hyman

$10,000,000 Annually
Spent for Premiums

Theaters in the United States are

spending at least $10,000,000 an-

nually for premiums, according to

C. A. Coulter, premium distributor

leader, who was actively at Washing-
ton during the code-drafting days
of last fall.

16 New Equity Councillor?
Sixteen councillors, including six

replacements, wrp elected at the

Actors' Equity Ass'n annual meet-
'ng. New councillors to serve for a

five-year term include Eddie Cantor

A. G. Andrews, George Arliss. Kath-
rine Cornell, Avgus+in Duncan
George Heller, Victor Kilian. Philir

Loeb, Louise V. Prnssing and Al
bert Van Dekker. Roil a cements o*-

the council were E. J. B'"nkall. Wil
'iam Gaxton. Florence Na«h. Mar-
Vir-gina Farmer. Robert T. Haine
and Helen Broderick.

Officers elected include Frank G'l

more, president; Osgood Perkins

first vice-president; Florence Reed
second vice-president; Arthur B^ron
third vice-president; Peggv Wood
fourth vice-president; Paul Dullzell

treasurer; Leo Curley, recording sec

retary.

New Air Purifying Method
London—A new principle in pro-

viding fresh, clean and disinfected
air in theaters has been successful-
ly put on the market here by the
Chemical Air Cleaning Co. Tt is

known as "Aerokleen" and consists
of an apparatus appended near the
stage or screen or one or two feet
from the ceiling and connected to
the electric supply. The apparatus
contains an essence> producing
strong gases which mingle quickly
with the atmosphere and produce
clean, fresh air within 15 to 30 min-
utes.

Herbert Ebenstein
Arthur W. Eddy
Emil Jenson
W. Ray Johnston
Morris Kandell
William D. Kelly

Jerry Keyser
Marvin Kirsch

Leo Klebanow
Ralph Kohn
David Kugel
Morris Kutinsker

Ed Kuykendall
Harold Lerhman
Irving Lessor

Jules Levy
Nat Lewis
Al Lichtman
Edward L. McEvoy
Joe Malcolm
William Masscc
Bert Mayers
Don M. Mersereau
Ch^s. M. Mersereau
Phil Meyer
Abe Montague
Sam E. Morris

Borris Morros
Charles H. Moses
~) ivid Mountain
Herbert Mullcr
ouis Nizer

Lee Ochs
William A. Orr

Percy Phillipson

Don Hyndman
Don Jacocks
Herman Robbins
Harold Rodner
Budd Rogers
Louis Rydcll

Sam Sax
Murray Schoen
E. Schwartz
Si Seadler

Gradwell Sears

Arthur Seidman
Al Selig

Jack Shapiro

Stanley Shuford
George Skouras
Spyrous Skouras
A. W. Smith, Jr.

Crcsson E. Smith
Frank Snell

Sam Stern

Max Stuart
Ted Sullivan

Harry Thomas
W. L. Tinney
Glen Tucker
M. Van Praag
Mike Vogel
Albert Warner
Clint Weyer
Tern Wiley
Milton Wiseman
Robert S. Wolf
H. J. Yates
Jules Ziegler

FORGING OF TRAILERS

SEEN BY KUYKENDALI
(Continued from Paac \) I

at present, Kuykendall pointed on
and as a consequence, their cost

will substantially mount.
Describing the move as "obno)

ious," Kuykendall said he is coi

sidering appointing a committee 1

work out plans seeking to discou;

age the practice. The M. P. T. O. A
at its recent Los Angeles convei
tion, adopted a resolution condemi
ing the policy.

Wick Contends He Obeyei

Local Code Board Orde
(Continued from Page 1)

violation of the anti-price cuttir

provisions of the code, following tl

hoard's orders to desist. This coi

flicts with information obtained 1

the board, which acted on advio
that Wick was continuing the polic

it is declared.
Herbert T. Silverberg has been e

gaged as counsel for the local boa

and Leo J. Rosen is representii

Wick. Hearing on the petition f
an injunction takes place June 8.

ON-THE-PARK
50 CENTRAL PARK SOUTH . . NEW YORK

CAFE DE LA PAIX
America's first real side-walk cafe

—

the nsw St. Moritz Cafe de la Paix

—

with its colorful awnings, and its Con-

tinental air of le'sure, was designed on

European lines by the well - known

ycung architect, Zareh Sourian. Here

you are able not only to drink an aperi-

tif in the open, with the green stretches

of Cental Park brfore you, but also to

play checkers, dominoes and backgam-

mon exactly as in the Cafe De La Paix

in Paris.

The Most Interesting Hotel in

America"

DIRECTION . . S. GREGORY TAYLOR

fa^im:
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Supreme Court Refuses to Remove Para. Trustees

47 STORIES ALREADY SETFOR WARNERW LINEUP
. .

Rental Collection Proposed in New Film Board Setup
New Functions Suggested

by Sales Mgrs. Under
Reorganization

Amplifying of functions of the
Film Boards of Trade to include a
rental collection plan, resembling in

part the system devised and operated
by the New York board, is being
considered by sales managers who
are working out a reorganization
setup for the organization. The sys-

tem employed by the New York
board was devised by Attorney
Louis Nizer, who is secretary.

As yet no definite decision has
(Continued on Page 4)

FAMILYTYPEPlCTURES

IS AIM OF MONOGRAM
Cincinnati—In planning its new

program Monogram was primarily
interested in catering to family audi-
snces and has chosen stories of uni-
versal appeal which should win the
sndorsement of parents and teach-
ers' organizations as well as wo-
men's clubs and religious bodies

(Continued on Page 4)

United Artists to Release
B. & D. Throughout World
World-Wide distribution of Brit-

ish & Dominions pictures will here-
after be handled by United Artists.
This makes seven units releasing
through U. A., the others being 20th
Century, Samuel Goldwyn, Reliance,
London Films, Viking and Walt Dis-
;ney. Herbert Wilcox and Hubert T.
Marsh of B. & D. arrive today from
England to confer with U. A. exe-
cutives.

3 Sequels for Warners
Atlantic City—Three sequels are in-

cluded in the Warner-First National
program for 1934-35, announced here
yesterday. "I'm Back in the Chain
Gang" will be a follow-up to "I Am
a Fugitive from a Chain Gang"; "Sweet
Music" is planned as a sequel to "20
Million Sweethearts," and there will be
a "Gold Diggers of 1935."

Universal Sales Meet Set Back a Day
Universal sales convention, originally scheduled to open today, has been set back

a day and will run from tomorrow through Friday at the Essex House. Delay is to
enable Carl Laemmle to be present on the closing day. He arrives in New York on
Friday morning with Joe Weil, his personal representative, and Jack Ross, his secretary.
James R. Grainger will preside at the sessions. A beefsteak and vaudeville show will

be given for the visiting salesmen Thursday night. Previews of pictures will be held
at the Carnegie Theater.

RKO FOREIGN RECEIPTS SAAL-KELLY PLAN 12

WILL SET NEW RECORD AT BI06RAPH STUDIO

Grosses from foreign sales of
RKO pictures for the 1933-34 sea-

son will exceed all previous figures

for twelve months, the Film Daily
learns. Additional RKO exchanges
will be opened in the fall following
a trip to Europe and Australia by
Phil Reisman.
According to latest reports from

Paris, "Little Women" is now in its

fifth week at the Henry VII, a 600-

seater, and has broken all records
for the theater.

British Pictures Gain
In Australian Market

Sydney—British pictures consti-

tuted 25.7 per cent of the film im-
ports last year, compared with only
8.2 per cent the previous year, the
annual report of the Australian Cen-
sor Board shows. Of the 1,479 fea-

tures and shorts imported, 980 came
from the U. S., 380 from England

(Continued on Page 5)

First of a series of 12 features
for 1934-35 release will be started

by Select Productions Inc. on June
18 at the Biograph studio, where
the entire program will be made.
Initial picture is "Woman in the
Dark", adapted by Sada Cowan,
Charles Williams and Marcy Klau-
ber. All stories will be the works
of famous authors. Bill Saal is pres-

ident of the company while Burt
Kelly is executive producer.

Southeast Indie Exhibs
Plan Buying Cooperative
Atlanta—A meeting of unaffiliated

independent exhibitors of the south-

east has been called for Sunday,
June 10, at the Ansley Hotel here
for the purpose of effecting a buy-
ing cooperative. Leaders in the move
are Ike Katz, Birmingham, and W.
T. Murray, Louis Bach, C. D. Swint,
Willis Davis and M. C. Courts of

Atlanta.

Para. Bondholders Lose Fight
For Removal of 3 Trustees

Bigger Hollywood Layout
At Century of Progress

Chicago — Hollywood-at-the-Fair
has been completely made over this

year so as to give Century of Prog-
ress visitors a real view of movie-
making technique. Among Holly-
wood personalities signed to appear
at the fair are Mary Carr and her

(Continued on Page 4)

By WILLIAM SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington—Dissenting bondhold-
ers in the Paramount Publix re-

ceivership case yesterday were re-

fused consideration by the United
States Supreme Court in their at-

tempt to remove Charles D. Hilles,

Eugene W. Leake and Charles E.
Richardson as trustees. The three
bankruptcy trustees were appointed
by Federal Judge Bondy New York.

Major Warner Outlines

1934-35 Program of

60 Features

Atlantic City—Of the 60 features
planned by Warner-First National
in 1934-35, stories for 47 have al-

ready been lined up for early pro-
duction, it was stated yesterday by
Major Albert Warner, vice-presi-
dent in charge of distribution, in

outlining the program at the com-
pany's! second regional sales confer-
ence in the Ambassador Hotel here.
Warner Bros, and First National
each will make 30 features, the
same quota as this season, Major
Warner said. Production roster of
the affiliated companies is the most
extensive in their history, he added,

(Continued on Page 7)

TRI-ERGON PATENTS

UPHELD ON APPEAL

The Circuit Court of Appeals has
reversed decision of Judge Campbell
of the U. S. District Court, Brook-
lyn, dismissing the patents infringe-

ment suit brought by American Tri-
Ergon Corp. against Paramount.
The higher court finds the double
print patents involved to be valid

and infringed. Western Electric is

defending Paramount.

Bill to Tax Screen Ads
Is Filed in Louisiana

Baton Rouge, La. — A bill call-

ing for a 2 per cent tax on adver-
tisements shown on the screen has
been filed in the House.

After Hay Fever Trade
Denver—Huffman theaters are making

a concerted play via trailers for patron-
age of hay fever sufferers who find

ready relief in cool theaters. At the
height of the hay fever season last

year many folks here attended two and
three movies a day for relief.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Columbia Picts vtc. . 323,4 31

V

4 323A + 1 Va

Con. Fm. Ind 3% 3*4 3% — Va

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . 15% 15V2 15Vz

East. Kodak 94 93 94 -f 1 y2
Fox Fm. "A" Hi/4 14 14 + Vl

Loew's, Inc 313/4 31 Vi 31%+ 3/4

Paramount ctfs. . . . 45/g 43/8 4'/2 + Va

Pathe Exch 2% 2% 2% + %
do "A" 22'/2 213/8 221/4 + l'/2

Warner Bros 5% 5'4 57/8 + V*

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Technicolor 10!/2 10V8 10'/2 + 1/4

Trans-Lux 1 % 1 1/2 1 Vi

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 . 8 73/4 8 + 1/4

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 7 7 7 — 1 V:

Loew 6s 41ww 100 99% 99% -f- %
Par. 5'/2s50 ctfs... 483^ 483/4 483^

Pathc 7s37 98'/4 97% 98'/4 + %
Warner's 6s39 .... 583/4 57 58 + 1 '/2

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 4% 4'A 4'/2 + 'A

Three Branch Promotions
Announced at W. B. Meet
Atlantic City—Promotion of three

men from the ranks of the Warner
branch office forces was announced
at yesterday's sessions of the sales

conference here by A. W. Smith, Jr.

Fred North, former Detroit branch
manager, becomes central district

manager with headquarters in De-
troit. Charles Rich, Baltimore sales-

man, has been elevated to Pittsburgh
manager. Harry Decker, who han-
dled Brooklyn, is now branch man-
ager for both New York and Brook-
lyn.

William Boyd Garrett Fort

6 Features, 52 Shorts
Announced by Shamrock
Detroit—Shamrock Pictures, of

which B. C. Fassio is president, an-
nounces six features and 52 shorts
for 1934-35. Features are "4

O'Clock in the Morning", farce;
"Partner Wanted", comedy with mu-
sic; "The Spirit of Perkins", com-
edy; "At the End of the Rope",
prison satire; "The Midget Races",
auto racing story, and "The Hour
is Nine", drama. The shorts group
includes 13 one-reelers, "Ye Olde
Time Illustrated Songs"; 13 novelty
specials and 25 "News from the
Dailies" comedy reels.

Rosenblatt Laid Up
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Division Adminis-

trator Sol A. Rosenblatt has been
confined to his home by a severe cold.

He is expected to be back at his of-

fice in a day or two.

U. A. to Continue Trade Shows
Chicago—National trade showings

on all United Artists releases in ex-

change centers throughout the coun-
try, will be continued during the
coming year, Al Lichtman, vice

president and general manager in

charge of distribution, announced at

the conclusion of the company's sales

meeting here. First three releases

to be trade shown are "Affairs of

Cellini," "Bulldog Drummond Strikes
Back," and "The Last Gentleman."

Laughton May Do "Henry" Sequel

Chicago — Possibility of Charles
Laughton appearing in a sequel to

"Henry VIII" was indicated by Al
Lichtman at the close of the United
Artists sales conference here. Alex-
ander Korda of London Films will

make the picture, titled "The Field

of Gold."

Reopening Radio Labor Clauses
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Reopening of the la-

bor provisions of the radio broad-
casting code, particularly in respect

to broadcast technicians, is announc-
ed for June 20. Deputy Adminis-
trator Wm. P. Farnsworth will pre-
side.

Eddie Wells Quits RKO in Montreal

Eddie Wells has resigned as RKO
manager in Montreal.

New Dave Thomas Co.
Changes Name to Falcon
New producing company formed

by David M. Thomas and originally
called Major Productions has been
renamed Falcon Pictures Corp. Cast
of the first picture, "Convention
Girl", to be produced in Atlantic
City and Irvington-on-the-Hud?on
with Luther Reed directing, has been
augmented by Herbert Rawlinson,
Ruth Gillette 'and Grade Worth.

E. B. Hatrick to Line Up
Metrotone Staff Abroad

Complete staff and free lance cov-

erage of England and the continent

for the Hearst Metrotone Newsreel
will be arranged this month by E.
B. Hatrick, who is en route to Eu-
rope on the Europa. Hatrick will

visit all large cities abroad and will

likely assign a "roving commission"
for one or more cameramen. Domes-
tic coverage is now being worked
out by the New York office. It is un-
derstood that about $250,000 will

be expended in the formation of the

Hearst newsreel camera staff, in-

cluding equipment.

Dissolving Interstate Units

New Orleans—Apparently in line

with the renaming of Interstate as

Famous Theaters, the following In-

terstate corporations are being dis-

solved out of court: Houston, Inter-

state, Dallas, San Antonio. Fort
Worth, Austin, Galveston. Liquida-
tors appointed: Karl Hoblitzelle, E.

J. Solon, John R. Moroney, all of

Majestic Theater, Dallas. These
companies were incorporated in

Louisiana.

U. A. Conventioneers Return

Home office executives who attend-
ed the United Artists annual meet-
ing in Chicago will arrive back in

New York today. Included in the

group are Joseph Moskowitz, Harry
Buckley, Harry L. Gold, Paul Bur-
ger, Charles Stern, C. Ericksen,
Manny Silverstone, Etienne Pallos,

Hal Home and Morris Helprin.

Jos. Schenck Europe-Bound

Joseph M. Schenck, president of

United Artists and 20th Century,
arrived in New York yesterday for

a few days' stay before sailing for

Europe. On his way east from Hol-
lywood he stopped off in Chicago to

attend the U. A. sales convention.

M-G-M Gets Two New Novels

Two novels, "40 Days of Musa
Dagh", by Franz Werfel, to be pub-
lished by Viking Press in October,

and Vina Delmar's "Bright Girl",

soon to appear serially in "Liberty,"

have been acquired by M-G-M.

'Woman in Command' Opens Thurs.

"The Woman in Command",
Gainsborough film with Edward
Everett Horton, opens Thursday at

the Westminster Cinema. "Big
Timber", Canadian scenic, also will

be on the British program.

.ommg andG oi ng

LEO CARRILLO arrives in New York tomorro
by plane from the coast to appear in persi

at the Capitol. He will then return to tl

coast for another M-G-M role.

J. WALTER RUBEN is on his way ba<

from England to resume his RKO directori

contract.

BURNS and ALLEN sail for Europe the la

ter part of June.

TED TODDY, director of publicity, exploit
tion and sales promotion for Columbia Pi

tures in Atlanta, arrives in New York tod
for a visit.

W. A. WOLFF, Western Electric advertisi
manager, is attending a convention in Chicag

JOHN LEROY JOHNSTON, Universal stuc
publicity chief, arrived in New York yesterd
to attend the company's sales convention.

GEORGE BATCHELLER of Chesterfield a
MAURY COHEN of Invincible, now in Ni
York, have not yet definitely decided on th
trip to England. If they go, it will be pun
a pleasure visit, their first. Gaumont-Briti
distributes Chesterfield-Invincible product
England.

ED GOLDEN returns to New York today.

W. RAY JOHNSTON returns tomorrow.

DAVID W. HAMPTON leaves today for Hoi!
wood.

E. B. HATRICK is en route to Europe
he Europa.

DAVE BADER arrived from England l-st nig
>n the Corinthia.

HAROLD LLOYD left New York yesterd
eturning to the Coast.

ALICE REINHEART leaves New York S:ti
day for the Coast.

CHARLES REAGAN arrived in Ntw York yt
ferday from Chicago to assume his duties
Western division sales manager of Paramoui

JOHN DAY, Paramount managing direel
for South America, is due to sail July 7
his return to Brazil.

JOE PENNER leaves early in July for t

coast to start work in his first Paramou
picture, "College Rhythm."

BILLY WILKERSON and MRS. WILKERSC
arrived at the Warwick from Hollywood y<
terday for a ten-day vacation.

New Virginia House Opens
Cleveland, Va.—Frederick S. W

liams, circuit operator, has opem
a new house here.

COVERS
EVERYTHINf

I have no suggestior

for improvement un

less you war! to con

sider making the pa-

per and binding ever

more durable. I pret-

ty nearly wear ov'

my copy every yea

by constant perusal

Carl B. Milliken,

Motion Picture Pre

ducers cV Distributor]

of America, Inc.

1,000 Pages -- free to

Film Daily Subscribers.



A N NSTITUTION AS GREAT AS THE INDUSTRY IT SERVES"

limeA

' I 'HE yearly capacity of Consolidated Park

could encircle the globe at the equator more

than seven times. This vast power is the producer's

assurance that no matter how large his order, it

can't possibly overtax Consolidated's facilities.

To keep pace with the technical progress made by

the industry, Consolidated maintains modern re-

search laboratories. Here, skilled chemical and

mechanical engineers seek and find scientific

methods for producing prints that reflect the con-

stant improvements made in motion pictures.

Operating our own machine shop for building-

exclusive equipment, today's scientific theory be-

comes tomorrow's mechanical practice.

SAFEGUARD YOUR INVESTMENT
Cut-price prints mean cut-price quality— inferior materials carelessly processed

on obsolete equipment— poor screen results.

It doesn't pay to jeopardize your entire investment for the few

pennies saved on cut-price prints. Make sure of good results.

Send your productions to the screen on "Certified Prints."

They're made by science to provide the finest possible expres-

sion of the sound and action in your negative. Twenty-one

years' experience and a loyal devotion to the highest ideals of

service are always evident in every frame of "Certified Prints."

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES, INC
NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD
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COLLECTIONS PLANNED

FOR FILM TRADE BDS.

(Continued from Page 1)

been reached on any plan. The com-
mittee assigned to the job of devel-
oping a plan has not as yet held a
meeting, various of its members be-

ing occupied w^th annual sales meet-
ings.

Bigger Hollywood Layout
At Century of Progress

(Continued from Page 1)

two sons, Tommy and Stephen; Ar-
thur Lake, George Lewis, Virginia
Sale, Johnny Harron, Shirley Den-
sted, Audrene Briar, Helen Mann,
Billy Taft, Edna Sinclair, Betty
Egan, Mary Lou Allen; Warren
Burke, writer; Lincoln Stedman and
Vic Lewis, directors, and Charles
Bonney, cameraman. The group
calls itself the Thalians. Theater
where the demonstrations are to be
made has been greatly enlarged.

Extend Assessment Period
Cleveland—A 30-day extension

from May 29 on payment of code as-

sessments has been granted to all

exhibitors in Greater Cleveland on
recommendation of the grievance
board. The extension followed pro-

tests of G. E. Erdmann, secretary
of the exhibitor association, that the

assessments on houses in the sub-

urbs should be based on the popu-
lation of those suburbs and not on
the population of Greater Cleveland.

Andy Devine at St. Paul Frolic

St. Paul—Andy Devine was mas-
ter of ceremonies at the first an-

nual press frolic last night at' the

Orpheum in connection with the

National Newspaper Guild conven-

tion.

Raymond Cavanagh With Majestic

Raymond Cavanagh has been en-

gaged by Majestic Pictures as ad-

vertising and publicity director.

Cavanagh was formerly associated

with Universal for many years.

Paramount Signs Stage Player

Lloyd Nolan, who appeared in the

Broadway production of "One Sun-
day Afternoon", has been signed by
Paramount and leaves next month
for the coast.

Open New Monogram Cincy Offices

Cincinnati—In conjunction with
the Monogram regional sales con-

vention here, the new local branch of-

fices of the company, at 1635 Cen-
tral Parkway, were opened to visi-

tors.

New Era Gets "Lone Defender"

New Era Exchange has acquired
local distribution rights from Mas-
cot to "Lone Defender," feature
starring Rin-Tin-Tin.

MONG the
ion

PHIL M. DALY

• • • A RECENT poll taken by the Ohio Valley Exhib-
itors' League constituting practically a poll of the mid-
west territory covered 204 current major releases
the idea being to determine what were the best B.O. Bets
AFTER they played the theaters which makes a helluva
difference than BEFORE if you follow us ever so closely

and ya can't begin to guess what the results were
... .>. . lissen'

T T T
• • • THE POLL divided the pix into four classes
A, B, C and D Big Box Office Smashes Good B. 0.

Fair Lousy and in the A class 21 qualified out
of 204 and of these Class A 21 there were exactly 7 Fox
pix pretty swell eh, wot ? but wait 3 of
the 7 were Janet Gaynors 3 were Will Rogers the
other was "Bottoms Up" but what we're getting at is

this fact the six Gaynor and Rogers were Winnie Sheehan
supervised pix does that mean anythin' to youse guys?

• • • FOR FALL release Al Mannon is getting
ready to produce a new type of serial .... an air war drama
for grown-ups Al figures a serial can attract the adult
trade if properly done Those Roxy theater programs of
last week are selling at a premium because of one of those
typographical errors that made a certain Hollywood item
a Classic Irving Kaye Davis, playwright, has decided to

hold his play, "The Naked Woman," for presentation on B'way
next fall London censors have just passed the play, which
will be produced there soon

• • • TWO GOOD bets for pictures as we see 'em
J. Harold Murray who was with Fox some time

ago a young lad with a most pleasing personality
good looker a grand voice and a real actor can
any producer ask more ? Then there is that sweet come-
dienne of the New York stage Betty Starbuck who
has never received the recognition due her it's a sheer
delight to watch her fine handling of comedy she appeared
on the Paramount eastern lot in "The Sap from Syracuse" with
Jack Oakie besides Betty's outstanding comedy person-
ality she photographs like a million dollars after
discovering Jimmy Savo whom we plugged for the past
two years before Hecht-MacArthur smart fellers

grabbed him for a 5-year pix contract mebbe we can help
these other two "bets" to get a break

• • • IN THE good ole days a Director and a form-
er Cameraman made 35 westerns they used the same star,

the same story, and the same crew in all of 'em all they
changed were the titles and the locale and they admit it

these two are now working together again Director
Edward Sedgwick, and Virgil Miller, the one-time cameraman
......now head of Paramount's camera dep't they are
working on "Here Comes the Groom" for Charles R. Rogers

and comparing notes on their old association on the west-
erns Sedgwick sez to Miller "Well, all those west-
erns went well at the box office" and Miller replies

"Sure they did. No one wrote in to complain of their similarity."

so they must have been good

• • • ON THE stage of the Roxy for the week of June 8
the Columbia University Band the band of 50 is

under direction of Howard Simmons

« « « » » »

FAMILY TYPE PICTURE!

IS AIM OF MONOGRAM

(Continued from Page 1)

throughout the country, Presider
W. Ray Johnston said yesterday £

the closing session of the company
three day regional sales meeting. A
unqualified vote of confidence wa
given Johnston and producer Trei
Carr by the sales organization.

No Monogram picture has bee
turned down by any censor boar
in the four years of the company 1

existence, Johnston said. About 7

persons attended the meet. Johi
ston returns to New York tomorrow
Ed Golden, sales manager, and «

P. Friedhoff, treasurer, left for Ne'
York yesterday.
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Censorship is Tightened
By Latin-Amer. Countrie
Latin American countries hav

tightened censorship as regarc
racketeer pictures, John Day, Sout
American managing director fc

Paramount, said yesterday in a Ne'
York interview. Pictures with dn
matic themes, big in production, fin

the best response from South Ame:
ican audiences, declared Day. Bus
ness in Brazil and Chile shows in

provement as compared with la:

year, he stated. Day goes to tr.

Paramount convention at the Coa:
[

and on July 7 sails for Brazil, whei
he headquarters.

Theater Manager Gets Prize, Wi
Denver—Irving Simpson, managi

of the Fox at Montrose, Colo., wc
the $250 first prize in the Opporti
nity contest run off in the pa:

twelve weeks by the Fox Intermoui
tain division. He promptly got ma
ried. Dan McAuliffe, managing tl

Mayan here, won the watch for th

ater maintenance. E. K. Taylor <

the Wilma, Missoula, Mont., copp<

the cup for the best advertising car

paign. Mike Zalensey won $50 f<

the best four-week's record.

Salt Lake City Notes

Salt Lake City—Stetson and Fe;

ley have reopened the Studio Th
ater after remodeling. New poli<

will be four changes weekly.
Harry Maizlish, Warner-Fir

National exploiteer, has been he

on the campaign for "20 Millie

Sweethearts", opening June 14

the Capitol.

Hugh Braley, Paramount distri

manager, arrived here last we<

from Denver for a brief look aroun

Allied Meeting Routine

Routine business was transact!

at a meeting of Allied Theaters

New Jersey yesterday with Sidn
E. Samuelson presiding. Plans w
soon be announced for the uni'

annual convention, which takes pla

this summer.
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CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and Zoning and

Clearance Boards

resiiti

^ayJvOULD NULLIFY RULING
Cleveland—On the ground that the per-

. onnel of the clearance board that heard the
« iase was not in accordance with the manual

iff U| /f the board as ruled by John C. Flinn, ex-

icutive secretary of the Code Authority,
enry Greenberger of the Cedar Lee Theater

To. has appealed for nullification of the

j uling which dismissed the Cedar Lee com-
ilaint against Loew's Ohio Theaters over the

3-day protection on first-run pictures which
Uayed on dual bills. Nullification is asked
lecause it has been found that Harry Hor-
vitz, who served as a substitute member of

he board that heard the case, did not assent

Omorro l° t 'ie c°de - A ruling is being sought on
vhether a member who has not signed a

J
'ode assent can serve on the board in any

for N( tapacity.

TND F.W.C. DID NOT OVERBUY
Omaha—Fox West Coast, represented by

Ben Harding of the Liberty Theater and
Horrie Cohn of the Strand, did not overbuy
s charged by Ray Selker, managing the
iroadway, all in Council Bluffs. la., the
ocal grievance board found. The board
uled it is without legal right from the code

f

o adjust complainant's right to buy more
jictures and that the board recognized the

I)', Sol fomplainant's problem as one of scarcity of
nictures available. Selker plans appeal to

.. he Code Authority.
inaJi !

'Masked Marvel 9

of Ampa Team
Has Golf Contingent Guessing

term

ayloi

14 COMPLAINTS IN NEW ORLEANS
New Orleans—Fourteen complaints, most-

ly against the present clearance granted the

18 United Theaters subsequent runs, have
been filed with the local zoning board for
hearing this week.

YAFFA FILES TWO APPEALS
Harmon Yaffa has appealed to the Code

Authority from two grievance board decisions.
In one case involving his Gem and Majestic
theaters, Yaffa charged overbuying against
the Lane and Empress theaters and the Vita-
graph, Paramount, Fox, Universal and RKO
exchanges. In the second case Yaffa sought
a refund for an alleged overcharge by the
Vitagraph exchange.

TWO APPEALS TO BE DECIDED
Decisions on two cases which have been

heard on appeal are expected to be announced
at a meeting of the Code Authority Friday.
One is the appeal of the Sedgewick Amuse-
ment Co., operator of the Luxor, New York,
against clearance granted Loew's Grand in
Fordham Road and Jerome Avenue. The
other is the complaint of LaCrosse Amuse-
ment Co., operator of the Rivoli, LaCrosse,
Wis., and the Kayess Theaters Co., opera-
tor of the State at Tomah, Wis., against L.

J. Burkitt of the Classic, Sparta, charging
violation of the reduced admissions clause of
the code.

Who is the "Masked Marvel"?
ft !\11 Broadway is asking. Every

' nember of the Motion Picture Club
jolf team is wondering. Who is

he mysterious un-named player
,»vho has been included in the A. M.
P. A. team that will vie for the Al-
jee Memorial Cup at the 22nd Film
iolf Tournament on Thursday at
he Glen Oaks Golf and Country
"lub, Great Neck, L. I. Tom Gerety,
harlie Einfeld and Herbe Fecke,

Dther members of the A. M. P. A.
team, don't even know. According
;o Ted Curtis, captain of the Empey
:eam, his players will wear the best

I "Mat Lewis shirts, so sure are they
to win the Albee cup and retain
their haberdashery. Gerety like-

wise will have his players defy the
'lose your shirt" edict, by wearing
the latest creations from Budd's.
Yesterday the committee reported

. ?n its visit to the club Sunday, when
;

the beer was tested. Reports on the
quality varied, necessitating an-
other visit tomorrow for some last

minute quaffs. Four beautiful gold
medals, the gift of Jules Brulatour

'; for the winners of the team play,

were received yesterday. The med-
als are the latest design and will

be most welcome and valuable
prizes. Twenty-five cocktail shak-
ers with "make your own" recipes
embossed on the sides were donated
yesterday by General Register Corp.
as runner-up prizes.

Don't forget, every contestant will

go home laden with souvenirs of real
worth. Included in the hand-out will

be Max Fleischer's donation of
"Betty Boop" soap dolls—one box
to each player 200 "Big Bad

:

St*

an:

ateri
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:es

Wolf" watches from the Ingersoll-

Waterbury Co., and a host of other
novelties. A special newsreel is be-
ing compiled by National Screen
Service for the evening's festivities.

Early-birds will be rewarded. W.
Ray Johnston of Monogram has do-
nated 100 golfball lighters to be
given to the first 100 players arriv-
ing at the course Thursday. The
dues are $10 if your application is

mailed by Wednesday. It will cost
the delinquents $12 at the clubhouse.

British Pictures Gain
In Australian Market
(Continued from Page 1)

and 119 from other countries. The
U. S. supplied 332 features, Great
Britain 108. Eliminations had to be
made in 52.1 per cent of the Amer-
ican product and in 27.7 per cent
of the British pictures.

Gcldwyn Signs British Actress
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jane Baxter, young

star of the English stage and screen,

has been signed as the second femi-
nine lead in "We Live Again," Sam-
uel Goldwyn production starring
Anna Sten and Fredric March. Miss
Baxter, who will come to America
shortly to assume her role, was re-

cently seen in "The Constant
Nymjph."

"Sweetheart" Holdovers

Warner's "20 Million Sweet-
hearts" is being held a third week
at the Mary Anderson Theater,
Louisville, and a second week at the
Orpheum, Denver.

Laugh Riot!

Last Call
• WHERE •

GLEN OAKS GOLF CLUB
• WHEN •

THURSDAY—THIS WEEK
• WHAT •

22nd FILM GOLF TOURNAMENT

• WHY •

FILMDOM'S BIGGEST PARTY

I'll Be There !

The 22nd Film Golf

Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Thurs-
day, June 7th, at Glen Oaks Golf and Country Club, Great Neck, Long Island.

Name

Address

THE COMMITTEE:
Jack Alicoate, Chairman, Film Daily; Al Lichtman, United Artists; Lee Ochs, Motion
Picture Club; William Fergnson, A. M. P. A.; Louis Nizer, N. Y. Film Board ot Trade;
William Brandt, Brandt Enterprises; Don M. Mersereau. Film Daily.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT)

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

ECONOMY NOTE—LAST CHANCE TO SAVE $2.
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"MURDER ON THE
BLACKBOARD"

with Edna May Oliver and James Gleason

RKO Radio 72 mins.

AMUSING AND SUSPENSEFUL MUR-
DER MYSTERY IN SCHOOL BACK-
GROUND THAT SHOULD PLEASE GEN-
ERALLY.

This is a follow-up to the "Penguin

Pcol Murder" and has Edna May Oliver

taking honors again in the role of a senior

school teacher with a detective instinct.

The victim in the case is a school teacher,

Barbara Fritchie, secretly married to the

physics instructor, Bruce Cabot, who has

transferred his affections to another

teacher, Gertrude Michael. Suspicion falls

on the lovers and on the school principal,

Tully Marshall, who had been thrusting his

attentions on the girl, and on Fredrik

Vogeding, the janitor, who knew her secret

and had been blackmailing her. The of-

ficial investigation is led by James Glea-

son, a typically over-confident dick, but

Miss Oliver's hunches actually lead to the

solution, which is accomplished after a

good deal of comically flavored suspense.

Cast: Edna May Oliver, James Gleascn,

Bruce Cabot, Gertrude Michael, Regis

Toomey, Edgar Kennedy, Tully Marshall,

Jackie Searle, Fredrik Vogeding, Barbara

Fritchie.

Director, George Archainbaud; Author,

Stuart Palmer; Screen Play, Willis Gold-

beck; Cameraman, Nick Musuraca; Record-

ing Engineer, John L. Cass, Editor, Archie

Marshek.

Direction, Fine Photography, A-l.

Jack Perrin in

"RAWHIDE MAIL"
Marcy Pictures 59 mins.

WESTERN WITH SLIGHT STORY AND
NOT MUCH ACTION. BEST FOR KIDS.

A slight tale and not distinguished by

much action, this pleasantly performed

western is best for kid audiences. Perrin

and two fellow bandits, after driving off

a couple of other holdup men robbing a

stage they had marked as their prey, are

effusively thanked by Lillian Gilmore the

sole passenger, for saving her life. Lillian

is en route to Rawhide to take over the

town's saloon which was willed to her.

The boys ride in with her. When Lillian

is tricked by Richard Cramer into selling

the saloon for little money, Perrin opens

an opposition spot stealing the other

saloon's liquor. Cramer kills the local ex-

press agent and leaves a tag incriminating

Perrin. He flees and finds an abandoned

cabin which proves to be the hideout for

Cramer and his cohorts. With the aid of

one of his pals, Perrin subdues the bandits

and rides them into town where he un-

masks himself as a detective.

Cast: Jack Perrin, Nelson McDowell,

Lillian Gilmore, Richard Cramer, Lafe

McGee, George Chesebro, Jimmy Aubrey,

Robert Walker and Lew Meehan.

Director, Bernard N. Ray; Author, Ben

Cohen; Screen Play, Rose Gordon; Dia-

loguer, Betty Burbridge 1 Cameraman,

Henry Kruse; Recording Engineer, Oscar

Lagerstrom; Film Editor, Fred Bain

Direction, Okay. Photography, Fair.

FOREIGN DIALOGUE
"GEHETZTE MENSCHEN" ("Hunted

Men"), in German with some English

titles; produced by Deutsches Lichtspiel

Syndikat; directed by Fredrich Feher;

with Hans Feher, Camilla Spira, Eugene
Kleopfer, Friedrich Ettel, Emilia Unda,
vVladimir Sckoloff, Hugo Fisher-Koeppe,

Fritz Odemar, Joseph Schmidt, Magda
Scnja, Ferdinand Hart, Fr. W. Kaiser. At
the 79th St. Theater.

Generally entertaining drama about an

escaped convict and his young boy. Fine

acting and good handling all-around.

"IZA NENI", in Hungarian with Eng-

lish titles; produced by Hunnia Film Co.;

with Sari Fedak, Ella Gombaszogi, Irene

Agay, Jeno Torzs, Oscar Beregi, Paul Ja-

ver, Reszo Harsanyi, Puffy Huszar. At

the Tcbis Theater.

Fairly pleasing story about a Hungarian

school teacher who becomes a famous

singer in Paris. Sari Fedak, former wife

of Ferenc Molnar, wrote and produced the

story as well as being the star.

"DOS MUJERES Y UN DON JUAN"
("Two Girls and a Don Juan"), in Spanish;

produced by J. Mier; directed by Jose

Buchs; with Mapy Cortes, Consuelo Cue-

vas, Joaquin Bergia, Rosario Reys, En

riqueta Palma, Gaspar Campos, Antonio

Gil, Luis Llaneza. At the Teatro Varie-

dades.

Enjoyable romantic comedy about a Span-

ish lady killer and two girls between whom
he divides his amorous attentions.

SHORTS
Buster Keaton in

"Allez Oop"
Educational 21 mins.

Swell Comedy
Here is a nifty comedy that is

crowded with the fine comedy tech-
nique of that sterling comedian, Bus-
ter Keaton. Throughout the foot-

age the material shows that the di-

rector and the comedian put plenty
of time and brain work into the gags
and business. Buster runs a watch
repair shop. He falls for a girl who
brings a watch in to be repaired.
She in turn falls for the trapeze
performer at the circus Where Bus-
ter takes her on passes. Finally
Buster rescues her from a fire caus-
ed by the Trapeze guy who turns
out to be a villain. Buster's efforts

to imitate the trapeze performer by
'practicing on clothes lines in the
backyard is a classic wow. Directed
by Charles Lamont. Story by Er-
nest Pagano and Ewart Adam?on.
As fine a comedy as any showman
needs to put the laughs into the
customers—or bring 'em out of the
customers, rather.

"The Fuller Brush Man"
with Walter Catlett

RKO-Radio 19 mins.
Amusing Nonsense

This is out and out nonsensical
stuff, with Walter Catlett calling at

a house in which the entire family

N-E-W-S OF THE DAY
North Platte, Neb.—Fox has re-

named the Luna and reopened it as
the State under the management of
Dave Davis, city manager.

Denver—Jap Morgan, manager of

the local National Theater Supply,
reports the sale of Simplex sound
and projection to C. L. Canda, Jr.,

for the newly opened Westcliffe the-
ater, Westcliffe, Colo.; a new thea-
ter at Rocky Ford, the El Centro at
Mogallon, N. M., to be operated by
Cora B. Hay, and the reopened Isis,

Aspen.

Cleveland — Sanford Gottlieb of
New York is here as an M-G-M stu-
dent booker. Jack Mundstock, M-G-
M booker is on vacation.

the Broadway, Springfield, is now
in charge of the Paramount in

North Adams.

Patten, Me.—The New theater has
opened under the operation of Mrs.
Ira Howes.

Boston—Sanka Barr, booker for
American Pictures, Inc., will be mar-
ried to Hyman Grossman on
June 10.

Salem, Mass.— Part-time vaude-
ville is being retained all summer
at the M. & P. Salem theater, man-
aged by Leonard Dunn.

Nantasket, Mass. — The Apollo
theater has reopened with Floyd
Bell, independent Boston publicity

man, in charge of exploitation of
Cleveland—Nat Holt RKO dis- the house am] of the entire Paragon

trict manager, has cancelled Mr. ana park
Mrs. Jesse Crawford, twin organists,

as an added feature since vaudeville
was discontinued. Franklin, Va. — Despite failure of

the legislature to liberalize blue

laws, many Virginia theaters, in-

North Adams, Mass. - - William ' eluding the Franklin here, are giv-

Cook, formerly assistant manager of ing Sunday midnight shows.

behaves in goofy style. The lady i

the house answers all of Waltei
questions with some unrelated r

mark. The old man's sartori
adornment consists of bathing si

and spats without shoes or socl-

A hired man comes in to rid tl

house of flies by feeding the
crushed steel, drawing them up
the ceiling with magnets, then shoe
ing them with a shotgun. No rhyn
or reason to anything, but it's fum
in its way.
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Bert Lahr in

"Henry the Ache"
RKO-Radio 19 n

Rowdy Comedy
A take-off on "Henry VIII", tl

is a rather broad farce about
Queen cheating on Henry, who
turn gets a crush on a blonde ai

has his wife beheaded so he Cli

marry her, only to discover th

she's just a gold-digger. Bert La
is quite amusing as Henry, wi ,

Janet Reade playing the blonc
The comedy is for adults rather th;

family audiences. Van Beurei
Meyer-Davis unit produced it.

Tom Howard and George Shelton

"A Good Scout"
Educational 18 mil

Good Goof Comedy
These two comics are hired by

old pioneer of the western fronti

to go out and kill Indians at $50
head, in order to revenge the dea
of his wife in a covered wagon
years ago. So Tom and Geor
start out to the scene of the mj
sacre, and proceed to knock the 1

dians unconscious in their own or:

inal manner. It is a lot of goo
nonsense, and will get the laug
where they like this style of co

edy. Produced bv Al Christie.

"Paradise of the Pacific"

(Romantic Journeys)
Educational 10 mi

Picturesque

A Romantic Journey with Gay
Whitman to Hawaii, where a trip

taken on a novel railroad, the c

being an old flivver that runs
special wheels on the steel rails

and down the mountainside thro

very gorgeous scenery. The pic

ial highlights of the island are
ered, as well as the surfboard
letes on the beach. Done in col

nu

"The Lion's Friend"
(Terry-Toon)

Educational 7

Clever Cartoon

A mouse is the hero, and i

the lion from capture by the
hunter in a most ingenious man;
for which the lion is duly grate
The story is told by the school tei

er to all the other animal schol

The mouse and the lion are seen

picture frames above the teach

desk, and they come to life to

over the action as the teacher fe

the story. Nice animated techni<
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17 STORIES ARE SET

IN WARNER-FN LINEUP

(Continued from Page 1)

ith a representation of 19 stars,

ioi.3 featured players, 18 directors and

( 3 writers.
STORIES

The 47 stories set so far are:

, I "Firebird," based on the stage play.

™lj "Men Against Death," story of the famous
lUfentist, Louis Pasteur.

Gold Diggers of 1935," musical comedy
ectacle with all-star cast.

'Roadhouse," adapted from the two stories

Arthur Somers Roche.
The Magnificent Ambersons," from the

vel by Booth Tarkington.
'Sweet Music," sequel to "20 Million

eethearts."
'I'm Back in the Chain Gang," sequel to

Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang."
'Ride 'Em, Jockey," comedy-drama of the

etrack.

'War Lord," story of a new screen char-

ier, a Chinese War Lord, with a back-

>und of the modern Orient.

'The Cinch," with the huge Boulder Dam
iect as the setting for the story.

The Six-Day Bike Race," Joe E. Brown
nedy.
Halfway to Heaven," comedy-romance by
wrence Hazard.
"Babbitt." from the novel by Sinclair

\vis, which will team Aline MacMahon
i Guy Kibbee in the leading roles.

'The Little Big Shot," humorous story

a small-timer with big ambitions.

Anthony Adverse," from the current novel.

'Sweet Adeline," musical based on the

radway stage hit.

'Border Town," starring Paul Muni in a

nance of the dividing line between the

ited States and Mexico.

'Farewell to Shanghai," co-starring Dolores

1 Rio and Fanchot Tone in a romance
the Far East.

'Earthworm Tractors," another Joe E.

awn comedy, with Joe as Alexander Botts,

character known to millions of readers

the "Saturday Evening Post."

i'Air Devils," an aviation thriller teaming
pes Cagney and Pat O'Brien.
''Go Into Your Dance." from a story by

wn ' adford Ropes, probably starring Al Jol-
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'I'll Sell Anything," comedy-drama expos-
the phony auction sale business.

The Story of a Country Boy," from the

k by Dawn Powell.
Traveling Saleslady."
'A Present from Margate," adapted from
London stage hit of this season by Ian

y and A. E. W. Mason.
The Skipper of the Ispahan," adventure
ry on the high seas off the China Coast.

Kansas City Princess," comedy now in

duction with Joan Blondell, Glenda Far-
Osgood Perkins, Hugh Herbert and

iert Armstrong.
.'Lafayette Escadrille," romance of love

I aerial warfare by John Monk Saunders;
King of the Ritz." comical and picturesque
entures of a chef and his press-agent.

'Window Panes," story of a "mug" and
thli nillionairess.

'Glorious," which will star Jean Muir in

olorful comedy-romance.
'The Perfect Weekend," starring James
rney in a new characterization, based on

i 'Collier's" Weekly story.

'A Lady Surrenders," in which the lead-

roles will probably be played by Jean
ir. George Brent and Verree Teasdale.
Big Hearted Herbert." from the Broadwav
y, with Aline MacMahon and Guy Kib-

Black Hell," story of the coal mines which
to be a vehicle for Paul Muni
'Captain Blood." from the sea romance
Rafael Sabatini
'A Lost Lady." adapted from Will,

her's novel, with Barbara Stanwyck as
star and Ricardo Cortez as leading man.
Applesauce," Barry Conners comedy of
belle of a small town and her two suitors.

The Case of the Howling Dog." from
e Stanley Gardner's "Liberty" Magazine
ctive thriller.

The Case of the Curious Bride," another
Gardner.
Concealment." problem play.
Just Out of College," adventures of five

Hear Consolidated Labor Dispute
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—An informal hearing of the labor dispute involving Consolidated Film
Industries employees got under way late yesterday before Father Haas of the Na-
tional Labor Beard. Discussions centered around a strike of about 50 employes and
the decision of the New York labor board which ruled for the return of the strikers

and arbitration of the wage disputes. The company maintained it could not arbitrate
wrge matters. The dispute also involves whether the laboratory code or the graphic
arts code applies. Attending the hearings are Edward Neway of the pressman's
union, Charles Stewart, John Hartley of Local 327, and H. A. Huebner and Meyer
H. Lavenstein for Consolidated.

graduates when they are tossed into the
maelstrom of modern life.

"Lost Beauty." ultra-modern love story.
"Oil for the Laitras of China." based on

the book by Alice Tisdale Hobart.
"Casino de Paree," with Al Jolson heading

an all-star cast in a musical comedy-drama.
"School Days," a story of youth.

PLAYERS
Warner-First National star roster for the

coming season includes Paul Muni, Joe E.
Brown. Barbara Stanwyck, Ruby Keeler,
Warren William, Rudy Vallee, Kay Francis.
Al Jolson, Edward G. Robinson Ricardo
Cortez. Joan Blondell. Franchot Tone. Bette
Davis. Leslie Howard, James Cagney. Dick
Powell. Dolores Del Rio, Jean Muir and
Claudette Colbert. New addition- to the 1 st

are Miss Del Rio, who was signed to a
long-term contract recently, Franchot Tone
and Claudette Colbert; Joan Blondell and
Jean Muir were raised to stardom during
the past season.

Featured players include Mary Astor.
Patricia Ellis, Lyle Talbot, George Brent.
Philip Faversham, Helen Lowell. Hal L»Roy.
Arthur Aylesworth, Philip Regan, Guy Kibbee,
Frank McHugh, Virginia Pine. Robert Arm-
trong. Verree Teasdale, Pat O'Brien. Hugh
Herbert, Margaret Lindsay, Robert Barrat,
Hobart Cavanaugh, Phillip Reed, Ann Dvorak.
Donald Woods, Mary Russell, Allen JenWns
Enrico Caruso, Jr., Terry LaFranconi, Jose-
phine Hutchinson, Harry Tyler, Aline Mac-
Mahon, Claire Dodd. Ruth Donnelly. Gordon
Westcott, Dorothy Tree, Henry O'Neill John
Elrlred^e, Helen Trenholme, Paul Gould, Glen
Boles and Dorothy Dare.

DIRECTORS
The 18 directors under contract are Lloyd

Bacon, Mervyn LeRoy. William Dieterle.
Michael Curt'z, Alan Crosland, Alfred E.
Green, Frank Borzage. Ray Enright. H.
Bruce Humberstone, William Keighley, Busby
Berkeley, Archie Mayo. Robert Florey. Frank
McDonald. Daniel Reed, Arthur G. Collins,
Stanley Logan and Edward Logan.

WRITERS
Stories and plays both dramatic and mu-

sical by the following authors will be included
in the releases:

Earl Baldwin, Bertram Milhauser, Charles
Kenyon, Lillie Hayward. F. Hugh Herbert.
Ben Markson, Pierre Collins, Sheridan Gib-
ney, John Monk Saunders, Harry Sauber,
Harry Warren, Sammy Fain, Barry Conners

John van Druten. Ian Hay, William Hazlett
Upson, Willa Cather, Sigmund Romberg,
Booth Tarkington. Ralph Block, Cy Bartlett.

Laird Doyle, Carl Erickson. Paul G. Smith.
Doris Malloy, Frank McDonald. Manuel
Seff, Dan Templin, Abem Finkel, Mort Dix-
nn. Carroll Graham, Erie Stanley Gardner.
Harrson Jacobs, A. E. W. Mason. Frederick
Hazlett Brennan, Sinclair Lewis, Rida John-
on Young, Niven Busch, Edward Chodorov.
Warren Duff. Gene Markey, Sidney Suther-
land. Erwin Gelsey, Lawrence Hazard. Brian
Marlow, Robert T. Shannon, Robert Lord,
A'lie Wrubel, Mary McCall. Jr., Leonard
T
de. Hervey Allen, Dawn Powell. Sophie

Kerr, Maxwell Anderson. Laios Zilahv. Al
^ohen, Tom Buckingham, Brown Holmes,
Robert N. Lee. Kathryn Scola, Peter Milne.
Tom Reed. Delmar Daves, Jerry Wald, Al
Dubin, Irving Kahal, Robert Lee Johnson.
Bradford Ropes, Alice Tisdale Hobart. Frank
Howard Cl^rk, Rafael Sabatini and Arthur
Somers Roche.

Nazis Bar "Mary Dugan"

Berlin—"Trial of Mary Dugan"
has been banned by the government
because it is regarded as a plea

against capital punishment and
therefore contrary to Nazi principles

of law enforcement, according to

reports. "Voices of Spring" also is

barred because of Jewish actors ap-

pearing in it.

Sussex Theater Appeals

Sussex theater, Sussex, N. J., has
appealed to the Code Authority
from the decision of the local clear-

ance and zoning board denying its

complaint of unfair clearance

against the Strand and Ritz thea-

ters, Port Jervis.

Stock Company Trying Out Play

Highland Mills, N. Y. First offer-

ing of the Valley Players, co-opera-

tive group, will be "Happily Ever
After", comedy by H. A. Archain-
bald.

BRANCH MEETS FOLLOW

WARNERSALESCONFAB

Atlantic City—Warner-First Na-
tional district managers, following
conclusion of the sales conference
here today, will hold branch meet-
ings in their territories later in the

week to outline new season's pro-

gram and sales policies to the sales-

men as they affect each situation.

Effect of the film code and other
matters also will be discussed.

At today's concluding sessions

here, with A. W. Smith presiding,

the code and the local boards will

be discussed by Harold S. Bareford
of the Warner legal department. An
open forum on each district man-
ager's local problems will follow

Bareford's talk. After the morning
business session, district managers
will confer with Smith on their in-

dividual situations. In the after-

noon Smith will address the men
on 1934-35 selling plans. Evening
will be turned over to a party given

by Smith, Grad Sears, Norman H.
Moray and S. Charles Einfeld.

Reserves Decision on Agents

Magistrate Brodsky reserved de-
cision yesterday in West Side Court
on whether he would entertain the
complaints of the License Depart-
ments against eight Broadway the-
atrical agents charged with operat-
ing without a license after order-
ing both sides to file briefs and ad-
journing the cases until June 14.

M. Thomas Gets Menominee House
Menominee, Mich.—The Lloyd the-

ater, operated since last summer by
Warners will reopen June 9 under
the direction of the Braumart The-
ater Corp., with Martin Thomas as
manager. Thomas is also operator
of the Ironwood theater in Iron-

wood, Mich., and the Kerredge and
Orpheum in Hancock, Mich.

Jangled Nerves? ^00/"

He used to get the jitters when
anybody said "BOO...!"

NOW HE STILL GETS THE
JITTERS, BUT PLEASANTLY-

at the M.P. CLUB BAR

Daily from Noon to 1 a.m.— Cocktail Hour

4.00 to 7.30 p.m. (Dinner from seven o'clock)

Ask the man who had one — or two?
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MORE PRICE-CUTTING

FEARED IN KANS, CITY

Kansas City—Likelihood of a fur-

ther cut in admission prices by
suburban houses to meet the 25-cent

scale now prevailing in all down-
town first-runs is causing apprehen-
sion here. The downtown houses are
exoecter] to go through the summer
with the present cut-rate scales,

which include either double features,

vaudeville or free parking.

Two Chicago Houses Reopen

Chicago—The Princess, for many
years a legitimate house, has been
opened with an all-picture program
at low prices. The theater has been
completely remodeled and renovated.
The Temple, completely remodeled

and refurnished, has reopened.

Completing Soviet Deals

V. A. Usievich, head of the for-

eign co?nmerce division of the So-

viet film industry, expects within
the next three weeks to complete
pending deals for motion picture
production in the Soviet Union by
American companies, exhibition of

U. S. Films in Russia and for the
purchase of American sound equip-

ment, it was said Saturday by Miss
A. Kuznetzova, vice-president of

Amkino.

THE INDUSTRY'S

DATE BOOK

Today: Warner-First National sales meet
ing, Atlantic City.

June 4-5: National Film

Palmer House, Chicago

June 4-9: I.A.T.S.E. and
Louisville, Ky.

Universal SalesJune 6-8:

York.

June 7: 22nd

Carriers meeting,

M.P.O. convention

Convention, New

Film Golf Tournament, Gler

Oaks Golf and Country Club, Great Ne:k
L. I.

June 9: Monogram regional sales meeting,

New York.

June 10: Meeting of unaffiliated independent
exhibitors of the southeast, to form
buying cooperative. Hotel Ansley, Atlanta

June 11: Annual Convention of I.A.T.S.E.

Jefferson County Armory, Louisville, Ky.

June 11-12: Warner-First National midwes
sales meeting Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 12: Hearing on amendment to film cod:
for rc-definition of the term "employee.'
Department of Commerce Building, Root.

2062, Washington. 10 A.M.

June 13-14: Allied leaders' meeting in New
York.

June 1 6- July 2: International Motion Picture

Week, Vienna.

June 18: Meeting of Paramount's N^tiona
Advisory Council of Theater Op:ra!orr
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

June 18-19: Warner-First National regional

sales meeting, San Francisco.

• une 18-20: RKO annual sales convention
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 18-20: Paramount annuil siles conven
tion. Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles

June 20: Annual Boat Ride of the Warner Club
aboard S.S. Peter Stuyvesant to Bear Moun-
tain.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
graphy, Venice, Italy.

Oct 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Penn-
sylvania, New York.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"= By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD ,

honors

pAUL LUKAS has been signed by
RKO to appear with Ann Hard-

ing in "The Fountain."

T T T
Archie Mayo will direct Warner's

"A Lady Surrenders," with Jean
Muir, Verree Teasdale and George
Brent.

T T T
"You Belong to Me" is the release

title of the Paramount picture form-
erly called "52 Weeks for Florette,"
with Lee Tracy and Helen Mack.

T T
Samuel Goldwyn has signed Char-

lotte Russell, recent University of
California student, as the first Gold-
wyn Girl for Eddie Cantor's "Treas-
ure Hunt."

t
Columbia has taken up its option

on Fay Wray. She will make two
pictures in the coming year.

T T
Sarah Haden has been eriven roles

in two RKO pictures, "Hat, Coat
and Glove" and "The Fountain."

T T T
"Murder in the Private Car" is

the final title for the M-G-M pic-

ture formerly called "Rear Car,"
with Charlie Ruggles, Russell Har-
die and Una Merkel. Harry Beau-
mont is directing.

T T T

Boris Karloff will be starred bv
Columbia in "Black Room Mystery."

T T T
Lily Pons, on her arrival in

Buenos Aires this week, announced
she had accepted an offer to annear
in American films after fulfilling

her contracts in Paris, London and
New York.

t T
Eleanor Phelps, Baltimore society

o-irl. makes her screen debut in the
T?flian'-e Picture. "Count of Mont«
Cristo," which United Artists will

release.

T T T

Gene Raymond will have the lead
in Columbia's "Sure Fire," the
Ralph Murphy play
Austin Parker.

Fire," the
adapted by

Ernest Pascal will write the film

version of "Casanova," which Jesse
L. Lasky will produce for Fox.

T T
Two writers, Milton Krims and

Edward E. Paramore, Jr., have been
given assignments at Mascot.

T T T
El Brendel starts work today in

"Sailor's Holiday," Vitaphone two-
reeler in Technicolor, with Ralph
Staub directing. Cast also includes

Phil Regan, Doris Atkinson, Mary
Forbes, Vivian Oakland, Gordon
Westcott and Herbert Evans.

T T T
Two old-timers are returning to

the films. Ben Turpin will appear
in Mascot's "Law of the Wild."
Ruth Clifford is aonearing in Para-
mount's "Ladies First."

In an
T r

endeavor to secure stellar

on the screen, June Brew-
ster has laid out a course which she
is following strictly. During the
past two weeks. Miss Brewster has
declined two roles which she felt

were not consistent with the plans
she has made for herself.

T T T
Richard Wallace is not going to

Scotland. Instead he will remain
here and do one picture before re-
porting to Fox studios on Aug. 2
to start the first of two productions
which he has contracted to direct
for the Sheehan organization.

T T
A non-sectarian sheltering home

was recently the beneficiary of a
thousand dollar donation made by
Raquel Torres. She received this
amount for singing over the radio
on a national hook-up.

T T
John Boles will play the male lead

in Fox's Kern-Hammerstein musi-
cal, "Music in the Air." Joe May
will direct, with Erich Pommer as
producer.

r T T
Albert Rogell will direct "Crim-

inal Within," with Richard Crom-
well and Arline Judge, at Columbia.

T T T
"Gaily I Sin," an anonymous nov-

el, has been acquired by Majestic
and will be adapted to the screen
by Houston Branch as the com-
pany's second production under su-
pervision of Larry Darmour.

T
Irving Pichel is tutoring Desmond

Osgood, young son of a wealthy
eastern family now visiting in Pas-
adena.

SEES BANKRUPTCY BIL

SPEEDING PARA. SETU

rile

I
Approval by the President of tl

bankruptcy reorganization b i ]

which has been passed by the Sei
"

ate and House, is bound to haste „-
L
.he Paramount reorganization,

was stated to Film Daily yesterda n
by Chas. R. Richardson, Paramoui \\
trustee. The bill should provide

cheaper, simpler and more exped

"ious way of effecting all reorgan

zations, Richardson said.

Chief feature of the bill is t

provision that where two-thirds

the bondholders and stockholders a]

prove a reorganization plan, tl

other minority creditors must ah
accept the plan, Richardson sai

This will prevent the practise <

minority creditors holding up reo

ganization plans until their clain

were bought up.

I

II

Eugene Wendelschafer Dead
Providence—Eugene Wendelsch

fer, brother of Felix Wendelshafc 1

who for many years owned ai

managed the Providence Ope:
House, died last week after a loi

illness.
Hi

iiii

I

Arthur Bramwell Dies

Providence—Arthur C. Bramwe
theatrical man, died at his

last week following an illness

three years. He was assistant ma
ager of Loew's State, this city, ai

had managed several theaters
Scranton, Pa.

0^OM,
I

I OR 1 PERSONS

Above the Xth

Floor $6.00

and up
Enjoy the comforts of a parlor

and bedroom suite. . . . All

rooms equipped with radio,

combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.

Ideal location — adjacent to

shopping, business and theatre

districts.

SWIMMING POOL AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

Dinner served in the beautiful

newly decorated Cocoanut
Grove $1.00 up.
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International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Production Decentralization Makes Little Headway

NON-ASSENTERS SUE CODEAUTHORITY AND BOARDS

nvidi

expi

eorga

80% of Contract Directors Graduated from Silents
toil

an,

isW

•n si

:tist

ip n

elao TheScreen
. . . must protect itself

- By JACK ALICOATE —
A/E ARE not the militant kind. Since

"j"

I*
* the World War we have preferred

rbitration via the mint julep route to the

J nell of battlefields and the uncertainty of

ullets. We do believe, however, as a

tatter of both prudence and self preserva-

on, that when one gets socked it is far

etter to sock back, and sock back hard,

fian to turn the other cheek and get

ocked again. All of which is leading us

> the unhappy thought that this struggling

its' nd far too complacent industry is allowing

self to be bullied, baited, and belittled

apparently endless fashion and doing

tuch too little in return to defend its repu-
- ation, its house and its good name. And

his in spite of the fact that it has in the

creens of the country the greatest offen-

ive weapon of the generation.

iA/HEN the screen shows a lawyer taking
T ' a bribe the Bar Association passes

cndemning resolutions. If the silversheet

eflects malpractice on the part of a phy-

ician the Medical Society is up in arms.

>ressing a Chinaman in the wrong hat

irings official protests from the Imperial

hinese Government, and hot tomales

erved as free lunch means the instant

onvening of the Mexican Congress in extra

ession. The most unfair, destructive and
rritating competition this industry has to

ace is non-theatrical bookings. Yet the

lev. Mr. Short and his Motion Picture

Research Council would put the small ex-

libitor out of business through the showing
A pictures by non-theatrical accounts in

lirect competition with the theater.
•

VA/HERE will it end? The churches are
~ ™ up in arms. Yet any reasonable human
:an come to no other conclusion than that

he screen of today is but a mild aperitif

when compared to the poignancy of the

daily press, the stage, current literature,

newspaper and magazine advertising, the

lutomobile, the dance hall and the cocktail

Jar. Some day the conflicting forces within

he business will unite in the common cause
if self protection. As long as the industry

:f the screen fails to crystallize its strength
it will continue to be a watermelon patch
fcr the professional agitator.

1

125 Megaphone Wielders
on Rosters of Seven

Studios for '35

By DON HANCOCK
At least 80 per cent of the 125

directors who will start the new
season under contract to one or
more of seven major producers are
graduates of the silent film era. Re-
sults of a survey made for the
coming Film Daily Production
Guide and Directors' Annual show
that production executives are not

(Continued on Paqe 8)

MAJESTIC SETS 12

FOR NEXT SEASON

Majestic will produce 12 pictures

including "Scarlet Letter" for the
1934-35 season, it was said yester-

day by E. H. Goldstein, vice-presi-

dent.

Ohio Parks Dropping
Free Summer Movies

Canton, 0.—Free movie shows
used for the past several years by
major eastern Ohio amusement
parks as a night attendance plug
are understood to be definitely out

this season. Park men claim that,

with many movie houses charging
only a dime most folks have seen

all the pictures before the parks can
get them.

Positive Figure

All other circulated figures to the

contrary notwithstanding, amount ot

positive film manufactured in this coun-
try is in the neighborhood of 1,250-
000,000 feet, says Edward P. Curtis of

Eastman Kodak. Estimates by other

sources had placed the figure at less

than half this amount.

PHILLY MPTO RESIST

INDEPENDENTS' MOVE

Philadelphia—After a hectic meet-

ing in which members of the re-

cently-organized Independent Exhi-
bitors Protective Association figured,

the M. P. T. O. yesterday voted to

remain affiliated with the M. P. T.

O. A. and retain affiliated theaters

in its membership.
Members of the I. E. P. A. met

{Continued on Paije 8)

5-Cent Portable Circuit

Annoys Michigan Exhibs
Detroit—Five-cent shows in up-

state towns, presented with portable
equipment in localities having no
open theaters, have brought protests
from exhibitors in nearby towns
from which business is being at-

tracted. Columbia and other ex-

changes have refused to supply films

to the traveling outfit, but no ac-

tion is believed possible under the

code.

Indies Who Did Not Sign
Code Sue for Right to

File Complaints
Members of the Code Authority

and the local grievance and clear-

ance and zoning boards must show
cause Friday in U. S. District Court
why they should not be restrained
from refusing to entertain and act
upon complaints of exhibitors who
have not assented to the Code, un-
der an order obtained yesterday
from Judge Coxe by the Independent
Theater Owners Association, Inc.,

Nu Ideal Amusement Corp. and
Garden City Amusement Co. Inc.

Charge that article II, part II,
(Continued on Page 7)

INDIE BUYING GROUP

SEEKS MAJOR TIEUP

Tieups with several major dis-

tributors under which exhibitors
will be assured of a certain number
of pictures on a flat rental basis aie
being sought by a committee repre-
senting the recently-organized In-
dependent Film Buyers' Protective

(Continued on Pay? 7)

Little Headway is Being Made
In Decentralizing Production

Part Settlement Reached
In Consolidated Dispute

Wr-kington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Representatives of

Consolidated Film Industries and
employees of the lab reached an
agreement on all but two points of

a proposed National Labor Board
(Continued on Page 7)

Much-talked-about decentraliza-
tion of production will make little

or no headway during 1934-35, it

is indicated by major producer plans
announced up to now, listing only
nine "outside producers" working
for first line producing and distrib-

uting organizations. These produc-

(Continucd on Page 8)

Allied to Reconsider
Policy on Code Assent

Whether or not Allied will change
its policy on assenting to the code
in event the Code Authority, as ex-
pected, decides to reopen the period
for filing assents, will be determined
by its board of directors at a meet-
ing in New York June 13-14. Allied
national policy has been to ignore

(Continued on Page 7)

25 Colored Houses in Mich.
Detroit — A circuit of 25 houses

catering to Negro patronage, tha larg-

est colored theater circuit ever put
together in this state, has been lined

up by Charles A. Garner of Regal Film
Distributors. Fifteen of the houses arc
in Detroit.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Columbia Picts. vtc. 34 32'/8 33 Vi + %
Con. Fm. Ind 3% 33/8 3% — 3/8

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 16y4 15% 16'/4 + %
East. Kodak 95 93!/2 95 + 1

East. Kodak pfd. 140 140 140 + 1 Vi

Loew's, Inc 33'/., 31% 33 + 1 Vi

do pfd 95 Vi 95Vi 95V4+ Vi

Paramount ctfs 4% 4'/4 45/8 + Va

Pathe Exch 3 2% 2%
do "A" 233/8 22 23'/s -t- %
RKO "A" 3 234 2%
Warner Bros 63/8 5% 6 + Vs

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
N:t. Scr. Ser 14 14 14 — 2Vi
Technicolor 10% 10>/2 103/4 + l/4
Trans-Lux 1

S/8 1 S/8 1 S/g + Vs

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. . 9 8Vi 8'/2 + Vi
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 8'/4 8 8'/4 + 1 Vi
Loew 6s 41ww 100'/4 100'/i 100'/4 + 3/,

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 49 49 49 — 3'/8
Par. 5'/2 s50 ctfs. ... 49 Vi 49 Vi 49 Vi 4- 3A
Pathe 7s37 99 99 99 + %
Warner's 6s39 59% 58>/2 59% + 1%

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para. Publix 4% 4'/2 45/8 + i/

g

Tyler Brooke Maurice Hanlinc

Frank D. Ferrone

3 Pennsylvania Cities

Put Ban on Premiums
Premiums have been outlawed by

three Pennsylvania towns, Norris-
town, Conshohoeken and Bridgeport,
under an agreement reached by ex-
hibitors operating seven houses.
The plan will be legalized by a vote
to be taken shortly under provisions
of the film industry code.

Philadelphia to Vote
On Premium Question

Philadelphia — Forces favoring
and antagonistic to premiums are
waging a hot battle in a vote being
taken on whether or not local the-

aters will ban the policy. Deadline
for the poll is the middle of July.
Unsigned circular letters are being
sent to exhibitors in the zone to

solicit their support for the prem-
iums cause.

Warner Eastern Meeting
Closes With Product Talk
Atlantic City — Eastern sales

meeting of Warner-First National
closed yesterday with a discussion
of product by A. W. Smith and S.

Charles Einfeld. Grad Sears and
Major Albert Warner also spoke.

The district managers will now
carry the discussion of product and
sales policy to their respective ter-

ritories.

Next meeting of the company's
sales force takes place Monday and
Tuesday at the Drake Hotel, Chi-
cago, with Sears presiding.

Selznick Unit Returning

David O. Selznick and his staff,

who have been in England working
on M-G-M's "David Copperfield",

sail today for New York on the He
de France, arriving here next Tues-
day. Among those in the party are
George Cukor, director; Howard
Estabrook, scenarist, and Hugh
Walpole, British novelist, signed by
Selznick to come to Hollywood to

work on "Copperfield."
While abroad Selznick also sign-

ed Fritz Lang, German director,

who will arrive in the party.

Novarro and Laye Teamed
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Ramon Novarro and
Evelyn Laye will be co-starred by
M-G-M in "Tiptoes," original by
Vicki Baum to be produced by Harry
Rapf. Dudley Murphy will direct.

Libretto will be by Oscar Hammer-
stein II. Miss Laye is now in Eng-
land, while Novarro is on a South
American concert tour.

Mascot Year Book Out

Mascot yesterday joined the
classy announcement book brigade
with the issuance of a nifty bro-
chure gotten up by Al Sherman, di-

rector of publicity and advertising,
outlining the company's 1934-35 pro-
gram of 12 features, including two
specials.

Six Features Planned
By Golden State Prods.

Golden State Productions has a
1934-35 schedule calling for six fea-
tures, it was stated by Major George
Smalley comptroller of the company,
yesterday in New York, following
his arrival from the Coast.

Smalley is arranging distribution
on a three-reeler, "Sword of the
Arab," with Harry Meyers, Duncan
Renaldo, George Durrell, Lucien
Kaye, Frank Leigh and Paul Pan-
zer, and also a two-reel subject en-
titled "Stars in the Making," with
Freddie Albertson.

Leventhal Quits Columbia
To Re-enter Legit. Field
Leon C. Leventhal, head of the

Columbia dramatic department, has
resigned to re-enter production of

legitimate plays. He is starting re-

hearsals immediately on "The Left
Turn", by Jean Burton, with plans
to make it into an independent pic-

ture later.

New Paramount Trustee
John E. Joyce succeeds Oscar W.

Ehrhorn today as referee in the
Paramount bankruptcy under an or-
der signed yesterday in Federal
Court.

Columbia Gets "Last Laughs"
Carl S. Clancy through his attor-

ney, H. William Fitelson, yesterday
signed with Columbia to supply six

"Life's Last Laughs" releases. An
option is held by Columbia for an
additional seven during the 1934-35
season. First in the series has play-
ed the Radio City Music Hall.
Clancy formerly produced the Will
Rogers travel shorts.

M-G-M Signs Whitford Kane
Whitford Kane, veteran stage ac-

tor seen last on Broadway in "Yel-
low Jack", has been signed by M-G-
M and is on his way to the coast.

M-G-M Buys Deland Novel
M-G-M has bought "Awakening

of Helena Richie", Margaret Deland
novel which was adapted to the
stage some years ago.

"It's a Boy" for Westminster

"It's a Boy" will be the New Brit-
ish feature opening tomorrow at the
Westminster, succeeding "Woman in

Command."

"20th Century" for Carnegie Run
Columbia's "20th Century", with

John Barrymore, will play a subse-
quent run at the Little Carnegie.

Truex Stock Company Opens
White Plains, N. Y.—Truex Play-

ers, headed by Ernest Truex, have
opened a 14-week summer stock
company engagement at the club-

house of the Contemporary Club
with "Biography."

Ban Bars in Theaters

Edward P. Mulrooney, chairman
of the state liquor control board,
has denied legitimate theaters per-
mission to install bars.

HOWARD HUGHES is in New York.

CLA"OE E7ELL has arrived in New Y<
from Cincinnati.

£BE LYMAN and his band arrive in N<
York on Friday to appear in the new sta
show at the Capitol.

RALPH DOYLE, general manager for Rl
Rdio in Australia, has arrived in New Yc
C'fter visiting Hollywood. He will remain
•ho u. S. until ,-fter the RKO convention
Chicago on June 14.

BILL PINE. Paramount Studios publicity <
-"-'•" and ALEX MOSS of the home offi
publicity staff, have been spending a few d; )

in the offices of United Detroit Theaters.

ROY NORR of the Hays Office sails tod
on the Saturnia for a visit to Russia. M
Norr will accompany him.

HARRY AKST, songwriter, is on his wj
to New York from the coast.

JOHN COSENTINO. special represenrati
for Amity Pictures, is back in New York frc

a three-month four of the company's coa
exchanges.

EARL CARROLL, who flew from Hollywo.
to New York for the Manhattan premiere
"Murder at the Vanities," takes off by i

tomorrow for Charlotte, N. C, where he w
be the guest of the Mayor of thaf city
fhe local opening of the picture.

Goulding is Working On
Stage and Screen Tieu

Edmund Goulding is developing
production project under which 1

intends to produce stage plays ar
later make them into pictures. E
is at present ill in New York.

RKO Branch Promotion
Appointment of Harry Levinso

from the ranks of the RKO hon
office sales control department to a;

sistant booker in the Minneapol
exchange, is announced by Jul<

Levy, vice-president of RKO Di
tributing Corp.

Special Notice to

Theatres and Publishers

T ET us show you our low cost plan

for putting your mailing list on

high speed automatic addressing plates

(Addressograph, Elliott, Rapid Ad-
dressing Belknap, or Pollard-Ailing

Systems).

No initial expense, no machinery

to buy.

We correct and keep the list up to

date for you, and address and deliver

a set of envelopes or wrappers weekly,

monthly, or as called for.

Also, we supply you with all acces-

sories and plans for building up a

new list, and for cutting out dead

wood and postage waste.

Phone Mr. Green, CHehea 3-7390 for

full details.

Automatic Addressing Division

< GLOBE MAIL SERVICE*
The Largest Lettershop in Greater

V New York

)

\ 14S W. 23rd St., New York, N. Y.
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FOX

MOVIETONE

NEWS
which gave you

talking newsreels

isJ?^again

with another revolu-

tionary step forward



READ ABOUT the most sensational

«^jf; J
i

]^

LAURENCE STALLINGS

It will be a NAME newsreel . . . with nationally

known personalities. Laurence Stallings, one of

America's greatest Writers and dramatists/will be

Editor. Lowell Thomas, outstanding ace of radio

news broadcasters,will be Chief Commentator.

2, It will be DEPARTMENTALIZED. Each depart-

ment will be handled by different and promi-

nent authorities in their fields . . . names with

box office . . . each in his own voice.

3#
It will cover ALL news angles . . . combining

the most popular features of modern news-

reels, newspapers, radio and magazines.

t
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aldevelopment in newsreel history

|,^lt will be BIGGER ... in every way . . . with

upwards of 15 vitally interesting topics in

every issue.

j #
It will be DIFFERENT . . . type faces, titles, treat-

ment of the news will be so radically changed

and improved that it will bear no resemblance

whatever to the present newsreel.

^It will be EXCLUSIVE . . . from FOX and FOX

alone will you get the unapproached, world-

wide news -gathering from the organization

that has made Movietone the envy of every

other newsreel.

Producer: TRUMAN H. TALLEY
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PROTECT YOURSELF

44^
FOR NEXT SEASON!

After September 18th

you get the amazing

^fox
movietone

NEWS
with exclusive world coverage!

SIGN FOR IT

IMMEDIATELY
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NDIE BUYING GROUP

SEEKS MAJOR TIEUP

(.Continued from Page 1)

Uroup, embracing various members
if the I. T. O. A. Lou Blumenthal
.eads the committee of five han*
ilmg the matter. A meeting of the
'roup may be held in New York this

eek.

Jlied to Reconsider
Policy on Code Assent

(Continued f om Pane 1)

>de from the viewpoint of com-
iliance.

More than 15 Allied leaders

(Throughout the country are expected
to gather in New York for the board
[neeting. Attendance is expected to

include Abram F. Myers, Sidney E.

Umuelson, Al Steffes, H. M. Richey,
ilay Branch, Charles Metzger, John
Piller, Herman Blum, H. A. Cole,

t

7red Herrington, Abe Stone, Wil-
iam Cutts, Nathan Yamins Wal-
er Littlefield, Aaron Saperstein.

Goldsmith Sets First Two
Ken Goldsmith has set his first

two stories for next season. They
are "Born To Hang," novel by

i George Bruce, and "I Take This
I Man," original by Frances Hyland.
I Aubrey Scotto will direct "Born To
!>|Hang," which is slated to go into
(production in about a month.

4 Code Committees to Meet
Meetings of four Code Authority

|
committees are scheduled for today

If find tomorrow. Committees on
finance, code compliance and pro-

yduction will meet today while the
committee on administration of
local boards holds a session tomor-
row.

2 Films Extend Runs in Canton

Canton, 0.—Warner's "20 Million
Sweethearts," originally scheduled
or four days at the Alhambra, was
ie\d a full week. At Loew's "Viva
ilia" ran the full week after being
enciled in for four days.

Samoan Short for Rivoli

The Rivoli has booked a short of

Samoan life produced by Philip
Brown.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Films shown in Japan arc approxi-

mately 85% of native origin, 12% Amer-
ican and 3% European.

Jm

THE

a&nDAILY

MOMGthe

PHIL M DALY
• • • THE SPRIGHTLY story of a Russian gent named
Boris Morros Managing Director of the Paramount the-
ater who came to this country 11 years ago as an exponent
of the classic in music and wound up by helping to make
the country jazz-conscious . . and then crooner-conscious

• • • AFTER LANDING in this country with the Chauve
Souris company from Russia he broke into the motion
picture theater field via Paramount Adolph Zukor sending
him 10 years ago to Memphis, Tenn to take the place of
a musical director in a theater there who had been bounced
for being too classical Boris inquired of the manager
what classical stuff the other gent played "Oh, pieces
like William Tell," sez the manager right there Boris
got busy brushing up on jazz for his first overture he
presented what he called "Mr. Jazz In Person". .... containing
bits from all the pop jazz numbers he could lay his hands on

the overture was Sen-say-shu-nal right there Boris
forgot all about his Classical Background and started out
to Outjazz the Jazziest

• • • A FEW weeks later Milton Feld, personal repre-
sentative of the Paramount home office ."..,. was commissioned
by Sam Katz to visit all the Publix theaters and replace
the classical type musical directors with modern jazz exponents

Boris Morros was on his list to be canned for Mil-
ton pictured a guy with a name like that to be a long-haired,
old-fashioned musicker he sat out front and listened to
Boris take his boys through a jazz jamboree and then
rushed out and wired Sam Katz that this guy Boris was being
wasted on ONE theater they should send him around all

the southern circuit to do the same Jazz Job in other spots
and Katz acted on the tip

• • • SOME TIME later the home office shifted Mister
Morros to Des Moines to make that his central head-
quarters to build up musical programs try 'em out
on Des Moines and then shoot 'em around to all the neigh-
boring territory so Boris found himself a one-man or-
ganization . he was booker—producer—scenic designer

—

musical director—arranger—librarian—electrician—carpenter
turning out these weekly musical units on a budget

of 1,100 berries no more, no less. .....

• • • ABOUT THIS time the master-of-ceremonies vogue
struck the nation there weren't enough good personality
musical directors to go around all the theaters so Maestro
Morros started building up emcees from good looking pop local

lads who didn't know a baton from a baseball bat the
femmes liked the "personality boys" then Sam Dembow
decided that what Boris was doing for the hinterland, he could
do for New York so that's how he came to the Broadway
Paramount

T T T
• • • IT WAS being impressed on Boris that the public

was tiring of jazz in the theater looking around for a
substitute he caught Rudy Vallee singing in Ben Bernie's
band at a Jewish Theatrical Guild benefit Boris had dis-

covered his substitute for jazz incidentally the Crooner
Vogue was discovered right there Rudy was a sensation

135 weeks at the Broadway and Brooklyn Paramounts
he started at $40 per, and finished at $4,500 so

by and large Mister Morros has left his imprint
large and legible on the history of the contemporary motion
picture theater and the gent is still pioneering and in-

novating

NON-ASSENTERS SUE

CODE AUTH'Y, BOARDS

(Continued from Pane i

)

paragraph 8 of the code, denying to

non-signers of the code the right

to file complaints against any ar-

ticle of the code, is unconstitutional

is made by the complainants, who
have not assented to the Code. Nu
Ideal Amusement Corp., operator of

the Mineola Theater, Mineola, and
Garden City Amusement Co., opera-

tor of the Williston Theater, Mine-
ola, allege that the refusal of the

Code Authority and the local griev-

ance and clearance and zoning
boards to entertain joint complaints
submitted by them on April 17,

while the three boards have accept-

ed and acted on complaints against

other ITOA members, constitutes a

violation of the Fifth Amendment
in that it deprives the complainants
of their property without due proc-

ess and denies them the equal pro-

tection and security of the law.

All members of the three Code
boards were served in the suit. The
members are: Code Authority, Mer-
lin H. Aylesworth, Sidney R. Kent
George J. Schaefer, Nicholas M.
Schenck, Harry M. Warner, Robert
A. Cochran, W. Ray Johnston, Ed
Kuykendall, Chas. L. O'Reilly and
Nathan Yamins; Grievance Board,
Harry Thomas, Milton Kusell, John
O'Connor, Louis Geller and George
F. Thompson; Clearance and Zon-
ing Board, Robert Wolf, Leo Ab-
rams, Leo Loew, Harry Shiffman,
Edward Ruboff, Morris Bolognino
and Alfred E. Stears.

« «€ « » » »

Part Settlement Reached
In Consolidated Dispute

(Continued from Pane ])

settlement, it was learned yesterday.

The two remaining points are to be

submitted to the Consolidated board
of directors and a report is to be

made back to the Labor Board in

two days. Case involves a wage
dispute and refusal to adhere to a
ruling of the regional labor board.

Closes "Bengal" Deals

Dave Mountan, president of Show-
men's Pictures, has closed contracts

for distribution of "Beyond Ben-
gal" by Phil Meyer for the metro-

politan district, Harry Asher for

Boston, and Berkowitz & Mills for

Albany.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
Check up periodically on consumption

of electricity, fuel and water.
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173 GOLF ENTRIES;

BREAK ALL RECORDS

Breaking all records for the num-
ber of entries at a Film Golf Tour-
nament, the committee registered
173 paid applications by 6 o'clock

last night for the 22nd Film Golf
Tournament to be held tomorrow at

Glen Oaks Golf and Country Club,
Great Neck, L. I. At least 150 con-
testants will tee off and it is esti-

mated that 180 will attend the din-
ner and subsequent revelry in the
evening. Many players will leave
for the club today, staying over
night so as to be on hand for an
early start Thursday. Ted Curtis,

captain of the Motion Picture Club
team, will fly in from Rochester this

morning for a final work-out with
his foursome. Melvin Hirsch and
the Fruit Industries, Ltd., yesterday
donated a case of wine. After sam-
pling the vintage, the committee de-

cided it was of such exceptional
quality that it would be given to

the losing team as a consolation gift.

The losers will gain the wine but
lose the Albee Memorial Cup, the
Brulatour Medals—and their shirts.

Predictions are for fine weather.
These tournaments have never been
postponed on account of inclement
weather. However, in the event of
a pelting rain or cloudburst, contes-
tants are advised to telephone the
Film Daily, Circle 7-4736-7-8-9,

any time after 7 o'clock tomorrow
morning.

New Silly Symphony at Music Hall

"The Wise Little Hen," latest of
the Walt Disney Silly Symphonies
released through United Artists,
has been booked for the incoming
bill at the Radio City Music Hall.

New Spanish Release

"Enemigos" ("Enemies"), pro-
duced in Mexico, will be released
shortly by Kinematrade, which now
has "Dos Mujeres y Un Don Juan"
playing the Teatro Variedades.

"Love Captive" at Mayfair

"The Love Captive," Universal re-

lease with Nils Asther and Gloria
Stuart, opens tonight at the May-
fair.

"Sadie McKee" Holds in Detroit

Detroit—After playing a week at
the Michigan, M-G-M's "Sadie Mc-
Kee" was moved to the Fisher for a
second week.

New Keaton Comedy at Roxy
"Allez Oop," Buster Keaton com-

edy produced by Educational, opens
Friday on the Roxy program.

Franklin's New Paper
Harold B. Franklin and Charles

Cochran, now engaged in a legitimate
theater producing enterprise, will issue

a monthly magazine publicizing their

activities and known as "The Theater."
Nat F. Dorfman will edit the publica-
tion.

HOW TO REACH GLEN OAKS
BY MOTOR

Cross Queensboro (59th Street) bridge to Long Island City; continue

straight ahead to Queen's Boulevard and past Forest Hills; turn left at Kew
Gardens into Grand Central Parkway; continue on the parkway exactly six

miles to entrance of Glen Oaks Golf and Country Club, on right hand side

of the road.

BY TRAIN
Trains leave Pennsylvania Station, Long Island Railroad depot for Great

Neck at: 7:01—7:25—7:45—8:40—9:17—10:19 and 11:35 (Daylight Saving

Time).

BY BUS
Free Bus leaves Motion Picture Club, 1560 Broadway, 9:15 A. M. and

12:45 noon.

80% of Directors Started in Silents

(Continued from Page 1)

wont to engage new blood in the
capacity of director of modern pho-
toplays. Several stage producers
have entered the ranks, but few
have survived. No barrier has been
set up by producers against the
newer generation in the capacity of
directors, but with hundreds of dol-

lars at stake, and ofttimes more
than a million for one film, industry
officials are more apt to play safe
in making directorial assignments.
It is to the so-called "old-timers"
that the producers and public owe
such outstanding successes as
"Cavalcade," "42nd St.," "Lady for
a Day," "State Fair," "Grand Ho-
tel," and "Back Street." Scores of

other money-making features could
be listed as being in the same cate-
gory. The following lists show the
contract directors from seven com-
panies. United Artists will engage
directors for each production. As
was the case in the star-feature
player lists, duplication of directors'

names in four cases denote that
they have been "loaned" for one or
two pictures.

PARAMOUNT DIRECTORS (25)

William Beaudine

Cecil B. DeMille

James Flood

Marion Gering

Alexander Hall

Henry Hathaway
Mitchell Leisen

Ernst Lubitsch

Leo McCarey
Norman McLeod
Wm. Cameron Menzies

Ralph Murphy
Jean Negulesco

Elliott Nugent
Gilbert Pratt

Wesley Ruggles

Edward Sedgwick

Arthur Sircom

George Somnes
Norman Taurog

Harlan Thompson
Frank Tuttle

Charles Vidor

Josef von Sternberg

Alfred Werker

M-G-M DIRECTORS (23)

Harry Beaumont
Monta Bell

Richard Boleslavsky

Charles Brabin

Clarence Brown
Jack Conway
George Cukor
Victor Fleming

Tay Garnett (1)

Edmund Goulding

George Hill

William K. Howard

Gregory LaCava
Robert Z. Leonard

E. Lubitsch (1)

Rouben Mamoulian

Edward L. Marin

Harry Pollard

Charles Riesner

Edgar Selwyn

W. S. Van Dyke

William Wellman
Sam Wood

(19)FOX DIRECTORS

J. G. Blystone Harry Lachman
Edwin Burke Frank Lloyd

David Butler Hamilton MacFadden
Erik Charell George Marshall

James Cruze Paul Martin

Irving Cummings Hanns Schwartz
John Ford James Tinling

Lee Garmes Frank Tuttle

Henry King Raoul Walsh
Louis King

WARNER DIRECTORS (18)

Alfred E. Green Daniel Reed
Lloyd Bacon Arthur G. Collins

H. Bruce Humberstone Archie Mayo
William Keighley Alan Crosland

Frank McDonald Mervyn LeRoy

Busby Berkeley Robert Florey

Michael Curtiz Stanley Logan

William Dieterle Edward Logan

Raymond Enright Frank Borzage

RKO RADIO

Lloyd Corrigan

John Cromwell

James Cruze
John Ford

Frederic Hollander

Worthington Miner

Philip Moeller

Elliott Nugent

UNIVERSAL

John M. Stahl

James Whale
Frank Borzage

Lowell Sherman
William Wyler
Karl Freund

Edward Buzzell

Richard Thorpe

COLUMBIA DIRECTORS (15)

Frank Capra Lambert Hillyer

Lewis Milestone Archie Gottler

Howard Hawks Jules White
David Burton Walter Lang

Victor Schertzinger D. Ross Lederman

Joe May Ray McCarey
Al Rogell Leo Bulgakov

Roy William Neill

DIRECTORS (15)

Stephen Roberts

J.Walter Ruben

Mark Sandrich

Alfred Santell

E. B. Schoedsack

William Seiter

William Wellman

DIRECTORS (15)

Louis Friedlander

Kurt Neumann
Preston Sturges

Stuart Walker
Edward Sloman

Edward Laemmle
Max Marcin

Again Considering Withdrawal

New Haven—M. P. T. O. of Con-
necticut, which from time to time

has considered withdrawing from
the M. P. T. O. A. but is under-
stood to never have arrived at this

decision officially, is once more tak-

ing up the matter. If the moves is

voted, affiliated theaters holding

membership in the unit will be
ousted.

DECENTRALIZING LAG

IN PRODUCING FIEl

(Continued from Page 1)

ers will make a minimum of 35 f<

tures for the new year.
Companies which are expect

to stick to their policy of maki
their own pictures within their o
studios are: M-G-M, Warner-Fi
National, Universal, Columbia a

possibly RKO.
Paramount will distribute pictui

made by Ben Hecht and Char
MacArthur, with a maximum
four set for this producing co

bination. B. P. Schulberg is a!

slated to contribute to the co;

pany's output. Jesse L. Lasky w
make seven for Fox and Sol Less
will deliver four George O'Bri
Westerns.

Philly MPTO Resist

Independents' Men
(Continued from Page 1)

earlier in the day at the Hot
Broadwood and then flooded the 1

P. T. 0. meeting. When questio

of withdrawing from the M. P.

0. A. and ousting affiliated hous
came up, sentiment was apparent
for the moves. Later, however, tl

M. P. T. O. members held a mee
ing of their own and officially voti

in the other direction.

Barrist Quitting MPTO
For New Indep't Uni

Philadelphia — Dave Barrist hi

indicated he is withdrawing fro

the M. P. T. O., in which he
chairman of the board, and joinir

the new Independent Exhibitoi

Protective Association. Morris Ws
is temporary president of the ne

association, Morris Nemez is ten

porary treasurer and Ray Schwar
is secretary. Election of Ben Go
der as permanent treasurer is e;

pected.

Warner Unit at West Point

A four-carload unit, headed t

Director Frank Borzage, has arrive

at the U. S. Military Academy i

West Point to make scenes for tfc

Warner musical, "Flirtation Walk,

Dick Powell is in the party. Othei

arriving tomorrow include P*

O'Brien, John Eldredge, Henr
O'Neill and several more.

"Rio" Breaks Cairo Record

"Flying Down to Rio" set a ne

box-office record at the Cairo Th<

ater, Cairo, Egypt, according t

cable advices received by Phil Rei:

man, vice-president of RKO Expoi
Co.

Stanley Continuing Keith's Theater

Philadelphia — Stanley is under-
stood planning to continue to oper-

ate Keith's until Dec. 31, at least,

Freak

Ted Toddy, Columbia's sales promo-
tion exploiteer in Atlanta, reports that

last week he actually saw two pictures

in succession in which nobody used the

remark, "Why dontcha come up and see

me sometime." ' •



HER STORY THROBS WITH A HEART-BEAT TOO
SELDOM HEARD FROM THE SCREEN ... HER STORY

3 MAKES ONE OF THE GRAND PICTURES OF ALL TIME.
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IHE 1IFE OF

RADIO
Picture

Directed by Alfred Saniell from

the story by Louis Bromfield. A
Pandro S. Berman production HELEN VINSON
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SELL OUT!

165 ENTRIES

Riot!

Last Call

The 22nd Film Golf

Tournament
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Golf Tournament to be held Thurs-

day, June 7th, at Glen Oaks Golf and Country Club, Great Neck, Long Island.

Name

Address

THE COMMITTEE:
Jack Alicoate, Chairman, Film Daily; Al Lichtman, United Artists; Lee Ochs. Motion
Picture Club; William Ferguson, A. M. P. A.; Louis Nizer, N. Y. Film Board ot Trade;
William Brandt, Brandt Enterprises; Don M Mersereau. Film Daily.

(ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 IF PAID AT TOURNAMENT!

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

THIS COUPON MUST BE AT
FILM DAILY BEFORE NOON TO-DAY !

« « FEATURE and SHORT REVIEWS
Lilian Harvey in

"HEART SONG"
Fox 81 mins.

BRITISH MUSICAL ROMANCE OF
COSTUME PERIOD SPLENDIDLY PRO-
DUCED AND ACTED.

This is a Gaumont-British production,

featuring Charles Boyer with Lilian Har-
vey. Boyer plays the part of a Duke who
while on the fox hunt finds a garter lost

by Miss Harvey, a maid to the Empress.
The maid has stolen the garter from the
Empress, so this leads into some delight-

ful complications when the Duke seeks to

restore the garter to its owner. But he
has had an accident during the hunt, is

thrown from his horse and temporarily

blinded. The little maid sings to him
while trying to discover the garter he has
taken possession of. She retrieves it, af-

ter he has mistaken her for an old sweet-
heart and had her sing a song to him.
This song forms the motif for the plot

as he later tries to discover who has the
garter and who owns the beautiful voice.

The entire production is lavishly produced,
strikes a light comedy note, and should

please generally. Charles Boyer, the
Parisian star, has a personality that the

women will like. He looks like a bet if

he ever hits Hollywood.

Cast: Lilian Harvey, Charles Boyer,

Mady Christians, Maurice Evans, Friedel

Schuster, Ernest Thesiger, Julius Falken-
stein, Huntley Wright, Reginald Smith.

Ruth Maitland, 0. B. Clarence.

Director, Friedrich Hollaender; Authors,

Robert Liebman, Walter Reisch, Felix Sal-

ten; Dialoguers, Robert Stevenson, John
Hevgate; Cameraman, F. Behn-Grund.

Direction, Good Photography, Excellent

SHORTS
Andy Clyde in

"Half Baked Relations"
Educational 19 mins.

Scores
A good Andy Clyde comedy, in

which Andy is found telling his

story in court, explaining why he
almost killed his wife's brother with
a monkey wrench. Then the action
is given as Andy tells his story. He
is running a bakeshop, when his

wife's brother pays a visit, and
starts to gum up everything by but-

ting in. Andy stands for it all, but
when he wrecks the new car that
Andy has won in a prize contest,

Andy crowns him with the monkey
wrench. The judge discharges him
with congratulations for doing a

swell job. Andy Clyde gets over
plenty of laughs in his usual effi-

cient manner.

"Darling Enemy"
with Gertrude Niesen, Weldon Hey-
burn, Roscoe Ails, Dudley Clements,

Ralph Sanford
Vitaphone 19 mins.

Just Fair
A rather routine story in which

a bunch of song and dance special-

ties are interspersed. Plot gets its

name from a spy angle in the yarn,

but the musical bits are much more
enjoyable than the story material.

Miss Niesen, warbler with a good

I
individual style, suffers when re-

' quired to act in the drama.

Tom Kennedy and Will Stanton i

"Strictly Fresh Yeggs"
RK0 19 min,.

Plenty of Laughs
Tom Kennedy as a nervous burg

lar and Will Stanton as a meddh
some drunk put over some goc
laughs and enough slapstick stu
to please most audiences. The stor
starts out with Stanton gettin
drunk and escaping from home ju;
before his wife stages a "Retur
Prohibition" party. He meets Kei
nedy in the act of breaking into
house. They become friends an
Will takes Tom to his home. Th
blue-noses are about to have r<

freshments which include some jell
into which whiskey has been ace
dentally poured. They all get drunl
The film has a good finish.

Pel

Y-

"Just Concentrate"

with Lulu McConnell
Vitaphone 9 min

Moderately Amusing

_
Comedy built around a machine the

is supposed to be able to play an
tune on which the customer cor
centrates. Laughs come when th
tune turns out to be the same or
every time, except for the tag finis

when a fellow makes a bet on i

whereupon the machine plays a di

ferent ditty. Lulu McConnell do<
her usual rapid-fire dizzy dame stuf
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I
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Mickey Mouse in

"Mickey's Steamroller"

United Artists 9 n

Fair

The usual Disney fertility (

comic and novel ideas is not prori

inent in this one. Mickey, a stean »eii

roller driver, spots Minnie wheelir
her two little nephews. He stoj

to flirt with her. The two ki(

clamber aboard and pull the throf*"
tie. There follows a wild chase
which the machine encounters var
ous obstacles, winding up diverting
ly with a spectacular crash.

"The Wise Little Hen"
(Silly Symphony)

United Artists 9 ruin

Good
Attractively colored and plea

antly diverting, this subject is m
up to the high Disney standard,
serves to introduce two new chara
ters, Peter Pig and Donald Due
They are alternately beseeched t

the wise little hen to help her plai

end harvest her corn. Both plea

stomach aches on the two occasion

dancing away gleefully as soon 1

they think the hen's back is turne^

When it comes time to eat the mu
fins, cornbread and other delicaci<

the hen has prepared, Peter Pig an
Donald Duck rush to accept th

hen's invitation and are presente

with a bottle of castor oil.

tfeai
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NEWS of the DAY

Petoskey, Mich. — The Temple,
etoskey has been reopened by John

: ralster and Mrs. Clara McCabe.
\ fhe house was completely re-

modelled.
I

'

Cincinnati—The Arcade and Mar-
r, el, suburban houses have closed.

jf; 'he latter, at Elmwood place, will be
imjj orn down.

etsS

Onset, Mass. — The New Onset
^heater has been opened by Al
Vorral and William Warr.

Roxbury, Mass.—Lewis Newman
m i s now managing the M. & P. Dud-
;tt sy Theater.

Arctic, R. I. — Kent Theater Co.

fas been incorporated here by Mrs.
»ora G. Rabinovitz, C. Leo McKen-
la and Daniel Shearer.

Akron, O. — Florian De Nardle,
assistant manager at the Palace in

Cleveland for several seasons, has
>een named manager of the outdoor
heater at Geauga Lake Park, 0.,

flaying light opera.

istfl

Boston — John O'Brien has been
ppointed assistant manager at the
Metropolitan. The position of chief

-

f-service which he left vacant is

leing filled by Arthur Gallery.

Hillsdale, Mich. — Howard lane,

orcner operator at Jonesville, is

milding a new house here. It will

»eat 400 and is expected to open
text month.

Philadelphia—The Aldine closes

,i

f
Saturday with plans for reopening
ate in August with "Affairs of Cel-

ini."

Pittsburgh—"Forgotten Men" has
een booked by Feiber & Shea for a

repeat date at the Fulton.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

It sure is a pip and
I know a lot of peo-
ple who would be
lost without it.

You deserve a lot of

credit for the amount
of work necessary in

compiling this very
important encyclope-
dia of the MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTRY.

Jay Emanuel,

Publisher,

Jay Emanuel
Publications

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

1.000 Pages -- Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.

HOLLYWOOD
J^ALPH BUSHMAN, son of Fran-

cis X. Bushman, has signed a
new long-term M-G-M contract. He
appeared as the American reporter
in "Viva Villa."

Philip Dunne, son of Finley Peter
Dunne who created "Mister Dooley,"
is co-author with Dan Totheroh of
the screen play for "Count of Monte
Cristo," Reliance film.

V T T

Gene Raymond will have the lead
in Columbia's "Sure Fire."

T T T

Monogram is adopting the prac-
tice of having an English player in
every cast.

T T

Russ Columbo returns to the air
Sunday night and next day starts
work at Universal in "Castles in the
Air."

T T T

Eddie Buzzell, who has just be-
come engaged to. a California oil

heiress, will place "The Human
Side" in work at Universal next
week, with Adolphe Menjou and
Doris Kenyon in the leads.

r T T

"All Good Americans" has gone
in work at M-G-M with Edwin Marin
directing a cast that includes Otto
Kruger, Madge Evans, Robert
Young, Una Merkel, Ted Healy and
Mary Carlisle.

T T

Lew Levenson will prepare the
script for Monogram's "Mysterious
Mr. Wong," while George Waggner
is adapting his original "Girl of
My Dreams" for the same studio.

V
Margaret Sullavan will appear in

"The Good Fairy" as her next Uni-
versal film after returning from
England. William Powell is set to
play the role of Ziegfeld in "The
Great Ziegfeld."

V V Y

Charles Lamont has been signed
by Monogram to direct "Tomorrow's
Youth."

T T T
Noah Beery, Jr., is being featured

in "Five Bad Men", a Sunset Stu-
dio, Ltd., production. Buffalo Bill

Jr., Pete Morrison, Bill Patton,
Wally Wales, Art Mix, Sally Darl-
ing and Bill Desmond are among
the principals. Clifford S. Smith
directed. "Five Bad Men" is the
first of the eight Noah Beery, Jr.,

Westerns to be made by Sunset.

T T T

Bernard B. Ray has completed
the production of "Potluck Pards,"
the fifth of his series of "Bud and

1 Ben" three-reel subjects. The cast
included Wally Wales, Ben Corbett,

I

Harry Myers and Josephine Hall.
Harry Webb was Ray's associate
producer oil the picture. Ray is

preparing the fourth of the Tof<
Tyler series, which will be followed

by a Jack Perrin production, which
will be directed by Webb.

T T T
Gus Kahn, the lyric writer, has

no set time or method for writing
his_ lyrics. He usually writes them
while standing on the set or wher-
ever he may be. With his pet stubby
pencil—he never uses one that is

longer than three inches^—he leans
his paper against the wall, the back
of a chair or a piano rack and sets
to work.

T t y
By the way, Kahn's best lyrics,

which have included such popular
numbers as "Riptide," "Dancing in
the Moonlight" and "Carioca," have
been written in less time than it

takes the average person to write
a letter. Of course, that does not
mean that he completes the number
in that time, for he spends long
hours afterward—polishing and re-
polishing the lines until he has them
just the way he feels they should

Believe it or not, a producer repri-
manded his cameraman for try-
ing to save the company $500. It

happened several years ago and Col-
onel William N. Selig was the pro-
ducer. He always gave his actors
Saturday afternoon off and the
afternoon started promptly at 1

o'clock. The cameramen had but 15
minutes work to complete the entire
picture, but it was 1 o'clock—and
Colonel Selig ordered his players to
return Monday to finish the picture.

t

Mauri Grashin's original story,
"Hide-out" is to go into production
in a few days at M-G-M, with Rob-
ert Montgomery starred and W. S.
Van Dyke directing. Hunt Strom-
berg is the producer.

t r
Thelma Weisser, veteran real

estate woman, has joined the ranks
of agents and has opened offices

in the Guaranty building. Her sis-

ter, Goldyne, is her associate.

t r T
The infant daughter of Earl Bald-

win, Warner scenarist, has been
named Phyliss Ella. She is the
Baldwins' first child.

t r r
"Violence," a strong drama, writ-

ten by Dore Schary, Paramount
scenarist, will be produced in New
York by Sidney Harmon, co-pro-
ducer of "Men in White."

T T T
Upon completion of her work in

"The Defense Rests," for Columbia,
Jean Arthur returns to New York
to play the lead in "The Bride of
Torozko," a play being produced by
Laurence Langner and directed by
Herman Shumlin. She has also been
offered the lead in 'Here's to Crime,"
based on Dashiell Hammett's book,
"The Maltese Falcon," which will

be produced by Laur°n-e Schwab.
" ve is represented by Ralph G. Far-
nm.

CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and

Zoning and Clearance Boards

CLEARANCE CUT IN PHILLY CASE
Philadelphia—In the first case involving

a producer-controlled circuit and an inde-
pendent, the Philadelphia zoning board has
reduced clearance of the Ardmore, Stanley
house at Ardmore,^ over the Narberth at Nar-
berth. The decision allows the latter house
to play pictures seven days after the Ard-
more, which formerly had 14 days' protec-
tion.

NEW JERSEY CLEARANCE RULING
In the clearance complaint involving sev-

eral New Jersey houses, ruling of the New
York board follows:
The board finds that the Park Lane The-

ater, Palisades Park, and the Leonia The-
ater, Leonia, are competitors. Both theaters
are entitled to 7 days clearance on each
other. Both these theaters are to follow
14 days after the Embassy, North Bergen,
or the Capitol, Union City; 7 days after
Englewood and in no event less than 14
days after Hackensack on pictures that these
two theaters may elect to follow each other.
The theater having the prior right must

play such pictures within 21 days after
availability to avail itself of the 7 days clear-
ance. In no event are such pictures to be-
come available to the repeating run more
than 28 days after the availability of the
prior run.
The Queen Anne, Bogota, is not to have

any clearance over the Leonia or Park Lane
theaters.

SCHINE APPEAL UP FRIDAY
Appeal of Schine Theatrical Co. from the

decision favoring Reliance Theater Corp..
Lockport, N. Y., is scheduled to come up
Friday before the Code Authority.

pi HOLLYWOOD
VG)

PLAZA

\

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

$2.SO up, Single
$3.00 up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every-

thing to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus- -

iness or pleasure.

Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stem, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality'

Vine at Hollywood Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD
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15 Grievance Board Cases Won By Loew Circuit

senateTrobe OF INDUSTRY asked dy awed man
ill Filed in Mass. to Investigate Block Booking

lata Sought on Whether
'Indecent' Films Are
Forced on Exhibs

By BRAD ANGIER
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Boston—A resolution asking for

|he appointment of an unpaid com-
mission to investigate the effect of

block booking on forcing exhibitors

|o play so-called "indecent" films

jvas introduced in the Massachu-
setts legislature yesterday. Legis-
ition to offset block booking, if it

|s found necessary is asked. The
(.Continued on Page 4)

Para. Reorganization Plan Ready in Few Days
Proposed reorganization plan for Paramount-Publix will be submitted to creditor

groups within the next few days by Kuhn, Loeb b Co., the FILM DAILY learns on
good authority. Kuhn, Loeb has been preparing the plan during the past month
at the request of several classes of creditors, especially the bondholders' protective
committee. Submission of the plan to creditors is being hastened by the passage of

the bankruptcy reorganization bill, now awaiting the President's signature, which is

expected to greatly facilitate the reorganization.

IMPERIAL SCHEDULES

14 FEATURES FOR '35

Imperial Distributing Corp. plans
|o release 14 features during 1934-

85, William Pizor stated yesterday,
six will be based on novels and'
tight will be action melodramas.
The company has a program of 12

features for the current year.

ox to Brighten Up
Too Serious Stories

Predicating its story policy on the
elief that "the family taste in pic-

ures is for clean, constructive
holesome entertainment," Fox in

934-35 will not make drab and de-

ressing tales and will put comedy
nto those stories which are serious,

iccording to Julian Johnson, head of

he firm's story department.
"We have no place in our lineup

(Continued on Page 4)

Wildwood Ex-Blue Again
Wildwood, N. J.—After putting a ban

on Sunday movies, Mayor Doris Brad-
way exercised the prerogative of her
sex and rescinded the ruling. Action
followed a conference with influential

business men. William Hunt, circuit
owner, said the attempted enforcement
of blue laws was in retaliation for his

activities in the recent investigation of
the city's affairs.

IATSE WILL CONTINUE

LOCAL AUTONOMY RULE

By MADELINE THOMAS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Louisville—Delegates to the con-
vention of the International Alli-

ance of Theatrical Stage Employees
and Motion Picture Operators re-

fused to ratify the change in consti-
tution recommended by the general
executive board giving the board
representative power to act as final

arbiter in disputes between local
(Continued on Page 5)

3 Code Auth'y Committees
Submitting Reports Today
As a result of meetings held yes-

terday, three Code Authority com-
mittees will submit reports to the
main body at its session tomorrow.
Meeting yesterday were the follow-

ing committees: compliance, com-
prising Sidney R. Kent, J. Robert

(Continued on Page 5)

12 FEATURES PLANNED

BY BRITISH-DOMINIONS

British & Dominions Film Corp.,

Ltd. will make 12 features for the
1934-35 season, Herbert Wilcox, pro-
ducer and director, told Film Daily
yesterday upon his arrival from
London on the Olympic. First

three on the line-up are "Nell
Gwynn", "Brewster's Millions" and
"The Queen's Affair". Wilcox
brought a print of "Nell Gwynn"

(Continued on Page 4)

Fox Sets Release Dates
On 12 of '34-35 Lineup

Fox has scheduled 12 features
for release during the first three
months of the new season. List is

as follows: Aug. 10, "Wanted";
Aug. 17, "The Cat's Paw"; Aug. 24,

"Serenade"; Sept. 7, "Dude Ranch-
er" and "Charlie Chan in London";
Sept. 14, "Servants' Entrance";

(Continued on Page 5)

Loew Upheld in Complaints
Over Price Cuts, Prior Ads

Suit by Non-Assenters
Postponed to June 15

Following a conference between
the Code Authority's legal commit-
tee and attorneys representing it in

two court cases, announcement was
made that hearing on the I. T. 0. A.
suit, seeking to enjoin local boards
from refusing to hear complaints
filed by exhibitors who have not as-

(Continued on Page 5)

Grievance board yesterday ruled
on 17 cases. Charges of Loew Cir-
cuit theaters were sustained in 15
cases, involving eight complaints of
reduced admissions, principally
thru giveaways, and seven com-
plaints of premature advertising,
Two other cases were dismissed and
two withdrawn.
The eight cases in which charges

of reduced admissions were upheld
(.Continued on Page 7)

Herrington Writes Senator
Davis Urging Industry

Investigation
By WILLIAM SILBERBERG

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington—A letter asking for
a Senatorial investigation of the
motion picture industry written by
Fred Herrington of the Allied unit
of Pittsburgh, was inserted in the
Congressional Record yesterday at
the request of Senator James Da-
vis of Pennsylvania, to whom it

was addressed. Herrington is sec-
retary of the M. P. T. 0. of Western
Pennsylvania.

COCHRAN, GRAINGER

ADDRESS 'U' MEET

Speeches by R. H. Cochran and
James R. Grainger were the high-
lights of the first day of the Uni-
versal sales convention being held
at the Essex House. In the morn-

(Continued on Page 4)

Sales Meeting in Chicago
Being Held by Universal
Universal will hold a regional

sales meeting Monday at the Drake
Hotel, Chicago, with salesmen and
bookers from 13 exchanges in at-

tendance. The delegates will repre-
sent branch offices in Chicago, Des
Moines, Detroit, Indianapolis, Kan-
sas City, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
Oklahoma City, St. Louis, Sioux
Falls, Omaha, Cincinnati and Cleve-
land.

National Casting Tieup
Warner Bros, has made a tieup with

Photoplay Magazine, Farrar & Rinehart
and Postal Telegraph on a national
casting contest in connection with the
filming of "Anthony Adverse." Awards
of $10,000, including gifts and cash,

will be conferred on 260 winners, with
selection of the cast for the picture to

be made from lists of players published

in the fan magazine.
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200 Out Playing Golf Today
Two hundred golf enthusiasts will gather this morning at the Glen Oaks Golf and

Country Club, Great Neck, L. I., to take part in the 22nd Film Golf Tournament.
The entry list is one of the largest ever registered in the 15 years of these events.

Many players airived at the clubhouse yesterday and after a round of golf, spent the

night there in anticipation of an early start. Highlight of the day will be the team
play between the A.M. P.A. and the Motion Picture Club for the Albee Memorial Cup
and the Jules Brulatour medals. Tonight will be the annual dinner and awarding of

prizes.

Those who are prevented from partaking in the day's activities are invited to at-

tend the evening banquet which will start about 7:30 o'clock. Charge for the evening
meal and jollification will be $5.

Want Indies Represented

On New K. C. Zoning Plan
Kansas City—Jay Means, presi-

dent of the I. T. O., and W. D. Ful-

ton, independent exhibitor, have
been asked by the local clearance

and zoning board to appoint repre-

sentatives to work with the board
on the proposed new clearance

schedule. The board presumably
wants all local independent inter-

ests represented in preparing the

second schedule.

Re-Opening Denver Zoning
Denver- -Because of numerous

complaints the entire zoning of the

city of Denver will be opened at a

meeting of the clearance and zoning

board next Tuesday. Signers of

the code as well as non-signers will

be heard.

Discuss Trailer Situation

The trailer situation, especially

from the angle of M-G-M's deci-

sion to make its own advance no-

tices, was discussed by the I. T. O
A. at a meeting yesterday with
President Harry Brandt in the

chair. Plans were launched for a

boat ride and outing to be held

July 25.

Rosenblatt Back on Job
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Division Adminis-

trator Sol A. Rosenblatt returned
to his office yesterday after a week's
absence due to a severe cold. He
leaves today for New York to at-

tend the Code Authority meeting
tomorrow.

Erpi Supplies Equipment

Electrical Research Products has
provided the equipment along with
the technical staff for the broad-
casting of the Golf Tournament
highlights at the banquet in the

evening. The equipment was se-

cured through Bert Sanfoi'd of Erpi.

Wanger Signs French Actress

Paris— Walter Wanger, now on

this side acquiring material for his

new independent producing venture,

has signed Gigi Diderot, French
film star. It is also learned that

Wanger has acquired screen rights

to one of England's best sellers,

"Silver Threads," by Glane Binson.

Lightman to Para. Convention

Memphis—M. A. Lightman leaves

Memphis June 14 to attend the Par-
amount convention on the coast.

Al Lichtman On Coast
Conferring With Goldwyn

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Al Lichtman, vice-

president and general manager in

charge of distribution for United
Artists, is here by plane from Chi-
cago, where he attended the U. A.
convention. After a few days con-
ferring with Samuel Goldwyn on his

coming product, Lichtman will re-

turn to New York, where he is due
on Monday.

Dubinsky Union Case Settled

Kansas City—Dispute between Ed
Dubinsky of the Liberty and Re-
gent theaters and the operators
union has been practically settled,

according to A. W. DeBirney, spe-
cial U. S. assistant attorney general
from Washington, who acted as ar-

bitrator. New agreement calls for
three operators in each house, work-
ing 35 hours instead of 40, with
total salary of $199.50 at the Lib-
erty and $185 at the Regent, against
$250 and $195, formerly.

Newsreel Boys at A. C. Party

Atlantic City—Claude R. Collins,

Harold E. Wondsel and Stuyvesant
B. Wright, all of Pathe News, and
Lowell Thomas, John B. Kennedy,
Ted Husing, E. V. Kaltenborn and
others will be here for the Satur-
day night banquet of the Headliners
Frolic being staged as part of the
city's publicity and promotion cam-
paign.

.oming andG oi ng

J. WALTER RUBEN arrives in New Yor
board the lie de France on Tuesday froi

England and will depart Wednesday for th

coast to resume directing at the RKO studio:

A. E. MATTHEWS sailed yesterday on th

Carinthia for England.

HERBERT T. SILVERBERG, film attorney, ar

rived in town yesterday from Buffalo.

CARL LAEMMLE, who sails June 16 fc

Europe after attending the Universal conven
tion in New York, will be accompanied b
JOE WEIL, assistant, and JACK ROSS, secrc

tary.

DOROTHEA WIECK is en route from f

coast to England.

E. M. LOEW of Boston was in New Yor!

yesterday.

AL ZIMBALIST of the Warner Theaters ex

ploitation forces in St. Louis arrived in Nev
York yesterday for a vacation. He will visi

Pittsburgh on his way back.

SAM GALANTY was in New York yesterda;

from Washington, returning last night.

LESTER MARTIN of Omaha has arrived ii

New York.

SAM FOX of Movietone Music leaves in .

few days for the coast.

HERBERT WILCOX arrived from Europe Tues
day on the Olympic.

CARL LAEMMLE, JAMES R. GRAINGER, E

T. GOMMERSAL, SIDNEY SINGERMAN, EDDII
BONNS and JOHN LEROY JOHNSON leave fo

Chicago on Sunday.

Kilt

ill M

New Book for Film Writers

"Film Writing Forms," new bool

showing how to prepare stories fo

the screen, will be published tomor
row by the Gotham Book Mart. I

was edited with notes by Lewi:
Jacobs, co-editor of "Experiments
Cinema," and includes various meth
ods of screen preparation from
synopsis to a shooting script.

Expect Memphis Zoning Protests

Memphis — Plenty of protests
against the original draft of the
new zoning plan are expected to be
registered at a meeting of the clear-

ance board Monday. So far only a
few cases have been filed with the
local grievance board.

"Bengal" for RKO Houses
Phil Meyer, who is distributing

"Beyond Bengal" locally, has book-
ed the film to play the RKO metro-
politan circuit. The picture closes

its run at the Gaiety on June 13 and
reopens at the Cameo on June 15

for an indefinite run.

Lawton to Improve Bronx House
Stanley Lawton has closed the

Prospect theater in the Bronx and
will reopen it in the fall after ex-

tensive renovation and installation

of RCA sound equipment.

Building New Florida House
Leesburg, Fla.—E. M. Fain, pro-

prietor of the Palace theater, is

building a second house on Main St.

Non-Union House Bombed
Kansas City—A dynamite boml

tossed on the roof of the Murra
theater tore a large hole in the to]

of the building. E. C. Hartman i

manager of the theater, which ii

non-union

COVERS
EVERYTHING
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I can imagine the
terrific amount of

work that has gone
into its compilation,

but you and the boys

can get some com-
fort out of the
knowledge that it

will be extremely
helpful to many peo-
ple throughout the

rest of the year.

Charlc. E. McCarthy,

Director, Advertising

and Publicity,

Fox Film Corporation
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No-Bunk Films
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All

JypS. AUGUST BELMONT
and other leaders of -wo-

men and spokesmen for children

are engaged in a campaign to

"clean up the movies."

But does the public really

mi* [want cleaner and better movies

that is, do the film fans desire

the less offensive photoplays to

the extent of patronizing them

in such numbers as to make
them profitable?

A "noble experiment" is to be

conducted in Oklahoma City

next week when "As the Earth

Turns," the filmization of best-

seller, is shown. The film is

called, "clean, bunkless and ho-

kumless."

A group of 350 representative

Oklahoma City women viewed

"As the Earth Turns" at a spe-

cial showing today. Will their

"word-of-miouth" endorsement

bring the fans to the theater to

see a film which lacks the

"spice" so many desire in their

entertainment ?

We do not believe we are be-

"{JJjing "taken in" by a press agent
by discussing this film.

Film fans are peculiar, we are

told. No amount of ballyhoo

will coax them to a film they do
not care to see and no amount
of "knocks" will keep them
from one in which they are in-

terested.
DO. I

Mm

Cake for Al Christie

A 10-lb. cake with frosting and
the trimmings greeted Al Chris-

when he returned to the East
a Service studio in Astoria after

three-week vacation on the coast

HIV hnie Claudy, who was responsible

r the cake, saw that Christie wit-

ssed everyone get a piece of it be-

re he was allowed to taste it

nong those who participated in

e greeting were Willian Watson,
thur Jarrett, Sr., Patricia Dona
:e, Ray Klune, Warren Murray,
ed Scheld, Bob Snody, Sol Mid
dl, Bill Kelly and Terry Hogan
iristie will start work immediately
the first of the series of shorts

be produced and directed by him
r Educational release on their

34-35 series.
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Whew!
Omaha—A local exhibitor group has

reached a new "high" in long-winded
organization names. It's called the
N. I. R. A. I. T. 0. M. P. C. C.

In other words the National Industrial

Recovery Act Independent Theater
Owners Motion Picture Code Committee.

DAILY

A^LONG the

PHIL M. DALY
• • • GETTING THE jump on practically the entire field

...... for the 1934-35 lineup ya can't guess who an
indie outfit Liberty Pictures with M. H. Hoffman
handling production at the coast and Budd Rogers crack-
ing the product over with the exhibs from the home office in

New York. .,. . . and what we admire most about these fellers

is that they went out and DID it they never peeped a word
about what they were GOING to do they have some sweet
B. O. product tagged at a price for the average exhib here
are just a few of the Names to play with ... Dorothy Mac-
kaill, June Collyer, Bill Boyd, Richard Cromwell, Arline Judge,
Thelma Todd, Jack LaRue, Russell Hopton, Gail Patrick, Phillips
Holmes, Leila Hyams, Marian Nixon, Neil Hamilton ........

just eight pix for the new season and here are the play-
ers who appear in them these are not Promise Pix
they Avill be all in the bag when the salesman stops around to

ask you to put your monicker on the d-o-t-t-e-d line in a
word you know what you are buying take it from us

they have the stuff

• • • COURTESIES of the Beacon and Symphdny the-
aters were extended to about 2,000 members of the fleet

during the past week by Sam Cocalis and Jack Springer
of the Springer-Cocalis circuit The Roxy theater employees'
baseball team will play the Fox Brooklyn theater team in Pros-
pect Park today Dick Powell is at West Point with Di-
rector Frank Borzage and the location company filming
scenes for "Flirtation Walk" but Dick will hop to New
York for the Baer-Carnera fight on June 14

• • • IF YOU want a fund of data on the early days of

the film biz it can be had in the current New Movie. .....

with Jack Cohn's record being spread out for inspection
which means practically hitting the highlights of the industry
right back to the nickelodeon days Carl Laemmle is shown
starting this young lad on his career. ........

• • • A VERY effective demonstration of the judicious

use of color is to be found in the hand-coloring by Gustav
Brock in "Sisters Under the Skin" the Columbia pix

which opens at the Music Hall tomorrow here color is

used .sparingly highlighting certain scenes where color

makes them amazingly effective also a few closeups of the

star, Elissa Landi where delicate coloring accentuates
her rare beauty

• • • OPENING OF the drive for funds for the Yeshiva
College with Borough President Samuel Levy announcing
the opening was recorded by Ruby Films the pix to

be shown in the theaters of the Independent Theater Owners
Association ....... Harry Brandt, prexy of the association, is

in charge of the Motion Picture Division of the Drive
Yeshiva College is the only institution that combines a religious

and scientific training under one scholarship

• • • THAT INNOVATION of Billy Rose's the
Music Hall at 53rd Street and Broadway opens Friday,

June 15 pop entertainment a six-course luncheon for
50 cents eight-course dinner for a berry a revue
with 290 people 30 minutes of newsreel and comedies. . .

100 singing waiters 100 American Beauties the lat-

ter, after participating in the revue, will act as hostesses
boy oh boy we'll be seein' ya there if we can dig up
an alibi to give the Missus

EXPLOITETTES
Big Campaign On
"Looking for Trouble"

jS^EWSPAPER publicity, con-

sisting of plenty of ad-
vance stories backed with art
on both Spencer Tracy and
Jack Oakie, in addition to sev-
eral attractive window tie-ups,

were among the stunt.s arranged
by Wally Caldwell, manager of
Loew's Valentine, Toledo, for

.
the opening of "Looking for
Trouble," the 20th Century pro-

|

duction. Wally's newspaper
campaign, for three days in ad-
vance, dominated all local news-
papers and resulted in sending
the picture off to a swell start.

|

Through tie-ups with both the
Allan store and the Lion de-

partment store, attractive win-
dow displays were arranged
with Constance Cummings be-
ing the central figure in each
window. Full theater credit was
carried in each window, consist-

ing of special llxl4's and ap-
propriate cards. The Allan tie-

;

up and a stunt arranged with
.

Lux Soap resulted in securing
ads in local newspapers in
which "Looking for Trouble" at
Loew's was mentioned. The Al-
lan store ran a 2 column, 9 inch
ad and the Lux Soap ad was 4
columns 9 inches.—Loezv's Valentine, Toledo.

« « « » » »

Full Campaign on
"Tarzan and His Mate"

J-TERE is a summary of the
way they advertised "Tar-

zan and His Mate" at the In-
diana theater, managed by Billy
Connors at Marion, Ind.: Used
teaser ads and increased space
in newspapers week before
opening. Distributed 3,000 her-
alds. Posted 100 large window
cards, 25 one-sheets, seven
three-sheets, and one six-sheet.
Used stencil representing foot-
print of animal, with copy,
"Tarzan and His Mate" at the
Indiana, on all streets in down-
town section: Placed six large
14 x 17 blowups in prominent
store windows. Placed cut-
outs of elephant, giraffes, and
monkeys atop marquee.—Indiana, Marion, Ind.

Regular Loew Dividend
Regular quarterly dividend of 25 cents

a share on the common stock was de-
clared yesterday by Loew's, Inc., direc-

tors. It is payable June 30 to stock
of record June 16.
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COCHRAN, GRAINGER

ADDRESS 'U' MEET

(Continued from Page 1)

ing the delegates attended a screen-

ing at the Little Carnegie Play-

house of a special trailer produced

by Paul Gulick and John LeRoy
Johnson in which all Universal stars

addressed the attending members.

Two shorts and a feature were also

shown. The shorts were the first

of the Lowell Thomas "Going

Places" series, arid the initial re-

lease of Alan Butterfield's new ser-

ies, "Stranger Than Fiction." The
feature was "I Give My Love."
Cochran outlined the progress

made by the company during the
past two years. Grainger discussed
the completion of this year's pro-
gram and the liquidation of con-
tracts. He then introduced P. D.
Cochran, E. T. Gommersal Charles
Paine, Nat Manheim, Robert Har-
ris, Sidney Singerman and F. W. J.

McCarthy.
Today Willard S. McKay, general

counsel for Universal will discuss
the code from the angle of sales-

manship, and the provisions of the
new 1934-35 contracts. Other speak-
ers will be Andrew H. Sharick ex-
ploitation manager, and Grainger.
A beefsteak dinner will be held

tonight at the New York Athletic
Club. Tomorrow Grainger will an-
nounce the feature and short sub-
ject product for 1934-35. Johnson
will talk on fan magazine publicity
and at 4 o'clock Carl Laemmle will

address the delegates.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

JyfARGARET SULLAVAN'S sec-

ond Universal vehicle for next
season will be "Within This Pres-
ent," by Margaret Ayer Barnes. It

will follow "The Good Fairy."

T T T
Nils Asther has been added to

the cast of "Serenade," which Sol
Wurtzel is making for Fox. Lilian
Harvey and Lynn Starling are in it.

Y
William Dover, assistant to Darryl

Zanuck, has gone to Honolulu for a
four-week vacation.

T T
David Manners and Phyllis Barry

will have leading roles in "Moon-
stone," Monogram picture which
Reginald Barker will direct.

T T T
Douglass Montgomery will be

starred by Universal in "Zest,"
from the novel by Charles G. Nor-
ris. B. F. Zeidman will produce it.

with Doris Anderson doing the
adaptation.

T T T
Before starting the direction o'

"Biography" for M-G-M, director
Edward H. Griffith is to make an-
other picture for the Irving Thal-
berg unit of this organization. Both
Griffith and scenarist Horace Jack-
son are now scanning the market
for a suitable story.

r r T
Determined to achieve the same

success on the screen that she
scored on the Broadway stage as
an Earl Carroll beauty, June Brew-
ster has charted a course which she
has been diligently following for the

#\^ f
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I OR 2 PERSONS

Above the 8£/i

Floor $6.00

and up
Enjoy the comforts of a parlor

and bedroom suite. . . . AM
rooms equipped with radio,

combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.
Ideal location — adjacent to

shopping, business and theatre
districts.

^

SWIMMING POOL AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

Dinner served in the beautiful

newly decorated Cocoanut
Grove $1.00 up.

h St. at 7th Ave
:

past two months. Miss Brewster
has placed herself under the tute-
lage of a renowned voice and dic-
tion expert. In addition, she selects
four pictures each day which shi
looks at, giving serious thought and
study to the portrayals of the in-

genues.

T T T

Stephen Warrenton, one of Eng-
land's foremost journalists and a
former classmate of James K. Mc-
Guinness, M-G-M scenarist, is a
guest of the latter during his visi

to Hollywood. McGuinness is at-
tempting to induce Warrenton to ac-
cept one of three offers made him
by local studios to write on origi-
nal story.

r t

Laird Doyle wishes the world t<

know that the story "Oil For the
Lamps of China," for which he is

writing the screen play for War-
ners-First National, does not have
a background based on oil drilling
Doyle says he has received threi
letters from oil drillers during the
past week asking for jobs as tech-
nical men.

Y
Irving Pichel can testify to the

fact that the life of a charactei
actor is not always a compensatory
one. Having just shaved off a three
weeks growth of beard necessary
for a test he was making at Uni-
versal, Pichel learned today that
First National is desirous of mak-
ing a test for a similar characteri-
zation necessitating the growth of
another hirsute adornment.

t t r

Jameson Thomas's part in "Moon-
stone" will mark his third consecu-
tive role for Monogram. He recent-
ly appeared in "Beggars in Ermine"
and "Jane Eyre."

r t

Edmund Lowe's first Universal
picture for next season will be "Gift
of Gab," with Gloria Stuart. Rian
James is adapting the story, which
is by Jerry Wald.

T T T
Lo Ming Yau, president of United

Photoplay Service, Ltd., China, has
been visiting Fox Movietone City
and other studios to study Amer-
ican methods. His company plans
40 pictures next season. Moon
Kwan, who once directed in Holly-
wood, is accompanying Yau on the
tour.

T r r
Ned Sparks will appear in "Lot-

tery Lover," Fox film with "Pat**
Patterson and Lew Ayres.

T T T
Joel McCrea has been signed by

Universal for "Million Dollar Ran-
som," Damon Runyon story in

which Joan Bennett and Edward
Arnold also will appear.

t r

With completion of First Nation-
al's "Kansas City Princess" next
Monday, Joan Blondell is planning a

BLOCK BOOKING PROBE

ASKED IN MASS. BILL

(Continued from Page 1)

measure was introduced by Repre-
sentatives Sullivan of East Boston
and McHugh of Jamaica Plain.

Knights of Columbus organization
is rumored to be behind the move.
Hearing on the bill is scheduled for

early next week.

libitor:

1.I.R

eprest

de tei

12 Features Planned
By British-Dominions

(Continued from Page 1)

and is arranging a world premiere
for the feature in New York. Play-
ers, directors, scenarists and camera-
men from this country will be used in

several B. and D. productions dur-

ing the coming season, with several

British players being sent here in

exchange. Sydney Howard, B. & D.

comedian, is now in Hollywood ap-

pearing in a feature for United Ar-
tists release. Wilcox will remain
here about two weeks.
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Fox to Brighten Up
Too Serious Stories
(Continued from Page 1)

for morbid material, for old-fash-

ioned costume stories nor for the

sophisticated type of story in which
everybody has a lot of conversation
and no heart," says Johnson.
"We are going to be extra strong

on comedy."

trip to Tahiti with her husband,
George Barnes.

CAST ASSIGNMENTS
COLUMBIA: Mischa Auer, James Crehan.

Ray Brown for "Special Agent"; Arthur Hohl.

Selmer Jackson for "Defense Rests"; Jane

Darwell, Spencer Charters for "Blind Date";
Frank O'Connor, Wallis Clark, Harrison Green.
Billy West for "Criminal Within."

«t

PARAMOUNT;
Belong to Me."

FOX:
trance."

David Jack Holt for "You

Katherine Doucet for "Servants' Ell'

FlirtatioiWARNER: Ross Alexander for

Walk."
J »'

RKO RADIO: Samuel Hinds, Margaret Hamil- 1.^
ton, Paul Hervey for "Hat, Coat and Glove."

UNIVERSAL: Phillip Reed, Ruth Donnelly, f*
r &

Max Davidson for "Romance in the Rain.'

CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and

Zoning and Clearance Boards

TOLEDO CASE GOES TO C. A.
Cleveland—Decision of the local grievance

board, declaring that Airo-Vita, Inc., Toledo,

had violated the non-theatrical section of the

code in using the Swaine Field baseball park

for movie shows, will l>e certified to the Code
Authority. Complainants were Auhurnrlale
Theater Co., Eastside Amusement Co., and
Loew's Valentine. Distributors were in-

structed not to supply films to Airo-Vita.
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Omaha — Approximately 250 ex-
ibitors are reported allied with the
r. I. R. A. I. T. 0. M. P. C. C. move,
eaded by Calvin Bard, protesting
gainst personnel of local code
oards. Claim is made that they
epresent 80 per cent of theaters in
iie territory.

St. Petersburg, Fla.—The Alcazar
heater is to be operated three days
week. Mr,s. Laura Sprague is op-
rating for the receivers.

W
St. Petersburg, Fla.—George Wil-

iams, receiver of Patio theater, has
een relieved of his duties. Circuit
ourt judge bas approved his final

epoi*t.

Okeechobee, Fla. — Gilbert Cul-
ireth, manager of the new Park, an-
lounces four changes a week in-
tead of three as heretofore.

Bartow, Fla. — The new Bartow
heater is to be opened with "Stand

OIi Jp and Cheer."

Ayer, Mass.—The Strand here has
-! een darkened by E. A. Proctor.

Boston—Thomas Wahl, formerly
ouse manager of the Metropolitan,
now manager of the M. & P. Ail-
on in Allston.

Detroit Notes
Detroit—J. E. Pearce, former the-

ter operator in New Orleans, has
aken over management of Walled
jake Amusement Park near here.

William Marley has changed the
tame of his company to National
^heater Engineering Co., and open-
d new offices in the Film Exchange
51dg.

James McArthur, son of George
IcArthur, head of McArthur The-
ter Equipment Co., is appearing in

ketches over WWJ.

Din

The Liberty at Marlette has been
estroyed by fire.

The Empire, West Side house
wned by Eugene Poole, Clyde Hard
nd Elwon Owens, closed after two
nonths' operation.

14

Three-Reelers Out
Three-reel subjects, talked about in

some quarters as a possible develop-
ment in production, will not become
a factor in 1934-35 releases. This is

indicated by study of major and in-
dependent company programs for the
new year. One reason opposing the
plan is the prevalence of double fea-
ture bills which preclude many shorts
from a theater's program.

« « REVIEWS of the

"FOG OVER FRISCO"

with Bette Davis, Lyle Talbot, Margaret

Lindsay, Donald Woods, Hugh Herbert

First National 68 mins.

TOPNOTCH MURDER MYSTERY WITH
STRESS ON STORY VALUES ALTHOUGH
CAST IS GOOD AND DIRECTION
SCORES.

An unusually effective story of its type,

this melodramatically-pepped story pro-

vides plenty of satisfaction for the mur-

der mystery fans. Technique employed in

unfolding the yarn makes the affair baf-

fling and exciting enough to keep the audi-

ence on edge throughout. Plot has to do

with a stolen bond racket in which Bette

Davis, a rich broker's daughter, and several

others are embroiled. It's not so much the

story itself, however, but the manner of

unfolding it that holds the interest and

supplies the entertainment kicks. Though

it hasn't the marquee names for a big

opening, picture should build strongly on

its merit as a pleaser.

Cast: Bette Davis, Lyle Talbot, Margaret

Lindsay, Donald Woods, Hugh Herbert,

Robert Barrat, Irving Pichel, Arthur Byrcn,

Henry O'Neill, Douglas Dumbrille, Alan

Hale, Gordon Westcott, Charles Wilson,

Harold Minjir, William Demarest, Douglas

Cosgrove, William Davidson, George Chand-

ler.

Director, Wilhelm Dieterle; Author, Rob-

ert N. Lee; Screen Play, Robert N. Lee

and Eugene Solow; Cameraman, Tony Gau-

dio; Editor, Hal McLernon.

Direction, Aces. Photography, Fine.

NEW FEATURES » »

"THE LOVE CAPTIVE"

with Nils Asther, Gloria Stuart, Paul Kelly,

Alan Dinehart

Universal 65 mins.

WEAK STORY ABOUT HYPNOTIC
DOCTOR HANDICAPS CAPABLE CAST
WITH DIRECTION HELPING LITTLE.

Taking a theme that doesn't evoke much
audience sympathy, at least in its present

form of exposition, Max Marcin has author-

ed and directed a tale that doesn't quite

register. It's about a doctor, Nils Asther,

who is endowed with hypnotic powers and
uses them on the side to take another man's
girl, Gloria Stuart, and make her his nurse.

Aroused over the affair, the girl's brother

acts against the doctor, and in an ensuing
trial, at which the doctor demonstrates
his powers of hypnotism, the brother while

supposedly under the spell shoots the doc-

tor on instructions from the latter, who
had contended that the subject could not

obey the command while hypnotized. The
brother then is held not responsible for

killing the doctor.

Cast: Nils Asther, Gloria Stuart, Paul

Kelly, Alan Dinehart, Renee Gadd, Virginia

Kami, Russ Brown, Addison Richards, John
Wray, Robert Greig, Jane Meredith, Ellalee

Ruby, Franklyn Ardell, Sam Godfrey, Deme-
trius Alexis.

Director, Max Marcin; Author, same;
Screen play, Karen de Wolf; Cameraman,
Gilbert Warrenton; Recording Engineer,

Gilbert Kurland; Editor, Ted Kent.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Gcod.

Suit by Non-Assenters
Postponed to June 15
(Continued from Page 1)

sented to the code, has been post-

poned from Friday to June 15 by

agreement of counsels involved in

the action. The case is pending be-

fore Judge Coxe in the U. S. Dis-

trict Court, New York.

In addition to members of the

legal committee, present at the con-

ference were Haree Dillard, attor-

ney connected with the NRA Ad-

ministration who flew to New York

from Washington, and Herbert T.

Silverberg, Buffalo lawyer who is

representing the Authority in the

suit brought by Edwin Wick, opera-

tor of the Majestic in that city, who
seeks to prevent distributors from

refusing to deliver film to him, as

ordered by the Buffalo grievance

board following an alleged violation

of its ruling to desist price cutting.

Savo Film Starts Aug. 20

Shooting date on the feature star-

ring Jimmie Savo, to be produced by
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur
at the Eastern Service studio in As-
toria, has been set for Aug. 20.

Casting for the picture is expected
to get under way about July 15.

Fox Sets Release Dates
On 12 of '34-35 Lineup

(.Continued from Page 1)

Sept. 21, "State Vs. Elinor Nor-
ton"; Sept. 28, "Caravan"; Oct. 5,

"Hell in the Heavens"; Oct. 12,

"Judge Priest"; Oct. 19, "Fun on
the Air", and Oct. 26, "Romance for
Sale."

I.A.T.S.E. Will Continue
Local Autonomy Rule
(Continued from Page 1)

unions and exhibitors. It was voted
to give complete and final authority
to local unions.

The convention approved John L.
Green's endorsement of the Wagner
labor bill and the unemployment in-
surance bill.

About 950 delegates are in at-
tendance.

3 Code Auth'y Committees
Submitting Reports Today

(Continued from Page 1)

Rubin and Walter Vincent, doubling
for Ed Kuykendall; finance, Kent,
Charles L. O'Reilly and Harold S.

Bareford, which developed plans for
allocating the producer and distrib-

utor share of code financing costs;

and production, consisting of W. Ray
Johnston, Rubin and Bareford.

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

By CHAS. ALICOATE

£)APHNE POLLARD, popular
stage and screen comedienne,

and Shemp Howard, former Ted
Healy stooge, who is now starring on
his own, have started work in a
two-reel Vitaphone comedy at the
Brooklyn plant. The short, entitled
"Smoked Hams," has a supporting
cast including Lionel Stander, Harry
Shannon, Frank Shannon and Phyl-
lis Baker. Lloyd French is directing.

•

Shooting date for "Woman in the
Dark" first of the series of fea-
tures to be produced by Select Pro-
ductions, Inc., is set for June 18,

with work to be done at the Bio-
graph studio in the Bronx.

•

Phil Spitalny and his musical
Sweethearts have completed work in

a one-reel musical short at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio. Mickey
Braatz, dancer with the troupe, also

supports this one-reeler. The short,

which was directed by Joseph Hena-
bery, will be released in Vitaphone's
series of "Melody Masters" band
numbers.

•

Eastern Service studio Notes:
Ben Hecht and Chas. MacArthur
getting Margot all hopped up over
a trip to Russia on their next pro-
duction . . . Harold Godsoe giving
orders on the set and nobody paying
any attention to them . . . Eddie
Hylan assisting Bill Williams . . .

Joe Nadel, unit manager, carrying
out his duties in his usual nice way
. . . Terry Hogan holding script

and doing all the worrying as usual
. . . Bill Stillman interviewing ex-
tras . . . Walter Strenge getting
camera angles . . . Lee Garmes di-

recting . . . Art Rosson checking
to see that everything goes O. K.
Whitney Bourne, studying her part
. . . Bob Kane okaying sound . . .

Al Wilkie visiting the set with Bob
Gillham . . . Ray Klune keeping
check on production activities and
Claude Rains doing his part in his

own inimitable way. . . .

•

Dorothy Dare, Broadway stage
dancer currently appearing in a re-

vival of Victor Herbert's "The Only
Girl," has been signed to appear op-
posite Hal LeRoy in a two-reel mus-
ical short at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio, according to an announce-
ment by Sam Sax, production chief

of the Brooklyn plant. Following
the run of "The Only Girl," Miss
Dare leaves for Hollywood to take
up her long term contract recently
signed with Warner Bros.

O'Briens to be Separate
Fox will sell the four George O'B-icns

on its 1934-35 schedule separately.

Sol Lesser, who is producing the series,

will also make two more features with
O'Brien for release during the follow-
ing season.



Features Reviewed in Film Daily, Nov. 17 to June 6
Title Reviewed
Above The Clouds-COL. 12-19-33
Adieu Les Beaux Jours-XX

4-24-34
Advice To The Lovelorn-
UA 12-14-33

Affairs of Cellini-UA 5-5-34
Alice in Wonderland-PAR

12-11-33
All Men Are Enemies-F. .4-26-34

All of Me-PAR 2-3-34
Alraune-XX 5-7-34
Ariane BLU 3-8-34
As Husbands Go-F 1-27-34

As the Earth Turns-WA. 2-1 5-34

A Woman's Man-MOP. 1-19-34

Badge of Honor-MAY. .5-19-34

Bedside-FN 3-6-34

Beggars in Ermine-MOP. 2-14-34
Beloved-U 1-27-34
Beyond Bengal-SHO ... 4-25-34
Big Race-SHO .. 2-14-34
Big Shakedown-FN 2-9-34
Big Time or Bust-TOW. 1-10-34

Black Cat-U 5-19-34
Black Shirts-XX 4-12-34
Blue Light-BOA 5-8-34

Blue Steel-MOP 5-5-34

Bolero-PAR 2-17-34
Bombay Mail-U 1-6-34

Born to be Bad-UA 6-1-34

Bottoms Up-F 3-23-34

Broken Shoes-AM 3-31-34

Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back
UA.. 5-4-34

By Candlelight-U 1-6-34

Carolina-F 2-3-34
Catherine the Great-U A. .2-2-34

Chance at Heaven-PKO . 12-23-33

Channel Crossing-GB .. .5-24-34

Carnival Lady-GOP 11-29-33

Cat and the Fiddle-MGM .2-14-34

Change of Heart-F 5-11-34

Charming Deceiver-MAJ. 12-9-33

Cheaters-LIB 5-11-34

Chief, The-MGM 12-2-33

Christopher Bean-MGM . 1 1-22-33

City Limits-MOP 3-28-34

Come on Marines-PAR. .3-24-34

Coming Out Party-F 3-17-34

Constant Nymph-F .4-7-34

Convention City-FN 12-14-33

Counsellor at Law-U. 11-28-33

Countess of Monte Cristo

U. .3-31-34

Cradle Song-PAR 11-18-33

Crainquebille-TAP ...... 3-28-34

Crime Doctor-RKO 3-14-34

Criminal At Large-HEL. 12-20-33

Crosby Case-U 3-23-34

Cross Country Cruise-U . 1-10-34

Crown of Thorns-XX . .3-30-34

Curtain at Eight-MAJ 2-1-34

Dancing Lady-MGM 12-2-33

Dark Hazard-FN 2-23-34

Death Takes a Holiday-PAR.
2-23-34

Der Gluecksylinder-XX. .3-13-34

Der Felderrnhuegel-BA ..4-24-34

Oer Frechdachs-UFA 1-9 34

Der Meistrerdetektiv-BAV 2-14-34

Der Stern von Valencia-UFA
4-24-34

Der Traumende Mund-XX 2-6-34

Design for Living-PAR. 11-17-33
Devil Tiger-F 2-8-34

Die Blonde Christl-BAV. 2-28-34
Die Galavorstellung—XX

12-11-33
Die Mutter Der Kompagnie

XX. .3-13-3<

Die Verkaufte Braute-XX . 5-2-34
Dream of My People-PA 2-28-34
Dos Mujeres y un Don Juan

KIN. .6-5-34
Double Dnor-PAR 5-5-34
Drums O'Voodoo-INT ..5-12-34
Ouck Sonn-PAR 11-17-33
East of First Avenue—COL

1 1-28-33
Easy to Love-WA 1-13-34
Bight Girls in a Boat-PAR

1-13-34
Ein Gewisser Herr GranXX.

2-24-34
Eines Prinzen Junge T.iebe

XX 3-28-34
Ein Toller Einfall-UFA .5-22-34
El Prisionero 13-CIN ... 3-30-34
End of the World-AU . .4-17-34
Enemies of Progress-XX . 1-16-34
Enliehten Thy Daughter-
EXP 12-27-33

Es Wird Schon Wieder
Besser-UFA 1-24-34

Ever Since Eve-F 3-27-34
Fantomas-DU 3-13-34
Fashions of 1934-FN 1-9-34

Fiddhn' Buckaroo-U ... 12-20-33

Fighting Code-COL 1-10-34

Fighting Rangers-COL. .4-12-34

Film Parade-GEN 12-20-33

Finishing School-RKO. . .4-6-34

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
ALD—Allied Picture!
AM—Am kino
AST—Astor Pictures
AU—Capt. Harold Auten
AUS—Harold Austin

BAV—Bavaria Film A-G
BLU—Blue Ribbon Photoplays
BO—John W. Boyle
BOA—Gil Boag (Mayfair Asso-

ciates)

BON—Al Bondy
BRO—Broadway-Hollywood
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CHA—Chadwick
CHE—Chesterfield
CIN — Cinexport Distributing

Corp.
COL—Columbia

DU—DuWorld
EXP—Exploitation Pictures
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FR—Freuler Film Associates
FN—First National
FX—The Film Exchange

GB—Gaumont-British
GFF—General Foreign Films
GEN— General Films
GRB—Arthur Greenblatt
GOP—Goldsmith Productions
HEL—Helber Pictures
IDE—Ideal
IMP— Imperial Dist.
INT—International Stageplay

Pictures
INV—Invincible Pictures

JAFA—Jafa
JE—Jewel Productions
JEW—Jewish Talking Pictures
KIN—Kinema trade
KRE—Sherman S. Krellberg
LIB—Liberty Pictures
LIN—Lincoln Productions
MAF—Mayflower
MAJ—Majestic Pictures
MAR—Marcy
MAS—Mascot Pictures
MAY—Mayfair Pictures
MGM—Metro-Gold wyn- Mayer
MOD—Modern Films
MOP—Monogram Pictures

PA—Palestine-American Film Co.

PAR—Paramount

PIN—Pinnacle

PRI—Principal Dist. Corp.
PRO—Progressive Pictures
PRX—Protex Dist. Corp.
RIC—Edward T. Ricci
KKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
ROY—Fanchon Royer
SCA—Scandinavian Pictures
SCO—Lester F. Scott
SHO—Showmen's Pictures
STE—William Steiner
SYN—Syndicate Exchange
TAP—John S. Tapernoux
TOW—Tower Prods.
TRU—True Life Photoplays
U—UniYtrn!
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.
WEL—Carveth WellsW IN—Windsor Pictures
WOK—Worldkino
XX—No distributor set

Title Rcvieived
Flaming Gold-RKO 1-18-34
Flying Down To Rio-RKO

12-20-33
Fog-COL 1-6-34

4 Frightened People-PAR 1-27-34

Fraoulein-Falsch Verbuden-
XX.. 1-16-34

Friday the 13th-GB 5-15-34

Frontier Marshal-F 1-31-34

Fugitive Lovers-MGM . . . 1-3-34

Fury of the Jungle-COL. 2-8-34

Gallant Lady-UA 12-7-33
Gambling Lady-WA 3-7-34

Gehetzte Menschen-XX ... 6-5-34

Geld Regiert Die Welt-XX
5-15-34

George White's Scandals
F.. 3-17-34

Ghoul. The-GB 11-25-33

Girl Without a Room-PAR
12-7-33

Glamour-U 5-12-34

Going Hollywood-MGM. 12-22-33
Goodbye Love—RKO 3-13-34

Good Dame-PAR 3-1 7-34

Gow-FX 12-2-33
Guilty Parents-SYN 4-6-34

Gun Justice-U 2-14-34

Handy Andy-F 6-1-34
Harold Teen-WA 3-7-34

Havana Widows-FN 11-25-33

Heart Song-F 6-6-34

Heat Lightning-WA 3-7-34

He-AST 12-28-33
He Couldn't Take It—MOP

12-13-33
Heideschulmeister Uwe
Karsten-UFA 4-17-34

Her Secret-IDE 12-19-33
Her Sweetheart-MGM, See:

Christopher Bean 11-22-33
Hell and High Water-PAR

12-16-33

He Was Her Man-WA . .5-18-34

Hi, Nellie-WA 2-1-34

Hips, Hips, Hooray-RKO
1-24-34

Hired Wife-PIN 2-1-34

His Double Life-PAR. 12-16-33
Hitler's Reign of Terror-JE

4-27-34
Hold That Girl-F 3-24-34
Hold the Press-COL... 12-1-33
Hollywood. Ciudad de En-
sueno-U 4-1 0-34

Hollywood Party-MGM.. 5-25-34

Hoopla-F 12-2-33
House of Rothschild-UA . .3-8-34

House on 56th Street-WA
12-2-33

I Am Suzanne-F 1-19-34

I Believe in You-F 4-10-34

If I Were Free-RKO 12-8-33

I Like it That Way-U. .4-17-34

I'll Tell the World-U .. .4-21-34

I've Got Your Number-WA
2-3-34

Inge Und die Millionen-
UFA. .4-17-34

In Wien Hab Ich Einmal Ein
Maedel Geliebt-XX 5-29-34

In Love With Life-INV. 5-12-34
Invisible Man-U 11-18-33
In the Money-INV 1-6-34

It Happened One Night-COL,
2-23-34

I Was a Spy-F 1-13-34
Iza Neni-XX 6-5-34
Ja Treu 1st Dei Soldatenliebe

XX. .5-2-34

Title Revie-.ucd
Jimmy And Sally-F 12-16-33
Jimmy the Gent-WA 3-26-34
Journal of a Crime-FN. .2-24-34
Juarez Y Maximiliano-

XX.. 5-7-34

Just Smith-GB 4-24-34
Kara Salkten-XX 5-15-34
Keep "Em Rolling-RKO. .3-1-34

Key, The-WA 5-31-34

King For a Night-U 12-9-33
King of Wild Horses

COL. .3-21-34

Lady Killer-WA 12-28-33

La Ciudad de Carton-F. 2-28-34

La Cruz Y La Espada-F 2-6-34

La Fusee-TAP 3-15-34
La Maternelle-TAP 4-25-34

L'ange Gardien-TAP 4-20-34

La Sombre de Pancho
Villa-MOD 4-10 34

La Sombra de Pancho Villa

COL.. 1-9-34

Last Round Up-PAR 5-11-34

La Sangre Manda-X X ... 5-16-34

Last Trail-F 12-1-33

Last Gentleman-UA 4-28-34

La Frochard et les Deux
Orphelines-XX 2-8-34

Laughing Boy-MGM 5-12-34
Lazy River-MGM 4-3-34

Le Noche del Pecado-COL
12-29-33

Le Sang D'un Poete
RIC 11-13-33

Le Serment-PRX 3-15-34

Let's Be Ritzy-U 5-18-34

Let's Fall in Love-COL. 1-20-34

Line-Up, The-CO L 4-1 7-34

Little Man, What Now?
U.. 6-1-34

Little Miss Marker-PAR. 5-19-34

Live and Laugh-JEW 12-8-33

Lone Cowboy-PAR 1-27-34

Looking for Trouble-UA.2-21-34
L'Opera De Quat Sous-WA

12-11-33
Lost Jungle-MAS 5-9-34

Loud Speaker-MOP 5-8-34

Lost PatroI-RKO 2-9-34

Lo Tu Y Ella-F 12-11-33
Love Birds-U 5-4-34

Love Past Thirty-FR 2-14-34
Luegen Auf Rueeen-XX. 1-5-34

Lucky Texan-MOP 1-6-34

Madame Spv-F 2-10-34

Man from Utah-MOP. . .5-23-34

Man of Two Worlds-RKO
1-13-34

Man Trailer-COL 5-23-34

Mandalay-FN 2-1 5-34

Manhattan Melodrama-MGM
5-2-34

Manhattan Love Song-
MOP. .4-17-34

Man's Castle-COL 12-28-33
Marriage on Approval-FR

12-27-33
Marrying Widows-TOW. 5-18-34
Massacre-FN 1-18-34
Master of Men-COL 11-28-33
Maz-Zelle Nitouche

PRO. .11-18-33
Meanest Gal in Town-RKO.

2-17-34
Melodia Prohibida-XX . . . 3-28-34
Melody in Sprlng-PAR. 3-31-34
Men in White-MGM ..3-28-34
Midnight-U 3-7-34
Midshipman Jack-RKO . 1 1-17-33
Mirages de Paris-AU. . 12-29-33

Title Reviewed
Miss Fane's Baby is

Stolen-PAR 1-20-34
Modern Hero, A-WA 4-3-34

Money Means Nothing-
MOP.. 5-15-34

Monte Carlo Nights-MOP
4-26-34

Moth, The-MAR 3-9-34
Moulin Rouge-UA 1-10-34

Mother, 1905-AM 6-2-34
Mr. Skitch-F 12-23-33
Murder at the Vanities-

PAR.. 5-18-34

Murder on the Blackboard
RKO.. 6-5-34

Murder in Trinidad-F ...5-16-34

Myrt and Marge-U 1-16-34

Mystery Liner-MOP . . 2-28-34

Mystery of Mr. X-MGM .2-24-34

Mystery Ranch-STE 5-26-34

My Weakness-F 9-22-33

Nana-UA 2-2-34
Ninth Guest, The-COL ..3-3-34

No Funny Business-PRI .3-10-34

No Dejes la Puerta Abierta
F 11-1 3-33

No Greater Glory-COL. .3-14-34

No More Women-PAR .3-3-34

Now I'll Tell-F 5-26-34

Oded the Wanderer-PA. .5-22-34

Olsen's Big Moment-F. .. 1-9-34

One Is Guilty-COL 5-3-34

Once to Every Woman
COL 3-24-34

Orders Is Orders 5-4-34

Operator 13^MGM 6-2-34

Orient Express-F 2-28-34

Palooka-UA 2-1-34

Parada Rezerwistow-CAP. 5-2-34

Pecados de Amor-XX. . . .4-25-34

Pettersson & Bendel-SC A. 2-24-34
Picture Brides-FD 4-24-34
Poor Rich, The-U 4-5-34

Prince of Wales-GB 4-24-34
Public Stenographer
Prokurator-XX 5-29-34

MAR. .1-10-34

Queen Christina-MGM . . 12-28-33
Quick, Koenig Der Klowns-
UFA 12-11-33

Quitter, The-CHE 3-14-3*

Rabbi's Power-X X 6-2-34

Rafter Romance-RKO 1-9-34

Rainbow Over Broadway-
CHE 12-27-33

Rawhide Mail-MAR 6-5-34

Registered Nurse-FN . . .6-1-34

Riders of Destiny-MO P. 1 1-29-3 3

Riding Thru-STE 2-24-34

Right to Romance
RKO.. 11-22-33

Riptide-MGM 3-31-34

Road to Ruin-TRU 2-21-34

Roman Scandals-UA 12-14-33

Romance in Budapest-XX 5-11-34

S. A. Mann Brand-BAV. 5-29-34

Sadie McKee-MGM 5-12-34

Sagebrush Trail-MOP ..12-8-33
Sagebrush Trail-MOP. . 12-27-33

Sagrario-XX 1-24-34
Saison in Kairo-UFA. . 12-29-33

Search for Beauty-PAR. 2-10-34

Secret Sinners-MAY ..12-13-33
Sensation Hunters-MOP. . 1-3-34

Shadows of Sing Sing-COL,
2-14-34

She Made Her Bed-PAR. 4-27-34

Should Ladies Behave?-MGM
12-6-33

Show-Off-MGM 3-17-34

.1-19-34
..4-24-34

..4-12-34

Title Rcvieived

Simple Tailor, The-AM. .2-24-34
Sin of Nora Moran-MAJ

12-14-33
Sing and Like It-RKO. .4-14-34
Sitting Pretty-PA R 1 1-22-33
Six of a King-PAR 1-24-34
Sixteen Fathoms Deep-

MOP
Sleepers East-F

,

Smarty-WA
Smoky-F 12-23-33

Son of a Sailor-FN 12-1-33

Son of Kong-RKO 12-30-33 |w
S. O. S. Iceberg-U ... 1 1-28-33
Sons of the Desert-MGM. 1-6-34

fc
Sorrel! and Son-UA 5-29-34

'

;

Speed Wings-COL 3-27-34
Spitfire-RKO 2-23-34 freD
Stand Up and Cheer-F. .4-20-34
Stingaree-RKO 5-1 2-34
Straightaway-COL 1-16 34 W
Strawberry Roan-U . . . 12-6-33 |otf
Strich Durch Die Rechnung

UFA .3 6-34
Success at Any Price-RKO

5-3-34 loi
Su Ultima Cancion-CIN. 3-30-34
Sweden, Land of the Vikings

BO.. 1-6-34
Szpieg-MAJ 3-6-34
Take a Chance-PAR. .. 11-25-33
Tannenberg-XX 4-6-34
Tante Gusti Kommandiert-

XX.. 5-7-34
Tarzan and His Mate-

MGM.. 4-16-34
Tausend Fuer Eine Nacht-
XX 2-14-34

Texas Tornado-FD 2-28-34
These Thirty Years-

BON.. 5-24-34
Thin Man, The-MGM 5-23-34
Thirty Day Princess-PAR 5-12-34
This Man is Mine-RKO. . .3-8-34
This Side of Heaven-MGM

1-31-34
Throne of the Gods-IMP

12-22-33
Thundering Herd-PAR. .3-31-34
Tiburon-XX 4-20-34
Tod Uber Shanghai-MO. 12-19-33
Tracy Rides-STE 5-5-34
Trail Drive-U 1-3-34
Three on a Honeymoon-F

5-7-34
Trenck-XX
Trumpet Blows-PAR
Twentieth Centurv-COL
Twin Husbands-INV
Two Alone—RKO
20 Million
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.4-10-34

.4-14-34

. .5-4-34

.5-9-34

.4-7-34

Sweethearts-FN
4-5-34

Uncertain Lady-U 4-20-34
Under Secret Orders-PRO

12-6-33
Unknown Blonde-MAJ. .4-19-34
Unknown Soldier Speaks

LIN.. 5-26-34

Upper World-WA 5-25-34

Very Honorable Guy, A-
FN.. 5-18-34

Viva Villa 1-MGM 4-12-34
Volga. Volga-KIN ...12-19-33
Voice in the Night-COL. 4-24-34

War of the Range-FR. . 11-22-33

War's End-XX 5-18-34

We're Not Dressing-PAR. 4 -2 6-34

West of the Divide—MOP
1-13-34

Wharf Angel-PAR 4-21-34

What's Your Racket?-MAY
3 6-34

Wheels of Destiny-U 3-28-34

Where Sinners Meet-
RKO.. 4-19-34

WhirlpooI-COL 5-5-34

White Face-HEL 11-22-33

White Woman-PAR ...11-18-33

Wie Man Maenner Fesselt
XX.. 5-22-34

Wie Sag Ich's Meinnem
Mann?-XX 1-24-34

Wild Cargo-RKO 3-24-34

Woman in Command-GB. 5-29-34

Wine. Women and Song-
CHA 12-16-33

Witching Hour-PAR 4-28-34

Woman Condemned-
MAR. .4-20-34

Woman Unafraid-GOP. .3-27-34

Women in His Life-MGM
12-9-33

Wonder Bar-FN 2-1 7-34

Worst Woman in Paris?
F.. 11-25-33

You Can't Buy Everything
M-G-M. 2-1-34

You Made Me Love You
MAJ.. 5-31-34

You're Telling Me-PAR
4-7-34
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LOEW CIRCUIT WINS

15 GRIEVANCE CASES

{Continued from Pane 1)

<vere Loew's Gates vs. Empire The-
iter, Loew's Gates vs. Bobby The-
iter, Loew's Gates vs. Marvin,
Loew's Alpine vs. Coliseum, Loew's
\lpine vs. Endicott, Loew's Alpine
rs. Coliseum, Loew's Boro Park vs.

Sndicott, Loew's National vs. Hub.
'remature advertising' charges were
ustained in the complaints of
joew's Broadway vs. Tompkins,
Loew's 175th St., and Loew's Rio
rs. Uptown, Loew's Boro Park vs.

Hollywood, Loew's 175th St., and
lioew's Rio vs. Gem, Loew's Boro
3ark vs. Mapleton, Loew's New
fork vs. Stanley. Complaint of the
)rient Theater, Jersey City, of re-

f luced admissions against the Apol-
o Theater, Jersey City was dis-

si; nissed, as was the complaint of
iVallack's Theater against the Lib-
rty Theater, Fox, Big U and M-

i i-M. The issue involved here was
whether the Selwyn Theater which
vas leased by the operator of Wal-
ack's after the latter theater was
:losed down by order of the License
Dep't, was entitled to the same prior
all on product over the Liberty as
iVallack's had enjoyed.

The two cases that were with-
Irawn were those of Loew's Alpine

im; rs. Etude and Loew's Alpine vs

J';':
sunset over reduced admissions.
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INDUSTRY'S DATE BOOK
2

Today: 22nd Film Golf Tournament, Glen
Oaks Golf and Country Club, Great Neck,
L. I.

June 9: Monogram
New York.

regional sales meeting,

June 10: Meeting of unaffiliated independent
exhibitors of the southeast, to form a

buying cooperative, Hotel Ansley, Atlanta.

June 1 1 : Universal sales meeting, Drake Hotel,
Chicago.

June 11-12: Warner-First National midwest
sales meeting Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 12: Hearing on amendment to film code
for re-definition of the term "employee,"
Department of Commerce Building, Room
2062, Washington. 10 A.M.

June 13-14: Allied leaders' meeting in New
York.

June 16-July 2: International Motion Picture
Week, Vienna.

June 18: Meeting of Paramount's National
Advisory Council of Theater Operators,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

June 18-19: Warner-First National regional
sales meeting, San Francisco.

lune 18-20: RKO annual sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 18-20: Paramount annual sales conven-
tion, Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.

June 20: Annual Boat Ride of the Warner Club
aboard S.S. Peter Stuyvesant to Bear Moun-
tain.

July 25: I.T.O.A. boat ride and outing.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
graphy, Venice, Italy.

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Penn-
sylvania, New York.

3 MIDWEST APPEALS

MAY BE HEARD FRIDAY

Movietone Music Expanding
Planning increased activity both

here and abroad during the 1934-35

season, Movietone Music Corp. will

effect a new expansion program.
Sam Fox, general manager of the
corporation, controlled by Fox.
leaves New York within a few
weeks to personally supervise the
company's foreign expansion pro-
gram.

"Lost Jungle" for Criterion

Mascot's "The Lost Jungle," star-
ring Clyde Beatty, opens today at
the Criterion.

U. S. Films Triple British

London—Registration of British

films last year amounted to 1,202,-

197 feet, compared with 3,583,428

feet of American films, Dr. Edward
Burgin of the Board of Trade told
the Commons yesterday.

Gets Shorts for Ohio

Majestic Pictures of Ohio has ac-
quired distribution rights to three
series of shorts which M. Kleiner-
man is producing. The first shorts
in each series, a cartoon, poem and
illustrated song, have been deliv-

ered.

Lester S. Martin, Omaha exhibi-

tor leader, arrived in New York
yesterday in connection with three

appeals to the Code Authority which
may be heard at the meeting sched-

uled for tomorrow.

E. T. Landis, qperator of the

Princess at Monticello, la., a town
of 2,200 population, is appealing

from a Des Moines grievance board

decision dismissing his complaint

seeking to restrain R. C. Lambert,

Mrs. Sofia Lambert and E. C. Car-

ter from building an opposition

house.

The Princess at Boone, la., is ap-

pealing from a Des Moines griev-

ance board ruling dismissing its

complaint charging the Rialto, Cen-

tral States theater, with overbuying
and unfair competition.

The Iowa at Fort Madison is tak-

ing an appeal from another Des

Moines grievance board decision dis-

missing its case against the Strand

and Orpheum, Fox West Coast the-

aters charging overbuying and un-
fair competition.
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WORLD'S FINEST

CULTURE PEARLS
(PRODUCED IN THE LIVING OYSTER)

-fashion leaders ol the cinema and the stage have

been among the hrst to set their seal ol approval

on the Culture J. earl as presented by -Lecla;

sensing that here has been assembled a collection

ol the -world s most exquisite specimens, matched

and mounted in a manner -worthy- ol their incom-

parable beauty. J. ecla Culture 1 earls are avail-

able in necklaces, bracelets, rings, studs and other

jewel pieces ; also set or mounted to special order.

608 FIFTH AVENUE at 49th STREET
(ADJACENT TO ROCKEFELLER CENTER)



Triple

DISTINCTION

EASTMAN Super-sensitive Panchro-

matic Negative has a three-fold dis-

tinction. Its introduction has led to more

significant advances than any other film

...excepting only Eastman's original motion

picture negative. Under the expert hands of

the cameraman it has in the last three years

photographed a great majority of the big-

gest screen hits. And. ..because of this rec-

ord of accomplishment. ..it now enjoys by

far the widest preference among all motion

picture negative films. Eastman Kodak Co.

(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New
York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Negative
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RKO and Para. Petition to Reorganize Under New Law

Pardon Us
. . . while we soliloquize

== By JACK ALICOATE =
DNCE again we know exactly how this

business should be run. We have

pent most of this warm and colorful June

ay listening to grandstand managers.

Second guessers" from within the gates

/ho tell us what's wrong. All without a

onstructive thought in a carload. How
/ell our old schoolmaster knew when he

old us "A little knowledge is a dangerous

hing." It seems to be the open season

or professional agitators, lame ducks, and

politicians with greedy eyes for fat cinema

obs. For patronage that would go with

National censorship.

rO suggest that this industry is perfect

would put one in direct line for the

pool-rolling championship and a favored

andidate for the nearest booby emporium.

To be sure, this business has wrongs to

>e righted and situations to be adjusted,

>ut, compared to contemporary commercial

ife, its morals rate far better than a pass-

ng grade. We would be most happy to

lave some of our distinguished pointer-

juters point out to us the government,

corporation or individual that is perfect,

f there is no such animal, why expect it

rom a dizzy industry like pictures?

FRESHMEN attending the College of the

Cinema would probably be taught,

during the first semester, that the indus-

try consists of four major divisions: produc-

tion, exhibition, distribution and foreign.

Each dependent upon the other and each

important in the general economic scheme.

Yet, everywhere we go we find a woeful

lack of intelligent appreciation on the part

of the personnel of each branch of the

problems of the others. How would we
remedy it? By having minor executives

regularly attend lectures by those whose
practical experience in the other fields

makes them qualified and competent to

paint an intelligent, economie word pic-

ture. So saying we fold up our desk for

the sole purpose of trying out, in the

open country, a brand new, shiny, chipper-

upper.

Plans Not Ready Yet, But
Action Taken to

Pave Way
Radio-Keith-Orpheum and the

Paramount-Publix bondholders' pro-

tective committee filed petitions yes-

terday in U. S. District Court to

take advantage of the law just en-

acted by Congress providing for re-

organization with the consent of

two-thirds of each class of credi-

tors and security holders.

M. H. Aylesworth, president of
(Continued on Page 4)

ROXY REORGANIZING

WITH "ROXY" BACK IN

Attorneys for the Roxy Theater
yesterday applied for permission to

reorganize under the new bank-
ruptcy laws signed by the President
at noon yesterday. A meeting of
the Roxy board of directors has

(Continued on Page 4)

About 50 Will Attend
Monogram N. Y. Meet

An attendance of about 50 will

be on hand at the third and final

Monogram regional sales conven-
tion to be held tomorrow at the
Park Central Hotel, with a banquet

(Continued on Page 7)

The Best Ever!

"Best ever!" was the unanimous ver-
dict on yesterday's 22nd Film Golf
Tournament held at Glen Oaks Golf
and Country Club, Great Neck, L. I.

You'll find the detailed proof by read-
ing the complete account of the swell
affair on pages 6 and 7.

ST. LOUIS M.P.T.O.

TO MEET CATHOLICS

St. Louis—Following a discussion
of the Catholic crusade against
films at a meeting of the M. P. T. 0.
of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois, President Fred
Wehrenberg has written Archbishop
John J. Glennon of St. Louis re-

questing an audience to talk over the
situation with a view of placing re-

sponsibility for the conditions caus-
ing the campaign. Wehrenberg told
the Archbishop it is unfair to hurt

(Continued on Page 4)

Ohio Indep't Exhibitors
Combat Catholic Campaign
Columbus —- Independent Theater

Owners of Ohio has mapped a coun-
ter campaign against the film drive
being conducted by the Catholics.
Film interests in this area are be-
ing mobilized in the defensive.

20 Cents Minimum Admission
Advocated by Jos. M. Schenck

LloydGeorgeWar Memoirs
May Be Filmed by M-G-M
David 0. Selznick, M-G-M studio

vice-president now en route back
from England, announces by cable

that he has discussed with David
Lloyd George' plans for filming the

latter's war memoirs. The plan is

to make the picture historically ac-

curate, with the British statesman
okaying all material.

Movie houses charging less than
20 cents admission should not exist,

declared Joseph M. Schenck, United
Artists president, in an interview

with The Film Daily in New York
yesterday, when he asserted that
prices must be raised in order to

insure the production of better-
grade product.
"The public can afford to pay

(Continued on Page 4)

"U" Increases Budget for
New Season—78 Shorts

on Program
Announcement of 42 features,

plus 6 Buck Jones action films and
78 ,short subjects, as Universal's
program for 1934-35, will be formal-
ly made by Carl Laemmle, presi-
dent, at today's closing session of
the sales convention being held at
the Essex House, under the direc-
tion of James R. Grainger, sales
chief. This will be Universal's most
pretentious lineup in some time and
will entail an extra $1,000,000 for
the budget in addition to the $2,-
000,000 added last year to the cus-

(Continued on Page 4)

C.A. SENDSMEILLY

TO ADJUSTOMAHA KICK

Following receipt by the Code Au-
thority of a telegram from Calvin
Bard, Omaha exhibitor, on behalf
of 245 independent exhibitors in the
Omaha territory, requesting that
their assents to the Code be can-
celled because of the unsatisfactory

(Continued on Page 7)

Warner Execs Take Off
For Chicago Meeting

Warner home office executives at-
tending the Chicago sales meeting
Monday and Tuesday will depart on
the Century today. Grad Sears will
preside at the meeting. Others from
the home office will be H. M. War-

(Continued on Page 4)

Cash Giveaways Illegal

Denver—Following a conference with
the district attorney in which he told

an exhibitor that "cash nights" being
held by 13 houses were illegal, the
exhib promptly withdrew from the ar-

rangement and the other 12 decided to

follow suit. Fox houses will continue
their "bank nights," claiming they are
legal. Harry Huffman, it is under-
stood, will continue giving away one
auto weekly among his eight houses.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
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N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 434 4% 4%

Ernest B. Schocdsack Meyer Beck

Continued Foreign Curbs
Seen by Carl E. Milliken
Although European picturegoers

are showing a strong preference for
American-made pictures, there is no
indication of lessening of national
agitations against films made in this
country, Carl E. Milliken, Hays
office official, said yesterday, follow-
ing his return to New York after
spending more than two months
abroad.

Milliken stated that 26 countries

have signed a convention permitting
the free distribution of educational
films between countries, the United
States being among the signatories.
While abroad he attended a con-
gress held by the International Edu-
cational Cinematographic Institute

at Rome and later the British Film
Institute in London. The latter or-
ganization is carrying on preview-
ing group activities similar to the
Hays association in this country.

Code Authority Hears
Seven Appeals Today

Seven appeals will be heard by
the Code Authority this afternoon
and announcement will be made of

decisions on two appeals heard last

week. A total of 26 cases are pend-
ing on appeal apart from today's
schedule. Docket for today is as
follows:

Imperial, Charlotte, vs. J. F. Miller, United
Artists, Warners, Universal and RKO from
Charlotte zoning board; Sawpits Theater
Corp., Port Chester, vs. Skouras Theaters.
overbuying case from New York grievance
'oird; Princess, Monticello, la. vs. R. C.
Lambert and others from Des Moines griev-
ance board; Iowa theater. Fort Madison, vs.

Fox West Coast Theaters from Des Moines
Grievance board; Criterion, Bridgeton, N. J.
vs. Atlantic, Philadelphia grievance board;
Egyptian, De Kalb, 111., vs. United Artists,
Chicago grievance board; Burleigh St. Thea-
ter, Milwaukee, vs. Garfield, from Milwaukee
grievance board.

Confirms Premium Edict
In a communication to John C.

Flinn, executive secretary of the
Code Authority, William P. Farns-
worth, deputy administrator for-

mally informs him that new NRA
policy on premiums does not, in his

opinion, apply to the motion picture

code provisions on premiums, thus
confirming Film Daily's exclusive

story of June 1.

Rule Kincey Didn't Overbuy

Charlotte, N. C.—In an overbuy-
ing complaint by P. C. Osteen, Caro-
lina Theater, vs. H. F. Kincey, op-

erating the Strand, both in Ander-
son, S. C, the local grievance board
decided Kincey had not bought more
films than reasonably necessary.

In L. L. Drake vs. M-G-M, de-

manding cancellation of an order
for a picture in accordance with the

10 per cent elimination clause, the

board decided for Drake.

M-G-M Talent Scout for London

Sybil Bolitho, wife of William
Bolitho, noted journalist, has been
assigned by M-G-M to open a Lon-
don office to look for talent and
stories. Christine Cooper will as-

sist her.

Creditors Meet June 21

On Para. Reorganizations
Meeting of Paramount-Publix

creditors has been set for June 21
in the office of Referee Henry K.
Davis to vote on the Saenger reor-

ganization plan and to amend the
agreement between Famous The-
aters, Southern Enterprises and
Karl Hoblitzelle to permit bookkeep-
ing transactions which would pre-
vent taxes on certain profits under
the ban on consolidated returns.
Under the new Saenger plan the

Saenger circuit would be confined
to about 60 theaters with E. V. Rich-
ards operating for Paramount as a
half-partner. The Paramount trus-
tees would acquire the other 100
theaters now in the circuit. These
theaters are located in North Caro-
lina, Florida and Texas. The re-

organized Saenger circuit would op-
erate in Alabama, Mississippi, Ar-
kansas, Louisiana, in Pensacola Fla.,
and in Houston and Texarkana,
Tex.

Bid for St. Louis Houses
St. Louis—Thomas M. Dysart,

acting for the reorganization com-
mittee of bondholders at the fore-
closure sale held yesterday bid in

the Ambassador and fee and the
Grand Central and leasehold at $1,-
400,000 and the Missouri and fee at
$600,000. This sale paves the way
for contemplated reorganization of
the properties. Sam B. Jeffries, rep-
resenting the Warner interests, bid
$1,000,000 on the Ambassador and
the Grand Central. Dysarts com-
mittee represents about 80 per cent
of all the bondholders. It is esti-

mated the sale prices will net non-
depositing bondholders of the Am-
bassador and the Grand Central
about 30 cents on the dollar. The
sale is subject to approval by the
Federal Court. Jeffries, local at-
torney for Warner Bros, is expected
to ask Federal Judge Davis to dis-
approve the sale.

Shy From Price Fixing
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Banning of price-

fixing, except in "emergencies", and
encouraging of model cost finding
and accounting provisions in all

codes will be the future NRA pol-
icy on codes now existing or being
written. Wilful destructive price-
cutting, however, is still held un-
fair competition.

Beacon-Universal British Deal

Beacon Productions, of which Max
Alexander is president, has closed
with Universal Pictures for six pic-

tures for England.

Mae Murray for Stage Play

Mae Murray goes into "The Milky
Way," stage hit at the Cort The-
ater, Tuesday night.

Showing French Film Tonight

"Poliche", French feature, will be

given a preview this evening aboard
the Paris at Pier 57 under aus.pices

of John S. Tapernoux.

.oming and G oing

WARREN HYMER has arrived at the Hote
Warwick from Hollywood for a visit.

FLORENCE FAIR, actress, sailed yesterdai
an the California for the west coast.

ELSIE FERGUSON and her husband, VICTOR i

EGAN, sail today on the Santa Rosa for Lc ;

Angeles.

E. J. SPARKS, following a New York visit

has returned south and is now in Atlanta J

JOAN BENNETT, and her husband, GENI
MARKEY; J. C. GRAHAM and EARL ST. JOHt.
if Paramount, SOL NEWMAN of RKO am
M. KOENIG of Warners arrive in New Yorl

today on the Aquitania from England.

RALPH TALBOT of Oklahoma City left Nev
York last night on his return home.

ALINE MacMAHON, First National star

eaves New York on Monday for Hollywood.

LEO CARRILLO has arrived at the Hote [

Warwick from the coast.

Amusement Leaders Meet
In Drive for Jewish Aid

Leaders in the screen and stage

fields will meet today <at luncheor

in the Motion Picture Club, at th<

call of Nathan Burkan, chairmar
of the Amusement Division of thi

United Jewish Appeal, to <plan a pro

gram of activities to aid the $1,

200,000 drive for German Jewish re

lief. Among those who will attem
the conference-luncheon are Georg<

Jessel, Irving Berlin, Sam Katz
Louis Nizer, Jack Cohn, Eugeii'

Zukor, David Loew, David Fergusoi
of the Jewish Theatrical Guild, Her
man Shumlin, Jules Levy of RK(
and Felix Feist.

Two New Boyer Stories

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAII)

Hollywood — After viewing hi

work in "Caravan", Fox has orderei

the preparation of two more storie

for Charles Boyer. He will mak
"Captive Bride" then visit Pari'

with his bride, 'Pat' Patterson, an'

on returning will appear in "Casa

nova".

COVERS
EVERYTHING

Once every year for

sixteen years I have

written a note of

congratulations upon

the Film Daily Year

Book.
Thank you for the

copy of the 1934

book just received,

which is beautifully

printed and edited

and contains, I am
sure, most valuable

information to every-

one in this industry.

John C. Flinn,

Code Authority of

the Motion Picture

Industry.

1,000 Pages -- Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.



NEWS OF THE WEEK PHOTO-REVIEW

i

DELEGATES TO WARNERS' EASTERN SALES CONCLAVE hear the completed de-

ails of company's startling plans for production expansion during 1934-'35, with 10

uper-showsin line-up of60designed to lead industry's return to big-scale showmanship.

WHIRL OF SUSPENSE from begin-

ing to final fadeout', gasps M P. Daily's

eviewer after advance screening of

idward G. Robinson's astonishing dual

ole in 'Man With Two Faces' I right J.

°

DAILY NEWS AWARDS
'3V2 Stars' to thrill-filled

'Fog Over Frisco' at N. Y.

Strand while Herald -7'rib

,

Times, Film Daily and all

others hail its 'top-notch

story . . . abundance of

action and terrific speed'.

IN PULITZER PRIZE STORY. A Lost

Lady', famed Willa Cather novel, goes

before cameras as Barbara Stanwyck's

next drama for Warners, with Ricardo

Cortez heading quartet of male leads.

SO— THEY WON'T TALK. Strict se-

crecy surrounds Warner lot during stag-

ing of Buz Berkeley's surprise spectacles

for 'Dames'. Ruby Keeler, Dick Powell

and Joan Blondell head film's star list.

°A First National Picture Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

THE WINNER! Palace Theatre, Montreal,

cops MP. Herald's coveted Quigley award

for the campaign-of-the-month with 6345

lines of costless dealer ads and record win-

dow displays on '20 Million Sweethearts'.
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UNIVERSAL TO HAVE 48

INCLUD'G 8 WESTERNS

(Continued from Page 1)

tumary budget, the company an-

nounces.
About 30 of the leading- titles will

be made known today, as follows:

TITLES ANNOUNCED
Ziegfeld's "Show Boat'' by Edna Firber,

with a new treatment.
Blaise Cendrar's novel, "Sutter's Gold."

Two road-show productions starring Mar-
garet Su.lavan, "The Good Fairy" by Franz
Molnar, "Within This Present" by Margare.
Ayer Barnes.

"The Great Ziegfeld," a dramatization ol

the life and loves of the great showman by

William Anthony McGuire and Billie Burke,
starring William Powell.
Two Dickens novels, "Great Expectations"

and "The Mystery of Edwin Drood."
Two stories by Damon Runyon, "Princess

O'Hara" and "Ransom, One Million Dul

lars."

"Night Life of the Gods" by Thorne Smith.

"Magnificent Obsession," by Lloyd C.

Douglas.
"the Bride of Frankenstein," a sequel

to the former horror picture.

"Strange Wives," by Edith Wharton.
"The Raven," by Edgar Allan Poe.
"Zest," by Charles G. Norris.

The Broadway play, "The Man Who Re-
claimed His Head," by Jean Bart.

The "Liberty" serial, "Transient Lady,"
by Octavus Roy Cohen.

"It Happened in New York", by Ward
Morehouse.
"Fanny," a play by Marcel Pagnol.
"Cheating Cheaters," Broadway play by

Max Marcin.
"A Cup of Coffee," by Preston Sturges.

A picturization of the comic strip, "Moon
Mullins." I

I *[

"Castles in the Air," the first Russ Co-

lumbo starring picture.

"Confessions of a Modern Woman," by

a woman who will not give her name.
"At Your Service," a tennis story.

"What Women Dream."
"Keep on Dancing."
"I've Been Around."
"The Joy of Living."
"Gift of Gab," starring Edmund Lowe

and Gloria Stuart.

"The Human Side," with Adolphe Men-
jou and Doris Kenyon.

Six adventure pictures starring Buck Jones.

DIRECTORS AND STARS
Among the directors who will produce pic-

tures for Universal next season are John M.
Stahl, James Whale, Lowell Sherman, Wil-

liam Wyler, Stuart Walker, Richard Thorpe
and Eddie Buzzell.
Among the stars who have been signed

for one or two Universal productions are

Margaret Sullavan, William Powell, Edmund
Lowe, Sally Eilers, Chester Morris, Paul
Lukas, Polly Walters, Roger Pryor, Douglas
Montgomery, Heather Angel, Russ Colombo,
Gloria Stuart, Boris Karloff, Jane Wyatt, Buck
Jcnes, Binnie Barnes, Slim Summerville, Za
Su Pitts, Henry Hull, Frank Lawton, June
Knight, Victor Moore, Leila Hyams, On-
slow Stevens and Alice White. Universal

is also now operating a very strong stock

company, mostly of young New York stage

?

'SHORTS DEPEND ON DUALS
The amount of short product Universal will

make next year will be governed to a cer-

tain extent by the unsolved question of dou-

I le features. The announcement assures the

making of four serials, 26 two-reel comedies

.ui.l 58 one-reel subjects, together with 10-1

5 Set for Music Hall

Bookings have been set on the next

five features to follow "Sisters Under
the Skin," current film, at the Radio

City Music Hall. Next week brings

RKO's "Life of Vergie Winters," with

Ann Harding, followed by RKO's "Of
Human Bondage," with Leslie Howard;
Fox's "Springtime for Henry," with Otto
Kruger and Nancy Carroll; RKO's "Sou
Grapes," with Diana Wynyard and
Clive Brook, and RKO's "Down to Their

Last Yacht," with Mary Boland an.
Polly Moran.

« « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES » »

Elissa Landi in

"SISTERS UNDER THE SKIN"
with Frank Morgan, Joseph Schildkraut

Columbia 70 mins.

GOOD ADULT ROMANTIC DRAMA
DISTINGUISHED BY SMOOTH DIREC-

TION AND FINE PERFORMANCES.
Familiar in plot, but so well done that

it can be overlooked, this side romance of

a rich business man and a showgirl makes

pleasant entertainment for adult audiences.

Frank Morgan is the industrial giant with

inclinations toward music and romance af-

ter having spent years in making money.

His wife, Doris Lloyd, is too wrapt up in

society. So Morgan takes up with a show-

girl, Elissa Landi, and they go on an

idealistic vacation to Paris. Though Elissa

is loyal and grateful to Morgan, real love

comes to her in the person of a musician,

Joseph Schildkraut, who follows her back

to New York. When Morgan realizes the

situation and that Elissa is sacrificing her

real happiness out of consideration for

him, he lets her go to her lover, and then

hies himself back to his wife.

Cast: Elissa Landi, Frank Morgan, Jos-

eph Schildkraut, Doris Lloyd, Clara Blan-

dick, Shirley Grey, Samuel Hinds, Henry

Kolker, Arthur Stewart Hull, Montague

Shaw, Howard Hickman, Robert Graves,

Selmer Jackson.

Director, David Burton; Author, S. K.

Lauren; Screen Play, Jo Swerling; Camera-

man, Joseph August; Recording Engineer,

George Cooper; Editor, Gene Milford.

Direction, Expert. Photography, Fine.

Edward Everett Horton in

"IT'S A BOY!"
Gaumont-British 75 mins.

FARCE OF MANY LAUGHABLE SITU-

ATIONS IS SLOW-PACED BUT KEPT

INTERESTING BY CAPABLE ACTING.

Edward Everett Horton gets so drunk at

his farewell bachelor dinner that he sleeps

so late the bride's father calls the wedding

off. Leslie Henson, his best man, does his

best to explain matters and finding a novel

written by "John Tempest" on the mantel,

Henson says that John Tempest had called

on important business. The skeptical

father of the bride, Alfred Drayton, dis-

believes the story and wants '"John Tem-
pest" produced. Albert Burdon, a "love

child" imposter who had really delayed

Horton by claiming to be his son by a girl

Horton had met before the war, arrives

and is pressed into service, as "John Tem-
pest." Then it comes out that "John
Tempest" is a woman and both Henson
and Burdon dress up as women and keep
loughs popping until the wedding finally

comes off. Horton gives a fine performance.

Assisted by an excellent cast.

Cast: Edward Everett Horton, Leslie

Henson, Albert Burdon, Heather Thatcher,

Alfred Drayton, Robertson Hare, Wendy
Barrie, Helen Haye.

Director: Tim Whelan; Author, Austin

Melford, from a story by Franz Arnold

and Ernst Bach. No other credits given.

Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

St. Louis M.P.T.O.
To Meet Catholics

(Continued from Page 1)

the whole industry because a few
films are considered improper. He
pointed out that it is unfortunate
some of the best pictures, those ap-

proved by churches and others are

box-office failures, while disapprov-
ed films attract the public.

An informed source here declares

that the Catholic movement against
films was precipitated by an af-

front to the Catholics from an im-
portant producer-distributor leader.

Next contemplated move in the cam-
paign is understood to be an appeal
to the NRA and the President
against block booking.

Kincey-Wilby May Build House

Charlotte, N. C.—Likelihood of

.Cincey-Wilby erecting a $50,000
house seating 1,200 on the site of

the old Imperial, partly destroyed
by fire in 1930, is reported here.

-sues of the Universal Newspaper Newsreel
vith Graham McNamee as talking reporter.
The lead-off serial will be Buck Jones in

The Red Rider" by W. C. Tuttle, followed
iy "Tailspin Tommy," a picturizat.on of the

popular strip cartoon by Hal Forrest; "Rust-
er's of Red Dog" and "Call of the Sav
age," are the others.

Among the novelties scheduled are 13 serio-

:omics entitled "Going Places with Lowell
Thomas." Each will be complete in ont
reel. Another series of 13 will be called

"Stranger Than Fiction" and will deal with
ctual th ngs which are hard to believe. In
iddition to the 26 Oswald single reel car-

oons, the same as Universal released last

,car. Walter Lantz, the creator of Oswald
he Lucky Rabbit, will produce six Cartoon
Classics in color. The lyrics and music for

hese will be written by James Dietrich and
.'ictor XIcLeod.

Warner Execs Take Off

For Chicago Meeting
(Continued from Page 1)

ner. Major Albert Warner, A. W.
Smith, Jr., S. Charles Einfeld, Nor-
man H. Moray, Joseph Bernhard,
Harold S. Bareford, Carl Leserman
and Sam Sax. Representatives
from the midwest territory attend-
ing will include:

C. E. Peppiatt, H. D. Parks, R. R. Bryan,
F. T. Sand^, W. G. Carmichael. F. P. Bran,
P. Sasseen, D. House, E. Grossman, T. R.
Gilliam, W. J. Kahl, R. C. Herman, G.
Weinberg, E. J. Tilton, C. A. Pratt, H.
Herman, Wm. Warner, W. B. Adams, F.
jreenberg, R. H. McConnell, J. E. Wood-
.vard, Gus Diamond, R. T. Smith, S. G.
riontck, N. S. Bieringer, H. Ochs, M. W.
Davis, B. Adams, Leo Blank, R. Lohrenz,
A. W. Anderson, E. D. Perkms, H. B. John-
on, J. P. Sea, C. K. Olson, F. J. Hannon,
L. Mendelson, B. Y. Cammack, Hall Walsh.
J. Hill, L. J. Bona, I. Winn, Fred M.
Jack.

Final meeting will be held at the San Fran-
:isco Hotel, San Francisco, June 18-19.

RKO, Para. Petition

For Reorganization
(Continued from Page 1)

RKO, which is in receivership,

stated that while no reorganization

plan had as yet been prepared, the

corporation took action promptly so

as to be in a position to reorganize

as soon as conditions permit.

Kuhn-Loeb & Co. is now engaged
in drafting a Paramount reorgani-

zation plan, which is expected to be

submitted to creditors within a few
days.
Roxy Theaters also has filed peti-

tion for reorganization.

SCHENGK ADVOCATES

20G MINIMUM SCALI

(Continued from Page 1)

higher prices now," said Schenckl
The United Artists executive doil

not look for any immediate eliminJ
tion of double feature program!
but envisions possibilities of a grail

ual outlawing of the policy througl

territorial exhibitor agreements.
"A lot of pictures are not suil

able to run ialone on a program!
he observed, "and naturally exhibl

tors do the best they can with su(l

pictures."

Schenck sails June 16 on the l|

de France.

U. A. to Establish 9

New Offices Abroad

Expanding its foreign distributicl

setup, United Artists plans to op«|

nine branches. President Joseph it

Schenck, who sails from New Yoil
on June 16 on the He de FranJ
will supervise the moves. The plal

includes the inauguration of tbl

company's own offices in Austria anl
Hungary coincidental with the tell

mination of deals under which locil

distributors handle United Artisl
product. Supplementary bnanch<|
will be established in France, wheil
three more offices are planned, anl

in Spain and Belgium. Schenck r|
turns to New York in a month.

Roxy Reorganizing
With "Roxy" Back ]
(Continued from Page 1)

been called for Monday to act <

the reorganization plans. Bankeij
and underwriters of the plan ha'

agreed to engage S. L. "Ro:
Rothafel as managing director. C
tracts have been drawn up and i

expected that "Roxy" will be sign
either today or tomorrow. It

learned by Film Daily that the ne
management plans to close the houf
and reopen it Sept. 7.

Hearing Set for June 16

On Writer, Actor Pact
A hearing will be held by tl

NRA on June 16 preliminary to a]

pointment of committees to draft
set of fair practices governing n
lations between producers and wri
ers and producers and actors. Th
hearing may be held at the Coas
Committees of ten are to be ai

pointed in each case. The Code At
thority today may make its five pre

ducer appointments to the commii
tee to be composed of producers an
writers. Division Administrate
Sol A. Rosenblatt will appoint th

five writers.

Plan Italian Hollywood
Rome — Several banking syndicates

with governmental subsidies plan a vast
city of studios on the order of Ho'.U-
wood. It will be located at Tirrenia,

bordering the sea near Leghorn.

—



THEY ARE GIVING THIS LITTLE GIRL
A BIG HAND!

Only two other pictures have been held this long at the NEW YORK

PARAMOUNT, and both of these have been Mae West pictures
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Empey Club Takes Golf Cup At Glen Oaks Meet
Gala Golf Event Scores

With Fine Turnout
of Golfers

By JACK HARROWER
The 22nd Annual Golf Tourna-

ment is now history. The big event
was the M. P. Club victory over the
AMPA team by a close score. The
gang of 228 who attended—a record
for all Golf Tournaments — unan-
imously voted it the best of the
long and brilliant series. Held at
the Glen Oaks Golf and Country
Club, Great Neck, Long Island, the
golfers and goofers had a gorgeous
day's fun—not to mention the eve-
ning's banquet festivities that
climaxed a perfect day.

In fact everything about it was
perfect—the weather, the luncheon
served on the beautiful Club lawn,
the souvenirs, and last but not least—-the splendid hospitality of the
Club to us film mugs extended by
every one connected with Glen Oaks.
A big crowd came out for the

banquet in the evening which
swelled the crowd of guests to record
proportions—228. Among them was
Herman Robbins with his National
Screen contingent, including Paul
Benjamin, Mort Van Praag, Maury
Ascher, Eddie White, Mike Kauff-
man.

Toastmaster Jack Alicoate led off

the festivities after a very sump-
tuous banquet. He said emphatical-
ly that these Golf Tournaments
were Industry events, and not just
a Film Daily tournaments. He paid
a high tribute to all the trade
papers individually for their gen-
erous co-operation in making this

and all other of the tournament
series so successful.
Then he paid a warm tribute to

the memory of Joseph Dannenberg
better known to all as "Danny,"
whose vision and enthusiasm start-

ed the golf tournaments on their

glorious career.

Several short subjects were then
screened, a Vitaphone musical com-
edy novelty with B. A. Rolfe and
His Band in "A Jolly Good Fellow,"
Pete Smith's M-G-M short, "Trick
Golf," and a Walt Disney Micky
Mouse donated by Al Lichtman
which had never been shown before,

"Steam Roller." A Special Reel was
that of the highlights of previous
tournaments showing famous film

mugs in action on the greens, pre-

pared by National Screen.
A raffle followed of "Senator"

Murphy's clubs—the Glen Oaks golf

pro, won by Julius Cohen. A great
gag was a radio "broadcast," a
phoney hookup with a loudspeaker
that had the announcer winding up
by razing the Motion Picture Club

Appreciation!

In the Driving Contest, Morris Kutin-
sky nude a gigantic effort and the
bill dribbled about 20 feet. Herb
Ebenstein chirps encouragingly: "Nice
putt, boy!"

....

THE WINNERS
Team Winners— (Albee Memorial Cup and Brulatcur Medals)

M. P. Club TED CURTIS, Capt.; HARRY WARNER, H. J.

YATES, MITCHELL MAY, Jr.

Low Net— (Film Daily Cup and RKO Radio Trcphy) ED L McEVOY

Low Net Runner Up— (Pathe Exchange Trcphy) WILLIAM FRANKEL

Low Net Motion Picture Club Member— (Al Lichtman Plaque) .. .GRAD SEARS

Low Gross— (Quigley Publications Trophy) E. P. CURTIS

Low Gross Runner Up— (Gaumont-British Trophy) TOM GERETY

Low Net Morning Round— (Dupont Film Trophy) LEOPOLD FRIEDMAN

Low Gross Morning Round— (Chesterfield Radio Clock) .MITCHELL, MAY, Jr.

Low Net Exhibitor— i United Artists Trophy) CARL WOLF

Low Gross Exhibitor— (Erpi Trophy) ED HYMAN

Birdies— (Grossett & Dunlap Books) AL J. LEVY

Putting Contest Winner— (Consolidated Film Industries Trophy)

EARL McEVOY

Putting Contest Runner Up— (RCA Radio) GEORGE BLAIR

Putting Contest Second Runner Up— (Eastman Kodak) GEORGE BROWN

Driving Contest— (William Massce Trophy) ARTHUR SEIDMAN

Driving Contest Runner Up— (Sam Sax Radio) HARRY GOETZ

Best Dressed Golfer— (Nat Lewis Robe) GABE HESS

For Getting an Eagle— (Budd Pajamas) I. J. HOFFMAN

Most Strokes One Hole— (Variety Mug) MIKE VOGEL— (148)

Special Prize— (Cinema Shops—Lady's Dress) HOWARD DIETZ

team winners of the Albee Cup. And
was Colonel Alicoate terribly em-
barrassed that this broadcast went
over WHN to the world at large.

Telegrams were read from Walter
Futter, Si Seadler, Al Lichtman,
Bruce Gallup, Tommy Meighan,
Monroe Greenthal, Jay Emanuel,
and Arty Stebbins, veteran tourna-

menters who could not attend.

Harry Brandt proposed three
cheers for Jack Alicoate, head man
of the Golf Tournament through all

the^e past years. Then Jack Ali-

ce ate turned the emceeing over to

Louis Nizer, who carried on in his

ur,ual brilliant and polished style.

Louis ribbed all the film celebs pres-

ent practically. Harry Brandt spoke
on behalf of his Glen Oaks Club, as

did Harry Marx, president of the
Club, who welcomed the film guests
warmly.

Then came the award of medals
to the M. P. Club golf team along
with the Albee Cup, for trouncing
the AMPA team by a very close

score. The losers had to donate
their shirts to their individual

triumphant opponents. The occa-

sion gave rise to some great kidding

and ribbing. Harry Warner made
a brilliant and witty speech, as did

Billy Ferguson. Charlie Pettijohn

explained how Jack Alicoate cam«J
i to succeed him as General of the

Kentucky Colonels in a grand rib-

bing speech. All in all it was one
sparkling evening of spoofing, k.d-
ding and general hilarity.

The winning M. P. Club team con-
sisted of Ted Curtis, captain, Harry
Warner, Herbert J. Yates, Mitchell
May, Jr. The AMPA team was com-
posed of Tom Gerety, captain, Herb-
ert Fecke, Arthur Dickenson, Jerry
Keyser.

Holds First Division Week
A First Division Week held re-

cently at the Highland Theater,

Audubon, N. J., playing double fea-

tures daily consisting of F. D. re-

leases, was so successful that the

idea will be repeated early in the

fall, the F. D. office advises.

Educational Comedies Booked

Educational's Buster Keaton com-

edy, "Allez Oop", opened yesterday

at the Music Hall, while Andy Clyde
in "Half Baked Relations" opens

toJay at the Roxy.

Amer. Seating Cuts Loss

American Seating Co. reports net

loss of $81,305 for the quarter end-

ed March 31, compared with $142,-

596 loss in the same quarter last

year.

AMONGTHOSEPRESENT

AT 22ND GOLF TOURNEY

Among those in attendance:
Al Adams, Maury Asher, Charles Alicoate,

Jcck Alicoate, J. J. Allen, Winfield Andrus.

John Bachman. Richard E. Beck, Russell M.
Bell, Herbert S. Berg, David G. Berger, Emanuel
^ernstein, Georg? A. Blair Milton Blumberger,

J
J aul Benjamin, Clayton E. Bond, Richard Brady, i

Harry Brandt, William Brandt, Lou Brecher,
!f

.

:
,

CIS

a

3. H. Briggs, Biel Brown, George Brown, Dr.

Henry Brown.

Chailes Cassanave, Harry Charnas, James
Clark, M. D. Clofine, S. D. Cocalis, Harold
Cchen, Julius Cohen, Max A. Cohen, Jack

Cohn, Al Christie, James Cron, James P. Curt- , Z

ningham, Ted Curtis.

Harvey Day, George Dembow, Arthur
Dickinson, Ralph Doyle.

Herbert Ebenstein, Ed Edelson, Sol Edwards.

Simon H. Fabian, Herb Fecke, William Fergu-

son, Alfred E. Fiegel, Edward Finney, William
Frankel, Leopold Friedman, Louis Frisch

Leo J. Gafney, Ray Gallagher, W. P. Garyn,

Tom Gerety, Don Carle Gillette, Jack Glucks

man, Harry Goetz, Hugo Goldberger, Irving

Goodfield, Paul Greenhalgh, Jack Guttfreund
Orvill S. Haas, "Hap" Hadley, Don Hancock,

Arthur Hammer, Jack Harrower, Harry Herts,

Gabriel L. Hess, Phil Hodes, I. J. Hoffman,
Joe Hornstein, Ed Harrison, Edward L. Hyman
Donald E. Hyndman.

Don Jacocks, James G. Jeffreys, W. Ray

Johnston
Herbert M. Kahn, Samuel Kallman, Jern

Keyser, Marvin Kirsch, Bernard Kleid, Let

Klebanow, Ralph Kohn, David Kugel, Morn'

Kutinsky.
Neil Lang, Harry Lanzner, Lester Leff, Harolc

Lerman, Joe Lee, Al J. Levy, Jules Levy, Chicli

Lewis, David Loew, Jim Loughborough,
George L. McCarthy, Fred McConnell, J. E

McDermott, Earl McEvoy, Edward L. McEvoy
Joe Malcolm, William Massce, Mitchell May
Jr., Bert Mayers, Jerome Melniker, Charle

M. Mersereau, Don M. Mersereau, Jack Mer
sereau, Lou Metzger, Capt. Harry Miller

Charles H. Moses, Herbert Muller.

Louis Nizer, Jack Noble, Harry Novak.
John Ostendorf.
John Painter, David Palfreyman, C. C. Petti

John, Arthur H. Pelterson, James Pergala, Fran

Phelps, Jack Plunkett, Ralph Poucher.
Edmund Reeks, Irving Regensberg Phil Reis

man, Dr. M. L. Reiffel, Victor Ridder, Samue
Rinzler, Herman Robbins, Harold Rodnei

Charles A. Rogers, Sam Rubenstein, Ed Rugoff

C. C. Ryan, Lou Rydell.

Morris Sanders, Sidney Satenstein, Te
^chlanger, Jack Schlein, A. Schneider, Murri

Schoen, E. Schwartz, Si Seadler, Gradwell Sear

Clarence Secor, J. H. Seidelman, Arthur Seid

man, Harry Shiftman, Robert Silver, Jack t

Skirball, Hal Sloane, Manuel Smerly, Cressc

E. Smith, Nate Spingold, Morton A. Spring,

W. Springer, Sam Stern. Max Stuart, Charh

Stuart, Ted Sullivan, Milo Sutloff.

Harry Thomas.
Arnold Van Leer, M. Van Praag, J. C. Vet

jesslich, Mike Vogel.
Albert Warner, H. M. Warner, E. J. Warne

Abner Werblin, Clint Weyer, Eddie White, Joh

Wile, Tom Wiley, Milton Wiseman, Robert

Wolff, Carl Wolff. Harold E. Wondsel.
H. J. Yates, H. J. Yates, Jr., Hal Yaum
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Odell Back at Paramount

C. N. Odell, who worked undc

Earl Wingart both at Paramour I

and Fox, is now back at Paramour <>

handling publicity for the new! s

formed Ben Hecht-Charles MacAi
thur producing unit.

Some Crust!
W. Ray Johnston, prexy of Monogram,

wants us to thank the Industry for

celebrating his company's regional con-
vention at the Park Central on Satur-
day by giving this Film Daily Golf

Tournament.
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By DON HANCOCK
FIRST to arrive was Hal Sloane of United

Artists. He raced Al Adams to the

lub from New York. Hal, who is Walt
Disney's publicity representative, arrived at

45 with Al breaking the tape at 8:45;4-
Uy Gallagher took the show money.

* * *

As the players arrived they were handed
"Big Bad Wolf" watch through the courtesy

f Kay Kamen and the Ingersoll-Waterbury
~o.; an automatic pencil from Herb Eben-
tein; a package of tees from Jules Brulatour ;

nd a Monogram self starting golfball lighter.

Vith each lighter, FILM DAILY presented
he entrants with a box of matches to light

he lighters.
» * •

By the time loquacious Julius Cohen ar-

ived, five other Cohens had checked in. So
ulius changed his name to Collins for the

ay.
• • •

Ted Curtis, Howard Diets, Billy Brandt,
ou Blumenthal and Jim Jeffreys spent Wed-
esday night at the clubhouse meddling with
he cardboards and sleeping amid the Great
K'eck maples. Harry Warner was out for
Wednesday dinner, but couldn't stay to bid

our no-spades.

1JU
Mi
,H(i Eddie Reek of Fox Metrotone and Mike

hfine of the Hearst Metrotone spent most
(I.

;

if the morning eating bacon sandwiches.

iff, Ha

%i

id!

UA _

t

When Billy Ferguson was handed
'/.. puvenirs he nearly fainted. "Wot,''

,, lil I, "am I really gettin'

, B
<

othin9 ?
"

Kill:

i
-

Dave Palfreyman won the nod for the

iest looking automobile at the club. He
ported his new and nifty La Salle.

H. J. Yates, Phil Reisman, George Brown
nd Lou Rydell were early tee-ers off. Paul
ireenhalgh arrived shortly after 10 o'clock

ut couldn't get started. He was wandering
round the grounds in his shorts, someone
aving mistaken his white trousers for a
ath towel.

really gettin' something

, C. n

Ml

Sa

hi

the
sed
for

theH. Al. AlcCurdy, club manager, was
ce host and made the lads feel at home
ight from the start. Two other regulars
"at can always be located at Glen Oaks are
pencer Murphy, the pro, and his brother
'A, his assistant.

j'w Was Ed Finney's face crimson when he
'" iscovered that he'd brought his fishing tackle

" ! istead of his golf clubs. Whatta guy!

George Hornstein was so proud he couldn't

.;
ieep his eye on the ball. He'd just an-
ounced the engagement of his son Joe to

nnette Chanin. They're being jurned today.
* * *

1

• ' Another record was shattered by 10 o'clock.

entries had checked in.

Erpi Completes Sound Classes

Electrical Research Products has
ompleted classes for its field tech-

ioal staff in the advance require-
lents for the proper adjustment
nd maintenance of Western Elec-
tee Wide Range sound installations,
'lasses for service engineers east
f the Rocky Mountains were con-
ucted in three groups at the Lyric
'heater, Hoboken, N. J., under the
upervision of J. P. Maxfield. Sim-
ar classes are being held for West
oast engineers at Los Angeles.

lilt

Tellin' 'Em!
The Gallery watching the Putting

Contest kept talking till Harry Brandt,
the judge of the event, got peeved,
*nd yells: "Gentlemen, will you please
keep quiet—you Bums!"

RIALT
PHIV M DALY

• • • WOTTA WOTTA wotta wotta G-O-L-F T-o-u-r-n-
a-m-e-n-t! it broke all records of previous events for
gayety, goodfellowship and grand sportsmanship every-
body had a good time even the Exhibitors

T T
• • • AN EVENT! C. C. Ryan of Warners hadn't
met C. C. Pettijohn in 14 years since they worked to-

gether for Louis Selznick for the ole Select Pictures
and Louis fired 'em! Mister Ryan rushed over at lunch-
eon to greet his ole pal, and knocked the table over
in his jubilation the strawberry shortcake was dumped
on Arthur Dickinson's ice cream trousers Jim Clark of
Philly got the beer pitcher dumped in his lap and Clint

Weyer found the coffee all over his trick sweater but
wot the 'ell Pettijohn and Ryan were still shakin' hands
and weepin' on each other's shoulders just a couple of
Big Sentimentalists!

T T T
• • • A PEP talk was given to the Motion Picture Club
team before the match play by Louis Nizer Louis' elo-

quence moved 'em all to tears he pointed out that they
had to Do or Die for Dear Old Empey Herb Yates went
all to pieces with emotion Mitch May kissed Louis on
behalf of the team and Mister Nizer blushed furious-ly

haw
T T

• • • WE OUGHT not to tell this one Secret Stuff

but it's too good to pass up the M. P. Club Stra-
tegy Board tried out Harry Warner on the 18th green to see
if he could qualify before game time for the Empey Team ....

the Strategy Board decided unanimously that Harry better not
play as his work might cause a panic in Warner stock.

T T
• • • AND WE still maintain that those FILM DAILY
souvenir matches were useful in lighting the Monogram Light-
ers something really had to be done about those lighters

so we did it Bill Ferguson had a Trick Spoon that
played out of traps and hazards his opponent protested it

was Sharp Scotch Practice but Bill pretended he couldn't
hear him

T T T
• • • WE HAVE Harry Goetz's signed affidavit that Leo
Friedman of Loew's (a ringer) was over par for 7 holes

with a 21 handicap! Harvey Day made a speech
to his Foursome at the first tee he cried about how
lousy his game was he hadn't shot golf for ages
he was playin' with borrowed clubs and couldn't get the "feel"

THEN he goes out and shoots a 44 for the 9 holes
in the A. M. and now Paul Greenhalgh, Harold Cohen
and John Bachman don't believe this guy Any More just
a smart Newyawker who took 3 Pennsylvanians over the jumps

Ray Gallagher was in so many sand traps he sez he
can qualify for the Foreign Legion Wotta-wotta-wotta-
wotta Golf Tournament!

C.A. Sends O'Reilly

To Adjust Omaha Kick
{Continued from Page 1)

makeup of the local Code boards,

Chas. L. O'Reilly has been desig-

nated by the Code Authority to visit

Omaha in an effort to adjust the
matter. According to Lester Mar-
tin, secretary of the Iowa-Nebraska
Allied unit and who is at the Park
Central, all exhibitor groups ex-
cept the M. P. T. O. were ignored
when selections were made for the
code boards. Repeated efforts to ef-

fect changes in the Omaha code
boards have (proven futile, Martin
said.

B i r i e s

About 50 Will Attend
Monogram N. Y. Meet
{Continued from Page 1)

at night. President W. Ray John-
ston and General Sales Manager
Edward Golden will preside, and
among others present will be:
Harry Thomas, Herman Rifkin, B. H.

Mills, Sam Flax, Jim Alexander, Jake Flax,
M. Edward Morey, Steve Broidy Robert
Cobe, Al Fecke, Charles Wilson, George Col-
lins, Sam Fineberg, Morris Epstein. William
Benson, Dick Perry, Harry Carlock Myron
Starr, Albert Glaubinger, Otto Lederer. Jules
Chatman, Charles Rosenzweig, Claire Simon,
Joe Joel, Al Friedlander, Al Blofson, Maurice
Sherman. AL J. Levenson, Etta Sesrall. Molly
Shear, Pearl Goldstein, Murray Rosenbluh,
Jack Berkowitz, Phil Cooper, Sam Milberg,
Alary Hawkins, H. AL Wheeler, Bill Stecken,
Sam Kulick, J. S. Harrington, Edward Fin-
ney and Norton Ritchey.

By CHARLES ALICOATE
EDDIE McEVOY, RKO's golfing pride

jnd joy, scored two birdies during the
first nine holes of play in the morning. Can
that lad sock 'em?

* * *

Try this one the next time you're out.

F. N. Phelps skimmed one over the water
hazard when he drove off on the tenth hole

in the early round.
* # #

Victor Ridder arrived boasting about that

hole-in-one that he is so chesty about. He
even had Julius Cohen, his severest critic,

telling the gents. All eyes were on Ridder,
but did he repeat? Don't ask us.

* * *

Bets were being made that the gleaming
airplane hovering overhead during lunch was
the possession of Arthur Loew and that

Arthur himself was at the controls. If Dave
Loew knew, he wouldn't tell.

* # *

George Blair, who has missed only one
of the 22 Film Golf Tournaments, claimed
that yesterday's event was as good as the
best and better than that. George outghta
know.

» * #

And was that buffet luncheon GOOD-
By gosh, they had everything, and with that

beer contributed by Harry Thomas, the mid-
day repast was aces. Thanx, Harry, you
saved many a life,

* * *

Breakfast was served at 6:30 A. M. tn

Howard Dietz^ Jack Shapiro, J. H. Seidel

man and L. Goodman. However, before 10,

they each had put on the feed-bag for a

second time.
* * •

Fred McConnell and Ed Finney high-hal-

ted the crowd by appearing in knickers. Fred
was okay but Eddie's legs aren't anything to

get excited over.
* * *

W. Ray Johnston arrived in time for lunch
iust to prove to the guests that he is dieting
faithfully. His hand-out consisted of lobster

?alad, shrimp jelly, turkey, potato salad,

tomatoes, strawberry short cake and a quart
of milk.

* * *

The putting green fooled 'em all. If you
socked the ball it went to the clubhouse and
if you were careful you didn't get within
a hog-call of the cup. George Brown hit a

dandy that looked like the McCoy, but an-

other ball was in the way and Brown's de-

toured.
* * *

Bert Alayers showed up for lunch. Then
he changed to golf togs and spent the after-

noon sleeping under a tree. Bert brought
along a doctor friend, in case he over-exerted
himself swinging an imaginary golf club.

* * *

Harry Charnas was in a wise-cracking
mood. All the jests thrown at him were re-

turned with amplifications. And can Harry
take it—and dish it.

* *

Jules Levy was tardy in getting started
but when Jules gets going, he's THERE.
Same thing with Charlie Pettijohn and Alax
Cohen.

Many Names for Radio Bill
West r„a >t Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Among personalities

scheduled to be heard on Sunday
evening's "Hollywood on the Air"
broadcast will be Bette Davis, Tom
Brown, Anita Louise, Noah Beery,
Carol Lee, Chick Chandler and
others. Beery will sing.

M-G-M Signs Stage Player
Richard Waring, young stage ac-

tor has been signed by M-G-M.

Prosperity Note
The Golf Committee arranged for a

Free Bus Ride from the Motion Picture
Club to Glen Oaks for entrants. Only
10 ?vailed themselves of th? privilege
All the rest came out in their own cars
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EDWIN C. HILL
On May 22nd, the trade press printed the

announcement that Edwin C Hill, theMagic

Voice, was signed by Hearst Metrotone News

1
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and such excitement in newsreel

circles! . . Of course with EDWIN C. HILL
as news commentator of HEARST
METROTONE NEWS ...and further

developments to be announced . . . it's

not surprising that competitors are urging

you to sign up quick . . . it's good advice

to sign up . . . but you know with whom
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Code Authority Moves to Reopen Assents Period

ATSE WANTS SENATE PROBE OF LABOR VIOLATIONS

_ocal Boards Not to Meet Oftener Than Every 10 Days
'ode Authority Limits
Sessions—4 Replace-

ments Are Made
Local clearance and grievance

oards will meet not more frequent-

t than every ten days under in-

sructions adopted by the Code Au-
lority at its meeting yesterday,

he reason is to avoid interference

l exhibitors and distributors' new
roduct activities.

J. Robert Rubin presided at yes-

;rday's meeting. The Authority
ffirmed a decision of the New York

{Continued on Page 6)

JEW EXHIBITOR ASS'N

ORMED IN MISSISSIPPI

493 Union Locals Working Within Code
Louisville—Summing up results under the code the I.A.T.S.E. convention, which

closed yesterday, the executive board reported that 493 union locals are working with-
in the code, while only 71 are not. Employment has increased in 152 situations; over-
age has been assumed by members in 129 situations, by owners in 70 and mutually
in 36; local controversies have dropped sharply and settlements have increased, it

was also stated.

Starkville, Miss.—Exhibitors from
5 northern Mississippi towns met
ere and agreed to form the Missis-

ippi Independent Motion Picture
issociation. A statewide meeting
nil be held in Jackson within the
ext two weeks. One purpose of

he association will be to fight for
epeal of the 10 per cent amuse-
ent tax. Earl Elkins, owner of

he Aberdeen at Aberdeen, presided
ver the meeting.

UNCLEAN FILM CHARGE

CALLED EXAGGERATED

Present agitation against alleged-

ly unclean films is painting the situ-

ation blacker than it really is, de-

clared Carl Laemmle yesterday at

the closing session of the Universal
sales convention at the Essex House.
Though there are bound to be a few
exceptions, the average (picture is

clean and wholesome, he declared.

"If we have clean minds, we will

see only beauty and decency in some
{Continued on Page 6)

Varner-F. N. Releases

Are Set Up to August
Warner-First National's release

chedule is now set up to August,
lictures will go into distribution as
dllows: today, "The Key"; June 16,

He Was Her Man"; June 23, "Dr.
vlonica"; June 30, "Side Streets"
md "Circus Clown"; July 7, "Per-

(Continucd on Page 6)

Non-Signers' Test Case
Adjourned for a Week

Hearing on the show cause order
to compel the Code Authority and
the local code boards to entertain
complaints of non^signers of the
Code was adjourned yesterday in

Federal Court till next Friday.

PARA. BOARD TO MEET

TO DISCUSS PETITIONS

Paramount board of directors will

be asked to meet within the next few
days to determine what answer will

be made to two petitions filed in

Federal Court asking a reorganiza-
tion of Paramount-Publix under the
new bankruptcy law, it was said

{Continued on Page 6)

New Law on Bankruptcies
May Revive Rent Claims
Uncertainty has arisen on wheth-

er the new bankruptcy reorganiza-
tion law has revived hundreds of
rent claims against Paramount-Pub-
lix expunged under the recent Su-
preme Court decision holding future
rent claims non-provable. The new
law makes future rent claims prov-
able for three years. It is expected
that a court test will be made to
settle the issue.

Plan Reopening of Assents
With Certain Reservations

Turnout for "Men in White"
Though the doors were not scheduled

to open until 11 o'clock, the Capitol
had a line waiting by 8:30 a.m. yes-
terday for the opening of "Men in

White," with Clark Gable and Myrna
Loy. plus a stage show headed by Leo
Carrillo and Abe Lyman. Police reserves

had to be called to control the push.

Paramount to Follow
A Flexible Sales Policy

Denying a report that Paramount
will make all 1934-35 product deals

with subsequent run houses on a flat

rental basis, Neil F. Agnew, general

sales manager, yesterday told The
Film Daily that a flexible policy

will be followed in selling these the-

aters. Each situation will be studied

individually, he stated, and percent-

age or straight rental arrangements
worked out as each merits.

The Code Authority yesterday

formally moved to reopen the per-

iod of filing assents to the code,

but with certain reservations. Its

recommendation to this effect was
transmitted to Sol A. Rosenblatt,

Division Administrator, who attend-

ed yesterday's meeting of the Au-
thority.

Total of 5,996 exhibitors have paid

$63,027 in code assessments up to

the present time, it was stated.

Union Would Have Borah,
Nye and Darrow Probe
Indie Labor Policies

By M. M. THOMAS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Louisville — A resolution asking
Senators Borah and Nye and Clar-

ence Darrow to investigate the la-

bor policy of the independent mo-
tion picture theater owners of Amer-
ica and their alleged violation of
Section 7-A of the NRA was passed
by the I.A.T.S.E. convention, which
closed yesterday. Among other
resolutions adopted were:

1. Limiting of locals to 20 apprentice mem-
bers, in an effort to entirely abolish the per-
mit system.

2. Demand enforcement of National Labor
(Continued on Page 6)

A. CANCELLATIONS

DECISION IS RESERVED

Question as to whether or not the
10 per cent cancellation privileges

afforded by the code apply to the

United Artists sales policy of sell-

ing pictures individually was sub-
(Continued on Page 6)

Mahoney and Harbord
Named to Labor Board

Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Appointment of

William B. Mahoney of Associated
Actors & Artists of America to the
New York Regional Labor Board,
to represent labor, and General
James Harbord of RCA, for indus-
try, was announced yesterday by
Senator Robert F. Wagner, chair-
man of the National Labor Board
among four new appointments.

75% on Three Changes
Seventy-five per cent of all theaters

in the country are making three changes
a week, according to information which
Attorney Louis Nizer submitted at an
appeal hearing of the Code Authority
yesterday.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 4Vi 4y2 4l/
2 — Vs

Columbia Picts. vtc. 345/8 34 34y2 + 1

Con. Fm. Ind 3S/
8 3>/2 35/8 + Va

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 16 15% 16

East. Kodak 97i/2 95V2 97y2 + 2'/2

East. Kodak pfd... 142 142 142 +2
Fox Fm. "A" 15 1414 15 + %
Loew's, Ine 33i/2 32y4 33i/2 + H/4
Paramount ctfs. ... 5 4S/g 4% + %
Pathe Exch 2% 2% 2% + Va

do "A" 24i/4 23 24+1
RKO "A" 3 23/4 3 +i/8

Warner Bros 61/2 6y8 63/8 + %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Technicolor 11 10S/8 11 + Va

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 9 8V2 9 + '/2

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 8% 8y8 8% + Va

Loew 6s 4Vww... 101 1/4 lOOVi 10iy4 + %
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 52'/8 50 52+2
Par. By. 5y2 s51 .... 44 Vi 44i/2 44V2 — %
Par. 5Vis50 ctfs. . . 52 50 52+2
Warner's 6s39 61l/2 60l/

8 61 + 1%
N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 4% 4i/
2 4% + %

Harry Gribbon Julius Jacques Hess

George W. Goman

• • • EVEN THOUGH the Film Golf Tourney is over
the gang is still talking about it which is sur-

prising in this biz for orce a thing is past it is usually-
forgotten events in our racket move so fast . the
boys are still talking, we repeat about those cool kegs
of beer out under the shady tree donated by Harry Thomas

and the gents who were at the head table are still

reminiscing about that sparkling case of wine furnished
by Fruit Industries, Ltd. it was supposed to be a consola-
tion prize for the losing AMPA team the Empey team said
nothing about THAT but started drinking it . and
offered some to the losers and those AMPA lads told each
other how swell their victorious opponents were and didn't
know it was their wine all the time . . .,. oops A word of
acknowledgement to the Greyhound Bus Lines for provid-
ing that bus for two trips morn and afternoon from
the Empey Club to Glen Oaks and then taking a crowd
back in the evening the Committer wants to thank these
generous folks and all the many others who donated this-

er and that-er to make the affair a big success .......

T T
• • • OUR PAL, Harry Baldwin formerly at the
Paramount Astoria stude is now in Hollywood with Jack
Benny who is making a pix for Eddie Small Louis Nota-
rius of Paramount-Publix wants to know where he can reach
Lou B. Metzger Lou was at the golf fest Thursday, we
know Ross MacLean, in the floor show at the Village Barn,
and former "Scandals" star, is being tested for pix Walter
"Dare" Wahl goes on Loew time for four weeks with his comedy
pantomime act Mascot Pictures has moved to new offices

on the 12th floor of 1776 Broadway

Amusement Folk Donate
$12,000 for Jewish Aid

Leaders in the amusement field

yesterday contributed $12,000 to the

United Jewish Appeal for German
Jewish refugees at a luncheon meet-
ing in the Motion Picture Club as

the first of a series of functions to

aid the drive. George Jessel an-

nounced a gift of $1,000 on behalf

of the Jewish Theatrical Guild, Ed-
die Cantor wired $1,000 from Holly-

wood. Others who attended and
contributed were:

Nathan Burkan, David Bernstein, Leo
Brecher, Jack Cohn, Felix Feist, Louis
Frisch, Sam Katz, Abe Lastfogel, Louis
Nizer, Jack Pearl, Saul E. Rogers, Samuel
Rinzler, Harry Brandt, Dave Ferguson,
George Jessel, Herman Robbins, Jack Ali-

coate, William D. Weinberger, L. D. Froelich,

II. Uillman, M. A. Slesinger, I. W. Slesinger,

Nicholas Schenck and David Loew.
Jack Alicoate, Film Daily publisher, was

named chairman of the publicity committee
for the amusement division of the drive.

Louis Nizer undertook to organize the ex-

hibitors and distributors in New York. Sam
H. Harris, Max Gordon and Herman Shum-
lin will organize the legit theaters, while

Sigmund Romberg accepted the chairmanship
for the songwriters.

Dorothy Dell Killed in Auto Crash
Pasadena, Cal. — Dorothy Dell

Goff, known on the screen and as a

former Ziegfeld beauty under the

name of Dorothy Dell, was killed in

an auto accident here yesterday.

Herb Berg's Father Dies

Father of Herbert S. Berg of the

United Artists publicity department
died yesterday.

Liya Joy to Entertain
At Monogram Banquet

Liya Joy, screen and stage dan-

cer formally known as Joyzelle,

will provide part of the entertain-

ment at the banquet winding up the

Monogram sales convention at the

Park Central tonight. Speakers will

include W. Ray Johnston, Edward
Golden, Ralph Poucher, H. J. Yates,

Jr., Edward Finney, Pete Harrison,
Phil Rosen and Herman Rifkin.

Fabian Deal Off

Collapse of the deal under which
Si Fabian was to take over the

Manhattan Playhouses circuit in

New York was reported yesterday.

It is understood that Ben Sherman,
head of Manhattan, will continue to

operate the theaters.

Consol. Film Reports on Labor Issue

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Representatives of

Consolidated Film Industries yester-

day reported back to the National
Labor Board their decision on two
disputed points in the settlement of

labor difficulties. The disputed
points involved a method of rehiring

discharged workers. Their proposals
have been submitted to the press-

man's union involved. If not ac-

ceptable, the Labor Board will

render a formal decision.

PEGGY HOPKINS JOYCE sails today on thi!

Savoia for the Mediterranean.

MONTAGUE GOLDMAN, Paramount salcj
manager for England and Ireland, arrived yes I

terday to attend the annual convention. CARll
P. YORK arrives today from Scandinavia, whili|

M. J. MESSIR is due Tuesday from Spain.

JEAN ARTHUR arrived yesterday from the
|

coast to appear in a Broadway play.

LEON GARGANOFF. general manager oil
Lianotilm, Ltd., producer of "The Battle," fea-|
turing Charles Boyer, is in New York.

SAM MOSCOW, southern division manage!
for Columbia, is in New York for a few days!

BERT McKENZIE, M-G-M publicist for Nev>|

England, is in New York.

TED TODDY, Columbia exploiteer in Atlanta!
returns south tomorrow following a vacation iij

New York.

SIDNEY MEYERS of Miami is in New York]

H. M. WARNER, JOE BERNHARD ami
MAJOR ALBERT WARNER leave New York to

[morrow for the Warner sales meeting .il

Chicago. GRADWELL SEARS, SAM SAX, NORf
MAN MORAY, S. CHARLES EINFELD. A. W|
SMITH, JR., and CARL LESERMAN left yesf
terday. JOE COOPER accompanied them a|
far as Harmon.

MR. and MRS. MERIAN C. COOPER (Dorl
othy Jordan) have bookings on the Paris sail|

ing today for Europe.

Buffalo Case Put Off

Buffalo — Hearing on the shoJ
cause order of Edwin Wick, Majesl
tic theater, against the Code Ail
thority, local grievance board anl
five distributors, scheduled for yesl

terday, was adjourned for tw]

weeks.

Lasky, Jr., as Monogram Writerl
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI'.

I

Hollywood—Jesse L. Lasky, Ji]

has joined the Monogram writinl

staff. His first assignment is f(|

added dialogue on "Redhead."

Ready Reference Director
With Addresses and Phone Number! et

Recognized Industry Concerns

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

Equipment

USED EQUIPMENT
BOUGHT AND SOLD

LARGEST CLEARING HOUSE IN SHOW
BUSINESS

S. O. S. CORP.
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Tel. CHickering 4-1717

Foreign

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS—IMPORTERS

Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY

LONDON PARIS tERLIN
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NOTE:
THOUSANDS of showmen are booking,
billing, and exploiting COMICOLOR
CARTOONS as "Major" Attractions-
They are playing them as "FEATURES"
— and box office business more than
justifies their judgement and action.

A NEW VOGUE
ComiColor Cartoons have gone beyond
"slapstick" — They have set a new
vogue—-They are serio-comics—'They
are pieces of dramatic entertain-

ment, visualizing famous stories in

artistic animation.

Internationally Released by

CELEBRITY PRODUCTIONS, Inc.
723 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

CABLE ADDRESS: CELEBRI

Printed in V. S. A. by PALASE-HECKER PTC CO.
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Saturday, June 9, 1934 f<?^«DAILY
« « « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES « « «
B "MANY HAPPY RETURNS"
with Guy Lombardo and Royal Canadians,

Burns & Allen, Joan Marsh, George

Barbier

Paramount 66 mins.

GRACIE ALLEN A RIOT IN FAST MOV-
ING FARCE WITH SNAPPY MUSIC AND
EXCELLENT DANCES.

Given a real chance at screen comedy,

Gracie Allen comes through with flying

colors. Her actions are hilarious and the

manner with which she delivers her line is

a scream. As her "straight" George Burns

is aces and the music supplied by Lom-
bardo and his orchestra completes a very

satisfying piece of entertainment. Then
also there are Taylor and Rutledge, col-

ored tap dancers who perform one of the

snappiest clog routines yet seen in the

films. The story concerns Grade's lost

sister and brother-in-law, who are kid-

napped under instructions from the girls'

father. The couple are supposed to act

in a motion picture to be made in Holly-

wood, but when they fail to appear, Gracie

takes the place of her sister as the "Masked
Beauty" and George as the "Masked
Singer".

Cast: Guy Lombardo, Gracie Allen,

George Burns, Joan Marsh, Gecrge Barbier,

Franklin Pangborn, Ray Milland, Egon

Brecher, Stanley Fields, John Kelly, William

Demarest, John Arthur, Morgan Wallace,

Kenneth Thompson,, Larry Adler, Veloz

and Yolanda, John Taylor, Clark Rutledge.

Director, Norman McLeod; Author, Lady
Mary Cameron; Scenarists, J. P. McEvoy,
Claude Binyon; Adaptors, Keene Thomp-
son, Ray Harris; Editor, Richard Currier;

Cameraman, Henry Sharp; Recording Engi-

neer, Eugene Merritt.

Direction, Fine. Photography, Fine.

Blumenthal and Samuelson
To Confer on Product Plan
Lou Blumenthal, I. T. 0. A. lead-

er, will confer with Sidney E. Sam-
uelson, Allied president, within a
few days on the exhibitor associa-
tion's production plan, now in proc-
ess of formulation. Next meeting
of the Independent Film Buyers*
Protection Group, sponsored by the
I. T. O. A., will take place next
week in New York.

Loew's Theaters, Ltd., Dividend
A dividend of $1.75 against accu-

mulations has been declared by Mar-
cus Loew's Theaters, Ltd., payable
in Canadian funds June 30 to hold-
ers of record June 1-5. After this
payment arrears will total $43.75.

N. D. Convention Tomorrow
Valley City, N. D.—A record turn-

out is expected for the North Dako-
ta Allied convention to be held here
tomorrow and Monday, with Presi-
dent John Piller presiding. Both
members and non-members have
been invited to attend.

Billy La Hiff Services Today
Funeral services for Billy La

Hiff, owner of The Tavern, will be
held at 10 o'clock this morning in
St. Patrick's Cathedral. Burial will
be in Woodlawn Cemetery.

Warner Baxter in

"SUCH WOMEN ARE
DANGEROUS"

Fox 81 mins.

WARNER BAXTER HAS DEBONAIR
ROLE IN STORY THAT LACKS CON-
VICTION IN TREATMENT.

In this opus Warner Baxter is far ahead

of the rather aimless material that is fur-

nished him. He plays the part of a dash-

ing young writer of romantic novels over

whom the women rave. In fact it seems
that most of the time he has to fight his

femme admirers off. He has an affair

with a married dame played by Mona Bar-

rie, and on a visit to her home discovers

to his surprise that she has a husband.

Meanwhile his secretary, Rosemary Ames,

tries to watch over him and protect him

from all the feminine wiles. But Rose-

mary has a selfish object in her protect-

ing care, as she is secretly in love with her

employer. Then along comes a giddy

yound thing, played by Rochelle Hudson,

and falls desperately and romantically in

love with the dashing and handsome au-

thor. He tries to shush her away, but she

persists, and practically forces him into

keeping appointments with her. When he

tries to dodge her, she kills herself, and

circumstantial evidence points to him.

Cast: Warner Baxter, Rosemary Ames,

Rochelle Hudson, M&na Barrie, Herbert

Mundin, Henrietta Crosman, Lily D. Stuart,

Irving Pichel, Jane Barnes, Matt Moore,

Richard Carle, Murray Kinnell, Frank Con-

roy, Fred Santley, John Sheehan, Bodil

Rosing.

Director, James Flood; Author, Vera

Caspary; Adaptors, Jane Storm, Oscar M.

Sheridan; Dialoguer, Lenore Coffee.

Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

"MERRY WIVES OF RENO"
with Margaret Lindsay, Glenda Farrell,

Donald Woods, Guy Kibbee, Hugh Herbert,

Rosco Ates, Frank McHugh

Warner Bros. 64 mins.

FAIRLY AMUSING BROAD COMEDY
WITH MORE SLAPSTICK THAN PLOT
BUT AIDED BY EFFICIENT CAST.

Marital tribulations of three couples are

given a few rounds of slapstick wallops

in this considerably gagged yarn, and the

net result is a moderate amount of light

and sometimes lively amusement of the

type that should give fair satisfaction to

the summer trade. It seems that, as a re-

sult of suspicions growing out of a mixup
in coats, there are three couples who
wind up in Reno with their troubles. There
is a young couple, Margaret Lindsay and
Donald Woods, and a couple of older cou-

ples, Guy Kibbee and Ruth Donnelly and

Hugh Herbert and Glenda Farrell; and they

have various reasons for wanting the knot

untied. Most of the fun takes place in

the Reno hotel, with a pet sheep and a

bellhop played by Frank McHugh contrib-

uting to the merriment. The affair finishes

with a happy reconciliation all around.

Cast: Margaret Lindsay, Glenda Farrell,

Donald Woods, Guy Kibbee, Hugh Herbert,

Rosco Ates, Frank McHugh, Ruth Donnelly,

Hobart Cavanaugh.

Director, H. Bruce Humberstone; Author,

Robert Lord; Screen Play, same; Dialogue,

Don Holmes; Cameraman, Ernest Haller;

Editor, Thomas Pratt.

Direction, Good. Photography, Good

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
T)0L0RES DEL RIO will be

starred in "Caliente," by Jerry
Wald and Carl Erickson, as her sec-

ond Warner vehicle.

Maureen O'SuIlivan will have the
feminine lead in M-G-M's "Hide
Out," with Robert Montgomery. W.
S. Van Dyke is directing the Mauri
Grashin story.

Geneva Mitchell and Elinor Fair
will be in Columbia's "Whom the
Gods Destroy."

Frank Morgan has been signed
by Warners for "A Lost Lady,"
with Barbara Stanwyck and Ricar-
do Cortez.

Brenda Fowler will play opposite
Will Rogers in Fox's "Judge Priest."
Other cast additions are David Lan-
dau, Paul McAllister, Grace Good-
all, Hy Myer, Louis Mason and Hat-
tie McDaniels.

Guy Robertson arrives June 19
to start work in Monogram's "King
Kelly of the U.S.A."

T T V

"Elmer and Elsie," is the new
title of the original story by George
S. Kaufman and Marc Connelly in

which George Bancroft will appear
for Paramount.

v v

Frank Craven and Dickie Moore
will appear in Universal's "The
Human Side."

T

Myrna Loy will appear with War-
ner Baxter in Columbia's "Broad-
way Bill."

T T

This year's 13 Warnpas Baby
Stars will be guests of honor at
the Shriners' Convention in Min-
neapolis starting June 12.

T T T
John Miljan has been signed by

Monogram for "Tomorrow's Youth."
T T V

Grady Sutton has been signed by
RKO for six two-reelers with Carol
Tevis and Dorothy Granger.

"THE WORLD IN REVOLT"

Mentone 69 mins.

WELL HANDLED COMPILATION OF
NEWSREEL SHOTS OF WORLD-WIDE
REVOLUTIONS WITH COMPREHENSIVE
NARRATIVE.

Properly spotted and exploited, this re-

lease will not disappoint those who are

interested in the subject matter. Emil

Lengyel, author of the descriptive talk

that is spoken by Graham McNamee, has

done a satisfying job that is thorough and

understandable. First shots show the beau-

ties of Munich and Potsdam, a few scenes

of the war, Czar Nicholas reviewing his

troops and then the Petrograd revolutions.

Shots of Kerensky, Lenin, Trotsky, Gorky
and Stalin follow with each taking active

part in his own cause and administration.

Austria comes next with Vienna in re-

volt when the government started its of-

fensive against the Socialists. Scenes taken

in Cuba during the August 1933 riots, are

next in sequence. Revolutionists vent

their wrath against General Machado's poli-

cies and general strikes are declared.

Italy's revolt against democracy in par-

liament with Mussolini taking command.
Ireland's election when De Valera and

Cosgrove opposed each other at the polls.

India and Gandhi. Germany and the So-

cialist Ebert, Hindenburg and finally Hitler.

China and its civil war. France and the

Stavisky scandal and suicide, and finally

America with its "new deal". The film

moves along at a good pace and delivers

its message with precision. Musical Score

has been well selected and played by

Milton Schwarzwald and his 25 piece or-

chestra.

4 Michigan Houses Reopen
Detroit—Four houses in the state

have just been reopened. They in-
clude the Pavilion, Saugatuck, own-
ed by E. E. Weed; Washington,
Brighton, by William Schulte; Riv-
oli, Tawas City, by H. A. Bird, and
Star, Nashville, by R. Huaid and R.
Harrison.
The community in Lincoln and

Temple in Muskegon have closed.
The Dawn in Colon has been

leased by Frank Jacobs, Jr., from
George Brookins.

Making Forth Worth Local Film
Forth Worth—Hollywood theater

and the "Star-Telegram" are spon-
soring a local talent talker. Zoosie
Fox is directing and it is planned to
run the film for a week at the Holly-
wood .starting June 22.

Plan Catholic Film in San Antonio
San Antonio—After completion of

its present Biblical epic in color,
National Pictures' Kier-Phillips Pro-
ductions plans to make a Catholic
film.

New Fan Magazine
"Real Screen Fun," new fan mag-

azine, is making its debut, spon-
sored by the Tilsan Publications.
Frank Lippincott is editor and Iso-
bel Heath is associate editor.
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I.A.T.S.E WANTS PROBE

OF LABOR VIOLATIONS

(Continued from Poor 1)
Board decision of Aug. 23, 1933. regarding
settlement of Hollywood studio strike.

3. Request immediate consultation with ex-
ecutive council of A. F. of L. on settlement
of the jurisdictional dispute between the I.

B. E. W. and I. A. T. S. E. and the M.
P. M. O. and U. B. C. & J. and the I. T.
S. E. and M. P. M. O.

4. That the St. Paul local be commended
for its efforts to extend interest in stage
productions, thus creating demand for stage
labor.

5. That the General office print all court
decisions relative to NRA and the working
conditions as applied to the movie indus-
try code in the monthly bulletin.

6. To work against the "racket" known
as dual organizations.

7. To help finance a radio station, "The
Voice of Labor," for the broadcasting of in-

fcrmation to create public interest in favor
of labor.

In its report the executive board of the

I. A. reiterated that it is strenuously opposed
to locals engaging in cooperative theater

operations.
Associated Assistant Directors and Script

Clerks, requesting affiliation with the union,

will be instructed by the general executive

board to present their application for charter

to the next international convention.

The board directed the assignment of an
international official to lead the campaign
against Claude Robinson, non-union operator

of two houses in Clarksburg, W. Va., and
now extending his activities throughout the

state in lining up Warner theaters for opera-

tion on a percentage basis.

Local Boards to Meet
Every 10 Days Only
(Continued from Page 1)

clearance board in the clearance

complaint filed by the Luxor The-

ater of New York.
Local board replacements were as

follows: Harry Buxbaum succeeds

Charles Stern, resigned, on the Man-
hattan advisory committee of the

New York zoning board; A. C.

Gutenberg of the Grand succeeds

Fred S. Meyer on the Milwaukee
grievance board; Gus Baer of Be-

midji, Minn., becomes the indepen-

dent exhibitor member of the Min-
neapolis clearance board; James G.

Balmer succeeds Frank J. Harris

on the Pitstburgh grievance board.

The Authority passed on to Divi-

sional Administrator Rosenblatt for

his approval a set of eleven regula-

tions unanimously adopted by the

standing committee on extras.

Next meeting will be held Friday
next with Ed Kuykendall presiding.

CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and Zoning and

Clearance Boards

GIVEAWAYS ORDERED OUT
St. Louis— In the complaint of Harry G.

Swan, Washington Theater. Granite City.

111., vs. the Rialto, same city, charging give-

aways in violation of the code, the local

grievance board ordered the practice dis-

continued.

RULING ON CLEARANCE
St. Louis—Under a ruling by the local

clearance-zoning board, the Illinois Theater,
Centralia. 111., hereafter will have a seven-

day clearance over the Lyric. Salem. 111., but
date for figuring clearance shall be the open-
ing day instead of the closing day of the
Centralia run. The Illinois also must use
all films within 28 days of their availability,

otherwise clearance doesn't apply on such
films.

A. H. Blank to Para. Convention

Kansas City—A. H. Blank, presi-

dent of Tri-State circuit; Myron
Blank, his son, and G. Ralph Bran-
ton, general manager, will join the

Paramount coast-bound convention

train here June 16.

Allied Program
Program for the meeting of Allied's

board of directors, scheduled for the

Hotel Warwick on Wednesday and
Thursday, includes discussions of opera-

tions of local code boards. Other sub-

jects on the list include: film rentals,

trailers, clean pictures and the asso-

ciation's production plan. Meeting will

open at 1 :30 o'clock Wednesday after-

noon.

WORKING OUT WICHITA PLAN
Kansas City^As a result of inability of

W chita exhibitors to agree on a clearance
schedule for that situation before submitting
it to the board here, the board will work out

a schedule.

FIX JACKSONVILLE CLEARANCE
Jacksonville—The Atlantav clearance and

zoning committee, on a plea from M. C.

Moore and N. G. Wade, Jr., of the River-
side here, has fixed time between first single

runs and subsequent runs at 60 days, be-

tween first run double features at 30 days,
between every single feature thereafter at

14 days and for double features 7 days.
This is understood to meet with full ap-

proval of E. J. Sparks, whose circuit must
complete six runs before films go to opposi-

tion.

ADOPT NEW ORLEANS SCHEDU-i
New Orleans—A clearance systeiu con

forming to that of major exchanges selling
Saenger ,111(1 L'nited theaters has l>een adopted
by the clearance and zoning board, as pre-
dicted by Film Daily. The zoning sys-

stem, which is expected to be similar to that
now in use by these exchanges, may be
adopted this week. Complaints will then be
heard and the systems possibly amended.

GENERAL MEETING FOR DETROIT
Detroit -— Due to number of complaints

received, a general meeting on zoning and
clearance plans was decided by E. S. Kin-
ney, local code secretary. United Detroit
Theaters protested on behalf of eight houses
under the present plan and advocated regula-
tion of clearance through the admiss.on prict

schedule. Twenty-seven houses urged ful

adoption of the present plan of zone relea-t

according to admission schedule.

SKOURAS MUST GIVE UP
Holding that the Skouras-operated Apollo

Theater. Jersey City, had exacted an agree-
ment from Vitagraph, Universal and RKO
exchanges that no pictures would be sold to

the Orient Theater, the New York grievance
board yesterday ruled that the Apollo must
surrender to the Orient one-half of the ex-

changes' 1933-34 releases subsequent to June
10. The Orient is to receive odd number
releases, starting June 10, at the same license

fees as those paid by the Apollo.

WALLACK'S THEATER APPEALS
Wallack's Theater has appealed to the Code

Authority from the grievance board ruling

denying its complaint against the Selwyn
Theater, Fox, Big U and M-G-M exchanges.

Unclean Film Charge
Called Exaggerated

(Continued from Page 1)

things that filthy-minded individuals

dig into for smut", he said, adding
that Universal will stick to clean

pictures.

Laemmle sails a week from today
for London, Paris and Carlsbad.

Warner-F. N. Releases

Are Set up to August
(Continued from Page 1)

sonality Kid" and "Return of the
Terror"; July 13, "Madame Du
Barry"; July 21, "Midnight Alibi"

and "Here Comes the Navy"; July

28, "Friends of Mr. Sweeney."

Protest Premium Violations

Protest against violations by
other industries of provisions in

their respective codes prohibiting

price-cutting through giving of re-

bates in the form of lotteries, prizes

and premiums is expressed in a reso-

lution adopted by the Code Author-
ity at its meeting yesterday.

"Exhibitors of the motion picture
industry in great numbers have will-

ingly and cooperatively complied
with the spirit and letter of these

clauses in the film code, says the

resolution.

Brecher Gets Harlem House
Leo Brecher is taking over the

Harlem Opera House from Manhat-
tan Playhouses. He resumes opera-
tions today.

Para. Board to Meet
To Discuss Petitions
(Continued from Page 1)

yesterday by Austin Keough, Para-

mount general counsel.

One of the petitions, filed by
Harry L. Herzog, Robert J. Wach-
enheim and Milton L. Ernst, as exe-

cutor of the estate of Augusta L.

Ernst, bondholders, asserts that

there has been no substantial change
in Paramount's financial condition

since the trustees' report in April,

1933, and asks that a trustee or

trustees be appointed to effect a

prompt reorganization. The second

petition, filed by the bondholders'

protective committee, requests the

court to retain the present trustees

to run the company if a reorganiza-

tion is sanctioned.

Off to Musicians' Convention
Joseph N. Weber, president of the

American Federation of Musicians,
George B. Henderson and Thos. F.

Gamble, vice-presidents, and Fred.

W. Birnbach, assistant to Weber,
leave New York on Monday for

Cleveland where the 39th annual A.
F. of M. convention takes place

June 18-22. Executive board meet-
ing start June 13. No opposition
to re-election of Weber as president

is expected.

Polly Walters Signed
Polly Waltei's, who has been scor-

ing on the stage in "She Loves Me
Not," was signed this week by Uni-
versal on a long-term contract. She
goes west in July.

U.A. CANCELLATIONS

DECISION IS RESERVED!

i

?

(Continued from Page \)

mitted to the Code Authority yes-
terday via the appeal route during
a hearing at which five complaints
were heard. In all cases, decisions
were reserved.
The case involved was that of the

Anderson Theater Circuit's Egyp-
tian at DeKalb, 111., vs. the distrib-

utor, the complainant declaring that
the respondent refused to permit it

to cancel one picture under the code's
cancellation provisions.

Edward Raftery, counsel for United Artists,
saying that his company sells its pictures on
individual contracts, declared "You can't
eliminate 10 per cent of one picture."
Ninety per cent of all United Artists pic-
tures are sold on separate contracts, he
testified. No one appeared for the com-
plainant.

Other cases heard were: appeal of Stan>
ley, Bridgeton, N. J., from Philadelphia griev-
ance board overbuying decision giving pic-

tures to Louis Linker's Criterion; appeal
of Skouras Theaters from New York griev-
ance board overbuying decision giving 22
features bought by its Capital to Rogowsky's
Embassy. Attorney Louis Nizer appeared
for distributors, none of the parties were
satisfied with the local board decision; appeal
of R. C. Lambert, Mrs. Sophie Lambert
and Floyd Carter of Monticello and Anamosa,
la., from a Des Moines grievance board de-
cision, rendered on complaint of E. T. Land
of the Princess, Monticello, finding opening
of an opposition house as unfair trade prac-
tice; appeal of Dick Gaston, Iowa theater,
Fort Madison, la., from Des Moines grievance
board decision dismissing his overbuying com-
plaint against Orpheum and Strand, both
Fox West Coast nouses. In the last twe
cases Lester Martin appeared for the Iowa
interests.

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

$2.SO up. Single
$3.00 up. Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every-

thing to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-

iness or pleasure.

Every room has private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for

rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality"

Vine at Hollywood Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD
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17 Houses Join Active List in Pacific Northwest
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Coast Previews
... a vicious practice

= By DON CARLE GILLETTE ==

CONSIDERING that reliable information

* on new pictures is the most valuable

f all news for distributors and exhibitors,

L ie manner in which this industry service

as run into abuse through the medium of

ollywood previews is a matter of real

a sneern.

The fault seems to lie in the fact that

ollywood, on top of having an artificial

;rspective on life most of the time, evalu-

res its output from that same viewpoint

id consequently is wrong on too many oc-

isions for the good of the business.

You have only to take the combined pre-

ew reports of any ten, twenty or fifty

ctures, and compare those writeups with

ie actual returns from the pictures to

I illy appreciate the sad story.

T T T
'HE viciousness of the practice, aside

from the fact that Hollywood preview

s are too localized in viewpoint or have
ie "home-guard" complex of praising ev-

ything that sprouts from its own garden,

accentuated by the avidity of some pre-

ewers to rush into print with the first

sports on a new picture.

This has reached the point where they

> longer wait for a production to be fin-

hed, but they go out and catch sneak

eviews before the picture is finally ed-

ed, or get a cutting room glimpse, or

ven go so far as to write it up from an

dvance press sheet.

As a result, home offices of distributing

ompanies often are led into thinking they

ave something sensational when they ac-

ually have a dud, and occasionally vice

ersa, while exhibitors in turn are misled,

onfused and made distrustful of all claims

nd representations of distributors who use

ie Hollywood blurbs for sales promotion.

vlOW, don't construe this as a flat argu-
~ ment against the previewing of pic-

ures.

It is fully realized that this is important
r-d indispensable to the trade.

Unless done right, however, it not only

j useless, but definitely destructive.

Let the preview take place after a pic-

ure is fully completed, and hold it some-
where away from Hollywood where the
eaction of a normal audience is possible

nd where the previewers are not under
ny Hollywood spell.

Several Portable Circuit

Stands Listed Among
Openings

Seattle — Seventeen houses were
added to the active list in this terri-

tory in the course of the last two
months, while only four went dark,
according to the current report of
the Film Board of Trade. Three of
the situations are new ventures, in-

cluding- the Grand, Grand Coulee,
and Machah Hall, Neah Bay, where
portable circuits opened and the In-

ternational irn Blaine. Portable cir-

cuits also are operating- in the Kam,
(.Continued on Page 17)

TY SURVEYING

NO. OF CODE GAS

The Code Authority, through Ex-
ecutive Secretary John C. Flinn,

today begins a survey in which all

local grievance and zoning boards
are contacted to learn how many
cases they have pending.

.

Five New RKO Features
On View at Convention

Five features in the 1934-35 line-

up will be screened at the RKO con-

vention in Chicago, June 18-20. Ad-
vance guard from the home office

will leave New York on Friday,

with Ned Depinet, Jules Levy and
Bob Sisk leaving Sunday. B. B.

(Continued on Page 17)

File Saenger Security Plan

Saenger reorganization plans have been
filed by Paramount with the Federal

Trade Commission for approval under the

new securities law. The plans involve

issuance of new bonds and hence are

held to come under the law as a new
offering.

W. B. MAY LOSE STAKE

IN ST. LOUIS SETUP

St. Louis—Warner's one-third in-

terest in the St. Louis Properties
Co. may be entirely wiped out
through the sale of the theaters to

bondholders, according to informed
sources here. In the case of the
Ambassador and Grand Central the-
aters, it is believed bondholders will

get but 35 cents on the dollar, while
in the Missouri Theater case only 30
cents miay be paid.

Allen L. Snyder has announced he
(Continued on Page 3)

Activity Stepped Up
At Hal Roach Studio

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Although the latter

part of June has usually been a dull

period at the Hal Roach studios,

this year there will be four units

in work, General Manager Henry
Ginsberg announces. The Irvin S.

Cobb unit, Laurel and Hardy, Char-
ley Chase and an All-Star group
will have shorts in production.

I.A.T.S.E. Would Eliminate
American Cinematogra-

phers' Society
By M. M. THOMAS

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Louisville—A motion to include
film exchange workers, along with as-

sistant directors, in the membership
of the International Alliance of The-
atrical Stage Employes & Motion
Picture Operators was defeated at

the closing session of the Interna-

(Continued on Page 3)

MPTOA ASKING UNITS

FOR IDEAS ON DUALS
The M. P. T. 0. A. is communi-

cating with unit members to acquire
their ideas for proceeding against
double feature bills, President Ed
Kuykendall stated in New York on
Saturday. Kuykendall, who will re-

main in town until after the Code
Authority meeting Friday, has not
as yet selected the exact date for
the forthcoming meecing of the or-

ganization's board of directors in

New York.

Rent Claims Not Retroactive
In Proposed Bankruptcy Change
Educational Signs Keaton
For Four More Comedies
Buster Keaton, now making a

feature in France, has been signed
by E. W. Hammons to star in four
more comedies on Educational's
1934-35 program. He made "The
Gold Ghost" and "Allez Oop" this

season. Educational also has Ernest
Truex for six comedies.

President Roosevelt will recom-
mend immediate amendment of the
bankruptcy reorganization law to

provide that future rent claims,

which under the new act are prov-
able for three years, shall be non-
retroactive, according to informa-
tion received by attorneys for the
Paramount trustees. Ambiguity of

the law on this point was pointed

(Continued on Page 17)

Outline Vitaphone Plans

At Chicago Sales Meet
Chicago—An outline of the new

Vitaphone program of about 130
shorts will be one of the highlights

of the regional sales meeting being
held by Warner-First National at

the Drake Hotel here today and to-

morrow. Grad Sears will preside
and there are to be talks by Harry
M. Warner, Major Albert Warner,
Harold S. Bareford on the film code,

Carl Leserman, Norman H. Moray
on the shorts lineup, and others. A

(Continued on Page 3)

New Low for Madison
Madison, Wis.—A. P. Desormeaux,

operator of the Majestic, is advertising

two features at the "lowest prices ever

charged in Madison." Admission is 15

cents for adults daily and Sunday to

6 P. M. and 20 cents at night. Kids a

dime at all times.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net

High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind 3% 3'/2 3V4 + Vs

East. Kodak 98 97% 98 + Vi

Fox Fm. "A" 14% 14% 14%— %
Loew's, Inc 33% 323/4 32% — 3/4

Paramount 5 4% 4%
Pathe Exch 2% 2% 2%
do "A" 24 233/4 24

RKO "A" 3 23/4 23/4 — l/4

Warner Bros 6l/2 6% 6 3
/s

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor 11% 11 11% + %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 . 9V4 9i/4 9'/4 + V4
Loew 6s 41ww 101 V4 100% 101 1/4

Paramount 6s 47 ... 53 53 53 -4- %
Par. By. 5'/2 s51 . . . - 453/4 45% 45% 4- %
Par. 5V2s50 52'/2 52 52

Warner's 6s39 . . 61 ! 2 61 61

Virginia Valli Dorothy Farnum

Leopold Friedman

Wesley Ruggles

John Holland

Walter Byron

Bernice Stern

The Broadway Parade
Picture Distributor

Men in White M-G-M
Many Happy Returns Paramount .

Love Captive Universal

Fog Over Frisco First National

Lost Jungle Mascot

Theater
Capitol

Paramount
Mayfair
Strand

Criterion

It's a Boy Gainsborough Westminster
Sisters Under the Skin Columbia Music Hall

Such Women Are Dangerous Fox Roxy
World in Revolt Mentone Rialto

Born to Be Bad United Artists Rivoli

Little Man, What Now?" Universal Palace
30 Day Princess* Paramount Center
Twentieth Century* Columbia Little Carnegie

TWO-A-DAY RUN
House of Rothschild (13th week) United Artists Astor

4 FOREIGN DIALOGUE PICTURE

Mother-1905 Amkino Acme

FUTURE OPENINGS
Crime Doctor (June 13)*

Are We Civilized (June 13)

Life of Vergie Winters (June 14)

Operator 13f
Here Comes the Groom (June 15)

RKO Center
Raspin Rivoli

RKO Music Hall

M-G-M Capitol

Paramount Paramount
Let's Talk It Over (June 15) Universal Roxy

Black Moon ,;

Dr. Monica"

Subsequent runs.

Follows World in Revolt.

Columbia Rialto

Warner Bros Strand

'Follows Fog Over Frisco.

•fFollows Men in White.

Code Auth'y Not Attending

Confab to Define 'Employe'

Members of the Code Authority

will not attend the hearing to be

held by the NBA tomorrow at

Washington preliminary to insert-

ing in the motion picture code a

new and broader definition of the

word "employe."

Re-defining of the word is plan-

ned to stop a practice under which
certain theaters, in order to evade
paying wage standards specified by
the code for maintenance men, in-

cluding cleaners, have arranged td

have their work done by outside

corporations.

Await Rosenblatt Action

On Code Agency Protest

Division Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt up to last night had not

acted on protest wired him by the

Code agency committee on appoint-
ment of Major Joseph O'Donovan
as permanent secretary at the coast.

The committee had recommended
Campbell McCullough.

E. W. Butcher Producing

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—E. W. Butcher, Who

is now an associate producer at Fox
as well as holding the post of pro-

duction manager, will handle the

next Shirley Temple film, "Angel
Face," with James Dunn and Alice

Faye. Butcher also will produce
several Will Rogers pictures, in-

cluding George Ade's "County
Chairman."

Overseating in England
Spurs Studios, Says Fried
Overseating in England has re-

sulted in British film companies in-

creasing their production budgets
to compete more effectively with one
another, it was stated Saturday to

The Film Daily by Adolph Fried,
sales representative outside the
United Kingdom for several promi-
nent British independent producers.
Fried is here to arrange for distri-

bution of eight features.

Exploration Pictures

Planning Some More
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Having just com-
pleted shooting its initial feature,
Exploration Pictures Corp., of

which Jesse J. Goldburg is presi-

dent, plans to embark on additional

films along similar lines. The first

picture was photographed in the
Philippines, with a story by James
Gilbert and native cast. In addi-

tion to the feature, Goldburg filmed

enough material for a series of sin-

gle-reelers.

Roger Pryor to Be Starred

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Roger Pryor is slated

for stardom at Universal. Carl
Laemmle, Jr., has given instructions

to the scenario department to hunt
up a suitable vehicle. Pryor has
just appeared with Mae West in "It

Ain't No Sin" for Paramount.

Keaton French Film Titled

Paris — Buster Keaton's first

French picture has been titled

"King of the Champs Elysees." It

will have 300 Broadway Girls, with

Max Nosseck directing.
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KAY FRANCIS, Warner star, is expected ir

New York the latter part of this week fron

the coast, with plans to sail about June 20 foi . 1

Naples. See will remain abroad until September., -ntiol

FAY WRAY, who recently finished work ir

Columbia's "Black Moon," arrives in New Yort

today from the coast for a vacation.

DAVID SELZNICK and party, including

GEORGE CUKOR, HOWARD ESTABROOK, HUGH
WALPOLE and FRITZ LANG, arrive in New
York tomorrow from England on the Me d(

France.

LESLIE HOWARD, having finished "British

Agent" for First National, sails June 19 foi

England, returning in the fall.

JOE E. BROWN returned to Hollywood yester

day from the Orient.

PAT O'BRIEN, HENRY O'NEILL, JOHN ELD-

REDGE, ROSS ALEXANDER and JOHN BOLES

have arrived at West Point to take part ir

Warner's "Flirtation Walk" for which Frank

Borzage is making scenes at the military acad

emy.

Amity with Catholics Seen

St. Louis—Basis for a better un

derstanding between the Catholic

Church and the movies in working

mutually toward elimination of ob

jectionable matter in films was

reached at an audience granted late

last week by Archbishop John J

Glennon to a delegation of exhibi

tors headed by Fred H. Wehrenberg

president of the regional M.P.T.O

Louis Ansell of the Ritz and Harold

W. Evans of Loew's State also were

present. Wehrenberg suggested that

the Catholic Church appoint a spe

cial committee to cooperate with the

Better Films Council in passing on

pictures. The Archbishop indicated

this would have consideration and

that Wehrenberg would hear from

him later.

COVERS
EVERYTHING
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(Continued from Page 1)

tional's convention here last week.
The delegates also turned down a
motion to separate the locals in New
York City from those in the state.

This item aroused heated discussion

in which much feeling was displayed.

Following a lengthy attack on

dual unions, including projectionist

groups allegedly financed by exhibi-

tors, a resolution was passed where-
by the I. A. is to immediately
promulgate a plan to force the

American Society of Cinematogra-
phers out of existence on the ground
that it is a dual organization to that

of the International Photographers
of the M. P. Industry.

Another resolution adopted calls

for a national boycott on unfair pro-

ductions, and it was also resolved to

effect a special scale to bring in

electrical workers on circuses and
carnivals, which are considered com-
petition for theaters. A resolution

requesting locals to unite in refusing
to complete work sent into their ter-

ritory when declared unfair in an-
other locality likewise was passed.

After a hot debate, and a vote of

607 to 183, a resolution of the Fi-

nance Committee to cut the salaries

of the president and vice-president

was lost. They remain at $20,000 a
year.

Matthew Woll, vice-president of

the A. F. of L., speaking on the last

day, said the I. A. was fortunate in

getting more advantages under the

NRA than most labor groups.

New officers elected are : George
E. Browne, Chicago, president; Fred
J. Dempsey, New York, secretary-

treasurer; and the following vice-

presidents: John T. Nick, St. Louis;
William P. Covert, Toronto; Har-
land Holmden, Cleveland; James
Walsh, Jersey City; Larry Buck,
Columbus; Floyd Billingsley, San
Francisco; James McGrath, Pitts-

burgh; James J. Brennan, New
York; Roger Kennedy, Detroit.

Place of the next convention was
not decided.

British Newsreels in Color

London—Spencer Duffay Films
will put out all its newsreels in

color.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
Plug your cooled theater as a haven

for hay fever sufferers.

~PH!L II. »ALY
© • • A DARB Summer Flash Number that finale
over at the Radio City Music Hall with the entire com-
pany of 500 on staged by Russell Markert
called "Lazy Daisies" those perfect precisionists
the Rockettes in daisy costumes make you feel
that Summer is really here Stage Strategists come and
go but Russell Markert goes on forever ...... the guy
must have Somethin'

T T T
• • • A FEW highlights in the career of a gent who is

eternally doin' things Dave Thomas 'way back
in the ole days Dave made Jack London's "Sea Wolf"
and "Smoke Bellew" the former was one of the most
successful silent indies ever made released by PDC and
Pathe Dave later sold the story rights to Fox for
$22,500 they made it with Milton Sills in the
Thomas version Ralph Ince played the lep.d Dave was in
the exchange biz in Washington in 1922 he broke into
the production end of the biz with First Nash about 10 years
ago now he heads the new outfit, Falcon Pictures
they will do six features the first, "Convention Girl"

with an Atlantic City locale starts the end of
the month SUCCESS to you, Dave a coupTa
thousand guys we know are echoin' our wish .........

T T T
• • • DOWN AT the Acme on 14th Street they
showed Amkino's "Mother" the pix drew some raves
from the more critical of our local crits greatly due to
the musical score and realism of the effects a Crafts-
man Job performed by that expert Jimmy Brad-
ford one of the better fixer-uppers in arranging scores
for pix

T T T
• • • A GOOD story form Boris Morros he was
tellin' one of our Celebrated Showmen about his new arrange-
ment for a French composition and the C. S. exclaims
delightedly "Fine! Now why don't ya use French
horns!"

T T T
• • • HERE IS a worthy cause that should enlist the
support of anyone who can secure 35 mm. silent films

there is a leper colony in the Virgin Islands these un-
fortunate people have little diversion ,. recently SueJHast-
ings and her marionettes gave them several shows and
they are still talking about the wonderful event now
J. A. Tanney General Manager of the Sales On Sound
Corp. has donated a motion pix equipment to the Col-
ony Miss Hastings has undertaken to secure some films

for use with this equipment Mister Tanney has generously do-
nated so come on, fellers any of you who
have 35 mm. silent film vou want to donate ship it to
Mr. W. M. Danner, 156 Fifth Ave., Room 1118, N. Y. C

Y
• • • FIRST ISSUE of "The Theatre" monthly
mag devoted to the interests of Frankwyn Productions
composed of Harold B. Franklin and Arch Selwyn who
have united forces to sponsor plays and engage in other theat-
rical activities wouldn't be surprised if they might be
interested in sellin' some picture rights after stage production

just a thot we're passin' on to 'em it HAS
been done by the way they are bringing over to
America in October the famous Continental-Parisian chanteuse

Lucienne Boyer who probably holds the world's
record for phonograph recordings her American debut
will be limited to six weeks Selwyn & Franklin are pre-
paring for her an intimate entertainment "A Continen-
tal Evening In the Theater" something new in these
parts FEMME FASHION Note A Kansas City
newspaper ad of "20th Century" shows John Barrymore makin'
love to Carole Lombard Carole is wearing a mous-
tache! oops

« « « » » »

W, B, MAY LOSE STAKE

IN ST, LOUIS SETUP

(Continued from Page 1)

is ready to go through with his end
of the plans for reorganization of
the three houses the minute U. S.
District Judge Charles B. Davis rat-
ifies the sale at which Thomas N.
Dysart, chairman of the commit-
tees for bondholders, bought in the
houses for $1,400,000. Harry Kop-
lar is associated with Snyder and
they plan to have Fanchon & Marco
operate the three houses.

Outline Vitaphone Plans
At Chicago Sales Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

screening of "Madame DuBarry"
will be held tonight. Final session
in the company's series of conven-
tions takes place next Monday and
Tuesday at the St. Francis Hotel,
San Francisco.

Trying Out Another Play
Next play to be tried out at the

St. James Theater, St. James, L. I.,

will be "Chaos", by Kenneth Keith.
It opens July 2. Jack Livingston
is staging the season of tryouts,
which began with "That Certain
Business", by Keith and Homer Ma-
son.

Sees Recourse Against 5c Shows
Detroit—Charging of five cents ad-

mission by an upstate exhibitor oper-
ating in five towns with a portable
equipment could be stopped under the
non-theatrical section of the code,
according to E. S. Kinney, local
code secretary. By using portable
projectors, the houses could be clas-
sified as non-theatrical, with regular
theaters entitled to adequate pro-
tection against them.

Regal Gets 2 Royer Films
Regal Distributing Corp. has ac-

quired world distribution rights to
two Fanchon-Royer pictures, "Hol-
lywood Hoodlum," with June Clyde,
and "Fighting Lady," with Peggy
Shannon, Jack Mulhall and Mary
Carr.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"The three bowls of tempting pota-

to chips on the set for 'Sacred and
Profane Love' now contain wood shav-

ings instead because Joan Crawford

?nd Clark Gable munched on them, and
Director Clarence Brown found that

it interfered with their meals."
—Dave Epstein.
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INTRODUCE THE ERA OF

PRODUCTIONS THAT COST MORE

-
. ^TRACTIONS THAT ARE WORTH MORE

SHOWS THAT WILL GET MORE THAN

THEIR SHARE OF NEW DEAL DOLLARS
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-BEHEMOTH OF BEST-SELLERS, WHICH WILL BE PRODUCED

WITH 15 PRINCIPAL STARS AND THE LARGEST CAST OF

TURED PLAYERS EVER USED IN ANY MOTION PICTURE.
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FROM THE PRODUCERS OF 'GOLD DIGGERS OF 1933
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IT'S TIME FOR ANOTHER

DAWN PATROL-BY THE

SAME AUTHOR, JOHN

MONK SAUNDERS
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ALL THEIR OWN, SCIENTIFI-

CALLY DESIGNED TO SHOW
OFF THE TREMENDOUSLY
POPULAR PERSONALITIES OF



AN EXOTIC LOVE STORY SO UNUSUAL THAT
IT DEMANDED THIS UNUSUAL STAR TEAM
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AFTER 63 WEEKS ON BROAD
W

BY JEROME KERN AND OTTO HARBACH, AUTHORS OF A SCORE OF

HIT SHOWS— A HUNDRED HIT SONGS, WILL BE BROUGHT TO THE

SCREEN WITH THE SENSATIONAL SONG NUMBERS THAT MADE TORCH-

SINGING A NEW ENTERTAINMENT TECHNIQUE ... WITH ALL ITS AFFEC-

TIONATE RECOLLECTION OF THE DAYS WHEN MOST OF US WERE YOUNG.



WARNER BROS. WILL PROVIDE YOUR BOX OFFICE WITH THE AS WING-POWER
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l FEW OF WHICH ARE SHOWN HERE—PIUS SUCH CELEBRATED STAGE HITS AS

BIG-HEARTED HERBERT" • THE FIREBIRD
APPLESAUCE" • "A PRESENT FROM MARGATE
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Improving conditions invite expansion. This industry must get

its rightful share of increased consumer expenditures. So in the

TAKE THE LEAD IN ATTRACT-coming season WARNER BR

m
IN6 A DUE PROPORTION OF NEW DEAL DOLLARS TO THE

It

THEATRES OF THE NATION . . . Pictures such as those just pre-

a more elaborate scale than has been

attempted in the past four years, will e show business to

compete victoriously with all other luxury attractions— not by
A

ruinous price-cutting, on a sou
IS'

nd f. nancial basis of reason-

I

able admission scales .1. • We believe that tlfese spectacular

shows, and 38 others like them from this company, will lead the

^r^f^ \
industry back to the great days of big-scale showmanship after

years of forced economy. We know that only the most reckless

of exhibitors will want to run their theatres next year without

WARNER BROS.' and FIRST

60 PICTURES FOR 1934-1935
Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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17 HOUSES ARE OPENED

IN PACIFIC NORTHWEST

(Continued from Page 1)

Ephrata; Music Box, Harrington;
Pierce, Pierce, Ida.; Grand, Weippe,
Ida., and Potlatch, Potlatch, Ida.

Among other reopenings are the
Colonial, Bremerton; Ferndale,
Ferndale; New Deal, Nespelem;
Liberty, Republic; John Hamrick's
Music Hall, formerly the Roxy,
Seattle; Orpheum, Cottonwood, Ida.;

Roxy, formerly the Granada, Lew-
iston, Ida.

Five New RKO Features

On View at Convention
(Continued from Page 1)

Kahane will come east from the
coast, but J. R. McDonough, presi-

dent of Radio Pictures, has not as

yet decided on leaving the studios

for the meetings. Depinet will make
the principal speech. Levy will

preside. About 250 will attend.

Actor Group Opens Boston Office

Boston—American Federation of

Actcrs, vaudeville actors' union,

has established a branch office here
at the Avery House. Mass meeting
is to be held tomorrow night in the
Avery Hotel.

CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and

Zoning and Clearance Boards

STOP AUTO GIVEAWAYS
Omaha—Mort Singer of the Orpheum,

S'oux City, la., has received a ruling: from
the- local grievance board to discontinue giv-

ing away automobiles in lottery.

Minne Lusa Theater, Omaha, won a case
against North Star Theater over the latter

giving away groceries. Board ordered the
practice stopped.

Because no complaining witnesses appeared,
the Muse Theater, Omaha, is allowed to give
groceries. 1*1

In another ruling, no code violation was
found in the case of a Columbus. Nebr.,
theater allowing a newspaper to distribute its

tickets free in an advertising tieup, since the

paper itself purchased tickets.

REVERE ZONING STAYS
Boston—The local clearance and zoning

board voted not to change zoning so that

Revere would be entitled to play pictures 28
days after Boston in one of the most impor-
tant meetings to date. A petition that Chel-
sea be given no clearance over Revere was
approved.

FREE PASSES ORDERED OUT
Kansas City—J. S. Rigney, operator of the

Westport, was found guilty by the grievance
board of giving away free passes, and noti-

fied to desist from the practice.

On the second charge against Rigney, that
of playing Universale "Cross Country
Cruise" at 10 cents when it was due at 20-

cent spots, the board asked Rigney to support
his contention that he advertised the show at

10 cents (through a mistake) but charged 20
cents, with affidavits.

In the Bethany, Mo., case, in which mon-
opoly of product is charged, the board post-

poned final decision until next Wednesday.

Critic Lets Fan Answer
Film Forum Questionnaire

A FAN viewpoint on the questions in the 1934 Critics' Forum conducted by THE
'* FILM DAILY was obtained by George L. David, motion picture critic of the
"Rochester Chronicle," Rochester, N. Y. Among the most interesting replies received
by David and published in his department in the "Chronicle" was the following from
William Newcomb of 26 Swan Street, Rochester:

"I don't expect my answers to Film

Daily's questionnaire to satisfy the average

Rochester movie-goer, but then I am in-

clined to generally agree with reviewers in

my critical reactions to the pictures, and,

it is sad to relate, a great many Roch-

esterians aren't!

"'1—What is more important, star value

or story value?'

"Story value every time. I am not think-

ing of box office here at all. But my own
enjoyment. There is a general tendency to

build stories around stars, which right at

the outset makes that story sterile. Many
feared that 'Men in White' would be

merely a starring vehicle for Clark Gable.

We were agreeably surprised.

"If given my choice of deciding movie

manufacture for six months, I'd ask for the

following:

a. Fantasy: Satiristic, futuristic.

b. Extravaganza: With more attention

paid to story variation, less to comedy.

c. Propaganda: (Yes, I'm prepared for

your tomatoes and eggs). But unlike your

contemporary, Miss Croughton, I like propa-

ganda pictures. (Naturally, I like propa-

ganda of my pets: Sociological and political

reform; psychological therapy.

" '2—How would you rate the morale of

the screen with those of the stage or cur-

rent literature, etc?'

"Who cares? How does it effect the

calibre of my entertainment? That is all

the acid test I would apply.

" '3—Rate in order the type of short

subject preferred.'

"Cartoon comedies, short sophisticates,

newsreels.

" '4—What effect do you see on motion

pictures when television becomes practical

entertainment?'

"About 20 million folks who formerly

went to pictures now stay home for their

radio entertainment; cheaper, and old folks

are tired; another 10 million stay home who

are deafened. Television might keep an-

other 10 million home. I give up.

" '5—What brings patronage to the box

office? Admission price, quantity of en-

tertainment, type of picture or star?'

"For myself: Type of picture, of course.

For those whose income has been appre-

ciably reduced, quantity entertainment

—

plus rate of admission. For the hoi-poloi,

the star.

" '6—What's right — or wrong — with

Hollywood?'

"What's right? The engineering minds

are as right as a capital R. They have

made unusual advances.

"What's wrong? Too many relatives of

the bigwigs on assignments entirely over

their heads; too many story writers for

every production; too much star system;

too little daring to branch into the un-

known; too much SEX and not enough

probing into social and psychical pheno-

mena. As Pabst, the German movie genius,

says: Hollywood doesn't tackle the issues

of the day; yet there are good stories in

these issues.

" 7—How can theaters improve their

services to the patrons?'

"Help the deafened with a sprinkling

of hearing aids. Use more musical shorts

of quality. There is no lack of theater

courtesy today.

" '8—What are your pet motion picture

likes?'

"I'm not answering this question for what

it was probably intended, but I take

pleasure in praising a very little-heralded

picture: 'Eight Girls in a Boat,' for—beauty

of story, characterizations, photography. For

independence of mind of the director. For

courage of the producing company. For

sincerity of all engaged. The beauty of

the outdoor settings placed in the environ-

ment of higher learning has been equalled

in only one other institutional background:

a retreat in the Berkshire hills for social

workers, ministers and educators, where all

camp members are nudists.

" '9—Your pet dislikes?'

"Triangles and the usual pictorial review.

" '10—Pet squawk?'

"Stories without any aim—those lacking

any motivating purpose for its protagon-

ists."

New Polish Producer

Warsaw—Kamera Co., new pro-

ducing company, has started activ-

ity on a historical film. Four other

studios are preparing superfilms in

Polish.

Prague Studios Active

Prague — Three native pictures,

with three more dubbed in German,
are in work in three studios here.

One of the pictures is a musical by

Oscar Strauss.

DuWorld Gets Terriss Shorts
DuWorld has acquired world dis-

tribution rights to "Quest of the
Perfect Woman," a series of one-
reelers produced by Arthur Ham-
mer and featuring Tom Terriss.

"Vampire of Marrekesh" and
"Veiled Dancer of Eloued," first

two of the .series, are completed.

Betty Compton in British Film
London—Betty Compton, wife of

James J. Walker, starts work today
in "The Richest Girl in the World"
at the Warner studio in Teddington.

PRESIDENT TO AMEND

RENT CLAUSE IN LAW
(Continued from Page 1)

out to the President by Federal
Judge Knox in a memorandum sub-
mitted prior to the signing of the
law, and it is understood that the
President signed the act with the
intent of having the rent clause
promptly clarified. Possibility looms
that hundreds of expunged future
rent claims against Paramount in-
volving millions of dollars will be
revived unless the law is amended.

Statewide Files Suit Over Deposit

Milwaukee—Clarence H. Benton,
trustee for Statewide Theaters, has
started suit in Federal Court against
Grand and Sixth Building Co. to re-
cover $52,642 in behalf of creditors.
The complaint says Statewide on
Jan. 1, 1933, assumed a 15-year
lease on the Wisconsin theater and
roof garden, held by Midwesco. At
that time the Grand and Sixth firm
held a deposit of $52,642 from Mid-
wesco to guarantee 1932 rentals.
Lease was surrendered by Statewide
in February, 1933, and in July it

was adjudged bankrupt. Benton
contends the deposit fund should re-
vert to Statewide. This is the sec-
ond suit filed by the trustee, the
first being to recover $119,000 in
cash and property from M. L. A.
Investment Co.

Casey Robinson Rejoins Rogers
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— Casey Robinson has
returned to the Charles R. Rogers
organization after writing an orig-

inal which Harry Joe Brown will

produce for First National. He is

now adapting "McFadden's Flats."

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Universal sales meeting, Drake Hotel,

Chicago.

June 11-12: Warner-First National midwest
sales meeting Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 12: Hearing on amendment to film code
for re-definition of the term "employee,"
Department of Commerce Building, Room
2062, Washington. 10 A.M.

June 13-14: Allied leaders' meeting in New
York.

lune 1 6- July 2: International Motion Picture

Week, Vienna.

June 18: Meeting of Paramount's National

Advisory Council of Theater Operators,

Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

June 18-19: Warner-First National regional

sales meeting, San Francisco.

lune 18-20: RKO annual sales convention,

Drake Hotel, Chicago.

lune 18-20: Paramount annual sales conven-
tion, Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.

June 18-22: American Federation of Musicians

convention, Cleveland.

June 20: Annual Boat Ride of the Warner Club

aboard S.S. Peter Stuyvesant to Bear Moun-
tain.

July 25: I.T.O.A. boat ride and outing.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
graphy, Venice, Italy.

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Penn-

sylvania, New York.
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« « SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS » »

Ruth Etting in

"The Song of Fame"

with Eddie Bruce, Arthur Donald-
son, Jackson Halliday, Minor & Root,

Pat West
Vitaphone 19 mins.

Good Musical Comedy

A generally enjoyable Broadway
Brevity. Ruth Etting plays the role
of a singing cigarette girl looking
for another job. A boy friend prom-
ises to get her one through his
pretended friendship with a big the-
atrical agent. But the agent gives
him the cold shoulder, so the lad
frames it up for the agent to hear
Ruth sing while he's in a barber
cbair. The Italian barber, played
by Charles La Torre, has the wrong
man in the chair at the time, how-
ever, and the plan seems a fizzle,

but it happens that the agent was
just outside and heard the singing,
so Ruth gets starred at last. A few
pleasing vocal numbers by Miss Et-
ting, a good hillbilly specialty by a
Judy and Zeke quartette, some nice
rallroom dancing by Minor & Root
and a bit of ensemble work combine
to pack the two reels with a gener-
out amount of entertainment. Joseph
Henabery directed.

Harry Gribbon in

"Corn on the Cop"

with Shemp Howard, Mary Doran,
Boyd Davis

Vitaphone 20 mins.

Satisfactory Comedy

Harry Gribbon and Shemp How-
ard, a couple of hobos, get an idea
for making dough with a corn rem-
edy. Howard fixes up a gag that

makes folks peep into a store win-
dow, while he reaches out from a

basement window and pounds them
on the corns with a hammer, with
Gribbon's corn emporium being just

next door to give them relief. The
stunt gets by for a while, but when
a police lieutenant comes along and
becomes one of the victims the jig

is up. Fairly amusing throughout
and should satisfy.

"Dumb Champs"
(World of Sport Series)

Columbia 10 mins.
Good

Cats, dogs, roosters, apes and even
a swimming mountain lion and a
boxing kangaroo are the principal

performers in this subject. They
are shown in comical boxing match-
es and races, with an off-screen

commentator supplying remarks
that add to the humorous enjoy-
ment.

9 mins.

"Big Timber'

Screen Novelties
Good Scenic

Presentation of the lumbering in-

dustry in British Columbia accom-
panied by excellent narrative ex-
plaining the cutting of the timber,

hauling to the river, loading on
trains, cutting up into lumber, etc.

The latter half of the film is de-
voted to the mechanics of the mod-
ern lumber manufacturing plant, the
different kind of saws, etc. All of
which are run by electricity. The
short holds the interest for its in-

formation and the shots of the lum-
bermen felling the trees amid scen-
ery. Well photographed.

"Playtime at the Zoo"
British Instructional Films 9 mins.

Good

Entertaining shots of the birds
and animals at play in a zoo. High-
lights are a pair of laughing jack-
ass birds, marmosets playing hide
and seek in and out of their holes,

seals doing fancy jumps out of the
water, white bears playing with a
ball in the water, a pair of lion

cubs in a friendly spat over a suck-
ing bag, and a flock of penguins
playing follow the leader into and
out of a pool. Will interest kids
especially though it holds appeal
for adults, too.

"Hello Everybody"

Dist. Not Set 18 mins.
Fair

A typical British melange of mu-
sic, dancing, song and general spoof-
ing. Dancing trio from "The Black-
birds" illustrates some fast and fu-
rious stepping. A soubrette and
chorus from the London Adelphi
Revue prance about in long, filmy
skirts while the leader sings. Lacks
the fire of the American chorus girl

numbers. Short ends with a take-
off on Douglas Fairbanks as Pe-
truchio with Anna May Wong as
Katherine who proves an expert
slinger of custard pies.

"Trick Golf"
M-G-M 9 mins.

Great for Golf Fans

Golf fans in particular will get a
great kick out of this collection of
fancy stunts on the links. With
the usually witty comment by Pete
Smith, the subject is amusing as
well as amazing. It shows a series

of clever shots made by a trick golf-

er wbose precision in landing on the
ball in various positions from sand
traps to the top of a telegraph pole.

B. A. Rolfe in

"A Jolly Good Fellow"

Vitaphone 10 mins.

One of the liveliest and most
tuneful of the Melody Masters se-
ries. B. A. Rolfe, after partaking
of a rarebit, has a nightmare in

which members of his orchestra play
and sing a repertoire of numbers,
accompanied by a kaleidoscope of
visions. Some very good process
work together with the musical en-
joyment combine to make it a good
novelty.

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

By CHAS. ALICOATE

JACQUELINE LOGAN and Mon-
J tague Love, both stars in their

own right, and both of whom have
had striking careers in recent years,

have just been signed for important
roles in the new Educational comedy,
"Love and Babies," starring Ernest
Truex, going into production today
at the Astoria studios. Al Christie

will produce the comedy, based on

the stage play of the same title

which ran on Broadway last year

with Ernest Truex also essaying the

starring role. It was adapted by
William Watson and Art Jarrett.

•

Gks Edwards and His Stars of

Tomorrow have been signed to make
a one-reel short subject at the Brook-

lyn Vita/phone studio, according to

an announcement from Sam Sax,

production chief:
•

Preparations are well under way
for starting of production on "Wo-
man in the Dark," Dashiell Hammett
story, which will be the first of 12

features to go in work at the Bio-

graph studios when Select Produc-

tions, the William Saal and Burt
Kelly company, start activity there

on June 19.
•

Hal LeRoy and Dorothy Dare
start work today in "Syncopated
City," two-reel musical comedy, at

the Vitaphone studio.
•

A two-reel comedy entitled
"Smoked Hams," starring Daphne
Pollard and Shemp Howard, was fin-

ished at the Vitaphone plant last

week. Lloyd French directed.

Jimmy Harris in St. Louis
St. Louis—Jimmy Harris of Min-

neapolis, formerly with Publix, is

here to handle publicity and adver-

tising for Loew's State.

French Exhibs Protest U. S. Curb
Paris — Protests that proposed

drastic restrictions on importation

of American films would be ruinous

to their business were made here

yesterday by 300 theater owners
from all parts of France.

Supply Dealers Framing Draft
A supplementary code to be in-

corporated in the wholesale basic

and distributing code is being draft-

ed by a committee representing the

Independent Theater Supply Deal-

ers Inc. and will be ready for de-

livery to the NRA in two weeks.

Disney Expanding
West Coast Bur., Tllli FILM DAILY

Hollywood—A two-story building is

now being erected at the Walt Disnsy

studios to give more space for Disney's

increased personnel. The building will

/>ovide 12,000 square feet of space and

with its equipment will represent an in-

vestment of $65,000. It will be opened

in September. Two hundred people are

now employed by Disney, whose original

personnel numbered 40.
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A Little
from "Lots"

^^ By RALPH WILK—
HOLLYWOOD

(""HARLES LAMONT, now direct-

ing for Monogram, is highly
elated over Shirley Temple's sensa-
tional success. He discovered her
two years ago and used her in six

"Baby Burlesques." He also used
her in four subjects of the "Frolics

of Youth" series at Educational.

T T T

"Greetins. The Squaw and me
are trowing a feed for youse Satu-

day nite, June 9th, at the Colony
club. Rent a tux as some of the hoi

paloi are using dem. Feed bag at

8. Phone and tell the squaw you'll

be dare." Thus read the invitation

to the party Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Schlesinger gave in honor of their

twenty-fifth wedding anniversary.

T
Amille Milane and Ray Nazarro

have written "Knocking on Wood"
and "Breaking a Mirror," which will

be the first two subjects in the new
series of "Superstition" pictures to

be made by Nazarro and Abe Mey-
er. Nazarro will also direct the

subjects.

T
David Holt, the youngster signed

for an important role in "52 Weeks
With Fluerette," was chosen after

more than 100 boys were tested for

the part. He is represented by Max
Shagrin.

T T T
Reb Russell, former Northwestern

football star, has been placed under
a three-year contract by Willis

Kent. He will be starred in a series

of westerns.

T T
James Cagney, Pat O'Brien, Frank

McHugh and Helen Lowell will play
the leads in Warner's "The Irish in

US." Story is by Frank Orsatti.

T T T
Isabel Jewell, who recently re-

turned to M-G-M under a long term
contract, offers an explanation for
the fewer cases of "artistic temper-
ament" witnessed in Hollywood of

late years. She says the influx of

personalities from the legitimate
stage has had a steadying effect on
the mental equilibrium of Holly-
wood's darlings.

Opposes Silent* Technique
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Noting a tendency on the

part of directors to gravitate back to the

technique of the old silents, now that

sound has lost its novelty, Edward H.

Griffith of the M-G-M directorial staff

declares that he does not intend to fol-

low the parade. While admitting that

pantomime has its place in modern films,

Griffith says:

"What's the use of having an actor

mug and froth all over the place to get

an idea over when he can do it much
more easily, effectively and gracefully

with the very natural aid of his voice?

The old silent pictures would have been
nothing but glorified guessing contests

without the help of the awkward sub-

titles. Now an actor can let an audi-

ence know exactly what he's thinking

and feeling, and still look like a human
being while he's doing it."
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NEWS OF THE DAY
North Baltimore, O. — Virginia

Amusement Co. has been chartered

with a capital of $5,000 to operate

a motion picture theater here by
Ernest Walter, Homer Brady and
Paul E. Miller.

High Point, N. C—The Delano,

under the management of Fred I.

Bugg, will o;pen soon.

Charlotte, N. C.—Rhodes Brothers
will open and operate an open air

theater at Lake Lure.

Walterboro, S. C—H. B. Cook is

operating the New Era, formerly
operated by John Glover.

Bennettsville, S. C.—According to

reports, J. R. Wagner is to open a

new theater here in about 15 days.

Union, S. C—The Rialto, dark for

about a year, is now operating un-
der the direction of Mrs. L. D.
Eaves.

St. Louis— Harry Scott has as-
sumed his new duties as manager
of the local United Artists ex-
change. Until recently he was iden-
tified with the NRA in Washington
and prior to that held a sales exec-
utive post with Pathe.

St. Louis—The Grant theater is

now under the management of Mrs.
W. J. Mathews.

Hornersville, Mo. — The Horners-
ville theater has reopened.

La Plata, Mo.—The Princess the-

ater is dark at present.

Virginia, 111. — F. M. Mertz has
taken over the Virginia theater here
and the Bijou theater in Waverly.
The Virginia was formerly owned
by William J. Mathews.

San Antonio—John T. Floore was
recently made student manager un-
der Raymond B. Willie, city mana-
ger of local Interstate Theaters.

Fort Worth— The Palace, Inter-
state house, has reduced its top
from 50 cents to 35 cents for the
summer. The Worth has dropped
stage shows for the summer and cut
its price to 50 cents.

Boston—A. M. Folkans has been
brought from Washington to join
the sale,s force of the M-G-M ex-
change here under Manager Mau-
rice Wolf.

Boston — Angeline A. Maney is

handling publicity for the Metro-
politan while Gene Fox is on vaca-
tion in Minnesota.

San Antonio — Four local first-

runs, the Aztec, Empire, Majestic
and Texas are now opening at 12
noon instead of 1 P. M. The Ma-
jestic has shifted its policy to a
weekly change, while the Texas is

showing two films a week.

Milwaukee — J. T. McCluskey,
manager of the Garden, has taken
over the direction of the Muskego
Beach ballroom for the summer.

Milwaukee—The Milwaukee Film
Laboratories, Inc., has been organ-
ized with Fred C. Ellis, Jr., as pres-
ident; E. D. Harris, vice-president
and secretary, and A. K. Hadley,
treasurer. The firm is reported to
be working with the visual educa-
tional division of the University of
Chicago.

Lockland, O.—Erection of a new
theater for colored patronage is be-
ing completed under the direction
of William and Salle© Bennett. The
house, which is to be called the Dun-
bar, will be equipped with Photo-
phone High Fidelity sound.

S. Pittsburgh, Tenn.—Cumberland
Amusement Co. of Tullahoma has
remodeled the Imperial and is in-

stalling a new RCA Victor High
Fidelity sound system preparatory
to reopening under the manage-
ment of R. T. Hill.

Weatherly, Pa.—The Roxy has
been taken over by Benjamin and
Samuel Freed, who are renovating
this 600-seater and installing Pho-
tophone High Fidelity sound ap-
paratus.

Rutland, Vt.—Thomas W. McKay,
local M. & P.-Publix manager, has
recovered from a critical illness and
is back at his offices in the Para-
mount.

Pawtucket, R. I.—Dave Perkins
and Henry A. Harootunion have
leased the Imperial, dark for about
12 months, and will renovate and
reopen it.

Beverley, Mass. — Paul Purdy,
manager of the Larcom, is out of
the hospital following an operation.

mm
FlDEiiT
SOUND

RCA VICTOR
Company, Inc.

Camden, N. J.
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Adolph Zukor presents

MAE WEST
i n

'IT AIN'T NO SIN'

with Roger Pryor

John Mack Brown

Duke Ellington and
his famous orchestra

A Paramount Picture

Directed by Leo McCarey

__
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Spending$1 0, 000,000 on 10 Specials, WarnerSays

URGE PERIOD OF 45 DAYS FOR FILINGJSSENTS

Paramount Plans to Make 18 Features in England
Schedule for New Year

Announced by John
Cecil Graham

Eighteen features will be made in

England by Paramount during the
1934-35 season to fill the British

quota requirements, John Cecil Gra-
ham, managing director of all Para-
mount companies in Great Britain,

| stated to The Film Daily yesterday
'n New York. Through an arrange-
ment with Hubert T. Marsh and
Herbert Wilcox, all Paramount fea-

tures will be produced at the British

and Dominions, studios, using B and
D stars, players and directors.

Graham deplored the British law
(Continued on Page 4)

ASK REORGANIZATION

OF ROXY THEATER GO,

Prompt reorganization of the

Roxy Theaters Corp., was recom
mended yesterday at a meeting of

the board of directors of the cor-

poration. Action was taken on the

petition filed last week by attorneys

for the Roxy representing five-year

%y2 per cent gold note holders. Harry
(Continued on Page 5)

Fuller Brothers Split

Australian Theater Firm
Sydney, Australia—After an as-

sociation of 38 years during which
they built up a chain of 49 theaters

in Australia and New Zealand, Sir

Benjamin Fuller and John Fuller
(Continued on Page 5)

Franklin Company to Make Two Features
Harold B. Franklin, who will produce seven plays next season in co-operation with

Arch Selwyn and Charles B. Cochran, will also make at least two teature pictures this

fall, he told FILM DAILY yesterday. Production will likely be in the East. A. E.

Thomas is now adapting Ward Greene's novel "Cora Potts" for the first production
by the Frankwyn Company. Harry Wagstaff Gribble has been engaged to direct the
stage production.

'IT TO HOLD EXCHANGE

MEETS AT KEY SPOTS

Chicago—Universal will not hold
regional conventions in Los Angeles
and San Francisco as was originally

planned, James R. Grainger told

delegates to the company's mid-west
one day convention yesterday. In-

stead, "exchange conventions" will

be held at all southern and west-
ern key points with W. J. Heineman,

(Continued on Page 5)

British Theater Grosses
Slump Past Two Months

Theater business in Great Brit-

ain has taken a slump during the

past two months, Sol A. Newman,
•managing director for RKO in Eng-
'and. stated yesterday.
"Many are of the opinion that

patrons are purchasing the cheaper
seats. Others believe that theater-

(Continucd on Page 4)

LEE A. OGHS THEATERS

RKO will add four Lee Ochs
houses to its circuit if an agreement,
now under negotiation, is reached.

The houses are the Midtown, Up-
town, Yorktown and Costello. Last

(Continued on Page 6)

3 Saenger Bond Issues

Filed with Trade Com.
Washington. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Refinancing plans

for three Saenger bond issues have
been filed by protective committees
with the Federal Trade Commission
for registration under the Securities

Act. Refinancing of all three issues

involves the issuance of a like num-
ber of bonds of those outstanding
with a cut in interest only on the

first mortgage and collateral sink-

ing fund 6 r/> per cent gold bonds of
{Continued on Page 6)

Wasted Complaints
Exhibitors who try to file complaints

against double feature bills are merely

wasting their time and effort as the

code does not provide any reference f

the policy, it was pointed out at th

Code Authority headquarters in Ne-
York yesterday. Local grievance and

zoning boards therefore cannot enter-

tain such protests.

Biggest Production Budget
Ever, Harry Warner States

Harry H. Pinsley Reported
Among Air Liner Dead
Harry H. Pinsley, 24, an execu-

tive of the Music Corporation of

America and well known in Holly-
wood and on Broadway, is among
the seven passengers reported to

have lost their lives in the crash
of the American Air liner in the
Catskills last Saturday. He had
acted as contact man for Mary
Brian and other film stars.

Chicago—Warner Bros.-First Na-
tional has allocated an expenditure

of $10,000,000 for 10 specials in its

1934-35 program, Harry M. Warner
told the company's regional sales

meeting at the Hotel Drake yester-

day. He listed the following pic-

tures as included in the specials:

"Anthonv Adverse." "Gold Diggers
of 1935." "Black Hell," "Lafayette
Escadrille," "Captain Blood"; "Ca-
sino de Paree," a musical co-starring

(Continued on Page 8)

Proposal of Code Authority
Awaits Approval of

Administrator
Although the plan has not as yet

been officially approved by the Ad-
ministrator, the Code Authority is

understood to have recommended
that the period for filing assents be

reopened for 45 additional days.

Whether or not the NRA okays the

arrangement is expected to be

known Friday, when the Authority
holds its next meeting.

In announcing its recommenda-
tion for reopening of the assents

period the Authority stated that

certain reservations would be im-
(Continued on Page 4)

BROADWAY HOUSES

TALK POOLING

Progress is being made towards
the culmination of a pooling deal in-

volving the New York Paramount
and the Capitol, grind first run on
Broadway which plays M-G-M prod-

uct, Plan under consideration is to

have Capitol drop stage shows and
(Continued on Page 8)

Six in Work on Fox Lot
For New Season Lineup

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—With three features

of the 1934-35 schedule started in

production yesterday, Fox now has

six of the new program in work at
(Continued on Page 8)

Seek to Stop Bandit Films

Dallas—Mothers of Clyde Barrow and
Bonnie Parker, outlaw pair recently

killed near Arcadia, La., by officers,

have filed suit here seeking an in-

junction in the U. S. District Court to

prevent showing of pictures of events

in connection with the slaying. Action

is aimed at several independent distrib-

utors and local theaters.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 4i/2 3% 3% — %
Columbia Picts. vtc. 34 33 Vi 33/2 — V
Con. Fm. Ind 3l/2 33/8 33/8 — %
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 153/g 15% 15% — %
East. Kodak 98/2 97 Vg 98/2 + Vz

Fox Fm. "A" 143^ 14l/4 143/8 — 1/,

Loew's, Inc 323,4 32 32% — %
do pfd 96!/2 96i/

2 961/z + '/-

Paramount ctfs 5 43^ 43£ — %
Pathe Exch 2% 23,4 23/4 — 1/,

do "A" 24 23l/4 237/8 — l/
f

RKO 2% 2% 23/4

Warner Bros 6l/4 6 6% — 1/

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor 12 11% 12

Trans-Lux 13/4 1 3/4 1 % + l/
4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. .9 9 9 — 1/4

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 9 9 9 — %
Loew 6s 41ww 101i/

2
101i/4 101 1/2 + V

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 52% 52 52 — *A

Par. 5i/
2s50ctfs 53

V

4 52 52 — y,

Pathe 7s37 99i/
2 99V4 99V2 + P//

Warner's 6s39 60% 60 60—1 Vi

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para. Publix 4?/8 43/4 4% + %

William Austin Ann Rork

Tent Theaters Circuit
New Orleans—A circuit of tent theaters to test out small towns and see if they can

support films, is the idea of William Koll, veteran showman. Koll is operating tents
with sound films in Luling, Montez, Gonzales, Jackson, and will open another spot
shortly. Tents seat about 500 and have floors built in.

Hyams London Circuit

Building 11th House
Construction of the 11th house in

the Hyams circuit in London is

planned to begin in September, Phil

Hyams said in New York yesterday,
following his recent arrival from
London. The house will seat 4,000.

British-made product is "spotty,"

according to Hyams. Looking over
the Broadway scene he observed that
the street has gone "cheap" since

his last visit here and marveled at

the fact that theaters are allowed
theater fronts by way of ballyhoo.

Hyams leaves New York tomorrow
for a trip to the Coast.

New Scale for Roxy
On Friday the Roxy will effect a

new local admission price scale ap-
plying to all seats. Up to 2 p. m.,
the price will be 25 cents, 35 cents
to 7 p. m. and 55 cents to closing,

every day, including Saturday, Sun-
day and holidays. The children's
price of 15 cents at any time re-

mains.
"Let's Talk It Over" opens at the

Roxy Friday with subsequent pic-

tures including: "Affairs of a Gen-
tleman"; "Baby Take a Bow";
"Charlie Chan's Courage" and
"Handy Andy."

Seek Plays for Tryouts

Motion picture companies have
been invited to submit plays and
players for tryouts with the sum-
mer stock company which Ivan E.

Cedar will open June 25th at the

Hessel Memorial Hall, Woodmere,
L. I., with the presentation of Tul-

lio Carminati in "Strictly Dishon-
orable."

"U" Signs Hugh O'Connell

Universal yesterday signed Hugh
O'Connell, currently starring in

"The Milky Way" on Broadway, to

a term contract. Deal was handled

by Leah Salisbury for the actor.

Fox Leases Criterion

Fox has leased the Criterion for

the two-a-day world premiere show-
ing of "The World Moves On," first

of the Fox 1934-35 line-up. The
picture opens June 28.

Holding Over "Fop Over Frisco"

The Strand will hold over for a

second week, beginning tomorrow
evening-, its current attraction, "Fog
Over Frisco."

"Private Scandal" for Mayfair

"Private Scandal" produced by
Charles R. Rogers for Paramount
release, opens tomorrow night at the

Mayfair. The cast is headed by
ZaSu Pitts and Phillips Holmes.

Effect Personnel Changes
In Sound Pictures Outfit
Cleveland—Two new additions to

the organization and two resigna-

tions are announced by Sound Pic-

tures, Inc. J. R. McCrory, former
art director for Walt Disney, has

been appointed art director and
Jimmy Church, stage and radio

scenarist and director, has joined the

staff. G. S. Wasser, vice-president,

has resigned, as has H. A. Worth-
ington, office manager. Wasser is

now associated with the Wm. J.

Ganz Co., New York, as vice-presi-

dent in charge of sales. Because
of increased necessity for production

facilities, Sound Pictures has lately

doubled its floor space.

Block Booking Bill Up in Mass.

Beverly, Mass.—A hearing was
held yesterday before the rules com-
mittee of the Massachusetts House
of Representatives on a resolution

for the appointment of an unpaid
commission to investigate block

booking, forcing of indecent films

on exhibitors and to draw up any
necessary legislation. It is be-

lieved that the General Court of

Massachusetts will declare in favor

of the Patman bill and will so ad-

vise Congress. The matter of a

contract being declared null and void

if any picture was manufactured
contrary to the pre-production code

of ethics was also discussed.

Ward Johnson Dies

Conneaut, O. — Ward Johnson,

manager of the State and Le Grande
theaters here died June 8 at his

home here after a long illness. He
had long been identified with the

theater business here and at Ashta-
bule and Geneva, O.

Preview "Lost Jungle"

Albany—Preview of Mascot's "The

Lost Jungle," sponsored by C. H.

Buckley and the Standard Film Ex-

changes, Inc., was held here last

night at Harmanus Bleeker Hall. A
buffet luncheon was later served at

the Variety Club.

4 Weeks for "Sweethearts'

Louisville — Warner Bros.' "20

Million Sweethearts", has been held

over for a fourth week at the Mary
Anderson here. This is a record for

a hold-over run at this theater, no

previous picture having played there

for more than three weeks.

RKO Fordham Cuts Prices

Price reduction from 40 to 35

cents at night will be effected to-

morrow at the RKO Fordham. No
other reductions in admission will

be made in RKO houses in New
York, a circuit official stated to Film

Daily yesterday.

oming andG oing

FRITZ LANG, German producer, arrives
New York today on the He de France.

DOROTHEA WIECK sails on the Bremen to
night.

GEORGE WHITE lands from the lie i

France today after a trip abroad.

EDWARD BAUSCH of Bausch & Lomt
Rochester, is on the passenger list of th

Bremen, which sails tonight.

J. H. HOFFBERG is en route to London 01

the Manhattan.

JOE E. BROWN, who has been vacationin
in the Orient with Mrs. Brown, has returne
to Hollywood.

KAY FRANCIS, now at the Coast, plan
to sail from New York June 20 on the Re
for a vacation, returning Sept. 1.

JOE PENNER leaves New York early nex
month for the Coast.

SYLVIA SIDNEY is in New York from th

Coast for a vacation.

CLAYTON SHEEHAN arrives in New Yor
today on the lie de France.

V. A. USIEVITCH, head of the foreign com
merce division of the Soviet film industry

and V. VERLINSKY, Amkino president, hav
gone to Chicago to confer with equipmen
manufacturers.

JESS SMITH leaves New York tomorrow fo

the Coast.

PHIL HYAMS, London circuit operator, leave

New York tomorrow for a visit to Hollywooi
before returning to England.

HAL ROSSON, who just completed work O'

"Treasure Island" for M-G-M will fly eas

for the Baer-Carnera fight, returning to th(

coast immediately after the affair.

FRANK BORZAGE is a guest at the Hote
Warwick, daily making the trip to and fron

West Point, where he is directing "Flirtatio

Walk."

ALINE MacMAHON is en route to the Coas
from New York.

HARRY M. WARNER. A. W. SMITH an
SAM SAX leave Chicago today returning t

New York. Other Warnerites such as MAJOl
ALBERT WARNER, GRAD SEARS, CHARLI
EINFELD. CARL LESERMAN, NORMAN MORAY
HAROLD S. BAREFORD and AL SCHWALBER'
go on to San Francisco. MAJOR WARNE
leaves Chicago today by plane.

CHARLES L. O'REILLY goes to Washingtoi

today as chairman of the Code Authority'

labor committee to attend the hearing or

the proposed revision of definition of th:

word "employee" as used in the code.

JOHN LEROY JOHNSON will arrive on the

coast tomorrow.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, E. T. GOMERSALL
SIDNEY SINGERMAN and EDDIE BONNS returr

from Chicago this morning.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

Each year I look for-

ward to The Film

Daily Year Book —
and each year, it ex-

ceeds in quality and
value, its predecessor;

and that progress!

I think it is the most
valuable encyclopedia
of information that I

have at my command,
made possible only

by your research and
vision, and kindness.

My congratulations to

you and your organi-
zation upon turning
out so instructive and
comprehensive a vol-

ume as "The Year
Book of 1934."

Louis K. Sidney

1,000 Pages -- Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.
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^JEWISH
THEATRICAL
GUILD
WILLIAM MORRIS, Founder

is launching it's First membership appeal in its 10 years of unselfish

service • Every man and -woman ofJewish faith, connected with

the theatrical profession or any other business, should

JOIN AT ONCE.

CUTTHISOUT
PIN CHECK
TO IT

Mail both
TODAY t-Applicat io)Lj Blan^

PHONE BRYANT 9-0498

JEWISH THEATRICAL CJUILD of AMERICA
INCORPO RATED

WILLIAM MORRIS, Founder
SUITE 1104 1560 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

I hereby apply for membership in the Theatrical Guild ..... .here is my ten dollars

Name .

Address

Jewish Theatrical ^uild of America, Inc.

EDDIE C/ KTOR. Pres.

DAVE FE: tGUSON. Exec. Secy.DUES: $10.00 annually-
Life membership J250.00

Make all checks payable to the Jewish Th cal Guild of America, loc

ABE LASTFOGEL, Cha rman
Membership Drive

Eddie Cantor President

George Jessel 1st Vice-President

JuuusTannen . , . Vice-President

Sam H. Harris . . . Vice-President

Wm. Morris, Jr. . . Vice-President

Mrs. SIME SILVERMAN.
Chairlady Women's Division

OFFICERS

Wm. Degen Weinberger,

Chairman Board of Trustees

Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld , Treasurer

Fred Block . . Financial Secretary

Mrs. WM. MORRIS
Honorary Chairlady

Harry Coofefy,
Corresponding Secretary

Dave Fercusckn,
Executive Secretary

Dr. Leo Michel Relief

We co-operate with*the activities of The Actors'Fund of America;

Hational Variety Artists; Catholic Actors Guild; and^Episcopal Actors Guild.
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URGE 45-DAY PERIOD

FOR FILING ASSENTS

(Continued from Page 1)

posed. Under the restrictions un-
derstood proposed, but awaiting ap-

proval of the Administrator, an ex-

hibitor who wishes to indicate com-
pliance must secure the recommen-
dation of two exhibitors from his

zone who have assented. The Code
Authority will pass on all applica-

tions for permission to assent.

Reopening of the assents period
is particularly designed to apply to

exhibitors who failed to sign up owing
to misunderstandings. They include

operators who believed their signa-

ture to the President's blanket
agreement constituted an assent and
also exhibitors who signed for parts

of their circuit, acting under the

impression that one assent covered

all their houses.

British Theater Grosses
Slump Past Two Months

(Continued from Page 1)

goers are 'shopping' more now than
ever for their film fare. Whatever
it is, business is not up to the aver-

age for this time of year," said

Newman, who is here to attend the

RKO sales convention which will

be held in Chicago June 18.

Paramount Changes Title

"You Belong to Me," has been
selected by Paramount as the re-

lease title for "Fifty-Two Weeks for

Florette," original by Elizabeth

Alexander featuring Lee Tracy and
Helen Mack.

"White Heat" for Gaiety

Principal Exchange has booked
"White Heat," a Seven Seas produc-

tion featuring Virginia Cherrill,

Mona Maris and Hardie Albright, to

open Friday at the Gaiety for an in-

definite run.

Fay Wray for Select Picture

Fay Wray has been signed by
Select Productions for the leading

feminine role in "Woman in the

Dark," which goes into production

June 19 at the Biograph studios.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

20,000 colored drawings will be re-

quired for the two-reel animated car-

toon in color being made by Harman-
Ising for M-G-M.

mm
KfAlitw

PHIL M DALY
• • • OFF ON an 8,000-mile journey in the interests of
film authenticity Merian C. Cooper will sail shortly for
Pompeii one of the famous pair of buried cities in Italy

to gather material for the production of his biggest pix
"Last Days of Pompeii" his first production for

RKO Radio's 1934-35 season the former Radio production
chief plans to do two spectacular productions each year
his wife, Dorothy Jordan, the young screen star will ac-
company him. .......

• • • THE BEST industrial picture we have ever viewed
"Rhapsody In Steel" presenting the Ford Motor

Company plant at Detroit a short that only runs 22
minutes but, boy! what they crowded into those
few- minutes the very spirit of the vast motor enterprise
has been caught in molten steel swinging cranes

the whir of complicated machinery the impressive
sense of power and gigantic purpose that permeates every foot
of film then a very clever sequence at the end as-
sembling an entire car by stop-motion technique with an
animated cartoon figure directing the job the picture is

being shown at the Ford Building at the World's Fair in Chi-
cago

• • • AND NOW Joe Lee has slammed over another whiz
ballyhoo on a pix in our hamlet he did it for "World In
Revolt" at the Rialto and the B. O. results attest the
work that Joe has done Bozo, the "talking goose," has
been lined up for pix by Eugene Novarro, manager Bozo
is owned by Ann Johnstone

• • • AGAIN ACTING as the Perfect Host W. Ray
Johnston entertained at the Park Central Colonial Room
last Saturday nite wining and dining many of his busi-
ness associates and the usual contingent of press mugs

it was one hi-larious time for all especially the gent
who handed the coatroom gal his automobile check and
insisted that she was garaging his auto

• • • MANY BROADWAY celebs have added their names
to the list of entertainers who will take part in a gala

show to be held at the Rialto theater Wednesday
nite, June 13 for the benefit of the N. Y. City Unemploy-
ment Funds Helen Kane, Jan Peerce, and the entire Para-
mount theater show are on the talent list the perform-
ance will be held at 10 P. M. to spur the sale of tickets
for the Police Dep't-Fire Dept' baseball game to be held
at the Polo Grounds on Saturday

• • • A STUNT to ballyhoo "Are We Civilized?"
opening at the Rivoli on Wednesday Marc Lachmann and
Monte Proser hired Joe Cadillac, circus wild man Joe was
dressed as a primitive man and visited the high spots at
cocktail time RKO and affiliates will have a boat ride
and outing at Indian Point on June 18 and June 25 for the home
office employees it was necessary to set two dates to

accommodate the theater staff of the metropolitan area
In the United Press poll for "Ten Most Beautiful Women of
America" with prominent artists and portrait photog-
raphers in a dozen cities answering the question only
two film stars were selected Norma Shearer and Dolores
Del Rio most of the other ten are socially prominent wo-
men

PARA, PLANS TO MAKE

18 FILMS IN ENGLAND

(Continued from Page 1)

making it necessary to produce "un-

necessary" films. "It is evident that

pictures made under the quota re-

quirements are not of the finest

class," he said.

"The law is forcing increased

quantity and not increased quality.

I favor a license, or a double duty

on all film imported into England
and the abolition of the quota law.

The license would go to the British

film producers and enable them to add

considerably to the quality of their

pictures," said Graham.
About 125 features will be made

in England during the coming sea-

son, Graham stated. Few, if any,

of the quota films will reach Ameri-

can theaters. Of the 60 Class "A"
films that will be made many will be

satisfactory to the theaters over

here, Graham declared.

Paramount is now either operat-

ing or is in partnership operation in

II theaters in Great Britain. A new
Paramount theater will be opened

Jan. 1 in Liverpool and another

opened in Glasgow in the fall of

1935. Paramount theaters are now
operated in London, Birmingham,
Cardiff, Manchester, Leeds and New
Castle.

Iuj.

ets

Denver Exchanges Merge

Denver — The Capital Film Ex-
changes here and Salt Lake City

have merged and incorporated as

the Capital Film Exchanges, Inc.

Harry N. Kerrer will be president

and manage the Salt Lake City

branch, while his brother George
will be vice-president and will man-
age the Denver exchange. Abel Da-

vis will act as secretary-treasurer

and will be sales manager, spending

much of his time in the territory.

The Denver branch is located at 828

21st St., and the Salt Lake ex-

change at 258 East 1st St. South.

It will handle independent product.

RKO Houses Get Fight Film

Oliver Film Co. has booked the

film version of the Carnera-Baer

heavyweight championship bout to

play 40 RKO theaters in New York
State. Picture will be shown on

Broadway at the Palace.

« « « » » »

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
Promoter free ice cream and other

items appealing to youngsters now that
the school year is coming to a close.
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ASK REORGANIZATION

OF ROXY THEATER GO.

{Continued from Page 1)

G. Kosch, president of the Roxy The-
aters Corp. stated following the
meeting that the board had deter-

mined that an answer should be
filed to the petition, admitting th

jurisdiction of the court ana thj
material allegations of the petition.

Fuller Bros. Split

Australian Theater Firm
(Continued from Page 1)

will operate independently. Under
the terms of their agreement, John
Fuller becomes sole owner of the
St. James Theater, Sydney, and Sir

Ben takes his. brother's share in the
control of the remaining theaters.

No More Censor Bulletins

Richmond, Va. — Edwin S. Reid,
director of the State Division of
Motion Picture Censorship, an-
nounces that, in view of the fact
that verbiage as to vulgarity and
risque scenes cut from films con-
tinues to be printed against pro-
tests, no bulletins containing lists

of deletions will be permitted to be
sent out in the future.

CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and Zoning and

Clearance Boards

ALLIED UNIT SPONSORS COMPLAINT
In a complaint sponsored by Allied theaters

ii New Jersey, a case instituted by the Ell-
oci.l theater of Newark vs. Warner Broth-

Regent in Newark and the Capitol in
i Levi le was heard by the New Jersey
dvisory committee of the New York zoning
-id clearance board yesterday. David P.
Wilentz, Attorney General of New Jersey
nd counsel for the Allied unit, represented

:he complainant while I. Levenson and Louis
Nizer represented Warner Bros. The Ell-
wood case is against 14 days' protection taken
by the Regent and between 7 and 14 days
taken by the Capitol.

PROTESTS AGAINST OVERBUYING
St. Petersburg, Fla.—J. J. Gillooly, own-

er and operator of the Capitol, is appearing
before local boards in Atlanta in protest
against overbuying which he claims Sparks
theaters _ hold in St. Petersburg. At the
same time evidence to the contrary will
be presented by Myron Booth, manager of
Sparks theaters. Gilloooly closed the Capitol
because he said he "couldn't get good pic-
tures."

RETAINS PORTSMOUTH CLEARANCE
Boston — A unanimous decision by the

Boston Clearance and Zoning Board, in favor
of the Maine and New Hampshire Amuse-
ment Co. as against the Ralph Pratt Estate,
ruled that Portsmouth, N. H., retain its pres-
ent clearance over Exeter, N. H. Those in-

volved operate the Colonial and loka The-
aters respectively.
The Board has decided in the matter of

George R. Roberts who operates the Vergennes
Theater in Vergennes, Vermont, versus the

Maine and New Hampshire Amusement Co.
which operates the Flynn and Majestic The
aters in Burlington, Vt., that Burlington i

entitled to clearance only over Vergennes and
that Vergennes be entitled to play picture:
immediately following Burlington. The
statement of facts requested that the pres-
ent clearance of two weeks in Burlington
over Vergennes be removed and that the
latter be entitled to play its pix regardles

.

of Burlington. The decision was five to one.

SETS ALTANTA PROTECTION
Atlanta — The local clearance board has

fixed 60 days' protection for first run houses
playing single features. Action followed ;

complaint filed by the Riverside at Jackson-

ville. The board also set 30 days' protection

for first run theaters playing double feature

bills and ordered that for every single fea

ture run thereafter, the time be fixed at 1-

days and seven days' protection for double

features.

TWO CASES PEND AT CLEVELAND
Cleveland—Cleveland clearance and zoning

board has two cases on file. E. E. Bair of

the Ohio Theater, Uhrichsville has entered

a protest against the protection granted the

Shea houses in New Philadelphia and Dover.
L. F. Eick of the Fenray and Elzane the-

aters, Martin's Ferry, protests against pro-

tection granted houses in overlapping territory

that is served out of Cleveland, Columbus
and Cincinnati.

'IT TO HOLD EXCHANGE

MEETS AT KEY SPOTS

(Continued from Page 1)

western division manager, and W.
J. Richardson, southern division

manager presiding at meetings in

their respective territories. Grainger
and E. T. Gomersall today ad-
dressed the delegates on the re-

mainder of this season's line-up and
plans for the 1934-35 selling season.

Eddie Bonns discussed the short
subject program.

Canton Palace Cuts Scale

Canton—First deviation from the
uniform admission scale adopted by
three downtown major film houses
several months ago was made re-
cently by the Palace, when the man-
agement announced summer admis-
sion scale would be 25 cents nights,
15 cents for balcony and 15 cents
plus tax for matinees, with chil-

dren's admission remaining at a
dime at all times. The three houses
several months ago agreed on a 35-

cent top admission including tax.

Loew's and Warner's Alhambra will

continue this admission.

Althem Joins Majestic

Otto Althem has been engaged as

controller by Majestic Pictures. He
was formerly employed in a similar

capacity by Principal Pictures.

AN INSTITUTION AS G RE AT AS THE' INDU S T R.Y IT SERVES

oXotuul the w^\JLd
'

|
1HE yearly capacity of Consolidated Park

could encircle the globe at the equator more

than seven times. This vast power is the producer's

assurance that no matter how large his order, it

can't possibly overtax Consolidated's facilities.

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES, INC.
NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD
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Playing to capacity business at .

* Radio City Music Hall! One of
'

I the season's outstanding dramatic
j

I smashes! Elissa Landi in "Sisters ,

Under The Skin", with Frank !'

I Morgan, Joseph Schildkraut. Di-
|J

I rected by David Burton. 1

^L
-~ \^ \

• A fast-moving, .thrilling comedy J

drama of a fiery hell-cat tamed and |

mastered by love! "The Hell Cat" .

I with Robert Armstrong, Ann »'

I Sothern, Minna Gombell. Directed
|

by Albert Rogell.
)

' Love in the tropics! Glamorous!

) Weird! Alluring! One of the thrill
J

|
pictures of the year ! Jack Holt

j

I
in "Black Moon" with Fay Wray, '

Dorothy Burgess. From the Cos- |

I mopolitan Magazine story by Cle- i

| merits Ripley. Directed by Roy

. William Neill.

I A powerful drama of a man be- |

? I trayed by his conscience and mar- I

i . tyred by a great love ! "Whom
,

I ' The Gods Destroy" with Walter '

I Connolly, Doris Kenyon. From f

i / the story by Albert Payson Ter- /
/ hune. Directed by Walter Lane ' A

Akron, 0.—G. B. Odium, former-
ly identified with Akron theaters,
has been named business manager
of the Miles-Royal, neighborhood
vaudeville film house, which has in-

augurated a policy of permanent
musical stock and films. Until re-

cently he was manager of the Hip-
podrome in Youngstown.

lumbus in state convention here re-
cently.

Columbiana, O. — Considerable
damage to the booth and projection
equipment resulted from a blaze
originating when a film ignited at

the Columbia theater here. All pa-
trons reached the outside in safety.

House is operated by Willis An-
thony of Youngstown. The blaze
will not interfere with operations.

Canton, O.—Renovated through-
out, repainted inside and out, acous-
tics improved and seats recovered,
Valentine here, owned by the Bot-
zum Theater Co., Akron, after be-
ing dark one week has reopened
under management of Joe Calla,

who also manages the Strand here
owned by the same company.

Wheeling, W. Va.—Marshall Tay-
lor, district manager for Warner
Bros, in the West Virginia territory,

and his family have moved to

Pittsburgh where he will make his

headquarters.

Maiden, Mass.—The Strand, one
of the Ramsdell Brother houses
here, has darkened.

Boston—"Sadie McKee" has been
retained a second week at the

Loew's State.

Durham, N. H. — The Franklin
here has been closed by A. B. Stu-

art.

Boston—According to current re-

ports, Roy Miller, who is back in

the Hub after having left in 19 10

to operate theaters in Australia,

may re-enter the business here.

San Francisco — The old Silver

Palace is to be thoroughly remod-
eled by the Bancroft Estate, own-
ers of the Bancroft Building.

Stockton, Cal.—The Robbins Na-
tional has been closed for altera-

tions; reports have it that it will be

reopened by a new owner.

Colfax, Cal.—Wesley Taylor is re-

opening the Colfax, Colfax.

Salt Lake City — Glen Strayer,
teacher of dramatics, is opening a
studio this week, where he will train
pupils for the stage, screen and ra-
dio work.

Grand Rapids—Reconsidering ac-

tion taken recently, the City Com-
mission granted the request of the

Savoy on Market St., N. W. to be

permitted to install a new electric

advertising sign in front.

Louisville—The National, now a
combined stage and picture house,
has closed for the summer.

Cleveland—Funeral services were
held recently for Harry Howlett, 42.

one of the original 11 charter mem-
bers of the Cleveland Variety Club,
and commercial manager of Radio
Station WHK.

Akron — "Damaged Lives" was
booked in Keith's theater for a four-
day run and was held over for the
entire week. The picture is being
distributed in this territory by W.
W. Bromberg.

Cleveland—The Showmen's Club
of Cleveland, presided over by Louis
Swee, manager of the Knickerbock-
er, will hold a midnight supper
dance at the Rainbow Gardens June
20. A crowd of 400 is expected.

Cleveland — Charles Parks has
been appointed manager of the War-
ner theater accessories department.
He succeeds George Fraser, who
moves up into a newly created post
as assistant to Louis Weinz in the
contract department.

Denver—Harry McDonald, owner
of theaters in Torrington, Wyo., and
Crawford and Mitchell, Neb., and
Ruby Roby, manager of his theater
at Crawford, were married in Den-
ver recently. After a honeymoon
they will live in Torrington.

Denver—Lon T. Fidler of the Dis-
tinctive Screen Attractions, Inc., an-
nounces his lineup is complete for

the coming year and will include

Mascot, Chesterfield, Progressive
and Principal pictures. The com-
pany has exchanges here and Salt

Lake City.

RKO IN DEAL FOR FOUR

LEE A. OGHS THEATERS

(Continued from Page 1)

year Ochs turned over 12 houses to

Consolidated Circuit on a pooling
deal. It is understood the deal will

be set this week.

Grand Rapids—A resolution urg-

ing a better class of motion picture

be produced was passed by the Mich-

igan order of the Knights of Co-

Richmond, Va.—The Booker T.

Theater, formerly the old Strand,

has been reopened as a playhouse
for Negroes. The house, which was
at one time in Jake Wells chain as

a musical comedy and melodrama
place of amusement, has been re-

modeled.

St. Petersburg, Fla. — Myron W.
Booth of the Sparks theaters has
been elected to membership in the

Rotary Club.

Milwaukee—Milwaukee county ex-

hibitors will meet June 19 at the

Schroeder Hotel to consider a zon-

ing and clearance schedule proposed

by the local clearance and zoning

board.

3 Saenger Bond Issues

Filed with Trade Com.
(Continued from Page 1)

Saenger Theaters. Interest would
be reduced to 4 per cent until 1935
under the refinancing.

The other bond issues are a $674,-

000 first mortgage 6'/2 per cent serial

gold bond issue of Saenger Realty
Corp., secured by a mortgage on the

Saenger Theater, Los Angeles, and
a $240,000 first mortgage 6 lA per
cent serial gold bond issue of Saen-
ger Realty, secured by a mortgage
on the Saenger Theater, Los An-
geles. The latter two issues would
be converted to ten-year bonds.

Arrange Krellberg Financing
Amusement Securities Corp. has

arranged to finance the production

of two serials and three features

with Lightning the dog, it was said

yesterday by Sam Krellberg pi-esi-

dent. "The Lost City," first of the

two series, will go into production

on the coast about July 1st. Both
serials will have feature versions of

their first four episodes, 8 two-reel

episodes to follow and then a feature

version of the completed serial. The
serials will also be available in 12

two-reel episodes.

Discuss La. Tax Bill

New Orleans—With the bill to tax

amusements ten per cent of their

gross scheduled for early hearing by
the House ways and mean committee

at Baton Rouge, the Gulf States

Theater Owners' Ass'n met recently

to discuss means of defeating it.

While no official statements were

made, it is learned GSTOA heads

have arranged to discuss the matter

with the ways and means committee

chairman this week.

Bondholders Get Chicago House
Chicago — Title to the Ramova,

recently sold at foreclosure, has

passed to the bondholders. A three

per cent disbursement of earnings

is expected to be made in the near

future and, according to Wm. C
Heinemann & Co., underwriters of

the original bond issue and active

in the reorganization, the bondhold-

ers will probably get 100 per cent

return on their investment if the

present tenant is retained, it is re-

ported.

End Rumanian Import Permit
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Motion pictures are

no longer subject to the obtainment

of an import ipermit under the new
import quota regulations recently ef-

fected in Rumania, according to ad-

vices received by the Commerce Dept.



%\ A Volume

By Request

The coming Film Daily Production Guide and Di-

rectors Annual is the result of constant requests

from Hollywood, New York and the Continent for

a mid-year volume where one could turn instantly

for authoritative, up-to-date, production records . .

It will take its place alongside of the YEAR BOOK

as an industry institution ... It will contain about

400 pages, will be new in appearance, contents, and

make-up, and will be published each July as part of
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SPENDING $10,000,000

ON 10 W, B. SPECIALS

(Continued from Pane 1)

Ruby Keeler and Dick Powell and
"Sweet Adeline."
Warner described the new sea-

son's production budget as involving

"the largest figure ever set for a

production schedule in the history

of the affiliated companies."
The company has announced 47

of its 60 titles on next season's pro-

gram. Grad Sears, Western division

sales manager, presided at the meet-

ing, at which sales policies are being

outlined.
Announcement of the Vitaphone

program for 1934-35 has been de-

ferred until the San Francisco re-

gional meeting which follows the

Chicago session, ending today.

Japanese Picture Houses
Reach Total of 1,520

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — Motion picture

houses operating in Japan now total

1,520, indicating an increase of 128

since 1930, according to a report re-

ceived by the Commerce Dept. Esti-

mate is made that distributor grosses

during 1933 were from 10 to 15 per

cent higher than in the preceding

year.

The report observes an increasing

tendency on the part of Japanese
theaters to show domestic pic-

tures exclusively or to include them
in their programs. At the end of

1932 there were 1,024 houses play-

ing Japanese films exclusively, 49

theaters showing foreign pictures

only and 386 houses using mixed
programs.

Fisher's Singapore Circuit

Is Adding Four Theaters
Four theaters in the Malaya ter-

ritory will likely be added this year

to the Amalgamated Theaters Ltd.,

Singapore circuit, Julius S. Fisher,

of the circuit stated yesterday.

Fisher, who arrived in New York
Sunday, said that his company now
control's four houses in Singapore

under the direction of Joe Fisher,

his brother. "Musicals and com-

edies are in great demand by our

patrons," said Fisher, who will re-

main in New York for about three

weeks.

Abandon Chicago Showing

Chicago—Union trouble is blamed
for temporary abandonment of the

plan to show "The Human Adven-

ture," at the International House of

the University of Chicago before an

audience of Chicago's social and

educational leaders. The Interna-

tional House employs non-union op-

erators. The film projeciton appara-

tus was badly damaged during the

afternoon before the scheduled show-

ing.

A LITTLE from "LOTS— By RALPH WILK ~

//

HOLLYWOOD
gEN HOLMES, who directed Clark

and McCullough in "Everything's
Ducky" and "Flying Down to Zero,"
is directing them in an untitled
comedy. Holmes also directed
"Chick" Chandler in "Unlucky
Strike."

T T T

Billie Seward, the actress, Mary
Bartol and John Stumar are among
Columbia's lame and injured. They
recently suffered injuries to their

feet. Miss Bartol is a member of
the publicity department, while Stu-
mar is a cameraman.

T T T

William B. Jutte, who co-authored
"Bad Manners," a play in which
Margaret Sullavan appeared in New
York, has joined Universal. He is

writing the dialogue for "What Wo-
men Dream." TV
Gus Kahn, noted lyric writer, has

returned from San Francisco, where
he and Walter Donaldson worked
with Eddie Cantor on the songs for

his forthcoming picture. Cantor,
who made several personal appear-
ances in San Francisco, had the two
writers join him there so that pro-

duction work on his picture might
not be delayed.

t
Edmund Grainger, who has pro-

duced several pictures for Univer-
sal, will make a picture based on
the cartoon strip, "Moon Mullins.''

Laura Hope Crews, who recently
returned from New York, is receiv-

ing offers from major studios, to do
some special coaching and story

selecting for a number of their fea-

ture actresses and stars. Her work
along these lines was so successful

a few years ago, when she took
such stars as Gloria Swanson under
her wing, that her services are in

great demand.

R. G. Lisman, who represents
Henry Wilcoxson, now in "Cleo-

patra," and Jane Baxter, London
actress, who has been signed by
Samuel Goldwyn, is now in Holly-

wood on a visit.

Bill Crouch, veteran press agent,

will conduct a tour of the Orient

this summer. His party will sail on
the S. S. President Hoover, leaving

Los Angeles July 9 and San Fran-
cisco July 13. Crouch toured the

Orient last year.

T T

Antonio Moreno may go to Eng-
land to work in pictures. Percival

Montague of Houser-Montague, his

representative, is now negotiating

with British producers.

Walter Futter is negotiating a

new contract for 13 "Travelaughs"
with John P. Medbury and Colum-
bia. These comedy travelogues have
been very successful this year, de-

spite the double bill opposition. The
most recent one, "Among the Nor-
dics," is now playing at the RKO
Music Hall, New York, and has been
booked solidly over Loew's circuit.

Charles Lamont has started work
on "Tomorrow's Youth," which he
is directing for Monogram. Cast for
the feature are Dickie Moore, John
Miljan, Franklyn Pangborn, Barbara
Bedford and others.

Even as a boy, David Rubinoff
was an orchestra leader, directing
the Forbes Street school band in

Pittsburgh. Leo Robin, the lyric

writer, and Oscar Levant, the com-
poser, also went to the same school.

The Meyer Synchronizing Service
provided the musical score for 200
films last year and have already
closed deals to supply background
melody for almost as many for the
coming season starting this fall.

T
Jack Robbins, one of the most

successful music publishers and a

current Hollywood visitor, says that
it isn't the number of hits a pub-
lisher picks—its the number of duds
he avoids.

Representatives of Harman-Ising
Productions, now making two series

of cartoons for release through M-
G-M, deny published reports that
their organization is being financed

by Walt Disney.

Ray Taylor has been signed to di-

BROADWAY HOUSES

TALK POOLING DEAL
r

(Continued from Pane 1)

play both M-G-M and Paramount .

pictures while the Paramount will «

continue its present policy of stage
shows plus films. Deal, which will

not affect the management of eithei
house, may be closed late this week.

Six in Work on Fox Lot
For New Season Lineup

(Continued from Page 1)

Fox Movietone City. In production
are: "Servants' Entrance," "Cara-
van," "Judge Priest," Marie Gal-
lante," "Serenade" and "Wanted."
Two other new productions are com-
pleted making a total of eight either
completed or in work for the new.
line-up.

F

rect "Chandu," which Sol Lesser
will put into production about June
26. It will be made as a seven-reel
feature, to be followed by eight
two-reel episodes. Shooting will

start on "Peck's Bad Boy" June 19
with Edward F. Cline directing.

CAST ASSIGNMENTS
MONOGRAM: Dickie Moore for "Tomorrow':

Youth."
RKO RADIO: Samuel Hinds, Louise Beavers

John Beal, Dorothy Burgess, Irving Bacon. Wi
bur Higby, Marcelle Corday tor "Hat, Co3S
and Glove."

FOX: Astrid Allwyn for "Serva^s' Entrance"
Francis Ford, Lester Pegg, Ernest Shields fo

"Judge Priest"; Ned Sparks, Pat Patte-son. Lew
Ayres for "Lottery Lover"; Katherine Douctl
for "Servants' Entrance."
COLUMBIA: Maidel Turner, Macon Jones

Hugh Huntley, Gilbert Emery, Akim Tamiro.
for "Whom the Gods Destroy."

^ ^I OR 7 PERSONS

Ahnve the Rth

Floor $6.00

and up
Enjoy the comforts of a parlor

and bedroom suite. . . . All

rooms equipped with radio,

combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.

Ideal location — adjacent to

shopping, business and theatre

districts.

SWIMMING POOL AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

Dinner served in the beautiful

newly decorated Cocoanut

Grove $1.00 up.
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Cleaning Firm Fights Proposed Co A" A *nendment

ONLY FEW CIRCUIT HOUSE! CLOSINU SUMMER

Fox Foreign Language Program Offers 124 Features

Fan Publicity
. wrong kind from Hollywood

= By DON CARLE GILLETTE ^^

\

IT
SEEMS that some Hollywood press

-agents, instead of fulfilling their in-

tended function in the process of selling

pictures to the public, are going in more

iad more for racy personal items, intimate

revelations and even unabashed utilization

of current marital difficulties.

The influence of the newspaper gossip

columns has enveloped them to such an

extent that they are even trying to beat

the Winchells and Sullivans and Sobols in

predicting blessed events among the stars.

A SIDE from the question of good taste

|T™» involved, this sort of thing is all wet
from the standpoint of showmanship.

The greatest showman of them all, old

Phineas T. Barnum himself, owed his suc-

cess largely to the fact that he kept his

attractions surrounded by an air of mystery

and secrecy.

He realized that illusion is quickly de-

stroyed in the fickle public mind, so he

took no chances.

Not so with the publicists of today

They feed the public with so much
star gossip, both real and fanciful, that

it is hard to find a home in which the

private as well as professional life of any

film star is not fully known and discussed

ever the dinner table or even at breakfast.

t

THE result is that fan interest is built up

* in stars instead of in pictures; distaste-

ful incidents about a star lead to a loss

of following; parents forbid children to see

films in which scandalized players appear,

and, , in the case of personalities whose
fame is short-lived the reams of pub-

licity are 90 per cent wasted.

S.ihce. 'it is the story, rather than the

star,. that must ultimately satisfy the movie

patron after he is in the theater, more
advance information of the intelligent kind

en stories will prove of greater practical

value to the industry than keyhole items

that only destroy illusion, reduce public

curiosity to see stars, create unfavorable

impressions about movies in general.

On Return From Europe,
Clayton Sheehan
Outlines Plan

In one of the most ambitious for-

eign picture programs ever under-
taken by an American company, Fox
is planning to distribute 124 foreign
language features abroad during the

new season, Clayton P. Sheehan
stated yesterday, after landing from
the He de France. The head of the

(Continued on Page 5)

ALLIED FORMING TWO

MORE N. E. OUTFITS

Boston—Two more exhibitor units
affiliated with Allied are being or-

ganized under direction of the In-

dependent Exhibitors of Boston.
They are Allied Theater Owners of

New Hampshire and Allied Theater
Owners of Vermont. Organization

(Continued on Piuje d)

43 Warner Sales Heads
Going to Branch Meets

Chicago—Forty-three district and
branch managers have left here fol-

lowing the Warner Bros, regional

sales meeting, to attend individual

branch meetings in 11 key cities

(Continued on Page 7)

Paramounr's Keynote
Showmanship will be the keynote of

Paramount's new season product, Adolph
Zukor declared prior to leaving New
York tonight to attend the company's
national sales convention at the Am-
bassador, Los Angeles.
"The acting personnel includes every-

thing from Baby LeRoy to Charles
Laughton. from Mie West to Pauline
Lord," observed the Paramount presi-

dent.

G-M MAY PRODUCE

8 YEARLY IN BRITAIN

M-G-M will likely produce two
features in England during the

1934-35 season with prospects of in-

creasing English production to eight

a year, David 0. Selznick stated to

Film Daily yesterday. Selznick

who arrived on the He de France
following a month in Great Britain

said that he conferred with Nick
(Continued on Page 4)

Landow Leaves Universal;

Engel New Philly Manager
Following resignation of M. S.

Landow, veteran Universal branch
manager, Joe Engel assumes charge
of the company's Philadelphia office

July 2. Landow is entering the
(Continued on Page 6)

Cleaning Company Offers Own
Plan to Stop Code Violations

Nearly All Major Group
Theaters to Fight
For Summer Biz

Independent exhibitors who look
for a letdown in summer competi-
tion from circuit operations will not
have their hopes realized, accord-
ing to a survey made yesterday by
The Film Daily which indicates

that but few closings are planned
by producer-controlled groups.
Warner Bros, are expected to

darken less than 10 theaters out

of its total of nearly 400.

RKO has intentions of closing

but two houses out of its list of
(Continued on Page 5)

115 PARAMOUNT MEN

OFF FOR SALES MEET

About 115 Paramounters from
all sections of the country are head-
ing for the company's annual na-

tional sales convention which opens
Monday at the Hotel Ambassador,
Los Angeles, for a four-day session.

Home office delegates leave tonight
(Continued on Page 4)

Allied Asks for Boycott
Of Affiliated Theaters

Calling upon heads of various or-

ganizations seeking motion picture

reform not to aim their wrath at

independent exhibitors, Allied, in a

bulletin issued yesterday, advocated
that they boycott producer-controlled

theaters as a means of "cleaning

up" pictures.

"The producers are vulnerable in
(Continued on Page 5)

By WILLIAM SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington—A proposed amend-
ment to the motion picture code

tightening the labor provisions re-

garding hours and wages of theater

service employees was severely con-

tested yesterday by the American
Maintenance Co., suppliers of con-

tract cleaning service labor to the-

aters. No decision was announced.

The company was the only opponent
(Coittinueg) on Page 8)

Columbia May Make Own
British Quota Pictures

Feasibility of Columbia producing

its own British quota requirements

f eight to 10 pictures will be

studied by Joseph Seidelman. Co-

nmbia foreign manager, who sails

3aturday for London. Columbia has
(Continued on Page 6)

Salaries Report In July

Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Division Administratoi

Rosenblatt's report to the President on

star and other "unreasonably excessive"

S'hries paid within the film industry

will be out on schedule sometime next

month, it was learned yesterday, con-

tradicting reports to the contrary

Rosenblatt studied the situation on a

recent trip to the Coast.
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Roy Vickers' Greatest Novel

"THE
UNFORBIDDEN SIN"

first feature production

for the 1934-1935 season

FAMOUS AUTHORS
PICTURES CORP.

723 Seventh Ave. New York

Cable Address Famaut, New York

Paramount Committee Favors Retention of Trustees
Stockholders' protective committee of Paramount, which already has on deposit

44 per cent of the outstanding capital stock of the corporation, favors retention of the
present trustees in the event cf reorganization under the bankruptcy act, it was stated
yesterday by Louis Loeb, of Cook, Nathan & Lehman, attorneys for the stockholders'
committee.

N. Y. Grievance Board
Hears Eight Loew Cases

New York grievance board yes-
terday reserved decision on eight
Loew cases, involving six complaints
of premature advertising and two
of reduced admissions through give-

aways, and an overbuying complaint
of the Roslyn, Roselle, N. J., against
the Springer-Cocalis Park Theater,
Roselle Park, N. J., and the Fox,
Paramount, Universal, United Ar-
tists, Vitagraph, Metro, Columbia
and RKO Radio exchanges. The six

premature advertising complaints
were those of Loew's Warwick vs.

Adelphi, Loew's Brevoort vs. Na-
tional, Loew's Lincoln Square vs.

Stoddard_, Loew's Lincoln Square vs.

Symphony, Loew's Rio vs. Bunny
and Loew's Rio vs. Heights. The
reduced admission cases were: Loew's
Kings vs. Granada, Loew's Melba
vs. Terminal.

Fox Midwescso Reported
After Meyer's Alhambra
Milwaukee — The Alhambra, op-

erated by Fred S. Meyer, is being
sought by Fox-Midwesco, it is re-

ported. The theater, a first run
hpuse, was formerly operated by
Universal. Meyer has been ill for

some weeks.

Radio Using New Camera
We& Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A new camera per-

fected by William Eglington and
Harry Cunningham of the RKO
Padio camera department, has been
tried with success in RKO Radio's
'Of Human Bondage" and will be
used for all of the company's future
productions, it is announced. The
new camera is half the size of the
old style one, weighs 115 pounds
and synchronizes the focussing of

lens and finder and complete con-
trol and operation of all functions
from the outside of the camera in-

stead of from the inside of the cas-

ing or blimp.

Frank Mixer Dies

Boston—J. Frank Mixer, 74-year-

old manager of the Ball Square in

Somerville, operated by the Julius

Joelson circuit, was killed recently

by an automobile that struck him in

front of the theater.

Fleishman Joins Blackstone

Walter I. M. Fleishman, who has

been handling motion picture tie-

ups for Norman D. Waters and As-

sociates, has joined the Blackstone

Company, advertising agency.

Rubin Sees No Threat
In British Production

America need not fear any threat
from British producers in the near
future, J. Walter Rubin, RKO di-

rector stated to Film Daily yester-

day. Rubin returned yesterday from
England where he made "Java Head"
for Associated Talking Pictures.

"British producers realize that they
lack the modern technique necessary
to make films that will threaten in

any manner the American produc-
tions," said Rubin, who returns to

the coast June 18.

Ky. Legislature Passes
General Sales Tax Bill

Lexington, Ky. — The Kentucky
legislature has passed a three per
cent general sales tax measure
which now goes to the Governor
for his signature. The bill was en-

acted in place of a proposed 10 per
cent tax on theater admissions.

10 Per Cent Admission Tax
[n La. Assembly Committee

Baton Rouge, La.—A bill levying
a 10 per cent amusement tax in

Louisiana by Representatives Bur-
gess and Wimberly has been sent

to the ways and means committee.
It is a part of a set of 11 bills

placing taxes on certain commod-
ities in the state.

J. Elliott Jenkins Dead
Word has reached New York of

the sudden death of J. Elliott Jen-
kins, radio and film engineer, who
passed away in Chicago Saturday.
He was formerly chairman of the

Chicago branch of the S. M. P. E.

Harris Hurt in Accident

Jack Harris, assistant manager
of Loew's 116th St. is at the New
Haven Hospital, suffering from con-

cussion of the brain following an
auto accident near Hartford Satur-

day.

Rumania's Largest House
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—A 2,500-seat house
will soon be erected to become the

largest picture house in Rumania.
Opening is set for Oct. 15 next.

William Dunn Dead

Fall River — William Dunn of

Portsmouth, R. I., 68-year-old real

estate man who owned interests in

the Academy theater, is dead.

Preparing "Black Shirts"

Samuel Cummins is preparing a

dubbed version of "Black Shirts,"

the Luce film written and directed

by Mussolini,

.oming andG 01ng

M. B. HORWITZ of Cleveland is in New
York.

JOE BERNHARD returns to New York tomor-
row or Friday from the Middle West.

J. H. HOFFBERG arives in New York tomor-
row on the Manhattan from London.

MYRON SELZNICK of Boyce-Selinick arrived
in New York from abroad yesterday.

CARL P. YORK, managing director for Para-
mount in the Scandainavian countries, has ar-

rived in New York and will leave for the coast
in a few days to attend the Paramount con-
vention.

ANNABELLA, Fox player, sailed on the
Bremen from New York last night.

HAROLD LLOYD, who tentatively plans to

go to Minneapolis June 19 to act as chief

marshal for the Shriners' Electrical Parade,

may visit New York before returning to the

Coast.

BOB WOOLSEY has arived in New York from
the Coast.

HENRY HULL, after retiring from the Broad-
way success. "Tobacco Road." on June 16,

reports to Universal at the Coast Ju!y 5.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, SIDNEY SINGERMAN
ind EDWARD BONNS returned to New York
/esterday from Chicago.

JOSEPH H. SEIDELMAN sails Saturday on the

Berengaria for London.

HARRY M. GOETZ left New York last night
by plane for the Coast.

CLAYTON P. SHEEHAN, who arrived in New
York yesterday on the Me de France, leaves

for the Coast within two weeks.

WOLF KAUFMAN returned to New York yes-
terday from Europe.

MICHAEL CURTIZ p'ans to sail for Europe
'une 20th.

A. C. Movie Exhibit Opens

Atlantic City— First movie ex-

hibit of season to be put up by Steel

Pier is complete costumes of prin-

cipal characters of "Alice in Won-
derland" arranged by J. B. Jarrett

in charge of exhibit. "King Kong"

including Kong head will be another

special exhibit. Pier dickering with

juvenile film stars for summer.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

I notice it is bigger,

and I am sure it is

better, if that is pos-

sible, than the pre-

ceding ones.

Charles L. O'Reilly.
President,

Theatre Owners
Chamber of
Commerce

It is, as usual, the

finest work of its

kind and all in all a

swell job.

N. L. Manheim
Foreign Manager
Universal Pictures

1,000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.

.
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from Motion Picture Daily: "Shirley Temple . . . the

most-talked-of screen luminary by her consistent

past performances and her lovable appeal in 'Baby,

Take a Bow'— a swell show and a clean family

picture to remember with pleasure."

. • • y&2 C^t^i—
from Variety Daily: " 'Baby, Take a Bow' takes

advantage of Shirley Temple's flashing rise ... a

born trouper. With dance and song and comic

capers she romps her way straight into audience

hearts. Suspense and laughter put 'Baby, Take a

Bow' into the clear as popular entertainment."

*

BABY, TAKE A BOW

in

,1 ill

SHIRLEY

& Irl r L&
James DUNN
Claire TREVOR
Produced by John Stone

Director: Harry Lachman
Screen play: PhiUp Klein and E. E. Paramore, Jr.

Based on a play by James P. Judge
£i
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115 PARAMOUNT MEN

OFF FOR SALES MEET
(Continued from Page 1)

in a special section of the Iroquois
Limited and additional delegates
will be picked up at Buffalo, Detroit,
Chicago, Kansas City and LaJunta,
Col.

Thuse departing from New York include:
N. F. Agnew, E. H. Bell, P. A. Bloch, B.
P. Brooks, M. B. Comerford, Bobby Craw-
ford, J. Day, A. Deane, S. Dembow, Jr.,

L. Diamond A. J. Dunne, Max Fleischer,

L. Flynn G. B. J. Frawley, R. M. Gillham,
Mr. Goldman (London), J. Graham (London),
G. K. Haddow, J. Hicks, Perry Hunter, A.
M. Kane, M. S. Kusell, F. A. Leroy, I.

Lesser, H. J. Lorber, M. Messcri (Spain) L.

Netter, L. Phillips, H. Randel, C. M. Reagan,

J. Roper, E. St. John (London), M. Sattler,

G. J. Schaefer, W. Schneider, Ulrik Smith,
E. W. Sweigert, J. J. Unger, D. Velde, S.

B. Waite, G. Weltner, C. York (Stockholm).
Adolph Zukor, E J. Zukor, J. E. Perkins
(China) and Phil Hyams (London).

Those being picked up at Buffalo include.

C. G. Eastman, W. H. Erbb, Nate Goldstein.

L. Hughes, J. Moore, K. G. Robinson, E.
Ruff and J. H. Stevens.

At Detroit C. V. Bell and O. W. Bolle
will be added to the group.

The Chicago delegation includes: E. M.
Adams, B. Balaban, J. Balaban, E. J. Bar
nard, M. Brown, W. F. Bugie, S. E. Ches-
nutt, M. R. Clark, T. Dowbiggan, W. Esch,

J. E. Fontaine, J. B. Gardner, H. H. Gold-
stein, J. Himmelein, P. J. Hogan, H. Hunter,
J. Hunter, J. O. Kent, D. Kimmelman, H.
L. Kincey, J. Kirby, L. C. Lowe, M. A.
Milligan, N. Nathanson, W. J. O'Neill, J.

J. Oulahan, D. Prince, J. Rubens, G. A.
Smith, A. Usher, H. F. Wilkes, G. Zeppos
and W. K. Jenkins.

At Kansas City A. R. Anderson, A. H.
Blank, B. Blotcky, R. Branton, A. H. Cole,
R. M. Copeland, J. Curry, J. B. Dugger,
F. Friedl, C. E. House, P. K. Johnston, R. C.

LiBeau, A. Mendenhall, O. A. Morgan, L.
M. Palmquist, H. E. Pickett, P. W. Rob-
bins, M. Schweitzer, S. R. Simpson and
VV. D. Woods will be added.
H. W. Braly, J. E. Manfre and W. P.

Wiens will join the party at La Junta.
In addition to the above, the following will

leave directly from their home locations for

Los Angeles, joining the convention at the
Ambassador: C. Bamford, J. M. Bettencourt.
D. Brickman, M. C. Buries, F. C. Clark,

J. Clemmens, J. J. Donahue, H. N. East,
C. G. Epperson, W. Hansher, G. H. Havi-
land, C. Hoblitzelle. W. O. Kelly. M. H.
Lewis, M. A. Lightman. C. E. Linz, A.
Lucas, L. Marcus, H. Nace, R. J. O'Don-
r.ell, C. N. Peacock, E. V. Richards, H.
Robb, E. Rowley, F. Smith and R. B. Wilby.

Eddie Peabody for Roxy
Eddie Peabody has been engaged

as master of ceremonies at the Roxy
for one week starting Friday
"Camping Out," a Mickey Mouse
cartoon, will also be a feature of the
program.

"^RlAlifC^
PHIL II. DALY

• • • THE REACTIONS of one of our better humorists
Irvin S. Cobb after working in a Hollywood studio
Mister Cobb has been working before a camera as an

actor on the Hal Roach lot at Culver City here are
some of his observations "Comedy is tragedy standing on
its head with its pants torn." ........ "A stand-in is a person
needing twenty-four dollars who stands in well with the casting
director." "Trying to 'act natural' in front of a camera
is the most artificial gesture in the world." "Whenever
you see a long-faced chap on the lot who looks like he has just

returned from a lodge brother's funeral, you are looking at

a great comedy star.". .... "The odor of grease paint isn't bad,
but I still prefer the smell of printer's ink."

• • • A BUNCH of well known exhibitors got together
at a recent convention and started wondering over the
highballs just what part the home office execs played in

deciding the type of screen material their companies produced
and the consensus of opinion was that they were

New Yorkers sophisticates and therefore saturated
with the New York Idea and couldn't see what the folks

in the hinterlands cared for in the way of screen fare. . . .

• • • SO WE started checking up in the Film Daily Year
Book list of film folks and their birthplaces and would it

surprise you to learn that over 80 per cent of the big film execs
were born outside of New York? and a big percentage of

them in very small towns? it's the old story the
Outsiders are the New Yorkers . . .,. and these film execs cer-

tainly know from close hand knowledge just what the small
town folks want in the way of pictures

• • • OVER AT the Little Picture House on East 50th
Street that draught beer served in the Tavern Room cer-

tainly is delightful these ton-id days Charles Bocher,
former Earl Carroll pressagey has been named blurber
and editorial adviser for the Woodmere summer stock company

which Ivan G. Cedar will run V. A. Verlinski, prexy
of Amkino who arrived a short time ago from Russia
is taking daily English lessons he now speaks English al-

most as good as Joe Zimanich of National Screen Screen
celebs are flocking to Bobby Sanford's Showboat newest
innovation in New York nite life

• • • DOWN IN Mexico City the following incident
occurred in connection with a showing of "Henry VIII"
at the Regis theater according to Sam Seidelman, United
Artists' manager a couple arrived at the theater
and upon learning that the feature pix was on they asked
the doorman how much longer it would run . "Not long,"

replied the doorman, "they have already beheaded the fifth

wife."

T T T
• • • THE CURRENT season of the M. P. Baseball
League is well under way first game started last Saturday
between N. B. C. and Warners teams in the League are
Columbia, Erpi, N.B.C., RKO, Rockefeller Center, Inc., War-
ners

T T T
• • • BOOKED FOR the Capitol theater for the week
commencing June 29 Duke Ellington and his orch
.this will be the first Broadway appearance of Harlem's Aristo-
crat of Jazz in more than a year ... the outfit has just fin-

ished work pn two Paramount pix "Murder at the Vanities"
and "It Ain't No Sin"

« « « » » »
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-G-M MAY PRODUCE

8 YEARLY IN BRITAIN

vVednesc

(.Continued from Page 1)

Schenck yesterday regarding British
films and also talked over the tele-

phone with Louis B. Mayer, in Hol-
lywood, on the subject. Mayer will

be here next week to discuss the
project with Schenck. "There are
many films with English or Conti-
nental background that should be
made in England," said Selznick.

"They will not cost less than Amer-
ican production but it will be pos-
sible to creat a more genuine back-
ground and atmosphere for the sto-

ries. Then again, these British-

made films will gross more in Eng-
land than American made films and
no doubt bring in an average gross
in the American market." With
Selznick is Fritz Lang, German
director, who will make several fea-

tures for M-G-M in Hollywood. The
first Lang production will be "Two
Thieves." Selznick and Lang leave

for the coast Friday.
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New Portable Reproducer
On Market from S. O. S.
A wide Fidelity portable 35 mm.

sound-on-film equipment, capable of

showing sound pictures of theatrical

size with good sound reproduction
is being marketed by the S.O.S.

Corp., 1600 Broadway. Two small
cases contain the equipment and
enough cable for any ordinary pro-
gram. A show may be arranged in

a few minutes in an office, audi-

torium or other place, it is stated.

The apparatus is equipped with
pre-set rear shutter, thereby elimi-

nating any flicker during a per-

formance. The amplifier is equipped
with plug-in jacks for operating a

hand microphone. It also operates
pickup on phonograph records.
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British Pix for Criterion

"Along Came Sally," a Gaumont-
British pictm-e with Cicely Court-
neidge and Sam Hardy, opens to-

morrow evening at the Criterion.

Fox takes over the house later.

Stars to Attend Sales Meet

Bob Wheeler and Ber-t Woolsey
will attend the RKO Radio sales

convention to be held June 18-20 in

Chicago.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Up to May 1 of this year, Soviet Rus-

sia had 1,800 cinemas, of which 400
were wired.
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FEW CIRCUIT HOUSES

CLOSING FOR SUMMER

(Cotitinued from Page 1)

nearly 100 theaters. They are the

Capitol and Family in Cincinnati.

All RKO houses in the New York
metropolitan area are scheduled to

remain open.
Loew's, with approximately 135

houses in its circuit, iplans virtually

no shutdowns, according to state

ment at its home office.

Skouras Theaters plans to keep
its houses, both in the East and op-

erated through Fox West Coast
practically all open. Approximately
350 theaters are in Fox West Coast
and 46 are located in the East.

Allied Asks for Boycott
Of Affiliated Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

one spot, that is, their theaters,"

declared the announcement, which
describes position of independent
houses in the situation as "helpless."

Allied asks that "attendance upon
good pictures when shown in inde-

pendent theaters be recommended
and encouraged as an offset to the
reduced attendance at the forced
showing of salacious pictures." The
bulletin devotes much space to an
attack on Will H. Hays.

Allied's board of directors opens
a two-day session today at the War-
wick, New York.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
iBy CHARLES ALICOATE

J7AY WRAY, Ralph Bellamy,
Roscoe Ates, Melvin Douglas and

Emily Lowery head the cast in "Wo-
/nen in the Dark," the first of the
series of features to be produced by
Select Production at the Biograph
studio in the Bronx. Phil Rosen
vill direct from the story by Da-
hiell Hammett with Walter Scott
ind Carl Berger doing the camera
work. Chris Bute will assist on the
direction.

•

Nancy Kelly has been signed by
Sam Sax, production head of the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, for the
comedy lead in the musical short
version of "50 Million Frenchmen."
Work on the picture is scheduled to

get under way the latter part of the
month.

•

Flabia R. Arcaro, Marie Dress-
ler's double and formerly of the
St. Louis Opera Company, who has
been appearing in shows and short
pictures in the East, has been given
a part in the feature, "Crime With-
out Passion," the Hecht-MacArthur
production now in work at the East-
ern Service studio in Astoria.

•

Art Jarrett and Bert Granet have
started, work on the script which
will feature Tom Patricola and Bus-

ter West in a two-reel comedy. The
short, which has been titled "Sailor
Take Care," will be produced and
directed by Al Christy at the East-
ern Service studio in Astoria, for
Educational release.

•

Location work on "Love and
Babies," the two-reel comedy featur-
ing Ernest Truex, supported by
Jacqueline Logan and Montague
Love, has been comipleted, with
studio work now under way on the
lower stage of the Eastern Service
studio in Astoria. Al Christy is

producing and directing the short
for Educational release.

•

Rose Hobart, Sally O'Neil, Wel-
don Heyburn, James Spotswood,
Billy Reed, Shemp Howard, Herbert
Rawlinson, Nancy Kelly, Grade
Worth, Ruth Gillette, Allan Brooks
and W. H. White complete the cast

of "Convention Girl," the first of the
series of features to be made by
Falcon Productions. Liither Reed
will direct the picture which will be
made in Atlantic City, with interior

shots to be made in the Irvington-
on-the-Hudson studio. Walter Sher-
wood will assist on the direction,

with production supervision under
the personal direction of Dave
Thomas. Joe Rivkin is handling the
casting.

124 FEATURES ON FOX

FOREIGN SCHEDULE

(Continued from Page 1)

Fox foreign department, while
abroad, held sales meetings at which
he outlined policies and product for
1934-35.

The company's foreign language
program is as follows: 10 Spanish
originals to be produced at Coast
and 25 features to be dubbed in

Spanish in Spain; Eight French
originals, seven of which are to be
made in Paris and one, "Caravan,"
at the Coast, and 25 French pictures

to be dubbed at the Fox studio in

Paris; six German originals to be
made in Berlin and six to be dubbed
in that city; 30 features to be
dubbed in Italian at Rome and 14
quota pictures to be made by Fox in

England with its own directors, Al-
bert Parker and T. Hayes Hunter,
directing.

Sheehan signed Rosita Diaz, who
soon joins Fox.

Defer Filming "Dodsworth"
Indications are that "Dodsworth,"

which closes June 30th at the Shubert
and resumes Aug. 20th at the same
theater, will not be filmed until
sometime next year. After com-
pleting its Broadway run, the play,
which stars Walter Huston, will go
on tour.

The n AME

MEANS "WORLD'S FINEST" IN

CULTURE PEARLS
(PRODUCED IN THE LIVING OYSTER)

World s linest as applied to 1 ecla Culture Pearls

means simply this— that out ol every hundred cul-

ture pearls gathered Irom the cultivated oyster

beds ol the Orient, only one will ordinarily prove

ol sumcient excellence to warrant a presentation

by J. ecla ... It is Irom a collection ol real pearls ol

such exclusive and select quality tnat J. ecla invites

tne smartly dressed women ol tne cinema world

to select tne adornment supreme. -Lecla Culture

"earls are ollered in exquisitely matched neck-

laces, also in rings, bracelets, earrings and other

jewel pieces, mounted to special order it desired.

608 FIFTH AVENUE at 49th STREET
(ADJACENT TO ROCKEFELLER CENTER)
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« « « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES « « «
/ ) Ann Harding, John Boles in

"THE LIFE OF VERGIE WINTERS"
with Helen Vinson

RKO 82 mins.

HIGHLY EMOTIONAL DRAMA-RO-
MANCE THAT IS SURE TO SATISFY.
ANN HARDING AT HER BEST.

Women will love this one from start to

finish, and the men will find plenty to

hold their interest. Ann Harding has a

part much to her liking. Her portrayal

of Vergie Winters, the hapless country

girl, gives her a chance to display her

sterling talents. Boles has of late played

similar parts and is extremely satisfac-

tory. The story, which is an adaptation

of Louis Bromfield's novel, tells of a small

town girl who, tricked out of marrying

the man she loves, discovers the decep-

tion too late. The man, John Boles, mar-

ries Helen Vinson but continues to visit

Vergie, who is the town milliner. Their

love-child is adopted by Boles and his

wife. Boles finally tells his wife that he

is going to seek a divorce. She kills him

and Vergie is accused of the murder but

cleared before the final fade out. The

musical score has been particularly well

directed by Max Sterner, This one will

make them cry, and like it.

Cast: Ann Harding, John Boles, Helen

Vinson, Betty Furness, Frank Albertson,

Creighton Chaney, Sara Haden, Molly

O'Day, Ben Alexander, Donald Crisp, Mai-

del Turner, Cecil Cunningham, Josephine

Whittell, Wesley Barry, Edward Van Sloan,

Wallis Clark, Edwin Stanley.

Director, Alfred Santell; Author, Louis

Bromfield; Screen Play, Jane Murfin; Edi-

tor, George Hively; Cameraman, Lucien

Andriot; Recording Engineer, D. A. Cutler.

Direction, Box Office. Photography, Ex-

cellent.

Tim McCoy in

"HELL BENT FOR LOVE"
Columbia 64 mins.

PLENTY OF THRILLS AND ACTION
STUFF TO PLEASE. TIM McCOY AS A
MOTORCYCLE COP DELIVERS.

This one has Tim McCoy on the hop

all the way in a very fast action meller

of the motorcycle cops. Tim falls in love

with a night club entertainer whose boss

is a big racketeer on the side. Tim is

after this gent, along with his gang. When
his activities get too hot for the gang

leader, he pulls a fast one that gets Tim
discharged from the force for neglect of

duty. Tim then starts out to get the gang

leader in earnest. He lines up a bunch

of ex-convicts he has befriended, and they

start systematically to crab all the rackets

of the gang. Tim's gang hijacks the trucks

with the contraband, steals the jewels af-

ter the other mob has made a big haul,

tips the race track authorities to the doped

horse, and otherwise has the gang leader

and his mob hanging on to the ropes and

wcndernig who is spoiling their stuff. The
windup is full of excitement, with Tim
framing the gangster with the help of the

girl and proving that his gang stole the

jewels the police have been searching for.

Cast: Tim McCoy, Lilian Bond, Bradley

Page, Vincent Sherman, Lafe McKee, Harry

C. Bradley, Wedgewood Nowell, Eddie

Sturgis, Ernie Adams, Hal Price, Gloria

Warner, Max Wagner, Guy Usher, Ed Le

Saint.

Director, D. Ross Lederman; Author, Har-

old Shumate; Screen Play, same; Editor,

Otto Meyer; Cameraman, Benjamin Kline.

Direction, Good Photography, Good.

Joe E. Brown in

"THE CIRCUS CLOWN"
First National 63 mins.

WEAK CIRCUS STORY THAT IS POOR-
LY PRESENTED. JOE E. BROWNS CLEV-
ER WORK HELPS.

A very rambling story of circus life,

evidently planned to give Joe E. Brown a

chance to show his versatility, but missing

the possibilities of this fine artist in the

comedy that he really can do. The con-

tinuity is very ragged and the story does

not build strongly to any clear-cut climax.

Joe is the son of an ex-circus performer

now running a small town hotel. Against

the wishes of his dad, he joins a circus,

and falls in love eventually with the aerial

performer, played by Patricia Ellis. The
circus atmosphere is the best part of the

film, outside of the fine work done by the

star. Throughout the footage Joe is trying

to establish himself with the circus owner
and get a contract as a regular performer

and not just a handy man around the ani-

mals. When the girl's partner gets drunk

before the aerial act as they open in the

big town, Joe gets his chance and goes

over big as the clown doing his stuff a la

the man on the flying trapeze. Joe Brown

scores strong in humor and his stunt stuff.

Sell Joe, for the kids go for him big.

Cast: Joe E. Brown, Dorothy Burgess, Pa-

tricia Ellis, Donald Dilloway, Charles Wil-

son, Poodles Hanneford, Wm. Demarest,

Harry Woods, Lee Moran, John Sheehan,

Tcm Dugan, Ronnie Cosby, Earl Hodgins,

Gordon Westcott, Ernest Clark, Bobby Cald-

well, William Davidson.

Director, Ray Enright; Authors, Bert Kal-

mar, Harry Ruby; Editor, Clarence Kolster;

Cameraman, Sid Hickox.

Direction, Good. Photography, Very Good.

"BACK PAGE"
with Peggy Shannon, Russell Hopton,

Edwin Maxwell and Sterling Holloway
General Pictures Exch. 64 mins.

PLEASANT ROMANTIC MELLER WITH
NEWSPAPER BACKGROUND OKAY FOR
NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSES.

A neat tale of intrigue with virtue

triumphant and a pleasant romance inter-

twined, this one should satisfy in neigh-

borhood spots. Peggy Shannon is fired

from her job on a New York daily when
she upbraids the publisher for suppressing

a yarn about a big advertiser. Russell

Hopton, her sweetie on the sheet, recom-
mends her for the editorship of th;-

small daily in his home town. She lands

the job and through some smart maneuvers
adds circulation and advertising. When
the foreman of a crew digging for an oil

well in which most of the townsfolk had

invested money because the town's banker

was interested, tells her that the well is

being abandoned Peggy suspects a hoax.

She is, however, forced to move carefully

because the town banker, also the uncle

of Hopton, who has arrived in town, holds

a mortgage on the paper. How Peggy

saves the well for the investors and the

paper for its proprietor and also concludes

her romance with Hopton is entertainingly

unfolded.

Cast: Peggy Shannon, Russell Hopton
Edwin Maxwell, Sterling Holloway, Floyd

Gillingwater, Bryant Washburn, Richard

Tucker, Rockcliff Fellowes.

Director, Anton Lorenze; Authors, Harry

E. Chandlee, Douglas W. Churchill; Screen

Play, F. McGrew Willis; Cameraman, James

S. Brown, Jr.; Recording Engineer, Cliff

Ruberg; Film Editor, Fred Bain.

Direction, Okay. Photography, Okay.

Landow Leaves Universal;

Engel New Philly Manager
(Continued from Page 1)

pottery business. Engel was for-

merly assistant manager and city

salesman. The changes bring Jack

Engel from the Harrisburgh terri-

tory to handle New Jersey and Wil-

liam Doyle into the organization to

succeed Engel at Harrisburgh.

Holding Over "Men in White"

The Capitol, New York, will hold

over "Men in White" for a second

week starting Friday.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Jack Durant of Mitchell and Durant
admits without a blush that he has
on more than one occasion been mis-
taken for Cary Grant.

WORDS and WISDOM
'""PHIS business of anticipating the

public's taste is especially tricky

because the general level of taste is

constantly getting better."—DAR-
RYL ZANUCK.

"I always analyze my stories from

their worry content." — AGNES
CHRISTINE JOHNSTON.

"Marriage should never interfer

with individuality."—CARY GRANT.

"I like to believe that the picture

stars are like the .stars of the firma-

ment — are like those meteors or

shooting stars that come into our

firmament perhaps once in a life-

time. So that when these perform-

ers have been broken by the wheel

of bad stories or bad direction they

may have another chance in an-

other life."—JESSE L. LASKY.

"The only chance I'd have of find-

ing a girl to understand the situa-

tions pictures place me, is in a

studio."—JACK OAKIE.

"When I created the vogue for

crooning I didn't expect it would

gain much popularity. Sometimes I

regret the whole thing." — GUY
LOMBARDO.

"Technically the screen is as per-

fect as anything can be."—EDWIN
BURKE.

"It is many years since the screen
has developed a comedy star from
its own ranks."—EDWARD SEDG-
WICK.

Allied Forming; Two
More N. E. Outfits

(Continued from Page 1)

work is being handled by Walter
Littlefield, William McLaughlin, Er-

nest Horstmann, Harold Stoneman,
Frank Lydon and Edward Ansen.
all of Boston.

Columbia May Make Own
British Quota Pictures

(Continued from Page 1)

been having independent producers

make its quota pictures. While

abroad Seidelman will visit Colum-

bia's continental offices.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
Tieup with school graduation exer-

cises, perhaps through essay contest in

connection with a forthcoming show.
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD "LOTS
//.

By RALPH WILK
T*ED FIO-RITO and his orchestra
r have been signed by Mascot for
"Young and Beautiful." Joseph
Santley will direct. The film will

feature a song written by Fio-Rito,
Neil Moret and Henry Tobias, which
Sam Ash, radio performer, will

sing.

T
Paramount has purchased "Enter

Madame," a produced play written
by Gilda Varesi and Dolly Byrne.
Jacques Deval and Gladys Lehman
have been assigned to make the
adaptation.

T T T

Nils Asther has been added to
the cast of "Serenade," story by
Richard Carroll which Sol Wurtzel
is producing for Fox.

T

Fox has set two new films for
Charles Boyer, French film star,

after viewing the "takes" in "Cara-
van." Boyer is scheduled to start
work in "The Captive Bride," the
Jesse L. Lasky production which
Dorothy Arzner will direct, immedi-
ately after completing the French
and English versions of "Caravan."
Then Boyer will vacation in France
for a few months returning toward
the end of the summer for the lead-
ing male role in the Lasky produc-
tion, "Casanova — The Immortal
Lover." TV
John Boles has been signed to

appear opposite Irene Dunne in

RKO Radio's "Age of Innocence,"
marking the first reunion of these
players since "Back Street."

Dorothy Lee will be featured with
Walter Woolf in an untitled comedy
which gets under way at RKO Ra-
dio in a few days. Leigh Jason will

direct.

Twenty new gowns and frocks
have been created by Orry-Kelly for
Esther Muir and 17 for Verree Teas-
dale for the appearance of the two
players opposite George Brent in

"A Lady Surrenders," which gets
under way at the Warner studios
in a few days.

Frank Capra starts shooting to-

day on Columbia's "Broadway Bill"
on location at Tanforan. Warner
Baxter heads the cast which in-

cludes Margaret Hamilton, Lynn
Overman and Osgood Perkins.

7
Lewis Milestone's first for Colum-

bia, "The Captain Hates the Sea,"
is expected to go into work June 20.

SUNSET PROJECTION & DUBBING
ENTERPRISE.

Sid Smith Johnny Morgan
PRODUCERS & PUBLIC PROJECTION ROOM
COMPLETE DUBBING & SCORING SERVICE
All facilities of a major projection room.

Can match into any sound truck.
6048 Sunset Blvd.

Call Hollywood 9480 for appointment
Hollywood, Calif.

Mascot Signs Joe Kane As Production Supervisor

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Joe Kane, for the past three years associated with Charles R. Rogers

at the Paramount studio, has joined Mascot Pictures as a production supervisor. Mr.

Kane's first assignment on the Mascot lot will be the supervision of "Waterfront
4.ady," which is scheduled to go into production early in July.

Mae Clark will have a leading fem-
inine role. Also signed are Fred
Keating and Howard, Fine & How-
ard.

r
Archie Gottler will start direction

of a Columbia two-reel comedy
"Tropical Madness," at the Colum-
bia studios under supervision of
Jules White.

Jo Swerling and Judith Kandel
been assigned to adapt "Orchids and
Onions," recently purchased by Co-
lumbia as a starring vehicle for
Carole Lombard.

Ann Sothern's option has been re-

newed by Columbia. Miss Sothern
will next appear in Eddie Cantor's
picture, "Treasure Hunt," on loan
to Samuel Goldwyn Productions.

George Murphy, who arrived here
under contract to Columbia, has
has been loaned to Samuel Goldwyn
for the Eddie Cantor picture,
"Treasure Hunt."

George Sidney has shipped his

car to Vancouver where he will start

a vacation tour of the continent.

_
T

Joe Penner will appear in a fea-
tured role in Paramount's "College
Rhythm."

Sylvia Sidney will next be teamed
with George Raft in "Limehouse

Nights," by Paramount.

The film version of Walter B.

Pitkin's best-selling book, "Life Be-
gins at Forty," will be written by
Dudley Nichols and Lamar Trotti,

for Fox. These two writers recent*
ly completed the film adaptation of

the Irvin S. Cobb "Judge Priest"
stories, now in production on the
Fox lot.

A contract with Damon Runyon
has been signed by Fox Film where-
by options on all the well known
writer's stories are to be given to

Fox for film adaptation during the
coming year.

Otto Fries has been signed by
Fox for a role in "She Was a Lady,"
the Elisabeth Cobb novel now in

work on the Fox lot.

T » V

Robert Allen and Florence Rice,
stage players signed by Columbia
have arrived in Hollywood. Allen
has been assigned to "By Persons
Unknown," a murder mystery story,
in support of Ralph Bellamy and
Shirley Grey. Miss Rice has not
yet been assigned.

T T

Charles Sabin, former dancing
partner of Barbara Bennett and
Mary Hay, will play his first mo-
tion picture role in Columbia's "By
Persons Unknown."

72 Single Reelers Set
By Imperial for '34-'35

Supplementing its program of 14

features for 1934-35, Imperial Dis-
tributing Corp. also plans 72 single
reel subjects. The lineup will in-

clude the following series: 13 Eddie
Guest Poetic Gems, with songs by
Al Shean and narrative by Norman
Brokenshire; 13 travel subjects in

Magnacolor; and six novelty dog
subjects.

289 Pre-Release Dates
Are Set for "Dr. Monica"
Warner Bros, has set 289 special

Die-release key city engagements on
"Dr. Monica." National release will

be June 23. The picture opens next
Wednesday at the Strand, New
York.

Hong Kong Has 27 Theaters
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Approximately $1,-

140,000 is invested in the motion
picture business in Hong Kong, ac-
cording to a report to the Dept. of
Commerce. At present there are 27
theaters in the city all but four of
which are wired.

43 Warner Sales Heads
Going to Branch Meets

(.Continued from Page 1)

which will be presided over by the
district managers. The purpose of

the meeting is to acquaint local

salesmen with the happenings at the
regional meeting. The departures
include: C. E. Pe,ppiatt, H. D.
Parks, R. R. Bryan, F. T. Sands
and W. G. Carmichael, to Atlanta;
F. P. Bran, P. Sasseen, D. House to

Charlotte; E. Grossman, T. R. Gil-

liam, W. J. Kahl, R. C. Herman, G.
Weinberg to Chicago; E. J. Tilton,

C. A. Pratt, H. Herman to Des
Moines; Wm. Warner, W. B. Adams,
F. Greenberg, R. H. McConnell, J.

E. Woodward, Gus Diamond to Kan-
sas City; R. T. Smith, S. G. Honeck.
N. S. Bieringer to Milwaukee; H.
Ochs, M. W. Davis, B. Adams to

Memphis; Leo Blank, R. Lohrenz,
A. W. Anderson, E. D. Perkins, H.
B. Johnson, J. P. Shea to Minneao-
olis, C. K. Olson, F. J. Hannon, L.

Mendelson to Omaha; B. Y. Cam-
mack, Hall Walsh, J. Hill, L. J.

Bona, J. Winn to St. Louis and Fred
M. Jack to Dallas.

Roy William Neill has completed
"Blind Date," featuring Ann Soth-
ern, Paul Kelly and Neil Hamilton
at the Columbia studios,

v t

El Brendel, popular Swedish com-
edian, starts work this week in "Hill
Billies" his second two-reel comedy
for Vitaphone, at the Warner Bros.
Burbank studios in California. In
this two-reeler, the comic will have
for his leading lady, Joan Wheeler,
one of Warner's Junior Stars, as
well as a supporting cast of feature
screen players. Ralph Staub is di-

recting the short from the script
prepared by Joe Traub.

r t t

Ralph Staub, in charge of shorts
at Warner Bros., will direct El
Brendel in Brendel's third and last
comedy under his present contract
with Warners.

T T T
Warner Bros, will complete this

week "The Dragon Murder Case."
T T T

CAST ASSIGNMENTS
MONOGRAM: Herbert Bunston, Olaf Hytten

and Fred Walton have been added to the ca i

of the Wilkie Col. ins story "Moonstone,"
Monogram feature which Reginald Barker is di-
recting. David Manners and Phylis Bar:y h:aj
the cast.

COLUMBIA: Harold Huber, J. Carro' Nai-h
*„•- ---wi-. «or ."u,o Def-ns» Re-ts."
WARNER BROS.: Charles Starrett for "Flir-

tation Walk."

pj HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

$2.SO up, Single
$3.00 up, Double

Special weekly and monthly ratet

The Plara is near every-

thingto see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-
iness or pleasure.

Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality"

Vine at Hollywood Blvd.

H OLLY WOOD
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CLEANING FIRM FIGHTS

AMENDMENT TO CODE

(Continued from Page 1)

who testified at public hearings

called for the purpose of hearing
objections and affirmations to the

proposed amendment.
Counsel for the company, Joseph

Burger, told Division Administrator
Sol A. Rosenblatt, who opened the

hearings, that his company would
be seriously hurt if the 40-hour week
which prevails in the motion picture

code for this type of labor, was ex-

tended to employees of his company
which furnishes cleaning and jani-

tor service on a contract basis. At
the present time this company op-

erates only under the PRA and was
granted an exemption allowing its

men to work 48 hours. The new
proposed amendment would reduce

its employees' working time to 40

hours in one week.
In lieu of adherence to the 48

hour provision of the PRA, the com-
pany's counsel offered an amend-
ment which would include their em-
ployees only where a theater owner
hired the services of his company
as a subterfuge to evade the wage
and hour provisions of the code.

Burger cited a previous ruling of

the policy board to the effect that

services of his type of company
were exempt from a code for any

other industry division in NRA.
The point was overruled by Deputy
Administrator William P. Farns-

worth, who succeeded Rosenblatt at

the hearings, by pointing out that

all industry divisions under which

his company operates such as clean-

ing office buildings, apartment

houses, and the like, are part of

one NRA division, division five of

which Rosenblatt is the head. Bur-

ger cited the fact that his company

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

June 13-14: Allied leaders' meeting in New
York.

June 16-July 2: International Motion Picture

Week, Vienna.

July 16: Meeting of S. M. P. E. board of

directors at Westchester Country Club,

Rye, N. Y.

June 18: Meeting of Paramount's National

Advisory Council of Theater Operators,

Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

June 18-19: Warner-First National regional

sales meeting, San Francisco.

tune 18-20: RKO annual sales convention,

Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 18-20: Paramount annual sales conven-

tion Hotel Ambassador I is Angeles.

June 18-22: American Federation of Musicians

convention, Cleveland.

June 20: Annual Boat Ride of the Warner Club

aboard S.S. Peter Stuyvesant to Bear Moun-
tain.

June 24-26: Convention of Southeastern The-

ater Owners Association, The Ansley Hotel,

Atlanta.
Ju'y 25: I.T.O.A. boat ride and outing.

June 28: World premiere of "The World Move!

On" at Criterion, N. Y.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
graphy. Venice, Italy

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Penn-

sylvania, New York.

NEWS OF THE DAY
Winchester, Mass. — Winchester

still remains the only township in

this state which neither has nor

permits motion picture exhibitions.

The Board of Selectmen refuses to

grant the application of Albert J.

Locatelli for a permit to open a

house and further states that it does
not feel a postcard ballot among
the citizens would be satisfactory.

Louisville—The Virginia Amuse-
ment Company at Hazard has been
incorporated for $5,000 by L. O
Davis, George D. Combs and Hazel
Davis.

Salem, Mass.— Several commun-
ities in Essex County, including

Peabody, have adopted the policy of

having checkers watch the theaters

to see if any on the welfare list are

movie fans.

Louisville—The cost of the recent
I.A.T.S.E. convention in Louisville
for a five-day session was estimated
at approximately $150,000.

Chicago — The E.A.R. theater,

South Side neighborhood house, has
been leased for 10 years by Harry
Balaban from the owner, E. A. Rys-
don.

Chicago — George Raft, picture

star, is appearing in person at the

Chicago theater.

Chicago—Because of illness S. J.

Gregory, head of the Gregory cir-

cuit of motion picture houses in In-

diana and Illinois, has left for

Greece for a three-month stay.

operates on a nationwide business

and cleans many types of enter-

prises, if it is included under the

motion picture code would then be

included under all wage and hour

provisions of other codes for other

types of industries, he claimed.

Rosenblatt previously pointed out

that outside contract labor was al-

ready provided for in the code in

article 4, division C part one, sec-

tion 4 relating to contract chorus

girl employment which was subject

to the same provisions as if the

•horus girls were direct employees

of the theaters themselves.

Burger objected to this argument

on the ground that chor-s girls con-

fined themselves to the thoaters only

vhereas his ' employees went from

theaters to office buildings, restau-

rants and the like, not relating to

movie theaters. The company claim-

ed about 25 per cent of its employ-

ees were engaged in servicing the-

aters in the New York area. As

the hearings progressed it became

evident that the question involved,

centered not only about the film code

but all codes in general and may re-

quire a definite NRA ruling on the

matter in order to classify that type

of industry.

Prior to conclusion of the hear-

ing at noon, the representative of

the labor advisory board proposed

an amendment to the effect that no

employee could violate a code by the

employment of contract labor and

another stating no employee could

be dismissed for reporting alleged

violations of a code. All proposals

and objections to the amendment
which would bind contract cleaning

employees to a 40 hour week were

taken under advisement by NRA of-

ficials to be followed by subsequent

private conferences.

Minneapolis — Minneapolis Mono-
gram will distribute 52 Master Art
short subjects, according to Gilbert

Nathanson, manager.

SCANDINAVIA TO MAKE

30 FILMS THIS YEAR
Between 25 and 30 features will

be produced during 1934 in the
Scandianavian countries, principally
Sweden, it was, stated yesterday by
Carl P. York, managing director for
Paramount in the Scandinavian
countries, who is here to attend the
Paramount convention. Thirty-one
films were produced in 1933.

Business has been consistently
good the past few years, and at no
time has there been any consider-
able slump because the Scandinavian
lands have escaped the brunt of the
depression, York said. There are
no double bills in either Sweden,
Norway, Finland or Denmark, ac-
cording to York, who is chairman
of the film board of trade which
determines such policies, and there
won't be any.
About 15 new theaters will be

constructed this year, York said. At
present there are 1,700 theaters in

the four countries. Paramount,
which operates a theater in Stock-

holm and two in Malmo, is the only
American company operating the-

aters in Scandinavia, York stated.

America's first real su

the new St. Moritz Cafe de la Paix

—

with its colorful awnings, and its Con-

tinental air of leisure, was designed on

European lines by the well - known

young architect, Zareh Sourian. Here

you are able not only to drink an aperi-

tif in the open, with the green stretches

of Central Park before you, but also to

play checkers, dominoes and backgam-

mon exactly as in the Cafe De La Paix

in Paris.

* * *
"The Most Interesting

America"

in

DIRECTION . . S. GREGORY TAYLOR
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Vaude Producers Appealing for Revision of Code

OVERBUYING MAIN COMPLAINT TO CODE AUTHORITY

Drastic House Bill is Aimed at Immoral Pictures
House Bill Would Impose

Penalties Considered
Unusually Severe

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A drastic and far-

reaching bill, designed to prevent
immorality in pictures and intro-

duced by Rep. Cannon of Wiscon-
sin, is under consideration by the

Committee on Interstate and For-
eign Commercg. Its attack particu-
larly centers on distribution of films

considered objectionable by the

measure.
The bill provides that "whosoever

shall transport or cause to be trans-
(Continued on Page 7)

EIGHT N,^GRIEVANCE

CASES WON BY LOEWS
New York grievance board yes-

terday upheld eight Loew complaints
and dismissed the overbuying com-
plaint of the Roslyn Theater.
Roselle Park, N. J.„ against the
Springer-Cocalis Park Theater
Roselle Park, N. J., against the
Paramount, Universal, United
Artists, Metro, Columbia, Vitagraph
and RKO Radio exchanges. Six

(Continued on Page 6)

Jack Warner to Talk
On Lineup at Meeting

San Francisco — Jack L. Warner
will address the fourth and final

Warner Bros, regional sales meet,
which will take place here Monday
and Tuesday at the St. Francis
Hotel, on the Burbank studio's line-

up for the 1934-35 season.
En route here for the convention

(Continued on Page 7)

Originals, Novels Is Trend
Originals and novels will predominate

over plays in virtually all major company
programs for 1934-35, it is indicated
by announcements for the new season
Indicative of the trend is the fact
Universal's 31 titles announced so far

includes 12 originals and 12 novels.

Kentucky Sunday Opening Law Effective Sunday
Frankfort, Ky.—Theater owners throughout Kentucky are preparing for wholesale open-

ing of their houses Sunday, when the new state law legalizing Sunday shows goes into

effect. There are more than 400 theaters in the state, although many are dark.
The new law takes away from cities of the first, second and third classes the right

to prohibit the showing of motion pictures on Sunday. A recent ruling of Assistant
Attorney General Sam Brown held that the act was not applicable to cities of the
fourth class.

Stanley B. Waite Dies Suddenly

Hutchinson Js President

Of Allied Vermont Unit
White River Junction, Vt.—E. R.

Hutchinson has been elected presi-

dent of the newly formed Allied

Theater Owners of Vermont. C. S.

Cray is vice-president; Andrew
Togu, secretary; A. M. Graves,
treasurer; while the board of direc-

tors includes: Harry P. Boardman.
Frederick Bedard, Roy Kiniry, P. S.

Murray, George A. Valley and
Charles Ross.

Death came suddenly to Stanley B.

Waite, Paramount divisional sales

manager, in his office yesterday noon
when he became the victim of an at-

tack of acute indigestion. He was
to have left New York last night

with his associates bound for the

company's annual sales convention

in Los Angeles.

Several months ago Waite had
undergone an operation but had
been apparently in good health up

(Continued on Page 6)

Loew Executives to Consider Building Theaters

Col. E. A. Schiller, who is sur-

veying the theater situation in

northern California, will confer with
Nicholas M. Schenck via telephone
within a few days on the matter of

building houses in this area. As yet

no program has been laid out, it was
stated at Loew's yesterday. Inva-

sion of this territory would bring
Loew into competition with the

Golden State circuit.

Ned E. Depinet Elected

To Hays Ass'n Board

Ned E. Depinet of RKO was

elected an additional member of the

board of directors of the Hays as-

sociation at its quarterly meeting.

Will H. Hays presided at the ses-

sion.

Vaude Producers in Report
Blame Code for Hardships

Mass. Catholics Plan
Boycott on Theaters
By BRAD ANGIER

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Boston— Admitting that 95 per
cent of producers are making clean
pictures, the Massachusetts Catholic
Diocese is immediately inaugurating
a boycott on theaters playing prod-

(Coivtinued on Page 7)

A report citing the financial hard-

ships worked upon vaudeville pro-

ducers during the past season by
the operation of the vaudeville Code
and a request for revision of the

code will be forwarded next week
to Division Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt, it was stated yesterday
by Chas. B. Maddock, president of

(Continued on Page 2)

Cut Admission Prices

Second Principal

Grievance
Overbuying is the principal com-

plaint to reach the Code Authority
via appeals from local grievance
boards, with reduced admission
prices as a close runner-up, a check-
up of the Authority's hearing sched-
ules discloses.

Total of 53 appeals have been
filed with the code's administrative
body up to the present time. Of
these 15 have been heard. Decis-
ions have been rendered in eight
cases, seven coming from local

grievance board decisions and one
from zoning board rulings.

SLIDING SCALE DEAL

IN ROXY'S NEW PACT

Samuel L. ("Roxy") Rothafel's
contract under the reorganization
plans of the Roxy theater will be
on a sliding scale with a compara-
tively small guarantee, but with the
production budget so arranged that
with careful economies in the opera-
tion of the house and the presenta-
tion of stage attractions, it will be

(Continued on Page 2)

M. P. Council to Study
Practices in Industry

A study of the trade practices of
the picture industry is to be made
in behalf of the Motion Picture Re-
search Council by Arthur Butler
Graham, attorney, of 23 West 43rd

(Continued on Page 7)

S. M. P. E. to Nominate
Officers of the S. M. P. E. for 1935

will be nominated by its board of direc-

tors at a meeting at the Westchester
Country Club, Rye, July 16. The vote

will be taken by ballots sent through
the mail and the results will be an-

nounced at the society's fall meeting
at the Hotel Pennsylvania beginning

Oct. 29.
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Adjust Bandit Picture Dispute at Dallas

Dallas—Under an adjustment of the injunction move made by parents of Clyde
Barrow and Bonnie Parker, bandits recently killed by officers, in which they instituted

an action against several local independent distributors and exhibitors to prevent
them showing a picture dealing with their children, the producer will remake part
of the film in order to allow the parents to present their side of the story. Barrows'
parents will also get five per cent of the picture's gross.
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Sliding Scale Deal
In Roxy's New Pact
{Continued from Page 1)

possible for him to realize an in-

come in keeping with his former
salary at the Radio City, Music Hall,
The Film Daily learns. Agreement
on the terms of the contract has
been reached with the bankers and
first mortgage underwriters insist-

ing that "Roxy" be returned to the
house as impresario before the new
investment is forthcoming.

Yesterday attorneys for the the-

ater bondholders filed an answer to

the petition submitted last week in

which reorganization was outlined
to the court. The matter was re-

ferred to Judge Caffey, who is ex-
pected to appoint a temporary trus-

tee today to take possession of the
theater tomorrow.

Reorganization will take about
six weeks. Approximately $150,000
will be expended in redecorating the
theater. New sound equipment will

be installed. Henry Kosch, attorney
for the "Roxy" in this matter, would
neither affirm nor deny the above
details yesterday but stated that an
official announcement would be made
next week. It is likely the house
will be closed for five weeks and re-

open the Friday before Labor Day.

Vaude Producers Appeal
For Revision of Code

(Continued from Page 1)

the United Vaudeville Producers'
Ass'n. Practically every vaudeville

producer who was active last season

lost money as a result of the Code,

Maddock said.

In the event that Rosenblatt de-

clines to make any changes in the

Code, an effort will be made to bring
.the matter before President Roose-
velt following his return from his

vacation cruise, Maddock stated.
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General Theaters Sued

Wilmington—A petition in bank-

ruptcy against General Theaters
Equipment, Inc., has been filed in

Federal Court by Colonial Mortgage
Investment Co., of Baltimore,
George F. Snyder of Washington,
Irving L. Wilson of Philadelphia,

and Louis J. Rome of Baltimore.

The mortgage company alleges it

holds $255,000 of ten-year 6 per cent

debenture bonds of the defendant
corporation which are in default in

interest.

Radio Will Complete
Program This Week

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—RKO Radio will com-

plete its 1933-34 production schedule
this week with the shooting of the
final scenes of "Hat, Coat and
Glove," featuring Ricardo Cortez.
Radio now has eight completed
films ready for release during this

month and July including "The Life

of Vergie Winters," co-starring Ann
Harding and John Boles; "Cockeyed
Cavaliers," with Wheeler and Wool-
sey; "Let's Try Again," with Diana
Wynyard and Clive Brook; "Murder
on the Blackboard," "We're Rich
Again," "Of Human Bondage," with
Leslie Howard; "Down to Their
Last Yacht," a musical; "Bachelor
Bait," and "Afterwards," with ZaSu
Pitts and Slim Summerville.
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DAVID O. SELZNICK, HOWARD ESTABROOK
GEORGE CUKOR, FRITZ LANG leave New York
tomorrow for the coast.

BURR MclNTOSH has arrived in New York
from Hollywood.

CHARLES ROSENZWEIG has left New York
lor a tour of mid-west First Division exchanges.

KATHARINE HEPBURN is en route to the
coast from New York.

J. WALTER RUBIN left New York yesterday
for the coast.

BERT WHEELER and BOBBY WOOLSEY leave
New York tomorrow for Chicago.

HERMAN G. WEINBERG, managing director
of the Little Theater, Baltimore, arrives In

New York within a few days on a product
buying trip.

SAM and MRS. WOOD plan to sail on the
Me de France Saturday, following their arrival
from the Coast.

BOB O'NEILL, president of Golden State Cir-
cuit in California, is due in New York soon
from the Coast.

WALTER FUTTER arrived in New York yester-
day from the Coast and is at the Waldorf.

RALPH INCE has arrived in New York from
England.

WALTER SHERIDAN goes to Atlantic City
Sunday from New York in connection with the
Falcon picture, "Convention Girl."

EDWARD G. ROBINSON and MRS. ROBINSON
leave New York tomorrow returning to the
Coast.

LESLIE HOWARD expects to leave the Coast
tonight for New York. His wife is now en
route to New York.

H. M. WARNER returned*- - Now York yss-
terday from the Warner regional sales meet-
ing in Chicago. JOSEPH BERNHARD, SAM I

SAX and A. W. SMITH, JR., return today.

Warners Signs Russell Hicks
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Russell Hicks, charac-

ter actor of the Broadway stage,

has been signed by Warner Bros, to

a long term contract. Hicks, who
has previously appeared in Vita-
phone shorts produced at the Brook-
lyn Vitaphone studio, is currently
playing in the Chicago company of

"Hold Your Horses."

Warners Buy "Black Ivory"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Black Ivory," an ad-

venture story by Poland Banks
based on the life of Jean Lafitte.

American pirate of the early 19th

Century, has been purchased by
Warner Bros. Ricardo Cortez and
George Brent are being considered

for the leads.

Major Edward Bowes

Luther Reed

Cliff Edwards

Authorizes Contract Sale

Sale to Hughes Industries Co.,

Ltd., for $200 of Paramount's dis-

tribution contract on "The Racket"
was authorized yesterday by Referee
John E. Joyce.

Rogers Film at Paramount

"Here Comes the Bride," a

Charles R. Rogers production, will

be the new attraction at the Para-
mount starting tomorrow.

Dismisses Zirn Petition

Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe yes-

terday dismissed the petition of

Samuel Zirn for a rehearing on the

recent Fox West Coast settlement
by the Paramount trustees.

Warners Have Twelve
Ready for Releasing

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY I

Hollywood—Five pictures are inj

work at the Warner-First National
studio, four are being prepared for

shooting and 12 are completed andl

ready for release. The five produc-j

tions in work are: "Flirtationl

Walk," "Kansas City Princess,"!

"British Agent," "The Dragon Mur-
der Case," "A Lost Lady."

Selznick Signs Director

Leontine Sagan, director of

"Maedchen in Uniform," has been
signed to an M-G-M contract, it was
announced yesterday by David O.

Selznick following his return from
England.

"Rothschild" Closing Tuesday

After a 15 weeks' run, "The
House of Rothschild" will close at

the Astor Tuesday.

Closed Ampa Meeting Today

Ampa will hold a closed meeting
today at noon at the Motion Picture

Club'.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

It is the best look-

ing book you have

yet published as far

as cover is concerned.

If the inside is in

keeping with the out-

side, it is a swell

job.

Gordon S. White,

Educational Films

Corporation of

America.

1,000 Pages -- Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.



WHILEYOUR PUBLIC delights in the great performance of Wallace Beery

in "Viva Villa!" you will delight in the news that his next rousing entertain-

ment is also in the bag! Already from the West Coast come undercurrent

flashes that M-G-M's"TREASURE ISLAND" is something to shout about!

Start your shouting now and keep it up

!

THE CAST: WALLACE BEERY, JACKIE COOPER, LIONEL BARRYMORE, Otto Kruger,

Lewis Stone/'Chic" Sale, etc. • Directed by Victor Fleming • Produced by Hunt Stromberg



AUDIENCES WILL APPLAUD AND CRITICS

WILL PRAISE THIS GRAND PICTURE . . .

Seldom has the screen seen such a moving story . . . such

fine drama . . . such superb acting. Its exalted beauty

sweeps away the little world around us and unfolds the

divine in woman . . . its drama throbs to the heart-beat

of one whose only sin was love.
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.„„ HELEN
VINSON
From the story by Louis Bromfieka

A Pandro S. Herman Production

Directed by ALFRED
SANTELL
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OPENING TODAY
RADIO CITY
...AND 30 OTHER KEY

CITIES THIS WEEK AND

NEXT . . . NOT BEING

HELD UP FOR COOL

WEATHER BUT RE-

LEASED WHEN YOU

NEED A STRONG
ATTRACTION.

RKO RADIO PICTURE
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CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and

Zoning and Clearance Boards

Eight N. Y. Grievance
Cases Won by Loew's
(Continued from Page 1)

Loew cases in which charges of pre-
mature advertising were sustained
were: Loew's Warwick vs. Adeiphi,
Loew's Brevoort vs. National, Loew's
Lincoln Square vs. Stoddard, Loew's
Lincoln Square vs. Symphony,
Loew's Rio vs. Bunny, and Loew's
Rio vs. Heights. Charges of re-
duced admission through giveaways
were upheld in the cases of Loew's
King vs. Granada, Loew's Melba vs.

Terminal.

SEEKS ZONING REHEARING
St. Louis—Walter A. Thimmig of the Mc-

Xair here has asked for a rehearing before
the clearance and zoning board in a case
decided against him in favor of the Cinder-
ella and Gravois theaters. The point he
raised is that Louis Ansell should not have
sat on the board when David Nelson, an ex-

hibitor of the same classification as Thimmig,
was available for service.

Ansell sat in the cast after Fred M. Weh-
owner of the Cinderella and a mem-

•.he hoard, had voluntarily disqualified

There is nothing under che rules

g the zoning board to prevent a mem-
ig on cases in which he is a party,
renberg wanted to remove any cause
laint against the decision. So Ansell,
on hand, was pressed into service and
y was mutually satisfactory to all

r when Thimmig announced he would
i rehearing, even before the board's
.. .u favor of the Cinderella and Gra-

vois was announced.
Thimmig had asked that either the clear-

ance of the rival houses be reduced or that
th'; McNair be placed in another zone. He
said that the Cinderella theater has 42 days'
clearance over the McNair although there is

but a five-cent differential between their price
scales.

The local clearance and zoning board has
declined to grant the Publix Great State The-
aters, Inc., request that their first-run houses
in Springfield, 111., should be given clearance
over the theaters in Jacksonville, 111. The ap-
plicant was willing that the Jacksonvil.e
houses should play immediately behind Spring-
held, but the board decided they were not
entitled to any clearance.

Denver—Thomas Sullivan has appealed to

the Code Authority from the decision of the
Denver grievance board ordering him to slop
two-for-one tickets. The charge was brought
by Fred l.ind, owner of a theater located
iboul eight miles from Sullivan's house. Ac

Ig to Lind, Sullivan had Hooded his
town with the two-for-one offers. (>ut ol six
cases before the Denver board so (ar, this is

the first appeal.

RESERVE L. 1. CASE DE( 1SION
Brooklyn, Queens and Long [slant! advis-

ory committee on clearance and zoning yes-
terday reserved decision on the unfair clear-
ance complaint of the Port Jefferson theater,
I'' rt Jefferson, vs. Smithtown. Smithtown;
Sayville, Sayville; Patchogue and Granada,
Patchogue; Riverhead, Riverhead.

It's Col. Bunn Now
C. W. Bunn, general sales manager

of Electrical Research Products, has
joined up with the Kentucky colonel
movement, having received his commis-
sion from Gov. Ruby Laffoon.

• • • THEY SAY that comedy and tragedy are akin
and that was proven in a most dramatic way while

cameras were grinding on location in Flushing Park, L. I.

.... for an Al Christie comedy starring Ernest Truex
in a comedy short "Love and Babies" and a four-
year-old tot was struggling for his life in a lake adjoining the
spot where they were shooting

T T T
• • • AS THE cameras ground John Cuomo, prop
man noted across the lake what appeared to him to be a
little hand running to the spot, he found a little boy
drowning he rescued him just in time the entire
company were naturally shaken up by the accident so it

took Ernie Truex, Jacqueline Logan and Montagu Love some
time to get back into the comedy mood what makes tbis

one of those comedy-tragedy stories is the fact that "Love
and Babies" has a comedy situation very close to the near-
tragedy of the drowning baby

T T
• • • STEPPING OUT on his own Joe Rivkin

formerly associated with Leo Morrison Joe will

be located at 1776 Broadway on the ninth floor and will

act as representative and manager for artists, directors and
authors for screen, stage and radio he is now negotiating

for a tieup with one of the largest West Coast agencies

this young agent-manager will endeavor to make "personalized

management" the keynote of his service Natalie Napp,
just returned from the Coast, will be associated with him

« « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES » »

"ARE WE CIVILIZED"
Raspin Productions 70 mins.

A TRITE PRESENTATION OF THE
MARCH OF CIVILIZATION COMPILED
FROM OLD LIBRARY SHOTS WITH MOD-
ERN STORY INTERJECTED
The object in this film was to build a

timely subject on the present situation in

Germany, and show how since the dawn

of history injustice and oppression have

ruled the world. Germany is never men-

tioned, but the inference is made clear in

the narrative in events that parallel recent

occurrences in that country. William Far-

num takes the role of the champion of

human rights, defying the policy of his

native country in a speech at a diplo-

matic banquet. His lifelong friend is the

government official chiefly responsible for

seeing that the policy is carried out, and

the action he takes results indirectly in

the death of Farnum, a martyr to the cause

of human liberty. Stuart Holmes plays

the part of the official. The story is

told in flashbacks, covering the world's

history from the dawn of time to the

recent world war. These library shots

are diversified but fail to carry out the

theme of oppression, which is the motiva-

tion of the film.

Cast: William Farnum, Anita Louise,

Frank McGlynn, Leroy Mason, Oscar Ap-
fel, Stuart Holmes, Alin Cavin, Conrad
Siderman, Sidney T. Pink, Harry Burkhart,

Charles Requa, J. C. Fowler, Bert Lindley,

Aaron Edwards, William Humphries.

Director, Edwin Carewe; Author, Harcld

Sherman; Screen Play, same.

Direction, Fair Photography, Gccd.

John Wayne in

"RANDY RIDES ALONE"
Monogram 60 mins.

FAST ACTION WESTERN GIVES JOHN

WAYNE STRONG PART IN PICTURE

THAT WILL PLEASE THE THRILL FANS.

A typical John Wayne western, with a

plot that gets away from the routine and

holds more than the usual quota of sur-

prise for this type of film. Wayne has

been sent by the express company to work

alone and try and trace the gang that has

been robbing the local office. He arrives

in town in time to come upon the scene

of a killing in a barroom run by the girl's

uncle, who has been murdered by the gang

as they try to find the currency he has

concealed around the place. The sheriff

enters and surprises him bending over two

dead men, and arrests him for the murders.

Wayne escapes with the help of the girl.

He trails the gang to their secret hideout

in a cave. The head of the gang takes

him on as one of his crew, and Wayne be-

gins to get the lowdown on all the crimes

that have been perpetrated. Then follows

a series of exciting incidents with a pitched

battle for the finish as the sheriff's posse

come to Wayne's aid as he rounds up the

gang when he has all the evidence.

Cast: John Wayne, Alberta Vaughn
George Hayes, Yakima Canutt, Earl Dwire,

Tex Phelps, Arthur Ortega.

Director, Harry Fraser; Author, Lindsley

Parsons; Screen Play, same.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Gcod.

Worcester, Mass.—The Worcester
now closed, has been bought by th
Globe Amusement Co. of whicl
Benjamin A. Levine is president
Levine managed the house durinj
the past season. He announces tha
it will reopen in September follow
ing complete renovation, including
the installation of a sprinkler sys
tern, new chairs and a new roof.

Walpole, Mass.—Ownership of th
Elite has changed again, going fron
George Husson to George Ferran
who plans to rejuvenate the house

lass

Middlebury, Vt. - - The Open
House, owned by P. S. Murray, bai
been renovated. ct m

ir tu

Attleboro, Mass.—The Columbia pel

which has had a bumpy career ii

recent years, will be torn down, ac
cording to word from Manager E ampa

D. Rhind of the Bates Theater Co| Sev

ires

Lansing, Mich. — The Gladmer
Butterfield house, closed for th<

summer June 11. Seven picture:

originally booked there are switchec
to the Lansing theater.

Stanley Waite of Para.
Dies Suddenly in Office

(Continued from Page 1)

to the time of the attack yesterday
Waite, who was 44 years old, came
to Paramount in 1927 as sales man
ager of short subjects and the Para
mount News. Later he was pro

moted to divisional manager, with

territory including Boston, New Ha-
ven, Maine, Atlanta, Memphis,
Charlotte, Jacksonville, New Or-

leans, Dallas and San Antonio.

Prior to joining Paramount he was
branch manager at Boston for Pathe,

later becoming central division man-
ager and home office sales represen-

tative for that organization.
Waite was born in Menominee,

Mich. He attended Yale University
and the University of Michigan.
During the World War he served

as first lieutenant in the Second
Division. His home was in Bronx-
ville. He is survived by his widow
and a daughter.
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Omaha Holdup Flops

Omaha— Holdup of Blank's Tri
state downtown Paramount failed

Monday when an armed robber, ac-

cepting the statement of Nora Bell.

ticket seller, and Jack Kolbo, house
manager, that there was no money
in the theater safe, locked them in

and disappeared.

Shooting at Producers
Indianapolis-— In letters addressed to

every theater manager in the Indianapo-
lis diocese, Bishop Ritter states that

the Catholic Church drive against sala-

cious films is directed against the pro-

rl-cers of such films and not against

the motion picture industry as a whole.
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HOUSE BILL IS AIMED

AT IMMORAL PICTURES

'P of
til

(Continued from Page 1)

ported in interstate or foreign com-
'li pierce any moving picture film in

which (a) any of the persons tak-

ing part in the film have ever been
1

fiuriit arrested and convicted of an offense

^Jii involving moral turpitude; or (b)

the actions of the persons taking
iilpart in the film are suggestive, un-

ijl wholesome and or morally objection-

able, shall be punished by a fine of

not more than $5,000 or by impris-

onment for not more than five years
in?frt|or both."
Fen

ass. Catholics Plan
Boycott on Theaters
(Continued from Page 1)

vet made by producers condemned
for turning out offensive films, Rev
Russell M. Sullivan of Boston Col-
lege said yesterday, speaking in

connection with Cardinal O'Connell's
campaign

Seventy-five per cent of 130 pic-

tures released this year to May 6
are against the industry's morality
code, asserted Rev. Fr. Sullivan. In
blacklisting producers who distrib-

ute pictures which the Diocese lead-
ers consider objectionable, no titles

will be mentioned, it was stated.
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New W. E. Foreign Installations

First installations of Western
Electric equipment in Uruguay and
Nicaragua have been made at the
Artigas, Montevideo, and the Gon-
zales, Managua. Other Wide Range
contracts concluded in Latin-Amer-
ica, are: the Alhambra and Copaca-
bana Casino, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil;
the Paramount; Sao Paulo, Brazil;
the El Encanto and the Nacional,
Havana, Cuba; the Movies, Jamaica.
Kingston; the Maria Guerrero, Mex-
ico City, Mexico; and the Capitol,
the Iris and the San Martin, Lima!
Peru.

2nd Rialto Week for "Revolt"

"World in Revolt" will be held
over for a second week at the Rialto.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Allied leaders' meeting in New
York.

June 16-July 2: International Motion Pictur.
Week, Vienna.

July 16: Meeting of S. M. P. E. board of
directors at Westchester Country Club,
Rye, N. Y.

June 18: Meeting of Paramount's Nationa
Advisory Council of Theater Operators.
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

June 18-19: Warner-First National regional
sales meeting, San Francisco.

lune 18-20: RKO annual sales convention
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 18-20: Paramount annual sales conven
tion, Hotel Ambassador. Los Angeles

June 18-22: American Federation of Musicians
convention, Cleveland.

June 20: Annual Boat Ride of the Warner Club
aboard S.S. Peter Stuyvesant to Bear Moun-
tain.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
jy[ERVYN LEROY'S first picture

since his return from his 'round-
the-world honeymoon trip will be the
direction of "Gentlemen Are Born,' :

according to an announcement from
the Warner Bros. Burbank studios.

"Gentlemen Are Born", which is

based on the story by Harry Sauber,
will team James Cagney and Mar-
garet Lindsay in the leading roles.

T
Barbara Reed, 16, a newcomer,

has been signed by Columbia.
r r t

"Fugitive Road" is the definite
title of the next Invincible picture,
starring Eric von Stroheim, Wera
Engels and Leslie Fenton. It was
written by Charles Beldon and Rob-
ert Ellis and replaces "The House
of Strangers" on their program.
Frank Stayer directed with produc-
tion at Universal studios.

T T T
Aline MacMahon's next picture

for Warner Bros, will be "Big
Hearted Herbert," in which she will

probably co-star with Guy Kibbee.

M. P. Council to Study
Practices in Industry
(Continued from Page 1)

St., it is announced. Graham and
Mrs. Barclay Parsons, Jr., chairman
of the Council's New York chapter
have been elected to the Council's
national advisory board.

Other Studio Deals Pending'

Characterizing the 12 features to

be made this season at Biograph
studios by Select Pictures, as "only
a starter," H. J. Yates stated to

The Film Daily yesterday that
many other companies are complet-
ing plans for eastern production of
several features that will be in-

cluded in major company schedules.

Revivals at Westminster

A series of three-day revivals will

be shown at the Westminster Cin-
ema starting today when "Waltz
Time," with Evelyn Laye, will b^
presented. "Rome Express" will

start the three-day run on Sunday
and on June 20 the house will re-

vive "Be Mine Tonight" for a three-
day run.

Propose Daylight Law
St. Louis, Mo.—A bill to author-

ize daylight saving time in St. Louis
from Aug. 19 to Sept. 30 has been
presented to the Board of Aldermen.
The late August date is intended to
svoid conflict with the Municipal
Opera. On other occasions when
daylight saving- time came up here
Vbor and the theater interests were
-•ucnessful in combatting the clock-

switching arrangement.

"Scotland Yard" for Globe

"Scotland Yard" will be shown at
the Globe theater for one week be-
ginning today.

Monogram will send a special
crew to the A.A.U. track meet today
at the Berkeley Memorial Stadium
to get background material for the
forthcoming college production, "Girl
of My Dreams," which is scheduled
for July production. Heading the
group will be W. T. Lackey, pro-
ducer, George Waggner, author, and
Bill Ackerman of U.S.L.A. Camera-
men assigned to the unit by Herman
Schlom, production manager, include
Joe Novak, Bob Roberts and two
assistants.

T T T

A Columbia property man, work-
ing with George Sidney and Charlie
Murray in "Plumbing for Gold,"
blinked twice the other day when he
looked over his orders for the day.
The director had ordered three
quarts of black ants. And the prop-
erty man went out and got them.

T T T
CAST ASSIGNMENTS

MAJESTIC: Sally Blane, Regis Toomey,
Louise Dresser, Huntley Gordon, Isabel Jewel.
Buster Cr?bbe for "Gaily I Sin."

RKO RADIO: Hazel Forbes for an untitled
comedy starring Walter Woolf.

Jack Warner to Talk
On Lineup at Meeting

(Continued from Page 1)

from the recent Warner Bros, con-
clave at Chicago are: Grad Sears,
who will preside at the meet, Major
Albert Warner, S. Charles Einfeld,
Norman Moray, Harold S. Bareford
and A. W. Schwalberg.

District and branch managers
who will attend include: Earl Bell,

E. Gerbase, W. A. Haefliger, A.
Flanders from Denver; Harry Lus-
tig, J. K. Burden, A. S. Bailey, J
N. Howland from Los Angeles; V.
Stewart, M. F. Keller, D. D. Matin
from Portland; Bill Gordon, M. H
Gustaveson, H. Levey from Salt

Lake; C. Muehlman, N. Levi, B. C
Wheeler, H. B. Fish from San Fran-
cisco; Al Oxtoby, C. L. Theuevkauf.
C. W. Young from Seattle; W. E.

Callaway, R. L. McCoy, W. 0. Wil-
liamson, S. L. Pilkinton from Dal-
las, Luke Conner, P. L. Spindler

H. R. Risey from New Orleans; J.

0. Rohde, W. C. Blackstone, E. R
Slocum from Oklahoma City also N.
H. Brower from Los Angeles and
Fred M. Jack of Dallas.

Distributing Irish Subject
A three-reel subject titled "Ire-

land of the Welcomes" is being dis-

tributed by the Film Company of

Ireland. Film is an Irish scenic

with some shots of the drawing for

the Grand National Sweepstakes.

"Black Moon" Release June 25

Columbia has set June 25 as the
national release date on "Black
Moon," starring Jack Holt and Fay
Wray.

Distributing Color Cartoons
Principal Film Exchange has

signed with Celebrity Productions to

handle metropolitan distribution of
13 Comi-Color cartoons.

SpoQUwA
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I
Holt in. one of his greatest roles!

• Different ! Surprising ! Unusual

!

Jack Holt in "The Defense Rests"

I with Jean Arthur, Nat Pendleton,

1 Arthur Hohl, Raymond Walburn.

Story and screen play by Jo Swer-

1 ling. Directed by Lambert Hillyer.

am; 'I.

What happens wl

putwith .a: man :

before? A fast-rii

drama-— pa-cked

"Blind Date!' wit!

Neil Hamilton, Pa

play, by Ethel Hi

Roy William Neil

A best-selling novel in the process. I

'. of becoming a best-selling picture •!

|

Wallace Smith's breath-taking -'.

story,"The Captain HatesThe Sea,'l
'

is being adapted to the screen by'-j

the author and promises to be one >

of the surprise, pictures qf the year! '

A Lewis Milestone production. V »

< Thrills galore in this high-powered, .

1

1

punch-packed newspaper-mystery

• I
» drama! "The Criminal

o
Within" |

•
" J with Richard Cromwell, Arline

j

t J Judge, Rita La Roy. Directed -by^f

\f Albert Rogell. /A



Adolph Zukor presents MAE WEST in "IT AIN'T NO SIN" with Roger Pryor

John Mack Brown • Duke Ellington & Band • A Paramount Picture • Directed by Leo McCarey (CS
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Educational To Distribute 16 K. B. S. Features

MAJOR DISTRIBS SELLINHIEARLY 400JEATURES

14 Appeals Hearings Today Sets New C. A. Record

Code Authority
. . . and other things= By JACK ALICOATE =

I AST week we were happy to look in,

l^ socially, at a duly constituted and

regularly organized meeting of the Code
Authority. Chairmen are rotated and we

('happened to catch the gentlemanly Bob

1 Rubin of M-G-M as master of ceremonies.

He is a lawyer and a scholar and the delib-

erations, therefore, were conducted with

Ij.spatch, fairness and decorum. Adminis-

lt/ator Sol Rosenblatt looked on with the

watchful solicitation of a schoolmaster.

These code hearings have a judicial pro-

cedure all their own. It happily admits

lef short cuts, goes straight to the heart of

the controversy and assures all a square

shake and right out in the open. We were

interested in the psychology of the meeting.

IThe new deal must be working. To see

producer and distributor representatives

sitting in judgment on the board, leaning

toward the cause of the exhibitor and the

bitterest of left wing theater owners actu-

ally favoring the producer left us non-

Iplussed, bewildered and slightly balmy.

ICodes and politics make strange bed fel-

lows.

T T T

THERE seems to be no end to the many
' ridiculous ways in which this campaign

against the motion picture industry is con-

ducted. Here, for instance is a lulu. We
call it Exhibit A. On June 11th in

the House, Representative Cannon of Wis-

consin introduced the following measure:

"That whosoever shall transport or cause

to be transported in interstate or foreign

commerce any moving-picture film in which

(a) any of the persons taking part in the

Film have ever been arrested and convicted

}f any offense involving moral turpitude;

}r (b) the actions of the persons taking

>art in the film are suggestive, unwhole-

some, and/or morally objectionable, shall

>e punished by a fine of not more than

55,000 or by imprisonment for not more

than five years, or both."

This is not legislation but discriminatory

ippression of the vilest sort. If the good

Mr. Cannon of Washington and Wisconsin

will come to New York we will take him
{Continued on Page 2)

Six Cases to Be Decided
From Records, Others
Through Testimony

Establishing a new record, four-

teen appeals will be heard by the

Code Authority today. In the morn-
ing session, six appeals will be con-

sidered from the testimony record

of the local boards. In the after-

noon eight appeals will be heard with
representatives of plaintiffs and
respondents appearing.
Two morning cases are from the

Charlotte, N. C., Clearance and Zon-
ing board. They are the Imperial

(.Continued on Page 4)

BERMAN QUITS RKO

AS EXEC PRODUCER

More Wick Evidence
Buffalo—Hearing on Edwin Wick's

injunction suit instituted against the
grievance board has been postponed
until June 22 in order to allow the
board to listen to new evidence to

be submitted by the exhibitor, who
claims he complied with its instruc-

tions to discontinue price-cutting. He
seeks an order to prevent stopping of

his supply of film.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Pandro Berman yes-

terday resigned as executive pro-
ducer at the RKO studio. However,
he will continue to handle a unit of

pictures, making 13 features
next season for RKO. His program
will include "The Little Minister"
and "Radio City Revels."

Mountan Sells Interest

In Showmen's Pictures
Dave Mountan yesterday com-

pleted a deal under which he sells

his interest in Showmen's Pictures

to Joe Rice Malcolm and Louis A.

Solomon, attorney. He has been

president of the company. Mountan
will announce his new plans within

a few days.

47 LOEW-RKO HOUSES

IN ON PRODUCT SPLIT

Approximately 47 greater New
York houses operated by Loew and
RKO will be affected by a split of

Warner Bros.-First National 1934-

35 product provided under a deal

reported consummated yesterday.

Deal has been under negotiation for

some days.
This is the first major new season

product deal completed. Other agree-
ments have been generally held up
by absence of sales managers from
New York owing to sales meetings.

Whitney C. A. Counsel
At ITOA Suit Hearing

William Whitney of the law firm

of Cravath, von Gersdorff, Swain
and Wood has been engaged by the

legal committee of the Code Author-
ity to represent the Code Authority
and Local Boards in the injunction

action brought by the I.T.O.A. The
case comes up this morning before

Judge Knox in the U. S. District

Court. Milton C. Weisman will

represent the I.T.O.A.

Independent Output to

Substantially Jump
This Total

Exhibitors getting ready to buy
for the new season may exipect close

to 400 features from eight major
companies. This number will be
substantially increased by the out-

put of independent companies.
Major company production sched-

ules are approximately as follows:

RKO Radio, 50; Fox, 58; United
Artists, 24; Warner Bros., 60; M-
G-M, 48; Paramount, 60; Columbia,

48; Universal, 48, making a total

of 396 features.

Educational Gets Back 1

6

Former World Wide Releases
30 RKO Men Leaving

For Chi. Sales Meeting
Thirty RKO home office execu-

tives will attend the company's an-

nual sales convention starting Mon-
(Continued on Page 16)

Through an agreement between
Fox and E. W. Hammons, 16 fea-

tures produced by K.B.S. and form-
erly released by World Wide will be
withdrawn from Fox distribution

and distributed by Educational
(Continued on Page 16)

FOX PATENTS UPHELD

BY APPEALS COURT

The U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals at Philadelphia has unanimous-
ly affirmed decision of Judge John-
son of the U. S. District Court,
Scranton, finding that flywheel
patents controlled by American Tri-

Ergon Corp., headed by William
Fox, have been infringed by Pub-
lix-Altoona and Wilmer & Vincent.
Western Electric, which handled the

(Continued on Page 4)

Hoffberg to Handle
8 Spanish Features

Arrangements to distribute eight

Spanish features in this country

have been concluded by J. H. Hoff-

berg, he said yesterday on arriving

aboard the Manhattan. He is also

fmporting an English feature "Two
(Continued on Page 4)

Col. Posts Still Open
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—No successors have so far

been appointed for Sam Jaffe and
Charles Beahan, both of whom have
resigned from Columbia. The former

was assistant general manager while the

latter was an associate producer. Jaffe

is due in New York early next month
preliminary to sailing for Europe.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 41/4 4'/4 41/4 — '/4
Columbia Picts. vtc. 33 33 33+1
E--st. Kodak 98'/2 965/8 96S/

8 — 27/8
East. Kodak pfd...l44 144 144
Fox Fm. "A" 14% 14'/2 147/g + 3/8
Loew's, Inc 32 31

V

4 31% — 1

do ofd 9634 9634 9634 — l/
2

M-G-M pfd 26 26 26 — Vi
Paramount ctfs. . . . 4% 4'/2 4'/2
Pathe Exch 25/8 2V2 2V8 + V<s

do "A" 24 22% 23'/4 — '/2
RKO "A" 234 234 234 — V,

Warner Bros 6 6 6 — %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Technicolor 13V8 123/8 13% + 5/8
Trans-Lux 134 134 134

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 9% 9% 9'/4 — %
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 9 9 9 — %
Keith A-0 6s46... 69 68% 69 + 1

Loew 6s 41ww 102 102 102
Paramount 6s47 filed 54 54 54 — %
Par. 5'/2s50 filed.. 533/4 533/4 5334 — 1

Warner's 6s39 6034 60 60 — '/2

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 4% 4'/2 4%

Dorothy Dell Funeral Sunday
New Orleans—The body of Doro-

thy Dell, Hollywood actress who was
killed last week in an automobile
accident near Pasadena, was re-
ceived with military honors here
yesterday. Funeral services will be
held Sunday.

Tiger Club Revenge
Chicago — When Frank Buck of

"Bring 'Em Back Alive" fame is bit-

ten by a tiger cub in the jungle, that's

not news. But when it happens in

Chicago, as it did yesterday, the in-

cident is sure to "break" in all the
newspapers. The mishap occurred while
Buck was inspecting a cage and its

8-months-old occupant suddenly seized
his hand.

Mrs. Zukor Robbed
Chicago—Mrs. Adolph Zukor reported to the police yesterday that jewelry and

cash amounting to $86,075 was stolen from her hotel suite sometime between Wed-
nesday midnight and four o'clock yesterday mor.iing. Adolph Zukor arrived here last
night. The couple had intended leaving for Los Angeles today.

Code Authority
... and other things

(Continued from Page 1)

to a half dozen plays far worse than any

picture produced in the past three years.

We will give him to read a dozen books

by contemporary authors which under no

circumstances could find their way to the

screen. We will show him a hundred ad-

vertisements in an armful of current maga-
zines far more immoral and suggestive than

anything the screen has to offer. The one

consoling thought, however, in the Cannon

bill, as far as this industry is concerned,

is that it is childishly silly.

Sid Blumenstock Gets
Warner A. C. Ad Post

Sid Blumenstock has returned to

Warner Bros, theater department
and has been appointed publicity
and advertising manager for the
Seashore Amusement Co., it is an-
nounced by Herb Copelan, zone
manager for the Atlantic City
Boardwalk Theaters. These the-
aters include the Warner, Stanley.
Virginia, Colonial and Rialto, Plain-
field.

Defer Para. Appointment

No successor to Stanley B. Waite,
Paramount divisional manager who
died Wednesday, will be appointed
until after the Paramount national

sales convention which opens Mon-
day at Los Angeles. Appointment
is expected to be made following re-

turn of executives to New York
June 28.

Waite Funeral Today
Funeral services for Stanley B.

Waite, Paramount divisional sales

manager, who died suddenly in his

office in the Paramount building

Wednesday, will take place this af-

ternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the Waite
residence, 17 Elm Lane, Bronxville.

A number of industry executives are
expected to attend.

French Film Preview Tonight

John S. Tapernoux is holding a

preview of "Crainquebille," French
feature, and shorts on the lie de

France tonight at Pier 57.

Ampas Defer Action

The A. M. P. A. yesterday de-
ferred action on a proposal to allow
women to become associate mem-
bers. Plans were launched for aid-

ing The Film Daily relief fund.

"White Heat" Opens at Gaiety

"White Heat," expedition picture

produced by William Fiske 3rd,

opened yesterday at the Gaiety.

Para. Secretary Falls

To Death from Hotel
A second fatality within 24 hours

saddened Paramount employees yes-
terday when Clifford Dutcher, for-

merly secretary to Ralph A. Kohn
and employed by the trustees, fell

to his death from the 21st floor of
the Hotel Lincoln. Dutcher, who
was married, lived at Baldwin, L. I.

Wolf, Quitting; Para.,

To Join Young Circuit
Cincinnati—Mark Wolf, manag-

ing director of Paramount, Hamil-
ton; Paramount and Rialto, Middle-
town, and Paramount, Springfield,

resigned. Wolf will be connected
with the Young Circuit of Theaters
in Indiana, with headquarters at

Indianapolis.

Cincy Closing Dates Set

Cincinnati—The Capitol and Fam-
ily, downtown RKO theaters, will

close for the summer, the former
June 22 and the latter June 15. Lack
of cooling system in the latter and
insufficient supply of good films of

first class calibre are given as rea-

sons. Irwin Bock, Capitol manager,
will serve as Joe Goetz's assistant

at RKO Paramount, suburban house.

Joe Alexander of the Family and Joe
Tiernan, assistant at Capitol, will

relieve managers on vacations.

Charles "Buddy" Winthrop, assis-

tant manager of Paramount is trans-

ferred to Columbus.

Sells "Brewster's Millions"

Paramount yesterday sold world
rights of "Brewster's Millions" to

British and Dominions Film Corp.,

Ltd. Two screen versions of the
Winchell Smith play were made in

silent film by Paramount. The last

was produced in 1926. Jack Buchan-
nan will be starred in the B. & D.
production. The deal was made by
Fitelson and Mayers, American at-

torneys for B. & D.

To Attend Graduation

Mr. and Mrs. W. Ray Johnston,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Golden and
Ruth Golden leave today by auto to

attend the graduation at Amherst
College of Robert Golden, son of the

Monogram sales manager. After
graduation Robert Golden will be-

come associated with Mascot Pic-

tures on the coast. The entire party
will return to New York Sunday
night.

Allied Closes Meeting

Allied ended its two-day meeting
yesterday at the Hotel Warwick
after discussing its production deal,

among other matters.

$500,000 RKO STUDIO

6LDG, PROGRAM SE"

Details of a $500,000 studio build-
ing program in Hollywood will be
announced Monday at the RKO con
vention in Chicago. Featured in the
construction program will be a four
story building with a two-story
tower which will house the National
Broadcasting station at the Radio
Pictures studio. The structure will

also house all business departments
of the picture studio and radio sta
tion. The space is now used as j

parking lot for players' cars. Dur
ing the past few weeks a $22,000
addition to the cutting department
has been built in addition to a $12,
000 film vault. A large addition
to the wardrobe department will be
built next.

Guaranteed Gets Feature

M. D. Sikawitt of Guaranteed
Pictures has acquired the Cantor
Joseph Rosenblatt feature, "The
Dream of My People." The film

is a picturization of modern Pales-

tine in contrast to the old and shows
Rosenblatt singing at the historic

spots of the Holy Land. Dialogue
is in English.

Ready Reference Directory
With Addresses and Phone Numbers of

Recognized Industry Concerns

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

* Engravers *

CALL—
<fCITY"

PHOTO ENGRAVING
(Day and Night Service)

.250 W. 54th St., N. Y. C.

Tel. COIumbus 5-6741

Foreign

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS—IMPORTERS

Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY

LONDON PARIS IERLIN

• Hotels •

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK
TURKISH BATHS
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OFF TO 'FRISCO go Warner home -office executives for final conclave on sensational

plans for 1934-'35 product, after rip-roaring Chicago and Atlantic City meets hail announcement

of increased production budget and ten million -dollar shows for next season's program.

It

J

BOWLED OVER BY PRAISE! Here's how

news of sensational Broadway reception of

'Fog Over Frisco' hit Hugh Herbert, as hold-

over week at N. Y. Strand forces postpone-

ment of scheduled 'Dr. Monica' premiere.

WEST POINT SURRENDERS to Warner 'shooting' squad.

'Flirtation Walk' location company including Dick Powell,

Pat O'Brien, invade cadets' swank commencement ex-

ercises for authentic atmosphere in big military musical.

"GET THIS, DICK!—'Phenomenal 4 weeks for '20 Mil-

lion Sweethearts' smashes long-run record at Louisville's

Mary Anderson Theatre' .... Boy!—Are we hitting 'em!'

FRANK MORGAN
JOINS 'Lost Lady' cast

(left) as one of four

powerful male leads op-

posite Barbara Stanwyck

in Pulitzer Prize novel

now in work for '34-'35.*

WARNERS COMPLETE
another unique advance •

trailer for musical marvel

'Dames,' as part of huge

preliminary bally which

will start 2 months be-

fore picture's release.

*A Werner Bros, Picture °A First National Picture Vitogropfi, Inc., Distributers



FOX PATENTS UPHELD

BY APPEALS COURT
(Continued from Page 1)

defense for the two defendants, is

expected to ask the U. S. Supreme
Court for permission to appeal.

This is the second Tri-Ergon
patents victory within a week as a
few days ago the U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeals at Brooklyn reversed a
District Court Decision dismissing a
double print process patent infringe-
ment suit brought against Para-
mount. Hirsh, Newman, Reass &
Becker are counsel for the Fox in-
terests.

Drafting New Rules
On Recording Award

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—New rules to govern

the Academy's system of nominating
and voting for the award for

achievement in sound recording are
being worked out by a committee of

sound technicians. Plan to be rec-

ommended generally follows the jury
system used in determining the
scientific and technical awards win-
ners, under which each studio will

select the picture it considers best

from the standpoint of recording. A
jury composed of one representative
sound technician from each studio

plus two representatives each from
the actors, directors, producers and
writers' branches will consider the
recommendations. From the group
of submitted pictures the jury will

nominate three pictures which will

be voted upon by the general mem-
bership.

Members of the sound awards
committee are: Carl Dreher, chair-

man, Bernard Freericks, Franklin
Hansen, Nathan Levinson, John
Livadary, Thomas Moulton, Douglas
Shearer, Theodore Soderberg and
Gordon S. Mitchell, manager of the

Academy technical bureau.

Para. Signs Helen Morgan
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Helen Morgan has
been signed by Paramount to enact

a leading role in "You Belong To
Me" with Lee Tracy and Helen
Mack.

Postpone Pathe Meeting
Pathe Exchange Inc., directors'

meeting scheduled to take place yes-

terday was postponed indefinitely,

possibly next week.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
Arrange June weddings to take place

on stage of your theater.

• • • THOSE FOUR weeks that David O. Selznick spent
in England were so prolific in results that he
easily qualifies as the industry's Ace Talent Scout
he went abroad primarily to collect authentic data for the pre-
tentious production of the Dicken's classic "David Cop-
perfield" he not only did this most thoroughly
but signed up a lot of Talent in several fields outside of play-
acting

T T T
• • • IN ORDER to secure the right types for this im-
mortal masterpiece (which, by the way, is the most
widely read book in the Youessay by actual poll outside of the
Bible) Mister Selznick had literally thousands of actors
and schoolboys interviewed more than 100 tests were
made about 10 actors will be brought over the
remainder of the cast to be filled out with English players no-w-

in Hollywood incidentally, D. 0. S. had over 1,000 pho-
tographs taken covering data on the life of Dickens and his
works the most complete library of Dickensiana in au-
thentic photos in existence which will enable the studio
to duplicate everything in "David Copperfield" in the most
minute detail

T T T
• • • BUT WE were more particularly concerned with
telling you about Dave's talent scouting exploits . a young
chap named Peter Trent was signed for the part of David Cop-
perfield whoever plays this role will become world fa-

mous Hollywood tests will determine finally if Trent
qualifies critics agree that he is the fictional character
"to the life"

T T
• • • HE ALSO discovered Antoinette Cellier a
Continental who was playing the ingenue lead in "Sixteen"

Mister Selznick is bringing her over for a pix in the
fall he's sure she is a great bet then there is

Fritz Lang Whom Dave regards as the greatest Euro-
pean director so he brought him over with him

T T T
• • • THEN THERE was the little business of "discover-

ing" Leontine Sagan the femme director of "Maedchen
in Uniform". ....... she speaks perfect English being a
South African Dave met her in London, and asked:
"Why haven't you been to Hollywood?" and Leontine
said simply "I've never been asked." to which
Dave replied "Consider yourself asked." just like

that see how easy it is to crash Hollywood peo-

ple make such a fuss about it Dave makes it perfectly

simple so Mme. Sagan comes over in July on a long
term contract

T T T
• • • IT WAS with some slight trepidation Dave
frankly confesses that he approached Hugh Walpole

the great British writer to act as a Dickens
authority and consultant on "David Copperfield" and do
the dialogue he accepted so Dave and Walpole
and Howard Estabrook and Director George Cukor worked on the

script all the way over on the boat Mister Selznick also

engaged Louis Bromfield to come over in October to do

the script for his story, "Living in a Big Way" which
Dave will make with Marie Dressier in the fall he also

picked up John Paddy Carstairs young English script

writer who looked awfully good and hired Mrs.
William Bolitho widow of the famous writer as

literary representative in London AND for a real big

coup started negotiations with David Lloyd George for

screening his War Memoirs spent a whole day with him
got Dave Lloyd G. all excited so that he is now

preparing extensive notes on his intimate data on war "behind

the scenes" to see if the ambitious production plan is

feasible all in all not a bad four weeks' work
for Dave Selznick or anybody else

« « « » » »

14 APPEALS HEARINGS

SETS NEW C.A. RECORD

(Continued from Page 1)

Theater vs. United Artists, War-
ners, Universal and RKO, with tht

plaintiff filing the appeal, and M-G
M. vs. L. L. Drake and the An
;-onia Theater of Wadesboro. Othei
cases are Milwaukee Grievance
Board, Lang Heinrich Bros., Bur-
leigh St. Theater vs. Saxe Amuse
ment; Los Angeles Grievance Board,
Pacific National Theater vs. Jay-
ben Corp., and Harry Goldfarb oi

National City; New Orleans Griev-
ance Board, C. V. Crawford and the
Magee Theater of Magee, Miss., vs
Sanitorium Theater of Sanitorium
Miss.; Portland Grievance Board
United Artists vs. A. L. Adams and
the Palace Theater, Silverton, Ore

Afternoon appeals will be Boston
Clearance and Zoning Board, Har-
vard Amusement Corp., Brookline
Mass. vs. Olympia Theater; Boston
Grievance Board, same plaintiff and
respondent; Boston Grievance Board
Edward T. Bloomburg of the Strand
Theater, Gloucester, Mass. vs. Olym
pia Operating Co.; Atlanta Clear-
ance and Zoning Board, Dade Enter-
prises and John A. Cunningham vs
Sparks Amusement, Paramount
Publix and Fox. Four Washington
D. C. Clearance and Zoning board
appeals will also be considered, they
are Louis Tenick of the Brooklyn
Theater, Baltimore, vs. McHenry
and Pacey's Theater; Lichtman The
ater vs. Loew's State; Booker T,

Theater vs. Loews State; Herbert
Zimmerman and the De Luxe The
ater of Baltimore vs. McHenry the
ater.

Hoffberg to Handle
8 Spanish Features

(Continued from Page 1

)

Hearts in Waltz Time," distribu-

tion on which he will arrange later

The Spanish Congress in Madrid
has killed the proposed measure
prohibiting importation of foreign

features with super-imposed titles

and requiring all dubbing to be done
in Spain, Hoffberg said. He said

he intends recommending to his pro-

ducers that they make a portion of

their schedule in England to facili

tate sale of their product there.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Rita La Roy makes a hobby of doing

parachute jumps out of airplanes.
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ITS FUN TO BE
FOOLED-

but it's more fun (and
better business) to KNOW!

"A bow to Reynolds Tobacco Co



O
Si)

% a

and when he
WOKE

He realized it was

THE SAME
OLD BULL!
Goodness gracious! There can't

really be any more exhibitors
who BUY pictures on the basis

1



of what they see in those

dear, antiquated, so-called

Announcement Books!

'em words w

oi syllables!

"It doesn't

SMELL so

good!"

ii

YOU CANT BLAME
THE BOYS FOR WANT-
ING TO MAKE THEIR
PRODUCT SOUND
GOOD!

BUT at the
fesggr end of the

"i year there's

only ONE
thing that
counts

!

(you know the answer!)



METRO GOLDWYN-MAYER
STOPPED THESE!

Pretty books ! Very expensive ! But

we don't consider them necessary

iirid ketefs the reason!

IT'S VERY
IMPRACTICAL

to put those

Announcement Books

up in your Marquee

but—



ITS VERY PRACTICAL
(and Profitable!)

TO PUT THESE NAMES
IN YOUR MARQUEE!
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—Why not show this page to the first film

salesman who shows you a book with pretty pictures. And
while he's thinking it over, here's a thought for YOU

!

(OVER PLEASE)



RECENT BOX-OFFICE
HEADLINES!

Varietyfrom

"Loop grosses in pre-fair slump . . .'Manhattan
Melodrama' is the big rumble in the Loop and is

upping the ace Chicago to a nifty figure". . ."De-

spite week-end heat Newark grosses were uniformly
better than estimated . . . Heading off should be
'Manhattan Melodrama' ".

. ."Capital coin cop-

per is 'Manhattan Melodrama'. . . drafting 'em in

droves. Gable biggest B. O. buster hereabouts."
(Baltimore) . .

." 'Sadie McKee starring Joan Craw-
ford is the receipts sweetheart . . . likely to be held

second week." (Cincinnati) . . ."Terrific heat dealt

a horrible blow to the box-office here . . . exception

the State with 'Men in White'." (Los Angeles) . . .

"Continuing its parade of gross smashers the
Warfield this week again is at the top with Joan
Crawford in 'Sadie McKee'. . . Crawford a sock
and big money. Last week 'Viva Villa!' set the
top for the year." (San Francisco)... "Despite torrid

temperatures, Crawford opus formed lines at the

State; others wilted. Terrific advance campaign
should push along exceptional." (Boston) . . .

'Tarzan' holding up pace of 'Manhattan Melo'
last week. Pic going over." (Portland, Ore.) . . .

'Thin Man' tops Chi on 9-day date, mystery-
comedy is doing well." (Chi) . . ."Heat wilting

Pitt; only spot to withstand heat this week is

Penn, where the b. o. pull of Crawford is more
evident than ever before in 'Sadie McKee'." (Pitt)

. . ."Loew's Metropolitan doing the best with
'Viva Villa!'." (Brooklyn) . . ."Loew's State out
in front once again; 'Hollywood Party' on the
screen.'' (Providence, E. J.) . . ."Cincy Heat-Dopey;
'Thin Man' fattest in b. o.". .

." 'Thin Man' get-

ting fat trade in New Orleans.". . ."Top trade by
the downtown first-run contingent goes to hold-
over 'Viva Villa!'." (Los Angeles) . .

." 'McKee'
strongest in Omaha.". .

." 'Viva Villa!' crashed
the purses. Extraordinary." (Boston) . .

." 'Sadie

McKee' best, Crawford being drawing power."
(Providence) . .

." 'Sadie McKee' hefty." (St. Louis)

. . ."Loew's leading with 'Sadie McKee'." (Newark)

. .
." 'Viva Villa!' strong attraction at Minnesota."

. .
." 'Viva Villa!' nifty." (Seattle) . .

." 'McKee'
opened heavy and going strong." (Kansas City)
..." 'Sadie' sweet; smacko." (Baltimore)..." 'Villa'

substantial." (Omaha) . .
." 'Sadie McKee' leads

dull Brooklyn.". .
." 'Manhattan Melo' strong."

(Philadelphia)..." 'Villa' is Viva in Detroit; smash!"
. .

." 'Villa' brightens dull Pitt, only big noise this

week.". . ." 'Viva Villa!' very lively." (Boston) . . .

"Joan Crawford's 'Sadie McKee' is easily topping
the town." (New Orleans) . .

." 'Viva Villa!'

equals record held by 'Dancing Lady." (L. A.) . .

.

" 'Riptide' sock 3-week." (London) . .
." 'Villa'

tops St. Louis.". .
." 'Sadie' oke, Crawford at the

top of the town." (Frisco) . . . "Gable means
more to 'Men in White' in B'ham than Pulitzer

Prize; very good.". .
." 'Manhattan Melo' sock;

town's leader." (Boston) . . ."Despite storm and
crop shortage, 'Men in White' socko Mpls;
largest gross enjoyed by any local showhouse
since 1929.". .

." 'Viva Villa!' at Loew's State
awarded major intake." (New Orleans)..." 'Villa!'

Balto's big one; topping the town by considerable
margin.". . ."Summer heat socks Broadway but
Cap with 'Melodrama' big." (N. Y.) .

.

." 'Tarzan'
excellent." (Boston) . .

." 'Tarzan' is Lincoln's raw
meat; in the dough." (Nebraska) . .

." 'Tarzan' in

Indianapolis, nice.". .
." 'Men in White' a topper

and looks like smash." (Boston) . .
." 'Villa!' rip

snortin'." (Cinn.) . . ."Big noise for the week looks
like 'Tarzan arid his Mate'; hotsy totsy." (Provi-

dence) . .
." 'Tarzan' outstanding; fat and juicy."

(Chi) . . ."Socko 'Men ir White' topping the
town." (Frisco) ..." 'Tarzan' big in N. O.;
turning them away.". . ." 'Men in White' in

Seattle; big.". . ." 'Tarzav j

Jungle Battle."... '"Men inWv.
(Chicago) . .

." 'Men in White'

(New Haven) . .
." 'Men in Wh.

several months." (Cinn.)

front with nifty gross." (PJj

White' very big total." (St.

White' towering for Balto.".

heat wave; great." (L. A.) .

sunshine." (Pittsburgh) ..." 'R

them; looks set for four-week ga

. .
." 'Riptide' in two Boston hous

each.". .
." 'Riptide' powerful."

tide' dominates Newark.". . ."Gl

'Riptide'. Hefty." (Baltimore

thing house has had in some tim
" 'Riptide' rip-snorting to wow."
" 'Riptide' Indianapolis' best.".

nifty, big, holds over 3rd week." (New Y(/~*Tm T^:
" 'Riptide' Cincy smacko, such a fast pac\

other entries are completely outdistanced.

This could go on forever!

Chicago)
.1

."'"

PARDON ME
for REPEATING
THIS ADVT.!

—But the TRUTH bears repetition

—

READ BETWEEN
THE LIONS!

SADIE McKEE MEN IN WHITE

JOAN CRAWFORD CLARK CABLE, h

There is nothing unusual about the

TARZAN
and HIS MATE

MANHATTAN
MELODRAMA

JOHNNY WEJSSMULLER CABLE. V

amazing run of hits that M-G-M is

The THIN MAN
STUDENT
TOUR OPERATOR 13

delivering. It has always happened

TREASURE
ISLAND

BORN TO
BE KISSED

STAMBOUL
QUEST

and you can always depend on it!



VERY COOLING WHEN IT'S HOT!

pirectea ^unt btr

PtodacedbV

J

THERE'S
MORE
WHERE
THEY
CAME
FROM

— and so, while the headlines

continue to tell the story of

M-G-M supremacy at the

box-office

YOU'LL BE GETTING PLENTY OF PRETTY
BOOKS FULL OF '34 -'35 PROMISES!

READ THEM ALL
CAREFULLY BECAUSE-

it will be such fun to

COMPARE WHEN-



THE LION
IS ON THE
LOOSE!

Soon the ROARS OF
1934*35 will he heard
Wound the world!
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily, Nov. 25 to June 14

Title Reviewed
Above The Clouds-COL. 12-19-33

Adieu Les Beaux Jours-XX
4-24-34

Advice To The Lovelorn-
UA 12-14-33

Affairs of Cellini-UA 5-5-34

Alice in Wonderland-PAR
12-11-33

All Men Are Enemies-F. .4-26-34

All of Me-PAR 2-3-34

Alraune-XX 5-7-34

Are We Civilized-RAS. .6-14-34

Ariane-BLU 3-8-34

As Husbands Go-F 1-27-34

As the Earth Turns-WA. 2-1 5-34

A Woman's Man-MOP. 1-19-34

Back Page-GEN 6-13-34

Badge of Honor-MAY. .5-19-34

Bedside-FN 3-6-34

Beggars in Ermine-MOP.2-14-34
Beloved-U 1-27-34

Beyond Bengal-SHO 4-25-34

Big Race-SHO . 2-14-34
Big Shakedown-FN 2-9-34

Big Time or Bust-TOW. 1-10-34

Black Cat-U 5-19-34

Black Shirts-XX 4-12-34

Blue Light-BOA 5-8-34

Blue Steel-MOP 5-5-34

Bolero-PAR 2-17-34
Bombay Mail-U 1-6-34

Born to be Bad-UA 6-1-34

Bottoms Up-F 3-23-34

Broken Shoes-AM 3-31-34

Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back
UA.. 5-4-34

By Candlelight-U 1-6-34

Carolina-F 2-3-34

Catherine the Great-UA. .2-2-34

Chance at Heaven-RKO. 12-23-33
Channel Crossing-GB .. .5-24-34

Carnival Lady-GOP 11-29-33

Cat and the Fiddle-MGM. 2-14-34

Change of Heart-F 5-11-34

Charming Deceiver-MAJ. 12-9-33

Cheaters-LIB 5-11-34

Chief, The-MGM 12-2-33

Circus Clown-WA 6-13-34

City Limits-MOP 3-28-34

Come on Marines-PAR. .3-24-34

Coming Out Party-F. .. .3-17-34

Constant Nymph-F .. .4-7-34

Convention City-FN 12-14-33

Counsellor at Law-U. . . 11-28-33

Countess of Monte Cristo

U 3-31-34

Crainquebille-TAP ...... 3-28-34

Crime Doctor-RKO 3-14-34

Criminal At Large-H EL . 12-20-33

Crosby Case-U 3-23-34

Cross Country Cruise-U. 1-10-34

Crown of Thorns-XX. .3-30-34

Curtain at Eight-MAJ 2-1-34

Dancing Lady-MGM 12-2-33

Dark Hazard-FN 2-23-34

Death Takes a Holiday-PAR.
2-23-34

Der Gluecksylinder-XX. .3-13-34

Der Felderrnhuegel-BA . .4-24-34

Der Frechdachs-UFA 1-9-34

Der Meistrerdetektiv-BAV 2-14-34

Der Stern von Valencia-UFA
4-24-34

Der Traumende Mund-XX 2-6-34

Devil Tiger-F 2-8-34

Die Blonde Christl-BAV. 2-28-34

Die Galavorstellung—XX
12-11-33

Die Mutter Der Kompagnie
XX.. 3-13-34

Die Verkaufte Braute-XX .5-2-34

Dream of My People-PA 2-28-34
Dos Mujeres y un Don Juan

KIN.. 6-5-34

Double Door-PAR 5-5-34

Drums O'Voodoo-INT ..5-12-34
East of First Avenue—COL

11-28-33
Easy to Love-WA 1-13-34

Eight Girls in a Boat-PAR
1-13-34

Ein Gewisser Herr Gran-XX.
2-24-34

Eines Prinzen Junge Liebe
XX 3-28-34

Ein Toller Einfall-U FA." 5-22-34
El Prisionero 13-CIN. . .3-30-34
End of the World-AU. .4-17-34
Enemies of Progress-XX. 1-1 6-34
Enlighten Thy Daughter-
EXP .12-27-33

Es Wird Schon Wieder
Besser-UFA 1-24-34

Ever Since Eve-F 3-27-34
Fantomas-DU 3-13-34
Fashions of 1934-FN 1-9-34

FiddKn' Buckaroo-U ... 1 2-20-33

Fighting Code-COL 1-10-34

Fighting Rangers-COL. .4-12-34

Film Parade-GEN 12-20-33

Finishing Sehool-RKQ ... 4-6-34

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
ALD—Allied Picturei
AM—Amkino
AST—Astor Pictures
AU—Capt. Harold Auten
AUS—Harold Austin
BAV—Bavaria Film A-G
BLU—Blue Ribbon Photoplays
BO—John W. Boyle
BOA—Gil Boag (Mayfair Asso-

ciates)

BON—Al Bondy
tsKO—Broadway-Ho'lywood
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CHA—Chadwick
t H fc.—Uhestei nr'H

CIN — Cinexport Distributing
Corp.

COL- Columbia
DU—DuWorld
EXP—Exploitation Pictures
P— Fox
FD— Fi r9 t Division

FR—Freuler Film Associates
FN— First National
FX>—The Film Exchange
GB—Gaumont-British

GFF—General Foreign Films
GEN— General Films
GRB—Arthur Greenblatt
GOP—Goldsmith Productions
HEL—Helber Pictures
IDE—Ideal
IMP—Imperial Dist.
INT—International Stageplay

Pictures
INV—Invincible Pictures
JAFA—Jafa

JE—Jewel Productions
JEW—Jewish Talking Pictures
K I N—Kinematrade
KRE—Sherman S. Krellberg
LIB—Liberty Pictures
LIN—Lincoln Productions
MAF—Mayflower
MAJ—Majestic Pictures
MAR—Marcy
MAS—Mascot Pictures
MAY—Mayfair Pictures
MEN—Mentone Productions
M OM—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOD—Modern Films
MOP—Monogram Pictures

PA—Palestine-American Film Co.
PAR—Paramount
PIN—Pinnacle
PRI—Principal Dist. Corp.
PRO—Progressive Pictures
PRX—Protex Dist. Corp.
RAS—Raspin Productions
RIC—Edward T. Ricci
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
ROY—Fanchon Royer
SCA—Scandinavian Pictures
SCO—Lester F. Scott
SHO—Showmen's Pictures
STE—William Steiner
SYN—Syndicate Exchange
TAP—John S. Tapernoux
TOW—Tower Prods.
TRU—True Life Photoplays
U—Universal
UA—United Artisti
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Broi.
WEL—Carveth Wells
WIN—Windsor Pictures
WOK—Worldkino
XX—No distributor set

Title Reviewed
Flaming Gold-RKO 1-18-34
Flying Down To Rio-RKO

12-20-33
Fog-COL 1-6-34

Fog Over Frisco-FN 6-7-34

4 Frightened People-PAR 1-27-34

Fraoulein-Falsch Verbuden-
XX.. 1-16-34

Friday the 13th-GB 5-15-34

Frontier Marshal-F 1-31-34

Fugitive Lovers-MGM . . . 1 -3-34

Fury of the Jungle-COL. 2-8-34

Gallant Lady-UA 12-7-33
Gambling Lady-WA 3-7-34

Gehetzte Menschen-X X . . . 6-5-34

Geld Regiert Die Welt-XX
5-15-34

George White's Scandals
F.. 3-17-34

Ghoul. The-GB 11-25-33

Girl Without a Room-PAR
12-7-33

Glamour-U 5-12-34

Going Hollywood-MGM. 12-22-33
Goodbye Love—RKO 3-13-34

Good Dame-PAR 3-17-34

Gow-FX 12-2-33
Guilty Parents-SYN 4-6-34

Gun Justice-U 2-14-34

Handy Andy-F 6-1-34

Harold Teen-WA 3-7-34

Havana Widows-FN 11-25-33

Heart Song-F 6-6-34

Heat Lightning-WA 3-7-34

He-AST 12-28-33
He Couldn't Tak» It—MOP

12-13-33
Heideschulmeister Uwe
Karsten-UFA 4-17-34

Her Secret-IDE 12-19-33

Hell and High Water-PAR
12-16-33

Hell Bent for Love COL. 6-13-34

He Was Her Man-WA. .5-18-34

Hi, Nellie-WA 2-1-34

Hips, Hips, Hooray-RKO
1-24-34

Hired Wife-PIN 2-1-34

His Double Life-PAR. 12-16-33

Hitler's Reign of Terror-JE
4-27-34

Hold That Girl-F 3-24-34

Hold the Press-COL... 12-1-33

Hollywood, Ciudad de En-
sueno-U 4-10-34

Hollywood Party-MGM . . 5-25-34

Hoopla-F 12-2-33
House of Rothschild-UA. .3-8-34

House on 56th Street-WA
12-2-33

I Am Suzanne-F 1-19-34

I Believe in You-F 4-10-34

If I Were Free-RKO 12-8-33

I Like it That Way-U. .4-17-34

I'll Tell the World-U. . .4-21-34

I've Got Your Number-WA
2-3-34

Inge Und die Millionen-
UFA. .4-17-34

In Wien Hab Ich Einmal Ein
Maedel Geliebt-X X 5-29-34

In Love With Life-INV. 5-12-34
In the Money-INV 1-6-34

It Happened One Night-COL,
2-23-34

It's a Boy-GB 6-8-34

I Was a Spy-F 1-13-34
Iza Neni-XX 6-5-34

Ja Treu 1st Dei Soldatenliebe
XX.. 5-2-34

Jimmy And Sally-F 12-16-33

Title Reviewed
Jimmy the Gent-WA 3-26-34
Journal of a Crime-FN . .2-24-34
Juarez Y Maximiliano-

XX.. 5-7-34

Just Smith-GB 4-24-34

Kara Salkten-XX 5-1 5-34

Keep 'Em RolUng-RKO . .3-1-34

Key. The-WA 5-31-34

King For a Night-U 12-9-33
King ot Wild Horses

COL.. 3-21-34

Lady Killer-WA 12-28-33
La Ciudad de Carton-F.2 -ztt jl

La Cruz Y La Espada-F 2-6-34

La Fusee-TAP 3-15-34

La Maternelle-TAP 4-25-34

L'ange Gardien-TAP 4-20-34

La Sombre de Pancho
Villa-MOD 4-10 34

La Sombra de Pancho Villa

COL.. 1-9-34

Last Round Up-PAR 5-11-34

La Sangre Manda-XX .. .5-16-34

Last Trail-F 12-1-33

Last Gentleman-UA ....4-28-34

La Frochard et les Deux
Orphelines-XX 2-8-34

Laughing Boy-MGM 5-12-34

Lazy Kiver-MGM 4-3-34

Le Noche del Pecado-COL
12-29-33

Le Sang D'un Poete
RIC. 11-13-33

Le Serment-PRX 3-15-34

Let's Be Ritzy-U 5-18-34

Let's Fall in Love-COL. 1-20-34

Lite of Vergie Winters-RKO
6-13-34

Line-Up, The-COL 4-17-34

Little Man, What Now?
U.. 6-1-34

Little Miss Marker-PAR. 5-19-34

Live and Laugh-JEW 12-8-33

Lone Cowboy-PAR 1-27-34

Looking for Trouble-UA. 2-21-34

L'Opera De Quat Sous-WA
12-11-33

Lost Jungle-MAS 5-9-34

Loud Speaker-MOP 5-8-34

Lost Patrol-RKO 2-9-34

Lo Tu Y Ella-F 12-11-33

Love Birds-U 5-4-34

Love Captive-U 6-7-34

Love Past Thirty-FR 2-14-34

Luegen Auf Ruegen-XX. 1-5-34

Lucky Texan-MOP 1-6-34

Madame Spy-F 2-10-34

Man from Utah-MOP. . .5-23-34

Man of Two Worlds-RKO
1-13-34

Man Trailer-COL 5-23-34

Mandalay-FN 2-1 5-34

Manhattan Melodrama-MGM
5-2-34

Manhattan Love Song-
MOP.. 4-17-34

Man's Castle-COL 12-28-33
Many Happy Returns-PAR

6-9-34

Marriage on Approval-FR
12-27-33

Marrying Widows-TOW. 5-18-34

Massacre-FN 1-18-34

Master of Men-COL 11-28-33

Meanest Gal in Town-RKO.
2-17-34

Melodia Prohibida-X X . . . 3-28-34

Melody in Spring-PAR. 3-31-34

Men in White-MGM ..3-28-34

Merry Wives of Reno-WA 6-9-34

Midnight-U 3-7-34

Mirages de Paris-AU. .12-29-33

Title Reviewed
Miss Fane's Baby is

Stolen-PAR 1-20-34
Modern Hero, A-WA 4-3-34
Money Means Nothing-

MOP.. 5-15-34
Monte Carlo Nights-MOP

4-26-34
Moth, The-MAR ...3-9-34
Moulin Rouge-UA 1-10-34
Mother, 1905-AM 6-2-34
Mr. Skitch-F 12-23-33

Murder at the Vanities-
PAR.. 5-18-34

Murder on the Blackboard
RKO.. 6-5-34

Murder in Trinidad-F ...5-16-34

Myrt and Marge-U 1-16-34

Mystery Liner-MOP ... 2-28-34

Mystery of Mr. X-MGM. 2-24-34

Mystery Ranch-STE 5-26-34

My Weakness-F 9-22-33

Nana-UA 2-2-34
Ninth Guest, The-COL ..3-3-34
No Funny Business-PRI .3-10-34

No Dejes la Puerta Abierta
F 1 1 —1 3-33

No Greater Glory-COL. .3-14-34
No More Women-PAR .3-3-34

Now I'll Tell-F 5-26-34

Oded the Wanderer-PA. .5-22-34

Olsen's Big Moment-F. .. 1-9-34

One Is Guilty-COL 5-3-34

Once to Every Woman
COL. 3-24-34

Orders Is Orders 5-4-34

Operator 13iMGM 6-2-34

Orient Express-F 2-28-34

Palooka-UA 2-1-34

Parada Rezerwistow-CA P . 5-2-34

Pecados de Amor-XX 4-25-34

Pettersson & Bendel-SC A. 2-24-34

Picture Brides-FD 4-24-34

Poor Rich, The-U 4-5-34

Prince of Wales-GB 4-24-34

Public Stenographer
Prokurator-XX 5-29-34

MAR.. 1-10-34

Queen Christina-MGM . . 12-28-33
Quick, Koenig Der Klowns-
UFA 12-11-33

Quitter, The-CHE 3-14-3*

Rabbi's Power-XX 6-2-34

Rafter Romance-RKO 1-9-34

Rainbow Over Broadway-
CHE 12-27-33

Randy Rides Alone-MOP. 6-14-34

Rawhide Mail-MAR 6-5-34

Registered Nurse-FN ...6-1-34

Riders of Destiny-MOP. 11-29-33

Riding Thru-STE 2-24-34

Riptide-MGM 3-31-34

Road to Ruin-TRU 2-21-34

Roman Scandals- UA 12-14-33

Romance in Budapest-XX 5-11-34

S A. Mann Brand-BAV . 5-29-34

Sadie McKee-MGM 5-12-34

Sagebrush Trail-MOP ..12-8-33

Sagebrush Trail-MO P .. 1 2-27-33

Sagrario-XX 1-24-34

Saison in Kairo-UFA. .12-29-33

Search for Beauty-PAR. 2-10-34

Secret Sinners-MAY ..12-13-33

Sensation Hunters-MOP . . 1 -3-34

Shadows of Sing Sing-COL,
2-14-34

She Made Her Bed-PAR. 4-27-34

Should Ladies Behave?-MGM
12-6-33

Show-Off-MGM 3-17-34

Simple Tailor, The-AM. .2-24-34

Title Reviewed

Sin of Nora Moran-MAJ
12-14-33

Sing and Like It-RKO. .4-14-34
Sisters Under the Skin-COL.

6-8-34

Six of a King-PAR 1-24-34
Sixteen Fathoms Deep-

MOP. .1-19-34
Sleepers East-F 4-24-34

Smarty-WA 4-12-34

Smoky-F 12-23-33

Son of a Sailor-FN 12-1-33

Son of Kong-RKO 12-30-33

S. O. S. Iceberg-U... 11-28-33
Sons of the Desert-MGM .1-6-34

Sorrell and Son-UA 5-29-34
Speed Wings-COL 3-27-34
Spitfire-RKO 2-23-34
Stand Up and Cheer-F. .4-20-34

Stingaree-RKO 5-12-34
Straightaway-COL 1-16 34
Strawberry Roan-U ...12-6-33
Strich Durch Die Rechnung-

UFA .36-34
Such Women Are Danger-
ous-F 6-9-34

Success at Any Price-RKO
5-3-34

Su Ultima Cancion-CIN. 3-30-34
Sweden, Land of the Vikings

BO.. 1-6-34

Szpieg-MAJ 3-6-34

Take a Chance-PAR. .. 11-25-33
Tannenberg-XX 4-6-34

Tante Gusti Kommandiert-
XX.. 5-7-34

Tarzan and His Mate-
MGM.. 4-16-34

Tausend Fuer Eine Nacht-
XX 2-14-34

Texas Tornado-FD 2-28-54

These Thirty Years-
BON. .5-24-34

Thin Man, The-MGM 5-23-34

Thirty Day Princess-PAR 5-12-34

This Man is Mine-RKO .. .3-8-34

This Side of Heaven-MGM
1-31-34

Throne of the Gods-IMP
12-22-33

Thundering Herd-PAR. .3-31-34

Tiburon-XX 4-20-34

Tod Uber Shanghai-MO. 12-19-33

Tracy Rides-STE 5-5-34

Trail Drive-U 1-3-34

Three on a Honeymoon-F
5-7-34

Tienck-XX 4-10-34

Trumpet Blows-PAR ...4-14-34

Twentieth Century-COL. .5-4-34

Twin Husbands-INV ...5-9-34

Two Alone—RKO 4-7-34

20 Million Sweethearts-FN
4-5-34

Uncertain Lady-U 4-20-34

Under Secret Orders-PRO
12-6-33

Unknown Blonde-MAJ. .4-19-34

Unknown Soldier Speaks
LIN.. 5-26-34

Upper World-WA 5-25-34

Very Honorable Guy, A-
FN.. 5-18-34

Viva Villa!-MGM 4-12-34

Volga. Volga-KIN ...12-19-33

Voice in the Night-COL. 4-24-34

War's End-XX 5-18-34

We're Not Dressing-PAR. 4-26-34

West of the Divide—MOP
1-13-34

Wharf Angel-PAR 4-21-34

What's Your Racket?-MAY
3 6-34

Wheels of Destiny-U 3-28-34

Where Sinners Meet-
RKO.. 4-19-34

WhirlpooI-COL 5-5-34

Wie Man Maenner Fesselt
XX.. 5-22-34

Wie Sag Ich's Meinnem
Mann?-XX 1-24-34

Wild Cargo-RKO 3-24-34

Woman in Command-GB . 5-29-34

Wine. Women and Song-
CHA 12-16-33

Witching Hour-PAR 4-28-34

Woman Condemned-
MAR. .4-20-34

Woman Unafraid-GOP . . 3-27-34

Women in His Life-MGM
12-9-33

Wonder Bar-FN 2-17-34
World in Revolt-MEN .. .6-9-34

Worst Woman in Paris?
F. .11-25-33

You Can't Buy Everything
M-G-M. 2-1-34

You Made Me Love You
MAJ.. 5-31-34

You're Telling Me-PAR
4-7-34
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD "LOTS
//.

By RALPH WILK
pAT PATTERSON has been as-

signed the role in Fox's "Sere-

1

nade" formerly assigned to Lilian
Harvey. Yesterday Miss Harvey
terminated her contract with Fox
by mutual agreement.

r
Wera Engels is leaving early calls

with the Hollywood-Plaza Hotel
switchboard these days. She had
no sooner finished work in "House
of Strangers" than she started a

role in "Transatlantic Show-
boat."

T T T
A tall, handsome man past middle

age—an extra in "British Agent"

—

was explaining about loading and
re-loading rifles to a crowd of Rus-
sian soldiers who were gathering to

stage a scene of street rioting. In-

quiry revealed the fact that the ex-

tra had at one time owned the fac-
tory that made the rifles.

T T T
A cute story is being told on gen-

ial Dave Bader, now in New York
from England. Dave was visiting

an English country home and his

host asked him if he played tennis.

Dave said that he did and that he
was very familiar with the game.
Dave started playing and his op-
ponent served an ace. Dave picked
up the ball, threw it back to his

opponent and said, "I didn't like that
one."

T T T
Universal has acquired "I Mur-

dered A Man," mystery story by
Florence Ryerson and Colin Cle-

ments, for early production under
direction of Edward Laemmle.

Paramount Filming Five Broadway Hits

Paramount has acquired five of fhe six plays purchased as screen material from
among the ten plays which had the longest runs on Broadway during the 1933-34
season. The Paramount acquisitions were "Sailor Beware." "Pursuit of Happiness,"
"She Loves Me Not," "Her Master's Voice" and "Double Door," recently released.

Metro purchased "Men In White." The four other long run plays are "Tobacco
Koad." "The Green Bay Tree," "No More Ladies," and "Big Hearted Herbert."

Victor Jory will play one of the
principal roles in "Wanted," which
goes into production Monday at

Movietone City.

T T T
Matt McHugh, brother of Frank

McHugh, has been signed by Fox
for the new Will Rogers' picture
"Judge Priest," now in production.

T T T
Columbia has changed the title of

"Castles in the Air," to "Wake Up
and Dream." Russ Columbo will be
featured.

T T T
Leonard Spiegelgass has been

placed in charge of "Princess
O'Hara" as associate producer, by
Carl Laemmle, Jr. Spiegelgass will

write the script for the Damon
Runyon picture in collaboration with
Nat Ferber.

T T T

John Harkrider, who was asso-
ciated with the late Florenz Zieg-
feld for many years, will assist in

the technical and art preparation for

"The Great Ziegfeld," which Uni-
versal will produce.

T T T
Trem Carr has completed a spe-

cial arrangement with RKO to per-
mit Christy Cabanne to direct Gene
Stratton Porter's "The Girl of the
Limberlost," which Monogram will

^ _ *5
nn

VI OR 2 PERSONS

Above the 8th

Floor $6.00

and up
Enjoy the comforts of a parlor

and bedroom suite. . . . All

rooms equipped with radio,

combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.

Ideal location — adjacent to

shopping, business and theatre

districts.

SWIMMING POOL AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

Dinner served in the beautiful

newly decorated Cocoanut
Grove $1.00 up.

put into production within the next
two weeks. Cabanne was previously
scheduled to go to RKO on a West
Point picture.

T T T
Charles Barton, a Paramount

studio office boy in 1923, has re-

ceived his first directorial assign-
ment. He will co-direct "Wagon
Wheels" with Arthur Jacobson, fel-

low assistant, also newly appointed
to a full directorship.

T T T

"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch," goes into production this

week at the Paramount studios
under direction of Norman Taurog
with Pauline Lord, Evelyn Ven-
able, Kent Taylor, W. C. Fields and
ZaSu Pitts in leading roles.

t r

Helen Phillips Evans, Lou Salter
and Jerome Storm, a trio of vet-

erans of the silents, have been
added to the cast of Paramount's
"Elmer and Elsie," which will fea-

ture George Bancroft.

T T T

Those who see Richard Crom-
well's latest picture "The Criminal
Within," will recognize a familiar
face among the cast. He is Crane
Wilbur, one of the best known
screen heroes of the silent days.

T T T

Charles Starrett will play the
juvenile lead in "A Lady Surrend-

WORDS

WISDOM
"CRITICISM, good, bad and indif-

ferent, is evidence of the im-
portant position of the screen as an
art. The final product of our stu-

dios is established by the audience,

as well as by authors, writers, di-

rectors, artists and technicians."

—

WILL H. HAYS.

"I don't cut up no more. I work
hard."—STEPIN FETCHIT.

"The public is tired of glamour."
—SAMUEL GOLDWYN.

"I believe audiences still like fast,

dramatic entertaining action on the

screen."—HARRY BEAUMONT.

ers," now in production on the War-
ner lot.

"Kansas City Princess," the new
First National comedy picture with
Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell and
Hugh Herbert, is now being edited
and cut.

T T T
Louise Henry and George Meeker

have been added to the cast of M-
G-M's "All Good Americans."

T T T
John Farrow sails Saturday for

Hawaii to make a four-reel subject
in Technicolor, dealing with native
life and customs. Harry Rapf will

produce the picture.

T T T
Margaret Hamilton, Douglas

Dumbrille, Clarence Muse and Lynn
Overman have been engaged for fea-

ture roles in Columbia's "Broadway
Bill."

T T T
Mary Astor and Bette Davis will

play the feminine leads in Warner
Bros.' "The Case of the Howling
Dog," based on the "Liberty" Mag-
azine story by Erie Stanley Gardner.

T T T
Gene Raymond's next picture is

"Sure Fire," an adaptation of the
stage play by Ralph Murphy.

T T T
Paul Sloane will direct "Four

Walls" for M-G-M. The cast to date
includes Franchot Tone, Karen Mor-
ley, Mae Clarke, Nat Pendleton,
Henry Wadsworth and C. Henry
Gordon.

New Sales Alignment Set

For British Gaumont
New alignment of Gaumont Brit-

ish sales assignments announced
yesterday by Arthur A. Lee is as

follows: Abe Fischer of Chicago
will handle the middle Western ter-

ritory; E. Warwick-Owensmith has

been assigned to Connecticut; Na-
than Marcus is in charge of upstate

New York from Albany to Buffalo;

Sam Rosen is handling Philadel-

phia; Francis O'Mahony, Boston,

and George W. Weeks all territory

west of the Rockies; W. D. Shapiro

is handling special work in connec-

tion with runs and circuit bookings.

Wis. Exhib Asking C. A.

For U. A. Cancellation
Milwaukee— Asking that United

Artists be compelled to allow him a

10 per cent cancellation privilege,

L. F. Thurwachter is taking his

complaint heard by the local griev-

ance board to the Code Authority.

He operates the Park and Avon at

Waukesha.

Local Boy Makes Good
Indianapolis

—

Charles Milholland used

to be an usher at the Circle. "Twentieth
Century," based on his play, opens at

this de luxer today. And he's writing

more of 'em.
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CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and Zoning and

Clearance Boards

RULE ON FORT LEE CASE
New York clearance and zoning board yes-

terday ruled on the clearance, complaint . of
the Grant Lee Theater, Fort Lee, N. J.,
against eleven Jersey theaters, and adjourned
the two other cases pending before it until
Thursday. The unfair clearance complaint
of the Port Jefferson Theater, Port Jefferson,
L. I. vs. Smithtown, Smithtown; Sayville,
Sayville; Patchogue and Granada, Patchogue;
and Riverhead. Riverhead, was adjourned to
permit exhibitors in Glen Cove, Huntington.
Huntington Station, Smithtown, Port Jef-
ferson, Patchogue, Sayville and Riverhead
to appear before the board because a deci-
sion might affect existing clearance sched
ules. The complaint of the Ellwood The-
ater, Newark, sponsored by the Allied The-
aters of New Jersey, vs. Warner Bros. Re-
gent in Newark and the Capitol in Belle-
ville was put off because David P. Wilentz,
Attorney General of New Jersey^ was unable
to appear before the board for a scheduled
summation on behalf of the Ellwood.
The

. board ruled in the complaint of the
Grant Lee, Fort Lee, N. J. vs. Fox, Hacken-
sack; United States Theater, Paterson; State
Capitol, Union City; Park Lane. Palisades
Park; Plaza, Englewood; Stanley, Jersey
City; Fabian, Paterson; Oritani. Hackensack;
Lincoln, Union City; Embassy. North Bergen;
Jersey, Jersey City; that "the Park Lane.
Palisades Park, and the Grant Lee, Fort
Lee, are competitive; that both these theaters
are entitled to 7 days clearance on each
other; both these theaters are to follow 14
days after the Embassy. North Bergen; State
Capitol, Union City; Lincoln, Union City;
seven days after Englewood and in no event
less than 14 days after Hackensack. On
pictures that these two theaters may elect
to follow each other, the theaters having
the prior right must play such pictures with-
in 21 days after availability to avail itself

of the seven days clearance. In no event

are such pictures to become available to the
repeating run more than 28 days after the
availabi'ity of the prior run. The Queen
Anne, Bogota, js not to have any clearance
over the Grant Lee or Park Lane Theaters.
All theaters in Paterson and Jersey- City
have no bearing on this case."

DISMISS TWO FWC CASES
Kansas City, Mo.—Of the three cases

filed by Mrs. Baer (Lindberirh) tor Kansas
City exhibitors against Fox West Coast the-
aters, two were dismissed by the grievance
board yesterday. One, decided against Fox,
involved a 25 cent admission price scale
in a 15 cent spot. The board ordered Fox
to cease the practice. The picture involved
was "Sons of the Desert." The two other
complaints involved the Gladstone and Lin
wood and concerned price reductions.

In the case of I. W. Maple, operator of
the Cozy, Bethany. Mo., who charged L. M.
Robinson, operator of the Rigney at A'
bany, who is opening a new theater in Beth-
any, with overbuying and interference with
lease negotiations, the board held that Robin-
son was not . overbought, hut that he was
guilty of interference. The latter case goes
to the Code Authority on appeal. Distribu-
tors named by Maple in complaint were
Metro, RKO, Warner Bros, and Paramount.

THREE APPEALS FROM N. Y.

Three appeals were made yesterday to the
Code Authority from decisions of the New
York grievance board. Skouras Theaters
appealed fromi the decision awarding the
Orient Theater, Jersey City, half of the
RKO, Lfniversal and Vitagraph product re-

ceived by the Apollo Theater. The Empire
ind Marvin Theaters, Brooklyn appealed
from the decision, made on complaint of

Loew's Gates, that the theaters had been
reducing admissions through giveaways.

THE 1934 FILM DAILY
PRODUCTION GUIDE WILL
SOON BE SEEN EVERYWHERE

Short Shots From Eastern Studios
!By CHARLES ALICOATE

^/ALTER SHERIDAN has been
engaged by Dave Thomas of

Falcon Productions to serve as as-
sistant director to^ Luther Reed on
"Convention Girl." Sheridan leaves
for Atlantic City Sunday to select
locations.

•

Shooting on the polo short, which
ivas photographed at Westbury,
L. I., by Vincent Farrar for Co-
lumbia release, has been completed.
Ben Schwab was in charge of the
production.

•

Hal LeRoy, who recently com-
pleted work on the coast in "Won-
der Bar" and "Harold Teen," and
Dorothy Dare, who is soon to leave
for a career in feature pictures un-
der the Warner banner, will com-
plete work tomorrow in a two-reel
musical comedy titled "Syncopated
City" at the Vitaphone studio
Brooklyn. The short will be re-

leased in Vitaphone's series of

"Broadway Brevities."
•

Melvyn Douglas, of the legitimate

stage, currently seen on Broadway
in "No More Ladies," has been
signed by Select Productions for a
featured part in Dashiell Ham-

mett's novel, "Dangerous Ro-
mance", which goes into production
Monday at the Biograph studio.

•

A new Tow Howard comedy, the
fifth in Educational's current sea-
son, will go into production Monday
at the Eastern Service studio in

Astoria. Al Christy will personally
direct the short which will feature
George Shelton with Tom Howard.

e

Vincent Farrar, Bergi Contner,
Frank Zucker and Jack Reiger were
behind the cameras at the Baer-
Carnera heavyiveight fight last night
in the Madison Square Long Island
Bowl. The equipment for the tak-
ing of the pictures including the
slow motion camera was supplied by
the Motion Picture Camera Supply
with Cineglow sound system being
used for recording

.

•

Florence Heller, young Park Ave-
nue society girl, who appeared in
"Chrysalis," "Late One Evening,"
"Mismates" and several other
Broadway productions, is on her
way to the coast where additional
screen tests will be given her.

IT WILL CONTAIN 400
PAGES AND WILL COVER
PRODUCTION THOROUGHLY

FILM DAILY REFERENCE
BOOKS ARE CONSIDERED
STANDARD BY THE INDUSTRY

*
THE ANNUAL YEAR BOOK
PUBLISHED BY THE FILM DAILY

IS FILMDOM'S ENCYCLOPEDIA

NOW COMES ItLE PRODUCTION
GUIDE EACH JULY AS PART

OF FILM DAILY SERVICE
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EDUCAT'L TO RELEASE

16 K.B.S. FEATURES

(Continued from Page 1)

through independent exchanges. The
deal in no way involves Education-
al's five-year deal with Fox for the
distribution of shorts.

R. N. Savini has been appointee'
general sales representative of
World Wide-Educational and is now
on a coast-to-coast tour of state
rights distributors. He will allot
territories and franchises.
Temporary headauarters of the

company are at 1501 Broadway.

30 RKO Men Leaving
For Chi. Sales Meet
{Continued from Page 1)

day at the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
This afternoon 17 delegates will
leave New York, and tomorrow 13
more will follow. Leaving today arc
Ned E. Depinet, Jules Levy, Cressor
Smith. Robert F. Sisk, Al Mertz,
E. L. McEvoy, A. A. Shubart, M. G
Poller, Harry Gittleson, Leon J.

Bamberger, R. R. Doyle, Sol New-
man, Fred McConnell. R. K. Haw-
kinson, B. P. Lion, Robert Trillo,

and Jacob Glucksman. Delegates to
leave tomorrow are: S. Barret Mc-
Cormick, Frank Kennedy, Lou Mil-
ler, William Dahler, J. P. Skelly, E.
A. Home, William Mallai-d. G. E.
Youngman, William Clarke, G.
Muchnic, Phil Reisman and A. H.
McCausland. The convention will

adjourn June 20.

Producing in Texas
Bv LESTER KETNER

FILM DAILY Staff Corrcsfondent

San Antonio—M-G-M has sent a

third camera crew from Culver City,

Calif., to Randolph Field, Texas,
where "The West Point of the Air"
is being directed by Richard Rosson.
The new cameramen include Paul
Vogel and his assistant, Harold
Baldwin. The final exterior se-

quences for National Pictures' "Song
of the Shepherd" are being made
in the hills of Fredericksburg, Tex.

This Biblical picture will be released

as a Kier-Phillips Production. T.

Ralph Willis composed the musical

score for this natural-color film.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

June 1
6- July 2: International Motion Picture

Week, Vienna.

July 16: Meeting of S. M. P. E. board of

directors at Westchester Country Club.

Rye, N. Y.

June 18: Meeting of Paramount's Nationa'
Advisory Council of Theater Operators
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

June 18-19: Warner-First National regional

sales meeting, San Francisco,

lune 18-20: RKO annual sales convention
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 18-20: Paramount annual sales conven
tion. Hotel Ambassador ( os Ane»'"«

June 18-22: American Federation of Musicians
convention, Cleveland.

June 20: Annual Boat Ride of the Warner Club
aboard S.S. Peter Stuyvesant to Bear Moun-
tain.

« « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES » »

"PRIVATE SCANDAL"
with ZaSu Pitts, Ned Sparks, Mary Brian

Paramount 62 mins.

AN UNCONVINCING MURDER MYS-

TERY. GOOD COMEDY HIGHLIGHTS

HELFS OUT. PITTS AND NED SPARKS

SCORE.

This film is distinctly a comedy vehicle

for ZaSu Pitts and Ned Sparks who have

sufficient business throughout the reels to

keep the laughs coming and walk away

with the acting honors. But the combi-

nation of heavy tragedy in the murder

of two people and the suicide of a third

has not been skillfully combined with the

comedy, and strikes a jarring note. The
plot development also is far from convinc-

ing. It all hinges on the private scandals

in the lives of a group of people working

in the office of a real estate development

concern whose proprietor is found dead in

his private office one morning. As they

all have been engaged in activities that

would embarrass them to divulge, they lie

in order to alibi themselves from knowl-

edge of the proprietor's death. This gives

rise to a lot of comedy business with Ned
Sparks, the tough detective who cross-

questions them. The detective pins the

crime on various people in turn, till the

real culprit is discovered dramatically when

he kills his wife for an affair with the

dead man and then commits suicide,

Cast: ZaSu Pitts, Phillips Holmes, Mary

Brian, Ned Sparks, Lew Cody, June Brew-

ster, Harold Waldridge, Jed Prouty, Charles

Sellon, Rollo Lloyd, Olive Tell.

Director, Ralph Murphy; Authors, Vera

Caspary, Bruce Manning; Screen Play, Gar-

rett Fort; Cameraman, Milton Krasner.

Direction, Fair Photography, Okay.

"WHITE HEAT"
Pinnacle 62 mins.

MELODRAMA OF TROPICAL LOVE
CARRIES PUNCH OF REALISM AND A
VERY TENSE AND GRIPPING STORY.
Among independent productions, this

rates 'way up near the top of the division.

It has been written and directed by those

who quite obviously are familiar with the

unusual background of the drama. Hence
it carries a strong atmosphere of realism

and sincerity that imparts a punch of real-

ism throughout the action. David Newell
has the role of foreman of a Hawaiian
sugar plantation who has just come from

the States. Gradually the climate gets into

his blood and he goes native to the extent

of adopting a native "wife" to run his

household. The part is played by Mona
Maris. Both players give very convincing

and commendable performances. The
drama soon enters the suspenseful stage

with the return of the young planter with

a society girl from San Francisco as his

wife, who displaces the native girl. Then
the boredom of the society wife with the

crude life on the sugar plantation, and her

infatuation for an old sweetheart who ar-

rives from the United States. Works up

to a thrill climax with destruction of the

sugar cane by fire, a very realistic sequence.

The young planter goes back to his native

love who rescues him from the cane fire.

Cast: Virginia Cherrill, Mona Maris,

Hardie Albright, David Newell, Arthur

Clayton, Robert Stevenson, Whitney de

Rahm, Naomi Childers, Nani Palsa, Koli-

mau Kamai, Kamaunani Achi, Peter Lee
Hyun, Nohili Naumu.

Director, Lois Weber; Author, James
Bodrero; Screen Play, James Bodrero, Lois

Weber; Cameramen, Alvin Wyckcff, Frank

Titus.

Direction, Very Good Photography, Okay.

.oming andG oing

New Catholic Drive on Films

Milwaukee, Wis.—The Holy Name
Society is planning a drive against
objectionable pictures this Septem-
ber to be participated in by pupils

of the Catholic schools in the city.

One of the local Catholic higb
schools will publish white and black
lists of films to be observed by stu-

dents during the summer months.

Rosenberger Leaves Butterfield

Lansing, Mich.—Leon A. Rosen-

berger, auditor of local Butterfield

houses here for the past nine and

a half years, resigned June 11 to

accept another position. Prior to

coming here be was auditor for But-
terfield houses in Kalamazoo for
two years.

JANE BAXTER, English player, arrives in
New York today on the Berengaria.

NED E. DEPINET and JULES LEVY are in-
cluded in the RKO contingent which leaves
New York today for Chicago.

HENRI DIAMANT-BERGER, French producer,
CHARLES DAVID, manager of Pathe studios,
and BERNARD NATAN, Pathe administrateur,
have arrived in New York and are leaving
immediately for the coast.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK and MAURICE SIL-
VERSTONE sail on the lie de France tomorrow
for Europe.

AL MANNON. who is now in New York,
plans to return to the coast in about 10 days.

GORDON WHITE has gone to Canada for a
vacation.

ROBERT TRILLO, RKO managing director in

Panama, has arrived in New York and leaves
today for the coast.

CHARLES MILHOLLAND. scenarist and play-
wright who is now in New York, returns to
Rhode Island late this week.

LOUIS COHEN has returned to the coast
from Denver, having canceled his planned trip
to New York.

SAM JAFFE is due in New York early next
month from the coast.

CARL LAEMMLE sails on the lie de France
tomorrow for two months' abroad. He will

be accompanied by Joe Weil, Jack Ross and
Dave Bader.

WILLIAM KEIGHLEY, First National direc-
tor, who arrived in Philadelphia last night
from the Coast via Chicago, will visit New
York briefly within a few days.

H. WILLIAM FITELSON left last night for
Detroit.

W. RAY JOHNSTON and EDWARD GOLDEN
leave today for Amherst College.

Tentative Zoning Plan
Ready at New Orleans

New Orleans—The clearance and
zoning board has released a pro-
posed zoning ,plan which is slightly

different from the one now used
by major companies selling Saenger
and United theaters. Chief differ-

ence is zoning the Metairie by itself.

The Metairie has already protested
being zoned with the Carrollton.

This plan has been submitted to ex-

changes and exhibitors and may be
subject to further change upon com-
plaint.

He stood her up . .

.

and she liked it

!

—It's quite a thrill for the girls to stand up
at the bar . . . tell your wife that she and her
friends are welcome to drop in daily during
the Cocktail Hours (4 to 7.30 p.m.) Bar open
also, but for men only, from noon'till 1 a.m.

MOTION PICTURE CLUB IS
A MERRY PLACE TO MEET

!

'
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Hearings on Clearance Systems to Start on July 3

NEW COlASSENTS PERJODTO RUN TO AUGUST 15

Cleveland Ban on Dual Features is Effective July 8

Three Major Circuits to

Support Plan, States

M. B. Horwitz
With assents of Loew, Warner

Bros, and RKO to the plan obtained,
ban on double features programs in

Cleveland will be effected July 8,

Moe B. Horwitz said yesterday, prior
to departing for home. Loew and
Warners each have four houses in

the city and RKO has two. Hor-
witz states he has the supporting
signatures of 92 independent ex-
hibitors also. He lined up the affil-

iated circuits during his visit to
New York.

REPORT ALLIED MAY

GET NEW PHILLY UNIT

Possibilities of Allied getting a
foothold in the Philadelphia terri-

tory through affiliation of the re-
cently-formed Independent Exhibi-
tors Protective Association in that
zone were reported yesterday. Pres-
ident Sidney E. Samuelson of Allied

(Continued on Page 3)

Canadian Exhibitors Lose
Appeal on Score Charge
Toronto — Distributors have re-

jected petition of Ontario exhibitors
for elimination of score charges,
claiming that recording, patents
and copyrights cost them about
$500,000 annually. In asking that
the charges be canceled as of July
2, next, the theatermen declared
they pay approximately $400,000 a
year via this assessment.

Pictures Plus Food
Memphis—Side-stepping the law pro-

hibiting a theater from charging admis-
sions on Sunday, a local house is plan-
ning to open a combination cafe and
theater. Bill Hendricks, manager, states

that persons buying a meal will have
the privilege of seeing a picture show
free.

Legion of Honor Conferred on Sidney R. Kent
The French Government has conferred the Legion cf Honor on Sidney R. Kent in

recognition of his efforts in developing the film industry in France both during his

association with Paramount and Fox. The diploma entitling the Fox president to

wear the famous red ribbon was brought to New York by Clayton P. Sheehan, Fox
foreign department head, when he returned from abroad this week. Kent, who is now
at the coast, will be back in New York within 10 days.

ROGERS TO MAKE TEN

UNDER NEW PARA: DEAL

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Under a new con-

tract just signed between Charles
R. Rogers and Paramount, the form-
er will make 10 features for the
company's 1934-35 program. Clos-

ing of the deal sets at rest frequent
reports that Rogers would not re-

(Continued mi Page 3)

SUIT TO STATE COUR

Affirm N. Y. Clearance
Bd. Loew Case Ruling

Decision of the New York clear-

ance and zoning board in the case

of Century's Luxor against Loew's
Grand, and decided in favor of

Loew's, was unanimously affirmed

by the Code Authority yesterday.

The case concerned clearance on an
RKO split of the Paramount prod-

(Continued on Page 3)

After withdrawing its injunction

action against the Code Authority
when it came up for hearing yes-

terday before Judge Coxe in the U.
S. District Court, the I. T. O. A.
will switch the case to the New York
Supreme Court, where it is expect-

ed it will be heard the next day,

Attorney Milton C. Weisman, coun-
(Contimied on Page 3)

Code Assessments Paid
Now At $67,164 Total

A total of $67,164 in assessments
has been collected by the Code Au-
thority from 6,266 exhibitors, up to

June 15, Secretary John C. Flinn
reported yesterday. The number is

an increase of 300 exhibitors over
(Continued on Page 2)

Starting July 3 Exhibitors
May File Clearance Protests

Cal. State Compliance Bd.
Turns Over 94 Complaints
Division Administrator Sol. A.

Rosenblatt yesterday informed the
Code Authority that the California

State Compliance Office has turned
over for hearing and determination
by the Studio Labor Committee and
the Complaints and Grievance Com-
mittee for the Standing Committee
for Extras 67 extra complaints
heretofore filed with the State Com-
pliance Board in California and 27

(Continued on Page 3)

July 3 is the date for start of
local clearance and zoning board
hearings on exhibitor protests
against existing zoning plans, it is

indicated in an administrative order
just signed by National Adminis-
trator Hugh S. Johnson. Under the
amendment, recommended by Sol A.
Rosenblatt, division administrator,
and the Code Authority, all exhibi-

tors, regardless of whether or not
they have assented to the code, are
entitled to file complaints against
clearai >< ctive

territo

Privilege of Assenting
Expected to Begin
Late Next Week

That the period for filing assents
to the code will be reopened until
Aug. 15 was indicated yesterday
when the Code Authority unanimous-
ly recommended to Division Admin-
istrator Sol A. Rosenblatt that such
action be taken. NRA approval is

understood to have been given the
plan, although the Authority has
not as yet been officially notified.

Formal authorization is expected at

the next Authority meeting Friday,
(Continued on Page 3)

PARA. TRAIN HALTS

At instructions from George J.

Schaefer the train section carrying
the Paramount party to the annual
sales convention at Los Angeles
stopped for three minutes yester-

day, somewhere between Emporia
(Continued on Page 3)

Rosenberg Quits Warners
To Expand His Circuit

Moe Rosenberg, brother-in-law of

Major Albert Warner and a War-
ner Bros, theater executive, has re-

signed, effective today to build up
a circuit around a nucleus of three

houses he now controls. These
(Continued on Page 2)

Must Pay by July 1

Exhibitors who fail to pay assess-

ments to the Code Authority are barred
from filing complaints to any part of

the Code, according to a resolution

passed yesterday at the 16th meeting
of the body. The resolution becomes
effective July 1, and reads; "any per-

son who shall fail to properly pay any
assessment or levy made pursuant to an
order of the Code Authority as an ex-
pense in administering this Code shall

. entitled to file any complaint
ly article or part thereof."
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Columbia Picts. vrc. . . 33'/4 33 33

Con. Fm. Ind 33/4 3% 3% ....

East. Kodak 99 98 98% f 17s

East. Kodak pfd...l45 145 145 +1
Fox Fm. "A" 15 14% 1434 — l/

8

Loew's, Inc 32l/2 311/2 31% + %
M-G-M pfd 253/4 253/4 253/4— 1/4

Paramount ctfs 43^ 41/2 4% + %
Pathe Exch 23,4 2% 25/8

do "A" 24% 23 23V4

RKO "A" 23/4 23/4 23/4

Warner Bros 6% 6 6

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Technicolor 14S/
g 13% 1414 + 1%

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 9l/4 9 1/4 9V4
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 9 9 9

Loew 6s 41ww 102 101% '02

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 53% 533/, 537/8 4. y2
Par. By. 5%s51 . . . . 44

V

4 441/4 441/4 — 1%
Par. 5i/

2s50 ctfs.... 54% 53 54% + 1%
Pathe 7s37 99% 99% 99% — %
Warner's 6s39 603/4 60% 60% + %

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 45/8 4% 4% + %

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Roy William Neill, Columbia director,

has an odd superstition. He never g2ts

a haircut during the making of a pic-

ture.

Four RKO Studio Execs to Sales Meet
Chicago—Studio contingent expected here for the RKO Radio sales convention Mon-

day, Tuesday and Wednesday at the Drake Hotel includes J. R. McDonough, presi-
dent ot RKO Radio Pictures; B. B. Kahane, president of RKO Radio Studios; Lee Marcus,
associate producer in charge of short subject production and Eddy Eckles, studio pub-
licity head. Pandro Berman will not attend. With the cooperation of civic officials,

arrangements have been made for a gala welcome to the conventioneers, including
several special features.

Rosenberg Quits Warners
To Expand His Circuit

{Continued from Page 1)

houses are the West End, Newark;
Broadway, Woodcliff, and Franklin,
Nutley. Rosenberg said he has sev-
eral houses under consideration
which he may take over.

Buffalo Exhibs to Plan
Zoning Schedule June 26
Buffalo—Another meeting- in con-

nection with drafting of a new
clearance and zoning schedule for
the Buffalo zone will be held June
26 by the clearance and zoning
board. Fifty exhibitors attended the
last session held on the matter.

U. A. Preview Tuesday
First of a series of national trade

showings in all key cities through-
out the country on the new United
Artists product will get under way
with "Bulldog Drummond Strikes

Back," 20th Century production,
which will be previewed at the Astor
Tuesday at 11 A. M.

Morrison Office Expanding
Leo Morrison is reorganizing his

New York office with plans for es-

tablishing radio, personal appear-
ances and vaudeville, stage and pic-

ture departments. He has taken
larger offices at 1776 Broadway.

Du World Gets Two Shorts
Distribution on two shorts, "Sword

of the Arabs," three-reeler, and
"Stars in the Making," has been ar-

ranged by Alfred Smalley, acting

for Golden State Productions, with
Du World Pictures, Inc.

Sign Erpi Repair Contract

Electrical Research Products an-

nounces that Elmer Rhoden of the

Fox Kansas Theater Co., the Fox
Missouri and the Fox Kansas City

Corp. has signed the company's re-

pair and replacement contract for

26 theaters in his groups.

Playing "Constant Nymph"
"The Constant Nymph," British-

Gaumont-Fox production, has been
added to the bill at the 55th St.

Playhouse, where "The Tell-Tale

Heart" is current. The twin bill

will run until Thursday.

"Drummond" Release
"Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back,"

a 20th Century production for

United Artists, will be released na-

tionally through United Ai'tists on

July 20.

Janet Snowden Quits Screen
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Janet Snowden, heir-

ess, has decided to abandon screen

career prospects for matrimony, her

husband, William S. Gill, said yes-

terday.

Code Assessments Paid
Now At $67,164 Total

(Continued from Page 1)

last week's figure. The total pay-
ment includes amounts received
from 59 exhibitors who have not
signed an assent to the Code but
who have taken the 10 per cent can-
cellation. The 59 houses have paid
$573.

De Rochemont Leaves Fox
To Join "Time" Magazine
Louis de Rochemont, for years on

the Fox Movietone editorial staff,

resigned yesterday to join the edi-
torial department of "Time" Mag-

Berman Completing Program
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Pending working out

details of his new connection with
RKO studio as a unit producer,
Pandro Berman will continue in his

capacity of executive producer,
which post he resigned Thursday.
In addition to completing "Age of
Innocence," "The Fountain," "The
Gay Divorce" and other pictures
under his old contract, he will make
"Roberta" and "The Forsyte Saga"
among the 13 pictures he is sched-
uled to produce through his unit.

Join Cleansing Move
Boston — A resolution pledging

support of the campaign of Cardinal
O'Connell for clean shows was
adopted unanimously at a recent
meeting of the Boston Chapter,
American Federation of Actors at

which members pledged themselves
to assist in purifying the screen and
stage.

Warner's 'DuBarry' to Be Broadcast
Warner Bros.' forthcoming re-

lease, "Madame DuBarry," will be
dramatized over the Columbia
Broadcasting Company's network,
July 8th, at 10:30 A. M. with WABC
as the key station. This is the sec-

ond in a series of tieups with the
Borden radio programs.

Harry Smoots Dead
Canton, O. — Harry Smoots, 51,

well known Mt. Vernon, O., theater
operator, died of a heart attack
while fishing on Lake O'Dell, near
Big Prairie, recently, in company
with his wife. The body was re-

moved to Mt. Vernon where burial

was made.

Wallerstein Transferred to Coast
Lorain, O.—Ben Wallerstein, who

has been managing Warner Bros.

Palace here for the past several

years, has been transferred to the
coast where he will be in charge
of the Warner theaters in San
Pedro, Cal.

Coming and Going

LOUIS BROCK sails on the lie de France to-

day for Europe.

BEATRICE LILLIE arrives in New York today
on the Europa.

NAT GOLDSTONE sails for Europe today on
the lie de France.

AL ALTMAN of M-G-M leaves New York
today on the S. S. Pennsylvania for a trip

to the Coast, where he will confer with
studio executives.

MARTIN STARR arrives in New York today
from the Coast.

JANE BAXTER, who arrived in New York,

leaves for the Coast Tuesday to work with
Anna Sten and Fredric March in "We Live

Again."

CLARENCE ERICKSEN, business manager for

Doug Fairbanks, left yesterday for the Coast.

He will be gone for two months.

SIDNEY R. KENT returns to New York in

about 10 days from the Coast.

BUSTER KEATON is en route to New York
on the S. S. California and later sails for

Paris, where he will appear in a French

picture entitled "The King of the Champs
Elysee."

LEO CARRILLO is due at the Coast July

15 from New York to work in "The Irish

Sweepstake" for M-G-M.

DOROTHY DARE leaves New York Wednes-
day for Hollywood.

ALFRED SMALLEY leaves New York for

Washington and thence to the Coast.

V. A. USIEVICH sails today on the Beren-

garia.

MOE B. HORWITZ left New York yester-

day on his return to Cleveland.

CHARLES R. ROGERS arrives in New York

soon from the Coast via the Canal, returning

to Hollywood in August.

HARRY ARTHUR will return from St. Louis

today.

Frohman Co. Moving
Chas. Frohman, Inc., 50 per cent

Paramount-owned play producing

company inactive since 1932, will

move its office July 1 from the Em-
pire theater to the Paramount
Building. Jas. F. Reilly, general

manager of the company for many
years, will continue in that capacity.

The company owns 150 plays, an in-

terest in the Lyceum theater and

has other assets, Reilly said. No
new productions are planned.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

It is a marvelous

piece of work and I

can assure you that

without it life would

not be worthwhile

over here.

Frederick L. Herron,

Foreign Manager,

Motion Picture Pro-

ducers & Distributors

of America, Inc.

1,000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.
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ROGERS TO MAKE TEN

UNDER NEW PARA. DEAL

(Continued from Page 1)

new with the major company owing
to dissatisfaction as to conditions

under which he worked during the

present year. First will be "McFad-
den's Flats"; starting Sept. 1.

Affirm N. Y. Clearance

Bd. Loew Case Ruling
(Continued from Page 1)

uct. Century held that the Luxor
is in the same category as the Grand.

Arguments on eight appeals from
local board rulings were heard yes-

terday afternoon. A. C. Berman, at-

torney represented the Harvard
Amusement Co., Brookline, Mass.,

which appealed the Boston board de-

cision which was in favor of the re-

spondent, Olympia Theaters, Inc. H.
LeBaron Sampson, receiver for the

Olympia appeared for that corpora-

tion. At the same time an overbuy-
ing charge brought by Harvard
against Olympia and dismissed by
the local board was heard with the

same attorneys appearing. Samp-
son also argued the appeal of the

Olympia Corp., in the case of Bloom-
berg and the Strand of Gloucester,

Mass., which was decided by the lo-

cal board in favor of the plaintiff.

Louis Hamburger appeared for

Bloomberg.
Charles D. Walton and John Cunningham

of the Tivoli Theater, Miami voiced the first

protest to be heard by the Code Authority
against a local board's protection schedule.

The case was against the E. J. Sparks Enter-

prises, Paramount Publix and Fox. Fred
Kent appeared for the respondents. Wash-
ington, D. C appeals included Louis Turnick
nf the Brooklyn Theater, Baltimore against

McHenry and Pacy's Garden Theater. Turnick
represented his interests while J. Calvin

Carney appeared for the respondents; Licht-

man theaters of Norfolk against Grandy,
Loew's State, Newport and Norva theaters

and an additional appeal by Lichtman against

several first-run Washington theaters were
argued by Sam Boyd for Lichtman and Irv-

ing H. Greenfield for the defendants. The
same attorneys appeared in the appeal of the

Zimmerman, DeLuxe Theater of Baltimore

against McHenry and Pacy. Following the

afternoon session, adjournment was taken to

next Friday.

Samuel Fleishman of the Rex, Portland.

Ore., was unanimously selected by the Code

Authority to represent subsequent run ex-

hibitors unaffiliated on the Portland Clearance

and Zoning board for the summer in place

of Philip Blaumauer, resigned.

The Chicago exhibitor petition to compel

United Artists to permit a 10 per cent can-

cellation, was deferred to next week.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER

Make thorough fire inspection of your
theater.

THE

HPHIL M. DALY
• • • THAT SALES meet of Warners at the Medinah
club in Chi was a resounding success after it was all over

Grad Sears in charge of Southern and Western distribu-
tion received phone calls from six major circuit heads
and guess what they wanted? the New Product of
course individual meets at the various branch offices in

the Midwest territory followed the convention and had the
salesmen reflecting the enthusiasm of the Chicago regional meet
for execs, district and branch managers

T T T
• • • A CAMERAMAN'S conception of how a champ
fight should be recorded was demonstrated in the pictures
taken of the Baer-Carnera go produced by Oliver Pictures
with Arthur Gottlieb in back of the outfit J. Bergi Contner
and Frank Zucker of the M. P. Camera Supply Co. took the pix

and supplied all the equipment as well as the Blue
Seal Cineglow Sound System used in recording all the announce-
ments it marks the first time a big fight was ever covered
completely with long shot, closeup and slow motion from start

to finish three cameras were constantly shooting these
phases with three cameras in reserve for emergency
two slow-motion cameras alternated grinding 1,000-foot

rolls for every round IF there had been any question of
fowling these "essems" would show it

T T T
• • • A PLAY. ..... ."The Mating Season" opened last

nite at the Bandbox theater in Hempstead Playwright
Halsey Raines, of Metro hopes the play will run over
thru next week you know how fussy these Hempsteaders
are the Nassau Drama league produced it under
supervision of Mary Forrest directed by Richmond Cooper

A vodka cocktail-with-caviar party was thrown by
Vladimir A. Usievitch head of the foreign commerce divi-

sion of the Soviet picture industry at the Astor yesterday
and vodka good time was had by all !

CODE ASSENTS RUN

UP TO AUGUST 15

(Continued from Page 1)

with the new period beginning im-
mediately.
Under the plan exhibitors who de-

sire to execute forms of assent must
get the written endorsement of two
exhibitors of the same territory who
have assented and who have paid
their first half-year assessment. All
new applications must be accom-
panied by checks covering the full

assessment for the first six months.
Plans in connection with reopening
the assents were exclusively printed
in The Film Daily last Tuesday.

ITOA Switches C. A.
Suit to State Court

(Continued from Page 1)

sel for the exhibitor association, said.

Object behind the move, it was
stated, is to seek broader relief pos-
sible through the state court, as

compared with the Federal court.

Withdrawal of the U. S. District

Court case followed failure of the

I. T. 0. A. to secure an adjournment
of the case until Tuesday. William
D. Whitney of Cravath, von Gers-
dorff, Swaine & Wood appeared for

the Code Authority and refused to

agree to a postponement. The ac-
tion seeks to restrain the defendants
from refusing to allow exhibitors
who have not assented to the code
filing complaints with local boards.

Cal. State Compliance Bd.
Turns Over 94 Complaints

(Continued from Page 1)

Labor complaints. Instructions were
issued to Studio Labor Committee
of the Code Authority and the Com-
plaints and Grievance Committee to
immediately hear these cases in

California and settle the complaints.

Little, Baltimore, Closing
Baltimore—The Little theater, the

only art-film theater in the south,
closes Sunday for the balance of the
summer. It will reopen early in

September, probably on Labor Day.
Managing director Herman G. Wein-
berg, will leave for New York
shortly to make the roands of the

new imported films to line up pro-
grams for the Fall.

Paramount Trains Halts

In Stanley Waite Tribute
(Continued from Page 1)

and Newton, Kans., in tribute to
Stanley B. Waite, whose funeral
services commenced simultaneously
with the halt. Services held for the
late divisional sales manager at his

residence in Bronxville were attend-
ed by various executives, including
John D. Clark, Walter B. Cokell
Montague Gowthorpe, Herman Wob-
ber, Charles E. McCarthy, Al Wil-
kie, Claude Saunders, Harry Ross,
Miles Gibbons and Frank Meyers.
Burial was in Mt. Hood cemetery in

Westchester.

MOTION PICTURE BASEBALL LEAGUE
STANDING 6/14/34

W L
Columbia Pictures 1

Electrical Research Products, Inc....
National Broadcasting Co
Radio Keith Orpheum
Warner Club
Rockefeller Center, Inc 1

MOTION PICTURE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
BASEBALL SCORE SUMMARY

R.K.O. vs. E.R.P.I., played at George Wash-
ington H. S. Athletic Field, 6/13, 1934.

Team 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8— R. H. E.

R.K.O 02001 02 0—5 8 2
E.R.P.1 0000005 0—5 8 6

Batteries: R.K.O., Schultz and Alexander.

E.R.P.I., Lee and Desmond. Umpires: Spector.

Time of Game: 1 hour and 30 minutes. High-
lights: Tie game, will be replayed later in the

season.

Columbia Denver Changes
Denver—Sam Dare has been pro-

moted from poster clerk to office

manager and booker at the Colum-
bia exchange, succeeding Al Poul-
ten, who resigned and left for New
York. Russell Guild will be acces-

sory manager and shipper. Max
Myer, western division auditor for
Columbia, spent several days here
making the change.

First Run Duals in Akron
Akron, O.—Palace here has in-

augurated a policy of first-run duals

for the summer season, with two
changes of program weekly.

Report Allied May Get
New Philadelphia Unit

(Continued from Page 1)

is scheduled to speak at a mass
meeting to be held Monday at the
Hotel Broadwood, Philadelphia.

Other speakers will include Ex-Con-
gressman Golder, president-elect of

the association, and Harry Brandt,
president of the I. T. O. A.

H. Altman Gets New House
Buffalo—Harry Altman, president

of the Mac-Alt Amusement Corp.,

which has taken over the Central
Park, 1100-seat neighborhood house,
is now installing new sound equip-

ment and making "+^o" renovations
announce I

Ona Munson
William B. Davidson
Norman Kerry
Philo McCullough

Louise Fazenda
Ralph Bellamy

Stan Laurel
William K. Howard

Lupino Lane
Barry Norton

Evalyn Knapp
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« « « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES « « «
"HERE COMES THE GROOM"

with Jack Haley, Mary Boland

Paramount 64 mins.

HILARIOUS FARCE. JACK HALEY
SCORES IMPRESSIVELY AS BIG SCREEN
COMEDIAN.
A distinct triumph for Jack Haley who

keeps scoring from the time he first ap-

pears and right through to the finale. The
lad has an original comedy slant all his

own, an artless, effortless way of scoring

his effects, a fine pantomimic gift, and a

positive genius for arousing the sympathy

of the audience—the trick that makes all

great comedians. Director Edward Sedg-

wick deserves a lot of credit for giving

Jack a free hand to handle his business.

He never overplays. Perfectly natural. The
farce has a far-fetched plot, but the situa-

tions are so hilarious that you overlook the

improbabilities in the general fun. Jack

has a sweetie who wants him to desert

piccolo playing to become a bandit. He
tries to please, gets in a jam with the

cops, and flees into a Pullman compart-

ment where a bride on her honeymoon
(Patricia Ellis) has been deserted by the

tenor Masked Marvel of the radio. She
makes a deal with him to pose as her

Masked Marvel hubby and save himself

from going to jail. From there on it is a

series of funny situations with Jack Haley

piling up the laughs without any effort.

Cast: Jack Haley, Mary Boland, Patricia

Ellis, Neil Hamilton, Isabel Jewell, Lawrence
Gray, Sidney Tcler, E. H. Calvert, James
Burtis, Ward Bond, James Farley, Arthur

Treacher, Ernest S. Adams, Edwin Sturgis.

Director, Edward Sedgwick; Author, Rich-

ard Flournoy; Screen Play, Leonard Pras-

kins, Casey Robinson; Cameraman, Henry
Sharp.

Direction, Very Good Photography, Okay.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Meeting of S. M. P. E. board of
directors at Westchester Country Club,
Rye, N. Y.

lune 16-July 2: International Motion Picture
Week, Vienna.

June 18: Meeting of Paramount's National
Advisory Council of Theater Operators,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

June 18-19: Warner-First National regional
sales meeting, San Francisco.

•une 18-20: RKO annual sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 18-20: Paramount annual sales conven-
tion, Hotel Ambassador. Los Angeles

June 18-22: American Federation of Musicians
convention, Cleveland.

June 20: Annual Boat Ride of the Warner Club
aboard S.S. Peter Stuyvesant to Bear Moun-
tain.

June 22: Hearing on Edwin Wick's Buffalo
court action seeking injunction against
Code Authority.

June 24-26: Convention of Southeastern The-
ater Owners Association, The Ansley Hotel,

Atlanta.

July 25: I.T.O.A. boat ride and outing.

June 28: World premiere of "The World Moves
On" at Criterion, N. Y.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
graphy, Venice, Italy.

June 18: Exhibitor mass meeting under aus-
pices of Independent Exhibitors' Protective
Association at Hotel Broadwood, Philadel-

phia.

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Penn-
sylvania, New York.

"LET'S TALK IT OVER"

with Chester Morris, Mae Clarke,

Frank Craven

Universal 69 mins.

DRAMA CARRIES POP APPEAL WITH
A SAILOR WINNING SOCIETY GIRL IN

VERY HUMAN SITUATIONS.

Chester Morris has the role of a tough

U. S. gob on shore leave who rescues a

society girl (Mae Clarke) when he thinks

she is drowning. In his flip way he as-

sumes she likes him a lot when she is

merely amused with him after being bored

to death with her society set. The plot

is rather unconvincing in the first two

reels, but gets going with some very good

human interest situations as the girl awakes

to the realization that she loves this big

hearted gob. She gets him a job with her

uncle in his investment house, and he

starts to make good and win the respect

cf the uncle (Frank Craven). The payoff

comes when a jealous girl in the society

set tips Chester off to the fact that his

idol only took him on to win a bet with

her society boy friend that she could polish

up this crude gob person. Burning up,

he breaks in on her party, and tells her

what he thinks of her before her friends.

Good climax as the girl rises to the occa-

sion and atones for her unkind practical

joke—with the happy ending.

Cast: Chester Morris, Mae Clarke, Frank

Gaven, John Warburton, Irene Ware, Russ

Brown, Andy Devine, Tom Dugan.

Director, Kurt Neumann; Authors, Dcre

Schary, Lewis Foster; Screen Play, John

Meehan, Jr.; Cameraman, Charles Stumar.

Direction, Good Photography, Good.

Cicely Courtneidge in

"ALONG CAME SALLY"
with Sam Hardy

Gaumcnt-British 72 mins.

JUST FAIR BRITISH MUSICAL COM-
EDY WITH CABARET-RACKETEER PLOT.
PLEASING ENSEMBLES AND ONE TUNE-
FUL NUMBER.

Miss Courtneidge, known as "Cicely"

in England, may be a riot over there but

her style of comedy will not cause much
hilarity in this country. She plays the part

of a girl who insists upon being engaged
in a cabaret floor show. Sam Hardy, an

American, turns her down. She then man-
ages to secure a job as maid in Hardy's

heme. There she discovers that he is in

search of a foreign star for his show. She

disguises herself as Mademoiselle Zaza, a

French music hall performer. In the mean-
time, some American gangsters who have

followed Hardy to England, demand a cut

in Hardy's profits. When he refuses they

kidnap Zaza. She escapes in time to ap-

pear in the show. In the interim, her

Apache partner has been kidnaped and one

cf the gangsters dons the dancer's cos-

tume. The best laughs in the film come
when Zaza dances with the disguised

gangster. There is one good ensemble

number and the two songs, "We'll All Go
Riding on a Rainbow" and "You Ought to

See Sally on Sunday," should catch on.

Cast: Cicely Courtneidge, Sam Hardy,

Phyllis Clare, Billy Milton, Ben Weldon,
Enrico Naldi, Ann Hope, Ivor McLaren
Rex Evans, Tubby Cipen, Hartley Power.

Director, Tim Whalen; Author, same;
Adaptors, Austin Milford, A. R. Rawlinson;

Screen Play, Guy Bolton; Editor, D. Twist;

Cameraman, C Van Enger; Recording En-

gineer, H. Hand.

Direction, Fair Photography, Excellent

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

THIRST results of the cross-country
talent hunt for Universal by

Casting Director David C. Werner
are the signing of Lee Crowe, 21,

of Ann Arbor, Mich., and Philip
Thomas Dakin, 26, of Elgin, 111.

Crowe has been playing with east-
ern stock companies the past two
years. Dakin is without screen ex-
perience but has been playing in

stock and with road companies for
several years.

T T T

Harry Whorf, author of "The
Milky Way," Broadway stage hit,

has been signed by Universal and
will report to the coast probably in

August.
T T T

Esther Ralston has replaced June
Knight, who is sick, in the cast of
Universal's "Romance in the Rain."
Another replacement in the san.e
film is that of Philip Reed by Paul
Kaye.

T T T
Production on "Marie Galante,"

Fox picture featuring Ketti Gallian,
has started. Adapted by Reginald

Berkeley from the popular novel by
Jacques Deval, it casts Spencer
Tracy, Siegfried Rumann, Leslie
Fenton, Ned Sparks and Stepin
Fetchit. Henry King is directing.
This will be Miss Gallian's initial

screen appearance.

Clarence Wilson, comedian, has
been added to the cast of Fox's
"Servants' Entrance," now in pro-
duction as the next starring vehicle
for Janet Gaynor. Frank Dawson,
Ed Cecil, Lucille Ward and Ann
Doran have also been added to the
cast which, besides Janet Gaynor
and Lew Ayres, includes Louise
Dresser, Walter Connolly, Siegfried
Rumann, Astrid Allwyn, Ned
Sparks, G. P. Huntley, Jr., Cather-
ine Doucet and Harold Minjir.

t

CAST ASSIGNMENTS
COLUMBIA: Tyler Brooke for "Blind Date";

Douglas Cosgrove, Harry C. Brailey. Harry
Strang, Mert La Verre for "Special Agent";
Rita La Roy, Bradley Page and Crane W.lbur
for "The Criminal Within."

PARAMOUNT: Charles B. Middleton for
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch."

Edmund Cobb in

"RACKETEER ROUND-UP"
with Edna Aselin

Fred Thomson 50 mins.

FAIR WESTERN SOMEWHAT AWAY
FROM ROUTINE FAILS TO DEVELOP
MUCH ACTION.
A fair sample of the action drama,

this one is smoothly performed but fails

to develop much excitement. Edna Aselin

comes back to her father's dude ranch and

to Edmund Cobb, her sweetheart and the

ranch foreman, just as a trio of newly-re-

leased crooks arrive to await a jailbreak by

other members of their gang and a flight

over the border. Edna's pa, a former member
cf the gang unknown to her but who has

gene straight, is requested to turn over

$50,000 loot he has cached. One of the

crooks, attracted by Edna, forces her

father to get rid of the foreman on threat

of revealing his past. But Edna and Cobb
meet at a trysting place and plot an elope-

ment on the night the jailbreakers are due
to arrive. Cobb arrives on the scene of a

melee in which Edna's father is slain, and
she is kidnaped by one of the gang who
flees with the loot. Cobb flees when he is

suspected of murder. In a pitched battle

the crooks are rounded up.

Cast: Edmund Cobb, Edna Aselin, Edward
Allen Bilby, Eddie Davis, Ned Norton, Lois

Glaze, Felix Valee, Jack Cheatham, Ruth
Runell.

Director, Robert Hoyt; Author, Eddie

Davis; Screen Play, Ruth Runell; Camera-
man, Leonard Pcole; Recording Engineer,

Earl Crain; Film Editor, Henry Adams.
Direction, Okay. Photography, Okay.

gi HOLLYWOOD ,«

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

$2.50 up, Single '

$3.00 up. Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaz? is near every-
thingto see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-
iness or pleasure.

Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pre*.

The "Doorwav of Hospitality"

Vine at Hollywood Blvo.

HOLLY WOOD
Jk
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New SeaMfr Feature Bookings Set forRKO Circuit

BIG CUTS NOT PLANNING SUMMER PRICE CUTS

Re-appoint Paramount Trustees Pending Reorganization
Company Files Answers to

Petitions for Re-
organizations

Appointment of Chas. D. Hilles,

Eugene W. Leake and Chas. H.
Richardson, present Paramount trus-

tees pending a reorganization of
Paramount-Pubiix under the new
bankruptcy law was made Saturday
by Federal Judge Alfred C. Cox.
The appointments followed a hear-
ing on two petitions requesting re-

organization under the bankruptcy
act to which Paramount had made
reply admitting sufficient material
allegations to bring the company
within the purview of the new law
and asked that the two petitions be
consolidated.

RKO Takes Over Ochs Theaters Aug. 2

Contracts were signed Saturday between RKO and Lee A Ochs giving RKO full

control of the four remaining Ochs' theaters. Under the deal, exclusively predicted

in Film Daily last Tuesday, RKO will operate and book the houses with Ochs taking

no part in administration. It is understood that Ochs retains a percentage of the

ownership. Four theaters involved are the Yorktown, Midtown, Costello and Uptown.
RKO will take over operation about Aug. 2.

LEVY TO OPEN RKO

MEETING AT CHICAGO

Chicago—RKO Radio Distributing
Corp., will open its annual sales

convention this morning at the
Drake Hotel with an address of
welcome by Jules Levy, vice-presi-

dent and general manager, to some
250 Radio home office sales and
studio executives, branch managers
and salesmen.

Then, Ned E. Depinet, president
(Continued on Page 16)

New Thomson Company
To Handle 6 Westerns

Fred Thomson, formerly associ-

ated with Ideal and Principal Pic-

tures, is organizing his own com-
pany to handle world distribution

of six action melodramas to be
made by Hoyt & Hirsch Productions,

(Continued on Page 15)

Ask Kuhn, Loeb to Draft Plan
The Paramount bank group committee

has joined the Vanderlip bondholders'

protective committee in asking Kuhn.
Loeb & Co. to draw up a plan of re-

organization for Paramount-Pubiix, the

fourth trustees' report reveals. The
trustees are cooperating with the com-
mittees in providing them with neces-
sary data on the company's condition.

PARA, CASH POSITION

IS GREATLY IMPROVED

Improvement of $1,152,356 in the

cash position of Paramount-Pubiix
from the time of the filing of the

third trustees' report on Sept. 29,

1933, is noted in the fourth trustees'

report filed Saturday in U. S. Dis-

trict Court. It outlines a pending
plan for reorganization of the huge
Paramount Theater bondholders'

claim in tracing the progress made
in reorganizing various subsidiaries

(Continued on Page 15)

Order Detroit Houses
To Raise Admissions

Detroit — Two decisions affecting

minimum admission prices have
been issued by the Detroit zoning

and grievance board. Both ordered

increases in admission. The first

case was decided against Mrs. So-

phie Helki of the Perrien on com-
(Continued on Page 15)

175 TO ATTEND M-G-M

CHICAGO CONVENTION

Chicago — Approximately 175 M-
G-M representatives will attend the

company's annual sales convention
opening Thursday at the Drake Ho-
tel, where a three-day session will

be held. Executives attending will
(Continued on Page 2)

Four More N. Y. Houses
Set by Springer-Cocalis

Springer-Cocalis has two houses
under construction and is planning
erection of two more in New York
City, it was stated yesterday by
J"ack Springer. Selection of sites

for the two planned theaters will

be made within the next two or

three weeks, Springer said. The
houses under construction are 1,500-

seaters, one at Beacon, N. Y., the
other at Westchester and Pilgrim
Aves., The Bronx. Both will be
completed in August.

130 Major Company Features
Are Bought for RKO Circuit

Last Warner Regional
Meet Ending at Frisco

San Francisco — Winding up a
series of Warner Bros.-First Na-
tional regional sales meetings, the
final session gets under way today
at the St. Francis Hotel, with Grad-
well L. Sears, divisional sales man-
ager, presiding. Talks will be giv-

en by Jack L. Warner, Norman H.
Moray, Major Albert Warner, Har-
old S. Bareford and Carl Leserman.
In the evening the men will attend
a screening of "Madame DuBarry."

Feature film booking arrange-
ments for the 1934-35 season have
been practically concluded for the

RKO circuit, The Film Daily
learns. It is understod that the cir-

cuit will have 50 RKO Radio pic-

tures, 30 Warner, 30 Paramount, 10
Columbia and 10 Universal, a total

of 130 major company pictures.

The number will be increased
through "spot" bookings from other

companies. It is known that RKO
will not play Fox pictures during
the coming year except under spe-

(Continued on Page 16)

Executives Hope to Be
Able to Boost Scales

Next Autumn
Major circuits will not effect re-

ductions in admission price scales
during the summer months, accord-
ing to statements made to The Film
Daily Saturday. All are hopeful of

increasing prices next fall, states
officials of Loew's, RKO, Warner
Bros, and Skouras Theaters.

In some competitive situations it

is planned to offer "earl ati-

nees." General opinion i

creased operation costs make price

cuts impractical and furthermore,
the picture-going public seems to

have more money to Spend than last

summer, executives declared.

GORDON MAY GET RKO

CENTER ON SE

Negotiations are practical

between the Rockefellers and
Gordon which will turn the

Center into a musical comedy
ter about Sept. 1. Hassard
is being considered in the

direct of productions. First pro-

duction will be "Waltzes fromVien-
na," recently produced in London by
Sir Oswa i Stoll. I oi.summation of

the deal is expected this week.

Idea Swapping Feature

An exchange of ideas towards

closer and more efficient cooperation

between Famous Theaters Corp. and

its partners will be discussed at the

first meeting of the company's Na-

tional Advisory Committee today
(Continued on Page 2)

Hal Skelly Killed

Hal Skelly, age 42, stage and screen

actor, was instantly killed late Satur-

day afternoon in a grade crossing auto-

mobile accident at West Cornwall, Conn.

Funeral will be held tomorrow in New

York.
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am Woodruff Dies
treau of THE FILM DAILY
•les—William H. Wood-
ge and screen actor who
ith Charles Ray in many

. Ills mm successes, is dead of
nephritis. Two daughters survive.

FOR WORLD RELEASE

"QUEST of the
PERFECT WOMAN"

FEATURING
TOM TERRISS

SERIES OF ONE-REEL
DIRECT TALKING PRODUCTIONS

DuWorld Pictures
StTi.Mji 729 SEVENTH AVENUE <*<

175 TO ATTEND M-G-M

CHICAGO CONVENTION

(Continued from Page 1)

include Nicholas M. Schenck, Louis
B. Mayer, Felix F. Feist. In addi-
tion to Mayer the studio will send
Hal Roach and Howard Strickling.

Following is the convention list:
Felix F. Feist. William F. Rodgers, Thomas

J._ Connors, Edward M. Saunders, Howard
Dietz, Fred C. Quimby, David Loew. Joseph
R. Vogel, Silas F. Seadler, William R. Fer-
guson, Alan F. Cummings, Jav A. Gove. John
S. MacLeod. Edwin W. Aaron. Charles F.
Deesen. M. L. Simons, Arthur Lacks, Frank
E. McRoy, Selvyn J. Levinson. Joel Bezah-
ler, Harold Postman, Sidney S. Braunberg.

The list of sales representatives who will
be present is as follows, by districts: Albany:
Ralph Pielow, Jacob M. Goldberg, William
L. Sherry; Boston: Maurice N. Wolf. Rav J.
Curran. Thomas J. Donaldson, Maurice Gold-
stein, Henry Rosenblatt, Abraham Tolkins
Harry Worden; Buffalo: E. K. O'Shea. Abe
Harris, Ralph W. Maw, Alexander Weiss-
man; Charlotte: Ira Furman, Burtus Bishop.
Jr., Benn H. Rosenwald, Herman L. Ripps.

Cincinnati: Edward M. Booth. Tohn S. Al-
len, Jacob M. Jacobs, Peter F. Niland. Wade
H. Windsor: Cleveland: Frank Drew, Edwin
H. Brauer, Joe Sogg, Eugene Vogel; Detroit:
John E. Flynn, Frank J. Downey. Floyd W.
Chrysler. Stanley Fisher, John F. Morgan:
New Haven: John Byrne, Milton Hyans.
Maurice Rabanus; New Jersey: David Lew
Beniamin Abner. Robert Cuming; New York:
William A. Scully. John J. Bowen, Howard
Levy, Harry Miller; Philadelphia: Robert
Lynch, Salem E. Applegate, Thomas E. Burns,
Joseph F. Morrow, Clarence Pippin, George
Schwartz.

Pittsburgh: John J. Maloney. Emanuel
Cohen, Saul Gottlieb, John L. Kelly, Jules
Lapidus; Washintrton; Rudolph Berger, Phil
Bobys, Harry Cohen, Nicholas P. Lloyd, Jr..
Frank Scully; Exploitation men: William G.
Bishop (Detroit), Charles G. Deardourff
(Cleveland), Bennv L. Darrow (Buffalo).
Bert McKenzie (Boston), Norman W. Pyle
(Washington): Atlanta: Charles E. Kessnich.
James W. Hanlon. Lafayette B. Butler.
Henry D. Hearn, Frank Jelenko, Louis C.
Ingram, C. Francis McGuire.

Chicago: Samuel A. Shirley. Felix Men-
delssohn, Frank Ishmael, Theodore L. Men
delssohn, David E. Ross; Dallas: Leroy Bick-
el. Clyde Houston, Henry G. Krumm, Charles
D. Lyne; Denver: Henry A. Friedel. Julian
H. King; Des Moines: Walter E. Banford.
Dexter C. Kennedy, Lou Levy; Indianapolis:
Wade W. Willman. Thomas C. Baker, Rob-
ert D. McRaven, H. A. (Whitey) Wagner;
Kansas City: Harris P. Wolfberg. Frank C.
Hensler. George Baumeister, Edwin W.
Green, Sam Stoll. Truly B. Wildman.

Los Angeles: George A. Hickey, Jake J.
Milstein, Francis A. Bateman. William A.
Calihan; Memphis: Tay F. Willinghnm, Carl
F. Mock, Jack ReVille; Milwaukee: Sam
Shut-man, Edward Lipson, A. Jack Shumow;
Minneapolis: William H. Workman. William
P. Cameron, Allen S. Clatworthy. Louis H.
Coen, George W. Turner; New Orleans:
Clarence J. Briant, Virgil H. Bridges: Okla-
homa City; William B. Zoellner, Roy M.
Avey, James N. Byrd.
Omaha: Harry J. Shumow, Carl Nedlev.

Fred C. Thortsen, Robert Winnig; Portland:
Louis Amacher, Joseph T. Warren; St. Louis:
Clayton T. Lynch. Glenn C. Gregory. Tack
Quinn. George Reillv: Salt Lake City: Mau-
rice N. Saffle, C. W. Boulet, Samuel T.
Gardner, Walter K. Millar; San Francisco:
Grover C. Parsons, Lee Hulling, Edward C.
Mix.

Seattle: Langdon C. Wingham, Mac Rul>en-
field, B. Wallace Rucker; Exploitation Men:
Morris Abrams (Minneapolis), Fred Bartow
f Chicago). E. B. Coleman (Atlanta). Claude
E. Morris (Kansas City). Representing Can-
ada will be Henry Nathanson and Walter
Hayner.

Hearing June 21 on Para. Order
Hearing will be held June 21 be-

fore Referee John E. Joyce on a
show cause order to permit the
Paramount trustees to expend $6,-
691 in payment of a balance owing
on 6(5,915 shares of common stock
of the United Detroit Theaters Corp.

Idea Swapping Feature
Of Theater Meet Today

(Continued from Pane 1)

at the Ambassador, Los Angeles,
simultaneous with opening of the
Paramount sales convention.

Attending the session will be:
George J. Schaefer, president of
Famous Theaters; Sam Dembow, Jr.,

E. V. Richards, Karl Hoblitzelle,

Abe Blank, Barney Balaban, Marty
Mullin of Boston will be unable to

be present owing to pressure of local

code activities.

Criterion Earns $14,414

The Criterion theater earned a
profit of $14,414 from Sept. 29, 1933,
to June 9, 1934, the fourth report of
the Paramount trustees discloses.

Rentals totaled $18,198 and expenses
$3,718.

Cusada Richey's Aide

Detroit— George C. Cusada has
been appointed assistant to H. M.
Richey of the Allied Theaters of
Michigan. Cusada will cover out-
state theaters.

C. A. to Meet Thursday
The Code Authority will meet

Thursday for the consideration of
appeals instead of Friday as has
been the custom.

Ulrich Smith Promoted

Philadelphia—Ulrich Smith, local

Paramount booker, has been made
sales manager for the company
here.

.oming and G 01ng

MAJOR L. E. THOMPSON left New York
yesterday for Chicago.

H. WILLIAM FITELSON returned to New
York Saturday from Detroit.

EDMUND GOULDING left New York for the
Coast Saturday.

LEO MORRISON sails on the He de France ll

July 7 to join Buster Keatort in Paris.

LLOYD NOLAN has gone from New York toll
San Francisco for a vacation before joining I

Paramount at Hollywood.

JEAN ARTHUR returns to the Coast next I

week from New York.

AL JOLSON and RUBY KEELER are New
York-bound on the Santa Elena from the Coast.

MYER BECK, of U. A. exploitation staff, has
left on a five-week business and pleasure trip

to South America.

SIDNEY LANFIELD, who arrived on the
Berengaria, is en route to Hollywood to direct
another picture for 20th Century.

JOHN CARSTAIR. British writer signed by
M-G-M, leaves London soon for Hollywood.

Boycotts to Run One Month
Boston—A boycott of one month

for all theaters handling films of

a distributor who has one picture
judged indecent is being organized
by 1,695,000 Catholics of Massachu-
setts, according to the local lodge
of the Knights of Columbus. Catho-
lic Church authorities have already
declared that 75 per cent of the
films produced this year to May 6
are against the code of morals sign
ed by the motion picture industry.

STAND UP AND CHEER

We won't guarantee that your customers will stand up

and cheer when you install Alexander Smith Carpet.

But they will notice the difference. And so will your

box office. At least, that's been the experience of the

majority of the country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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BELIEVE US WHEN WE TELL YOU THAT

WARNER BROS.
WILL HAVE THE STRONGEST STAR LINE-

UP IN THEIR HISTORY, IN THE GREAT-

EST SHOWS IN ANYBODY'S HISTORY

FOR 1934-35

mi

lid kf

60 STARS

FOR 60 PICTURES

'ANTHONY ADVERSE"
"GOLD DIGGERS OF 193 5'

MUNI in 'BLACK HELL'
"LAFAYETTE ESCADRILLE"
"CAPTAIN BLOOD" by SABATINI

AL JOLSON in "CASINO DE PAREE"

A KEELER and POWELL MUSICAL
"FAREWELL TO SHANGHAI"
"SWEET ADELINE"
"A LOST LADY"-'B ABBITT"

Vilograph, Inc., Distributors
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RKO CONFAB
RUMORS

II

II

CHICAGO—Colonel Jules Levy re-

ceived a wire from his pal, the

Governor of Kentucky, but modest
Jules handed it to Mike Poller for

he reference file.

Warren Lewis and Jack Joseph
took the boys to the Loop last night

for entertainment and are those

juys popular.

Bob Sisk and Barret McCormick
lad the campaign books under lock

md key and special protection but
)ur grape-vine telegraph tells us
hey're something to look for on
Tuesday p. m.

Eddie McEvoy and Cress Smith
ield a private conference to prepare,

idopt and discard a code of ethics

ind whatnot for sales contests so

hat they would be positively unfair
o all participants. Just a case of
Vast vs. West!

r

According to the boys who took

n the World's Fair Sunday a. m.
ind p. m. it's right fair entertain-

nent, especially Frank Buck's
Wild Cargo" of man-eaters.

Stan Jacques of Cincy dared Al
VLertz, shorts sales manager, to step

nto the convention hall today attired

xclusively in shorts as exploitation

or his product. Will the boys watch
or Mertz today!

Bob Wolff, New York's debonair
ranch manager, denied that he gave
)isney the idea for "The Big Bad
Wolf" In fact, Bob said the Van
Jeuren cartoons were the only car-

oons in the market. Right loyal,

ay we!

Lyons of Atlanta and Lions of the

'oreign department got together to

ruake Frank Buck a proposition for
\n added tea/in attraction to his Fair
ihow of Jungle denizens.

^ive Broadway Players
For RKO New Year List
Five Broadway players have been

igned by RKO Radio for its 1934-

5 program. They are Fred Astaire,

inder contract for two pictures;

^iolet Kemble-Cooper, who will ap-

ear in "The Fountain"; Thelma
Vhite, slated for two pictures, and
Jarbara Robbins and John Beal,

/ho have featured roles in "Hat,
loat and Glove," now in work on
he Radio lot.

• • • WITH THE opening day of the RKO-Radio annual
convention .. . ..we are reminded of the Arabian Nights
development of this organizashe founded a few short
years ago 1929 after a series of mergers, con-
solidations and conferences conducted by representatives of

General Electric, Radio Corp. of America, Westinghouse,
Victor Talking Machine Co., National Broadcasting Co. and
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Theaters and the wise guys called
these gents Visionaries when they organized RKO Radio
Pictures and said they were "throwing their dough
away" and lookit! what has happened in five

short years !

T T T
• • • ON THE lot that 20 years ago was a hog wallow

and six years ago houred some board structures of the
old FBO Company now employs 2,500 workers in the
RKO Radio studios with 42 contract players, 16 direc-

tors and other scores of special experts in one
year's time the mud flats had been metamorphosed into a Major
Studio that today supplies a sizable slice of the indus-
try's major product

T T
• • • TODAY THE plant's physical equipment is valued
at $13,000,000... under the successive leadership of Wil-
liam Le Baron, David O. Selznick, Merian Cooper and Pandro
S. Berman the studio has increased its prestige with
these short intervening years and garnered more than
its share of acclaim and Academy awards. so as
the boys go into convention assembled today they can
feel that in these magical five years they have scored a
unique triumph in putting a Major Studio on the map in a Big
Way..

PARAMOUNT
MEET NOTES

T OS ANGELES—Hugh Braly, dis-

trict manager in Denver, spent
the last few hours before train time
making the last round-up collecting
a few stray poker debts. Wouldn't
admit he'd collected any money but
he just made the rattler.

The St. Louis boys assigned Ralph
LiBeau as chaperon to Maurice
Schweitzer during the time in Hol-
lywood, so that he might be return-
ed to them safe and sound. But it

seems the effort was all a waste of
time. On arriving in Hollywood the
boys had to wire back with tears in

their eyes that Sylvia was vaca-
tioning in New York.

I New Policy at Proctor's Newark
Starting today, RKO Proctor's

|
Newark will drop vaudeville and go

I'
nto a straight picture policy show-

i

ng double features with a twice-
[veekly change.

More Space for Liberty

i Liberty Pictures Corp. has moved
I o enlarged quarters on the 19th
loor of 1776 Broadway.

Para. Cash Position

Is Greatly Improved
(Continued from Page 1)

and adjusting outstanding claims.

The trustees recommend that no di-

vidend be paid at this time.

Paramount had $3,226,836 in bank
Vne week of June 9 last, compared
to $2,074,480 on Sept. 29, 1933, the

report states. Receipts over that

period were $2,244,747 and disburse-

ments $1,092,391.
The proposed plan for reorganization of

the Paramount Theater Building bonds, sub-
stantially approved by the bondholders, pro-
vides for exchange of existing 5y2 per cent
bonds maturing Jan. 1, 1931, for new 20 year
bonds. New bonds to be divided into a first

period lasting until half the bonds are re-

tired and a second period lasting from such
date to the date of the maturity of the bonds.
During the first period bonds are to bear a
fixed interest at rate of 3 per cent per an-

num, any income on the property over and
above such fixed interest, operating expenses
and taxes will be devoted to a sinking fund
up to the amount of $200,000 yearly, and any
excess to be paid as additional interest up to

an additional 2 J4 per cent yearly. During
the second period holders of bonds are to re-

ceive fixed interest at 514 per cent and any
income in excess of such figure, together with
operating expenses and taxes, is to be applied

to a sinking fund. Upon consummation of

the plan, the claim of $178,543,653 _ filed by
Paramount Broadway bondholders is to be
withdrawn if one year from the summation
of the plan an instrument guaranteeing pay-

ment of 3 per cent interest and $100,000 an-

nually on account of sinking fund is deliv-

ered.
The report states that negotiations^ are now

pending with Eastern Service Studios for a

lease of the Paramount Astoria studios and
that negotiations for a readjustment of the

$2,900,000 bond issue on the West Coast stu-

dio and Paramount Theater Bldg. have not

been successful.

Order Detroit Houses

To Raise Admissions
(Continued from Page 1)

plaint of Arthur E. Koch of the

Fredro. The Perrien, according to

complaint, was charging five cent

children's admissions, and was or-

dered to increase to 10 cents, as pro-

vided in film contracts. The same
clause was invoked against four ex-

changes. Paramount, Warner Bros.-

First National, Fox. and M-G-M in

a complaint brought by Julius D.

London, ordering the exchanges to

enforce the minimum admission
prices in the case of the Roosevelt

and the Arcadia, both Detroit
houses.

Portland's Frank Clark, the opti-

mistic gentleman from Rosaria,
brought his golf clubs along. But
when he saw the convention pro-
gram he shook his head sorrowfully.
Golf wasn't on the schedule any
place.

Ed Ruff and his Ruffians from
Maine arrives in Hollywood with a
flock of neckwear that will make
Gary Cooper go green with envy if

he lamps it. If he doesn't lamp it,

he'll hear it in the distance anyhow.

Skirboll Gets Franchise

World Wide Pictures has allotted

its franchise to Joseph Skirboll of

Majestic Pictures, Pittsburgh, for
western Pennsylvania and West Vir-
ginia.

Carl P. York, coming all the way
from Sweden for the convention,
brought along the consolation prize
he won on the Drottingholm for
deck deck tennis. He was the worst
of ten bad players on the ship.

Someone asked John Day on ths
train to what he attributed his in-

crease in weight during his long so-

journ in Brazil. John aswered
"Nuts."

"Clayt" Eastman arrives at the
convention with a sprained ankle.

Won't tell how he got it. Local
scouts are querying Albany by wire
to find out the cause.

Arch Selwyn Bankrupt

Arch Selwyn, who with Harold
B. Franklin recently formed Frank-
wyn Productions, has filed a volun-
tary petition in bankruptcy listing

liabilities of $312,910 and assets of

known value of $5,689. Selwyn
stated Saturday that the action
would in no way affect his plans to

produce seven legitimate plays this

season under the Frankwyn banner.

New Thomson Company
To Handle 6 Westerns

(Continued from Page 1)

and other product. Thomson, who
is making his office temporarily at

the Mercury Film Laboratory, has
received "Racketeer Round-Up" and
"Saddle Savage," first two of the

Hoyt & Hirsch productions. Phil

Meyer will distribute the six mel-
lers in the New York territory.

Add Carpet Department

Capitol M. P. Supply Corp. is

adding a theater carpet department
under supervision of David Meltz.

Department will also service car-

pets without removal from the the-

ater.

Handling Fight Film

First Division is releasing the

Baer-Carnera fight pictures in the

Albany and Buffalo territory.
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There are plenty of laughs for the
)

whole family in this uproarious
|

domestic comedy! "The Party's

Over" with Stuart Erwin, Ann
§

Sothern, Arline Judge, Chick l

Chandler, Patsy Kelly. From the

sragc comedy hit by Daniel Kusell. I

Directed by Walter Lang.

A deeply powerful drama of a

woman who lost a great love—
only to find a still greater love!

"Most Precious Thing In Life"

with Jean Arthur, Donald Cook,

Richard Cromwell. From the
|

McCall Magazine story by Travis

Ingham. Directed by Lambert

Hillyer.

One of the most unusual stories of

I the year, "The Captain Hates The I

j
Sea," Wallace Smith's best-selling |

I

novel — is being adapted to the I

, screen by the author. Keep your ,

eyes on this one — it promises to
J

' be one of the year's most unique J

i offerings. A Lewis Milestone pro/,

duccion. M

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
INDICATING that perhaps her va-

cation is drawing to a close, Clau-
clette Colbert is being- seen shopping
around San Francisco, it is reported.
The brunette Paramount actress left

Hollywood a few weeks ago after
completing her role in Cecil B. De
Mille's "Cleopatra."

T T T

George Bancroft's 17-year-old
daughter, Georgette, is about to en-

ter pictures, "but will not take the

easy read to stardom," Bancroft an-

nounced in Hollywood, declaring that

she was about to make her debut as

an extra in his forthcoming Para-
mount picture, "Elmer and Elsie."

"Elmer and Elsie" is an original

story by George S. Kaufman and
Marc Connelly. Frances Fuller and
Roscoe Karns are featured with

Bancroft in the production.

Charles Lang, A.S.C. winner of
the 1933 Academy award for cine-
matography, has been assigned to
photograph Paramount's filmization
of "Mr. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch."

Aline MacMahon and Guy Kibbee
head the cast of "Big Hearted Herb-
ert," which goes into production
this week on the Warner lot. Among
the supporting players will be Pa-
tricia Ellis, Helen Lowell, Phillip
Reed, Junior Durkin and Mickey
Rooney.

Y T

Alison Skipworth has been signed
by Columbia for "The Captain
Hates The Sea," in which Victor
McLaglen, Wynne Gibson and Fred
Keating will also appear. Lewis
Milestone will direct.

Levy To OpenRKO Meet at Chi.
(Continued from Page 1)

of RKO Distributing Corp. is sched-
uled to introduce the following, each
of whom will speak briefly: J. R.

McDonough, Wm. Mallard, Major
Lambert, Major L. E. Thompson.
B. B. Kahane, Phil Reisman, Sol
Newman, R. R. Doyle, Robert Tril-

lo, Jacobo Glucksman, Niles Tram-
mell, Frank Buck and "Amos 'N'

Andy."
After these addresses, Levy will

welcome the newcomers to the or-

ganization and cite the men who
have won promotion from the ranks
during the past season. A review
of the past season will follow.

Morning session will conclude with
addresses by Ned Depinet and B
B. Kahane on the final pictures of
the 1933-34 season.

Principal feature of the afternoon
session will be talks on short sub-
jects. A. H. Mertz, short subject
sales manager, will discuss two-reel
comedies; Fred McConnell, general
manager of the Van Beuren Corp.
will comment on the company's
product of animated cartoons and
adventure-travel pictures. Jack
Connolly, general manager of Pathe
News, will tell of the reel's develop-
ment during the year.

Ernest V. Heyl, vice president of

RCA Photophone, will discuss the
latest developments in recording
and reproduction of sound. De-
partmental discussions will be
offered by Joseph Skelly, manager
of exchange operations; Edward
Horre, manager of the print and
negative department and Louis
Gaudreau, purchasing agent and
manager of accessory sales.

Those attending the three-day
convention include:
Albany— ('. R. Halligan, branch manager;

T, M. Conlon and G. Tucker. Atlanta—H.
M. Lyons, branch manager; W H. Gardiner,
H. F. Goldstein. F. G. Ross. C. L. DeVizia,
M. M. Ames. Buffalo—H. T. Dixon, branch
manager; R. F. Branon, R. S. Mitchell. Chi-

cago—J. C. Osserman, branch manager; S.
Gorelick, R. V. Nolan, J. J. Clarke, E. A.
Phelps, R. Enger and Warren Lewis, Chi-
cago Exploiteer.

Cincinnati—S. C. Jacques, branch manager;
R. Kinsler, A. L. Sugarman, L. Rosenfeld,

J. A. Knight. Cleveland: H. H. Greenblatt,
branch manager; A. Goldsmith, N. H. Ger-
son, W. D. Ward. Dallas—S. M. Sachs,
branch manager; J. H. Gruben, J. B. Bre-
cheen, W. V. Adwell, J. Huey. Denver

—

J. H. Ashby, branch manager; F. J. Lee,
F. B. Brown, J. A. Hughes. Des Moines

—

B. J. McCarthy, branch manager; R. F.
Crawford, M. A. Raymon. N. Sandler. De-
troit — N. Levy, branch manager ; E. C.
Murphy, F. Bonnem, J. Sharkey.

Indianapolis— R. E. Churchill, branch man-
ager; C. E. Penrod, C. C. Wallace, R. L.
Brentlinger. Jacksonville — C. W. Allen,
branch manager; H. C. Simpson. Kansas
City—T. R. Thompson, branch manager;
E. L. Dyson, J. Lewis, A. A. Renfro, K. G.
Howe. Los Angeles—N. P. Jacobs, branch
manager; S. W. Whitehead, J. Rubenstein,
G. R. Giroux. Memphis — P. M. Baker,
branch manager; N. J. Colquhoun, W. M.
Shelson. Milwaukee—A. N. Schmitz, branch
manager; M. Anderson, J. Abrose, H.
Melcher.

Minneapolis—L. E. Goldhammer, branch
manager; W. C. Winters, S. Frank, E.
Rosen, C. J. Dressell, J. Kaliski. New
Haven — B. Pitkin, branch manager; H.
Zeitels. New Orleans—G. C. Brown, branch
manager ; Roy Pfeiffer, H. F. Cohen. New
York—R. S. Wolff, branch manager; P.
Hodes, B. C. Kranze, E. T. Carroll, J. J.

Dacey, M. Westebee, J. Ellis, L. I. Kutinsky.
Oklahoma City — R. B. Williams, branch
manager; P. Fielding, C. D. Burton. Omaha
—A. M. Avery, branch manager; O. Hanson,
W. J. Foley, E. Huhnke. Philadelphia—F.
L. McNamee, branch manager; S. Lefko, W.
H. Tyson, M. Shulman, J. J. McFadden, E.

J. Epstein.
Pittsburgh—G. Lefko, branch manager; L.

Padolf, R. II. Lange, J. Graham, E. Lebby.
Portland—M. E. Corey, branch manager; B.

R. Keller. St. Louis—L. Elman. branch man-
ager; T. C. Tobin, W. F. DeFrenne, H.
Levy. Salt Lake City—T. J. Walsh, branch
manager; H. Fuller, F. S. Gulbranson. J.

Marks. San Francisco—G. Wm. Wolf,
branch manager; G. R. Seach, J. J. O'Lough-
lin, E. A. Stein.

Seattle—E. A. Lamb, branch manager ; J.
Burk, W. M. J. Kelly. Sioux Falls—S. W.
Fitch, branch manager; E. J. Frace, F.
Horn. Washington—R. J. Folliard, branch
manager; H. Kahn, E. W. Grover, O. Knox,
H. F. Bachman.
Canada—J. T. Droy. Calgary; N. M". Dur-

ant, Montreal; L. Choquette, Montreal; E.
Whelpley, St. John; F. Meyers, Toronto;
H. F. Taylor, Toronto; W. S. Jones, Van-

RKO CIRCUIT SET ON

1934-35 FEATURES

(Continued from Page 1)

cial arrangements. Last year the
circuit played about 20 Fox pictures.
•No contracts for the showing of in-
dependent pictures have been made
although many will be included in
the double feature programs.

United Artists Complete
Five for Next Season

Five United Artists' releases for
the new season have been completed,
including two from 20th Century
and one each from London Films,
Reliance and Viking Productions.
The films are "Bulldog Drummond
Strikes Back," with Ronald Colman
and Loretta Young, to be released
June 20; "The Affairs of Cellini,"

starring Constance Bennett and
Freder.c March scheduled for Au-
gust release; "The Private Life of
Don Juan," now being edited by
Douglas Fairbanks at the London
Films' studio in England; Reliance's
"The Count of Monte Cristo" with
Robert Donat and Elissa Landi and
the Viking production "Our Daily
Bread," with Karen Morley and Tom
Keene which King Vidor directed.

Writing Luther Script
Kansas City—The Rev. Andreas

Bard of St. Mark's Lutheran Church
was commissioned yesterday by
Adolph Zukor, here en route to the
coast, to prepare a life of Martin
Luther for a picture.

Jane Winton in "Caviar"
Jane Winton has replaced Na-

nette Guilford in the leading fem-
inine role in "Caviar," musical show
current at the Forrest.

couver; M. Plottel, Winnipeg; J. Davidson,
Winnipeg.

t
District Managers—W. E. Branson, Mid-

Western District; J. H. Maclntyre, South-
ern District; H. C. Cohen, Western District;
H. J. Michalson, Eastern Central District;
L. M. Devaney, Canadian District.

Traveling Auditors—R. Helms, E. Sedin,
J. Schmitzer, N. Clarke, J. deWaal, R. O'-
Brien, R. A. Young and Wm. McShea.
Other Home Office Delegates—Cresson E.

Smith, Western and Southern Division Man-
ager; Wm. H. Clarke, Assistant Treasurer;
R. F. Sisk, Director of Advertising and
Publicity; A. A. Schubart, Manager of Con-
tract Department; M. G. Poller, Assistant
to Jules Levy ; Harry Gittleson, editor of
the "Flash"; Leon J. Bamberger, special sales

promotion; S. B. McCormick, Advertising
Manager; Wm. Dahler, Assistant to Eastern
Sales Manager; L. II. Miller, assistant to
Western and Southern Sales Manager; Frank
Kennedy, Manager of Playdate Department;
G. Muchnic, Assistant Secretary; R. K.
Hawkinson, South American Division Man-
ager; B. P. Lion, European Division Man-
ager; G. E. Youngman, Radio Pictures Legal
Counsel; Burt Gillett, Supervising Director
of Van Beuren Cartoons; M. Barrett, of the
Van Beuren Corporation; A. H. McCausland.

Delegates from RKO Radio's studios also
include Eddy Eckles, Publicity Director; and
Lee Marcus, Short Subjects Producer.

"RKO Night" In Chicago
Chicago—RKO conventioneers will be

guests tonight of the Palace Theater.
Featured on the "RKO Night" program
will be Bert Wheeler and Robert Wool-
sey in person and on the screen in

"Cockeyed Cavaliers". Frank Buck, Mor-
ton Downey and Ben Bernie, will act as

master of ceremonies.



Showmen:
Phone M-G-M

for a print of "The

Prizefighter and

The Lady" starring

MAX
BAER
The Showman's Champ

a tip from

Leo



In advance of the opening in

Sales Convention, prior top

1934-35,and BASED ON PROVEN p

a

EXH
a cross-section of the exhibition

circuits, great de luxe theatres

HAVE ALREADY CONTRACTED FOR

These showmen are on the

PRODUCTIONS. ..
*A FEW OF THE 1500—WARNER BROS., Circuit, from Coast to Coast • I. M. RAPPAPORT, Hippodrome, Baltimore, Md,

KEENEY & FESSLER, Park, Reading, Pa. • HARRY ZEITZ, State, New Bedford, Mass. WALTER J. COULTER & CHARLES SOMMA, Bluebird

Portland, Maine • JOHN F. KUMLER, Panffieon, Toledo, Ohio • ROSS GARVER, Orpheum & Swan, Terre Haute, Ind. • JOE MORENCY,

AARON H. COURSHON, Orpheum, Memphis, Tenn. • ROBB & ROWLEY, R. R. Circuit, Texas & Oklahoma • J. SCHWARTZ, Brown & Alamo,

Shamokin & Tamaqua, Pa. W. FREDERICKS, Garden, Lockhaven, Pa. CHARLES GREIME, Vitaphone, Wenatchee, Wash. •

• FRED SHARBY, Sharby Circuit, Vermont and New Hampshire • A. G. CONSTANT, Valentine, Canton, Ohio • V. U. YOUNG, Theatrical

New Jersey • BYRON AKINS, Palace-Strand, Athens, Ga. ^ E. L. HARRIS, Columbia, Peoria, III. • STEPHEN BRAUN, Publix-Ottumwa

BEN F. SHEARER, Juneau, Ketchikan, Alaska • RADIO CITY* MUSIC HALL, New York City



'"Chicago today of the RKO-Radio
Program Announcements for

PERFORMANCE, more than

to

.N

#

ilTORS
field representing the largest

and small neighborhood houses

RKO-RADIO'S NEW SEASON'S PRODUCT

e dotted line because they want

NOT PREDICTIONS!
• MRS. MARY VUONO, Strand & Palace, Stamford, Conn. • A. C. GORDON, R/aJfo, Boise, Idaho • BEN F. SHEARER, Tower, Bremerton, Wash.

Theatre, Petersburg, Va. • Byrd, Richmond, Va. • S. J. BLACKMORE, Granada Theatre, Duluth, Minn. • ABE GOODSIDE, Empire & Keith,

Plaza, Salem, Mass. CLINTON F. PAYNE, LeRoy, Pawtucket, R. I. • F. W. TWYMAN, Jefferson & Lafayette, Charlottesville, Va.

Louisville, Kentucky • A. L. HASSENSALL, Grand, Evansville, Ind. • M. CONLEY, Con/ey, Frankfort, Ind. • J. F. HJGGINS, Ma/esfi'c,

JOHN HAMRICK, Ci'rcui'f, Seattle, Tacoma & Portland • C. J. LAWLOR, Law/or, Greenfield, Mass. H. HORGAN, Opera House, Newport, R. I.

Managers, Inc., Circuit, Indiana & Ohio • M. OPPENHEIMER, Capitol, Shenandoah, Pa. • BEN AMSTERDAM, Atlantic Theatres Circuit,

Theatre Circuit, Ottumwa and Waterloo, la. • Bemidji, Bemidji, Minn. • . Murray, Ponca City, Okla. • Roxy, Twin Falls, Ida.
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THE ONLY SHORT SUBJECTS
Featuring the Child Sensation • . .
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THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

stributed in U. S. A.
FOX Film Corporation

SHIRLEY TEMPLE "FROLICS OF YOUTH"
THAT ARE MAKING MONEY FOR THE SHOWMEN

MERRILY YOURS
with Junior Coghlan

Darn good ... The kids do swell work."— L. A. Illustrated Daily News

WHAT'S TO DO?
with Junior Coghlan, Harry Myers, Lila Leslie

"Amusing . . . good fun"— M. P. Herald

PARDON MY PUPS
with Junior Coghlan, Kenneth Howell/ Dorothy Ward
Suggested by the story "Mild Oats" by Florence Ryerson and Colin Clements

"Altogether delightful-All do their stuff well, especially Shirley Temple"

Rob Wagner's Script

MANAGED MONEY
with Junior Coghlan

Played and exploited by the Music Hall, Roxy, Mayfair and Palace Theaters, New
York, and now being extensively exploited by the RKO Metropolitan Circuit

ONE REEL

FromSHOWMEN'S ROUND T;

Shirley Temple Shorts

Smart showmen are cash .g in on
sky-rocketting popularity of little Shi

Temple, the wonder girl of the sen

who has swept the country by her

markable performance in several re<

features

Several good short subjects were m
under the Educational banner before

went into featured roles and should

played, regardless of whether you h

played them before.

Book them in and give them a g
play in all your advertising, lobby, tr

ers, etc. It will get you dough especi

now while everyone is talking about I

Take this tip, Mr. Theatreman, and c

tact your Fox-Educational exchange ri

away.
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Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought

•<}'' •:..'•

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

VCL. LXV. NO. 142 NEW yCRr, TLESDA>, JUNE 19, 1934 <S CENTS

Warner Bros. Houses Getting U. A. ProductAgain

VITAPHg SELLING 13TSH0RTS FOR J934- 1935

RKO Strengthening Theater Position in N. Y. Territory

Production
... as we see it

= By DON CARLE GILLETTE —
SCANNING the advance outlines of pic-

tures promised for 1934-35 by most

major and independent companies, three

things stand out.

First, the unusual number of serious

and classic themes.

Second, the comparatively small amount
of comedy.

Third, the supplementary assurances that

the pictures are going to be clean.

Considerable emphasis is placed on the

latter point, obviously due to the recent

crusades against films by churches and

others who have become vociferous tc

such a degree that producers have been

scared into taking them seriously.

As a matter of fact, motion pictures

never were cleaner than in the last few

years. But some unfortunate incident

seems to have precipitated a campaign

in which a mountainous fuss has been

made over the 15 or 25 per cent of screen

material that offends somebody or other

while the 75 to 85 per cent that is per-

fectly all right has been ignored.

A LTHOUGH it is important for pro-

*» ducers to keep their eyes on any con-

certed attacks against the screen, they

should hesitate and consider before taking

some of these inspired assaults too serious-

ly.

The studios simply can't turn out all

the types of pictures announced and white-

wash them enough to appease every men-

tality of snooper without making many of

the pictures so dull that they will bore

audiences to distraction.

Other means must be employed to gain

more tolerance and freedom of expression

within the limits of good taste.

Aside from the oft-suggested classifica-

tion of pictures according to type of

audience, young and old, it seems that

much could be done at the production

source by turning out more pictures deal-

ing with plain every-day romance and home-
ly drama, and not so much of the triangle

tripe that is continually being rehashed

by hack writers who never see anything
{Continued on Page 2)

Circuit Takes Over Four
More Houses from

Consolidated
With reports in circulation that

other major circuits are planning

to strengthen their positions in the

New York metropolitan territory,

RKO has quietly taken over eight

houses during the last three days

in this area and is understood plan-

ning to acquire more. Latest addi-
{Continued on Page 10)

PH1LLY INDIE EXH1BS

NAME 60LDER PREXY

Philadelphia — Ex-Congressman
Ben Golder was elected temporary
president of the Independent Exhi-
bitors Protective Association at a
meeting of the organization held yes-

(Continued on Page lUj

Columbia Will Hold
Two Regional Meetings

Columbia will hold two regional

sales meetings early next month.

The first will take place at Atlantic

City July 2, 3 and 4 while the sec-

ond will be held in the Middle West
(Continued on Page 4)

Plan Three Reelers

San Francisco—An innovation in the
new season Vitaphone program is a

series of three-reel specials comprising
condensed versions of Broadway musical
hits. They are: "Song of the Flame,"
starring Bernice Claire and J. Harold
Murray; "Sunny," starring Dorothy
Stone, and "50 Million Fenchmen,"
starring Lois Moran.

WON'T SELL 10 GENT

HOUSES, SAYS WARN
Warner Bros.-First National will

positively not sell 1934-35 pictures

to 10 cent houses, it was stated at

the company's regional sales meet-
ing which closes today at the St.

Francis. At the final meeting to-

day S. Charles Einfeld will talk o;

the advertising budget for the ©
(Continued on Page 4)

20 Features Scheduled
in Chesterfield Lineup

Chesterfield-Invincible lineup for

next season will comprise 20 pic-

tures, 10 from each company, in-

cluding six specials and two exploi-

tation pictures, it was stated yes-

terday by George Batcheller, Jr.

The two companies produced 18
(Continued on Page 4)

Warner Circuit Buys RKO,
M-G-M and Warner Product

Pizor Defends Affiliated

Houses in M.P.T.O. Unit
Philadelphia—The battle between

the M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pa. and
the recently-formed Independent Ex-
hibitors' Protective Ass'n broke out

into the open when President Lewen
Pizor of the former organization, in

a statement issued yesterday, de-

fended inclusion of affiliated thea-

ters in his ranks. These theaters

"have only one vote for all their

theaters," Pizor pointed out, and de-
(Continued on Page 10)

Warner Bros, theaters will again
play United Artists product during
1934-35 providing a deal under nego-
tiation is closed, as expected. Dur-
ing the current season the circuit

did not get United Artists product.

The U. A. program for the new year
will comprise 24 features.

The Warner circuit, through deals

handled by Clayton Bond, has closed

for all M-G-M, RKO and Warner-
First National output for next sea-

son. M-G-M has announced 48, RKO
50 and Warner-First National 60

features.

Bulk of Program Will be
Made at Vitaphone
Brooklyn Studio

San Francisco — Vitaphone will
distribute 130 short subjects dur-
ing the new season, Norman H.
Moray, in charge of sales, an-
nounced at the final session of the
Warner Bros.-First National region-
al sales meeting here yesterday.
Bulk of the program will be made
at the Vitaphone studio in Brooklyn
under supervision of Sam Sax while
20 subjects will be produced at War-
ner's Burbank's studios.

The 1934-35 schedule affords the
same number of subjects as pro-
vided for the current year. It com-
J i (Continued on Page 4)

$22,500,000 SOUGHT

IN ELECTRIC SUIT

Seven suits totaling $22,500,000
were filed yesterday in U. S. Dis-

trict Court against Erpi, Western
Electric and the American Tel. &
Tel. Co., by attorneys David G. Ber-
ger and Ralph Vatner charging un-
fair competition and restraint of

trade in the motion picture equip-
(Continued on Page 7)

Paramount Sales Policies

Discussed by Schaefer
Los Angeles—George J. Schaefer,

discussed sales policies for 1934-35

at the opening session yesterday of

the Paramount national sales con-

vention at the Ambassador Hotel. Ir

the afternoon John Hicks, Jr., vice
(Continued on Page 7)

68 C. A. Appeals Filed

Sixty-eight appeals had been filed

with the Code Authority up to June

15. Of this number, 31 have been

heard and decisions rendered on 22. It

is expected that at least six decisions

of the Authority will be made public

at the Thursday meeting.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Am. Seat 4l/4 4l/4 4V4 .

Columbia Picts. vtc. 33 32l/4 32'/4 —
Con. Fm. Ind 3'/2 3i/2 3V2 .

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 15'/4 15'/4 15V4 —
East. Kodak 1003/4 993/4 100% +
Fox Fm. "A" ISVi 15 'A 15V4 —
Loew's, Inc 32% 32V4 323/4 —
Paramount ctfs. . . . 4% 4l/2 4 5/s +
Pathe Exch 2% 2S/8 25/8 .

do "A" 237/g 23i/2 23% —
RKO 2% 25/8 2% ..

Warner Bros 6% 6 6 —
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Pets. vtc. 31'/2 31V4 31V4 —
Technicolor 143/4 14>/4 14'/2 +
Trans-Lux 1% 134 1 % +

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 9% 9</2 9V2 ..

Loew 6s 41ww 102% 102 102% +
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 54 53% 53%
Par. 5%s50 ctfs.... 53% 53% 53% +
Warner's 6s39 61% 6Q3/4 -60y4 —

Net
Chg.

%

Filming Balzac Story

Majestic will film Balzac's "A
Bachelor's Establishment" as one of

the features of its 1934-35 program.

MAMERICA see

FACTS:

the TRUTH!! !

FIRST 100% NAZI
German Picture

5 Shows—12 :30-2 :50-S :10-7 :30-9 :50

YORKVILLE THEATREI Tickets 40c
96th St. & THIRD AVE.

I
4th Record Week

'S. A.—MANN
Brand"

Over 100 Million

People in EUROPE
have seen and
re-seen it. . .

of life except in their own unreal Holly-

wood surroundings.

•

DESIDES the need of more comedy and
" down-to-earth romantic drama, there
is one excellent story medium that the
screen has seldom utilized although it

offers limitless scope.

This is the realm of fantasy.

Not "Alice in Wonderland" creations

but rather on the order of "Beggar on

Horseback."

A public satiated with sex chases, tough
melodrama, stupendous musicals, historical

adaptations, documentary films and other

heavy themes that run from the serious

to the ponderous, should be in just the

right mood for a quantity of bright and
fanciful romance and adventure in 1934-

1935.

Stage Plays Production
Is Planned by Beahan

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Charles Beahan, who

last week resigned as an associate
producer at Columbia, plans to pro-
duce plays in New York. His three
shows lined up are : "Spring of

1600," comedy by Emlyn Williams;
"It Happens Every Day," authored
by himself, and "Just One More,"
light comedy. Beahan leaves the
Coast for New York in about four
weeks.

Sign Johnny Mack Brown
For 8 Columbia Pictures

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Columbia will star

Johnny Mack Brown in a series of
eight action romances. Irving Bris-

kin will supervise. Mack reports at

the studio July 1.

Hilda Lehr Buried
We't Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Funeral services were

conducted yesterday at Pierce
Brothers Mortuary for Hilda Cath-
erine Lehr, 18-year-old daughter of
Abraham Lehr, vice-president and
general manager of Samuel Gold-
wyn, Inc. Miss Lehr, who died Sat-
urday, was buried at the Home of

Peace Cemetery. Rabbi Edgar Mag-
nin conducted the services.

Skelly Funeral Today
Funeral services will be held at

10 o'clock this morning in St. Mal-
achy's Church, 239 West 49th St.,

for Hal Skelly, actor, who was
killed in an automobile accident Sat-
urday at West Cornwall, Conn. The
body was brought Sunday to the
Campbell Funeral Church in New
York, where it has> laid in state.

Defer Southeastern Meet
Atlanta — Southeastern Theater

Owners' convention, scheduled for

the Ansley Hotel June 24-26, has
been postponed until July 1-3.

Para. Court Order Cuts
Referee's Jurisdiction

Under the order signed Saturday
by Federal Judge Coxe bringing
Paramount under the jurisdiction

of Section 77B of the new bank-
ruptcy law, John E. Joyce, referee
in bankruptcy for Paramount, loses

his power to rule on matters and is

confined to making recommenda-
tions for the consideration of the
court.

The order provides also for a
meeting of creditors on July 10th
in the office of Special Master Joyce
to determine whether the appoint-
ment of Eugene W. Leake, Chas. D.
Hilles and Chas. H. Richardson as
temporary trustees under the new
bankruptcy act shall be made per-
manent. Retention of the present
attorneys and accountants for the
trustees is authorized. Filing of
$100,000 bond by the trustees to
qualify them under the law is re-

quired.

Under the phraseology of the new
act, the trustees act for the Deb-
tor's Estate and not for the bank-
rupt.

.oming andGoing
SHC
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Stars In Shrine Frolic

Minneapolis—Stars in person are
moving on Minneapolis, for the
Wampas frolic tonight in the Audi-
torium as part of the national
Shrine convention. Besides 13 of the
1934 Wampas stars, George Raft,
Lila Lee, George Bancroft, Wheeler
and Wolsey and Harold Lloyd have
made reservations. La Roy Prinz is

director of the frolic show.

Max Fellerman a Father

An eight-pound girl was born last
week to Mrs. Max Fellerman at the
Jewish Hospital, Brooklyn. Feller-
man is a booking executive of the
RKO circuit.

Para. Publix Meeting Postponed

A meeting of Paramount Publix
creditors to vote on the Saenger re-

organization plan scheduled for

Thursday will probably be post-

poned due to the necessity for cer-

tain legal changes to bring the pro-

ceedings under the new bankruptcy
act.

M-G-M Releases Set to Aug. 10

M-G-M has set its release sched-
ule up to Aug. 10. Dates are: June
15, "Operator 13"; June 29, "Mur-
der in the Private Car"; July 6,

"Stamboul Quest," July 13, "Born to

Be Bad"; July 20, "All Good Ameri-
cans"; July 27, "Student Tour";
Aug. 10, "Treasure Island."

Papers Not Served on Lasky

Only Jesse Lasky of all the de-

fendants in the $12,327,071 stock
repurchase suit of the Paramount
trustees against a group of past and
present Paramount directors has not
been served, the fourth trustees' re-

port states.

KING CHARNEY is in New York from the
Coast.

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK leaves New York
Friday to produce several shorts at the Coast
and in Mexico.

MRS. JAMES A. FITZPATRICK arrives ir,

New York tomorrow on the Champlain.

CHARLES BEAHAN will leave the Coast in' Z,
about four weeks for New York.

FRANK BORZAGE, DICK POWELL, PAT "

O'BRIEN, JOHN ELDREDGE, ROSS ALEXANDER
and GLEN BOLES left West Point yesterday re-
tunng to the Coast after completing location,
shots for "Flirtation Walk."

MAJOR ALBERT WARNER, GRAD SEARS fc
S CHARLES EINFELD and NORMAN MORAY
who left San Francisco last night for Hollywood
will remain there 10 days before returning to
New York.

RUBY KEELER and AL JOLSON arrived ii
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the Coast.

PHIL D'ESCO leaves New York tomorrow for
the Coast.

OSKAR DENES arrived in New York yester-
day on the Majestic.

RALPH BELLAMY has arrived in New York
from the Coast.

SAM COSLOW, Paramount song writer has
returned to the Coast after a vacation in
Europe.

ROBERT RITCHIE has returned to the Coast
from New York.

OTTO KRUGER will go to Elizabeth, N J
for a rest following completion of "All Good
Americans" at the Coast.

EDWARD MUHL, studio business manager for
Universal, is en route to New York from Holly-
wood.

LUCIEN HUBBARD is booked to sail on the
lie de France July 28.

SIR BENJAMIN FULLER leaves for New
York early this week from the Coast, follow-
ing his arrival from Australia.

RUSSELL GLEASON has arrived in New York
from the Coast.

LESLIE HOWARD arrives in New York to-
morrow from the Coast, prior to sailing tor
England.

WILLIAM GARGAN is scheduled to arrive in
New York tomorrow from Hollywood.

•

3
°J

Mc
v
CLUSKEY of Los Angeles has arrived fcin New York.

COL. FRED LEVY of Louisville is in New
York.

MONROE GREENTHAL, U. A. exploitation
manager, arrives tomorrow from London where
he conferred with London Film executives.

LUCILLE BALL, Goldwyn Girl left for
the Coast yesterday to appear in the Eddie
Cantor musical, "The Treasure Hunt."
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Negotiating Releasing Deal

Howard S. Hummell is negotiat-
ing for national release for his pro-
duction, "Does Honor Pay?" the
cast of which includes George Ban-
croft, Lewis Stone, George Brent,
Dolores Del Rio, Nancy Carroll, Mae
Robson, Dorothy Dell, Earl Fox and
Fred Kohler. Fred Niblo directed.

Picture was produced 17 months ago
and was in litigation up to the last

three weeks.

Cut Para. Realty Valuation

Paramount trustees have obtained a

reduction of $625,000 on the assessed
valuation of realty held by Paramount-
Publix in New York City, the fourth

trustees' report states.
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QUS EDWARDS, well-known as
a song composer and discoverer

of stage stars, started work yester-
day with his "stars of tomorrow"
in a one-reel short subject at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio. The
supporting cast includes the Blend-
ers quartette, Amy Ritzere & Ray
Bradley, specialty dancers, Lee Sul-
livan, Nancy Evans, Erna Gilsow
and Garfield Swift. The short will
be released in Vitaphone's series of
"Pepper Pot" novelties.

•

Production on "Woman in the
Dark", adapted from the Dashiell
Hanvmett novel of- "Dangerous Ro-
mance", the first of a series of fea-
tures to be made by Select Produc-
tions, got under way yesterday at
the Biograph studios in the Bronx.
Fay Wray, Ralph Bellamy, Melvyn
Douglas and Roscoe Ates head the
cast with Nell O'Day as the inge-
nue. Granville Bates_, Georgia Har-
vey and Joe King have been signed
for suvvorting roles.

Phil Rosen, will Direct "Woman
in the Dark" with Chris Butte as
assistant director and Walter Scott
and Carl Berger behind the cam-
eras. Phil Brandon is production
manager while Ed Lavenstein has
been named as business manager.

•

An industrial production for the
Equitable Life Insurance Co., is be-

ing made at the West Coast Service
studio.

•

Get Fourth Cleveland House
Cleveland — Meyer Fischer and

William Weiss of the Fischer Film
Exchange have taken over the Rial-
to from the Scoville Essick and Reif
circuit. This is the fourth local
house acquired by Fischer during
the past year. The others are the
Mall, Memphis and Fountain.

Ohio Bans "Unknown Blonde"

Columbus — "Unknown Blonde,"
Majestic release, failed to pass the
Ohio Censor Board.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

The Garrick, Loop house in Chicago,
claims to have the smallest box-otfice
in the world. It measures less than
tive feet in circumference.

jMOMCtheI
m.J >Mt I p. f

PHIL M DALY
• • • AN EFFORT is being made by Warners to dis-
cover the best Barnum in show biz via the cleverest cam-
paign on "The Circus Clown" starring Joe E. Brown

with a circus background and a group of prominent cir-
cus performers participating Warners are urging exhibs to
sell the pix more as a circus than a film

• • • SOON TO appear in a Paramount short Irv-
ing Mills with his two newest bands Joe Venuti and his
orch, and Ina Ray Hutton and her Melodears Booking
agreement between Loew's and Paramount making the
Capitol theater a straight picture house will cause Duke
Ellington and his orch to play at the Paramount in New York
the week of June 29 instead of the Capitol Joan Ab-
bott, blues singer from George White's "Scandals," will be
featured with Joe Venuti and orch at the Metropolitan theater
in Brooklyn starting June 22

• • • A VERY pretentious production of the life of Cecil
Rhodes whose romantic and colorful career played such a
part in the development of South Africa is being under-
taken by Gaumont-British it will be directed by Victor
Saville with the locale covering all the main incidents
in the career of this great pioneer some unusual South
African scenes will be filmed

• • • THE SECOND in a series of tieups with the Borden
radio programs will be the dramatization of Warners'
"Madame Du Barry" over the Columbia Broadcasting
network July 8th with WABC as the key station
The Warner Club's annual boat ride and outing takes place
tomorrow the gang will board the Peter Stuyvesant at
9:30 A.M. for the sail up the Hudson to Bear Mountain
about 1500 Warnerites and their guests will participate
games, dancing, athletic events, and a dinner arrange-
ments handled by Harold Rodner and Irving Birnbaum

• • • A POP boy in Hollywood these days is Jack Benny
...... .a visiting fireman from New York the autograph
hounds ran him ragged so he had a rubber stamp made,
which he carries around in his pocket for ready use the
stamp says: "Love and kisses—Jack." all the sweet young
things say it's cute so intimate and everythin' the
lad is interested in pix, but has no intention of dropping his
radio work he says shyly "I think I'm just what
the picture business needs."

• • • BEFORE THE Fleet sailed from the Harbor
Al Christie and his production crew on a chartered tug
securing innumerable authentic shots of Uncle Sam's boats

which will provide a background for a comedy revolving
around the fleet's stay in New York A regular Tuesday
nite feature at the Roxy theater which starts tonite

will be a radio program titled "Stageshow Revue" over WOR
the program will be under direction of Fanchon & Marco
with Roger Bower as emcee A clever booklet issued

by Audio Productions shows Big Business how to profitably

use talking shorts to publicize their products IT was about
65 years ago that Jules Cheret a French artist the
Father of the Poster produced his first commercial design

advertising Sarah Bernhardt this poster marked
the beginning of the adaptation of Art to Advertising so

remember Cheret's name

« « « » » »

NEWS of the DAY

Detroit—A meeting of the Detroit
zoning board was held this week,
with H. A. Harrington, impartial
member, president. Thirty-eight
complaints were on file.

Detroit — Charles A. Garner, of
Regal Film Distributors, has bought
"The Black King," Sack Amusement
Enterprises production, as the first

of a series of monthly feature re-
leases to play a circuit of colored
houses in Detroit and Michigan.

Detroit—Leon and McKrim have
opened the Sun. The house was
formerly the Vendome, closed two
years, and has been entirely remod-
eled and re-seated. House is being
operated directly by the circuit, in-
stead of by William Klarry and
Joseph Kessler, as originally plan-
ned. Klarry remains as general
manager of the circuit. J. Richard
Gamble is house manager, coming
from the Kramer theater. He plans
to put dramatic stock with films into
the house in the fall.

New Orleans—Interstate Circuit,
Inc., Louisiana-formed parent corpo-
ration for the various Interstate
subsidiaries which were dissolved
last week, will be dissolved here out
of court. This is the Hoblitzelle
Texas circuit.

Milwaukee, Wis.—G. N. Blatch-
ford, treasurer for the Wisconsin
Amusement Enterprises, Inc., is the
father of a nine-pound baby boy.

Making Scenes in Chicago
Chicago—The opening scenes of

Eddie Cantor's musical production
for Samuel Goldwyn, "The Treasure
Hunt," will be filmed at the Cen-
tury of Progress International Ex-
position in Chicago, it was an-
nounced yesterday. Goldwyn has
sent Walter Mayo, production man-
ager and a crew of cameramen to

Chicago. Cantor and Ethel Mer-
man will visit the fair for scenes
in the picture as soon as their work
at the studios is completed.

Named Board Alternates
Cleveland—Milton Mooney, man-

ager of Vitagraph, Inc., and A. M.
Goodman, United Artists branch
manager, have been named alter-

nates on the local clearance board.

Eddie Peabody Held Over
Eddie Peabody will be held over

as Master of Ceremonies at the
Roxy for another week starting

Friday.

62 Have "Famiiy Nights"
St. Louis—Sixty-two local theaters

have inaugurated a Friday "Family
Night" program at the suggestion of
the Better Films Council of Greater
St. Louis, the annual report of that
organization, just issued, states. Sur-
veys prove that nearly all children at-
tend the theaters, and that nine-tenths
of them go with no advice from their
parents or the church in their choice
the Council declares.
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Majors Discuss New Year Plans at Sales Meetings
RKO CONFAB
RUMORS

CHICAGO—The boys gave Bernie

Krantz a glad hand of congratu-
lation upon "Ricky" Cortez, his

brother's return to the RKO stand-
ard in "Hat, Coat and Glove."

Robert Trillo, the Panama visitor

complained about the similarity of

the new production, "Roberta," to

his first monicker.

Three and a half years in one
spot, and what a spot, Panama is

the record Roberto Trillo boasts to

his credit.

William Mallarde's boys, the law-

yers, including C. E. Youngman
and G. Muchnic, were on the dais

whereas it were just as it should be

according to Blackstone.

Ed Home was busy doing the
handshake act. The "negative" guy
who's positive.

G. Muchnic accepted the glad

hand from the boys. This is his

first convention.

Somebody revealed why Lou
Brock's specialty is making South
American films, it's because years

ago he was branch manager at the

M-G-M office in Brazil.

R. H. Doyle, one of Australia's

better knoxvn citizens was in atten-

dance.

Ned Depinet to Announce
RKO List At Meet Today
Chicago—Announcement of RKO's

feature and short subject program
for the new season will be made to-

day by President Ned E. Depinet
of RKO Distributing Corp. at the

company's annual sales convention

which concludes tomorrow at the

Drake Hotel. Other speakers will

include B. B. Kahane, Lee Marcus,
Burt Gillett and Eddy Eckles.

Screenings this morning will in-

clude "Of Human Bondage" and
"Down to their Last Yacht."

"Operatior 13" Opens Friday

"Operator 13" will be the Cap-

itol's film attraction for the week
beginning Friday.

Color for Two Features

Chicago—RKO will make at least

two features next season in Technicolor
utilizing a new perfected process which
is said to eliminate the halo or blur

common to most color films and to

bring in all colors of the spectrum,
RKO Radio conventionites learned yes-

terday.

Vitaphone New Season List

Offers 130 Short Subjects
{Continued from Page 1)

prises two three-reel specials, 50
two-reelers and 78 single reels.

Following is the list: 32 "Broadway Brevi-
ties" musical comedies, split up as follows:

Nine two-reel Technicolor Shorts, instead of

the usual six, will be produced at the War-
ner Bros.' Burbank studios, under the super-

vision of Jack L. Warner; two with Leon
Errol and El Brendel have already been
completed; two three-reel specials, one of

which will feature Roxy and His Gang; Nine
Radio-Star two-reelers which will star such
famous names of radio as Harry Richman,
Ruth Etting, Georgie Price, Nick Lucas,
Vera Van, Morton Downey and others; Nine
2-reel "Broadway-Headliners," which will in-

clude such "names" as Hal LeRoy, Dorothy
Dare, Jeanne Aubert, Lillian Roth, Donald
Novis, Fifi D'Orsay and others.

Twenty two-reel "Big V" comedies will in-

clude 3 Ben Blue comedies; two co-starring

Shemp Howard and Dapnne Pollard; six

Blue Ribbon comedies, to be produced at the

Warner Bros.' West Coast studios, with the

Three Ritz Brothers; and seven more to be

announced.
Thirteen "See America First" one-reel

novelties based on the founding and growth
of America.

Thirteen one-reel "Melody^ Masters" shorts

will present stage and radio bands of the

hour, each reel featuring singing and dancing

specialties, the following nationally known or-

chestras have already been signed for this

series; Jack Denny and His Hotel Pierre

Orchestra, Phil Spitalny and His Musical
Sweethearts, Borrah Minevitch and His
Harmonica Rascals, Freddie Rich and Band,
Charlie Davis and His Hotel New Yorker
Band, the A. & P. Gypsies, with James Mel-

ton, popular tenor of The Revelers, Will Os-

borne and His Columbia Broadcasting Orches-

tra, Dave Apollon and Band, D.ck Himber
and His Hotel Ritz Carlton Band, and four

more to be announced.
Twenty-six "Pepper Pot" one-reel novelties

will include the following sub-divisions: Five
"Movieland Reviews," each number present-

Columbia Will Hold
Two Regional Meetings

(Continued from Page 1)

on or about July 9. Home office

executives will attend the Atlantic

City sessions in addition to divi-

sional and branch managers, sales-

men and divisional bookers operat-

ing in the East and Canada. The
remainder of the force and home of-

fice officials will go to the later

meeting.

Sees Sound Improved

Chicago—E. C. Heyl, vice-presi-

dent of RCA Photophone, told the

delegates to the RKO Radio Pic-

tures' sales convention yesterday
that the art of sound reproduction
has advanced so far in the last five

years that reproduction equipment,
bought five years ago and still in

use, could not begin to do justice,

even if modernized, to the latest

improved recording.

Remodelling Chicago Apollo

Chicago — Balaban & Katz have
started remodeling the Apollo, form-
er Shubert house. Alterations will

probably require a month or more.
Policy of the house under B. & K.

has not been announced.

ing intimate behind-the-scenes doings of the
Hollywood stars, to be directed in Hollywoou
by Ralph Staub, originator of "Screen Snap-
shots"; five "Rambling 'Round Radio Row"
presentations, each reel offering a score of
radio headliners, the first featuring Baby Rose
Marie, The Harmonians, Frank Novak, Jr.,
Harriet Lee, Roy Atwell and others; live
"Fi.mous Song Composers" novelties, featur-
ing a famous song composer in each number,
supported by well-known singers, dancers,
etc., the first three to star Little Jack Little,
Billy Hill and Gus Edwards; six Novelty
Specials, to feature Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Crawford, Edgar Bergen, the Radio Ramblers
and others; and five "Vaudeville Shows," each
release comprising a complete vaudeville show
with well-known variety headliners, con-
densed into ten minutes of entertainment.

Twenty-six single reel cartoons, to be pro-
duced by Leon Schlesinger for release through
Vitaphone, will include 13 "Looney Tunes"
laugh cartoons and 13 "Merrie Melodies"
song cartoons, the latter series to feature a
screen color process that has been the standard
for years.

With the first three month's releases for
the new season already set, Vitaphone has.
signed 51 big star names, from radio, stage
and screen, for appearances in the company's
font coming productions. These include: Roxy,
Leon Errol, El Brendel, Harry Richman!
Dorothy Stone, Ben Blue, Hal LeRoy, Daphne
Pcllard, Phil Regan, Dorothy Dare, Donaid
Novis, Freddie Rich, Mr. & Mrs. Jesse Craw-
ford, Morton Downey, Dave Apollon, Lillian
Shade, Georgie Price, Lillian Roth, James
Melton. Don Redmond, Bernice Claire, Lit-
tle Jack Little, Baby Rose Marie, Gus Ed-
wards, Janet Reade, Jack Denny, Shemp
Howard, Vera Van, Radio Ramblers, Charles
Ahearn, Al St. John, Jeanne Aubert, Lionel
Stander, J. Harold Murray, Ruth Etting.
Lois Moran, Dick Himber, Harriet Lee, Phil
Spitalny, Maxine Doyle, Borrah Minevitch
Ritz Brothers, Will Osborne, Fifi D'Orsay,
Edgar Bergen, A. & P. Gypsies, Nick Lucas,
Billy Hill and Roy Atwell.

Won't Sell 10 Cent
Houses, Says Warner
(Continued from Page 1)

ing season's product and in the af-
ternoon, Harold S. Bareford and Al
Schwalberg will speak. Finale will

come from Gradwell L. Sears when
he discusses selling plans.

20 Features Scheduled
in Chesterfield Lineup

(Continued from Page 1)

program pictures in 1933-34. Seven
of the twenty stories have already
been acquired and negotiations are
pending for the remainder, Batchel-
ler said.

To Make Five in Brit. Malay
Shanghai — Men Hua Film Co.

plans five productions dealing with
the British Malay jungle. Four
Chinese players have been signed.

"Midnight Alibi" for Strand
"The Midnight Alibi" will play

the Strand, New York, following
"Dr. Monica," which opens tomor-
row night.

Liberty Sets Release
"When Strangers Meet," second

of the Liberty productions for the
new season, will be nationally re-

leased June 20.

PARAMOUNT
MEET NOTES

JOS ANGELES—Scott Chesnutt is

going to show these California
lads that Florida has something on
the ball. Before leaving Jackson-
ville he practically bought out the
town's snootiest toggery shop.

Monty Goldman, Paramount's
sales manager in the British Isles,

asked about cricket when he got ojf

the train. Said the Australians were
taking the English boys for a kan-
garoo ride. Getting small sympathy
from the middle west boys, who
think a cricket is a little widget that

'ceeps them awake nights.

Harry Goldstein brought his tux-

edo along this year. Two years ago
he mailed it a week prior to the

invention and didn't locate it until

the day he left. Seems it was sent

to the wrong hotel.

Larry Flynn, in charge of the

transportation from the home of-

fice, was nearly floored when the

train arrived in Kansas City.

Thought at first he'd have to put
on an extra baggage car to take

care of the trunks and bags the boys

brought along with them. Everyone
seems to want to outshine everyone
else in the way of apparel.

West Coasters meeting Earl St.

John will hear about two things:

the Paramount in Liverpool and the

Paramount in Glasgow. Wait'll he
gets a glimpse of Grauman's
Chinese!

Show Fight Films In Va.
Richmond — Carnera-Baer fight

pictures have been approved by the

state censor board under the new
boxing law removing past restric-

tions on fight films, and are showing
everywhere throughout the state.

Releasing Test Color Short

"La Cucaracha," a two-reel test

production of the process made by
Pioneer Productions, which is backed
by John Hay Whitney, and super-

vised by Robert Edmond Jones, will

be released shortly by RKO.

Change Dix Pix Title

"His Greatest Gamble" is the

new title selected by RKO Radio for

the Richard Dix picture previously

called "Family Man."

Amhersr Likes It Too
Amherst seniors have voted Columbia's

"It Happened One Night" as the best

picture of the year and Claudette Col-

bert, who appeared in the picture, as

their favorite actress, in response to a

questionnaire sent out by the college

authorities. "It Happened One Night"
received 41 votes, six times as many
as its nearest competitor, Columbia
states.
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The home of M-G-M trailers ... the Greatest Studio on Earth...

& NEW
i'

This is an advertisement of

record far many exhibitors

ivho have already contracted

for M-G-M trailers.

SHOWMANSHIP
The M-G-M trailer will not be "colossal" or

"terrific," nor will it be noisy with the adjectives

which in the past have been an annoyance both

to exhibitor and public. Produced with the same

high quality standard of M-G-M features it will

enjoy the resources and personnel of the world's

greatest studio. No other trailer will be able to

show scenes -in-movement and talking sequences

from M-G-M productions. Created at the studio,

during the filming of the picture, the M-G-M
trailer will be of immediate showmanship concern

to the producers and directors of the feature

picture which it is to advertise. It is the belief of

M-G-M that a trailer, in addition to selling seats,

should be an entertainment in itself. The new

trailer-showmanship of M-G-M is to be the most

important promotion step in 10 years!
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I22,500,000 SOUGHT

IN ELECTRIC SUITS

{Continued from Page 1)

ment field including the recording,

reproducing, replacement of parts

and servicing of the equipment.

In a $9,000,000 damage suit,

Standard Sound Recording Corp.,

which operated a motion picture stu-

dio on West 38th St. alleges that the

first William Rowland-Monte Brice

short with Texas Guinan and Louis

Sobol was made on credit in their

studio on condition that if a major
release was obtained for a series

based on that short, Standard stu-

dio was to get the work. Universal
Pictures Corp., undertook to release

the Rowland-Brice product, but

their contract stated the shorts had
to be made on Erpi-Wesern Elec-

tric equipment in the east. As a
result Standard Sound lost the work,!

the complainant states.

Complainants in the other suits

are Service On Sound Corp., man-
ufacturer and dealer, which is suing

for $4,500,000; Macy Manufactur-
ing Cor.p., manufacturer and dealer

in parts, asking $3,000,000; Grainger
Mfg. Co., makers of vacuum tubes,

seeking $1,500,000; Standard Sound
Service, sound film engineers, and
Audio Equipment Maintenance, Inc.,

service repair firms, each suing for

$1,500,000.
Three other suits were recently

filed against the same defendants
by Biophone Corp., Henry D. Baer
and Ninth Ave. /

Making Five Commercials

Detroit—Wilding Picture Produc-
tions has five commercial films in

work, including one each for Ply-

mouth Motor Co., Hudson Motor
Co., Firestone Tire Co., Socony and
one for Wagner's Vichy Water, di-

rected to doctors.

Australian House Installs

The New Embassy, a Hoyt and
Union house in Sydney, Australia,

has been equipped with Photophone
High Fidelity sound. RCA High
Fidelity apparatus is also installed

in the Redonda Theater, Brookvale.

Bruce Gallup Edmund Breese
Ivan B. Lebedeff Jeanette MacDonald

H. Pergament

Mildred Webber

To Meet on Clearance Plan

New Orleans — Claiming that the
clearance and zoning board's proposed
zoning plan is unfair, a group oi local

independent exhibitors have filed a pro-
test and will meet today and tomor-
row with Allied leaders to discuss
further action. The independents be-
lieve that the plan favors United The-
aters.

Paramount Sales Policies

Discussed by Schaefer
{Continued from Page 1)

president of Paramount Internation-
al Corp., spoke for the foreign de-
partment and Neil F. Agnew, Lou
Diamond and Mav Fleischer review-
ed the short subjects product. To-
day, Emanuel Cohen will discuss
production. In the afternoon, Schae-
fer will make formal announcement
of the 1934-35 lineup.

Gillooly Files Suits

For $500,000 Damages
Atlanta — Civil suits totalling

$500,000 in damages have been filed

here by John J. Gillooly, operator of
an independent motion picture the-
ater in St. Petersburg, against E. J.

Sparks, Florida, circuit operator,
and nine distributors.

In a suit for $450,000, filed in

the Federal District Court, Gillooly

alleges that he was damaged by rea-
son of restraint of trade and a
monopoly against contracting in

business, all of which is contrary
tc/an act of congress approved on
July 2, 1890. He charges that
Sparks and the distributors caused
him to abandon his theater.

In a second suit for $50,000, Gil-

looly alleges that he was "held up
to ridicule and charged with the
crime of false swearing." This suit,

filed in the city court of Atlanta,
asks damages of Sparks, the Uni-
versal Film Exchange, and John T.

Ezell, branch manager of the latter

organization.

The suits come as a climax to a
controversy of some months stand-
ing between the Sparks theater in-

terests in Florida and independent
theaters over protection. Gillooly

took the matter first to the Florida
courts, but the claim was thrown
out. He then took his claim before

the regional zoning and clearance

board in Atlanta. No decision has
yet been rendered by the board.

Study Ways to Speed Up
C. A. Appeal Hearings

A meeting of the Code Authority
legal committee has been called for

this afternoon to study the problem
of expediting the regular weekly ap-
peal hearings. J. Robert Rubin who
has been investigating the appeal
from the Chicago grievance board's
ruling on the United Artists' 10 per
cent cancellation case will likely

make known his findings at today's
meeting. On the committee are, in

addition to Rubin, Austin C. Keough,
Willard McKay and Nathan Yamins.
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WHEN YOU NE
Tomorrow you will learn about RKO- RADIO'S plans for next sea-

son .. . but, TODAY we want to remind you that RKO-RADIO
knows that there are 12 months in the year and some are hot

months when your box-office needs

PRODUCTIONS . . . NOT PREDICTIONS 1
.

FOR SUMMER RELEASE!

LESLIE HOWARD
m

"OF HUMAN BONDAGE"
with BETTE DAVIS, Frances Dee, Kay Johnson, Reginald Denny

From the great novel by W. Somerset Maugham, Directed by John Cromwell

BERT WHEELER ^ ne Successor to "Flying Down

ROBERT WOOLSEY *° ^'°" ^Y me same producer

DOWN TO
£?.?.

K
.

E.™.. THEIR LAST

in

u

CAVALIERS
with

Thelma Todd, Dorothy Lee, Noah

Beery • Directed by Mark Sandrich

YACHT
91

Lou Brock's Glorious New Music Show

with song hits that are beginning to

THE BIG SUMMER LAUGH SHOW crowd the air... with beautiful girls,

CRAMMED WITH SONG HITS! lavish settings, laughter and romance.

RKO-RADIO WILL DELIVER BIG SHOWS If



/.

THEM MOST!
NOW PLAYING TO THE BIG-

GEST BUSINESS IN MONTHS
AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

ANN HARDING
JOHN BOLES

in

kk

If

THE LIFE OF
VERGIE WINTERS

with HELEN VINSON
Directed by ALFRED SANTELL

WHEN YOU
NEED THEM
MOST ...
ND NOT WAIT TILL THE SNOW FLIES!
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(Continued from Page 1)

terday at the Broadwood Hotel.

Speakers included Morris Wax, Sid-

ney Samuelson, Harry Brandt, Da-
vid Barrist and Golder. About 100

exhibitors were .present. Samuel-
son said that for 14 years the New
Jersey Allied had been trying to

reach some accord with the M.P.T.O.
on New Jersey membership but had
not reached a conclusion. He stated

that it would be foolish for him not

to say that he wouldn't welcome the

new unit into the Allied if require-

ments, financial and otherwise, were
met. He refused to commit him-
self on the subject of double-fea-

tures. He rapped block-booking and
favored decent pictures. Samuelson
predicted that within 90 days New
Jersey would have a state law reg-

ulating pictures.

Other speakers were Michael Eg-
nal, exhibitor; David Barrist and
Golder who spoke on unity in or-

ganization. Morris Nemez was ap-

pointed treasurer. Secretary will

be named later. Morris Waz is

chairman of the board. The meeting
closed with adoption of a resolu-

tion against salacious pictures.

Showing Wasn't Canceled

Chicago— Showing of "The Hu
man Adventure" here was not can^
celed owing to union trouble, states]

the Oriental Institute.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

June 16-July 2: International Motion Picture
Week, Vienna.

June 18-19: Warner-First National regional

sales meeting, San Francisco.

lune 18-20: RKO annual sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 18-20: Paramount annual sales conven-
tion. Hotel Ambassador. Los Angeles.

June 18-22: American Federation of Musicians
convention, Cleveland.

June 20: Annual Boat Ride of the Warner Club
aboard S.S. Peter Stuyvesant to Bear Moun-
tain.

June 21-23: M-G-M annual sales convention
at Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 22: Hearing on Edwin Wick's Buffalo
court action seeking injunction against
Code Authority.

July 1-3: Convention of Southeastern The-
ater Owners Association, The Ansley Hotel,

Atlanta.

July 2-4: Columbia regional sales meeting at

Atlantic City.

June 21: Meeting of Code Authority at head-
quarters in RKO Building, New York.

Ju'y 25: I.T.O.A. boat ride and outing.

June 28: World premiere of "The World Moves
On" at Criterion, N. Y.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
graphy, Venice, Italy.

June 18: Exhibitor mass meeting under aus-

pices of Independent Exhibitors' Protective
Association at Hotel Broadwood, Philadel-

phia.

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Penn-
sylvania, New York.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
^LICE BRADY has been signed by

RKO Radio to play Hortense,
the Louella Gear role of the Broad-
way production, in "The Gay Di-
vorce" which will have Fred Astaire
in his original role. The cast includes
Ginger Rogers, Edward Everett
Horton and Eric Blore. Mark Sand-
rich is directing under the supervi-
sion of Pandro Berman, executive
producer.

T r

Cass, Mack and Owen, noted
vaudeville team now playing at
Grauman's Chinese, have been sign-
ed by Paramount to enact them-
selves in "You Belong to Me," fea-
turing Lee Tracy and Helen Mack
under Alfred L. Werker's direction.

T T T

"Pat" Patterson has been given
the leading role opposite Nils Asther
in "Serenade," replacing Lilian Har-
vey in the Richard Carroll story
which Sol Wurtzel is producing for
Fox.

T T T

Peggy Fears has been added to
the cast of Fox's "Lottery Lover,"
which Sam Hellman has prepared
for the screen.

Pizor Defends Affiliated

Houses in M.P.T.O. Unit
(Continued from Page 1)

clared that as "yet they have never
asked your organization to do any-
thing that was detrimental to the
independent exhibitors."

Pizor charged the new exhibitor
association, which he did not call

by name, with "trying to destroy"
his units and warned exhibitors not
to be led astray by "mischief
makers." Only paid-up members
will be admitted to the M. P. T. Oi

meeting Thursday at the Hotel
Broadway in an effort to avoid a
repetition of the association's last

session in which exhibitors identified

with the new organization figured
prominently.

All Eight Traveltalks

May Be Made in Color
Six James A. FitzPatrick Travel-

talks will be made in Technicolor

and possibly the entire series of

eight, which M-G-M is releasing

along with other FitzPatrick sub-

jects, will be made in color. The
producer leaves New York Friday
to produce three color shorts at the

Coast and in Mexico. He has just

completed his last two shorts for

M-G-M's current season list. They
are: "Citadel of the Mediterranean"
and "Africa, Land of Contrasts."

Mrs. FitzPatrick, who returns to

New York tomorrow on the Cham-
plain, is bringing material obtain-

ed in Holland, Ireland and other

countries.

Frank Swales and Frank Maggi-
netti have been added to the cast
of "Caravan," the Fox musical ro-
mance.

T T
James Whale is concluding work

on "One More River" next Saturday.
In the meantime, he has added quite
a few names to the already tremen-
dous cast of this John Galsworthy
story. Those added include Stuart
Holmes, Grace Cunard, Gilbert Em-
ery, Arthur Hoyt, Tom Ricketts.
Helena Grant, Bobby Hale, Alphonse
Martell, Joe North, Gino Corrado.
Montague Shaw and Billy Bevan.

T T T

John O'Hara, young author whose
first novel, "Appointment in Su-
marra," has just been published by
Harcourt-Brace, reports to the Par-
amount studios June 19 for an un-
announced writing assignment.

r T
CAST ASSIGNMENTS

COLUMBIA: Wynne Gibson has been signed
by Columbia for the feminine lead in "The
Captain Hates the Sea."

RKO STRENGTHENING

N.Y. THEATER POSITiOf

[Intli

Intefi

(Continued from Page 1)

tions to the circuit are the Forun
Luxor and Jerome of the Consoli
dated circuit and the Rockville Cen
ter, independently owned. oFur Le
Ochs theaters were acquired Satur
day by RKO.
The circuit now operates 49 the

aters in the metropolitan district. I

is understood that the newly ac
quired houses will be operated un
der a new RKO subsidiary corpo
ration. They will not come unde
either the K.A.O. or Proctor circui
banners.

5

New British Trade Paper
London—"World's Film Press,"

new publication devoted to a review
of film journalism in the press o
the world, has just been issue
here.

New Spot-and-Flood Projector
New Kliegl spot-and-flood ligh

projector provides uniform field il

lumination combined with a wid
range of beam controls, its maker
state. Light intensity can be varie
without the necessity of a dimmei
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CAFE DE LA PAIX
America's first real side-walk cafe

—

the new St. Moritz Cafe de la Paix

—

with its colorful awnings, and its Con-

tinental air of leisure, was designed on

European lines by the well - known
young architect, Zareh Sourian. Here

you are able not only to drink an aperi-

tif in the open, with the green stretches

of Central Park before you, but also to

play checkers, dominoes and backgam-

mon exactly as in the Cafe De La Paix

in Paris.

* * *
"The Most Interesting Hotel in

America"

f/u,

live-live

"liters

DIRECTION GREGORY TAYLOR
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RKO Planning 200 Shorts as Well as 50 Features

64 FEATURES, 204 SHORTUROM PARA.JNEXT YEAR

Sue to Protect Non-Assenters from C. A. Complaints

New ITOA Action Seeks

Broader Relief in

Supreme Court
Asking that the Code Authority

and local code boards be en-

joined from entertaining complaints

against non-assenters to the Code

as well as for injunctive relief to

compel the Code boards to entertain

complaints of non-assenters, Milton

C. Weisman, attorney for the I. T.

0. A., yesterday obtained a show-
cause order against the board mem-
bers returnable Friday in the N. Y.

State Supreme Court. The action

in substance resembles the suit

brought by the I. T. 0. A. in Fed-
eral Court and withdrawn last Fri-

day.

ROSENBLATT NAMES

COAST COMMITTEES

By LESLIE F. STONE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — Division Adminis-
trator Sol A. Rosenblatt yesterday
announced the membership of the

five-five committees for actors and

writers as provided in the code, fol-

(Continued on Page 3)

15 Exploiteers to Aid
"Du Barry" Roadshows

"Madame Du Barry" is the only

Warner Bros.-First National picture

so far set for roadshowing. Fifteen

exploitation men will handle show-

ings in key cities under supeiwision
(Continued on Page 3)

M. P. Club Plans Sunday Night Previews

Fall program for the Motion Picture Club will include a series of Sunday night

previews and luncheon forums which will be broadcast, the board of directors of

the M. P. Club announced following a meeting yesterday. The Sunday night pre-

views will be held exclusively for members and their wives and will be formal. There

will be dinner and dancing. Already such prominent speakers as Alfred E. Smith,

Gov. Ritchie, Governor Lehman, Senator Wagner, Chas. E. Lindbergh, Father Coughlin

and hvin Cobb have been lined up for the luncheons.

Expect Approval of Fox Met. Deals

27 Clearance Protests

Are Filed at Cleveland

Cleveland — Twenty-seven pro-

tests against the present clearance

schedule have been filed with the lo-

cal clearance and zoning board by

exhibitors of Greater Cleveland.

With the exception of four, all of

the protests are identical and ask
(Continued on Page 24)

Despite reports that Warner Bros,

would make a bid to take over Fox
Metropolitan houses in the New
York zone, no counter-proposals to

the Skouras and Randforce renewal

deals had been filed up to last night

and indications were that these con-

tracts, which have the approval of

the bondholders' committee, would
be approved when the reorganiza-

(Continued on Page 3)

MPTOA Units to Decide Stands on Trailer Issue

Describing the matter as "purely

one of local autonomy," President

Ed Kuykendall of the M. P. T. O. A.

yesterday wired affiliated units to

individually voice their sentiments

direct to M-G-M in connection with

the company's plan to make its own
trailers. At the M. P. T. 0. A.

Los Angeles convention recently, the

project was deplored.

Sees Uniform Censorship

As Benefit to Industry
A national censorship of films

establishing uniform regulations for

all the states would be far prefer-

able to the present system under
which every state has its own pet

prescriptions to make film produc-
(Continued on Page 2)

1,400 RKO Accounts
Chicago—Total of 1,400 houses have

already contracted for the 1934-35 Ra-

dio product, Jules Levy told the RKO
sales convention at the Drake Hotel

yesterday. "The fact that the company
lived up to its slogan of last year 'pro-

ductions not predictions' was instru-

mental in bringing about this tremen-

dous advance sale," he declared.

RKO to Distribute 200 Shorts
and 50 Features Next Season

Cafe-Theater Manager
Fined; To Take Appeal

Memphis— Charles Mensing, Or-

pheum manager, who was fined $25

in the City Court yesterday for vio-

lating the Sunday closing ordinance

when he opened his house as a res-

taurant, will appeal to the Circuit

Court. For 40 cents the theater

gives a sandwich, beverage and a

picture show. No other local houses

have adopted the policy so far.

Chicago—In addition to 50 feature

releases during 1934-35, RKO will

also distribute 200 short subjects,

Ned E;. Depinet stated at the RKO
convention at the Drake Hotel yes-

terday. Pathe News is included in

the short subject program.
Two specials will be produced by

Merian C. Cooper. First will be

Bulwer-Lytton's "Last Days of

Pompeii" and "She," based on the

Rider Haggard novel. Cooper sails

(Continued on Page 4)

New Season Program is

Announced At Coast
Convention

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Paramount's new

season lineup will comprise approx-
imately 64 features and 100 shorts,

in addition to 104 issues of Para-
mount News, it was announced yes-

terday at the Paramount national

sales convention at the Hotel Am-
bassador. The sales meetings con-

clude today.
The following titles were an-

nounced yesterday:
Mae West will star in "Gentlemen's

Choice" and "Me and the King"; Marlene
Dietrich in "The Scarlet Empress," directed

by Josef von Sternberg with John Lodge,
Sara Jaffe and Louise Dresser heading the

featured cast; Cecil B. De Mille's produc-
(Continued on Page 4)

ARA.-GAPITOL DEAL

MAY NOT GO THROUGH

Possibility looms that the Para-
mount-Capitol pooling deal whereby
the Capitol was to drop stage shows
and get the pick of Paramount, as

well as M-G-M product while the

Paramount retained stage attrac-
(Continued on Page 3)

Gottlieb Named U. A.

Advertising Manager
Alexander Gottlieb, who for the

past few months has been acting as

assistant to Hal Home, director of

advertising and publicity for United

Artists, has been promoted to ad-

vertising manager under supervision
(Continued on Page 3)

Political Boom for Mae
Worcester—Mae West nearly broke

into politics in the Suffolk district

when, at a recent Democratic conven-

tion, she polled two votes for secre-

tary. Mae went down to defeat, how-
ever, when a poll was demanded and

her supporters declined to identify

themselves.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Columbia Picts. vtc. 321/4 31% 31% — %
Con. Fm. Ind 3l/2 3l/2 3l/2

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 15% 15% 15% — %
East. Kodak 101 100 100 — %
Loew's, Inc 327/8 31% 3iy4 — 1

V

2

M-G-M pfd 253A 253A 2534

Paramount ctfs. . . . 4% 4Vi 43/8 — 1/4

Pathe Exch 23,4 2% 2% — %
do "A" 23% 23 23Va— y2
RKO "A" 234 2% 2% — %
Warner Bros 6% 6 6

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor 143/8 13% 13%— %
Trans-Lux 1% 1% 1%— %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 9}4 91/4 ^k
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 9 9 9 — %
Loew 6s 41ww 102 102 102 — %
Paramount 6s47 filed 553/4 55 553/4 + V4

Par. 5%s50 ctfs.... 54 53% 53% + %
Warner's 6s39 61 1/4 60 60%— %

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 45/8 43/8 43/8 — 1/4

Max Baer for N. Y. Paramount

Mar Baer, world's heavyweight
champion, will be the stage attrac-

tion at the N. Y. Paramount start-

ing- June 28.

AMERICA see

FACTS: M »S. A.—MANN
Brand"

the TRUTH ! ! ! *P* /<=^ Over 100 Million

FIRST 100% NAZI ^avjs^nd^
German Picture re-seen it. . .

5 Shows—12 :30-2 : 50-5 : 10-7 :30-9 :50

YORKVILLE THEATREI Tickets 40c
96th St. & THIRD AVE.

I
4th Record Week

Guarantees Clean Gaumont Pictures

"It is not necessary for Gaumont-British to pledge itself to a policy of clean
pictures because this is a policy which has always been observed by this company,"
declared Arthur A. Lee yesterday.

"Here at Gaumont-British we are just announcing the release of a group of 12
pictures and I will go on record right now as guaranteeing that every one of them will

pass the most critical and rigorous censorship," said Lee.

15 Territories Are Set

On World Wide Features
R. M. Savini, sales manager of

World Wide-Educational, has sold

territorial rights on 21 World Wide
pictures and eight Ken Maynard
Westerns to 15 exchanges. The list

is as follows: Times Pictures, New
York; Big Feature Rights, Louis-

ville and Indianapolis; Connecticut

Film Distributors, New Haven;
Amity Pictures, Boston; World
Wide, Philadelphia and Washing-
ton ; Amity Pictures, Charlotte

;

Majestic Pictures, Pittsburgh; Sa-

vini Films, Atlanta; Monarch Pic-

tures, Detroit; Elliott Pictures, Min-
neapolis; Monogram, Minneapolis
and Cincinnati; Amity, Dallas. The
pictures are: "Those We Love,"
"Uptown New York," "The Death
Kiss," "The Constant Woman," "A
Study in Scarlet," "False Faces,"

"Breach of Promise," "Bachelor's

Folly," "Hypnotized,"' "Race Track,"
"Sign of the Four," "Trailing the

Killer," "The Last Mile," "The Lone
Avenger," "Come on Tarzan," "Be-
tween Fighting Men," "Fargo Ex-
press," "Tombstone Canyon," "Drum
Taps," "Phantom Thunderbolt,"
"Dynamite Ranch" and eight Ken
Maynards.

Devise Code "Speed Up" Plan

Under a plan devised yesterday
by the legal committee of the Code
Authority in co-operation with the
committee on administration of local

boards, hearing of appeals will be
speeded up and immediate decisions

will be forthcoming. It is expected
that the plan will be announced at

tomorrow's meeting of the Code Au-
thority. Members of the adminis-
tration committee are Charles L.

O'Reilly, R. H. Cochran and Eddie
Golden.

Dismiss Plagiarism Suit

Dismissing a $1,000,000 plagiar-

ism suit brought by Richard Wash-
burn Child, author and diplomat,

against Paramount, James Hagan,
playwright, Leo Peters and Leslie J.

Spiller, Federal Judge John N. Wool-
sey said the action "gave him a

pain." Child charged that the play

"One Sunday Afternoon" was pir-

ated from his story "The Avenger."

To Examine Defendants

Motion to examine Walter S. Gif-

ford, president of A. T. & T., and
John E. Otterson, president of Erpi,

before trial in one of the 10 anti-

trust and damage suits filed against
Erpi, Western Electric, and A. T. &
T. by attorneys David G. Berger and
Ralph Vatner will be made in about
two weeks.

Sees Uniform Censorship
As Benefit to Industry

(Continued from Page 1)

ing difficult, it was suggested by
Sam Wood, M-G-M director, be-
fore sailing on the He de France
for a three-month stay abroad.
Wood advocates a vigorous on-
slaught against would-be-censors in-

stead of taking the attacks "lying
down."
While abroad Wood will develop

several story ideas. He feels that
the screen today lacks pictures that
appeal to youth, stories of youth
conquering obstacles, tales that give
the audience a chance to root for
the hero and heroine. There are too
many drawing room pictures, he
believes.

It would be possible for film com-
panies to systematically develop
new star talent each year by taking
promising youngsters, putting them
through a course of training and
then introducing them to the pub-
lic in a sizeable role alongside an
established star, Wood said. This
would immediately put the young-
ster into the spotlight and if he or
she had talent the ascent to star-

dom would be fairly certain, Wood
declared.

Two More Bills Would
Outlaw Block Booking

Workington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Senator Nye yester-

day introduced into the Senate, on
the final day of the session, two bills

similar to the Patman legislation

introduced into the Lower House
earlier in the session. The bills

would outlaw block bookings.

Hal Skelly Funeral

Requiem mass was held yesterday
morning at St. Malachy's Church
for Hal Skelly who was killed Sat-
urday in an automobile accident at

West Cornwall, Conn. Following the
services the body was sent to Da-
venport, la., for burial.

250 Attend Trade Showing

More than 250 circuit buyers and
exhibitors in the Metropolitan area
attended the local trade showing of

"Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back"
at the Astor yesterday.

Laura La Plante Married

Paris—Laura La Plante was mar-
ried here yesterday to Irving Asher,

director of Warner Bros. London
studio.

Harold Rosson 111

West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Harold B. Rosson

yesterday was under quarantine for
infantile paralysis.

Coming and Going

JOE BREEN returns to New York from Phi
adelphia today.

HARRY GOETZ arrives in New York tod;
by plane from the Coast.

f

LESLIE HOWARD and MRS. HOWARD s; ,
e heari

on the Majestic tonight.

WILLIAM ATKINSON has returned to Ne
York from Virginia.

a piar

; 111

GROUCHO MARX has gone to Maine, whei
he is collaborating with Owen Davis on a ne
play.

HARRY M. WARNER returned to New Yo
|

last night after a fishing trip.

JOE BERNHARD returned to New York ye
terday after a trip to Boston, Philadelph
and other Eastern cities. I

:-.jod

DR. HERBERT T. KALMUS leaves New Yoij iropi

Friday for the Coast.
,
r)

KITTY CARLISLE has arrived in New Y01; mil

from the Coast and has taken an apartmei
at the Ritz Tower.

TOM ARTHUR and MRS. ARTHUR left Ne
York yesterday on their return to Mason Cit
la.

DOROTHY HECHTLINGER, secretary t

Darryl Zanuek, arrived in New York yesterda
from the Coast.

KAY FRANCIS arrives in New York tod;
via airplane from the Coast, prior to sailir

Saturday on the Rex.

GLENDA FARRELL is due in New York Satu I

day morning from the Coast before going t)

Marblehead Hall, Va., to visit friends.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS will sail from Ne
York July 15 for a vacation in Europe.

ELISHA COOK, JR., is en route to tli

Coast from New York to work in Paramour
pictures.

PATTERSON McNUTT has arrived at tr

Coast from New York to write for Para

mount.

CARY GRANT and MRS. GRANT have let

Hollywood by motor for a vacation, durir

which they will visit Chicago.

LANNY ROSS will leave New York July 1

to resume work at the Coast for Paramount.
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Kaplan Starts Sentence

Samuel Kaplan, former presiden

of Local 306, and Theodore Green
berg, former business agent of th

local, were committed yesterday t

the penitentiary by General Session

Judge Rosalsky to serve an indc

terminate sentence for coercion 01

iginally imposed by Judge Nott
March 16, 1933.

Para. Trustees File Bond

Paramount trustees yesterda.

filed a $100,000 bond thereby quali

fying themselves to act under th

new bankruptcy law.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER

Get set on Fourth of July tieups.
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(Continued from Page 1)

tion plan comes up for hearing to-

day in the U. S. District Court.

The hearing takes place at 9:30 a.

m. before Judge Mack.
Joe Bernhard, Warner Theaters

general manager, yesterday told

The Film Daily that he had no
knowledge of any intentions on the

part of his company to bid for the

Fox Met. theaters. It was under-

stood that in event Warners file a
proposition, Loew, anxious to safe-
guard its position in the territory,
would also enter the contest.
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Tentative Memphis Sub
Run Zone Plan Drafted

Memphis—Six zones are set up
in the Memphis territory under a
tentative clearance and zoning sys-
tem drafted by the local code board
covering subsequent run situations
only. The zones are defined as fol-
lows:

ZONE 1—To comprise all theaters in the
subsequent run areas that hold contracts for
first run feature pictures charging a mini-
mum adult admission for all night perform-
ances of twenty-five cents (2'5c) or more for
ground floor, feature pictures to become avail-
able on general release date in the exchange
territory from which the exhibitor is served,
theaters to have sixty days (60) from gen-
eral release date in which to clear the prod-
uct and sixty days (60) clearance from the
completion of the engagement, but in no
event shall the clearance and protection
periods exceed one hundred and twenty days
(120) from general release date.

ZONE 2—To comprise all subsequent run
theaters in the territory charging a minimum
adult admission for all night performances
of not less than thirty cents (30c) for ground
floor, feature pictures to become available
sixty to sixty-seven (60 to 67) days after
completion of first run.

ZONE 3—To comprise all subsequent run
theaters in_ the territory charging a minimum
adult admission for all night performances
of not less than twenty-five cents (25c) for
ground floor, feature pictures to become avail-
able sixty-eight to eighty-two (68 to 82) days
after completion of first run.

ZONE 4—To comprise all subsequent run
theaters in the territory charging a minimum
adult admission for all night performances of
not less than twenty cents (20c) for ground
floor, feature pictures to become available
eighty-three to ninety-seven (83 to 97) days
after completion of first run.
ZONE 5—To comprise all subsequent run

theaters in the territory charging a minimum
adult admission for all night performances of

not less than fifteen cents (15c) for ground
floor, feature pictures to become available
nh.ety-eight to one hundred and fifty (98
to 150) days after completion of first run.
ZONE 6—To comprise all subsequent run

theaters in the territory charging a minimum
adult admission for all night performances
of not less than ten cents (10c) for ground
floor, feature pictures to become available one
hundred and eighty (180) days after comple-
tion of first run.

Special Clause: Theaters located in subse-
quent run areas that have a policy of first

or first and second run, charging less than
25c admission for adults on ground floor,

evening performances, the availability for first

run 'product in such theaters to be the same
as availabilities specified for subsequent run
theaters.

Booked for Roxy
"Affairs of a Gentleman" will be

the Roxy attraction starting Fri-
day.

jMOMGHTHEji

PHIL M DALY
• • • A NEW feature will be introduced with this Sun-
day s program of "Hollywood on the Air" to be broad-
cast direct from RKO Radio studio over the NBC network
spot news of Hollywood will be brought to radio listeners and
movie fans as it actually occurs this will be accomplished
through a score of secret operators who will scout
through Hollywood and its prominent night spots as the pro-
gram is in progress and report their "spot news" to the
program director for immediate broadcasting

• • • A SERIES of 13 "The Spice of Life" short sub-
jects will be produced by Mentone featuring "Dr. Rock-
well" for release by Columbia these one-reelers
will be composed of several printed jokes, some vaude patter
by Rockwell with music and effects by Milton E. Schwartz-
wald first release in August

• • • IT SEEMS that we overlooked some credits in our
recent report of the camera lads responsible for taking
the swell Baer-Carnera fight pix the straight photography
was handled by J. Burgi Contner, Frank Zukor, Carl Berger and
Jack Rieger the slow motion by Vincent Farrar and Irv-
ing Browning Jack Rieger was in complete charge of all

six cameramen, he informs us

• • • OVER IN England Warner-First National
have scored again this year by securing the sole privilege
of presenting a feature pix as part of the entertainment pro-
gram of the annual conference of the Cinematograph Ex-
hibitors Association held at Blackpool, England the
pix shown was "Madame DuBarry" starring Dolores Del
Rio the idea is that one outstanding picture is shown at
this annual conference so naturally the First Nash gang
feels proud

• • • IN THE new revue opening Friday at the Roxy
Theater. ...... will be Betty Jane Cooper, the Lathrop Broth-
ers, Mills and Shea, and the Three Arkansas Travellers
with Eddie Peabody headlining the stage show and also
acting as emcee Marc Lachmann and Monte Proser have
been commissioned by Amedee Van Beuren to handle the
special Broadway exploitation campaign on "Adventure Girl"

the Joan Lowell feature pix to be released by RKO
the feature will open at a Broadway spot about the second week
in July

• • • LAST WEEK Irving Thalberg signed Willard Mack
to write the dialog for "China Seas" which Tay Garnett
is to direct with Clark Gable and Jean Harlow Harry
Rapf , the M-G-M exec is facing keen competition in the
production field from his son, Maurice the lad is a student
at Dartmouth and has produced his playlet, "Delinquency"

which was proclaimed by the university as the best play
of the year In the recent baseball game between Erpi
and Warners the former team scored a victory of 10 to 5

Lee and Desmond were the victorious battery for the
winners

« « « » » »

OSENBLATT NAMES

COAST COMMITTEES

(Continued from Page 1)

lowing nominations sent to him.
Producer representation to the com-
mittees will be made when the Code
Authority makes its nominations.
These five-five committees set up

in the code are to deal with trade
practice and other relations as speci-
fied in the code between producers
and actors and writers. The code
also provides for directors and tech-
nicians' committees.
The writers' committee and their

alternates are: Ralph Block, alter-
nate Gladys Lehman; John Emer-
son, alternate Rupert Hughes;
James Gleason, alternate John F.
Natteford; Dudley Nichols, alter-
nate Seton Miller; Waldemar
Young; alternate Courtney Terrett.
The actors' committee and alter-

nates are: Kenneth Thomson, alter-
nate Ann Harding; Ralph Morgan,
alternate Chester Morris; Richard
Tucker, alternate Pat O'Brien; Rob-
ert Montgomery, alternate Paul
Muni; Claude King, alternate Mary
Astor.

Para.-Capitol Deal
May Not Go Through
(Continued from Page 1)

tions, may not be culminated. It

was stated yesterday that the start

of the pooling arrangement sched-

uled for June 29, has been post-

poned for one week.

15 Exploiteers to Aid
"Du Barry" Roadshows

(Continued from Page 1)

of S. Charles Einfeld. A $2 top

world premiere run is planned for a

Broadway theater during the second
week in July, or to roadshowing.

Gottlieb Named U. A.
Advertising Manager
(Continued from Page 1)

of Horne. Kenneth O'Brien, form-
erly of the publicity department,
was appointed successor to Gottlieb

and is now working as Home's as-

sistant.

Shamrock Resuming Production

Detroit—Shamrock Pictures Corp.
will start delayed shooting on "Four
O'Clock in the Morning," its first

feature for the new season, on July

16, B. C. Fassio, president, an-
nounced. Shamrock's shorts pro-

gram will go in work in the next

few days.

New Orleans Tax Continues

New Orleans—The act enabling

the commission council here to place

a 10 per cent admission tax on
amusements does not expire in July

as many exhibitors believe, a prom-
inent lawyer told The Film Daily.

The act allows this tax, which has
never been enforced,, to be collected

for two years and allows the com-
mission council to extend it for an-

other period.
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Paramount and RKO Announce LineupsJor Next Year

RKO CONFAB
RUMORS

CHICAGO—Lee Marcus renewed
" many oldtime friendships during

the first few minutes of the confab.

Major L. E. Thompson of the the-
ater department was there to defend
his honors. And not a Trans-Lux in

Chi.!

Jack Connolly, the G. M. of
Pathe Newsreel, was actively
gaged in a pep discussion.

the
en-

Sol Newman made a hurried trip

from England to be on hand for the
opening festiviteis. Sol never misses
a convention.

Harry Gittleson, the RKO Flash
editor, was on his toes all day, jot-

ting down the happenings.

L. Gaudreau's first official move
was to ask A. A. Shubart to get

him two official "worry guys."

Bob Hawkinson of the foreign de-

partment was active gathering to-

gether enough facts and figures on
the foreign situation to set the boys
back a little.

Among the flashy dressers knock-

ing them dead in the Drake Lobby
is R. L. Brentlinger, the Terre Haute
Beau Brummel.

Dapper Dan Wallace is the con-

vention cigar provider. Page Bob
Woolsey

!

The gang was out getting an eye-

ful of Joe McKnight, the new Cincy
lad.

Al Sugarman, the Walter Win-
chell of "Cincy," knows all the in-

side stuff on those who should know
better.

Among favorite songbirds at the

rail Cariocas is Larry Gardiner of

Boston.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Most rapid talker in the world is

Roger Pryor, who spoke distinctly 15
words in three seconds in "Romance
in the Rain."

64
L
Features and 204 Shorts

From Paramount JSext Season
(Continued from Page 1)

tion, "Cleopatra," with Claudette Colbert,
Warren William, Henry Wilcoxon, Ian Keith,
Joseph Schildkraut, C. Aubrey Smith, Rob-
ert Warwick, Irving Pichel, Gertrude Mich-
ael, and a total of 8,000 supporting actors
and actresses; Gary Cooper in "The Lives of
a Bengal Lancer," with Cary Grant, Frances
Drake, Richard Aden and Sir Guy Standing,
directed by Henry Hathaway, partly filmed
in India by a special expedition; "College
Rhythm," with Joe Penner making his film
debut, Lanny Ross, Richard Aden and Lyda
Roberti, directed by Norman Taurog ; "R. U.
R.," picturization of Karel Capek's Theater
Guild Play, with an all-star cast directed by
Mitchell Leisen; Bing Crosby and Miriam
Hopkins in "She Loves Me Not," comedy hit

of the recent New York season, with Kitty
Carlisle, Lynne Overman, Henry Stephenson,
George Barbier and Warren Hymer, directed
by Elliott Nugent with songs by Gordon &
Kevel and Rainger & Robin; Claudette Col-
bert in "The Gilded Lily," with Cary Grant;
Sylvia Sidney and George Raft in "Lime-
house Nights," with Anna May Wong, di-

rected by Alexander Hall; Sylvia Sidney in

"Desire," directed by Marion Gering.
Gary Cooper and Carole Lombard in "20

Hours by Air"; "Sailor, Beware," picturiza-

tion of New York comedy hit with Bing
Crosby; "Pursuit of Happiness," New York
comedy success, with Francis Lederer, Joan
Bennett, Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland and
Walter Kingsford, directed by Ralph Murphy;
"Mississippi," with W. C. Fields, Lanny
Ross, Evelyn Venable, Grace Bradley. Story
and songs by Herbert Fields, Richard Rod-
gers and Larry Hart; "Love Thy Neighbor,"
with Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland, W. C.
Fields, Alison Skipworth, George Burns and
Gracie Allen ; "Her Master's Voice," with
Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland and Joe Mor-
rison, directed by Marion Gering and adapt-

ed from the successful Broadway stage com-
edy; "People Will Talk," with Charlie Rug-
gles, Mary Boland, Ida Lupino and Kent
Taylor; "Ladies Should Listen," with Cary
Grant, Frances Drake, Edward Everett Hor-
ton, Rosita Moreno, George Barbier, Nydia
Westman and Charles Ray, directed by Frank
Tuttle; "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch."
Alice Hegan Rice's classic story and play,

with Pauline Lord, W. C. Fields, ZaSu Pitts,

Evelyn Venable and Kent Taylor, directed

by Norman Taurog; Gary Cooper, Carole
Lombard and Shirley Temple in "Now and
Forever," with Sir Guy Standing and Char-
lotte Granville, directed by Henry Hathaway.

George Raft and Carole Lombard, in

"Rhumba," directed by Wesley Ruggles;
Claudette Colbert in "Are Men Worth It?";
"Target," with Sir Guy Standing, Richard
Arlen, Evelyn Venable, Jack Oakie, Joe
Morrison and Gail Patrick; "The Glory of

the Damned"; "Here Is My Heart," with

Bing Crosby and Kitty Carlisle, directed by
Elliott Nugent; Charles Laughton in "Rug-
gles of Red Gap," Harry Leon Wilson's
classic, with Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland
and Sir Guy Standing, directed by Leo Mc-
Carey; "The Big Broadcast of 1935," with
Lanny Ross, Jack Oakie, Paul Gerrits and
Jessica Dragonette; Lee Tracy and Carole
Lombard in "The Case Against Mrs. Ames,"
Arthur Somers Roche mystery story, directed
by Alexander Hall; "One Night Stand," with
Jack Oakie, Ben Bernie and his lads, Gert-
rude Michael, Joe Morrison, Grace Bradley,
Alison Skipworth and George Barbier; Three
Westerns, "Wagon Wheels" and "Home on
the Range," with Randolph Scott, and one
Zane Grey story to be chosen later.

Four features to be produced by Ben Hecht
and Charles MacArthur, the first of which
is

_
"Crime Without Passion," with Claude

Rains, Whitney Bourne and Margo; the sec-
ond will introduce to the screen Jimmy Savo,
one of the stage's favorite clowns; two addi-
tional Hecht-MacArthur stories will be an-
nounced later. Cecil B. DeMille's "Buc-
caneer," with Henry Wilcoxon, screen play
by Laurence Stallings and Maxwell Ander-
son. Following "The Scarlet Empress," Mar-
lene Dietrich will star in another as yet un-
titled production to be directed by Josef von
Sternberg.
"You Belong to Me," with Lee Tracy,

Helen Mack, Helen Morgan and Lynne Over-
man, directed by Alfred Werker; "Ready for
Love," with Ida Lupino, Richard Arlen and
Elisha Cook, Jr., directed by Marion Gering;
"Enter Madame," with Cary Grant and How-
ard Wilson, directed by Elliott Nugent; W.
C. Fields in "Back Porch," directed by Nor-
man McLeod; Damon Runyon's "Lemon
Drop Kid," with Lee Tracy and Helen Mack,
directed by Wesley Ruggles; "The Yellow
Bargain," with Lloyd Nolan and Evelyn Ven-
able, directed by James Flood; "McFadden's
Flats," a Charles R. Rogers production;
"Lovers in Quarantine," with Ida Lupino,
Richard Arlen, Gertrude Michael and Ran-
dolph Scott; "Evening Star," from Vina
Delmar's "End of the World," with Cary
Grant, Helen Mack, Gertrude Michael and
Sir Guy Standing; "Eyes of the Eagle,"
with Cary Grant and Frances Drake; "All
the King's Horses," with Carl Brisson and
Kitty Carlisle; "The Milky Way," with Jack
Oakie

; "Shoe the Wild Mare," with Henry
Wilcoxon.
In the short subject field, in addition to

104 of the Paramount News, there will be 26
Paramount Varieties, 18 Paramount Head-
liners, 13 Paramount Pictorials, 13 Grant-
land Rice Sportlights, 12 "Popeye the Sailor"
cartoons, 11 "Betty Boop" cartoons, and six
Color Classic Cartoons. The Popeye, Betty
Boop and Color Classic cartoons will all be
produced by Max Fleischer.

RKO to Distribute 200 Shorts
and 50 Features Next Season

(Continued

for Italy soon to begin research
work on "Pompeii."

Ten stars will appear in the Ra-
dio program. They are: Katharine
Hepburn, Irene Dunne, Ann Hard-
ing, Wheeler & Woolsey, William
Powell, John Boles, Francis Lederer,

Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire.

At present more than 30 produc-
tions are either in preparation or

definitely planned. Following is the

list:

"Joan of Arc," starring Katharine Hepburn
with Pandro Berman producing; "The For-
syte Saga," by John Galsworthy, with Hep-
burn, and produced by Berman; "The Little

Minister," by Sir James Barrie, with Hep-
burn, and produced by Berman; "Radio City

from Page 1)

Revels," with Fred Astaire and Ginger Rog-
ers, and produced by Berman; "The Foun-
tain," with Ann Harding, Jean Hersholt,
Paul Lukas and Violet Kemble-Cooper, di-

rected by John Cromwell, and produced by
Berman; "Alien Corn," by Sidney Howard,
with Ann Harding; "Roberta," musical suc-
cess, will co-star Irene Dunne, Fred Astaire
and Ginger Rogers, supervised by Berman;
"The Age of Innocence," novel by Edith
Wharton, an Irene Dunne-John Boles special
and produced by Berman, with Philip Moeller
directing and cast including Laura Hope
Crews, Lionel Atwill and Julie Haydon ; two
other productions starring Irene Dunne;
"The Three Musketeers," by Alexander Du-
mas, starring Francis Lederer, directed by
John Ford and produced by Kenneth Mac-
gowan ; "Romance in Manhattan," an original

by Don Hartman, starring Lederer, directed
by Stephen Roljerts and produced by Berman;
"El Dorado," by Edgecumb Pinchon, starring

(Continued on Page 21)

PARAMOUNT
MEET NOTES

]^OS ANGELES—Jimmy Kent was
torn between love and duty iri

gettting away for the convention, he
reveals. He's been nursing a lawn
in drought-ridden Milwaukee all

spring, and an hour before it was
time to board the train, along came
the rainstorm the city had been wait-
ing for. He's sending wires back
twice a day for reports on how the
20 pounds of seed he planted is

coming along.

Joe Oulahan, who makes a habii

of keeping in Paramount's 100%
Club, hopes to get some fishing in

while the convention is on; wants
to better his recent Florida record
when he landed a fifteen-foot shark
single-handed.

Moe Messeri, managing director

of Paramount's Spanish division,

known as the Matadors, can't hand
the California oranges much. Says
those in his native land would make
the Golden Gate product look like

little red currants.

Roy Palmquist, Minneapolis Ad
Sales Manager, and 100 Percenter,
visited an eye specialist before leav-

ing for the convention. Says the

dust storms affected his eyes, but the
boys in the know accuse him of mak
ing every preparation before coming
to this city of Seductive Sirens.

Larry Flynn got all the boys here
without the loss of a single trunk
or ticket. Says that's only the half

of it, getting 'em back home will be
the biggest job of all.

Chet Bell of Detroit brought along
a dazzling array of sweaters. He
hopes to get an hour or so off to

slay 'em on the local golf links out
here.

Al Kane of the New Haven Ex-
change, who plays a bang-up game
of contract, was all set for the boys
on the trip. But it seems that none
of the boys were interested in such
a complicated card game, and he
spent his time playing solitaire.

42 RKO Players

Chicago—Forty-two stars and feature
players, and 15 directors will start the
season under contract to RKO, it was
a-mounced yesterday by Ned E. Depinet
at the RKO convention at the Drake
Hotel. Stage personalities included in

the contract players are Alice Brady,

Helen Broderick, Barbara Robbins,

Frankie Thomas, Jr., Eric Blore and
Erik Rhodes.
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STAR POWER GREATEST IN FOX HISTORY

SAYS S. R. KENT IN KEYNOTE MESSAGE!

HAVING put its own financial house in order, Fox

Film Corporation faces the coming season with

every ounce of manpower and all its resources free to

devote themselves to the sole task of producing out-

standing motion pictures.

We have recognized that one of the grave problems

in present day exhibition is the scarcity of box office

personalities. To solve this problem, the production

department of this company during the last year has

literally scoured the world for talent. From the legiti-

mate stage, from Europe and from the ranks of the

most promising of the younger players, we have re-

cruited a large and growing company of talented artists.

Already some of these newcomers have registered

heavily with the public. Others, in whose talent and

personalities we have equal confidence, will be intro-

duced on the screens of the world during the coming

season.

The development of new personalities is not alone

a problem of Fox Film Corporation. It is a problem of

every producing company and every exhibitor. The

exhibitor has just as big a stake in the discovery and

nurturing of talent as the producer, and he should

advertise and exploit these new people for his own
benefit and the benefit of the industry at large.

In our Annual Announcement Book, which is now
in the hands of the world's leading exhibitors, we have

displayed the pictures of Fox personalities and also

have outlined some of the productions which we will

release next season.We have purposely refrained from

advertising all of our productions, preferring to set

forth in this book only those pictures that are definitely

formulated and which it is our intention to make. Thus,

exhibitors can place more reliance on the productions

we have announced, while at the same time, our studio

will not have its hands tied but will have ample op-

portunity to enlarge its plans as the season progresses.

In addition to the pictures that we do list in the book,

we have several other very important ones which we
shall announce later.

In the following pageswe showyou some of the com-

pany of Fox players and the pictures which we will re-

lease in August, September and October. These

pictures are either already completed or are actually

in production.

Our production department, under the direction of

Mr. Winfield Sheehan, is functioning better than it

ever has in the history of this company. Around him

Mr. Sheehan has gathered a notable staff of writers,

and also has assembled a group of directors whose

records prove their ability to make pictures that will

suit the public taste.

With this program and with these producing re-

sources at hand we are extremely confident that Fox

Film Corporation, during the coming year, will deliver

to the screens of the world a product that will bring

prestige and profit to every exhibitor playing it.

President, Fox Film Corporation
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Big is right! Big enough for a road show . . . big enough for a

#2 showing. That's exactly what "The World Moves On" is."

A

"special" in every sense of the word. No doubt you've heard

about it . . . and are wondering when you can date it in. We don't

blame you! It will be a Big Day when you do!

SHOWMANSHIPS

You'll cheer this

TJ. „,«,« will be separately licensed

Note - Tfa Pu"f , J „ 1 oenerd license

and will not be included m any g

of FOX 1934- '931 P'°
d""

FRANCHOT TOME
Produced by WlnBetd Sheehon

Directed by iohn ford

ploy by NM* Berke,Cy

Story ond screen



V and your top-dtaw comedy

Smart showman that •«*'••*.
d out and

sta,..Hatold
Uoyd has done «£.• J? ^^

got the Catence Bud^on^ . sweU

post serial (and

^f"\ And made a corking

supporting cast (Look ^^^^
Uugh-and-su,pense

knocko-.-W.t p ^^G,
Not only <Ktfere»t,buth.s

best.-antt

STORY READ BY

FOX SHOWMANSHIP NEWS

//£
THE. CATS PAW

BY HAROLD LLOYD

to be released by F,
Lli.-yd ha, iirudurt-d

"The CaiS Paw," a

offici

Film. Harold
it widely read

w," a story by Clar-
on Kelland which

u- Saturday Evening
iovcI, It is because of
emendou* popularity
. thai the star pur-
irtinp; from tm past

lembercd and beloved
es which established
<•( the biggesi box-

indu!
i the i

monj; hii

m successes were Grandma-s
oy," -The Freshman." "Safety
ast." "Girl Shy." "The K.d
rother" and "Speedy." More re-

cently Ihe comedian made 'Welcome
Danger." "Feet Firsi" and "Movie
Crazy."
The last-named comedy was filmed

in 1932, and since then Lloyd has
been inactive, thereby depleting the
annual grosses of the nation's the-
aires, His return to production
therefore is recorded as a harbin-
ger of ne* prosperity to exhibitors

The supporting cast assembled by
Harold Lloyd for "The Cot's Paw"

'

includes Una Merkel. Allan Dine-
hart, Crant Mitchell. Warren Hy-
mer. Nat Pendleton and George
Barb.er. Som Taylor, responsible
for many of the comedian's past

Now.

A Statement of Fact —
Harold Lloyd's decision to re-

.tribuling or-

gone stead-Harold Lloyd h

ily forward from success to sue-
i. There hu-. never been such

Lint) cast support in a Lloyd pro-
duction as the world will rind in
1 new picture. "The Cat's Paw."

your patron* to

"The Cat's
re. and t obtai for

UJL

lvp*ios* !

>i

• For the first time, Harold Lloyd appears in a story which

was not written expressly as a vehicle for him. But Clarence

Budington Kelland must have had him in mind when he

wrote this madly entertaining tale. Two million readers

guffawed for weeks at the Saturday Evening Post serial...

many thousands more at the novelized best seller.

• Imagine America's top-notch comedian as a youth . .

bred on Chinese maxims in remotest China . . . bolting into

the midst of a big-city mayoralty race . . . bewildered at his

|
election . . . beset by graft-greedy politicians and racketeers . .

.

j
with only a sweet little cigaret girl on the level with him.

I
• There's drama in this . . . and romance . . . suspense. But

[ most of all greased-lightning action shot through with

healthy, happy laughter.
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UNA MERKEL
GEORGE BARBIER-NAT PENDLETON

GRACE BRADLEY- ALAN DINEHART

GRANT MITCHELL-WARREN HYMER

J. FARRELL MACDONALD
"The Cat's-Paw" from the Saturday Evening Post Serial

and Novel by Clarence Budington Kelland

Directed by Sam Taylor • Dance Numbers by Larry Ceballos

Songs and Lyrics by Harry Akst and Roy Turk

Produced by the Harold Lloyd Corporation

A Fox Film Corporation Release



Here's the kind of a show that hits women where they live ... in

the heart . . . how they'll sympathize with this girl . . . who

didn't think she was good enough for an unspoiled love . . . but

was big enough to risk her life for the youth whose affection

she refused. A great role for Rosemary Ames . . . and she makes

the most of it.
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up in front. This

,
ust what UHan Harvey needs to >eap

"^nder "Seventh

Heaven
" kind. Plenty of P-

o(^ .
.the

I, builds up to Franz S*ube* ^ ^^
one that makes the—

^

^ tf. 1
FOX is «ning up a great supp

starring in a sparkling story with music!

. 4SERENADE
> i

• The romance immortalized by

that deathless refrain . . . Franz

Schubert's "Song of Love" . . .

emerges as one of the most beau-

tiful and appealing stories of the

screen. Perfect for the exceptional

talents of Lilian Harvey . . . tune-

ful with haunting melody . . . its

rich emotional values insure cer-

tain and widespread success.

Produced by John Stone Directed by Paul Martin

Story by Richard Carroll

Screen play by Lynn Starling

r/gZfr



ie habit «ith millions of people-

CharUe Chan is a move^ snooping abound

When those Chan fans seeW-
and shown*

radon's Lintehouse .£* *
.
the/tt get a

Scotland Yard
how o track means

do*en ~ ** °f *""~

rooney in yo« bank account.

Now

peoples friend

hon Eorl Derr Biggers' famous character

gain! Far and away the most popular of

ern Fiction detectives . . . suave, mellow, kindly. .

/"i.'^tut fearless, tireless, relentless in hounding crime...

ousehold words . . . his

year FOX shows him

ght slums . . . thread-

darkest dens of Paris.

IN LONDON
Earl Derr Biggers* famous character played by

WARNER (HAND
Produced by John Stone Directed by George Hadden

Screen play by Philip MacDonald

03



V
When George O'Brien and Zane Grey get together... it's time

to think about preferred, playing time. Saturday nights and

Sundays . . . with the house packed full of kids ... of all ages.

We're telling YOUI This is the first of a series with George . .

.

your box office reliable! Just the beginning of a lot of good news.

THE W-MHUW »»_
• A\ Zane Grey

office
champs 0<,he
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Joe Cook! Another star scoop for FOX . . . and you! And

look who's with him . . . smiling Jimmy Dunn . . . Alice Faye,

that front-page blonde . . .Joe's cuckoo stooge, Dave Chasen

...and good ole Stepin Fetchit! Yessir! THAT'S a cast!

It needs a marquee-stretcher. A million laughs ... a

thousand gags. . .and those cock-eyed Joe Cook machines.

What a show . . . what a show!!!
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\ Janet Gaynor! That would be plenty. But she's teamed with

her "State Fair" boy friend...Lew Ayres. And that's more than

enough for your lights. With a peach of a supporting cast. The

story? Another new role for Janet... different... that makes her

more lovable than ever. She starts out as a kitchen slavey...

and how your heart aches for her. Which is just what your

crowds pay for.
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,. •. ,,kes- One of those hotsy-totsy
romances

This has what .t takes .
One ^ on ft

that make hoth men ^^^Jghs and action.

And (this is import) O-d- V
.„^

the girls- and how t/.ey react
Talk a

Even yo« may learn somethmg.

FOX SHOWMANSHIP NEWS

\Cpma^iUc Ticive^itu^e fawns Utah a6

Exciting to every woman is this dashing adventure in love ... of am oil king's

daughter . . . who invents a bogus prince as a means of crashing society . . .

fakes a wedding . . .but is kidnaped by the handsome rogue. Laughter and
song ... love and suspense ... to pack your house with happy crowds!

e
o jd

•fviH.

CHARLES
BOYER

A Jesse. L Lasky Production

Directed by Dorothy Arzner



\ FOX is one company that keeps out of ruts... a policy that gave

you some of your greatest money pictures. Put this in that class!

FOX got Erik Charell . . . Europe's prize long-run producer (his

hits run for years!) . . .backed him to the limit. . .and that's

"Caravan." Call it monumental... colossal... or what have you!

One of the swellest entertainments you ever treated your cus-

tomers to. And, boy, it's geared for RECORDS I
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How would you like another "David Harum" from Will

Rogers? This is it! A character as famous as "David"

himself. . . Irvin S. Cobb's "Judge Priest". . . loved by every

Saturday Evening Post and Cosmopolitan reader (there's

millions of them!) Imagine our Will as the mellow, popular,

smart-as-a-whip Judge. And think of the business he'll do!
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\ Who arc your ten best box office authors ? Right ! ... the first

time . . . Mary Roberts Rinehart! Here at her best . . . meaning a

super-super best-seller. The story of a woman who tried many
adventures . . . but almost missed the greatest . . . love. Told with

that gripping vitality that excites every sympathy!
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\ ''Baxter is box office!". . . sounds like a song . . . and many's

the time you've sung it! Big he always is . . . especially in

those he-man parts, fitness "In Old Arizona" and "The

Cisco Kid!" This is another with plenty of wallop . . .

Warner Baxter as an aerial daredevil . . . who romances

around between flights. A great dish for the men, too!
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tvM RELEASE DATES, t&o.

Release Date Production Cast

Aug. 10 WANTED RosemaryAmes, Pert Kelton,

Henry B. Walthall

Aug. 17 THE CAT'S-PAW Harold Lloyd, Una Merkel

Aug. 24 SERENADE Lilian Harvey

Aug. 31 THE WORLD MOVES ON Madeleine Carroll, Franchot

Tone

Sept. 7 THE DUDE RANGER George O'Brien

Sept. 7 CHARLIE CHAN IN LONDON Warner Oland

Sept. 14

Sept. 21

Sept. 28

Oct. 5

Oct. 12

Oct. 19

Oct. 26

SERVANTS' ENTRANCE Janet Gaynor, Lew Ayres

THE STATE VERSUS A brilliant cast now being
ELINOR NORTON selected

CARAVAN

HELL IN THE HEAVENS

JUDGE PRIEST

FUN ON THE AIR

CAPTIVE BRIDE
(tentative title)

Charles Boyer, Loretta

Young, Jean Parker

Warner Baxter

Will Rogers

Joe Cook, James Dunn,
Alice Faye

Charles Boyer

I;

Printed in U. S. A.
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200 SHORTS FOR RKO

AND FIFTY FEATURES

(Continued from Page 4)
Lederer and produced by B. F. Fineman.
"The Gay Divorcee," starring Astaire and

Ginger Rogers, and with Alice Brady, Ed-
ward Everett Horton, Erik Rhodes and Eric
Blore, directed by Mark Sandrich and pro-
duced by Berman; "Kentucky Kernels,"
with Wheeler and Woolsey, H. N. Swanson
as associate producer; another Wheeler and
Woolsey production, as yet untitled; two
productions starring William Powell, one
produced by Fineman; "Ho to Shanghai,"
one of two musicals to be produced by Lou
Brock; "Jungle," Frank Buck picture and
sponsored by Van Beuren Corp.; "Adventure
Girl," Jean Lowell's picture produced by Van
Beuren ; "Three Stand Alone," novel by E.
Arnot Robertson and starring Johnny Weis-
muller; "Anne of Green Gables," novel by
L. M. Montgomery with Macgowan as asso-
ciate producer; "By Your Leave," Broadway
play by Gladys Hulburt and Emma Wells,
produced by Swanson with Mary Astor,
Frank Morgan and Skeets Gallagher, William
Seiter directing.

"Freckles," Gene Stratton-Porter novel;
"Laddie," another Gene Stratton-Porter nov-
el; "Hide in the Dark," novel by Frances
Noyes Hart, produced by Berman; "The
World by the Tail," from the play, "Ring-
strasse Number Three," by Alador Laszlo;
"The Richest Girl in the World," original,
produced by Berman; "Sea Girl," filmed by
James B. Shackleford and George C. Drom-
gold in North Australia, produced by Cliff

Reid; "Wednesday's Child," play by Leopold
,

Atlas, with Frankie Thomas, Macgowan as

,

producer; "False Dreams Farewell," play
iby Hugh Stange ; "Hudson River," produced
by Glendon AUvine with Bruce Cabot.

Six new series highlight the short sub-
jects program, which includes 42 two- reel
comedies to be offered in eight series as fol-

lows: six Edgar Kennedy subjects, with
Florence Lake featured ; six Blondes and
Redheads featuring Dorothy Granger and
Carol Tevis; six headliners with guest stars,

including Gene Austin, Beatrice Lilly, and
Duke Ellington; six Four Stars, each with
a separate star, starting with Leon Errol
and Walter Catlett; six Chick Chandlers, with
Tom Kennedy in support; four Clark & Mc-
Cullough subjects; four Ruth Etting musicals
and four Radio Musicals with guest stars.

In addition to "La Cucaracha," a short
special in Technicolor, there will be 53 single
reel subjects as follows: 13 Dumb-bell Let-
ters, 13 Rainbow Parade cartoons, 13 Toddle
Tale cartoons, seven Vagabond Adventures,
seven Pathe Topics and the usual 104 issues
of Pathe News.
Van Beuren will produce the Dumb-bell

Letters, Rainbow Cartoons, Toddle Tales and
Vagabond Adventures. Sam Jacobson is

production supervisor.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

June 16-July 2: International Motion Picture

Week, Vienna.

lune 18-20: RKO annual sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 18-20: Paramount annual sales conven-
tion, Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.

June 18-22: American Federation of Musicians
convention, Cleveland.

June 20: Annual Boat Ride of the Warner Club
aboard S.S. Peter Stuyvesant to Bear Moun-
tain.

June 21-23: M-G-M annual sales convention
at Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 22: Hearing on Edwin Wick's Buffalo

court action seeking injunction against
Code Authority.

June 28: World premiere of "The World Moves
On" at Criterion, N. Y.

July 1-3: Convention of Southeastern The-

ater Owners Association, The Ansley Hotel,

Atlanta.

July 2-4: Columbia regional sales meeting at

Atlantic City.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
iBy CHARLES ALICOATE

HTHE "Radio Ramblers," radio trio,

are the stars of a one-reel short

subject j'ust completed at the Brook-
lyn Vitaphone studio. This number,
as yet untitled, is a follow-up on "A
Cabinet Meeting" in which the mim-
ickers of radio were starred by Vita-

phone recently. Supporting players

in the cast include Lionel Stander

and Nancy Kelly. Joseph Henabery,
directed the short which is for the

"Pepper Pot" series.

Al Christie, an advocate of "Loca-

tion shooting," states in every case

where it is at all feasible, he in-

tends to make his comedies out in

the open in the future. Christy who,

under arrangement with Education-

al, will be making all his comedies

in the east next season with head-

quarters at the Eastern Service

studio in Astoria.

Leo Morrison, agent for Max
Baer, who is now in New York, has

been flooded with offers from the

radio, stage and screen for the ser-

vices of Baer since his rise to the

heavyweight champion of the world.

Morrison states he is contemplating

bringing Vince Barnett, famous

ribber, on from the coast to work

with Bear in his personal appear-

Work is expected to be completed
on schedide this week end on "Crime
Without Passion" the feature now
being produced by Ben Hecht and
Charles MacArthur at the Eastern
Service studio in Astoria. Claude
Rains, Margot and Whitney Bourne
are playing the featured roles in
the production which will be re-

leased by Paramount.

Production on "Love and Babies"
the two-reel comedy featuring Er-
nest Truex, supported by Jacque-
line Logan, Montagu Love, Eve
Farrell and Harry Short, has been
completed under the direction of
Al Christy at the Eastern Service
studio in Astoria. Fred Scheld and
Warren Murray assisted on the
comedy which will be released by
Educational. George Weber was
in charge of the cameras while
Frank Tuttle okayed the sound. Wil-
liam Watson and Arthur Jarrett,

are credited with the script.

Melvin Douglas, currently seen on
Broadway as the star of "No More
Ladies," has been signed by Select
Productions for a featured part in

Dashiell Hammetts novel of "Dan-
gerous Romance" which goes into

production at the Biograph studios

next Monday.

Says M-G-M So. America

Biz Is 25 P. C. Improved
Since the first of the year, gross

business for M-G-M in South Amer-

ica has increased 25 per cent over

the same period last year, William

Melniker, M-G-M general represen-

tative for South America stated

yesterday in New York. The in-

crease, said Melniker, is in actual

billings and is in no way due to

money exchange values.

"Restrictions on exchange of

money between South America and

other countries have been greatly

modified by the Government and all

reasonable requirements have been

met. Importers are now enjoying

the earnest co-operation of the Gov-

ernment," said Melniker.

The entire M-G-M feature, short

subject and news line-up for 1934-

35 will be distributed in South

America with super-imposed Span-

ish titles.

June 21: Meeting of Code Authority at head-

quarters in RKO Building, New York.

July 25: I.T.O.A. boat ride and outing.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-

graphy, Venice, Italy.

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Penn-

sylvania, New York.

Warner Men Return Home
From Sales Convention

San Francisco — The following

Warner Bros.-First National district

and branch managers have returned

to their respective territories to

hold individual sales meetings to

convey information on the Coast

sales session which ended Tuesday:
Earl Bell, E. Berbase, W. A. Hae-
fliger, A. Flanders, Denver; Harry
Lustig, J. K. Burden, A. S. Bailey,

N. H. Brower, J. N. Howland, Los

Angeles; V. Stewart, M. F. Keller,

D. D. Matin, Portland; Bill Gordon,

M. H. Gustaveson, H. Levey, Salt

Lake; C. Muehlman, N. Levi, B. C.

Wheeler, H B. Fish, San Francisco;

Al Oxtoby, C. L. Theuerkauf, C. W.
Young, Seattle; W. E. Callaway, R.

L. McCoy, W. O. Williamson, S. L.

Pilkinton, Dallas, Luke Conner, P.

L. Spindler, H. R. Risey, New Or-

leans; J. O. Rohde, W. C. Black-

stone, E. R. Slocum, Oklahoma City

and Fred M. Jack of Dallas.

SUNSET PROJECTION £r DUBBING
ENTERPRISE

Sid Smith Johnny Morgan

PRODUCERS & PUBLIC PROJECTION ROOM
COMPLETE DUBBING & SCORING SERVICE

All facilities of a major projection room.

Can match into any sound truck.

6048 Sunset Blvd.

Call Hollywood 9480 for appointment
Hollywood, Calif.

KAHANE CONFIDENT

OF NEW YEAR QUALITY

Chicago—Confidence in the RKO
product for 1934-35 was expressed

yesterday by B. B. Kahane, presi-

dent of RKO Studios, to the dele-

gates at the RKO convention.

"The company has manpower, tal-

ent material and the determination

to attain a high objective," said Ka-
hane.

Advertising and publicity for the

new line-up will be discussed this

morning by Robert F. Sisk and S.

Barret McCormick. In the after-

noon session Phil Reisman will talk

on foreign distribution. Sales poli-

cies will be reviewed by Jules Levy,

Cresson E. Smith, A. J. Mertz and
Fred McConnell of the Van Beuren
Corp. G. E. Youngman, general

counsel for RKO will discuss the

motion picture code. Other speak-
ers will be Sol. A. Newman, manag-
ing director of Radio Pictures, Ltd.,
of England; R. R. Doyle of Aus-
tralia, Robert Trillo of Panama and
Jacobo Glucksman of South Amer-
ica. This evening the annual ban-
quet will be held in the Silver For-
est room of the Drake Hotel.

®HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

$2.SO up, Single
$3.00 up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every-

thingto see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-

iness or pleasure.

Every room has private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for

rest." Every modern con-

venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality'

Vine at Hollywood Blvd
HOLLYWOOD
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD "LOTS
//.

j
RALPH WILK
HOPE CREWS, Lionel

eonard Carey and Herbert
joined the cast of "The
nocence," Irene Dunne's
Radio picture for the new
g is the initial screen ef-

Philip Moeller, production
the Theater Guild. The

ised upon the well known
klith Wharton.

T T

hea has been added to the
Sonogram's "Tomorrow's
)thers in the cast include
eeper, John Miljan, Dickie

Mooi< ranklyn Pangborn, Niles
Welch. irry Bradley and Edward

Charles Lamont is direct-

jnder the supervision of Ben
er. "Tomorrow's Youth"
inal story by Gene Whit-

.... _ i._ . ebert Mailer.

T T T
Two of next season's Universal

features have been assigned to Karl
Freund, director of "I Give My
Love." The first to go before the
cameras will be "Gift of Gab," which
will start July 2. Freund's second
will be Ward Morehouse's story, "It

Happened in New York."

r T T
Donald Meek will play the part

of Mr. Wiggs in the Paramount
filmization of "Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbage Patch."

T T
Forty-eight buxom beauties, one

New Silent Camera
Is Sought at Coast

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Representatives of

the research council of the M. P.

Academy declared yesterday that it

may be necessary for Bell & How-
ell, Mitchell Camera Co., and the
Andre Debrie Co., to work together
and pool their interests and to com-
bine the good points of each other's

cameras so that a silent camera car
be perfected.
The cost of a survey for a noise

analysis of so-called silent cameras
to be made by Erpi will be borne
equally by the manufacturers and
the research council. The council

has informed the camera manufac-
turers that if their efforts to per-
fect a silent camera are halted be-

cause of studio patents, the council

will undertake to obtain for them s

perpetual license to use these pat-

ents without cost.

Ban to Run Six Months
Boston—Under the boycott plan

drafted by the state council of the
Knights of Columbus with the ap-
proval of Car-dinal O'Connell and
soon to be put into effect in Massa-
chusetts, a boycott instigated as the
result of a picture deemed objec-

tionable will result in withholding of

recommendations for six months
after conclusion of the boycott on
the output of the studio which pro-
duced the picture.

Columbia Signs Four Comedians for Shorts

Columbia has signed four well-known comedians to be starred in two-reel comedies
next season. They are Leon Errol, Walter Catlett, Harry Langdon and Andy Clyde.
Announcement of the Columbia short subject schedule for 1934-35 will be made at its

forthcoming regional sales meetings planned for next month in Atlantic City and in

the Middle West.

from each state in the Union, will

be engaged for a series of chorus
and musical routines in Columbia's
"The Girl Friend," which William
Rowland is all set to produce, and
which Russell Mack will direct.

Production is scheduled to start

June 21.

James Dunn, who has been loaned
to M-G-M by Fox, has been assign-
ed the male lead opposite Jean Park-
er in "Have a Heart," which David
Butler will direct. The story is an
original by Butler and Buddy De-
Sylva, adapted to the screen by Flor-
ence Ryerson and Edgar Allen
Woolf. Una Merkel and Stuart Er-
win are the only other players so
far selected for the cast.

T T T

Dorothy Dare, who is expected
to arrive here soon from New York,

has been assigned by Warner Bros,
to a role in "Gentlemen Are Born,"
which will feature James Cagney
and Margaret Lindsay.

T T T

Trem Carr has borrowed Martha
Sleeper from M-G-M for the leading
role in "Tomorrow's Youth," Mono-
gram feature which goes into pro-
duction today under the direction of

Charles Lamont. Others in the cast
are John Miljan, Dickie Moore,
Franklin Pangborn, Niles Welch,
Harry Bradley and Edward LeSaint.
Ben Verschleiser is supervising.

T T r

Paramount has loaned Miriam
Hopkins to RKO to play the lead

in "The Richest Girl in the World."

T
John Wexly, playwright and

author, has been placed under a

writing contract by Columbia.

CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and Zoning and

Clearance Boards

RESERVE DECISION ON 7 CASES
New York grievance board yesterday re-

served decision on seven cases including four
Loew complaints. The cases were: Opera
House, New Brunswick, N. J., vs. RKO
Theater Corp., RKO State and Rivoli The-
aters, Trenton-New Brunswick Thea. Corp.,
and the Fox, M-G-M, United Artists, Uni-
versal, Columbia and Paramount exchanges
on overbuying; Jerome Theater, Richmond
Hill. vs. Casino Theater, Richmond Hill, re

duced admissions; Loew's Oriental vs. Holly-
wood, reduced admissions; Loew's Melba vs.

Paras Court, premature advertising; Loew's
Brevoort vs. Apollo, premature advertising;
Leon Rosenblatt (Orpheum, Jersey City) vs.

David Weinstock (Rialto. Newark) disturb-
ance of continued possession; Anne Amuse-
ment Corp. (Wallack's) vs. Harry Brandt,
disturbance of continued possession.

DISMISS CHARGES AGAINST SrARKS
Jacksonville—Two charges brought by John

J. Gillooly of St. Petersburg against E. J
Sparks and distributors have been dismissed
1>:' the Atlanta zoning and grievance board.
One charge that Sparks had overbought pic-

tures to prevent Gillooly's getting them was
dismissed after hearing and another that he
had created a monopoly was dismissed with-
out hearing.

STOP ADMISSION PRICE VIOLATIONS
Indianapolis — In the complaint of the

Colonial, Kokomo. vs. the Paramount, charg-
ing five cent admissions in violation of min-
imum admissions, it was decided by the
local grievance board that all the Indianapolis
exchanges serving this theater are directed
to see that there is no further violation as
to minimum admission prices specified in their

contracts unless permission is given to the ex-
hibitor. The board further held that all spot
bookings covered by memorandum contract
are to be governed by the same conditions
as far as minimum admission price is con-
cerned as govern regular contracted bookings.

FOUR RULINGS IN CHICAGO
Chicago—Complaints disposed recently by

the grievance board included the following:
Milda vs. Eagle, both Chicago houses: Found
Eagle guilty of running three major pic-

tures at 10 cents when contracts with dis-

tributors called for a higher admission price.

Senate vs. Kedzie and Kedzie Annex, Chi-
cago: Premature advertising. Ordered to

discontinue. Rosewood vs. North Center and
Davis, Chicago: Found not guilty of intent

to deprive the Rosewood of pictures. Directed
to select their features and notify exchanges
not less than 14 days in advance. American,
Indiana Harbor, Ind., vs. Indiana and Vic-
toria theaters, same town: Charged with
overbuying. Charge not sustained. Ruled
the Indiana is to have 30 days from date
of availability to select first run pictures

and that any picture not dated within that

time shall immediately become available for

the Victoria, second run house.

MANHATTAN COMM. AT HEARING
Two cases were heard yesterday by the

Manhattan, Bronx and Westchester advisory
committee on clearance and zoning. The
Edison charged the Springer-Cocalis circuit

and Warner, Fox, Universal, Metro, United
Artists, Paramount and RKO exchanges with
having reduced it from a second run to a

last ran house and asserts the circuit is get-

ting unreasonable protection w'th the aid of

the exchanges. Complaint of the Didsbury.
Walden, N. Y., vs. Broadway. Academy and
Ritz, Newburgh, and the Universal, Metro,
Paramount, Warners, RKO, United Artists

and Columbia exchanges asserts that the

Walden house is not in competition with the

Newburgh Theaters and that no protection

should be given.

MUST STOP PRICE CUTTING
Minneapolis— S. F. Heath of the State,

Wells, Minn., has been ordered by the Min-
neapolis grievance board to desist admission
price cutting through giving of rebates. Com-
plaint was made by F. E. Rolloff of the
Pastime, Mapleton, Minn. Effective date of

order is July 1.

Myrna Loy is definitely set for
the leading feminine role in "Broad-
way Bill," Capra's next for Colum
bia. Warner Baxter is in the fea
tured male role.

T T T

This week will see the start oi
production on "Tropical Madness,'
Columbia two reel musical short,
with Jerry Gottler, who also wrote
it, directing. Frankie Albertson and
Lois January will be seen in the
leading spots.

t T

Lambert Hillyer, Columbia di-

rector, engaged under a two-way
contract as writer and director, is

writing an original action story,
"Stake Out" which Columbia will
put into production as soon as the
director finishes scripting it.

T T
Florence Rice, former stock ac

tress, will make her screen debut in
Columbia's "The Captain Hates the
Sea." Miss Rice was recently
signed to a long term contract by
Columbia.

T T T

Rugby, world's oldest sport, is to
be the subject of a sports short to
be made by M-G-M. Pete Smith
is to add explanatory remarks to
the short which Ray McCarey is to
direct.

T T
Ralph Forbes, Richard Abbott,

Betty Alden, Barbara Barondess and
Sara Haden have been added to the
cast of "The Fountain" by RKO
Radio.

27 Clearance Protests
Are Filed at Cleveland

(Continued from Page 1)

for reduced clearance over first run
theaters in this territory. The ba-
sis for the protests is the claim that
admission price at the first run the-

aters is lower than it was when the

schedule of clearance was adopted,
January 1, 1933, and also that some
of the first run houses now play
double features, which was not the

case at the time of the adoption of

the schedule.
The four exceptions to the gen-

eral protest were filed by M. B.

Horwitz. Horwitz claims, in addi-

tion to the above protest, that inas-

much as first run theaters waive pro-

tection for their own second run the-

aters, that protection should also be

waived for all subsequent run the-

aters. All of the Cleveland pro-

tests will be heard by the local

Clearance and Zoning Board, June
26, at 2 P. M.

Censorsi "Kill' Boston Runs
Boston — Because of the many

cuts invoked under the .state Sun-
day censorship laws, "A Modern
Hero" was withdrawn from the M.
& P.-Publix Fenway and Paramount
Sunday and "Fog Over Frisco" sub-

stituted.
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Loew, Warners in Joint Bid for Fox Met. Circuit

52 FEATURES, I

Buffalo Board A
A Snowball

. . . rolls down hill

: By JACK ALICOATE

IT IS unfortunate that this church op-

' position movement to motion pictures

has taken such a decided, and in some
spots, vitriolic turn. Pictures, certainly,

and under no stretch of the imagination,

are as bad as they are being painted. Yet,

like the proverbial snowball rolling down
hill, this movement of opposition is gain-

ing momentum with each new turn. In

spots it is thoroughly unreasonable, but

the movement has become more than a

threat, is serious, and cannot be apparently

ignored much longer. What this industry

could stand is a united, conscientious job

of reselling itself, through its own screens,

to its hundred millions of film patrons.

It is now apparent that the policy of

turning the other cheek will not do. The
industry of the motion picture has nothing

to be ashamed of excepting its slowness

to defend itself.

NEWS reels are awaking from their re-

cent inertia and once again showing

signs of life. No branch of the business

is so far-reaching in character, so alive,

and so dignified as news reels, yet of late,

they have fallen in popularity because time

honored journalistic competition was

pigeon-holed under the heading of friendly

co-operation. Fans used to go out of

their way to tell us they made regular

trips to the theater for the sole purpose

of newsreeling it. In those days news

reels were hot. No single element adds

more to the average program than the

news reel, providing it is a NEWS reel.

WE HAVE just talked to a substantial,

clean-cut, moral producer who has

a right to be worried. He asks: "And

now where is the producer headed? What
do they want us to produce? If we please

one group the other bunch kicks. An
honest, straightforward story is a cinch to

be found unmoral by some, and, when we

sacrifice intelligence and logic, the critics

roast us for lack of courage. And if we

take the middle course we are panned by

everybody." We can sympathize with him

for he is about right.

I ON M-G-M PROGRAM

Wick Violating Its Order
Instructs Exhibitor to

Comply Within Next
Seven Days

Buffalo—Following a second hear-

ing, the Buffalo grievance board
has again found that Edward Wick,
operator of the Majestic, who has
an injunction action pending against
the board and local distributors, has
failed to comply with its order to

desist from price-cutting in viola-

tion of the code. The board gave
{Continued on Page 14)

FUTTER MAY PRODUCE

4 BRIT, QUOTA FILMS

Walter Futter, producer of Colum-
bia's "Travelaughs" and "Curiosities"

has made tentative plans to pro-

duce a quota feature in England for

major company distribution in both
the United Kingdom and the United

{Continued on Page 14)

Shortage of Product
Darkens N. Y. Rivoli

Shortage of product for Broad-
way first runs, which has become
more acute since 15 houses began
to play this class of product either

regularly or occasionally, yesterday
{Continued on Page 14)

35 P. C. Shorts in Color
Indicating further development of use

of color in shorts is the fact that 35
per cent of the M-G-M program on this

product next year will be so treated.

Minus issues of the company's news-
reel, 77 short subjects are scheduled.

RKO IS SEEKING SIX

MORE N. Y, HOUSES

With negotiations opened for the

acquisition of at least six more the-

aters in the metropolitan territory,

RKO is continuing to strengthen its

position in the Greater New York
area. Deals are pending for tak-

ing over Frisch-Rinsler's Savoy,
Brooklyn, the Manhattan Opera

{Continued on Page 11)

Gillett Joins Van Beuren
As Cartoon Studio Head
Chicago— Burt Gillett, formerly

associated with Walt Disney and di-

rector of "3 Little Pigs," has been
appointed head of the Van Beuren
cartoon studio, Amedee J. Van
Beuren announced yesterday at the

RKO convention. Gillett will make
13 one-reel subjects in two series

known as Burt Gillett's Toodle
Tales and Burt Gillett's Rainbow
Parade.

$4,000,000 Joint Offer Made
For Fox Met. By Loew, Warners

Sees Death of Immoral
Films Drawing New Biz

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—When immoral pic-

tures are eliminated, as a result of

the current national crusade, thou-

sands of new patrons will come in-

to theaters, declared M. A. Light-

man, former M. P. T. 0. A. presi-

dent, yesterday while attending the
{Continued on page 11)

A joint bid of $4,000,000 in cash

for the Fox Metropolitan Play-

houses circuit was made yesterday

on behalf of Loew's Inc., and War-
ner Bros, by Leopold Friedman of

Loew's at a hearing before Judge
Mack in U. S. District Court on the

proposed plan of reorganization for

the theater circuit.

J. Robert Rubin, chief counsel for

Loew's, told Film Daily that if the
{Continued on Page 14)

40 Titles Are Announced
At Opening Session

of Convention
Chicago—Forty titles included in

the "M-G-M 1934-35 program of 52

features will be announced at the

opening session of the company's
annual sales convention today at the

Hotel Drake. The company will also

put out 181 shorts, including the
Hearst-Metrotone News.
The list made public is as fol-

lows:
"The Merry Widow," with Mau-

rice Chevalier and Jeannette Mac-
Donald, Edward Everett Horton,
Una Merkel, George Barbier and

{Continued on Page 11)

KUYKENDALL TO BACK

PHILLY MPTOA UNIT

Coming to the aid of the M. P.

T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
which has been attacked by lead-

ers of the recently-formed Indepen-
dent Exhibitors Protective Ass'n in

Philadelphia, President Ed Kuyken-
dall of the M. P. T. O. A. will speak
at a meeting of his affiliated unit in

that city July 28. He will defend
{Continued on Page 2)

N. Y. Grievance Board
Upholds Loew Charges

N. Y. Grievance board yesterday

upheld three Loew complaints, certi-

fied to the Code Authority two cases

where interfering with negotiations

with landlords was charged and dis-

missed the overbuying complaint of
{Continued on Page 14)

Starting Skouras Deals

Booking deals for Skouras houses for

1934-35 will be started next week,

Ed Alperson stated to FILM DAILY yes-

terday. First conferences are expected

to be held June 29 at the Skouras

offices.
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Ed Kuykendall to Back
Philly M.P.T.O.A. Unit

(Continued from Page 1)

the activities of both the unit and
parent organization and point to

their achievements.
Kuykendall leaves New York to-

morrow for Detroit, where he will

attend an International Rotary
meeting. After his Philadelphia
trip he will address the Southeast-
ern Theater Owners at its Atlanta
meeting July 1-3 and return to Co-
lumbus, Miss., July 4.

Creditors Meet June 29

On Saenger Reorg. Plan
Meeting of creditors to vote on

the Saenger reorganization plan
scheduled to be held today in the
office of Special Master John E.
Joyce, was postponed yesterday till

June 29. In the meantime attor-

neys for the Paramount trustees

will decide whether to bring the
Saenger reorganization plan under
Section 77B of the new bankruptcy
law which would necessitate filing

of a petition and the appointment
of E. V. Richards, the present re-

ceiver for Saenger Theaters, as per-
manent trustee, entailing a delay of

almost two months before the plan
could be put through. The advan-
tages of this procedure are that the
plans would not have to be filed

with the Federal Trade Commission
for approval and there would be a
saving of $20,000 in transfer taxes.

"Half a Sinner" for Mayfair

Universal's "Half a Sinner," will

open at the Mayfair with a preview

tonight. The picture is an adapta-

tion of the stage play "The Deacon."

Demand Production Control

St. Louis, Mo.—The Civic Union has

decided to extend its campaign against

indecent movies to many parts of the

country, according to an announcement
by its president, Rev. Theodore Graeb-
ner of Concordia Seminary in Clayton,

Mo. New chapters are to be organized

at various points in the South and East.

The organization is demanding national

censorship of pictures, to be applied

at point of production and not at time

pictures are shown.

Tentative Milwaukee
Clearance Plan Set

Milwaukee—According to the pro-

posed schedule drafted by the local

zoning and clearance board, first

run houses with 55 cent admission
are given 45 days' clearance over
subsequent houses charging 35

cents; 35 days when charging 50

cents; 30 days when charging 40

cents and 14 days when a 35 cent

admission is charged. Double fea-

ture houses charging 35 cents are

required to wait 195 days after first

run and 515 days when charging a

10 cent admission. The board will

act upon the suggestions at a meet-

ing June 26.

"100% Club" Awards
Chicago—Seventeen newly-named

members of Paramount's "100%
Club" received awards yesterday at

the final session of the annual sales

convention. The new members are:

J. J. Oulahan, salesman, Washing-
ton, D. C; I. Lesser, salesman, New
York City; J. B. Gardner, sales-

man, Columbus; B. P. Brooks, book-

er, Jersey; L. C. Lowe, salesman,

Atlanta, Ga.; Bert Adams, sales-

man, Charlotte, N. C; Jack Curry,

salesman, Oklahoma City; Lester

Hughes, booker, Maine territory;

Frank Smith, salesman Salt Lake;

William Each, salesman, Indianap-

olis; M. C. Buries, salesman, Los An-
geles; P. W. Robbins, salesman, Des

Moines; G. H. Haviland, booker,

Seattle; L. M. Palmquist, ad sales

manager, Minneapolis and Tom
Dowbiggan, a salesman from the

Montreal, Canada exchange.

C. A. to Announce Today
Decisions on Appeal

Seven decisions on appeal from
local board findings will be made
public at today's meeting of the
Coce Authority. Cases involved
date back to appeals heard two
weeks ago by the body. This morn-
ing four appeals without represen-
tation will be considered and in the

afternoon eight appeals with new
evidence and arguments by attor-

neys and representatives will be
heard.

Morning hearings will include: New Or-
leans grievance board, Paramount against
R. J. Brunett of Imperial; Kansas City
grievance board, C. E. Esterley of the Nu-
Era, against C. H. Burkey, Summit The-
ater, appeal filed by complaintant; Omaha
grievance board, T. C. Shipley of KMMJ
Radio Theater against George K. Werner,
Orpheum, Fairfield, Neb., appeal filed by
respondent; New York grievance board, Or-
pheum, Jersey City against David Weinstock,
Rialto, Newark.
Afternoon appeals to be heard include:

Buffalo grievance board. Reliance Theaters,
Inc., Palace, Lockport, N. Y. against Schine
Theatrical Co., appeal by respondent; Albany
grievance board, William C. Smalley, Nor-
wich. N. Y. against Schine Enterprises,
Gloversville, N. Y. ; Albany clearance and
zoning board, Ernest J. Wolfe, Avalon, Low-
ville, N. Y. against Schine Theatrical Corp.,

Avon and Olympic, Watertown, N. Y., appeal
filed by respondent; Dallas grievance board,

Rubin Frels, Uptown and Victoria at Vic-
toria. Texas against Jefferson Amusement Co.,

Queen Victoria, Texas, appeal by respondent

;

San Francisco grievance board, Davies The-
ater Co., against Casino, appeal by respond-
ent; St. Louis clearance and zoning board,

S. E. Pirtle, Orpheum, Jerseyville, 111.

against all theaters in Alton, 111., appeal by
complainant; two cases from Indianapolis
grievance board, Harry Nagel, Dream, In-

dianapolis, against M. Margolis, Rivoli, ap-

peal by respondent; Harry Nagel, Dream
against Paramount, appeal by respondent.

Heights has appealed to the Code Authority
from the New York grievance board deci-

sion which sustained the charge of Loew's
Rio that the Heights was guilty of prema-
ture advertising. Joe Bernhard will sit in at

today's meeting as alternate for Harry M.
Warner.

.ommg and G oing

Expect Plenty of Firing

At Denver Clearance Plan
Denver—The clearance schedule

formulated by the Denver zoning
and clearance board introduces

some new factors that will un-
doubtedly be the subject of some
protests.

The schedule penalizes the classi-

fication of theaters where there is

a balcony or matinee price after 1

p. m. of less than 70 per cent of

the lowest main floor night admis-

sion prices. Theaters double billing

lose half their price classification on
pictures so run. The first will prob-

ably be the subject of protests

from first runs, while the latter

seriously affects many subsequents,

practically all of which double bill

at least two days a week, and some
of them all the time.

The Denver and Orpheum will

have a 42-day protection over sec-

ond run houses, as against 45 at

present. The highest classification

mentioned in the schedule are 50-

cent houses, which would have a

49-day clearance over second runs,

as against 45 at present.

Chung Shanghai Manager
Columbia has opened a new dis-

tributing office in Shanghai, China,

with Paul Sein Chung as manager.
John Albeck continues as Far East-

ern manager.

Thursda

EXI

LEE CROWE has arrived at the Coast from
New York to join Universal's acting roster.

GENE MARKEY has returned to the Coast
via New York from Europe.

JOHN O'HARA has arrived in Hollywood from
New York to join the Paramount writing staff.

PHILIP DAKIN has arrived at the Coast to

work for Universal.

JOHN P. MEDBURY left New York yester

day for Hollywood.

WALTER FUTTER plans to leave New York
in two weeks tor England.

MRS. PATRICK CAMPBELL leaves the Coast
July 1 en route to England via New York.

HELEN FERGUSON has arrived in New York
from the Coast.

SAM SCHWARTZ of New York has arrivet

at the Coast.

MARC CONNOLLY has arrived in Hollywood
from New York.

ED KUYKENDALL leaves New York tomorrow
for Detroit, later going to Philadelphia and
then Atlanta before returning to Columbus
Miss.

SID LEHMAN, U. A. Washington salesman,

is in New York for a week's vacation.

circa

Banquet Concludes RKO
Convention at Chicago

Chicago—Attended by various ex-

ecutives the annual convention of

RKO concluded with a banquet at

the Drake last night. Attendance
included: J. R. McDonough, B. B.

Kahane, M. H. Aylesworth, Major
L. E. Thompson, Ned E. Depinet,

Jules Levy, Phil Reisman, Sol New-
man, Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey,
Mort Downey, and Ben Bernie.

Winners in the special "Presi-

dent's Playdate Contest Drive" were
announced by Levy at the closing

session. Cash prizes of a full week's

salary was awarded to all employees
of the first and second leading

branches and employees of the next

four exchanges got a half-week's

pay. The former prizes went to

New Orleans and Vancouver while

the other winning offices were Min-

neapolis, Philadelphia, Winnipeg and

Chicago.
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It is a marvelous

piece of work and I

can assure you that

without it life would

not be worthwhile

over here.

Frederick L. Herron,

Foreign Manager,

Motion Picture Pro-

ducers & Distributors

of America, Inc.

000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.
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Intensive Campaign for
"Sweethearts" at Indianapolis

(~)UT in Indianapolis, Irving
Windisch, Warner exploi-

teer, put over a campaign for
"20 Million Sweethearts" that
certainly had the folks talking.
A front was designed with a
circular post effect, electric
sign? for side masks, electric

changeable letters, and valences
for title and catchlines; many
still and blowups plus a set
piece were also used. Out of
door coverage included 25 24-
sheets, 50 news bulletins down-
town, 15 hotel cards in 15 lead-
ing hotels, 110 trash cans sniped
with attraction in the downtown
area, and four inserts in down-
town garages. The Wm. H.
Block Co. was tied in with a
complete window made up as a
broadcasting station; enlarge-
ments of Powell and Fiorito
were spotted; a half page co-op
ad on Powell and Philco was
run; and a window on studio
styles. Five music store win-
dows were spotted with dis-

plays, Western Union was tied

in with window displays which
included six foot telegrams to
be autographed by Powell fans.

—Warner Bros., Indianapolis.

Process Poster Added
to Mickey Mouse Accessory

SUPPLEMENTING the strong

array of effective exploita-

tion accessories gotten out on
each Mickey Mouse subject,

United Artists has added an-

other attractive novelty to the

material now available on these

productions. Starting with
"Gulliver Mickey," all future
Walt Disney Mickey Mouse films

will carry a 40 x 60 special

stock 7-color screen process pos-

ter of Mickey Mouse, which can

be used on all Mickey Mouse
subjects by just changing the

title and the scene stills. Many
exhibitors have found this 40

x 60 exceptionally effective for

outer lobby displays, and others

have also used them in mer-
chant window displays.—United Artists.

W' 'with'

PHIL M DALY

Ralph Block John A. Waldron
DeWitf C. Jennings

• • • NOW WE have the "sandwich movie" orig-
inated by Charlie Mensing, manager of the Orpheum at
Memphis Charlie is putting up a valiant one-man fight
against the Tennessee blue laws prohibiting Sunday movies

so wot does Charlie do? he gets hisself a license
as a restaurant proprietor and advertises that he will sell
de-lic-ious sandwiches on Sunday for 40 pennies of course
the patrons have to come into the lobby of the theater to buy
the sandwich and if they want to wander into the theater
itself and watch the pix on the screen nobody will
stop 'em the point is they are* paying for the sand-
wich not for the show well after the judge
mulls over this knotty one we will know whether Charlie
sells Tennessee sandwiches for 40 cents on Sunday or goes
fishing with the family or whatever a family does on Sun-
day in Tennessee where there ain't no movies

© • • ONE OF the Coast publicity boys Eddie
Hitchcock wired Marcus Griffin of the "Enquirer"
as follows "Rush fight print immediately. For space in

your column you could get print very easily. Can place pic-

ture here." to which Marcus wired back "Can't ac-

cept marvelous proposition. Too busy booking Dillinger in vau-
deville" isn't it a shame Marcus was so busy with
a lotta guys just dying for propositions to handle

T T
• • • ON THE Paramount stage starting Friday
Miriam March will introduce her newest tap routine "The
Rhumbelero" she created a sensation with her own dance
creation, the "Rhumba Tap" Barbara Brown, who has
appeared in pix, and is scheduled to make more next fall

opens at the Starlight theater at Pawling on July 2

Back in New York for the first time since he became a screen
name Bill Gargan got a big hello at Sardi's yesterday
noon Bill hasn't gone Hollywood

T T T
• • • THE JUDGES of the best exploitation campaigns
on Warners' "The Circus Clown". . . . . .are announced as

A. Mike Vogel, of the M. P. Herald Major Albert War-
ner and Charles E. ("Chick") Lewis, editor of Show-
man's Round Table Walt Disney's gang is still mussing
round the barnyard following "Three Li'l Pigs" and "Wise
Li'l Hen" comes "Cock Robin"

• • • CONVENTION NOTES from Paramount
headquarters concluded yesterday at the Ambassador
Hotel in Losang James E. Perkins, sales director in China

says the Chinese fans won't stand for delays in showing
pix so that the distribution system has been improved to

the extent that negatives of pix frequently reach Shanghai be-

fore the Paramount exchange in China has had time to obtain

reviews on the features from American papers J. C. Gra-

ham, general manager for Para, in Great Britain says the

double feature situation long since solved itself in England
legislation limited advance bookings to protect the home

product British production increased with only 4,000

theaters to serve double feature bills proved a life-saver

to the industry
T T T

• • • THAT GENT who was unseen in "Invisible Man"
has got even Claude Rains appears in every scene

but one in "Crime Without Passion" the Ben Hecht and
Charles MacArthur pix in work at the Eastern Service Studio,

Astoria if Ben and Charlie are smart they will make
a retake and stick him in that one scene or have

they done it already?

« «c « » » »

TIMELY TOPICS
Elizabeth Bergner Finds
Screen Acting Hardest
'TO ACT in the films, one needs

infinitely more imagination,
concentration and endurance
than to act on the stage. Not
only does the studio lack a re-

ceptive audience, ready to re-

spond and encourage, but the
people round one are all critical

and vigilant. The scenes are
so short that it is almost im-
possible to become imbued with
the conviction that one is play-
ing a part. Most actors who
view their photoplay work upon
the screen are only too thankful
that such an experience is im-
possible in the theater. A screen
performance is a standardized
one, representing you certainly

not at your worst, and probably,

but not necessarily, at your best.

Acting being only one of the

factors in films, it also follows

that your work will be only
fully effective if the best studio

technique is available. The
finest actor in the world can-

not overcome second-rate pro-

duction methods, but on the

stage he can take possession of

the play. This direct personal

hold on the audience is one of

the greatest thrills of the the-

ater, as the playgoer knows. It

is what the actor hopes to do.

No, acting in films is neither

so easy nor so pleasant as act-

ing on the stage. Yet, once the

film is made and you have given
of your best—assuming that you
are lucky enough to be allowed

to—your performance will live

for longer than one night, and
will be seen by millions. You
are in something of the same
position as the successful

dramatist. He does not have to

write his play every night,

whereas the actor has to give

his best on the stage, night

after night, throughout the run.
—Elizabeth Bergner.

Russell Roberts Dead
Bonne Terre, Mo.—Funeral serv-

ices were held here recently for

Russell A. Roberts, at one time a

film editor for Fox and R-K-O.

Adelman's Father Dead
Fort Worth—F. Adelman, Waco,

Texas, father of I. B. Adelman who
is manager of the Tivoli in Fort

Worth, died recently in Dallas.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
Pay bills promptly and cash in on

discounts.



WarnerBros, willfi

14 CASH PRIZES FOIE

One of these

14 CASH PRIZES

can be yours!

1st PRIZE . . .$100.00

2nd PRIZE . . . 50.00

3rd PRIZE . . . 25.00

4th to 7th PRIZES . 1 0.00

8th to 14th PRIZES 5.00

Here's your chance to match your skill with histor^tra

greatest showman

—

because you're in the CIRCUS bu$^[

ness the minute you book "Circus Clown"!

Packed with a tent-full of real big-top attractions, it gi\pO!

you the wherewithal for one of the classic circus caitoui

paigns of all times! So many extra values that a lit
8jtra

FOLLOW THESE EASY RULES
$250.00 in prizes will be awarded by Warner Bros.

Pictures, Inc., to the Theatre Owners or Managers
submitting the best all-around promotion campaigns
on Joe E. Brown in "The Circus Clown." All phases
of the campaign, including newspaper advertising,
publicity, lobby display, exploitation stunts, etc., will
be considered in determining the awards.

Proofs of advertising, tear sheets of publicity, photos
of |obby, and photos or samples of exploitation stunts
muit be submitted by each contestant. These should
be accompanied by a brief typewritten description of
The campaign as a whole

Campaigns based on Warner Bros.' Merchandising
Plan for this picture are as eligible for the awards as
are original ideas.

Contest begins immediately and all entries must
he in the mails not later than midnight, Saturday,
Sept. 1st.

The judges will be A-MikeWdgel, Chairman Mana-
ger's Round Table Club of the Motion Picture Herald;
Major Albert W. Warner, Vice-President of Warner
Bros. Pictures, Inc.; and Charles E. (Chick) Lewis,
Editor of Showmen's Found Table. Their decision will
be final.

This contest is open to everyone except employees
of Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., and members of their
families.

Warner Bros, cannot be responsible for the return
of any material submitted.

In case of a tie, each contestant will receive the full
amount of the prize tied for.

Address all entries to "Circus Clown" Campaign
Contest, Warner Bros., 321 West 44th Street, N.Y.C.

HERE'S WHAT YOU HA !
'

JOE E. BROWN as a Circus
Clown

"POODLES" HANNE-
FORD'S Astounding Eques-
trian Troupe

THE FLYING CODONAS-fflE
World-Famous Aerialists]^

40 PONDEROUS PACH
DERMS and other marv*

of the menagerie

IIRS

Doi
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Ready-made imprinted ballon

one of scores of hel

suggestions in the press sh

FIGURE WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH
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HOW BUSINESS?

//.$

OftEST CAMPAIGNS ON

'THE

t

storj-xtra effort selling them will put you well over aver-
Skljge Brown grosses.

fust to point out it's exceptional possibilities, WARNER
iROS. OFFER $250.00 IN CASH PRIZES for the best all-

s caijiround campaigns — but that's a mere fraction of the

littjxtra dough that good promotion will bring into your till!

?iv

II TO SELL
tfTHE PICCHIANI FAMILY
— Tumblers Extraordinary

HIFIRST NATIONAL STARS
like Patricia Ellis, Dorothy Burgess
—Donald Dilloway—Gordon West-
cott, under Ray Enright's direction.

five

—

Use This Tip From
M. P. Herald

"The circus comes to town ... in this

latest Joe E. Brown picture . . . The
whole melange—big tents, clowns, freaks,

acrobats, barkers and roustabouts, ani-

mals and parades . . . Sell it with all the
color and excitement utilized by the cir-

cus advance men—circus music, clowns,
special fronts."—McCarthy, M. P. Herald

A

Effective use of press sheet material will count just as strongly in this contest as

original ideas. Get your copy today and start making your selection from the wealth

ttf accessory and exploitation suggestions such as:^

A. Kiddie Klown Parade Trick Peanut Give-away 40-inch Clown Photo ofBrown

Circus Front Inexpensive Imprinted Balloons Circus Lobby Accessories

Circus Tickets 15 Posed Tie-up Stills And 6 Ideas for Clown Ballys

MAT $100 BILL.... THEN START FIGURING NOW HOW TO GET IT!
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N-E-W-S O-F T-H-E D-A-Y
Salt Lake City—As a special at-

traction at the Orpheum this week,
Salt Lake's reorganized Symphony
Orchestra will appear, it is an-
nounced. This house is under the
direction of Harry Stetson and Ed-
die Diamond.

Vicksburg, Miss.— Jimmie Allen,

who has interests in Texas and
Louisiana houses, will open a house
here soon. He is equipping it with
Simplex sound.

Boston—Max Michaels is back in

charge of the Park, Ed Weinstock
having returned to New York.

Winthrop, Me.—The Gem here has
has been rejuvenated by Georgette
Desjardins, Super-Wide Range sound
being installed by Harold Davidson
of General Talking Pictures.

Salem, Mass.—The M. & P.-Pub-
lix Salem, managed by Leonard
Dunn, has scrapped its continuous
policy except for Saturday and Sun-
day and will now have only single

matinee and evening shows the re-

mainder of the week.

Stillwater, Minn.—The Stillwater

Amusement Co., theaters corpora-
tion with $50,000 capitalization, is

backed by Bennie Bergen, Clarence
Stevens and Sam Halpern.

Boston — With Majestic product
from "Sin of Nora Moran" going to

American Pictures for New Eng-
land distribution, Franklin Produc-
tions will now concentrate on Gen-
eral Pictures Exchange and impe-
rial Distribution Corp. films.

Milwaukee, Wis. — M a i 1 1 a n d
Frosch, salesman for the National
Theater Supply Co. here, was mar-
ried recently to Miss Veronica Kir-

by. The couple spent their honey-
moon in the north woods.

Detroit — Research Engineering
Products, sound service operated by
Russell Sederstrom and Ray Bon-
nerl at 5700 Grand River Ave., has
been closed.

Youngstown — The six-year-old

son of Joe Trunk, manager of the

State, is dead here following a mas-
toid operation.

Bridgeport, Conn. — The Strand
Amusement Co. has leased the Park
City, 1176 Stratford Ave., from
Gertrude B. Sniffen for a term of

five years from May 1, 1934.

Cleveland—Corwin Collins, former
assistant manager at Keith's East
105th St., and the Hippodrome, has
been appointed manager of the
Jewel Theater, belonging to the As-
sociated Theaters circuit. He suc-

ceeds Jack Fine, who has gone into

the printing business.

New York— The Pilgrim, 1,000-

seat house now under construction

at Westchester and Pilgrim Aves.,

is scheduled to open around Labor
Day with the latest RCA Victor

High Fidelity sound equipment.

Cleveland—P. H. Walters former
manager of the Dennison Square
has returned to the same job. Mil-

ton Bryer has been managing the
house recently.

Racine, Wis.—J. Thomas, presi-

dent of the Motion Picture Opera-
tors' union here, has been named a

member of the citizens' Advisory
council by Mayor William J. Swo-
boda as a representative of labor.

Cleveland—The Manhattan closed

for more than a month, has re-

opened under the management of A.
J. Smith and John Mathway who
have taken a lease on the property.

The house is operating on a seven
day basis with three changes a

week.

New York—The Windsor, former
legitimate theater which has been
running pictures for the last few
years, is being equipped with com-
plete new Photophone Hfgh Fidelity

sound apparatus.

Richmond, Va.— The National, a

Wilmer & Vincent house, has re-

placed its old sound with a large

Photophone High Fidelity sound sys-

tem.

Entertain Paramounteers

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Paramount studio at-

taches have provided plenty of enter-

tainment for the visting "firemen," i.e.,

the conventioneers. Programs included

visits to Agua Caliente, track meets,

fights, golf courses and studios. Mel
Shauer entertained one group at his

home the other day.

Chicago—The State -Congress for

many years a burlesque house but
dark during the last year, has been
leased for five years by Jack and
Melvin Kaplan and will be reopened
early in July with four acts of

vaudeville, pictures and tab burles-

que on a continuous policy. New
lighting fixtures are being installed

and the house will be completely re-

decorated. Liens and labor claims
against the house, amounting to

nearly $20,000, have been paid by
the new lessees. Jack Kaplan will

manage the house. He was former-
ly division manager for the Con-
solidated Theaters Corp. of New
York.

Boston—Ray Temple and Mitchell

Benson of New York, working un-
der Harry Gouffain here, have re-

modeled and redesigned the stage

of the Metropolitan. The mobile
orchestra pit has been eliminated
entirely, and the grand orchestra

now performs on the platform and
becomes an integral part of stage
shows.

Salt Lake City—Silver King, mo-
tion picture dog actor, is here with
his owner and trainer, giving per-
formances sponsored by local news
sheets, also appearing as an added
attraction at the Orpheum.

Denver—The Isis, a 15-cent Fox
house, will close the last of the
month for a $10,000 to $12,000 im-
provement job, including remodel-
ing, redecorating, new equipment
projection, etc. The Sterling, Gree-
ley, Colo., will be made over also,

to the tune of close to $10,000.

Chicago—William Charuhas, man-
ager of the Montclair, was recently
injured in an auto accident, receiv-
ing a badly lacerated left eye.

Canon City, Colo.—B. P. McCor-
mick, owner of the Canon and Jones
theaters here and the Rialto at

Florence, was elected president of
the chamber of commerce while on
a trip to California—and he didn't

know it until he returned home.

Denver—-The young daughter of

Wayne Ball, Columbia exchange
manager, fell out of a swing at

school and broke both her arms, ne-
cessitating an operation before they
could be set.

Carlsbad, N. M.—R. E. Griffith

Theaters will open the new Cactus,
with 700 seats, on June 25. It is

closing the old Crawford here.

Longmont, Colo.—George Paper
manager of the Fox Longmont, is

on his annual vacation of a month,
and L. F. Fletcher is subbing.

Frankfort, Ky.—Articles of incor-

poration for the Virginia Amuse-
ment Co., Hazard, capitalized at

$5,000, were approved here by Miss
Sara W. Mahan, secretary of state.

Incorporators were Dewey Combs,
Hazel Davis and O. L. Davis.

St. Louis, Mo.—The historic Gay-
ety at 14th and Locusts Sts., is to

be razed in order to avoid the pay-
ment of taxes.

St. Louis, Mo.—The White Way.
1150 South 6th St., plans to erect

a new steel canopy over the side-

walk in front of the house.

Grand Rapids, Mich.—The Majes-
tic Gardens, first-run theater,

closed for the summer June 10, and
will reopen in the middle of August.
Following a two weeks' vacation.

Manager Lowell G. Ritcey will re-

lieve Walter J. Norris at the Re-

gent theater and Harry W. Irons

at the Kent and the Isis theaters

for two weeks each.

Danbury, Vt.—Ackert's Hall has

been destroyed by fire.

Hartford, Conn.— The State has

gone from Davis and Goldbaum to

John Rucci of West Hartford, who

will continue the policy of double!
features and six vaudeville acts.

Northampton, Mass.— The Plaza
theater here has been closed by M.
& P.-Publix.

Wheeling, W. Va.—Tony Stern
until recently manager of the Court
here has returned to Pittsburgh
to handle the Cameraphone there.
He replaces George Daransoll re-
signed. Acting manager Edward
Segal has been sent back to his old
post at the Harris-Etna as assis-
tant.

Findlay, O.—Harvey Cocks, man-
ager of the Harris here, has been
switched to Warner Bros. Strand
in Akron, replacing Dick Wright,
who recently was promoted to dis-
trict manager of Warner Bros, the-
aters in northeastern Ohio, with
headquarters in Cleveland.

Canton, O.— So successful have
been preview screenings every Fri-
day night at the Warner Bros. Al-
hamlbra that Wallace ("Doc") El-
liott has inaugurated the same pol-
icy Tuesday nights.

Cincinnati — John Kaiser, Royal
theater, Chillicothe, O., so badly in-

jured his hand in an explosion, the
removal of two fingers may be nec-
essary.

Thornton, R. I.—The Myrtle has
been darkened by Arthur Votalato.

Boston— Edward Wiguhart, for-
merly of 120 Boylston St., will open
a vaudeville booking office at 40
Church St. in the film district.

Boston — Edward and Ernest
Comi, formerly connected with the
National Theater Supply, will opew
independent offices at 112 Arling-
ton St.

San Antonio— The Army Post's
oldest theater, the War Dept. No. 2,

which was condemned by the Gov-
ernment, is now being wrecked. Ac-
cording to a report, a new Fort Sam
Houston theater will take its place.

San Antonio—The Empire is now
advertising the starting time of its

feature picture in the daily news-
paper ads.

San Antonio—Lester Ketner, lo-

cal correspondent for The Film
Daily, is now editing a movie col-

umn for "The Texas Centennial
Magazine," a local monthly publi-
cation.

"Biggest Show In Town"
Kansas City—Billed as the biggest

show ever offered in Kansas City for
25 cents, the Tower, downtown first-
run, is currently featuring, in addition
to its regular stage show and the film
"Upper World," a vaudeville show and
a bathing beauty revue of 20 girls,

comprising 50 entertainers in all.
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Takes Two More! Mae West has two

new leading men in this picture . . .

John Mack Brown and Roger Pryor.

When you witness Mae's reaction to

John Mack Brown's soft Southern

love-making. ..you'li know that "Love

is the sweetest thing!"

Hot Band! Duke Ellington and his

band in tunes both blue and hot . . .

their rendition of "Memphis Blues"

will sway your audiences.
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i New Piece of Showmanship! Ninety negro voices burnish a choral back-

round to Mae West's singing of that lovely spiritual, "Troubled Waters."

World's Bit

,. . . the originc

rus! Dances by the biggest chorus in motion pictures

Trust". . . a ton of feminine pukhritude on the hoof.

ight a Good FightJ A good old stand up and take it fight of the John L
ullivan bare knuckle days . . . a.high spot of color in a colorful, picture.

Sensdtfcmal Songs! Sung by Mae West—"My Old Flame," "Troubled Waters,"

a St. Louis Woman Comes Down to New Orleans," "Memphis Blues,"

y American Beauty." "My Old Flame" should be one of the hit songs of the year.
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD TOTS //.

By RALPH WILK
TOE E. BROWN, whose next pic-

J ture is to be "Six Day Bike Rider,"
is absorbing the atmosphere of

bicycle racing in Hollywood, having
acted as starter for a 24-hour cycle

race in the cinema city.

T T T

Paul Muni's next starring vehicle

for Warner Bros, will be "Black
Hell." Abem Finkel and Isaac

Goldberg are at work on the script,

with Muni, himself also collaborat-

ing.

T T T

Rosemary Ames has been signed

to a new Fox contract.

T t

James Dunn has been assigned
the male lead opposite Jean Parker
in M-G-M's "Have a Heart,'" which
David Butler will direct.

Y

Helen Chan, young Chinese ac-

tress discovered by Monta Bell, pro-

ducer, has been signed for a fea-

tured comedy role in "Student
Tour," M-G-M musical.

T T T
Sig Herzig, who collaborated with

Earl Carroll on the screen play for

"Beaux Arts Ball," which will be
produced by Carroll, is now work-
ing on the script for "The Girl

Friend," which will be made by Wil-
liam Rowland for release through
Columbia.

T T

Gladys George will make her de-

but in pictures, replacing Mae
Clarke in the leading role in M-G-
M's "Four Walls."

T T
Laurel and Hardy will be featured

in M-G-M's "Babes in Toyland,''

which goes into production about
July 10.

T T

Erskine Caldwell has signed a
writing contract with M-G-M, and is

expected to join the coast scenario

staff in the near future. His "To-
bacco Road" was dramatized by
Jack Kirkland. TV

Ethel HilL who collaborated with
Harvey Gates on the screen play for

"I'll Fix It," is one of the busiest

writers on the Coast. She wrote the

screen play for "Blind Date," for

Columbia, and also worked with
Dorothy Howell on the script for

"Whirlpool." She is co-author of

"A Woman in Her Thirties," which
was made by Warner Bros.

t

Mo Wax and Ronald Bank are

preparing a script based on the life

Disney Turns to Satire

With the production, of "Who Killed

Cock Robin?" his latest Silly Sym-
phony. Walt Disney turns from comedy
to satire. Until now a producer of

animation of famous fables and musical

masterpieces, he is invading the field

of mystery stories by a fitting start

with this daddy of them alL

and exploits of the late Augustino
Sandino, Nicaraguan rebel.

v T T
Manny Seff and Peter Milne are

writing the screen play for "Gold
Diggers of 1935," which will be one
of Warner Bros, million dollar pro-
ductions for next season. Robert
Lord and Milne wrote the original
story.

Our Passing Show: Jesse L.
Lasky, Claudette Colbert, Edward
Sutherland, Irving Starr, D o r e
Schary, Al Rosen, Daniel Reed,
Arthur Pierson, H. S. Kraft, Marty
Cohn, Max Shagrin, George Seaton,
Frank MacDonald, Arthur Bloch,
Sidney Harmon at the opening of
"Keep It a Dream."

T T T
Ben Holmes, comedy director, who

has been with RKO for four years,
has been re-signed for a fifth year.
He will do five more Chick Chandler
comedies and one more Clark and
McCullough.

V T T
Dave Gould, who staged the "Ca-

rioca" in "Flying Down to Rio," will
cieate "The Continental," a new
dance number, for "The Gay Di-
vorce," which Mark Sandrich will di-

rect for RKO. One-hundred dance
teams will be used, with Ginger
Rogers and Fred Astaire featured.

Ted Healy, Ruth Roland, Ben
Bard, Jeanette Loff, Al Rogell, Sam
Jaffe, Eugene and Vina Delmar and
Arthur Stebbins have joined the
"Bath and Tennis Club," which was
organized by Nick Stuart. The club
is located in Cheviot Hills, has eight
tennis courts, badminton, squash
and handball courts, a large swim-
ming pool and other facilities.

Laura Hope Crews is returning to
the screen in the leading character
role in "Age of Innocence," at RKO.
Her absence from pictures was due
to her appearance in the Broadway
stage play, "His Master's Voice"
which ran for nearly nine months.

v T T
Abe Meyer, head of the Meyer

Synchronizing Service, which sup-
plies music for independent produc-
ers, has been appointed by Jack
Robbins as studio representative for
the Rabbins Music Corp. In the
future, all negotiations by studios
for permission to use music owned
by the Robbins concern in their pro-
ductions will be handled by Meyer
acting for the publishers.

Christine Ames' "The Human
Side," got under way yesterday at
Universal City. To the cast which
is headed by Adolphe Menjou and

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHARLES ALICOATE

J-^ELEN HAYES and Fanny Brice

were visitors on the set of the

Hecht-MacArthur production now
in work at the Eastern Service stu-

dio in Astoria yesterday.
•

Shooting will start Monday on a
new Educational-Tom Howard com-
edy, tentatively titled "Fun in a
Drug Store." Al Christie will pro-
duce and direct the comedy at the
Eastern Service studio in Astoria.
George Shelton, will as usual, ap-
pear in the second comedy role.

•

The second of the series of all

Spanish talking features, for release
by Paramount International, is

scheduled to go into production next
Thursday at the Eastern Service
studio in Astoria. Carlos Gardel,
will play the leading male role in

the picture which will be directed
by Louis Gasnier. Fred Scheld will

assist on the direction with Robert
Snody supervising and George
Weber in charge of the cameras.
Supporting cast is now being se-

lected.
•

Harold Atteridge has been added
to the writing staff of the Christie-
Educational comedies with head-
quarters at the Eastern Service stu-
dio in Astoria.

Ruth Gillette has been signed for

a role in "Woman in the Dark" the

feature now in production at the

Biograph studios under the direc-

tion of Phil Rosen for Select Pro-
ductions. Others in the cast include

Fay Wray, Ralph Bellamy Melvyn
Douglas, Roscoe Ates, and Nell

O'Day.
•

Joe Rivkin has signed the Radio
Ramblers under his personal man-
agement. The Trio just completed
a short at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio.

Studio Observations: Ben Hecht
and Charles MacArthur playing

roles of reporters in their own pro-

duction Lee Garmes making
sure of his shots Art Rosson
elated over the fact that his brother,

Harold, is completely out of dan-

ger Harold Godsoe, assistant

director Walter Strenge,

checking on Garmes Sol Mid-
wall, making the best of it

Slavko Vorkapitch directing the

trick shots in the regular Vorka-
pitch style Eddie Hylan, Mat-
ty Cohen and Billy Kelly holding a

confab Jack Shalitt being

paged for a still Fred Ryle,

just looking and Terry Hogan hold-

ing script.

Doris Kenyon, a number of play-
ers were added by director Edward
Buzzell. They are Reginald Owen,
Joe Cawthorn, Betty Lawford and
Dickey Moore.

T T

Universal is bringing Clara Kim-
ball Young, the former star back
to the screen in an important role in
"Romance in the Rain," a romantic
comedy with music featuring Roger
Pryor, Heather Angel, Victor Moore
and Esther Ralston.

Production begins tomorrow at
Universal City on "Million Dollar
Ransom," adapted from Damon
Runyon's "Cosmopolitan" Magazine
story, "Ransom $1,000,000." Murray
Roth is directing and featured role's
are played by Edward Arnold and
Phillips Holmes. Other parts are
played by Andy Devine, Wini Shaw,
Marjorie Gateson, Bradley Page,
Edgar Norton, Hughey White and
Robert Gleckler. Joan Bennett is
out of the cast.

_, . r
The original story, "I Murdered

A Man," by Florence Ryerson and
Colin Clements, has been purchased
by Universal for early production.
The picture will be directed by Ed-
ward Laemmle.

T T
Karl Freund has been assigned to

handle the megaphone on "It Hap-
pened in New York," an original
story by Ward Morehouse, at Uni-
versal City. Rian James will be as-
sociate producer.

John Wexley, successful drama-
tist, Theater Guild director and
screen writer, has been added to
Columbia's list of authors and
writers.

r
Armand Schaefer and B. Reeves

(Breezy) Eason will co-direct "Law
of the Wild," a Mascot serial star-
ring Rex, the wild horse, and Rin-
Tin-Tin, Junior, and featuring Ben
Turpin.

T
Mitchell Lewis has been engaged

by Reliance for "The Count of
Monte Cristo," in which Robert
Donat and Elissa Landi are co-
starred. Rowland V. Lee is direct-
ing for United Artists release.

V T
Lou Edelman, who supervised

production on "Here Comes The
Navy" and collaborated with Del-
mar Daves on the script of "Flirta-
tion Walk," has been given a new
long term Warner contract.

t r v
Adaptation of "Sand Hog" an or-

iginal, has been assigned to Jack
Kirkland by Fox.
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Col. Signs John Gilbert
John Gilbert, was engaged yesterday

by Columbia for one qf the featured
roles in "The Captain Hates the
Sea." The cast includes Florence
Rice, Fred Keating, Alison Skipworth
Victor McLaglen, Wynne Gibson.
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PARAMOUNT
MEET NOTES

LOS ANGELES
ADOLPH ZUKOR arrived in

America from Hungary when he
was 16 years old, with but $14 in

his pocket. His first job, in a fur
store, netted him $2 per week.

William LeBaron, associate -pro-

ducer at the Paramount studios,

who talked on studio production,

was the editor of Colliers Weekly
following the War.
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Emanuel Cohen, vice president in

charge of production at the Para-
mount studios, and who outlined the

company's production plans holds a

commission as major in the U. S.

Array Reserve.

George J. Schaefer, vice-president

and general manager of Paramount,
started with the company as a film

booker in the New York City ex-

change, 15 years ago.

To show John Howard, Indian-

apolis exchange man how the boys

all missed him, George Schaefer ap-

pointed a committee of three to send
Howard, who is ill with pneumonia,
a special convention greeting. Wil-
liam Erbb, Dave Prince and Allen

Usher were named as the commit-
tee.

Scotty Chestnut, Jacksonville

manager, made his initial appear-
ance this morning wearing as usual

a large white carnation.

Listed among the feature gags
presented to the delegates and
guests at the annual convention of

Paramount Pictures in session at

the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles
was the Goofy News Reel the idea

of Max Fleischer, father of Betty

Boojp, Popeye and Screen Classics,

following the opening session of the

convention. One scene taken from
Mae West's "She Done Him Wrong"
was shown as it was released in all

parts of the country, while another
angle was depicted to "reveal" how
producers in general "deceive" their

foreign customers. It was a burles-

que.

Runner up for the title of "cham-
pion traveller'' among the delegates

and guests has been awarded to J.

E. Perkins, district manager for
Paramount in China, who will have
travelled 30,000 miles when he
reaches his headquarters in Shang-
hai.

Pat-he Review Changes Name
Chicago—Starting with the new sea-

son, "Pathe Review" will be known as

"Pathe Topics." There will be no
change in general editorial policy, states

Thomas Chalmers, its editor.

28 "Names" in M-G-M New Year Lineuo
Chicago—Twenty-eight players will be starred or featured in M-G-M product re-

leased during 1934-35. Following are their names: Marie Dressier, Marion Davies,
Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford, Greta Garbo, Clark Gable, Jean Harlow, Wallace Beery,
Robert Montgomery, William Powell, Myrna Loy, Gloria Swanson, Warner Baxter,
Maurice Chevalier, Ramon Novarro, Laurel and Hardy, Jackie Cooper, Lionel Barrymore,
Loretta Young, Charles Laughton, Fredric March, Evelyn Laye, Herbert Marshall, Jimmy
Durante, Constanc2 Bennett, Helen Hayes and Jeanette MacDonald.

M-G-M Releasing 52 Features,
1 04 Shorts for New Season

(Continued from Page 1)

Minna Gombell, directed by Ernst
Lubitschj "David Copperfield," pro-
duced by David 0. Selznick, directed

by George Cukor from script pre-
lared by Howard Estabrook and
Hugh Walpole; "The Good Earth,"
Pearl Buck's Pulitzer prize novel,

produced by Irving Thalberg, di-

rected by George Hill from Francis
Marion's script; "Chained," with
Joan Crawford, Clark Gable, Otto
Kruger, Stuart Erwin, Una O'Con-
nor and Marjorie Gateson, Hunt
Stromberg producer, directed by
Clarence Brown from Edgar Sel-

wyn's story; "The Barrets of Wim-
pole Street," with Norma Shearer
and Fredric March, produced by
Thalberg and directed by Sidney
Franklin; "Mutiny on the Bounty,"
with Clark Gable, Wallace Beery
and Robert Montgomery, produced
by Thalberg and directed by Frank
Lloyd; "Naughty Marietta," with
Jeanette MacDonal and Nelson Ed-
dy, produced by Stromberg and di-

recte by Robert Z. Leonard.
"Marie Antoinette," based on Stefan

Zweig's biography, with Norma Shearer,
Charles Laughton and Herbert Marshall, pro-

duced by Thalberg and directed by Franklin;
"Biography." stage comedy, with Ann Hard-
ing and Robert Montgomery, produced by
Thalberg and directed by E. H. Griffith; "In
Old Vienna," original by Vicki Baum, book
and lyrics by Oscar Ha-mmerstein II and
music by Sigmund Romberg,- with Ramon
Novarro and Evelyn Laye, produced by Harry
Rapf; "Indo-China," with Joan Crawford,
produced by Bernard Hyman with Victor
Fleming as director; "West Point of the
Air," with Wallace Beery and Robert Young,
produced by Monta Bell and directed by Rich-
ard Rosson; "His Brother's Wife," with Jean
Harlow, produced by Lawrence Weingarten
from original by George Auerbach; "Movie
Queen." an original by Sidney Skolsky, star-

ring Marion Davies and produced by Lucien
Hubbard: "Sequoia," with Jean Parker and
Russell Hardie: "A Lady Comes to Town,"
with Clark Gable and Jeanette MacDonald,

produced by Oscar Ha-mmerstein II, two all-

star comedies including Jimmy Durante,
Charles Butterworth, Louise Fazenda, Stuart
Erwin, Ted Healy and Una Merkel, pro-
duced by Charles Reisner and Jack Cum-
mings.

_ .
Other properties to be included in the pro-

gram include: Michael Aden's story of Iris

March; "China Seas" by Crosbie Garstin:
"Soviet" by Jules Furthman; "What Every
Woman Knows" by Sir James M. Barrie;
"Tish," by Mary Roberts Rinehart; "Timber-
line" novel by Gene Fowler ; "Vanessa" by
Hugh Walpole, last in his Rogue Herries
series; "The Wind and the Rain" by Merton
Hodge, recent Broadway stage success; "No
More Ladies" by A. E. Thomas, current
New York comedy success; "Forsaking All
Others," based on the drama by Edward
Roberts and Frank Morgan Cavett; "Her
Excellency's Tobacco Shop" by Luzlo Bus
Fekete, European stage success; "The Casino
Murder Case" by S. S. Van Dine, his latest

Philo Vance novel; "Wicked Woman" by
Anne Austin, a novel; "Evelyn Prentice"
by W. E. Woodward, "The Gravy Game" by
Harrv Stuhldreher (Notre Dame star) and
W. Thornton Martin; "Any Port in a Storm"
by Guy Gilpatric, based on the S. S. Glen-
cannon "Saturday Evening Post" and Red
Book stories; "The Bugle Sounds" by Major
Zinovi Pechkoff, novel of the Foreign Legion ;

"Jungle Red Man," based on the book by
Harold Noice; "Repeal" by Charles Fran-
cis Coe, a "Saturday Evening Post" serial:

"Living in a Big Way." the novelette by
Louis Bromfield; "Man Crazy" by Vina Del-
mar, published serially in "Liberty" Maga-
zine; "Pamela Thorndyke" by Moss Hart;
"Death on the Diamond" by Cortland Fitz-

simmons. The group of original stories also

includes, "The Winning Ticket" by Robert
Hopkins, and "Black Chamber" by Major
Herbert O. Yardley.

Short Subject Schedule
The entire list of short product comprises

three Laurel-Hardy two-reel comedies, in ad-

dition to the full-length pictures which they

are scheduled to make; eight Charley Chase
comedies, two reels each; seven special two
reel comedy subjects starring Irvin S. Cobb,
from material prepared by himself; eight

Thelma Todd-Patsy Kelly co-starring come-
dies; s ; x "Our Gang" two-reel comedies: six

two-reel musical revues and 13 one-reel M-
G-M musical cartoons, both in Technicolor; 12

Pete Smith Oddities and six Pete Smith
Goofy Movies; eight FitzPatrick Traveltalks

and bi-weekly issues of Hearst Movietone
News throughout the year, with Edwin C.

Hill as the explanatory Globe-Trotter.

Sees Death of Immoral
Films Drawing New Biz

(Continued from Page 1)

Paramount sales convention here.

He said he believes there should be

class theaters catering to sophis-

ticated and family trades. Big, ex-

pensive productions should never be

allowed to play 10 or 15 cent

houses, Lightman said.

Change Benny Pix Title

"Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round"
is the final title for the feature
starring Jack Benny, which will be
released through United Artists,

Harry M. Goetz, president of Re-
liance Pictures said upon his re-

turn from Hollywood yesterday.
Wh'le on the Coast, Goetz conferred
with Edward Small, vice president
in charge of production.

RKO Is Seeking Six

More New York Houses
(Continued from Page 1) _

House on West 34th St., the Grand

Opera House on West 23rd St., and

at least three Consolidated circuit

theaters. These houses will bring

RKO's total theater coverage in this

district to 56 houses.

Okays isutiaio Alternates

Buffalo — Approval by Adminis-

trator Sol Rosenblatt of three new
alternates for boards of the Buf-

falo area were announced here as

follows: Francis Di Bartolo, at-

torney; Samuel J. Dickey, former

judge of city court, and Charles A.

Freiberg, former sheriff and state

senator.

RKO CONFAB
RUMORS

CHICAGO
JyjTLT AMES of Boston is a guy

for long walks, but usually
takes along his Buick.

Nicky Goldhammer insists upon
munching peanuts.

Stan Jacques, Cincy B. M's. is

guarding that youthful figure.

Schmitz is the boy who made good
for Milwaukee. He's branch man-
ager there.

Eddie McEvoy, Eastern and Can-
adian sales manager, is rated top
golfer of the assembled multitude.

Cress Smith recalled his early film
experiences in the Windy City.

Ed Lamb of Seattle informed
everyone that he is the proud owner
of a yawl.

Barret McCormick is the orig-
inal from "The Circle to the Square
guy". From Circle Theater, Indian-
apolis to Times Square, New York.

Barney Pitkin of the New Haven
tribe has stopped talking about
weight reductions. It seems that
he began giving the local exhibs'
ideas of their own about reductions.

Morrey Anderson, Milwaukee's
best looker, in the future is to han-
dle all the selling of the female ex-
hibitors.

Harry Kahn of Washington spent
the early morning hours talking
about his hunt the previous day for
the lone exhib in Chicago who hasn't
signed for the RKO nickers.

Harry Zeitels of New Haven found
the going so hot the first day that
he had to forget his poetic ambi-
tions.

Mark Plottel was awarded first

honors for talking exhibitors into

submission. Mark is a Winnipeg
lad. Jack Droy also a Canuck was
second.

Many of the hick lads continually
questioned A. A. Shubart, the man
with all the answers about the fancy
features of Chicago big time life.

Pays Tribute to Depinet
Chicago—J. R. McDonough paid high

compliments to Ned E. Depinet when
he described this RKO executive as the
man whose enthusiasm and faith had
kept the company alive during its dark-
er days. "The great work of the sales

force headed by Depinet pulled the
company through its private depression,"

said McDonough.



RKO - RADIO'S MESSAC

//

GREAT
PROPERTIES

MAKE
GREAT
PICTURES

//

THE LITTLE MINISTER by Sir James M. Barm starring KATHARINE

HEPBURN . . . ROBERTA, queen of musical romances . . lilting

melodies by Jerome Kern . . . FRECKLES/ Gene Stratton Porters

enduring classic . . . THE AGE OF INNOCENCE, Edith

Wharton's Pulitzer Prize Novel co-starring Irene Dunne and John

Boles . . . RADIO CITY REVELS dazzling cavalcade of screen

and radio stars in one mighty show . . . BY YOUR LEAVE . . .

WEDNESDAY'S CHILD . . . THE FORSYTE SAGA,



hi IN FIVE

John Galsworthy's great epic starring Katharine Hepburn . . .

WHEELER AND WOOLSEY in two shows . . the first "Kentucky

Kernels", . . THE FOUNTAIN starring Ann Harding . . . Merian

C. Cooper's production of SHE ..THE ENCHANTRESS.. H. Rider

Haggard's world's thrilling book . . . FALSE DREAMS FAREWELL
. . HO ! FOR SHANGHAI, produced by Lou Brock . . LADDIE,
Gene Stratton Porter's most beloved book . . . THREE STAND
ALONE starring Johnny Weissmul/er..THE GAY DIVORCE with

FredAstaire and Ginger Rogers., ..ANNE OF GREEN GABLES
"Little Women" of this new season. . FRANK BUCK'S "JUNGLE"
. THE THREE MUSKETEERS, starring Francis Lederer...

HIDE IN THE DARK, best mystery story since Bellamy Trial . .

EL DORADO starring Francis Lederer, great love of Autumn Crocus

. . . TWO GREAT STORIES starringWilliam Powell. .. RICHEST
GIRL IN THE WORLD . . . ALIEN CORN starring Ann Harding

in the Pulitzer Prize Play by Sidney Howprd. . .THE WORLD BY THE
TAIL with Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers ... Merian G. Cooper's

Gigantic Spectacle Drama THE LAST DAYS OF POMPEII
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LOEW, WARNE

FOR FOX MEL HOUSES

(Continued from Page 1)

bid is accepted, Loew's would oper-

ate the theaters of the Fox Metro-

politan circuit west of the Hudson
River, a total of approximately 73

of the 79 theaters comprising the

circuit, and that Warner Bros.

would operate the remainder. Loew's

will also put up the lion's share of

the purchase price, Rubin said.

Judge Mack pointed out that the

bid actually represented an offer of

$6,000,000 because the Irving Trust

Co., as receiver, and the trustee for

the noteholders hold close to $2,000,-

000 in cash in their possession and
that acceptance would give the se-

cured creditors a return of 42 per

cent of their investment. Following
introduction of the bid, the hearing

was adjourned until 2:30 P. M. to-

day to permit attorneys for the bid-

ders to confer with the noteholders'

protective committee on details of

the -plan, which Rubin and Friedman
declared was hastily prepared be-

cause of the short time in which it

was drawn.

The bid came after Saul Rogers,
as attorney for A. C. Blumenthal,
representing a small committee of

bondholders, had attacked the pro-

posed reorganization plan, particu-

larly as it applied to the deal with
Skouras Bros. Rogers then stated

that Blumenthal had interested

Loew'= and Warner Bros, in bidding

for the properties and Friedman
came forward with the offer.

Counsel for the Frisch & Rintzler

Move to Withdraw Mass. Petition

Boston—At a meeting yesterday between producer and exhibitor representatives
and civic groups, it was decided to request withdrav/al of the petition recently in-

troduced in the Massachusetts legislature asking appointment of an unpaid commission
to investigate the effect of block booking or forcing exhibitors to play so-called
indecent films, and to sponsor legislation if found necessary. Withdrawal of two
other petitions, one to declare null and v. id any exhibitor contract if a picture is

manufactured contrary to the pre-production code of ethics, which was declared to
be unconstitutional and the other to memoralize Congress in favor of legislation to
end unfair industry practices, will also be asked, the conferees agreed.

Futter May Produce
4 British Quota Films
(Continued from Page I)

States. An American star will be
featured. Futter is now negotiating
for studio space. He stated yester-
day that it is possible he will in-

crease his British production plan
to four pictures. He will not decide
the project for a week. Meanwhile
Futter has moved the John P. Med-
bury "Travelaughs" unit to the coast
where the series of 13 will be made
this season for Columbia. Futter
also plans to make at least one fea-
ture on the coast.

Shortage of Product
Darkens N. Y. Rivoli
(Continued from Page 1)

caused the Rivoli, operated by
United Artists, to go dark for a
period which may extend to six
weeks. Supplementing the fact that
the theater was unable to obtain
suitable pictures for showing, the
house closed in order to effect vari-

ous improvements, including redec-
oration, it is stated.

interests interposed that his clients

declined to continue operation of the

theaters over the summer period
when losses were certain, and meet
these losses from undistributed earn-
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A hove the Mh
Floor S6.00

and up
Enjoy the comforts of a parlor

and bedroom suite. ... All

rooms equipped with radio,

combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.

Ideal location — adjacent to

shopping, business and theatre

districts.

SWIMMING POOL AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

Dinner served in the beautiful

newly decorated Cocoanut
Grove $1.00 up.

N. Y. Grievance Board
Upholds Loew Charges

(Continued from Page 1)

the Opera House, New Brunswick,
N. J., vs. RKO Theater Corp., RKO
State and Rivoli Theaters, Trenton-

New Brunswick Thea. Corp., and
the Fox, M-G-M, United Artists,

Universal, Columbia, and Para-
mount exchanges.

The following Loew complaints

were sustained : Loew's Oriental vs.

Hollywood reduced admissions;

Loew's Brevoort vs. Apollo, pre-

mature advertising; Loew's Melba
vs. Paras Court, premature adver-

tising. Complaint over reduced ad-

missions of the Jerome, Richmond
Hill, vs. Casino, Richmond Hill, was
dismissed. The two cases referred

to the Code Authority were: Anne
Amusement Corp. (Wallack's) vs.

Harry Brandt, and Leon Rosenblatt

(Orpheum, Jersey City) vs. David
Weinstock (Rialto, Newark). In the

latter case, all negotiations were
ordered halted until decision of the

Code Authority.

ings if the theaters were eventually

to go to Loew and Warner Bros.

Judge Mack suggested and Rubin
agreed that the offer should stand

as of today and that any profits

would be distributed as in the past

and any losses met pro rata.

M. G. Bogue of Beekman, Bogue
& Clark, counsel for the notehold-

ers' protective committee, spoke in

opposition to the bid, and a sugges-

tion that the hearing be adjourned

for one week to permit the bidders

and the noteholders' committee to

reconcile their differences brought
objection from an associate of Bogue
that certain leaseholders of the Fox
Metropolitan Playhouses might be

unwilling to permit purchase of the

theaters though they had agreed to

waive the right to cancel the leases

if a reorganization was effected.

The houses which Warner Bros,

would operate if the bid is accepted

are the Fox theaters in Englewood,
Jersey City, Dumont, Bergenfield,

Elizabeth, Westwood and Bogota, a

total of seven theaters.

Sees Industry Control Law
Kansas City—Prediction that Con-

gress will enact rigid legislation to

control the film industry if cleaner

pictures are not produced was made
here yesterday by the Right Rev.

John J. Cantwell, Bishop of Los An-
geles. A boycott is only weapon be-

cause the industry is only sensitive

at the box-office, Bishop Cantwell

said.

BOARD FINDS WICK

VIOLATING ITS ORD

(Continued from Page 1)

Wick seven days in which to com-i ^ pj,

ply with its order or else be deniec
pictures.

Hearing on the injunction actior

is scheduled for tomorrow.

Nothing was known at the Code
Authority yesterday about a report
that the injunction motion would be

withdrawn owing to a settlement oi

the case.

Philly and Hartford
Churches in Boycott Move
Philadelphia—All ministers of the

city were called upon by the Phila-
delphia Federation of Churches tc
support the League of Decency and
to urge church members to with
draw their support from motion
pictures considered degrading or
unwholesome. Cardinal Dougherty
has ordered a boycott of movies in
the Catholic Archdioces of Phila-
delphia.

Hartford—At a meeting of the
Hartford Federation of Churches a
resolution was adopted commending
the nation-wide efforts of the
Roman Catholic Church to encour-
age its members to remain away
from pictures which offend decency
and Christian morality.

Sam Katz Report Denied
Sam Katz yesterday denied a

Coast report that he, Ralph A. Kohn
and Max Gordon are forming a com-
pany to produce shows and later

film them.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

June 16-July 2: International Motion Picture
Week, Vienna.

June 18-22: American Federation of Musician
convention, Cleveland.

June 21-23: M-G-M annual sales convention
at Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 22: Hearing on Edwin Wick's Buffalo
court action seeking injunction against
Code Authority.

June 28: World premiere of "The World Moves
On" at Criterion, N. Y.

July 1-3: Convention of Southeastern The-
ater Owners Association, The Ansley Hotel,

Atlanta.

July 2: Golf field day and dinner of Variety
Club of Buffalo at Willowdale Country
Club.

July 2-4: Columbia regional sales meeting at

Atlantic City.

June 21: Meeting of Code Authority at head-
quarters in RKO Building, New York.

July 25: I.T.O.A. boat ride and outing.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
graphy, Venice, Italy.

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. FaH Meeting, Hotel Penn-
sylvania. New York.
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« « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES » »

II
"THE TELL-TALE HEART"

Du World Pictures 52 mins.

POOR SCREEN FARE IN REPRODUC-

TION OF EDGAR ALLEN POE'S DEPRESS-

ING DRAMA.

This screen version of Edgar Allen Poe's

macabre story is almost a literal transla-

tion of the somber tale, so maybe that is

what is wrong with it. The word-painting

by Poe of the thoughts in the young mur-

derer's mind that made this one of his

materpieces are lacking in this uninspired

treatment on the screen. So it moves along

very mechanically and heavily, dragging out

each incident to interminable length till

it becomes almost painful to watch. The
somberness of the heavy tale is relieved

somewhat by beautiful photography de-

picting some outdoor scenes as the young

man takes a holiday on the river with his

sweetheart. The Poe drama is followed in

every detail, from the time the eyes of

the old man start to weave their fan-

tastic influence on the young man, till that

night when he can find no escape from

the peering eyes that seem to follow him

everywhere, and he creeps downstairs and

slays the old man in his sleep. A de-

pressing screen subject, even if it had been

done by a master, instead of a novice,

as in this instance.

Cast: Norman Dryden, John Kelt, Yo-
lande Terrell, Thomas Shenton, James
Fleck, Colonel Cameron, H. Vasher.

Director, Desmund Hurst; Author, Edgar

Allen Poe; Screen Play, David Plunkett

Greene; Diagoluer, same.

Direction, Poor. Photography, Good.

"HOLLYWOOD HOODLUM"
with June Clyde, Frank Albertson

Regal Distributing Corp. 61 mins.

NOVEL ACTION DRAMA OF HOLLY-
WOOD STUDIO LIFE HAS NEW SLANT
THAT WILL PLEASE POP CROWDS.

This feature has been built along speed

lines and carries a strong suspense punch

right to the finish. A very original plot

keeps the interest on edge wondering

what new developments are about to trans-

pire. And they keep transpiring with

regularity. Frank Albertson plays the part

of a publicity representative of an inde-

pendent studio headed by a gentleman who
is constantly hiring and firing him. But

Frank continues to make dough for him

with his wild publicity stunts, so he is

always hired back as soon as he is fired.

This time he frames a production with

an arty foreign director who plans to make

a racketeer picture with a real gunman
as the star. It is Frank's job to ring in

an obscure actor as a killer and build him

up as such with the newspaper reporters

and then strenuously deny that the star

is a gunman. Complications arise with a

real gang leader, the girl lead (June

Clyde), and the director, resulting in a

snappy, thrill pix that will score.

Cast: June Clyde, Frank Albertson, Jose

Crespo, Tenen Holtz, John Davidson, Stan-

ley Price, Cyril Ring, Edith Terry Preuss.

Director, Breezy Eason; Author, William

Bloecher; Screen Play, John Thomas Nev-

ille; Editor, Jeanne Spencer; Recording En-

gineer, Terry Kellum; Cameraman, Ernest

Miller.

Direction, Good. Photography, Okay.

« « SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS » »

"Music in Your Hair"
(Hal Roach Comedy)

M-G-M 18 mins.
Weak

Billy Gilbert and Billy Blechter
do an old-time German comedian
act as the pals who step out to a
speakeasy for an evening's fun.
The excuse is that Gilbert's boy is

in the show. Blechter discovers that
his daughter who has been forbid-
den to have anything to do with
night club life, is the partner of the
boy in a dancing act. There is

nothing new in the routine or gag-
ging of this offering, and it reminds
strongly of the old burlesque tech-
nique of the German comics of the
gay nineties. Seems outdated stuff

in a modern setting.

"The Queen of Hearts"
(ComiColor Cartoon)

P. A. Powers 7 mins
Very Good

The world-famous fairy tale, "The
Queen of Hearts," furnishes the
theme for this delightful and clever
cartoon done in Cinecolor. This is

the best of the series to date, both
in comedy appeal and technical

treatment. The playing cards are
on a table, and the Joker brings the
King, Queen, Jack and Six of

Hearts to life—with the dictum that

they return to the pasteboards at

the stroke of twelve. Then ensues
a rapid fire comedy-drama, as the
Queen makes the King his tarts and
the Jack of Hearts steals them. In
the midst of the ensuing battle, the
clock strikes, and they all scurry
back to become pasteboard images
once more. Darn clever, these car-

toonists of ComiColor.

"Young Eagles"

First Division 12-Chapter Serial

Thrilling

This serial deals with the adven-
tures of two Boy Scouts who win
an airplane trip to Central America
with a famous air pilot. The serial

has received the official indorsement
of the Boy Scout organization of

America, so it is a natural to tie-in

with the local Boy Scout unit in

your town or neighborhood. The
first two episodes shown are very
promising, and have the material

that should bring the youngsters in

—especially the Boy Scouts. The
plane is wrecked while flying over

Central America. The pilot is in-

jured, and the boys start out to get

help as they crash in the midst of

a jungle. Adventures come thick

and fast, as they start down the

river on a raft. All sorts of wild

animals appear, and close encoun-

ters with alligators and a jaguar

keep the thrills coming.

UNIQUE IN STYLE —
COMPREHENSIVE
IN COVERAGE —
UNUSUAL IN
PRESENTATION

THE 1934 PRODUCTION

GUIDE AND DIRECTORS

ANNUAL NOW IN

PREPARATION PROMISES

TO BE THE MOST
COMPREHENSIVE
BOOK ON PRODUCTION

EVER PUBLISHED IN

THE MOTION PICTURE

INDUSTRY—

OUT IN JULY
AS PART OF
FILM DAILY SERVICE

TO ITS PAID
SUBSCRIBERS



UT

Triple

DISTINCTION

EASTMAN Super-sensitive Panchro-

matic Negative has a three-fold dis-

tinction. Its introduction has led to more

significant advances than any other film

...excepting only Eastman's original motion

picture negative. Under the expert hands of

the cameraman it has in the last three years

photographed a great majority of the big-

gest screen hits. And. ..because of this rec-

ord of accomplishment... it now enjoys by

far the widest preference among all motion

picture negative films. Eastman Kodak Co.

(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New
York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Negative



Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Ten C.A. Committees to Hold Hearings on Appeals

WARNERSJET $2,500,000 CASH IN SETTLEMENT

New Offer Pending For Fox Met. Playhouses Circuit

Noteholders' Committee
To Consider Warner-

Loew Bid Today
That another bid would be made

for the Fox Metropolitan Play-

houses circuit, higher than the

Loew-Warner Bros, offer of $4,000,-

000 cash, was indicated yesterday in

Federal Court at a hearing before

Judge Mack by David W. Kahn, who
had previously presented a bid of

$3,000,000 on behalf of Walter Reade
and Jos. Plunkett. Kahn said he
expected to present his bid in about

10 days and denied he was acting

either for Reade, Plunkett, or
(.Continued on Page 13)

RE-ELECTINGWEBER

AS MUSICIANS HEAD

Cleveland—Joseph N. Weber was
again nominated as president of the

American Federation of Musicians

at its annual convention yesterday

and indications are he will be re-

elected today. Other nominees are

as follows: vice-president, C. L.

Bagley, Los Angeles; secretary, Wil-
(Continued on Page 13)

Trans-Lux Will Build

Theater in Brooklyn
Trans-Lux will build a $100,000

theater at 561-563 Fulton St., Brook-

lyn, it was announced yesterday.

The site was leased from C. Ludwig
Baumann for a long term at an ag-

gregate rental of $350,000 plus a
(Continued on Page 13)

All-Nighter for Detroit

Detroit—The Mayfair ,
operated by

Herbert Apfelbaum, Harry Goldberg, and

George Evans, Chicago circuit owners,

has closed. The house is being taken

over by the Cohen Brothers, Lou and

Ben, and will be opened in September

as an all night theater, giving the

Cohens a third house on Woodward,

as well as the Hollywood and other

local houses.

M-G-M Sales Meet Pays Tribute To Marcus Loew
Chicago—The M-G-M annual sales convention paused at the Hotel Drake yesterday

to pay silent tribute to Marcus Loew, founder of the1 organization. Later, as the

meeting gained enthusiastic momentum, the slogan, "Star Spangled Banner Year",

was adopted as the sales war cry. Program also included rendition of the national

anthem by an opera singer with raising of the colors as lighting effects played across

the auditorium. Decorations carry out the color scheme of red, white and blue.

ASK ROOSEVELT AID

AGAINST CODE BOARDS

New Orleans—Eighteen local ex-

hibitors, plus Lazarus, Allied unit

secretary, have asked President

Roosevelt to investigate operations

of local code boards here and seek-

ing better representation on both

boards. Move started when theater-

men learned that the zoning and
(Continued on Page 16)

Transfer ITOA-C. A. Suit

Back to Federal Court
On motion of counsel for the Code

Authority, the suit of the I.T.O.A.

against the Code Authority and the

local boards to compel entertainment

of complaints of non-assenters was
transferred yesterday from Supreme
Court back to the Federal Court by

order of Justice Walsh. Code Au-
(Continued on Page 16)

PLAN WASH. HEARINGS

ON CODE AMENDMENTS

Under a plan to amend the mo-
tion picture code to embrace major
Code Authority decisions, assenters

who fail to pay their assessments

will be in violation of the code.

This course was decided upon by the

Authority and approved by Division

Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt at
(Continued on Page 16)

No Deliberate Flaunting

Of Decencies, Cohen Says
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Referring to the

church crusade against so-called

immoral pictures, Emanuel Cohen,
addressing the Paramount sales

convention at the Ambassador yes-

terday, said that executives "are

aware that errors have been made
but these were not deliberate

(Continued on Page 13)

C. A. Emergency Committees
Planned to Speed Hearings

Live Up to Code 100 P.C.,

Feist Tells M-G-M Meet
Chicago—All M-G-M employees

must live up to the code provisions

100 percent, said Felix F. Feist in

addressing the company's annual

sales convention yesterday at the

Hotel Drake. Highlighting the ses-

sion was a discussion of the code's

provisions as they affect not only

distribution but exhibition and pro-

duction as well. Sid Bromberg of

(Continued on Page 16)

In order to expedite pre-selling

season hearing of appeals, the Code
Authority yesterday unanimously
authorized establishment of 10 com-
mittees which will hear appeals and

make recommendations to the par-

ent body, which will decide them.

The plan, recommended by a com-

mittee, goes into effect immediately

and operates until the emergency

is over.

A Code Authority member will

function as chairman of each com-
(Continued on Page 13)

E r p i Controversy Ends

;

Warners Remain
Licensee

In a joint statement, announcing
settlement of the long-standing con-

troversy between Warner Bros, and
Electrical Research Products over

royalties, statement was made last

night that the arrangement provides

that the latter company pay War-
ners $2,500,000 in cash, $1,300,000 in

negotiable promissory notes and an
amount not to exceed $200,000 pay-
able on certain contingencies.

"The settlement also clears ac-

counts of the parties outstanding at

various dates and in addition pro-

vides for the surrender by the Vita-
(Continued on Page 16)

SKOURA^SCHWARTZ

POOLING 8 ON L I.

Three Long Island pooling deals

involving eight theaters have been

worked out by Skouras Theaters

and A. H. Schwartz of Century Cir-

cuit with Skouras operating all

groups.
At Jamaica the Merrick, Schwartz

(Continued on Page 16)

Code Authority Hears
Seven Appealed Cases

Seven appeals from local board

findings were heard yesterday after-

noon by the Code Authority. The
case of the Davies, San Francisco

against the Casino was postponed

indefinitely due to the failure of
(Continued on Page 16)

Blames Beer, Bridge, Radio

Wet Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Beer parlors, bridge parties

and the radio are providing picture

houses with real competition these days,

according to Frank Newman of Seattle.

He made the statement while here to

attend the meeting of the National

Advisory Council of Famous Theaters

Corp.

w* Mi
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NEW YORK

Am. Seat

Columbia Picts, vtc.

.

East. Kodak
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Loew's, Inc

Paramount ctfs

Pathe Exch

do "A"

RKO
Warner Bros

NEW YORK
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STOCK, MARKET
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55 . 55 55 — 3/4

43 43 43—2
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99 98i/
2

98i/
2 — 1

Baltimore Arty Closes

Baltimore — Little Theater, the
only art film theater in the south,

has closed for the summer and will

reopen Labor Day.

"Hands Off" Policy
Jacksonville — The Local Catholic

Diocese is maintaining a "hands off"

policy in the current picture crusade

by the church until such time as the

national assembly of bishops hands down
official rulings. No sermons have been
delivered on the subject and probably

won't be, according to local clergy,

unless orders from higher authorities are

received.

New Washington Exchange Bldg. Reported Planned
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Plans for construction of two new film exchange buildings are reported
under way with a seeming certainty that at least one plan will go through. Owner of

the local film exchange building is considering erection of a new building a short

distance from the present structure. Other interests propose starting1 construction
directly opposite the present exchange building.

8 Dark Detroit Houses
Establishes New Record

Detroit—Eight theaters were re-
ported closed this week, the largest
number in recent months. Summer
business was responsible for the
step, with definite plans for fall

openings in most cases. In several
instances, the houses closed are in

the Butterfield Circuit, and are in

cities where other Butterfield houses
will remain open. The closed houses
are: Gladmer at Lansing, Majestic,
at Grand Rapids, Desmond at Port
Huron.

King Vidor Coming East

King Vidor, who recently com-
pleted direction of "Our Daily
Bread," will arrive in New York
July 11 to arrange release on his
latest production and to gather
story material for future Viking
Productions which will be distribu-

ted by United Artists.

Seek G. T. Reorganization

Wilmington—A petition request-
ing reorganization of General The-
aters Equipment, Inc., under Sec-
tion 77 B of the new bankruptcy law
has been filed here by Colonial In-

vestment Co. of Baltimore.

Dismiss Suit Against Goldwyn

Paris—Samuel Goldwyn's screen
treatment of the Emile Zola novel,

"Nana," was upheld yesterday by a

French court which dismissed the
suit of the Zola heirs who alleged
that the novel had been mutilated.

Audio Finishes Nine

Audio Productions has completed
nine business films. The list of

firms for which the pictures were
made include the American Tele-

phone Co., Metropolitan Life Ins.

Co., E. R. Squibb and Sons, Stand-
ard Brands, Erpi, Aetna Life Ins.

Co,. Ethyl-Dow Chemical Corp., and
the Advertising Federation of

America.

Tremont, Boston, Reopens

Boston—The Tremont reopens to-

day as a grind house under the per-

sonal management of Fred E. Lieb-

erman, who controls an independent
New England circuit. The bill will

change three times weekly with 15-

cent afternoon and 25-cent evening
tops.

Warners Sign Merwin Light

Merwin Light, Broadway stage

actor, this week signed a contract

with Warner Bros, and starts today
for the company's West Coast
studios. He was last seen with
Florence Reed in "Thoroughbred".

Hold Cincinnati Confab
On Salacious Pictures

Cincinnati — Representatives of

the film industry were scheduled to

attend a conference of Roman Cath-
olic bishops on the subject of sala-

cious pictures yesterday. It was
reported that 200,000 signatures
have been secured in the Cincinnati

diocese by the League of Decency.

Defer Para. Creditors Meet

Referee John E. Joyce yesterday
authorized postponement to July 13

of the meeting of Paramount credi-

tors to vote on extension of the
George Trendle operation of the
Detroit Theaters, the Saenger reor-
ganization plan and the amendment
of the Famous Theaters-Southern
Enterprises operating agreement.

Trustees Retain Counsel

Retention of Root, Clark, Buck-
ner & Ballantine as attorneys for

the Paramount trustees was ap-
proved yesterday by Federal Judge
Coxe.

Detroit Exhibs 111

Detroit—Downriver suburban the-

ater operators were hard hit by
illness this past week. Thomas Lan-
caster, circuit owner in Delray and
River Rouge, is in Grace Hospital
with appendicitis. George Wilbur,
manager of the Majestic at Wyan-
dotte, is also in the hospital.

Sophie Tucker in Picture

London—Sophie Tucker has start-

ed work in "Gay Love," which is

being produced bv British Interna-

tional and in which Miss Tucker
will be featured. Jack Yellman.
American song writer, has composed
four numbers which Miss Tucker
will sing in the picture.

French Film Preview Tonight

A preview of the French film,

"Rothschild," featuring Harry Baur
will be tjiven tonight aboard the

Champlain of the French Line at

Pier 57, foot of West 14th St. John
S. Tapernoux is presenting the pic-

ture.

Complete Five Industrials

Castle Films has completed five

pictures which, together with a

sixth film produced earlier this year,

are beiner used as exhibits by two
manufacturers and two railroads at

the Century of Progress Exhibition,

Chicago.

Thome Smith Dead
Thorne Smith, 42, novelist and

former scenario writer at the coast,

is dead at Sarasota, Fla.

;

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Preview of "Rothschild" given by Johi
S. Tapernoux at 8:30 p. m. on Champlain
foot of 14th St.

Today: Hearing on Edwin Wick's Buffalc
court action seeking injunction agains
Code Authority.

Today: American Federation of Musician
convention, Cleveland.

'une 16-July 2: International Motion Picture
Week, Vienna.

June 21-23: M-G-M annual sales convention
at Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 28: World premiere of "The World Moves
On" at Criterion, N. Y.

June 28: Meeting of M. P. T. O. of Eastern

Pennsylvania at Hotel Broadwood, Phila-j I

delphia.

June 29: Meeting of creditors at office ofj.l

Special Master John E. Joyce to considenjf

|

Saenger reorganization plan.

July 1-3: Convention of Southeastern The
ater Owners Association, The Anslcy Hotel
Atlanta.

July 2: Golf field day and dinner of Variety
Club of Buffalo at Willowdale Country
Club.

July 2-4: Columbia regional sales meeting at
Atlantic City.

July 11: I.T.O.A. boat ride and outing to

Roton Point, Conn.

June 21 : Meeting of Code Authority at head-
quarters in RKO Building, New York.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
graphy, Venice, Italy.

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Penn-
sylvania, New York.

Ready Reference Directory
With Addresses and Phone Numbers of

Recognized Industry Concerns

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

Engravers

CALL—
"CITY"

PHOTOENGRAVING
(Day and Night Service)

250 W. 54th St., N. Y. C.

Tel. COIumbus 5-6741

Foreign
1

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS—IMPORTERS

Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY

LONDON PARIS IERLIN

Hotels
J

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK
TURKISH BATHS



EWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW
|H KAY FRANCIS SPEEDS to New York (below) after finish-

ing 'British Agent' in time for record-breaking premiere of

her 'Dr. Monica',* praised by News, Times, Mirror for 'strong

appeal, excellent acting, unique treat for feminine fans'.

JOYOUS JOLSONS arrive for New York

vacation on completion of Ruby's role in

'Dames', while Warner studio awaits her

early return for director Frank Borzage's big ,„. .

Keeler-Powell co-starrer, 'Flirtation Walk'

LOOKING FOR A NEW BARNUM! Warners offer ex-

hibitors $250 in awards for best circus campaigns on Joe

E. Brown's 'big-top' show, 'The Circus Clown' (below).

ALL SET FOR A CLEAN-UP! Warners sales force,

bowled over at first showing of 'Here Comes The

Navy', announces advanced release date to give

trade biggest mid-summer attraction in history. Show

stars James Cagney, Pat O'Brien and Frank McHugh

and was actually filmed on United States Fleet.

*A Warner Bros. Picture °A First National Picture Vitograph, Inc., Distributors

RATED 'EXCELLENT'. Preview showing

of Damon Runyon's 'Midnight Alibi', latest

Barthelmess drama from Warner Bros.,

wins Liberty Magazine's high praise as an

'amusing, fast, thoroughly enjoyable film .
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CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and

Zoning and Clearance Boards

N. Y. BOARD DECIDES ONE
The New York main clearance and zoning

board yesterday ruled on one case, adjourned
two others and will hold a rehearing Thurs-
day_ on the complaint of the Edison vs.
Springer-Cocalis Circuit and Warner, Fox,
Universal, Metro, United Artists, Paramount
and RKO exchanges that the defendants re-
duced it from a secomi-run tn a last run
house and that the Springer-Cocalis circu't
had unfair clearance. The board ruled in
the case of Didsbury, Walden, N. Y. vs.
Broadway, Academy & Ritz, Newburgh, and
the Universal, Metro, Paramount, Vitagraph,
RKO, United Artists and Columbia exchanges
that the Newburgh houses were entitled to 14
days clearance as in the past. The complaint
of the Port Jefferson, Port Jefferson, was ad-
journed to July 3. The Elwood, Newark,
case, was adjourned till next week because
David P. Wilentz, Attorney General of New
Jersey, was unable to appear.

STOP FILM FOR FREE SHOWS
Buffalo—Grievance board has forbidden local

distributors to supply comedies and other shorts
for a free show in a Sea Breeze Park concession
following complaint of the Hub, Sea Breeze
Park, Rochester, and adjourned hearing for
two weeks on the over-buying complaint of
A. Chas. Hayman against Shea Theaters of

Buffalo.

Boden Gives Benefit Movie

South Milwaukee, Wis.—James J.

Boden, operator of the Grand here,

is originator of a benefit movie re-

lief fund sponsored by the mayor
and common council, which was
staged for the third time this month
in as many years for the purpose of

caring for emergency needy cases

called to the attention of city offi-

cials. Wilfred J. Wagner, manager
of the Garden co-operated in put-

ting the benefit shows across.

Fox Big in Australia

Sydney — A booking record was
established by Fox during the weeks
of May 7 and 14, when Fox product
was showing in 24 of the 41 first-

runs in Australia and New Zealand.

Take Over Springfield House
Springfield, Mass.—Theaters Op-

erating Co. of Springfield, Inc., has
been formed here to take over the

Paramount, which has been oper-

ated as a Publix house. Martin J.

Mullin of Newton, Mass., heads
the new company. Associated with
him are William R. Lynch, Jack-

sonville, and Marion Coles, Brook-
line, Mass.

Set 6 Universal Releases

Schedule of Universal feature re-

leases is set as follows: June 25,

"I Give My Love"; July 9, "Embar-
rassing Moments"; also in July,

"Romance in the Rain," "One More
River," "The Human Side," "Imita-

tion of Life."

Okay "Bank Nights"

Local grievance boards in Atlanta and

Des Moines have rendered favorable de-

cisions in connection with "bank

nights." Claude C Ezell, sponsor of

the enterprises, has gone to Coast from

Dallas.

MOWS
R IALTO

WITH

PHIL M DALY
• • • A SPLURGE will be made at the RKO Radio
studios with a number of standing sets to augment the
already extensive outdoor facilities these sets will form
the backgrounds for big features of the new season program.

T T
• • • MOST OF these sets will be erected on the studio's

ranch in the San Fernando Valley Van Nest Polglase, head
of the studio art dep't is drafting plans for construction
on a half dozen different productions

T T T
• • • TWO OF the pix call for mediaeval sets

"Joan of Arc", starring Katharine Hepburn will require

French villages, castles and chateaux of the fifteenth century
and "The Three Musketeers" starring Francis Lederer

will require the same for the seventeenth century France
then there will be special sets for "The Little Minister"
and a feature unnamed, inspired by the life of the early Cali-

fornia character, Joaquin Murietta

T T T
• • • BUT WHAT promises to be the most spectacular

setting ever erected for a motion picture will be the re-

production of much of the buried city of Pompeii the

Merian C. Cooper special work will not proceed far on
these sets awaiting the return of Cooper from Pompeii

where the producer has gone to conduct first hand re-

search so, all in all it looks as if the San Fernando
Valley in this section will soon look like a conglomerate re-

production of historic scenes from ancient and modern his-

tory
T T

• • • FIRST APPEARANCE on the radio last nite for

Richard Barthelmess appearing as guest star on Rudy
Vallee's program Dick is in New York for a short vacashe

after finishing "Midnight Alibi," the Damon Runyon story, for

Warners
T T T

• • • GOING GREAT guns in London in spite of

sweltering heat 20th Century's "The House of Roths-

child" now in its fourth week at the Tivoli it grossed

$46,000 in American dough on the opening nite British

fans are all that the name implies some of 'em have
viewed the pix three and four times!

• • • NEAT IDEA has been in effect at Universal home
office for some time Andy Sharick's publicity dep't

through Jac Thall in charge of the Studio Contact Dep't

issues what is called a Universal-Gram on every feature ....

consisting of a neat folder of several mimeographed sheets

covering briefly and concisely for ready reference the bill-

ing credits, players, sales angles, synopsis of story in this

way the latest info on each production is relayed to the ex-

changes providing every salesman with a comprehensive

idea of what the pix is all about the most efficient system

in its field we have ever encountered

• • • IN THE second week of the Roxy summer policy

of lower summer prices Eddie Peabody is again emcee

in the variety show are Betty Jane Cooper, Lathrop

Brothers, Mills and Shea, Three Arkansas Travellers, Rhythm
Redheads, Bill Thorn and the Gae Foster Girls Clifford

Brooke, former Metro director, is responsible for the directing

of "Caviar" musical comedy hit current at the Forest

theater

« « « » » »

SHORT SHOTS /">m
EASTERN STUDIOS

By CHAS. ALICOATE

Y^TILLIAM SAAL, president oi

Select Productions, announces
purchase of "Gigolette" an original
story by Gordon Kahn, as the sec-

ond picture for production.

•

Bert Granet and Arthur Jarrett
have completed the story which will

feature Tom Patricola and sched-
uled to go into production within
the next two weeks at the Eastern
Service studio in Astoria. Al Chris-
tie, who will produce and direct

the short for Educational release,

spent all of last Monday getting

shots of the fleet in the Hudson
river which will provide the back-
grounds for the comedy revolving
around the fleet's stay in New York.

•

Mickey King, known to the circus

world as the "half-pint Blonde"
completed work yesterday before
the cameras in "Crime Without
Passion" which Ben Hecht and
Charles MacArthur are producing
at the Eastern Service studio in As-
toria. Miss King performed her
sensational feat of making swan
dives 45 feet through the air into a

net, the scenes to be used as part

of an atmospheric prologue to the

production.
•

Granville Bates has been signed

for the role of the sheriff in Dash-
iell Hammett's "Woman in the

Dark" which Select Productions is

making.
•

Jarrolds Publishing house of Lon-
don has purchased the English
rights to the book "It's a Small
World" by Bernett Hershey, with

Syndicate rights being acquired by
Hearst Publications. The story is

to be run in the Sunday and daily

papers.
•

"Dizzy Signal" is the title of the

next two-reel comedy featuring Ben
Blue and scheduled to go into pro-

duction June 28 at the Brooklyn

Vitaphone Studio. Lloyd French
will direct the short from the story

by Jack Henley and Royal King
Cole, of the Vitaphone scenario de-

partment.
•

Jottings: Monty Brice, recuper-

ated from his illness and negotiat-

ing deals for a feature production

. . .Max Hayes, working on projects

that will result in the production of

several industrials at his Oceanside

studio.

Expect 1,500 at Outing

About 1,500 are expected to attend

the annual I. T. O. A. outing and boat

ride to Roton Point, Conn., on July 11.

Date has been advanced from July 25.

Boat has a capacity of 2,000.
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THE MERRY WIDOW

8
SPECIALS

Waltz d< SL :ked th< dl-Ltz down your aisles and. vision your packed theatre spel

bound as A1ATJRICE CHEVALIER -with delicious gayety

flirts,sings,conquers the rick ana merry widow,exquisitelyportrayed

byJEANETTE MacDONALD. ERNST LUBITSCH,*
sly maestro of love s magic, makes a glorious screen holiday of

this beloved romance, now at last on the talking screen. Its

vivacious Xranz Lehar melodies are brought to audiences by six

different symphony orchestras. Additional cast names are:

Edward Everett Horton, Una Alerkel, George Barbier, Aiinna

Gombell. And the genius of Thalberg guides it to glory]

* Ernst Lubitsch, courtesy Paramount Pictures.

DAVID COPPERFIELD
1934-35 will be known as 'The year of David Copperfieldl The
heart ol humanity beat faster when the news was flashed that

M.-G-JV1 would bring its unlimited resources of talent and physical

equipment to the production of Charles Dickens beautiful soul-

stirnng novel. A special trip abroad was made by Producer

David O. Selznick with director George Cukor (he made Little

Women! ) and Howard Estabrook, scenarist. Thousands of tests

were made of characters, architectural details copied and research

such as no picture ever enjoyed has been underway for months here

and abroad. A cast of sixty-eight characters will bristle with big

names! A final master stroke was the signing of Hugh YValpole,

noted author and Dickens authority, to lend counsel during the

filming. A monumental enterprise is under way. Only jM.-G .Ml

could attempt it!

THE GOOD EARTH
xN o other story property, whether a novel or stage play, was ever

so desired by all producers! Ai-G-M. is honored to be the means

whereby Pearl S. Buck s thrilling novel is to be brought to the

screen. It is an honor because The Good Earth is the most

widely read book of our times ... an obligation to far-flung mil-

lions whose heart-throbs, smiles and tears were showered on its

unforgettable pages. Such humanity-in-fiction requires the un-

matchable production genius of a Thalberg, the screen-writing

talents of a Frances M.arion, the directorial ffair of a George Hifl

(a combination that gave you 'The Big House and Alin and

Bill). For four months Director Hill and a huge staff traveled

in little known parts of China, accumulating materials, backgrounds,

facts ... to make this heart-drama real, vibrant, true

!

CHAINED
It is an occasion for dancing in the streets when J OAJN
CRAWFORD and CLARK GABLE unite their magnetic

personalities to tell a screen story of glamor and allure ! Picture

audiences recalling with delight the romantic sweep ol Dancing

Lady" will be there when you announce their new co-starring fove

story. The director is Clarence Brown who guideo these two stars

to triumph in "Possessed. He also directed oadie AlcJVee and

"Letty Lynton" among many others. In the cast are Otto Ivruger,

and Stuart Erwin. Hunt .Stromberg is the showman-producer!



>sence,

THE BARRETTS OF
WIMPOLE STREET
NORMA SHEARER'S popularity, likened fcy at
flamed into box-office brilliance in "Riptide". . . but tkat was just

the beginning! A vehicle that most nearly approximates tlie ten-

derness of Omilm Through" is that romance which has given

.Broadway its most glorious stage thrill of the decade 'The Barretts

of Wimpole Street." NORMA SHEARER and FRED-
R1C .MARCH (weren t they incomparable in "Smilin'

Through!) are tke Elizabeth Barrett and Robert Browning of the

stage kit. CHARLES LAUGHTON,* Academy PrizeWin-
ner, star of "Henry the VIII" has come from abroad especially

lor this picture! Sidney Franklin of "Smilin' Tkrougk" fame is tke

director. Tkalberg is producer! Wkat a screen audience

awaits tkis biggest stage kit of 15 years wkick played Broadway
lor two solid seasons and presold America witk two unbroken

years on tke road!

Fredric March and diaries Laughton, courtesy Paramount Pictures.

MUTINYONTHEBOUNTY
CLARK GABLE, WALLACE BEERY, ROBERT
MONTGOMERY head tke pageant of box-office stars wko are

making an entertainment tkat will rank at tke very top of next sea-

son s amusement calendar! Tke popular appeal of"M.utiny on tke

Bounty is reflected in its long listing as best-seller and its subsequent

serial story fame in tke Hearst newspapers. Frank Lloyd will

direct tkis migkty romantic soectacle. Tkalberg is producer.

MARIE ANTOINETTE
VV ky did Ml-G-M. purckase tkis many-editioned best-seller by

Stefan Zweig as a starring vehicle forNORMA. SHEARER?
Because no book of recent years gave its pubfic suck a souf-tkrills

Because tkis book tells M.ane s queenly story witk new sympathy

. . . not tkat of tke baby doll queen, but tke youthful beauty

starved of ker rigktful keritage of love . . . seeking in profligate

grandeur an outlet for keart-kunger . . . finding romance in one of

tke deathless devotions of history! Because this book gives

CHARLES LAUGHTON a role equal to his brilliant

"Henry tke V III . . , because tkis book gives HERBERT
MARSHALL opportunity for kis most appealing ckarms. Tkree

big stars! A production^ of magnificence unparalleled in talkies!

Tkalberg is producer.

* Herbert Marshall, courtesy Paramount Pictures.

NAUGHTY MARIETTA
It kas been tke privilege ofM.-G-M. to immortalize famed musical

comedies and operettas . . . most recently Cat and tke Fiddle . . .

and notably next season s '\Tke M.erry VV idow.' How fitting

tkat M.-G-M. selects Victor Herbert's deathless love songs in

"Naugkty Marietta" for tke singing star JEANETTE
MacDONALD wko witk kandsome operatic-favorite

NELSON EDDY brings tkis drama of Old New Orleans

to tke screen. "Ak—Sweet M.ystery of Life' and 'I m Falling In,

Love VV itk Some One". . . typical songs of infinite heart-thrill

!

Robert 2y. Leonard is director. Hunt Stromberg is producer.



STAR
COMPANY

OneJOAN CRAWFORD
TwoJEAN HARLOW
TwoWALLACE BEERY

One CLARK GABLE

One ROBT. MONTGOMERY
One JEAN PARKER
Two WILLIAM POWELL
OneWARNER BAXTER-

MYRNA LOY

One RAMON NOVARRO
One GLORIA SWANSON
Two MARION DAVIES

OneJEANETTE MacDONALD

One MARIE DRESSLER-
WALLACE BEERY

One HELEN HAYES

Two LIONEL BARRYMORE
One CONSTANCE BENNETT*
in Michael Arlen's famed novel of the strange love life of Iris

March. (Title to come.) As a best-seller, as a Katharine Cornell

stage triumph, as a road-snow ... it fascinated millions. What a

cast for its luxury-laden talkie production: CO.NoTA.NCb
BENNETT, HERBERT MARSHALL fresh from his

"Riptide" acclaim, Elizabeth Allan, exquisite in Men in YV hire,

Mrs. Patrick Campbell, Henry Stephenson and many more.

Directed by Robert Z. Leonard.

* Constance Bennett, courtesy 20th Century Pictures



One ANN HARDING*
and ROBT. MONTGOMERY
in "Biography of a Bachelor" based on the stage kit "Biography"

by O. .N, Behrman. M.odern showmanship knows of its sensa-

tional success on Broadway and on the road... its intriguing story

ol a woman artist and her loves is what your public wants! Cast

so happily before in "When Ladies Meet" Ann Harding and

Robert Montgomery perfectly lit their roles, and that splendid

pair of screen writers ^Lnita Loos and John Emerson again flask

brilliant writing for tke screen. E. H. Griffitk is director.

* Ann Harding, Courtesy R. K. O. Pictures

Two LAUREL-HARDY
FEATURE LENGTH
COMEDIES

Two ALL-STAR COMEDIES
M.-C--M. unites the two most successful comedy producers of

today, Charles JYeisner and *J ack Cumnungs to make these special

comedy attractions. And here are the top laugh names that will

conspire in fun films to challenge the hilarity records of Caught

Short and Politics (both directed by Reisner!) . . . Jimmy

Durante, Ckarles Butterwortk, Louise Fazenda, Stuart Erwm,

Ted Healy, Una JMerkel and others!

Four COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS

Just an idea of tke Cosmopolitan hits of past mouths ' Penthouse,

"Mankattan Melodrama" and "Tkin Man." Cosmopolitan Pro-

ductions get nationwide advertising and publicity through tke

Hearst ckam ol newspapers.

Fourteen MARQUEE
PICTURES

Showmanship ideas, new slants in production, with casts of top-

notck names . . . Marquee Pictures over a period of several years

kave won a kigk rating for consistent entertainment delivery!



PROPERTIES-
-Listing just a lew out ol JLeo 5

vast resources ol stage plays,

novels ana original stories—

"MARIE ANTOINETTE" fey Stefan Zweig, test-seller;

"BIOGRAPHY" by S. N. Bekrman, stage kit; "THE
GOOD EARTH" by Pearl S. Buck, biggest book success of

years; "THE BARRETTS OF WIMPOLE STREET"
by Rudolpk Besier, stage triumpk; "MUTINY ON THE
BOUNTY" by Ckarles NordkofF and James Norman Hall,

best-selling novel;MICHAELARLEN'S story of Iris Marck,

book ana play sensation; CHINA SEAS ' by Crosbie Garstin;

romantic book kit; SO,V IET' by Jules Furtkman, oaring screen

original; "WHAT EVERYWOMAN KNOWS" by Sir

James M.. Barrie, international stage classic; TISH by M.ary

Roberts Rkinekart, magazine ana book favorite for years; THE
MERRY WIDOW" by Victor Leon & Leo Stein, Music

by Franz Lekar, famed operetta;"DAVID COPPERFIELD"
by Ckarles Dickens, one ol tke world s eternal books;

TIM.BERLINE by Gene Fowler, current best-selling book;

VANESSA by Hugk VV alpole, celebrated international

novel triumpk; "THE WIND AND THE RAIN" by

Merton Hodge, stage success; "NAUGHTY MARIETTA"
by Victor Herbert and Rida Joknson Young, immortal operetta;

"NO MORE LADIES" by A. E. Tkomas, New York's

great current play success ; FORSAKING ALL OTHERS"
by Edward Roberts and Frank M.organ Carett, stage kit;

"HER EXCELLENCY'S TOBACCO SHOP" by

Lezlo Bus Fekete, notable European stage triumpk; THE
CASINO MURDER CASE" by S. S. Van Dine, Us

latest mystery novel success; "WICKED WOMAN" by

Anne Austin, popular novel; "EVELYN PRENTICE"
by vV. E. Woodward, successful novel; MALIBU by

Vance Hoyt, unusual current book; THE GRAVY GAME
by Harry Stukldreker (Notre Dame star) and YV . Tkornton

Martin, Saturday Evening Post story; "ANY PORT IN
A STORM, by Glencannon, popular story series; THE
BUGLE SOUNDS" by Major Zinovi Peckkoff, novel of

tke Foreign Legion; "JUNGLE RED MAN" by Harold

Noice, adventure novel; REPEAL' by Ckarles Francis Coe,

Saturday Evening Post serial; "LIVING IN A BIG WAY"
by Louis Bromfield, popular novel; MAN CRAzTl' by

Vina Delmar, Liberty Magazine novel; "PAMELA
THORNDYKE" by Moss Hart, autkor of "As Tkousands

Ckeer"; "DEATH ON THE DIAMOND" by Courtland

Fitzsimmons, popular novel. A few out ol a group ol original stories

include "THE WINNING TICKET" by Robert Hopkins;

"HIS BROTHER'S WIFE" by George Auerback;

"LADY COMES TO TQWN" by Clements Ripley;

"MOVIE QUEEN" by Sidney Skolsky; "INDO
CHINA" by Artkur Rickman; "WEST POINT OF
THE AIR" by Pkillip Dunne; "IN OLD VIENNA" by

Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd, and Sigmund Romberg; BLAC^JV

CHAM.BER by Herbert Yardley and many more.



oIAja-O .Lionel J3anymore * Wallace .Beery

JVlaurice Chevalier • Jackie Cooper • Joan Crawlora

Alarion Davies • _M.arie Dressier • Clark Gable

Greta Garbo • Jean Harlow • Helen Hayes

Laurel-Hardy • JVlyrna Loy • Jeanette AlacDonalo

iXobert JViontgomery • Ramon Novarro • Jean Parker

William .Powell • .Norma Shearer • Gloria Owanson

Loretta Young

FEATURED PLAYERS — Brian Aherne • Katkarine

Alexander • Ross Alexander • Tad Alexander • Elizabeth Allan

Virginia Bruce • Ralpk Buskman • Ckarles Butterwortk

Airs. Patrick Campbell • Mary Carlisle • Leo Carrillo

Rutk Ckanning • Mady Ckristians • Mae Clarke • Jimmy
Durante • Nelson Eddy • 5tuart Erwin • Madge Evans

M.unel Evans • Louise Fazenda • Preston Foster • Betty Furness

Gladys George • C. Henry Gordon • Russell Hardie

Ted Healy • Louise Henry • Jean Herskolt • Irene Hervey

Jean Howard • Isabel Jewel • Otto Kruger • Evelyn Laye

Willard Mack • Una Merkel • Frank Morgan • Karen Morley

Maureen O oullivan • Nat Pendleton • Rosamond Pinckot

Estker Ralston • Donald Reed • M.ay Robson • Skirley Ross

Maurice Sckwartz • M.artka Sleeper • M.ona Smitk * Lewis

Stone • Franckot Tone • Henry Wadswortk • Lucile VV atso.n

Joknny Weissmuller » Diana VV ynyard • Robert Young

DIRECTORS — Harry Beaumont • Monta Bell • Rickard

Boleslavsky • Ckarles Brabin • Clarence Brown • Jack Conway
George Cukor • V ictor Fleming • Tay Garnett • Edmund
Goulding • George Hill • vV illiam K. Howard • Gregory

LaCava • Fritz Lang • Robert Z. Leonard • E* Lumtsck

Rouben Mamoulian • Edwin L. M.arin • Harry Pollard

Ckarles Riesner • Rickard Rosson • Edgar Selwyn

W. S. Van Dyke • William Wellman • Sam \V ood

WRITERS— Zoe Akins • Marcel Arckard • Anne Austin

V icki Baum * Leo Birinski • Rickard Boleslavsky • Etkel

Borden • Lenore Coffee • • Jokn Colton « Ann Cunningkam

Jokn Emerson • Lawrence Eyre • Editk Fitzgerald

Cortland Fitzsimmons • Jules Furtkman • Harvey Gates • Frances

Goodrick • M.auri Graskin • Eve Greene • Albert Hacket

Elmer Harris • Ted Healy • Ben Heckt • Monckton Holiet

Robert Hopkins • Vance J. Hoyt • Talbot Jennings

Virginia Kellogg • Edwin Knoll • Norman Krasna • Artnur

Kober • Clare Kummer • Benn Levy • Fred Lonsdale

Anita Loos • Ckarles MacArtkur • Josepk Mankiewicz

Jokn Lee Makin • Frances Marion • Jokn Meekan • J. K.

McGuinness • Samuel Rapkaelson • Allen Rivkin • Howard

E. Rogers • Zelaa. Sears • Harry Segall • George Seitz

Robert E. Skerwood • Bella Spewack • Sam Spewack

Donald Ogden Stewart • Mickael L. Simmons • C Cr.

Sullivan • Ernest Vajda • J. Van Druten • Lulu Vollmer

Lewis Waller • Louis Weitzenkorn • William G. Wmte
Carey Wilson . P. J. Wolfson • Edgar A. Woolf

AND
THOSE

WHO
MAKE
THEM!
(Listed

Alphabetically)
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NEW OFFER PENDING

FOR FOX MET. CIRCUIT

(Continued from Page 1)
Skouras Bros., as was rumored in
the courtroom.
The hearing was adjourned until

3:30 P. M. today to permit the note-
holders' protective committee to vote
this morning on the Loew-Warner
Bros, offer. At the suggestion of
Judge Mack, M. G. Bogue, of coun-
sel for the noteholders' committee,
who announced that he would recom-
mend to the committee that the
Loew-Warner bid be rejected, con-
sented to permit J. Robert Rubin
to address the committee.
The Loew plan provides for the

consummation of the reorganization
as planned, up to formation of a
parent company, at which time the
leases would be turned over to Loew
and the cash handed over. Bogue
assailed the offer, saying there were
too many conditions attached to it.

Rubin said, however, that there were
no real differences. He rejected
Bogue's proposal that Loew's and
Warner Bros, buy the bonds outright
and proceed with the reorganization.
Kahn declared, in announcing his in-

tention to bid, that his offer would
meet the noteholders' committees*
objections. Rubin stated at one
point in the hearing that Loew
might engage Frisch and Rinzler to
continue to operate the theaters
they are now operating.

No Deliberate Flaunting
Of Decencies, Cohen Says

(Continued from Page 1)

flaunting of the decencies, rather
mistakes of judgment not founded
on hysterical fears."
Cohen pointed out also that "in

30 of the 35 pictures we have re-

leased during the last eight months
there has not been a single cut made
by the censors and only very minor
eliminations in the five others."

Trans-Lux Will Build
Theater in Brooklyn
(Continued from Page 1)

percentage of the gross. Riker and
Co., Brooklyn real estate brokers
negotiated the deal. The house will

be similar to the Broadway Trans-
Lux and will run newsreels and
shorts.

RKO Stars to Broadcast

Ann Harding, John Boles and
Fred Astaire, RKO Radio Picture

stars, will be heard on Sunday eve-

nings "Hollywood on the Air" pro-

gram.

Mochrie Made Colonel

Robert Mochrie, Warner Bros, branch

manager in Philadelphia, is the latest to

join the ranks of Kentucky colonels.

Mochrie is currently visiting the com-
pany's home office for conferences with

Andy Smith on the company's coming
season's product.

« « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES » >>

Diana Wynyard and Clive Brook in

"LET'S TRY AGAIN"
Radio 67 mins.

MARRIED ROMANCE MAKES FAIR

ENTERTAINMENT WITH WYNYARD
AND BROOK LIFTING WEAK STORY.

It is entirely due to the superb work

of Diana Wynyard and Clive Brook that

this comedy-drama rates fair entertainment,

for the material is unconvincing and lacks

action and dramatic situations. It is com-

posed principally of long dialogue between

the two principals. Brook is a prominent

physician who has been married to Diana

Wynyard for ten years. Their romance has

vanished principally through his lack of

attention to the small things. She seeks

solace in a mild interest in a young man

who is engaged to her husband's niece.

This brings on all sorts of complications,

for the youth imagines he is in love with

the married woman and tries to chuck his

young fiancee over. Then the husband

learns of the innocent affair. This brings

a definite break. But he never gets fur-

ther than the front door with his baggage.

Something always intervenes to stop him.

Finally they are reconciled and start out

to a dance to recapture their lost romance.

Cast: Diana Wynyard, Clive Brock, Irene

Hervey, Helen Vinson, Theodore Newton,

Arthur Hoyt.

Director, Worthington Miner; Author,

Vincent Lawrence; Screen Play, Worthing-

ton Miner, Allan Scott; Dialoguers, same.

Direction, Fair Photography, Fair.

Kay Francis in

"DR. MONICA"
Warners 61 mins.

APPEALING AND EMOTIONAL LOVE
DRAMA THAT WILL GET THE FEMMES.
KAY FRANCIS SCORES.

This film was made to order for Kay
Francis, and she scores in it impressively

throughout. She is ably assisted by War-
ren William, who has the role of her

husband, she being a very successful med-
ical doctor. Their married life is ideal,

excepting for the fact that there is no

baby to bless the union. Then the drama
gets going in earnest when the doctor

atterds a friend of the family in child-

birth, played by Jean Muir. As she is

about to enter the room for the opera-

tion, she hears the girl frantically trying

to get Warren William on the phone.

Realizing that the child she is about to

bring into the world is that of her own
husband, she goes grimly about her task,

stifling her emotions in response to the

call of duty. From this point the drama

is tense, and it works out into a satisfac-

tory solution that saves the romance of

the doctor from going on the rocks as she

adopts the child without letting her hus-

band know it is his own when the mother

dies.

Cast: Kay Francis, Warren William, Jean

Muir, Verree Teasdale, Phillip Reed, Em-
ma Dunn, Herbert Bunston, Ann Shoe-

maker, Virginia Hammond, Hale Hamilton,

Virginia Pine.

Director, William Keighley; Author,

Marja Szczepkowska ; Screen Play, Charles

Kenycn; Cameraman, Sol Polito.

Direction, Good. Photography, Very Good.

SPPEffSlMNGSBr

G. A. COMMITTEES

(Continued from Page 1)

tributor and an unaffiliated exhibi-
tor. Committees will meet four
days a week in New York at code
headquarters. The Authority re-

serves the right to meet as a body
on appeals, if it deems such action
necessary. In connection with the
pian, it is decided that the ^5-day
period provided under the code as
time for the Authority to rend;r de-

cisions on appeals will start from
the date of committee recomnfenda-
tions.

Members of the 10 committers will

be selected by the Authority at its

meeting Thursday, next weel£.

r3
Re-Electing WetJgf -

'

As Musicians Head
(Continued from Page 1)

liam J. Kernwood, Newark; treas-

urer, H. E. Brenton, Boston.
The convention adapted a resolu-

tion urging picture houses to play

stage acts as well as films. In con-

nection with the League of Decency
it was resolved to favor "clean mov-
ies and a combination of high class

living talent to augment same." The
federation is not for censorship but
"good taste and common decency."

Cline to Direct Lesser Pix

Edward F. Cline has been signed
by Sol Lesser to direct the six

George O'Brien pictures that Les-
ser will make for Fox release.

In This Paper
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W. B . GET $2,500,000

IN CASH FROM ERPi

(Continued f-om Pane 1)

ntmra-Corp.M> Electviral Rfiftpaixh.
Products, Inc., of its right to parti
cipation in future royalties," says
the announcement.
The agreement also disposes of

the arbitration and all litigation be-
tween the parties and provides that
Warners shall remain a licensee of
Erpi. The controversy had its in-

ception!" early in 1928 when arbitra-

tion proceedings were instituted,

"relating primarily to the amount
of participation of Warner Bros.
Pictures, Inc's subsidiary, the Vita-
phone Corporation, in the royalties

received by Electrical Research
Products, from its motion picture
licensees." Extensive court proceed-
ings followed.T
Ask Roosevelt Aid

Against Code Boards
(Continued from Page 1)

clearance board plans to hold closed

sessions on the proposed zoning plan,

a report which was verified June 18

when Loew's State manager, Rod-
ney Toups, seconded by MGM man-
ager Jim Briant, who alternated

for Luke Connor, passed a motion

to exclude press and spectators

from the hearing.
Exhibitors, overflowing from the

anteroom into the hall were indig-

nant at exclusion, some telling the

board so when called in to discuss

their protests. The board adjourned
late, forwarding another plan to the

code authority for approval.

TransferlTOA-C. A. Suit

Back to Federal Court
{Continued from Page 1)

thority counsel maintained that the

Supreme Court had no jurisdiction.

At the office of Milton C. Weisman,
attorney for the I.T.O.A., it was
said that an order was being pre-

pared challenging the jurisdiction of

the Federal Court and that a hear-

ing would be requested within the

next few days.

Cincy Family Not Closing

Cincinnati—E. V. Dinerman, RKO,
announces the Family will continue

during summer, although previously

scheduled to be closed.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

Charlie Murray Jack Whiting

Marguerite De La Motte

HOLLYWOOD
" (JHAELOTTE GRANVILLE is so

taken with Hollywood and the
movies she has decided to sell her
Long Island home and buy another
in the film capital. Her son, Alan
Synge, is making arrangements for
the sale and purchase.

T T T
Norman Dawn has been signed by

Nat Levine, president of Mascot to
design sets for "Young and Beauti-
ful," in which the Wampas Baby
Stars are starred for the first time
in one picture.

Y T
Shirley Grey, leading lady and D.

Ross Lederman, director, who have
just completed "Special Agent,"
starring Tim McCoy, have been as-
signed in similar capacities to "By
Persons Unknown." This is the
latest of Columbia's series of police
detective melodramas, starring
Ralph Bellamy.

T T T
"Four Walls" will be Gladys

George's first picture for M-G-M.
instead of "Dolly," as previously an-
nounced. Miss George, whose last
Broadway stage role was in "The
Milky Way," joins a cast including
Franchot Tone, Karen Morley, Nat
Pendleton, C. Henry Gordon and
May Robson.

T

Wallace MacDonald has been

signed by Mascot to write an or-
iginal story for Ken Maynard in
collaboration with John Rathmell.

T T
"Duke" Yorke, the man who

hasn't laughed, or even smiled, in
more than ten years, it is claimed, is

signed for an important role in
"Elmer and Elsie," now in produc-
tion at the Paramount studios with
George Bancroft, Frances Fuller
and Roscoe Karns. Yorke has
travelled two continents with his
mechanical man act.

T T T
Five of Paramount's six "Search

for Beauty" contract winners are
cast in minor roles in "The No-
torious Sophie Lang." They are
Colin Tapley, Alfred Delcambre,
Gwenllian Gill, Julian Madison and
Clara Lou Sheridan.

T T T
Hans Kraly has been signed by

Paramount to prepare for the screen
"All the King's Horses," Continental
light opera with a strong comedy
theme. It will be Carl Brisson's
next picture. Lawrence Clark and
Max Giersberg wrote the book,
music and lyrics for the stage.

T T
Paramount has made another

child-actor discovery. Billy Lee, less

than four years old, has been signed
to a contract, assigned to support
Randolph Scott in "Wagon Wheels,"
an outdoor romance.

Code Authority Hears
Seven Appealed Cases

(Continued from Page 1)

both complainant and respondent to

appear.
Appeals heard were Reliance

against Schine with Warren F:
Thompson appearing for the former
and Willard S. McKay for Schine.
McKay also appeared for Schine in

the appeal of Schine against William
C. Smalley. O. L. Van Home ap-
peared for Smalley. Ernest J.

Wolfe defended the local board rul-

ing in the case of the Avalon against
Schine. J. Meyer Schine represented
his company in the hearing. Rubin
Frels defended the local board rul-

ing in the case of Uptown and Vic-
toria against the Queen with Sol E.
Gordon appearing for the latter. S.

E. Pirtle protested the local board
ruling in favor of all theaters in Al-
ton, 111. No Alton exhibitors ap-
peared. Harry Naorel represented
the Dream against M. Margolis and
•also against Paramount. The board
will meet next Thursday for further
appeals. Yesterday morning six ap-
peals were considered without per-

sonal representation.

Buffalo Club Plans Field Day
Buffalo—The Variety Club of

Buffalo will have a golf field day
and dinner dance July 2, at the
Willowdale Country Club. Hercules
Webster is chairman of arrange-
ments.

Skouras and Schwartz
Pooling Eight on L.I.
(Continued from Page 1)

operation, and the Fox, Skouras
theater, will be pooled. The Cove at

Glen Cove, Skouras house, and the
Huntington, Century theater, will

be placed in another pool. The
Grove, Freeport and the Freeport,
both Schwartz operations, will be
pooled with the Hempstead and Ri-
voli, both Skouras houses at Hemp-
stead.

Lewis Jacobs to Direct

Lewis Jacobs, one of the editors

of "Experimental Cinema," has been
signed to direct a film based on the
life of Hopi Indians. John L. Nel-
son, recently with the Museum of

the American Indian, is the pro-

ducer. The expedition leaves for

New Mexico and Arizona this week.

Astor Release July 1

Ben Corbett of the "Bud 'n Ben"
series released by Astor Pictures,

has recuperated from the effects of

a recent accident. He will be seen

in the next release of the series

"Potluck Pards," which will be sent

to exchanges July 1.

Making Personal Appearances

Norman Dryden, star of "Tell-

Tale Heart," current at the 55th St.

Playhouse, will appear in person at

the theater each evening at 8:55

P. M. beginning today.

PLAN WASH. HEARINGS

ON CODE AMENDMENTS
(Continued from Page 1)

a meeting yesterday when it was
voted to hold public hearings at
Washington in connection with all

proposed amendments.
Among the first amendments to

be considered will be one incorpo-
rating the code costs allocations ap-
plying to exhibitors, producers, dis-

tributors and others. No date for
the initial hearing has been as yet
fixed.

I

Live Up to Code 100 P.C.,

Feist Tells M-G-M Meet
(Continued from Page 1)

the legal department answered ques-
tions from a legal standpoint.

Feist, who presided at the session,

said that 75 percent of those pres-

ent have been with M-G-M four
years or more. He introduced all

delegates who did not attend the
previous sales convention.

A. C. Warner House Reopens

Atlantic City—The Warner will

reopen on lower boardwalk with
"Dr. Monica" tonight.

Coming and Going

EDNA MAY OLIVER returned to New York

yesterday on the Rex from Italy.

EDMUND MANTELL, Bronx exhibitor, has re-

turned to New York from abroad.

has gone to the CoastCLAUDE C. EZELL
from Dallas.

HAL WALLIS arrived in New York yesterday

on the Rex.

GRACE ROSENFIELD, Henry Ginsberg's Assis-

tant, leaves New York tonight for the Coast.

MARIGOLD BALL of M-G-M leaves New
York today for Hollywood.

DR. HERBERT T. KALMUS, who leaves New
York tonight for the Coast, plans to return in

August.

KING VIDOR is due in New York July 11

from the Coast.

THORNTON FREELAND has gone to England

to direct for British and Dominion.

After a week's vacation, HENRY HULL, who
has withdrawn from the Broadway play, "To-

bacco Road,'' leaves New York by motor for

the Coast to join Universal.

HUGH V. JAMIESON of Jamieson Film Lab-

oratories arrived in New York yesterday from

Dallas.

MERWIN LIGHT, player, leaves New York

today to join Warner Bros, at the Coast.

KAY FRANCIS, who has arrived in New York,

from Hollywood, sails tomorrow on the Rex.

ROBERT MOCHRIE, Philadelphia manager for

Warner Bros., is in New York.

BOB SMELTZER, Warner Bros. Eastern dis-

trict manager headquartering in Washington,

is in New York conferring with A. W. Smth. Jr.

EDWIN CAREWE left New York yesterday

for the Coast.

LOUIZE FAZENDA returned to New York yes-

terday on the Rex.

WILLIAM GARGAN is on the Majestic en

route to Europe from New York.
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FoxMet. Group Fails toAgree on Loew, WarnerBid

producers; move to tighten production code

ITOA Trying to Line Up Senator Support for Darrow
Harry Brandt in Confab

At Washington
Seeks Aid

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Through contacting

members of Congress, the I. T. O. A.
of New York is trying to line up
support for the Clarence Darrow re-

port in which the NRA review board
recommends certain revisions of the

film industry code. Harry Brandt,
president of the association, visited

Washington during the past week
and is understood to have talked
to Senators Nye, Wagner, Copeland
and others. I. T. 0. A. leaders in-

sist that the Darrow report is "not
dead."

FREULER NEW YEAR

LIST TO OFFER 16

Freuler Film Associates plan pro-
duction of 16 features, including
eight westerns and eight melo-
dramas for 1934-1935, it was stated
yesterday by John R. Freuler. Pro-
duction will be at the coast.

New Hampshire Allied

Elects Barwood Prexy
Concord—A. C. Barwood has been

named president of the newly-organ-
ized Allied Theater Owners of New
Hampshire. Other officers are:

Peter Gagne, E. J. Charboneau,
Warren Nichols, George Riel, A. C.

Chadwick, H. A. Graves, Fred
Sharby, J. B. Fames, Anso; San-
born and Peter Latchis.

Offer Ten Grand to Mae
Chicago—Mae West has received an

offer to ?ppear at a World's Fair spot

at $10,000 a week. Balaban & Katz
also are trying to make a deal for her

to appear at one of their Loop houses
this summer and it is possible arrange-
ments may be made for her to play

the theater and double at the Fair.

France Defends American Pictures

American pictures are causing no trouble for the censorship board at Paris, ac-
cording to Edmund See, its head, who declares that Germany and Italy are worst
offenders. From Rome, however, came a blast against so-called immoral pictures

from Leopoldo Zuelo, president of the Government's censorship board, who endorsed the

American crusade against objectionable films. The "Osservatore Romano," publication
which generally presents Vatican opinion, warmly praised the movement in the U. S.

JOE SEIDER BUYS 325 WARNER HOUSES

INTO LEWIS CIRCUIT

Joe Seider has acquired an inter-

est in Chick Lewis Theaters Corp.,

operations of which include the
State at Ozone Park, and the Gar-
den at Springfield Gardens, both on
Long Island. Seider's company will

operate the group, which plans fur-

ther expansions on Long Island and
Brooklyn.

ITOA Show Cause Hearing
Is Adjourned To Friday
Adjournment was taken till Fri-

day at a hearing yesterday before

Federal Judge Woolsey on a show-

cause order obtained by the I.T.O.A.

to remand to the Supreme Court its

suit against the Code Authority and

the local code boards to compel en-

tertainment of complaints of non-

assenters. Adjournment was grant-

ed on statement of Code Authority

counsel that there had not been suf-

ficient time to prepare the case.

TO GET U. A,

About 325 Warner theaters will

play United Artists product next

season under a deal just closed in

New York and under which the cir-

cuit again gets the output of the

Joseph M. Schenck company. Dur-
ing the current year United Artists

sold away from Warners. The new
deal, reported exclusively in The

{Continued on Page 4)

Feist Discusses M-G-M
Lineup for New Year

Chicago—Felix F. Feist discussed

the M-G-M new season program at

the second day's session of the com-
pany's annual sales convention yes-

terday at the Hotel Drake. Hal
Roach spoke on the short subject

program and Joe Vogel and Howard
Dietz are also participated in the

meeting.

Association Board To be
Final Court of

Appeal
In answer to a national church

protest aimed at so-called immoral
pictures, the Hays association yes-
terday moved to tighten its system
of self-regulation. The amendment
decided upon by the organization's
board of directors, at its quarterly
meeting yesterday, eliminates ap-
peals from the decisions of the Pro-
duction Code Administration to the
jury of Hollywood producers, Will
H. Hays stated, and makes the as-
sociation board the final court of ap-
peal.

Said Hays:
"Additional local authority has

{Continued on Page 3)

EXPECT TO HEAR 49

APPEALS BY JULY 15

With the 10 Code Authority com-
mittees which will be formed this

week to expedite the hearing of ap-

peals from local board rulings called

to inaugurate the new plan June 25,

it is expected that the 49 appeals

yet to be considered will be cleaned
{Continued on Page 3)

Fox Met. Reorganization Plan
Hearing is Postponed to Wed.

Code Assessments Now
Paid Mount to $68,040

Total assessments paid to the

Code Auhority by 6,357 exhibitors

amounted to $68,040, up to June

20, it was announced yesterday. Of

the totals $67,161 was paid by 6,259

code assenters and $879 by 98 non-

assenters who have taken the 10

per cent elimination privilege.

Noteholders' protective committee

yesterday failed to reach any agree-

ment on the Loew-Warner Bros, of-

fer of $4,000^000 for the Fox Met-
ropolitan Playhouses and as a re-

sult the hearing slated for yester-

day afternoon before Federal Judge
Mack was adjourned until Wednes-
day at 2:S0 P. M. The noteholders'

committee will meet again Monday
{Continued on Page 3)

Civic Groups' Support
Expected in Censor Row

West Coast Bureau- of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood •— Paramount theater

partners expect that civic groups
with which they have closely work-
ed for several years will come to

their aid in the developing censor-
{Continucd on Page 4)

Royalties Were 37!/2 P. C.
Under terms of settlement of the

Warner Bros. -Electrical Research Prod-
ucts controversy, royalties which the
former relinquish are 37'/i per cent of

recording royalties. More information

on details of the arrangement will be
announced early next week.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 4l/4 4l/4 4V4
Columbia Picts. vtc. 30'/i 30 30 — 3/4

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 14'/2 14'/2 14!/2 — Vi

East. Kodak 99 97 97 — 2%
Fox Fm. "A" 14 13y8 133/8 — Va

Loew's, Inc 313/8 29'/2 30 — 1 </4

Paramount ctfs. . . . 4Vi 3% 4 — Vi

Pathe Exch 2'/2 23
/a 23/8 — i/

8

do "A" 225/8 21 1/4 2II/2 — H/4

RKO "A" 21/2 2l/
8

2i/4 — 1/4

Univ. Pict. pfd.. .38 38 38

Warner Bros 5% 5 1/4 53/8 — l/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor 13% 13l/

8 13l/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. . 91/4 SVa 8y8 — %
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 8'/i 8 8 — 1/2

Loew 6s 41ww 102 1013/4 1013/4 + 1/4

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 54i/4 53 533/4 — l/4

Par. 5i/
2s50 543/4 53l/4 54 — 3/4

Pathe 7s37 983/4 98 1/2 983/4 + 1/4

Warner's 6s39 6O1/4 581/2 58i/
2 — l'/2

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 4l/8 4 4 — 1/4

"World Moves On" Sale Monday
Box office sale of seats for the

world premiere and all subsequent
two-a-day performances of the Fox
production, "The World Moves On,"
begins on Monday morning at the
Criterion.

And Still They Come
WeH Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Joe E. Brown, Warner
Bros, star, is the latest to be made
a Colonel on the staff of the Governor
of Kentucky, according to advices from
the company's West Coast studios.

Marquee Taxes Threaten
New Orleans Theaters

New Orleans—Theaters here face
new taxation under an ordinance
adopted by the commission council
which permits sidewalks to be used
for private or business purposes if

a license is paid. Under the ordi-

nance marquees would pay from $5
to $10, signs, from $2.50 to $5. For-
merly these were not taxed, but the
city faces a loss of $700,00 taxes
from the state because of political

quarrels with the state administra-
tion.

Monogram Moves at Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Needing more stage

space and increased facilities to
take care of its 1934-35 production
program, Trem Carr signed a lease
with Pathe Studios whereby the en-
tire Monogram program will be pro-
duced at the Culver City studios.

The move will take place July 1.

Monogram has made its headquar-
ters on the General Service Studios
Metropolitan lot during the past
year, and has used stage space at
both Metropolitan and Educational
studios.

With Monogram making the "Girl
of My Dreams" on the new pro-
gram, a picture calculated to follow
up the success of "The Sweetheart
of Sigma Chi," Herman Schlom,
who handles production and other
statistical matters for Monogram
has figured out that there are still

52 words in the song available for
titles, which, at the present rate.,

will last the company until the 1944-
45 season.

Musicians Re-elect Executives

Cleveland—All last year's officers

and executive committee of the
American Federation of Musicians
were re-elected today. Delegates to

the Federation of Labor Convention
in San Francisco will be Edward
Canavan of N. Y., Charles L. Bag-
ley, of Los Angeles, C. A. Weaver
of Des Moines, Otto Kapl of Cleve-
land, and Vincent Castronovo of

Providence.

Arthur Flanders Dead
Denver— Arthur Flanders, War-

ner Bros, salesman, dropped dead
in his room in San Francisco while
attending the company convention
there. He had been selling films in

Colorado and Wyoming. He is sur-
vived by his wife, Irma, and their

daughter, Lila, 11. Funeral services
were held in Denver.

Trem Carr Improving
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Trem Carr, who last

week went to the Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital in Hollywood for a minor
operation, according to the doctors,
has been gaining strength rapidly.

It is expected he will be in the hos-
pital for another two weeks.

Holdover "Tell Tale Heart"

"Tell Tale Heart" is being held
over for a second week at the 55th
Street Playhouse.

Six Mellers Planned
By Beacon Productions

Beacon Productions plan to make
six melodramas at the coast for re-

lease next season. Syndicate Ex-
change will distribute the product
in the New York territory.

Pinnacle To Handle
Eight Made at Coart

Pinnacle Productions during the
new season will handle eight fea-

tures to be produced on the Coast,

it was said yesterday by Jack Trop.

Circuits Book "Young Eagles"
"Young Eagles," 12 episode Boy

Scout serial, and a First Division
release, has been booked into 43
theaters of the Warner circuit in

Philadelphia, and also into 12 Great-
er New York and New Jersey the-
aters on the RKO circuit. The se-

rial will be released July 1.

Ratoff Buys Novel
Picture rights to the novel "Job"

by Joseph Roth, have been conveyed
to Gregory Ratoff it was announced
yesterday by H. William Fitelson

of Fitelson and Mayers, attorneys

for Viking Press holder of the op-

tion. The book was first acquired

by K. B. S. Productions and plans

were made to star Ratoff in the film.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: M-G-M annual sales conventio
at Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 16-July 2: International Motion Pictur
Week, Vienna.

June 28: World premiere of "The World Move
On" at Criterion, N. Y.

June 28: Meeting of M. P. T. O. of Easten
Pennsylvania at Hotel Broadwood, Phila

delphia.

June 29: Meeting of creditors at office

Special Master John E. Joyce to conside
Saenger reorganization plan.

July 1-3: Convention of Southeastern The
ater Owners Association, The Ansley Hotel
Atlanta.

July 2: Golf field day and dinner of Variet'
Club of Buffalo at Willowdale Countr
Club.

July 2-4: Columbia regional sales meeting
Atlantic City.

Seek Reorganization
Francis Pender, president of Alliec

Owners Corporation which operates
eight theaters, filed in Federa
Court, Brooklyn, a petition for the
reorganization of the corporator
under the Bankruptcy Reorganiza^
tion Act.
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Release "Alibi" July 14

"Midnight Alibi," which is Bar-
thelmess's latest starring picture for

First National will be released on
July 14.

Warners Buy Murder Play

Screen rights to the current
Broadway stage success, "Invitation
to a Murder," has been purchased
by Warner Bros. Helen Lowell, will

probably be assigned the leading
role.
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Provide Immediate
Comfortable Vision

And Watch Your
Patronage Grow

Immediately upon entering the theatre

patrons enjoy the comfortable vision

which High Intensity projection per-

mits in the large downtown theatres.

The Alternating Current High Intensity

Arc now offers this same advan- <J^
tage to the smaller theatre. ...

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

Carbon SaUi Division, Cleveland, Ohio

Unit of Union Carbide Q] Q and Carbon Corporation

"" Branch Sale* Often 1

New York Pittaburfh • Chicago • Sen Francisco
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b-iMOVE TO TIGHTEN

PRODUCTION CODE

(Continued from Page I)

been assigned to the Production
Code Administration in Hollywood,
of which Joseph I. Breen is'the Di-
rector, and the personnel will be
amplified. Any appeal from the
decision of the Production Code Ad-
ministration rests only with the
Board of Directors of the Motion

^Picture Producers and Distributors
of America in New York, which as-

mil'ulJjl'
sutnes final responsibility for the
character of the pictures to be

=f v*. made
4 Counfij

BfAll

operata

Federa

for the

poratio

Play

"There is but one answer and one
answer only to reasonable objections

to pictures, and that is the pictures

themselves. It is recognized that

the solution of the problem of the

right kind of screen entertainment
rests solely with the quality of the

product and these strengthened ar-

rangements are directed to dis-

charging that responsibility more
effectively."

Cincinnati—The amended plan of

self-regulation becomes operative

July 1, The Film Daily was in-

formed following the conference be-

tween Catholic bishops and Joseph
I. Breen and Martin Quigley, rep-

resenting the industry. Proposed
by Quigley and Breen, the plan was
approved by the church representa-

tives.

Hope to Decide 49 C. A.
Appeals by July 15

(Continued from Page 1)

up by July 15. It is hoped that at

least 20 appeals can be_ heard each

week and that the final action of

the Code Authority on all recom-

mendations from the committees

will be forthcoming a few days sub-

sequent to the filing of the commit-

tees' findings.

The Code Authority will meet
in executive session Thursday to se-

lect the personnel of the committees

and will not hear any appeals. A
total of 87 appeals have been filed

and to date 38 have been heard.

Lee Moran Vera Steadman
Harold Godsoe

Irving Pichel

BOPS
PHI I M. DALY

• • • IT MAY interest you exhib fellers to learn
that the American Society of Composers, Authors and Pub-
lishers feeling that their composers have to work for a
living just as hard as film actors, theater owners and such
may be forced to substantially increase its license fees
convinced that the present rate of 10 cents a seat a year is in-
adequate to meet the needs of composers and authors

T T T
• • • A NEW club has been formed by the m.p. projec-
tion operators of the U. S. Navy the purpose being to
improve the quality of projection on board Uncle Sam's ships

and to keep informed of the progress being made by the
manufacturers of motion pix equipment they call it the
Etsco Club there are 70 members the club developed
as an outgrowth of a buffet lunch tendered the fleet operators
while in New York by the Empire Theater Supply Corp

T
• • • IT SEEMS that in dear ole England the audiences
very seldom applaud a feature pix leave alone a short
but at a theater in Huddersfield they showed Walt Disney's
"Mickey's Gala Premiere" and blimey if the bally cus-
tomers didn't cheer and whistle and stamp their hoofs for sev-
eral minutes the main feature had started the
management had to stop the reel and re-run Mickey Mouse

. . it sounds like a lotta jolly hoosh but it really hap-
pened, old dear ripping, eh what? IT seems that
Irvin Cobb the great humorist is out at the Fox stude
watching production of his "Judge Priest" stories starring Will
Rogers . an' ya know what funny stories Cobb can tell

. . . Fox publicity sent us one we were sittin' here laffin'

over it the wind blew it out of the window so we
can't tell it to ya

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

'THE South American film star,

Raul Roulien, who plays a lead-
ing role in "The World Moves On,"
has been signed to a longer term by
Fox.

T

Production plans for work on Rob-
ert Nathan's best selling novel,

"One More Spring," are now being
drawn at Movietone City, according
to Winfield Sheehan, Fox executive

who will produce this picture him-
self, immediately upon his return
from a European trip next month.
The story will be adaDted to the

screen technique by Edwin Burke,
and Henry King is scheduled to di-

rect.

T T T

Universal has signed two-and-a-
half-year-old Juanita Quigley to

olay the role of Claudette Colbert's

Vaby daughter in "Imitation of

Life," which goes into production
-,oon under John M. Stahl's direction.

T T T

Mary Carlisle replaces Joan Ben-
nett in the cast of "Million Dollar

Ransom," the Damon Runyon story

which went into production Monday
c.t Universal City. Phillips Holmes

HOLLYWOOD was also added to the cast this week
as juvenile lead.

"Kid Millions" is the final title

of the new Eddie Cantor production
Samuel Goldwyn will place in pro-
duction shortly. Previous title was
"The Treasure Hunt."

T T T
Bob Custer has been signed by

Nat Levine, president of Mascot
Pictures, to play the juvenile lead

in "Law of the Wild," a serial.

T T T
A number of players have been

added to "A Lost Lady," completing
the cast of Barbara Stanwyck's
newest starring vehicle, now in pro-

duction at the Warner studios. They
are Hobart Cavanaugh, Samuel
Hinds, Henry Kolker and Edward
McWade.

T T T
George Cooper, Charles Levison

and Raymond Walburn were en-

gaged yesterday by Columbia for

"Broadway Bill," in which Myrna
Loy and Warner Baxter will be

seen in the leads.

T
Guy Usher and Purnell Pratt,

have been signed by Columbia for

"The Criminal Within".

FAIL TO AGREE ON MET.

BID OF LOEW, WARNER
(Continued from Page 1)

at 3 P. M. to consider the Loew-
Warner Bros, offer.

J. Robert Rubin, chief counsel for

Loew's, addressed the noteholders'
committee yesterday, devoting most
of his time to attacking the argu-
ments advanced against the Loew-
Warner bid by counsel for the com-
mittee who advised rejection of the
offer.

Mid-Town Buys Chi. Block
Chicago—The property known as

the Ambassador business block and
Midwest, at Archer Ave. and 35th
St., has been purchased by Mid-
Town, Inc., from the first mortgage
bondholders. Purchase price was
$146,500, which represents about 33
cents on the dollar. The Midwest
theater, a 1,700-seat house, is op-
erated by the Schoenstadts, who
have a string of theaters.

.ommg andGomg

O. T. CRAWFORD, house manager of the
Hippodrome, leaves New York Monday for
Gloucester, Mass., to become general manager
of the Hawthorne Inn Casino.

E. C. MILLS, executive secretary of the
American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers, arrives Wednesday in New York from
Europe on the Olympic.

LILIAN BRAUN, executive secretary of the
Songwriters' Protective Association, is en route
to the coast.

FRANCINE LARRIMORE arrived from Europe
yesterday on the Aquitania.

FLORENCE HELLER, stage actress, has sailed

on the Pennsylvania for the coast where she
will enter pictures.

RICHARD WATTS, JR., returned from Europe
yesterday on the Aquitania.

GEORGE BURNS and GRACIE ALLEN sail for

Europe today on the Rex.

MR. and MRS. JULES E. BRULATOUR sail

today on the Rex for a vacation abroad.

MRS. JACK PEARL sailed for Europe yester-
day on the Rex.

PIERRE BRASSEUR, Fox actor, sails for Eu-
rope today on the Champlain.

ANDRE HORNEZ, scenarist for M-G-M, sails

for France today on the Champlain.

BERNARD ZIMMER, Fox scenarist, sails to-

day on the Champlain.

HAL WALLIS is en route to the coast from
New York.

CHARLES REED JONES has left for Nassau
for a vacation.

E. H. ALLEN is en route to New York from
the coast to confer with Earl Hammons at Ed-
ucational.

JAKE WILK is en route to the Coast from
New York.

EDDY ECKLES, RKO studio publicity repre-

sentative, who arrived in New York yesterday
from Chicago, will leave for the Coast this

afternoon.

NED DEPINET, PHIL REISMAN, ROBERT F

SISK, S. BARRET McCORMICK, G. E. YOUNG-
MAN, A. H. McCAUSLAND and HARRY GIT-
TLESON returned to New York yesterday from
the RKO convention in Chicago.

DAVID M. THOMAS, president of Falcon

Pictures, and his attorney, DAVID GARRISON
BERGER, left yesterday for Atlantic City to

look over the screen tests of 100 entrants in a

contest.
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« « « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES « « «
"MURDER ON THE
BLACKBOARD"

with Edna May Oliver, James Gleason and

Bruce Cabot

RKO Radio 71 mins.

GOOD MURDER MYSTERY CHOCK-
FULL OF HUMOR AND NOVELTY.

Well-handled, this entertaining murder

mystery combines a novel, suspenseful story

with considerable humor. After a few

scenes showing the seething emotional en-

tanglements of a public school principal,

the assistant principal and two female

aides, Edna May Oliver, another school-

teacher, discovers the dead body of the

music teacher and phones the police. When
James Gleason, a police inspector whom
Edna helped solve another murder, arrives,

the body has disappeared. Searching the

cellar, one of Gleason's men is mysteriously

struck down. A little later, the remains

of the body are discovered in the school

furnace and the murderer escapes. Edna

takes charge of the case, humored by the

inspector and discovers that the dead

teacher had won a huge lottery prize on

a ticket held jointly with the principal's

secretary. From then on the plot thickens

and is adroitly worked out to an effective

climax.

Cast: Edna May Oliver, James Gleascn,

Bruce Cabot, Gertrude Michael, Regis

Toomey, Edgar Kennedy, Tully Marshall,

Jackie Searl, Fredrik Vogeding, Barbara

Fritchie.

Director, George Archainbaud; Author,

Stuart Palmer; Screen Play, Willis Gold-

beck; Cameraman, Nick Musuraca; Record-

ing Engineer, John L. Cass; Film Editor,

Archie Marshels.

Direction, First-rate Photography, Fine.

"HALF-A-SINNER"

with Joel McCrea, Sally Blane and Berton

Churchill

Universal 78 mins.

FAIR PROGRAM PICTURE WITH GOOD
HOKE BITS IS SMOOTHLY PERFORMED.

Adapted from the stage play "Alias The
Deacon," this thin but well-acted yarn

that employs a card sharp, Berton

Churchill, to adjust the involved entangle-

ments of the principal characters is best-

suited for neighborhood spots. Joel Mc-
Crea and Sallie Blane meet in a box car

and get jobs at a country hotel. To the

hotel comes Berton Churchill, a card sharp

with a sanctimonious manner calling him-

self Deacon Caswell, whom Joel and Sally

had met. The Deacon makes a hit with

the woman owner of the hotel and begins

to clean up in local card games. Then
Joel becomes unjustly accused of robbing

the town's leading citizen. Joel and Sallie

-.uspecf Churchill. He, however, proves a

?eod Samaritan, unmasks the real thief,

wins back a mortgage for the woman hotel

owner and provides Sally with an engage-

ment ring just before the sheriff orders

him to get out of town.

Cast: Joel McCrea, Sally Blane, Berton

Churchill, Gay Seabrook, Mickey Rooney,

Spencer Charters, Russell Hopton, Guinn
Williams, Theresa Maxwell Conover, Alex-

andra Carlisle, Reginald Barlow, Bert

Roach and Walter Brennan.

Director, Kurt Neumann; Authors, John

B. Hymer, LeRcy Clemens; Screen Play,

Earl Snell, Clarence Marks; Cameraman,
George Robinson; Recording Engineer, Phil

Cahn; Film Editor, Gilbert Kurland.

Direction, Okay. Photography, Good.

"AFFAIRS OF A GENTLEMAN"
Universal 66 mins.

FAIR DRAMA OF MANY LOVES GIVEN
UNCONVINCING TREATMENT WITH
PAUL LUKAS HOLDING IT UP WITH
GOOD WORK.

Paul Lukas as a famous novelist who has

affairs throughout his career with a series

cf beautiful women forms the basis for

this sex drama. But the treatment lacks

sparkle and it fails to build to any great

suspense with the supposed suicide of the

hero gradually proving to be a mysterious

murder. It seems that the author uses

his amours as the foundation for the plots

of his novels, so in this way he combines

business with pleasure. Not a very gen-

tlemanly thing to do, but Paul Lukas in-

vests the character with a romantic flavor

?nd makes the entire film seem better

than it really is. He is found dead after

a party at which no less than six of his

cast-eff loves were present. All of them

are suspected in turn, as the police do

not believe the suicide note apparently

written in the dead man's hand. They

are right. It finally develops that his own
butler did the deed, because his employer

had had an affair with the butler's wife

seme time before.

Cast: Paul Lukas, Leila Hyams, Patricia

Ellis, Phillip Reed, Onslow Stevens, Dor-

othy Burgess, Lilian Bond. Joyce Comp-
ton, Murray Kinnell, Dorothy Libaire, Rich-

ard Carle, Wilfred Hari, Sara Haden,

Charles Wilson, Gregory Gaye.

Director, Edwin L. Marin; Authors, Edith

and Edward Ellis; Screen Play, Cyril Hume,

Peter Ruric; Cameraman, John Mescal.

Direction, Fair Photography, Good.

325 Warner Houses

To Get U. A. Films
{Continued from Pane 1)

Film Daily last Tuesday, excepts

situations in which the product goes

to Loew and other franchises pre-

viously sold.

Civic Groups' Support

Expected in Censor Row
(Continued from Page 1)

ship situation. This opinion was
oxpressed at the meeting of thp Fa-

mous Theaters Corp. National Ad-

visory Council which has just ad-

journed.

No official action was taken on

the issue of double features, con-

sensus of opinion being that it is

not a company, but an industry,
matter. A. H. Blank stressed the
necessity of the studios developing
new personalities.

Germany Bars "Tarzan"
Berlin

—"Tarzan and His Mate," has
been barred from Germany, according
to an official announcement yesterday.
No reason for the action was given
at the censor's office.

SHORTS
"Mickey's Steam Roller"

United Artists 7 mins.
Lively

A Walt Disney cartoon of the
popular Mickey Mouse, who is seen
as the operator of a steam roller.

He encounters Minnie out strolling
with two kids in a perambulator.
Mickey takes Minnie aboard his
steam roller, and ties the carriage
with the kids on the rear. It winds
up with the kids in possession of
the giant wagon and careening down
the avenue as Mickey desperately
tries to catch up and save them
from disaster. Plenty of action in

this cartoon.

FOREIGN DIALOGUE FILMS

"ROMAN EINER NACHT" ("Story of a

Night") in German, directed by Carl Boese

with Liane Haid, Gustav Diessl, Ery Bos,

Paul Otto, Paul Kemp, Fritz Odemar and

Max Schreck. At the Yorkville Theater.

Romantic mystery with some music and

ballet scenes. Good direction and per-

formances are the highlights of well pho-

tographed production.

CODE CASES
DENY GREAT STATE PETITION

St. Louis, Mo.—The St. Louis clearance
and zoning board has denied the request of

the Publix Great State Theaters, Inc., that
its first run theaters in Quincy, 111., be
granted 14 days clearance over the theaters
in Palmyra, Mo. and Barry, Mo. Likewise
the board declined to grant the Publix houses
prior run rights over the theaters in Mount
Sterling. Carthage and Hannibal. The Pub-
lix Great State organization had also sought
14 days clearance for its first run theaters
in Springfield, 111., over Pawnee. Waverly.
Edinburg, Chatham and Tallula. 111., and a
prior showing over Beardstown. but the

Clearance and Zoning Board turned down the
request.

E. M. LOEW WINS BOSTON CASE
Boston—The local Grievance Board decid-

ed unanimously in the case of E. M. Loew,
operating the Hollywood in Charleston, vs.

George G. Solomon of the Thompson Square
hnuse in Charleston, that the latter must cea=e
the practice of cut-price admissions through
coupons and throw-aways. These, however,
may be honored to July first.

Radio Working on Two
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—RKO Radio has two

features under way on its 1934-35
program. They are "The Fountain"
and "The Age of Innocence".

"DIE SCHOENEN TAGE IN ARAN-
JUEZ". Produced by Ufa in Germany; di-

rected by Johannes Meyer with Brigette

Helm, Gustaf Gruendgens. Wolfgang Lien-

benciner, Kurt Vespermann, Jakob Tiedke,

Max Guelstroff, Ernst Dumcke, Rudolf

Birb'ach. Elfriede Jerra.

German version of the French "Adieu

Les Beaux Jours." Well handled and

acted crook story dealing with the theft

cf a valuable jewel with the chase and

capture of the gang. Should please the

audiences.

'THE GREAT FLIRTATION"
with Adolphe Menjou, Elissa Landi

Paramount

CLEVER COMEDY DRAMA WITH
ORIGINAL LOVE INTEREST HAS MEN-
JOU AND LANDI SCORING NEATLY.
The team of Adolphe Menjou and Elissa

Landi proves delightful in this romantic
and sophisticated story with a continental
flair throughout. Menjou plays the role
of a great continental actor in Budapest
in love with Elissa Landi whom he adores
as a woman but considers her a terrible

actress. Finally she agrees to go to New
York with him as his wife, as he is anxious
to get her away from a rival. In New
York the tables are turned, and Miss Landi
gets a starring part in a big production
and puts it over strong. Menjou and his

wife have a scene, and he walks out of
her life. Nobody knows they are married,
and this situation produces some rich com-
edy as the producer, director and author
of her play all make love to her in front
of her husband. Events so shape them-
selves that Menjou comes back to his
wife at the theater, realizes that she really
is in love with the author, and does a
splendid bit of acting as he walks out of
her life forever—doing the big sacrifice act.

Cast: Elissa Landi, Adolphe Menjou, Da-
vid Manners, Lynne Overman, Raymond
Walburn, Adrian Rosley, Paul Porcasi,
George Baxter, Judith Vosselli, Akim Tami-
roff, Vernon Steele.

Director, Ralph Murphy; Author, Greg-
ory Ratoff; Screen Play, Humphrey Pear-
son; Cameraman, Milton Krasner.

Direction, Fair Photography, Good.
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HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
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MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

S2.50 up, Single
S3.00 up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every-
thingto see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-
iness or pleasure.

Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at
reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality"

Vine at Hollywood Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD
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Independent in Thought
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Z6 INDFFIRMS PLANJO OFFER 243JEATURES

220 Writers Under Contract to Majors for New Year
M-G-M Staff the Largest

With Total of 65

Script Men
By DON HANCOCK

Two hundred and twenty writers

selected from all ramifications of

the literati comprise the contracted
writing talent that has been en-

gaged by seven major producers
for the 1934-35 season, it will be

shown in the forthcoming Film
Daily Production Guide and Direc-

tors' Annual. In the lists will be

found authors of many "best sell-

ers," playwrights of international

reputation, former publicity writers,

and in the majority, authors whose
(Continued on Page 15)

WICK APPEALS CASE

TO CODE AUTHORITY

Buffalo—An appeal from a ruling

of the local grievance board to the

Code Authority was taken by Ed-
ward Wick, operator of the Majestic,

who had been ordered to desist re-

ducing admissions in violation of the

code. Wick some days ago had with-

drawn his injunction action aimed at

the grievance board and five dis-

tributors.

Protestant Churches' Back Film Crusade
Protestant churches have swung their support to the Roman Catholic Church in

its campaign against immoral pictures. Decision to back the crusade was made by

the executive committee of the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America.

A spokesman for the council, Rev. Dr. Samuel McCrae Cavert, made it clear that the

body should support "no white list, no black list, no hard and fast rules," but instead

would recommend individual determination as to whether or not pictures are immoral.

TECHNICOLOR SHORTS SAYS B. & D, BUDGET

TO DOUBLE—KALMUS $5,000,000 ON 10 PIX

Double the number of short sub-

jects made in Technicolor last sea-

son will be in the 1934-35 produc-

tion line-ups, Dr. Herbert T. Kal-

mus said before leaving New York
(Continued on Page 16)

Immoral Film Protest

Is Expected by C. A.
Code Authority members antici-

pate that the subject of alleged im-

morality in pictures is certain to

reach their body shortly through

some exhibitor protest in an instance

. in which he wishes to avoid playing

a certain picture which has aroused

local complaints.

Edward Quittner Appeal

To Be Argued Next Fall
Indications now are that the ap-

peal of Edward Quittner from the

U. S. District Court decision dis-

missing his anti-trust suit against

Paramount will be argued in the

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in

November at the earliest. Graham
& Reynolds, counsel for the plain-

tiff, has obtained an extension of

the term to Sept. 13 under which

the firm is preparing copies of the

record of the lower court trial. The
record comprises 7,000 pages of tes-

timony, plus 250 exhibits.

A production budget of $5,000,000

for 10 features, to be released dur-

ing 1934-35 has been set by British

and Dominions Film Corp., Herbert
Wilcox, B. and D. producer, said

yesterday.
"Our program will be designed

(Continued on Page 16)

Vaude Producers' Report
Protesting Code Delayed
Due to the occupation of Jack

Partington, of Fanchon & Marco,
with other matters, it is now expect-

ed that the report detailing the effect

of the provisions of the film Code
on the business of vaudeville pro-

ducers last season, now being draft-

ed by the United Vaudeville Pro-

ducers' Ass'n for submission to Divi-

sion Administrator Sol A. Rosen-

blatt, will not be ready before some-
time next week.

Total Will Be Swelled
By Other Company
Announcements

Twenty-six independent companies
have announced a total of 243 fea-

tures for 1934-35 release a Film
Daily survey shows. T le list in-

cludes Monogram, 28; Majestic, 12;

Mayfair, 12; Chesterfield, 10; Invin-

(Continued on Page 15)

\$i EES DEARTH

Lack of incentive tc create new
acts for stage presentations is main-
ly responsible for the dearth oi

available talent for the larger "film

and flesh" combination theaters.

Louis K. Sidney, Loew executive

said yesterday in an interview. An-
other contributing factor is the in-

(Contmued on Page 15)

1 08 Features Bought So Far
For Loew Theaters Next Year

Champs in Stage Show Biz

Latest stage personality epidemic is

in the direction of chimp fighters. Bar-

ney Ross has opened at Loew's State

while Max Baer goes into the New York

Paramount June 28.

Chinese Studios Making
30 Pictures Next Year

Chinese producing companies will

make about 30 pictures during the

next year, Lo Ming Yau, delegate

of the Minister of Industry of

China stated yesterday. Yau is in

New York to study the American
picture industry in behalf of his

country and as president of the

United Photoplay Service, Ltd., and

other Chinese motios picture corpo-

rations.

Although Loew has not completed

booking arrangements for the com-

ing season it its learned by Film

Daily that contracts for 108 fea-

tures have been set with the possi-

bility of about 35 more major pic-

tures being added to the buy. To

date Loew theaters are assured of

48 M-G-M features 30 from Para-

mount and 30 from Warners. It is

likely that deals for the total Loew

buy will be completed within a few

days.

Bruce Making 4 Shorts

For Audio in Europe
After having completed four "Mu-

sical Moods" for Audio Productions,

Inc., at the coast, Robert C. Bruce
is now in Europe with a three-color

Technicolor crew filming four more
subjects. He has finished a short

made in Ireland and has gone to

Italy to produce the other three.

Titles of the shorts in the series

are as follows: "In a Monastery
Garden," "Fingel's Cave," "Mexican
Idyl," "Hymn to the Sun," "Waters
f Minnetonka," "Italian Caprice,"

"Wsh Melody" and "Voices of

Spring."

Sees No Television Threat

London—Television as a complete en-

tertainment factor is in no way a threat

to the cinema, C. Hartley-Davies stated

to the Blackpool Conference recently.

As a novelty television might count for

a short time but good definition on a

large screen comparable to the modern

kinema is a likelihood still very remote,

he stated.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 4'/4 4l/4 4'/4

Con. Fm. Ind 3y4 3</4 3l/4 — V4

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 14V2 14l/
2 14V2 + Vi

East. Kodak 97% 97 9734 -k %
Fox Fm. "A" 13V2 13'/2 131/2+14'

Loew's, Inc 30'/4 30 30y4 + V*

do pfd 96'/2 96i/2 96'/2 — V4

Paramount ctfs. ... 4 4 4

Pathe Exch. "A".. 21 54 21

'

/4 215/g + i/
8

RKO "A" 2'/4 2'/4 2i/4

Univ. Pict. pfd 38 38 38

Warner Bros 55/g 5'/2 5Vi + Vs

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Technicolor 13l/4 13'/8 1314

Trans-Lux 1

V

2 1 1/2 V/i — %
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Loew 6s 41 ww 102 102 102 + l/4

Paramount 6s 47 ctfs. 53 53 53 — %
Pathe 7s37 98 98 98

Warner's 6s39 58 1/2 57 1/4 58 1/4 — V4

ADVERTISING CONTROL

IN CONTRACTS URGED

Suggestion that motion picture
producers to protect their property
might insert a clause in exhibition
contracts giving them control over
advertising of their pictures to the
end that salacious advertising of
clean pictures shall be eliminated
was put forth yesterday by Irwin
Esmond, director of State Motion
Picture Division in an interview
with Film Daily.
Esmond said he had frequently

observed advertising which created
an impression about a film in no
way borne out by advance news and
reviews or by the picture itself. He
declared that such advertising re-
sulted in loss of patronage from in-
dividuals who might ordinarily see
the picture, led parents to forbid at-
tendance by their children and gave
the producing company an unde-
served black eye. The net result
was that not only the individual
picture was damaged but that fu-
ture product of the producing com-
pany started out with a definite
handicap because of the misleading
advertising, Esmond said.

Honor W. S., Butterfield

Detroit—Election as honorary life pres-
ident of the Detroit Variety Club was
conferred this week upon Col. W. S.

Butterfield, owner of the chain of the-
aters in Michigan. Butterfield has
never been a direct factor in the De-
troit theatrical situation, but owns
key houses in practically every other
town in Michigan.

55th St. Playhouse Closes

The 55th St. Playhouse closed yes-

terday for the summer and will re-

open in the fall with a new line-up

of European features and shorts.

Dismiss Monopoly Suit

Wilmington, Del.—-The anti-mo^
opoly suit of the Stanley Company
of America against Electrical Re-
search Products, Inc., was dismissed
on stipulation of counsel and with-
out prejudice by Judge Nields Sat-
urday in the U. S. District Court.
It is expected that the royalty suit

of the Vitaphone Corp. against Erpi,
pending in Chancery Court and
which has been settled, will be dis

missed today.

WANTED
B & H or

Standard
Must be A-l

Debrie

Camera
Condition

CASTLE FILMS
RCA Building New York. N. Y.

Completes 'Rothschild' Serialization

Louis Golding has just completed
a novelization of "The House of
Rothschild," which will be printed
in England.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

< ie 16-July 2: International Motion Pictu

Week Vienna

June 28: World premiere of "The World Move;
On" at Criterion. N. Y.

June 28: Meeting of M. P. T. O. of Eastern

Pennsylvania at Hotel Broadwood. Phila-

delphia.

June 29: Meeting of creditors at office of

Special Master John E. Joyce to consider

Saenger reorganization plan.

July 1-3: Convention of Southeastern The-
ater Owners Association, The Ansley Hotel.

Atlanta.

July 2: Golf field day and dinner of Variety
Club of Buffalo at Willowdale Country
Club.

July 2-4: Columbia regional sales meeting at

Atlantic City.

July 11: I.T.O.A boat ride and outing to

Roton Point. Conn.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
graphy Venice, Italy

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting. Hotel Penn-
sylvania. New York.

Want Better Quota Pix

London—A resolution asking leg-
islation to improve the quality of
quota pictures was adopted at the
monthly meeting of the West Lanes
branch of the C. E. A. The reso-
lution stated: "That owing to the
great evil caused to the trade by
the poor quality of so-called quota
films which small exhibitors were
compelled to show, the meeting call-

ed upon the General Council to seek
legislation to amend the quality of
such pictures."

E. M. Loew Gets House

Beverly, Mass.—The E. M. Loew
Circuit has acquired the Ware the-

ater from the Ware Brothers. It

recently has been operated on a ten-
year lease by the Ramsdell Brothers,
independent circuit owners who are
expected to keep the Larcom open
here as an opposition house.

"Black Heart" Opens June 26

\ Columbia's "Black Heart," star-

ring Jack Holt and Fay Wray, will

open at the Rialto June 26.

Coming and Going

E. M. LOEW is en route to Europe on tin

Manhattan.

JAY HENRY, Paramount player, is en rou

to New York by auto from the coast.

ELIZABETH LONERGAN, New York represe
tative for Cinematograph and Picturegoer, sa

July 1 on the Bremen for abroad.

JANS and WHALEN are due in New York t

day on the Leviathan.

HARRY WOODS, song writer, arrives in Ne
York tomorrow on the Olympic.

Liabilities at $10,178,256

Excess of assets over liabilitk

of the Allied Owners Corp. is $10
178,256, according to the petitio

for reorganization under the ne"

bankruptcy law filed in Feder?
Court, Brooklyn. The figure dot
not include depreciation. Cash i

banks was put at $340,768.

Meyer Handling "Revolt"

Phil Meyer will distribute th

Mentone production, "World in R<
volt," in the New York metropolita
territory.

Cruise at Music Hall

Fred Cruise has been transferre

from the management of the RK(
Center to the Radio City Music Hall

Herman Whitman, former manage
of the Music Hall, is now at th
RKO Center.

Joe Rivkin, Inc.

Announces the opening of offices at

1776 broadway, new york city, for the

exclusive representation and manage-

ment of artists, directors and authors

for the stage, radio and motion
pictures.

Suite 903 Circle 7-4728-9

1
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Warner Bros, have conceit

short" innovations tha
business grow like a nli



M T U P LETS!

eived 5 brand new
t will make your
night club check!
JUST PART OF VITAPHONE'S BIG-SCALE DE-

VELOPMENT PROGRAM THAT WILL MAKE
"THE BEST SHORTS" BETTER IN 1934-'35

*{See page 11)
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IT'S TIME TO, FACE THE FACTS OF LIFE
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IMITATION IS THE

BEST ADVERTISEMENT

Warner Bros, will of
course continue to

make their own novel,

entertaining, authen-
tic, ticket-selling

TRAILERS
which have for years
won the enthusiastic

approval of the trade

—(Seepage 11;

In Warners' famous West Coast Studios the same

great production talent that delivered all the famous

Warner feature musicals will produce many of

Vitaphone's new season subjects .... including

9 TECHNICOLOR MUSICALS «»*;

3 more than last year due to tremendous trade

demand. With sumptuous NEW COLOR EFFECTS

made possible by the remarkable three-color process,

latest development of the Technicolor Corporation!

. . . These 2 ALREADY COMPLETED are samples of

the star and production values this series will contain—

LEON ERROL in "GOOD MORNING, EVE
with the famous Busby Berkeley girls directed by

Bobby Connolly, Broadway's leading dance maestro.

EL BRENDEL in "OH! SAILOR, BEHAVE!
The top star of current feature comedies, with Phil

Regan, famous singing cop and Hollywood's latest

sensation.



Good shorts don't grow on gooseberry bushes. It takes
Man-Power and the finest FEATURE PRODUC-
TION resources and experience to turn out shorts that
match the quality of feature attractions. That's why-

And in Vitaphone's own Brooklyn Studio the men
who have made short subject history in past years

are already at work on the rest of the first three months

'

supply of new-season product. Just 45 minutes from

Broadway, they've got the whole world of stage

and radio stars to draw on at a moment's notice.

That's why you'll get stars like Harry Richman, Mor-

ton Downey,Ruth Etting,Georgie Price,Nick Lucas, in

9 RADIO-STAR SHORTS ,*„*;

Hal LeRoy & Dorothy Dare, Jeanne Aubert, Lillian Roth,

Donald Novis, Fifi D'Orsay, and many other names in

9 B'WAY HEADLINERS (2 reels)

The highlights of world-famous $6.60 stage shows in

3 MUSICAL STAGE HITS (2 reels)

Bernice Claire and J. Harold Murray in "Song of the

Flame", Dorothy Stone in "Sunny", Lois Moran in "50

Million Frenchmen". _____

And a selection is now being made of two of the

biggest attractions of the whole amusement world, for

2 THREE-REEL MUSICALS

Bros, can give you ' Gold
Diggers" quality— including

the famous Busby Berkeley

beauties— in "the finest musi-

cal shorts on the market"—m
BROADWAY

BREVITIES



THEYR'E MAD . . . BUT NOT AT YOU! The most convuh,
ing collection of comics ever corraled will make

VITAPHONE AGAIN

SUPREME IN COMEDY
Many of them, under the guidance of Vitaphone's

new directors and gag men, will appear in

BIG V COMEDIES
(2 reels)

3 with BEN BLUE. Vitaphone's sensational 1933 discovery has already

completed his first new-season comedy, "HOLY MACKEREL."

2 with SHEMP HOWARD. America's first and most famous "stooge",
with Daphne Pollard, ace comedienne.

6 BLUE RIBBON COMEDIES. Two of which will star EL BRENDEL, all to

be made at our West Coast Studios.

h

THIS SPACE
RESERVED
for the most important com-

edy star discoveries which

develop during the year and

which Vitaphone will rush to

your screen as fast as cameras

can grind and labs can print!

STARSAnd while we're on the subject of ^0 m m B^ %^ lets check over

a few of the other great names you'll get in the rest of Vitaphone's line-up—

LEON ERROL
DOROTHY STONE
HARRY RICHMAN
EASY AGES
i^ s .

A JESSE CRAWFORD

MORTON DOWNEY
GUS EDWARDS
BABY ROSE MARIE
HAL LEROY
RADIO RAMBLERS

FIFI D'ORSAY
ROY ATWELL
LITTLE JACK LITTLE
LOIS MORAN
RUTH ETTING

GEORGIE PRICE
NICK LUCAS
EDGAR BERGEN
JEANNE AUBERT
And on the next page.

.



MELODY
MASTERS
one-reel band shorts that will

give you the drawing power
of expensive stage shows . . .

Maybe we're prejudiced, but
it looks to us like the greatest

assembly of nationally known
band names ever offered by a

single company!



IP

THERE'S GONNA BE A REVOLUTION
in historical short subjects. Vitaphone has found the secret

of making them as entertaining as the fastest musical. Our

13 SEE AMERICA FIRST
FILM TRIPS THROUGH AMERICAN HISTORY
will be a sensational innovation in single-reel entertainment, picturing

the highlights of America's progress from the Pilgrims to the present.

Actual shots on the scenes of great events, glamorous musical backgrounds,

descriptions by J.OHN B. KENNEDY. Already endorsed by civic leaders

throughout the country. A series that will combine profit and prestige!

//

\VJ/////

jf —

W
WILL YOUR FACE BE RED
... if Mrs. John Q. Patron finds

out that the opposition is showing

13 MERRIE
E L D I E S

IN COLOR
A brilliant improvement for one of the

most popular cartoon series in the field.

AND 13 "MONEY TUNES
Also produced by Leon Schlesinger, with an augmented staff of animators

and gag men and music by the Burbank Studio's official orchestra under

Leo Forbstein's direction. These great series are 2 of the principal reasons

why Film Daily reports-"CARTOONS HOLD POPULARITY LEAD!"

2 LITRE WORDS THAT WILL KEEP TOUR PATRONS REGULAR-

PEPPER POTS
26

delightful surprises for your audi-

ences in these 5 single-reel groups

5 VAUDEVILLE SHOWS
All the variety of a vaudeville bill condensed

into ten minutes.

5 MOVIELAND REVIEWS
Hollywood's most famous stars at home—
at work—at play.

5 "RAMBLING 'ROUND RADIO ROW'
With numerous big-< radio names in each.

5 "FAMOUS SONG COMPOSERS'
Continuing the success this novel idea en-

joyed last year—with names like Little Jack

Little, Gus Edwards.

6 HAND-PICKED NOVELTIES
featuring such names as Mr. and Mrs. Jesse

Crawford, EdgarBergen,The Radio Ramblers,



J

now, GENTLEMEN OF

THE BOX-OFFICE,

YOU TAKE

*f

THE FLOOR!

J. Myer Schine, Schine Theatrical Co., N. Y.— "It

is inconceivable how any exhibitor can possibly

hope to conduct his theatre in a successful and
profitable manner without Warner Bros. — First

National and Vitaphone product."

L. I. Bearg, Famous Players Canadian Corporation

Ltd., Vancouver, B. C—"I believe the greatest

tribute I can pay to the excellence of Vitaphone

shorts, is the large number of playdates that they

have received in British Columbia."

Nasser Brothers Theatres, San Francisco, Calif.

—

"If all companies would produce as widely diversi-

fied and consistently high quality of shorts as Vita-

phone, the double bill would cease to be a problem."

Kallet Theatres Inc., New York—"Vitaphone
Shorts are in a class by themselves."

General Theatres Inc., Denver, Colo.—"Vitaphone

shorts are the best on the market today."

Ray E. Moon, Mid-States Theas. Inc. Detroit, Mich.—

"Two-Reel Brevities are the outstanding pictures

of this type. They are given the same high quality

production that is given your features and are full

of entertainment and box-office value."

Russell Rogers, Pacific National Theatres, Los

Angeles—"We consider Vitaphone shorts the out-

standing ones on the market!"

W. Harmon Reed, Alexandria Amusement Cor-

poration, Alexandria, Va.— "Vitaphone's product
surpasses any shorts on the market."

Don F. Gauld, Supervisor, Allied Amusements Ltd.,

Winnipeg—"We have no hesitation in saying that

Vitaphone Shorts are the most popular with the

public!"

S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre, Montpelier, Idaho—
"Warner-First National trailers are by far the

best on the market!"

L. E. Mahoney, New Columbus Theatre, Columbus,
N. D.—"We use Warner trailers on all their pic-

tures and find that they pay handsome profits!"

Joe E.Moore,Lyric & Orpheum Theatre, Montana—
"I want to congratulate you on having the greatest

trailers and short subjects of all!"

Warren Weber, DeLuxe Theatre, St. John, Kans.—
"I can't understand why all major companies do

not make their own trailers. Warners are the best

on the market— bar none!"

You took the words right out of our mouths, gentle-

men. All we can add is that everything you've said

about last year's product goes double in spades for

VITAPHONE IN 1 934-35 ccause



. . . It's up to Warner
Bros, to make
shorts fine enough
to show on the
same program with

features as great as

//

//

//
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a
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ANTHONY ADVERSE
GOLD DIGGERS OF 1935

MUNI in "BLACK HELL
LAFAYETTE ESCADRILLE
CAPTAIN BLOOD'' by SABATINI

AL JOLSON in "CASINO DE PAREE

A KEELER and POWELL MUSICAL

FAREWELL TO SHANGHAI
SWEET MUSIC" • "SWEET ADELINE

And 50 others coming next season from

WARNER RROS.
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

By CHAS. ALICOATE

yiTAPHONE'S first jn its series

of five Vaudeville Shows, each
ons of which represents a complete
vaudeville program in a single reel,

was completed Friday at the Brook-
lyn studio. Among the vaudeville
headliners featured in this number
are Herb Williams, comedian; Les
Reis and Arti Dunn singing duo;
the Honey Family, acrobats; Saul
Grauman's Stepping stars; Waneta
Chapman and others of the variety
stage.. Joseph Henabery directed.

Frank Conlan, stage and screen
player, has been signed for a part
in "Woman in the Dark,' now being
produced by Select Prodkictions un-
der the direction of Phil Rosen at
the Biograph studio in the Bronx.

•

Leslie Adams, who has been im-
personating ex-President Hoover,
King George, John D. Rockefeller,
Jr., and Will Hays for more than
300 performances of the current
Broadway musical hit, "As Thou-
sands Cheer," is making his bow as
a picture actor in "Crime Without
Passion," the Ben Hecht-Charles
MacArthur production. Adams por-
trays the role of prosecuting attor-
ney.

•

"Fun in a Drug Store," the two-
reel short featuring Tom Howard
supported by George Shelton, goes
into work today und'er the direction
of Al Christie at the Eastern Ser-
vice studio in Astoria. Fred Scheld
and Warren Murray will assist on
the production with George Weber
doing the camera work.

•

Ben Hecht and Charles Mac-
Arthur today started a girl-hunt
wlrch they claim may cover the
world before the right girl is found.
They are seeking an unknown to

play the feminine lead in a film star-
ring Jimmie Savo, stage comedian.
The picture which is to have a Rus-
sian background, is scheduled to go
into production about the 15th of
August at the Eastern Service stu-

dio in Astoria, for Paramount re-

lease.
•

Production on "Crime Without
Passion" was completed Saturday at

the Eastern Service studio in As-
toria. Ben Hecht and Charles Mac-
Arthur directed and produced the

picture for Paramount release. Lee
Garmes, associate director and pho-

tography; Walter Strenge and Wil-

,
lam Kelly behind the cameras. Set-

tings by Albert R. Johnson; special

effects by Slavko Vorkipich, Arthur
Rosson, production manager; Har-
old Godsoe assistant director; Joe

Nadel, unit production manager; Joe
Kane, in charge of sound; Arthur
Ellis, cutter and Jack Shallit still

photographer.

• • • IT GIVES us extreme pleasure to start another
controversy it seems that Sam Sax production
head of the Brooklyn Vitaphone studios has become fed
up on these claims of Hollywood producers and dance directors

that their trippers are supreme in the field of Mass
Terpsichore so he herewith issues a challenge to any
and all dance directors, maestros, impresarios and mirror ar-

rangers to produce a team of 16 dancers that his group
of stock trippers in Brooklyn can't outdance, outpose and out-
routine comprehensive, we calls it

• • • THIS GUY Sax is very sporting about it all

he is willing to stage the contest in any hall that is big enough
Madison Square Garden or the Atlantic City Auditorium

charge admission and give the proceeds to designated
charities or he will give the customers a free treat

and put the exhibition on in the Mall at Central Park
Sam says "Let 'em bring on their teams. We'll

pick prominent newspapermen and theatrical producers as
judges. I'm bettin' dough that my gals will beat 'em all on
skill, facility in dancing difficult steps, intricate routines, and
grace and beauty of the numbers." boy, that's tellin'

'em! well where are the challengers? .......

• • • THEY'VE GONE and done it again that

Radio publicity dep't scoopin' the field of major con-

ventions this year as they did last in their file of Press
Stories on the RKO Radio convention Bob Sisk, Barrett

McCormick and Rutgers Neilson turned out exactly 50 different

press yarns BEFORE the convention started a complete
schedule of live material that sustained the interest in conven-
tion activities for a period of two weeks starting the

Monday before the first session and breaking every dav
right through till the close if the trade press conven-
tion reports seemed to be more or less dominated by RKO Radio
news it's simply because this live organization furnished

the news

• • • WE HAVE it on the word of Jack Mclnerney
Director of Publicity for the Broadway Paramount that

Max Baer, heavyweight champ, will make his first stage appear-

ance since winning the title at this theater on Thursday
Max will be featured in an original presentation titled

"Knockout Revue" featuring Benny Rubin the

champ will do a li'l singin', dancin', and clownin' he will

also have his crooning brother "Buddy" there who weighs

255 pounds Jack Mclnerney says he carries as much
punch in his tonsils as Max does in his fists

• • • THE WORLD premiere of Warners' "Here Comes
the Navy" will be held at Loew's State theater in Norfolk. Vir-

ginia July 6 in honor of the fleet's arrival there

this gesture is in return for the Fleet's cooperation in

contributing its battleships and staff for use in backgrounds

for the pix

T

• • • A PRINT of Monogram's "Mystery Liner" has been

requested by the International Exhibition of Cinematographic
Art for screening during the exhibition that takes place

in Venice, Italy in August this pix is also in-

cluded in the first group of pix to be shown in Italy by the

newly organized Italian company Monogram Pictures

Corp., S.A.I. associated with Ritchey International Corp.

foreign distributors for Monogram

WORDS

WISDOM,
"TT IS my notion that for many

years to come, the most popular
after-dinner speeches still will be:
'Let's go to the movies'."—WILL H.
HAYS.

"The success factors of a two-
reeler and a feature production are
identical."—LEE MARCUS.

"When we realize that an over-
whelming percentage of our litera-

ture of today is clean and yet com-
mercially successful, there is no
reason why clean motion pictures
cannot be equally successful." —
ARTHUR A. LEE.

"All my best pictures have been
racing pictures. Horses are very
spiritual."—STEPIN FETCHIT.

"Talkies have increased the in-

dividual importance of actors by
six*y per cent."—BEN PIAZZA.

"You don't have to possess the
knowledge of twenty college pro-
fessors, the power of a professional
strong man or the daring of a stunt
flier to add explanatory remarks to

short subjects—but it would help."

—PETE SMITH.

"Everything within the realm of

the world's best music is served to

movie audiences." — VICTOR
YOUNG.

"No matter where pictures are

made or who makes them, if they
have the quality of cinema perfec-

tion, they will be successful." —
ETIENNE PALLOS.

Set 13 Fox Releases

Fox release schedule for the first

quarter of the new season starting

in August comprises 13 pictures,

four of which axe completed, four

in production and the remaining five

slated for early filming. The sched-

ule is as follows: August: "Grand
Canary," "Wanted," "The Cat's-

Paw," and "The World Moves On";
September, "The Dude Ranger,"
"Servants' Entrance," "Charlie Chan
In London," "Serenade" and "Marie
Galante"; October, "Judge Priest,"

"Life Begins At 40," "Caravan" and
"State Versus Elinor Norton."

« « « » » »

Nikas Relinquishes Lease
Wilkinsburg, Pa.—Pete Nikas and

Steve Dascalos, operators of the

Regal here have relinquished their

lease on the Ritz at Rankin. Dean
McCloskey, who has been managing
both houses has resigned at the

local theater and has taken over

the Ritz. The Rankin house is

owned by Israel Rosenbloom. John
Reilly has been named manager of

the Regal here.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
TYLE TALBOT has postponed a

vacation trip to see his parents
in Nebraska in order to assume one
of the leading roles with Barbara
Stanwyck in "A Lost Lady," now in

production at the Warner studios.

Charles Starrett, previously assigned
to the part, goes into "Flirtation
Walk" instead.

T

Greta Meyer will appear in Janet
Gaynor's current starring vehicle,

"Servants' Entrance," which is in

production at Fox Movietone City.

Frank Lloyd is directing this pic-

ture.

Herman Schlom, Monogram pro-
duction manager, has assigned Jack
McKenzie, cameraman, to "Tomor-
row's Youth." Schlom also put Ru-
pert Planck on "Moonstone."

Jesse L. Lasky's next Fox Film
production, "The Captive Bride,"
will be directed by Dorothy Arzner.
It was written for the screen by
Sonya Levien from the play "The
Proud Princess" and will star

Charles Boyer.

Y

Robert Welsh, Monogram execu-
tive producer, has signed Marion
Orth, screen writer. Her first as-

signment will be the screen play on
Michael Kane's "Successful Fail-

ure," which goes into production in

July.

T T T

Martha Sleeper, Gloria Shea, Lois
Wilson, John Miljan and Dickie

Moore have leading roles in "Tomor-
row's Youth," Monogram picture

which has just gone into production
under the direction of Charles La-
mont. Ben Verschleiser is supervis-

ing. Gene Whitney and Robert Mai-
ler wrote this original screen story.

Hobart Bosworth and Bess Staf-

ford, signed this week, complete the

roster of players for "Special

Agent," (tentative title) the eighth
and last of the present series of ac-

tion dramas, which Columbia is pro-

ducing, starring Tim McCoy.

Theodore Newton and Mickey
Rooney, were engaged yesterday for

roles in Columbia's "Blind Date,'

which went into production last

week, with R. William Neill direct-

ing.

She Played the Typewriter

Clevclnd—A lone woman was regis-

tered among 350 men at the American
Federation of Mus :

cians' convention
which closed recently. She was Mrs.
Finny Benson, secretary to the business

agent of the Marion, Ohio, local.

NEWS OF THE DAY
Tut Mace, dancer, has been sign-

ed by Fox to appear in the Elisa-
beth Cobb's "She Was a Lady," now
in production. The cast, which is

being directed by Hamilton MacFad-
den, includes Helen Twelvetrees,
Donald Woods, Ralph Morgan and
others.

Phillip Reed is the latest addition
to the cast of "Big Hearted Herb-
ert," comedy based on the recent
stage success of the same title.

Leading role in "24 Hours A Day,"
which Sol M. Wurtzel will produce
next month for Fox, has been as-
signed to Claire Trevor. The stGry
is an original by Dudley Nichols
and Lamar Trotti.

Roger Imhof, who appears in the
latest Will Rogers picture, "Judge
Priest" now in production, has been
signed by Fox for a longer term.

Herbert Mundin, has been assigned
leading roles in four of the new sea-
son Fox pictures. These are "Nymph
Errant," "24 Hours A Day," "What
Am I Bid?" and "Hell In The
Heavens."

Monogram will not put "King
Kelly of the U. S. A." into produc-
tion until July 6 inasmuch as Guy
Robertson is still in Chicago, star-

ring in the Broadway musical, "All
the King's Horses." Leonard Fields
will direct.

Jesse L. Lasky has assigned Irv-

ing Cummings, Fox director, to "The
White Parade."

Winfield Sheehan, who has put
"Servants' Entrance" into produc-
tion for Fox, announces new cast
additions to the Sigrid Boo story.

as follows: Greta Meyer, Josephine
Whittall, Jerry Stewart, Ruth Ma-
rion, Jevere Anne Gibbons and Bus-
ter Phelps.

T T

Henry B. Walthall has been signed
for a leading part in "Serenade,"
the Richard Carroll story which
Lynn Starling has adapted to the
screen.

T T

Dore Schary. young New York
playwright, has been signed by Nat
Levine, president of Mascot to assist

Joseph Santley, director and play-
wright, in fashioning the continuity

for "Young and Beautiful."

T T

Edmund Lowe has been engaged
by Columbia to co-star with Jack
Holt in the first comedy feature re-

lease of the 1934-35 lineup.

Live Oak, Fla.—Manager Fleming
of the local picture house has in-

stalled new upholstered seats and
other improvements.

Kansas City, Mo.—S. C. Schwahn
heads the recently formed Common-
wealth Lawrence Theater Corp.,
which is planning the construction
of a new $35,000 theater at Law-
rence, Kan. Schwahn is also man-
ager of the Patee at Lawrence for
Commonwealth Theaters, Inc., Kan-
sas City, of which C. A. Shultz is

president.

Springfield, Mass. — The Fox,
Main St. house now controlled by
Harry Arthur, has been closed pre-

paratory to complete remodeling
which will cost about $80,000. The
floor plan will be rearranged and
seating capacity of about 1,000 pro-

vided, a reduction of about 400.

John Eberson is the architect.

San Antonio — Zaragosa, West
Side Mexican theater is presenting
Spanish acts from time to time in

conjunction with feature talkies.

Cincinnati—Film Row l-eports A.
D. Curfman, State theater, Wester-
ville, closing for summer; other

summer closings include, Lindy,
Owens, W. Va.; New Carlisle, New
Carlisle, O.

Columbus—The Grand burned to

the ground a day after summer clos-

ing went into effect. J. Real Neth
was the owner.

Cincinnati—Marc Wolf was pre-

sented with a handsome hand trunk

by the Variety Club at a farewell

dinner before his departure for In-

dianapolis, where he takes up duties

with the Young Circuit. Stanley

Jacques, RKO B. M., was master of

ceremonies.

Baton Rouge, La. — Louisiana

State University has just completed
a one-reeler on the dairy industry

in Houma for release as propaganda.
Harcol did the producing.

San Antonio—Babe Stafford, di-

rector, and Mack Stangler, camera-
man, has arrived from the Coast

to film the final exterior scenes for

National Pictures' Bible production

now being made in and around the

Alamo City.

Cassopolis, Mich.—The old Co-

lonial has reopened as the Gem.
First time show was opened for

over a year.

St. Louis, Mo. — The Columbus
Amusement Company has signed a

10-year lease on the theater prop-

erty at 5118 Shaw Ave., owned by
Mrs. A. Lange. The lease calls for

occupancy by Sept. 1.

San Antonio — Aztec, Interstate
house, recently adopted a new pol-
icy of changing bill once a week
instead of twice weekly.

Cincinnati — Will R. Kerr, local

representative for RCA Photophone
sound equipment, announces Ohio
State Reformatory, Mansfield, has
installed RCA sound equipment.
Other installations here include Lib-
erty, Lancaster; Town Hall, Leban-
on; Strand, Delaware; Majestic,
Corning and Stanley, Portsmouth.

Tappahannock, Va.— Garland P.

Clay is listed as president of the
New Essex theater, a Richmond cor-

poration just chartered to lease the-

aters and engage in the motion pic-

ture business. The corporation owns
and operates the Essex here. Other
officers are: E. McMauchlan, vice-

president; W. Disney Cole, secre-

tary-treasurer, both of Richmond.
The Essex has been remodeled and
otherwise greatly improved.

San Antonio—The Beethoven Hall

has been completely redecorated and
remodeled and is now in active use
once more.

Green Bay, Wis. — Two bandits

escaped with $1,500 from the Bay
here after slugging Larry Conley,

manager of the house, and tieing

him and lone Bacon, cashier, and
Henry Toilette, assistant manager.

Berlin, Wis. — E. M. Starkey is

having the Opera House redecorated

here and new sound equipment in-

stalled preparatory to opening short-

ly.

Baltimore—Meyer Leventhal, gen-

eral manager of the Scheck The-

ater Enterprises will assist FredT<

Huber, municipal director of music,

in staging the free concert and film

show in Druid Hill Park.

Lewisburg, W. Va.:— P. L. Dy-
sard, West Virginia exhibitor, has

arranged for the immediate instal-

lation of complete new RCA Victor

High Fidelity sound in his Princess.

Cincinnati—The Strand has dis-

continued vaudeville and will use

two featm-e films weekly. The or-

chestra will be held over, making
it the only Cincinnati picture house

with an orchestra.

Decatur, Ind.—New Adams has

opened here under the management
of I. A. Kalver.

Fox Composer Honored

Wed Coast Bur., THE FILM DATLY
Hollywood — Werner Richard Hey-

mann, who composed the music for

"Caravan," just completed at Fox

Movietone City, has been awarded the

"Candide Prize," offered for the best

operetta music by the French news-

paper, "Candide," according to a cable

dispatch from Paris.
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220 WRITERS UNDER

CONTRACT TO MAJORS
(Continued from Page 1)

success has been confined to screen
material.
More so now than ever before

in the history of the motion pic-

ture, are producers' eyes focused
on the story departments, not only
for original scripts but for more-
than-satisfactory adaptations en-
veloping that spark of genius that
skyrockets not only the writer, but
the company prestige-—and the in-

vestment—to comfortable heights.

These writers in the most part will

build the foundation upon which
great motion picture structures will

be erected. The material realiza-

tion of their talents will control to

an immeasurable degree the ulti-

mate results of directors and stars.

M-G-M leads the list of staff

writers with sixty-six.
Zoe Akins, Marcel Achard, Anne Austin,

Richard Boleslavsky, Ethel Borden, Lenore
Coffee, John Colton, Ann Cunningham, John
Emerson, Lawrence Eyre, Edith Fitzgerald,

Jules Furthman, Harvey Gates, Frances Good-
rich, Mauri Grashin, Eve Greene, Albert
Hackett, Elmer Harris, Ted Healy, Ben
Hecht, Monckton Hoffe, Robert Hopkins, An-
dre Horneg, Vance J. Hoyt, Talbot Jennings,
Virginia Kellogg, Edwin Knopf, Norman
Krasna, Arthur Kober, Clare Kummer, Ro-
land Leigh, Benn Levy, Fred Lonsdale, Anita
Loos, Josephine Lovett, Charles MacArthur,
John Lee Mahin, Joseph Mankiewicz, Frances
Marion, John Meehan, J. K. McGuinness,
Harold Noice, Rosamond Pinchot, Samuel
Raphaelson, Allen Rivkin, Howard E. Rogers,
Bernard Schubert, Zelda Sears, Harry Segall,

George Seitz, Robert E. Sherwood, Bella
Spewack, Sam Spewack, Donald Ogden
Stewart, Michael L. Simmons, C. G. Sul-
livan, Ernest Vajda, J. Van Druten, Lulu
Vollmer, Lewis Waller, Louis Weitzenkorn,
William G. White, Carey Wilson, P. J.
Wolfson, Edgar A. Woolf, Herbert O. Yard-
ley.

PARAMOUNT (51)
Niok Barrows, Charles Barton, Claude

Binyon, David Boehm, Charles Brackett,
Laurie Brazee, Bartlett Cormaek, Jack Cun-
ningham, Walter DeLeon, Finley Peter
Dunne, Jr., Guy Endore, Herbert Fields,

Garrett Fort, Lewis Foster, Kubec Glasmon,
Howard Green, Elmer Harris, Cyril Hume,
Grover Jones, Paul Jones, Marjorie Klein,

Vincent Lawrence, Gladys Lehman, Jeanie
Macpherson, Francis Martin. John McDer-
mott, J. P. McEvoy, Wm. Slavens McNutt,
Wm. Cameron Menzies*, Alice D. G. Miller,

Jack Mintz, Paul Moss, Seena Owen, Frank
Partos, Humphrey Pearson, Arthur Phillips.

Edgecumb Pinchon, Gilbert Pratt*, Marguer-
ite Roberts, Peter Ruric, Harry Ruskin, Dore
Schary, Raymond L. Schrock, Chandler
Sprague, Jane Storm, Harlan Thompson*,
Keene Thompson, Dale Van Every, Virginia
Van Upp, Bobby Vernon, Garnett Weston,
W'aldemar Young.

* Also Directors.
WARNER (32)

Earl Baldwin, Bertran Milhauser, Charles
Kenyon, Lillie Hayward, F. Hugh Herbert.
Ben Markson, Pierre Collings, Sheridan Gib-

ney, Ralph Block, Si Bartlett, Laird Doyle,

Carl Erickson, Paul G. Smith. Doris Malloy,

Frank McDonald, Manuel Seff, Niven Busch,
Edward Chodorov, Warren Duff, Gene Mar-
key, Sidney Sutherland, Erwin Gelsey, Law-
rence Hazard, Brian Marlow, Al Cohn, Tom
Buckingham, Brown Holmes, Robt. N. Lee,

Kathryn Scola, Peter Milne, Tom Reed,
Delmer Daves.

FOX (22)
Stuart Anthony, Graham Baker, Reginald

Berkeley, Ann Caldwell, Lester Cole, William
Conselman, Joseph Cunningham, James Glea-

son, Samuel Hoffenstein, Henry Johnson,

Philip Klein, Sonya Levien, Edward T. Lowe,
Jr.. Dudley Nichols, E. E. Paramore, Ernest

Pascal, Samson Raphaelson, Keene Thomp-
son, Gene Towne, Lamar Trotti, John V. A.
Weaver Jack Yellen.

COLUMBIA (18)

Jo Swerling, Robert Riskin, Fred Niblo,

Jr.. Ethel Hill, S. K. Lauren, Sidney Buch-
man. Herbert Asbury. Harold Shumate, Wal-
lace Smith, Arnold Belgard, Harvey Gates,

• The Broad
Picture

Iway Parade •
Distributor Theater

.M-G-M Capitol

. RKO Radio Music Hall

.RKO Radio Rialto

Let's Try Again

Affairs of a Gentleman

Murder on the Blackboard

Alone Came Sally (2nd week)

Murder at the Vanities*

* FTTT1TR

. Gaumont-British

. Paramount

Criterion

.RKO Radio

E OPENINGS

. RKO Radio

. Paramount

Rialto

Music Hall

Black Moon (June 27)

Such Women Are Dangerous (June 27)'

Of Human Bondage (June 28)

Kiss and Make Up (June 28)

Baby Take a Bow (June 29)

Midnight Alibi (July 4)

House of Rothschild (July 18)**

.Fox

.M-G-M

* Subsequent runs.

** Follows Astor two-a-day run.

t Follows Operator 13.

26 INDIE FIRMS

PLAN 243 FEATURES

(.Continued from Page 1)

cible 10; Samuel Krellberg 11; Im-
perial, 14; Pinnacle, 8; Liberty, 8;
Freuler, 16; Mascot 14; Select 12;
Famous Authors 8; Astor, 6; Su-
preme, 8; Major Prods., 6; Ken
Goldsmith, 6; Frank Z. Clemente, 6;
Falcon, 6; Golden State Prods., 6;
Sunset Studios, 8; Shamrock Pic-
tures, 6; Hoyt & Hirsch, 6; Beacon,
6; William Steiner (distrib.), 10.
This number will be augmented by
announcements from other inde-
pendent companies.

New House for Hillsdale, Mich.
Detroit •— Construction of a new

theater at Hillsdale, Mich., was re-
ported this week by the Detroit
Film Board of Trade. The house,
the Alhambra, will seat 250.

Opera Chorus Tryouts
St. Louis, Mo. — Grennaro Papi,

conductor of the St. Louis Grand
Opera is here to take charge of try-
outs for the opera chorus prepara-
tory for the fall season.

Sidney Sees Dearth
Of Stage Show Acts
(Continued from Page 1)

creased quality of motion pictures
which overshadow to a marked de-
gree the majority of personal ap-
pearance attractions, he declared.
"There are many fine acts and in-

dividuals who can hold the attention
of audiences, and can be classed
as 'box office,' but the number is

insufficient to supply competitive
situations," said Sidney. "Un-
fortunately there is not the creative
spirit among actors and actresses
that there was years ago. On
Broadway it seems to be necessary
each week to 'top' last week's pro-
gram. This is not always possible.

Some comedians who would be a
veritable riot in smaller theaters
fall flat at the large presentation
houses. Operatic singers do not at-

tract this type audience. Popular
singers have become screen per-

formers and the edge is taken off

their personal appearances. Presen-
tation theaters in cities where there
is no competition can easily be sup-
plied but that is as much as can be
done in the matter of 'flesh' at the

present time."

George Waggner, Vera Caspary, Milton Grop-
per, Austin Parker. M. Coates Webster,
Judith Kandel, Harold Buchman.

UNIVERSAL (16)

William Anthony McGuire, Rian James,
Jacques Deval, Preston Sturges, George
O'Neil, Max Marcin, Gladys Unger, Earle
Snell, Clarence Marks, L. G. Blochman. R.

C. Sherriff, Doris Anderson, Ella O'Neil,

Barry Trivers, David Hertz, William Hurl-
but.

RKO (16)

Arthur Ceasar, Marion Dix, Francis Fara-

goh, H. W. Hannemann. Victor Heerman,
Kalmar and Ruby, Edward Kaufman, George
Marion, Jr., Sarah Y. Mason, Sam Mintz,

Jane Murfin, Dan Ratony, Allan Scott, John
Twist, Dorothv Yost.
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INICOLOR SHORTS

DOUBLE—KALMUS
(Continued from Page 1)

for the coast. He declined to enum-
erate the features that will use the
color process but stated that five

cartoon makers have already con-
tracted for Technicolor. Two other
cartoon companies are negotiating
for the service.

Contracts for Technicolor in car-
toons have been signed by United
Artists, Columbia, Universal, War-
ner and M-G-M, Kalmus stated. An
agreement has been reached with
Paramount but the contracts have
not actually been signed. Van Beuren
cartoons may also be made in Tech-
nicolor. Fox is the only company
which has not opened negotiations
for the process, Kalmus said. Kal-
mus leaves for the coast tonight
and will return in August.

SAYS B, & D. BUDGET

$5,000,000 ON 10 P!X

(Continued from Page 1)

for American major distribution.

We will have at least two of Holly-
wood's finest directors and six stars
of unquestioned prominence in our
new films," said Wilcox.

Thornton Freeland, director of
RKO's "Flying Down to Rio," is the
first American director to be en-
gaged. Freeland, who has arrived
in England, will start work Wednes-
day on "Brewster's Millions," re-

cently purchased from Paramount.
Second feature on the new schedule
will be "Sons o' Guns" and third will

be "The Old Curiosity Shop," an
adaptation of Charles Dickens' fa-

mous novel. Arrangements are now
being made for the world premiere
in New York of "Nell Gwynn" lat-

est B. and D. film which Wilcox di-

rected.

"Fighting Priest" Business

Detroit—Frank Donovan, trustee

for "The Fighting Priest," produced
by Shamrock Pictures Corp., reports

that the picture took in $6,800 out-

side of Michigan, where it is dis-

tributed by Excellent Pictures Corp.
Best business was done in New
York City, Philadelphia, and Massa-
chusetts.

George Abbott
Al Seiig

William V. Mong
John Quill.m

Chi. Firm Reorganizing

Chicago—Reorganization petitions

have been filed in Federal Court
here in behalf of the Riviera Build-
ing Corp., owners of the Riviera,

4746 Broadway. The house, for
many years an Orpheum Circuit the-
ater, has been operated by Balaban
& Katz for several years.

Lyric, Indianapolis, Rewires

Indianapolis — A new Western
Electric sound system has been in-

stalled at the Lyric.

Valentine, Canton, Cuts Prices
Canton, O.—Slightly reduced ad-

mission prices, effective this week
and to continue through the sum-
mer were announced by the Valan-
tine. Matinees are now a dime
every day except Sundays, and eve-
ning admission 15 cents including
tax.

Hicks Signed for Shorts
Chicago— Russell Hicks, charac-

ter actor with the Chicago cast of
"Held Your Horses," has just been
signed by Warner Bros, for shorts.

Pathe Cameraman Weds
Denver— James K. Montgomery,

Pathe newsreel cameraman, and
Edna Dodd, Denver theater organ-
ist, were married at the home of the
bride's parents in Denver recently.
They will make their home in Den-

W. B. Boston Outing
Boston— Warner Bros.-First Na-

tional employees here will have their
annual outing this year at Ply-
mouth on June 30. Joseph Wolf is

at the head of the committee.

Ihe hero is killing the villain—

that's good!

He will marry the girl

—

as certain he should.

Gee, what a picture— it would be a treat

If I could get set in this

slithering seat!

But say, such a theatre!—how often

Fd come

To see pictures here — but I really get numb.

I miss all the thrills, for this house needs repairs

They'd double business with comfortable chairs!

Ash Us,
"How can I reseat and pay

for new chairs conveniently?"

American Seating Company
Makers of Dependable Seating for Theatres and Auditoriums ,N

General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan

BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
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RKO Reported After 10 Consolidated Theaters

MEYER-SCHNEIDER GET 22 MANHATTAN THEATERS

Code Authority Meets Bi-Weekly Under New Schedule

Five Cents
. . . from prosperity

By JACK ALICOATE

AS WE wander hither and yon we seldom

find an exhibitor more than casually

interested in the moral and economic prob-

lems of the industry that do not directly

concern his theater. Not so, however, with

Charlie O'Reilly, exhibitor member of the

Code Authority. He carries the respect of

the entire industry, knows the business for-

wards, backwards, and sideways in case of

a tie, and speaks with authority regarding

it. We like this Turk because he is a

fighter, a polished diplomat and a born

politician. Further, he is not afraid to

speak his mind regardless of his audience.

He believes that this industry is thoroughly

overseated. That a building moratorium of

two years would be a great economic bless-,

ing. He says that this industry is selling

its great programs of entertainment too

cheaply. That if every theater in the coun-

try, regardless of present admission price,

would raise its prices overnight, and but

one nickel, it would be the difference be-

tween red and black ink all around. In

other words, that we are just "Five Cents

From Prosperity."

AFTER years in reverse English, motion

picture editors of newspapers through-

out the country are telling us that for the

first time they are getting the proper sort

of co-operation from most home offices

and that motion picture matter reaching

their desks is at last reflecting intelligent

appreciation of their requirements. That's

a good sign. The proper sort of studio

matter going out over the coming few

months can go a long way toward over-

coming the extreme sensitiveness now be-

setting the cinema.

THE safest course for an exhibitor is a

non-political and non-sectarian pol-

icy. However, every theater owner should

protect himself, through his screen and

every agency at his command, from the

stand of Rev. Dr. Short and his Motion Pic-

ture Research Council on non-theatrical

distribution. No one is subject to more and
{Continued on Page 2)

Decision on Cancellations

of U. A. Product Being
Given This Week

Beginning Thursday, the Code
Authority will adopt a meeting
schedule which calls for sessions

every two weeks. A decision on
whether or not the code provisions

for a 10 per cent cancellation ap-

plies to United Artists will be rend-

ered at the meeting this week.

The committees on local zoning
(Continued on Page 3)

FEDERAL COURT HEARS

RKO PETITION TODAY

RKO's recent petition to Federal

Court for permission to reorganize

under the new bankruptcy law will

be heard this afternoon. It is ex-

pected that Judge Alfred C. Coxe,

who will hear the petition, will in-

struct the company to file a reor-
(Continued on Page 24)

Anti-Premium Measure
Pending in Louisiana

Baton Rouge, La.—Senate Bill 70,

directed against giving of premiums
by stores, has been amended to cov-

er movie theaters as well. The meas-
ure is now on the Senate calendar.;

Independents plan a vigorous fight.;

Closer Scrutiny for Plays

In a further effort to strengthen its

plan for controlling screen material pro-

duced, the Hays association is giving re-
newed attention to its system of re-

viewing stage plays. Under the plan
material is either okayed for picture
production or rejected. These recom-
mendations are sent to the story editors

of companies identified with the asso-
ciation.

SINGLE WIS. EXHIB UNIT

STATEWIDE MEET AIM

Milwaukee— Arrangements have
been set by Allied for a two-day
statewide meeting of independent
exhibitors to be held June 28-29 in

Lake Geneva with the intention of

forming a single big organization in

the state and to discuss other cur-

rent problems. President Sidney E,

Samuelson of Allied States Ass'n is

expected to attend.

Para. Trustees' Tenure
Up for Hearing July 10

Stockholders and creditors of Par-

amount will meet the morning
of July 10 before U. S. Dis-

trict Court Judge Coxe at a hearing

to determine whether the appoint-

ment of Charles D. Hilles, Eugene
W. Leake and Charles E. Richard-

son as temporary trustees shall be

made permanent. The move comes
under provisions of the new bank-

ruptcy act.

Report RKO is Negotiating
For 1 Consolidated Houses

Allied Apprehensive

Apprehensive over possibilities that

the proposed church boycott on so-

cslled immoral pictures may hurt inde-

pendent exhibitors, Allied units through-

out the country are communicating with

producers, both major and independent,

as regards their programs for the new

season. The letters seek suggestions

as to means of handling the situation.

As a further move to strengthen

its Greater New York theater hold-

ings, RKO is now understood to be

negotiating for at least 10 houses

of the Consolidated circuit with the

possibility of RKO taking over the

entire group, the Film Daily learns.

Conferences have been held between
Laurence S. Bolognino of Consoli-

(Continued on Page 4)

Buy Controlling Interest

in Circuit of New
York Houses

Meyer and Schneider yesterday

purchased the controlling interest

in the 22 Manhattan Playhouse Cir-

cuit theaters, the Film Daily learns.

For several months past the circuit

has been in difficulties due to de-

layed bookings and financial mat-

ters, and was reported to be one

of the circuits being bid for by Si

Fabian in the interests of Warners.
Last week Manhattan Playhouse

moved out of its offices in the Bond
Building and took temporary quar-

ters at the Apollo. Theaters in-

(Continued on Page 4)

FOX PLAYHOUSES DEAL

STILL HANGING FIRE

For a second time, the Fox
ropolitan Playhouses' notehc

committee yesterday failed to

an agreement on the Loew-W:
(Continued on Page 24)

Para. Regional Confabi

Get Under Way To
Regional sales conventions in

amount exchange centers, as

lined by Vice-President Georj

Schaefer at the company's co;

tion in Los Angeles last week,

today with a conference in

Francisco, with Los Angeles,
(Continued on Page 3)

Seize Records of Unions

Offices of three operators' unions,

including the Empire State M. P. Opera-

tors Union in Brooklyn, Local 306 in

Manhattan and the Brooklyn branch ot

Local 306, were raided yesterday bv

18 detectives, who seized records and

rushed them to the Kings County Grand

jury which is hearing testimony in an

investigation of the unions «"'™«^d by

Assistant District Attorney William

Kleiman.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 4l/4 4V4 4V4
Columbia Picts. vtc. 30}4 30% 30% + 3A
Con. Fm. Ind 314 3V4 3'A
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 14l/4 14'/4 14l/4 — i/4

East. Kodak 977/8 97'/2 97 Vi — %
Fox Fm. "A" 137/8 13Vi 13V2
Loew's, Inc 30% 29 29'/4 — 1

Paramount ctfs 4 3'/2 3 5
/a — 3

/s

Pathe Exch 2% 2l/4 23/8

do "A" 2iy2 21 21Vi — '/g

RKO 21/4 2i/4 2V4

Warner Bros 5Va 5V* 5V* — V*

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. vtc. 30 30 30 — 1 '/4

Technicolor 14% 13'/2 13% + %
Trans-Lux iy2 1 Vi 1J4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 8 8 8

Loew 6s 41 ww 102 102 102

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 53i/4 53 53

Par. By. 5'/2s51 ctfs. 43 43 43

Par. 5V2s50 ctfs... 54 52i/
2 53 —1

Warner's 6s39 .... 58'/2 56 56'/4 — 2

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 4 3% 3% — Va

"Dr. Monica" Holding Over
Warner's "Dr. Monica," with Kay

Francis, is being held for a second
week at the New York Strand.

SOUND-EQUIPPED HOUSES
WANTED

Client interested in leasing houses in

western Pa., West Va., and northern
Ohio. Seating capacity 1,000 or more.
Write full particulars to:

DAVID R. LEVIN, Attorney
'415—21 Berger Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Five Cents
. . . from prosperity

(Continued from Page 1)

varied tax levies than the theater owner.
No one, usually, contributes more to char-

ity. No one is called on more often for aid

in drives and for civic and community co-

operation. The exhibitor then, surely, has

ths God-given right to carry on his business

unhampered by this sort of unfair, unjust

and uneconomic competition.

Final Schedule Issued

By N. O. Zoning Board
New Orleans—Impressed by the

protests of independents, the zoning
board here revised its proposed zon-

ing plan and issued a new schedule
which is final. To date only two
protests have been filed. The new
zoning is:

Zone 1, Sanger, Loew's State, Orpheum.
St. Charles, Liberty, Tudor; 2', Wonderland,
Newcomb, Globe; 3, Lafayette, Lyecum, Coli
seum, Isis; 4, Laurel, Napoleon; 5, Laurel,
Garden; 6, Fine Arts; 7, Washington, Gar-
den, Happy Hour; 8, Coliseum, Happy Hour,
Isis, Granada; 9, Granada, Lincoln; 10, Tivoli,

Lincoln; 11, Poplar, Ashton, Roxy; 12, Pop-
lar, Mecca; 13, Metairie; 14, Westwego Gem,
Marrero Jefferson; IS, Gretna Hollywood,
Algiers Folly; 16, Harvey Victory, Gretna
Hollywood; 17, St. Maurice, Fiorito's Dream;
18, Bijou, Fiorito's Dream; 19, Piety, Bijou,
Avenue; 20, Dreamland, Famous, Avenue;
21, Dreamland, Gaiety, Casino; 22, Capitol,

Plaza, Casino, Arcade; 23, Arcade, Kivoli,

Bell, Imperial; 24, Gentilly, Peacock; 25,

Carrollton, Cortez, Escorial; 26, Escorial,

Queen; 27, Prytania, National.

Shifts at Radio City
Herman Whitman, house manager

of the Music Hall, has switched
posts with F. A. Cruise, house man-
ager of the RKO Center, which will

soon go into a new policy of stage

musicals under the management of

Max Gordon. Whitman has had
previous experience in the legit field.

The Center will probably close at

the end of next week for a two-
month period to prepare for its new
policy. "Waltzes in Vienna" will be

the first Gordon production.

Fox Buys Story for Will Rogers
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "What's a Lawyer

For?" original by Thomas McMor-
row, magazine writer, has been
bought by Fox for Will Rogers. Mc-
Morrow will adapt it. Rogers is

now making "Judge Priest," with
"One More Spring," "County Chair-
man" and "What Am I Bid?" also

on his schedule.
Another Fox story purchase i?

"The Love Flight," by Bernice Ma-
son, who likewise will adapt it.

Stereoscopic Effect for Cartoons

A new device which gives ani-

mated cartoons a stereoscopic effect

is announced by Max Fleischer, Para-
mount's cartoon producer, who says
he has perfected the process after

18 months of effort. Fleischer says
animation has advanced more in the

last year than in the previous 14

years put together.

20th Century Stage Play
Set for August Showing
"The Red Cat", Rudolph Lothar-

Hans Adler play to be produced
by A. H. Woods on Broadway as
the first of the stage tieups spon-
sored by 20th Century, will soon go
in rehearsal, with opening scheduled
to take place in August when
Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th Century
production head, returns from his

African hunting trip. Characteri-
zations in the play will guide Zanuck
in selecting the cast for the film ver-
sion, which United Artists will re-

lease.

Filming Famous Ballets

As Feature Productions
A series of internationally famous

ballets will be filmed in feature
length by a new group comprising
George Antheil, composer and ar-
ranger; Georges Balanchine, dance
designer, and Charles B. Milholland,
playwright who wrote "Twentieth
Century." First will be "Laby-
rinth," based on the Greek legend.
Work will start soon in the east.

Distribution arrangements have not
as yet been made.

Dicker for Bible Film Release

San Antonio—A. A. Phillips and
H. W. Kier, heads of National Pic-

tures Co., are in Hollywood making
arrangements to have their Biblical

film, "Psalm of the Shepherd," na-

tionally released by a major distrib-

utor. Editing and titling was done
in the Mack Sennett Studios, where
interior scenes were filmed by Mack
Stengler with his natural-color cam-
era. Babe Stafford directed the

Bible epic, assisted by the adaptor,
Jean Luder, novelist and playwright.

The picture stars William Farnum.

Schenck-Zanuck Meeting in London

London (By Cable) — President
Joseph M. Schenck of United Ar-
tists and Darryl Zanuck will confer

here within a day or so, following

arrival of the producing head of

20th Century from Africa. It is ex-

pected both executives will return
to the United States together late

next month.

Interstate Bookers on 5-Day Week
Dallas — Interstate Circuit has

adopted a five-day week for its

booking department, it is announced
by P. K. Johnson, head booker.
Skeleton organizations are kept on
duty Saturdays and Sundays.

Lupe Velez for Columbia Musical
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Lupe Velez has been
signed by Columbia for the femi-

nine lead in "The Girl Friend," mus-
ical extravaganza by Herbert Fields,

Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart.

Picture is for next season's lineup.

Columbia Gets Two Novels

Two currently popular books,

"Feather in Her Hat" by I. A. R.

Wylie, and "Party Wire," by Bruce
Manning, have been acquired by Co-
lumbia for 1934-35 production.

.ommg and Going

HAL ROACH is in New York from the coast

ADOLPH FRIED of Film Sales, Ltd., Londor
sails from New York on Friday for England

MITCHELL LEICHTER, formerly associate,
with Harman-lsing, is in New York and makin |pp< i

his headquarters at the Hotel Astor. He ex
pects to remain for some time.

and i

joint

id

FRANK JOYCE of the Selznick-Joyce agenc
leaves New York today for the coast.

MORRIS GOODMAN, foreign sales manage
for Mascot, is returning from abroad on th
Lafayette due to arrive in New York on Fri

day.

WILLIAM GRADY, M-G-M casting scout, wa
in Boston over the week-end interviewing can
didates for roles in "David Copperfield."

MARY BRIAN goes to Boston for an ap
pearance at the Metropolitan starting Friday.

LOUIS MARCUS is expected back in Sal

Lake City this week from a business trip t

the coast.

Reorganization Sought
For Boston Properties

Boston —• Boston Metropolitai
Buildings, Inc., operating the prop
erties housing the Metropolitan am
Wilbur theaters, has filed a debtor'
petition in Federal Court seekinj

reorganization. While assets wouli
be more than enough in norma
times to meet all obligations, th
petition states, the best interests o

creditors and stockholders now woul<
be served by reorganization rathe
than by sale.

Roach Conferring in New York

Hal Roach has arrived in Nev
York to confer with Felix F. Feis

and Fred C. Quimby concerning

short subject plans for the 1934-31

season. Thirty-two two-reelers wil

be made at the Roach studio fo:

the coming year.
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Herbert Berg a Papa
Herbert S. Berg of the Unitei

Artists publicity department becam
the father of a six-pound boy yes
terday. Mother and child are doinj

nicely in Sydenham Hospital.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

Needless for me to

say that it is go-

ing to prove ex-

tremely useful for

reference on differ-

ent subjects.

P. S. Harrison,

Editor & Publisher.

Harrison Reports.

1,000 Pages - • Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.
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BI-WEEKLY MEETINGS

FOR CODE AUTHORITY

(Continued from Page 1)

and grievance boards will hold a
joint session this morning at 11
o'clock. First meeting of commit-
tees named to hear appeals in be-
half of the Authority will be held
Monday. Personnel of the 10 com-
mittees will be determined by the
Authority on Thursday.
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Para. Regional Confabs
Get Under Way Today

(Continued from Paae 1)

land, Seattle, Denver, Salt Lake City
and San Francisco offices attending.
Divisional Sales Manager Charles
Reagan will preside.
Following the San Francisco meet-

ing, Reagan will depart for Chicago
to hold the second meeting, the date
of which is yet to be announced. Ex-
changes will be gathered at Chicago
from Milwaukee, Detroit, Indianap-
olis, Kansas City, St. Louis, Omaha,
Des Moines, Minneapolis and Sioux
Falls.

In the Eastern and Southern Di-
visions Joseph J. Unger will pre-
side at Atlanta on June 29-30, with
New Orleans, Atlanta, Memphis,
Jacksonville and Charlotte offices at-
tending. On July 2-3 they will con-
vene at Washington. Attending will
be Washington, Philadelphia, Cleve-
land. Columbus, Cincinnati and
Pittsburgh branches. The last will

be held at New York City on July
6-7, with New York, New Jersey,
Brooklyn, Albany, Buffalo, Boston,
Maine and New Haven.

These regional conventions will be
attended by all district and branch
managers, salesmen, bookers and ad
sales managers.

Zaharoff Inspires RKO Film
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Incidents in the life

of Sir Basil Zaharoff, noted muni-
tions man, form the basis of "To
the Victor," which Larry Bachmann,
assistant to Pandro S. Bermian, has
written for the new RKO program.
Berman will produce it.

Duals at Brown, Louisville

Louisville—A double feature pol-
icy has been instituted at the Brown
theater.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

AGENT

Warner Baxter bought a city map in

L. A. in order to find his way back to

Beverly Hills.

MONG THE
nsM^^^f&kLESSjaAb.

PHIL M. DALY
• • • CHALK UP a swell stunt for the
dep't of United Artists which negotiated
tieup on a mass scale never equalled in

the plan was worked with Cine-Mundial
fan mag that circulates in practically all the
countries with the current issue carrying
ad section pushing over Sam Goldwyn's "

starring Eddie Cantor

foreign publicity

a merchandising
the foreign field

the Spanish
Spanish-speaking
a special 13-page
Roman Scandals"

• • • RIGHT HERE in New York the foreign publicity
dep't contacted the advertisers in the foreign mag and
sold them the idea of a "Keep Young and Beautiful" co-op
section 11 big manufacturers took full page ads
dressed up with specially posed stills of the Goldwyn Girls

the section started off with an introductory page
dedicated to woman's desire for youth and beauty. ... .and
explaining that the "Keep Young and Beautiful" sequence in
"Roman Scandals" is the inspiration for the tieup

T T
• • • WHAT WE are trying to figure out is was
this sequence worked into the Goldwyn pix with the idea of ex-
ploiting it so magnificently as outlined above or did the
foreign publicity dep't develop a natural? either way
it's a darb

T T
• • • IN ANSWER to our recent plea for film acces-
sories for the leper colony in the Virgin Islands Jack
Sichelman of Fox is forwarding 13 prints to the organization
in charge of this worthy charity the prints were loaned
to the Navy and on their return the Fox boys decided this

was the one spot to place them nice work, fellers

any more of you guys have anythin'?

T T T
• • • ALL ENTRIES in Warner's exploitation contest
on "The Circus Clown" must be in the mails not later
than midnight of Sept. 1 this is the Joe E. Brown pix that
offers opportunities for a regular circus ballyhoo The Roxy
theater baseball team will play the Radio City Music Hall this

morn ... in the ball grounds at Central Park

• • • ALL THOSE who appreciate good music will find

interest in "Musical Moods" produced by Audio Produc-
tions musical shorts that are so designed that they appeal
to the masses as well as the classes the music is fur-
nished by such famous artists as Hans Lange and his 76-piece

symphony orch. ...... .Rosario Bourdon and Gustave Haen-
schen and their orchestras these Technicolor subjects are

filmed out of doors the subjects give an idea of the wide
range "In A Monastery Garden," "Fingal's Cave," "Mex-
ican Idyl," "Hymn to the Sun," "Waters of Minnetonka,"
"Italian Caprice," "Irish Melody."

• • • THE SCREEN tests taken on the Steel Pier at At-
lantic City by Falcon Pictures for roles in "Convention
Girl" resulted in choosing Mrs. Natalie Tyson
granddaughter of E. T. Stotesbury, Philly financier

for one of the parts Luther Reed took the test pix

• • • A NEW way to crash the Hollywood studios has
been discovered Sally McKee a lab worker at M-G-M

was chosen to play the femme lead in Pete Smith's new
sport short, "Strikes and Spares," Sally bowls 228
and she's just right for this bowling pix

« « « » » »

12 TWICKENHAM FILMS

FOR RELEASE IN U. S.

Adolph Fried of Film Sales Ltd.,
London, will distribute 12 features
produced by Twickenham Studios,
releasing them in this country next
year. First will be "Bella Donna,"
with Conrad Veidt. Fried is at
present distributing eight features.

Fried sails for England on Friday
after making several deals and look-
ing over the product situation here.
He has appointed Morris Kandel as
his American representative.

Empire Pictures Plans
7 Frozen North Films

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Empire Pictures has

signed John Preston, socialite whose
real name is Andrew Jackson Rylee
and who is a descendant of "Stone-
wall" Jackson, for seven pictures of
the frozen Northwest. First will be
titled "Courage of the North." Pres-
ton recently appeared in Bryan
Foy's "Tomorrow's Children" and
the Far East Productions effort,

"Beast of Borneo."

Scheduled German Imports
Higher for Next Season
Berlin—Release plans of the var-

ious German distributing agencies
for 1934-35 show a total of 233 fea-

tures, an increase of 40 over 1933-

34, with foreign pictures, mostly
from the U. S., being increased to

67 from 54 the year before.

Reopen B'way Hollywood
For "DuBarry" Roadshow
Warner's Hollywood Theater will

be reopened about the middle of next
month for the first of the comany's
projected roadshow runs of "Mad-
ame DuBarry", starring Dolores
Del Rio.

Halt City Auditorium Lease

Hickory, N. C.—Local city coun-
cilmen were restrained by Judge
Wilson Warlick from leasing to the
Criterion Amusement Co. of Char-
lotte the city auditorium here. A
hearing to make the restraining or-

der permanent has been set for

July 2.

Stanzler Adds Providence Casino

Providence—The Casino has been
opened under the direction of Abra-
ham Stanzler, who operates the
Community theaters in both Wake-
field and Centerdale, R. I.

Shorts Become Juniors

Now it's "junior features," not

shorts, in M-G-M parlance. Formerly

the company's house organ referred to

them as short features.
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MEYER-SCHNEIDER GET

22 MANHAT'N HOUSES

(Continued from Pape 1)

volved in the deal are the Clinton,

New Delancy, Hollywood, Florence,

Orpheum, Mt. Morris, Harlem Opera
House, Apollo, Palestine, Ruby, Bi-

jou,Cosmos, Stadium, Harlem Grand,
Jewel, Congress, Daly, Metro, Sun-
shine, Regun and Palace. Meyer
pnd Schneider controlled the major-
ity of these houses ten years ago
and sold them outright to Manhat-
tan.

Retjort on Release Print
Rein? Presented Tomorrow
We<i Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— A report containing
proposals for standardization of re-

lease print laboratory procedure to

improve the quality of prints sent

to theaters will be presented for dis-

cussion tomorrow evening at a

meeting of the Academy's release

print subcommittee to which the lab-

oratory and sound department heads
of all major studios have been in-

vited. The plan will then be sub-

mitted to the council for distribu-

tion to the companies. L. E. Clark
and Gordon S. Mitchell prepared the

report.

New Incorporations

DELAWARE
Columbia Films of China, Ltd., 2,000 shares

of capital stock. Representative: Prentice-

Hall, Inc., of Delaware.
Major Film Productions, Inc., 200,000 shares

capital stock, 3,000 shares no par value. Repre-
sentative: Colonial Charter Co.

Popular Pictures, Inc., 1,000 shares r.o par

value. Representative: Corporation Guaranty
and Trust Co.

NEW YORK
Ninetieth St. Theater, Costello Theater, One

Hundredth Street Theater, One Hundred
Seventieth St. Theater and West Side

Theaters corporations, all New York City; Elsie

Hornstock, Francis Silberbush, Beatrice Silver-

stein. Attorneys, Prentice Hall, Inc.

Vinton Freedley, Inc., Manhattan. All

branches of the theatrical business. Vinton
Freedley, Joseph P. Bickerton, Jr., and Mary
M. Nicosia.

Salute Enterprises, Inc., Manhattan. The-
atricals and motion pictures. James S. Lin-

burn, Theresa Blumberg and Alice I. Winston.
Leff-Myers Corp., Bronx Dramatic plays

and motion pictures. Minton H. Fox, Herman
Young and Harold D. Scharf.

Two Reel Productions, New York. Motion
pictures. George Blake,

riet Kerr.

lunccford Artists. Inc.

agency; capital, $20,000
mie Lunceford, Jerome Harris and Harold Ox-
ley.

Intercontinental Broadcasting Corp., Man-
hittan. To organize and operate rcdio sta-

tions. Capital, $20,000. R. J. Gorman, C. N
Ca'dwell, Jr., and David H. Jackman.

Joe Rivkin, Inc., New York. Motion pic-

tures and vaudeville. Joe Rivkin, William
Males and Nataile Napp.

Cine'-Ampi-Tone, Inc.. Manhattan. Motion
picture business. Capital, $150,000. Robert
T. Curran, James A. Hamilton, Jr., and Lillian

M. Chambers.
Times Pictures, Inc., Kings County. Motion

pictures. Freda Jaret, Miriam Rosenblum and
Philip F. Jacobs.

Super-Serial Productions, Inc., Manhattan.
Theatricals and motion pictures. Capital, $20,-
000. Stockholders: Alfred S. Krelberg, Arthur
J. Homans and Hilda Geier.

Susanne Groves, Har-

New York. Booking
Stockholders: Jim-

CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and Zoning and

Clearance Boards

AUTHORITY DECIDES 9 APPEALS
The Code Authority yesterday announced

determination of nine appeals from local board
decisions. Rulings are as follows: Skouras
Theaters and seven national distributors from
New York grievance board decision on over-
buying complaint of Embassy, Port Chester,
N. Y., affirmed decision; Iowa theater, Fort
Madison, la., from Des Moines grievance
board decision dismissing its overbuying com-
plaint against Fox West Coast, decision
affirmed ; Gwynne Theater Co., Baltimore,
from Washington grievance board decision
in complaint against Forest Theater Corp.
under Article VI, Part 3, Section 1, of code;
decision affirmed; L. J. Burkitt, Sparta, Wis.,
from decision of Milwaukee grievance boar,
in case instituted by LaCrosse Theater Co
and Kayess Theaters Co.; local board di
rected to further investigate complaint; R
C. Lambert, Mrs. Sophie Lambert and Floyd
Carter, all of Monticello, la., from a Des
Moines grievance board decision on complaint
of E. T. Landis, who sought to prevent re-

spondents from building opposition house,
complaint dismissed; Sanatorium, Sanatorium
Miss., from New Orleans grievance board
decision on unfair competition complaint c.

C. V. Crawford, operator of Magee at Ma
»ee, Miss., decision affirmed ; Jay-Ben Corp.
from decision of Los Angeles grievance board
on reduced admissions complaint filed by Paci-
fic National Theater; decision affirmed; Im-
perial, Newton, N. C, protesting against
Charlotte 2oning board decision upholding
current clearance and zoning system; deci-
sion affirmed.

ONLY ONE N. Y. CASE THIS WEEK
No cases are scheduled for hearing before

the New York clearance and zoning board
this week and only one case will come be-

fore the local grievance board before Friday.

The grievance case, which will be heard Thurs
day morning, is Edison Theater vs. Springer-
Cocalis and a number of distributors. Harry
Shiftman of Isle Theatrical Co. will be chair-
man. An executive session of the grievance
board will be held this morning with J. Louis
Geller of the Theater Owners Chamber o
Commerce as chairman.

APPEALS SPARKS RULING
St. Petersburg, Fla.—John J. Gillooly, own-

er of the Capitol, is taking his charge of un-
fair competition by the Sparks theaters before
the New York code authority board. Recent-
ly the charge was dismissed by the Grievance
Board at Atlanta, so Gillooly is going to a
higher court. Two civil suits aggregating
$500,000 have been filed by Gillooly against
Sparks and other film companies.

NON-THEATRICAL COMPETITION
Cleveland—Local grievance board issued it"

first cease and desist order when it ruled that
Guy Johnson is operating free shows as non-
theatrical competition in Lyons, Metamora and
Ottakee, and M. E. and Lou Hensler are
operating as non-theatrical accounts in Brai-
ley, Liberty Centre and adjacent towns. Thi-
complaints were filed by P. R. Touney
Princess Theater, Wasseon. Distributors were
ordered to cease service to the defendant ac-

counts.

Judge Thomas E. Green, judge of the
Municipal Police Court, and Herbert L.
Wright, Attorney, Citizens Bldg. Cleveland,
were named alternates for the impartial mem-
bers of the local grievance and clearance
boards. The alternates will serve on eithe'

board as required. The boards voted unan-
imously to continue their regular weekly
meetings until all cases on the dockets have
been heard.

NEWS OF THE DAY
Detroit—Plans for a new theater

to be erected at Woodward and
Glendale Aves. in Highland Park,
Detroit uptown suburb, were re-

vealed last week. Frank Wetsman,
circuit owner, is the builder.

San Antonio—Joshua Binney, film

?.nd legit director, plans a trip to

the Pacific Coast. He will make a

scenic picture en route.

San Antonio—Jean Luder, actor
and author, has returned from z

brief visit to the coast.

Atlantic City—Having completed
arrangements for first-run product
for the Million Dollar Pier, Buck
Taylor has abandoned his plan for
a shorts theater.

Fort Lauderdale, Fla.—A. R. Nin-
inger, manager of the Sunset and
Queen theaters, has undertaken an
extensive remodeling program

Washington, Pa.—Chalmer Cup-
ler, son of the late B. E. Cupler is

now managing the Court here, re-
placing Bob Higgins, recently re-
signed.

Detroit — Jacob Schreiber has
bought the Forest from Jesse C.

Sellers. The deal follows acquisition
of the Mayfair by the Cohen Broth-
ers.

Bluffton, O.—J. R. Jennings oper-
ator of the Star here has closed the
house for the remainder of the sum-
mer.

Worcester — The Globe Amuse-
ment Co. has been incorporated here
with Benjamin A. Levine as presi-
dent and Milton G. Shankle as
treasurer.

Boston—Al Steen has come from
California to replace G. Lester
Southwell, who has resigned as ed-
itor of the local "Boxofnce."

W. Warwick, R. I.—The Kent The-
ater Co. has been formed here with
C. L. McKenna of Providence, and
Daniel Sheerer and Dora G. Rabino-
vitz.

Wilmington, N. C.— The Harbor
Island theater will be in operation
this summer.

Walterboro, N. C—John D. Glo-
ver has sold the New Era theater
to H. B. Cook of Kershaw.

RKO REPORTED AFTER

CONSOLIDATED HOUSES

(Continued from Pane 1)

dated and RKO theater executives.
No definite number of houses has
been set for the deal. Consolidated
has about 26 theaters in the metro-
politan district.

Eight 1934-35 Comedies
Already Finished by RKO

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — RKO Radio's short

subject department, with Lee Mar-
cus as producer, is well launched on
its 1934-35 program, with eight two-
reel comedies already finished and
three others in work. The completed
shorts include two Clark and Mc-
Cullough comedies, "Everything's
Ducky" and "Flying Down to Zero";
two Headliners, "Ferry Go Round,"
with Gene Austin, and "Candy Co-
Co"; a Ted Fio Rito orchestra sub-
ject; two Edgar Kennedy comedies,
"Poisoned Ivory" and "A Blasted
Event"; a Chick Chandler- Tom
Kennedy comedy, "Unlucky Strike,"
and a musical with Walter Woolf,
Dorothy Lee and Hazel Forbes.

Before the cameras are an Edgar
Kennedy subject, a Blondes and
Red Heads comedy, and the first of
four musicals starring Ruth Etting.

Another House for Santamore
Richmont, Vt. — J. D. Santamore,

independent circuit owner, has add-
ed the Richmond theater here to his
string and has. reopened it.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

une 16-July 2: International Motion Picture
Week, Vienna.

une 28: World premiere of "The World Moves
On" at Criterion, N. Y.

June 28: Meeting of M. P. T. O. of Eastern
Pennsylvania at Hotel Broadwood. Phila-
delphia.

June 28-29: Statewide meeting of Wisconsin
independent exhibitors called by Allied to
act on current problems, Lake Geneva, Wis.

June 29: Meeting of creditors at office of
Special Master John E. Joyce to consider
Saenger reorganization plan.

July 1-3: Convention of Southeastern The-
ater Owners Association, The Ansfey Hotel,
Atlanta.

July 2: Golf field day and dinner of Variety
Club of Buffalo at Willowdale Country
Club.

July 2-4: Columbia regional sales meeting at
Atlantic City.

July 11: I.T.O.A. boat ride and outing to
Roton Point, Conn.

July 18: Annual outing of Boston motion pic-
ture post, American Legion, Recreation
Park, Riverside, Auburndale, Mass.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
graphy, Venice, Italy.

Sept. 16; North Dakota Allied meeting, Man-
dan, N. D.

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Penn-
sylvania, New York.

(



kiMRS. LEO IS
KNITTING TINY
GARMENTS..."

and Papa
r

CAME THE DAWN!
of 1934-35 and such good news—



IT'S A LITTER OF
SHORT SUBJECTS, LEO
-the best

you ever

fathered!"
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HONEST to goodness, when you glimpse the

NAMES in VUG-M's Short Subject line-up

for the new season of 1934-35... there's only one

way to describe it, FEATURE STRENGTH ! Those

babies have DRAWING POWER! And more
than ever this season we're putting De LUXE
Production Values into M-G-M Shorts!

That's what sets them apart from all others

on the market. M-G-M FEATURE STRENGTH

SHORTS have a happy habit of registering on

any program. They help to sell the entire show!

a (o/jprattling good

short subject

year thanks to the

FEATURE STRENGTH of—



presents

Roa
they

a gu

sents

ntee

the best style

to be found in

shorts—and
en acted by
STARS of
feature picture

rating. Again

Mr.Hal Roach

you lead all

other comedy

producers

—

When Stan Laurel whispers

advice to Oliver Hardy
it's sure to be disastrous
FEATURE ATTRACTIONS ... IN ANY LENGTH
PICTURE! Just the flash of their names on the screen . . .

even before the picture begins, is enough to start audiences

chuckling with anticipation. We're still laughing at "Busy
Bodies" and their other recent shorts! Stick those funny
faces out front and don't spare the type in your ads!

These boys are MONEY!

3 stan LAUREL
oliver HARDY

TWO REEL COMEDY
SPECIALS
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"JUST A MINUTE
PATSY. ..it's a call from

the exhibitors of America
and they want to date us

up for next season***OKAY

BOYS, well be there louder

and funnier!"

Beautiful Thelma Todd and her pal Patsy Kelly made their

co-starring bow to the public last season. Among other fun

successes were "Air Fright" and "Babes in the Goods" You'll

like this happy-go-lucky pair more than ever in their new routine.

8
MA

TODD
PATSY
KELLY
2 REEL COMEDIES



we're looking ahead

to a new season

with a flock of

<t\

o
GANG'
COMEDIES

with a NEW plan!
2 REELS EACH

brand new ideas

that you've never seen before

we think you'll like us better

than ever before

w *?

in our entire career!

Me, too!

"SPANKY" in a thoughtful

mood . . . it's eithet LOVE or

those green apples he ate.



"YOU'VE NEVER LAID AN EGG YET,"
said the beauteous one to good time Charlie

CHARLIE
CHASE
COMEDIES

Delightfully Daffy
2 REELS EACH

AND indeed she was quite right . . .

for in all his long career, furnishing

laughter to a troubled world, he has

the highest consistent percentage of

merry pictures.

Such mirths provoking comedies as

"Four Parts" released last season, have

made Charlie Chase Comedies justly-

famous on the exhibitor's screen.

Charlie will continue to Chase your

box-office blues away!



"I think Fm going to like

being in the movies,"
says Irvin S.Cobb to Thelma Todd

7 IRVIN S.COBB
COMEDIES 2 REELS EACH

Irvin S. Cobb's name
is familiar to millions

who have followed

his humorous writings

in newspapers, mag-

azines and books.

Irvin S. Cobb brings his droll

wit and hilarious humor to the

screen at last—both as the star

and author of this refreshingly

new Hal Roach series. The

comedy- producing genius of

Hal Roach and the bubbling

humor of Cobb are teamed

for bigger and better laughs.

Cobb 's a radio

favorite too! The
ether has carried

his voice into

hundreds of thou-

sands of homes.



HIGHLIGHT of any program is the

de luxe M-G-M Musical Revue in

Technicolor. A series of six will be

added to M-G-M's short subject re-

leases this season. The vast resources

of M-G-M's feature-producing or-

ganization—its producers, its talent,

its song-writers, its authors, its beau-

tiful dancing girls, its unsurpassed

recording equipment, will be tapped

to produce these concoctions of

mirth, merriment and melody — in

Technicolor.

6 M-G-

MUSICAL
REVUES
m TECHNICOLOR

2 REELS EACH

[±
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EVENTS that

EDWIN C. HILL
famed Radio headliner and news-

paper celebrity becomes the HEARST
METROTONE NEWS GLOBE TROTTER

BRINGING TO THE AUDI-
BLE SCREEN THE VOICE OF
AMERICA'S MOST WIDELY
KNOWN COMMENTATOR,
"THE HUMAN SIDE OF
THE NEWS", ASSURING A
GUARANTEED COVERAGE
IN EXCESS OF 65 MILLION
LISTENERS AND READERS

WEEKLY

WHERE THE MAGIC VOICE OF

EDWIN C. HILL REACHES VIA

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

WABC-W2XE New York City

WADC Akron, Ohio

WOKO Albany, N. Y.

WCAO Baltimore, Md.
WNAC Boston, Mass.

WGR Buffalo, N.Y.

WBBM Chicago, 111.

WKRC Cincinnati, O.

WHK . Cleveland, O.

CKLW . . .... Windsor-Detroit

WDRC Hartford, Conn.

WFBM Indianapolis, lnd.

KMBC . . . Kansas City, Mo.
WCAU-W3XAU .... Philadelphia, Pa.

WJAS Pittsburgh, Pa.

WEAN . . Providence, R. I.

KMOX . St. Loius, Mo.
WFBL . Syracuse, N. Y.

WJSV ... Washington, D. C.

WCCO Minneapolis, St. Paul

EDWIN C. HILL
The Magic Voice

The BEST KNOWN news

commentator in the world,

"THE HUMAN SIDE OF
THE NEWS"! Imitated

but never equalled!

WHERE THE BRILLIANT WRITINGS

OF EDWIN C. HILL ARE SYNDICATED

BY KING FEATURES, Inc.

Albany, N. Y Times Union
Atlanta, Ga Georgian

Baltimore, Md. ... ... News
Boston, Mass American

Chicago, 111 American

Detroit, Mich. Times

Los Angeles, Cal. .... Post-Enquirer

Louisville, Ky Herald Post

Miami, Fla. ... Herald

Minneapolis, Minn. . .... Star

Milwaukee, Wis Wisconsin News

New York, N. Y. . .... Journal

Oakland, Cal. . . ... Post-Enquirer

Omaha, Nebr Bee-News

Pittsburgh, Pa Sun-Telegraph

Rochester, N. Y Journal

San Antonio, Texas Light

San Francisco, Cal.' Call-Bulletin

Syracuse, N. Y Journal

Washington, D. C Times

—And many more
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HEARST METROTONE NEWS
operating independently of any previous asso-

ciation, launches the most extensive world-wide

newsreel network ever conceived heretofore!

When the unmatchable Hearst

news forces step out arm-in-arm

with the unparelleled show-

manship resources of M-G-M
. . . it's a REVOLUTION in

newsreels. For months the web

of a NEW-IDEA-NEWSREEL
has quietly been spinning

around the globe, establishing

facilities of coverage and deliv-

ery never before possible. And
possible only by the combina-

tion of HEARST and M-G-M.
EXCLUSIVE will have new

meaning because Hearst Metro-

tone News, alone, will have the

new world-wide reach! And
remember, HEARST METRO-
TONE NEWS is advertised and

publicized daily to millions in

principal cities of the United

States through the columns of

scores of newspapers PLUS the

vast Hearst chain! A prophecy:

Next Fall the word newsreel, in

the public mind, will mean
HEARST METROTONE
NEWS!
TWICE EACH WEEK

METROTONE

EDWIN C. HILL

THE GLOBETROTTER(J



Last year in our annual announcement of

Short Subjects PETE SMITH got only a single

line This year he rates a full page, thanks

to you and your laughter'loving public,..!

The name that has

won a place in electric

lights and newspaper
advertising.

Picked at random
from the trade press

"Goofy Movies", with explan-

atory remarks by Pete Smith,

is another of thoseWotophony
Movies. It is amusing, well-

done and PeteSmith's remarks,
as usual, are simply grand.

— Hollywood Reporter

Pete Smith's comedy dialogue

makes first-quality entertain-

ment. _Film Daily

Undoubtedly, M-G-M is mak-
ing the most consistently good
shorts... Pete Smith's commen-
taries, practically insure enter-

tainment plus, for Pete can take

an ordinary news reel and ex-

plain it in a way that will have
customers hilariously tearing

up the seats.

—Rob Wagner's Script

12 PETE SMITH
ODDITIES

ONE REEL EACH

6 PETE SMITH
GOOFY MOVIES

ONE REEL EACH

SPECIAL
TODAY

SHORT FEATURE
PICTURE

This stock 1 -sheet available at your Exchange

Your public got a new slant on shorts when they

glimpsed comedies like Pete Smith's "Handlebars",

"Menu", Goofy Movies and all the others. Peerless Pete

has a raft of hilarious ideas ready for you next season.
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Another
Eclipse "tf

in M-G-M
Showmanship!

As Nature
painted it,

so the world
comes to

your audience*
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8 FITZPATRICK
TRAVELTALKS
mTE HNICO OR

ONE REEL EACH

Although already the recog-

nized leader of all travel film

producers, Fitzpatrick's in-

novation of Technicolor

makes his wonder films su-

preme. Technicolor is the

most perfect of the numer-

ous color processes flooding

the film market. Fitzpatrick

Traveltalks will be the only

travel films done in Techni-

color this season. Just an-

other reason why M-G-M
leads the way in shorts.



—its a

NEW note

of harmony

in the movie

heavens

Not just ONE
character in these

cartoons, but ALL
the world of fun,

movement, color

and thrill to
DRAW from!

There is gold in them thar quills!

Don't go off the gold standard by

booking another cartoon; insist on

M-G-M's Musical Cartoons in Cole

oAnnouncing M-Q-M's

MUSICAL
CARTOONS

>» COLOR

"Leo's proud
of his NEW
BABY—
the latest

addition to his

family of

shorts !

The musical scores of M-G-M's new musical

cartoon color series are written along the lines

of miniature symphonies. It's a happy wedding

of cartoon and music, with a 34 piece symphony

orchestra playing arrangements that parallel

the best in modern music. From the classical

to jazz, they form part of the pattern which lifts

the product from a cartoon with ordinary sound

effects to an artistic creation replete with music,

color and animation happily blended into a

complete story merrily and effectively told.



"ALL THE WORLD
LOVES COLORS!"

...andso35% o/M-Q-M'sNew
Short Subjects will be inTechnicolor

M-G-M will give color to its short subject program by adding the novelty

and distinctive appeal of color to many of its releases. Never before

in the history of motion pictures has such a far-reaching and significant

step been taken to insure maximum entertainment in short product. It

is just another example of M-G-M's showmanship in shorts!
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/ "Rock-a-bye Junior,

You're like your pop
Strong as a feature

Always on top!

Pride of the Program
You sell the show .

Leave it to Junior—
He gets the dough!"

US*-*

-G-M JUNIOR
FEATURES
enjoy the benefits

of STAR
POWER
and De Luxe Produc-
tion values* That's
why they are

FEATURE STRENGTH!
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ARIZONA

Closings
LOWELL— Studio. TEMPE—State.

ARKANSAS
Openings

HOT SPRINGS—Strand (new theater),

by H. E. Wheatley.

CALIFORNIA

Changes in Ownership
HAWTHORNE—Plaza, transferred to E.

S Vaivi by C. A. Black. LOMITA—Lo-

mita, transierred to John S. Shabahn by

Baker & Phillips. LOS ANGELES—Colo-

nial, transferred to J. A. Annecston by 1.

Barr ; Keystone, transferred to East Side

Theaters by Pete Lasher; Wabash, trans-

ferred to East Side Theaters by Pete Lasher.

PASADENA—Florence, transferred to W.

J. Edwards, Jr. by F. Siegel. SACRA-
MENTO—Mission, transferred to C. Dick-

erson by Morgan Walsh and George Mann.

UPLANDS—Studio, transferred to Friend &
Adams by B. G. Meyers. VALLEJO—Val-

mar, transferred to Louis Trager by Fnil

Frease and Louis Trager.

Openings
LOS ANGELES—Mayfair; Rainbow by

Moore & Shadownes. SANTA MONICA—
E: Miro (new theater), by El Miro Theater

Co.
Closings

AUBURN—Auburn. CARPENTERIA—
Alcazar. LONG BEACH — Capital and

Palace. LOS ANGELES—Iris, Pioneer and

Daly PALM SPRINGS—Palm Springs.

SAN DIEGO — Orpheum. SAN FRAN-
CISCO—United Artists. WATTS—Watts.

COLORADO

Openings
CRIPPLE CREEK—Vita, by C. G. Dil-

ler. ROCKY FORD—Roxy, by C. A. Mu-
lock.

Closings
FORT MORGAN—USA.

IDAHO

Changes in Ownership
COTTONWOOD — Orpheum, transferred

to Ben Lightfield by A. J. Wagner. COEUR
D'ALENE—Dream and Liberty, transferred

to N. E. Huff. DRIGGS—Orpheum, trans-

ferred to J. H. Harper by Harper and W.
D Hayes. LEWISTON—Roxy (formerly

Granada), transferred to Mrs. W. Pulver by

Tri State Theaters. McCALL—Electric (for-

merly McCall), transferred to J. A. Howell.

ST ANTHONY — Rialto, transferred to

Mrs. Kate Harrison. VICTOR—Paramount,

transferred to J. H. Harper.

Openings
COTTONWOOD — Orpheum, by Ben

Lghtfield. COUNCIL—Peoples by James

Hancock. EMMETT — Liberty. LEWIS-
TON—Roxy (formerly Granada), by Mrs.

M Pu'ver. PIERCE—Pierce (portable cir-

cuit), by C. M. Pyler. POTLATCH—Pot-

latch (portable circuit), by Martz & Feather-

stone. WEIPPE—Grand (portable circuit),

by C. M. Pyler.

ILLINOIS

Changes in Ownership
CHICAGO—Calo, transferred to Bland

Bros, by Abe & Phil Tague ; Homan, trans-

ferred to Schonestadt & Sons; New Mabel,

transferred to Abe Solomon by Ed L. Nicko-

dem. NEWMAN—Illinois, transferred to F.

H. Booten & G. F. Loyd by L. J. Kranz-

felder. ROSSVILLE — Rosslyn, transferred

to Ross Electric Co. by W. P. McLaughlin.

Openings
CHICAGO — New Garrick. LeROY —

Princess.

Closings
CHICAGO—Julian; Lexington; Shakes-

peare; Webster. HIGHLAND PARK—Al-

cyon NEWMAN—Illinois. OGLESBY—
Ada. ROSSVILLE—Rosslyn.

INDIANA

Changes in Ownership
BEECH GROVE—Palace, transferred to

T. W. Hoover. INDIANAPOLIS—Avalon,

transferred to J. Friedman. NEW HAVEN
—Broadway, transferred to Gould & Tusti-

son. N. MANCHESTER—Marshall (for-

merly Radio Electric), transferred to Earl

Scott & C. Helvey.

Openings
CULVER—Palms (formerly Palace), by

Garman & Miller. WORTHINGTON —
State, by C. W. Massy.

Closings
GARY— Indiana. INDIANAPOLIS —

Granada.

KANSAS
Changes in Ownership

ELLSWORTH—Golden Bell, transferred

to A. W. Heyl by C. B. Kelly and Heyl.

FREDONIA—Whiteway, transferred to J.

E. Whitten by Fox-Midwest.

Openings
IOLA—Iola. McPHERSON—Ritz (new

theater), by Johnston Amusement Co.

KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership

WALTON—Unique, transferred to James
E. Falls by Herman Simons.

Openings
WALTON—Unique. WEST LIBERTY

—Rex. WHITESBURG—Kentucky.

Closings
LEXINGTON—State.

MAINE
Openings

WELLS BEACH—Wells Beach, by C.

Israelson.

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership

BOSTON — Tremont, transferred to F.

Leiberman by Shoolman & Isaacs.

Openings
ONSET—New Onset.

Closings
AYER—Strand. LOWELL—Capital and

Victory. METHUEN—Methuen.

MICHIGAN

Changes in Ownership
COLON—Dawn, transferred to J. Frank

Jacobs by George Brookline.

Openings
DETROIT—Mayfair, by Henry Goldberg.

PETOSKEY—Temple, by Mrs. Clara Mc-
Cabe. SAUGATUCK—Pavilion, by E. E.
Weed. TAWAS CITY—Rivoli, by H. A.
Bird. BRIGHTON—Washington, by Wil-
liam Schulte. NASHVILLE—Star, by R.
Huaid & R. Harrison.

Closings
DETROIT — RKO Downtown; Empire

Brooklyn. LINCOLN—Community. WIL-
LIAMSTON—Star. MARLETTE—Liberty
(damaged by fire). MUSKEGON—Temple.

MINNEAPOLIS

Changes in Ownership
ARLINGTON — Community, transferred

to Mueller Bros, by Schueter & Quast.
CLARKFIELD—Clarkfield (formerly Star),
transferred to Hoffman & Beaudry by A. L.
Anderson. LAKE CITY—Granada, trans-
ferred to S. M. Grengs by R. V. Dallison.
STILLWATER — Majestic, transferred to

Bennie Berger by Fred Boles. WHEATON
—Grand, transferred to K. W. Jahning by M.
DeFrea. WINNEBAGO — Princess, trans-
ferred to Paul Perrizo by A. F. McMillan.

Openings
HARMONY—Orient. ISLE—Town Hall.

WHEATON—Grand.

Closings

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership

CAMPBELL—Lyric, transferred to C. B.

Poland by T. A. Medley. KANSAS CITY
—State, transferred to Mrs. C. B. Haas by
Norris & Hunston.

Openings
HIGGINSVILLE — Davis, by J. W.

Duvis. LIBERAL—Cozv (new theater), by
Max Davison. ST. JOSEPH—Valley, bv
Dubinsky Bros.

Closings
CARDWELL — Marydale. HIGGINS-

VILLE—Royal. KANSAS CITY—Royal.

MONTANA
Changes in Ownership

BAKER—Lake, transferred to W. R.
Pickerd. DILLON—Hartwig, transferred to

W. B. Hartwig.

Openings
BILLINGS—R.o (.new tlieater), by Stew-

art North. COLUMBIA FALLS—Park, by
Carl Anderson. HOT SPRINGS—Nyah.
MISSOULA—Community (new theater), by
Thomas C. Grindley ; Liberty, by Fox West
Coast. TROY—Lincoln.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

BEAVER CITY—Auditorium, transferred

to Fuesner & Neese by M. C. Schaeffer.

CLARKS—Clarks (formerly Lyric), trans-

ferred to Ed Kugel by Frank Trullinger.
FRIEND — Friend, transferred to C. W.
Johnson by P. A. Persons. GRETNA—
(formerly Sun), transferred to Jack Mc-
Carty. WOOD RIVER—Pal. transferred to

Owen Frederick by M. A. Lanman.
Openings

GRETNA — Gretna. CLARKS — Clarks.

NORTH PLATTE—State (formerly Luna),
by Fox Mission.

NEVADA
Openings

EUREKA — Eureka. McGILL — McGill.
WELLS—Nevada.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Openings

BRETTON WOOD—Hall in the Pines.

NEW JERSEY

Changes in Ownership
HIGHLANDS— Auditorium, transferred

to William L. Rowland & Howard Roberts
by Highlands Finance Co. ATLANTIC
HIGHLANDS—Atlantic, transferred to F. &
R. Amusement Corp. by Atlantic Highlands
Theater, Inc. MATTAWAN — Mattawan,
transferred to Earl S. Levic. NEWARK—
West End, transferred to Moe Rosenberg
by West End Amusements, Inc. WEST
NEW YORK—Rivoli, transferred to Mar-
golies & Pinelis by James Basil. SEA ISLE
CITY—Pier, transferred to Charles Thomp-
son by Cini Pier Co.

Closings
CAMDEN — Broadway. SECAUCUS

—

Community. SOUTH AMBOY — Empire.
NEWARK—Walnut.

NEW MEXICO

Openings
HOBBS—Roosevelt, by J. T. Whelan.

ESPANOLA—Espanola by Espanola The-
ater Co. MOGALLON—El Centro, by Mrs.
Cora B. Hay. ESTANCIA—Ritz, by G. G.
Harrington.

Closings
LOVINGTON—Palace.

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership

New York City—MANHATTAN—Colum-
bia (Broadway & 46th), transferred to Amity
Amusement Corp. by Suhbart ; Bunny (3589
Broadway), transferred to Dorset Amusement
Corp. by Success Theater Corp. ; Manhattan
(209 Manhattan Ave.), transferred to H &
R Amusement Cerp. by Iris Amusement
Corp.; Houston (67 Houston St.), trans-
ferred to Samuel Geier ; Rose (178 W.
102nd St.), transferred to Samuel Wormser
by Rose Theaters, Inc.; Mecca (14th St. &
Ave. A), transferred to Roam Enterprises,

Inc. by Benarsy Amusement Corp.
BROOKLYN—E.ton, New United, Stid-

well and Windsor, transferred to Randforce
Amusement Corp. by Windsor Circuit Corp. ;

Bay (2001 Bath Ave.), transferred to Derfle

Amusement Corp. by Charles Tenlak.

BRONX—Prospect (Prospect & Westchester
Aves.), transferred to Manter Amusement
Corp.
New York State—ASTORIA, L. I.—New

Meriden, transferred to S. J. Hochman by
Adolph D. Weiss. EAST ROCKAWAY,
L. I.—Atlantic, transferred to Level Amuse-
ment Enterprises, Inc. by Willantic
Amusement Corp. HAVERSTRAW—Capi-
tal, transferred to Haverstraw Amusement
Corp. RICHMOND HILL—Our Civic,

transferred to Morris Fleischman by D. & S.

Amusement Corp. WOODS1DE—De Luxe,
transferred to Levine Bros, by Invincible

Playhouses, Inc. EAST SYRACUSE —
Roxie, transferred to Henry Jacobson.
SYRACUSE — Happy Hour, transferred to

Syracuse Happy Hour, Inc. by Onondaga
Happy Hour, Inc. WHITNEY POINT—
Peoples (formerly Crescent), transferred to

Byron Gosh.

Openings
NEW YORK CITY—Alden (new theater,

Broadway & 67th St.), by Louhar, Inc.

BEACON—New Roosevelt, by Louis Bar-
racca. EAST SYRACUSE—Roxie. WHIT-
NEY POINT—Peoples (formerly Crescent).

Closings
NEW YORK CITY—Arena (623 8th

Ave.) ; Lyric (B'way & 42nd) ; Alhambra
(14 5th Ave., Brooklyn).

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

HATTON—Grand, transferred to W. T.
McCarthy. MAYVILLE — Deichar, trans-

ferred to W. T. McCarthy by C. H. Tolan.

Openings
LEEDS—Empress. OSNABROCK—New.

Closings
BERTHOLD — Arcade. LINTON — Wil-

lows. HAZELTON—Roxy.

OHIO
Changes in Ownership

CINCINNATI — Beecher, transferred to

Kenova Amusement Corp. by Halperin &
Weiner. LANCASTER — Liberty (formerly
Hippodrome), transferred to H. E. Clifton
by Hocking Theater Co. LYNCHBURG—
Rand (formerly Lyric), transferred to David-
son & Roberts by T. Clifton. PORTS-
MOUTH — Strand, transferred to Copas,
Vogel & Copas by R. & F. Brady.

Openings
PORTSMOUTH—Strand.

Closings
CHEVIOT—Chevwood. CINCINNATI—

Marvel. MINSTER — Crescent. ROCK-
FORD.

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

BLAIR—Palace, transferred to B. Frey
& R. Powell by Mrs. John Aldridge. GAR-
BER—Deluxe, transferred to Mrs. Aveece
Waldron by Ned Pedigo. MINCO— Royal,
transferred to E. E. Hudgens by M. B.
Phillips. BLACKWELL — Bays (formerly
Plaza), transferred to C. F. Bays by Griffith
Amusement Co.

Openings
BLACKWELL — P a lace, by Griffith

Amusement Co. EL RENO—Criterion, by
Loomis & Enlo. WALTERS—Grand, by
A. R. Patterson.

Closings
HOBART — Kiowa. QUINTON — Rtz

(formerly Liberty). LEXINGTON — Mys-
tery. WELEETKA—Blaine.

OREGON
Changes in Ownership

UNION—Oasis, transferred to G. L. Rose
by J. M. Yoes.

Openings
PRINEVILLE — Lyric, by Mrs. Bertha

Sipple.

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership

CHESTER — Lyric, transferred to Leo
Posel by Daniel Katlin. MUNCY—Ritz

(Continued on Nest Page)
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(formerly Strand), transferred to H. W.
Lamed by Fred Brungardt. MT. CARMEL
—Rialto, transferred to Henrv Malinowski
by Ray C. Leitzel. TOWER CITY —
American, transferred to X. F. Power by
Hawk & Evans; Opera House, transferred

to N. F. Power by Harry A. Evans.
WF.STHERLY—Roxv, transferred to Ben-
jamin \V. Freed by Frank Romano. WEST
(".ROVE—Roselyn, transferred to Benjamin
Shindler by West Grove Fire Co. PHILA-
DELPHIA — Pearl, transferred to Reo
Amusement Co. by Adelphia Amusement Co.

Openings
I.AXSFORD—Palace, by John J. Hum-

phries and Elias Courv.

Closings
SUXRURY—Chestnut St. Opera House.

PHILADELPHIA-K e :

t h ' s . ALLEN-
TOWX- State. EASTOX— Strand. READ-
IXC- Rajah. COPLAY—Pastime.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

BEAU FORT—Arcadia, transferred to T.

II. Ross by W. A. Murphv. EDGEFIELD
- Strand, transferred to Al'en Harper by T.
S. Marshall. WALTERBORO -New Era,
transferred to H. B. Cook by J. D. Glover.

Openings
BRAXCHVILLE — Xew (new theater).

NINETY-SIX—New (new theater), by T.
H. McNeil. McCORMICK— New (new
theater), by Sanders & Creighton.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Openings

IRQUOIS—Star.

Closings
EMERY-Sun. ELKTOX— Elk. LAKE

XORDEX - Opera House. LEMMON

—

Viking.

TENNESSEE
Closings

WAVERLY -Palace.

TEXAS
Changes in Ownership

DECATUR—Majestic, transferred to J. W.
Blythe. SOXORA—La Vista, transferred to
G. H. Hall. RUSK — Astor and Texas,
transferred to J. H. Hughes. SPUR—Ritz,

transferred to M. A. Lea & W. C. Everts.
CANTON — Royal, transferred to T. H.
Todd. SANTA AXXA— Queen, transferred
to Tom M. Hays. TOMBALL—Ritz, trans-
ferred to J. Featherstone. TAYLOR —
Strand, transferred to Bland & Hoke.

Openings
SYLVAN BEACH — Sylvan Beach.

HALE CENTER— R!tz. PLAINVIEW—
Palace (formerly Olympia). BELTON —
Beltex. MORAN—Ritz (formerly Moran).
COMMERCE — Lyric. TAYLOR — Strand.
\VA ELDER—Cove.

Closings
SUDAN—Garden. MOODY—P a 1 a c e .

DALLAS—Sunset. TAYLOR — Strand.
PHARR—Valencia. GREENVILLE—Colo-
nia'. MIRANDO CITY—Trinity. LONE
OAK—Lone Oak. SPUR—New. BEAU-
MONT -Liberty (damaged by tire).

UTAH
Changes in Ownership

BRIGHAM CITY — Liberty, transferred

to Mike Nlelson. HUNTINGTON—Hunt-
ington (formerly Community), transferred to

O. R. Johnson. HURRICANE—Star, trans-

ferred to Gene Wadsworth. KAXAB

—

Wardhouse, transferred to I. H. Chamber-
lin. LYXXDYL — Lynndyl (formerly
Princess), transferred to Roy Clark.

MOUXT PLEASANT — Mount Pleasant,
transferred to J. G. Borg. OGDEN—Ly-
ceum, transferred to Paramor Theater Co.
PLEASANT GROVE — Alhambra, trans-

ferred to Harold Wooton.

Openings
BRIGHAM CITY—Grand (formerly Li-

berty). DUSCHEXE—Cozy. GOSHEN—

Victory. HURRICANE— Star. LYNN-
DYL—Lynndyl (formerly Princess). RAN-
DOLPH—Wardhouse.

VIRGINIA

Changes in Ownership

CHASE CITY—Xu Cozy, transferred to
R. E. Green by H. C. Everhardt. LYNCH-
BURG — Academy, I sis and Paramount,
transferred to Lynchburg-Perrv Theaters,
Perry Theaters, Inc. by Publix. NEWPORT
NEWS—James and Paramount, transferred
to Newport-Perry Theaters, Inc. by Publix.

Openings

RICHMOND — Carrillian (new theater),
by Venetian Amusement Corp. ; Linco'.n
(new colored theater), by Arcaro & Storino.
MONTEREY—New, by C. A. Warner.

Closings
CHILHOWIE — N e w . NORFOLK —

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership

BREMERTON — Colonial, transferred to

R. P. Burfield by Mrs. William Malone.
CARBOXADO — Commercial Club, trans-
ferred to Commerc'al Club by E.> W. Groes-
beck. FERXDALE — Ferndale, transferred
to Rae Peacock by J. W. Kingsley. Jr.

FRIDAY HARBOR—Island, transferred to

E. T. Mathes by L. A. Graverson. HAR-
RINGTON'—Music Box (portable circuit),

Inc. by Publix. CHARLOTTESVILLE—
Paramount, transferred to Charlottesv!lle-
tran'ferred to George Featherstone by W. L.
Talkington. MONTESANO—Monte, trans-

ferred to C. L. Gwinn by Harbor Theater
Co. REPUBLIC— Liberty, transferred to A.
L. Williams by C. E. Ritter. SEATTLE—
Roxy (formerly Music Hall), transferred to

John Hamr'ck by General Amusement Co.

;

Royal, transferred to G. H. Ohler by C. E.
Graves. SPOKANE — Empress, transferred
to Riverside Amusement Co. by Spokane

Prod,
to R.

Co. VASHOX—Vashon, transferred
P. Burfield by M. H. Thompson.

Opermings
BREMERTON—Colonial, by R. P. Bur-

field. EPHRATA—Kani (portable circuit),

by B. C. Johnson. FERNDALE— Ferndale,
by Rae Peacock. GRAND COULEE —
Grand (portable circuit), by B. C. Johnson.
HARRINGTON—Music Box (portable cir-

cuit), by George Featherstone. NEAH
BAY—Machah Hall, by Rudy Lauckner.
XESPELEM — New Deal, by Thomas E.
Linder. REPUBLIC—Liberty, by A. L.
William's. SEATTLE — Roxy (formerly
Music Hall), by John Hamrick. BLAINE—International (new theater), by Charles
H. Kirby.

Closings
GARFIELD—Lomita. NEWPORT—Rex

(damaged by fire). OMAK-Red Fox.
SEATTLE—Orpheum.

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

HUNTINGTON— Iola, transferred to F.

C. Shephard by S. P. Willis. ROMNEY-
Ideal. transferred to Vance 7. mmerman by
Woodcox & Willingham.

Openings
FRANKLIN—New, by C. A. Warner.

HUNTIXGTOX — Iola. PETERSBURG -

Bridge, by C. A. Warner.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

ELLSWORTH—Ellsworth, transferred to

St. Croix Amusement Co. by H. L. McGoon.
Closings

STRUM—Playmore (formerly Opera
House).

WYOMING
Changes in Ownership

GREEX RIVER — Isis, transferred to

Worden & Dauterman.

Closings
THERMOPOLIS—Alhambra.

If You Are In Motion Pictures

You Will Find The Coming
Film Daily

PRODUCTION GUIDE
Invaluable For Reference

(Out In July)
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4 MORE EXCHANGES

SIGN STEELE SERIES

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jack Bellman of the

Hollywood Film Exchanges of New
York, Edward O'Dea of the Bay
State Film Exchanges of Boston,

Harry Berkowitz of the Graphic

Film Exchange of Detroit, and Floyd

St. John of the Cooperative Film

Exchanges of Los Angeles and San

Francisco have closed deals with

Katzman and Hackel of Supreme
Pictures Corp. of Hollywood to han-

dle the series of eight Boh Steele

westerns in their respective terri-

tories. The first of the series,

"Demon for Trouble," is now in pro-

duction with cast including Gloria
Shea, Don Alvarado, Nick Stuart,
Walter McGrail, Carmen LaRoux,
and Lafe McKee.

In addition to the distributors al-

ready mentioned, J. S. Jossey of

Cleveland, Security Pictures of Oma-
ha, Trans-Oceanic Film Exports for
Canada, Independent Film Distrib-

uting Co. of Dallas, and Southeast-
ern Pictures Corp. of Atlanta have
contracted for the series.

Harry Henderson Promoted
Cleveland—Harry Henderson has

been promoted to general manager
of the Lorain Fulton and Jennings
theaters. George Petro has been
appointed assistant manager at the
Lorain Fulton, and Jimmy Shrake
is assistant manager at the Jen-
nings.

Closes Deal in England

Distribution of "The Lost Jungle"
serial in England will be handled by
Associated British Film Distribu-
tors under a deal closed by Morris
Goodman, foreign sales manager
for Mascot, before sailing from Lon-
don for home last week.

Crusade Developments
Developments over the week-end in

the church crusade against films in-

cluded:
Sermons in New York Protestant

churches supporting the stand taken
by the Roman Catholic Church.
A boycott on indecent films by school

children suggested by Dr. Harold G.

Campbell, superintendent of schools in

New York, who authorized an investi-

gation to determine how the schools

may help to bring about better movies.

Report from London says "Daily Ex-
press" has obtained an outline of the
Pope's instructions to Roman Catholics

the world over urging formation of

Leagues of Decency to hold protest

meetings against objectionable films and
to utilize the power of boycott and
publicity to fight such pictures.

Theodore Graebner of St. Louis,

severe critic of films, to speak tomor-
row before the annual convention of

the Atlantic District of the Evangelical

Lutheran Synod in Brooklyn.
Chicago's Protestant Churches join

with the Catholics in fighting objection-
able films.

Hollywood reported united in plan to

let Will H. Hays rule on clean films.

Kidnap Woman in Labor Row
Kansas City, Kan. — Kidnaping of

Mrs. Laura Ellis, close friend of W.
Lee Vaughan, operator of the Art The-
ater, was done for the purpose of
forcing Vaughan to unionize his hcuse,
according to a letter allegedly received
by him from the abductors and turned
over to the authorities. Mrs. Ellis

was released in Decatur, III., after being
held two days. Before coming here,

Vaughan had labor troubles in Kansas
City, Mo.

Hollywood Contingent
Opens at Chicago Fair

Chicago—With Mae West starting

the proceedings by remote control

from Hollywood on Saturday night,

Hollywood-at-the-Fair opened with
its new setup under the head of 0.

W. Rosenthal and Raymond D. Ber-
ry. The Thalians, group of play-

ers, was imported from the coast

to represent the film industry at the
fair and to show the public how mov-
ies are made. In the contingent are

Mary Carr, Arthur Lake, Virginia

Sale, Donald Dillaway, John Har-
ron, George Lewis, Audrene Brier,

Edna Sinclair, Betty Egan and Shir-

ley Densted. Warren Burk is writ-
ing the plays with Lincoln Sted-

man directing and David Schwartz
as producer.

Glenda Farrell stopped off here
on her way to New York and was
entertained at the Ford exhibit at

the fair.

Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey
also attended the Century of Prog-
ress to watch final pressing of a

record they made on a tour of the
fair. RCA Victor made the record.

North Dakota Allied Joins

Fight on Company Trailers
Valley City, N. D. —duplicating

the action of other Allied unts, the
North Dakota unit at its recent
meeting here adopted a resolution
opposing the making of trailers by
major producers. About 75 exhib-
itors attended the confab.
A fund was raised to fight Sun-

day show opposition, and a commit-
tee consisting of Frank Wetzstein
of Mandan, Bill McCarthy of Fargo
and President John Piller of Val-
ley City was named to circulate pe-
titions in the fight for Sunday open-
ing. Action on a proposal to tie up
with the Northwest Allied was post-
poned. Next meeting was set for

Sept. 16 in Mandan.

Detroit U. A. Reopens

Detroit—United Detroit Theaters
has reopened the State with the
Baer-Carnera fight pictures. Robert
Corbin, manager of United Artists,

is doubling as manager here, with
Joe LaRose of the Eastown helping
him on the opening.

High Fidelity Installation

Philadelphia — Photophone High
Fidelity sound apparatus has been
installed in the Overbrook, which is

operated by the Colonial Amuse-
ment Co.

NED WAYBURN
Who staged the most successful editions of the "ZIEGFELD
FOLLIES" and "ZIEGFELD MIDNIGHT FROLICS" and who
helped up the ladder of fame such outstanding stars as Al Jolson,

Marilyn Miller, Eddie Cantor, May West, Fred and Adele Astaire,

Will Rogers, Fannie Brice, Ed Wynn, Charlotte Greenwood, the

Marx Bros., Jeannette McDonald, Libby Holman, W. C. Fields,

Norma Terris, Harry Richman, Marion Davies, Clifton Webb,
Vivian Segal, Oscar Shaw, Claire Luce, Jack Whiting, Willie and
Eugene Howard, Ann Pennington, Cecil Lean and Cleo Mayfield,

Gertrude Niesen, Hal Leroy, Patricia Ellis, Leonard Sillman, Polly

Walters, Caperton and Biddle, Grace Bradley, Medrano and
Donna, Melissa Mason, Georgie Tapps, Helen Cohan (new wam-
pas 1934 movie star—daughter of George M. Cohan, "the first

actor of the theatre") and hundreds of other real artists, an-

nounces Summer and Fall classes.

Enroll Now for New Classes!
LOWEST RATES EVER—EASY PAYMENTS

CHILDREN'S DANCING CLASSES (Girls and Boys—ages 3 to

16) summer term starts Saturday, July 7. Fall term starts

Saturday, September 15. Rounded training in "classical",

"tap", musical comedy, modernistic and acrobatic dancing.

ADULT GIRLS' and WOMEN'S DANCING CLASSES (ages 16

to 60). Mornings, afternoons and evenings. Once, twice

or five times weekly, Mondays to Fridays. Summer term
starts Monday, July 2. Fall terms starts Tuesday, Septem-
ber 4, and Monday, October 1

.

REDUCING AND BUILDING UP CLASSES—Keep fit by Ned
Wayburn's famous "limbering and stretching" method.

BALL ROOM DANCING—Legitimate instruction for ladies, gen-
tlemen and children.

TEACHERS' COURSES—Special

throughout the year.

one-week teachers' courses

SPRING RADIO CLASSES for children and adults. Song rendi-

tion, voice culture, dramatic art, etc.

HOME STUDY COURSES SUMMER COURSES
DANCERS' SUPPLIES

Send for new illustrated 60 page booklet "YOUR CAREER"-
How to win health, beauty, fame and independence.

*You are invited to visit our beautiful new studios and see all

that is going on. You can have a FREE tryout in Dancing,

FREE Radio audition, FREE Dramatic test. Studios are open

between 9:30 a.m. and 9:30 p.m., Mondays to Fridays.

9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Saturdays.

NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF DANCING
AND RADIO BROADCASTING SCHOOL
Studio F, 625 MAD I SON AVE. Bet. 58th & 59th sts., NEW YORK
Telephone Wlckersham 2-4300 Cable Address: YAWDEN
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FOX PLAYHOUSES DEAL

STILL HANGING FIRE

(Continued from Page 1)

offer of $4,000,000 for the circuit.

It is likely another session will be

held today as the hearing before
Federal Judge Mack is scheduled for

tomorrow at 2:30 p. m. Up to last

night no plan to seek postponement
had been launched.

Exhib Ready to Quit Over NRA
Chicago—Claiming he is unable

to operate at a profit if forced to

employ the number of operators in-

sisted upon by the Code and the

union, Clarence G. LeKander, owner
of small houses in De Kalb, Syca-
more and Geneva, says he will quit

the business if he encounters any
more labor trouble. LeKander al-

ready has fired some of his opera-

tors and rehired them on several oc-

casions. He charges the union has
failed to adjust scales in accordance
with its promise, and if he doesn't

employ the union men he is threat-

ened with inability to obtain prod-

uct from exchanges.

Chi. May See "Scarface" At Last

Chicago — Indications are that

"Scarface"' banned by the Cook
County censors several years ago,

may now be distributed in Chicago.

If the deal with United Artists goes
through, B. N. Judell, Inc., will han-
dle the picture.

German Wired Houses Total 4,889

Berlin—Number of German the-

aters wired for sound now totals 4,-

889, embracing 1,862,104 seating

capacity. About 50 or 60 additional

houses in the Berlin district are ex-

pected to be wired in the next re-

lease season.

New Cinemas in Argentine

Buenos Aires—Plans have been
approved for the 500-seat Rialto

and the 364-seat Pampa here. An-
other new neighborhood house, the

Lumiere, is being opened by Sres.

Masip & Ruiz.

Mitchell Lewis

Neal Burns

Virginia Brown Faire

William Steiner, Jr.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

QOUVERNEUR MORRIS, promi-
nent novelist, has been signed by

Mascot to write an original story,

"Anything Once," about a newsreel
cameraman. Otto Brower will col-

laborate on the scenario and direct

the picture.

T T

Mervyn Light, Broadway juvenile
recently signed by Warners, has ar-

rived for his first assignment, a role
in "Just Out of College."

T T T

"All the King's Horses," which
will be filmed by Paramount, was or-

iginally written as a dramatic play
by Lawrence Clarke and Max Giers-
berg, under the title of "Carlo Roc-
co," which was adapted into a mu-
sical by Frederick Herendeen, who
handled the book and lyrics, and Ed-
ward Horan, who did the music. This
information is from Harry L. Cort
just for the records.

T T T

Gertrude Orr has been signed by
M. H. Hoffman to adapt "Without
Children," suggested by "Eyes of

Youth," by Mrs. Wilson Woodrow,
as Liberty's eighth picture for 1934-

35. "School for Girls," with Sidney
Fox and Paul Kelly, adapted by Al-
bert DeMond, is now in production
with William Nigh directing.

T T T

During his recent stay in England,
Howard Estabrook, M-G-M scen-
arist, who is writing the screen play
for "David Copperfield," was made
an honorary member of England's
Charles Dickens Club, whose mem-
bership comprises scholars, profes-

sors, and students of Dickens' works.

T T T

Roger Pryor, Universal star, still

has the program of his first play.

Pryor is listed as author, director

and star. He was eight at the time.

The program is scrawled on the back
of one of his mother's cook-book re-

cipes.

t r r

Paul Sloan, M-G-M director who
is now filming "Four Walls," star-

ring Franchot Tone and May Rob-
son, reports regularly to a local

gymnasium for a fistic set-to with
a cauliflower-eared sparring part-

ner. Sloan is an expert boxer, and
has trained two middleweight
champions.

T T r

Lee Tracy, who is an enthusiastic

deep-sea fisherman, spends most of

his spare time pursuing the sport

aboard his newly-purchased yacht,

the Isabella. He enjoys piloting

the craft himself, but has a relief

skipper so that he can give his un-

divided attention to the fish.

T T T

Paramount has bought another

story for Ben Bernie. It is "One
Night Stand," by Vera Caspary.

T T T

Marie Dressier was reported im-

proving yesterday in Santa Barbara,
where she has been laid up by a com-
plication of illnesses.

T T

Joseph Moncure March will do
special dialogue and scenes for
"Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round",
Reliance production for United Ar-
tists.

r t r

Gertrude Michael's contract has
been renewed by Paramount for the
maximum time.

T

William Dieterle will direct Paul
Muni in "Border Town" for War-
ners.

T T T

Ida Lupino, recently stricken with
infantile paralysis, has passed the
crisis and is expected to resume
work at Paramount by July 15.

T T
James Whale plans to complete

direction of Universal's "One More
River" this week.

T T T
Paramount has bought Gilbert K.

Chesterton's "Blue Cross," "Flying
Stars" and "Paradise for Thieves,"
all stories about Father Brown, and
Henry Myers will put them into a
screen play. Sir Guy Standing may
play the chief role.

T T

Paul E. Mantz, stunt flyer, and
Myrna Loy, leading lady, are re-

cent additions to the unit of "The
West Point of the Air," M-G-M's
airplane epic now being filmed at

Randolph Field, Tex.

FEDERAL COURT HEARS

RKO PETITION TODAY

(Continued from Parte 1)

ganization plan. A trustee will be
appointed for RKO. It is expected
that Irving Trust Co., receivers for
RKO, will be named.

Italy Permits French Films

Rome—Under a recent reciprocal
agreement, Italy will permit the
showing of French pictures in not
more than 10 theaters in Rome, Tu-
rin and Milan. A corresponding
concession is granted by France to

films in Italian. By the arrange-
ment Italy also allows the showing
of some Italian dialogue pictures
made in France and a number of

French films dubbed in studios here.

Wampas Stars in Chicago

Chicago—This year's 13 Wampas
Baby Stars are appearing for the
week at the Chicago. Lupe Velez is

at the Palace, while Jackie Coogan
appeared for one day at the Chicago.

Minneapolis De Luxer Closing

Minneapolis—Closing of the Min-
nesota theater is set for July 5.

House is leased by Minnesota
Amusement Co. with the under-
standing it will be operated six

months out of the year.

New Carolina Theater

Greenville, S. C.—A new house
will open here in July under the
management of W. C. Walker.

OR 1 PERSONS^^^
Above the *th

Floor $6.00

and up
Enjoy the comforts of a parlor

and bedroom suite. . . . All

rooms equipped with radio,

combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.

Ideal location — adjacent to

shopping, business and theatre

districts.

SWIMMING POOL AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

Dinner served in the beautiful

newly decorated Cocoanut

Grove $1.00 up.
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110 New Personalities Being Groomed at 8 Studios

NAME IMPARTIAL BOARDALTERNATES IHM CITIES

Educational Ups Budget 20% As Outlook Improves

Hammons Says Curbs on
Duals Enables Higher
Outlay for Shorts

Believing the outlook for shorts

considerably improved as a result

of recent decisions banning double

features in certain sections of the

country, E. W. Hammons, president

of Educational, stated yesterday
that he had instructed the produc-
tion department to increase its bud-

get at least 20 per cent over last

year's figure.

Hammons sees the resumption of

shorts in lieu of double bills by many
theaters as a challenge to producers

{Continued on Page 13)

U.S. GOV'T TO PROTE

FRENGH CURB ON FILMS

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Any attempts by

France to discriminate against the
importation of American films will

be protested by the United States,

according to a statement credited to.

Sate Deparment officials.

A despatch from Paris yesterday
{Continued on Page 4)

New $500,000 Company
Is Formed by Toeplitz

London — Toeplitz Productions,
Ltd., has been organized with an
initial capital of $500,000. L. Toep-
pitz formerly was associated with
Alexander Korda in London Film
Productions, Ltd., which produces
for United Artists.

Movie Guide to Be Published

"The Movie Guide," a weekly giving
appraisals of films for adulfs, for chil-

dren from 8 to 12 and for juveniles

from 12 to 18, is to be published by
George J. Hecht, who puts out "The
Parents' Magazine." It will be sold by
subscription only, with group rates of-

fered to churches, women's clubs, etc.,

and will also include the film verdicts

of various women's clubs and other

organizations.

Allied Not Dropping Production Deal
Allied is not dropping its production plans, contrary to reports, President Sidney

E. Samuelson told THE FILM DAILY yesterday in New York. He expects to have the
project under way at the opening of the new season and is now discussing producing
arrangements.

Allied Theaters of New Jersey will hold its annual convention in Atlantic City,
Aug. 22-24. The national association will not stage a convention this year.

WARNER-ERPI ACTION

CANNOT BE REVIVED

By NORMAN M. MacLEOD
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Wilmington, Del.—In bringing to

a close yesterday the six-year litiga-

tion between Vitaphone and Erpi
over royalties, a stipulation entered
into by both parties and signed by
Chief Justice Daniel J. Layton pro-

(Continued on Page 4)

Authority Hopes to Hear
48 Appeals by July 24

Hearing on 48 appeals pending
before the Code Authority are
scheduled to be completed by July
24 under the Authority's plan for
expediting handling of appeals. The
10 committees to be appointed at

the meeting tomorrow will hold hear-
ings three or four times a week. To-
tal of 87 appeals have now been filed

with the Authority. Thirty-nine
have been heard.

5SUPERFLU0USGASES

ARE FILED IN DENVER

Denver — Thirty-five unnecessary
protests were filed with the Denver
grievance board in one bunch, along
with five that would have taken care
of the situation very nicely. Eight
theaters filed in every case, with

(Continued on Page 4)

Revisions Being Made
In Mae West Picture

Paramount's new Mae West Pic-
ture, "It Ain't No Sin," will be
thoroughly revised and presented
later under a new title, it was an-
nounced by the company last night
following a review of the film by
the New York censor board, and by
officials of the producing company
at the home office and officials of
the Hays organization. The pic-

ture will not be submitted to any
more censor boards or shown to the
public until the revisions are made

Major Companies Developing
110 ISew Screen Personalities

Fox Met, Noteholders
May Hold Meeting Today
Noteholders' committee of Fox

Metropolitan Playhouses did not
meet yesterday, as expected, to fur-

ther consider the joint Loew-Warner
offer of $4,000,000 for the circuit.

Indications last night were that a
meeting might be held today prior

to the adjourned hearing before

Judge Mack in the U. S. District

Court beginning at 2:30 p. m.

In an effort to cope with the ex-

hibitor demand for new screen per-

sonalities, major producers are now
grooming 110 players, most of them
virtually unknown to picture audi-

ences at present, in anticipation of

developing "name" material. These

players are in addition to those who
have already played some featured

roles but who have not as yet

(Continued on Page 4)

Impartial Alternates for
JNew York Boards Still

to be Named
Alternates for impartial members

of local grievance and zoning and
clearance boards in 29 out of 31
key cities, approved by Division Ad-
ministrator Sol A. Rosenblatt, were
announced yesterday by the Code
Authority. New York alternates
are among those remaining to be
name:;.

Following is the list:
ALBANY — S. Aronowitz, attorney, 100

State Street; David C. Lithgow, artist, fa-
miliar with the theater, 32 N. Pearl St.

;

(Continued on Page 4)

RVING TRUST NAMED

KO TRUSTEE BY COURT

Irving Trust Co. yesterday was ap-
pointed permanent trustee for RKO
under the new bankruptcy law by
Judge Alfred C. Coxe. In appoint-
ing a trustee the court automatical-

ly ConfinMed on Page 4)

Samuelson Addressing
Upstate Allied Today

President Sidney E. Samuelson of
Allied will address a meeting of the
New York State unit in Buffalo to-

day, preliminary to going to Geneva,
Wis., to attend an Allied unit con-
vention. At Chicago he will be join-

ed by Aaron Saperstein, Allied lead-
er there.

Baer at M. P. Club Forum
Max Baer the champ will be guest of

honor at this Friday's luncheon forum
of the Motion Picture Club. Enter-
tainment will be provided by Benny
Rubin, who is to appear with Baer at
the Paramount Theater starting tomor-
row, and Jimmy McHugh, songsmitrr.

Ancil Hoffman, Baer's manager, also

will be present, and Primo Camera is

a possibility. Louis Nizer will be toast-
master. Gold keys held by M. P. Club
members will serve as their admittance
and entitle them to bring guests.
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wood, California—Ralph Wilk. 6425 Holly-
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London

—

Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., \V. I. Berlin—Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 22'5. Paris—P. A. Harle, La
Cinematogranhie Francaise, Rue de la Cour-
des-Noues, 19.
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NEW YORK STOCK
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Alberta Vaughn

Ira H. Simmons

Robert Ellis

E. H. Calvert

H. M. Warner left yesterday for

the Warner studios in Burbank to

confer with Major Albert Warner
and Grad Sears on the new season's
lineup. A group of Warner execu-
tives, including S. Charles Einfeld,
Norman H. Moray, Carl Leserman,
Al Schwalberg and Harold S. Bare-
ford are on their way back to New
York after a short stay at the stu-

dios.

Sol Rosenblatt to Set

Hearings on Amendments
Date of the first hearing on code

amendments will probably be an-

nounced by Division Administrator
Sol A. Rosenblatt when he attends

the Code Authority meeting sched-

uled for tomorrow. The hearing will

be a preliminary to incorporating
in the code the assessments alloca-

tion plan.

Code Committee Meets
Charles L. O'Reilly R. H. Coch-

rane and Jack Cohn attended a
joint meeting of the Code Author-
ity's committees on local boards yes-

terday. J. J. Sullivan, member of

the Los Angeles zoning board,

dropped in and reported that opera-

tions of his board are proceeding
smoothly.

More Runyon Stories for Para.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount has pur-

chased two and taken options on
two additional stories by Damon
Runyon. Purchased for early film-

ing are "Broadway Financier" and
"The Idyll of Miss Sarah Brown."
Runyon stories on which Paramount
has an option are "Hole 'Em Yale"
and "Dark Dolores." In addition the

studios own Runyon's "The Lemon
Drop Kid" in which Lee Tracy will

be featured. His "Little Miss Mark-
er" recently was filmed.

Last Rites for R. W. Saunders

Body of Richard West Saunders,
controller of the old Famous Play-

ers Lasky Corp., and who died Sat-

urday in Flower Hospital, was cre-

mated yesterday following services

Monday in the Universal Funeral
Chapel with his brother, Rev. Dr.

Thomas H. Saunders of Houston,
officiating.

"Nell Gwyn" Preview at Astor

A preview of "Nell Gwyn," pro-

duced by British & Dominions for

United Artists release, will be held

the evening of July 10 at the Astor
Theater. Herbert Wilcox, B. & D.

production head, will be host at the

showing, with invitations being sent

to representative figures in the dip-

lomatic, journalistic and motion pic-

ture fields.

"Monica" at Brooklyn Strand

Warner's "Dr. Monica," starring

Kay Francis, opens tomorrow at the

Brooklyn Strand, which has been

playing double features lately.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Another series of Tim

McCoy outdoor action dramas will

be included in the Columbia pro-
gram to be announced at the com-
ing sales conventions in Atlantic
City and Chicago.

S. O. S. Corp. Expands
S. O. S. Corp., theater equipment

manufacturers, now has the entire
sixth floor of 1600 Broadway. The
move consolidates the shipping and
receiving departments as well as the
repair department and the part of
the 51st St. plant devoted to light

manufacturing. A miniature the-
ater is being built in for demonstra-
tion of apparatus and for screen-

ings. Additional facilities will in-

clude a fireproof film vault, a cut-

ting room and a recording studio.

The company, which started in 1928
with a small corner office and a staff

of two, now employs directly and
indirectly more than 140 persons.

Several warehouses and a manufac-
turing plant are maintained in New
York, as well as plants in Bellmore.
L. I., and Philadelphia.

Sydney .Cohen Buys Property

Sydney S. Cohen, president of

North Castle Properties, Inc., has
bought from the Stephen H. Briggs
Estate the entire Westerly City
block in the heart of the business

section of Armonk, Westchester
County. The plot will be developed

for business purposes and home
sites. Several of the business build-

ings now on the land will be improv-
ed. Cohen also recently acquired 59

acres in Somers, Westchester
County.

Lewis Jacobs to Make Hopi Film

Lewis Jacobs, now at the Essex
House with Mrs. Jacobs, leaves

shortly for Arizona and New Mexico
to direct a film on the Hopi Indians.

Script will be by Mo Wax and
Ronald Bank.

Irene Dunne Not Touring
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Irene Dunne, RKO

star, says that although she has had
several offers to make a concert

tour, she has decided to remain in

picture work for the next severa

years at least.

St. Louis Attendance Hit

St. Louis—Though some exhibi-

tors are inclined to blame it on the

weather, others claim that the

church crusade against films is

chiefly responsible for the noticeable

decline in movie attendance in this

territory in recent weeks.

Cleanup Endorsed in Mass.

Boston—A resolution filed in the

House by Representative Alfred In-

galls of Lynn requests that the

House record itself as approving the

action of religious leaders in boy-

cotting movies until the producers

clean their own pictures.

oming and Gomg

HAL ROACH and ARTHUR LOEW leave New
York today by plane for the Coast.

BLOCK and SULLY, comedy team, leave New
York tomorrow for Hollywood to appear in
S.-muel Goldwyn's new Eddie Cantor vehicle,
'Kid Millions."

GEORGE HOFFMAN of the Art Guild has re-
turned from Chicago.

H. M. WARNER left yesterday for the coast.

GLENDA FARRELL, who has been on vaca-
tion in New York since finishing work in First
National's "Kansas City Princess," plans to
visit Marblehead, Va., over the week-end, re-
turning to New York before going back to
Hollywood.

KARL MCDONALD. Warner division manager
for Latin-America, sails Friday on the Western
Prince for an eight-week business trip to
Buenos Aires.

CENE LOCKHART, Broadway actor signed by
M-G-M, is on his way to the coast for his
first screen assignment.

CHICO MARX of the Four Marx Brothers
is in New York and stopping at the St. Moritz.

MAC M RUBENFELD of the M-G-M branch
in Seattle is in New York for a visit with
his brothers He leaves Saturday by plane for
the coast.

LUCILE WATSON, Broadway actress signed
by M-G-M, leaves today for Hollywood.

MORRIS SCHLESINGER has sailed from New
York for the west coast.

SIR BENJAMIN FULLER, LADY FULLER and
NIGEL BRUCE sail today on the Aquitania for
England.

RUFUS LE MAIRE, BERNARD NATAN,
CHARLES DAVID and HENRI DIAMANT-
BERGER are booked to sail from New York
July 7 on the He de France.

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, Paramount vice-presi-
dent, arrives in New York on Saturday from
the coast. NEIL F. AGNEW, sales manager,
remains at the studio until early next week.

JOE PENNER sails July 5 for the coast to
start work in Paramount's "College Rhythm."
LANNY ROSS departs July 18 by train for the
same picture.

B. P. SCHULBERG is in New York from the

coast on family business. He returns later in

the week by plane.

Eddie Peabody Holds at Roxy
Eddie Peabody, master of cere-

monies and banjo specialist, is being
held for a third week at the Roxy.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

It should prove

even more help-

ful than the pre-

vious years to

the industry.

Frank C. Walker

1,000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.



HERE'S WHY
(from "Variety Daily"): Fast step-

ping entertainment which is bound

to please the populace. The whole-

someness of the piece provides one

ofthe strong selling points for family

trade. Alice Faye carries herselfwith

seductive appeal. Lew Ayres does

his stuff with amusing swagger.

Mitchell and Durant are hilarious.

HERE'S WHY
(from "Motion Picture Daily"):

"Comedy and romance hornpipe

together with laughter holding both

its sides. Miss Faye is tailor-made

with her song number, a honey.

Ayres makes a decided dent in a

rollicking romantic part. Mitchell

and Durant groove into the plot

with hilarious hokum. Because it

is clean, smart entertainment with

laughs and kisses, this should hit."LEARNED
ABOUT SAILORS

Wlith

LEW AYRES ALICE FAYE

HARRY GREEN

Frank MITCHELL & Jack DURANT

Produced by John Stone

Director: George Marshall

Screen play by William Conselman

'

and Henry Johnson
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CODE ALTERNATES

SET IN 29 CITIES

(Continued from Pane 11

Eugene J. Steiner, attorney, 90 State Street;
Stanton '

Ablett, attorney, 100 State St. ;

Townsend R. Morey, insurance agent and
business man, 51 State St.; George Myers,
attorney, 100 State St.

ATLANTA—K. A. Banker, retired capi-

talist. Atlanta, Ga. ; Mike Benton, president

of the Southeastern Fair Assn., Atlanta;

H. E. Choate. president of Chamber of Com-
merce. Atlanta.
BOSTON — Professor James Humphrey

Sheldon, Professor Constitutional Government.
Boston University, 22 Concord Ave., Cam-
bridge, Mass.; Harold F. Whitney, Pro-
fessor of Government, Boston University.
Lincoln. Mass.
BUFFALO—Francis DiBartoIo. attorney,

Brisbane Bid?., Buffalo, N. Y.; Charles Frei-

berg, retired. 409 Humbolt Pky.. Buffalo; Sam
Dickey, Ex-Tudge, Brisbane BIdg., Buffalo.

CHARLOTTE—C. M. Westbrook. Insur-
ance, Builders Building, Charlotte; Chas. E.

Lambeth, president. Chamber of Commerce,
Charlotte, N. C; W. T. Hoppe, Hoppe Mo-
tors, Inc., Charlotte.
CHICAGO—Judge James M. Corcoran, City

Hall, Evanston, 111. ; Judge Oscar Heh-'.
Appellate Court, 30 N. Michigan Ave.. Chi-

cago. 111.; Judge Walter LaBuy, County
Building-, Chicago; Judge Eugene Holland.
Municipal Court, Chicago.
CINCINNATI—C. Doone Rettig. attorney.

Dixie Terminal BIdg., Cincinnati, Oh'o; Jo-

seph O'Meara. Western & Southern Life Ins.

Co., 4th and Broadway, Cincinnati; Chester
Shook, attorney. Carew Tower.
CLEVELAND — Herbert Thomas E.

Greere. Municipal Court (Police Court), City

Hall. Cleveland.
DENVER—Z. D. Havens. Livestock Ex-

change Building; John F. Muller. 502' Mid-
land Savings Building; W. Griffin Temple,
812 Security Building.
Des Moines—Dean L. C. Hoffman. School

of Commerce & Finance, Drake LTniversity:

Gardner Cowles. Jr.. Register & Tribune;
John Gibson, Gibson Coal Company, 221 Iowa
Building.
DETROIT—John R. Watkins. Detroit At-

torney and formerly LTnited States District

Attorney; Judge Donald Van Z : le, Recorders
Court: Judge Guy A. Miller, Circuit Court.
INDIANAPOLIS — Charles S. Becker;

Troy G. Thurston (partner of Mr. Olive).

KANSAS CITY—V. P. Thompson, owner
nf the Thompson-Hayward Chemical Co., 2915
Southwest Boulevard; Fred Wolfson. lawyer.

Commerce Building: Robert Greenlease. own-
er of Greenlease Motor Car Co., 29th and
McOee Trfwy.
LOS ANGELES—Thomas May. president.

The May Company, 801 South Broadway
Carl Bush, Secretary, Hollywood Chamber of

Commerce, 6520 Sunset Boulevard. Hollv
wood; John Treanor. President, Riverside
Cement Comoanv, 621 South Hope Street.

MEMPHIS—C. A. McElravy, Managing
Director, Ellis Auditorium ; Chas. Glascock,
attorney, Bank of Commerce BIdg. : E. P.

McNeil, Membership Director, Memphis
Chamber of Commerce; A. B. Case, Attorney.
Union Planters Bank BIdg.
MILWAUKEE—Frederick C. Bogk, 229

E. Wisconsin Ave.; Julius N. Egerman, 757
N. Broadway; Eugene A. Friend, 350 N.
Plankinton Ave.: Henry C. Fulrlner 617
N. 2nd St.; J. Victor Loewi. 208 E. Mason
St.; J. F. Pvle. 1131 W. Wisconsin Ave.
MINNEAPOLIS—J. B. luster, clothing

merchant, Juster Bros., 43 South Sixth St.

;

John Burgess, vice-president, Northwestern
National Bank. 620 Marquette Ave.
NEW HAVEN—Prof. T. W. Arnold. Yale

Law School, 346 Willow St.; Prof. Wm. O.
Douglas, Yale Law School, 286 Livingston

St.; Prof. Walton H. Hamilton. Yale Law
School, 56 Cold Spring Street; Donald D.

Censors Take Cue
Censor boards functioning in six

states are displaying a tendency to

more critically examine pictures sub-
mitted to them since developing of the
national church crusade against so-
called immoral pictures, officials in

charge of censoring activities for major
companies reported yesterday in New
York. Boards operate in New York,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Virginia, Maryland
and Kansas.

Paramount Reorganization Plan Advanced
Adjustment of many of the differences between divergent interests in the proposed

reorganization of Paramount was reported in financial circles yesterday. A series of
analyses of the financial situation of the corporation have been made by bankers
working out the reorganization plans and a new study is now under way seeking to
resolve the differences still existing between interested groups.
Two important matters to be adjusted are claims of $14,000,000 held by a group

of banks and whether the company will need new funds once the reorganization is

definitely planned. Efforts are being made to have the bankers cut their claims
to the amounts leaned just prior to receivership in exchange for preferential treat-
ment. This amount is reported to be about 54,500,000.

110 NEW SCREEN FACES

ARE BEING DEVELOPED

Warner-Erpi Action
Cannot be Revived

(Continued from Page 1)

vides that the suit is dismissed with
prejudice and that no costs are as-

sessed against either party as

against the other. Attorneys ex-

plained that this means the same ac-

tion can never be filed again. It is

understood both companies will di-

vide the costs of the case. The
Stanley-Erpi action also was dis-

missed by the District Court this

week.
Warner board of directors yester-

day sent a letter to stockholders no-
tifying them of the dismissal of

these suits and also of the govern-
ment's case over acquisition of

First National.

McDonald. Secretary and Treasurer of
Rradley, Scoville, Inc.. 1635 Chapel St.; Hon.
Walter M. Pickett. Judge of the Court of
Common Pleas of New Haven County, 392
'Cdgewood Ave.

NEW ORLEANS—Ben Beekman, Nicholas
Bauer, Judge Ru'us G. Foster. A. P. Pat-
terson, E. E. Leovy, Whitney Bank, Coleman
Adler, Edgar Stern.

OKLAHOMA CITY—John C. Campbell,
"resident Fidelity National Bank; Frank
Haven, vice president Liberty National Bank;
Senator W. C. Fidler. (Oklahoma State Sen-
ator), Huckins Hotel.

OMAHA—-John Taggert, court reporter,

1109 S. 91st St,; Edward B. Crofoot. At-
torney, 637 Omaha National Bank BIdg. : Ed-
ward Shafton, attorney, 504 Insurance BIdg.

PHILADELPHIA—Alfred Sayres. West
lersey Trust Company, Third and Market
Streets, Camden, New Jersey; Carroll H.
Deshon, 8226 Germantown Avenue, Philadel-

phia; Henry August, C. P. A.. Girard Trust
BIdg.. Philadelphia.
PITTSBURGH—Dr. A. I. Wise, dentist,

Aaronson BIdg., Pittsburgh; Edward Shein-
berg, attorney. Grant BIdg.; L. H. Kreiger,
attorney. Plaza BIdg.; C. Gillotti, attorney,
Vandergrift BIdg.
PORTLAND—Walter R. May, Manager,

Portland Chamber of Commerce; Harvey
Wells, Member of Legislature Insurance
Business, Fail'ng Building; Jack Luihn, Man-
ager, Seeley-Dresser Co., 523 S. W. Third
Street.

SALT LAKE CITY — Harry L. Finch,
former City Commissioner of Salt Lake City,

537 6th Avenue; Harry S. Joseph. Mining
Engineer, Hotel Utah; Joseph G. Vincent.
cafe owner and building contractor, 1220
Yale Avenue.
SAN FRANCISCO — Cant. Stewart E.

Barber, retired naval officer; George T. Wil-
liams, 90 I.onez St.; Bruce Ellis, assistant

to the publisher, San Francisco, "Call-Bul-
letin"; John A. Pettis, manager, California
Manufacturers Ass'n.

ST. LOUIS -Karl P. Spencer, attorney.

1010 Pine Street: Arthur Baer. Stix. Baer
and Fuller Drv Hoods Co.: Walter Fritsch.
V. P. St. Louis Rrowns Baseball Club, Mis-
souri Athletic Association; George Eirel. at-

torney, 208 N. Broadway; Russell R. Casteel,
attorney, c-o Stifel Nicolaus & Co.. Inc..

Boatman's Bank BIdg., St. Louis.
SEATTLE — Bruce Morgan. 2323 13th

North; Tudge Kenneth Mcintosh. Olvmp'r
Hotel; Colonel Harry Matthews. 3812 48th
N. E. ; James R. Stirrat. Seaboard Building:

J, D. bowman, Lowman Building; F. K.
Struve. Creen Building.
WASHINGTON—Hon. Leo A. Rover. Co-

h.mbia Building; To. V. Morgan. Esq.. South-
ern Building: Prof. Robert E. Maurer.
Georgetown University School of Law, and
Professor of Constitutional Law.

U. S. Gov't to Protest
French Curbing on Films

(Continued from Pane 1)

stated that the new decree laying
down conditions for admission of
original and "dubbed" foreign films

for exhibition in France beginning
July 1, when the former decree ex-

pires, differs from its predecessor in

applying to only a six months' per-
iod instead of 12 months.

It is supposed the French govern-
ment made this change because it

wants to be free to use films as a

bargaining weapon in the event that
President Roosevelt uses his new
tariff powers. The limitation to six

months is likely to cause inconven-
ience to both distributors and exhi-

bitors who now will be unable to

lay their plans for a year, but all

efforts to induce the government to

yield on this point failed.

The new decree fixes the number
of "dubbed" films to be admitted
during the six months at 94 com-
pared with 70 in the old decree. Ac-
tually, however, 188 "dubbed" films

were admitted during the past 12

months so that the new decree does

not involve an increase.

35 Superfluous Cases
Are Filed in Denver
(Continued from Page 1)

charges including two against Huff-

man theaters, one on their coopera-

tive weekly auto giveaway and one
for giving admissions for tops of

coffee cai'tons; reduced admission
charges against the Civic theater

group and the Maj'estic, and com-
plaints against bank nights against

the Mayan and Isis, Fox houses.

Cases will be heard Monday and
court action is looked for if adverse
decisions are given. No one the-

ater would file against any of the

plaintiffs, hence the overabundance
of protests.

Irving Trust Named
RKO Trustee by Court

(Continued front Pane 1)

ly gave RKO permission to present
a reorganization plan, which is ex-

pected to be ready within the next

four weeks. William Mallard, RKO
general counsel, presented the peti-

tion.

Next Grievance Hearing July 10

At an executive meeting of the
New York grievance board yester-
day it was decided to hold no meet-
ing next week. The next hearings
will be held July 10.

(Continued from Pane 1)

reached the "established" class.
Following are the lists supplied by
the producers:

M-G-M—Ruth Channing, Agnes
Anderson, Jean Howard, Henry
Wadsworth, William Henry, Louise
Henry and Shirley Ross.

RKO—Eric Blore, Erik Rhodes
Barbara Robbins, Frankie Thomas.
Columbia—Barbara Read, George

Murphy, Charles Sabin, John Buck-
ler, Florence Rice, James Blakely,
Allyn Drake, Raymond Walburn,
Mary Jo Matthews and Billie
Seward.

United Artists — Jane Baxter,
Janice Jarrett, Betty Joy Hayward,
Charlotte Russell, Lucille Ball, Rob-
ert Donat, Merle Oberon, Wendy
Bai-rie, Anna Neagle and Sydney
Howard.
Warner Bros.—Josephine Hutch-

inson, Merwin Light, Dorothy Dare,
Dorothy Trenholme, Terry LaFran-
coni, Glenn Boles, John Eldredge,
Phil Regan, Pauline True, Mary
Russell, Maxine Doyle, Enrico Caru-
so, Jr., and John Arledge.

Fox—John Bradford, Walter John-
son, Rose Mary Ames, Ketti Gallian,
Drue Leyton, Florine Dixon, Amita
Thompson, Iris Shunn, Nadine Dore,
Ann Nagel, Lucille Miller, Shirley
Aaronson, Edith Haskins, Senica
Sawyer, Marbeth Wright, Virginia
Hills, Elsie Larson, Mary Black-
wood, Philippa Hilber, Ardele Un-
ger, Jean Allen, Julia Cabanne, Dor-
othy Dearling, Esther Brodelet,
Patricia Lee> Marion Weldon, Lynn
Bari, Irene Coleman Patricia Farr,
Fred Wallan, Vincent Canato, Ted
Brodus, Slem Gallagher, Carlie Tay-
lor, Paul McVey, William O'Brien,

Gene Ford, Paul Parry, George Ford
and Pat Cumming.

Universal — Mona Smith, Russ
Brown, Philip Dakin, Lee Crowe,
Lois January, Anne Darling, Dean
Benton and Guy Brooks.
Paramount—Grace Bradley, Eddie

Craven, Alfred Delcambre, Paul
Gerritts, Katherine De Mille, Dean
Jaeger, Gwenllian Gill, Fred Mac-
Murray, Julian Madison, Raymond
Milland, Lillian Moore, Joe Morri-

son, Lloyd Nolan, Jean Rouverol,

Clara Lou Sheridan, Colin Tapley,

Eldred Tidbury and Howard Wilson.

Turley Gets Post in Ass'n

St. Louis—Clarence M. Turley,

vice-president of St. Louis Proper-

ties Corp. and a member of the local

clearance and zoning committee, has

been made first executive vice-presi-

dent of the National Ass'n of Build-

ing Owners and Managers, which

convened in Toronto last week.

Manheim Joins Colonels

N. L. Manheim of Universal yester-

day was notified of his appointment

to the ranks of Kentucky colonels.
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TRADE PRAISE
"This crook melodrama has been

produced artistically and it holds

the interest to the end . . . As far

as direction and acting is con-

cerned, they entitle it to a release

through any major company."

-PETE HARRISON

"Smoothly worked out crook story,

handsomely mounted .... presen-

ted on a luxurious background of

homes, gardens and polo fields

eye appeal is splendid ...."

-M. P. DAILY

" Fast-moving tale of high-powered

crooks,- ought to please all the

family. Cast is excellent and per-

formances by Boyd and Mowbray
above average."-SHOW/VlfN'S

ROUND TABLE

"Here is a crook melo that will

hold them interested all the way,

it is exciting, has a fine cast, good

direction and production."

-FILM CURB

"Stood out vividly on account of

human story, fine cast and excel-

lent direction."— FILMOGRAPH

?%934W935
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PANTAGp

COMPLETED FOR THE
934-1935 SEASONnow;

"WHEN STRANGERS MEET

"TAKE THE STAND"

"NO RANSOM"

"ONCE TO EVERY BACHELOR'

:
V TWO HEADS ON A PILLOW

RECORDED BY RCA. VICTOR SYSTEM

1776 Broadway, N. Y.

COIumbus 5-1784

LIBERTY PICTURES CORP
M. H. HOFFMAN, President

* Home Office and Studios,

Culver City, Cal. WJ,
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» » » » REVIEWS of NEW FEATURES and SHORTS « « « «

Leslie Howard in

"OF HUMAN BONDAGE"
with Bette Davis, Frances Dee, Kay

Johnson, Reginald Denny

RKO Radio 83 mins.

CLASS AND MASS APPEAL COMBINED
IN STRONG DRAMATIC ROMANCE
WITH FINE PERFORMANCES AND
PUNCH DIRECTION.

Effectively adapted from the Somerset

Maugham novel, this drama of a man's

faithful love for an unworthy girl is packed
with elements that will find response

among a wide audience. Leslie Howard, a

crippled but artistic and gentlemanly medi-

cal student, is hopelessly in love with Bette

Davis, a free-loving damsel who takes his

favors and makes a fool of him by going

from one man to another, but always com-
ing back to him when she's in trouble.

Howard finds sympathy with Kay Johnson

only to give her up when Bette wants

him again. Then he meets deeper love in

Frances Dee, daughter of a gentleman

whom he gave medical treatment, and,

with his deformity removed, finally marries

her after Bette succumbs as a result of her

wild living. Howard gives an excellent

performance and there are outstanding

characterizations by Reginald Owen, Alan

Hale and Bette Davis, as well as fine

work by the others.

Cast: Leslie Howard, Bette Davis, Fran-

ces Dee, Kay Johnson, Reginald Denny,

Alan Hale, Reginald Owen, Reginald Shef-

field, Desmond Roberts.

Director, John Cromwell; Author, W
Somerset Maugham; Screen Play, Lester

Cohen, Cameraman, Henry W. Gerrard;

Recording Engineer, Clem Portman; Editor,

William Morgan.

Direction, Aces. Photography, Fine.

Henry B. Walthall in

"MURDER IN THE MUSEUM"
with John Harron, Phyllis Barrington

Progressive 60 mins.

FAIR MURDER MYSTERY THAT
SHOULD PROVE SATISFACTORY IN POP

THEATERS.

This one concerns a murder that takes

place in a freak museum while the lecturer

is introducing the attractions. The victim

is the town's vice crusader, who at the

time of the murder is accompanied by the

chief of police. John Harron, in the role

of a newspaper reporter who is in love

with the daughter of the police chief,

takes up the chase both for his paper and

to clear the chief of suspicion. The finger

of guilt points to almost everyone in the

film. Police are baffled, but Harron dis-

covers a clue and through his sleuthing the

culprit is unmasked. There are some in-

credible and fantastic situations in the pic-

ture, which drags quite a bit, but prop-

erly spotted it will prove fairly satisfac-

tory. Henry B. Walthall's part is small,

but his work is okay. Remainder of cast

is fair.

Cast: Henry B. Walthall. John Harron.

Phyllis Barrington, Joseph Girard, John

Elliott, Donald Kerr, Symona Boniface, Sam

Flint, Clinton Lyle.

Director, Melville Shyer; Author, E. B

Grcsswhite; Editor, Roy Luby; Cameraman,

James Diamond.

Direction, Slow Photography, Fair.

"THE MERRY FRINKS"

with Aline MacMahon, Guy Kibbee,

Hugh Herbert

First National 67 m'uis.

WEAK FARCE 1 COMEDY CENTERED

AROUND A GOOFY FAMILY FAILS TO
BUILD THE LAUGHS.

The effort in this case apparently was
to build a story concerning a family of

zanies and loose nuts, but they failed to

keep the action in the high farce tempo
and treated it too seriously. Hence it

becomes rather monotonous and too much
like the everyday actions of lot of unin-

teresting folks we meet in everyday life.

In a word, no real sympathy is aroused,

and no genuine mirth. Aline MacMahon is

the mother of a girl and boy who give her

plenty of worry. Her husband is a news-

paper sports writer who is always getting

fired for being drunk. Grandma is also a

pest. The eldest son is a hairbrained

lawyer mixed up with some Reds. Into

this unhappy family drops an Uncle Newt
(Guy Kibbee) from New Zealand, who
parks with the family permanently. One
day he dies of indigestion from overeating

on his birthday. He leaves a surprise

fortune to the hard worked mother on

condition that she leaves her ungrateful

family cold. Which she does. Then the

final reunion when they learn their lesson.

Material misses with too many serious

angles for a comedy.

Cast: Aline MacMahon, Guy Kibbee,

Hugh Herbert, Allen Jenkins, Helen Lo-

well, Joan Wheeler, Frankie Darro, Ivan

Lebedeff, Harold Huber, Louise Beavers,

Maidel Turner, Harry Beresford, Harry C.

Bradley, James Bush, Charles Coleman, Joan

Sheldcn.

Director, Alfred E, Green; Authors, Gene
Markey, Kathryn Scola; Screen Play, same;
Tditor, James Gibbon; Cameraman, Arthur

Edescn.

Direction, Misses. Photography, Good.

"Thrill of the Kill"

Principal 30 mins.

Gagged Big Game Hunt
Chief enjoyment in this subject

is the humorous running comment
delivered in effective style by Wil-
fred Lucas. Outside of that it would
be just a compilation of clips of
big game hunting in Africa. Prac-
tically every kind of African game
is included in the collection, and the
scenes move along at a fast clip,

so that with the gag remarks by
Lucas it makes very good enter-
tainment.

"The Broken Barrier"

General Electric 10 mins.

Entertaining Industrial
Directed by John Gilmour for Gen-

eral Electric, this short is intended
primarily to impress audiences with
the many things that can be done
by electricity. While a young man
reads to his fiancee a letter from a
friend in Panama describing the big
canal and the country down there,

flashbacks show the tropical scenes
and how electricity is used to oper-
ate the canal locks and do other
work.

"Women Haters"

with The Three Stooges (Fine,
Howard and Fine) and Marjorie

White
Columbia 20 mins.

Pleasing Musical

With Ted Healy's former trio of
stooges as the chief comedy motiva-
tors, and the dialogue delivered in
rhyme, this concoction with music-
is a generally enjoyable affair. Plot
deals with a woman hater's club
which the three stooges join. Then
one of them falls for a dame and
embarks on matrimony, with the
other two lads giving chase to bring
him back. A good deal of the com-
edy action takes place in a Pullman
car, with the usual farcial develop-
ments.

"Goofy Movies"

with Pete Smith
M-G-M 10 mins.

SHORTS
"Burn 'Em Up Barnes"

Mascot 12-chapter serial

Thrill Serial

This serial is built for the kid
patronage, featuring the youngster,
Frankie Darro, with Jack Mulhall
and Lola Lane. Mulhall is a dirt

race track driver and adopts
Frankie, the kid brother of his bud-
die who is killed. The picture goes
right into a series of meller thrills

with a scheming villain promoter
who is trying to take some oil land

away from the girl, and Jack, of

course, is trying to prevent it.

Frankie Darro manages to get him-
self mixed up in all the exciting in-

cidents. The first two chapters show
plenty of thrills and stunts and sus-

pense. Mulhall enters a series of

races. In each race it seems that

there is a dastardly attempt to take

his life by the scheming promoter.

The plot is not over logical, but for

the kid trade it probably carries the

thrills that will suffice.

"Beau Bashful"

with Herbert Corthell

Universal 20 mins.
Good Comedy

A lot of amusing hokum revolv-
ing around the efforts of Herbert
Corthell to marry off his giddy
daughter to the bashful Grady Sut-
ton. Througb a series of frameup:
arranged by the father, the suitor

is hooked, with pop engineering
their elopment to save the ex-

penses of a big wedding.

George Sidney and Charlie Murray
in

"Stable Mates"
Columbia 20 mins.

Quite Amusing
After failing in business and being

on the verge of breaking down, Sid-

ney and Murray accept jobs on a

ranch. Arriving there, they find the

place is run by their former butler,

who bosses them around plenty. Af-
ter a series of amusing incidents re-

sulting from the efforts of the two
greenhorns to hitch a horse and do

other ranch work, it turns out that

the butler framed the whole thing

just to get his bosses out in the

open where they could regain their

health.

"Strange As It Seems"
(No. 38)

Universal 10 mins
Engrossing

Another highly interesting collec-

tion of oddities including a Chinese
dentist who pulls teeth with his fin-

gers, a flea trainer, a collector of

bull horns which are converted into

artistic objects, tropical palms being

strangled by banyan trees, a porcu-

pine fish that eats pork chops, Mexi-

can blowgun experts hunting for

birds, and other unusual items.

Very Funny
Starting off with a supposed news-

reel shot of Columbus discovering
America and being greeted by a
ticker tape avalanche descending
from skyscraper windows as he is

paraded up Broadway, this con-
tinues into a series of equally funny
gags peppered with witty wise-
cracks by Pete Smith. Another of
those oldtime mellerdrammers winds
up the amusing reel.

B. A. Rolfe and Orchestra in

"Jolly Good Fellow"

(Melody Masters Series)

Vitaphone 10 min;.

Musical Novelty

Featuring Rolfe and the Men
About Town. They are all in a
rathskeller having a glass of beer.
Rolfe eats a welsh rarebit, and
goes home to have a terrible night-
mare. The latter consists of a fan-
tastic review of the conversation
of his pals concerning the next day's
musical program. In this way tne
nightmare introduces these number;
with novelty effects: "He's A Jolly

Good Fellow," "Happy Days Are
Here Again," "The Leader of the
Town Brass Band," "Butterflies in

the Rain," and "Nightmare." Pleas-
ing novelty with snappy music.

Charles Judels and George Givot in

"Salted Seanuts"

Vitaphone 21 mins.

Laugh Riot
Riotous comedy with the two

comics, Judels and Givot, scoring

right through the two-reeler. They
are Greek sailors who decide to re-

tire and invest their bankroll in a

beer saloon. But their buddy, Monty
Collins, buys them a beauty salon

by mistake. They decide this is :

good omen, and run the beauty par-

lor as a blind speakeasy. When the

cops try to raid them, they start

to give the customers facials and

other beauty treatment to cover up.

The comedians are swell and put

this over handily.
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SHORT
SUBJECTS
Sparkling Gems

FOR THE

PERFECT PROGRAM

Like sparkling jewels, adding their dazzling touch to a perfect ensemble, Fox

short subjects are the ideal embellishment for a fine feature, the perfect finishing

touch for a good show.

Short subjects from Fox are the product of the industry's foremost specialists

in this field, Educational Pictures and Movietone News, Inc. Through big star

name values, timeliness and high entertainment quality, they build the kind of

program that makes for more satisfied audiences and bigger theatre profits.
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oLD Experience and a New Deal— the specialized short sub-

ject training of the makers of Educational Pictures, now
distributing through Fox—brought you last season a program
of comedies that reached a new high level for big name values.

They presented an imposing array of marquee names...ERNEST
TRUEX ... BUSTER KEATON ... HELEN MORGAN ... STOOP-
NAGLE and BUDD... MILTON BERLE...BOB HOPE...SHIRLEY
TEMPLE. ..The Three RITZ BROTHERS... and many other pop-

ular favorites of the screen, the stage, and the radio.

The record achievement of 1933-1934 is the starting point for 1934-

1935. Here is a line-up of comedies that will set still higher records

for name value, for production quality, for entertainment merit.

As for many years past, the Educational Pictures trade-mark will

again in 1934-1935 be the guide for thousands of exhibitors lo

the best they can offer their public in two-reel comedies.

(MctwteJ^
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luster
Keaton

NAMES
Comedies ..

!

12 STAR PERSONALITY COMEDI
Every month a Big Comedy featurette, with a name ranking with your

better feature attractions. Starring Ernest Truex and Buster

Keaton, two of the greatest names in comedy, continuing the big hits

with which they took commanding leadership in short comedies last season.

12 MUSICAL COMEDIES
Stars famous for successes on stage and radio . . . new song

hits . . . snappy amusement in the modern mode. Another deluxe series of

one-a-month featurettes that will provide some of the finest musical

comedy entertainment you will get in any pictures—of any length.

FROLICS OF YOUT
Youth has its fling, and all the world, young and old, has

hearty laugh. The unbroken record of big first-runs for the first series

<>f "Frolics," featuring Junior Coghlan and Shirley Temple.

proves their universal popularity.

U\



THE TWO-REEL COMEDIES WITH THE

BIG NAMES AND THE BIG LADGHS

t\i

^
CORONET COMEDIES
The series of star comedy hits that last season featured a long

list of stage, radio and screen favorites

—

Taylor Holmes. Tom
I'atricola and Charles Judels, Sfoonnngle and Budd. the

Three Ritz Brothers. Every new Coronet is a surprise and a rare

laugh treat.

MARRIAGE WOWS
Homely, down-to-earth comedies that America loves, because they

areAmerica. Featuring a young married couple as American as chewinggum,

in situations which crystallize the humor of the modern American home.

People that everybody knows, in comedies that everybody will appreciate.

Q YO U N 6 ROMANCE

Presented by

•d^

Sparkling episodes of the younger set's romantic interludes. A series

about "charming young people" who can love and laugh— boys and girls

whose enthusiasm for life is exhilarating. Refreshingly different, ••Yniillj*

Romance" will "perk up" any program.

SPECIAL EXTRA

...BING CROSBY...
Singing The Songs That Made
Him The Radio Idol of Millions

SHORT SUBJECT SPECIALS
Offering Big Feature Profits

'I SURRENDER, DEAR" • "DREAM HOUSE" • "ONE MORE CHANCE"

produced by MACK SENNET
'BILLBOARD GIRL'



AS A GOOD COCKTAIL STARTS

A FINE DINNER....

1

Gems from the

REASURE
CHEST

The pick of the surprise single-reel

hits of the year. The series that has

just brought out "Pagliacci."

Drama, comedy, music, beauty,

thrills . . . children and animals . . .

nature, adventure. A wide variety

of subject matter, but every one a

jewel of entertainment.

ADDITIONAL SERIES OF ONE-REEL

SUBJECTS ON NEXT PAGE ....



G
ALONG THE ROAD

ROMANCE >

10

SONG HIT
STORIES
Songs the whole world is singing. Their

drama, their humor, their romance
told in pictures such as "The Last

Dogie." Their popular melodies sung
by famous star*.

YOU CAN ALWAYS HAVE A GOOD SHOW
WITH F0X-ED0CATI0NAL SHORT SUBJECTS

YOU CAN ALWAYS BUILD BIGGER
PROFITS BY EXPLOITING THEM

Hectic years of strange battles for business, of wild premium
orgies, of double featuring, cannot obscure the fact that the big-

gest asset a theatre can have is a reputation for always having

a good show, on the screen. Only with good short subjects can

this reputation be built. Only by exploiting them can you take

full advantage of their business building power.

Fox-Educational short subjects are the kind that make the

customers want to come again. Their stars are real marquee
names. They are backed up with consistent, nation-wide exploi-

tation and publicity. They are accompanied by accessories to

make theatre exploitation easy and efficient. It's good business

to make them always a part of vour show, and to make them a

vital part of your advertising as well.

Printed in U. S. A.
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EDUCAT'L UPS BUDGET

AS OUTLOOK IMPROVE

(Continued from Pane 1)

of short subjects, declaring that un-
less they turn out product that has
merit the menace of the return of
duals will always be present.
"For the past few years," Ham-

mons said, "producers of short sub-
jects have had the tremendous prob-
lem of making a product that they
knew could not find a market in

many of the theaters throughout this

country. Due to the double feature
situation, there have been thousands
of theaters that have shown on their

screens few, if any, two-reel com-
edies throughout the course of a

year.

"As a result, the amount of reve-
nue to be derived from short prod-
uct has diminished perceptibly. Be-
cause of this fact it was only nat-
ural that production costs had to

be cut down, and, therefore, the type
of product that has been produced
has not been up to as high a stand-
ard as it might have been.
"During the last year I havj felt

that the end of the double feature

regime was close at hand, and Edu-
cational made a very definite at-

tempt, which exhibitors tell us was
successful, to improve the quality of

its product. A better selection of

stars from stage, radio, and screen

was put into these pictures, and
more money spent on production.

At the present time the hopes that

I have felt for the return of the

ideal motion picture program

—

namely, a single feature and qual-

ity short subjects—seems about to

become an actuality."

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

June 1 6- J uly 2: International Motion Pictun
Week. Vienna.

June 28: World premiere of "The World Move?
On" at Criterion. N. Y.

June 28: Meeting of M. P. T. 0. of Eastern

Pennsylvania at Hotel Broadwood, Phila-

delphia.

June 28-29: Statewide meeting of Wisconsin
independent exhibitors called by Allied to

act on current problems, Lake Geneva, Wis

June 29: Meeting of creditors at office of

Special Master John E. Joyce to consider

Saenger reorganization plan.

July 1-3: Convention of Southeistern The-
ater Owners Association, The Ansley Hotel,
Atlanta.

July 2: Golf field day and dinner of Variety
Club of Buffalo at Willowdale Country
Club.

July 2-4: Columbia regional sales meeting at

Atlantic City.

July 11: I.T.O.A. boat ride and outing to

Roton Point, Conn.

July 18: Annual outing of Boston motion pic-

ture post, American Legion, Recreation
Park, Riverside, Auburndale, Mass.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
graphy, Venice, Italy.

Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners of New
Jersey convention, Atlantic City

Sept. 16; North Dakota Allied meeting, Man-
dan, N. D.

Oct 29: S.M.'.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Penn-
>yiv,,ma New York.

Blame Brooklyn Exhibs For Raids on Unions
Raiding of the Local 306 and Empire State operator union offices by the Kings

County District Attorney's office on Monday was "instigated by Brooklyn theater
owners with whom Local 306 has been in litigation for a year," according to a state-
ment by President Harry Sherman of Local 306 made public at his office yesterday.
Efforts were being made yesterday by the District Attorney to question Sherman be-
fore the Grand Jury which in its investigation alleged violences and sabotage in movie
theaters as a result of union warfare. Friends of Sherman criticized the raid and
demanded to know why it did not also embrace the Allied Motion Picture Operators
Union.

Cary Grant on Midwest Trip

St. Louis—Gary Grant, accom-

companied by his wife, Virginia

Cherrill, arrived here a few days

ago to renew old acquaintances be-

.'cre proceeding to visit A Century

of Progress in Chicago. Grant ap-

peared with the St. Louis Municipal

Opera in 1931 under the name of

Archie Leach.

Rocky Ford House Burned Down

Rocky Ford, Colo.—Fire destroyed

the Grand theater building at a loss

of $100,000. A lighted cigarette was
thought to have started the blaze.

G. E. Short at Mayfair

Al Bondy has booked "The Brok-
en Barrier," General Electric pic-

ture, into the Mayfair, where it is

currently showing.

Hungary Admits Soviet Films

Budapest—For the first time Hun-
garian censors will permit Soviet

pictures to be shown in this country.
Only propaganda films will be

barred.

"La Boheme" in French

Paris—Ceres Film is producing

"La Boheme" with a cast of oper-

atic singers from the Grand Opera

House.

9 FEATURES IN WORK

AT M-G-M STUDIOS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—High activity is cur-

rently in progress at the M-G-M
studios, where nine features are be-

fore the cameras. They include
"Student Tour", "Treasure Island",

"Barretts of Wimpole Street", "Four
Walls", "Have a Heart", "Hide Out",
"Merry Widow", "Sacred and Pro-
fane Love" (temporary title) and
the untitled production starring
Constant Bennett and Herbert Mar-
shall.

Mascot Signs Lucile Browne
Lucile Browne has been signed

for the feminine lead role in "Law
of the Wild," Mascot production

starring Rex, the wild horse.

Guy Fowler Joins Mundus Films

Guy Fowler has joined Mundus
Films to handle press books.

ilAAii
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Lake City, Fla.—Earl M. Fain is

planning to reopen the Grand, which
will give Lake City three movies.

Bartow, Fla.—Crowded conditions
has made it necessary to add 200
seats to the Bartow theater.

Lake City, Fla. — Gordon Good-
bread, owner of the Garden theater
in Tampa, closed a deal with Hugh
Wilson to open a theater in his
building. Mr. Goodbread is also
endeavoring to obtain a site near
the Elks Club for a second theater.

Fort Pierce, Fla. — Harry J.

Schultz, assistant manager of the
Sunrise Theater for the past five

years, has resigned to become city
editor of the Vero Beach "Press-
Journal."

Louisville — Pikeville Amusement
Co., Pikeville, has been incorporated
at $6,000 by W. J. Ward, Fay Wed-
dington Ramsey and Gladys R.
Ward.

Jackson, Mich.—W. S. Butterfield
has reopened the Capital. The Rex
was recently closed.

North Branch, Mich. — Bernard
Leach has bought the Strand, only
house here, from R. L. Sherman.

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

S 2.50 up. Single
S3.00 up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rata

The Plazp is near every-

thingto see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-

iness or pleasure.

Every room has private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for

rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pies.

The "Doorway of Hospitality'

Vine at Hollywood Blvd
HOLLYWOOD

A LITTLE from "LOTS
>//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

ATEW contracts have been handed
^ by M-G-M to Herman J. Man-

kiewicz and Charles Powell, both on
the writing staff.

Melville Brown will direct "Red
Head" for Monogram. Betty Bur-
bridge and Jesse Lasky, Jr., are
adapting the Vera Brown novel.

T T T

Richard Barthelmess celebrates
his 13th year as a First National
star with the release of "Midnight
Alibi."

William Powell and Mvrna Loy
will be teamed again bv M-G-M in

"The Casino Murder Case," Philo
Vance novel.

Evelyn Venable and Kent Taylor,
after playing opposite each other in

five films, the latest being Para-
mount's "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-
bage Patch," announce they will

protest at any further efforts to

earn them.

"Paris Interlude" is the final title

of the Laura and S. J. Perelman
play, "All Good Americans," being
uroduced by M-G-M with Edwin L.

Marin directing and Otto Kruger
Madge Evans, Una Merkel, Robert
Young and Bert Roach heading the

cast.

Halliwell Hobbes, known as the
Perfect butler, has been signed by
Fox for "She Was A Lady," along
with Mary Forbes and Edward Gar-
eran. The latter is the little six-foot

200-pound brother of William Gar-
gan.

Alan Crosland thinks Helen Tren-
holme, Montreal girl recently signed

by Warners, the "greatest potential

star he ever saw," the company
states.

T T T

Albert E. DeMond has finished

the script of Georee Bertholon's or-

iginal, "Flirting With Danger," for

Monogram. It will feature Robert

Armstrong, William Cagney and
Edgar Kennedy.

T T

Robert Welsh, acting for Trem
Carr, who is recuperating at the

Cedars of Lebanon Hospital from an

abdominal operation, has signed

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

Edgar Kennedy for featured roles
with Robert Armstrong and William
Cagney in two Monogram pictures.
"Flirting with Danger" and "Reck-
less Romeos."

Al Shean, long famous on the
stage as a member of the team of
Gallagher and Shean, has been
signed for a role of the singing
teacher which he created on Broad-
way in "Music In The Air," which
Erich Pommer will produce for Fox.

Albert Conti has been signed for
"Elmer and Elsie" now in production
at the Paramount studios with
George Bancroft, Frances Fuller and
Roscoe Karns. Gilbert Pratt is di-

recting.

T T

Two of the group of young stage
players recently placed under con-
tract by Columbia were assigned
I heir first roles when Charles Sabin
and Robert Allen were placed in the
cast of "Girl in Danger." This fea-
ture temporarily bore the working
title, "By Persons Unknown" and is

the latest of the company's police
detective melodramas, starring
Ralph Bellamy as Inspector Trent.
Shirley Grey plays opposite Bell-
amy. D. Ross Lederman is the di-

ector.

Casting has begun for Mono-
gram's new special "Girl of the Lim-
herlost." Ralph Morgan has been
signed for the male lead in the film

version of this Gene Stratton Porter
^tory. Christy Cabanne will direct,

with Ben Verschleiser supervising.
Adele Comandini wrote the script.

Robert Welsh, Monogram execu-
tive producer, has signed William
Collier, Sr., for one of the leading
roles in the screen version of

Michael Kane's novel, "A Success-
ful Failure," which is scheduled for

August production.

Almeda Fowler, former New York
stage actress, who began her the-

atrical career as a show girl in Zieg-

feld Follies with the late Lilyan
Tashman, has been cast in Para-
mount's "Now and Forever," fea-

turing Gary Cooper, Shirley Temple
and Carole Lombard.

By CHAS. ALICOATE

T'OM PATRICOLA has been sign-

ed by Educational Pictures for a

leading role in the comedy revolving

around the activities of Uncle Sam's
bluejackets on their recent visit to

New York. Al Christie, who is per-

sonally directing the comedy, took

authentic scenes of the Fleet the day
before it left New York Harbor. An-
other famous name in pictures and
musical comedy will be announced
within a few days for the co-fea-

turing role with Patricola. Shoot-

ing on interiors will start next week
at the Astoria Studios.

Dorothy Stone completed work
yesterday in "Paree, Paree," a two-

reel condensed version of the stage

and screen success, "50 Million

Frenchmen," at the Brooklyn Vita-

phone studio. Among the many
players supporting Miss Stone in

this musical are Bob Hope, Billie

Leonard, Lorraine Collier, Kather-

ine Spector, Rodney McLennon,
Charles Collins and Susanne Jayne.

These are in addition to the chorus

of 36 Vitaphone boys and girls, un-

der the direction of Alan K. Foster.

Shooting was completed yesterday

on the new Educational-Tom How-
ard Comedy, tentatively titled "The

Wrong Bottle," at the Astoria Stu-

dios. This is the fifth comedy on

Educational's current program star-

ring the eccentric comic, made by Al

Christie. Appearing with Howard
are George Shelton, Virginia Fair-

fax, Eddie Roberts and a large cast

of extra players. Mr. Christie per-

sonally directed the comedy.
•

Tom Howard, Educational comedy

star, holds the record for the num-

ber of appearances as guest star on

the Rudy Vallee hour. Last Thurs-

day night's appearance was the

comedy star's seventh on that im-

portant radio hour within one year.

No other guest star even approaches

this record.
•

Joe Ruttenberg with Sam Levitt,

cameraman take charge of shooting

on the feature "Woman in the Dark'

at the Biograph studio . . . Howard
Hughes acts as guest director while

on a visit to the Hecht-MacArthur
production at the Eastern Service

studio.

Jack Haley Signed by Columbia M-G-M Gets Sydney House

Weft Coast Bureau of Tim FILM DAILY Sydney

—

M-G-M has taken over

Hollywood—Jack Haley has been tne st James, a 2,00-seater, from

signed by Columbia for the male lead Benjamin Fuller. First feature

opposite Lupe Velez in the musical, under the new management will be

"Girl Friend," for next season. "Riptide." Opening is set for July 6.

SUNSET PROJECTION O DUBBING
ENTERPRISE

Sid Smith Johnny Morganl

PRODUCERS & PUBLIC PROJECTION ROOMl
COMPLETE DUBBING & SCORING SERVICEI

All facilities of a major projection room.\

Can match into any sound truck.

6048 Sunset Blvd.

Call Hollywood 9480 for appointment

Hollywood, Calif.
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EXPLOITETTES
'Health Cards" Exploit
'Men in White" in N. E.

(~)NE week before the showingW
of M-G-M's "Men in White"

in M & P Theaters in Boston
and New England territory ar-

rangements were made for all

ushers and doormen to wear
doctors' uniforms with a ribbon
running crosswise on the front

with the title of the picture

printed on it. The cashiers

wore nurses costumes and one
girl in uniform was stationed at

the exit in the lobby distribut-

ing health cards. These cards,

two by four inches in size, had
in the center a dark red spot

about the size of a penny. The
copy above asked that the read-

er breathe on the red spot and
watch the result. If the spot

turned blue, he was advised to

see a doctor. If it remained red,

he was told to see "Men in

White." A check-up revealed
the smallest number of discard-

cards ever observed. Clark
Gable and Myrna Loy are co-

starred in Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer's "Men in White" under
direction of Richard Boleslav-

sky. In the cast are Jean Her-
sholt, Elizabeth Allan, Otto

Kruger and Henry B. Walthall.—M. & P. Theater, Boston.

Get Big Space on
"Villa" in Wichita Paper

M ]'ETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
exploiteers, in their Wichita

(Kansas) campaign on "Viva
Villa!", obtained a large spread
on the first page of the feature
section in the Sunday Eagle.

Surrounding a head of Wallace
Beery, star of the film, were a

number of stills from the photo-

play. There was also a lengthy

story by Paul I. Wellman deal-

ing with two Wichitans who
had been in Mexico during the

days of the Villa regime and
who vouched for the authenticity

of the picture. A tip-off on

the importance of the spread is

the fact that the only other ar-

ticle on the page was a signed

story by Mark Sullivan, polit-

ical writer. —Wichita, Kans.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"W. C. Fields makes up his own
dinner menu for his cook each morning
while eating breakfast."—PARAMOUNT.

• • • ONE OF the finest stories that has come out of
Hollywood this year because it is so unlike Hollywood

the Story of An Unselfish Deed it seems that for
some time John Boles has been secretly financing the vocal
training of three young men with promising voices and
he hopes that one of them at least will prove to be his successor
some day for they are being trained by Harold Kellogg

the man who gave Boles his first singing lesson and
started him on the road to fame and sheckels

• • • WHEN THE story leaked out Boles explained
his action thus "My own start in music was very difficult

I had to work for several years picking cotton under a
hot Texas sun before I could save enough cash for my first
lesson I just wanted to help a few ambitious young chaps
over the bumps and get them off to a running start." and
after this beautiful gesture, Mister Boles we for one will
always view your film work with a feeling that there is at least
One Big Hearted Gent whom Hollywood has not destroyed. . .

• • • IT COST Charles Ruggles exactly 35 smackers to
get to work on time the other day at the M-G-M lot for
"Murder In the Private Car" on the way to the stude the
chauf discovered a nail in a tire Charlie told him to keep
going, as he was late the tire went blooey but they
kept driving the tire was mangled but Charlie was
on time this, girls and boys, is today's lesson be
punctual even if it costs you your own dough

• • • ON THE eve of July 8 James Cagney will
broadcast greetings to the U. S. Fleet stationed at Norfolk, Va.

on a coast-to-coast network in conjunction with
Warners' world premiere of "Here Comes the Navy" at
Loew's State theater in that city Harry Rathner, New
York representative for several m. p. distributing agencies ...

has leased offices on the 21st floor of the RKO building in

Rockefeller Center

• • • CONSIDER THE luck that seems to attend indi-

viduals connected with Du World productions Joe
Berne (unknown practically), directed a pix called "Dawn to
Dawn" Berne was signed as a director for Universal

the star of the pix was placed under contract by Radio
in "Girl In the Case" featuring Jimmy Savo Jimmy

was grabbed up by Hecht-MacArthur for a 5 -year contract
involving over a million after kicking around Hollywood
unwanted for yars and Dr. Eugene Frenke, hubby of Anna
Sten who directed it was signed up by Universal
now the director of "Tell Tale Heart" has been able to form his

own company with releases through Fox and Norman Dry-
den, the star of this Poe classic, who was persuaded into acting
by the director against his will is being sought by a cou-
ple of the majors a natural "find" so it looks
as if "Du World Luck" is more than a mere phrase

O • • OVER IN England a gent named Sidney
Bernstein has a swell string of de luxe theaters he is

very progressive so he grabbed our Critics' Questionnaire
plan and adapted it to his own purposes he got up a
series of questions for his patrons to say frankly just
what they thot about films and film stars so that Mister
Bernstein can arrange his programs to give 'em what they
want he has about 250,000 weekly attendance in his

houses we will give you some of the FRANK opinions of

his patrons later boy, they're HOT

« « « » » »

TIMELY TOPICS
Urges "Hollywood Theater"
For Try-outs of Plays

^/TTH English and German
film competition getting

more important every day, it

is obvious that the one great
chink in Hollywood's armor is

its lack of a theater. I am
glad to see that steps are being
taken to remedy this lack; that

studio-sponsored little theaters

are being formed; that stock

companies introducing and
pioneering new plays are in the

offing. With this matter cared

for, there is no reason why Hol-

lywood's film position should

not remain impregnable. I

should explain my use of the

term theater. By it I mean a

developed stage industry, where-
in new plays are constantly be-

ing tried out; new players

given their first trial of fire

before an audience. British

film studios have the great ad-

vantage of the very fine the-

ater of London. Hollywood is

remote from its principal the-

ater, New York, by 3,000 miles.

Up until the new turn of events

Hollywood had only occasional

shows. To get the different

tang of the theater; to restore

to players the definite inspira-

tion which comes from work-
ing before an audience, it was
necessary to go to New York.

By no means do I wish to give

the impression that such contact

is needed because the film and
stage arts are so closely re-

lated. This is not true. They
are vastly different in technique,

but they are fifth cousins to

a degree that inspiration, lift,

can always be gained by de-
votees of the one, through con-
tact with the other.

—Herbert Marshall.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Of the 1,479 films imported in Aus-
tralia last year 66.3 per cent came from
the U. S. and 25 7 per cent from
England.



Features Reviewed in Film Daily, Dec. 1 to June 23
Title Reviewed
Above The Clouds-COL. 12-19-33

Adieu Les Beaux Jours-XX
4-24-34

Advice To The Lovelorn-
UA 12-14-33

Affairs of A Gentleman-U
6-23-34

Affairs of Cellini-UA 5-5-34

Alice in Wonderland-PAR
12-11-33

All Men Are Enemies-F .
.4-26-34

All of Me-PAR 2-3-34

Along Came Sally-GB .
.6-16-34

Alraune-XX 5-7-34

Are We Civilized-RAS . .6-14-34

Ariane-BLU 3-8-34

As Husbands Go-F 1-27-34

As the Earth Turns-WA .
2-15-34

A Woman's Man-MOP .
1-19-34

Back Page-GEN 6-13-34

Badge of Honor-MAY .. 5-19-34

Bedside-FN 3-6-34

Beggars in Ermine-MOP. 2-14-34

Beloved-U 1-27-34

Beyond Bengal-SHO .. 4 25-34

Big Race-SHO 2-14-34

Big Shakedown-FN 2-9-34

Big Time or Bust-TOW. 1-10-34

Black Cat-U 5-19-34

Black Shirts-XX 4-12-34

Blue Light-BOA 5-8-34

Blue Steel-MOP 5-5-34

Bolero-PAR 2-17-34

Bombay Mail-U 1-6-34

Born to be Bad-UA 6-1-34

Bottoms Up-F 3-23-34

Broken Shoes-AM 3-31-34

Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back
UA. .5-4-34

By Candlelight-U 1-6-34

Carolina-F 2-3-34

Catherine the Great-U A. .2-2-34

Chance at Heaven-RKO . 12-23-33

Channel Crossing-GB .. .5-24-34

Cat and the Fiddle-MGM .2-14-34

Change of Heart-F 5-11-34

Charming Deceiver-MAJ . 12-9-33

Cheaters LIB 5-11-34

Chief, The-MGM 12-2-33

Circus Clown-WA 6-13-34

City Limits-MOP 3-28-34

Come on Marines-PAR. . 3-24-34

Coming Out Party-F 3-17-34

constant Nymph-F .. .4-7-34

Convention City-FN 12-14-33

Countess of Monte Cristo

U. 3-31-34

Crainquebille-TAP .. ..3-28-34

Crime Doctor-RKO 3-14-34

Criminal At Large-HEL. 12-20-33

Crosby Case-U 3-23-34

Cross Country Cruise-U . 1-10-34

Crown of Thorns-X X .. 3-30-34

Curtain at Eight-MAJ 2-1-34

Dancing Lady-MGM 12-2-33

Dark Hazard-FN 2-23-34

Death Takes a Holiday-PAR.
2-23-34

Der Gluecksylinder-XX .. 3-13-34

Der Felderrnhuegel-BA ..4-24-34

Der Frechdachs-UFA 1-9 34

Der Meistrerdetektiv-BAV 2-14 34

Der Stern von Va'.encia-UFA
4-24-34

Der Traumende Mund-XX 2-6-34

Devil Tiger-F 2-8-34

Die Blonde Christl-BAV. 2-28-34

Die Galavorstellung—XX
12-11-33

Die Mutter Der Kompagnie
XX. 3-13-34

Die Schoenen Tage in

Aranjuez-XX 6-23-34

Die Verkaufte Braute-XX .
5-2-34

Dr. Monica-WA 6-22-34

Dream of My People-PA 2-28-34

Dos Mujeres y un Don Juan
KIN. .6-5-34

Double Dmr-PAR 5-5-34

Drums O'Voodoo-INT ..5-12-34

East of First Avenue—COL
1 1-28-33

Easy to Love-WA 1-13-34

Kight Oirls in a Boat-PAR
1-13-34

Ein Gewisser Herr Gran-XX.
2-24-34

Eines Prinzen Junee Liebe
XX 3-28-34

Ein Toller Einfall-UFA .5-22-34

El Prisionero 13 CIN ... 3-30-34

End of the World-AU .4-17-34
Enemies of Progress-XX . 1-1 6-34

En ighten Thy Daughter-
EXP 12-27-33

E« Wird Schon Wieder
Besser-UFA 1-24-34

Ever Since Eve F 3-27-34
Fantomas-DU 3-13-34

Fashions of 1934-FN 1-9-34
Fiddhn' Buckaroo-U ... 12-20-33
Fighting Code-COL ....1-10-34
Fighting Rangers-COL . .4-12-34

ALD—Allied Picture!
AM—Amkino
AST—Astor Pictures
AU— Capt. Harold Auten
AUS—Harold Austin
BAV—Bavaria Film A-G
BLU—Blue Ribbon Photoplays
BO—John W. Boyle
BOA— Gil Boag (Mayfair Asso-

ciates)

BON—Al Bondy
BRO—Broadway-Hollywood
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CHA—Chadwick
CHE—Chesterheld
CIN — Cinexport Distributing

Corp.
COL—Columbia
DU—DuWorld
EXP—Exploitation Pictures
F— Fox
FD— First Division
FR—Freuler Film Associates
FN— First National
FX—The Film Exchange
GB—Gaumont-British
GFF—General Foreign Films

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
GEN— General Films
GRB—Arthur Greenblatt
GOP—Goldsmith Productions
HEL— Helber Picture;.

IDE— Ideal
I M P— Imperial Dist
INT—International Stageplay

Pictures
INV— Invincible Pictures

I A FA—Jafa

JE—Jewel Productions
JEW—Jewish Talking Pictures
KIN—Kinematrade
KRE—Sherman S. Krellberg
LIB—Liberty Pictures
LIN—Lincoln Productions
MAF—Mayflower
MAJ— Majestic Pictures
MAR—Marcy
MAS—Mascot Pictures
MAY— Mayfair Picture*
MEN—Mentone Productions
MOM— Metro-Goldwyn Mayei
MOD—Modern Films
MOP—Monogram Pictures
PA—Palestine-American Film Co.

PA R—Paramount
PIN—Pinnacle
PR1— Principal Dist. Corp
PRO— Progressive Pictures
PRX— Protex Dist. Corp
RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Distributing
RIC—Edward T. Ricci
KKO-RKO-Radio Pictures
ROY—Fanchon Royer
SCA— Scandinavian Pictures
SCO—Lester F. Scott
SHO—Showmen's Pictures
STE—William Steiner
SYN—Syndicate Exchange
TAP—John S. Tapernoux
THO—Fred Thomson
TOW—Tower Prori*

TRU—True Life Photoplays
U— Universal
UA—United Artistt

UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros
WEL—Carveth Wells
WIN—Windsor Pictures
WOK—Worldkino
XX—No distributor set

Title Reviewed
Film Parade-GEN 12-20-33
Finishing School-RKO .. .4-6-34

Flaming Gold-RKO 1-18 34
Flying Down To Rio-RKO

12-20-33

Fog-COL 1-6-34

Fog Over Frisco-FN 6-7-34

4 Frightened People-PAR 1-27-34

Fraoulein-Falsch Verbuden-
XX.. 1-16-34

Friday the 13th-GB 5-15-34

Frontier Marshal-F 1-31-34

Fugitive Lovers-MGM ... 1-3-34

Fury of the Jungle-COL.2-8 34

Gallant Lady-UA 12-7-33

Gamb.mg Lady-WA 3-7-34

Gehetzte Menschen-XX .. .6-5-34

Geld Regiert Die Welt-XX
5-15-34

George White's Scandals
F. .3-17-34

Girl Without a Room-PAR
12-7-33

Glamour-U 5-12-34

Going Hollywood-MGM. 12-22-33

Goodbye Love—RKU 3-13 34

Good Dame-PAR 3-17-34

Gow-FX 12-2-33

Great Flirtation-PA R 6-23-34

Guilty Parents-SYN 4-6-34

Gun Justice-U 2-14-34

Half A-Sinner-U 6-23-34

Handy Andy F 6-1-34

Harold Teen-WA 3-7-34

Heart Song-F 6 6-34

Heat Lightning-WA 3-7-34

He-AST 12-28-33

He Couldn't Tako It—MOP
12-13-33

Heideschulmeister Uwe
Karsten-UFA 4-17-34

Her Secret-IDE 12-19-33

Here Comes the Groom-PAR
6-16-34

Hell and High Water-PAR
12-16-33

Hell Bent for Love-COL. 6-13-34

He Was Her Man-WA . .5-18-34

Hi. Nellie-WA 2-1-34

Hips, Hips, Hooray-RKO
1-24-34

Hired Wife-PIN 2-1-34

His Double Life-PAR. 12-16-33
Hitler's Reign of Terror-JE

4-27-34
Hold That Girl-F 3-24-34

Hold the Press-COL... 12-1-33
Hollywood. Ciudad de En-
sueno-U 4-10-34

Hollywood Hoodlum-REG
6-21-34

Hollywood Party-MGM.. 5-25-34

Hoopla-F 12-2-33
House of Rothschild-U A 3-8-34

House on 56th Street-WA
12-2-33

I Am Suzanne-F 1-19-34
I Believe in You-F 4-10-34
If I Were Free-RKO 12-8-33
I Like it That Way-U .. 4-1 7-34

I'll Tell the World-U ... 4-21-34

I've Got Your Number-WA
2-3-34

Inge Und die Millionen-
UFA. .4-17-34

In Wien Hab Ich Einmal Ein
Maedel Oe'icbt-XX . . .5-29 34

In Love With Life-INV. 5-12-34
In the Money-INV 1-6-34
It Happened One Night-COL.

2-23-34
It's a Boy-GB 6-8-34

Title Rcvie:vrd
I Was a Spy-F 1-13-34

Iza Neni-XX 6-5-34

Ja Treu 1st Dei Soldatenliebe
XX.. 5-2-34

Jimmy And Sally-F 12-16-33

Jimmy the Gent-WA. .. .3-26-34

Journal of a Crime-FN . .2-24-34

Juarez Y Maximiliano-
XX.. 5-7-34

Just Smith-GB 4-24-34

Kara Salkten-XX 5-15-34

Keep 'Lm Rolling-RKO . .3-l-i4

Key, The-WA 5-31-34

King For a Night-U 12-9-33

King ot Wild Horses
COL. .3-21-34

Lady Killer-WA 12-28-33
La Ciudad de Carton-F.2-^>Jj4
La Cruz Y La Espada-F 2-6-34

La Fusee-TAP 3-15-34

La Maternelle-TAP 4-25-34

L'ange Gardien-TAP 4-20-34

La Sombre de Pancho
Villa-MOD 4-10 34

La Sombra de Pancho Villa

COL. .1-9-34

Last Round Up-PAR 5-11-34

La Sangre Manda-XX ... 5-16-34

Last Trail-F 12-1-33

Last Gentleman-UA ....4-28-34

La Frochard et les Deux
Orphelines-X X 2-8-34

Laughing Boy-MGM 5-12-34

Lazy Kiver-MGM 4-3-34

Le Noche del Pecado-COL
12-29-33

Le Serment-PRX 3-15-34

Let's Be Ritzy-U 5-18-34

Let's Fall in Love-COL. 1-20-34

Let's Talk it Over-U 6-16-34

Let's Try Again—RKO .6-22-34

Life of Vergie Wlnters-RKO
6-13-34

Line-Up, The-COL 4-17-34

Little Man, What Now?
U. .6-1-34

Little Miss Marker-PAR. 5-19-34

Live and Laugh-JEW 12-8-33

Lone Cowboy-PAR 1-27-34

Looking for Trouble-UA .2-21-34

L'Opera De Quat Sous-WA
12-11-33

Lost Jungle-MAS 5-9-34

Loud Speaker-MOP 5-8-34

Lost Patrol-RKO 2-9-34

Lo Tu Y Ella-F 12-11-33

Love Birds-U 5-4-34

Love Captive U 6-7-34

Love Past Thirty-FR 2-14-34

Luegen Auf Ruegen-XX .
1-5-34

Luckv Texan-MOP 1-6-34

Madame Spv-F 2-10-34

Man from Utah-MOP. . .5-23-34

Man of Two Worlds-RKO
1-13-34

Man Trailer-COL 5-23-34

Mandalay-FN 2-15-34

Manhattan Melodrama-MGM
5-2-34

Manhattan Love Song-
MOP. .4-17-34

Man's Castle-COL ....12-28-33
Many Happy Returns-PAR

6-9-34

Marriage on Approval-FR
12-27-33

Marrying Widows TOW . 5-18-34
Massacre-FN 1-18-34

Meanest Gal in Town-RKO.
2-17-34

Mclodia Prohibida-XX ... 3-28-34

Melody in Spring-PAR. 3-31-34

Title R, -jicwd
Men in White-MGM ..3-28-34
Merry Wives of Reno-WA 6-9-34
Midnight-U 3-7-34
Mirages de Paris-AU .. 12-29-33
Miss Fane's Baby is

Stolen-PAR 1-20-34
Modern Hero, A-WA ... .4-3-34
Money Means Nothing-

MOP.. 5-15-34
Monte Carlo Nights-MOP

4-26-34
Moth, The-MAR ..3-9-34
Moulin Rouge-UA 1-10-34
Mother, 1905-AM 6-2-34
Mr. Skitch-F 12-23-33
Murder on the Blackboard

RKO. .6-5-34
Murder on the Blackboard-

RKO. .6-23-34

Murder at the Vanities-
PAR.. 5-18-34

Murder in Trinidad-F ...5-16-34
Myrt and Marge-U 1-16-34
Mystery Liner-MOP .. 2-28-34
Mystery of Mr. X-MGM .2-24-34
Mystery Ranch-STE 5-26-34

My Weakness-F 9-22-33
Nana-UA 2-2-34
Ninth Guest, The-COL ..3-3-34
No Funny Business-PRl . 3-10-34
No Greater Glory-COL. .3-14-34
Mo More Women-PAR .3-3-34

Now I'll TeU-F 5-26-34

Oded the Wanderer-PA. .5-22-34

Ulsen's Big Moment-F ... 1-9-34

One Is Guilty-COL 5-3-34

Once to Every Woman
COL .3-24-34

Orders Is Orders 5-4-34

Operator 13-MGM 6-2-34

Orient Express-F 2-28-34
Palooka-UA 2-1-34

Parada Rezerwistow-CAP. 5-2-34

Pecados de Amor-XX 4-25-34

Pettersson & Bendel-SC A .2-24-34
Picture Brides-FD 4-24-34

Poor Rich, The-U 4-5-34

Prince of Wales-GB 4-24-34

Private Scandal-PAR 6-15-34
Public Stenographer
Prokurator-XX 5-29-34

MAR. .1-10-34

Queen Christina-MGM .. 12-28-33
Quick, Koenig Der Klowns-
UFA 12-11-33

Quitter, The-CHE 3-14-;*
Rabbi's Power-XX 6-2-34
Racketeer Round-up-THO

6-16-34

Rafter Romance-RKO 1-9-34

Rainbow Over Broadway-
CHE 12-27-33

Randy Rides Alone-MOP. 6-14-34

Rawhide Mail-MAR 6-5-34
Registered Nurse-FN ...6-1-34
Riding Thru-STE 2-24-34
Riptide-MGM 3-31-34
Road to Ruir-TRU 2-21-34
Roman Einer Nacht-XX . . b-23-34
Roman Scandals-UA. ... 12-14-33
Romance in Budapest-XX 5-11-34
S. A. Mann Brand-BAV . 5-29-34

Sadie McKee-MGM 5-12-34

Sagebrush Trail-MOP ..12-8-33
Sagebrush Trail-MOP. . 12-27-33
Sagrario-XX 1-24-34
Saisnn in Kairo-UF A . 12-29-33
Search for Beauty-PAR 2-10-34
Secret Sinners-MAY 12-13-33
Sensation Hunters-MOP .. 1-3-34

Shadows of Sing Sing-COL.
2-14-34

T'tle Rcvie?vcii
She Made Her Bed-PAR. 4-27-34
Should Ladies Behave?-MGM

12-6-33
Show-Off-MGM 3-1/-J1
Simple Tailor. The-AM . .2-24-34
Sin of Nora Moran-MAJ

12-14-33
Sing and Like It-RKO . .4-14-34
Sisters Under the Skin-COL.

6-8-34
Six of a King-PAR 1-24-34
Sixteen Fathoms Deep-

MOP 1-19-34
Sleepers East-F 4-24-34
Smarty-WA 4-12-34
Smoky-F 12-23-33
Son of a Sailor-FN 12-1-33
Son of Kong-RKO 12-30-33
Sons of the Desert-MGM . 1-6-34
Sorrell and Son-UA 5-29-34
Speed Wings-COL 3-27-34
Spitfire-RKO 2-23-34
Stand Up and Cheer-F. .4-20-34
Stingaree-RKO 5-12-34
Straightaway-COL 1-16 34
Strawberry Roan-U ...12-6-33
Strich Durch Die Rechnung-

UFA .3 6-34
Such Women Are Danger-
ous-F 6 9-34

Success at Any Price-RKO
5-3-34

Su Ultima Cancion-CIN . 3-30-34
Sweden, Land of the Vikings

BO. .1-6-34
Szpieg-MAJ 3-6-34
Tannenberg-XX 4 6-34
Tante Gusti Kommandiert-

XX.. 5-7-34
Tarzan and His Mate-

MGM. .4-16-34
Tausend Fuer Eine Nacht-
XX 2-14-34

Tell-Tale Heart-DU 6-21-34
lexas Tornado-FD ....2-28-54
These Thirty Years-

BON. 5-24-M
Thin Man, The-MGM 5-23-34
Thirty Day Princess-PAR 5-12-34
This Man is Mine-RKO . . .3-8-Jt
This Side of Heaven-MGM

1-31-34
Throne of the Gods-IMP

12-22-33
Thundering Herd-PAR. . 3-31-34
Tiburon-XX 4-20-34
Tod Uber Shanghai-MO. 12-19-33
Tracy Rides-STE 5-5-34

Trail Drive-U 1-3-34

Three on a Honeymoon-F
5-7-34

Tienck-XX 4-10-34

Trumpet Blows-PAR ...4-14-34

Twentieth Century-COL. .5-4-34

Twin Husbands-INV ...5-9-34

Two Alone—RKO 4-7-34

20 Mil. ion Sweethearts-FN
4 5-34

Uncertain Lady-U .... 4-20-34

Under Secret Orders-PRO
12-6-33

Unknown Blonde-MAJ . .4-19-34
Unknown Soldier Speaks

LIN.. 5-26-34

Upper World-WA 5-25-34

Very Honorable Guy, A-
FN. .5-18-34

Viva Villa!-MGM 4-12-34

Volga. Volga-KIN ...12-19-33
Voice in the Night-COL. 4-24-34

War's End-XX 5-18-34
We're Not Dressing-PAR. 4-26-34

West of the Divide—MOP
1-13-34

Wharf Angel-PAR ...4-21-34
What's Your Racket?-MAY

3 6-.ni

Wheels of Destiny-U 3-28-34
Where Sinners Meet-

RKO.. 4-19-34
Whir'pool-COL 5-5-34

White Heat-PIN 6-15-34

Wie Man Maenner Fesselt
XX.. 5-22-34

Wie Sag Ich's Meinnem
Mann?-XX 1-24-34

Wild Cargo-RKO 3-24-34
Woman in Command-GB . 5-29-34
Wine. Women and Song-
CHA 12-16-33

Witching Hour PAR ..4-28-34
Woman Condemned-

MAR.. 4-20-34
Woman Unafraid-GOP .

3-27-34
Women in His Life-MGM

12-9-33
Wonder Bar-FN 2-17-34
World in Rcvolt-MEN ... 6-9-34

You Can't Buy Everything
MG-M. 2-1-34

You Made Me Love You
MAJ.. 5-31-34

You're Telling Me-PAR
4-7-34



A THUNDERING DRAMA OF TODAY
Begins Its MarchtoNewBox OfficeRecords!
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SENSATION AFTER SENSATION! THRILL FOLLOWS
THRILL! SPECTACLE PILED UPON SPECTACLE!
IT UNMASKS THIS WORLD we live in . . . lifts the curtain upon
the Past . . . evokes from the Centuries the great characters

who have made their impress upon

ss=
tfSSSS:i

'rAQ Humanity . . . and demands an answer
KjAj. V^N to the question "AREWE CIVILIZED?"

RASPIN PRODUCTIONS,
dim

127® SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK
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Mrs. Belmont Quits M. P. Council; Plan Trade Probe

iki.p.t.oXmaps new moves againstJal bills

More Time Taken to Reshape Bid for Fox Met. Houses

Film Rating
. . by the purity standard

By DON CARLE GILLETTE —
AS a result of the current crusades for

*» cleaner films, the industry is about to

be handed a new headache in the form of

"approved film lists" put out by various

bodies and individuals, both local and na-

tional.

From advance information, it appears
that these listers will recognize only two
l-inds of films, i. e., decent and indecent.

Approval or disapproval will be rendered

accordingly.

Entertainment qualities won't mean a

thing under the new order.

Either a picture is simon pure or it gets

the thumb pointing downward.

t
/^UIDED by the theory that every film

^^ is meant for everybody, young and old,

no dispensation is likely to be granted to

productions that are perfectly all right for

adult audiences though possibly not for

young minds.

This is the industry's own fault.

As for the public's reaction to these ap-

proved lists, there is a destructive angle

in the fact that pictures "approved" by

purist organizations are twenty times more
likely to be shunned than patronized, and

this will hurt a lot of worthy pictures that

would draw the crowds if the purist stigma

of approval were not upon them.

So exhibitors will have to think up some-
thing to meet the occasion.

And since no intelligent person likes to

have somebody else dictate what he should

see or not see, the exhibitor can count on

a large following.

INCIDENTALLY, thlre are probably few

things that did more to bring on the

cleanup crusade than those nudist, nar-

cotic and sex hygiene films that have flood-

ed the country the past season.

Most of them ran into censor or police

trouble almost everywhere, thereby creat-

ing a stink that caused aloof bluenoses to

think these shoestring exploitation pictures

were representative of the whole industry.

A concerted aim to wipe out these at-

tractions, which use the pretext of educa-
tion to cater to pornographic and morbid
curiosity, will do a lot to avert future cru-

sades against unoffending films.

Hearing on Reorganization
Plan is Put Off Until

Next Tuesday
At the request of the noteholders'

committee, hearing on the Fox Met-
ropolitan Playhouses reorganization
plan was deferred from yesterday
until Tuesday at 10:30 a. m. on or-

der of Judge Mack in the U. S. Dis-

trict Court. Object of the move, it

was stated by Morton G. Bogue,
counsel for the committee, is to per-

mit more time for reshaping of the

Loew-Warner joint bid for the cir-

cuit.

Counsel for Randforce objected
(.Continued on Page 7)

100 HOUSES ENROLLED

BY SOUTHEAST ASS'N

Atlanta— More than a hundred
theaters in Georgia, Florida, East
Tennessee and North Alabama have
already been enrolled by the G. F.

T. A. Independent Theaters' Ass'n
(Continued on Page 8)

District Court to Name
New Paramount Trustee

The U. S. District Court will name
a successor to Charles E. Richard-

son, who retires as a temporary
trustee for Paramount next month.
Under the new bankruptcy act the

(Continued on Page 7)

Circuits Bid for Monogram
For the first time in the history of

Monogram, bids are being made by
major circuits for the company's en-
tire season program, Eddie Golden
stated yesterday. Two circuits have
already entered into negotiations with
Monogram for the line-up of 20 fea-
tures.

"Circuit bids are to be expected,"
said Golden, as our schedule includes
such pictures as 'Keeper of the Bees,'
'Girl of the Limberlost' and 'The Heal-
er,' while Robert Armstrong and Lionel
Atwill are the first in a list of stars
who wil appear in our productions."

HAL ROACH WILL MAKE

4 FEATURES IN '34-35

In addition to 32 shorts, Hal
Roach will produce four comedy fea-
tures for M-G-M release next sea-
son, he stated yesterday in New
York. Two will star Laurel and
Hardy and the other two will have
all-star casts with players from
other studios as well as the M-G-M
roster. First feature, "When

(Continued on Page 8)

Expect 200 to Attend
Wisconsin Allied Meet

Milwaukee—About 200 exhibitors
and their families are expected to

attend the statewide convention and
outing of independent exhibitors be-
ing held by Allied Independent The-

(Continued on Page 7)

Presidency of M. P. Council
Is Vacated by Mrs. Belmont

Warner Paying Sound Charges

Under the royalty suit settlement be-

tween Warners and Electrical Research

Products, the former party continues to

pay service charges for its theaters and
royalty charges in connection with re-

cording on its own pictures. No more
joint statements shedding further light

on the details of the settlement now
seem likely.

Resignation of Mrs. August Bel-
mont as president of the Motion Pic-

ture Research Council was an-
nounced yesterday, with explanation
that the action was due to her
health and the increased responsibil-

ities of the post as a result of the
current film crusades. The matter
of a successor will be taken up by

(Continued on Page 8)

National Exhibitor Body
Urges Local Drives

Against Duals
Unable to obtain complete cooper-

ation from major distributors in

curbing double features, which some
companies claim are "an exhibitor
problem" and cannot be handled by
a national sales policy, the M. P.
T. O. A. is launching a localized at-

tack on the practice. It is recom-
mended that each local exhibitor
unit take up the fight in its own
territory, "go after the branch man-
agers in an organized effort to have
ihem prohibit by contract agree-

(Continued on Page 7)

CONSOL FILM BUYS

$1,800,000 RKO NOTES

Consolidated Film Industries has
purchased for $1,800,000 the RKO de-
bentures held by the Chemical Bank
and the Commercial Investment
Trust Co., The Film Daily learns.

The deal was made last week with
H. J. Yates handling the arrange-
ments for Consolidated. The deben-

( Continued on Page 8)

Five Stage Productions
On New Columbia Lineup
Five Broadway plays have al-

ready been scheduled by Columbia
for its 1934-35 program. They in-

clude "That's Gratitude", by Frank
Craven; "Eight Bells", by G. Mand-
ley; "$25 an Hour", by Gladys lin-

ger and Leyla Georgie; "Sure Fire,"

by Ralph Murphy, and "Spring
3100", by Argyll Campbell.

Spurt in Equipment Sales

Detroit—An increase of 20 per cent
in equipment sales the past month as

compared with the best previous month
this year is reported by George Mc-
Arthur of McArthur Theater Equip-
ment Co.

mmm
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Scat 4'/2 4'/2 4Vi + l/4

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 14Vi H'/i 14'/2 + Vi

East. Kodak 99>/2 98 99

East. Kodak pfd. 147 147 147 +2
Fox Fm. "A" 14l/4 14l/g 14'/g -f 3/8

Loews, Inc 30% 295/„ 295/8

Paramount ctfs 33/8 2}4 3'/4 — '/a

Pafhc Exeh 2'/4 2y4 2'/4

do 'A" 22 2H/4 21 V*

RKO ZVi 2'/2 2>/2 + Vi

Warner Bros 5?/g 5% 5% + Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Technicolor 13% 13% 13%— Vs

Trans-Lux 1 Vi 1 Vi 1 Vi

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 . 8% 8% 8% + }

Gen. Th. Eq.6s40 ctfs. 8' 2 8% 8%+ %
Koith A-0 6s46 .69 69 69

Locw 6s 41ww 101 34. 101 V2 '0 ,3 4 + Vi

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 53'/4 53'/4 53% + Vi

Par. 5'/2s50 ctfs... 52% 51% 52%— 3 4

Pathc 7s37 99 98% 99 + %
Warners 6s39 .59 58% 58'/2 + 2%

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 3% 2% 3% — %

Warners Plan New Chi. House

ricago—Warner Bros, are con-

sidering plans for building a large

in ichborhood theater on the far

Smith Side, in 95th St.

STOLEN— 2 ree,s 35MM -

^^——

—

—• film. Agfa silent

stock Sea and sailing ship shots

at sea untitled. Information appre-

ciated. Telephone LAck. 4-9874.

Vanderlip Optimistic

On Para. Reorganization
Frank A. Vanderlip, chairman of

the debenture holders' committee of
Paramount-Publix Corp., on the eve
of his departure for Europe last

night, stated:
"My sailing for Europe will not in

any way delay the Paramount reor-
ganization. The bondholders' com-
mittee of which I am chairman will
in my absence continue to work in

close cooperation with the other
creditor groups and I am very hope-
ful that before my return a satis-
factory plan will have been de-
veloped that will meet the require-
ments of the new bankruptcy act.

Matters have been so arranged that
my absence will not interfere with
the confirmation of the reorganiza-
tion just as soon as certain work
now in process is completed which
will provide a basis for the formal
submission of a plan to creditors
and stockholders."

Gen. Johnson Attacks
Second Darrow Report

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — While the Darrow

board is putting the last touches on
its third code review report to Pres-
ident Roosevelt, General Johnson
has sent to the President a hot re-

ply to the second Darrow report.

Release of Johnson's statement is

expected from the White House. In

its new criticisms of NRA, the

board repeats its charges against

the film and steel codes.

Name Committee Today
On Actors and Writers
The Code Authority, at its meet-

ing this morning beginning at 10:30

o'clock, will select its appointments

to the Coast committee on actors

and writers. Division Administra-

tor Sol A. Rosenblatt has already

named his selections.

"Circus Clown" Opens at Mayfair

"The Circus Clown," First Na-
tional Picture starring Joe E. Brown,
opens with a preview tonight at the
Mavfair. Picture was reviewed in

The Film Daily June 13. The Can-
zoneri-Klick fight pictures also will

be on the bill.

Rumanian Gov't Backing Films

Bucharest — Plans are reported
under way by the Rumanian govern-
ment to establish a domestic film in-

dustry. It is intended to raise

duties on foreign pictures.

"Scrappy" on Handbags
"Scrappy," Columbia's cartoon

character, will appear on children's

leather handbags under a tieup ar-

ranged with Max Roth Leather
Goods Corp.

Amity Makes Buffalo Deal

John M. Crinnion of Amity has
closed a deal with Charles H. Tar-
box whereby the latter will handle
all Amity product through F. C.

Pictures Corp. in Buffalo.

Paramount-Capitol Pool
Indefinitely Postponed

"Indefinitely postponed" is the
way officials of the companies in-

volved described the status of the
pooling deal between the New York
Paramount and Capitol. They in-

sisted, however, that the deal is only
deferred and not "off." Reason for
the postponement is understood to

be because "It Ain't No Sin," Mae
West picture which was to go into

the Capitol as the first Paramount
picture under the arrangement, will

not be ready for release as original-
ly scheduled owing to the necessity
of retakes. The pooling deal is re-

ported planned for one year.

200 New Installations

Are Reported by ERPI
A sharp increase in Western Elec-

tric Wide Range sound installations
during recent weeks is reported by
C. W. Bunn, general sales manager
of Electrical Research Products,
who states that in a short period
lately almost 200 of these installa-

tions have been completed. This i?

a big increase over last year, says
Bunn, and reflects among other
things a better condition at the box-
office.

Salary Data All In
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Although compila-

tion of the figures obtained from the

questionnaires on the movie indus-

try salary investigation is not yet
completed, all figures are in. Woi'k
of compiling the data is being speed-
ed.

More Dates for Max Baer

Following his engagement at the

New York Paramount beginning to-

day, Max Baer, new world heavy-
weight champ, plays a week for

Warners at the Earle, Philadelphia,

and then three more weeks for Para-
mount. He goes into the Metropol-
itan, Boston; Michigan, Detroit, and
Chicago, Chicago.

Joins Castle Films in Chicago

Chicago—Fred F. Wagner, former
railroad advertising executive and
recently with the Dunham-Lesan ad-

vertising agency, has joined fhe lo-

cal office of Castle Films.

"Here Comes the Navy" for Strand

Warner's "Here Comes the Navy,"
with James Cagney and Pat O'Brien,

will have its New York opening soon

at the Strand. World premiere takes

place July 6 at Loew's State, Nor-
folk.

"Shoot the Works" Advanced

"Shoot the Works," scheduled to

open at the New York Paramount
July 20, has been advanced to July

6.
" Ben Bernie, who stars in the

picture, may appear on the stage.

Columbia Signs John Mack Brown
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — John Mack Brown

has boon placed under extended-

term contract by Columbia.

Coming and Going

HARRY CLORK, co-author of "The Milky
Way" recently signed by Universal, leaves
Sunday for the coast with Mrs Clork, the
former Mildred MacLeod.

LORENZO DEL RICCIO, technician, and
KATHERINE BRUSH, author, arrive in New
York today on the Bremen from Europe.

W. L. PARKER, Charlotte exchange manager
for Amity, accompanied by J. U. McCORMICK.
arrived in New York this week for conferences
at the home office.

JOHNNY CONSENTINO, special representa-
tive for Amity, is back in New York.

KAY FRANCIS, who arrives in Naples tomor-
row aboard the Rex, will attend the London
premiere of her new First National picture.
"British Agent."

SID DAVIDSON of the Warner home office
advertising and publicity department has been
sent by S. Charles Einfeld, department chief,

ro Norfolk to handle the advance campaign
on "Here Comes the Navy" opening July 6 at
Loew's State in that city.

SIDNEY R. KENT has returned to New Yo k

from the Coast.

JAMES R. GRAINGER left for Boston yes-
terday. He will return Sunday to New York.

RICHARD DIX will return Monday from
Southampton, L. I.

SAM DEMBOW, JR. and E V. RICHARDS arc

en route east from the coast, where they at-

tended the Paramount convention. They wi.l

stop off in Chicago on Friday.

N. Y. Musicians' Local

Now Dealing Directly

Under local autonomy granted Lo-

cal 802 by the American Federation

of Musicians, this New York local

will deal directly with theaters in

matters affecting its organization

instead of through the national

union. Local autonomy was granted

after 14 years of efforts on the part

of Edward Canavan, John Miraglia

and Louis Weissman. A new fed-

eration ruling reduces the tax on

traveling orchestras from 30 to 10

per cent.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

Without question,

The Film Daily Year

Book is the most val-

uable and compre-

hensive collection of

information on the

Motion Picture In-

dustry that is com-

piled annually.

S. A. Lynch,

Paramount Publix
Corf.

1,000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.
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said

Bell-Hop

No* 22 of

the Drake

Hotel,

Chicago-

HELL
broke loose up
there in the M*G*M
Convention Hall—

"

Later on he learned the reason. . . 250 M-G-M
representatives heard the best news of all their

years in motion picture business . . . news that

will make 1934-35 a year of historic impor-

tance ... no wonder they shouted, stamped,

cheered . . .Thousands of exhibitors are getting

the same big thrill as they study M-G-M's STAR
SPANGLED BANNER. . . more great STARS
than any previous year . . . more BIG attrac-

tions than even M-G-M has ever undertaken

before. March on with Leo and you'll always

be at the head of the parade

!
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COLUMBIA'S OPENING
The audience applauded

spontaneously and enthu-

siastically.

Motion Picture Daily

Saturday, June 23, 1934

Grace Moore's person-

ality and singing tri-

umph in a production

that is a credit to the

industry.

Motion Picture Daily

Saturday, June 23, 1934
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TRIUMPH for 1934-1935 !

eail voice has thrilled mil-

am the stage! Her sensa-

ent: divine performance in

wij; at the hearts and thrill

alvie-goers! Here is the

nscreen sensation in a

/eghter and music!

1—LYLE TALBOT
<BARRIE
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XHERTZINGER

A ARCHES- ON! -
m

he

To Columbia's hit roster,

showmen may now add

One Night of Love."

Motion Picture Daily

Saturday, June 23, 1934

>>:/

After key city notices

this star may find

herself a rage, both as

star and singer.

Motion Picture Daily

Saturday, June 23, 1934
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Boston—E. M. Loew office reports
the Royal in Olneyville, R. I., and
Capitol in Pawtucket have been
closed for the time being.

Boston—Wallace Peterson, man-
ager of the Orpheum, Somerville, is

back after an attack of pneumonia.

Osterville, Mass. — Fitzgerald &
Moore have reopened the Commun-
ity.

Indianapolis—Articles of incorpo-
ration have been filed by the Bicknell
(Ind.) Theater Corp. Incorporators
are Bruce C. Kixmiller, Alice Kix-
miller and Helen K. Wallace.

Boston — James B. Harrison, 8-

year-old son of the manager of the
Fenway theater, was one of the 16
local youngsters chosen as candi-
dates for roles in "David Copper-
field," by Billy Grady, M-G-M cast-

ing scout.

Jackson, N. H.—The Town Hall
will be reopened July 4, according
to present plans of George R. Gould.

Bretton Woods, N. H.—The Hall-
in-Pines theater has been put into

active operation by J. B. Ames.

Underhill, Vt.—The Mansfield has
been reopened by J. B. Santamore,
new owner.

St. Paul, Minn. — Manager Abe
Sunberg of the Uptown and an em-
ployee were held up in the theater
office and robbed of $600. This is

the third holdup in less than two
years.

Roxy Reorganization Move
Awaits President's Speech
Further moves to reorganize the

Roxy Theater Corp., with Samuel
L. "Roxy" Rothafel as impresario,

have been delayed pending the pub-
lication of President Roosevelt's ra-

dio speech which will be broadcast
tonight and in which it is expected
the President will voice the new
rules for the Security Exchange
Commission. Banking interests that

are prepared to finance the venture
will make no further moves in tak-

ing over the Roxy until the Presi-

dent's speech has been read and
analyzed, The Film Daily learns.

« « FEATURE and SHORT REVIEWS » »

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
Fourth of July is just around the

corner.

James Cagney and Pat O'Brien in

"HERE COMES THE NAVY"
with Gloria Stuart and Frank McHugh

i Hollywood Previewi

Warner Bros. 86 mins.

SWELL ENTERTAINMENT IN COMEDY
WITH NAVAL BACKGROUND AND
SOME ROMANCE MIXED IN WITH THE
LAUGHS.

This is an excellent audience picture.

Lloyd Bacon has fashioned a production

that will bring many laughs and a few
tears. James Cagney and Pat O'Brien give

splendid performances, while Gloria Stuart

as the sweetheart of Cagney, who is al-

ways fighting with O'Brien, is a fetching

eyeful. Cagney plays a hardboiled sailor

who joins the navy so that he can get

even with his old enemy, O'Brien, who is a

petty officer. Cagney's seagoing pal, Frank

McHugh, furnishes many of the laughs.

The naval training school at San Diego and

a portion of the Pacific coast fleet are used

as settings for the action. Story has an

authentic touch and bouquets are due Ben

Markson and Earl Baldwin, the writers.

Cast: James Cagney, Pat O'Brien, Gloria

Stuart, Dorothy Tree, Frank McHugh, Wil-

lard Robertson, Maude Eburne and Robert

Barrat.

Director, Lloyd Bacon; Author, Ben

Markson; Screen Play, Markson and Earl

Baldwin; Cameraman, Arthur Edescn ; Edi-

tor, George Amy.

Direction, Snappy. Photography, Fine

Jack Holt in

"BLACK MOON"
with Fay Wray and Dorothy Burgess

Columbia 68 mins.

RATHER WEIRD THOUGH FAIRLY

SUSPENSEFUL TROPICAL MELODRAMA
OF WHITE WOMAN ENSLAVED BY

VOODOO.

Somewhat far-fetched in idea and not

always plausible in development, this tropi-

cal yarn nevertheless has enough excite-

ment to satisfy pop audiences seeking

something out of the ordinary. Dorothy

Burgess, married to Jack Holt, feels the

call of the island where she was born and

where she is entangled in native rites call-

ing for blood sacrifices. She re-visits the

island, accompanied by her husband's sec-

retary, Fay Wray, who is in love with her

boss and who sends for him when she sees

that the wife's sympathies with the natives

are leading to trouble. Holt is unable to

discourage his wife from participating in

the native rites, and finally arrives on the

scene just in time to prevent her from

sacrificing their own baby. With Dorothy

eliminated, Holt finds new love in Fay.

Cast: Jack Holt, Fay Wray, Dorothy

Burgess, Cora Sue Collins, Arnold Korff,

Clarence Muse, Eleanor Wesselhoeft, Ma-

dame Sul-te-wan, Lawrence Criner, Lums-

den Hare.

Director, Roy William Neill; Author,

Clements Ripley; Screen Play, Wells Root;

Cameraman, Joseph August; Recording En-

gineer, Edward Bernds; Editor, Richard Ca-

hoon.

Direction, Good. Photography. Good.

FOREIGN
"IN THE LAND OF THE SOVIETS," So-

viet newsreel compilation, with English

titles. Distributed by Amkino. At the

Acme theater.

Summarizing the chief developments in

Soviet Russia during the past year, this

compilation of newsreel matter has a good
deal of interest in it. Documentary inci-

dents are coupled with human interest

items, and the collection as a whole give

quite an impressive idea of Russia.

SHORTS
"Paramount Pictorial"

(No. 3-12)

Paramount 10 mins.

Good

First of the three items in this
Pictorial is an explanation and ex-
position of makeup as performed by
a Hollywood makeup artists on film

actresses. The ladies particularly
will enjoy it, and even the men will

not be bored. Then comes a short
sequence dealing with humming
birds photographed at close range
by a naturalist. For the windup,
Harold Arlen, prominent composer,
gives a repertoire of some of his
popular numbers including "Stormy
Weather," "I Love a Parade," "I've

Got a Right to Sing the Blues" and
others.

'Hollywood on Parade"

(No. B-13)

Paramount 12 mins.

Interesting

Introduction of the new Wampas
Baby Stars occupies most of the
footage in this reel. The girls are
brought forth singly and in pairs by
a master of ceremonies and each of

them defies some established super-
stition, such as breaking a mirror,
letting a black cat walk by, etc. A
comedy sequence by Olsen and John-
son as they arrive on the coast by
plane, a few glimpses of Baby Le-
Roy with a monk, a view of Marie
Dressier and her recent birthday
cake, and Buster Crabbe riding a

longhorn steer are among other clips

in the short.

C. A. to Supervise Blue Eagles

The NRA administration in Wash-
ington has authorized the Code Au-
thority to assume supervision of

Blue Eagles insignias. The Author-
ity now has the right to rescind

them in event of violations. Persons
and companies which have assented

to the code and have paid their as-

sessment are entitled to Blue Eagles.

Alfred Savoir Dead

Paris—Alfred Savoir, playwright,

died here Tuesday at the age of 51.

He wrote Maurice Chevalier's "Love
Me Tonight" and other works that

found their way to the screen.

CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and

Zoning and Clearance Boards

WILBY-KINCEY SUSTAINED
Appeal of the Strand. Anderson, S. C,

operated by Wilby & Kincey, from a Char-
lotte grievance board decision authorizing its

competition, the Criterion, operated by I.. C
S!pe, to reduce its admission prices contrary
to its film contract provisions, was sustained
by the Code Authority in an opinion an
nounced yesterday. In the opinion it vva^
pointed out that the Strand, if it so desires,
may bring a complaint again before the local

grievance board under Article Six, Part 2.

Section 4 of the code.

RULED UNFAIR COMPETITION
Boston—By unanimous decision of the local

grievance board, Orange Amusement Co.,
operating the Orange Theater in Orange, ha.
been ordered to stop distributing through the
territory where it is in competition with the
York Theater, operated by Garbose Brothers,
programs, heralds, and tnrow-aways showing
the current attractions at the Orange and
containing a list of "coming attractions" in

advance or during their showing at the prior-

run York Theater. The practice was declared
to be an act of unfair competition. Keniibth
H. Forkey represented the respondent and
Abe Garbose the complainant.

Security Registration

Asked by Major Prods.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Application has

been filed with the Federal Trade
Commission by Major Film Produc-
tions, Inc., Los Angeles, to issue

$300,000 in 6% preferred stock to

provide working capital for the com-
pany, incorporated last month in

Delaware. Stock will be sold to the

underwriter, Blanchet & Co., New
York, at $85 per $100 par value

share. Officers include Fred Church,

San Fernando, Cal., president; Sam
I. Saunlers, Los Angeles, vice-presi-

dent, and William D. De Long, Los
Angeles, secretary-treasurer.

4,000 Kids Turn Out

Birmingham — More than 4,000

kids stormed the Alabama for the

first anniversary of the local Mickey
Mouse Club. About 400 had to be
taken care of at the Ritz. George
Nealans, assistant manager, who
has charge of the kid programs, said

records of the past year showed that

the number of kids attending the

theater had increased an average of

826 a week.

Lois Wilson

Fred W. Futter

Polly Moran

Louis King
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MORE TIME TAKEN

ON FOX MET. DEAL

(Continued from Papc 1)

to a postponement until Tuesday de-

claring that delays are causing losses

to the Fox Metropolitan houses

which his clients operate. He asked
that losses accrued from June 20 be

charged against the receiver's es-

tate. Isadore Frey, attorney repre-

senting Loew's, approved the move
for postponement.

Expect 200 to Attend
Wisconsin Allied Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

ater Owners of Wisconsin today and
tomorrow at Lake Geneva. F. J.

MacWilliams, president of the unit,

is in charge, with the assistance of

James Boden, Jack Yeo and William
Silcock. Highlight topics of the con-

vention will be the "Crusade for

Clean Films," "Percentage and Pre-
ferred Playing Time," "Unreason-
able and Unwarrantable Clearance
and Zoning" and "Unfair Trade
Practices."

President Sidney E. Samuelson of

the national association will be
guest speaker. Talks also will be
made by representatives on insur-

ance, unemployment insurance, light

bills, and other topics.

Detroit Notes
Detroit — Jacob Schreiber is re-

modeling the Forest, recently ac-

quired from Jesse Sellers, for an
early summer opening.
Wilding Picture Productions, com-

mercial studio, has leased additional

space.
A bandit took James M. Leasie,

owner of the Castle, East Side

house, for $200.
The Virginia, West Side house

formerly run by Woodward Theater
Co., is the sixth local theater to be
converted into a beer garden.
Harry Lish, owner of the Penni-

man-Allen in Plymouth, is in Harper
Hospital here.
Frank Krueger is now manager

of the Punch & Judy, Gross Pointe

house, succeeding his brother, Karl,

who is managing director of Pub-
lix's Fisher.

Jack Moss has closed the Weldon
Pictures office which has handled
"Damaged Lives."

FACTS
r ST

ABOUT ^5?FaA

FILMS

Argentine film imports last year were
16 per cent higher than the year b:-
fore.

JXWDAILY

• • • THERE WILL be a Luncheon Forum on Friday at

the M. P. Club with Max Baer as the guest of honor
Benny Rubin and Jimmy McHugh will furnish the entertain-
ment outside of whatever clowning Max may decide to
do which will probably be considerable the guy con-
siders hisself an actor well here's his chance to

prove it in front of a hardboiled showman audience

• • • THE BUSIEST stooge in Hollywood is work-
ing for Philip Moeller, the New York Theater Guild director

signed by Radio to direct Irene Dunne in "The Age of
Innocence" it seems that this stooge is an absolute neces-
sity for Philip for the director is one of these intense,
nervous individuals who is jumping up and down constantly
while directing he is a dynamo of energy so the
stooge is kept in a perspiration madly chasing his boss with
a chair a studio mathematician has figured out that the
stooge, the director and the chair travel 21% miles every day.

• • • A GRACIOUS host was Richard Barthelmess
at his cocktail party given in the Twenty-One Club yester-
day to his press pals and a list of celebs the party
was by way of celebrating his latest pix for First Nash
"Midnight Alibi" and also his sixteenth year as a star

Dick holds the long-distance record for being the con-
stantly active star in Hollywood consistently making pix
in a steady stream he has made over 50 starring features

the charm that he exhibited to his party guests was the
best explanation to them of his Perennial Popularity he
wears well

T T T

• • • GLAD TIDINGS have been brot from Hollywood
by Harry Blair concerning the one and only Baby Star
the AMPA ever selected remember gorgeous Olive Shea

picked at the Hollywood Naked Truth Dinner several
years ago as the most beau-ti-ful non-professional in New York

that gave her a break with Pathe Comedies then
she was in electric lights in an animated cigarette sign over
B'way for months now she is known as Gloria Shea
playing featured roles in Hollywood she has a swell part
in RKO Radio's "We're Rich Again" and the advance dope
says she has done a great part as the ingenue comedienne
looks as if those AMPA pressageys can pick 'em as well as
ballyhoo 'em

T T T
• • • A DANCE contest held in 11 European cities by
Metro with the finals held at the Hotel Carlton in Amster-
dam gave the first place to Miss Lise Pehrson and Mister
Niels Boel-Rasmussen of Denmark the prize awarded
them is a trip to Hollywood as Joan Crawford's guests
the pair will arrive in New York June 29 and will be en-

tertained clear across the country till they reach Hollywood

• « • AT LAST the Criterion will house another $2 two-
a-day pix .with the opening tonite of Fox's "The World
Moves On" directed by John Ford from an original

by Reginald Berkeley the gent who so brilliantly adapted
"Cavalcade" the pix features Madeleine Carroll and Fran-
chot Tone After viewing an adaptation of his novel, "The
Thin Man," Dashiell Hammett told Metro officials it is the only
adaptation of any of his stories that thoroughly preserves the
mood of his work high praise from an author the
pix opens at the Capitol Friday This eve the entire mu-
sical score of Radio's "Down to Their Last Yacht" will be
broadcast on the Paul Whiteman hour

« « « » » »

MPTOA IN NEW MOVES

AGAINSTDOUBLE BILLS

(Continued from Page 1)

ments the showing of all or part
of their own pictures on double fea-
ture programs, to protect theaters
who run their pictures single fea-
tures against such cut rate competi-
tion."

"Another line of attack." says the
M. P. T. O. A. in its bulletin to
members, "is through the local

clearance and zoning board. The-
aters which play single feature pro-
grams clearly should be protected
against competing theaters which
show the same picture at or near
the same time on a double feature
urogram. If double features are to

be permitted in the town, surely it

is only reasonable to require those
theaters to follow the theaters nlay-
ing single features. Local exhibitor
associations should strongly and ag-
gressively advocate such zoning pro-
visions, which have been success-
fully incorporated into several zon-
ing plans already."

District Court to Name
New Paramount Trustee

(Continued from Page 1)

court is empowered to name his suc-
cessor. Formerly the law provided
for his election by creditors. Rich-
ardson's formal retirement is ex-

pected to take place about July 10.

which is the date for a scheduled
hearing of creditors before Judge
Coxe for determination as to

whether or not the present trustees,
including: Charles D. Hilles and
Eugene W. Leake, will be made per-
manent.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: World premiere of "The World Moves

On" at Criterion. N. Y.

Today: Meeting of M. P. T. O. of Eastern
Pennsylvania at Hotel Broadwood, Phila-
delphia.

lune 16-July 2: International Motion Picture
Week Vienna

June 28-29: Statewide meeting of Wisconsin
independent exhibitors called by Allied to
act on current problems, Lake Geneva, Wis.

June 29: Meeting of creditors at office of
Special Master John E. Joyce to consider
Saenger reorganization plan.

July 1-3: Convention of Southeastern The-
ater Owners Association, The Ansley Hotel,
Atlanta.

July 2: Golf field day and dinner of Variety
Club of Buffalo at Willowdale Country
Club.

July 2-4: Columbia regional sales meeting at
Atlantic City.

July 8-9: G. F. T. A Independent Theate-s'
Ass'n convention, Hotel Ansley, Atlanta,
Ga.

July II: I.T.O.A. boat ride and outing to

Roton Point, Conn.

July 18: Annual outing of Boston rj'orion pic-

ture post, American Legion, Recreation
Park, Riverside, Auburndale, Mass.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
graphy, Venice, Italy.
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MRS. BELMONT QUITS

M. P. COUNCIL POST

(Continued from Page 1)

the Council at its meeting on July
9. Mrs. Belmont continues as a

member of the executive board.

In a statement yesterday Mrs.
Belmont said she had ar-ranged a
meeting, together with former Am-
bassador Alanson B. Houghton, o'

a group of research men and or-

ganizers to meet at the National
Education Ass'n Building in Wash-
ington starting today to formulate
a program for coping with the situ-

ation that has arisen as a result oi

activities for better films.

Trade practices of the industry,

principally block booking, also will

be gone into during the summer,
with the Council appointing a re-

search committee consisting of Dr.

Wesley C. Mitchell, Dr. Ben D.

Wood, Dr. Frederick M. Thrasher,

Dr. Paul D. Cressey and Arthur
Butler Graham, plus four more
members to be named later, for the

purpose of looking into the trade

practices. Graham will make the

study under the direction of the

committee.

100 Houses Enrolled

By Southeast Ass'n
(Continued from Page 1)

formed a month ago, according to

Earle E. Griggs, secretary. All of

the houses have pledged themselves

as unaffiliated. First convention of

the G. F. T. A. unit will be held

July 8-9 in the Hotel Ansley here.

Consolidated Film Buys
$1,800,000 RKO Notes
(Continued from Page 1)

tures are secured by a first mort-

gage oh RKO negatives, the RKO
studios, stock and other RKO pi~op-

erties.

Regular Confabs With Carriers

Informal conferences between
major distributing company officials

in charge of exchange operations

and representatives of the National

Film Carriers, Inc., will be held at

regular intervals, probably every

three months, with object of dis-

cussing mutual problems and great-

er efficiency in the transporting of

films. The association now claims

that its members serve 90 per cent

of all theaters in the country.

M. P. Club Cramps Baer

Max Baer, who is to be guest of

honor at tomorrow's Motion Picture

Club luncheon forum, said he'd like to

sing as well as talk for the guests, but

was disappointed when told he couldn't

do any dancing because of limited ac-

commodations. Because of the propor-

tions of the program, which also in-

cludes Benny Rubin and Jimmy Mc-
Hugh as entertainers. Toastmaster Louis

Nizer says the luncheon will start at

12:30.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

£ARL LAEMMLE, JR. has as-

signed second roles to two new
players after seeing their work in

their first pictures. Jane Wyatt, who
n akes her debut in "One More
River," will have the lead in

"Fanny," while Binnie Barnes, from
England, will be featured next in

"What Women Dream" and is being
considered for "Strange Wives."

T T T

Samuel Goldwyn says that his ac-

tion in halting work on "Barbary
Coast" was taken voluntarily and
not at the instance of any individu-
als or groups. Every censor board
to whom the story was submitted
gave it emphatic approval, says
Goldwyn, but he is putting- it away
unt41 the present clamor for white-
washing of films has run its course.

T T T

Dorothy Drake, a 1934 Wampas
Baby Star recently signed to a long
term contract by Paramount, will

henceforth be known as Dorothy
Wallace. She is the daughter of

Grace Wallace, author and scenarist,

r t t

"La Cucaracha," meaning the
cockroach, is the name of a new
dance created by Russel Lewis, part-

ner of the late Anna Pavlowa, and
to be performed by Steffi Duna in

RKO's color film of the same title.

T T
Miriam Hopkins, who recently

completed her contract with Para-
mount, is being considered by War-
ners for the feminine lead opposite

Paul Muni in "Border Town."
T T T

John Halliday, who recently com-
pleted "Housewife" on the Warner
lot, has been signed by the com-
pany for important roles in two
forthcoming productions. These are

"Gentlemen Are Born," starring:

James Cagney, and "A Lady Surrend-
ers," featuring Jean Muir, Verree
Teasdale and George Brent.

T t

Cast additions to "Wanted," the

Lester Cole-Stuart Anthony story

which is now in production at the

Fox studios, include Jimmy Dime
the heavyweight boxer and John
Goudh. Rosemary Ames, Russel'

Hardie, Victor Jory, Pert Kelton and
George Irving complete the player

listing.

T T

Dorothy Christy, Joyce Compton
Henry Kolker, Hugh Enfield, Knute
Erickson and Alice Ardell are addi-

tions to the cast of "Million Dolla-

Ransom," Damon Runyon story be-

ing directed by Murray Roth for

Universal.

Walter Plunkett, RKO designer,

created 110 gowns for two current

productions, "Age of Innocence,"

starring Irene Dunne, and "The
Fountain," starring Ann Harding.

Alice White, Phil Baker, Ruth

Etting, Gene Austin, Gus Arnheim's
Orchestra, the Downey Sisters and
the Beale Street Boys will appear in
the radio sequences of "Gift of Gab,'*
Universal picture with Edmund
Lowe and Gloria Stuart.

T T T

Albert Conti has been signed for
Fox's "Serenade," which James Tin-
ling is directng.

T T T

Snub Pollard. Harry Von Meter
and Frank Puglia were last minute
additions to Universal's "One More
River."

James Cagney, who recently
bought a pleasure boat, has put
forth into the waters of the Pacific
for a vacation cruise of about ten
days, after which he will return to
the Warner studios to begin his next
starring picture, "Gentlemen Are
Born."

A notable cast of young players
is being assembled by Warner Bros,
for "Just Out of College," which
will soon go into production. Mar-
garet Lindsay is scheduled tentative-
ly for a prominent role in the film,

as are Ann Dvorak, Helen Tren-
holme, Donald Woods, Ross Alex-
ander and Merwin Light.

T T T

June Knight is out of the hospital
but won't be able to dance for a few
weeks more. She's making "Wake
Up and Dream" for Universal.

"U" FINANCES AIDED

AS BIZ JUMPS 30%
Universal's finances are on a

more substantial footing today than
at any time in the past few years.
Charles B. Paine, treasurer stated
to Film Daily yesterday in an ex-
clusive interview.
"The past 32 weeks show an in-

crease in foreign and domestic
charges and collections of over 30
per cent compared with the same
period of the last fiscal year," Payne
said. "Our general outlook is so
encouraging that it has been possi-
ble for Mr. Carl Laemmle to take a
much needed vacation abroad. We
will undoubtedly finish the fiscal

year with profits far beyond the
general expectations."

Hal Roach Will Make
4 Features in '34-35

(Continued from Page 1)

Greek Meets Greek," goes into work
Sept. 1.

Roach has completed one Our
Gang, one Irvin S. Cobb and one
Charley Chase comedy for 1934-35.
He has yet to finish a Laurel and
Hardy feature and two shorts for
his current program. Feature is

titled "Babes in Toyland."
"We will stick to our policy of

making clean comedies for family
trade," said Roach.

World Wide Deal in Dallas

World Wide Pictures has allotted

its franchise for the Dallas region
to Ed Blumenthal of Amity Film
Exchange.

oo r2£
r*ffercraq

I OR 7 PERSONS

Above the Rth

Floor $6.00

and up
Enjoy the comforts of a parlor

and bedroom suite. . . . All

rooms equipped with radio,

combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.

Ideal location — adjacent to

shopping, business and theatre

districts.

SWIMMING POOL AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

Dinner served in the beautiful

newly decorated Cocoanut

Grove $1.00 up.
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L. A. Board Puts 182 Days Penalty on Dual Houses

$1,600,000 NET IN QUARTER FOR PARAMOUNT

Code Auth'y Legal Body to Decide U. A. Cancellations

Case is Reviewed but No
Ruling Made Pending

Further Study
Whether or not United Artists

is affected by the 10 per cent can-

cellation privileges provided by the

code will be determined by the legal

committee of the Code Authority, it

was announced following a meeting
of the administrative body yester-

day. The Authority issued a re-

view of the complaint of the Ander-
son Theater Circuit, De Kalb, 111.

against the distributor but did not

make a determination owing to con-
(Continued on Page 7)

CHARLES SEGAL HEADS

EASTERN PENNAJPT0

Philadelphia—Charles Segal was
elected president of the M. P. T. O.

of Eastern Pennsylvania at its meet-

ing yesterday. Other new officers

are: vice-presidents, Harold D.

Cohen and Michael Egnal; treas-

urer, Mike Lessy; financial secre-
(Continued on Page 8)

No Immoral Film Kicks
Received by Rosenblatt

No complaints have been made to

Division Administrator Sol A. Ro-

senblatt in connection with so-called

immoral pictures, he told The Film
Daily yesterday in New York, fol-

lowing a meeting of the Code Au-
thority. He declined to state wheth-
er or not, in his opinion, the code

would be invoked against pictures

of this kind.

Anti-Radio Clauses

Clauses prohibiting players from
radio broadcasting without the consent

of their employers are being inserted

in contracts as existing agreements ex-

pire Move is calculated to offset

damage to theate attendance attributed

to picture names when they go on the
air.

THE WORLD MOVES ONT
At the Criterion Theater last nigh; the new motion picture season was given an

early opening by Fox Film with a production that is distinguished on two counts.
First, in point of "lest we forget," it is a powerful preachment against war that should
prove a timely warning to the new generation in these times of upheaval and unrest.

Second, as Sidney Kent's and Winfield Sheehan's answer to the clamor for clean and
meritorious pictures, it should satisfy the expectations of fhe most fastidious and do
a world of salutary good. Though it is essentially a picture for thinking people, its

cavalcadic scope and combination of romance with the world tide of several recent
generations invests it with wide appeal. The cast Is of international interest, headed
by Madeleine Carroll, Franchot Tone, Reginald Denny, Stepin Fetchit, Siegfried Rumann,
Raul Roulien and a host of other first-rate performers. Direction by John Ford ranges
from languorous smoothness in the love scenes to rapid-fire action in the war se-
quences. Story and screenplay are by Reginald Berkeley and George Schneiderman
handled the photography. On the score of impressiveness alone, the picture will give

any fan his full money's worth, even at roadshow prices. JACK ALICOATE.

Fan Group Awards 12 Screen Medals
Presentation of 12 gold medal

awards, in recognition of outstand-

ing screen merit in 1933 as judged
by the People's Academy of "New
Movie," one of the Tower Magazines,
was made yesterday at a luncheon
in the Hotel Astor, with Nellie Tay-
loe Ross, director of the United
States Mint, coming to New York
especially to present the awards.

Winners included the following pro-
ductions and players:

Best All-Around Feature, "Dinner
at Eight" (M-G-M).

Best Performance (Actress),
Katharine Hepburn.
Best Performance (Actor), Fred-

ric March.
Best Musical, "Forty - Second

(Continued 01C Page 10)

New Crop of Duals Breaks Out n Cleveland

Cleveland—With all present ex-

hibitors here committed to drop

double features July 8, Victor Wol-

cott is reopening the Temple, closed

for five years except for a month,
with duals for a dime. Wolcott was

not an exhibitor here at the time the
anti-dual pact was signed, so he is

not bound by the agreement. It is

understood that three more houses
will reopen soon with double bills

under management of men new in

the field.

New L. A. Clearance Schedule
Penalizes Dualers 1 82 Days

Under a plan developed by the

Los Angeles clearance and zoning
board, theaters which iplay duals

will be penalized 182 days in addi-

tion to regular clearance. It is em-
braced in the new schedule which
has been completed and will soon

be open to complaints during the 30-

day period provided by the code.

Harry H. Hicks, member of the

board and an official of the I. T. O.

of Southern Cal. has been confer-
ring with John C. Flinn, executive
secretary of the Code Authority, and
J. J. Sullivan of Fox West Coast.
The Code Authority yesterday au-
thorized publication of the schedule.

Total of 351 theaters, represent-
ing 93 per cent of the houses in the
Los Angeles territory, have agreed
to omit double features, according

(Continued on Page 8)

Paramount Cash Position

Now is Figured at

$10,000,000
Operations of Paramount in the

first quarter of this year will show
a net of about $1,600,000, and the
company has built up a cash posi-

tion of $10,000,000, according to in-

formation given out yesterday by
Frank A. Vanderlip, chairman of a
debenture holders' protective com-
mittee, before sailing for Europe.
Speaking of the plan of bankers

for reorganization of the company
and possibly including an assess-

(Continued on Page 7)

NED WAYBURN ENTERS

PICTURE PRODUCTION

Ned Wayburn, producer of revues,
musical comedies, light opera, mo-
tion picture theater presentations
and vaudeville attractions, yester-
day announced the formation of a

new film producing organization to

be known as the Ned Wayburn Pic-
ture Co., with offices, laboratory.

(Continued on Page 7)

Speaking Schedule Set
For Columbia Meeting

Schedule of speakers for the Co-
lumbia sales convention opening
Monday and continuing until Wed-
nesday night at the Ritz Carlton Ho-
tel in Atlantic City was completed
yesterday. Jack Cohn, heading the
list, will welcome the visitors rep-
resenting the managers and sales

(Continued on Page 7)

Kennedy for 'Change Post

Joseph P. Kennedy, formerly active
in RKO and Pathe affairs, has been
offered a post on the five-man com-
mission to regulate the security ex-
changes, it was reported in Wall Street
yesterday. Close friends of Kennedy
said he was in Washington and would
have a conference with President
Roosevelt late in the day.
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Warners 6s39 58% 56% 57 1/4 — 1

V

4

N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Para. Publix 3% 3 3% + %

599 Cases Determined by Code Boards
Total of 599 determinations have been made by local grievance and clearance and

zoning boards, according to a report submitted by Executive Secretary John C. Flinn
to the Code Authority yesterday. Grievance boards have heard and determined 289
complaints. Zoning groups have decided 310 complaints. A total of 94 appeals
have been filed with the Code Authority.

Nebr.-Iowa Exhibs Adopt
Clean Films Resolution

Omaha—Following a secret meet-
ing this week at the Loyal Hotel, a

resolution endorsing the movement
against objectionable films was
adopted by delegates said to repre-

sent 250 independent theater own-
ers in this area, embracing Nebras-
ka and western Iowa. The resolu-

tion also included opposition to block
booking.

Seek to Enlist Kids
Chicago—Extension of the Catho-

lic film campaign to include 2,600,-

000 children in parochial, grammai
and high schools was discussed this

week by Archbishop John T. Mc-
Nicholas of Cincinnati, chairman ol

(he Motion Picture Committee of the

Roman Catholic Bishops, with mem-
bers of the National Catholic Edu-
cational Ass'n. He called on school

heads to act in this matter undei
the lead of their bishops.

Urge Move in Canada
Victoria, B. C.—A nationwide non-

sectarian move in Canada to bring
about reforms in the film industry
was advocated by Eva M. Dillon, na-
tional governor of publicity for the
Catholic Women's League, at the
organization's convention here.

Baptists Join Campaign
Nashville—A request to join in

the movement for cleaner films has
been sent to 12,000 Southern Bap-
tist minis <

' c,-c by +^" ; - denomination-
al leader.
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se of Edison
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ing unfair clearance was postponed
at yesterday's meeting to July 12.

Hoffberg Opens Paris Office

J. H. Hoffberg Co. has opened 3

sales office in Paris, with Joseph P.

Lamy in charge. Hoffberg has ac-
quired from Morris Kleinerman the
European distribution of four series

of colored cartoons and colored nov-
elties.

Robert Frazer Harry Lachman

Showing Two French Films

Previews of two French pictures,

"L'Enfant du Carnaval," with Ivan
Mosjoukine, and "Le Gendre de
Monsieur Poirier," with Leon Ber-
nard, will be shown at a special pre-
view tonight aboard the Paris at

Pier 57.

Handling Film Rights
On 14 Summer Plays

Under an arrangement entered
into with Fishbein Plays Inc., the
newly organized office of Joe Rrw
kin Inc. will act as screen represen-
tative for 14 plays scheduled for
summer tryouts in the east. Many
of the plays already are set for fall

production, with Rivkin also repre-
senting a majority of the players
cast in these productions. The
properties include:
"Winesburg, Ohio," by Sherwood Ander-

son and Arthur Barton; "Virtue Incorpo-
rated," by Aubrey Wisberg; "She Cried for
the Moon," by Hadley Waters; "Quicksands,"
by Eleanor Beach; "Love Costs Money," by
Lyon Mearson and Burnet Hershey, "There's
No More Love," by Maxwell Nurnberg anr'

Hi.rold Clarke; "Heavenly Rest." by Ralph
Astrofsky; "Fair Exchange," by David Carey;
"There Comes a Time," by Gustave David-
son; "Riverbed," by Paul Eldridge; "Wei
come to His Excellency," by Douglas Griese-
mar ; "Two Defenseless Women," by Charles
Divine; "One Man in His Time," by Bar-
nett Warren, and "Eau de Lilas," by Leo
Lenz.

Catholic Group in Omaha
Bans "Little Miss Marker"
Omaha — Despite approval and

recommendation by International
Federation of Catholic Alumni, "Lit-

tle Miss Marker" which opens today
at the Orpheum has been banned
by the local Catholic standards com-
mittee. The federation recommend-
ed the picture as suitable for parish
halls and family showings.

Hugoniot Joins Super-Aire

St. Louis—V. Hugoniot, one of the
founders and former president ot

Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Corp., is now head of the Super-
Aire Co., engineers and manufac-
turers of air conditioning system
The company reports an unprece-
dented demand for cooling equip-
ment this year.

Adjourn N. O. Zoning Plan

New Orleans — After several
hours' discussion, the clearance and
zoning board adjourned until July
2. No new plan is understood to

have been formulated, certain mem-
bers being said to favor a modifica-
tion of the plan now in force.

RKO Signs Stage Player

Erik Rhodes, Broadway player,

has been signed by RKO Radio to

play his original stage role in the
screen adaptation of "The Gay Di-

vorce," in which Fred Astaire will

star.

Master Art Closes Deals

Master Art Products has closed
deals for the handling of its shorts
by Irving Mandel of Security Pic-

tures in the Chicago territory and
Sam and Jake Flax of Liberty Film
Exchange in the Washington, D. C,
territory.

.ommg andGomg

GENEVIEVE TOBIN arrives from abroad to-
day on the Berengaria.

ERIK RHODES, stage player signed by RKO.
left this week for Hollywood.

D. J. CHATKIN is returning to Cleveland
after a short visit in New York.

S CHARLES EINFELD, HAROLD S. BARE-
FORD and CARL LESERMAN, all of Warners,
returned yesterday from the coast.

NORMAN H. MORAY stopped off in Chi-
cago on his way east and is due in New York
early next week.

ERMAN PESSIS, Coast press agent, is in

New York.

JOSEPH I. BREEN leaves New York late this

week on his return to the Coast.

HENRY GINSBERG, vice-president and gen-
eral manager for Hal Roach, is en route to

New York from the Coast via plane owing
to the sudden death of his father.

ROBERT FLOREY, who will direct "Oil for

the Lamps of China" for First National, will

return today to Hollywood after three months
spent in photographing the interior and the
principal cities of China.

E. H. ALLEN of Educational arrived in New
York from the coast yesterday.

HARRY H. HICKS, of the I.T.O. of Southern
California, will leave New York by plane for

the Coast tomorrow.

Ready Reference Directory
With Addresses and Phone Numbers of

Recognized Industry Concerns

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

Engravers
J

CALL—
eeCITY "

PHOTOENGRAVING
(Day and Night Service)

250 W. 54th St., N. Y.

Tel. COIumbus 5-6741

Foreign i

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS—IMPORTERS

Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY

LONDON PARIS 1ERLIN

Hotels

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK
TURKISH BATHS



NEWS OF THE WEEK

WARNERS NAMED 'NO. 1 COMPANY'.
Voted 'most successful box-office producer'

in scientific exhibitor survey conducted by

Jay Emanuel trade papers. Award for pop-

ularity in short subjects went to Vitaphone.

FIRST PORT for 'Here Comes The Navy', Warners' ace mid-summer show, will be Loew's State,

Norfolk, Va., where special publicity premiere July 6 simultaneous with arrival of U. S. Fleet will be greeted

by 38-station Columbia network broadcast. Cast features James Cagney, Pat O'Brien, Gloria Stuart

OFF TO A FLYING START
goes Joe E. Brown's 'Circus

Clown'(right), as rousing cam-

paigns inspired by Warners'

$250 prize offer bring high

grosses in Minneapolis, Cincy,

Cleveland and Des Moines

in film's first release week.

"ONCE IN A BLUE MOON do showmanship pictures like

'British Agent' come along" says M. P. Herald's advance report

on Kay Francis-Leslie Howard co-starrer, set for early spot on

Warners' line-up of special star attractions for this summer.

NEW IDEA IN THRILLS to be brought to screen with Warner

acquisition of 'Invitation to a Murder', legit's current mystery

leader by Rufus King, called 'ace of mystery makers' by critics.

°A First National Picture Vilagraph, Inc. Distributors
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TIMELYTOPICS
Director Says U. S.

Should Develop Actors

A S soon as personalities cease

to inspire hero worship in

American audiences, and theat-

rical and screen producers for-

get about "types," then the

United States will develop true

actors. Some day soon the United

States will establish schools for

acting that will give thorough

training like the noted Euro-
pean schools. Then our theater

will have real actors and not

just personalities. The tenets of

that Moscow theater taught that

actors first must have healthy

bodies. From healthy bodies

come healthy minds, and only

healthy minds can give true

dramatic interpretation. If this

country, with its healthy race,

had the dramatic training schools

found in Europe, Americans

would be the greatest actors in

the world. In Europe dramatic

students are taught first to por-

tray characters over 40 years of

age. They are taught to play

every kind of chai-acter, and not

until they have mastered the

technique of all those characters

are they allowed to play roles

which might represent them-

selves. —Marion Gering.

All Films Are
Miracles, Says Riskin

YWHEN you write a story, and

see thousands working on

it, and hundreds of thousands

spent on it, you get panicky,

but you soon realize that

there must be some impulse be-

hind movies to make them as

good as they are. Nobody knows

what will happen to a picture.

All you can know is that the

public can't be fooled. The pub-

lic can detect a phoney. you

know, I think that's Capra's

secret of success as a director.

Never having been identified

with the theater, he has appre-
ciation of theatrical technique.
He makes an actor get out there
and perform simply and natur-
ally. He only thinks a line is

well delivered when it convinces
himself. He has no patience
with postures, attitudes and
Oxford diction. He has to be-
lieve what his actors are doing,
so audiences believe what he has
made them do.—Robert Riskin.

MONG THE

PHIL M. DALY
• • • THE AWARDS of the People's Academy of the
"New Movie" magazine were made yesterday at a luncheon at
the Hotel Astor under very impressive circumstances
the keynote sounded throughout by all the distinguished speak-
ers was "Self-Regulation of the Motion Picture Industry"

and it proved a very effective answer to the present
movement decrying anything savoring of unwholesomeness in

film production

• • • IT IS not just a coincidence that the 12 awards
of gold medals were made to Clean Pictures and the type of
screen players who stand for Wholesomeness for they
represented the verdict of 40.000 votes of housewives
from all sections of the United States so it was that the
speakers took their texts therefrom and brought home the
simple truth that the public themselves can be counted upon
to effectively regulate films by their patronage and that
the decent, home-loving element of this nation will not stand
for or support anything that savors of unwholesomeness

T T T
• • • THE SUAVE Louis Nizer was toastmaster
Louis outdid himself the big point he made was "We
have the right to say to the radical reform element; 'We can-
not reduce the motion picture art to the lowest common de-
nominator of the 12-year old mind.' Contrariwise, the opposite
group have no right to impose their super-sophistication on the
masses who comprise the bulk of picture theater attendance.
Somewhere in between lies the happy medium that the pro-
ducers must find." well put, Louis it sums up the
entire situation in three short sentences

• • • BEFORE THE distribution of gold medal awards
to the representatives of the various film companies Mrs.
Nellie Tayloe Ross, Director of the United States Mint
paid a glowing tribute to Miss Catherine McNelis pub-
lisher of the Tower Magazines for the elevating tone she
has given to the fan mag field through "New Movie"
the recipients of the awards for their various companies were

Russell Holman, Paramount Harry Buckley, United
Artists Jack Conn, Columbia Ned Depinet, RKO
Radio Howard Dietz, Metro Herb Crooker, Warners

Helen Hughes, Universal

• • • ON BEHALF of the People's Academy which she
was instrumental in founding in 1932 Miss Catherine
McNelis scored several telling points such as "Amer-
ican women want clean things America is all right
its women are too sensible and intelligent to be swayed by
certain types of films 40,000 votes prove that and
reflected by over 1,000,000 letters in our files over a period of
years I don't think the present furore is as serious as
painted but the Industry should clean its house FIRST

before others try to do it for them Clean films

will always sell the same as a clean fan magazine has at-

tained the greatest circulation that's the proof of what
American women want in their films"

• • • THEN CAME Major Bowes who offered in

a big hearted moment to give Director Ross of the U. S. Mint
a pass to the Capitol if she would give him one to the Mint

and Arthur De Bra of the Hays office who stressed the
significance of the Awards very aptly then Mrs. Con-
stance Sporborg, representing the General Federation of Wo-
men's Clubs . . the affair was a Great Boost for the Indus-
try and Wholesome Pictures

EXPLOITETTES
Student Plug
for "Hollywood Party"
npWENTY-FIVE hundred spe-

cial invitation cards were
sent out three days in advance
of playdate to a select mailing
list including university stu-
dents by Stan Schwahn, man-
ager of the Pattee, Lawrence,
Kansas, for the showing of

"Hollywood Party." Tie-ups
were arranged with Borden's
for special window displays in

all drug stores, soda fountain
and grocery stores ; with all mu-
sic stores for a sheet music dis-

play of the song hits from the
film; with Weaver's, leading
ladies' store on spring fash-
ions featuring Lupe Velez; and
with the Coca Cola company
for their trucks to carry ban-
ners. —Pattee, Lawrence, Kans.

Tie-up with Railroad
Features "Viva Villa''

^HEN M-G-M's "Viva Vilip"

was scheduled to be shown
at Loew's State Theater, St.

Louis, Mo., Chick Evans, man-
ager, arranged with the Mis-
souri Pacific railroad for a tie-

up. They made a loan of their

Mexican display, consisting of
several serape blankets, gold
embroidered sombreros, pottery,
saddles and other things. The
railroad also ran a series of ads
selling Mexico as the ideal va
cation land, featuring low round
trip fares and mentioning that
"Villa" was filmed in Mexico.
Two weeks in advance a special
screening was held for the
press, Mexican Consulate and
attaches. On opening night, a
group of twenty-five Mexican
senoritas and caballeros in then-
native costumes attended the
show. —Loew's State, St. Louis

V

« « « » » »

200,000 Giveaways In

Vergie Winters" Stunt
'HE advertising and publicity

department of RKO-Radio
Pictures has secured an excep-
tionally fine tie-up with "Modern
Screen," involving the giveaway
of more than two-hundred thou-
sand eight by ten colored photo-
graphs of Ann Harding the star
of the forthcoming RKO Radio
feature film, "Vergie Winters."
The chain stores through which
"Modern Screen" Magazine is

sold include, Kresge, Kress, Mc-
Crory, McLellan, W. T. Grant,
Murphy and Grand-Silver. Ex-
hibitor? who are in cities where
the above-mentioned stores are
located, can avail themselves of

the advantages of this tie-up

by contacting Miss Pearl Honig
of Dell Publications at 149
Madison Ave., N. Y. C. for
further information.—RKO-Radio.
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LEGAL BODY TO DECIDE

U. A. CANCELLATIONS

(Continued from Page 1)

flict of testimony on the question of

whether the exhibitor bought all

United Artists product offered him.

The Authority instructed the Chi-

cago grievance board to further in-

vestigate the situation. If a dis-

tributor fails to comply with the

Authority's decision in the matter,

the body, sitting as a compliance

board, will try the case.

Appointment of five writers and

five actors to the Coast committee

was deferred. The Coast code office

will take on additional personnel

rcii de necessary by expansion of its

functions.

Julius Charnow was appointed the

independent subsequent run member
of the New Jersey advisory commit-

tee. He succeeds Adolph J. Rettig,

who has resigned.

Six opinions on appeals were ap-

proved and decisions made on 11

other cases. These will be announc-

ed Tuesday.

The report, in part, follows:

LOCAL GRIEVANCE BOARDS
Com-

plaints

heard

3

14

6

6

9

50

2

. 7

6

City

Albany .

.

Atlanta .

Boston

Buffalo .

.

Charlotte

Chicago

Cincinnati

Cleveland.

Dallas . .

.

Denver . . 5

Des Moines 9

Detroit . . 5

Ind'polis . 8

Kans. City 15

Los Ang.

Memphis
Mil'w'kee. 8

Minn'polis. 1

New H'v'n 5

N. Or'l'ns 5

New York 38

Oklahoma
City ..

Cmaha
Phila. . .

Pitts'gh .

Portland

St. Louis

Salt Lake

San Fran. 16

Seattle . . 5

Com-
plaints Certified Appeals

to be heard to C. A. to C. A.

13

10

4

8

7

6

..4

1

3

4

2

2

13

1

8

4

1

2

1

1

7

1

3

1

1

7

As You Were on Title

Believing that Park Avenue-ites and

Sutton Place-rs will more readily recog-

nize the story by its book and stage

title, Leo Brecher is billing RKO's
"Where Sinners Meet" as "The Dover

Road" at the Plaza on east 58th St.

where the film will play next week.

400 Exhibs Already in "Circus Clown" Contest
More than 400 exhibitors have already booked "The Circus Clown," starring Joe

£. Brown, and have indicated their intentions of competing for the Warner Bros, offer
of $250 in exploitation prizes, including the $100 capital award, the company an-
nounced yesterday after a checkup of exchanges. Warners announced 14 cash prizes
to be awarded the theater managers or owners submitting the best promotion cam-
paigns on the picture.

As an indication of how the theater men are planning to get behind "The Circus
Clown," Ben Katz, Warner advertising man in Minneapolis, is planting 2,000 one-sheets
heralding the opening of the picture in his territory, July 6.
The contest closes midnight Sept. 1.

Ned Wayburn Enters
Picture Production

(Continued from Page 1)

casting bureau, and rehearsal stu-

dios maintained at 625 Madison Ave.

The new company will iServe as an

adjunct to
.
the Ned Wayburn Pro-

ducing Organization, formed with

the purpose of staging a musical re-

vue, screen musical shorts, a fea-

ture radio program and a legitimate

play in the fall. The Wayburn pic-

ture company, it was stated, will

not in any way interfere with any

of the existing corporations oper-

ating under Wayburn's name.

The picture company will produce

full length and short pictures and

novelty subjects. Every production

will have a musical background.

Casting for the musical shorts will

be done during July.

Wask.,

D. C... 10 1

289 63 16 57

LOCAL CLEARANCE & ZONING BDS.
Protests Protests Appeals

City heard to be heard to C.A.

Albany 4 8 2

Atlanta 12 5

Boston 8 17 2

Buffalo 2 4

Charlotte 2 3 1

Chicago 18 8 5

Cincinnati 66

Cleveland 4 42 (x)

Dallas 23

Denver 5 2

Des Moines

Detroit 55 0(x)

Indianapolis 1

Kansas City 5

Los Angeles (y) (y)

.Memphis 2'5

Milwaukee 2

M nneapolis

New Haven 4 6 3

New Orleans 18 0(x)

New York 12 2 5

Oklahoma City

Omaha 5 1

Philadelphia 5 5

Pittsburgh 6 1

Portland 2

St. Louis 13 8 6

Salt Lake 2 2

San Francisco .... 3 2 1

Seattle 14 8

Wash., D. C 17 10 5

310 150 3/

(x) Protests pending completion of schedule

decisions.

(y) Completed and published schedule for en-

tire territory.

Speaking Schedule Set
For Columbia Meeting

(Continued from Page 1)

forces from branches in Albany,
Boston, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Cleve-

land, New Haven, New York, Phil-

adelphia, Pittsburgh, Washington,
Atlanta, Charlotte, Dallas, Memphis,
New Orleans, Oklahoma City and
the Canadian offices.

Cohn will be followed by Abe
Montague, general sales manager,
who will discuss the policies govern-
ing Columbia's activities next sea-

son, introducing each department
head identified with the sales force.

Each of these will in turn discuss

the specific plans and problems cen-

tering in his department.
A feature of the opening day will

be a talk by William Jaffe, head of

the legal department, in the course

of which he will explain every phase
of the code affecting the activities

of those present.
Montague will also have some-

thing to say on the subject of pro-

motions and expansion in both do-

mestic and foreign fields, and will

thoroughly canvas all matter relat-

ing to Columbia sales man power.
Joe McConville, national sales

supervisor, will discuss the results

developing from last year's plans

covering liquidations and outlining

these plans for the new season.

Rube Jackter, assistant sales man-
ager, will explain the proper meth-
ods of writing an equitable contract
with a view of reducing to a mini-
mum the possibility of misunder-
standing or dissatisfaction.

Louis Astor, home office sales exe-

cutive, will discuss the relation be-

tween the home office and the forces

in the field, urging the development
and maintenance of a closer con-

tact.

Maurice Grad, director of sales

promotion, will discuss the potentiali-

ties for the further development of

the sales promotion department with
a view to affording further assis-

tance to the exhibitor through direct

contact with the exhibitors' patrons.
Louis Weinberg, home office sales

executive, will discuss liquidation as

it applies to the major circuits as
well as to the major independents.

J. W. MacFarland, short subjects
sales supervisor*, will discuss various
phases of the activities grouped un-
der that head.

Al Seligman, accessories sales

manager, will present the important
part accessories have in the proper
presentation of pictures.

Sam Liggett, manager of the de-

partment of entertainment, will have
a message devoted to the possibility

of further development of non-the-
atrical accounts as a non-competitive
factor against the theaters.

NET OF $1,600,

FOR PARA. IN QUARTER

(Continued from Page 1)

ment on the common stock, Vander-

lip said that in view of the fact

that earnings are running at a satis-

factory rate at present, more than

covering interest requirements on

both bonds and bank loans, the

stockholders probably will offer

strenuous opposition to any assess-

ment.

Stockholders believe that the new
bankruptcy act is designed to pro-

tect equities as far as possible and
therefore believe that the courts will

not approve any plan which is un-

fair to stockholders. They take the

position that it should be possible

to reinstate the company, after pay-
ing off trade creditors, and resume
payment of interest from earnings
after normal operations are re-
stored.

There is also an unsettled legal
question as to the rights of the
banking group which advanced the
$13,000,000 loans as secured credit-
ors, since the transaction that plac-
ed film inventories behind these
loans is claimed by bondholders to
have been contrary to provisions of
the indenture.

Liabilities of the parent company
consist of $25,000,000 bonds, $13,-
000,000 bank loans, and around $15,-
000,000 trade creditors' and other
claims. There are 3,220,903 shares
of common stock.
Great progress has been made in

working out reorganization plans for
the principal theater operating sub-
sidiaries, including Publix Enter-
prises and the Paramount Broadway
Corp. owning the Paramount The-
ater in New York. Adjustments
have been arranged with the major-
ity of important landlords who have
claims against the company on long
term leases. From a practical point
of view, the theater divisions need
not be taken into account in work-
ing out the difficulties of the parent
company.
A report has been completed by

auditors for the bankers which has
not yet been made public and an-
other report is being made by Cov-
erdale & Colpitts for the stockhold-
ers committee. A general court
hearing at which representatives of
stockholders, creditors and bond-
holders will appear will be held be-
fore Judge Coxe on July 10.

Baer vs. Nizer
As part of his appearance today at

the Motion Picture Club luncheon
forum, Max Baer is scheduled to give
a sparring demonstration with Louis
Nizer, toastmaster. It is rumored Lou
will be propped with a steel vest and ;

catcher's mask. Benny Rubin and
Jimmy McHugh also will entertain at
the luncheon, which starts at 12:30
Members can use their gold keys to

get in and bring friends.
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L, A. DUAL BILL HOUSES

PENALIZED 182 DAYS

(Continued from Pafic 1)

to Hicks. Fox West Coast is un-

derstood willing to go along in sup-

port of the plan in event adherence

of independent houses is assured.

The I.T.O. will discuss the mat-
ter at a meeting Monday in Los An-
geles. Hicks plans to leave New
York tomorrow by plane for the

coast.

Board Finds Jersey Houses

Are in Competitive Class

Decision on the case of the El-

wood, Newark, against Warner's
Regent, Newark, and Warner's Cap-
ital, Belleville, was handed down
yesterday by the New York clear-

ance and grievance board with

Harry Shiffman as chairman. The
decision is "that the Elwood, Cap-
itol and Regent theaters are com-
petitive and each is entitled to 14

days' clearance against each other.

On such pictures that the Elwood
Theater may repeat on either or

both the Regent and Capitol the-

aters, such pictures shall become
available to the Elwood Theater not

later than 14 days after the first

run of the two theaters. On pictures

that the Capitol or Regent theaters

may repeat after the Elwood The-
ater, such pictures shall become
available to both the Capitol and
Regent Theaters 14 days after the

last play date of the Elwood The-
ater."

Hospital Theater Gets License

Sanitorium, Miss. — Dr. Henry
Boswell of the state hospital here is

report* d to have informed the code
author :y in New Orleans that he
has tf ..en out theater licenses and
theref )re can operate the theater in

the hospital as a public house.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

Thank you so much

for my copy of

THE FILM DAILY

YEAR BOOK. As

always, it is a fine

job.

Ben H. Grimm,
: ml Pictures

Corporation

1.000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers

NEWS OF THE DAY
Birmingham—A set of twins are

now at home with Mr. and Mrs.

Thomas McConnell, manager of the

Strand. They are girls.

manager, has returned east. The
circuit also recently closed the Kos-

ciuszko for the summer.

Kennebunkport, Me.— The Lyric

and Strand have been reopened by

Wilbur F. Goodwin.

Ogunquit, Me.—The Leavitts the-

ater has been reopened by Mrs. Ann
Leavitt.

Gardner, Mass.—The Uptown has
been closed by the George A. Giles

Circuit.

Boston—Meyer Gruber, formerly
with the Century Film, has been en-

gaged by Manager Carl Crawford as

salesman in Southern New England
tor First Division.

Chatham, Mass. — The Chatham
here has been reopened by Fitzger-

ald and Moore.

Milton, Vt.—Recreation Hall has
been acquired by J. D. Santamore,
who will put it into active operation.

Milwaukee — Warner Bros, has

closed its Lake theater, South Side

neighborhood house. B. Somers,

Kenosha, Wis.—Willard G. Miller

manager of the Cameo, was mar-

ried a few days ago in Waukegan
to Elizabeth Frances Clark. The

couple spent their honeymooon in

Arkansas.

Pueblo, Colo. —The Colonial, man-

aged by Ed Anderson, will close

July 1.

Colorado Springs—The Chief, op-

erated by Westland Theaters, has

feopened after installing Wide

Range W. E. sound.

Carlsbad, N. M. — Delayed by
equipment, the opening of the Cac-
tus, and R. E. Griffith house, has
been set for the middle of July.

Brighton, Colo.—Mr. and Mrs. W.
Glenn Miller, owners of the Rialto,

have gone west by auto on their

second honeymoon.

Cleveland — Maurice Kaplan, cir-

cuit owner, is the father of an 8-

pound boy.

Six July Releases Set

By Warner-First Nat'l

Warner-First National release

schedule for July includes six pro-

ductions dated as follows: July 7,

"The Personality Kid," with Pat

O'Brien, Glenda Farrell, Claire

Dodd and Henry O'Neill; July 7,

"The Return of the Terror," with

Mary Astor, Lyle Talbot and John

Halliday; July 14, "Madame Du-

Barry," with Dolores Del Rio, Reg-

inald Owen, Verree Teasdale, Os-

good Perkins, Victor Jory and
others; July 14, "Midnight Alibi,"

with Richard Barthelmess, Ann
Dvorak, Helen Lowell and Helen
Chandler; July 21, "Here Comes
The Navy," with James Cagney, Pat
O'Brien, Gloria Stuart, Dorothy
Tree and Frank McHugh; July 28,

"Friends of Mr. Sweeney," with

Charles Ruggles, Ann Dvorak, Eu-
gene Pallette and others.

Crawford-Gable Film Retitled

J! est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— M-G-M has changed

the title of "Sacred and Profane
Love" to "Chained." Joan Crawford
and Clark Gable are starred.

Charles Segal Heads
Eastern Penna. MPTO

(Continued from Page 1)

tary, Marcus Benn; secretary,

George Aarons; board of managers.

Ed Jeffries, Marcus Benn, Morris

Gerson, Luke Gring, Leonard

Schlesinger, Abe Sablosky, Morris

Spiers, Lou Felt, Joseph Conway,

I. Hoffman, Fred Leopold, Morris

Handel.

Lewen Pizor, retiring president,

was named an honorary member of

the board with right to vote. Ed

Kuykendall addressed the meeting,

reviewing activities of the M. P. T.

0. A. in connection with the code.

He outlined aims of the association.

George Dembow of National

Screen Service spoke on distributors

entering the trailer business. Sen-

timent of meeting was they should

stay out of this field. M. E. Com-
erford, in an address, called for

clean pictures and declared the in-

dustry would benefit from them. The
association adopted a resolution ask-

ing for clean pictures and clean ad-

vertising. Sixty-five exhibitors were
present.

PREVIEWING GROUPS

WILL CONTINUE WORK

Previewing groups which are

working in cooperation with the

Hays association are expected to

continue their support in the face

of the national League of Decency
movement aimed at so-called im-

moral pictures. Previewing activi-

ties are centered at the Coast and
in New York.

Association executives expect that

results from the plan tightening

functions of the production code
will prove satisfactory to groups
assailing character of pictures. J.

J. McCarthy is in charge of the
matter in the East, while Joseph I.

Breen, who is still in New York,
handles the situation at the Coast.
Upon his return late this week he
will enlarge his staff.

Robinson Film for Strand

Edward G. Robinson in "The Man
With Two Faces," First National
production, will open at the Strand
after "Midnight Alibi," Richard Bar-
thelmess vehicle, which follows the
current picture, "Dr. Monica," now
in its second week.

PLAZA
2

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

$2.50 up. Single
$3.00 up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every-

thingto see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus-

iness or pleasure.

Every room has private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for

rest." Every modern con-
venience. Fine foods at

reasonable prices. Conven-
ient parking for your car.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stem, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality'

Vine at Hollywood Blv
HOLLYWOOD



Short Shots from Eastern Studios
?By CHARLES ALICOATE

19

"DEN BLUE started work yester-

day at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio in his second two-reel com-

edy for release in the 1934-35 sea-

son. Supporting Blue in the short,

as yet untitled, are Don McBride,
Francis McHugh, Jackson Halliday

and Billy Foran, all of the Broad-
way stage. Lloyd French is direct-

ing.

Rose Caylor {Mrs. Ben Hecht) is

writing the first draft of the script

for the second picture which Ben
Hecht and Charles MacArthur will

produce at the Eastern Service Stu-
dio for Paramount release and which
will star Jimmie Savo. Production
on the story which is yet untitled

is expected to get under way about
the middle of August.

A two-reel vaudeville short, titled

"Fads and Fancies", was iput into

I

production yesterday at the Fox
Studio by Mentone Productions, for
Universal release. Val and Ernie
Stanton are acting as masters of
ceremonies with Ann Pritchard,
Morgan and Stone, Joey Nash, Fritz
and Jean Hubert, the Townsends
and the 12 Mentonettes in the cho-
rus. M. Schwarzwald is directing,
with Joe Bannon assisting and
Frank Zucker in charge of the cam-
eras.

Upon completion of "Fads and
Fancies", Mentone Productions will

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

June 16-July 2: International Motion Pictui
Week, Vienna.

June 28-29: Statewide meeting of Wisconsin
independent exhibitors called by Allied to
act on current problems, Lake Geneva, Wis

1 June 29: Meeting of creditors at office of
Special Master John E. Joyce to consider
Saenger reorganization plan.

July 1-3: Convention of Southeastern The-
ater Owners Association, The Ansley Hotel
Atlanta.

July 2: Golf field day and dinner of Variety
Club of Buffalo at Willowdale Country
Club.

July 2-4: Columbia regional sales meeting at
Atlantic City.

July 8-9: G. F. T. A. Independent Theaters'
Ass'n convention, Hotel Ansley, Atlanta
Ga.

July 11: I.T.O.A. boat ride and outing to
Roton Point, Conn.

July 18: Annual outing of Boston motion pic-
ture post, American Legion, Recreation
Park, Riverside, Auburndale, Mass.

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinemato-
I graphy, Venice, Italy.

Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners of New
Jersey convention, Atlantic City.

Sept. 16; North Dakota Allied meeting, Man-
dan, N. D.

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Penn-
sylvania, New York.

put into work "Hits of Today", also

a two-reel vaudeville short with Doc
Rockwell as the emcy and Radio

Aces, Florence and Bert Robinson.

Frayicis Langford, Pettet and Doug-
las, Willie Bryant and his Harlem
syncopators, Sally Gooding and

Dusty Fletcher in the cast. Univer-

]'al will release.

Jottings: Complete series of Para-

mount "Headliner" shorts being

made at West Coast Service studios

. . . Johnie Doran, working on a new
angle for advertising films... Ben

Hecht and Charles MacArthur,

working on script which deals with

Russian revolutions. . .A new device

for the making of colored pictures

will be used in the .production of a

short to be made soon at the As-

toria studios. . .Walter Sheridan,

lining things up for the exterior

chooting in Atlantic City, of Dave

Thomas' "Convention Girl"... Mon-

ty Schaff going over a story for a

feature.

•

More Jottings: Burt Kelly, pro-

duction executive of Select pictures

adding Frank Otto, George Gilday,

Samuel Wilmont, Henry F. Koser,

William Foran, Walter Asche, Frank
Shannon, George Harvey and Reed

Brown, Jr. to the already star cast

of "Woman in the Dark". Richard

Barthelmess, Lillian Gish, Conrad

Bercovici, Gene Fowler, Michael

Gold, Walter Wanger and George

Grosz visitors at the Eastern Ser-

vice studio. ...Margot making her

screen debut in a leading role in

"Crime Without Passion", seeking

a last name. . .Fay Wray keeping
up with her social duties while play-
ing the lead in "Woman in the

Dark."

Hoagland Carmichael, Arthur
Swanstrom and Maxon F. Judell
have in collaboration written an
original melody titled "Take Me To
Your Heart Again", which has been
accepted for and will be presented
in "Woman in the Dark."

Charles Gibson Whitehead, asso-
ciate producer of Colored Photoplay
Pictures, Irvington, N. Y., is a
grandfather of nine pound girl

named Dolores after Dolores Cos-
tello. Whitehead is now in com-
plete charge of all short subjects at
Irvington, where 26 are scheduled.

ATTRACTIVE

COMPLETE

ACCURATE

YOITLL

LIKE
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10 FILMS UNDER WAY

AT WARNER STUDIOS
A LITTLE from "LOTS

//

By RALPH WILK

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In addition to four

pictures cui-rently before the cam-
eras, six are in preparation for

early shooting at the Warner-First
National studios. Those in work
include "The Case of the Howling
Dog", based on the "Liberty" Mag-
azine story by Erie Stanley Gard-

ner, and featuring Warren William,

Mary Astor, Helen Trenholme, Dor-

othy Tree, Gordon Westcott, Allen

Jenkins and Helen Lowell; "Flirta-

tion Walk", based on the original

story by Delmer Daves and Lou
Edelman, and starring Dick Powell,

Ruby Keeler and Pat O'Brien, with

Frank Borzage directing; "A Lady
Surrenders," from the story by
Mary McCall, Jr., with Jean Muir,

George Brent and Verree Teasdale,

and "A Lost Lady," starring Bar-

bara Stanwyck in the novel by Wil-

la Cather, with Ricardo Cortez,

Frank Morgan and Lyle Talbot fea-

tured.

The six in preparation are "Big

Hearted Herbert," based on the

Broadway stage success, and featur-

ing Guy Kibbee, Aline MacMahon,
Patricia* Ellis and Helen Lowell;

"Gentlemen Are Born," based on

the story by Harry Sauber and fea-

turing James Cagney, John Halliday

and Dorothy Dare; "Six Day Bi-

cycle Race," starring Joe E. Brown;
"Air Devils", from the story by John
Monk Saunders, to co-star James
Cagney and Pat O'Brien; "Black

Hell," to star Paul Muni, and "In

Caliente", to star Dolores Del Rio

in the story by Jerry Wald and Car'

Erickson.

Closes for Lack of Films

New Orleans—The Newcomb will

close July 7, owners claiming prod-

uct is unavailable. The Liberty has

posted notice and is running on a

week-to-week basis; expected to

close some time in July.

"Black Cat" Comes Back

Cleveland—"The Black Cat," Uni-

versal thriller which played the

week of June 15 at the Allen, was
brought back for a return engage-

ment three days after the close o
J

its first -run.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"George Shelton was forced to eat
four full portions of roast beef with
potatoes and trimmin's during the shoot-
ing of 'The Wrong Bottle'."

—EDUCATIONAL

HOLLYWOOD
PARAMOUNT has renewed George

Barbier's contract as a featured
character comedian. Barbier's most
recent appearance was in "Many
Happy Returns," with George Burns
and Gracie Allen.

Lowell Sherman, Paul Lukas,
Chester Morris, Boris Karloff, Bela
Lugosi, Binnie Barnes and Roger
Pryor have been assigned by Uni-
versal to "Gift of Gab," which also
has Gloria Stuart, Alice White, Vic-
tor Moore, Phil Baker, Ruth Etting,
Gene Austin, Ethel Waters and
others in the cast. Karl Freund is

directing.

T T

Julian Madison, Paramount con-
tract actor, and Bob Miles joiner1

the cast of "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-
bage Patch" as the troupe went on
location near Calabasas. Pauline
Lord, stage star, who makes her
screen debut in the title role of the
picture, ZaSu Pitts, Kent Taylor, 15
extras, Director Norman Taurog and
his crew made the trip.

Adrian Morris, brother of Chester
Morris, has been added to the cast
of Paramount's "Pursuit of Hap-
niness." Francis Lederer and Joan
Bennett already are in line to start
production, with Grace Bradley, re-

cently recovered from a serious ill-

ness, tentatively set. Ralph Murphy
probably will direct.

Lambert Hillyer, under contract
to Columbia as director and author.
is writing an original action story,
entitled "Stake Out," which the
company will put into immediate
production as soon as completed.

Additional cast en eracements for
ITniversal's "Million Dollar Ransom"
include Bradley Page and Harry
Coleman.

With "Romance in the Rain" well
under way at Universal, parts have
been assigned to King Baggott, Jack
Mulhall, Jessie Arnold and John T.
Murray.

Hugh McCormick, who has toured
the Orpheum circuit for a quarter of
a century as a member of the team
of McCormick and Wallace, ventrilo-
quists, will play the ventriloquist in

"You Belong to Me," now filming at
Paramount, with Lee Tracy in the
leading role. Other important parts
are being enacted by Helen Mack
and Helen Morgan under the direc-
tion of Alfred Werker.

Because of the success of her sing-
ing sequence in "Little Miss Mark-
er," Shirley Temple will be given
another song to sing in "Now and
Forever" which she is now making
with Gary Cooper and Carole Lom-
bard. "The Grasshopper and Frog"
will be the title of the new song.

George Humbert, Bill Davidson
and Thomas Jacks, are the latest
additions to the cast for Columbia's
"What Price Scandal!," which early
in production was entitled "The
Criminal Within." This story by
Herbert Asbury and Fred Niblo, Jr..

features Richard Cromwell and Ar-
line Judge, who are supported by
Wallis Clark, Billy West, Harrison
Green, Frank O'Connor, Rita LaRoy
Bradley Page, Crane Wilbur, Guy
Usher and Purnell Pratt. Albert
Rogell is directing.

The latest principal to be added
to the cast of "Big Hearted Herb-
ert," which is now in production at

the First National studios, is Mar-
jorie Gateson. She joins a cast head-
ed by Aline MacMahon and Guy Kib-
bee and which includes Patricia
Ellis, Helen Lowell, Phillip Reed,
Junior Durkin and Mickey Rooney.
William Keighley is directing.

First ot New Program
Completed by Universal
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Universal yesterday
completed production of "There's
Always Tomorrow," the first in its

1934-35 lineup. Title will be changed
before release Sept. 3. In produc-
tion now at Universal City are:
"One More River," for release July
30; "Romance in the Rain," to be
released Aug. 6; "The Human Side,"
release date Aug. 20, and "Million
Dollar Ransom," for Sept. 10 re-

lease.

"One More River." last on the cur-
rent schedule, will be complete I t his

week. Sixteen films are in prepara-
tion. First of these to go into work
will be "Gift of Gab," "The Great
Ziegfeld" and "The Good Fairy."

Zukor Answers Critics

On Para. Trusteeship
Adolph Zukor, in the current issue

of the "Paramount Sales News,"
answers critics who some months
ago sought to have him removed as
a Paramount trustee, which post he
eventually voluntarily resigned.

Says Zukor: "After 15 months of
closest organization scrutiny they
found nothing against my conduct,
my judgment. Through my years
with Paramount from its start, my
record came through straight and
clean.

"I believe that this in the future
as it has in the immediate past will

guarantee us of Paramount a busi-

ness course safe and sound and
sure."

12 MEDALS AWARDED

BY MOVIE FAN GROUP
(Continued from Pane 1)

Street" (Warner).
Best Human Interest Film, "Lit-

tle Women" (RKO).
Best Mystery, "The Kennel Mur-

der Case" (Warner).
Best Romance, "Only Yesterday"

(Universal).
Best Comedy, "Duck Soup"

(Paramount).
Best Short Film, "Three Little

Pigs" (Disney).
Best News Reel (all year), Para-

mount.
Best Direction, Frank Capra.
Best Story, "Little Women"

(RKO).
The People's Academv was estab-

lished in 1932 by the Tower Maga-
zines as a gauge of their readers'

evaluation of interest in current mo-
tion picture productions. The awards
are determined each year by the
votes of "New Movie" readers.

Speaking of the awards, Cather-
ine McNelis of Tower Magazines
said:

"I think that film censorship
would be unnecessary if the actual
desires of movie-goers could be tabu-
lated and put to work. This list

of performances clearly indicates

that the mass of movie-goers heart-
ily enjoy such wholesome pictures

as "Little Women" and "Three Lit-

tle Pigs" and such excellent per-
formers as Hepburn and March.
Many performances which have
come in for criticism during the last

year might have been avoided by
some such general poll as this. Our
own 1,300,000 readership, made up
of the average intelligent house-
wife, seems to have no word of rec-

ommendation for salaciousness in

in any form."
Among those present at the lun-

cheon were

:

Mrs. Nellie Tayloe Ross, Cather-
ine McNelis, Major F. Herron, Ned
Depinet, Robert Sisk, Hal Home,
Bert Adler, Major Bowes, Al Wilkie,
Herbert Crooker, Aileen St. John
Brenon, Howard Dietz, Si Seadler,
•Jack Cohn, George Brown, Mrs.
Constance Sporborg, Alma Masony,
Betty Lenahan, Lucille Babcock,
Mrs. James Featherstone, Helen
Hughes, Paul Gulick, Hazel Flynn,
Louis Nizer, Arthur De Bra, Harry
Buckley.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

"Back Street"
secutive month
is believed to be
record.

in

; in its 26th con-
Paris, setting what

i new European run
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RKO Circuit Set to Take First 3 Consol. Houses

5,000 NEW ASSENT FORMING OUT NEXT WEEK

Loew Third Quarter Earnings Estimated at $1,600,000
Receipts Exceeding 1933-

$4 a Share Possible

for Full Year
Loew theater receipts and M-G-M

film rentals in the current quarter
are running ahead of last year and
at about the same average rate as

in the first half of the present fiscal

year, on which basis Loew's, Inc.,

should earn around $1,600,000 or

about $1 a share in the quarter
ended June 9, according to a Dow-
Jones summary of the company's
operations. With the $2.38 a share

on the common stock earned in the

first 28 weeks, showing for the full

year ending in August is expected
{Continued on Page 3)

CASINO WILL BECOME

THEATER OF THE AIR

Theater of the Air, Inc., has leas-

ed the Casino, formerly the Earl
Carroll Theater, at Seventh Ave.
and 50th St., and the house ends its

present subsequent run policy to-

morrow night for alterations prior

to reopening about Aug. 15 as the

Theater of the Air. Under the new
order it is announced that the house

(Continued on Paqe 3)

Second Columbia Meeting
Set for Chicago July 9-11

Columbia's second and final sales

meeting will be held at the Medinah
Club, Chicago, July 9, 10 and 11

Sales force members west of the

Mississippi will attend the meeting.

First confab opens Monday in At-

lantic City.

"Bondage" Opens Big

RKO's "Of Human Bondage," on its

opening day at the Music Hall, played

to the best receipts of any picture since

"Cavalcade" and "Little Women" In-

dications are that the picture will be

held over a second week.

Seek Ruling from Authority on Dual Ban in Contracts
Chicago—Whether distributors have the right to forbid playing of their pictures on

dual bills will be asked of the Code Authority in New York by the Rosewood, local

neighborhood house, which is challenging clauses inserted in film contracts to this

effect.

The Code Authority has not received any appeal of this character, it was stated at

its office in New York yesterday. Consensus of opinion among persons familiar with
the code was that there is nothing in its provisions which allows interference in deals
made between exhibitors and distributors.

H. B. Franklin Blames Bad Judgment

For the Few Pictures fhat Offend

Theaters Using Trailers

Total 8,500, Says Dembow
Approximately 8,500 theaters are

now using trailers, according to

George Dembow of National Screen
Service. The figure is included in

the address he made at the M. P.
(Continued on Page 3)

Commenting on the League of

Decency crusade against so-called

immoral pictures, Harold B. Frank-

lin yesterday declared that approxi-
mately 75 per cent of them are not
objectionable, while "bad taste" due
to wrong judgment creeps into mak-

(Continucd on Page 3)

48 Code Appeals on Slate for Hearing in July

With a program calling for hear-
ings on 48 appeals during July, the
first-appointed Code Authority ap-
peals' committee meets Monday at

2:30 p. m. with four cases on its

calendar. Major L. E. Thompson,
as a member of the Authority, will

(Continued on Page 3)

Hearing on Saenger Plan
Adjourned to July 13

Meeting of creditors to consider
the Saenger Theaters reorganization
plan, scheduled to be held yesterday
before Special Master John E. Joyce,
was adjourned to July 13.

1 1 Independent N. Y. Houses
Taken Over by RKO in 2 Weeks

C. King Charney Appointed
Distributor of Agfa Films
Appointment of C. King Charney

as distributor of Agfa 35 mm. nega-
tive and positive film for the United
States is announced by R. H. Wood-
ford, vice-president of Agfa Ansco
Corp., from Binghamton. Charney,
who has long been identified with
the film industry, will maintain of-

fices and warehouses in New York
and Hollywood.

First theaters of the Consolidated

circuit to be acquired by RKO are

the Luxor, Forum and Jerome. News
of the pending deal was exclusively

predicted in the June 26 issue of

Film Daily. In the past two weeks
RKO has taken over 11 independent
theaters and it is reported that other
deals are in process of negotiation.

It is likely that several other Con-
solidated houses will soon become
part of the RKO circuit.

Blanks Being Mailed by
Flinn in Reopening

of Assents
Five thousand code assent forms

will be mailed to local boards the
middle of next week by John C.
Flinn as executive secretary of the
Code Authority under the
reopen the period for filing

Exhibitors who wish to ap
permission to assent may
them from the local board

Deadline for filing assen
been fixed as Aug. 15 under
tions recently specified by tl

thority.

I. T.O. A, CODE SUIT

PUT OFF TO JULY 3

Hearing on a show cause order
obtained by the I. T. O. A. seeking
to remand to the Supreme Court
its suit against the Code Authority
was put off yesterday until July 3.

"The plaintiffs had failed to file the
record in the court and consequently
it was impossible to proceed with
the motion.

Warners Move to Block
St. Louis Foreclosure

St. Louis—In an effort to stop
the foreclosure sale of the Ambassa-
dor, Grand Central and Missouri
theaters to a bondholders' protec-

(Continued on Page 3)

He Licked Baer
Fort Morgan, Colo.—Ed Bluck, own-

er of the Cover theater, is no doubt
the only theater manager in the world
who could put out this plug on the
Baer-Carnera fight pictures:
"Come see the Baer-Carnera fight

pictures—and also see Ed Bluck, who
licked Max Baer."

Years ago Bluck was principal of a

school at Durango, Colo. Max Baer
was one of the pupils and frequently
needed chastisement. Principal Bluck
laid him across the table and gave
him a sound spanking.
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New York Code Boards Columbia Advance Guard
Dispose of All Cases

Every case filed with the New
York grievance board since its first

meeting- May 8 has been heard and
either a decision rendered or the
case certified to the Code Authority
for hearing. Forty-five complaint
cases have been filed and heard at

the local grievance board, eight

have appealed to the Code Author-
ity, two have been certified to the
Code Authority, three withdrawn
and one settled before hearing.
Next meeting of the board has

been set for July 10. Up to last

night no cases had been filed for

hearing on that date.

Since May 7, the New York clear-

ance and zoning board has heard 20
cases and rendered decisions on all.

Seven have appealed to the Code Au-
thority. Two cases are to be heard
at next Thursday's meeting. Of the

seven appeals, one has been decided

by the Code Authority. It was the
case of Luxor against Loew's Grand.
The Code Authority upheld the local

board decision.

Six Spanish Musicals

Planned in the East
Frank Z. Clemente, Hollywood in-

dependent producer who recently ar-

ranged for the distribution of his

Spanish talker, "Amor Que Vuelve,"
has become associated with Lewis
Maisell for the production of six

Spanish musical features in the
east. Offices have been opened at

723 Seventh Ave., where prepara-
tions are under way for the first pic-

ture, "Threads of Life" ("Hebras de

la vida"), from a story by the well-

known Mexican writer, Guillermo
Cristo, Jr. The author is writing
the script and lyrics for several

musical numbers in this picture

Clemente is negotiating for the re-

lease of this series. Maisell is in

charge of production.

Arrives in Atlantic City
Atlantic City—Advance guard of

the Columbia conventioneers regis-

tered at the Ritz Carlton Hotel last

night. It consisted of A. Montague,
Rube Jackter, Jos. McConville,
George Brown, Ben At well, Lou
Goldberg and Arnold Van Leer.
They will be followed this morning
by Sam Liggett, Henri Brunet, H.
C. Kaufman and John Kane, and
will be joined on Sunday by J. W.
MacFarland, M. Wormser, Lou
Weinberg, Louis Astor, H a 1

Hode, Al Seligman, Milton Good-
man, Milton Hannock, Sam Hacker,
Maurice Grad, W. Brennan, Charles
Roberts.
Sunday night will see the arrival

of Jack Cohn, Nate Spingold, Abe
Schneider and J. Barbano. Walter
Futter, producer, will come in

Tuesday morning.

N. Edward Beck Visiting Coast

Fort Worth — N. Edward Beck,
managing director of the Hollywood
theater and publisher of "Screen
Topics," monthly fan magazine, left

yesterday for a three-weeks' visit to

the studios in Hollywood.

Westminster Cinema Closing

At the conclusion tonight of the

engagement of the Gaumont-British
film, "Along Came Sally," the West-
minster Cinema will close for the

summer. It will reopen Sept. 1.

Richard Dix Marries Secretary

Richard Dix, RKO star who has
been on vacation in the east, yes-

1

terday was married to his secre-

tary, Virginia Webster, in Jersey
City.

New House for Hickory, N. C.

Hickory, N. C—J. F. Miller, op-
erator of the only three film houses
here, has signed a long lease for a

new theater named the Carolina to

be built for him immediately at a

cost of $50,000 by the corporation
owning the lot on which it will be
erected.
Meanwhile the Criterion Amuse-

ment Co. of Charlotte and the Hick-
ory city government are fighting

through the courts for permission
to lease the municipal auditorium
here to be used as a motion picture

theater.

Patricia Ziegfeld in Movies
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIT.v
Hollywood — Patricia Ziegfeld,

18-year-old daughter of the late

Florenz Ziegfeld and Billie Burke,
will make her film debut in "The
Great Ziegfeld," which is being pro-

duced by William Anthony McGuire
for Universal.

Ralph Graves Married
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ralph Graves, author-

actor-director, and Betty Flournoy,

debutante who recently made her

screen debut in "Coming Out Party",

were married in Yuma, Ariz., this

week.

.ommg and Gomg

WILL H. HAYS leaves today for the coast
with a stopover at his old home town, Sul-
livan, Ind.

WALLACE BEERY, who recently finished
work in M-G-M's "Treasure Island," arrived
in New York yesterday from Hollywood by
plane for a short vacation.

LAURENCE STALLINGS, TRUMAN H. TAL
LEY, SYDNEY TOWELL, Fox treasurer, and
PIERRE BRASSEUR, French film actor, sail to-
day on the Paris for Europe.

PAUL BLOCK sails on the Leviathan today
for the other side.

SAM DEMBOW returns to New York Monday
from Chicago.

JANET COHN and ANTHONY VEILLER leave
New York today by plane for the Coast.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK, in charge of adver-
tising for Warner theaters, left yesterday on
a business trip to Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Phila-
delphia and Atlantic City. He will be gone
about a week.

GENEVIEVE TOBIN, just back from aboad.
leaves shortly for the coast to resume work at

First National.

RUBY KEELER, now on vacation in the east

with her husband, AL JOLSON, is due back
at the Warner studios by July 23.

CARL P. YORK and M. J. MESSERI Para-
mount foreign managers, arrived in New York
from the Coast yesterday.

Wins RKO Title Contest
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM I Kill V

Hollywood—Gayle Evers, script

girl on RKO's "Hat, Coat and
Glove," won the $50 offered by the

studio for a new title for the pic-

ture. Winning title is "We're Rich
Again." Miss Evers also got $50
for another title, "If I Were Free."

Roxy Opens Earlier Today

Doors of the Roxy will open at

10:30 this morning to accommodate
the turnout for "Baby Take a Bow,"
starring Shirley Temple.

Duart Lab Takes More Space

Duart Film Laboratories has ex-

panded its space to three entire

floors at 245 West 55th St.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

First Vagabond Short Recorded

"Cairo", first of the Vagabond
Adventure series for the new sea-

son has been recorded by the Van
Beuren studio, with a 10-piece Arab-
ian orchestra supplying the music

Descriptive narrative was prepared

by Russell Spaulding and is deliv-

ered by Alois Havrilla.

Waring for Paramount Houses

Paramount has signed Fred War-
ing and his band to play five weeks

in houses associated with Famous
Theaters Corp. He opens July 27

in Minneapolis.

Madge Bellamy George Chandler

First Holdover in Six Months

Fort Worth—"Little Miss Mark-
er" has been held over for an addi-

tional three days at the Worth The-
ater. This is the first hold-over

for the Worth in about six months.

Cyril Chadwick Out of Hospital

Cyril Chadwick, stage and screen

player, has left Polyclinic Hospital,

where he was a patient following

an accident.

Received the copy of

the 16th annual edi-

tion of the year book

—and it's a knock-

out.

Each year I receive

a copy I say to myself

that you have reached

the peak of accom-
plishments along this

line — but the 1934

YEAR BOOK is un-
questionably the fin-

est and most service-

able you have pro-

duced to date.

Bill Ferguson,

Metro-Gohlwyn-
Mayer Pictures

1,000 Pages — Free to

Film Daily Subscribers.
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{Continued from Page 1)

to come near $4 a share. The com-
pany's cash position is strong, with
over $10,000,000 in cash and govern-
ment securities on hand, but in view
of the conservative policy of the
management it is believed that the
full year's results will be awaited
before any action on increased divi-

dend is taken, says the summary.

Warners Move to Block
St. Louis Foreclosure
{Continued from Page 1)

tive committee, an involuntary
bidders' petition has been filed in

the Federal Court against St. Louis
Properties Corp. The plaintiffs in-

clude Vitagraph, Warner Brothers
Artist Bureau, and Francis M. Al-
len of Chicago, holder of $6,000 in

bonds issued by the defendant. The
court is asked to hold up approval
of the sale until a plan for reor-
ganization can be submitted by the
petitioners.

Theaters Using Trailers

Total 8,500, Says Dembow
(Continued from Page 1)

i". O. of Eastern Pa. meeting at

Philadelphia.
Attacking the entrance of M-G-M

into the trailer field, Dembow de r

clared that approximately 4,000
houses have protested to the na-
tional distributor on this move since

the first of January. National Screen
is serving 2,500 theaters with trail-

ers on Warner pictures, despite the
fact that Warner-First National is

making its own trailers, said Dem-
bow. If M-G-M actually adopts a

trailer-producing plan, National
Screen will turn out its own trailers

covering their pictures, Dembow
stated.

Kansas City Zoning Board
Meeting on Call Hereafter
Kansas City—After one more reg-

ular session, the local clearance and
zoning board will meet only on call.

Schedules have been set up in all

cities in the territory where there
have been complaints, except Kan-
sas City, which will be considered
and may be settled next week.
Schedules have been set up in

Wichita, St. Joseph and Atchison.
Joplin and Springfield have not
filed any clearance complaints.

Start A. C. Film Next Week
Atlantic City—Shooting on "Con

vention Girl," being produced by
Falcon Pictures, will get under way
here next week, with advance units
scheduled to arrive Monday. Rose
Hobart, Weldon Heyburn, Sally
O'Neill and Herbert Rawlinson have
the leading roles, with Luther Reed
directing.

MONCthe

• • • THE MAIN BOUT was a knockout at the Empey
Fight Club yesterday Max Baer scored in the final event

and the preliminary fighters weren't hard to take either
leading off with Colonel Alicoate then came Kid

Louis Nizer, the curly-haired demon and Benny Rubin,
who can fight in seven different dialects

• • • THE RINGSIDE was crowded Maestro
Alicoate invited all the gang to take off their coats and be
comfortable setting the good example himself he
then introduced Louis Nizer as the kid who had been fighting in

the film arena for 15 years without pulling one split infinitive

most of that film gang didn't know what a split infinitive

was but they cheered anyway to cover up

• © • AT THE start Louis Nizer pulled a fast one on
Benny Rubin when he introduced him chiding him for
not being a member of our club so Benny came right back
by saying "It looks as if I'm stuck—so I'll start off by
sajing 'Hello Brothers'." Benny said he had attended a lot

of Empey Club luncheons and some of those things Hal Home
used to put on as AMPA prexy but he was surprised to
find the present guest of honor a nance referring to Max's
Hollywood regalia at which Baer laughed louder than
anybody so when the Champ got up to speak and they
gave him a big hand, he said sweetly "Thank you, girls-"

Max showed his stage technique by stepping over to the
piano and singing his current Paramount song, "Dreams Come
True" and doing a neat bit of acting in between the verses

all the film mugs present agreed that Max Baer has prac-
tically everything to make him a Big Time Act on stage and
screen both his fight and show managers were there
Ancil Hoffman and Leo Morrison

CODE CASES
Activities of Local Grievance and Zoning and

Clearance Boards

SCREENO RULED A VIOLATION
Chicago—Screeno, which has become popu-

lar at a large number of theaters here, has

been declared by the local code authority

to be a lottery and a direct violation of the

code. This is said to be the first time such

a decision has been made and it is regarded

as quite important as Screeno is being used

in some 175 theaters here, or half of the pic-

ture houses in the city. The decision was the

outcome of a complaint filed against the In-
diana Theater, Indiana Harbor, Ind., by the
Garden Theater in the same town. It is

probable the case will be appealed.

APPEAL DENVER CLEARANCE
Denver—Two appeals have been taken from

the clearance and zoning schedule recently

issued for the city of Denver. The Webber.
Federal and Rex complain of the rule that

cuts protection on double feature pictures in

half. They claim that since the code does
not place double features under unfair trade
practice that the board has no right to pen-
alize such actions.
Harry Huffman, who controls four first

runs, as well as four subsequent houses, has
taken an appeal and also objects to the dou-
ble feature angle. He objects on the grounds
that most of the revenue to producers is ob-

tained from first runs, and if they are not

protected, this revenue will be cut, and with
the subsequent houses unable to make it

up, quality of pictures will drop.

SETTLE ADVERTISING COMPLAINTS
Chicago—The grievance board of the local

code authority settled 12 complaints of pre-
mature advertising filed by Balaban & Katz.
The complaints were: Tower vs. Jackson
Park; Lakeside vs. Bryn Mawr; Congress vs.

Oak; North Shore vs. Howard; Tower vs.

Piccadilly; Southtown vs. Englewood; Bel-
mont vs. Lincoln; Southtown vs. Linden;
Pantheon vs. Bryn Mawr ; Berwyn vs. Ritz,
Roxy and Villas, of Berwyn.

STOP REDUCED ADMISSIONS
Kansas City—On complaint of reduced ad-

mission filed by Clyde McAleer of the Or-
pl eum, Parsons, Kas., the grievance board
here has asked Glen Dickinson's Uptown,
Parsons, to cease and desist the practice.

On a complaint of playing for five cents
pictures which contract calls to be played at

a 10-cent minimum, the grievance board has
asked Rube Finkelstein of the Belmont, Kan-
sas City, to cease and desist. The complaint
was filed by Mrs. A. Baer.

CASINO WILL BECOME

THEATER OF THE AIR

(Continued from Page 1)

will be operated in conjunction with
radio programs, sponsored and sus-
taining, which will be broadcast
over direct wires through the ma-
jor metropolitan stations direct from
the stage before paying audiences.
Performances will run from noon to

midnight.
The luxurious lounges in the the-

ater will be converted into merchan-
dising centers where each sponsor's
product will be placed on display.
Many of the elaborate green rooms
formerly used by artists will be
made into audition rooms for the use
of sponsors, while ten floors of
dressing rooms are being altered in-

to offices for the use of the sponsors
and the broadcasting stations.

K.C. EXHIB FILES 5 COMPLAINTS
Kansas City—Among cases to be heard by

the grievance board at its July 11 and July
18 meetings are five complaints by Mrs. A.
Baer, operating the Lindbergh, charging re-

duced admissions or passes. Houses named
are Fox's Vista, Isis, Linwood, Waldo and
Gladstone, Emanuel Rolsky's National, Dusty
Rhodes' Gillham, all charged with cutting
scales, and C. A. Schultz's Mokan, for giv-
ing passes.

Complaint also has been filed by Fox
West Coast against Bill Perry, who runs
three free open air shows in Coffeyville, Kans.

48 Code Case Appeals
Up for July Hearing
(Continued from Page 1)

act as chairman. Gradwell L. Sears
of Warner Bros, and Harry Shiff-

man are the other two members rep-
resenting distributors and unaffili-

ated exhibitors, respectively.

John C. Flinn, Code Authority
executive secretary, has been em-
powered to select personnel of the
10 appeals committees from a panel
consisting of 30 distributors and 30
unaffiliated theatermen. Four ap-
peals will be heard at each commit-
tee session. Personnel of the com-
mittees will be flexible, and mem-
bers selected to serve will not be
identified with companies interested

in cases to be heard.

Blames Bad Judgment
For Films That Offend

{Continued from Page 1)

ing of the remaining 25 percent.

"It's up to the indusry to elimi-

nate it," said the producer.

Franklin described the move as

generally constructive and indicative

of the importance of motion pictures

to the nation. It stresses to produc-

ers their responsibility in the mat-
ter, said Franklin.

"The sanctity of the home must
be respected", he observed. "Vul-
garity and unwarranted suggestive-

ness must go."
Franklin also criticized "bad

taste" in advertising.

H. Abrams' Daughter Gets House

Poland Springs, Me.—Mrs. Grace
Abrams McKean, daughter of Hiram
Abrams, former president of United
Artists, has opened the Pavilion

here. The house was formerly op-

erated by the late Del Bibber, sales

representative for First National in

New England for many years.

William A. Dillon Dead

Providence — William A. Dillon

65, of Fall River, Mass., interna-

tional representative of the I. A. T
S. E., dropped dead on Fountain St.

here this week.
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A Little
from "Lots"

^=£ By RALPH WILK=
HOLLYWOOD

TVTELSON EDDY has been added
to the cast of "Student Tour,"

Metro picture dealing with a round-
the-world educational cruise. The
presence of Charles Butterworth and
Jimmy Durante in this film, and the
preparation of a special musical
score, indicate that the background
of "Student Tour" is not too acad-
emic. Charles Riesner is directing,

and the picture is under supervision
of Monta Bell.

T T T

The next Warner Oland "Chan"
characterization which starts film-

ings next week will be called "Char-
lie Chan In London." John Stone,
Fox producer, announces that Drue
Leyton, who appears in a leading
role in the forthcoming "Charlie
Chan's Courage," will also have a
featured role in this one, together
with Hugh Williams, who appeared
in "All Men Are Enemies." Other
players will be Mona Barrie and
Walter Johnson.

T T

Shnw and Lee, headliners of vau-
e, radio and musical comedy,
been signed for comedy roles

'oung and Beautiful," Mascot
ctions which will feature the
Wampas Baby Stars. Joseph
horn also will be in it.

T t r

irar Kennedy, under contract to
gram for three featured roles

g the coming year, will appear
fourth, according to terms of a

contract signed by Robert Welsh,
executive producer, who placed Ken-
nedy for an important role in "King
Kelly of the U.S.A." Guy Robert-
son's first starring vehicle. The pic-

ture goes into production July 6,

with Leonard Fields directing under
the supervision of George Bertholon.

T T T

James Dunn and Alice Faye will

have co-featured roles in "365

Nights In Hollywood," the story

which William Conselman and Henry
Johnson have adapted for Fox. Sol

Wurtzel will produce it.

T T T

Monogram is dickering for Mar-
garet Sullavan for the feminine lead
in "Girl of the Limberlost."

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

'Fred Astaire can play a piano and
dance at the same time—he stands by
Ihe keyboard and docs taps."—RKO
Radio.

« « REVIEWS of the NEW FEATURES » »

"KISS AND MAKE-UP"
with Cary Grant, Genevieve Tobin, Helen

Mack, Edward Everett Horton

Paramount 78 mins.

AMUSING TRAVESTY ON BEAUTY
PARLOR BUSINESS WILL APPEAL BEST
TO THE FEMININE CLIENTELE.

For general laughing purposes, with ad-
ditional interest for the women because
of its swank beauty parlor background,
this comedy is fairly good light enter-

tainment. Cary Grant is the owner of

the classy Parisian establishment where
ugly women are made beautiful. He is

mobbed with clients, many of whom also

go daffy over him personally. One in

particular, Genevieve Tobin, after being
beautified, is divorced by her plain husband,
Ed Horton, and promptly hooks Cary. But
when he finds that she makes beauty a

career and that her charms require long

and constant attention, Cary gets fed up
with her and finally realizes the real thing
in Helen Mack, his naturally attractive

secretary who has been in love with him
all along.

Cast: Cary Grant, Helen Mack, Gene-
vieve Tobin, Edward Everett Horton, Lucien

Littlefield, Mona Maris, Katherine Wil-!
liams, Lucille Lund, Rafael Storm, Deris

Lloyd, Milton Wallace, Mme. Bonita, Sam
Ashe, Helena Phillips, George Andre
Beranger, Henry Armetta, Judith Arlen,

Jean Gale, Hazel Hayes, Lu Ann Mere-
dith, Dorothy Drake, Helene Cohan, Jean
Carmen, Gi-Gi Parrish, Ann Hovey, Betty

Bryson, Jacqueline Wells. i

Director, Harlan Thompson; Author,

Stephen Bekeffi; Screenplay, Harlan

Thompson, George Marion, Jr., Jane Hin-

ton; Music, Ralph Rainger; Lyrics, Leo
Robin; Cameraman, Lecn Shamroy.

Direction, Lively. Photography, Fine.

Wolf Quits Taft Circuit
Middletown, 0.— Marc J. Wolf,

general manager of the Taft circuit,

operating the Paramount, Palace
and Rialto in Hamilton and the Par-
amount and Strand here, has re-

signed to become managing director
of Theatrical Managers, Inc., In-

dianapolis, of which V. U. Young is

executive head. Wolf is succeeded
at Hamilton by George Fettig, for-
merly assistant manager of the
Paramount here.

"BABY, TAKE A BOW"
with Shirley Temple, James Dunn,

Claire Trevor
Fox 76 mins.

SHIRLEY TEMPLE CLICKS STRONG
WITH HEART APPEAL AND THRILLS IN
SWELL HOKE PIX.

Caught on Broadway at an afternoon

show, this one had the femmes, old and
young, oohing and ahing at that cute

youngster Shirley Temple all the way through

to the meller climax with its suspense

and thrills. It's in the bag, with plenty

to spare, for the little actress has been
given a picture that keeps her in the

spotlight pretty much all of the time.

Theme concerns two boys who have been
framed and have done time and are out

on parole. James Dunn is married to

Claire Trevor and Ray Walker is his pal.

Alan Dinehart plays the heavy, as the de-

tective who is trying to get something

on the boys and send them up again. His

chance comes when an ex-convict plants

a stolen necklace with Shirley, the baby
of Dunn and his wife. The suspense and
thrills come with the search for the jewels

by the sleuth, and the chase of the crook

who finally gets them back and uses

Shirley as a shield to cover his attempted

escape. It's hoke, but the kind they love.

Cast: Shirley Temple, James Dunn, Claire

Trevor, Alan Dinehart, Ray Walker, Dor-

othy Libaire, Ralf Harolde, James Flavin.

Director, Harry Lachman
J. Judge; Screen Play, Ph

Paramore, Jr.

Direction, Showmanship.

Good.

;
Author, James

lip Klein, E. E.

Photography,

Unemployment Insurance Ruling

Madison, Wis.—Practically every
employer in Wisconsin who in 1933
employed 10 or more persons in 28
calendar weeks is subject to the
state unemployment insurance act
according to the state industrial

commission. Contributions to unem-
ployment reserves, based on July
payrolls, becomes payable in Aug-
ust.

Dick Powell Replaces Cagney
West (nasi Bureau of T I III FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Dick Powell, instead

of James Cagney, will have the male
lead in "Gentlemen Are Born",
which Mervyn LeRoy will direct

starting Monday. Cagney is sched-
uled for another picture upon his

return from a cruise.

"THE WORLD MOVES ON"
with Madeleine Carroll and Franchot Tone
Fox 90 mins.

IMPRESSIVE IN MAGNITUDE AND
WELL CAST, SHOULD APPEAL BEST TO
THE MORE INTELLIGENT CLIENTELE.
Though it does not go deep enough emo-

tionally to make it the stirring and provo-

cative production that its title suggested,
this picture is of sufficient expansiveness
in material, cast and panoramic sweep to

make it worth anybody's attention. Story

is about an international family of indus-

trialists and their fortunes through several

decades which embrace war, financial panic

and the present turmoil of unrest. Romance
threads through the events in the form of

an attachment between Madeleine Carroll

an English relation, and Franchot Tone of

the American family. Swept into the war
while in France, Tone comes out, embit-

tered, with a mania for money and power
only to be impoverished by the stock mar-

ket crash, whereupon he and Madeleine

go back to the old Louisiana home to start

anew.

Cast: Madeleine Carroll, Franchot Tone,

Reginald Denny, Siegfried Rumann, Louise

Dresser, Raul Roulien, Lumsden Hare, Dud-
ley Digges, Frank Melton, Brenda Fcwler,

Russell Simpson, Walter McGrail, Marcelle

Corday, Charles Bastin, Barry Norton,

George Irving, Ferdinand Schumann-Heink,
Georgette Rhodes, Claude King, Ivan Simp-

son, Frank Moran, Stepin Fetchit

Director, John Ford; Author, Reginald

Berkeley; Screen Play, same; Cameraman,
George Schneiderman; Recording Engineer

E F. Grossman.

Direction, Good Photography, A-l.

Alliance, O.—R. C. Wallace h„
closed the Columbia for the surnl
mer, planning to reopen it early i

September with first-run films.

Youngstown—First-run dual pol-
icy has been introduced in two down-
town theaters. The Park some time
ago adopted duals at 20 cents topi
for adults at night, two changes
weekly. The State, independently
owned, has switched from single
features to double first-run features,
with two changes weekly, at 10 to
25 cents.

Boston — Theodore Smalley, for-
merly manager of the Olympia the-
ater in Lynn and now publicity man
for the Capitol in Worcester, and
Jeannette Goodman of Brookline
have consolidated.

Boston — Leaving by boat today
for the convention in Atlantic City
were the following from the local
Columbia exchange: Manager Timo-
thy O'Toole, Phil Fox, Robert J.

Murray, Thomas Jennings, Edward
Anderson, Saul Simons, Joseph
Cronin, and Fred Marshall.

Boston—Lee Britton, with Educa-
tional for some years, has acquired
the New England franchise for
World Wide films and is distribut-!

ing from 42 Melrose St.

San Antonio— Free talking pic-

tuies are being shown nightly at

Brackenridge Park this summer.
The films do not hurt the theaters
downtown, as this is the only local

park having free movies.

Denver — Distinctive Screen At-
tractions, Inc., has moved to the oW
Columbia location at 2071 Broar'

way.

Milwaukee—The local zoning ai i

clearance board continues its won
J'

of ironing out wrinkles in the pro
posed schedule for Milwaukee coun
ty with another meeting slated foi

July 3.

Burlington, Wis.—The safe in th(

Plaza theater, local house operatec

by Jack Yeo, recently was robbec

of $500.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
Stress the word "cool" in your mar-

quee and ether advertising.
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